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Summary
In this article, a new electronic version of the ATP Rulebook in PDF format is
introduced. The criteria, on which this work is based, are also briefly described.

Introduction
Difficulties arising when getting a hard copy of the enormous ATP manual, usually
named as ATP Rulebook, are by all the program users very well known. The manual
becomes one of the very first inquires of new ATP users and its reproduction and
delivery is then the main difficult user groups have to deal with.

An electronic version of the ATP manual would allow user groups to deliver it between
its members more easily through electronic media such as CDs or Internet and thus
saving time and reducing costs. Even though there are some chapters of the manual in
electronic version of some of its chapters, it does not exist a complete one, thus the
problem remains unsolved.

On the other hand, there is not an up-to-date index of the manual neither. It would be
desirable an index that clearly determines which of the available chapter versions are
the latest ones.

To the question, why there is no electronic version of the manual, the authors found
another question: Why not trying to do it ?

The task
The authors were encouraged to face the task, as they got the necessary hardware and
software to scan the paper version of manual and convert it into PDF-files.

The very first step was to look for the latest versions of manual chapters, between all by
the time circulating versions in Argentina. After that, an index with the themes to be
included had to be settled.

From the revision of all available documentation, the lack of Chapters 18 and 20 was
detected. The first one belongs to the routine CABLE FITTER and it is not yet
available. Regarding chapter 20, no information could be found about the purposes, for
which this chapter might be reserved.

It has also been found more than one version for some topics. This is basically due to
the Leuven´s attempt to rewrite the manual in electronic format during the years of
EMTP development at the Leuven University (Belgium). This task was however not



entirely completed and only some chapters are today available in electronic format,
which are known as LEC-chapters.

The problem with LEC-files is that they were written in WordPerfect 5 format, which
can not be correctly converted into Microsoft Word; figures mainly do not have an
acceptable quality after conversion. In means of the present work the authors decided
therefore to optically scan a printed version of LEC-files instead of converting them
from the WordPerfect format.

Howevr, both the original- and LEC-versions of the repeated chapters were included in
the collection as PDF-file, adding a LEC abbreviation in the file name to distinguish
ones from the others.

On the other hand, many of the latest upgrades on ATP were directly written in
electronic format and thus could be automatically incorporated into the new PDF
manual. At this point the authors would like to warn the readers about some page
number repetitions between these latest upgrades and older chapters optically scanned
from a paper edition. For example, this is the case of the rutine $PARAMETRES,
whose pagination coincides with that of “Separate interactive plotting programs” or the
rutine “HARMONIC FREQUENCY SCAN” with “Special request cards having key
words”.

The selected documentation was classified and separated into different groups, each one
being converted into a separate PDF file. This will allow a faster electronic distribution
reducing download times and will enable an easier way to keep the manual up to day.

The resulting PDF manual takes up 64 MB splitted up into 47 files. The largest file
takes up 3.6 MB and the smallest one 0,3 MB. An index in HTM format with hiperlinks
to the respectively PDF files was also created as part of the present work.

The PDF manual is available to all licensed ATP Users through the protected FTP
server of CAUE (Argentinier EMTP User Group).

The authors would like to point out that some problems could be found when printing
PDF files from Acrobat Reader 5.0, even though not with prior versions. To overcome
this problem just click the option “Print as image” in the Print Properties Window.

The authors wish to complete and continuosly update the present work, so that
comments and suggestions are welcome.
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I. Introductory Informat.ion About Program 

C Copyright 198'7-1995 by the Can/Am EMTP User Group. All rights reserved. 

No part of either this manual or the associated computer program (ATP 
version of the EMTP) may be reproduced in any form, using cards, paper, 
microfilm, magnetic media, or any other means, without written pe~ission from 
the Canadian/American (Can/Am) EMTP User Group. Further, such materials have 
restricted circulation, and their informational content shall not be released to 
third parties. 

The content of this manual, the associated computer pJpgram, and all other 
ATP EMTP materials, are all made available for use by others without any 
guarantee of usefulness, accuracy, fidelity, or completeness. No author, 
licensing agent, or authorized distributor will be held responsible for any 
damages that might possi.bly result f:r:om the use OI:' misuse of: ATP EMTP materials 
for any purpose. The user is soiely responsibility for any damages that might 
possibly result from the use or misuse of .ATP EMTP materials for any purpose. 

I-A. Background of ATP; User Groups; Educati.on 

The Electromagnetic Transients Progrrum, or EMTP (pronounced by naming the 
four letters sequentially), is primarily a simulation program of the electric 
power industry. It can predict variables of interest within electric power 
networks as functions of time, typically following some disturbance such as the 
switching of a circuit breaker, or a fault. It also is used by those who 
specialize in power electronics. 

EMTP has its roots in Portland, Oregon (USA), at the Bonneville Power 
Administration (BPA), an agency of the U.S. Department of Energy. Thanks to 
generous contributions of both manpower and money (the latter to support 
specialists working on EMTP research and deveiopment under contract), BPA 
dominated EMTP development for more than a decade. This was all public-domain 
work, and it was given freely to any interested party. This was prior to 
attempted commercialization of the EMTP during the summer of 1984 (see Section 
I-A-I below). 
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The present manual basically is just a complete set of rules for EMTP input 
and output. Except for the Table of Contents and Introduction at the front 
(through the end of Section I), and the References and Index at the back 
(Sections XXV and XXVI, respectively), nothing but rules of program usage will 
be found. Since most EMTP data have a required order of input, the rules of this 
book have been written in this same order of data input. Supporting programs 
(e.g., "LINE CONSTANTS") are exceptions, and they have all been forced to the 
back (Chapters XVII through XXIV) to agree with the order of appearance within 
the computer source file (UTPF). Details about interactive execution, 
observation, and control (SPY) also have no fixed order, and they have been 
placed in Chapter XVI, preceding the supporting programs. 

I-A-l. History of Roya1ty-Free Deve10pment 

Following attempted commercialization of the EMTP by certain large 
organizations of the North American power industry ("EPRI and some friends," as 
explained later), all EMTP development no longer was given to BPA by persons who 
had cooperated with BPA in the past. Included was the prodigious after-hours, 
weekend, and vacation work of Dr. W. Scott Meyer. There evolved a distinct EMTP 
version known by the acronym ATP (Alternative Transients Program). Although ATP 
work remains the property of the individuals who produced it, the Can/Am user 
group is the licensing agent for the use of these EMTP materials by others. For 
other parts of the world (England, Europe, Taiwan, etc.), such authority has 
been delegated to others. ATP materials are royalty-free for those who have not 
participated in "EMTP commerce" (defined by form letter LICENSE. ZIP of the 
Can/Am user group), but they are not public-doma-in in nature (as is the case 
with BPA EMTP work). This distinction is necessary in order to protect such 
materials from commercial exploitation. 

The Can/Am user group is grateful to BPA for all of its' public-domain EMTP 
development that formed the basis for this newer, improved, offering of the 
program. The roots of ATP can be traced to early 1984, when it became 
apparent to BPA EMTP developers that DCG was not working as it was supposed to, 
and formed a threat to free EMTP. At that point (February or March), 12 years 
of "EMTP Memoranda" were ended by Dr. Meyer, and every available hour of his 
free (non-BPA) time was switched from BPA's EMTP to the creation of a viable 
alternative that would be denied to those having commercial ambitions (already 
apparent among several DCG members). ATP, the Alternative Transients Program, 
was the result during the fall of 1984. This followed Dr. Meyer's return from 
Europe (the first European EMTP short course, in Leuven) and purchase of his 
first horne computer (the new IBM PC AT) during August of 1984. 

___ In September of 1982, a "coordination agreement It concerning the EMTP was 
signed by six large power organizations of North America: three u.s. government 
agencies (BPA, the Western Area Power Administration, and the U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation, with the latter two headquartered-in Denver, Colorado) and three 
Canadian organizations (Hydro-Quebec/IREQ, Ontario Hydro, and the Canadian 
Electrical Association O,n behalf of the remaining Canadian utilities). Known by 
~he acronym DCG (for EMTP Development Coordination Group), this organization 
agreed during March of 1983 to keep the EMTP proper (the UTPF) in the public 
domain. But there followed a loose Association with the Electric Power Research 
Institute (EPRI, of Palo Alto, California) during the summer of 1984. During the 
fall of that year, it was claimed by the DCG Steering Committee that BPA EMTP 
work would no longer be in the public domain, and would not be given freely to 
others. 

But such DCG/EPRI policy was nothing more than wishful thinking by those 
wanting to commercialize the EMTP. During April of 1985, a U.S. Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) request was filed with BPA, and BPA disclosed its 
then-latest version of the UTPF as required by that U.S. law. Since then, strong 
statements from BPA indicated that both U.s. government work and money must 
result only in public-domain EMTP products. This was consistent with the hopes 
of European EMTP users, of course. Prior to such statements by higher management' 
and its representatives at BPA, LEC (the Leuven EMTP Center with headquarters 
on the campus of K.U. Leuven in Belgium) was formed by Prof. Daniel Van Dommelen 
during the spring and summer of 1984 as a defensive measure. This was after 
hearing of proposed DCG/EPRI prices during a personal visit by DCG Chairman Doug 
Mader. Although LEC later had problems of mismanagement, everyone involved can 
be proud of those early years, and the obvious spirit of independence (nhell no, 
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we won't pay") that drove the effort. The first annual meeting of LEC was held 
in Leuven on November 4th of 1985, and Dr. Meyer agreed to bring ATP. About 
possible cooperation with those who then were trying to sell EMTP, the official 
minutes of this meeting records the following: 

"- It was unanimously agreed that the User Group wants to 
influence the politics of development by making a 
distinction between: 

the EMTP proper (UTPF), 
which should remain free and intact. 

Preprocessors, postprocessors and data bases, 
which could be things to sell. 

After this discussion, it was agreed that TA should 
contact DCG in order to request EPRI not to sell the EMTP 
proper <UTPF). Should this first attempt prove to be 
unsuccessful, then DVD could try." 

Here "TA" stands for Mr. Ture Adielson of ASEA, who at the t~e was the EMTP 
representative of ASEA to both DCG and LEC. Finally "DVD" indicates Prof. Van 
Dommelen, the Chairman of LEC. Prior to the vote authorizing this statement, 
Dr. Meyer had agreed to turn his ATP work into the public domain provided DCG 
and EPRI would do likewise. No response from DCG or EPRI was ever received, 
as far as the Can/Am user group knows. 

Both K. U. Leuven and LEe operated through 1993 without any formal connection 
to any power organization of North America~ However, LEC did cooperate with BPA 
on an infor.mal basis for" several years (most effectively from 1985 to 1989), and 
it remained willing to consider the establishment of a formal tie provided non
commercial EMTP activity at K.U. Leuven could thereby be assisted. This was the 
stated goal of LEC, which was supposed to be a nonprofit organization. The 
Chairman did serve without pay, and decisions normally were made (or subsequently 
reaffirmed) by majority vote of the members. That was through 1990, anyway. 
But with growth came affluence, and with affluence seemed to come corrupt~on as 
discovered by LEC's own Steering Committee. After failing to account for all 
money collected from members, and failing to honor voting rights of members in 
this regard (accurate accounting of money), LEC was closed at the end of 1993. 

But the European EMTP User Group (EEUG) was reformed in Hannover, Germany, 
during November of 1994. This followed the leadership of Dr. Mustafa Kizilcay, 
who was working for Larumeyer International as the meeting was planned, but had 
been named to be a Professor at the university in Osnabrueck before the meeting 
was actually held. By German law, all money must be accounted for, and voting 
rights of members are guaranteed by an associated charter. As this text i~ b_ei!lg_ 
-fevis-ed- dur±ng- the-sprIng-of 1--99~, - opera"Eion ~s-begi-nnlng s-lowly (Ge-rman law is 
demanding), but with considerable promise. 

I-A-2. Learni.ng to Use ATP; User Groups 
By far the best way to learn about EMTP capability and usage is by working 

beside a competent, experienced veteran. Those power organizations that have 
been using the EMTl? for a broad range of power system simulation, and which have 
not suffered disrupting changes of personnel, represent the ideal learning 
environment. If the reader is working for such an organization, he should count 
his blessings, and disregard most of what follows. In case of questions or 
problems, go see the local experts. Always ask questions. Program users must 
adopt this habit, since they will be doing it until the day they retire, so broad 
and complex is transient simulation! 

For those not so blessed by local experts, the next-best alternative is a 
strong national or regional EMTP User Group to which new users can turn for help. 
Contact personnel of ATP-licensed organizations that are officially recognized 
by the Can/Am user group are as follows: 

Dr. Akihiro Ametani, Professor and 
Chainman, Japanese EMTP Committee 
Dr. Naoto Nagaoka, Professor and Secretary 
Faculty of Electric Engineering 
Doshisha University 
Tanabe, Tsuzuki-gun 
Kyoto 610-03 
JAPAN 
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Prof. Or.-Ing Mustafa Kizilcay 
Fachhochschule Osnabrueck 
Fachbereich Elektrotechnik 
Albrechtstr. 30 
0-49076 Osnabrueck 
GERMANY 

Mr. Marco Polo Pereira 
Chairman, Latin American EMTP User Group 
Furnas Centrais Eletricas S.A. ' 
Rua Real Grandeza 219, C 1608 
CEP 22283-900 -- Rio de Janeiro 
BRAZIL 

Or. Brian J. Elliott, Chairman 
Mr. Stephen Boroczky, Secretary 
Grid Planning & Development 
Electricity Transmission Authority 
PO Box 1000 
Sydney South, NSW, 2000 
AUSTRALIA 

Dr. W. Scott Meyer and 
Or. Tsu-huei Liu, Co-Chairmen 
Canadian/American EMTP User Group 
The Fonta~ne, Unit 6B 
1220 N.E. 17th Avenue 
Portland, Oregon 97232 
U.S.A. 

JinBoo Choo, Manager 
Korean EMTP Committee 
Electric Power Research Department 
Korea Electric Power Corporation 

(KEPCO) Research Center 
117-15, Yong Jeon Dong, Dong-Gu 
Dae Jeon 
SOUTH KOREA 

Mr. Chiang-Tsung Huang, Chairman 
Mr. Shui-Hsiu Lin, Secretary 
Republic of China EMTP User Group 
(Includes Hong Kong and Singapore) 
System Planning Department 
Taiwan Power Company (Taipower) 
242 Roosevelt Road, Section 3 
P. O. Box 171 
Taipei 107 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA {TAIWAN} 

Or. Warren Levy 
Information Technology Dept. 
Electricity Supply Commission (ESKOM) 
Megawatt Park, Maxwell Drive 
P. O. Box 1091 
Johannesburg 2000 
SOUTH AFRICA 

While each group was primarily designed to serve users of its geographical 
region, anyone in the world can order ATP materials directly from either 
Osnabrueck or Portland. Also, computer files are being shared on a world-wide 
basis among ATP-licensed users by E~ail (the Internet). See later paragraph. 
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EMTP education is being handled separately, and materials related to it are 
not available through BPA, so do not write to Portland for a copy. EMTP 
education began in June of 1978 with a one-week EMTP short course at the 
University of Wisconsin -- Madison. This was basically an introductory cour.se, 
and it has been offered most summers since its inception. Following the switch 
from BPA's EMTP to the commercial offering of DCG/EPRI in 1987 or 1988, the 
Madison offering has ceased to be of much value to ATP users, however. other 
universities have offered introductory courses, too, from time to time. For ATP, 
this began in Leuven, Belgium, during the summer of 1987 the first public 
exposition of ATP. Then during the summers of 1988 and 1989, Cal Poly in San 
Luis Obispo, California, USA, offered the first ~TP course that used only PCs 
(Personal Computers). The spring of 1989 saw the beginning of such now-famous 
PC-based education offered by Prof. Dennis Carroll at the University of Florida 
in Gainesville. Prof. Ned Mohan began his popular 2-day, traveling (it follows 
IEEE PES Summer Meetings) course in 1990 when the PES meeting was near his home 
campus in Minneapolis. As for more advanced education, Europeans were first, 
when a high-level course for experienced users was given during the summer of 
1984 by Prof. Daniel Van Dommelen at K. U. Leuven in Belgium. While needed, such 
advanced courses have difficulty attracting adequate numbers of students to be 
offered regularly. 

Power electronics can be simulated using the ~TP as documented by a 
textbook on the subject that first appeared in 1989. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 
of New York City (USA), publish "Power Electronics: Converters, Applications, and 
Designn by Ned Mohan, Tore Undeland, and William Robbins. An associated set of 
64 ATP data cases and paper documentation of them (a separate book) can be 
purchased from Prof. Mohan at the University of Minnesota. Beginning about 1993, 
this package was bundled with Prof. Mohan's short course, which now specializes 
in ATP applied to power electronics of power systems. 

The ~T? Rule Book contains almost nothing about what is happening in the 
world of EMTP usage and development. For EMTP-related announcements, reports of 
interesting studies by program users, corrections to the Rule Book and/or common 
program versions, and summaries of ongoing EMT? research, see the newsletter of 
the Can/Am user group. This is Can/Am EMT? News, which during 1994 and 1995 has 
consisted of 20 pages per quarterly issue (January, April, July, and October of 
each year). Dating to the second half of 1988, WordPerfect 5.1 documents of the 
content can be obtained by E-mail from several Anonymous FTP sites around the 
world (more about such E-mail usage later). 

nEMTP News n was a valuable journal about EMTP that was published by LEC for 
some 6 or 7 years prior to LEe's demise in 1993. Early issues of the Can/Am 
newsletter will refer to this, which is an important part of the historical 
record of AT? usage and development. Unfortunately, no computer storage of most 
of the published material is believed to exist. It is hoped that the tradition 
of a journal for full-length arficles about AT? use (more than development) can 
be resurrected during 1995 by the new EEUG, which would use the more appropriate 
name nEMTP Journal. n A newsletter, this was not (during its prime, each issue 
of the quarterly nEMTP News n averaged about 100 pages). 

E-mail (electronic mail) has become critically important to many AT? users. 
As WordPerfect disk files, the newsletter and other ATP-useful things can be 
obtained from FTP server ftp.ee.mtu.edu (the former plains server, which 
became a mirror sparky.nodak.edu during April of 1995) using Anonymous FTP 
transfers of Internet. These two sites are in the north-central USA (Michigan 
Tech in Houghton and North Dakota State University in Fargo, respectively). 
There also is a mirror in Europe, at the University of Hannover in Germany at 
address 130.75.2.2 Details are summarized in the January, 1995, newsletter. 
Prof. Bruce Mork of Michigan Tech in Houghton manages this material. He also 
established a free electronic bulletin board atp-emtp@vm1.nodak.edu that allows 
ATP users to exchange messages. See the October, 1991, issue of the newsletter 
for Prof. Bruce Mork's 3-page exposition about this pioneering, AT? service he 
founded. That article also can be found in OCT91. DOC within disk file 
EMAIL. ZIP on the GIVE2 disk of Salford EMTP distribution. The service is 
free, and had grown to more than 200 addresses by the end of 1994. Prof. Mork 
explained FTP use in the July, 1992, issue (see JUL92.DOC within EMAIL.ZIP). 
ATP itself can be distributed by FTP, but not without security (a password) . 
ATP also can be distributed by normal E-mail using the Attach button of MS 
Mail within MS Windows (this UUENCODEs an archive such as GIVE1. ZIP 
automatically) as described in the January, 1995, newsletter. 
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I-B. Deve10pment Centers for ATP 

The Can/Am EMTP User group can be reached most easily by E~ail (electronic 
mail) since use of it was begun by the user group in the fall of 1993. The 
current Internet address used by Drs. Meyer and Liu is: atp@agora.rain.com. The 
non-electronic mailing address in The Fontaine was displayed previously. 

BPA personnel who are preoccupied with free EMTP development are Drs. W. 
Scott Meyer and Tsu-huei Liu, who most easily can be reached by telephone using 
number (503) 230-4404. Dr. Liu's telephone is -4401, but this is less useful 
because it has no recorder, and a secretary might answer. If no human answers 
4404, after a full four rings a personalized recording in Dr. Meyer's voice will 
be heard. If the phone is in use, the recording will be heard ~ediately. 
Following Dr. Meyer's brief greeting, a caller will be given an opportunity 
(after the tone) to leave a recorded message (not over about 8 minutes). A 
warning is appropriate, however: Speak slowly and distinctly, since the 
recording system produces distortion of its own as evidenced by the quality of 
the recording. When the message is complete, a flashing red light will be seen 
on Dr. Meyer's telephone. For a telephone call to be returned, be sure the name 
and telephone number are slowly and clearly enunciated. Finally, the address for 
conventional mail, E~ail, and also telephone facsimile (FAX) is: 

Dr. W. Scott Meyer or 
Dr. Tsu-huei Liu E~ail: thliu@bpa.gov 
BPA, Route TEOS; Floor 4, Post 5-14 
P. O. Box 3621 
Portland, Oregon 97208 
U.S.A. FAX: (503) 230-3212 

Those wanting to use a delivery service will require a street address: 905 N.E. 
11th Avenue, with different postal code 97232. Be sure to include the floor and 
post, since BPA's is one big building of some 2200 workstations. 

Laurent Dube, author of MODELS (new control system modeling), also can 
be reached most easily by E~ail. Use dube@csos.orst.edu (Internet address) . 
He also has voice telephone with a recorder: (503) 392-4551. For FAX, Mr. Dube 
uses 392-4575. Located on the Oregon coast about 2 hours by car from Portland, 
the mailing address is: DEI Simulation Software 

7000 Rowan Road Manor 
P. O. Box 848 
Neskowin, Oregon 97149 
U.S.A. 
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r-c. Sl.I'!1nary program cat:abilitYi ';Jays Execution Begins; Errors 

The EMTP is used to simulate transients of electr ical r;:ower net\oA:)rks. That 
is, it is used to solve the ,algebraic, ordinary, andlor partial differential 

. equations that are associated with an interconnection of the following 
comp::ments : 

. 
* Lumped resistance, R 

.....J..M.r- '\r:RfJ 

* Lumped inductance, L 

* Lumped capacitance, C : 

* Multiphase Pi-equivalents, 
where the preceding scalar 
R, L, and C become 
symmetric, square matrices 
( R J , (t.l, and [ C 1 •• 

---'lTr- ,.,., 
-u-- "",,= 

* Multiphase distributed-parameter 
transmission lines, wherein propagation 
time of the component is represented. 
Both constant-parameter and frequency
dependent representations are provided. 

* Nonlinear resistors, where the 
v-i characteristic is single-valued. 

lA cl~fcjt 

C Q.\1'/dt 

* Nonlinear inductors, either with the conventional 
single-valued characteristic (see sketch at right) 
or incllxUng hysteresis and residual flux. 

: ::::::::i::e:S::::te circuit AWt=: ___ ... 
breakers, spark gaps, or any other - ... t 
connection change of the network. 
Diodes and thyristers (ac/dc valves) 
are incl uded. 

• Voltage or current sources. In addition 
to standard mathematical functions 
(sinusoids, surge functions, steps, and 
ramps), the user may specify sources point 
by point as functions of time, or in user
supplied FCRTP.AN, or via ~cs control (see 
control system modeling below). 

•• --I<J.: 1-1 -_0 

,----------

....----.... ~ 

• /I 

71 
~ 
t L 

.J: --• 
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*~ Dynamic rotating electric machinery, of which 
the most common form is conventional, 3-phase 
synchronous machines. But induction machinery 
and dc-machinery also can be represented, for 
1, 2, or 3 phases. Such machine models can be 
connected to "mCS control system models (see 
irrmediately t.elow), thereby allowing dynamics 
for voltage regulators and speed governors. 

* Control system dynamics as years ago were 
represented by differential analyzers (ttanalog 
comp.tters"). '!his modeling has been named ~CS, 
an acroni'fll derived from "Transient Analysis of 
Control systems." Nonl inear and log ical 
operations of various types are allowed. Inp.tts 
and outputs may be interfaced wieh the electric 
network of the EMTP, thereby providing hybrid 
computer capabil i ty. All TA.CS configurations 
are user-patchable, and hence configuration
free. See Section III for details. 

Trapezoidal-rule 
describing equations 
differential equations. The result is the formation of an associated set of 
real, simultaneous, algebraic equations that must be solved at each time step 
(see Ref. 1).. These equations are placed in nodal-admittance form, with new 
unknown voltages as variables, and are solved by ordered triangular 
factorization (Ref. 4). 

Program output consists of component variables (e.g., branch currents or 
voltages, machine torques or speeds, etc.) as functions of time, for those 
var iables that were requested by the user. Both printed and plotted output is 
poSSible, with plotting available in either character or vector-graphic mode. 
See Section XIV for the batch-mode (both character and vector) plotting, and 
Section XVI for the details of interactive (SPY) usage. 

Initial conditions for differential equations of the various components can 
be determined autcxnatically by the program for many if not most cases of 
practical interest. 'lhe most imtx>rtant restriction is to linear elements 
(nonlinear ccxnponents must generally be ignored dur iog t=nasor steady-state 
solutions). Yet injections of the electric netwrk may be specified in terms of 
power and voltage magnitude, thereby providing multi-phase load flow capability. 
Control system modeling (TACS) allows for the superposition of an arbitary 
number of linear phasor solutions of different frequencies. 

An enormous discontinuity in the EMTP occurred during 1984-1985. As 
CCG/ErRI made proprietary claims to BPA tNOrk (later rejected by EPA in 
connection with a Freedom of Information Act request during April of 1985), the 
ATP (Alternative Transients Program) version was developed outside of SPA by 
W. Scott Meyer ana other cooperating individuals and organizations. Because the 
program was restructured in important· ways, former translators had to be 
abandoned. A new beginning has taken place. 
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~~ As a general rule, the new EMTP (i.e., ATP) is less demanding of computers 
than \Here the older ("M39. It and before) versions. However, structure is 
different, so successful experience gained from "M39." and earlier versions is 
being omi tted from this docLmentation. Most if not all of the tv.o dozen or more 
distinct computers that once were proven to be EMTP-compatible (for the old 
code) probably remain compatible for the new code, too. Yet this is not yet 
known for sure. As an honest, conservative approach, all fanner (pre-ATP) 
material is being removed. For those wanting information about the portability 
of "M39. 11 and earlier EMTP versions, refer to the Rule Book dated June, 1984. 

For all computer systems, program execution begins with a one-line prompt 
that shows the most important alternatives within parentheses: 

$emtp 
EMTP begins. Send (SPY, file_name, DISK, HELP, m, KEY) 
SPY 

If the user is communicating with the operating system in real time via a 
keyboard (as opposed to being home in bed while some batch-mode processor runs 
his job during the middle of the night), then his next input is crucial to how 
the program begins execution. IE the user knows nothing, he might send the 4th 
1 isted al ternative ("HELP"" . which resul ts in the following universal 
infonnation about the various choices: 

1) "Spytf is the 
control, as docunented 
"Spytf, "HELP" and then 
instruction. 

gateway to interactive execution, observation, and 
in Section XVI of the Rule Book. For details, send 

"ALL" resul ting in a total of about 500 1 ines of 

2) "file name". If not one of the listed key words (in capital letters) I 

the input line is taken as the name of a disk file of data for batch-mode 
solution. If this ends with a period, "OAT" (an implied file type) will be 
appended. 

3) "DISK" is request for later Frompt for llJNIT6 disk file name. 

4) "HELP" provides the overview of options now being read. 

5) IIGO" is for batch solution, 
external connection of the data file to 

like 2, 
UJNITS. 

only for the special case of an 

6) "KEY" is for use of lllNITS = 5 data input (no use of UJNTHJ cache) • 

7) "groP" will terminate execution inmediately (FCRTRAN STOP) • 

The 1st alternative, "SPY", should only be used with those computers that have 
the capability of interactive EMTP execution, observation, and control. verify 
availability in the installation-dependent section applicable to the computer of 
interest before any such attempt. Then refer to Section XVI for generic 
instructions of usage. A special, new, degenerate application of "SPY" is for 
the interactive plotting of a previous simulation. 

For non-SF{ EMTP execution, it is the 2nd option (" file name") of the 
ini tial EMTP pro~t that can always be used. Just send the name of any legal 
disk file that contains EMTP data to be solved. Since such names depend uF-On 
computer system (file names were not standardized by ANSI F~TRAN 77) I any 
example might be misleading, so none will be given. 
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The third possible beginning is ItDISK tI
, which provides a universal way of 

sending the EMTP' s UJNIT6 output to a disk file of the user's choice, in case of 
non-SP"t execution. If the user is conrnunicating with the operating system in 
real time, and if his computer has windows that can be scrolled the way Apollo's 
can, then usage of "DISK'· is not generally reconrnended, since it masks' 
important information about how execution is progressing. For example, the user 
will not know how close to te~ination a simulation might be. On the other 
hand, in cases of batch-mode solution with the user at home .and asleep in bed, 
this is precisely what is wanted. For such use, the "DISK" request is sent 
first, followed by nfile narne" (to specify the data), followed by a second 
file name to which LUNIT6 is-to be connected. If such commands are done in real 
tim~, the third and final input will be in response to the prompt: 

Send desired disk file name for LUNIT6: 

The 5th alternative input is "GO", which is not universal, and which is 
not recorrmended for any computer that has dynamic OPEN/CLOSE capabil i ty. It is 
only necessary and sufficient for those installations that lack such capability 
(e.g., mainframe IBM systems) -- computers that require the user to connect the 
EMTP input data file externally. For typical batch-mode IBM usage, this would 
be as part of the Job Control L:lnguage that runs the program. '!he "GO" 
command then info~s the computer that data has already been connected, and that 
the user now wants the solution to proceed. 

'Ihe 6th alternative input is "KEY", which has specialized use. Che 
appl ication is for prOgram (or data) debll3g ing using computers with windows (see l)t.";'Jj,\ 
the Apollo pages). Another appl ication is for the production of batch-mode EMTP ~ 
plots one at a t~e, with the user allowed to see the preceding plot before 
creating the following plot card. This assumes that the 'user is communicating 
with the operating system in real time, and that he is using a terminal that is 
capable of displaying the requested plots. It also assumes that the simulation 
of interest has already been performed, and that raw plot da1;.a p:>ints' have been 
saved on disk (integer miscellaneous data parameter ICAT > 0). Consider the 
following sequence of keyed input lines in response to the initial EMTP prompt: 

KEY 
$0 PEN , LNIT=4 FILE=/ / A/WSt1/OC3T054. PL4 •••• (etc.) 
REPLOT 

144 1. 0.0 20. lS-A 18-B lS-C 
'Ihe 2nd card shown connects the plot file to the program, whereas the 3rd 
("REPLOT"' transfers control to batch-mode EMTP plotting. The 4th card is the 
1st of an indeterminate nunber of batch-m<Xle EMTP plot cards. Since these are 
only read one at a time as needed, the user can request whatever he wants in 
whatever quantity he wants, based of the results of previous plots. It is 
possible that an extra card, "DISK PLOT 0A.'I1\", might be requi red after "KEY" 
and l:lefore "REPLOT". This is the case for those program versions (e.g., 
Apollo) that do not have an UJNIT4 connection to disk by default. 'Ihere may 
also l:le need of a "CAI.C(]iIP PLOT" or "PRlNTER PLOT" request before the first 
plot card, if the srARTUP file does not correspond to the available mode of 
the te~inal being used. Finally I remember that the $ OPEN card is 
installation-dependent. For details of this example, see BQCff'1ARI( OC-S4. 

'Ihe 7th and final alternative, not suggested by the prompt, is "srop", 
which represents a generic way to te~inate program execution. But since most 
if not all computers have vendor-specific ways that may be more convenient and 
natural, it is unclear whether the average user will want to key "STOP" just 
to hal t the program. 
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Once program execution is under way, output designed for the line printer 
(the LUNIT6 I/O channel) will be created at intervals, and variables of 
interest may be written to a disk file (typically with file type ".PL4") for 
later plotting. Whether the user sees much if any of this will depend upon 
whether or not he can see the LUNIT6 output on a computer monitor during this 
time. The "DISK tf conunand obviously prevents this for most systems, as might 
the IIGO" comnand (if a file were assigned externally to WNIT6). 

Formal error terminations are a special form of output with which every 
user should be familiar. It is difficult to overlook any such messages, since 
the LUNIT6 output is marked before and after by the following characteristic, 4-
line band of printing that is a full 132 columns wide: 

ERRCR/ ERRCR/ ERROR/ ERRCR/ ERROR/ ERROR! ERROR/ ERROR! ERROR/ ERROR/ ERROR! ••• etc. 
ERROR/ ERROO/ ERROR/ ERRCR/ ERROR! ERROR! ERROR! ERROR/ ERROR! ERROR! ERROR! 

Following such an introduction will be 5 lines of standard explanation ('fyou 
lose, fella •• ~ If) to which only the beginning user need pay any attention. But 
then comes valuable infonnation, beginning an 80-column card image of the last
read data card. Location of the difficulty in the EMTP source code is provided 
by the nunbers that are labeled as: "KILL code number", IfCNerlay n umber If , and 
If Nearby statement nunber". Finally, there is the specific error message itself, 
always beginning with IIRILL =XX ff where "XX" is the KILL-code number (between 
uni ty and about 230). After a second printing of the If ERRffi/ERROR" band, 
there will be attempted recovery of execution, with the program reading through 
remaining data cards until a If BEGIN NEW ~~ CASE" card is found. case 
summary statistics will then separate the error tennination from the following 
solution (if enough data remains to be solved) • 

Non-fatal warning messages are usually much more inconspicuous, but should 
be looked for, and understood, by the intelligent user. Usually such messages 
will be indented, and often they are preceded by several special symtols. p.s 
an example, consider: "/ / / Warning. Nonzero XOPI' or COPI' differs from the 
fX>wer frequency of 6.00000000E+01 Hz. Did the user really want this?ft Not 
shown here is the indentation of two spaces. 
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I-D. $-Cards of "CIMAGE" can Be Ordered Arbitrarily 

An EMTP data case is made of EMTP data cards (or more formally, of 80-
column card-image records, in this day of CRT monitors) • Most such cards· 
require specific ordering (see Section I-I), so are the subject of later 
sections of this manual (Section II onward) • But there is an exception -- a 
class of cards called uS-cards" for which ordering is arbitary. Such cards will 
be explained in the remainder of this section. 

A S-card (pronounced "dollar card") consists of a dollar sign in column 
one, followed irrmediately by some short command. All such cards are requests 
for operations that can be serviced locally within installation-dependent 
SUBROUTINE CDMAGE. Due to the installation-dependent character, it is true that 
no one can be sure of what applies to all systems. For example, a particular 
computer might refuse to recognize any such card. Yet this should not happen. 
There should be a solid, universal framework that applies to all computers for 
the following cards: 

1. $0 PEN ·2. $CLOSE 3. $WIDTH 
4. $DISABLE 5. $ENABLE 6. $NEW EPSILN, EPS 
7. $MONlTOR 8. $LISTOFF 9. $LISTON 

l~. $VINTAGE,M 11. $STOP 12. SWA'OCH 
13. $COMMENT 14. $DEBUG, M 15. SUN ITS 
16. $PUNCH 17. $ERASE 18. $SETUP, file name ,,"'-,> 

It is such universal rules that will be described in the remainder of the If~~~ 
present section. For specifics of computer- or installation-dependent ~~ 
exceptions or extensions, see that section of the Rule Book that applies to t~e 
computer of interest. 

1-0-1. $OPEN to connect a disk file to an I/O channel 

$OPEN is used to connect a disk file to an I/O channel of the program. 
Similar to the ANSI FORTRAN 77 definitions of these statements, qualifiers are 
allows. While some qualifiers are required for all computers (e.g., the I/O 

.unit nt..mber with qualifier "UNIT="), others (e.g., the record length 
specification "RECL=") may be requi red only for certain computers. So, 
although details may vary from computer to computer, the structure is universal, 
and this is what will now be summarized. First, consider sample SOPEN usage 
for Apollo, as draW'l fromBENCa.tARK DC-54 (and split into two lines for ease 
of display) : 

$OPEN, LNIT=4 FILE=/ / WW&1/OC3T054. PL4 FrnM=UNFrnMATrED 
STATt.E=OLD RECL=80~0 

Note the single comna, after the request word. All other qualifiers are 
separated from each other by one or more blanks, not corrrnas (note!). AI though 
the display has been spread onto a second line for convenience of presentation, 
this is not allowed as EMTP data, which must all fit within a single, 80-column 
card image. The qualifiers can appear in any order, and variations should be 
obvious to any FORTRAN progra~er. For example, FORM=FORMATTED would be 
p:>ssible, as y,ould STATUS =NEW , STATUS=SCRA'It:H, or STATtE=UNI<NC1IJN. Yet some /,'c""'" 
of this is computer-dependent. For example, VAX can always create a NEW file \.::,~\;)~ 
(given a higher version number by VAX/VMS), whereas Apollo only can do 50 if a ~!v 
file of the desired name does not already exists. An unfortunate peculiarity 
of Apollo Aegis is the need for the "RECL=" qualifier (most systems can 
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dispense with this detail). Remember that using STATUS=SCRATCH conflicts 
wi th the use of II FILE=" , so these t~ should never be used together (see the 
2nd su.bcase of BENCffw\ARK OC-24 for sample STATUS =SCRA'TC H usage). 

M illustration of $OPEN usage is provided by srncll-1ARK OC-40, which" 
continues the Monte carlo simulation of DC-24 (which only performed 3 of the 6 
total energ izations) LlSing "START AGAIN ti

• Before emtp tables can be read via 
I/O channel LUNIT2 = 2, the disk file storing them must be connected. The 
data card interpretation for this operation is as follows: 

C 1 2 3 4 567 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ------------------------------1-------------------
Connect disk file to I/O unit. !SOPEN, UNIT=2 FlLE=DC24. 

Other test cases illustrating SOPEN are: 1) the second subcase of DC-24, to 
connect the file of user-supplied switch times, DC24LUNIT8.DAT, to unit 8; 
2) DC-46, where the plot file created by DC-45, DC45.PL4, is connected for 
p:>stprocessing using 'm.cs; 3) OC-49, which is like OC-40 except for the lack 
of dice rolling (it provides a continuation for the deterministic CC-32); 
4) DC-54, where the plot file created by CC-3, DC3T054.PL4, is connected for 
purp:>ses of delayed, batch-mode plotting using REPLOT. 

I-D-2. $CLOSE to disconnect a disk file from an I/O channel 

$CLOSE is used to disconnect a previously-connected file. SOmetimes this 
is done to protect a data file from being written on after it has been used. J!.t 
other times it is used to free the I/O unit for another connection that is , 
follow. In any case, only the UNIT= and STATUS= qualifiers are applicabl~. 
The first of these is self-explanatory, and the second will either be 
STATUS=SAVE or STATUS=DELETE. 

AA illustration of $CLOSE usage is provided by BEN:Ht1AAK OC-40, which 
continues the simulation of 0:-24 using II START A~IN". After emtp tables have 
been connected and read, they are immediately disconnected to protect them 
against some unplanned, stray WRITE to the I/O channel being used (this is the 
extra-cautious approach). The following interpretation documents this: 

C 1 234 567 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C 1- -----
Disconnect disk file from I/O unit. ISCLOSE, WIT=2 STATlS=K 

I-0-3. SWDDTH to change the LUNIT6 output" width 

$WIOl'H, M allows the user to modify the WNIT6 output width, most corrmonly 
between 80 and 132. Such $-card specification will overide the initial choice 
that has been built into the STARTUP file. All output structures for 
simulation usage can have the width 50 controlled, although little has been done 
for non-simulation supp:>rting programs (e.9 ., "UNE CCN3TANTS"), most of which 
produce only l32-column output. One usage that may have nothing to do with 
width is to have 132-column output everywhere except for the branch flows and 
nodal injections of the phasor solution. This can both speed output and save 
considerable paper, since no reverse flows are printed, and the forward floW'S 
are shorter. 

1-' 
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An illustration of $WIIJI'H usage is provided by 8ENCrMARK OC-5, which 
illustrates 8~-column output capability of the program. The following 
interpretation documents this: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 3456789~123456789~1234567890123456789~123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ----------------------------------1---
New KOLl32 = 80 (LUNIT6 output width) • I$WIDTH, 8~, { Req 

I-O-4. $DISABLE to treat data cards as if they were comment cards 

I-D-5. $ENABLE to end such implicit commenting of data cards 

The $DISABLE/ENABLE feature is one trivial, universal feature. First, 
a $OISABLE card tells the EMTP to treat all following data cards as if they 
were corrment cards, until the following appearance of a $ENABLE card. This 
is a very handy feature for big blocks of coltlnents, or for the temporary removal 
of comt=Onents from a data case without actually throwing the records away (one 
might later want to restore them, and this allows easy remembrance) • 

An illustration of such usage is provided by the first subcase of 
BENCHMARK DC-24, which is to have no plot cards for the base case of a Monte 
Carlo solution due to the use of "(lttIT BASE CASE". Rather than have no such 
cards, however, there is use of impl lci t corrmenting. '!his is docunented by 5 
co~secutivellines of ~e LUNIT6

3
0utPUt: 4 5 6 7 ~ 

C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C 1-------
Begin data to be ignored (implicit corrment) • I $OISABLE { Comnen 
Comment card (implicit). I PRINTER PLOT 
Comment card (implicit). t 144 3. 0.9 20. A 
Comment card (implicit). JBLNNK card ending base-ca 
End of data to be ignored (implicit "C ") • I $ ENABLE { COItlllen 

1-0-6. $NEW EPSILN to alter miscellaneous data parameter EPSILN 

$NEW EPSILN, EPS allows the user to redefine the floating-F-Oint 
miscellaneous data parameter EPSILN at any point of the input data. The new 
numerical value is -EPS- --- a free-for.mat, positive, floating-point constant. 
Consult Section II-8 for general information about EPSILN. 

Interpretation of the $NEW EPSILN request confir.ms both the old and the 
new value for the tolerance. The following illustration is from BENCHMARK DC-
12: 

C 1 2 345 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C 1------------------
EPS ILN chang e. Old, new = 1. 000E-08 1 .000E-09 I $NEW EPS ILN, 1. £-9 , 

1-0-7. $MC!lITCR to display date and time on the computer monitor. 

$MC!lITOR was originally designed to result in the display of this 
interpeted card image on the CRr monitor, which might be useful if the UJNIT6 
output otherwise would be unseen (e.g., it might be sent to disk rather than to 

"\ 
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the computer CRT monitor) • The result would be a single, 132-column line: 51 
columns for the interpretation on the left, 1 columns for the vertical 
separator, and finally the 8~-column card image (which begins with the request 
$MONITOR) on the right. Since the card in question usually should serve to mark 
some position of special importance (e.g., the final branch card), comment 
information to infonn the user is appropriate. Any such arbitrary text can 
follow the in-l ine comment marker "{ It , of course. 

so much for the original use of $MCNI!OR, which was designed before the 
use of scientific workstations such as Apollo. For dedicated personal computers 
that have scrollable windows, there is seldom a good excuse for diverting the 
LUNIT6 output from the window in which the program is being executed. So I there 
was little use for the $-card. When the idea of a request for the wall-clock 
time came to mind, it was easy to switch to this more useful and different 
m.eaning. So, for Apollo and some other more modern computers, SMCNITOR will 
still produce the l32-column line of the preceding paragraph, but this is just 
part of the regular WNIT6 output. The card index for UJNTl" storage is 
displayed, as shown by the following illustration: 

C 1 2 345 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C --------------------------------1------
Send time to CRT monitor. card NUMOCD = 5492. !$MGUTOR { Request t 

But there also is an extra such output that includes the date and the time in 
the interpretation, and this extra line goes to the CRT screen (Apollo window) • 
An illustration follows: 

C 1 2 345 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ------------------ ---1--------------

---- Monitor time = l0-Apr-86 14.10.30 I$MONlTOR { Request t 
To observe such usage I see the solution to standard test case BDCrMA.RK DC-3 
for the computer of interest. '!he preceding t\-tO examples were taken from the 
Apollo solution of this data. 

I-o.8. $LISTOFF to cease outputing interpreted images of input cards 

I-0-9. $LISTON to resume outputing interpreted images of input cards 

$LISTOFF/LISTON is another universal feature. First a $LISTOFF card 
tells the EMTP not to display and interpret data cards that follow. '!his 
continues until a following $LISTON card is encountered. The purpose of such 
use generally is to minimize the size of the output file by omitting the listing 
and interpretation of blocks of data that have been tested and used before. 
'!his is particularly advantageous for users of slow computer terminals, in order 
that solution speed not be inhibited by unneeded output (assuming that it goes 
to the terminal display) • 

An illustration of such usage is provided by BE)C!fr1.MU( OC-17. 'The 
interpretation is documented by the following two consecutive lines from the 
LUNIT6 output of the solution: 

C 1 2 345 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789g12345678901234567890123456 
C -------------------~---........ ..-.---.... J ------

Turn off input ~ata listing at card 5505 I$LISTOFF, ----- precedi 
TUrn on input data listing at card 5508 I $ LISTON 

Note that t\-tO card images, nunbered 5506 and 5507 (inn ices of the EMTP card 
cache) , are invisible in between the two that are seen in the solution. 
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I-D-10. $VINTAGE to choose among alternate data formats 

SVINTAGE, M allows the user to choose between old and new data formats on 
a comPJnent by comp:ment basis. Here integer constant "M" characterizes the 
age of the data (only 0 and 1 have meaning so far). Data options will be 
described later in the manual, along with the components that allow such a 
choice. 

Interpretation of the SVIN~GE request is simple enough. The following 
was drawn from the solution to BENCI+tARK OCPRINT-3: 

C 1 2 345 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C -----------...;..----- 1------
New MOLDAT = 1 (data vintage) • ISVINTAGE, 1, {Switch fr 

I-D-ll. $STOP to terminate the present solution 

$STOP terminates the present "solution" as quickly as possible. But what 
exactly is meant by "solution" in this context? fJ.s this feature was originally 
conceived and implemented, the EMTP response t'J $STOP was the termination of 
program execution via an irrmediate, local FCRTRAN STOP statement. So much for 
the or ig inal idea, which rapidly was mod ified to rely upon an installation
dependent module that serves this function: CArL STOPrP. "nlen a much bigger 
change came with the concept that EMTP execution should not be restricted to a 
single data file. Recall that one disk file (a collection of stacked EMTP data 
cases) after another can now be solved without execution ever terminating. This 
is for non-SFt usage, wherein execution beg ins wi th the opening prompt: 

EMTP begins. Send (SPY, file name, DISK, HELP, 00, KEY) : 
When data of a disk file runs out- (blank card ending the last EMTP data case) , 
execution returns to this prompt. Well, this is the intended result of $STOP 
usage, too. Yet operation is necessarily less than perfect, depending upon 
v.nere execution was when the card was read. All "C~E" can do is set a flag 
(KILL = -9999) that will be looked for at various places in the program (e.g., 
the end of each overlay) • Since there are hundreds of calls to the module, it 
is unrealistic to burden the program with a check after each call. So, there 
will be the hoped for reprompt if nothing illegal to the operating system (e.g., 
a numerical decode of the character string "$STOP") occurs before the flag is 
observed. If not, do not be surprised by an operating system complaint, 
followed. by the termination of program execution. 'Ibis is happens for the 
Apollo solution to BEK:1ftWU( DC-42, which uses $STOP after a legal plot 
card. '!he request card is properly recognized and interpreted, but thereafter 
one sees an operating system complaint (remainder of paragraph): ?(ftnlib) 
Using Internal File or EK:CDE/DECODE - Improper character in input data 
(library/IO transfer) ?(sh) "./emtp" - Improper character in input data 
(library/IO transfer) In routine "~_$ERROR" line 118. 

Interpretation of the $STOP request is simple enough. The following was 
drawn from the solution to BENCIftWU( DC-13: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 345678ge123456789012345678901234567890123456789912345678901234567890123456 
C I----·------------~---
Halt execution: "CIMAGE" sets KILL = -9999. I $ STOP { Illustrate Un 
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I-D-12. SWATCH to request extra, periodic output to CRT 

$WATCH, M is used to define the frequency of special, extra output that 
always goes to the CRT monitor. This really only has meaning if the LUNIT6 
output would otherwise be unseen (e.g., it might be sent to disk rather than to· 
the computer CRT moni to r) • If I. Mil were 100, then every 100-th input data card 
would be shown on the CRT monitor. This periodic output is only 80-columns in 
width, and it begins with the LUNT10 index number, which leaves only 72 columns 
for the input card image (to the right of a colon) • As an illustration, 
consider the solution to BENCHMARK DC-12, of which one of the more readily 
recognizable monotoring lines is the following: 

C 1 2 3 456 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ------------------------------------------------1-------------------------

5602 :B~ card ending branch cards 

Interpretation of the SWATCH request includes confionation of the user-
specified frequency "M". The following is an illustration drawn from 
8,ENCIfI1ARK 0:-12: 

C 1 2 345 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ------------1- ------
paint input data on screen, every 25 -th card. I$WATCH,.25, Illustrate 

I-D-13. SCOMMENT to toggle the suppression of comment cards 

SCOMMENT serves to toggle the binary flag that controls the interpreted 
output of coment cards among input data. Following the first appearance of 
such a card, comment cards will be discarded and not seen in the LUNIT6 file. A 
second such request card will return the control to its original state, so that 
subsequent comment cards will be interpreted and displayed. 

An example of such usage is provided by BENCR4ARK DC-3. As for the 
interpretation, it confirms the new status of the binary flag: zero means that 
comnent cards are seen, whereas unity means that conment cards are being 
suppressed. The first usage within BENCHMARK DC-3 is interpreted as follows: 

C 1 2 345 6 7 
C 34567899123456789~123456789~12345678901234567890l2345678901234567890123456 
C ----- 1- ---------
Toggle carment card destru=tion. New NIl = 1. I $CCJt1M.ENr 

I-D-14. SDEBUG for local control of diagnostic printout 

$DEBUG, M is a request to redefine the current diagnostic printout control 
variable IPRSUP (see the integer miscellaneous data card of section II-B) to 
value "M" (an integer constant most often in the range of 0 to 9) • Confined 
to the trrPF overlay currently being executed, this allows redefinition of the 
DIAGNOSTIC printout level. But when the current UTPF overlay is exited, the 
effect of the $DEBU3 definition is lost. Free-format is used for the It, Mit 
part, so imbedded blanks are optional here. printout can be turned off later 
in the same tJI'PF overlay using "$DEBOO, 0" (remember that level zero impl ies 
none) • Use of this $-card does not replace the IfDIAGlOSTIC" spec ial
request card of Section II-A (for diagnostic printout control overlay by 

.., I 
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overlay} • In fact, this is why the $-card definition is local to the UTPF 
. overlay in which it is read: because IPRSOV is used to reset IPRSUP every 

time a~new overlay is begun. 

A somewhat artificial example of such usage is provided by BENCflttARK DCPR-" 
5. The interpretation confirms the new value of diagnostic control, of course: 

C 1 2 3 456 7 
C 345678901234567890123456789~l234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ---------------------------1---------------
New IPRSUP = 8 (DIAGlOSTIC value) • !$DEBOO, 8, {Illustrati'v' 

I-D-15. $UNITS to al ter XOPr and/or eoPI' 

SUNITS, XOPr, COPT is used to change the two floating-point miscellaneous 
data parameters that specify the units of input inductance (millihenries vs. 
ohms) and capacitance (microfarads vs. micromhos). This allows different 
branches to have different such choices, and it modifies the initial choice that 
is read from the floating-point miscellaneous data card of Section II-B. 

Interpretation of the input data confinns the new values for parameters 
XOPT and eOPI'. An illustration is provided by BENCfMARK OC-11, from which 
the following line was taken: 

c·' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C /--- ---------
New XOPT, COPr = 1.59154943E~1 1. 59154943E-07 ISUNITS, .1591549431, .15 

I-D-16. SPUNCH to flush the buffer that holds punched cards 

$PUNCH is used to flush card images that have accunulated in the punch 
buffer (originally I/O channel number LUNIT7) since the last such usage, or 
since the last usage of $E1W5E. But because pmched cards have just about gone 
the way of dinosaurs, there is a question about what to do with the card images 
in question. For sane systems, the result will be a separate disk file. For 
others, the result will be a labeled display on LUNIT6. Consult EMTP details 
for the catlpJter system of interest (Section I-F) to learn what to ex~t. 

Interpretation of the $PUNCH request is simple enou;h. '!he following was 
drawn from the solution to BENCHMARK DC-13: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
e -- 1-----------· 
Request for flushing of punch buffer. I$PUNCH 

Dnmediately after this will follow a listing of the card images being 
processed, below a 4-line heading that inc1u:les an 80-colunn ruler. '!he heading 
will appear as follows (truncated on the right): 

A listing of 80-colunn card images now being flushed from punch buffer folIo 
======================= ======================~=======--= -===== 
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 

===============:=========================================:=-: 
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After the last card image, there will be a single bounding record to inform 
the user that card "punching" is done. This will appear as follows (truncated 
on the right): 

=======< End of UJNIT7 punched cards as flushed by SPUNCH request )=== 

I-O-l7. $ERASE to initialize the buffer that holds punched cards 

$ ERASE is used to destroy any ~ard images that might be in the punch 
buffer at the time this request is encountered. A conservative strategy is to 
al ways inclLXie $ERMlE at the start of data that Is designed to resul t in 
punched cards, since it is not always clear what might be executed ahead of the 
data case of interest. 

Interpretation of the $ERASE request ,confirms the nLl1\ber of card images 
in the pmch buffer at the time of usage. '!he following was dra\tJl'l from the 
beginning of solution,to ' BacfMARK OC-13.,Note that no punched cards existed 
at the beg inning ,of execution.: 

C " 1 ' • 2 J " ' 4 ' " 5 ' . , ' ,6' 7 , 
C', 345678901234567890f234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789~123456: 
C ..:...---'-" -', ...:--- ---':'--., --' -,1--...,--, -, -----
Erase all of " cards in the pmch buffer. ' I $ERASE 

I-~18. $SETUP to re-read' the 'srARTtJp"',,· file 

$STARTUP, file. name is used to read a 'srARTUP :file (see Section I-E-2) 
inTnediately, at the instant of time: 'the $..;. card is read.' . Cne or :more spaces'; 
following ,th~· 'carma 'after I'SSETUP"' are optional:. '11le file name can be any 
complete, , --legal 'specification for the' computer 'being used, not to 'exceed - ' 
32 charac'ters. It Is the name of the srARTUPdisk file 'that ·iswantedat tliis ' 
p:>int of program execution. 1here must' not be a t!~iling carma ,(at the end 'of 
the file name) • ' 

An illustration of $5TARTUP usage is provided by the first and thi rd 
subcases of standard test case BENCHMARK DC-37., The following interpretation 
was taken from' the solution of the first subcase, which calls for revised 
parameters immediately before plotting: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c 3456789012345678gg1234S6789~1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C 1-------------------
Reinitialize using this STARTUP file. I$STARTUP, DC37STARTUP.~T 

I-o-19. SINCIlJDE - no longer within "CIMAGE" 

$ INCWDE is a very powerful and important cOll1lland that once was honored by 
If CIMAGE" • But since the advent of data modular ization and sorting by class (see 
Section I~), the original code of "CIMAGE" was removed. In it::; place, 
fortif,ied and generalized ,service has been added at the beginning of program 
execution. So,if the original data had SINCLUDE usage, all of this will 
have been converted before "CDMAGE" is called for the first tLme. 
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I.E Computer-Dependent Aspects and Alternatives 

ATP has been proven to. be compatible with more than 30 distinctly different 
computer systems during its first decade (1984-1993), altheugh at anyone time, 
current program versions typically will be available only fer those few computer 
systems that are actively supported by important contacts. It is machine (i.e., 
cemputer) translation of a Universal Transients Program File (UTPF) that makes such 
pertability possible. Cenceived in November of 1974 (see Reference 13), thi's 
procedure utilizes a different Editor/Translator (E/T) program for each different 
cemputer system ef interest. An E/T machine translates the UTPF, converting it to. 
legal EMTP FORTRAN for the particular installation of interest. This translation is 
dene by program maintenance and hence sheuld not be of concern to nor.mal users. Just 
keep in mind that all EMTP code actually begins with the same master file (the UTPF), 
but differs according to the built-in or specially-requested preperti~s of the 
translation. The need to update UTPF and computer-specific code regularly can not 
be stressed enough. With this in mind, the writing of a common Rule Boek fer all 
different computer systems is just a little tricky. 

Numerical precisien is a computer-dependent detail about which a geed user should 
be aware. The precision ef INTEGER values is net much of an issue, since all 
cemputers in recent years allew adequate precision for all values of interest. 
Fleating-point representation in the form of either REAL er COMPLEX.variables is the 
only realistic cencern, then. Today, mo.st computers are byte-organized, and they 
allow REAL*B and COMPLEX*16 representatiens, which provide abeut 15 er 16 decimal 
digits of precisien. Problems ef numerical reundeff that once were associated with 
36-bit program versiens for word machines such . as, Heneywell, . DEC PDP-IO and 

,.SYSTEM20, and Univac have iargely disappeared. " Either ·such cemputers are no. lenger 
being' _ used for the EMTP, or program versions have been" qonverted ·toi.lse DOUBLE 

",PRECISION, which Provides an.enoz;mous72.bits of. floating-point precision. The 
question of COMPLEX istrickie'r because not all vendo'rs allew, precision equal :to that 
of DOUB"LE PRECISION f.or this case. . Such was the case with Apollo,'.· which was 

" liIriited to 32 'bits of precision up to. operating system-releaseSR9. 7 . '. ' But beg'inning 
with SRI0 .. 0, Apollo too has DOUBLE PRECISION COMPLEX. Fort~nately, .it· is only the 
"C;u3LE CONSTANTS" calculat'ion that .is affected by the use of COMPLEX.:" So,. while mest 
program users' need not be. concerned very much with computer ·precision,· they certainly 
sbould be aware of the precision that i~ being used~ 

Disk file names are not de·fined by the ANSI FORTRAN 77 standard. Disk, : directory, 
and s'ubdirectory:names, and' file extensions (if any) all may· vary· from· one' system to 
another. There are no general rules .' Furthermore, . beware - of the· ·fact . that some 

'operating systems ·(e'.g. unix and Apollo Aegis SJ3,IO.x) 'are casesensi:tive as far as' 
file naming is cencerned. Hence, all progr.am· features that depend on file names 
(e.g., REPLOT, $INCLUDE~ $PUNCH, etc.)' might vary from·one computer to another. 

Mest such usage relies' on the FORTRAN OPEN statement, which may involve further 
-~~riations, and which may net even exist in the intended, dynamic sense (for years, 
ATP versions fer IBM mainframe computers allowed no such use). Installatien-dependent 
information must be censulted for all aspects of disk file naming and use. 

Interactive executien, observation, and centrol ("SPY") is highly dependent upon 
the computer system in various ways, beginning with the display possibilities. If 
available, "windows" should be used fer display, of course (see Apollo as an example) . 
The keyboard interrupt will vary from computer to cemputer. Spy functions that are 
based en memery location (e.g., "EXAMINE" or "DEPOSIT") might have trouble for some 
computers. Etc. 

The environment for actually executing EMTP depends upon the computer being used 
and also, sometimes, upon the mede of usage (thinking ef the difference between "batch 
mode" and "demand service n ). Operating systems will vary with manufacturer, except 
·for the increasingly popular Unix that now is available (but net always used) for 
almost any computer. Hence, no details that are universal, and applicable to all 
computers, can be provided. Yet local experts should always be able to advise about 
such matters. . 

There is another type of difference among program versions that can prefitably 
be described in general terms, however. As summarized in Ref. 17, FORTRAN statements 
that are highly dependent on cemputer brand and/or installatien usage have been 
isolated in installatien-dependent EMTP modules. Examples ef this are batch mode 
plotting, spy windews, intrinsic functions, etc. Rules peculiar to such.code sheuld 
be described in files that accompany the program versions of interest (e. g. , 
READ ME.DOC of Salferd EMTP distribution for Intel PCs running MS-DOS) . 

1 
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Still another aspect of installation-dependent variation is embodied in program 
"start up" files. For Salford EMTP and most other program versions that use this 
concept, the disk file names are STARTUP, STARTSPY, and GRAPHICS (use lower case 
for case-sensitive operating systems). The idea is simple: rather than build 
installation-dependent choices into EMTP FORTRAN, installation-dependent parameters 
are loaded as data from disk files that are under user control. Details are provided 
in following sections. 

I.E.1 STARTUP File for Program Initia1ization 

STARTUP is the name of a disk file that will be used by all computers to 
initialize installation-qependent variables as a new disk file of input data is about 
to be loaded. Possibly the name will be different for some computers or 
installations, however, because it is installation-dependent FUNCTION RFUNL1 that 
connects STARTUP. In any case, a representative sample of the disk file for Salford 
EMTP, as distributed by the Can/Am user group during March of 1994, is shown 
immediately below. 

EPSZNO 
1.D-8 

TENERG 
1.D+20 

EPWARN 
1.D-3 

DEGMIN 
0.0 

1 RHIGH 
1.D+10 

2 SIGMAX 
4.0 

3 FREQFR HLETT1 Unused 
0.25 

4 TOLRCE FHTAX FXSUP 
8.E-5 0.5 .25 

5 FXNUMV FXNUMH FVAXTT 
1.5 5.0 -2.5 

6 XHEADM YHEADM HGTHDM 
2.5 7.95 .55 

7 XALPHA YALPHA HGTALF 
1.5 6.5 .25 

8 NMAUTO INTINF KOL132 
1 9999999 132 

9 NFORS2 NIOMAX MRGN 
30 10 2 

10 .. (4) KOMLEV NSMTH 
14 -1 50 

1 NOCOMM NO HELP NEWPL4 
000 

2 KSYMBL NOBACK KOLEXM 
200 1 60 

3 NORUN JTURBO MAXSYM 
013 

14 IZGR2 LENREC LU6VRT 
o 0 32768 

5 KINSEN LISTON LIMTAC 
1 0 25 

6 LUNIT1 LUNIT2 LUNIT3 
21 22 3 

17 KS(l) KS(2) KS(3) 
o 0 12 

18 Name of language font 
\atp\blockd51.bin 
9 SSONLY CHEFLD 

PHASOR E 
o DATTYP LISTYP 

.dat .lis 

TEXNAM 
DUM 
PCHTYP 
.pch 

EPSTOP EPSUBA EPDGEL EPOMEG 
0.1 100. 1,D-16 1.D-15 

DEGMAX ZNOLIM(l), (2) STATFR 
360. 1.0 1.5 60.0 

VHS VS VH TAXISL 
8.0 1.0 10. 10.0 

FYSUP FXTIT FYTIT VPLOTS 
.03 0.10 0.1 1.0 

FXVERT Unused TIMTAC OVRLAP 
0.0 0.0 0.5 

XCASTI YCASTI HGTCST XLEGND 
0.5 7.3 .35 0.5 

D4FACT PEKEXP EPSLRT EPSPIV 
-2.0 43. 1.E-12 1.E-16 

MUNIT5 MAXZNO IPRSPY IPRSUP 
1 50 0 0 

LINLIM MPAGE MODE28 KPGRID 
100 0 1 3 

MODSCR KOLALP MAXFLG LIMCRD 
2 5 1 3000 

JDELAY Unused NSMPLT KOLWID 
o -777 50 11 

LTEK NCUT1 NCUT2 INCHPX 
1 13 11 2 

IHS LIMCOL KLEVL KEXTR 
3 79 0 0 

LRLIM KASEND LUNDAT KTRPL4 
75 5 3 -4 

NOCALC MFLUSH L4BYTE KOMPAR 
a 1000 1 1 

LUNIT4 LUNIT5 LUNIT6 LUNIT7 
-4 1 6 7 

KS(4) KP{l) KP(2) KP(3) 
10 7 14 0 

file ] Window] SPY @K file name 
junk inclspy .dat 

CHVBAR BRANCH TXCOPY USERID 
I NAME COpy HAN NOV 
PL4TYP EFIELD FMTPL4 PSCTYP 
.p14 

SZPLT 
10.0 

ZNVREF 
1.E-6 

VAXISL 
8.0 

VPLOTL 
5.0 

FLZERO 
1.D-12 
YLEGND 

1.30 
PLMARK 

1.0 
LNPIN 

6 
KPEN(l) 

12 
NOB LAN 

1 
KOLSEP 

1 
INCHPY 

2 
NOHPGL 

a 
JORIEN 

o 

SZBED 
72.0 

XMAXMX 
2.0 

FILL1 
6. 

Unused 

EPSILN 
l.D-8 

HGTLGN 
.25 

FACOSC 
0.3 

MINHAR 
o 

KPEN(2) 
10 

MOUSET 
o 

JCOLU1 
a 

NOD PC X 
o 

NOPOST 
o 

LIMPNL 
200 

TENFLZ 
10. 

AINCR 
.05 

FILL2 
7.0 

FTCARR 
1.5 

FLTINF 
1.D+19 
PIXPUN 

40 

MAXHAR 
20 

KPEN(3) 
11 

NOTPPL 
1 

KSLOWR 
5 

LCHLIM 
o 

IZGR1 
2 

LUNTEX 
-11 

LUNIT8 LUNIT9 LUNT10 
8 9 10 

KP{4) KOLROV Unused 
a 18 

] Central Monte file] 

-TRASH 

-BLANK 

-TERRA 
TERRA 

CHRCOM 
C {} $, 

Note that each data card with meaningful numbers is (and must always be) preceded 
by a comment card upon which the card number and variable names can conveniently be 
remembered. There are a total of 20 cards, beginning with seven cards of floating
point values (read as 10E8.0 data), followed by ten cards of integers (cards 8-17, 
read as 10I8 data) I followed by one card of variable-length text, and finally, 
terminated by two cards of ALPHANUMERIC text (A6 names). Meanings of all variables 
for Salford EMTP use fol,low in natural order: 

lE-2 



Card 1. 1st ~sce1laneous Floating-point Numbers 

1 RHIGH 
1.D+10 

EPSZNO 
1.D-8 

EPWARN 
1.D-3 

EPSTOP 
0.1 

EPSUBA 
100. 

EPDGEL 
1 .. D-16 

EPOMEG 
1.D-15 

SZPLT 
10.0 

SZBED 
72.0 

TENFAC 
10. 

RHIGH (1-8) is a near-infinite value of resistance. The program may add such 
resistance internally, for reasons of connectivity (e. g., in parallel with the Type-99 
pseudo-nonlinear resistance element). It should be low enough so as to be legal, yet 
high enough so that no numerical problems (e.g., overflow) result. The reciprocal 
of 100 times FLZERO is commonly used. 

EPSZNO (9-16) is the convergence tolerance for the Newton iteration to solve 
nonlinear elements such as ZnO. This is just an initial value. It might later be 
redefined by a "ZINC OXIDE" request in EMTP data. 

EPWARN (17-24) 

EPSTOP (25-32) 

is the corresponding nonfatal warning tolerance. 

is the corresponding fatal error tolerance. 

EPSUBA (33-40) is the normalized damping index Rp/(2*L/dT) for the Type-59 
S.M. This is just an initial value. It might later be redefined by a "TOLERANCES" 
request within S.M. data. 

EPDGEL (41-48) is a warning convergence tolerance for the Type-59 S.M. This 
is just an initia.l value that later might be redefined by a "TOLERANCES" request 
within S.M. data. 

EPOMEG (49-56) is a fatal error tolerance for the 'Type-59 S.M. This is just 
a default value. It might be redefined by a "TOLERANCES" request within S.M. data. 

SZPLT (57-64) is the height of the plotter paper, in [inches], for batch~ode 
vector (CALCOMP PLOT) plotting. The value could be changed later by a "PLOTTER 
PAPER HEIGHT" request at the start of any data subcase. 

SZBED (65-72) is the limiting plot length in [inches], for the batch-mode 
vector (CALCOMP PLOT) plotting. This was originally used for flat-bed plotters 
(mnemonically, "size of bed"), which had a clear maximum. SZBED has no meaning for 
Salford EMTP with its Epson or LJ2 outputs. 

TENFAC (73-80) is a parameter that is used to multiply FLZERO to produce a 
larger near-zero tolerance TENFLZ. Naming comes from the fact that constant value 
10.0 was used at one time for what now is a variable. 

Card 2. 

2 SIGMAX 
4.0 

2nd ~scellaneous Floating-point Numbers 

TENERG 
1.D+20 

DEGMIN 
0.0 

DEGMAX 
360. 

ZNOLIM{l) , 
1.0 

(2) 
1.5 

STATFR 
60.0 

ZNVREF 
1.E-6 

XMAXMX 
2.0 

AI NCR 
.05 

SIGMAX (1-8)' is the number of standard deviations (J of a Gaussian (normal) 
distribution of switching times that will be accounted for correctly during a Monte 
Carlo study. In the absence of a special request using the following parameter. 
TENERG, any switching times farther below (i.e., earlier than) the mean will be 
raised to this limit. The value 4, corresponding to an exception rate of about half 
of one percent, has been used for years without complaint. 

TENERG (9-16) is the time (in seconds) for table dumping of Monte Carlo 
simulations. Any value in excess of 1.E+I0 is interpreted as a request for table 
dumping SIGMAX (typically 4) standard deviations before the smallest mean switching 
time. This is what the average STATISTICS user wants, since it will avoid 
repetitive resimulation of most of the previous deterministic portion of the solution. 
For those wanting to dump tables at time zero, a value less than or equal to -l.E+IO 
is required. 

DEGMIN (17-24) is the beginning angle of any extra, random switch bias. 
DEGMAX (25-32) is the ending angle of any extra, random switch bias. 

These two parameters, both in degrees at the power frequency STATFR, define the 
time window of the possible extra random delay for STATISTICS switches. It is 



variable ITEST that controls such possible use. If used, the extra random bias 
will be uniformly distributed over the first power cycle (t~e zero through l/STATFR 
seconds) . 

ZNOLIM(l) (33-40) is the max~um per unit voltage correction that will be 
permitted for any iteration of Newton's method that is used to solve nonlinear 
elements such as Zinc Oxide (ZnO) surge arresters. This initial value might be 
redefined l~ter by a ZINC OXIDE request at the beginning of any data subcase. 

ZNOLIM(2) (41-48) is like the preceding ZNOLIM(l) 
value rather than the change in that value. 

but applies to variable 

STATFR (49-56) is the default power frequency in [Hertz]. The value could be 
redefined later by a "POWER FREQUENCY" request at the start of any data subcase. 

Note that a STARTUP file from North America will normally contain a value of 60 
Hz whereas many in the world will want to change this to 50 Hz. 

ZNVREF (57-64) is an indication of the precision of FORTRAN COMPLEX that is 
used by CABLE CONSTANTS. If there is full precision (generally 64 bits), set this 
value to zero. Such is the case for Salford EMTP, IBM, VAX, Apollo SR10.x and most 
other computers. But for reduced precision (the case for Apollo SR9.7 which has only 
single-precision COMPLEX), the value is interpreted as a reachable tolerance (e.g., 
1.E-6 was used for older, 32-bit Apollo precision). April, 1994, warning to Salford 
EMTP users: Until the change to zero is approved by Profs. Ametani and Nagaoka of 
Doshisha University in Kyoto, Japan, leave the value at 1.E-6 where it has been. See 
April, 1994, newsletter for details. 

XMAXMX (65-72) is an initial per unit value that is expected to limit all 
variables that are to be tabulated statistically at the conclusion of a STATISTICS 
or SYSTEMATIC simulation. Later, during such tabulations, XMAXMX could be 
changed by a STATISTICS DATA request. The base value of each tabulation. can be 
defined on the request itself (see SectionXV-B, parameter BASE in columns 3-14). 
For the original case of voltage tabulations, a value of 2.0 has been used 
satisfactorily for years. Actually, there is an additional, hidden factor of safety 
equal to five. But for current, power or energy, per unit values may be much less 
predictable, so extra care might be required. In any case, XMAXMX is used only to 
reserve storage for the tabulation; it does not otherwise affect results. 

AINCR (73-80) is the initial per unit compartment size used for statistical 
tabulations. As ·with the preceding XMAXMX, AINCR later could be changed by a 
STATISTICS DATA request. 

Card 3. 3rd ~scellaneous Floating-Point Numbers 

3 FREQFR HLETT1 
0.25 

Unused VHS 
8.0 

VS 
1.0 

VH 
10. 

TAXISL 
10.0 

VAXISL 
8.0 

FILLl 
6. 

FILL2 
7.0 

FREQFR (1-8) is the old (last-used) fundamental frequency of the interactive 
Fourier series calculation. For usage, see the "FOURIER" subcommand of the "PLOT" 
command of SPY. Normally this value will be identical to that of STATFR. ·If non~ 
positive (typically blank or zero), the program will set FREQFR = STATFR if it was 
created after 29 March 1994. 

HLETTl (9-16) is the height lettering for the curve numbers and symbols on the 
right edge of a batch~ode, vector-graphic (CALCOMP PLOT) plot. Beside each curve 
number and symbol is a sample horizontal line. 

VHS (17-24) is the length of the vertical (Y) axis for batch~ode, vector- . 
graphic (C~LCOMP PLOT) graphs. 

vs (25-32) is the height of the lower end of the vertical (Y) axis for batch-· 
mode, vector-graphic (CALCOMP PLOT) graphs. 

VH (33-40) is the height of the plot paper being used for batch~ode, vector
graphic (CALCOMP PLOT) graphs. 

TAXI:SL (41-48) is the length of the horizontal axis of both vector and 
character graphs of Spy plotting. 



VAXISL (49-56) is the length of the vertical (Y) axis, as used for vector Spy 
plotting. 

FILLl (64-72) is for SPY vector-graphic plotting. For Salford EMTP, it is 
the color numb~r for Spy "PLOT" axes and their numbers. The floating-point number 
will be moved to an INTEGER variable prior to its use, so FILLl should be an 
integer (e.g., "6. n

). For original, monochrome Apollo, FILLl was a fill-in or 
visibility-factor of the first of two possible superimposed grids of Spy vector-
graphic plotting. Grids were drawn with dashed lines, and this was the fraction of 
drawing (as opposed to spacing). Unity gave a solid grid, which was usually good 
enough for at least one of the grids. If two grids were used (so horizontal and 
vertical lines every half unit, for more accuracy), then one could be dashed for 
distinguishability_ 

FILL2 (73-80) is for SPY vector-graphic plotting. For Salford EMTP, it is 
the color number for the Spy "PLOT" legend, which begins with the text "Graph 
Number", followed by date and t~e, etc. The floating-point number will be moved 
to an INTEGER variable prior to its use, so FILL2 should be an integer (e.g., 
"7.") . For original, monochrome Apollo, FILL2 was the fill-in or visibility factor 
of the second of two possible super~posed grids of Spy vector-graphic plotting. See 
preceding FILLl. 

Card 4. 

4 TOLRCE 
8.E-5 

Spy "p~n Controls (Float~ng Point) 

FHTAX 
0.5 

FXSUP 
.25 

FYSUP 
.03 

FXTI·T 
0.10 

FYTIT VPLOTS 
0.1 1.0 

VPLOTL 
5.0 

Unused FTCARR 
1.5 

'I'OLRCE (1-8) is the square of the maximum distance that a point can depart from 
a curve and yet still be discarded in order to speed Spy plotting and minimize the 
associated storage. A value of zero or blank means that all points will be plotted 
(i.e., none will be discarded). 

FHTAX (9-16) is the fractional height to place the horizontal axis for Spy 
plotting should there be no zero level. The fraction is expressed in terms of the 
vertical-axis height, so that zero will place the horizontal axis at one end of the 
vertical axis, and unity will place it at the other end. Note that "one" and "the 
other n are used rather than "bottom" and "top" due to the inverted pixel addressing 
of some computers. 

FXSUP (17-24) is the fractional horizontal offset for the start of the single
line super title line for Spy plotting. The fraction is expressed in terms of the 
horizontal-axis length, so that zero will begin the super title at the left end of 
the horizontal axis, whereas unity (never used) would place it off the right side, 
beginning at the right edge of the horizontal axis. 

FYSOP (25-32) is the fractional vertical offset for the start of the single
line super title (Spy plotting). The fraction is expressed in terms of the vertical

. axis length, so that zero will place the sup~r title at one end of the Y-axis, whereas 
unity would place it at the other. 

FXTXT (33-40) is the fractional horizontal offset for the start of the multi
line ca·se title of SPY plotting. The fraction is expressed in terms of the 
horizontal-axis length, so that zero will begin the case title at the left end of the 
horizontal axis, whereas unity (never used) would place it off the right side, 
beginning at the right edge of the ho~izontal axis. 

FYTXT (41-48) is the fractional vertical offset for the start of line one of 
the multi-line case of Spy plotting. The fraction is expressed in terms of the 
vertical-axis length, so that zero will place the super title at one end of the Y
axis, whereas unity would place it at the other. 

VPLOTS (49-56) is the vertical position of the lower end of the Y-axis of a 
vector spy plot, expressed in inches. 

VPLOTL (57-64) is the span or length in inches of the vertical axis of a vector 
S·PY plot. 

VPLO'I'H (65-72) is unused beginning 28 March 1994. For older programs, it is 
the vertical position of the top end of the vertical axis of vector Spy plot. Note 
VPLOTH must equal the sum of VPLOTS and VPLOTL. 



FTCARR (73-80) is the factor controlling vertical, interline spacing of text 
for a vector Spy plot. The vertical pixels of one line are displaced from those of 
the next line by FTCARR t~es the height of the letters. Hence a value of unity 
provides no extra space (single spacing)" whereas the value 2.0 would provide double 
spacing. 

Card 5. 

5 FXNUMV 
1.5 

More SPY "PLOT n Controls, and ~scellaneous (Floating Point) 

FXNUMH 
5.0 

FVAXTT 
-2.5 

FXVERT 
0.0 

Unused 
-3333. 

TIMTAC 
0.0 

OVRLAP 
0.5 

FLZERO 
1.0-12 

EPSILN 
1.D-8 

FLTINF 
1.D+19 

FXNUMV (1-8) is the factor controlling vertical positioning of the numbering 
on the horizontal axis of a vector plot of Spy npLOT n usage. This multiplies the 
letter height to provide an offset from the horizontal axis. Oue to possible 
inversion of vertical pixel counting, the sign may depend on the computer system (see 
FYSUP, card number 4) . But the magnitude is clear: larger FXNUMV means further 
vertical separation from the horizontal axis, at a rate of one line for every change 
in value of unity. 

FXNUMH (9-16) is the corresponding factor controlling horizontal positioning. 
By changing this value by unity" the numbe'rs will shift either left (if negative) or 
right (if positive) 'one character position. 

FVAXTT (17-24) is the factor controlling horizontal positioning' of the 
vertical-axis label of a vector plot of Spy npLOT" usage. This multiplies the letter 
width in pixels to provide a horizontal offset from the vertical axis. By changing 
this value by unity, the numbering will shift either left (if negative) or right (if 
positive) one character position. 

FXVERT (25-32) is the factor controlling the horizontal positioning of the 
vertical-axis of a vector plot of Spy "PLOTn usage. If zero, the vertical axis will 
obtain its normal positioning. If nonzero, the user is forcing horizontal placement 
of the vertical axis. There is a linear variation between the left edge of the 

,! horizontal axis and the right edge, as this control varies from zero to unity. The 
value 0.5 will place the vertical axis right in the middle of the horizontal span. 

Unused (33-40) Former TlMULT became unused beginning 25 March 1994. For 
older programs, it is a scaling factor that corresponds to t~e units index IRS for 
Spy plot usage. One multiplies time in seconds by TlMULT" to produce time in user 
units. The non-unity pairings are for IHS = 1 (use 360 times the power frequency 
in Hz), IHS = 2 (use the power frequency in Hz), IHS = 4 (use 1000), and IRS = 
5 (use 10**6). 

T~AC (41-48) is an initial value for the t~e in seconds before which all 
TACS warning messages will be suppressed. A value zero means no such suppression will 
occur, of course. TIMTAC later might be redefined as part of EMTP data by "TACS 
wARN LIMIT n (see this for rationale of use) . 

OVRLAP (49-56) is the fractional overlap of the time axis, between the pld plot 
that is, ending and the next plot that is just beginn~ng, for nROLLVn usage (rolling 
vector plot) within the npLOT n command of SPY. A value of zero means that there will 
be no overlap, whereas unity would mean complete overlap (the absurd case where no 
progress at all is made). A value of one hal~ would mean that the right half of the 
old plot would be reproduced in the left half of the new plot before rolling 
continued, when a new page was called'for. 

FLZERO (57-64) is a near-zero tolerance that allows room for lots of roundoff 
during counting and arithmetic. For 64-bit computation, the value 1.0-12 has been 
used succes,sfully for years, even though the choice is highly conservative (there 
really is more precision) ~ 

EPSJ:LN (65-72) is the default value for the matrix singularity tolerance. This 
value can later be modified by a nonblank field of the same name on the floating-point 
miscellaneous data card, or by a n$NEW EPSILNn card. 

FLTJ:NF' (73-80) is a very large floating point number. Since certain 
calculations may internally use this value, which might be squared, this commonly is 
set close to the square root of the largest floating point number that can be 
represented. Because it is useful for all computers to employ the same value, the 
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minLmum floating-point lLmit of a little over 1.E+38, which applies to DEC VAX-II 
computers, is commonly used. The square root of this, 1.E+19, is still so big as to 
appear infinite for just about any computation of engineering significance. 

Card 6. 1st CALCOMP PLOT Controls (Floating Point) 

6 XHEADM YH~ADM HGTHDM XCASTI 
2.5 7.95 .55 0.5 

YCASTI 
7.3 

HGTCST 
.35 

XLEGND 
0.5 

YLEGND 
1.30 

HGTLGN 
.25 

PIXPUN 
40 

XHEADM (1-8) is the "X" coordinate where the 16-character graph heading label 
of a batch-mode, vector-graphic plot is to begin. This is the left edge. 

YHEADM (9-16) is the corresponding "Y" coordinate. 

HGTHDM (17-24) is the height of lettering for this 16-character label. 

XCASTI (25-32) is the "Xn coordinate where the 78-character case-title line 
of a CALCOMP PLOT is to begin. This defines the left edge of the line. 

YCASTI (33-40) is the corresponding "Y" coordinate. 

HGTCST (41-48) is the height of lettering for this 78-character label. 

XLEGND (49-56) is the "X" coordinate where the CALCOMP PLOT legend (6-
character user identification, date, time, plot variables, etc.) is to begin. This 
defines the left edge. Usually the plot legend is placed at the bottom of the plot, 
toward the left. 

YLEGND (57-64) 
legend is to begin. 

is the corresponding ny" coordinate where the CALCOMP PLOT 
This fixes the bottom of the first of several lines. 

HGTLGN (65-72) is the height of lettering to be used for the plot legend. 

PIXPUN (73-80) is the number of screen pixels per unit length for a CALCOMP 
PLOT that is sent to the screen. Although not exact for most screens, the same 
figure is used for both horizontal and vertical dimensions. 

Card 7. 2nd CALCOMP PLOT Controls (Floating Point) 

7 XALP HA YALPHA 
1.5 6.5 

HGTALF 
.25 

D4FACT 
-2.0 

PEKEXP 
43. 

EPSLRT 
1.E-12 

EPSPIV 
1.E-16 

PLMARK 
1.0 

FACOSC 
0.3 

XALPHA (1-8) is the "X" coordinate where the multi-line subheading text of 
CALCOMP PLOT is to begin. This defines the left edge of the 78-character lines. 

YALPHA (9-16) is the corresponding "Y" coordinate. 

HGTALF (17-24) is the hei'ght of lettering to be used for this labeling. 

D4FACT (25-32) is a delay time in seconds that each batch-mode (CalComp) plot 
will be held on.the screen after it is completed. If negative, the p~ogram will wait 
for a <CR> before erasing the screen. and switching to text mode for the reading of 
more plot cards. That is for Salford EMTP. The original meaning 'for other computers 
had to do with magnification of a CALCOMP PLOT. 'A value of unity meant full size. 
Later, this value could be altered by a "SCALE" request (key word of columns 3-7) 
during batch-mode plotting. Variable D4FACT originally was the argument of the 
CalComp routine "FACTOR", so it is the reciprocal of variable SS of the nSCALE" 
request. 

PEKEXP (33-40) is the largest argument used with the library function "CEXPZ" 
(complex exponential). This is not a limitation·of the library function, but rather 
of the usage within the "CABLE CONSTANTS" code. First, take the largest number that 
the computer can represent (about 10**38 for Apollo) using COMPLEX. Next, if division 
by a complex number requires the squaring of it (as seems to be the case for Apollo), 
take the square root of this: about 10**19 for Apollo. Finally, PEKEXP is the natural 
logarithm of the result. 



EPSLRT (41-48) is the convergence tolerance ("epsiln") of the LR transform 
("LRTII) that is used by "LINE CONSTANTS" to calculate eigenvalues. For maximum 
precision of the eigenvalue calculation, EPSLRT should be set to the precision limit 
of the floating-point variables being used. For 64-bit computation, this is about 
16 digits, of course. There is no problem with being too close to the precision 
limit, since any positive tolerance can be met (the LR algorithm seems to drive the 
subdiagonal elements arbitrarily close to zero). On the other hand, using a value 
smaller than the precision limit of the computer would seem to add numerical effort, 
but with no improvement in the accuracy of the resultant eigenvalues. Hence it is 
not recommended to use a value smaller than the precision limit of the computer. 

EPSPIV (49 - 5 6) is the minimum pivoting tolerance for use with the 
CONSTANTS" code. This is used only for for the eigenvector calculation, 
results in the modal transformation matrix [Til . 

"LINE 
which 

PLMARK ,(57-64) is the multiple of a default value for the number of symbols 
that will be used to mark each batch-mode, vector-graphic curve. 
The value unity is a request for the default number of markings, which corresponds 
to one symbol per unit (inch) before the discarding of data points that are not 
significant. Two would give twice the default number, and half would give about half 

or none if the number would be less than unity (because of INTEGER truncation). 
Hence any very small value (e. g., 1. E- 8) is guaranteed to suppress all curve 

marking. 

FACOSC (65-72) is the scaling factor for corrections of the Newton iteration 
of coupled nonlinear elements if there is oscillation. To disable all such scaling, 
make this non-positive. 

Card 8. 1st Miscellaneous Integers 

8 NMAUTO INTINF 
1 9999999 

KOL132 
132 

MUNIT5 MAXZNO 
1 50 

IPRSPY 
o 

IPRSUP 
o 

LNPIN MINHAR MAXHAR 
6 0 20 

NMAUTO (1-8) is the binary flag that controls automatic branch/switch naming 
(default names such as "LINOOl", etc.). It is initialized from STARTUP, but later 
might be toggled by an AUTO NAME request among input data. Unity means there will 
be such naming, whereas zero omits this nicity. Root names for any such naming come 
from the language file BLOCKD51.BIN, so they could be language-dependent. Remember 
that each component automatically named will expand the header of a .PL4 file by 
one name, which could overflow PCPLOT. Why should branches be named? Sometimes 
to allow a unique reference iri case of parallel components. Normally this would 
involve manual rather than automatic naming, however, in order that the user give 
meaningful names. Automatic naming is more appropriate for Spy use, where names can 
be seen. 

INTINF (9-16) is the largest integer that can ever be used by the program for 
indexing. For machines using INTEGER*4, the artificially reduced limit that is one 
short of 10**7 is used for convenience. Since this value is sometimes assigned 
internally as a flag, and can then be sent to LUNIT6 (particularly as part of 
DIAGNOSTIC printout), excessive values that might overflow output formats should be 
avoided. On the other hand, one can go higher using the special requests that 
follow: 107 gives I.E7, 108 gives 1.EB, 109 gives 1.E9, and 209 gives 
2.E9 (this last number is close to the Intel/Salford limit for 4-byte integers). 

KOL132 (17-24) is the column width for LUNIT6 output. Popular choices are 80 
and 132. Although the time-step loop output can be any width, many other structures 
only have these two standard choices. Hence it is recommended that the user stick 
to these. 

MUNIT5 (25-32) is the I/O channel number for "EMTSPY" input. Using the same 
value as LUNIT5 means that Spy dialogue begins with the keyboard for input. 

MAXZNO (33 - 4 0) is the initial value for the maximum number of Newton iterations 
that are used to solve nonlinear elements such as ZnO. This might later be redefined 
by means of a ZINC OXIDE request within any data subcase. 

IPRSPY (41-48) is the initial value for diagnostic output associated with SPY. 
It is advised that IPRSPY be made positive only if there is trouble very early in 
execution before the first data card is read. 

lE-8 
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IPRSUP (49-56) 
output. Normally 0, 

is the initial value for conventional (non-SPY) diagnostic 
value -1 suppresses stray output (see April 96 newsletter). 

LNPIN (57-64) is the number of lines per inch of printed output of LUNIT6. 
This is used to scale character ("PRINTER PLOT") plots. 

MINHAR (65-72) is the beginning harmonic number of a bar chart that displays 
the results of Fourier analysis. This is for the FOURIER subcommand of the PLOT 
command of SPY. To ignore nothing, a value zero (for dc) is used. The keyed value 
is just an~initial value that can be changed interactively at the time of FOURIER 
usage. 

MAXHAR (73-80) 
of Fourier analysis. 

is the ending harmonic of a bar chart that displays the results 
Etc. (see preceding MINHAR). 

Card 9. 2nd Miscellaneous Integers 

9 NFORS2 NIOMAX MRGN LINLIM MPAGE MODE28 KPGRID KPEN(l) KPEN(2) KPEN(3) 
30 10 2 100 o 1 3 12 10 11 

NFORS2 (1-8) is the number of rows of the Fourier series table that will be 
printed. Each harmonic occupies one row. Etc. (see preceding MINHAR). 

NIOMAX (9-16) is the initial limit for rotor speed iterations of the Type-59 
S.M. This default value later might be redefined by a "TOLERANCES" request as part 
of Type-59 S.M. data. 

MRGN (17-24) is the margin of blank space in inches that will separate adjacent 
batch-mode vector-graphic plots that are produced on a roll of paper. 

LINLIM (25-32) is the line limit for each batch-mode "PRINTER PLOT" graph. 
In the absence of such protection, users have been known to waste incredible 
quantities of paper due to errors of scaling. 

MPAGE (33-40) is a binary flag that indicates whether the user wants each 
batch-mode character plot ("PRINTER PLOT") to begin on a new page (following usage 
of the "1H1" carriage control). A value of unity will begin each such plot on a new 
page, whereas zero will bypass such special treatment. 

MODE28 (41-48) is an integer index that chooses the starting mode of batch-mode 
plotting. The choices are: 1) CALCOMP PLOT i 2) PRINTER PLOT i and finally, 
3) CALCOMP PRINTER. 

KPGRID (49-56) is the Salford color number for the grid or grids of screen 
plotting. For a batch-mode "CALCOMP PLOT", there is just one whereas SPY "PLOT" 
uses two nested grids (both have this one color). Zero will suppress grids. 

KPEN(l) (57-64) is the Salford color number for the first curve of all vector 
screen (either batch-mode or Spy) plotting. The four numbers associated with vector 
KPEN are those parameters numbered 2 through 5 of the "PEN CHOICE" request of batch
mode vector-graphic plotting. 

KPEN(2) (65-72) is like KPEN(l), 

KPEN(3) (73-80) is like KPEN(l), 

but is for curve 2. 

but is for curve 3. 

Card 10. 3rd Miscellaneous Integers 

10 .. (4) KOMtEV NSMTH MODSCR KOLALP MAXFLG LIMCRD NOBLAN MOUSET NOTPPL 
14 -1 50 2 5 1 3000 1 0 1 

KPEN(4) (1-8) is like the preceding KPEN(l), but is for curve 4. Also, 
for batch-mode (CALCOMP PLOT) plotting, this 4th of 4 color numbers also is used 
for all labeling. 

KOMLEV (9-16) is the level for echoing comment cards during the input of data 
base modules of $INCLUDE usage. Value "-I" suppresses all such display. 
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NSMTH (17-24) is the default value for the limit on the number of consecutive 
ups and downs before averaging of successive ordinates will occur as part of batch
mode, vector-graphic plotting. Later, this initial value could be changed as part 
of batch-mode plot data (see the "SMOOTH" request). 

MODseR (25-32) is the default value for a flag that indicates the destination 
of batch-mode, vector plotting. For any computer, the 3 choices are: 
o for graphics on a separate plotter (no screen plot); 1 for both screen and 
plotter graphics; and finally, 2 for screen plotting only. Salford EMTP only has 
screen graphics, which might be redirected to disk by PEN PLOT (see DC-35). 

KOLALP (33-40) is one less than the number of bytes in each ALPHANUMERIC 
variable name (e.g., a node name). Mnemonically, this is "column ALPHANUMERIC." 
Node names are six characters long. 

MAXFLG (41-48) is the multiplicity with which Spy will check for user-keyed 
interrupts. A value .of unity means that such checking will be performed at every 
opportunity. Yet ~f such checking might be time consuming (this will be dependent 
upon computer, of course), this continual checking could involve a significant waste 
of time. Remember, there are four opportunities for a Spy break each time-step. If 
the user set MAXFLG = 4, he still would have the chance to interrupt execution every 
time step. 

LIMCRD (49-56) is the upper limit on the number of 80-column card images that 
can be stored in the cache of LUNT10. Hence, input data is read into unoccupied 
LUNT10 storage, and the remainder, through position LIMCRD, is never used unless there 
is data modularization ($INCLUDE usage of Section I -K) or data sorting by" class 
(Sections I-J), in which case the blank space is used to insert or reorder the input 
records. A few other features of the program use the bottom of LUNT10 storage to 
accumulate records, too, but this burden is generally negligible compared with that 
of the sorting of input data. As a general rule, there must be as much free space 
as actually required to store user data cards. So, for example, LIMCRD = 4000 
allows about 2000 free spaces after storage of 2000 data cards (including any 
expansion due to the use of $ INCLUDE , of course). So why not make LIMCRD equal to 
infinity, thereby allowing arbitrarily large data cases? Some computers might have 
a limit on such usage, whereas others may execute slower with astronomical indexing. 
Most computers will tie up that much more disk space, it is believed (how many 
operating systems would be smart enough not to store the unused gap in the middle?). 
It is to be emphasized that card images are actually stored at the bottom of LUNTIO 

. with inverse indexing, sometimes, and this bottom is defined by LIMCRD. 

NOBLAN (57-64) is a ternary flag concerning the treatment of truly blank input 
cards as described in the October, 1993, newsletter. Zero means nothing will be done 
(implied $BLANK DATA use). Unity means the program should halt if a true blank is 
encountered (implied $BLANK HALT use). Finally, value 2 means true blank lines 
will be converted to comment lines (implied $BLANK COMMENT use). 

MOUSET (65-72) is a binary flag that indicates possible use (value unity) or 
non-use (value zero) of the mouse as described in the October, 1994, newsletter. No 
use (e.g., SPY) other than the beginning of interactive execution is yet supported. 

NOTPPL (73-80) is a binary flag that either prohibits (value unity) or allows 
(value zero) the use of TPPLOT for concurrent plotting as described in the October, 
1994, newsletter. This is illustrated by DC-l (see data between USE TPPLOT BEGIN 
and END declarations). Such data is ignored when NOTPPL = 1. 

Card 11. 4th Miscellaneous Integers 

1 NOCOMM NOHELP NEWPL4 JDELAY Unused NSMPLT KOLWID KOLSEP JCOLU1 KSLOWR 
o 0 0 0 -777 50 11 1 0 5 

NOCOMM (1-8) is a binary flag that will either destroy (value unity) or allow 
to be passed through (value zero) all comment cards as data first is loaded from the 
user's disk file. This is as described in the January, 1995, newsletter. 

\,~:> NOHELP (9-16) is a binary flag that will either prevent (value unity) or have 
automatically displayed (value zero) at the start of execution the information in disk 
file GLITZ.LIS This is as described in the April, 1995, newsletter. 
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NEWPL4 (17-24) is a binary flag that will either request (value unity) or 
prevent (value zero) the elimination of unused names in the .PL4 file header. This 
is as described in the April, 1995, newsletter. 

JDELAY (25-32) is a binary flag that is as described in the July, 1996, 
newsletter. It is to be ignored (value zero) unless there might sometime be trouble 
with the delay time of a switch. For any program created May 20th or later, special 
value -55666 will restore the ADELAY transfer of OVER12 as in years past. 

NSMPLT (41-48) is the number of successive ups and downs (cycles of a saw
toothed oscillation) before averaging will be instituted for SPY "PLOT" usage. 

KOLWID (49-56) is the default width for each column of output of the time-step 
loop. The value of "11" is minimal, corresponding to early years when only six 
significant digits were printed. Later, this could be changed at the start of any 
data subcase using "PRINTED NUMBER WIDTH" (see illustration of DC-4). 

KOLSEP (57-64) is the default inter-column blank separation that is included 
as part of the preceding KOLWID. Value unity is minimal, corresponding to early 
years. The average production user may want to expand this to two. In any case, 
the initial value can be altered at the start of any data subcase using "PRINTED 
NUMBER WIDTH" (see illustration of DC-4). 

JCOLUl (65-72) is a binary flag that controls whether or not LUNIT6 output 
is to begin each line with an extra blank as a carriage-control character. Few 
computers want or need this, so leave JCOLUI = O. Value unity will provide the 
extra blank column 1. 

KSLOWR (73-80) is the frequency with which a rolling vector plot (use of 
"ROLLV") is updated, for SPY IIPLOT" usage. If unity, every time a new solution point 
is known, it will be displayed. But such instantaneous display slows the simulation. 
It is more efficient to allow several solution points to accumulate before they are 
displayed. Who needs to see each time step instantly, anyway? 

Card 12. 5th Miscellaneous Integers 

2 KSYMBL NOBACK KOLEXM LTEK 
1 

NCUTI 
13 

NCUT2 INCHPX INCHPY NODPCX LCHLIM 
200 1 60 11 2 2 0 0 

KSYMBL (1-8) is the initial frequency of marking symbols on a vector plot (use 
of "ROLLV"), for Spy "PLOT" usage. If no marking is wanted, set KSYMBL to a very 
large positive integer. Later, the "MARK" sub-subcommand of the "TEK" subcommand 
of the "PLOT" command of Spy might redefine this initial value. 

NOBACK (9-16) is a binary flag that indicates whether BACKSPACE of the LUNIT4 
plot file is permissible within the "LUNIT4" conunand of SPY. Zero means that 
BACKSPACE is reliable for the computer of interest, whereas 1 means that it is not 
(and is to be avoided by alternate reliance upon REWIND and then forward READs). 

KOLEXM (17-24) is the maximum width of each line of Spy 
This should normally be set so as to fit within the Spy window. 
avoids scrolling left or right to see parts of the output output. 

"EXAMINE" output. 
For Apollo, this 

LTEK {25-32} is the initial value of a binary flag that indicates which mode 
of plotting (character vs. vector) is to be used by the "PLOT" conunand of SPY. Zero 
means character plotting, whereas unity is for vector plotting. This initial choice 
might later be toggled at any time by the "MODE" subcommand of the "PLOT" command 
of Spy. 

NCUTI (33-40) is the Salford color number for the single super-title line of 
each vector plot of Spy "PLOT". 

NCUT2 (41-48) is the Salford color number for the multi-line case title of each 
vector plot of Spy "PLOT". 

INCHPX (49-56) is the number of inches between tic marks and corresponding 
numbers of the X-axis for vector Spy plotting. A value of two is common, meaning 
that every other inch of the horizontal axis will be given a numbered tic mark. 

INCHPY (57-64) is like the preceding INCHPX, but is for the Y-axis. 
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NODPCX (65-72) is a binary switch that either accepts (value zero) or rejects 
(value unity) the automatic creation of a .PCX disk file for each vector plot of 
batch-mode plotting. Output files will be named ATPVIDEO.001, etc. That is for 
Salford EMTP. 

LCHLIM (73-80) controls output of lines 3 onward of the plot identification 
of vector Spy plotting. Included are the scaling and limits of both axes, as well 
as any hidden factors and offsets. A negative value (e.g., -1) will suppress such 
output, wh?reas zero will allow it. 

Card 13. 6th Miscellaneous Integers 

3 NORUN JTURBO MAXSYM IHS LIMCOL 
o 1 3 3 79 

KLEVL 
o 

KEXTR NOHPGL NOPOST 
000 

IZGRI 
2 

NORUN (1-8) is a binary flag that will either prevent simulation (value unity) 
or allow it (value zero). If unity, A.TP will halt following the assembly and 
sorting'by class of all data, and a special copying of the resulting data file to 
LUNIT6 output. This is as described in the January, 1995, newsletter. 

JTURBO (9-16) is a binary flag that either accepts (value unity) or rejects 
(value zero) turbo table dumping and res.toring by NYPA's Robert Schultz. See story 
in the October, 1993, newsletter. 

MAXSYM (17-24) is the maximum number of symbols that will be placed on each 
curve of a vector plot of SPY "PLOT" as identification. This feature is not 
applicable in "ROLLV" mode, and the discarding of visually-redundant points may 
effectively reduce the number. 

IHS (25-32) the initial value for the time-units of Spy "PLOT". Later, this 
could be changed by the "TIME UNITS" subcommand of the "PLOT" command of SPY. 
possible values are the same as for batch-mode plotting: 1 for degrees based on the 
power frequency, 2 for cycles based on power frequency, 3 for seconds, 4 for 
milliseconds, 5 for microseconds, 6 for Hert.z, 7 for 10g-10 of Hertz, and 
finally (only for LEe SPY) 8 for double-logarithmic scale. 

LIMCOL (33-40) is the initial column width for a character plot of Spy "PLOT". 
Later, this might be changed by the "SET COLUMN" subcommand of the "PLOT" command 

of Spy. 

KLEVL (41-48) is the initial value for the binary flag that indicates whether 
or not level crossings are to be displayed for Spy "PLOT" variables. A zero will 
result in no level-crossing output, whereas unity will produce a table showing when 
variables of the plot cross the specified levels. The current status of KLEVL can 
be toggled at any later time by the LEVEL subcommand of the PLOT command of SPY. 

KEXTR (49-56) is the initial value for the binary flag that indicates whether 
or not extrema are to be calculated for the Spy "PLOT" variables. A zero will result 
in no extrema output, whereas unity will produce a table of extrema for the variables 
of the plot prior to creating the plot. The current status of this variable can be 
toggled at any later time by the "EXTREMA" subcommand of the "PLOT" command of SPY. 

NOHPGL ,(57-64) is a binary switch that either accepts (value zero) or rejects 
(value unity) the automatic creation of HP-GL disk files for each vector plot of 
batch-mode plotting. Output files will be named ATPHPGL.OOl, etc. 

NOPOST (65-72) is like NOHPGL, only it is for PostScript. Output files will 
be named ATPPOST.OOl, etc. 

IZGR1 (73-80) provides control over the first (the outer) of two staggered 
grids of the vector plot of SPY "PLOT" usage. For all computers allowing Spy vector 
graphics, a negative value (use "-1" for uniformity) will suppress this outer grid. 
For Salford EMTP, this is the color number. 

Card 14. 7th Miscellaneous Integers 

14 IZGR2 LENREC LU6VRT LRLIM KASEND LUNDAT KTRPL4 JORIEN LIMPNL LUNTEX 
o 0 32768 75 5 3 -4 0 200 -11 
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IZGR2 (1-8) provides control over the second (the inner) of two staggered grids 
of the vector plot of Spy "PLOT n usage. Values are as for preceding IZGRI. 

LENREC (9-16) is a binary flag to control only Crlike .PL4 files. For 
Salford EMTP, value zero means no change from the past whereas value one is taken 
as a request for extra empty space between the header and the initial time step as 
described in the January, 1994, newsletter. This is "to start the timestep data at 
an offset which is an integer multiple of the length of the data for one timestep." 
This was requested by Prof. Bruce Mork for use with other compilers. 

LU6VRT (17-24) is the size of the LUNIT6 output buffer in bytes. This is 
only for output that goes to disk (output to the screen is not buffered). A limit 
of 65536 exists. Value zero means no such buffering. See the January, 1994, 
newsletter for details. 

LRLIM (25-32) is the iteration limit (nLIMn) of the LR-transform ("LR") that 
is used to calculate eigenvalues by the "LINE CONSTANTS" code. 

KASEND (33-40) is the minimum number of input cards that must remain at the 
completion of one data subcase in order for the program to consider a possible 
following one. At issue is whether or not the program will read a blank bounding data 
case after case-summary statistics. With value 5, note that it will not, thereby 
saving a little output, and speeding execution a little. If the user wants to have 
the program read into the blank data subcase, set KASEND = O. 

LUNDAT (41-48) is the I/O unit number to which the input data file can be 
connected as program execution begins. This serves as a channel for reading all data 
cards as a block, in order to transfer them to the ACCESS='DIRECT' storage of unit 
LUNTI0. For nearly all computers, LUNDAT can and should be set equal to LUNIT3. 

KTRPL4 (49-56) indicates the disk being used for the main ATP directory. Values 
3 (meaning C:) and 4 (meaning D:) are most common. An extra minus sign indicates 
that all output files (. LIS, . PL4, and . PCR) will be named in parallel with the input 
data file. This is the modern, preferred scheme, generally. Note the Can/Am user 
group distributes with value -4, so if the user's data is on C: rather than D:, 
he should change this to -3. 

JORIEN (57-64) is a binary flag that indicates whether Oriental language is 
possible as part of built-in language. Zero means Oriental language is not possible. 
Use unity if Oriental language is being used (this assumes installation-dependent 
SUBROUTINE ORIENT is available and compatible, of course) . 

LLMP~ (65-72) is the limit on the number of switching messages for Type-99 
pseudo-nonlinear resistance flashover and clearing (opening). See Section V-A for 
an illustration. Every time there is a Type-99 flashover or clearing, LIMPNL is 
decremented by unity. The associated switching message will be seen only as long as 
LIMPNL remains positive. A negative LIMPNL at the end of the simulation indicates 
unannounced switchings, which will be mentioned in a single line of printout preceding 
possible extrema .. 

LUN'l'EX (73-80) is the I/O unit number for an external language text file. If 
positive (typically 11), this will be used. But if negative, internal English
language text wi+l be used instead of BLOCKD51.BIN (the external disk file). This 
is faster another refor.m by Robert Schultz of NYPA as explained in the January, 
1994, newsletter. 

Card 15. 

5 KINSEN 
1 

8th ~scellaneous Integers 

LISTON 
o 

LIMTAC 
25 

NOCALC 
o 

MFLUSH 
1000 

L4BYTE 
1 

KOMPAR 
o 

KINSEN (1-8) is a ternary case-sensitivity flag. For no modification of the 
case of input letters, leave this zero or blank. Unity will convert lower case to 
upper case before use. Finally, -1 will convert upper case to lower case before 
use. Yet, case changes of any individual input line can be prevented or inhibited 
by the appearance of an exclamation point ("!") anywhere on the line. Although the 
associated logic is universal, the feature possibly could be installation-dependent 
due to its location in installation-dependent SUBROUTINE NEWCAS. Since the first "!" 
of any line is erased ~fter it is recognized, the user must be careful that the 
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replacement blank is really what he wants. For example, in the case of a file name 
(e.g., in response to the opening prompt at the beginning of execution), put the n!n 
on the right where it can do no harm (most' operating systems will either reject an 
imbedded blank as being illegal, or try to connect a file having the wrong name). 
Further note that Spy and MODELS use their own, imbedded logic to deal with case 

l conversion. 

LISTON (9-16) is a binary flag that possibly will disable any $LISTOFF request 
of EMTP data. Unity will ignore any $LISTOFF request. Leave blank or zero for no 
such override of the normal meaning of $LISTOFF. Final production usage with proven 
data will almost always be with value zero. But during debugging of large data cases, 
it sometimes is convenient to see all input data cards in spite of numerous $LISTOFF 
declarations. Setting LISTON = 1 may be much simpler than removing numerous 
$LISTOFF declarations. 

L~AC (17-24) is a limit on the number of TACS warning messages that will be 
displayed. Remember that before TIMTAC seconds, TACS warning messages are ignored. 
Well, such ignored messages do not count for LIMTAC consideration. 

NOCALC (25-32) is a flag to disable vector-graphic output of batch-mode 
plotting. Zero means no such disabling (i. e., vector-graphic plots will be possible) , 
whereas unity means that all cards between "CALCOMP PLOT" and a subsequent "PRINTER 
PLOT" declaration will be treated as if they were comment cards. 

MFLUSH (33-40) is a counter of the number of times the RAM buffer for plot data 
points has been written (flushed) to disk via I/O channel LUNIT4. The actual value 
is ~aterial to transients, since the counting is just for cosmetic appeal (human 
intelligence), anyway. The command that performs the plot-data transfer to disk is 
the "SPACE" command of Spy. Normally, MFLUSH should be zero. But value 1000 is 
a special request for the automatic (without any user intervention via the keyboard) 
flushing to disk when the RAM buffer becomes full. Counting still occurs, so the 
first flushing would appear with visual marking MFLUSH = 1001, the second would have 
index 1002, etc.. The batch-mode user of Spy "PLOT" (with $SPY) needs value -1000 
in order to create a .PL4 file of plot'data points for later usage. 

L4BYTE (41-48) is a binary flag that determines whether or not the .PL4 file 
is to be C-like. Unity will produce a C-like file; zero is for others. 

KOMPAR (49-56) is a switch that allows the user better to compare old and new 
LUNIT6 solutions on a line·by line basis using an operating system utility such as 
Mike Albert's shareware utility FC for MS-DOS. The production user will normally 
use value zero, which means no such help. A value of unity will result in no 
numerical serialization of comment cards. Also, case summary statistics will be 
abbreviated as though the user had requested 80-column output using KOL132 = 80. If 
KOMPAR is set to 2, the date and time are fixed to correspond to the armistice that 
ended World War I.. Also, component solution times are zeroed, so only one line 
that for the total solution time --- will differ. Finally, value 3 sets this, too, 
to zero, so there will be no difference if a deterministic case is ,solved twice. This 
was explained in the January, 1994, newsletter. 

Card 16. 

6 LUNITl 
21 

x/o Unit Numbers 

LUNIT2 
22 

LUNIT3 
3 

LUNIT4 
-4 

LUNIT5 
1 

LUNIT6 
6 

LUNIT7 
7 

LUNJ:T8 
8 

LUNIT9 
9 

LUNTI0 
10 

The 10 available fields, read using 1018 format, are used to assign nume,rical values 
to the variable I/O channels LUNIT1, LUNIT2, LUNIT9, and LUNT10. Some of 
these depend on computer or compiler, so the user is advised not to change any'of , 
them unles~ advised to do so by some knowledgeable party. Nominally, values 1, 2, 
... 9, 10 will be used unless there is some conflict. LUNIT2 is used for tabl~ 
dumping and restoring of STATISTICS, SYSTEMATIC, and START AGAIN usage. 
LUNIT4 is used to create a .PL4 plot file, with an extra minus sign meaning that 
points will be allowed to accumulate in RAM prior to being flushed to disk. LUNIT5 
is the input channel (nominally the keyboard) whereas LUNIT6 is for display 
(nominally, a computer monitor) . For debugging in the case of trouble, production 
printout can be unified with DlkGNOSTIC output by use of LUNIT6 = 46 (which is 
connected to disk file DEBUG. LIS) . LUNIT7 is the I/O channel used for 
punched cards (response to $PUNCH). LUNIT8 is reserved for batch~ode, CALCOMP 
PLOT use, should such an I/O channel be required. However, LUNIT8 can also be used 
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for output of SEMLYEN SETUP. Finally, LUNT10 is the unit number to which input 
data is copied (LUNT10 is used as a random access (ACCESS='PlRECT') cache. 

Card 17. I/O SPY/PLOT Window Controls 

17 KS(1) 
o 

KS(2) 
o 

KS(3) 
12 

KS(4) 
10 

KP (1) 
7 

KP (2) 
14 

KP (3) 
o 

KP (4) 
o 

KOLROV Unused 
18 

----------~---------------------------------------------------------------------

KS(l} (1-8) controls copying of the Spy window to disk file JUNKS. 
zero for this service only upon filling and closure (the Esc key) • Set to 
prevent all such use. Set to +1 for continuous backup as I/O is generated. 
See KP(3) for reuse or destruction of the old JUNKS. 

Set to 
-1 to 

KS(2) (9-16) is like KS(1), but it is for LUNIT6 output to 
than for Spy output to JUNKS. See also KP (4) rather than KP (3) 
concatenation. 

JUNKE rather 
for possible 

KS(3) (17-24) is the Salford color number for the window frame (title line at 
the top and. border at the bottom) of the Spy dialogue window. 

KS(4) (25-32) is the Salford color number for the title line at the top of the 
simulation (LUNIT6) window. 

KP (1) (33-40) is the Salford color number for content of the SPY window. 

KP (2) (41-48) is the Salford color number for content of the simulation 
(LUNIT6) window. A non-positive integer is taken as a request for cyclic use of the 
first 15 colors in order. 

KP(3) (49-56) is a binary flag controlling whether Spy window contents will 
be concatenated to the end of old disk file JUNKS. This assumes the user has 
requested backup by KS(1). Zero means no concatenation (i.e., new backup will 
overwrite any old file contents). Unity will preserve the old contents, adding new 
ones at the end (bottom) of old ones. 

KP(4) (57-64) is like the preceding KP(3) but for LUNIT6 (JUNKE) rather than 
for Spy (JUNKS). 

KOLROV (65-72) is the Salford color number to be used for overwriting of the 
character search that is requested by pressing the F9 key. If the string is found, 
it will be highlighted using this color. 

Card 18. Variable-Length Character Strings 

18 Name .of language font file 
\atp\blockd51.bin 

J Window) Spy @K file name ] Central Monte file] 
junk inclspy .dat 

Name of ~anguage font fi~e (1-32) is the name of the disk file that is to be 
connected to I/O unit LUNTEX if LUNTEX is positive. Otherwise (for negati~e 
LUNTEX), the name is ignored and program language wi~l come from internally-stored 
(nominally English) information. 

Window (33-40) is the root name for the windows of Spy dialogue and Spy vector 
"PLOT" usage. An "sn and an "en 'will be appended to form two file names 
for storage on disk (file names JUNKS and JUNKE, for this example) . 

Spy @K fi~e name (41-60) is the skeletal name for files of numbered Spy n@" 
usage. Th~ first blank byte is to be replaced by a decimal digit at execution t£me, 
prior to the connection of this file. 

Centra~ Monte fi~e (61-80)· is the name of the central statistics file, if any -
- to be used by the request word "OBSERVE PARALLEL MONTE CARLO". This disk file 
frequently will be stored on another disk of another computer in the network. If this 
file name is left blank, any Monte Carlo simulation will not attempt to write status 
information to this summary file at the end of each energization (see also Sections 
XIX-B and II-A-47). Since MS-DOS is a single-user operating system, parallel Monte 
Carlo simulation has never been tried. Salford EMTP users are advised to leave 
columns 61-80 blank. 
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Card 19. A6 ALPHANUMERIC names, 1st of 2 cards 

9 SSONLY CHEFLD TEXNAM CHVBAR BRANCH TXCOPY USERID 
PHASOR E DUM I NAME COPY WSMTHL 

-TRASH -TERRA CHRCOM 
TERRA C {}$, 

All data fields of Cards 19 and 20 are for ALPHANUMERIC (the UTPF type 
declaration) variables, which presently occupy 6 characters. For ease of 
presentation, each is preceded by two blanks. Each card is read using FORTRAN 
FORMAT ( 10( 2X, A6 ) ). In general, data is left-adjusted. This begins with 
Card 19, which has content: 

SSONLY (3-8) is the 6-character request word for columns 21-26 of a series R-L
C branch that is to be present only during the phasor, steady-state solution for 
ini tial conditions. Such extra, special branches might be used to account for 
nonlinear R(i) or R(t) which otherwise would be ignored during the phasor solution. 
See Chapter V for use. The second subcase of DC-42 provides an illustration. 

CHEFLD (11-16) is to be the Single character that is produced by E-field 
encoding within FORTRAN on the computer of interest. Although 6 columns of the card 
are reserved for data input, in fact it is just the single character of column 11 that 
is used. For example, the encoding of STRING by 

WRITE (STRING, 4126) D9 
4126 FORMAT ( E35.22 ) 

will involve the use of CHEFLD. The user must beware of case sensitivity (e.g., 
"E" and "e" differ). 

TEXNAM (19-24) is the root name for the first 3 bytes of internally-defined 
node names of $INCLUDE data modularization (Section XIX-F). Numerical serialization 
will be encoded in locations 4-6. TEXNAM is just the beginning name; it can be 
changed during execution by a $ DUMMY command (Section XIX-F). 

CHVBAR (27 - 32) is the 
vertical bar that separates 
interpretations on the left. 
For those computers having a 
or "l". 

single character that will be used to represent the 
the listing of input data cards on the right from 
This is for LUNIT6 output of the printer or screen. 
vertical bar, use it. For others, use either "1" 

BRANCH (35-40) 
this commonly will be 

is the 6-character request word to name a branch. 
"NAME " 

In English, 

TXCOPY (43:48) is the request word to copy a preceding branch by name. In 
English, this commonly will be "COpy 

USERID (51-56) initializes the 6-character name that is used to identify 
ownership of batch-mode vector plots. It will appear in the plot legend. Yet, this 
name later can be redefined by a USER IDENTIFICATION request at the start of any 
data subcase. 

TRASH (59-64) is a 6-character garbage name (nominally" ...... ") for certain 
internally-defined nodes (e.g., the type-16 source of Section VII-C-6). 

TERRA (67-72) is a 6-character name for local earth (or ground) to be used in 
some character output (not input data). Use of "TERRA" is common in English. 

CHRCOM (75-80) is a collection of 5 different special symbols, concatenated 
into a single 6-character word. Bytes 1 and 2 store the 2-byte indication for comment 
cards of EMTP data (e.g., "C "). Bytes 3 & 4 store the opening and closing symbols 
for in -line comments (e. g., "{}"). Finally, bytes 5 & 6 store the continuation 
character and the separator character of free-format input (e.g., "$,"). 

Card 20. 

o DATTYP 
.dat 

A6 ALPHANUMERIC names, 2nd of 2 cards 

LISTYP 
. lis 

PCHTYP 
.pch 

PL4TYP 
.pl4 

EFIELD FMTPL4 
10E8.0 

PSCTYP BLANK
.ps 

DATTYP (3-8) is the default file type for input data files, including a 
separator character (if appropriate) at the start. For most operating systems and 
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user organizations, the separator character will be a period as shown (".dat" begins 
with period in column 1). A file name ending in this character will be extended to 
include the information of columns 2-6 (the file type following the separator 
character). This is used at the beginning of execution either in response to 
the opening program prompt for input, or to the "DATA" command of SPY. Beware: 
".DAT" and ".dat" may differ, and represent different files, for case-sensitive 
operating systems (e.g. Unix and Apollo Aegis SR10.x). 

LISTYP (11-16) is the default file type for output (printer) files, including 
a separato~ character at the start. This is used after the "DISK" or "BOTH" 
selection at the beginning of execution, in response to the prompt for a disk file 
name for LUNIT6 output (see section I-C). 

PCHTYP (19-24) is the default file type for punched card output, including a 
separator character at the start. This is used for computers that do not have 
scrollable windows, for which $PUNCH requests (see section 1-0-16) result in the 
punched cards being sent to a disk file. Variable PCHTYP is used to complete the 
name of that file. 

PL4TYP (27-32) is the default file type for LUNIT4 plot data storage, 
including a separator character at the start. This is used to complete the name of 
the disk file for cases where this is determined automatically by the program. PL4TYP 
is ignored if $OPEN is used on LUNIT4. 

EFIELD (35-40) is normally left blank, which means that optimal encoding will 
be used for printed variable output of the time-step loop (the columns of numbers 
under the heading of variable names). This is the normal case, and it should be used 
unless uniform output structure (typically with an exponential) is required for some 
reason. If non-blank, field EFIELO is interpreted to be the desired fixed format 
that is to repl~ce optimal encoding. An extra "lP" is automatically supplied. For 
example, if the user supplies the character string "E13.5", the program will encode 
a number such as: "-8.77l39E-Ol", See also related parameter CHEFLO on the 
preceding Card 19. 

FMTPL4 (43-48) is the format to read floating-point numbers in the .PL4 plot 
file of I/O unit number LUNIT4 if a FORMATTED (universal) .PL4 plot file is 
involved (if L4BYTE = 0 and if FMTPL4 is not blank). If FMTPL4 is blank while 
L4BYTE - 0, the .PL4 file is UNFORMATTED. If seven columns are needed, omit the 
trailing zero (e. g ., "10EI0 . " ) . This is for field width less than 12, for which 
optimal encoding will be used. But for 12 or more columns of width, the 6-byte 
specification (e.g., 6EI3.6) is taken literally, output is performed using it with 
a conventional, FORMATTED WRITE to LUNIT4. 

PSCTYP 
(if NOPOST 

(51-56) is the file type for postScript output of batch-mode plotting 
0). A blank will result in use of the NYPA default .ps 

BLANK (59-64) 
computer, of course 

stores 6 blank characters. This is independent of language and 
at least for European languages. 

So much for STARTUP variable definitions. When two or more data cases are 
stacked within a single disk file, STARTUP will be read only once at the 
beginning of the first of the data subcases. Yet, $STARTUP of "CIMAGE" (see 
section 1-0-18) allows redefinition at any point of data input. However, the user 
should be warned that such usage is still being refined, and it involves some 
restrictions. For example, as presently coded, only the first 15 cards are read and 
used. 

I.E.2 GRAPHICS Fi1e for P10tting Choices 
GRAPHICS is the name of a disk file that will be used by all computers to define 

vector-graphic plot parameters. Possibly the name will be different for some 
computers or installations, however, because it is installation-dependent BEGPLT 
that connects GRAPHICS. In any case, a representative sample of the disk file for 
Salford EMTP, as distributed by the can/Am user group during January of 1996, is 
shown immediately below. 

C NYMAX 

C LCHFIL 
30 

NUMFNT 
104 

LCHSUP 
73 

INOLPT 
o 

LCHTIT 
35 

LAB LAX 
25 

LCHXAX 
28 

JCHYAX 
11 

LCHYAX 
28 

KCHYAX 
10 

KPYPCT 
87 
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LTIC 
7 

LJ20PI 
10.0 

LASERJ 
1 

LJ2MOD 
o 

Unused 
o 

LJ2PAP 
1 

KOLBAK 
o 

KVIRTU 
o 



C FNTHED 
0.4 

C JXMAX 
2560 

FNTSUP 
.17 

JYMAX 
2048 

FNTTIT 
.17 

JXINCH 
210 

WHTBAK 
0.3 

JYINCH 
210 

XVLABL 
-0.7 

JXOFF 
240 

YVLABL 
4.0 

JYOFF 
180 

HVLABL 
0.3 

JTIC 
15 

XHLABL 
5.0 

NPGRID 
4 

YHLOFF 
-0.5 

HHLABL 
0.3 

AS with STARTUP, precisely one conunent card precedes each data card.. Extra conunents 
can only be placed at the end. Meanings for Salford EMTP follows: 

NYMAX (1-8) gives the total vertical pixels of the screen. Recognized special 
values are:" 1) 350 for EGA; 2) 480 for standard VGAi 3) 600 for the original Super 
VGA (600 by 800)i 4) 768 for 768 by 1024j and 5) 1024 for 1024 by 1280. Value 
-7777 is a special flag that requests the loading of a dozen,dependent parameters, 
in addition to NYMAX, from the extra disk file GRAPHICS.AUX. Finally, a blank 
or zero will result in DBOS selecting the highest supported mode that is conunon to 
both the screen and the output card. 

NUMFNT (9-16) gives the Salford font number for graph lettering. The default 
104 gives a duplex, stroke (drawn as opposed to bit-mapped) font. Alternatives 
include: 1 (an 8x14 bit-mapped font), 101 for Simplex Roman sans serif, 102 for 
Duplex Roman sans serif bold, 103 for Simplex Greek sans serif, 104 for Complex 
Roman seriffed, 105 for Complex Italic seriffed, 106 for Triplex Roman seriffed 
bold, 107 for Triplex Italic seriffed bold, 108 for Simplex Script, 109 for 
Complex Script bold, 110 for Complex Greek seriffed, 111 for Complex Cyrillic 
seriffed, 112 for Gothic English, 113 for Gothic German, and finally, 114 for 
Gothic Italian. These can be inspected using the FONT subcommand of the LABEL 
command of Salford TPPLOT. 

INDLPT (17-24) is an index to the MS-DOS computer port that is connected to 
an Epson-compatible dot-matrix printer or an H-P LaserJet series II-compatible 
(LJ2-compatible) laser printer. If Epson or LJ2 plots instead are to go to disk (as 
files named ATPPAPER.001, etc.), set INDLPT to zero. There are 4 legal positive 
values: 1) "1" for LPT1; 2) "2" for LPT2; 3) U3" for LPT3; and 4) "4" for LPT4. 

An Epson or LJ2 disk file ATPVIDEO.003 could then be plotted later by coping to 
any compatible printer. Remember to use the Ib qualifier: COpy ATPVIDEO.003 PRN 
IB 

LABLAX (25-32) controls the size of labeling for the axes. The font for such 
labeling is to be scaled (a multiple of the base font) by this value divided by 10. 
For example, a value of 25 implies 2.5 times the base font. 

JCHYAX (33-40) controls horizontal (X-direction) displacement of the 
vertical-axis label, which is rotated 90 degrees and written from the bottom to the 
top. Its horizontal position is this many tenths of a line from the left edge. Each 
line has height controlled by LABLAX. 

KCHYAX (41-48) is the vertical offset in bytes (characters) for the 
vertical-axis label. The Y-axis label begins this many bytes from the bottom. The 
width of each character is controlled by LAB LAX , note. 

LTIC (49-56) is the length of both X- and Y-axis tic marks in integer 
hundredths of an inch. 

LASERJ (57-64) is a binary flag that chooses between Epson and LJ2 for output 
that is produced by PEN PLOT within CALCOMP PLOT. Zero means Epson (a dot-matrix 
printer) whereas unity means H-P Laserjet series II. 

unused (65-72) is unused. This space is available for future expansion (the 
next new integer graphics parameter). 

KOLBAK (73-80) is the number of the background color for screen plotting. A 
non-positive value will suppress such usage (no background painting as a new plot 
begins). If black initialization is needed, use 16. Gray (weak white) is 8. To 
see other colors, click on WHEEL within CURVE of TPPLOT. 

Card 2 of GRAPHICS file: 

C LCHFIL LCHSUP LCHTIT LCHXAX LCHYAX KPYPCT LJ2DPI LJ2MOD LJ2PAP KVIRTU 
30 73 35 28 28 87 100 0 1 0 

LCHFIL (1-8) is the height in hundredths of an inch (approximately) for the 
font that will be used to document the .PL4 file (the date, time, etc.) 
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LCHSUP (9-16) is the height in hundredths of an inch (approximately) for the 
font that will be used for the super title. 

LCHTIT (17-24) is the height in hundredths of an inch (approximately) for the 
font that will be used for the case title. 

LCHXAX (25-32) is the height in hundredths of an inch (approximately) for the 
font that will be used for labeling of the horizontal (X) axis. 

LCHYAX (33-40) is the height in hundredths of an inch (approximately) for the 
font that Will be used for labeling of the vertical (Y) axis. 

KPYPCT (41-48) is the "percent copy" (magnification factor in %) for any H-P 
Laserjet series II output (if LASERJ=l). The 87% shown above provides reasonable 
margins for 8.5 by 11- inch paper. Who knows what might be appropriate for other paper 
sizes (see LJ2PAP below). 

LJ2DPI (49-56) gives the dots/inch for any H-P Laserjet series II output (if 
LASERJ = 1). Choices are 75, 100, 150, and 300 (the latter requiring more than 
the minimum 512 Kbytes of RAM to print). 

LJ2MOD (57-64) is an integer index indicating the mode of H-P Laserjet series 
II output (if LASERJ = I). Nothing other than 0 has ever been used, although 
Salford documentation indicates value 2 is a possible alternative. 

LJ2PAP (65-72) is an integer index indicating which size of paper is to be used 
for any H-P Laserjet series II output (if LASERJ = 1). For the USA, unity is 
standard, to be converted to LETTER of Salford. For alternative indices 2, 3, 
and 4, the text for Salford is LEGAL, EXECUTIVE, and A4, respectively. 

KVIRTU (73-80) is a binary switch that chooses either real screen plotting (if 
0) or virtual (RAM) plotting (if unity). For 768xl024-pixel graphics, the latter 
may be required. Otherwise, the former generally is preferable since the user of 
real screen plotting sees graphics as they are being pai~ted. For more information, 
see the April, 1993, newsletter. 

Card 3 of GRAPHICS file: 

C FNTHED FNTSUP FNTTIT WHTBAK XVLABL YVLABL HVLABL XHLABL YHLOFF HHLABL 
0.4 .17 .17 0.3 -0.7 4.0 0.3 5.0 -0.5 0.3 

FNTHED (1-8) is the height in inches of the 16-byte main heading line. 

FNTSUP (9-16) is the height in inches of the 78-character super title line. 

FNTTIT (17 - 24 ) 
subheading lines. 

is the height in inches for all 78 -character, multiline 

WHTBAK (25-32) controls the whiteness in the Postscript plot background by 
ranging from 1.0 (white) to 0.0 (black). Windows NT and Windows 9x users will want 
to use black or dark gray if they rely on Ghostview/Ghostscript for screen plot 
display. OS/2 users will want white backgrounds to avoid the intermediate steps [of 
using psplot to remove the black/gray background] in the printing process, since they 
use the display2.exe program for plot display. It independently defines the 
background color of the display. 

XVLABL (33-40) locates the start of the Y-axis label horizontally, in screen 
inches, for PostScript plots. 

YVLABL (41-48) locates the start of the Y-axis label vertically, in screen 
inches, for PostScript plots. 

HVLABL (49-56) is reserved for the height in inches of the font used for the 
vertical axis (Y-axis) label of a postScript plot. This is not yet used, however. 

XHLABL (57-64) locates the start of the X-axis label horizontally, in screen 
inches, for PostScript plots. 

YHLOFF (65-72) is the vertical offset in inches between the X-axis and its 
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label, for a postScript plot. 

HHLABL (73-80) is reserved for the height in inches of the font used for the 
horizontal axis (X-axis) label of a postScript plot. This is not yet used, however. 

Card 4 of GRAPHICS file: 

C JXMAX"JYMAX JXINCH JYINCH 
2560 2048 210 210 

JXOFF 
240 

JYOFF 
180 

JTIC 
15 

JXMAX (1-8) is the maximum horizontal 
this is allowed by NOPOST of STARTUP) . 
answers here. The value shown is twice that 
1995, when PostScript was freed from screen 
detect the difference between 1024 and 2048. 

pixels of PostScript output (assuming 
There are no natural values or right 
of monitors being used at NYPA during 
resolution. One must look closely to 
See the January, 1996, newsletter. 

JYMAX (9-16) is the maximum vertical pixels of PostScript output. 

JXINCH (17-24) is the number of postScript pixels per inch horizontally. 

JYINCB (25-32) is the number of postScript pixels per inch vertically. 

JXOFF (33-40) is the number of horizontal pixels offset for postScript. This 
is the horizontal indentation where plotting begins (location of y-axis). 

JYOFF (41-48) is the number of vertical pixels offset for PostScript. This 
is the vertical indentation to where any background grid would begin. 

JTIC (49-56) is the number of pixels for tic marks on postScript axes. 

NPGRID (57-64) controls the grid of postscript plots. Robert Meredith of NYPA 
explains: Calcomp plots displayed by display2 . exe. have additional screen grid 
flexibility through selection of NPGRID - I, 2, 3 or 4. (zero or negative - no grid; 
1= 2" solid grid; 2= 211 solid and 1" dashed grids; 3= I" solid grid; 4= I" solid 
and 0.5" dashed grids). Postscript plots have only the number of grids determined 
by NPGRID. Their solid or dashed patterns are described by the Postscript header, 
not by display2's screen appearance. 

'I.E.3 STARTSPY Disk Fi1e for Spy Initia1ization 
Unlike STARTUP and GRAPHICS of the preceding two subsections, the STARTSPY 

disk file that initializes interactive execution, observation, and control (SPY) has 
no particular order or content. This is because no fixed READ statement is used. 
Instead, it is the II DEPOSIT " command of Spy that performs the initialization, 

and the STARTSPY disk file is nothing more than a command file to accomplish this 
automatically, at the time the first Spy input is being handled. Any variables 
carried in COMMON can so be initialized. But for now, nothing more than is already 
done by STARTUP is needed, so there are no active lines of STARTSPY. That is, 
execution has no effect: 

C Begin STARTUP disk file that initializes 
C variables automatically when Spy is first 
VERIFY { Spy command that turns the echoing of 
DEPOSIT { This Spy command is used internally to 
END {Exit "DEPOSIT" loop 
VERIFY { Spy command that turns 
C That's all there iSi EOF comes 

etc. 
etc. 
etc. 
etc. 
etc. 
etc. 
etc. 

Yet, the user of Spy will see such execution in the Spy window, so he should be 
aware of what is happening. Such automatic, internal execution at the time Spy is 
requested appears as follows: . 

@»>C Begin STARTUP disk file that initializes etc. 
@»>C variables automatically when Spy is first etc. 
@»>VERIFY 

Toggle to "ON" (Suppress "@" execution) 
Toggle to "OFF" (Suppress "@" execution) 

@»>C That's all there is; EOF comes ... etc. 
SPY: 
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I-F. Many Di.fferent Computers Support ATP 

Compatibility with the full (not reduced) ANSI FORTRAN 11 standard is required 
for support of ATP. There must be an INDEX function for CHARACTER variables, and 
CHARACTER variables must not be limited to fewer than 255 bytes in length. 
Dynamic OPEN/CLOSE capability is not mandatory, but it certainly is nice. 
Without it, data modularization (Section I-K) is not automatic. 

Virtual computer architecture, and its relation to quality support of the 
EMTP, deserve a few words of explanation. The issue is not one of computer size, 
since MS-DOS PCs offer virtual memory for 386 or newer processors. Rather, the 
issue concerns satisfaction of some very special needs of the EMTP. Most 
important is the dimensioning problem. With 27 independent dimensioning controls, 
the sizing of EMTP tables poses a serious potential problem for the non-virtual 
computer shop that must solve a variety of transient problems. During the mid
'80s, this paragraph continued with a long explanation of why virtual memory is 
desirable. Now, in 1995, it is sufficient merely to note that lack of virtual 
memory management should be grounds for the immediate disqualification of any 
compiler or operating system. 

A general recommendation about computer systems for support of the EMTP can 
be made. If the· user has a choice, generally the system that is the most 
interactive, and the most nearly under user control, is to be preferred. Carefully 
selected minicomputers have proven to be ideal for support of the EMTP. Indeed, 
BPA itself gave up the use of its CDC mainframes and switched to a transients
dedicated DEC VAX-ll/180 in February, 1919. Minnesota Power earlier had pioneered 
the way with PRIME minicomputers. But even better than minicomputers for most 
users were scientific workstations, of which Apollo was by far the most widely used 
for the EMTP by the mid-80s. Both BPA and LEe used Apollo to develop ATP. By the 
early '90s, some 25 or 30 distinct computers had been proven to be ATP-compatible. 
Only the older machines, limited by 16-bit addressing, have been found to be 
incompatible, and should not be considered. Interactivity between the user and 
the program is very important, so choose among available computers carefully. 
If in doubt about ATP compatibility with some system, computer-search disk-stored 
newsletter files. If that fails, check with the Can/Am user group in Portland. 

Around 1990, there was a following subsection for each computer that had 
proven to be ATP-compatible. But then in 1989, the Salford compiler and DOS 
extender were proven to be compatible with MS-DOS, 386-based PCs, and most 
alternatives have been abandoned. For the historic record, the original list was 
as follows: 1) Apollo, 2) MS-DOS (IBM PC), 3) AT&T Unix PC, 4) DEC VAX/VMS, 
5) Mainframe IBM, 6) PRIME, 7) HP 9000, 8) Virtual CDC, 9) Sun Microsystems, 
10) Data General, 11) Charles River, 12) Apple Macintosh, 13) Univac, 14) Cray, 
15) Cydrome. l6} Floating Point Systems, 11) Intel 80286, 18) Intel 80386 Unix, 
19} DEC Unix; 20) IBM RT PC, 21) Siemens, and 22) Intel 80386 Salford. As this 
section is being overhauled in April of 1995, most of this material is being 
removed, although section headings and summary explanations 'remain. Details of 
older systems can be found by consulting either older paper copies or the 
installation-dependent "read me" files that should accompany the different 
versions. Finally, some newer systems could be added, but time is short. 'So, 
only the most important will be documented: 23) watcom ATP for OS/2, DOS, and 
Windows NT. 

I-F-l. Apoll.o ATP as used by NYPA 

An Apollo EMTP version once was available from either the Can/Am user group 
in Portland or the Leuven EMTP Center (LEC) in Belgium. In 1990, the Apollo 
version was by far the best, and the most highly developed. Of course, Apollo 
itself (windows, networking) was very good. But since 1990, development in 
Portland has concentrated on Salford EMTP for MS-DOS computers. Apollo has not 
been used in Portland for development since the summer of 1990, and LEC was ready 
to collapse 3 years later. Finally, the company (Apollo Computer) was sold to 
Hewlett-Packard (H-P), and has gradually been forced to accommodate H-P desires 
and standards (e.g., Unix). To summarize, in recent years, Apollo usage has 
declined drastically. 

New York Power Authority (NYPA) in White Plains took over the distribution of 
ATP materials for Apollo Aegis after the service was dropped in Portland. NYPA 
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experts do a good job, and have a nice package. But such Apollo usage and service 
is not expected to last much longer as this paragraph is being written in April of 
1995. IBM's OS/2 for Intel PCs has been found to be a worthy replacement for 
NYPA use by Robert Meredith and Robert Schultz. Details of this breakthrough using 
OS/2 Warp can be found in newsletters beginning with the January, 1995, issue. 

For details of what is still available, consult the "read me" file of 
Apollo ATP distribution. Some 30 pages of details peculiar to the Apollo ATP 
version existed in older Rule Books, and should still be distributed with the 
computer code itself. 

I-F-2. IBM PC XT ( intel. 8088 ) Usage 

Nothing more glamorous or innovati ve than an old IBM PC XT, or a PC 
XT-compatible computer running ME-DOS, is required to support real EMTP [45, 48]. 
Although slow due to overlaying, and although EMTP List Sizes must be restricted 
for such use, PC XT-compatible machines remain useful for education. The same goes 
for PC AT-compatible (Intel 80286-based) machines. 

Work on the PC XT-compatible version of ATP was abandoned around 1991. 
Serious users had, by then, switched to 386s and Salford EMTP. But the Can/Am 
user group has continued to hand out old files for PC XT owners. In 1994, a 
couple of requests might have been received (usage has spiraled nearly down to 
zero). But the code remains old, dating to 1990. For details, consult the 
READ ME.DOC file of the PC XT ATP distribution, which contains some 20 pages of 
i~formation peculiar to the PC XT version, which was produced by the Lahey F77L 
compiler and could use GEOGRAF graphics by Geocomp. 

I-F-3. AT&T Uni.x PC 7300 No Longer Used 

AT&T is the abbreviation for American Telephone and Telegraph Company, once 
the world's largest corporation (before involuntary segmentation that was ordered 
by the U.S. judiciary). Although not a great success in the personal computer 
market place, around 19~ Unix PC 7300 was an excellent product for scientific 
use. It was built around a 10-MHz Motorola 68010 microprocessor. Rather than 
being all new, Unix PC 7300 technology and system software were perfected earlier 
by Convergent Technologies for the minicomputer market. It is understood that AT&T 
merely selected a minimal configuration of the proven Convergent machine, and 
repackaged it in a much more affordable form. The separate interactive plotting 
program TPPLOT was used with Unix PC, after a simulation had ended. A Tektronix 
PLOT10 interface was assumed. 

Unix PC was last used by the father of the U.M., Hian K. Lauw, Professor 
of Electrical & Computer Engineering at Oregon State University in Corvallis (USA). 
But Prof. Lauw moved to other interests (the manufacture of power electronics), 
and those in Corvallis who continued to use ATP moved to other computers (e.g., 
Salford EMTP for ME-DOS PCs). As this section is overhauled in April of 1995, no 
one still is known to be using Unix PC ,to support ATP. 

I-F-4. DEC VMS ATP Used by BPA 

A batch~ode version of EMTP that relies on the factory-supplied operating 
system VAX/VMS or Open VMS will be described in this section. Not considered 
~s VAX Unix (Ultrix) , which is a distinct program version that first was 
established and tested at the University of Illinois in Urbana, Illinois. For a 
summary, read the 2-page article by Messrs. Lesieutre and Sauer in the September, 
1988, issue of EMTP News. There also is newer (1995) DEC OSF Unix for Alpha 
workstations (see story in the April, 1995, newsletter). 

DEC Alpha running Open VMS is fully compatible with VAX/VMS. The same code 
is compiled on either platform. As time passes, old VAX hardware is 
disappearingi it is being replaced by Alpha RISC workstations, and these can run 
VMS (as well as OSF Unix and Windows NT) . 

BPA'S Randy Suhrbier has a superb interactive plotting program to accompany 
DEC VMS ATP. This is the way graprrics (both screen and paper) are handled by VMS 
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users at BPA. 

For details, consult the "read meR file of the DEC VMS ATP distribution, 
which contains further details that once were printed on paper in the Rule Book. 

I-F-S. Ma.:inframe IBM ATP by LEe 
The central computer of K.U. Leuven was an IBM 3033 for many years, but has 

recently (late '80s) been replaced by a faster, compatible Amdahl. An EMTP version 
for the batch~ode use of this system is available from the Leuven EMTP Center 
(LEe). Such support for ATP never was used in North America, however. 

That was the situation around 1990. But it deteriorated rapidly. Around 
1992, LEC's own Steering Committee recommended discontinuance of support for IBM 
mainframes. Of course, LEC itself ended the following year, and nothing further 
is known to have been done with the materials. To a large extent, it was the IBM
standard PC and Salford EMTP that ended the use of IBM mainframes for the support 
of ATP. 

I-F-6. PRIME ATP for PTI PSS/E Users 

During the late '70s and early to mid-'80s, PRIME was an important computer 
for the support of EMTP. PRIME was the first really successful platfo~ used by 
Power Technologies for its load flow and transient stability package named PSS/E 
that became the standard of the industry. As a result, many planning departments 
had PRIME minicomputers, and wanted EMTP to run on the same computer. Before 
DEC VAX-11/780, EMTP ran on PRIME minicomputers --- thanks to the excellent 
collaboration of Thomas Varilek, then with Minnesota Power in Duluth (USA). This 
spanned the years 1976 through 1984 (the initial ATP work). At that point, another 
great ATP worker took the lead: Robert Newell of Basin Electric Power Cooperative 
of Bismarck, North Dakota (USA), which had switched from Honeywell to PRIME. 

But by the late '80s, PRIME Computer was sinking. As this text is being 
overhauled in April of 1995, the company exists no longer. Does the product 
exist? Probably not. The problem was, when PRIME began, it had a technical 
edge. PRIME was the first to offer virtual memory at an affordable price. But 
soon others (e.g., DEC VAX-11/780) closed the gap, sold products cheaper, had 
newer systems (e.g., with no traces of 16-bit indexing), etc. Then Apollo, Sun, 
and other workstations appeared, and began attacking the minicomputer market from 
below. PRIME never adapted, and did not survive. But PRIME has its place in 
EMTP history. One detail that many readers may not be aware of: PRIME's decline 
seemed to prompt Salford success using MS-DOS. Yes, Salford Sof~~are wrote the 
FORTRAN compiler recommended by PTI for PRIME computers. As PTI moved to 
alternatives, so did Salford. By 1989, Salford was working hard to complete the 
movement of its compiler to the Intel 386 (including virtual memory). The rest is 
history . (PRIME could not compete with 386-based PCs). 

I-F-7. Hew~ett-Packard HP-9000 Min.:icomputers 
Dr. Olov Einarsson and associates of ASEA Research in Sweden used HP 9000 

minicomputers for the support of ATP during the late '80s. A little like PRIME 
ATP of the preceding section, this now (April, 1995) is history. The usage is 
believed to have ended. 

Unlike PRIME Computer, H-P remains a very successful company. But many 
things have changed. ASEA joined Brown Boveri to create ABB, and Dr. Olov 
Einarsson, who managed the ATP work in Vasteras, Sweden, was moved to other work. 
Then there was the growth of workstation and PC markets, which eroded the more 
expensive minicomputer market. H-P computers made the transition, but H-P 
minicomputers may have been left behind. 

Prof. Corwin Alexander of Oregon State University in Corvallis did set up an 
ATP version by hand~odifying Sun ATP FORTRAN some time around 1991 or 1992. 
Whether he might be interested in working further with the OSU H-P minicomputer is 
not known as this paragraph is being reworked in April of 1995. Around 1993, 
Prof. Alexander did volunteer to send a copy to someone in England (to 
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Nottingham?), it is recalled. Continued OSU use of an H-P minicomputer should not 
be taken as a sign of commercial viability, however. H-P has a plant in Corvallis, 
and has donated lots of surplus hardware to the school. To learn what no longer 
can be profitably sold, look at what companies donate to schools for purposes of 
good will and tax reduction (joke)! 

I-F-8. Virtual. CDC ATP Hannover 

For about two decades, the Control Data Corporation (CDC) was known for 
powerful scientific computers without virtual memory management. Involved were 
60-bit word machines that involved an l8-bit address --- terribly limited once 
memory prices began dropping from a million dollars (or more) per megabyte to $100 
or less per megabyte. Former users of those old, memory-bound, CDC machines had 
all disappeared by the late ' 80s, having migrated to newer, more flexible 
machinery. 

One of those newer, more flexible alternatives was a fully-virtual CDC 
computer line. As crudely understood by the Can/Am user group, this was an 
all-new product line that involved 64-bit words and wide-open, fully-virtual 
architecture. During the late '80s, it was heavily used at the University in 
Hannover in Ger.many, where new versions were set up at least once a year (during 
October, at the time of the annual LEC meeting, typically). This was by then
student Mustafa Kizilcay (today a Professor in Osnabrueck). Harald Wehrend took 
over this work upon Dr. Kizilcay's departure. But then (1992 or 1993); those 
controlling the computer decided to abandon CDC by switching to Sun Unix 
workstations. 

Like the IBM mainframe version, the CDC version of ATP has lost to smaller, 
cheaper, more convenient alternatives. Even though fully compatible, there is no 
incentive to continue. In April of 1995 as this text is being overhauled, CDC 
seems to be a dead-end road for ATP. 

I-F-9. Sun Microsystems Unix Workstations 

ATP for Sun workstations was developed and distributed by BPA during the late 
, 80s. This was for Motorola 68020-based Sun-3 with monochrome monitors 
hardware that continued to be used for ATP until 1992. Distribution was on 60-
Mbyte cartridge tapes only, and details were described by a file named "read.me n 

of the distribution tape. Both free CGI and optional GKS graphics could be used. 
This infor.mation now (April, 1995) is heing removed from the Rule Book. 

SPARC is the Sun name forRISC workstations that superseded the Motorola CISC 
machines around 1989. BPA never used such hardware for ATP, although it did 
cooperate with an ABB user in Switzerland during 1990 to establish an ATP version 
for SPARC. Then LEC of Leuven, Belgium, took over such work, added support for 
multi-window SPY, and distributed copies widely to members until its demise in 
1993. Robert Sarfi of the University of Waterloo in Ontario, Canada, used the 
product at his school, where he supported Profs. M.M.A. Salama and Raymond 
Ramshaw, who specialize in power electronics. Mr. Sarfi is believed to be among 
the first to distribute ATP using E~ail. 

As this text is being overhauled in April of 1995, Mr. Sarfi has just 
succeeded in setting a new Sun ATP translation. There are no windows, SPY, or 
graphics, but the code should correctly create .PL4 files that then could be 
plotted using LEC's old LECPLOT (said to be satisfactory). Look for details in 
the July, 1995, newsletter. E~ail address rjsar£i@hivo1tl.uwaterloo.ca is used 
by Mr. Sarfi. 

I-F-10. Data General.: Minicomputers, Aviion 
A batch-mode (no SPY) version of the EMTP for Data General minicomputers with 

virtual memory management was used by Instituto de Investigacion Tecnologica in 
Madrid, Spain. This began with the support of BPA's nM39. n EMTP version during 
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1985. Without any assistance from BPA, that computer code was made operational on 
the university's Data General computer. Then early in 1987, lIT was supplied with 
an ATP translation. 

But as this text is being overhauled in April of 1995, such Data General 
minicomputers have long been forgotten. Adaptation to the ongoing microprocessor 
revolution was named Aviion during the late '80s a Unix-based workstations 
that are built around the Motorola 88000 RIse microprocessor. This was a good 
platfo~ for ATP support, and computer expert Szymanski (see 386 Unix of Section 
I-F-18) even supported his own special ATP software using it for a while. But 
Motorola 88000 did not compete well against Intel. Today, no one is known to be 
using DG Aviion to support ATP. Is Aviion still on the market? Who has heard 
of Data General in recent years? 

I-F-l1. Char1es River Data Systems ( CRDS ) 

Charles River Data Systems (eROS) computers were used in the power industry 
by the important Indian manufacturer Bharat Heavy Electricals, Ltd. Work on an ATP 
translator for CROS began April 1, 1987. For a year, we were waiting for virtual 
memory management for the Motorola 68020 microprocessors that are used. Then, in 
February, we gave up hope and decided to proceed with all code in RAM at all t~es, 
just as for the DOS extender of OS/286 (see Section I-F-17). There are two halves 
to the program: a front end for simulation, and a back end for the supporting 
programs. Unlike the Intel translations, there will be no SPY, at least 
initially. Because eROS used the same compiler (SVS) as did AT&T's Unix PC 
(Section I-F-3), that translator was modified to serve both systems. See disk 
files of installation-dependent modules CROSMODS.RUM, etc. 

As this text is being overhauled in April of 1995, it seems likely that CROS 
did not survive. It was too late supplying virtual memory management. Nothing 
about CROS has been heard for years. 

I-F-12. App1e Maci.ntosh . . Sl.ow Simu1ation 

The Macintosh II by Apple Computer still is not an attractive platform for 
support of EMTP at the end of 1990. The problem is a lack of memory management 
of any sort using Apple's regular (non-Unix) operating system. Yet, for those 
with 4 or more Mbytes of RAM, there finally was a solution from Drexel University 
in Philadelphia. Interested readers are referred to the report on pages 38-41 of 
th~-3eptember, 1990, issue of LEe's EMTP News. That was for Motorola 68020-based 
hardware, using a 16-bit Language Systems compiler that produced half-speed 
execution. 

Around 1993, Prof. Jim Smith of Montana State University in Bozeman (USA) 
reconsidered ATP using his 68040-based Mac Quadra. Several parties around the 
world have been using this even though it, too, simulates slowly and is not 
otherwise (graphics, windows, SPY) developed. 

Finally, Stu Cook of JUST Services in a suburb of Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 
has been working on ATP for Quadra. Look for a report in the April, 1995, 
newsletter. Execution remains slow, but enhancements are being made and testing 
has been complete. Finally, there has been consideration of Mac Power PC, which 
Mr. Cook has available on an expansion card. As this text is being overhauled in 
April of 1995, Macintosh is being given very serious attention for ATP use. Speed 
may remain a problem, however. 

I-F-13. Uni.vac Mai.nframe of EDP l..n L.isbon 

A batch~ode (no SPY) version of the ATP for old Univac mainframes (36-bit 
word machines requiring overlaying) was used during the mid-to-late '80s by J. 
Allen Lima of Electricidade de Portugal (EDP) in Sacavem outside Lisbon. 

As this text is being overhauled in April of 1995, such old Univac usage must 
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be long gone. First, Mr. Lima' s creative work with ATP was interrupted by a 
promotion. Then Univac disappeared (Unisys was the result of a merger with 
Burroughs) . Like IBM and CDC mainframes, it seems unlikely that any Univac or 
Unisys mainframe ever again will be used for the support of ATP. 

I-F-14. Cray or SCS C10ne Supercomputers 

Cray Research, Inc. has manufactured the supercomputers of choice during the 
'70s and '80s; and, for what it's worth, ATP has been proven to be compatible. 
Actually, it was an imitation Cray "near supercomputer" by SCS (Scientific 
Computer Systems) that first was tested: model SCS-40. SCS ran Cray software. 
Later, during the Summer of 1988, a separate compilation and linking was done on 
a Cray XMP at the University of Illinois in Urbana, Illinois. 

No one has ever shown supercomputers to be cost effective for EMTP simulation. 
With all the cheaper and more convenient alternatives, it seems unlikely that 
Cray-compatible supercomputers ever will gain a following for ATP use. Only some 
possible real-time simulation need, or free access (nthe computer has already been 
paid for, and it is not much usedn) might rekindle interest in Cray. 

I-F-15. Cydrome Cydra 5 Min.i Supercomputer 

Cydrome of Milpitas, California, was a maker of what it chose to call a 
ndepartmental level, mini supercomputer. n It was being benchmarked with ATP 
materials during September of 1988. 

As this text is being overhauled in April of 1995, it seems likely that 
Cydrome did not survive the decline of the supercomputer market. The ongoing 
microprocessor revolution has taken a heavy toll, and Cydrome probably was one of 
the victims. 

I-F-16. F10atinq Point Systems ( FPS ) 

During the mid-to-late ' 80s, Floating Point Systems (FPS) manufactured 
high-speed scientific processors that were generalizations of the earlier array 
processors that made the company famous. Typically a flexible minicomputer such 
as DEC VAX was used for access (a user-friendly nfront endn). In fact, DEC itself 
sold FPS products named FPS 30 and FPS 60 for connection to its 8600-series 
VAX/VMS computers. 

For test purposes, the SCS/Cray translator of Section I-F-14 was used. This 
was because translation rules were compatible. Yet, the first serious user really 
deserves better. FPS FORTRAN does have INCLUDE, which was ignored by SCS/Cray. 

As this text is being overhauled in April of 1995, FPS use for ATP is dead. 
On the verge of bankruptcy, Cray acquired part of the FPS operation. But now 
(1995) Cray itself is in trouble. Like Cydrome, FPS could not withstand the 
challenge of the ongoing microprocessor revolution. FPS was compatible, but 
seemed to be impractical for ATP use. 

I-F-17. OS/286 DOS Extender for Inte1 286 

The DOS extender that was chosen to support ATP on Intel 80286-based (IBM PC 
AT-compatible) PCs was named OS/286, and was written by Eclipse Computing 
Solutions, Inc. (formerly A.I. Architects). The associated FORTRAN compiler and 
linker are F77L-EM/16 and LINK/286, respectively both from Lahey Computer. 
This combination applied to the ATP will be referred to simply as "the OS/286 
versionn of ATP. Details are covered in Ref. [49]. 

AS this text is being overhauled in April of 1995, OS/286 is long gone for 
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the support of ATP. The Salford compiler for 386s rapidly proved superior, and 
serious users abandoned 286-based computers in favor of 386s as prices dropped. The 
niche for 286-based solutions did not last long. 

The old (original ) OS/2 for 286s never was tried. During September of 1989, 
Dr. Mustafa Kizilcay had demonstrated feasibility of Salford EMTP for 386s. The 
window of opportunity for I6-bit OS/2 had closed. Further explanation can be found 
in the December, 1989, issue of EMTP News (the II-page paper by Messrs. Kizilcay 
and Riedel) . 

I-F-18. Unix for Intel 386-based PCs 

An EMTP version for Unix on 80386-based computers was described in LEC's nEMTP 
News" beginning in September of 1988 in articles by David Szymanski. References 
can be found in the newsletter, of course. Being used was Unix System V, Release 
3.2, which could be obtained from several companies in the USA. A batch~ode 
version of ATP for Unix on 386-based PCs became available free of charge to 
licensed ATP users in September of 1989. By definition, Spy was missing, and 
bit~pped plotting was done by use of separate MS-DOS programs such as TPPLOT and 
WINDOWPLT (the Unix ATP could create compatible FORMATTED n. PL4 n plot files). But 
almost no one had the required Unix, which was neither cheap nor simple. Finally, 
with the complete success of the alternative, simpler Salford version of Section 
I-F-22, Unix was abandoned quickly. 

In addition to being a computer consultant, David Szymanski was a computer 
reseller who had offered specially-configured 80ZeS-based (PC AT-compatible) Unix 
systems in the past. For a time, he filled the void for those wanting the ideal 
80386-based system for ATP simulation. His enhancements could be found in special 
installation-dependent modules, and these were superior in many important ways. 
But Unix was much more complex than MS-DOS. As Salford EMTP continued to improve, 
the demand for Unix to support ATP on PCs disappeared. But Szymanski's was an 
important piece of ATP history that should not be forgotten. It included the 
running of Spy in parallel as a separate Unix process, dynamic dimensioning half 
a decade before the 1993 breakthrough of Salford EMTP, and the compression of 
tables during dumping (5 years before Robert Schultz's breakthrough of Salford 
EMTP) . 

I-F-19. DEC Unix VAX Ultrix, MIPS, OSF 

During the spring and summer of 1988, a VAX ULTRIX (DEC's Unix) 
translation was tested at the University of Illinois in Urbana, Illinois, U.S.A. 
See the 2-page report by Messrs. Lesieutre and Sauer in the September, 1988, 
issue of LEC's "EMTP News." . 

The RISC DECstation 3100, a workstation manufactured by MIPS, was said to run 
ULTRIX-32 as it is introduced in the spring of 1989. This was benchmarked at BPA 
~as reported in the June, 1989, issue of EMTP news. Then, early in 1990, a second 
round of testing of DECStation 3100 was completed by Prof. Jim Smith and students 
at Montana State Uni versi ty in Bozeman. ATP certainly was compatible. But 
DECstation 3100 was short-lived, as DEC turned its Unix attention from MIPS 
to its own Alpha microprocessor. 

AS this text is being overhauled in April of 1995, there no longer is 
interest in the old flavors of DEC Unix. The new DEC Alpha workstations 
running OSF Unix certainly are of interest, however. Look in the April, 1995, 
newsletter for a story about such use by Dr. S0ren St0vring-Hallsson of NESA in 
Hellerup, Denmark. The European user group (EEUG) can arrange distribution. 

I-F-20. IBM RT PC Workstation Uses Unix 

RT PC was IBM's workstation of the late '80s that ran only Unix. Unlike 
the top of the IBM PS/2 line, RT PC did not use any Intel microprocessor. 
Rather, it used IBM's own p~oprietary RISe chip. 
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FORTRAN for RT PC was first produced during July of 1989, but never was 
tested due to lack of Can/Am t~e (the Portland office of IBM had volunteered a 
machine). Then, on 30 March 1989, an RT PC owner of the power industry 
telephoned to express interest. A new translation was rapidly produced and mailed 
on 1 April 1989. But the Can/Am user group never learned what happened. 

AS this text is being overhauled in April of 1995, more than just ATP for 
RT PC iSbe1ieved to be dead. RT PC itself seems to have passed away (nothing 
has been read about it in years). Of course, as well know, IBM has moved along 
with Apple to the newer, more-open Motorola Power PC. 

I-F-21. Siemens Mainframe in Saarlandes 

Siemens is the giant German electrical manufacturer that included some 
computers in its product line during the '80s. At least certain of these 'were 
proven to be ATP-compatible at Universitat des Saarlandes in Germany. This was 
during 1988. The Siemens FORTRAN compiler proved useful as a diagnostic tool, so 
during late winter of 1989, a separate translator for Siemens was established, 
and a new ATP version was mailed to Saarlandes on March 28th. 

As this text is being overhauled in April of 1995, Siemens computers have 
been long forgotten. Like all t~e-shared computers, they no longer are in favor 
for the support of ATP. Does Siemens even continue to sell them? 

I-F-22. Salford DOS Extender for Intel 386 

Salford EMTP and TPPLOT for Intel 386, 486, or Pentium PCs that run 
MS-DOS are by far the most widely used ATP software. These are used more than all 
other versions combined. Intel PC hardware is the standard of the industry, and 
the Salford DOS extender, DBOS/386, can be distributed free of charge of any 
interested user. 

As this text is being overhauled in April of 1995, the many pages of details 
are being removed. See the READ ME.DOC file on the GIVE2 disk of Salford EMTP 
distribution for this material. Also, consult recent issues of the newsletter. 
Any potential user should have more than 2 Mbyte of RAM, however, along with 10 
free Mbytes on the hard disk, a color monitor (most use standard VGA), and a 
mouse. That is all it takes for the most high-developed and sophisticated ATP 
version in the universe. 

Some Japanese PCs sold within Japan are incompatible with Salford DBOS, 
however, it should be noted. NEe and Fujitsu had know~-problems during the 
early '90s. Prof. Naoto Nagaoka at Doshisha University in Kyoto understands such 
details. 

I-F-23. Watcom ATP for OS/2 Warp 

IBM's OS / 2 Warp is one alternative to business as usual (Salford DBOS 
running under MS-DOS). Robert Meredith and Robert Schultz of NYPA (New York Power 
Authority in White Plains) have been pursuing this as detailed in newsletter 
stories that begin with the January, 1995, issue. They pursue OS/2 Warp because 
of dissatisfaction with MS Windows as a multitasking environment. 

Warp is a relatively-new, 32-bit operating system that should not be confused 
with the crummy, old, 16-bit version of OS/2 that EPRI used to support DCG/EPRI 
EMTP during the late '80s. EPRI used OS/2 that was written for 286-based ~C, 
and it simulated very, very slowly. NYPA uses the Watcom compiler, and has 
demonstrated full-speed (not quarter-speed) simulation. 

As this section is added in April of 1995, the Can/Am user group is following 
the NYPA lead. Although OS/2 has not yet been purchased, the Watcom compiler 
already is being used with plain MS-DOS. It is compatible with both, as well as 
MS Windows NT. DOS4GW is the name of the DOS extender used by Watcom, and NYPA 
has shown that this, too, will support ATP. Look in the July newsletter for more 
about this rapidly-evolving story. 
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I-G. Variable Dimensioning and Dynamic Dimensioning 

VARDIM is the separate variable-dimensioning program that sizes EMTP tables 
used to store data describing the network that is to be simulated at 

linkage-editing (loading; binding; etc.) time. Prior to the fall of 1993, this was 
the only way to size tables. The concept was originally detailed in Ref. 8, Vol. II, 
30 January 1975, pagination VARD. See also 17 April 1975, pagination RSFU. In 
this present section, only universal aspects will be summarized. The user also is 
referred to the installation-dependent instructions for his particular computer (see 
Section I-F) since various details of the procedure depend upon the brand of computer. 

Dynamic dimensioning should be understood before any further explanation of 
variable-dimensioning, however. This is because dynamic dimensioning modifies the 
effect of variable dimensioning. Dynamic dimensioning was introduced in the October, 
1993, newsletter. It allows the user to reduce table sizes at the start of execution. 
There is no separate program associated with dynamic dimensioning, which is built 
into ATP. At the start of execution, ATP reads the same data VARDIM would: disk 
file LISTSIZE.DAT. The difference is, ATP reads table sizes that are actually to 
be used for the following simulation. On the other hand, VARDIM typically will read 
very large sizes the limits on dynamic dimensioning that never should be 
reached by most users. As long as dynamic dimensioning is available, the table. 
sizing of VARDIM typically will be artificially large. 

VARDIM input generally consists of 4 data cards that embody the user's desired 
table sizes. Such numeric data cards are read using 10I8 format. With only a few 
relati vely-minor exceptions, the user can size all EMTP tables at will. The first 
3 data cards apply to tables used by EMTP simulation, and these are treated in Section 
I-G-1 immediately below. The 4th card, which applies to non-solution overlays, is 
treated in, the following Section I-G-2. Proportional scaling and other special 
requests involving text are covered in Section I-G-3 along with illustrations for 
Salford EMTP. 

I-G-1. 1st 3 VARDIM data cards: s~u1ation tab1es 

Input to VARDIM begins with three data cards that size EMTP tables that are 
used for simulation. Currentiy there are 27 independent tables (or "list sizes"), 
and these cover the top lines of the display £mmediately below. Any blank or zero 
data fields are assigned default values that are shown below the dividing lines, to 
the right of "Default", for the variables of interest. Detailed definitions for all 
of these EMTP List Sizes then follow this initial summary display, card by card. 

C 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
LBUS LBRNCH LDATA LEXCT LYMAT LSWTCH LSIZE7 LPAST LNONL LCHAR 

(1) ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
250 300 500 50 2500 40 700 1750 75 160 

LSMOUT LSIZ12 LSIZ13 LBSTAC LCTACS LIMASS LSYN MAXPE LTACST LFSEM 
(2) ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

50 50 5000 20 3600 40 4 5 1600 860 

LFD LHIST LSIZ23 NCOMP LSPCUM LSIZ26 LSIZ27 LRTACS LSIZ29 
(3) 

100 350 4000 3 400 84 1 7000 1 
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Card 1 of VARDIM .input for L.ists 1-10 

C 1 234 
C 345678190123456178901234156789012134567890112345678 
C ------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--

. . 

I8 1 _ I8 I I8 1 I8 [ I8 1 I8 I 
C ------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--

Continued 
below 

C LBUS LBRNCH LDATA LEXCT LYMAT LSWTCH 

567 8 
[90123456178901234[567890121345678901 
1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
1 I8 1 I8 1 I8 I I8 1 
1--------1--------1--------1--------1 

LSIZE7 LPAST LNONL LCMAR 

1. LBUS (1-8) is the maximum number of nodes (busses) of the electric network. 
Ground occupies one entry. 

2. LBRNCH (9-16) is the maximum number of branches of the electric network. 
A series R-L-C branch occupies one entry, a 3-phase overhead line occupies three 
positions, etc. 

3. LDATA (17-24) is the maximum number of floating-point 
parameter entries (R, L, C) that represent branches. A series R-L-C branch 
contributes one, a 3-phase Pi-circuit contributes six (storage on and below the 
diagonal only), etc. 

4. LEXCT (25-32) is the maximum number of problem sources. 
dynamic S.M. of List 17 contributes three entries. 

Each Type-59 

5. L'YMAT (33-40) is the limit on floating-point storage for both the 
admittance matrix [Y] of the time-step loop (all nonzero entries must be stored) and 
also its factors (diagonal and upper-triangular factors only). This is for the 
electric network. Both matrices must be stored simultaneously. 

6. LSWTCH (41-48) is the maximum number of switches of the electric network. 
Diodes and thyristors (hvdc valves) contribute to this count. 

7. LSIZE7 (49-56) is a limit on the total number of distinct, 6-character 
(A6), ALPHANUMERIC names that are used to describe the electric network. Node names 
have their own special storage, so do not count them for purposes of sizing List Size 
7. Also, do not count Spy symbol names (this has its own extra, separate storage). 
But beware of automatic naming of branches and switches (see variable NMAUTO of 
STARTUP), which can require many entries. 

8. LPAST (57-64) is the maximum number of modal past-history points, for 
distributed-parameter transmission lines and cables. Storage requirements vary 
inversely with the time-step size DELTAT. 

9. LNONL (65-72) is the maximum number of nonlinear and pseudo-nonlinear 
elements of the network. Each saturable TRANSFORMER may contribute one for the 
magnetization characteristic. 

10. LCHAR (73-80) is the maximum number of points that define the 
characteristics of nonlinear or pseudo-nonlinear elements of List 9. Type-96 
hysteretic inductors are an exception, however. For the first such element, 2*N + 
8 cells are allocated, where N is the number of data cards that define the 
characteristic. Second and later elements might use the reference-branch feature, 
in which case requirements drop to only six cells per element. See Section V-~ for 
further details of this exceptional case of Type-96 branches. A second exception is 
provided by ZnO surge arresters, which require extra storage. The burden of each 
arrester is equal to the number of segments (exponentials) that require 
representation. 
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Card 2 of VARDIM i.nput for Lists 11-20 

C 1 2 3 4 
C 3456781901234561 78901234156789012134567890112345678 
C ------.1,--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--

18 1 18 1 18 1 18 ! 18 1 18 1 
C ------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--
C LSMOUT LSIZ12 LSIZ13 LBSTAC LCTACS LIMASS 

Continued 
below 

5 678 
[90123456178901234156789012[345678901 
1--------1--------1--------1--------1 
I 18 1 18 1 18 1 18 1 

[--------1--------1--------1--------1 
LSYN MAXPE LTACST LFSEM 

11. LSMOUT (1-8) is the maximum number of Type-59 synchronous machine (S.M.) 
outputs of the time-step loop. Value unity is taken as a special flag to minimize 
all other Type-59 storage as well. The alternate use of unity for List Sizes 16 and 
17 wastes space if no machinery at all is wanted (remember, one machine and one mass 
require real tables to store). 

12. LSIZ12 (9-16) is the maximum number of outputs of the time-step loop. 

13. LSIZ13 (17-24) is working space (in floating-point words) for both 
batch~ode and interactive (SPY) plotting. 

14. LBSTAC (25-32) is the maximum number of connections between Type-92 
sources of TACS and rotating machinery (either the Type-59 S.M. or the U.M.) . 

15. LCTACS (33-40) is the maximum number of bytes of CHARACTER storage for 
MODELS (new control system modeling) . See also List 28. 

16. L::tMASS (41-48) is the maximum total number of masses of all Type-59 
synchronous machines (List 17). This is the total for all shafts of all machines of 
the network. 

17. LSYN (49-56) is the maximum number of Type-59 synchronous machines (S.M. 
components) of Section VIII. 

18. MAXPE (57-64) is the maximum number of branch or switch power and energy 
requests. Thinking of the old, original form of the request, this is the maximum 
number of column-80 requests that have a value of n4". 

19. LTACST (65-72) is the maximum number of floating-point cells of total 
storage for all of the TACS tables (see Section III) . A value of 23 is the minimum 
allowed (any small value will be increased to this value automatically). A reasonable 
practical minimum for production usage might be 2000. Serious TACS users will 
generally want more. 

20. LFSEM (73-80) is storage for frequency-dependent transmission lines and 
cables. For Marti modeling (Sect. IV-D-3), each branch contributes 5 + 7 * NP 
cells, where NP is the number of poles used to represent the two functions ZO and 
A1. For Serolyen modeling (Sect. IV-D-4), each branch requires one cell, plus five 
times the number of poles of the propagation functions, plus four times the number 
of poles of the admittance functions. 



Card 3 of VARDIM input for Lists 21-30 

C 1 2 3 4 5 
C 3456781901234561789012341567890121345678901123456781 
C ------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--

I8 I I8 I I8 I I8 I IS I I8 I Continued 
below C ------1---------1--------[--------1--------1--------1--

C LFD LHIST LSIZ23 NCOMP LSPCUM LSIZ26 

5 6 7 
1901234561789012341567890121 
1--------1--------1--------1 
I I8 1 I8 I I8 1 
1--------1--------1--------1 

LSIZ27 LRTACS LSIZ29 

21. LFD (1-8) is the max~um number of cells used to store transformation 
matrices for both constant-parameter and frequency-dependent distributed transmission 
line models. For each non-copied transmission circuit of N phases, 2 x N x N 
cells are required. 

22. LBIST (9-16) is the maximum of yet more frequency-dependent storage. For 
each Marti line, 15 cells are required for each coupled phase. For each Semlyen line, 
it is the larger of six times the number of coupled phases and two times the number 
of poles of both functions (propagation & characteristic admittance) that is required. 

23. LSIZ23 (17-24) is a value that must be supplied for computers that do not 
overlay EMTP tables. For fully-virtual systems that are not short of address space, 
LSIZ23 gives the length in floating-point words of three giant vectors that are used 
for node renumbering and the phasor steady-state solution. That is the conventional 
use of List 23, which applies to all computers. A possible exceptional use of List 
23 for computers with virtual memory (more precisely, those computers with KBURRO 
= 1) is for the storage of intermediate results of STATISTICS or SYSTEMATIC 
solutions. For each energization, the vectors of switch closing times and opening 
t~es, and the output vector (extrema) all are saved in one floating-point vector that 
is dimensioned by List Size 23. Note that such storage requirements vary linearly 
with the number of energizations, so any allocation will be overflowed as the number 
of shots approaches infinity (beware, user!). Also for virtual computers, statistical 
tabulations impose even further on List 23, which is used for working space to produce 
the tabulation. 

24. NCOMP (25-32) is the maximum number of phases of compensation for peak 
problem size. The actual maximum number of phases then vaz~es inversely with the 
number of problem nodes. Use of NCOMP = 3 is common, since this allows 3-phase 
compensation for a network that is of maximum size, 6-phase compensation with a 
network of half size, etc. 

25. LSPCOM (33-40) is the maximum number of floating-point cells of total 
storage for all universal machine (U.M.) tables. If U.M. modeling of Section IX is 
not of interest, set LSPCUM to unity. Practical production usage allowing two 
3-phase induction machines typically requires a value of 1500 (or more) . 

26. LSIZ26 (41-48) is the length of several small working vectors that are 
used for various functions in ATP. The square of the number of coupled phases of 
various components (e.g., lines or Pi-circuits) must not exceed List 26. Note that 
the common value of 3 times default gives 150, which allows a 12-phase line. 

27. LSIZ27 (49-56) is no longer being used. It once was reserved for use with 
frequency-dependent sources of Ref. 35. BPA's EMTP has such solution code, but not 
the associated data generator (never contributed to the public domain by Ontario 
Hydro). After years of disuse, the code was removed. 

28. 
MODELS 

LRTACS (57-64) is the total numeric storage in floating-point words for 
(new control system modeling) . See also List 15. 

29. LSIZ29 (65-72) is the size of extra, auxiliary storage for LABCOM tables 
of STATISTICS/SYSTEMATIC energizations. The average user'is advised to leave this 
field blank. Those wanting such storage for byte-organized computers can obtain it 
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automatically using the RAM TABLES declaration (see below). Only for word machines 
should an actual large value be keyed, and then only after careful study. l32-column 
case sununary statistics at the end of EMTP execution will display a row for this entry 
only if meaningful storage has been requested. 

I-G-2. 4th VARDIM card non-simul.ati.on tabl.es 

For virtual computers (including Salford EMTP), certain supporting programs do 
all of their calculations in one giant working array that the user can size at will. 
This is variable LWORK of a 4th and final input card: 

C 1 
C 3456781901234561 
C ------1--------1--

18 1 18 1 
C ------1--------1--
C LWORK LMARTI 

LWORKj (1-8) is the total working space in 4-byte words. Value 240K has been 
used for years without difficulty. It will allow the representation of about 100 
conductors within LINE CONSTANTS. 

LMARTI (9-16) is dimensioning for J,MARTI SETUP. The fixed value 742 has 
been used without difficulty for years. 

For overlaid program versions, the situation is substantially more complicated. 
Fortunately, as this section is being revised in September of 1994, no overlaying 
is being contemplated. Overlaying was used in years past with CDC and IBM mainframe 
computers, but all such usage has disappeared within North America. Associated 
instructions can no longer be justified, so are being omitted. If overlaying might 
ever be used again, infor.mation about it should accompany the installation-dependent 
subsection within Section I-F. 

I-G-3. Proporti.onal. dimensioning & il.lustrations 

The DEFAULT declaration is optional, but is very useful; and it is strongly 
reconunended except in cases of very large data sets. If DEFAULT is found in columns 
1 through 7, then the number of columns 9-16 is taken as the multiple of default 
dimensioning that is to apply to all blank variable fields. 

The SCALE declaration is optional. _~f this key word is found in columns 1 
through 6, then the number of columns 9-16 is taken as a final multiplier for all 
variable fields. Note the difference from the preceding DEFAULT declaration, which 
applies only to blank fields. If both declarations are used, then any blank field 
is sized using the product of the two multipliers and the associated default 
dimensioning. 

The FIXED -declaration is optional. If this key word is found in columns 1 
through 5, then the numbers of columns 11-70, read as 3012, are taken as list 
numbers. The SCALE multiplier is applied only to blank or zero lists. That is, 
keying unity will prevent such scaling, thereby holding the associated entry fixed. 
The FIXED declaration allows the user to exclude the effect of SCALE 

The RAM TABLES declaration is optional. If this key word is found in columns 
1 through 10, then list size 29 is internally defined to equal LTLABL (the LABCOM 
size in INTEGER words), thereby creating duplicate, alternate storage space for tables 
that can be used by some computers for the storage of tables of STATISTICS/SYSTEMATIC 
energizations. 

There should never be any need to size tables at less than default dimensioning, 
so former cautions about the dangers of this have been removed. For Salford EMTP or 
other virtual computers, this has no meaning. 

Normal execution of the variable-dimensioning program results in printout that 
includes a listing of the input data cards." For example, as part of normal Salford 
EMTP setup using LISTSIZE.BPA dimensions, the following output was produced. It 
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has been truncated on the right (missing are the final 40 columns of the input data 
cards) for ease of display: 

1st card (Lists 1-10) • 
2nd card (Lists 11-20) . 
3rd card (Lists 21-29) . 
Supplemental offsets. 

o 
o 

1 
1 
1 
1 

3000 
360 

3000 
240000 

1 
o 

3000 
900 

12000 
742 

2 
o 

10000 
36400 
40000 

3 
o 

340 
255 

24 

4 
o 

20000 
64800 
30000 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Normal termination of "VARDIMn • LTLABL = 2127549 (the size of "L 

These, then are the limiting dimensions, which result in tables of 2127 Kbytes total 
size. Each time Salford EMTP begins, it reads LISTSIZE.DAT to reduce these for 
actual use. As distributed by the user group, 3 times default dimensioning will 
produce the following output to the screen immediately before the opening prompt: 

EMTP table dumping to RAM. JRAM TABLES 
Default multiplier = 3.000 !DEFAULT 3.0 
1st card (Lists 1-10). I BLANK 
2nd card (Lists 11-20). I BLANK 
3rd card (Lists 21-29). I BLANK 
Supplemental offsets. I 240000 742 

The total size of these tables will be 232 Kbytes, as will be seen from the following 
heading of LUNIT6 output. That is, on average, use is being made of only 11% of 
the total possible space. Yet, scaling is not uniform. One can not use nine times 
this size (27 times default dimensioning). The limit to such uniform scaling is 
somewhere between 5 and 6 times default d~ensioning. For example, the user who 
tries 8 times default will receive the following error complaining about 5 of the list 
sizes: 

*********************************************** 
Error. Vardim input file LISTSIZE.DAT has 

too big dimensions. Bad values are: 
List J LLmiting value Requested 

4 340 400 
9 460 600 

10 900 1280 
11 360 400 
13 36400 40000 

*********************************************** 

System-dependent control cards or commands will be required to actually effect 
the dimension-changing process. VARDIM builds FORTRAN subroutines that must then 
be compiled and linked with EMTP. Refer to installation-dependent instructions for 
the computer of interest for details. For Salford EMTP, VARDIM20.BAT is used. 
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I-H. FORTRAN Data Format Specifications, both Fixed- and Free-Format 

'Ihro~hout this manual, data formats or requirements are indicated using 
fixed-format FCRTRAN notation. Symbols such as "Fle.3" or "IB" or "EI"."" 
are corrrnon ind ications of such requi rements. AI thou;;rh usually not stated, 
there also is an alternative, parallel, free-format way of specifying such data. 
While such fixed-format notation, and the free-format alternative, may be clear 
enol)3h for those who program in FCRTRAN, a few words of explanation might be 
helpful to the average reader who does not. This is the function of the present 
Section. If the idea still is unclear after reading this summary, the user is 
referred to some local expert, or to any FORTRAN manual. 

F-field format allows (and generally requires) the user to key a decimal 
p:>int, and that he not key any power of ten to shift that decimal point. In the 
example "Fle.3", the width is ten colunns. '!be beginning and ending colLltlOs 
should always be clear from the context. As long as the user keys a decimal 
p:lint, the· nunber can be posi tioned anywhere wi thin the 10-colunn data field 
(the computer does not care) , al thou;;rh cOlTltlon practice right-adjusts nunbers for 
increased readability, and consistency. The -3- at the end of nF10.3n 
indicates that 3 decimal digits to the right of the decimal point are assumed if 
no Jecimal point is keyed. For cases where a decimal point is keyed, the "3 11 is 
ignored. Except for those cases where the user believes he must gain one more 
digit of precision (at the expense of the decimal point), keying of the decimal 
p:lint is always advised. Missing decimal points are an easy source of error, 
particularly if the program FffiTRAN does not correspond to the user 
docunentation (in which case movement of the decimal point would be different 
than advertised)! Examples of F-field nunbers that could be read using Fl".3 
format are: 

C 34567890 
-39.5 -- Ok, although not right-adjusted 

132745 -- Gives 132.745 (implied decimal) 
3.141592 -- Gives the circular constant pi 

I-field format is for integers, and no decimal p'int is allowed. No power 
of ten (scientific notation) can be keyed, either. Nunbers must be right
adj usted, if shifting of the decimal p'int (resul ting in incredible confusion!) 
is to be avoided. Any blanks on the right are interpreted as though they were 
zeros (hence shifting of the decimal point). Exanples of Il~ usage are: 

C 34567890 
-39 -- Correctly right-adjusted 

1024 
-99 -- Gives -99,0~0! Beware! 

9 3 ---- Avoid such imbedded blanks 
The final example involves an imbedded blank, the treatment of wtlich may be 
computer-dependent. For exanple, DEC VAX/VMS would read the nunber as 903, 
whereas Apollo would not. The user is advised to avoid imbedded blanks always. 

A-field format is for character strings, which are just about arbitary in 
content. Node names, or component names, are exanples of the most cOOlllon such 
usage that involves A6 fonmat, with the "6" indicating 6 characters. The 
beginning and ending colunn for such data should always'be clear from the 
context. Examples of legal A6 data follow: 



C 3456 
JDAYA 

l.e+(! 
GROttID 
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Typical node name with 1 blank on left 
Meaningless, but legal, character string 
A full 6-character name without blanks 

E-field fo~at is for numbers in scientific notation. If the power of 10 
is nonzero, and is explicitely keyed, then the nLlnber should always be right
adjusted. Otherwise, the exponent will differ by a power of 10, and will either 
be grossly wrong, or simply illegal (operating systems will often produce an 
error termination, due to overflow during decoding). The preceding F-field data 
are just a special case (always legal) in which the power of ten is zero, and 
hence is missing. For the example "El~.3n, the field width is l~, and 3 

'decimal digits to the right of the decimal point are assumed if no decimal point 
is keyed. For cases where a decimal point is keyed, the "3 n is ignored. Except 
for those cases where the user believes he must gain one more digit of precision 
(at the expense of the decimal point), keying of the decimal point is always 
advised. Missing decimal points are an easy source of error, particularly if 
the program FCRTRAN does not correspond to the user doclItlentation! Examples of 
E-field data that could be read using E10.3 for:mat are: 

C 34567890 
1.609E3 

1,,609E3 
3.141592 
-39.5 
-5.2E-4 
5.2E+4 

- Gives 1609 
---- Gives 1.609E+300 (wrong!) 
---- Gives the circular constant pi 
-- Ok, al tholgh not right-adj usted 
---- Gives -.00052 
---- Gives 52000 

So much for fixed-for:mat data. There also is the option of free-format 
data specification, for perhaps half or more of the different EMTP data 
structures. The idea is simple. Rather than p::>si tioning data fields in fixed 
column locations, there is an ordering from left to right, with a separator 
character (a comma) used to delineate the field boundaries. If more than one 
data card is needed for the string of data items, a continuation character (a 
dollar sign) is used rather than a separator character, which means that another 
data card is to be read before extracting the next data item. 

To illustrate, consider the special request word "PaVER FRECclJENCY" which 
provides for redefinition of the steady-state frequency (see Section II-A). 
Using free-for:mat, an equivalent declaration would be: 

PCMER FREC,lJENCY, 50 
Rather than keying 50.0 in colllQns 33-40, ", 50" has been appended to the 
key word. '!he carma is a separator character, dividing the key \lK)rd from the 
parameter; the space after it is optional, since blank characters are ignored 
in this mexie. Note also that no decimal PJint has been keyed, since integers 
and floating point variables are interchangable when using free-for.mat. 

It is not always clear which EMTP data structures can be handled by the 
EMTP free-format option. As a general rule, the simple or regular structures 
can, whereas complicated and/or irregular structures can not. Why? For /"';'~'" 

canplicated and/or irregular structures, the counting of corrmas is a pain at ~.:) 
best, and error prone at worst. In any case, be skeptical, and always test the 
capability before relying on it for the coding of any substantial volume of 
data. 
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For nuneric data fields, blanks are ignored, no matter where they appear. 
For example, ", 1~ 3," is the same as ",103," • 

For floating-p:>int nLmbers, ei ther "0" or "E" can be used to indicate 
a power of ten. 'Thus "1.E+9" and "1.0+9" are identical. Also, the plus 
sign preceding an exp:>nent can be dro~, so that "1.E9" is equally valid. 

Errors 
sometimes, 
irrmed iately. 
there should 

with the use of EMTP free-for.mat capability can be confusing 
due to the fact that execution will not always be stopped 
A KILL = 166 error flag can be set within module II FREFID", and 

be one line of diagnostic printout announcing the fact: 
WRITE (Ltn.4IT6, 9207) LSTAT(19), OCHAIN, rASTOV, KOLBEX;, 

1 NFRFID, NRIGHT 
9207 FffiMAT ( /, I Error stop within "FREFW". LSTAT(19) ,I , 

1 • NCHAIN, tASTOV, KOLB~, NFRFID, ~IGHT =', 618 
But there is no easy way for the program Unmediately to transfer control to the 
EMTP error routine in all cases. It may take some time before a check on the 
control variable KILL being nonzero is encountered, at which point the fonnal 
EMTP error stop ("You lose, fellaH) should result. If the erroneous data causes 
more serious numerical problems in the interim (e.g., division by zero), the 
formal error stop JIlay never be reached. 1his is a hasard of free-format usage 
that the user must learn to live with. 

6/ 
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Daniel's warning about possible need for extra comnas at end of card 
====== ---=========="=='========= 

When Daniel (prof. Daniel Van D:mnelen of K. U. L. in Belg i tin, Chai rman of 
the Europaan EMTP Users Group) \ttOrked with us in Portland dur Ing August of 1982, 
he reminded Ws-1 of some additional information about EMTP free-format usage, as 
mentioned on page 2 of a letter from him dated 26 May 1982. AI thotl3h WgJI has 
not independently checked this information, it is being relayed as reliable 
rumor. If not true for current program versions, it certainly must have been 
true for the "M28.+" and/or "M3l." IBM versions with which Daniel had been 
~rking at that time. !he following \ot'ere Daniel's points, as slImlarized by WfM 
during August of 1982: 

Restriction 1: The branch type code !TYPE and four node names 
BlEI, B152, Bt.53, and Bl54, must be contained in 
col tmnS one throlgh 26. Note that this is the 
normal fixed-format location. Why the EMTP needs 
this is no longer clear to me. I suspect that if 
the last name and its separator comma ("BUS4,") 
must be to the left of collJlUl 27, then the 
numeric data to follow must also be to the right 
of coilltln 26. '!his agrees with the example of 
Vladimir's "'IRELEG" output in the bottom half of 
page l""e. 

Restriction 2 

Restriction 3 

For the uncoupled, series R-L-C branch, at least 
nine data fields are required. Since only three 
floating-point fields are actually used, this 
suggests that six extra commas after the third 
of these might be a good idea. 

For coupled R-L elements, at least six data fields 
are required. Since the first phase only shows the 
use of two numbers, and extra four \t,Ould seem to 
always provide safety. But what about pi-circuits? 
AI tholgh I wrote nothing, I suspect that the rule 
of Restriction 2 might well apply to these as 
well. !he "nine- data fields 'NOuld correspond 
to three triplets of R-L-C parameters, which is 
the longest Pi-circuit data card ---- and probably 
the source of the trouble. 
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I-I. Structure of a.1TP inFUt data 

1-1-1. Ordering of Different Classes of Data cards 

Each EMTP problem is described by a collection of data cards that will be 
called a "data case" • Except for data sorting by class (see the following 
Section I~ for details), data cards must be ordered by the user accord ing to 
class. For a transient simulation (the most important case of program usage) , 
the following classes are involved, in the order shown. This is the order that 
data is explained in this Rule Book, too: 

1) Cards to begin a new data case. Inclooed are a "BEX:;1N NEW Il\'m CASE" 
card, special request cards of various types (if any), and finally, the EMTP 
miscellaneous data cards and any extensions to those cards. 

2) Cards that define any ~Cs modeling. This is for control systems, 
including transfer function blocks (e.g., integrators) of the type that once 
were solved using analog computers. 

3) Cards for linear and nonlinear branches, transfooners, and transmission 
lines (or cables), ter.minated by a blank card. 

4) Cards for electric-network switches, diodes, and thyristers (ac/de 
converter valves), ter.minated by a blank card. 

5) Source cards for the electrical network: voltage sources, currei,C 
sources, dynamic rotating machinery. These are ter.minated by a blank card. 

6} Load flow cards for "FIX SOURCE" usage. 

7) Cards for over-riding the internally-calculated initial conditions 
(which corne from the P1asor steady-state network solution) • 

8) Output variable specification cards. These are ter.minated by a blank 
card if the specification is selective. But if all node voltages are requested 
by means of a "1- in collJMl t~, then there is to be no blank terminating 
card. 

9) Cards for specifying Type 1-10 EMTP source functions point by point. 
There is one card for each time-step, terminated by a "9999" card. 

10) Batch-mode plotting cards (either for calCanp vector-graphic plotting 
or line printer plotting), ter.minated by a blank card. 

This data structure is tor a single, deteoninistic, transient simulation, which 
is the most common case (see next paragraph for exceptions). Often data classes 
2, 6, 7, and/or 9) are not required, and can simply be omitted. If data class 
4, 5, or 10) might possibly not be needed due to the nature of the problem under 
consideration, then only the teoninating blank card is required (and must never 
be forgotten). 
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There are valid EMTP data cases that do not have the above structure. The 
first class of such exceptions involves usage of the EMTP supporting routines. 
Examples are II LINE C(l.1STANTS" (used to calculate the constants of overhead 
transnission lines) and "REPLarlf (used for the batch-mode plotting of a 
previously-solved data case) • The second class of such exceptions involves the 
usage of multiple-simulation features such as for statistical overvoltage 
studies (the "STATISTICS" request of switch cards). Details of such exceptions 
are covered in the body of this manual. 

As seen from the preceding explanation of data-deck structure, the blank 
card is extensively used as a terminator card, for various classes of data. 
Sometimes a user is confused as to the purpose of one or more blank cards, and 
would like to add some explanation of the meaning. This is easy; just use 
II BIANK II for the fi rst six characters, and the remainder of the card is 
available for cOll1T\ent. For example, "BI.ANI< CARD ENDING BRMCH CARLS" The 
EMTP recognizes all such cards, and blanks them out internally, before 
processing them (but after listing on the printer; they appear as as they were 
keyed by the user). 

Just as with FffiTRAN programning, "conment cards" of hLman language 
(e.g., English or French) text can be added to the data deck at any point. The 
keying of "C" in colunns 1-2 (note the blank colunn two, which is 
mandatory) is all that it takes for the EMTP to ignore a data card completely. 

.r 

~~~ ~~~;~:~~~ W~;\~~a:~~s part of the inp..1t data listing, but otherwise • 

Also, whole blocks of data can be so ignored by the EMTP if recourse is 
made to $DISABLE and $ENABLE cards. Refer to Section 1-0, as well as to the 
installation-dependent information for the computer system of interest (Section 
I-F) • 

In-line comments are even more powerful and flexible. Wherever there is a 
blank region on an EMTP data card, the user may insert an in-line comment 
(arbitrary text) within delbniting braces, such as "{Any text}". The second 
(closing) brace is required only if nonblank characters exist to the right of 
the tx'int of usage. 

A final for.m of comment info~ation consists of arbitrary records at the 
end of a data file, following an "EDF" card (the three characters wi thin 
quotation marks keyed in colunns 1-3). This is a "software" end-of-file, which 

. terminates the reading of input records. Hence any following information is 
ignored canpletely by the program. For an illustration of such usage, see 
SENCfItWU( 0:-8. 

I-I-2. principles for Describing the Electric Network 

Each non-ground node of the electric network is given a 6-character 
alphanlllleric name. O'lly identical sequences of 6 characters will be recognized 
as the same name. Therefore, "VOLTS n will be a different node than n VOLTS". 
Six blanks (an all-blank name) are reserved as the name for ground (the corrmon 
reference, or local ground). Other special, reserved names that the user should 
avoid inclt..rle: " •••••• ", "'I'YP-16", "HEIGHT", "MARGIN", "9-100TH", "'mRGET", 
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"~E ", "BRANCH", "NONLIN", "NAME:", and "COPY " At least these are the 
names in Fl1glish (defined by ei ther the SI'ARTUP file or the file of program 
language, such names are in fact computer- and/or user-dependent). Node names 
automatically follow from the names that accompany electric network branches and 
swi tches. '!here is no separate entry of node-related quanti ties. 

Branches are identified by their data and the names of the nodes to which 
they are connected. SUch information is to be keyed into carefully delimited 
fields of 80-collJTln card images, as much of the remainder of this docunent 
describes. Such card images are called "branch cards." SWitches really are 
just special branches that are segregated from the non-switch branches for 
reasons of history and program efficiency only. The name "switch cards" applies 
to these special branch cards. In addition to node names, branch or switch 
cards can carry optional branch names, which have the advantage of uniqueness 
and compactness (one name instead of t\t.O) • Because branches can be placed in 
parallel, the names of terminal nodes may not lDliquely identify a branch of 
interest. 

A static voltage or current source is a scalar element that generally has 
one end connected to local ground (although there are exceptions) • Various 
standard source functions (e.g., batteries, ramps, surge functions, sinusoids, 
etc.) are possible, as is the specification of functions point-by-point, or the 
definition of sources by user-defined FORTRAN, or by control signals (TACS). By 
specifying two or more such sources for a node, complex waveforms consisting of 
the sum of more elementary cantx>nents are possible. '!hat is, t\'tO or more 
voltage sources at a node are considered to be in series, whereas two or more 
current sources at a node are considered to be in parallel. 

........ 

Transmission Line 
with Ground Re.istance 

"'-

Voltage Source Current Source 

eA i8 Toltage between 

terminal. A and A'; 
e
B 

is voltage between 
terminals B and B I • 

Node voltage is the voltage fran a network node to local ground. Since 
distributed-parameter lines and cables include the effects of the earth and 
geograFilical separation, the user sho~d be aware that potential of the earth is 
not constant. 
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A branch voltage is the voltage difference across a branch. EMTP voltage 
outputs can consist of a mixture of node voltages and branch voltages. If one 
wants a voltage difference where no branch normally would exist, it is simple to 
add a very high resistance (I.E18 ohms will work for any known computer) in the 
desired place, and then request the voltage of this sampling resistor. 

1-I-3. Description of Control System Modeling (TACS) 

The preceding summary has considered only the description of the electric 
network (resistors, capacitors, sources, etc.). The modeling of control system 
dynamics is separate and distinct, as provided by the ~cs code of Section III. 

Control system blocks can take various forms: Laplace transfer function's, 
summing junctions, nonlinear algebraic operations (multiply, divide, square 
root, etc.), logical operations, etc. The output of each control system block 
is associated with a distinct, 6-character, alphanumeric name that identifies 
the signal in question. SUch blocks can be defined and interconnected quite 
arbitrarily by the user, forming a control system circuit. one such sample 
illustrative diagram is shown in the following sketch: 

VOLTAGE SDURC£S } 
CURRENT SOURCES 
SWtn;H ctJNTROl. 
~LV£ FIRING. .~ 

[

NOD£ MX.rAGES 
BRANCH CURRENTS 
S rATUS OF swrTCHES 
HAQ#IN£ ANGLE. *-

SUP 

HZ. ...... -_ ... - ... 

.. !" 

It might be mentioned that the same 6-character, alIitanuneric name can be used 
both within ~C5 and also for the electric network. There is no confusion by 
the EMTP, since the ~CS solution is completely separate from the electric 
net~rk solution. SUch double usage is in fact recomnended for interface 
quantities that are equal, to remind the user of the connection. 

Note the one-way flow of the signals (unlike for the electric network, 
control system components are directional, and are not bilateral) • Signal 
sources which serve as input to such control circuitry can be either self
contained (e.g., a sinusoidal oscillator, or a step function) , or can be defined 
by the electric network (e.g., any node voltage or any switch current can be 
used as a ~CS source) • Likewise, any 'mCS variable can be passed back to the 
electric net\\t)rk for control purposes (e.g., the status of an electric network (L.~).~.',,; 
switch can be controlled by ~C5, as can a voltage source, or the field voltage ~~ 
of a dynamic synchronous machine. Variables of this type which are passed back 
and forth between the electric network and ~C5 are referred to as interface 
quantities. 
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I-I-4. 6-Character Element Names for Branch and Switch Identification 

In the beginning, when cases were snaIl and methods were less mechanized, 
the use of the pair of terminal node names was adequate for elenent 
identification. But since this is often not unique (parallel branches are 
allowed, and switches may parallel branches), there can be confusion and/or 
error from this, so branches have also been given 6-character names just as 
nodes are. In the years ahead, it is expected that branch and switch names will 
receive increased usage. So, althoLgh today the feature is not comnon, program 
users should at least be aware of the concept, and how it can be employed. 

The first point is that each and every branch and switch can be given a 
default name, before any data input begins. See variable ~l1I'O of the 
STARTUP file. If DIAGlOSTIC printout is turned on, or if SF:{ is used for 
interactive observation (e.g., the "BRAN::H", "SWI'ICH", or "N:>NLIN" carmands), 
these names will be seen: 

LINeel, LIN002, etc. for rows of the linear branch table: 
NLNe01, NLN002, etc. for rows of the nonlinear element table; 
SWT001, SWT002, etc. for rows of the switch table. 

Hence, even if the user does not supply names of his own (as explained below) , 
he can use these default names, which really correspond to referring to elements 
by row nunber of the associated storage table. 

For both linear and nonlinear branches, it is simple to supply a name 
provided the element of interest is not a copy of some preceding element. In 
this case f the BlE3 and BlE4 name fields (colunns 15 throlJ3h 26) would 
otherwise be left blank. To provide a nane, use: 

BlE3 = " ~E:" -- A request \t,Ord for the naning operation; 
BUS4 = "br nam" ---- Whatever branch name the user desires. 

'Ihis is not possiole for swi tches, however, since no such name fields exist 
(unfortunately) • 

To copy a previously-named branch using the 6-character branch name of that 
orig inal branch (rather than the pai r of terminal node nanes), one again uses 
the two 6-character name fields of cols. 15-26: 

BUS3 = "COPY " -- A request \t,Ord for the copying operation; 
BUS4 = wbr_namw - Name of the branch being copied. 

To name a branch that is a copy of sane preceding branch (so that colLmnS 
15-26 are already being used), precede the branch to be named by a special, 
extra card that performs this function. The just-listed BtE3 and BUS4 aI=P!ar in 
columns 15-26 of this extra card; in columns 3-14, add the special-request text: 

BRANCH NAME: if following branch to be named is linear; 
NONLIN NAME: -- if following branch to be named is nonl inear • 

To name a switch, such a separate declaration card preceding the switch of 
interest is required. 1he request text "NAME It is required in columns 3-8, 
follotNed by the chosen switch name in colunns 9-16. 
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1-J. EMTP Data Sorting by Class (Use of n I" cards) 

For small problems, the user is advised to have all data contained in a 
single disk file where it easily can be inspected and modified as a single, 
self-contained piece. Such data should be ordered to confonn to the rules of 
the preceding Section 1-1-1. This is easy, for small problems. 

But big problems are another matter. If data cards are so numerous that a 
user can not remember or think about all at the same time, anyway, then the time 
probably has come to v-ork in snaller pieces, perhaps using $INCliJDE (Section 
I-K below), to spread the data out over more than one disk file. If data has 
already been modularized, tested, and stored in a data base, this will almost 
certainly require data sorting by class, using "/" cards. Or, even within a 
single file, the user may want to use such sorting to remove restrictions on 
input ordering. It may be clearer to the user to group component data 
"geographically" rather than by data class, for example. FOr whatever reason it 
may be used, data sorting by class is a powerful and important technique of the 
large-scale production user. Usage of the "/" cards that control it are 
explained in the remainder of this section. 

'!he sorting of EMTP inp..1t data by class is built around the special 
character "I" in column one. Not unlike the "$" of $-cards (see Section 1-
0), this is a special, reserved symbol that then must be followed by the desired 
key word that names the variable class. The following possibilities are 
recogni zed : 

lREcx;EST /'mCS /BP.AM::H /StlI'OCH I SOURCE 
IL~O FLC>J IINITIAL /OUI'ror /PLGr IsrATISTICS 

This should be almost self-explanatory for the user who has read Section 1-1-1 
above, where the different possible data classes of a dete~inistic simulation 
are defined. Olly the very last key word (" /srATISTICS") has no correspondence, 
since the infonnation of Section 1-1-1 is restricted to single, dete~inistic 
simulations. But for STATISTICS/SYSTEMATIC usage, there will be requests for 
statistical tabulation (see Section XV), and the final key word is associated 
with these. As for the preceding nine key words, these correspond to the 
numbered classes of Section 1-1-1 as follows: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 11, 
respectively. 

Superficially, usage is simple. Whenever there is a change of data class, 
the user simply inserts a "/"-card. When tfttO or more disk files are used (with 
$INCWDE) , then the user is advised to assune nothing upon entry. '!'hat is, 
always begin data of a $INCLUDE file with a "/"-card. An illustration of 
"In-card usage is provided by BENCIfWU< DC-33. While BDCR-1ARK DC-l7- also 
involves data sorting, this is combined with argunents of $INCWDE usage (see 
Section I-K) , which make it more involved. 

'!'he beginning of data in the disk file is handled exceptionally. This is 
so that a "BmIN NEW Il\~ CASE" card can appear fi rst, followed by cOlTlnent 
cards (nc" in colLlllns 1-2) - cards that will not be reordered by any 
sorting. Later comnent cards will be sorted, but not those that inmediately 
follow the very first "BEGIN NEW DA~ CASE" card that begins the file of data. 
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'l11e normal, undeclared miscellaneous data cards (inclooing extensions) , and 
the declaration that precedes the first 'mCS data if any (ei ther -~CS STAN:> 
Ar...cNE" or -~CS HYBRID"), are also exceptions. With no blank tennination 
card for posi tioning, and no special -I- card to identify them, such data cards 
¢an only be {X>si tionee with care. Such data must precede the first blank card 
tend ing ~cs if there is such usage; otherwise, the blank card end inc; branch 
cares) • 

Special blank tenmination cards are critical to the sorting of data. 
Recall that a blank card ter.minates ~CS data, branch cards, switch cards, etc. 
W~ll, the positioning of these blank cards is used to provide insertion points 
for the different classes of data. TO simplify program logic, a critical 
assumption was made I namely that the key ~rd of the class could be found on the 
blank card that tenninates data of that class. For exanple, on the blank card 
that terminates branches, it is required that the key word ItBRAN:1r' is located 
sr.J.'newnere on the card. 'l11e following \«)uld be such a legal card: 

B~ card ending all BRANCH cards 
Normally the user ~uld not switch from lower case to capi tol letters for the 
¥.Ord "BAAN:H" as shown here, but for this data sorting by class, it is 
r,andatory. If the user forgets and uses lower-case letters, the key word will 
n=,t be fe-cogni zed, and the sortiI'¥3 will be qui te erroneous.. Note that the blank 
cards themselves are not sorted, so the user must place them all in the file in 
th~ correct natural order. If all other data except for miscellaneous data 
ca rds and the 'mCS declaration are identi fied by preced iog -lit cards, then it is 
these cards that can all appear together at the start of the data file. '!he 
following structure is rec~~ended: 

BEX;!N NE\~ U\'n\ CASE 
C First of an arbitrary number of comment cards at start. 

< < Etc. > > 
C Last of an arbi trary nunber of ccmnent cards at start. 
Miscellaneous data cards and extensions 
'mCS HYBRID -I Present 

or 1--- only if 
'~.cS STANO ALC!£ I TACS usage 
B~ card terminates all ~CS data--l 
aWf,{ card end ing all BRAlCH cards 
BLANK card end ing all SWITCH cards 
BIA.\~ terminates the last SOURCE card 
B~ card ends OUTPUT variable requests 
BtANK card ending all batch-mode PLl1I' cards 
eEx:;IN NEW 0\17\ CASE 
BIANl< 

< ( Etc. 'Ihe remainder of the case will 
consist of data cards preceded 
by -1ft cards that identify the 
discontinuities of data class. > > 

To avoid mistakes, it is recommended that each new data case' begin with such a 
standard skeleton, to which all • I" cards and the associated data are added at 
the end. Note that the end of the data case (as indicated by a ·BEX:iIN NEW CA~ 
CASE- card and blank card) has been placed immediately after the last blank 
card that is ~sociated with a data type being used. For this single, 
dp.tenministic simulation, this is Unmediately after the blank card ending plot 
.cards •. 
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Dimensioning of tables for the • IW-card sorti~ of this section should 
never pose a problem - provided the program is dimensioned large enol.J3h to 
solve the data case of interest. One cell of List 1 (bus vectors) is required 
for each ff /w card. '!here is no overflow checking. 

TO bypass data sorting by class for a data case that has ·/M cards, the 
user merely places "N)SCRT" on the MSEX:;IN NEW ~~ CASE" card that begins 
the file. Key -N)SCRT" anywhere to the right on the normal request ~rd. For 
an ill ustration of such usage, see BOCfft1ARK OC-36. AI tholJ3h later there may 
be other uses, for now usage is confined to "DA~ BASE MODULE n cases. In 
fact, not just sorting but also the $INCUJDE processing of the following 
section are bypassed by the use of MN)Sarr" • 

F{. ~ .. ' .. ~:.'f.-.. ".\I&.. ~ 
( 
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I-K. $INCLUDE Use for Data Modularization 

The $INCUJDE statement is a IX>werful construction that allows the user to 
build an EMTP data file by reference to smaller pieces that have been previously 
established a~d tested. Each such statement calls for the insertion (or 
inclusion) of another file at the point of usage. '!he general form of usage is: 

$INCLUDE, file_name, arg_l, arg_2, •••• arg_N 

where "$INCUJDE" must begin in column one, and where all following entries are 
free-format, separated by coomas. O1ly a sin:Jle line is presently allowed for 
the statement (continuation on a second card is not allowed) • The first 
argument is a disk file name indicating where records are stored (more about 
this irnnediately below) • 'Ihe second and remaining arguments are optional; they 
are used only if the disk file being referenced requires them, in which case 
such arguments must precisely match those of the disk file in number, type, and 
format. Argt.rnents ("arg 1", etc.) are just character strings without imbedded 
blanks, althoU3h the asstiiiptions and regulations for handling those strings are 
different for nt.rnerical arguments than they are for alphant.rneric strings (more 
about this later) • Finally, such $INCllJDE statements can be nested (imbedded 
inside of one another) without IUnit. 

Warning! Unless the FCRTRAN compiler of the canputer being used possesses 
dynamic OPEN/CLOSE capability, the use of $INCWDE is not generally 
possible. IBM mainframe usage of VS FCRTRAN has this problem as last checked 
during the fall of 1986. 

The present section will only treat the usage of $INCLUDE files that have 
already been established. lJhat is, there shall be no details about how such 
files are constructed. Without argt.rnents, the construction is trivial, since 
any interactive text editor is all that is required. But for arguments, special 
integer p:>inters are required, and the creation of these is the work of a 
separate sUPIX>rting program (see the servicing of "DATA BASE MODULE" in 
Section XIX-F) • 

The first clarification of the initial summary definition of $ INCLUDE 
usage applies to the first argument, "file name", which is more than just a 
complete disk file name. More precisely, Tt is the critical central portion 
only of a legal disk file name. '!his root can be al.91lented automatically by a 
standard prefix and a standard suffix, which are to be declared as follows: 

$PREFIX, string pre 
$SUFFIX, string-suf 

These t\ttO possible declarations are indepencient of each other in that either one 
or both can be used. The "$" must be keyed in colunn one, as usual. But 
thereafter, free-format applies, except that the character strings must not 
involve imbedded blanks. '!hat is, once a striRl begins, the first blank that is 
encountered in scanning to the right will te~inate the string. There is 
practically no limit on the lengths of prefixes and suffixes, since strings up 
to 4~ bytes each are allowed for "string pre" and "string suf". If no such 
prefix or suffix declaration has previously been made by the user, then none 
will be added to "file name" of $INCWDE usage, of course. But such 
automatic aLgmentation of- disk file names is strongly recarrnended for the 
serious production user, since it is very powerful, and it allows considerable 
flexibility at virtually no cost to the user. The addition o~ a standard file 
type, version number, directory, disk, and even computer (in the case of 
net~rked usage) are all possible - automatically, internally, by the EMTP. 

-,/ 
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One advantage of using file name prefixes and suffixes is that "file name" 
can then be made independent of computer (at least for most computers of 
interest) • Consider an example, beg inning wi th VAX-II, which might use the 
following declarations: 

$PREFIX, I:RB2: (EOGBWs.1J 
$SUFFIX, • LEC; 88 

Such declarations ~uld precede the $ INCWDE usage, of course. '!hen the 
effect would be that the VAX disk file being referenced by the original 
$INCLUDE definition actually be: 

CRB2: (EOGBW9t1] file name.LEC;88 
The idea is to make "file name" a character string that will be accepted by 
all canputers of interest (see the " BRIOOE32 " exCltlple below). 'Ihe prefix and 
suffix as illustrated above for VAX-II are highly dependent on computer, note. 
Apollo Aegis certainly would not accept such declarations, since square brackets 
are not used for directories, colons are not used for disks, and version nunbers 
are not preceded by simicolons. But the following would be bel ievable for 
Apollo Aegis: -

$PREF IX, / /B/WS's/ 
$SUFFIX, .LEC.88 

and would result in the total file name: 
//B/WSM/file name.LEe.88 

Note that $PREFIX and $SUFFIX will generally appear only once, to define the 
location of the data base on the computer of interest. Then $INCLUDE 
statements will appear over and over, as different components of the data base 
are requested. 

Without arguments, $INCtUDE usage is trivial. Historically, this is the 
way $INCUJDE began: as a $-card that W3S processed wi thin the installation
dependent SUBROtrrINE CIMAGE. Much as for the FCRTAAN construction of the same 
name (for most computers, if not for the AN5I FCRTRAN 77 standard), the result 
is merely the insertion of a second file in-line at the point of usage. As a 
simple example involving no arguments and t\\lO levels of nesting, see BEN:lf4ARK 
OC-58 for the canputer of interest. 

But such simple initial usage was replaced by much more involved usage with 
arguments, in order to connect to standard, modularized data. Another reason to 
change ~s the need to extend from single-Itlase to mol ti-{:hase data input. A 
paper docllOentin;;J the change is ~f. 22, volume 4, No.2, t-bvember, 1983. It is 
such usage of $ INCLUDE with arguments that dominates the present section. 
However, wether arguments are used or not, SINCWOE has becane an exceptional 
$-card that no longer is associated with the other $-cards of Section I-D. 
Today, $INCUJDE is serviced by completely different, universal code; it is no 
longer processed within installation-dependent SUBROUTINE C~. 

It was said before that arguments -arg 1", etc. are just character strings 
without imbedded blanks. '!here can be blanks on either side of the comma that 
separates arguments, but not wi thin the arglJnent itself. If the nllnber of 
characters in sgne argument exactly equals the number expected, there will be 
simple one-far-one substitution in the data field or fields of interest. But 
suppose the nLmber of input characters does not equal the nLI'Rber expected by the 
module? Special rules apply to these more complex cases about argtment length: 
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SRI. If the length of any user-specified argument exceeds what the module 
expects, - this is an error, and there will be an error message of which the 
following is typical (split in 3 pieces for ease of presentation): 

+++ Argunent 2 length-mismatch error. USed on card 5. 
N24, Nl (KB&;), N2 (KEND), N3 (len;th fran $INCLUDE) = 
o 27 32 7 

For batch-mode usage, correction is not possible, so a KILL = 79 error 
ter.mination will follow. But for interactive (SPY) usage, the user will be 
prompted to supply a corrected argument as follows: 

SEND CCRREC'lEO ARGUMDIT (STOP) : 
Provided the data module is correct, and it is just the referance to it (the 
$INCLUDE line) that is incorrect, this provides a powerful extension to fanner 
procedures of aMTP data assembly. 

SR2. If the length of any user-specified argunent is less than what the 
module expects, then the argunent type must be checked. For a nuneric argument, 
this is acceptable, and the number (the character string which is a nunber if it 
is int~rpreted numerically) is right-adjusted in the data field of usage, with 
blank fill on the left. 01 the other hand, if the argunent is non-nt.meric, this 
is an error, and the resul t is the same as for the preceding case SRI. 

SR3. If the user really wants a non-nuneric argunent to be shorter than 
the module expects, this is done by extending the user-supplied name with p:>unds 
signs (n n). By definition, this will be converted to a blank at the very end 
of considerations, after the insertion is complete. Cbmmon usage is for node 
names, for which the module will normally requi re the maximun of six. Yet users 
will often shorten this, as w::>uld be the case for the 5-character name "PF~ ". 
While pounds signs could in rare cases be imbedded in the middle of a character 
str ing , they will usually be placed on either the right or the left edqe. For 
that case, the user must remember which edge, just as with normal node names 
since the year one. 

In order to employ $INCWDE as part of his EMTP data, the prospective 
user must know what disk. files are available, and what the interface 
requirements are. 'Ihere is a close analogy between $INCWDE usage of the 
production EMTP user and libraries of mathematical functions (e.g., matrix 
inversion, or statistical regression analysis) for the scientific computer 
programner. For each proposed usage, there should be an explanation of the 
purpose of the module, and details of the interface requirements (argunents). 

As an introduction to $INCWDE usage with argunents, consider the exanple 
of Section V of that 1983 Newsletter article, which inclooes both mul ti-{ilase 
input and data sorting by class. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the 6-pulse hvdc 
bridge circuit that is asslll1ed to have been modularized, and at the bottom of 
the same page 34, there is sample usage that shows the argunents: 

." 
$INCwDE, BRIOOE32, PCN)O, MINtE, PLUS, FIRE, MID 
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f'IRE2 FIRE., FIRE' MINUS 

Cs Cs 

La 

ACNOOA-----------4 

AcNooe __ --------~----------~ 

ACNOOC .. ----------.. ----------~----------~ 
FIRE1 FIRE3 

La 1... 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of hvdc bridge circuit. Assuned 
parameter values are La = 1. E-3 Henry and P.a = 
3000 Ohm for the anode reactors and resistors. Rs 
= 1200 Ohm and Cs = I.E-7 Farad for the snubbers. 

PLUS 

0) Here BRIOOE32 is the disk file name. If there were previous $PREFIX 
or $SUFFIX declarations, then the actual disk file name will be an alJ3IIlented 
version of this central root, as explained previously. 

1) "K:;K>D" is the first argLment: a 5-character root name for the 3-phase 
bus connecting to the bridge. Why only five characters, rather than the rnore 
comnon six? Because BRIOOE32 has been set up so that it will append an "A", 
"B", or "C" automatically. This illustrates the multi-p,ase aspect mentioned 
previously. The user just names the three-phase bus (" AtNOO") , and 
modularization extends this to the three phases automatically. 

2) "MINUS" is the secord argunent: a self-contained 5-character node 
name in which right adj ustment wi thin the data field of width six is des! red. 
That is, the argunent is for an EMTP node name, which normally is six 
characters. But here the user \¥anted only five, and has chosen to right-adjust 
the name, leaving a blank on the left. Note that lrllike the first arglJl1ent, 
there is no multiphase action associated with the second argunent. AlthoLr;lh it 
could have been, the module has not be established this way. 
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3) " PLUS" is the third argLltlent. It is like the second argLltlent, only 
with one fewer character. Another single-phase name. 

4) "FIRE" is the fourth argLltlent, which provides a mul tiphase (vector)' 
connection between the grids of the six valves and ~cs control system modeling. 
Although names a 6 characters in length, note carefully that only five have here 
been provided for: the root ~rd n FIRE" preceded by a blank. '!his is 
intentional, and mandatory, since the sixth character is part of the vector 
extension to the six node names FIREl, FIRE2, FIRE6. '!his illustrates 
that there is nothing inherently 3-phase about multiphase capability. The 
dimensionality can be arbitrarily chosen by the person defining the module, and 
is even variable within anyone module. Since the six variations are not 
phases, "vector usage" is probabl y a more proper term than "mul ti phase," in this 
case. 

5) It MID" is the fifth argLlTlent. 
here there is no ~CS connection, 
nonblank portion of the name. 

It is like the fourth argument, only 
and there is one fewer character to the 

Al thoU3h this example is informative, it fails to show the important 
exception involving numerical arguments. An example involving nLlTlbers was 
provided in the Newsletter article, which shall be repeated here See the second 
argLlTlent "45." in both lines: 

$ INC UJDE , OC+, +, 45. , ccros , PCIDP 
$INCUJDE, OC-, -, 45. , OCNEG , PeSOI' 

Along with t.he sorting of data by class (Section I-I-u) , the processing of 
$ INCLUDE is all done at the very start of execution, before the EMTP heading is 
issued. All traces of the ori9 in of the records is lost by the time the EMTP 
actually reads the records, except for a comment card at the start and a comment 
card at the end (before possible sorting may reorder records). From BENCfft1ARK 
OC-58 : 

C $INCllJDE, CCSS INCLl. D\T, -- conment card at the start 
< < Etc. (omitted cards in middle) > > 

C End of $INCWDE. File name = OC58INCLl.CAT end 

Dimensioning of tables for the $INCLUDE processing of this section should 
never pose a problem - provided the program is dimensioned large enotr:lh to 
solve the data case of interest. ane cell of List 2 (branch vectors) is 
required for each argllllent of any $INCIJJDE card. But these are processed one 
at a time, so it is only the maximllll nunber of argunents that is limited by 
List 2 (variable LBRNCH). There is no overflow checking. 
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I-L. Separate Interactive Plotting programs: TPPLOT and WINDOWPLT 

There are t~ separate interactive plotting programs, "TPPLOT" and 
"WINDCWPLT", that can be used to produce graphs of disk-stored II.PL4" plot 
files. These are files that were created by previous EMTP simulations having 
integer miscellaneous data parameter ICAT set to unity (see Section II-B). 
Al thou:;;h nei ther plotting program is a part of the EMTP proper, most EMTP users 
with modern computers will have need of them, so instructions are being placed 
here in the EMTP Rule Book for convenience of reference. 

Interactive plotting means that the user makes his requests for plot 
variables, scaling, sizes, etc. in real time, while sitting in front of a 
computer moni to r • The computer wi 11 rapidly respond wi th a plot on the CRT 
screen. If only a character (alphanLmeric) monitor 'is available, the result 
will be a printer plot. But if a vector-graphic monitor is being used, and if 
the plotting program supports this, then the result will be a more accurate (and 
desirable) vector-graphic plot. Since such details are installation-dependent, 
it is difficult to be more specific in ti,is universal section. See the 
appropriate installation-dependent subsection of Section I-F for details. 

Batch-mode plotting is not considered in the present section, and is a 
completely separate subject. By definition, batch-mode plotting is th2t 
plotting that is a part of an EMTP data case (see Section XIV for details) • 
course, any interactive program can be executed in the batch mode, provided the 
user can anticipate all program prompts for data input, and can key his 
responses without seeing those prompts. But these are specialized cases that do 
not modify our fundamental naming distinctions. 

"TPPLOT" is limited to a single plot on the screen at anyone time, 
w'hereas "WINOO'IPLT" allows several short plots of full width to be stacked 
vertically on the screen. AlthoU3h limited to only a single graph at anyone 
time, "TPPLar" is the more general program. "WINI:CWPLT" is a special-purpose 
derivative that lacks many standard features of "TPPLar" • But it does allow 
multiple windows, so it is used only in case the user wants such multiple 
stacked miniplots. Both interactive plotting programs have hard-COpy capability 
v ia the "COVi" carmand, which connects wi th cal<:anp plotting software in the 
batch mode. If the user likes what he sees on the screen following his 
interactive adjustment, he sends "COVi" to order a paper copy (assuming that 
the computer of interest has such vector-graphic plotting capability) • 

'!'he "ERASE" response is assoc iated with blank text of both plotting 
programs. There are several prompts for labeling that will show an existing 
(old) label within square brackets. The user can accept this old label (i.e., 
leave it unchanged) by sending a carriage return «CR». But what if the user 
really wants the text to be blank? Then he sends "ERASE", which can not be 
confused with a <CR>. The program's response to "ERASE" is the blanking of 
the character string in question. 
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The selection among branch variables that are not unique is possible with 
both interactive plotting programs, whereas no such flexibility is provided by 
batch-mode plotting. two or more identical output variable names result from 
parallel branches of the electric network, of course. If parallel branches have 
outputs of the same class (branch voltages or branch currents, for plotting 
purposes), there will be no uniqueness. The plotting program will respond with 
a warning message that shows all output positions satisfying the pair of user 
names, followed by an extraordinary prompt for a selection among these. An 
illustration for the case of 4 candidates follows: 

Warning! TWo or more .output variables satisfy the 
user's branch request. Indices of the EMTP 
output vector for these follows, with a "-" 
sign indicating polarity reversal: 5 6 -7 -8 

SELECT THE IESIRED ENTRY AMCNJ THESE: 

OJtput positions 5 throLgh 8 all have the same names (NODE2, ~DE3) as 
artificially constructed by the ".PL41t plot file data generator named 
"PLarO\T". Examples of the need to select among parallel entries can be found 
in the test files TPPLOT.O\T and WINlX.'WPLT.o\T that illustrate usage of the 
two interactive plotting programs. 

71 
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I-L-l. TPPLaI' for sophisticated, single-window, plotting 

When tlTPPLOTIf is waiting for the user' 5 next command, it issues the 
prompt "»> PLOT :If. ene FOssible response is "MENU", a command which 
displays all possible responses. Rearranged to better fit on the printed page, 
the subsequent output appears as follows: 

»> PLOT :MENU 
List of all possible corrmand v-ords 

ALL TIME AVERAGE BATCH 
E~~ m HE~ 
MENU MESSAGE MODE 
PURGE REFlLE RESCALE 
STOP TIME TIME UNITS 
DEBUG FILE LINE 
SHGJ SMOOTH BOLD 

follows 
CHOICE 
LABEL 
MULTIPLY 
SET COLU 
TIMESPAN 
LONGER 
COLCR 

COLUMN 
LEVEL 
NAME 
SET r::I\TA 
STACK 
PRINTER 
COT 

CURSCR 
LIMITS 
OFFSET 
SIZE 
X-Y' PLOT 
PUNCH 

The "HELP" corrv:nand merely results in a display of sunmary explanations of 
all possible plot commands. About 130 lines in length, the new user may want to 
print a paper copy of this file. For most computers, this is just a text file 
named "TPPLOT. HLP" • Explanations that follow will be more conversational: 
perhaps not complete, but more understandable. The "HELP" file is sort of a 
dictionary of short explanations. 

UFILE" is the first request of most users as execution begins. It will 
result in a prompt for the name of a disk file of raw plot data points. Since 
file names are computer-dependent, it is impossible to be specific. The six 
digits of the time at the beginning of execution (HH.MM.SS) will usually be 
involved. So should the six digits of the date, if the canputer permits such 
longer names. As to whether a miSSing root name (e.g., "PLOT" of Apollo), date 
(DD-Mth-Y'{), or file type (".PL4" for most systems) is supplied automatically, 
see computer-specific details in Section I-F. In all cases, a response 
beginning with a percent sign ("'") is taken as the indication that a complete, 
legal, file name follows. Any example that requests the standard test file 
produced by 'tpLOTtA.T" follows: 

»> PLOT :FlLE 
SUPPLY DISK FILE NAME (HHMMSS): %HHMMSS. PL4 

Should another file be connected 1Nhen this request is received, that other plot 
file will be released automatically before the new file is connected, of course. 
Hence the "FILE" request can be used as often as is desired. 

"CHOICE" is 
variables. It 
been connec ted) • 

the request for a tabulation of available EMTP output 
can only be used after "FILE" (i.e., after a plot file has 

"NAME" provides the initiation of variable specification for the next 
plot. There are three classes of variables for plot purposes: 1) node 
voltages; 2) branch voltages; 3) branch currents. Variable specification is 
sequential, with one class continuing until .. END" swi tches to the following 
class, in the order stated. After the last variable of interest, "IAST" will 
terminate the variable specification and return to the "»> PLOT:" prompt. 
As an example, consider the specification of one node voltage and one branch 
current (see top of next page) : 
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»> PLat' :NAME 
SEND NODE NAME OR END ] :~DEI 
SEND NODE NAME OR END [ J :END 
SEND BRAlCH VOLTAGE NAMES CR END (NODE2 , 
SEND BRAN:H CURRENT NAMES CR END (NODE2 
SEND BAAN:H CURRENT NAMES CR END [ 

: END 
:NJDE2 NODE3 
: LAST 

"MODE" toggles the 
vector-graphic plotting. 
Section r-F). 

switch that chooses between character plotting and 
The defaul t setting will depend on computer (consul t 

I1I.ABELtt begins the specification of plot labels (super title, vertical 
axis label, and the multi-line case title). To reuse a previous label (shown 
within square brackets), send just <CR>. For the case title, "FLUSH" will 
rewind the pointer that counts lines. 'Ihe text will remain, to be accepted or 
rejected line by line. To show the entire case title, "PLAYBACK" can be used 
at any po int before the terminating "ElID" freezes it. If no labels are ever 
specified, they will be blank, by default. 

"TIMESPAN" will result in the 'experimental determination of beginning and 
ending times of the plot data. After such usage, units will be in [sec], and 
"AU. TIME" can be used for a complete plot of all time instants of the chose 
curves. Nt example follows: 

> > > PLOT : TIMES PAN 
11 Time JiX)ints. T-min, T-max [sec] = 0.0~e00E-fiJ" 6. 28319E+00 

"AU. TIME" is the request for a plot over the full time range of available 
data. 'Ibis only tNOrks if the "TIMESPP$' comnand previously has been issued. 

"TIME WITS" is used to specify the desired units of time for all such 
quantities. Just as with batch-mode plotting of Section XIV, integer codes are 
used to resp:>nd to a following prompt: 

1 -> Degrees based on the IX>wer frequency; 
2 ==> Cycles based on the p:)wer frequency; 
3 ==> Seconds; 
4 -> Milliseconds 
5 -> Microseconds 
6 -> Hertz (for usage with "FREOOEN:Y S~); 
7 -> Log to the base 1" of Hertz. 

"TIME- is the request to input time-axis limits T-min ai'll T-max of the 
plot in response to a subsequent prompt. 'Ihis serves as the ccmnand to perform 
the plot, too. M alternate cannand to perform the plot is "00-, which will 
reuse the preced iog T-min and T-max • 

-LIMITS- is the request for manual specification of the vertical axis 
limits. '!here will be a subsequent prompt for the axis minimun and maximun, and 
this will include th~ current limits within square brackets. As an 
illustration: .".,. 

VERTICAL MIN & MAX (-2.~99E+01 2.999E+01]: 
Send a pair of zeros to cancel such previous usage and return to automatic, 
internal scaling of the vertical axis. 
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"FAC'ICR" and "OFFSET" are requests for multiplicative and additive 
mooifications to all ordinates of all curve. ~ese are the variables "A" and 
"81t

, - respectively, of the linear mapping z == A * Y + B. Each command will 
require the input of a vector of free-format values -- one "A" and/or ItB" for. 
each curve being plotted. Of course, the ini tial, defaul t setting has "An equal 
to unity and "B" equal to zero. Other values are corranon in cases where 
variables of different types (e.g., one shaft torque and one armature current of 
a synchronous machine) are to be plotted on the same graph. TO return to 
natural (default) scaling after such use, the user can send "RESCALE". 

"SET rA~tI is used to override default parameter values with user 
preferances that have been pre-stored in a disk file having the reserved named 
TPPARAM.J:1\T (for most computers). '!he program response to a "SET D\~" 
corranand will be a prompt showing four alternative responses: 

Select (MENU LIST END SELECT): 
"MENU" will resul t in a display of all coarnent cards contained in each data 
subset in turn. . As long as the user summarizes the purpose of each data subset 
on comment cards, this provides a handy online summary of available 
alternatives. Even without any comment cards, it shows the user which subset 
numbers are legal. If the user wants to see a listing of the entire contents of 
the file, he can type "LIST" • '!his generally would be used only by those not 
having windows, since with windows, it is easier just to edit the file. Tb exit 
considerations of "SET CA'm" and return to the "»> PLar:" prompt, send 
"END" • Finally, to specify a subset of plot parameters to be loaded, send f:-'~: 
"SELECT" , followed by the appropr iate subset nunber a Eter a subsequent prompt ~~ 
for it. But what· if available data subsets do not provide all that the user 
wants? In this case, the user can add his own data subset to the end of the 
TPPARAM.DAT file. There can be an arbitrary number of such subsets, with each 
hav ing three classes of var iables: REAL (floating-point), INTEGERs, and AS 
alphanumeric comnand ~rds, in that order. Each parameter change requi res one 
line of the file, and this consists of two values: first the index nUmber, and 
second the desired parameter value. But which parameter should be changed? 'The 
following list of CORmon numerical parameters should satisfy most needs. First 
come the REALs, then the rnTEGER variables, corresponding to the required 
order within disk file TPPARAM.DAT. But in case of doubt, consult the FORTRAN 
files: TPPLOT.F'lN and TEKPLT.F'IN for Apollo, with TPPLOTKOM.INS.F'IN being 
the INCUJDE file that defines the indices. 

=======---= 
Index Name Default E\1nction of the REAL variable; rules of its use 

= 
6. ~SL le.0 

7 • 'IDLRCE 8 • E-5 

8. HrAX 4.0 

9. XTIT 0.5 

10. 'fI'IT 8.5 

11. SIZTrT 0.12 

=========================:======= 
Time axis length in inches for both screen and 
CalComp plots. 
The square of the maximun error in inches, for the 
discarding of data points to speed plotting. 
Height of the horizontal (time) axis in inches for 
"COPY" (CalCanp) usage. 
The 80-colLltUl, multi-line case title is indented 
this many inches from the left edge of a .. COpy·' 
(CalCanp) plot. 
Like XTIT, only for height above the bottom of 
plot, in inches. 
Height of lettering, in inches, for the multi-line 
case title of a "COPY· (calComp) plot. 

(
., ..•.... o,.~\ ""J" ~" ' : ' . 

,d 



12. XSUPER 1.00 

13~ YSUPER 0.60 

14. SIZSUP 0.30 

16 • S I Z ID 0 • 1 7 

17. XID 0.5 

18. YID 0.75 

19. FACT 1.0 

20 • O){;RDl 1 • 0 
21. ~GRDl 1.0 
22 • O){;RD2 0 • 2 
23. ~GRD2 0.2 
32. FHTAX 0.5 

33. FXSUP 0.3 

34. FYSUP -.03 

35. FXTIT 0.10 

36. FYTIT 0.15 

39. ~ 1.0 

40. VAXISL 8.0 
41. FXNUMV 1.5 

42. FXNUMH 5.0 

43. ~ -7.5 

(

"',,,i', ',.", c, J 
, 0 " 
~-" 44. FXVERT ~.0 

45. F~ 0.83 
46 • Fi=OtlER 60 • 0 
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The single-line super title is indented this many 
inches from the left edge of a "COPY" (calComp) 
plot. 
Like XSUPER, only for height above the bottom of 
plot, in inches. 
Height of lettering, in inches, for the super 
title of a "COPY" (calComp) plot. 
Height in inches of the lettering that is used for 
the case title, etc. of a "COFf" (calCornp) plot. 
The plot file identification line (date/time) is 
indented this many inches from the left edge of 
a "COPY" (calCootp) plot. 
Like YID, only for height above the bottom of 
plot, in inches. 
Magnification factor for plot. The use of unity 
is for measurements in inches. Tb use metric 
(see "METRIC" request), change to 0.7874 so 
half-inch marks are changed to centimeter marks. 
X-direction inches spacing of 1st "COPY" grid. 
Y-direction inches spacing of 1st "COpt" grid. 
X-direction inches spacing of 2nd "COPY" grid. 
'{-direction inches spacing of 2nd "COpy" grid. 
Height of time axis of screen plot: the fraction 
along the '{-axis if there is no zero level for it. 
Fractional displacement along the x-axis, to the 
right of the Y-axis, for the start of the super 
title line. This is for screen plots only. 
Fractional displacement along the Y-axis, for the 
super title. This is for screen plots only. The 
sign depends on the computer and/or plot software, 
as does the direction of the measurement (from 
bottom to top, or vice versa) • 
Fractional displacement along the X-axis, to the 
right of the y-axis, for the start of the multi
line case title. This is for screen plots only. 
Fractional displacement along the Y-axis, for the 
case title. This is for screen plots only. The 
sign depends on the computer and/or plot software, 
as does the direction of the measurement (from 
bottom to top, or vice versa) • 
Multiplying factor for interline spacing of lines 
of text on a screen plot. Unity means single 
spacing, since the actual pixels equal this factor 
times the character height in pixels. 
Length of the y-axis in inches, for a screen plot. 
The nt.mber of lines below x-axis for placement of 
X-axis nt.mbers of a screen plot. 
The x-axis nt.mbers of a screen plot begin this 
many bytes to left of the x-axis tic marks. 
The y-axis label of a screen plot is to be located 
this many bytes to the right of the y-axis itself. 

The fraction along the x-axis for placement of the 
y-axis of an X-Y screen plot. Zero is taken to 
mean a request for placement of the Y-axis at the 
value 'X=0, if such a zero crossing occurs. 
The power frequency in Hertz for cycles, degrees. 
The power frequency in Hertz for cycles, degrees. 

oj 
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========--================================================================= 
Index Name Default Function of the INTEGER variable; rules of its use 
========================================================================== 

l.~ KLEVL 0 

2. KEXTR 

3. IHS 3 

9. LTEK 3 

11. NUMSYM 3 

13. MAXISX 3 

14. MAXISY 3 
15. MGRIDI 0 

16. MGRID2 0 

17. MSUPER 5 

22 • N5M'Ili 5~ 

23. LSYMB 1 

26. LCHID 2 

27 • NXINCH 71 

28. NYINCH 72 

29. NXOFF l~e 

30. NYOFF 4a 

32 • LClf)UP 3 

33. LCHrIT :;:.. 2 

Binary flag to select whether level crossings of 
plot variables are to be calculated. Zero means 
no such calculation, whereas unity requests it. 
Binary flag to select whether extrema of plot 
variables are to be calculated. Zero means no 
such calculation, whereas unity requests it. 
Integer code for time units being used: [seconds]. 
The common alternative is "4" for milliseconds. 
A binary switch that chooses between character 
plotting and vector-graphic plotting for screen 
plots. 
Number of times each curve will be marked with 
an identifying symbol. n,is applies to both 
"COPY" (calComp) and screen plots. 
pen width for the x-axis structure of a "COPY" 
(CalComp) plot. Use "0" to suppress the x-axis 
and associated labels. 
Like MAXISX, only for the Y-axis of "COPY" plot. 
pen width for 1st "COpy" (CalComp) grid. This is 
the outer, coarse grid. Use "0" to suppress it. 
pen width for 2nd "COpy" (CaIComp) grid. 'Ibis is 
the inner, fine grid. Use "0" to suppress it. 
Pen width for super title of a "COPl" (CalComp) 
plot. Use ,.~" to suppress the super title. 
Limit on consecutive ups and downs before the 
commencement of averaging of successive ordinates. 
Binary flag that controls the table of curve 
marking symbols (and % of data EX>ints used) for 
a screen plot. To suppress this table, use "0". 
Tektronix PLarl~-likesize code for the date/time 
line lettering. 'Ibis is an a'rgunent of "CHRSIZ". 
pixels/inch in X direction for screen plot. This 
figure is for a 19-inch Apollo with landscar;e 
display of resolution 8~0 x 1024. -For the 17-inch 
DN3XX screens, use something closer to 80. 
pixels/inch in Y direction for screen plot. This 
figure is for a 19-inch Apollo wi th landscape 
display of resolution 800 x 1024. For the 17-inch 
DN3XX screens, use sanething closer to 85. 
The y-axis is located this many pixels to the 
right of the left edge, for a vector screen plot. 
The top or bottom of the Y-axis of a vector plot 
has this pixel address. It will be the top if 
pixel addresses increase downward (as for Apollo 
GPR). Otherwise, it will be the bottom. 
Tektronix PLOTl0-like size code for the super
title lettering. It is also used for the x-axis 
labeling. 'Ihe variable is an argunent of "CHRSIZ" 
used only for vector screen plots. 
Tektronix PLOTl~-like size code for the multiline 
case title. It is also used for the axis nLlnbers. 
The variable i:5 an argunent of "CIRSIZ", used 
only for vector screen plots. 



34. LCHXAX 

35. LCHYAX 

37. LTIC 

39 IZGRI 

40. IZGR2 
45. NXID6 

46. NYID6 

50. NXVERN 

53. INCHPX 

54.. INCHP'{ 
57. LCHFIL 

58. I.CHLIM 

o 

o 

7 

-1 

-1 
100 

620 

70 

2 

2 
1 

1 
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Control variable for the presence or absence of 
the X-axis and its labeling on a vector screen 
plot. The value "-1" will suppress every thin;, 
whereas "0" will result in labeling without the 
axis or tic marks. Finally, "+1" will produce 
both the axis and the associated labeling. 
Tektronix PLOT10-like size code for the Y-axis and 
its labeling. The variable is an argument of 
"CHRSIZ" , used only for vector screen plots. A 
value of zero will suppress the Y-axis itself 
while retaining the label i09. A value of "-1" 
.ill suppress everything, whereas a value "+1" 

will produce both the Y-axis and its labeling. 
Half the pixel width of the 2-sided tic marks for 
the axes of a screen plot. 
To suppress the first (outer) background grid of 
a vector screen plot, key this value as "-I" . 
Whether any positive value other than "1" has 
special meaning in terms of boldness of the grid 
will depend on the program version being used. 
Like variable IZGRl, only for 2nd (inner) grid. 
X-pixels for the beginning of the date/time line 
below the vector screen plot. This figure ~s to 
the right of the left edge of plot. 
Y-pixels for the beginning of the date/time line 
below the vector screen plot. 
The number of pixels to the right of the left 
edge of a vector screen plot, for the beg inning 
{left edge} of Y-axis numbers. 

The placement frequency for x-axis numbers that 
accompany axis tic marks of a vector screen plot. 
The value "2" means numbers will appear for every 
2nd inch mark. 
Similar to variable INCHPX, only for the Y-axis. 
Binary control over appearance of the line of 
"PL4." plot-file identification {date/time}, and 
also the following line of plot variable names. 
Tb suppress the associated output, use the value 
zero instead of unity. 
Code controlling appearance of the line of time
axis limits and scaling of a "COP'{" (CalComp) 
plot. Use "+1" to see. such a line, and "-1" 
to suppress such output. 

"COLUMN" and "SET COLUMN" are used only for character plots, 
the width (m.mp!r of characters) being used. 'lbe first ccmnand 
switch that chooses between 80 and 132-column character plots. 
allows for other widths (there will be a subsequent prompt for 
value) • 

to control 
toggles the 
'!he second 

the desired 
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U SI'OP" will terminate execution cleanly wi th a closure of all files. For 
most computers, this is not necessary, and it probably is easier for the user 
simply-to abort execution by whatever means the operating system provides. But 
this caused trouble (e.g., a failure to close I/O channels) for same computers; 
so a clean tennination is also provided. 

"EXTRE'.MA" . is used to togg Ie the swi tch that 
variable extrema of subsequent plots are to be printed 
preceding the associate plot. Following such possible 
pause before drawing the graph. If the user sends 
follow. AI ternati vel y, the user can send "00 PLar" 
plot completely. 

decides whether or not 
as a separate tabulation 
output, the program will 
a <CR>, the graph will 
to bypass the subsequent 

"LEVEL" is 1 ike It EXTR.EMA" only it appl ies to level crossings. If such 
output is being turned on, there will be a prompt for a vector of desired 
levels, to which the user should respond in free-format. 

"COPY" will dispatch a just-completed plot (either character or vector) to 
the CalComp (or irni tation calComp) plotter. '!he program will respond with a 
request for a revised time-axis scaling. Once the new dt/inch figure is sent 
(or blank, to leave this scaling unaltered, the ealComp plot will automatically 
be produced. When the calComp plot is done, the prompt "PLOT:" will reappear. 

"X-y PLOT" will toggle the binary switch that chooses between regular 
plotting of variables as functions of time and the less common plotting of one 
variable against another with time as a parameter of the resulting locus. The 
program will begin in conventional (non-XY) mode, of course. 

"CURSCR" initiates dialogue involving the cursor to identify points of 
user interest on the screen. But few systems will use this. It depends not 
only on computer, but also on the terminal or monitor beirg used. C1eck wi th 
program maintenance. 

"AVERAGE- adjusts the oscillation limit after which averaging of 
successive ordinates of a curve will be instituted. This is generally useful 
only in cases having artificial numerical oscillation about the true value due 
to trouble with trapezoidal rule integration. 

"SMOOTH- allows the user to redefine the tolerance for discarding plot 
data points. Why are any data points discarded? The issue is plotting speed 
and storage: less memory is used, and it is faster, if the graphical output is 
minimized. Many curves are sufficiently smooth so that most data points can be 
emitted without the user being able to observe the difference. '!he default 
tolerance should be set to correspond to the visual limit of the plotting 
dev ice, or the eng ineer ing appl ication. see var iable mLRCE (REAL index 7 of 
"SET Il\TA"). The lower right hand corner of a vector screen plot should (for 
most computers) display statistics about the effectiveness of point discarding. 
Beside the symbols for each curve will be first the total nunber of points 
actually plotted, and second, the percentage that this is of the total available 
points. For exanple: "a -- 356 23%". If the tolerance 'IOLRCE is set to 
zero, this percentage should approach lBO, of course. 
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"BOLD" allows the user to change the boldness of curves of a vector screen 
plot.- A value of zero means that plotting will be done with minimun pixel 
width. A positive value is interpreted as the excess width in pixels on each 
side of the noanal line segments that define the curve. That is, a rectangle is· 
actually drawn, and the width of this will be twice the pixel width requested by 
the user in response to a subsequent prompt: 

SEND PIXEL WIDTH OF EACH SIDE : 
To suppress such bold drawing, key zero. 

"COLCR" 
window of a 
integers: 

is the 
vector 

request to change the colors used for the curves of each 
screen plot. There will be a subsequent prompt for t\>.O 

Old color codes for screen plot = 1 2 3 4 5 
SEND SEX;INNING INDEX AND VEC'IDR LENGTH : 

The user is allowed to redefine a contiguous range of curve colors, wi th the 
first index of the range, and the length of the range, being defined here. 'Ihen 
a subsequent prompt will allow the user to redefine the requested colors: 

SEND VEC'IDR OF ALTERED COLORS : 

"DOT" is the request to turn on or off dots (more precisely, disks) that 
mark each plot data point after the discarding of points by "SMOOTH". A 
prompt will then request the size of the disks: 

SEND RADIUS OF CIRCLE IN PlXEIS [ 0 ] : 
Use zero to suppress such marking, whereas a positive value is interpreted as 
the radius of the disk (to be filled with the color of the curve) in pixels. 
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r-L-2. WINDCWPLT - for simpler, mul tiple-window, plotting 

Prog ram "WINIX:WPLT" is designed to display many curves on the same screen 
or piece of paper. The name cumes from "window plotting," which emphasizes the. 
dominant attraction. The user is allowed up to 9 independent plot windows that 
ace stacked vertically one un top of the other. Each of these windows has an 
independent display, although the time scales (horizontal axes) of all must be 
the same. Needless to say, only vector-graphic plotting is allowed (the 
character mode is hopelessly short of resolution for typical usage). Both 
vector-graphic monitor plots and calComp hard-copy plots are available. 

For flexible computers such as Apollo, there seems to be no limit on the 
total height of these stacked plots if they are written to the screen. But this 
is only possible because Apollo windows can be scrolled vertically. For less 
intelligent displays (e.g., the popular, old, storage-tube devices of Tektronix, 
such as the 19-inch 4014), the user will be limited to the height of the screen, 
should output be directed to the screen. Consult installation-dependent 
instructions of Section I-F for specifics. As for hard copy (paper) output, 
present logic limits this to the width of the paper, since the time axis runs 
the length of the paper (for roll plotters such as Versatek printer/plotters, or 
calComp dn.m plotters) • 

Program "W~PLTIt is in fact just a special version of the regular 
interacti ve plotting program "TPPLOT" of the preceding subsection I-L-l. It 
is less sophisticated in that some of the features of the original logic are 
unavailable. Specifically, the "MENU" display shows restriction to the 
following : 

»> PLOT :MElru 
List of all possible command 
ALL TIME CHOICECEBf.Xj 

words follows 
ERASE SHew WIN1JCWS 

TIME WITS 
LABEL 

GO HELP FILE TIMES PAN 
SHo-J CURVES 
SET CA'm 

MENU MODE NAME 
PURGE REFILE TIME STOP 
COLCR 

Since most of these commands have already been explained in the preceding 
subsection I-L-l, the explanation here shall be lUnited to new commands only: 

"W?" is a request to begin the specification of window number U?" (a 
single decimal digit between unity ·"1" and "g"). By definition, windoWS are 
nLJnbered fran top to bottom of the screen or paper, in natural order. Yet 
nLJnbers need not be consecutive (unused or inactive window numbers can be 
skipped without difficulty). '!he "W?" request will be acknowledged by a 
sequence of six prompts as follows: 

1) Old I-line window title = {A80} 
SEND NEW «CR>==>accept; ERASE; ACTIVE) 

2) Old Y-axis label = {A80} 
SEND NEW «CR>=>accept; ERASE) : 

3) vertical axis minimum and maximum = {2E14.6} 
SEND NEW «CR>=>accept; 0,0) : 

4) WinJow height and separation = {2E14.6} 
SEND NEW «CR>=>accept) : 

5) Y-axis units and numbers = {215} 
SEND NEW «CR>==>accept) : 

6) Curves [ (913} 
SEND NUMBER CURVES «CR>==>accept) 

7) SEND NEW CURVE Nl.J.1BERS : 
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Note that the first five prCimpts involve t'WO lines each, with the first of the 
t'WO lines describing what is required of the user, and showing the existing 
(old) content that can be reused if just a carriage return «CR» is keyed by 
the user. Following a display of all old curve numbers of the window, prompt 6 
demands the new number of curves NUMC to be plotted in the window. Finally, 
prompt 7 asks for a str ing of NUMC new curve nt.mbers (from the input order of 
the preced ing variable selection by "NAME") • Just as wi th input of the 
conventional "TPPLOT", a single usage of "NAME" requests all plot variables. 
The difference is that now these variables can be allocated arbitrarily among 
multiple windows. Also, any variable can be plotted in t'WO or more different 
windows, if desired. 

"SHCW WlNI)(ltIS" (or simply "SHCW WIt in abbreviated form) is a corrmand to 
display the parameters associated with each window that the user has defined. 
The 2-line heading of the resulting display, along with an entry for window 
number 1, are illustrated as follows (truncated on the right): 

First Number 
curve curves 
@@@ Window 1. 

2 2 

Y-axis Window Window Window Y 
limits height spacing axis min 

Title =First window case title line 
o 4.00 1.00 0. 000E+00 

Window Y 
axis max 

y-axis 
units 

4 

y
nu 

The zero in the 3rd column ("Y-axis limits") means that vertical scaling will be 
done autanatically by the program, so the "min" and "max" entries to the right 
are to be ignored (note that both are zero) • The first colLlnn ("First curve lf

) 

will be negative if the window is defined but inactive (see the II ERASE" 
coamand) • 

nSH~ CURVES" (or simply "SH~ Cn in abbreviated form) is a command to 
summarize the plot variables that have already been selected during the most 
recent preceding "~E" request. Whereas not necessary for window plotting, 
this is just an added diagnostic tool to simpl ify 1 ife for the user. Most 
imp)rtantly, the output will show variable numbers (as required for the nW?tI 
command) • As an illustration, consider the display associated with all 4 
variables to the test plot file HfI'1MSS.PL4 produced by program "PLOTDAT": 

»> PLO'r :SHCW C 
W1.NOlEV, IASTBRANV, NAMVAR, JPLT = 2 4 6 4 
1. Node voltage for node "NJDEl" variable MPLOT = 2 
2. ti)de voltage for node 'tNJDE2". Variable MPLOT = 1 
3. Branch voltage "NJDEl II to "ooDE2 n. Variable MPLOT = 3 
4. Branch current "N:)DE2" to "N:)DE3 n. variable MPLOT = 4 

The MPLOT nl.lDber on the right is the {X)sition in the output vector (not 
normally of interest to the user). 

"MCDE" allow for the selection of output device: screen, or paper, or 
both. lkllike "TPPLOT" , there is no "COP'i" comnand to produce hard copy 
after the screen plot. Instead, the selection must be made before plotting 
begins. Consider the following illustration: 

»> .PLO'r :MODE 
'9'ector plot modes: l=screen; 2=CalComp; 3=both. 

SUPPLY MODE [ 1 ] : 
Sho\lil'l wi thin . square brackets i~ the present mode of output (uni ty for screen-
001 y plottir¥;J, for this exanple) that is about to be changed. 
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"ERASE" will deactivate all windows wi thout actually destroying or losing 
any parameter specifications of them. Recall that there are 9 p:>ssible windows. 
When program execution begins, all 9 windows are both undefined and inactive .. 
Activity of a window is indicated by a positive number for the 1st curve of the 
window. What the erase command does is replace all such numbers (for all 
windows) to the negatives of the absolute values. Inactive windows will show up 
in the "SHCW WINI:O'JS" display as having a negative integer in the fi rst coll.llln 
on the left. 10 reactivate a previously-deactivated window, identify the 
window via a "W?" comnand, and then send ".acTIVE" in response to the first 
subprompt. 

"SET rA~n functions the same way as already described ;':or "TPPLOTu • 
However, a different plotting program is involved, and the INCLUDE file defining 
the control variables and their associated indices, WINrx:wKOM. INS.F1N (for 
Apollo), differs somewhat. The following table applies: 

================== 
Index Name Default Function of the REAL variable; rules of its use 
====----- -

6. ~ISL 10.0 

7 • 'IOLRCE 8. E-5 

9. XTIT 2.5 

11. SIZTIT 0.12 
13. XOFFAX 0.60 

16. SIZID 0.17 

17. XID 1.8 

20 • O}(;RDI 1.0 
21. ~GRDI 1.0 
22. D~2 0.2 
23. ~2 0.2 
32. FHTAX 0.5 

33. FXSlP 0.3 

1.3 

1.5 

43. ~ -9.5 

42. FXNLMH 5.0 

46 • FPa\'ER 60 • 0 

Time axis length in inches for both screen and 
CalComp plots. 
The square of the maximum error in inches, for the 
discarding of data FOints to speed plotting. 
The window title line is to begin this many inches 
to the right of the left edge of a calComp plot. 
Height of multi-line case title for calComp plot. 
The 'i-axis of a calComp plot is located this many 
inches to the right of the left edge of the page. 
Height in inches of the lettering that is used 
-for the case title, etc. of a calCamp plot. 
The plot file identification line (date/time) is 
indented this many inches from the left edge of a 
CalComp plot. 
X-direction inches spacing of 1st calComp grid 
Y-direction inches spacing of 1st CalComp grid 
X-direction inches spacing of 2nd calComp grid 
Y-direction inches spacing of 2nd calComp grid 
Height of time axis of screen plot: fraction along 
the Y-axis if there is no zero level for it. 
Fractional displacement along the x-axis, to the 
right of the Y-axis, for the start of window title 
line. This is for screen plots only, not CalCbmp. 
The nunber of lines that the tim~axis label is 
below the time axis itself, for a screen plot. 
The nunber of lines below x-axis for placement of 
X-axis numbers of a screen plot. 
The y-axis label of a screen plot is to be located 
this many bytes to the right of the y-axis itself. 
The number of characters to the left of the time
axis tic mark for the beginning of an associated 
numerical tUne value of a screen plot. 
The power frequency in Hertz for cycles, degrees. 
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---========--====== ---==========--= 
Index Name Defaul t Function of the INTEGER variable; rules of its use 
===-========::-======-=---======== =======--- ========================= 

2. JMODE 1 

3. IHS 3 

11. NUMSYM· 3 

13. MAXISX 1 

14. MAXISY 1 
15. MGRIDI 1 

16. ~ID2 1 

22 • ~M'1li 50 

27. NXINCH 71 

28. NYINCH 72 

29. ~FF 142 

30. Ni'OFF 5 

32. I£:HSlP 3 

33. ~ 2 

34. rcHXAX 2 

35. LCHYAX 2 
37. LTIC 7 

39 IZGRl -1 ..... 

Ternary (3) integer code to select the mode of 
plotting. "1" is for SCreen plotting only, "2" 
is for calComp only, and "3" is for both. 
Integer code for time units being used: [seconds]. 
The cammon alternative is "4" for milliseconds. 
Number of times each curve will be marked with 
an identifying symbol. '!his applies to both 
CalCbmp and screen plots. 
Binary switch controlling whether a calComp plot 
will have an X~axis or not. Use "I" if the 
x-axis is wanted, or "0" to suppress it. 
Like variable MAXISX, only for calComp Y-axis. 
Binary switch controlling whether the course first 
CalComp grid is wanted. Use "1" to request such 
a grid, or "0" to suppress it. 
Binary s~tch controlling whether the fine second 
CalComp grid is wanted. Use "1" to request such 
a grid, or "0" to suppress it. 
Limit on consecutive ups and downs before the 
commencement of averaging of successive ordinates. 
Pixels/inch in X direction for screen plot. This 
figure is for a 19-inch Apollo with landscape 
display of resolution 899 x 1024. FOr the 17-inch 
ctJ3XX screens, use sanething closer to 80. 
Pixels/inch in Y direction for screen plot. This 
figure is for a 19-inch Apollo with landscape 
display of resolution 80~ x 1024. For the 17-inch 
~3XX screens, use something closer to 85. 
The y-axis is located this many pixels to the 
right of the left edge of a screen plot. 
The window ti tIe I ine is to be located this many 
pixels from the top of the window grid. 'Ihis will 
be above the top of the grid (or upper end of the 
Y-axis) if pixel addresses increase dOW'lward (as 
for Apollo GPR). . otherwise, it ~ll be below. 
Tektronix PLOTI~-like size code for the super
ti tIe letterin;J. 'Ihis is an argunent of -ClItSIZ". 
Tektronix PLOT10-like size code for the multiline 
case title. 'Ibis is an argunent of "~IZ·. 
Tektronix PLOT10~like size code for the tUne-axis 
nunberin;J and lIlits labeling of the bottom window 
only of a screen plot. This is an argunent of 
"CHRS IZ" • To suppress such 1 abel iog , use the 
value "-1-. 
Like variable LCHXAX (34), only for the y-axis. 
Half the pixel width of the 2-sided tic marks for 
the axes of a screen plot. 
To suppress the first (outer) background grid of 
a screen plot, key this value as "-1". Whether 
any positive value other than "1- has special 
meaning in terms of boldness of the grid will 
depend on the program version being used. 

Y. 



40. IZGR2 
45. NXID6 

50. NXVERN 

53. INCHPX 

54. INCHP'l 
57.·tcHFIL 

58. LCHLIM 

59. LC~ 

-1 
130 

70 

2 

2 
2 

1 

2 
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Like IZGRI (39), only for the 2nd (inner) grid. 
X-pixels for the beginning of the date/time line 
below the bottom window of a screen plot. This 
figure is to the right of the left edge of plot. 
The number of pixels to the right of the left 
edge of a screen plot, for the beginning (left 
edge) of Y-axis nLlnbers. 
The placement frequency for x-axis numbers that 
accompany axis tic marks of a screen plot. The 
value "2" means nLlnbers will appear for every 2nd 
inch mark. 
Like variable INCHPX (53), only for the y-axis. 
Tektronix ·kOT10-like si ze code for the "PL4." 
plot file identification (date/time). This is 
used as an argunent of "CmSIZ". To suppress such 
label ing, use the value "-1 n • 

Code controlling appearance of the line of time
axis limits and scaling of a calComp plot. Use 
u+l" to see such a line, and "_1" to suppress 
such output. 
Tektronix PLOT10-1ike size code for the line of 
plot variable names. '!his is an argunent of 
"CHRS IZ" • To suppress such 1 abel ing , use the 
value "-1". 
===================------============================ 

AlthoLgh "WINIX:;WPLT" is an interactive program, with prompts de~igned for 
the screen, most production usage will be in the batch mode. '!his is done via 
files of prestored" input. An example of four such screen plots, and one calComp 
(paper) plot, can be found in the disk file WINIX.'WPLT.rAT (the name used for 
Apollo) • Note that both corrment cards (beginning with "e", just as for EMTP 
data) and in-line ccmnents (to the right of If{") are allo'Ned. Whereas the 
interactive user would seldan key such explanation, the batch-mode user is 
encouraged to docunent his input this way. To see a denonstration of most 

. features, simply execute the contents of WINJ:Xl\fPLT. ~T by pasting the contents 
into the input pane of a window that is full height and nearly full width. Then 
sit back, relax, and watch the action! 'Ib avoid noticeable delays of input, 
use a plot file (produced by PLaI'Il\T.FThI) with few data points (e.g., 10 or 
20) • 
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I-L-3. MS-DOS Interactive Plotting Program PCPLOT by Mustafa Kizilcay 

Author: Dipl.-Ing. Mustafa Kizilcay c/o 
Inst.~tut fur Elektrische Energieversorgung 
Universitat Hannover 
Welfengaten 1 
0-3000 Hannover 1, Germany Tel.: 011-49-511-762-2803 

FAX: -3456 

1. About PCPLOT 

- PCPLOT is a seperate interactive plotting program to produce vector
graphic plots of the EMTP (version ATP) results stored in the n*.PL4" 
plot data files. PCPLOT can be used with following types of *.PL4 
files: 

- Unformatted PL4-files created by Lahey (F77L) compilation of IBM PC
version of ATP. (L4BYTE=0 in STARTUP file) 

- Transparent (C-like) PL4-files created by Lahey (F77L) compilation 
of IBM PC-version of ATP. (L4BYTE=1 in STARTUP file) 

- Unformatted PL4-files created by Salford's FTN77/386 compilation of 
386 PC-version of ATP. 

- Formatted PL4-files created by any version of ATP. Warning. This 
beta test version (Dec, 89) fails to plot some (e.g., DC3T054.PL4). 

- Automatic detection of PL4-file type. 

- PCPLOT was produced using Borland's Turbo Pascal compiler (version 
5.0) under MS-DOS 3.30. 

- Possible plot types are: 
-time function results of the EMTP simulations 
-xy-plot : one variable against another 
-frequency-response: results of "FREQUENCY SCAN" cases. 

- Elimination of the visually redundant plot data points depending on 
the smoothing tolerance defined in pixels. 

- PCPLOT can plot maximum three curves with 16000 plot points per 
curve after automatic point elimination. 

The max~ number of plot variables stored in the plot file is 
limited to 100. 

- The values of the plotted variables can be displayed on the screen at 
the position marked on the x-axis by means of a vertical marker line. 

- The graphic adapters Hercules (monochrome), eGA, EGA and VGA are 
supported. 

- Automatic detection of graphics adapter used. 
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A hardcopy of the screen plot can be obtained using any 
Epson-compatible 8-pin or 24-pin dot-matrix printer in two different 
sizes. 

- The commands are assigned to the function keys in order to save typing 
words .. ~ 

- Commands and data for PCPLOT can be entered from a batch-job file 
instead of from the keyboard. 

- Emulation of coprocessors 8087, 80287 or 80387, if not present. 

- Certain options can be defined in an ASCII-configuration file 
PCPLOT.INI. 

-,Case titles (max. 3 lines) can be saved in a *.TI4 file, where the 
first 8 characters of the file name is the same as *.PL4 file. 

2 System Requirements 

2.1 Software 

Operating system: MS-DOS or PC-DOS version 3.0 or higher (also 4.0). 

- Configuration file PCPLOT.INI. If it is not present in the current 
directory, default options will be used. 

2.2 Hardware 

- IBM XT, AT, 386 - compatible PC 

- IBM PS/2 

- Graphic adapter: 
- Hercules Graphic Card 
- Color Graphic Adapter 
- Enhanced Graphic Adapter 
- Video Graphics Array 

(HGC) 
(CGA) 
(EGA) 
(VGA) 

Resolution: 720 x 348 pixels 
640 x 200 pixels 
640 x 350 pixels 
640 x 480 pixels 

- (optional) Epson-compatible 8-pin or 24-pin dot-matrix printer. 
(Epson MX-, RX-, FX- or LQ-series, NEC P5/P6/P7, Star LC(24)-10) 

3 Installing PCPLOT Unnecessary for those who have it. 

4 Starting PCPLOT 

Type PCPLOT and press <CR>. The first page of the program will be 
displayed (See next chapter) . 

The error message 

"PCPLOT.INI" corrupted. Default values will be used. 

implies that number of lines in PCPLOT.INI is different than as 
expected by PCPLOT. 
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4.1 Configuration file PCPLOT.INI 
-~---------~---------------------
The configuration file PCPLOT.INI is an ASCII-file that can be modified 
using any text editor. Like STARTUP of ATP, every comment line is 
followed,by a data line. If there is a mismatch between the length of 
PCPLOT.INI and the lines expected by PCPLOT, then an error message is 
displayed and default values of the configuration variables are used. 
The same default values will be used, when PCPLOT.INI is missing in the 
working directory. Preceding comment lines describe following data 
lines in PCPLOT.INI. 

Contents of PCPLOT.INI: 

1. data line: One of the following PL4-file types should be selected: 
------------- 0: unformatted PL4-file created by IBM PC-DOS version 

of ATP (L4BYTE=Q in STARTUP) . 
1: C-like, unformatted PL4-file. Set L4EYTE=1 in 

STARTUP file for IBM PC-DOS version of ATP. 
2: unformatted PL4-file created by 386-Salford version 

of ATP. 
3: formatted PL4-files created by any version of ATP. 

99: automatic detection of PL4-file types given above. 

Default: 99 

2. data line: Parallel-port (LPT1) of your printer connected. 
------------- Default: 1 

3. data line: Serial-port (COM1) of your HP-plotter connected. 
------------- Default: 1 

4. data line: width of hardcopy on paper: 
------------- 1: 21 cm (8 inches) 

2: 28 em (11 inches) 

Default: 1 

5. data line: Flag to store plot title in *.TI4-file (ASCII). 
------------- 0: no such storage of 3-1ine plot title in a *.TI4 file. 

1: save 3-line plot title in an ASCII, *.TI4 file. 

5. using PCPLOT 

The file name is the same of PL4-file, only the 
extention is different. 

Default: 0 

PCPLOT consists of three pages (levels). As you proceed to produce a 
screen plot, each page (level) will be passed sequentially. At each 
level it is possible to return to the previous levels or exit from the 
program. The user dialog to produce a plot is rather simple and 
self-explanatory. The prompts of the program and error messages always 
appear at line 22. Lines 24 and 25 are used to display the possible 
commands at that page of the program. The commands are assigned to the 
function-keys in order to save the work of typing. Activities and 
commands at ech level are: 

93 
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5.1 Page #1 

- <CR> : File Name 
Pressing <CR> results in a prompt to enter a plot file name. The 
complete-file name with the search path or the number of the file 
assigned by activating F2:Directory conunand is accepted. A "t" must 
precede the number of a file, in order to distinquish it from the name. 
In 'case of entering name of a file, the search path need not be typed, 
if the directory of the plot file has been listed by F2:Directory 
command before. The file name extension n.PL4" may not be given. It 
will be appended automatically to the file name, if it is missing. 

- F1 : Help 
Pressing F1-key results in displaying one-page description of commands 
of this page of PCPLOT. 

- F2 : Directory 
n*.PL4" files in a directory will be list-ed on the screen, when F2-key 
is pressed and a complete search path is entered. To each plot file 
name displayed on the screen a number will be assigned. In order to 
list the current directory press F2 and <CR>. The last search path is 
saved, so that pressing F2 and <CR> results in displaying the last 
directory selected. 

- F3 : Batch Job 
Commands and data for PCPLOT are entered from an existing ascii-file 
instead of from the keyboard. The batch job begins at the first level 
of the program by attaching the plot file and ends at the third level 
in the screen plot. When during the batch run an error occurs, the 
input will be linked from the batch job-file to the keyboard, so that 
the user can continue interactively. A batch job-file is created 
according to the following rules. Enter data by beginning always from 
the first column. 

1.line 

2.1ine 

3.line 

4.1ine 

Name of the plot file with the complete search path. 

Plot type. Enter one of the numbers 
1 time function 
2 xv-olot 
3 frequency response 

Maximum three curve numbers seperated by comma. The 
curves are numbered in the same order as they appear in 
the output list of EMTP. These curve numbers are 
displayed on the second page of the program (file 
contents). If plot type = 2 (xy-plot) is selected, then 
the first curve number will represent x-variable and max. 
two plot variables can be plotted against the first one. 

Smoothing tolerance defined in pixels. Blank sets the 
default value 0.90. 
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5-6.lines: The user can predefine the bounds of the-

7.line 

S.line 

independent plot variable, time or frequency. This is 
useful, if the plot file contains too many points 
( > 16000 after point elimination) or a special part of the 
plot is of interest. Min. value of the independent 
variable is followed by the max. value. Leave the 
corresponding line blank, if original bound is desired. 

This data line is only necessary, if plot type 2 or 3 has 
been selected. Otherwise, skip this line. 
Plot type = 2 : Enter one-character symbol and unit (max. 4 
characters) of the x-axis seperated by comma. See page #3-
explanations for more information. 
Plot type = 3 : Enter "A", if the frequency response has 
been computed using arithmetic spacing of frequency points. 
Enter "G", if the frequency response has been computed 
using geometric spacing of frequency points. 

Enter one-character symbol and unit (max. 4 characters) of 
the y-axis seperated by comm~. 

9-10.lines: Three lines plot title with max. 70 characters per line. 
Insert blank lines, if you do not want to enter plot title. 

Repeat the lines 1 to 9 above as often as is desired. Each such group 
of data represents an independent batch job, which will be processed 
sequentially. Having finished plotting activities (hardcopy, diplay 
value, ... ) at the third page of the program, the user should press 
F3:New Case to return to the first level and strike F3:Batch Job and 
<CR> to start the next batch run from the same file. 

- FlO Quit 
Leave PCPLOT. 

5.2 Page #2 

At this level of PCPLOT the plot variables will be listed in three 
columns. 

- <CR> : Sel.ect 
Pressing <CR> results in a prompt to select the plot type. Enter one of 
the numbers 

1 time function 
2 xy-plot 
3 frequency response. 

The user is responsible for selecting the right plot type, that should 
be in agreement with the case computed. A prompt will follow to select 
curves, which are desired on the same plot. Thereafter the plot data 
are read through to search for the min. and max. values of all 
variables and are stored in a temporary Turbo Pascal file in order to 
speed up reading the plot data of the selected variables by using this 
temporary file. 
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- F1 : Help 
Pressing F1-key results in displaying one-page description of commands 
of this page of PCPLOT. 

- F2 : Window 
The user can predefine the bounds of the independent plot variable, 
time or frequency_ This is useful,when the plot file contains too many 
points (greater than 16000 points after point elimination). By entering 
min. and max. value for the independent variable a window is defined. 
This window is displayed in proportion to the whole length of the plot. 
The user can enlarge this window on the screen using FS-key of page #3. 
The original bound will be set, when <CR> is pressed. If the given 
values are out of range, they are replaced by the original bounds. 

- F3 : New Case 
Return to the first page of PCPLOT to select a new plot file or to 
start a new batch job. 

- F4 : Smoothing 
The smoothing tolerance has to be entered in units of screen pixels. 
Depending on its value, the visually redundant points will be 
discarded. Smoothing tolerance is the maximum allowable distance of a 
point to the line defined by the last two plot points allocated. 
Default value 0.9 pixel is selected, when <CR> is pressed. Note that 
when 0.0 is entered, points can still be eliminated, if they lie on a 
straight line. 

- FS : Review 
Pressing F5-key results in displaying file contents again. 

- FlO : Quit 
Leave PCPLOT. 

5.3 Page #3 

The plot will be displayed and axis label has to be entered by the 
user. There are some commonly used predefined units. If one of them is 
entered, an one-character symbol will lead it. X-axis will be labeled 
automatically, if plot type = 1 or 3 has been selected. The power of 
10 of the scaling numbers as a multiple of three is represented between 
(-9 .. +9) by the characters n (10**-9), f (10**-6), m (10**-3), 
k (10**3), M (10**6), G (10**9). If the power of 10 is out of range 
given above, then it will be represented as usual (10 to powe~). The 
character de~ining the power of 10 will lead the unit of that axis. 
This character and max. 4 characters given as the unit are included in 
the squared brackets. The user can define both one-character symbol and 
the corresponding unit (max. four characters) for an axis or he can 
enter a predefined unit and the corresponding one-character symbol will 
be selected automatically. The format of an axis label is: 

x [yzzzz] or x [10n*zzzz] for Inl > 9 
where 
x one-character symbol 
y one of the characters n, f, m, k, M, G 

representing the power of 1'0 
zzzz: unit of an axis (max. four characters) 
n integer representing the power for Inl > 9. 
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The predefined one-character symbols and the corresponding units are: 

t, sec time, second T, Nm torque, newton-m 
v, V voltage, volt r, j resistance, ohm 
i, A .current, ampere g, mho conductance, mho 
P, W power, watt f, Hz frequency, hertz 
W, J energy/joule f, IgHz: frequency, 10g10 (f) hertz 

x angle, degree 

Example: The label of the y-axis will be displayed as i [kAl, if "A" is 
entered as the unit. "k" stands for 10**3 as the scale factor. The 
symbol Iti" and "k" will be selected automatically by the program. 
The special characters j, x will be displayed, if you type "ohm" and 
"grad" respectively. . 

.... F1 : Help 
Pressing Fl-key results in displaying one-page description of commands 
of this page of PCPLOT. 

- F2 : Contents 
Return to the second page of PCPLOT in order to select new variables to 
plot. 

- F3 : New Case 
Return to the first page of PCPLOT. 

- F4 : Hardcopy 
Only Epson-compatible printers are supported by PCPLOT. Owners of 
24-pin printers can choose between a-pin and 24-pin hardcopy. Producing 
hardcopy by a 24-pin printer using 24-pin option is slow but of better 
quality. 24-pin printers, Epson LQ-series, NEC PS/P6/P7 and 
Star LC24-10 are used sati~factorily to produce hardcopy. 

If your printer is connected to parallel-port 2 (LPT2), then modify the 
corresponding data line in configuration file PCPLOT.INI. 

Two different widths (21 em, 28 em) of hardcopy on paper are supported. 
The/desired width is selected in PCPLOT.rNI: 1 --> 21 cm, 2 --> 28 cm. 

When the result of the hardcopy is unsatisfactory for the printer used, 
an external memory-resident graphic hardcopy program can be used while 
runn~g the plotting program. There are several cheap graphic hardcopy 
programs for widely- used brands of printers available. Follow the 
steps given below to use any external memory-resident graphic hardcopy 
program, provided that the screen plot has already been produced: 

1. Press F4 (Hardcopy) 
2. Press "An or "En (of no consequence) 
3. Press any key other than <CR> to display the complete plot 
4. Activate your own hardcopy program by means of key sequences 
5. When hardcopy is finished, press <CR> 
6. Send "n" to skip the hardcopy of the plotting program. 

~17 
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Note: When alternating blank lines appear on a hardcopy, then 
the printer switch settings are not correct. In this case refer 
to your printer manual and change the setting of the switch 
concerning carriage return and line -feed. 

- F5 : -X-Range 
Enter the desired limits of the x-axis to zoom in/out the plot 
horizontally. Visually redundant plot data points are eliminated for 
the new window of the plot. Entering "?" for the min. and max. values 
results in a plot with the original horizontal bounds . 

... F6 : Y-Range 
Enter the desired limits of the y-axis to zoom in/out the plot 
vertically. Visually redundant plot data points are eliminated for the 
new window of the plot. Entering "?" for the min. and max. values 
results in a plot with original vertical bounds . 

... F7 : Plot Title 
Maximum three lines text up to the 74 characters can be entered. The 
plot title will be printed at the buttom of the plot, when hardcopy is 
obtained. The plot title can be saved in an ASCII-file automatically, 
if the user selects this option in PCPLOT.INI. The name of this file is 
the same as of the corresponding PL4-file, but the extention is "TI4". 
If such a *.TI4 file is missing, it will be created automatically, ~., ... ' .• ,:.'_;Z,;.:.!~)_.,:.~.,,:~ 
provided the user enters a plot title. If TI4-file is present in the ~~ 
directory, then the contents will be shown, when F7-key is pressed. 

,.. FlO : Quit 
Leave PCPLOT. 

- Displaying values of the plot variables: 
A dashed, vertical marker line will be moved on the screen horizontally 
by pressing arrow-keys <-, -> to show the values of the plot variables 
at the position marked on the x-axis. The jump length of the marker 
line can be altered by pressing Page-Up (jumps become longer) or 
Page-Down (jumps become shorter) -keys. The marker line will be moved 
to the left edge of the plot, if Home-key is pressed and it will be 
moved to the right edge, if End-key is struck. 
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I-L.  $PARAMETER  to  Define  Data  Symbols

     $PARAMETER  is a declaration that precedes the definition of one or more data symbols.  In general, 
each symbol will appear at least once in following ATP data.  Data symbols are names (character strings) of
arbitrary length that are to be replaced prior to decoding of the data cards as program input.  Details about
timing of the replacement will follow.  The definition of each data symbol occupies one line, and lines are
terminated by a blank card as follows:
   C 34567890
   $PARAMETER
   < <  Indeterminate number of data symbol definitions  > >
   BLANK card ending data symbol definitions.
For illustrations,  see standard test cases  DC-58,  DC-59,  DCNEW-19, -25, and  -26.

     Three  types  of  data  symbols  exist:   1) Simple character replacement,  indicated within apostrophes;
 2) mathematical formulas leading to floating point replacement;  and  3) mathematical formulas leading to
integer serialization of a root character string.  Illustrations follow:

  1) FIVEK = '5.E+3'   ----  character string replacement of DCNEW-19;
  2) _HEIGHT2 = 35. + KNT * 10.0  ---  numeric conductor height of DC-59;
  3) _BUS2_ = KNT + 1.  SERIALIZE 'NODE00'  ---  node name of DC-58.

     Simple character replacement (case 1) without mathematics is the easiest to describe.  One character string
(the name FIVEK on the left) is to be replaced by another of equal length to the right of the equal sign.  This
is for each occurrence of the name in later data cards.  For this illustration,  the right hand side is a number
(5.E+3),  but such is not a requirement.  The right hand side could be another character string such as 
'CLOSED'  for a diode or thyristor (see Section VI-B).  One  $PARAMETER  definition can be used to
control an arbitrary number of following data cards.  Switches do not have a reference branch feature the way
branches do.  But  $PARAMETER  can be used to provide such service.  Parameters can be defined in one
place, and then would copied to many following locations automatically.  This is independent of branch type.
 Wherever a data symbol might be found (including comment cards and in-line comments),  it should be
replaced.

     Mathematical formulas (case 2) are distinguished by lack of apostrophes that enclose the right hand side.
 Little need be written about the formula because the ATP pocket calculator is used to evaluate the right hand
side,  and the pocket calculator is described elsewhere (Section I-M).  Once a formula has been evaluated,
 the number is optimally encoded within space equal to that of the symbol name.  This includes one leading
blank (a property of the optimal encoding).  Then substitution proceeds as for the preceding case 1.

     Integer serialization (case 3) is identical to case 2 except for the added integer truncation of the result
followed by right-adjusted serialization of the root character string that is contained within apostrophes. 
Rather than floating-point parameters,  it is used to encode node names and other character strings within a
 DO KNT  loop as illustrated by a new first subcase of DC-58.  Note the characteristic key word  SERIALIZE
 followed by the root character string within apostrophes.  There is no special column location for this added
information.  Of course,  the length of the root name within apostrophes should equal the length of the symbol
on the left hand side of the equal sign.

     The length of a data symbol name must agree with the data field being defined, of course.  For example,
the inductance field of columns 33-38 of a series R-L-C branch card might be given the 6-character name 
INDUCT  as illustrated in  DCNEW-19.  That would be for the old, narrow format.  But better for most use
is the newer, wide format of  $VINTAGE,1,  which allows 16 columns of precision.  For this, a name such
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as   __MILLIHENRIES__  might be used as illustrated in  DCNEW-19.  For long names, it is convenient to
add underscore characters as just illustrated.  As explained in Section I-M,  an underscore character is as good
as any letter to indicate the start of a data symbol name.  It also can be used freely within the interior of the
name, and at the end of the name.

     About timing of replacements,  the user is offered two choices.  If nothing extra is done,  data symbol
evaluation,  and replacement in all following data cards,  occur at the time the  $PARAMETER  cards are
decoded as ATP data.  This is the timing of other $-cards such as  $UNITS:  execution is delayed until the
card is encountered in natural order as ATP data.  Then, the value of each numerical symbol will be confirmed
in interpretation.  As an illustration,  consider Gabor Furst's use to vary resistance as a function of frequency
in  DCNEW-26.  The following evaluation occurred on the first pass,  with loop counter  KNT = 1:
Request precedes analytic symbol definitions.     |$PARAMETER   { This will be serviced by CIMAGE just as any other $-..

  Parameter  1  defined.  Value =  2.000000E+00   |RESISTANCE = 2.0 * (1.0 + 0.2 * (KNT - 1.0) ** 1.5))  { Funk-Hantel freq. depen

Lack of "=" terminates  $PARAMETER  definitions.  |BLANK card ends  $PARAMETER  definitions that are processed just b4 branch card

     START ONLY  is the something extra which,  when added to  $PARAMETER,  will alter the otherwise
natural timing of use.  $PARAMETER START ONLY   serves to advance usage to the beginning of execution
 ---  before any  $INCLUDE  or /-card processing for data sorting by class (see Sections I-J and I-K).  After
the output of dynamic dimensioning, and before the heading that precedes the first line of data card
interpretation, will be found confirmation of the replacement.  This is illustrated by  DCNEW-19,  which
involved only one such parameter.  This parameter,  FIVEK,  involved no mathematics:
    Supplemental offsets.         |  240000     742
     Next parameter: just simple string replacement. |FIVEK= '5.E+3'
   Alternative Transients Program (ATP), Salford 80386 translation. ...
Later,  when the same data cards are encountered as part of normal data input and interpretation,  no action
will be taken,  although presence of  $PARAMETER START ONLY  will be noted.  From  DCN19.LIS,
truncated on the right:
   Marker card preceding new EMTP data case.         |BEGIN NEW DATA CASE
   Request precedes analytic symbol definitions.     |$PARAMETER START ONLY
   Blank card ends  $PARAMETER  block being ignored. |BLANK card ends  $PAR
Users of  START ONLY  are warned about limits of mathematics.  Program variables such as  DELTAT  or
 KNT  have not yet been defined,  so their use is meaningless.  Simple character replacement (case 1) without
mathematics will operate normally, however  ---  but only in the original data file.  Operation will not extend
inside any  $INCLUDE  file that might be referenced by the original file.  This is by design.

     POCKET CALCULATOR VARIES PARAMETERS (PCVP) is a request word that commonly is used
in conjunction with  $PARAMETER  definitions.  Yet, PCVP is just one powerful application.  It is not a
requirement.  In fact,  $PARAMETER  was developed before  PCVP.  For details about PCVP, see Section
II-A.  In the illustration above,  variable  KNT  is the pass number of the PCVP loop.  It has values 1, 2, 3, etc.,
 and is the one and only deterministic, independent variable of a PCVP study.  Typically network parameters
will be made a function of  KNT,  although randomness is an alternative.

     If one symbol is contained within another, the longer must be defined before the shorter  This is illustrated
in DCNEW-19.  Note that 16-byte  __MILLIHENRIES__  precedes 6-byte  MILLIH.  If the opposite order
were attempted (i.e., if  MILLIH  were defined first),  execution would be terminated with an error message
as documented on comment cards.  Reason for this should be obvious:  The longer symbol must not be
corrupted by replacement of the shorter one within.  This has to do with obvious corruption that would result
from original names.

     Repeated replacement is a danger about which the user must be warned.  The preceding paragraph had to
do with original data symbol names.  It is only these that are protected.  But substitution of the second or later
symbol will occur using data that was modified by the first substitution.  Rather than original (incoming) data,
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 it is current data, at the instant of use, that is considered for substitution.  The process is dynamic, not static.
 ATP thus might find and act upon a match that was not present in the original data.  Beware.

     Each data symbol definition is limited to a single line.  Continuation lines are not allowed.  However,  for
the numeric case (not simple character substitution), the right hand side can include one or more
previously-defined intermediate variables as explained in the next paragraph.  Intermediate variables are more
flexible and efficient than continuation lines.

     $$  (two consecutive dollar signs)  is applied to a numeric symbol definition to indicate an intermediate
variable as opposed to a data symbol.  Normally the  $$  will be applied on the right,  where it is conspicuous,
 although in fact any one location is as good as any other.  By definition,  an intermediate variable is not a data
symbol.  That is,  it is not to be searched for,  and replaced,  in data that follows the blank card ending 
$PARAMETER  definitions.  Rather,  it is a temporary variable that should appear as part of the definition
of one or more later data symbols defined within the same  $PARAMETER  group.  For a trivial illustration
of use,  see the 5th subcase of  DCNEW-25.  About storage,  intermediate variables contribute nothing to 
$PARAMETER  tables.  Their use does not affect possible table overflow (see later paragraph).  They are a
burden on storage of the pocket calculator,  but not on the storage of  $PARAMETER  itself.

     An induction motor model from Orlando Hevia in Sante Fe, Argentina, provided an industrial-strength test
of the new intermediate variables during mid-October of 1998.  Working with HFS author Gabor Furst,  Mr.
Hevia named his file  GABMOT.DAT   It began by using nine variables to hold nine motor constants.  For
example, the 7th would seem to specify the rated horsepower:
  HP     = 400.0                                              $$
Next came formulas defining four more intermediate variables.  The first two of these,  which seem to define
rotor and stator resistance,  follow:
  RROTOR = EFF*SLIP/((1.0-SLIP)*PF)                           $$
  RSTATO = PF*(1.0-EFF/(1.0-SLIP))                            $$
Finally,  five formulas define data fields of series R-L-C branches that represent the motor during a phasor
solution.  Two of the five follow as an illustration.
  L1____ = PUZ * X1MOT / OMEGAB
  R1H___ = ( PUZ * R1 ) / HS
Note that this initial usage was for the old, narrow format.  More accuracy is offered by the wide, 16-byte
alternative, of course.

     Quotation marks may be used to distinguish EMTP symbols from user data symbols.  This was an early
decision associated with the Powell pocket calculator,  and was explained in the April, 1997, issue of the
newsletter.  Quotation marks no doubt will continue to be honored forever for this purpose.  But are they
necessary?  The author does not believe so.  Although some risk of false identification is involved, ATP
should be capable of telling the difference between the user's data symbol names and EMTP symbol names.
 All user symbol names will be searched first.  Only if a name has not been defined by the user will ATP tables
be searched for it.  Quotation marks ceased to be a requirement,  and were removed from the 1st subcase of
DCNEW-19, on  28 November 1998.  More than just notation is involved in the difference,  it should be
explained.  Names within quotation marks are handled differently than names without them.  In fact,  use of
quotation marks might result in a slight loss of floating-point precision.  This is because optimal numerical
encoding within a field of width 17 is involved.  With one byte required for a decimal point and another for
a possible minus sign,  this leaves just 15 digits (slightly less than precision of the REAL*8 computation).
 Without quotation marks,  such encoding is bypassed.  As time passes,  techniques improve.

     Variable dimensioning of  $PARAMETER  storage has not yet been performed.  As a result,  storage is
capable of overflowing.  There are 3 independent limits:   1) 20 = maximum number of data symbols;  2) 300
= sum of all lengths of all data symbols;  and  3) 333 = maximum number of substitutions (later occurrences
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of symbols).  About number 2, note that symbols can average 15 bytes in length (300 = 20 * 15),  so it is
unlikely this will overflow for numerical use.  About number 3,  this allows just over 16 occurrences of each
of 20 different symbols (320 = 20 * 15).  Anyway,  these are the overflow limits late in November of 1998
as this paragraph is being keyed.  No doubt limits will expand with need and time.  The initial values are quite
arbitrary.  On the other hand,  since one large block can be segmented into two or more smaller ones (next
paragraph),  the user can remedy overflow by restructuring of his data.

     $PARAMETER  blocks are arbitrary in number,  and preceding limits apply to each block individually.
 Depending on placement in data,  two or more might be evaluated at the same point during program
execution,  or one might be evaluated later than another.  It would depend on what other ATP data might
separate the two or more  $PARAMETER  blocks.  Blocks that are not separated by other data always will
be evaluated at the same point during program execution,  of course.  This is true of any and all $-cards, which
continue to be read and processed until exhausted.

I-M.  Pocket Calculator

     Several ATP features or models require the evaluation of mathematical formulas as could be processed
using a scientific pocket calculator.  The language of usage is FORTRAN, and all variables and constants are
assumed to be double precision floating-point (i.e., 64-bit REAL*8).  There is no subscripting, no complex
variable,  no CALL of a user-supplied subroutine or function,  etc.,  however.  This is consistent with
free-format supplemental variables of TACS,  which have existed since 1982.  In fact, faster execution of
TACS supplemental variables was the reason for development of the ATP pocket calculator.  All library
functions available in  TACS (see Chapter III) should be available to the user of the pocket calculator, whether
or not TACS is involved.

     Analytical function evaluation is synonymous with the pocket calculator.  This is what the calculator does:
 evaluate scalar analytical functions one after the other.  Either a TACS supplemental variable or a Type-10
electric-network source is defined by an analytical function.  To read about introduction of the pocket
calculator,  look in newsletters for stories about function evaluation.  The story title "Analytical Function
Evaluation"  will be found beginning with the April, 1997, issue.

     Compilation is the process of breaking down user-supplied formulas into low-level, machine-language-like
instructions that subsequently are executed (perhaps only later, within the time-step loop as would be the case
for TACS supplemental variables or Type-10 analytical sources).  Thus there are two distinct phases of
operation of the pocket calculator:  1) compilation,  and  2) execution.  An error might occur during either or
both.   Of course,  if the user supplies a formula that somehow is illegal,  ATP should reject this during
compilation.  An example would be mismatched parentheses.  On the other hand,  both compilation and
execution are relatively new, and error checking during compilation is far from exhaustive.  So, errors during
use must be expected.  If operation seems incorrect, first study the analytical expression carefully.  If that fails
to reveal the cause of the trouble,  request DIAGNOSTIC printout, and see if this offers any insight.
Compilation always will occur prior to the time-step loop,  of course,  so will occur in overlays 1 through 15.
But remember that  $PARAMETER START ONLY  will occur prior to interpretation of the first data card,
so the  DIAGNOSTIC  card is too late.  Instead, request diagnostic output using  IPRSUP  in  STARTUP.
Search diagnostic output for subroutine names  POCKET  or   MATDAT.  If the trouble remains undiagnosed,
send an example to Portland for analysis.

     Blank characters should be ignored,  although they are useful to make formulas more easily readable by
humans.  As for line length, the limit is the same as for all ATP input lines: 80 bytes.  Unlike FORTRAN,
columns 73-80 have no special significance (a comment field).  Here the model is TACS supplemental
variables,  which can extend as far as column 80.
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     Continuation lines are honored by the compiler.  Just as in standard FORTRAN 77 (F77),  if columns 1-5
are blank and column 6 is non-blank,  the present line is taken as a continuation of the preceding one.  Yet,
whether this is useful in any particular case depends on the type of use.  For example,  continuation lines are
not allowed within  $PARAMETER  because code supporting that feature does not honor them.  Instead, 
intermediate variable,  indicated by a  $$,  are used.  On the other hand, the Type-10 analytically-defined
source of the electric network is allowed to have as many continuation cards as the user wants (see the 3rd
subcase of DCNEW-19 for a trivial illustration of use).

     Numeric constants are recognized during compilation by the presence of a decimal point.  This is a special
requirement that does not exist in modern FORTRAN:  each numeric constant must include a decimal point
even if the value is an integer.  The only exception is the power of exponentiation as requested by two stars
(**).  The number following  **  is not required to have a decimal point.  For example, the  2  of  "XX ** 2"
 is legal.  But there could be trouble if any other mathematical operation replaced the two stars.  For example,
 "XX + 2"  is not legal, in general.  For a power of ten, normal scientific notation should be accepted provided
there are no embedded blanks.  Either  E  or  D  is recognized,  and there is no difference between the two.
 Double precision is used for all storage and computation.

     A variable name is distinguished by the absence of a decimal point.  See the preceding paragraph for the
reason.  Also,  a variable name must begin with a letter,  and is distinguished by lack of any symbol that
indicates numeric operation:  +, -, *, and /.  Yet,  this latter requirement is nothing new.  It was a requirement
of TACS,  and a requirement of FORTRAN.  The symbols that indicate numerical operation separate variables
and constants.  Of course,  a constant might be signed,  but this sign at the start must be separated from what
precedes it by either than equal sign or an open parenthesis.  This is the standard FORTRAN rule,  so should
be nothing new.  If this is not understood,  consult any introductory book about FORTRAN programming.

     The underscore character  "_"  has special meaning for $PARAMETER  symbols.  Note use in 
__MILLIHENRIES__  of DCNEW-19.  The underscore character is the one exception to the just-stated
general rule that variable names must begin with a letter.  For pocket calculator use, the underscore character
is considered to be a letter  ---  a 27th letter to the alphabet.  It is the only exception to A through Z for the byte
that begins a variable name.

     IF  statements,  statement numbers,  and  GO TO  statements all are allowed for those users who want to
make order of execution dependent on data.  This is expected to be important when TACS supplemental
variables are supported as a replacement for the computationally-inefficient code of Laurent Dube.  But
support for supplemental variables continue to be delayed as simpler aspects of use are envisioned and
developed.  Until supplemental variables are made available, if any user might profit from conditional
execution of something else,  he is invited to write to Portland explaining his idea.  Equally important as the
compiler capability are assumptions of the code that feed data to the compiler (e.g., code to store and use
Type-10 sources).  Before IF-related support will be provided,  a practical need must be appreciated.

     Variable dimensioning of the pocket calculator has not yet been performed.  As a result,  most tables have
fixed sizes,  and are capable of overflowing if functions are too numerous or too involved.  In theory, there
should be protection against overflow,  as the following tabulation of overflow errors illustrates:

   1) "Overflow limit of 200 on input FORTRAN  ..."   This refers to a limit on total non-comment lines that
are stored at any one time.  The issue is complicated since some uses are transitory while others are not.  That
is,  the total number of lines of user-supplied code is not limited to 200.  But the number of lines for Type-10
analytical sources is,  since all are stored,  and later compiled, at the same time.
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   2) "Ready to overflow limit of 25 on intermediate variables  ..."  For a discussion of intermediate variables,
 see $$ within the $PARAMETER  instructions of Section I-L.  Although intermediate variables are not
limited to  $PARAMETER  use,  this is the dominant initial exploitation.
   3) "Ready to overflow limit of   80   on  FORTRAN statement  ..."  This refers to the maximum number of
non-blank bytes of each single analytical expression.  Initially,  the limit is being held to 80.  But in fact, the
character strings that hold a statement are longer,  and it is expected that the limit will expand with time and
usage.  

   4) "Ready to overflow limit of 500 on assembly language ...."  This refers to storage of the compiler output.
 Since all models that are used in the time-step loop must be stored simultaneously, it is such usage that most
commonly will threaten the storage limits of output.

   5) "Overflow limit of 20 on parenthesis pairs ..."  This limit applies to each FORTRAN statement,  of
course.  It easily could be expanded,  if a practical need might ever be demonstrated.
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II. CARDS TO BEGIN A NEW DATA CASE INCLUDING MISCEI,JANEQUS DATA 

Each new data case that is to be solved must begin with one or more of the 
data types described in the following subsections. Structurally. there is an 
indeterminate number (possibly zero) of special-request inputs (Section II-A) 
that come first, in any order (unless usage dictates an order for the problem of 
interest). The miscellaneous data cards of Section II-B. followed by possible 
extensions to these cards in Section II-C. only come after the last of any such 
special-request cards of Section II-A. 
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II-A. Special-Request Cards That Precede Miscellaneous Data 

Free-format data options are useful for special-request inputs. particularly 
for the user who is keying data via a conventional. dumb computer terminal (on" 
which column position is not intuitively obvious). Take the "FREQUENCY SCAN" 
declaration of Section A-16 as an example. Using free format, a valid sample 
card image is as follows: "FREQUENCY SCAN, 10 •• 5.0, 100., 0". Even further 
abbreviation is possible for the really-lazy data assembler. Rather than using 
the full request word, an acronym made up of the first letter of each sub-word 
can be used. In this case, "FREQUENCY SCAN" can be abbreviated as "FS", if 
desired. All special-request words are recognized in such abbreviated, free
format fashion. 

All possible special-request cards that could be recognized at this point of 
EMTP data input shall now be listed in alphabetical order, for ease of location. 
Before each is the number of the subsection (within the present Section II-A) 
that contains an explanation of usage: 

1) ABSOLUTE TACS DIMENSIONS 
2) ABSOLUTE U.M. DIMENSIONS 

38) ACCESS MODULE BCTRAN 
3) ALTERNATE DIAGNOSTIC PRINTOUT 
4) ANALYTIC SOURCFS USAGE 

41) At.rrO NAME 
5) AVERAGE OUTPUT 
6) BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
7) BEGIN PEAK VALUE SEARCH 
8) BLANK card 
9) CABLE CONSTANTS 

10) CHANGE PRINTOUT FREQUENCY 
42) CHANGE SWITCH 
11) CUSTOM PLOT FILE 
43) DATA BASE MODULE 
12) DIAGNOSTIC 
44) DISK PLOT DATA 
14) FILE REQUEST 
15) FIX SOURCE 
16) FREQUENCY SCAN 
45) HYSTERESIS 
17) JMARTI 
18) KILL CODES 
19) LINE CONSTANTS 
20) LINEAR BIAS USAGE 
21) MISCELLANEOUS DATA CARDS 
22) MODE VOLTAGE OUTPUT 
13) ~ORK EQUIVALENT 
47) OBSERVE PARALLEL MONTE CARLO 
23) OLD TO NEW ZNO 
24) OMIT BASE CASE 
25) PEAK VOLTAGE MONITOR 
26) POSTPROCESS PLOT FILE 
27) POWER FREQUENCY 
28) PRINTED NUMBER WIDTH 

allocation of storage for 8 TACS tables 
allocation of storage for 4 U.M. tables 
derive impedance matrix for transformers 
selective printout in time-step loop 
user supplied sources: desire to use 
toggle choice of internal branch naming 
average values for EMTP output variables 
case-separation card precedes data case 
time the extrema computation can begin 
to signal the end of stacked data cases 
cable system: calculation of constants 
change frequency of solution printout 
to modernize former switched-R.L data 
change precision of the plot file 
modularize data: SINCLUDE with arguments 
selective diagnostic printout specified 
toggle plot data storage (disk vs. RAM) 
access to module "MlDOV1" during input 
EMTP load flow: declare intention to use 
multiple-freq. steady state solutions 
to punch Type-96 hysteresis branch cards 
frequency-dependent overhead line data 
output range of prograa error messages 
calculate overhead line constants 
linearly varied (not random) switch bias 
read progr8JI miscellaneous data cards 
modal voltage output of distributed line 
transfer to network equivalent routine 
display and manage central status file 
convert old iata of ,Zno to new formats 
skip base base solution of Monte Carlo 
request for single peak node voltage 
postprocess ".PL4" plot file using TACS 
change the synchronous power frequency 
for width, blanks of DELTAT-loop numbers 
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29) RELATIVE TACS DIMENSIONS 
30) REPLOT 
31) SATURATION 
32) SEMLYEN SETUP 
33) START AGAIN 
34) STEP ZERO COUPLE 
35) TACS WARN LIMIT 
36) TIME STEP LOOP 
46) liM TO TACS 
37) USER SUPPLIED SWITCH TIMES 
38) XFORMER 
39) ZINC OXIDE 
40) lNO FITTER 

relative sizing of the 8 TACS tables 
batch-mode plot of previous solution 
access B-H curves. hysteresis. Zno data 
2-order frequency-dependent line fitter 
restart a halted. preceding simulation 
subnetwork ident. with switches closed 
limit on the number of TACS warnings 
transfer control to the time-step loop 
UM output variables go to Type-92 TACS 
user supplied random switching times 
derive impedance matrix for transformers 
redefine controls of Zno Newton solution 
to fit exponentials to Zno data points 

Most of these (e.g., "AUTO NAME") are self-contained, so the explanation 
that follows will be complete. But a few represent requests for the transfer to 
separate supporting programs, and for these requests. there will be references 
to further explanation at the back end of the book. An example of the latter is 
ttNETWORK EQUIVALENT". 

II-A-l. Request tor Absolute Allocation of Total TACS Storage 

TACS is the control-system modeling feature of Section 8. Total working 
space for all TACS tables is assigned in List 19. along with the other 27 or so 
EMTP lists (see Section I-a). But there still remains the question of how this 
total working space is to be divided among the eight TACS tables. This alloca
tion can be performed at execution time, according to the description of the 
present section, thanks to the procedure of offset subscripting (see Ref. 8, 
Vol. VIII, 27 January 1979. pages PROV-19 through 22). 

The first way to allocate total TACS storage is with a request for absolute 
TACS table sizing ("ABSOLUTE TACS DIMENSIONS"), followed by a card giving the 
desired absolute sizes: 

!~ 
1 : .... I ~ I~ E 

'!Ii~ ~I" I ~.~ IE'~ 'Ei~IC ~I: ~.;: .! ~f- ~~I~I( ~ .... i..:l:~,C ' ~ ~~ IC 1 ~, .. "'~fE '(f~fc I~ 1"~fE '( ,~IC :1 .. ~~f:' f 'H~I( : 1 ~.~ f E 'HS Ie ' " I'" ~p ~ I· 

ABSOLUTE TACS DIMENS1ON~ 

~ ~ .r.1 . ~ IE 'EI~ ~ il'" ":' E ~ ~:~ I C if .. IC~ le- If; ~~c ~ ... L~ ,f- 'Ei~1 ( ~I" ~".~ I € 'EI~IC I ~ I, i ~r! IE . Ei~l( :I~ ~"f~ i E '~ I~IC I ~ ... 1 ~.! ~ E '~ ;~ Ie ', .. I":"Ie 
i 

18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 

LT1 lT2 LT3 LT4 LT5 Li6 LT7 LT8 

10/ 
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The format for the sizes is 818, with the 8 required TACS table sizes having 
the following meaning: 

LTl : Maximum number of TACS dynamic function blocks. having Laplace transfer 
functions H ( s ) . 

LT2 : Maximum number of nonzero factors of the triangularized TACS network 
matrix. This limit applies to both the steady-state solution and the 
transient solution. 

LT3 : Maximum total number of input variables to TACS dynamic function and 
supplemental devices. 

LT4 : Maximum number of TACS sources. This includes built-in sources (e.g., 
"TIMEX" or "UNITY") and variables passed from the electric network to be 
TACS driving functions. 

LTS : Maximum number of supplemental variables and devices (type codes 99, 98. 
or 88 keyed in columns 1-2). 

LT6 : Maximum total number of extra INTEGER pointers which are associated with 
supplemental variables and devices. There is no easy, exact formula, 
although sample figures can be given. Each parenthesis requires 3 cells, as 
dOes each ari thine tic operation (" +", "." ; "=" ) · . 0 

LT7 : Maxilaum total number of extra REAL cells which are associated with TACS 
variables. Each TACS variable requires one or more such cells. Again, a 
simple rule is impossible to state. Each first-order function block 
requires 10 cells, intermediate variables of supplemental-variable express
ion evaluation each requires one, the average device might require between 3 
and 5, and the most complex device (the RMS sensor, Type 66 (requires 1 / 
( f • DELTAT ) where "f" is the fundamental frequency. 

LT8 Maximum number of distinct TACS variables used in the TACS data specifica
tion. 

Provided the total storage represented by this request is less than or equal 
to the List-19 space available, execution will proceed. normally. If not, 
the overflow will be noted before any TAOS data will actually be read. The 
resul t would be a KILL = 1 message pointing to List 19. 

A second way to allocate total TACS storage is via a request for relative 
sizing. That is, rather than request a specific number of function blocks, 
supplemental variables, etc., the user can Simply request a proportional alloca
tion (e.g., 5% of the total storage for function blocks, etc.). See Section 
A-29 for details. 

The interpretation of the two input data cards confirms only the first 5 of 
the 8 integers being specified. The following illustratiorl has been taken from 
the 2nd half of BENCHMARK DC-18: 
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C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ------------------------------------------------l-------------------------
Request~to define new TACS allocation absolutely. :ABSOLUTE TACS DIMENSIONS 
TACS table sizes. 10 90 100 2U 30 10 90 100 

II-A-2. Request tor Absolute Allocation of Total U.M. Storage 

The universal machine (U.M.) component of Section IX has total working space 
for all tables assigned in List 25 of the overall program variable dimension
ing (see Section I-G). But there still remains the flexibility of dividing this 
total working space among among the four U.M. tables by means of the following 
request for absolute sizes: 

1 
• ~ " 

c IE I- E I 

:.~ I".: ~ €I-fEICI( ~I~ I ".~ ,€ 'Ei ~fC ' ... l.l·~ ~f- , EICI( ~ .... IA~~t€ 'E:<;ic I' ~ A~ ~ , E '~ i~l( ~ ... i-'I!I€ '~~ S ~ C • I ~ ... ' ~.~ If-'m~( ~.: I" .' It 'Et~l( I <I ~ .. 

ABSOLUTE U. M. OIMENSION~ 18 18 18 18 

NCLFIX NUMF1X IOTF1X IBSF1X 

Parameters: 

NCLFIX (33-40): Maximum total number of U.M. coils in the data case. This is 
the total for all U.M. components involved. 

NUMFIX (41-48): Maximum number of U.M. components for the data case. 

IOTFIX (49-56): Maximum number of U.M. output quantities (total for all 
machines) • 

IBSFIX (57-64): Maximum number of U.M. 6-character alphanumeric names (total for 
all machines). 

Provided the total storage represented by this user request is less than or 
equal to the List-25 space available, execution will proceed in a nOminal 
fashion. It not. this fact will be noted in UTPF overlay 5 as the first 
U.M. data component itself is ready for input, and an EMTP error message 
will result. In any case, the corresponding minimum size for List 25 will 
be shown as part of the column 1-50 interpretation of the Type-19 request 
card for U. M. modeling. 'Ibis way. the user knows what fraction of the 
available space he is utilizing. 

If the user fails to input such a request for U.M. table sizing, then the 
EMTP al_locates default dimensions equal to (20. 3. 50, 60) within UTPF 
overlay 5. For computers with 32-bit integers and 64-bit floating-point values 
(e.g., Apollo, VAX, PRIME, and IBM), a List-25 size of 300 is sufficient for 

10< 
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this usage (and it corresponds to the default allocation of "VARDIM" for 
List 25). Word machines will need more (it appears that value 410 should be 
adequate} . 

Interpretation of the input data confirms the four U.M. table sizes that 
have been requested. of course. As an illustration. consider the associated 
output line of BENCHMARK DCNEW-l: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456~89012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 

c ~~------------~----~-----~----~-------~--~~--~--:-~---------~---~---------
U.M. table sizes. 20 2 50 60 lABSOLUTE U.M. DIMENSIONS 

II-A-3. Request tor Alternative Diagnostic Printout of the Time-Step Loop 

If minus signs are applied to MULT{K) as part of the printout frequency 
changes of Section II-C (or the equivalent "CHANGE PRINTOUT FREQUENCY" declar-
ation of Section A-10) , then diagnostic printout controls of the time-step loop 
are to be switched. Those of the "DIAGNOSTIC" request (Section A-12) are in 
effect initially. Then. at the time of the first change. an alternate set of 
printout control parameters IPR(1:4) is used instead. These four new variables 
replace IPRSOV(16:19). to control the diagnostic output of the four pieces of 4\~.~t 
the time-step loop. Upon the second such change (the second negative MOLT), ~ifl 
there is a switch back-to the original DIAGNOSTIC printout control codes. 
Etc. (for each minus sign. the two sets of control variables are switched). 

The alternate set of printout control parameters IPR(1:4) is automatically 
ini tialized to zero at the beginning of execution. If this is what the user 
wants. a declaration of the present section is not required. This would be for 
the common usage that will begin with diagnostic printout for steps 0 and 1. but 
which has no such output thereafter. 

On the other hand. if the time-step loop is to begin without any diagnostic 
printout. then nonzero IPR(K) must be defined by the user. This is done using 
the following special-request card: 

1 
, ~ ~ 4i i: IE I E .. 

,. ,.::.' ~ f I !Sf~!C -:' , i.l.~ ~ f r: r~~~i( I: f .. l.c:f~iE rf!~I( ! ~! .. f'r!IE rfi~l( i ~.: t' ~! ~E r~I~I( ~ ... t'r .. ft rl:I~ll ~ .. I~ .: IE r(:~fC . ~ f,·I.1 'e~~:c 

ALTERNATE DIAGNOSTIC PRI NTQU1 18 18 18 18 

IPR1 IPR2 IPR3 IPR4 

Interpretation of the input data confirms the four printout controls that 
have been requested, of course. As an illustration, consider the associated 
output line of BENCHMARK DC-53: 
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C 1 2 3 4 567 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ------------------------------------------------l-------------------------
DELTAT~loop printout. 9 9 9 9 lALTERNATE DIAGNOSTIC PRIN 

II-A-4. Declaration ot Intention to Use Type 1-10 Sources Analytically 

As explained in Section VII, source types 1 through 10 are reserved for 
functions that are directly defined by the user. If one or more such source 
functions is to be defined in FORTRAN within a special user-supplied version of 
SUBROUTINE ANALYT, then the following speCial request record must precede inp~t 
of the miscellaneous data cards for the data case in question: 

~ .:: ~ t J I i~ 
~.~ ,,": E 'Ef~ IC ~ 

I' '~' € ' ~ ,~~ C :, -I~i' E ! E~ c: ;( , ..:,c, € 'a~fc : li·'i€ rE,c C , 
":,C, E '~~ c:1 ( : .. ,,~ IE ' ~ ~ ~ t( : _,L d i~~q "I" ,- .r:,~ 

ANAL YT I C SOURCES USAGE 

(' It is the user's responsibility to see to it that his own special StIBROtITINE 
\' ,,,~:, ANALYT has replaced the near-dummy module comes with the UTPF, of course. The 

UTPF module is useful only for the artificial illustration of BENCHMARK Dc-6. 

Interpretation of the input declaration appears as follows (note that there 
are no parameter values to be confirmed): 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ------------------------------------------------l-------------------------
User-supplied SUBROUTINE ANALYT is declared. lANALYTIC SOURCES USAGE 

II -A-5. Request to Average EXrP Output 

Successive values of EMTP output variables will be averaged prior to print
ing and plotting if the following request is made: 

I ~ to !: E i - P : - I , 

~f~ , ~~ I EI- 'El~ ~( ~ ~,.~ IE 'H~f( ~,~ Ito'~lf '~I~IC ~,~ I':'~ It ' E~ ~;( ,~,~ 1'·~iE '~I~ Ie . ~,~ I'I~ iE'· 'H~IC ' ~ l"'r~,E 'e~lc . ~I' II gO .r: 
i ' 

~VERAGE OUTPU' 

/o~ 
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The mathematics of the EMTP solution are not affected; this is just a mass
aging of the answers at the time answers are printed and/or written to the plot 
file of~LUNIT4. By averaging is meant the arithmetic mean of the current and 
the preceding variable value: (V-new + V-old) / 2 • 

For studies where EMTP output variables are smooth functions of time, the 
"AVERAGE OUTPUT" request would have negligible effect, and should not be used 
(it just adds a small error to the answer). But there are problem cases such as 
the hanging inductor (see the two pages of discussion in Section VI about "RE
MARKS ON OPENING ACTION"). There are pathological cases where the trapezoidal 
rule gives answers that oscillate around the true value, so this r$medy might 
sometimes be useful. As an example of such usage, see BENCHMARK DC-55. 

Interpretation of the input declaration appears as follows (note that ther.e 
are no parameter values to be confirmed): 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ~-------~~------~-~-~~------~~~~-~~--------~----:---------------~--~~~-~--
Request to average (smooth) output variables. l AVERAGE OUTPUT 

II-A-6. Optional Case-Separation card 

While not mandatory, it is good practice for the EMTP user to make the very 
first card of each data case a special case-separation marker: 

I , .. I ~ : f IE 
~~ .. I":.: fE I E~S IC ~f~ ~~AE 'f~(" ~.~ l.c:Ir=IE 'fi<fc ~ .. ,":.:IE ~ c~ ~ I C '~f'" I":'~I€ rEi~f( ~ ... ,~,: If- 'EI~f( ~ .. ",, ~ E ' E ~ c IC ~, . I~ ,~ IE 'E:<:IC 

BEGI N NEW DATA CASE 

See any standard test case (e. g. t BENCHMARK DC-18) for an example. 

For execution that terminates normally, or for single-data-case solutions, 
this just described card serves no operational purpose. It does, of course, 
appear on the SO-column input data listing, with appropriate interpretation on 
the left, but that's all. 

On the other hand, should the EMTP decide to prematurely terminate execution 
of a particular data-case solution (with an EMTP error message), then a case-se
paration marker becomes important. The program automatically steps over remain
ing input cards, discarding them one at a time until it finds such a "BEGIN NEW 
DATA CASE" record. At that point, a new data case is mown to begin, so the :~. 
EMTP can correctly recover to solve the just-found following case. This is ( .. ,) 
referred to as EMTP error-recovery capability, during execution involving two or .~~ 
more data cases. 
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Yet suppose that it was during the solution of the final data case of pro
gram execution that a fatal EMTP error termination occurs. In this case, there 
would be no following data case, so further solutions would not be possible. To 
distingUish this situation. the final data case should always be followed by a 
"BEGIN NEW DATA CASE" card and a blank card, in order to terminate execution 
cleanly. The blank card in this situation is read as the start of a new data 
case, and the lack of any keying on it is recognized by the EMTP as the end of 
all data cases. In the absence of such usage, recovery following an EMTP error 
will result in the encounter of an end to input data. which will be accompanied 
by a second EMTP error message (messy). 

It should be emphasized that "BEGIN NEW DATA CASE" cards must be properly 
. positioned in the data deck; they do not in any way alter the need for blank 

termination cards (the function of which is explained in section II-A-8). The 
identity and function of these special cards is recognized by the EMTP in only 
two places: . 

1. Following an EMTP fatal error, such cards are watched for as other records of 
the input data are discarded. 

2. Following normal completion of the solution for any particular data case, the 
very first non-comment record of the following data case will be checked for 
"BEGIN NEW DATA CASE". 

Any other placement of these key cards will generally lead to error termina
tion by the operating system, since the alphanumeric text will be decoded 
numerically (which is impossible). 

Interpretation of the input declaration appears as follows (note that there 
are- no parameter values to be confirmed): 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ---------~-----~------------~---~-----~---------l---~-------~-------------
Marker card preceding new EMTP data case. lBEGIN NEW DATA CASE 

II-A-7. Request tor Del., in Extrema Calculation 

The integer miscellaneous data parameter MAXOUT (see Section II-B) pro
vides for the calculation and output of variable extrema. The 
same vector ot extrema is used for "STATISTICS" and "SYSTEMATIC" output as well. 
Normally, extrema are wanted over the full time span of the simulation. But not 
always. There are cases where one wants to ignore a certain initial interval of 
the simulation, only considering transients after a certain minimum time. For 
example. in a "STATISTICS" simulation, it is possible that random closing will 
follow the opening of breakers (the clearing of a fault). but that the peak 
simulation voltage will be produced during the deterministic opening portion of . 

. ; ', .. , the simulation. If extrema were calculated over the entire time span of the 
simulation, each energization would generate identical peaks, which is useless 
to the designer. So. in this case, the solution is to inhibit the calculation 

1t)7 
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of extrema until transients of the opening phase of execution have passed. This 
is possible, using the following special-request card upon which the beginning 
time BEGMAX in seconds is to be keyed in columns 33-40: 

~ .,: : E ~ C ... I 

~i ... ~~ r~ Ie ~i~ Ie ": ,~.' ~ t 'f ~ (,C ~.'" ,~,~,E 'EtCfc ~I-1.cl· C IE ' E~ S" 
! =1 .. '~'~It 'EI~{ ~, ... ,":I:IE . E~~I C ~ ... I'" .:' E '~ ~~Ie 14 .' It 'ESC .. ...... 

BE GIN PEAK VAL UE' SEARCr EB.O 

8EGMAX 

For an example of such usage, see BENCHMARK DC-48. 

So much for the simplest possible case, where an initial time span is simply 
ignored in the extrema calculation. But more complex time ranges are possible, 
if the above BEGMAX is given a value of "-1.0". In this case, an extra card is 
to follow, upon which monotone increasing times T1, T2, etc. are to be keyed: 

~ . ..: 
, E : - IE .. I 

: .... I":'~ ,€ . i ~~s fc ~, ... I ~I~, E '~ I~I( :~ I":i~ w-; r~t~lc ' , I~·~ if" '~~~I( '=1 .. ,~.~ IE
I- 'H~:( 

, . 
I~I~ if- '~:~ Ie 1 ~ ... ,.r:·~fE 'f~~IC 

, 
t..:i·' IE '~~SIC "'f- • ...... 

1 st interval 2nd interval 3rd interval 4th interval 5th interval 

EB.O EB.O EB.O EB.O EB.O EB.O EB.O_ EB.O EB.O EB.O 

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 TB T9 no 

In this case, extrema are to be calculated only for those portions of the 
simulation that intersect the sub-intervals of time (T1, T2) t (1'3. T4), etc. 
Present dimensioning of this feature has been limited to the single card of five 
subintervals. as shown. In case fewer than this maximum are actually desired, 
the 4 or fewer pairs should be followed by a very large time that will never be 
reached: the beginning time of a bounding subinterval. 

Interpretation of the input data confirms the starting time BEGMAX of the 
search for extreaa, if this is posi ti ve (the simple case). Using BENCHMARK 
DC-53 as an illustration: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ~--~~~---~-------~~-~~~-------~-~-~--~~----~--~-I-~~-~~------------~------
Extrema lookout begins at t = 5.2500E-01 sec. IBEGIN PEAK VALUE SEARCH ~~ 

On the other hand, if BEGMAX = -1.0, then the. more complicated, 2-card input 
is involved. BENCHMARK DC-53 provides an illustration of such usage: 
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C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c -----~------------------------------------------l-------------------------
Extrema lookout begins at t: -l.OOOOE+OO sec. I BEGIN PEAK VALUE SEARCH 
(T1.T2): 5.00E-01 1.50E+OO 2.50E+OO 3.50E+OO I 0.5 1.5 2.5 

II-A-8. Blank Card to Terminate EMTP Execution 

The traditional termination procedure for the solution of a disk file that 
contains one or more stacked data cases is to have the first card of the follow
ing (non-existent) data case completely blank. The use of "BLANK " in columns 
1-7. followed by anything for the rest of the card image, is also acceptable. 
By agreement. either of these tell the program that there remain no more data 
cases to be solved, so that EMTP execution can return to the original opening 
prompt ("EMTP begins. Send .•. It) • 

In order to protect against termination by the operating system after an 
EMTP error stop, the just-mentioned final blank card should always be preceded 
by a "BEGIN NEW DATA CASE" card. This is as per Section A-G.. 

This was the situation for years and years. and it remains good practice 
today. Yet the blank terminating card at the end generally will not be read. 
If fewer than 5 data cards remain when the final "BEGIN NEW DATA CASE" card is 
encountered. the program now is smart enough to realize that data is done, so it 
immediately reissues the opening prompt ("EMTP begins. Send ... "). This saves 
a little output. 

II-A-9. Calculat:fon ot Parameters of Multi-Phase Coaxial Cables 

The calculation of parameters for multi-phase coaxial cables is isolated in 
a separate UTPF overlay. It is really a separate, self-contained program, and 
all usage is described in the separate Section XXIII. To transfer to that 
separate program,' the following special-request card is used: 

, 
. ~ .: 1= E i - E ;'" 

~~ '" ,.:·~IE r~,~fC ~f" '~':IE 'H~!( 
, I':::,E ~ cl~l( ~ ... I ~f!IE rcl C( I~'" '''.:IE 'Eclc ~ ... '~f~IE '~ :~IC ',. ' ~'~IE . E~~lc .,," I"·'d rEI~!C ..... 

CABLE CONSTANT~ 18 

KTRL9A(3) 

Normally only the request word is required (leave columns 16 onward blank). 
For an example of such usage, see BENCHMARK DC-27 or DC-28. 
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The parameter KTRLSW (3) of columns 49-56 is optional. It is used to modify 
the number of conductors per SC (single core) coaxial cable within the memory 
part reserved for CABLE CONSTANTS parameters (as explained near the top of 
MAIN27). As a rule of thumb, following equation is valid: 

ratio = #conductorsjSC cable = 2 + KTRLSW(3) 

Of course this implies KTRLSW(3) > -2. 
Following table was derived for 0.85 times default dimensioning. 

KTRLSW(3) #SC #conductors ratio 

-2 92 0 0 

--1 42 42 1 

0 22 45 2 

1 15 46 3 
2 11 47 4 

Interpretation of the input data confirms the usually blank (zero) value of 
KTRLSW. Using BENCHMARK DC-27 as an illustration: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (d!) 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ~~---~---~---~---~-~-------~--------------------:-----------~-------------
Find parameters of cables. Type = o. : CABLE CONSTANTS 

II-A-l0. Request to Change the Frequency ot Time-Step Loop Printout 

The frequency of LUNIT6 printout within the time-step loop is nominally 
controlled by integer miscellaneous data parameter rOUT of Section II-B. But 
this frequency can be varied as the simulation time is advanced. One way is to 
use an extension to the integer miscellaneous data card (see Section II-C). But 
it is possible to accomplish identically the same control by having the same 
numerical card of (KCHO, MOLT) pairs preceded by the appropriate special-request 
card, as follows: 

, 
I~ ~ j I i. I~ € ,- IE I 

~I~ L'·~i€ Ei~ fc ~'" ~i..~ ~ E 'f ~ <:~( ~, ... Ii. f! ~ E IE~~ ,e ~:1 ~ I ,,~ IE Icl<: I{ I~· ~ t4.~ IE '~I<:I( ~i~ 1,.j1!IE 'EI<:fc : .. ".~ i E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~( I ~ , .. I~' ~ iE 'E~~lc 
! 

CHANGE PR I NTOUT FREQUENC" 
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'~ IW J~ -G~ I i ~ E 
,JE E J~ IJ. Ill~ 

~!~ ,~, : It ~I .. I "~f~ 'E Ie , 
I~,:,E '~I(I( ~ i .:1~: ~t 'E C i( ~, .. I~ C ,E 'E:ci ( ; .. ,4' If' '~,~i( : t"·' IElt8~q 

.-
1 st change 2nd change 3rd change 4th change 5th change 

18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 

KCHG MULT KCHG MULT KCHG MULT KCHG MULT KCHG MUlT 

The numeric card specifies at which time steps the printout frequency is to 
be changed. and to what values the frequency is to be changed. Up to five pairs 
of these (KCHG, MUtT) controls are permitted, as per the following definitions! 

KCHO(K): The time step number at which the K-th variation of printout frequency 
is to begin. Printout for this particular step number is always provided, 
as a beginning to the new frequency of output. 

MULT(K): The modified value of lOUT (see 2nd miscellaneous data card) that takes 
effect at time step KCHO(K). 

If a minus sign is appended to MULT(K) , then at the corresponding step 
number KCHG(J). the diagnostic printout status will be changed. That is, there 
will be a switching of the two sets of diagnostic printout controls: 

1. IPRSOV(16:19) of Section A-12 (a "DIAGNOSTIC" request); 
2. IPR(1:4) of Section A-3 ("ALTERNATE DIAGNOSTIC PRINTOUT"). 

If there is no minus sign, there will be no change in status of the diagnos
tic printout at the associated time step. Any minus signs are merely extra 
flags. The absolute value of MOLT still controls the production 
(non-diagnostic) printout frequency as originally described. 

Note that the present usage is more general than that of Section II-C. The 
extension to the integer miscellaneous data card is possible only if integer 
m.iscellaneous data parueter IPUN is given a value of lIinUS one (columns 41-48). 
But IPUN also has meaning when it is positive. as a request for the keying of 
terminal conditions. The user lIight want to do both of these operations in the 
same data case. which before was impossible (since variable IPUN could not be 
both negative and positive at the same time). Another advantage is clarity, 
since the present structure is clearly labeled by the special-request card. 

Interpretation of the input data confirms only the first three of the five 
pairs of integers that are defined. An illustration is provided by BENCHMARK 
Dc-48: 

C 1 2 345 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ---~~~------------~~~------~~-~~~~~--~----------:------------~--~~-------~ 
Request preceding 5 printout number pairs. :CHANGE PRINTOUT FREQUENCY 
Printout : 5 5 10 10 0 0 5 5 10 

I .I / 
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II-A-l1. Request tor Non-Standard Precison of Plot File Data Storage 

The user will normally employ whatever precision of plot file data has been 
decided upon by Program Maintenance for his computer system, and not think 
further about the question. For plotting only, which requires low-accuracy. any 
computer precision should be adequate, so the user need never worry. But there 
may be more concern for other uses of the plot file data, such as "POSTPROCESS 
PLOT FILE" (where plot file variables become TACS sources of a subsequent simu
lation), or "FOURIER ON" (to request Fourier series decomposition of a plot 
file variable). In such cases, full EMTP solution precision may be desired. 
For those computers that store output variables with reduced (typically half) 
precision, a special request (the "CUSTOM PLOT FILE" request illustrated below) 
is required to override the default decision favoring reduced precision. It 
also is conceivable that some user might sometime want to decrease the precision 
of his plot data point storage, although such usage is probably much less 
common. Actually, the declaration toggles the choice of plot file precision. so 
can be used for either operation: -

~ .-'1 I: E I-
E '" I 

~I'" ,.::.: IE'-'EI~!( ~I~ I"·~ ff- '~I~IC ~, ... ,.::: ' It I 'E:<I( ~, ... '::r~,e ' c~~ >( 11= f",~,E 'm!C ~f" 1<41= fe- 'fl~fC 
, 

I.::·'i ~ '8t~IC ~, ~ ~,! IE 'a~ ( 4 

CUSTOM PLOT 1="1 LE 

Interpretation of the input declaration appears as follows (for this illus
tration, the change was from single precision (M4PLOT = 2) to double precision 
(M4PLOT = 0): 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c -~-----~-~-----~-~---------~------------~--~----:-----------~---~-~-------
Toggle choice of disk plot file. M4PLOT = O. :CUSTOM PLOT FILE 

II-A-12. Request for Selective Diagnostic Printout 

Integer miscellaneous data parameter IPRSUP (see Section II-B) will turn 
diagnostic printout on or off irrespective of the location of that printout 
within the prograa. '!bat is, either all diagnostic output is turned on, or all 
is turned off, at a certain threshold level. If poSitive, IPRSUP will override 
the selective printout request of this present section. 
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But if IPRSUP is to be keyed zero or blank. then the EMTP diagnostic print
out can be controlled overlay by overlay of the UTPF. A special-request card 
bearing the key word "DIAGNOSTIC" in columns 1-10 is used in this case, followed 
by 10 blanks, followed by values for each of the 29 overlays as 2912 informa
tion: 

I 
1 ~ , : e - e I '- ~ 

2," ~.~ e'i E,~ c 21'- ~ .:'€ 'E:~I( A.", I": It j '€~(IC ~.,,; I":'~ E -; E;C,( ~ ,.:l,~, E c:q( ": ~<11 ':' E 'c:c!C . 4l'!:iE ',:s C ~, ~ I": . ~ IE ~E,9 C .. , .. " 

DIAGNOSTlC 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 I ~ I i I ~ 12 12 I ~ 1 2 1 ~ 12 12 t ~ 12 1 ~ 1 2 1 ~ J A 12 1.2 I ~ I ~ 12 

Overloy number: 2 '" 4 :: E c S 1 C 1 1 ~ 1 1 " 1 ~ 1E 1 I H 1 ~ 2C 2 2~ 2 24 2: 2€ 2 2~ 2~ 

In the selection of these diagnostic output codes, special care should 
always be taken with regard to the time-step loop of overlays 16-19. Remember 
that diagnostic output can be generated for each time step, so beware of the 
termination time !MAX in relation to the step-size DELTAT, should such output 
be requested. Another consideration is for large networks, which will generate 
voluminous output in overlay number 7 (network node-renumbering) and the [V] 
formation of overlay 14. In these cases, output can be produced for each row of 
the matrix. It is recommended that diagnostic for overlay 7 almost never be 
used, and that the value for overlay 14 be limited to ievel 3. If in doubt 
abou t such control, consul t Program Maintenance, or try the usage in real time. 
looking at the output on a computer monitor as it is being generated. In case 
the output is excessive, execution then could be aborted. and the controls modi
fied appropriately. A summary of the function of key overlays at the start of 
the program follows: 

Overlay 1: Special-request cards. miscellaneous data 
Overlay 2: Only TACS data input 
Over lay 3: Branch input 
Overlay 4: Switch (including diodes/valves) input 
Overlay 5: Source (including S.M. and U.N.) input 
Overlay 6: Network connectivity 
Over lay 7: Node renumbering 

If diagnostic printout is being turned off and on as a function of time (see 
Section 1.lb, with a minus sign on MOLT), then (IPRSOV(16:19) alternate with 
IPR(1:4) for control of diagnostic printout of the time-step loop. There are 
two distinct cases of importance: 

Case 1. If the user wants to start with no diagnostic (i.e •• for time steps 
zero or one). then IPRSOV (16: 19) should all be zero t and the "ALTERNATE 
DIAGNOSTIC PRINTOUT" request of Section A-3 should be used to define the 
nonzero printout codes (one or more nonzero). 

Case 2. If the user wants to start with diagnostic (Step zero) t then IPR
SOV (16: 19 should not all be zero. In this case, no "ALTERNATE DIAGNOSTIC 
PRINTOUT" request is needed, since zero values are the defaul t. 

J J _'"':I 
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Interpretation of the input data confirms only the first 12 of the 29 
integers that are defined. An illustration is provided by BENCHMARK DCPRINT-5: 

C ~1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ------~-------~~----------~--~-----------~--~---~~------------------------
Debug print. o 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 9 9 9 9 IDIAGNOSTIC o 9 

II-A-13. calculation ot Constant-Parameter. [R],[L] Network Equivalent 

The calculation of coupled [R],[L] branches to represent parts of the net
work that are not to be modeled explicitly is done by a separate supporting 
program named "NETEQV". Instructions for the usage of this utility are covered 
in Section XXIV. To transfer to that separate program, the following spe
cial-request card is used: 

~ ~ ~ I € 
I-

E .. I 

~f~ I"~ ~€I-r~~~fC ~f" .".~ f" , ~,C~( ~ 

l1r:'~ 'EI~IC :! .. I"! ~ E rEIS!C ~, .. • .:.~ ~ E ~ EI~I( ~ .. 1 i ~ ~ E 'E:cIC ~,~ l':r~1 E 'EI~IC ~.~ ,4,' If 'E~~C ~, .. 

NETWORK EQUIYALEN1 EB.O 

IOF8ND 

IOFBND of columns 33-40 is optional, and normally will be left blank. If a 
value is keyed, it is taken to be the maximum number of busses that are allowed. 
If omitted. the EMTP will dimension tables of the supporting program as large as 
possible (within available working space of overlay 28 (/C28B01/). Since the 
sparsity diagram (which shows nonzero terms of the Jacobian) can only be pro
duced if there is extra storage. this diagram will only be seen if a positive 
IOFBND is keyed. and if this positive value leaves sufficient extra working 
space for the sparsity diagram. 

Interpretation of the request card confirms the value of IOFBND. An illus
tration is provided by the second subcase of BENCHMARK DC-14: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ~--~~--~-----~-~--------~-~----------~~~-----~--I------~~~~~--~~----------
Cons tant-R. L generator equivalent. IOFBND = 11. : NETWORK EQUIVALENT. 11. 

II -A-14. Calling ot Installation-Dependent Module "JIIDOV1" 

(. :;,,~;t 
The principal installation-dependent module that is called at the start of ~ . 

execution of each data case is "SYSDEP". But there once was another such module 
in overlay 1t a former SUBROUTINE that has since been converted to a special, 
optional logic branch within "SYSDEP". This can be used for any necessary 
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initialization that is possible only after miscellaneous data cards have been 
read. for those computer systems that require such special treatment. The 
reques~ for such special initialization (originally associated with file opening 
and closing) is shown immediately below. But do not use this without the knowl
edge and approval of Program. Maintenance. I twill resul t in execution of the 
statement CALL SYSDEP t which could be disasterous for those computer systems 
that do not have alternate logic to intercept such advance usage. 

1 r: i. I: E ~ 

~E ~ I 

~I'" 1.:1·: ! E rES 
'C 

~ ... i..: ~ t 'f:~i( ~,~ i~i: ~f~ r~t~rc ~.'" !~r: ~€i -'cl~( I:' : t( .~ ,€ -'c~~ Ie ~ .. "f~iE B~ ,e ' 'f' "': ~ E 'H~ fc i' I£.~'t 'EC i .. · .. 

FI L E REQUES1 

Interpretation of the input declaration then appears as follows: 

C 1 234 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ~-~~-~-~-~~-~---~--~------~~~--------~-~--------:~~-~---------~-----~~~---
Request for "CALL MIDOV1" execution. :FlLE REQUEST 

II-A-15. Declaration of Intention to Use EMTP Load Flow 

EMTP load flow capability is associated with special data cards that are to 
follow the blank card ending sources, as explained in Section X. But such 
observation of power constraints is optional. If such data is to be read at the 
appropriate time and place, the EMTP must know of its existence. The user 
declares such existence by means of the following request card: 

1 ' ~ : . E 
1-

! !~ I· "" 
~, .. I ,.~ If~ 'fl~~( ~~ .. !..:. ~ ~ E 'ci~l( , ~ 

I" ~~ ~f- 'miC ~'" ' ":t~ If-r~i£ Ie !~. , i 41~~ ~f -rc:~i( ~, ... l~f~iE 'c;~f( ~ i ~'~I€ 'H~IC ~.~ I"': I E ~~q ,," 

F I x SOURCE 

For examples of such usaget see the standard test cases BENCHMARK DC-25 and 
DC-26. Interpretation of the input declaration then appears as follows: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ---~~---~~------~~-------~~~~~-~---~-·--~-------l----~-~-~-----~~---------
Declaration of desired EMTP load flow usage. IFIX SOURCE { Dbclare 

Jj/-
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II-A-16. Declaration of Intention to Use "FREQUENCY SCAN" 

The-"FREQUENCY SCAN" feature (cfr. DC-51) of the EMTP allows for the repeti
tion of steady-state phasor solutions (so be sure to put TMAX = 0. DELTAT has no 
meaning), as the frequency of sinusoidal sources is automatically incremented 
between a beginning and an ending frequency. Rather than conventional EMTP 
time-response output. the user then has available a frequency-response output. 
When plotted. the time axis of conventional EMTP simulations becomes the fre
quency axis. with the result being a Bode plot. Either polar coordinates 
(magni tude and angle) or rectangular coordinates (real and imaginary parts) -of 
the phasor solution variables are used for output purposes. For example, the 
following could apply to the node voltage of phase "a" somewhere in the network: 

Magnitude ...... .. .. .. 
••• 

.. .. 
• .. .. .. 

• .. 
+--------~--------------------> 

Frequency 

Angle 

• • .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 

+----------------------------) 
Frequency 

Should the user desire such multiple steady-state phasor solutions. then the 
following special-request card must precede the miscellaneous data cards: 

1 ~ ;" ~ E ' - IE .. I 

~I~ ,~ .' 't ~ Ei CI ( ~i .. ~..:.~ ~E '~lS~C ~.~ ~r! I€,- , cfS~C ~, ... Ar!IE '~l~iC I~ ... I,,·!,t rc,~( ~i .. '''~: I E 'EI~{ .1, '''.:1 E r~ I~I( ' ... I". ~ 1 E 'elsie 

FREQUENCY SCA~ EB.O E8.0 EB.O 18 

FMINFS DELFFS FMAXFS NPO 

Parameters: 

FMINFS of cols. 25-32: the beginning (minimum) frequency of the scan. in 
[Hertz]. This must be a positive number. 

DELFFS of cols. 33-40: the frequency increment between successive solutions of 
the scan. if the user wants uniform (as opposed to logarithmic) spacing. 
For logarithmic spacing. this field should be left blank. 

FMAXFS of cols. 41-48: the ending (maximum) frequency of the scan, in [Hertz]. 
This must be greater than or equal to FMINFS. of course. The solution loop 
will end with the last frequency that does not exceed this upper limit. 
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NPD of eols. 49-56 is used only for geometric or logarithmic spacing as opposed 
to uniform or arithmetic spacing of the frequency points. For geometric or 
logarithmic spacing, provide an integer value for tbe number of points per 
frequency decade. Successive frequency points then will be related by: 
(f(k+1) / f(k)) •• NPD = 10. 

Special attention should be paid to integer miscellaneous data parameter 
KSSOUT when using the "FREQUENCY SCANff option. See the Section 11-8 defini
tion. If punched with unity. the full phasor branch flow and injection output 
will result for each solution frequency of the scan. This could produce large 
quantities of printed output, if the number of frequency points is large. Other 
positive values of KSSOUT will produce additional phasor output, only in 
smaller quantity. Hence, be careful of positive KSSOUT. 

Except for the just-mentioned full branch-flow and injection printout, only 
node-voltage output is presently available for "FREQUENCY SCAN" solutions. 
The node voltage output request format is explained in chapter XII. Any request 
to output branch or switch variables (voltage differences, branch currents, 
powers and energies) or TACS variables will be disregarded in FREQUENCY SCAN 
mode. Node voltages are outputted in both polar (magnitude, angle in degrees) 
and rectangular (real, imaginary) forms. 

The induction (asynchronous) al ternati ve of the U. M. should not be used 
wi th "FREQUENCY SCAN" unless it i"s known that installation-dependent SUBROU
TINE PLTFIL does not rely upon storage of the COMMON block for vector I4BYTE. 
The UTPF contains an Apollo module, and this uses the storage of I4BYTE for 
conversion of the "FREQUENCY SCAN" output vector to single precision prior to 
storage. The replacement of I4BYTE by a local vector of sufficient length 
(equal to the maximum number of output variables) will remove the restriction, 
of course. 

For the LUNIT6 line printer output. there really are two component output 
vectors, beginning with the polar form, and ending (after starting on the left 
on a new line) with the rectangular form. For the plot file of I/O unit number 
LUNIT4, the two parts are concatenated into a single, double-length, output 
vector. An extract of the LUNIT6 output is displayed hereafter • 

...,:LOAD 
... :C'UIt. 

rw.1:LOAD 
N&l:c:ua 

.... l.:LOAJI 
... 1.: CUR 

..... :LOAD 
..... ac:ua 

... :IIID ... : 
1"Ml: .. ID 

1"Ml: 

.... l.: .. ID ... :DlM 

1..." .. ID 

---- output -..ctoI' for at ....... " 1. ~C:Y. 6.000000001+01 lb. 

...,:t'IUUf 

1.00000001+02 0.0000000I.00 9.35715221-01 -2.065"'78.01 0.0000000.+00 O.OOOODOOI.oo 9.35711221-01 -2.06559"1.01 
9.35715221.01 -Z.0IIStt7I.o1 
1.00000001-02 O.oooaoool.oo 1.75562978-01 -3.3001'''61-01 0.0000000..00 o.oooooooa+oo '.1'''2''.-01 -3.3OO1' .. 'a-01 
1.75562.,..01 -3.~6I.o1 

tap -'l'APUY·. lIelli"... 
fotal n.t~rk 1oe. P-10a. by au..Jftq LnJectlana. 3."150010796' •• 03 

----- output vector for st., nullber 2. p~. 1.0000000000a-Ot lb. 
1.00000001-02 0.00000001_00 1.93476311-01 -2.66.66101-01 0.00000001.00 0.00000001.00 8.93476371-01 -2.'6.66101-01 
1.93471311.01 -2.66166101+01 
1. 00000001-02 0.00000001.00 ., . 91300021-01 -4.01219361-01 O. OOOOOOOIl-OO o. aooooool.oo 7. '.300021-01 ·-4.0126'36&-01 
., .9.300021.01 -4.01269361.01 

Tap ·T~V". lieS"' ... I 
Total net~rk loea '-10.. by su..in9 Injectlana. 3.58.784001624 •• 03 

) / 7 
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This output is extracted from a modified version of BENCHMARK DC-51. One 
extra node "DUMMY" was added, to produce more output, thereby clearly showing 
the boundary between the polar and the rectangular outputs. The final line of 
heading (before the step-l output) shows that there are five complex output 
quantities, or 10 numbers total in both the polar output and the rectangular 
output. 

Also for plotting. only node voltage output can be requested although all 
output variables are considered to be of type "9" (branch currents). One pair 
of names is associat.ed with each node name. Suppose that NOONAM is the name of 
the node voltage which is of immediate interest. The corresponding pair of 
names then should be one of the following: 

(NOONAM, mag) ---- for the magnitude of node voltage NOONAM; 
(NOONAM, ang) ---- for the associated angle in degrees. 
(NODNAM, real) for the real part of node voltage NOONAM; 
(NOONAM, imag) --- for the associated imaginary part. 

Such plotting is illustrated by BENCHMARK DC-51, where character plots of 
both polar and rectangular quantities are illustrated. For easy reference, I 
reproduce the two plot cards of that data case. All plotting is for steady
state node voltage components versus frequency at node "CUR ": 

C 1 2 3 4 5 
C 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
c ---~------~---~------------------------~-------~ 

PRINTER PLOT 
19630. 60.150. CUR 
19630. 60.150. CUR 

BLANK card ending plot cards 

mag CUR 
real CUR 

angle 
!mag 

For details regarding the card format of this plot card, please consult 
section XIV-A-3. 

An extract of the corresponding printer plot output looks as follows: 

RequesC tor ~r.ccer C1tn. printer» plotting. 
» Plot c.l'd. 3.0008+01 6.000.+01 1.5008.02 
22-Jun-'1 10.33.56 1 

P10C Cype 9 
Node _ c:aa .. ca AIIGI.8 

Ti .... -.c.. 1...... : PI" • T:Y f in .. "U 

I PRllft'!ll l"LG1' 
19630. 60.150. 

C &10-, it I 
-4.134 -3.096 -2.011 -1.020 0.017 1.055 2.093 3.131 4.168 5.206 6.244 7.282 I.ut 9.357 

.---------.------.--..... ~ .. ~.--.---------.---------.---------.---------.--------.. ---------•....... --.---------.---------.--_.-----. • A 

• 
90. 

• 

• 

• 
End of graph. 
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However. if the user needs branch currents or voltage differences. rather 
than node voltages, he is adviced to add one or more measuring transformers for 
this purpose (see Section IV-E). A 2-winding transformer that draws no magne
tizingcurrent, and that has small leakage impedance, would be appropriate, to 
insure accurate measurement (just as in the real world of instrumentation). 

- For a voltage difference between BUSK and BUSM. following scheme could be 
used: 

network 

The primary of the transformer should be connected across the two desired 
nodes. The turn ratio should be uni ty . The secondary should have one 
grounded terminal. The open cireui t terminal voltage VKM then is a measure 
for the voltage difference. 

- For a branch current in a resistor R between nodes BUSK and 8USM, following 
scheme could be used: 

BUSK 
...----... IKM 

8USM 

The primary of the transformer should be connected across the resistor with 
value R. The turn ratio should be R: 1. The secondary should have one 
grounded terminal. The open circuit terminal vol tap IKM then is a measure 
for the current flowing in the resistor R. 

If phasor branch-[Y] data is being used with ttFREQUENCY SCAN" (see Sec
tion IV-C), tben the user must connect the file of such data to I/O channel 
LUNIT8 using SOPEN. The format of data is simple enough. Data is ordered 
with increasing frequency. There must be one set of phasor branch-[Y] data for 
each frequency of the "FREQUENCY SCAN". Each such data set consists cf a 
single, arbitrary co_ent line followed by [V] --- for each branch so repre
sented. in order of branch input. Since [V] is symmetric, only the lower
triangle is inputted. Numerical data is ordered as for the [Y] input of 
Section IV-C, although more preCision is allowed: use FORMAT ( 4E20. 0 ). No 
node names are used. note, since these are already known. Just supply the (GtB) 
pairs. up to two per card. Data is inputted by rows of the lower triangle (up 

/I'J 
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to and including the diagonal). with data for each row beginning on a new card. 
Readers having access to FORTRAN can search for LUNIT8 usage within SUBROU
TINE SUBR10. 

Interpretation of the input data confirms the four input numbers on the 
declaration. As an illustration. consider the associated output line of BENCH
MARK DC-51: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ~~~-~~----------------~---~-----------------~---l----~~--~~--~-------~-~~-
F-scan. 6.000E+01 2.000E+01 1.300£+02 0 IFREQUENCY SCAN. 60., 20., 

II-A-17. Frequency-Oependent Representation of Overhead Lines 

In order to represent overhead transmission lines with frequency-dependent 
parameters and a constant transformation matrix as required. by Section IV-D-3. 
recourse is made to a separate supporting program. Instructions for the usage 
of this separate program are contained in Section XVII. The transfer to this 
supporting program is accomplished by the followjng request: 

" 4 != € -
" ~ I C 

~I~ ~ ~ ,~ If ~ I~I~ i( ~:~ i"·:,E '~l~fc ~, .. l~f:'E '~I~,( - ,,,.~ ,E I-'EI~'C : - f"': ~E ~ '~I(IC ~f~ I~l£ ,E I ~ ~ ~~ C ,; I.lL ~ ~ E 'EI~IC ~ 1,,·',1 'E,SiC 
~I" 4 

J MART I SETUF E8.0 

POTO 

Variable PDTO of columns 33-40 has the same meaning as the parameter of 
columns 33-38 of frequency-dependent branch cards of Section IV-D-3. In fact, 
the parameter is not actually used by the fitter, but is merely passed along 
from the declaration card just shown to any branch cards that later are to be 
punched. This is no different than for node names of a "BRANCH" request, only 
here the request comes earlier, outside the supporting program. 

For an example ot such usage, see BENCHMARK DCNEW-3. Interpretation of the 
input declaration then confirms the input parameter as tollows: 

C 1 2 3 -4 5 6 7 
c 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ~~~---------------~---------~~--~------------~--:---------~---------------
Jose Marti's line fitter. PDTO = 1.0 lJMARTI SETUP, 1.0, 
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II-A-18. Request for the Printing ot Fatal EMTP Error Messages 

It sometimes is handy to be able to generate the text of any particular 
fatal EMTP error message (or "KILL code") without actually being obliged to set 
up a data case that will so terminate error-eously during execution. This is 
possible using the request: 

~ ... 4 I ~ E I Ie 
,,~ ! ,.: E :El<:fc ~I'-I" ':I€ 'El<:fc - Jl: E - clc,( - ,L'!:IE rEt C{ 

: , 
~ J.' ,E 'c ~<:fc ~, ~ i~f:~E ·c:c !C ' ~, ... ,l·SE 'E:<:!C ..... ,..:.' I ~~ 'ciclC ".~ . ~ ~ 

KILL CODE<: 18 18 

KILL 1 KILL2 

. Here KILL1 (columns 33-40) and KILL2 (columns 41-48) are the beginning and 
ending numbers of the consecutive error messages that are to be printed. Of 
necessity, KILL2 must not be less than KILLl. 

The most common usage of this feature will be on an impromptu basis. which 
suggests interactive input following the "KEY" response to the opening prompt of 
the program. 

Interpretation of the input data confirms the beginning and ending indices 
of the error messages. An illustration has been placed at the end of 
BENC~ DC-13. resulting in the output: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c. ---------~----~--~----------~-~--~-------~------:-----------~-~~--~-~~----
Test output of error messages 13 through 14 \KILL CODES, 13. 14, 

II-A-19. Calculation ot Parameters ot Overhead Transmission Lines 

The calculation of parameters for overhead transmission lines is isolated in 
a separate UTPP overlay. It really is a separate, self-contained program, and 
all usage is described in the separate Section XXI. To transfer to that separ
a te program. the following special-reques t card is used: 

~ ~ ~ E - r11,1~ - I 

~I~ , .(.~ IEI~ rcl~ Ie ~- I~':IE 'ft~IC ~ .... I' f~ i E Ictcfc ~, ... ~ ~. ~ i E 'c~~lc I ~ , ... I'f~, E rH<:I( ~, ... I..::!~'E r~l~i( ~ .... l'r!,E ' E~~IC .... I~ ~, I' 
LINE CONST ANT~ 
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For examples of such usage, see BENCHMARK DC-29 or DC-59. The latter of 
these provides an illustration of interpretation, which is as follows: 

C ~1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ~-~~~~~~~-----~~-~~--~----~---~--~~--~----~---~-:--------~---~-~--~-------
Compute overhead line constants. Limit = 54 ILINE CONSTANTS 

In addition to the nature of the message, note that there is confirmation of 
the limiting number of conductors. The value shown was for Apollo with default 
dimensioning and an offset (4th card) of 50K. 

II-A-20. Option of linearly-varied bias for Monte Carlo Studies 

At the request of BPA production users (specifically, Dan Goldsworthy), the 
normally random or zero bias that can be added to all switch times of Monte 
Carlo studies can be replaced by a linear variation. This will be the program 
response to the request: 

~ ~ '" 
14 15 € I I~ 

~f'" I~': It~ 'E!S ~d' 1 ~f~ .".~ IE '~:~~ '",., l~,e IE'~ te,~ Ie :~t~ I~·: ~EI ~ tSI~ fc 1 ~, .. 14: ~e~ 'els I~ ~ ~f'" ·.clf~ IE!~ 'Sl~ ~c : A~ .. . ~,~ f~ 'flS Ie I ~~~ i4·~ ~~' ~ 'ciS!q .:!~ "" 

L ! NEAR 81 AS USAGE 

No further information is required, since limits on the bias have already 
been provided by the "STATISTICS" miscellaneous data parameters DEGMIN and DEG
MAX (see Section II-C, columns 41-56). For a case with "LINEAR BIAS USAGE", 
there is replacement of the randoll number that normally is used by a variable 
that varies linearly between 1.0 / NENERG and unity as the NENERG energizations 
are performed. 

The interpretation of this request appears as follows (note that it involves 
the confirmation of no parameter values): 

C 1 2 3 456 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ~-~~~~~-~~~-~~---~~~~---~-----------------------:-~----------------~~-----
Ramped linear variation of random bias. I LINEAR BIAS USAGE 

II-A-21. Request to Read Jlliscellane0u8 Data Cards 

The floating-point and integer miscellaneous data cards are described in 
Section II-B. For a conventional simulation, they cOile after all special 
requests of the type now being considered. For the normal simulation, this is 
fine. and there is no problem. 
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But for special circumstances, the user may want to define one or more of 
the miscellaneous data parameters Itahead of time," along with other special 
request cards. This is required for "START AGAIN" usage, for example (see 
BENCHMARK Dc-40 as an illustration). If such usage is wanted, simply precede 
the usual miscellaneous data cards of Sections 1I-8 and II-C by the special-re
quest word "MISCELLANEOUS DATA CARDS" as follows: 

1 ~ ~ ~ E - IE ~ I 

,. ,4.: E rEi~IC ~.~ ,,,,:,€ 'E~~( ~, .. ~.:, f ' ClCI( ~ .. I ".:t€ r E~~ i( 1'1 .. ' ""e ,f- ~ C,Ci( 
, 

~"I: ,E '~~ ~I c ! ~ '''''~' E 
'f :~IC ', .. I" 't:~lc .: ... . .. 

MISCELLANEOUS DATA CARoe 

The user is advised not to do this casually, however. There should be a 
clear, real, known need as approved by standard instructions, or as recommended 
by local Program Maintenance. 

The interpretation of these data only requires documentation of the request 
card, since the miscellaneous data cards (and possible extensions) are inter
preted exactly as explained in Sections 1I-B and II-C. As for the leading card, 
it is interpeted as follows: 

C 1 234 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ----~~~-------~---------~------~---~~-----------:----~------------------~-
Request preceding 2 miscellaneous data cards. IMISCELLANEOUS DATA CARDS 

II-A-22. Tricky Mode-Voltage Output Request tor Distributed Line 

There are cases where mode voltage rather than phase voltage is desired as 
the output of a distributed transmission line. This will generally be for 
educational usage of one form or another, since the quantities in question can 
not be physically measured. Since all distributed-parameter transmission-line 
models use a modal transformation matrix to decouple the multi-conductor equa
tions, the modal quantities are a part of the solution process, and it is just a 
matter of directing such variables to the output vector. With care, the user 
can request the modal voltage to ground at both ends of one distributed-para
meter transaission line. The request has the following form: 

, : .. ~ ~ t I E 

~I" iAr: f€ I 'EI~iC ~, .. '~f: ,f- 'EIC~( ,.~ 4~iE r~l(~C "'I., l'r!iE ~€l~iC r~'" '''r! tel- ~8c::< ~, ~ fod:~E iElc:f< , ... i'~! IE 'fl~IC At--
,41.~ 1 ~ 'Eic: C 41 ... 

MCOE VOlTAGE OUTPU' 18 

MOD OUT 

I _/ -< 
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Variable MODOUT (cols. 33-40) is to be keyed with the number cif phases or 
coupled conductors that are involved. A blank or zero field is defaulted to 
MODCUT = 3, so it is really only in other cases that the numerical value need be 
keyed. 

Such modal output is possible for only one transmission line, and that line 
must be placed at the very end of branches, immediately before the blank card 
that terminates all branch cards. In addition, the very first branch data must 
consist of extra. high-resistance branches that are connected from each node to 
ground at both ends of the line in question. Equal in number to 2· MODOUT, 
column 80 of these uncoupled (type-O) series R-L-C branches must be keyed with a 
ttl" so as to request branch current output. Use a resistance value so large 
that the answer is unaffected. 

So much for data input. After the case has been run, the user will find his 
modal voltages in the output locations that would otherwise have been reserved 
for the branch currents just mentioned. This is why the present feature is a 
little tricky. The first "MODOUT~ ouput currents are in reality modal voltages 
to local ground at the "BUS1" end of the line, in natural order; the next 
"MODOUT" output currents are mode voltages to ground at the other end ("BUS2" 
end) of the line, also in natural order. A reminder message to this effect is 
printed immediately below the column headings for the output variables, so the 
user will not forget. Note that if one is plotting, type-9 plot requests (see 
Section 1.10) must be used. since the EMTP thinks that the modal voltages are 
currents in the 2 .. MODOtrr high-resistance branches which were supplied by the 
user. 

An illus tration of this feature is provided by the 2nd subcase of BENCHMARK 
DC-38. It is fro. this solution involving a 3-phase, constant-parameter line 
that the following interpretation has been extracted: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ~~-~--------~---~----~--~~--~----------~--------:-~-~~-~----~-~--~-~~----~ 
Request for tricky modal output. MODOUT = 3. : MODE VOLTAGE Otm'UT 

II-A-23. Request to Convert ZoO Branch cards trr. Old to New Fonaats 

The following request will provide conversion fro. old ("M36." or earlier 
vintage) zinc oxide arrester branch data into the current formats (as required 
for "M38." and later versions of the program): 

, 
,4 : e -! 

~ ~ ~ E 
~I~ 1.:1,~ ,~ ~ 'E C f( ~,~ ~ '~I€ C:~i( ~,~ "e c; 'Eil: ,q ~ .. 4! ,€ - 'EiSie 

,. JC F 'esc ~ ~ i'!~ IE - 'ciS!e ~.~ "'~ E ~iS ,q i~ .. i4l,~.E '~% c 

OLD TO NEW ZNO 
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This special-request card is to be added before the first miscellaneous data 
card of a data case involving old ZnO data cards. The EMTP reads such data. and 
punches (see SPUNCH) replacement branch cards to represent the Zno arresters. 
It will then be the user's responsibility to replace the old card images with 
the new ones, using his system editor. 

An example of such conversion is provided by the second subcase of standard 
test case BENCHMARK DC-13. The following illustrative interpretation has been 
extracted from the solution of this case: 

C 1 2 345 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c -------~-~~~--~---------------------~-~---------:------------~----~~~-----
Request to convert old Zno data to new formats. : OLD TO NEW ZNO 

II-A-24. Request for Omission ot Base Case ot "STATISTICS" Simulation 

The conventional "STATISTICS" or "SYSTEMATIC" data case involves a base case 
solution before any of the NENERG (integer miscellaneous data parameter; see 
Section II-B) energ1zations are performed. This is a preliminary shot. right 
down ,the middle. wi th all of the variances set to zero. Well, the user can 
suppress this extra, preliminary simulation by a special request card reading: 

, 
1.01 i! C IE ... [' J1 21 .. I":'~ iE ~ r~; c i( ": ".c i~l( ~,,., l~f~'E 'fICi( ~ .. ,',:·E 'elsie ~f' ' ~,: ,E I r t ~~ I( ~f" ,':!fE ,~:~,( ~ ~ .. 1.o1.~ IE 'H~ f( ~ ... ~,.~, E 'f~slc .. 

I 

OMI T BASE CASE 

Resulting statistical tabulations are unaffected. since the base case sol
ution was not part of the statistical processing, anyway. So, if the user 
already knows how the base case solution looks, he can save one shot, as well as 
some paper. 

An example of such usage is provided by of standard test case 
BENCHMARK DC-13. The following illustrative interpretation has been extracted 
from this solution: 

C 1· 2 345 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c -------~----~--------~------~~-~----------------I-------------------------
Omit base case if STATISTICS/SYSTEMATIC usage. rOMIT BASE CASE 

12t~ 
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II-A-25. Request for Peak Voltage of Simulation 

The user may be interested in peak node voltage, or in peak linear branch 
voltage, or both, without being concerned about the location in the network 
that this will occur. If so, there exists the paper-saving alternative that 
avoids voltage output for all nodes or branches: 

J. ... I. ~ It 'EiC~ ~I- ,I..~ i€'i rcl~IC ~ .. 1":-: ,€ -'fl~~( ~ ~ .. II..~ E'-r fIC~C ~.-I~r~'€ 'Elc Ie 1 ' ~ ... ",~ 't 'f~~'C 
. I.I~I E '~I(I( ~. " ,~-~ IE ' €~~ ;( ' .. II.-~,( ":i ... 

PEAK VOLTAGE MONITOF 18 

MAXVLT 

Variable MAXVLT chooses the type of voltages being monitored: 

1 ror node voltages only; 
2 for linear branch voltages only; 
3 for both node voltages and also linear branch voltages. 

Zero or blank will be interpreted as unity (a request for the peak of node 
voltages only). This is the request. Later, at the end of the simulation, 
before the usual peak-value printout for the output vector. will be generated 
the requested output or outputs. 

For the monitoring of node voltages (MAXVLT = 0 or 1), one line will give 
the node name, the time of the peak, and the value of the overall peak. The 
following is an illustration taken from the first- subcase of BENCHMARK DC-7: 

Overall simulation peak node voltage = 5.69470365E+05 
occurred at bus "TRANS" at time (sec) = 1.17000000E-02 

For 13Z-column output, this will be a single line, of course (it has here 
been split in two for ease of presentation only). The printed value at the end 
is the peak of all node voltages in volts, not the peak of all node voltages in 
per unit. If the problem has transformers that change the nominal voltage 
level, there is no easy way of spotting peaks of per unit voltage that might 
occur on the low voltage side. So, usage is somewhat specialized, and it 
requires caution. 

For the case of MAXVLT = 2 or 3. there will be output for the peak 
branch voltage as follows (from the second subcase of BENCHMARK DC-7): 

Overall simulation peak branch voltage = 5.66276224E+Ol 
occurred at linear branch number 3, which connects nod~ 
"TRAN " to" "The time [sec] = o. OOOOOOOOE+OO . el 
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Many of the standard test cases employ such usage. The following illustra
tion of interpretation was taken from the solution to the second subcase of 
BENCHMARK DC-7: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ~~------~----~----~---~~~---------~-~-----------:~-~----------------------
Output global peak voltage of network. 3 IPEAK VOLTAGE MONITOR, 3. 

II-A-26. Request for Postprocessing of Plot File Using TACS 

TACS can be used for the postprocessing of plot files. The user first 
connects the old plot file (input to the post processor) to I/O unit number 
LUNIT2 using SOPEN. For an example (which may be installation-dependent). see 
BENCHMARK Dc-46. Variables of the plot file will be assigned to user-defined 
TACS sources in natural order by the EMTP, thereby providing the connection for 
postprocessing by the user. This is the response to the request: 

~ .. -4 
: ~ € I 

e ~~ ~ .. ,.c:.: ~EI~ f.<: r( ~:~ ~~ ·:~E r t~ ~~ C = ~ .. A:'~ , C~c!c ~ 
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POSTPROCESS PLOT FILE 18 

IPLOT 

Variable IPLOT of cols. 33-40 is to be an integer indicating frequency of 
the output. not unlike the miscellaneous data parameter of the same name. For 
example, if IPLar = 3 is used. then only every third point of the old plot file 
will Qe used. The most common (and least tricky) case uses IPLOT = 1 t so that 
there are as many output points as there are input points. 

The data case is completed by cards for a TACS-only (TACS STAND ALONE) EMTP 
data case. There are generally to be as many TACS sources as there are vari
ables in the old data file, with 6-character names being arbitrary. In the 
order defined, these are automatically (internally) connected to variables of 
the old plot file. Most post-processing will involve supplemental variables, 
although function blocks are also useful (e.g., l/S for integration of some 
voltage to give flux). . 

The interpretation of the request card confirms the user-keyed frequency 
IPLOT. of course. This is illustrated by the following line from the solution 
to BENCHMARK DC-46: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ----~------------~----------------~---~-----~---:-------------------------
Postprocess with frequency IPLOT = 1. IPOSTPROCESS PLOT FILE 

/27 
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II-A-27. Redefinition ot Synchronous Power Frequency STATFR 

Although the synchronous power frequency STATFR can be defined arbitrarily 
in the STARTUP file, it is not convenient to alter such a critical value for 
occasional foreign data cases that might deviate from the local frequency. In 
the case of stacked data cases, it is even conceivable that different values 
would be required within the same disk file. So, at the beginning of each new 
data case, the user has the ability to alter the assumed power frequency by 
means of a request such as: 

1 ~ 
, 

" I:: ' E -... I E 
2i• ~~: :: ,eli IE'~fc ~,: ",! ~ E 'E~~I c ~ 

14I·~ ff-i E,~~C ~, ... I~,:,€ 'a~lc ~ 
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POv.tR FREQUENC" ES.O 

STATFR 

Variable STATFR of columns 33-40 is the synchronous power system frequency 
in Hertz. Wi thout such a declaratio~. this will normally be either 50 Hz or 
60 Hz. depending upon contents of the STARTUP file. 

The interpretation of the request card confirms the user-keyed frequency 
STATFR. of course. This is illustrated by the following line from the solution 
to BENCHMARK DC-26: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ~~~--------~----~~-~----~--~----------~---------l~----------------------~-
New power frequency STATFR = 5.000oooooE+01 Hz. IPOWER FREQUENCY, 50.0. 

II-A-28. Request to change Width and Spacing ot Time-Step Loop Printout 

The dollinant printout ot the time-step loop is the step nUJllber. time. and 
variable values which occurs at frequency rOUT (miscellaneous data parameter of 
Section II-B). Although spacing of the step number and the time are fixed, all 
following nuabers will be of uniform width and intercolumn spacing as determined 
by variables KOLWID and KOLSEP of the STARTUP file. Yet such formatting is 
important enough that it has been placed under user control at the beginning of 
each data case. too, by means of the following request: 
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-
PRINTED NUMBER WIOTr 18 18 

KOLWID KOLSEP 

Parameters : 

KOLWID of columns 33-40 is the total column width in characters, including 
blanks that separate columns. 

~JE 
i
C 

KOLSEP of columns 41-48 is the numbe~ of blank characters separating nonblank 
numbers. 

The interpretation of the request card confirms the two user-keyed integers 
KOLWID and KOLSEP. of course. This is illustrated by the following line from 
the solution to BENCHMARK DC-26: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
.c 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c -----------~~-----~--------------~--------------:-------~----~------~-----
Width of time-step loop numbers. W=13 5=2 lPRINTED NUMBER WIDTH, 13, 

II-A-29. Request for Relative Allocation of Total TACS Storage 

Refer to Section A-1, which provided the first and most common way to 
allocate total TACS storage, namely "ABSOLUTE TACS DIMENSIONS". The second way 
to allocate total TACS storage is with a request for relative sizing. That is, 
rather than request a specific number of function blocks, supplemental vari
ables, etc., the user can Simply request a proportional allocation (e.g., 5% of 
the total storage for function blocks, etc.). There first is the 
special-request card, then the data card bearing the 8 proportions. read as 818 

~ .. 1.lI ~ E I Ie: 
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K1 K2 K3 K4 K5 K6 K7 K8 

In theory. this is simple enough. But one practical problem with this 
second alternative for sizing TACS tables is that the user has no intuitive feel 
for the relative space taken by different tables. To aid the user. the follow
ing is an approximate correspondence between nominal (default) absolute dimen
sions and the proportions that produced them: 

Absolute size 20 90 100 20 30 250 300 60 

Relative size 11 15 7 7 3 8 21 28 

This applies to translations having integers that are half as long as 
floating-point variables (e.g .• INTEG~·4 vs. REAL*8 for computers such as 
Apollo. IBM. PRIME. and VAX). Proportions are a little different for computers 
that store floating-point variables in words of the same length as integers (oldl;~ 
CDC. Cray. Burroughs. FPS-164; also single-precision Univac. Honeywell, and DEC ~); 
PDP-IO/SYSTEM20). of course. 

Interpretation of the two input data cards includes confirmation of just the 
first 3 of the 8 input numbers. An illustration follows: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ---~----~------~--------~--~~-------------------~~~~~~~--~---------------~ 
Request to define TACS allocation proportions. 
TACS proportions. 1.60E+Ol 4. OOE+OO 2. OOE+OO 

:RELATlVE TACS DIMENSIONS 
16 4 2 

II-A-30. "REPLOT" For Batch-Mode Plotting ot Previous Simulations 

If a previously-solved data case had miscellaneous data parameter IeAT set 
to 1 or 2. then the· plot data points of that solution were saved on disk as a 
permament file. Should the user now (at some later time) wish to do batch-mode 
plotting using this data. then he must do two things. First, he must connect 
the file of raw data points of I/O channel LUNIT4 using SOPEN (see Section I-D). 
Second and finally. he must transfer control to batch-mode plotting by means of 
the following request: 
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11JJJJlIJJ~lJJJJJt~J~lJJJJJ1JJ~lJJJJJ1~J~JJJJJJiJ~~lJJJJJjJJ~lJl~JJIJJ~lJJJJJtJJ~ 
REPLO 

As an example of such usage, see the standard test case BENCHMARK DC-54 for 
the computer of interest. Remember that the $OPEN card is installation-depend
ent, in general (which is why the recommendation is "for the computer of 
interest"). As for interpretation, this is as follows: 

C 1 234 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ------------------------------------------------1-------------------------
Request to attach and plot disk file of old data. :REPLOT 

II-A-31. Convert RMS V-I Saturation Characteristic to Instantaneous B-H 

The calculation of instantaneous B-H characteristics for use with Type-92 or 
Type-98 nonlinear reactors is not trivial, sometimes. If the user only has a 
curve. of RMS values for voltage and current, the separate supporting program 
named "SATURA" can profitably be used. Instructions for the usage of this 
utility are covered in Section XIX-G. To transfer to that separate program. the 
following special-request card is used: 

~ ! ... 
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SATURAT I O~ 

For an example of such usage, see BENCHMARK DC-13. It is from the 
solution to this case that the following interpretation was drawn: 

C 1 234 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c --~-~-------~~---~------~---------------------~~:~~----~~-----~--------~--
Request for magnetic saturation computation. I SATURATION 

II-A-32. Model Overhead Line by 2nd Order Recursive Convolution 

In order to represent overhead transmission lines with frequency-dependent 
parameters and a constant transfcrmation matrix as required by ~ection IV-D-4, 

/ ... ? J 
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recourse is made to a separate supporting program. Instructions for the usage 
of this separate program are contained in Section XXII. The transfer to this 
supportipg program is accomplished by the following request: 

: ~ 
to ~ C IE 

~i~ , i.: IC 'El~ f( ~f" I ~ ~~ IE 'H~'( ~.: I~I! ~f - , f~~IC ~i ... A.' IE 'El~ Ie 1 I ~,~ lto.~ IE - rEi SI ( ~.~ I~f~ ct - , ~ ~ c~ e ~. ~ , ,~ ,f- '~~ ~ Ie i ~ ... ,..: :,E 'fl~IC 

SEML YEN SETUF . 

For an example of such usage, see BENCHMARK DC-29. It is from the solution 
to this case that the following interpretation was drawn: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456' 
C ------------------------------------------------l-------------------------
2nd-order frequency-dependent line modeling. ISEMLYEN SETUP 

II -A-33. Request to Restart a Halted Simllation ("START AGAIN") 

: Integer miscellaneous data parameter MEMSAV will result in the dumping of ~) 
EMTP memory onto disk at the conclusion of a simulation. For a single. deter
ministic simulation, this will be at the end time of the simulation. t = !max. 
For a Monte Carlo ("STATISTICS") study. this will be upon the completion of the 
final energization number NENERG. For those computer systems that allow this 
capability (e.g., any flexible minicomputer or microcomputer), such a simulation 
can be restarted at any later time by means of the following initial request: 

I: .. ..:: ~ E e 
~.~ 1.(': i~ IEi~ IC .: ,to.' i f ~ - 'E:~I( ..... A~,E ' flcfe ~i .. ~r! IE '~%fc ~ I"~ ic 'EI~fC ~, .. ~~r~IE 'Hsle ~. ~ i',~ IE '~I~lc ~, .. I ~ ~ IE- 'el c q 

START AGAI r 

Actually, this is only the request to load tables from the disk file that 
has already been connected to I/O unit number LUNIT2 by means of a SOPEN 
request (see Section I-D). For an example of such usage, see BENCHMARK 00-40 
for the computer of interest (due to installation-dependence of the SOPEN card). 
If integrity of the disk file that stores EMTP tables is important, a copy of 
the original file should be used, in order to prevent accidental destruction. 
At the present time. there is no READ-only insurance for any connected file. 

As the hibernating solution is awakened. certain parameters can be changed. 
should the user desire this. The "START AGAIN" request' is to be followed by an 
arbitrary number of cards that redefine switch and TACS source parameters, one 
card per component or quantity that is to be changed. The last of these is 
terminated by a "9999"-card (keyed in columns 5-8): 
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$OPEN, {etc. for control parameters} 
START AGAIN 
One card for each switch or TACS source to be changed 

- 9999 
There are 5 choices for the format of the cards to change parameters of 

switches or TACS sources, as follows: 

1) Cols. 55-60 left blank means that a special, dedicated input structure for a 
switch is assumed. In the format below, "J" is the switch number, in order 
of data input. The switch opening time T-open will be redefined only if 
columns 25-40 are keyed with a positive number. More commonly, it is the 
closing time T-close that will be altered, for switches that are open at the 
end of the preceding, discontinued simulation. Columns 9-24 are always read, 
and T-close is always redefined (blank is interpreted as a request for zero 
closing time). The format is: 

, 
, ~ I~ 

, 
E I E 

~ ~ I "~I€ 'EI9C ~I· I'·'IE I ~ l (I ( ~,~ I',: .f- '~I~ Ie ' ~I~ l~f~l€ rEI~ IC ' ; ~,. l~r~iE rEI~i( ~f~ I ~~~ f' • 'E:~I( . Il·~i€ 'H~~C I ~ .• Il '. ~ t CI"'l 

18 E16.0 E16.0 

J T-cfose T-open 

2) Cols. 55-60 keyed with "1111." means that the data card is a TACS source 
card, with its usual format (except for cols. 55-60). Any blank field of 
such a TACS source card will result in no change to the associated source 
parameter. I.e., the user only need key those parameters that he actually 
wan ts to alter. 

3) Cols. 55-60 keyed with "2222." means that the data card is a switch card, 
wi th its usual format (except for cols. 55-60). Any blank field of such a 
switch card will result in no change to the associated source parameter. 
I.e., the user need only key those parameters that he actually wants to 
alter. 

4) Cols. 55-60 keyed with "-1111." ---- like 2), except that all data fields 
are read. Here, blanks mean zeroes. 

5) Cols. 55-60 keyed with "-2222." ---- like 3), except that all data fields are 
read. Here t ,blanks mean zeroes. 

Following the "9999" terminator (keyed in columns 5-8) for all such change 
cards, the end-time !MAX can be altered by means of a ttMISCELLANEOUS DATA CARDS" 
request (Section A-21). Then a "TIME STEP LOOP" request (Section A-36) actually 
transfers control to the time-step loop, to continue the suspended simulation. 

A few additional points might be passeJ along as well. Between the "MISCEL
LANEOUS DATA CARDS" and the "TIME STEP LOOP" requests, the user is able to place 
any other special requests which seem appropriate. The most commonly used is 

1.33, 
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"CHANGE PRINTOUT FREQUENCY". to alter the frequency of the time-step loop print- ~c., 
out. If this is done, remember that step numbers begin where the previous 
halted run left off {e.g., for TMAX = 50 msec and DELTAT = 100 microsec, the 
first printed step would be for number SaO}. The user should be aware that, 
although all requests might be accepted by the EMTP, some of the more complex 
ones can not possibly be honored in practice. Perhaps the best example is 
"FREQUENCY SCAN" of Section A-16. There is no way a hibernating simulation of 
the time-step loop can be awakened and directed to perform a series of phasor 
solutions (which is what the usage of such a request implies)! Yet this is 
simple and obvious. More insidious are requests that would simply make erron-
eous or inconsistent certain parameters of the memory contents that to be . 
restarted. An example of such a potential disaster is provided by use of the 
"ABSOLUTE TACS DIMENSIONS" request of Section A-1. Use of this feature would 
alter the pointers to the TACS tables. without changing the tables themselves 
(which are already built), leading to "garbage out," and most likely to an 
operating system interrupt of some sort. Hence the user is warned to be both 
intelligent and skeptical about any such usage; if there are some added hidden' 
benefi ts • there also are some very real limits, and some hidden traps. Be 
cautious! 

Several different input data card interpretations can be involved with the 
just described data. The beginning and the ending of these are fixed, and are 
illustrated by the following two lines from BENCHMARK DC-40: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ------------------------------~---~-------------:---------------------~---
Continuation of partial previous simulation. 
Terminator for modified switching times. 

ISTART AGAIN 
I 9999 

In between these two, it is possible to have several different structures, 
of which the most common is that for altered switch closing time (Case 1 above). 
Interpretation for this case confirms the three input parameters, as the follow
ing line from the solution of BENCHMARK DC-49 illustrates: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c -~-~-----~---~-~-------~-----------~-~~--~~~----J----------------~-~-----~ 
Altered switch. 1 1. 1990E-02 O.OOOOE+OO 1 .011990 

So much for single simulations. Monte Carlo studies, too, can involve 
"START AGAIN". In this case, there are additional alternatives. To the right 
of the basic declaration, there can be as many as 15 integer numbers (Klt K2, 
etc.) : 

~ : ~ , ~ € l- IB ~ 
I 

~I~ I""~ IE r ~~~I( . ~.~ I~'! ff" '~I~IC ,. ~ 
I~·~'€ rfl~'( ! ~i~ I 'f! .E -r ~~SIC ~ ... i~l! lEi - 'EI~i( ~ .. I~I!IE .~ ~~ ,c ~,. i~l~ IE '~ S Ie I" ~ I'" IE- 'Et~lc ... l..oil • 

START AGAI~ 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 

K1 K2 K3 K4 K5 K6 K7 K8 Kg Kl0 K 11 K12 K 1.3 K14 K15 
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~~ These are the. numbers of already-simulated energizations that are to be 
ignored as the Monte Carlo study is restarted. Most co_only there will be no 
such numbers, ot course, meaning that all previous energizations will be saved. 
As an illustration, see the first subcase of BENCHMARK Dc-40. The second and 
third subcase of this same file ignore one of the 3 preceding simulations by 
means of nonzero' K1. Nonzero integers !IllS t be in increasing order, and no 
fields can be skipped (the first blank or zero will terminate such declar
ations) . 

If K15 (columns 77-80) of the preceding paragraph is keyed with the 
special value -888, then the seed of the random number generator " RANDNZ " 
will be reinitialized to the value that existed at the start (not at the end!) 
of the last preceding energization. 'Ibis allows a repeat of the last (gen
erally incomplete. for such usage) energization of the preceding execution. It 
is useful when something went wrong and execution was terminated abnormally by 
the EMTP with an error stop (a "KILL" message) . The most common usage is for 
cases of non-convergence of the Newton iteration for ZOO surge arresters (see 
Section V-E). Convergence is unpredictable, and the difficulty is different for 
each energization due to the different switching times, which give rise to dif
ferent transients. Eventually there may be an energization that is aborted with 
an error termination KILL = 212. Whereas the abortive energization could be 
ignored completely (it will not be a part of the history that is saved in 
MEMSAV tables) t the intelligent or sophisticated user probably will want to go 
back with a subsequent execution and exactly repeat the switching times that 
caused the trouble. The problem energization might be made to converge by 
better control of the Newton iteration (see "ZINC OXIDE" of Section II-A-39), 
in which case the continuation will be continuous, without any reinitialization 
of the randoll number generator. This may be desired or required for salle rea
son. Another reason to repeat an abortive energization is to study it further 
via additional printout and/or plotting. Such post-mortim exaaination is 
possible only if switching times can be duplicated exactly, and the flag K15 = 
-888 allows this. Note that value "-888" is not a legal energization 
number. so there is no confusion with the regular meaning of K1S. 

Monte Carlo studies can conbine the history of more than one preceding simu
lation, too. The first uses "START AGAIN"- as just described. Immediately 
after this single card can come an arbitrary number of declarations for 
additional parts of the history. The integers have exactly the same format and 
meaning. although the declaration word is changed to avoid ambiguity: 

.~ 
, 

.II 
! ~ e I~ 

~ I" I 

~~ .. 1
41 .' le

l- l!lS ~c :1" ~.4'" ~ t l:1~lt ::: I'·~ Ie r!i~~( ~ .. ~4f~~E r ~I~ !e 1 : .. i~ IE ~!I~IC ~ .. I~· .. 't rl: p: I\. ' ~ ... 1~1·lt 'l:I~rl I~I" i"! IE .. ~EI~ 

! 
LOAD MORE SHOT~ 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 I 

I 
I 

K1 K2 K.3 K4 K5 K6 K7 K8 Kg K10 K 11 K12 Kl.3 K14 K15 I 

The energization numbers are always local to the portion being loaded. so no 
mental arithmetic is required. Each such declaration will be preceded by a 
SOPEN card to connect the new associated file to unit LUNIT2, and each of 

! ~t-
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these will be preceded by a $CLOSE card to disconnect the file of the preced
ing portion. It is critical to note that the disk file of "START AGAIN" is 
completely different in structure and size than the disk file or files of "LOAD 
MORE SHoTs". For "START AGAIN", a complete set of tables (including "LABCOM" 
of size LTLABL words) is required, as produced on unit LUNIT2 of a preceding 
simula tion wi th MEMSAV = 1 ( in teger miscellaneous data parameter). On the 
other hand, the file of "LOAD MORE SHOTS" consists of only switching times 
and extrema of each energization, as produced on unit LUNIT2 of a preceding 
simulation with MEMSAV = 2. The user must remember which is which. since 
otherwise execution will be impossible. For an example of such usage, see the 
2nd and 3rd subcases of BENCHMARK Dc40. Illustrative interpretation shall be 
taken from the 3rd data subcase: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ----------~----~-~--~---~~---~--------------~---~~--------------~---------
Connect disk file to I/O unit. I SOP EN , UNIT=2 FILE=DC24A 
Continuation of partial previous simulation. I START AGAIN 3 

Completed table restoration. Reset simulation time T = 
Load more Monte Carlo extrema. 3 0 a :START AGAIN 3 
Disconnect disk file from I/O unit. ISCLOSE. UNIT-2 STATUS=K 
Connect disk file to I/O unit. ;SOPEN, UNIT=2 FILE-CC24C 

~::r M~~;e DI=:~~~X!~~clung t~mes. 2 
0 i LOAD 9:~ SHO'IS i 0 

Disconnect disk file from I/O unit. lSCLOSE, UNIT=2 STATUS=K 
Connect disk file to I/O unit. ISOPEN, UNIT=2 FILE=DOM.B 
Request preceding 2 miscellaneous data cards. :MISCELLANEOUS DATA CARDS 

Of the 15 possible energization numbers, only the first 3 are confirmed by 
the interpretation, note. The saae single "START AGAIN" card is interpreted 
twice only because the first integer K1 is nonzero. Note that the second 
interpretation has the same structure as that for "LOAD MORE SHOTS". If Kl 
were left zero or blank, no such 2nd interpretation showing KIt K2, and K3 
would be seen. 

II-A-34. Subnetwork Identification Using All Switches Closed at tiD! zero. 

With this special request card, the progrBJI will perform automatic subne
twork identification with all the non-grounding switches closed at time zero. 
There will be no further subnetwork identification (normally it is a dynamic 
process within the time-step loop). Without this special request, the program 
would determine the subnetwork identification dynamically at each time step that 
a switching operation will occurred. More information on subnetwork identifica
tion can be found in Ref. 8. Vol. XIV, pages COMA-30 to 33. 
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! jJ ! i I , 
~ ~ J: E ,n J E~~ .. 

~ .. "AE t'E 19C +~d ' E:~I C .... I":'~'€ 'E, ~~C ~, .. ~.:, E 'ElSie ~ .. ,,,,~ I E 'E~ ~I( ~: .. t"': ,e 'EI~le ~E~~IC ~, .. I" ~ i E 

" 

STEP ZERO CCI,..PlE 

For an example of such usage, see the second subcase of BENCHMARK DC-38. It 
is from the solution to this subcase that the following interpretation was 
drawn: 

C 1 2 345 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c -~--~---~--~-~-----~~-~----~--------~~~---------:----~~------~------~-----
No nonlinear subnetwork check in DELTAT-loop. I STEP ZERO COUPLE 

II-A-35. Request to Redefine ~t on Nu.ber ot TACS Warning Messages 

There are special cases for which certain TACS warning messages are a nui
sance. An example is the frequency sensor, which might produce many warning 
messages before steady-state operation is reached during hvdc initialization. 
Such warning messages can be lim1 ted in total number, and also suppressed com-

(' " pletely before a certain starting time, by means of the following request: 
'-, 

~ I ~ I! € i ~ IE .. I 

~ .. ".~ IE' -I c~s,c ~I" ' ~.~ 6- '~IS~C = ... ,.4f! ,E' -~fl~l( !: , .. I~,~,E '~IS fC i: ,':,C , E '~I~'( I ~, .. f~f!'E 'c~~ Ie 1 !:" 4~~'E 'mlc . ,~ i'·~,1 '~~~, C 

TACS WARN L I Mil 18 EB.O 

LIM T-beg 

Here LIM is the limit on the number of TACS warning messages that will be 
displayed. and T-beg is the tilDe before which all TACS warnings are ignored 
(and not counted toward the limit LIM). '!be interpretation of this request 
card confiNa the two user-keyed integers, of course. This is illustrated by 
the following line fro. the solution to the second subcase of BENCHMARK DC-18: 

C 1 234 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ~-----~------~~~~~-----~-----~-~-~--------~-----:-----~-~~----------~-~-~-
Warning controls. LIM. T-beg • 5 1.00I:+()() : TACS WARN LIMIT, 5. 1.0, 
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II-A-36. Request tor Transfer to the Tt.e-Step Loop 

Used in conjunction with the ttSTART AGAIN" request of Section A-33. the 
effect of a "TIME STEP LOOP" request is to awaken the hibernating simulation by 
a transfer of control to the time-step loop of UTPF overlay 16. The format is: 

" : ... !4l I ~ E i~ 
~ .. I":·: E- 'cIS I~ ~I" ~,::,~ ~E ~~i<:;l( ~, ... I~,~,E 'c~ s~ ( ~I" ' ..:.~ IE r(iSlc ~ .. i':·~ IE , r~:~!( ~, .. i~f: fe - , f~~I( ~." ,~.~ IE ' ~~~ ~ ( 1 . ~ .. I'::'! IE 'Ef~q 

T I ~ STEP LOOF 

The interpretation of this request card is illustrated by a line extracted 
from the solution to BENCHMARK OC-49: 

C 1 2 345 6 7 
c 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c -------~~~-~-~-------------~----~-~-------~-----:-.~-~---------~--~~------
Transfer control to the time-step loop. :TIME STEP LOOP 

II-A-37. User Supplied Switch Tt.es for Monte Carlo Studies 

This special request allows the user to specify the random switch clo
sing/opening times of a Monte Carlo st.ulation himself, rather than have the 
random number generator of the progr8JI detemine such times. To use this 
feature, one prepares the data the same way as for the regular statistics case, 
except for the following two items: 

1) Input a special request card to notify the program of such desired usage. 
The format is: 

11JJJJJiJ~~lJJJJJiJ~;!JJJJllJJ~lJJJJJJJJ~iJJJJJjJJ~lJJJJJt~J~jJJJJJtJJ~lJJJJ~I~~~ 
USER SUPPLIED SWITCH TIME 

This serves to forewarn the progru that switching times are to be read from 
a disk file that is connected to I/O unit number LUNIT8 (set in the STARTUP 
file) • I t is the user t S responsibility to connect such a disk file to LUNIT8 
using SOPEN before such swi tching times are needed. Any place before the 
blank card ending source cards should always be acceptable. But for cIeri ty • 
it is reco_ended that the SOPEN precede the "USER SUPPLIED SWITCH TIMES" 
request. 
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2) Specify the switch closing times (T-close) and opening times (T-open) for all 
the switches. This is done in a data file that is to be connected to I/O 
unit number LUNIT8. Values are to be keyed using 5E15.0 formats, for as 
many' cards as may be required (more than one if there are more than 5 
switches in the network): 

C 1 2 345 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678 
Arbitrary BO-column comment line to separate energizations 

, ,~ I! It 
~I' ~.:. ~ Ie rs;~ fc ~~, f'·~iE r~,~ ~ ( ~ .... I~,~,e I EI~I( JI"; I',~,e 'E~~lc ~ i~~~IE ~EI~'< ~, .. I ,,~ ,ei- '~I~I( 

1st switch 2nd switch 3rd switch 4th switch 
T -close T -close T-close T -close 

E1S.0 E1S.O 'E1S.O E1S.0 

~ .. ,.:I i ~ E 

"i .. I "~!f€ 'EI~f( I ~" I "r~ ~f" '~I~f( : ... I'I~'€ rEI~I( ~, .. i41r! IE ' EI~I( ~~ , l·n~iE ~~I~I( ~I" 'r .. , t . ~ tl.. 

1 st switch 2nd switch 3rd switch 4th switch 
T-open T-open T-open T-open 

E15.0 E15.0 E1S.0 E1S.0 

IE 
. ~ .. "r! fe 'm I( ~, .. I'·',t 'EI~tc 

5th switch 
T-close 

E1S.0 

IE 
' ... I"! iE 'm Ie ~, .. I' ,'i E 'EI~lc 

5th switch 
T-open 

E1S.0 

Note that each switch contributes such entries, whether the switch is random 
or deterministic. Yes, this involves redundancy, but it was simplest to 
program'. Construct such a set of switching times (closing and opening) for 
each energization of the Monte Carlo study, and precede each by an arbitrary 
SO-column co_ent line (upon which the energization should be keyed for clar
ity) . Then stack such cards in order. I.e •• the first-keyed set will be 
used for the 1st energization. the 2nd set for the 2nd energization, etc. 

For an exaple of such usage, consider the second subcase of 
BENCHMARK DC-24, which connects the disk file DC24LUNIT8.DAT (for systems per
mitting such a long nue) to I/O unit nUJIber LUNITS. The first of the two 
subcases of DC-24 involved the rolling of dice to determine the randoll switch 
closing times for each of the three energizations. Of course, the dice are 
"loaded" or "fixed" so that results are repeatable (important for test cases). 
The second subcase of DC-z4 bypasses the dice t and instead reads desired clOSing 
times from LUNIT8. Since the file DC24LUNIT8.DAT was constructed using the same 
closing times as result from solution of the first subcase. the two solutions 
should agree exactly. The second subcase does have a base case solution for 
variety, but that difference is unimportant for the subject of current interest. 
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There is no interpretation of the card images of switching times that are 
read from I/O unit number LUNIT8. However, the special-request card will be 
interpreted as follows: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234;67890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ~--~~-~---~--------~--~-------~~-~~-~-------~---1-----~~~-----~---~~------
Random switching times read from LUNIT8 channel. IUSER SUPPLIED SWITCH TIME 

Since there is no output of the LUNIT8 records themselves, the alrert user 
will randomly verify several switching times fro. the values that precede each 
energization ("Random switching times for energization number XX :"). He also 
should confirm the just-shown request card, since without this, dice will be 
rolled and the user's data file would be totally ignored. Also, he should not. 
be fooled by the standard 1/3 of a page of Monte Carlo text that precedes the 
energizations. There will be the usual talk about uniform for Gaussian dis
tributions, of course, and none of this applies to the user's case. Only the 
user knows what, if any, distribution applies to his own customized switching 
times of the LUNIT8 file. 

II-A-38. Calculation ot Matrices to Represent Tra."'1StolWers 

The calculation of parameters to represent transformers involves the usage 
of separate, self-contained programs, such as XFORMER (section XIX-A) or BCTRAN 
(section XIX-C). To transfer to such code, the following'special-request card 
is used: 

, 
I:i I ~ IE 

:., 
I" I ... I 

~I ... ~ ~ . ~ fe'i tEIslC ~, .. I ~.! ,€ '~I ~~( ~ .... 1"~lf r~l~fc ~: .. ~ f ~ IE '~~sl ( I ~ ... I ~ f~ ~ E 'fl~!( ~I .. I ~ l' ~ E ~EiSlc , i'.~ ,E r ~ l ~ fc , ~ , .. i'" ~ IE 

XFOR~F 

For an exaple of such usage, see BENCHMARK DC-15. The interpretation 
extracted fro. this solution appears as follows: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456189012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ~----------~~-~~~-------~-~-----~----~-~~----~--I---------~-------~-----~-
Request for transfo~er [R] +jw[L] computation. IXFORMER 

IE 
'~~~I( 
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Another possibility is to transfer control to the BCTRAN program. Following 
special request card is used: 

~ ..:I ! • ~ € 
.., 

IE .... ~ 

I~-~I" I~'~ IE
1

- ~ E~ ~ { '" ~ I..:I·~IE • SlS~( 
,. 

I~r': ,f- 'EIC IC ~ ... I"::· , IE I rEt<: t( 1 I'::.~ IE '~~~IC 
,. 

i4~~E 'f :cl( ,_ I ~ ,~i E rH~IC 
,. 

" ,~ IE 'E~~iC .. q .. 4, .. ..:. - .. , 

ACCESS MOOULE BCTRA~ 

For an example of such usage, see BENCHMARK DCNEW-8. 

II-A-39. Par_ters to Control the ZnO Newton Iteration 

Zinc Oxide (ZnO) surge arres ters require branch cards as described in 
Section V-E. Yet no controls on the Newton iteration that is used to solve the 
associated nonlinear equations will be seen as part of such data. Instead, such 
controls are first defined by the STARTUP file. They then can be redefined by a 
special-request card such as the following: 

1 I: 1 ~ It : E Ie 
~I- I ~,~, E '~I~I( ~I'" 1.1·' ~c r~I(I( :. -I·r:.~ 1 E r~l( ~( :1-"~~ ~ € r~I(I( I ~~. I":,~,E 'H~I( ~, ... i~f:~E 'f i~IC 

1 ;" 

i .<l.', € '~I~ Ie .. I":" IE rE~~C 
ZI NC OXI DE 18 EB.O EB.O EB.O EB.O EB.O 

MAXZNO EPSZNO EPWARN EPSTOP ZLIM(1 ) ZLlM(2) 

Par_ters: 

MAXZNO of cols. 17-24 is the maximum number of Newton iterations that will be 
allowed for the solution of the surge arresters in each subnetwork. The 
Newton iteration will go this long unless tolerance EPSZNO is attained 
first. 

EPSZNO of cols. 25-32 is the convergence tolerance for the Newton iteration. 
All voltap corrections of the coupled elements must be saaller than this in 
absolute value. for the equations to be judged to be solved. A blank (zero) 
value is taken as a request for the value EPSILN • Vref. where EPSILN is 
the familiar floating-point miscellaneous data parameter of Sect. II-8 
(1.E-8 for 60- and 64-bit prograa versions for CDC, IBM, PRIME, VAX, SEL, 
and Apollo). 

EPWARN of cols. 33-40 is the voltage convergence tolerance for non-fatal warning 
message about a "sloppy solution." A blank (zero) data field is taken as a 
request for the value Vref / 1000 -- representing one tenth of one percent 
of rated voltage, then, which is about the limit of graphical resolution. 
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EPSTOP of cols. 41-48 is the voltage convergence tolerance for a fatal error 
stop complaining about a non-converged iteration. A blank (zero) data field 
is taken as a request for the value Vref / 10 -- or 10% of rated voltage. 
The current error in such a case could be as tronomical , remember. due to the 
extreme nonlinearity (e.g., 1.1**26 • 11.9). 

ZLIM(1) of cols. 49-56 is the maximum per unit (based on the reference voltage 
VREF of Section V-E usage) voltage correction at each iteration step. A 
blank or zero is given the default value of unity. 

ZLIM(2} of cols. 57-64 is the maximum per unit (based on the reference voltage 
VREF of Section V-E usage) arrester voltage that will be permitted during 
the iteration. A blank or zero is changed to the default value of 1.5 

Instead of this fixed-column specification, it may be more convenient to 
employ free-format input, with commas separating the data fields in question. 

The interpretation of this request card confirms only the first four -para
meters on the card. This is illustrated by the following line fro. the solution 
to BENCHMARK DC-38: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ---~----~-~--~--~-~-~---~~~-~--~~~-.-----~---~--~~---------~-~~---~~-~-~--
Zno const. 20 1.oooE-08 1.oooE-03 1.oooE-01 :ZOt 20. t • , 0.9 •• 

II -A-40. Exponential Fitting to Represent ZnO Surp Arresters 

The calculation of parameters to represent Zno surge arresters involves a 
separate, self-contained program "ARRDAT-. as described in Section XIX-I. To 
transfer to such code, the following special-request card is used: 

~ 4 i! E I-
... I 

2,- ~ ~~ ~ E 'f~~!C ~, .. '4.~~~ 'f~~IC ~ ... I'f! ,Fi ~(i~ Ie I ~, .. I"'~ ~E I" i~'~ C .~ ... "f! ~ E i~~~I( ~! .. ·.:i! IE! • 'c~~ { 1 
: ~ ... I' .!: 'f~ 'c:~ Ie !: i"" 

ZNO FITTEF 

For an exaaple of such usage. see BENCH.MARK 00-39. The interpretation 
extracted fro. this solution appears as follows: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I J !~ 
IE t~~q 

C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c --~~-~-------~---~-----~-~-~~-------~~-~--~-~~-~~----~--~----~---.---~~~~~ 
Request to generate Type-92 ,Zno branch cards. IZNO FITTER 
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The'startup file initializes variable NMAUTO, which controls whether or not 
branches will automatically be serialized by the prograa. There are only two 
possibilities: "0" means no such automatic naming, whereas "1" will result in 
such naming. Well. whatever the STARTUP decision might be, the following dec
laration will toggle (reverse) it: 

~ ... ~ I: E - IE I 

~ ... ",~ IE i rc,~IC ~ ~ .. I": IE ~ ~I~IC ~,'" I~:: E'-rEi c Ie ~f'" I"~IE ~ E~~ >( 1 I' ~.oilr: I e I r~i( Ie ~, .. I~I~~E rfl~'( : ~., ,~ .~ If- '~~~fc . iC' IE~ 'fi~iC 14 ... ~ -
AuTO NAr.Jf 

The interpretation of this request confirms the status of variable NMAUTO 
after the change. As an illustration, consider the following change from naming 
to no names: 

C 1 234 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ~~-~------~~-~------------------~~---~-----~-~--:---~-----~---------~--~~-
Toggle auto branch/switch name. NMAuTo = o. IAUTO NAME 

II-A-42. Conversion ot FOlWer Switched-R,L Elellellts to Type-99 and 98 

Years ago (prior to the "M32." update), the EMTP had switch components that 
allowed for both resistive and inductive discontinuities: so-called switched-R 
and swi tched-L elements. Today, such modeling can be accollplished using the 
more general pseudo-nonlinear elements of type codes 99 and 98. The user who 
wants to antiquated data involving switched-R or switched-L elements into mod
ern, equivalent, representations can issue the following request: 

1 ~ : ... 4 ! E IE 
~f'" ~", ~ IE- :€~~ f( I ~~ t~·~ ~c 'e~~I( , ~ .. 141 ~~ lE- i ~~~ ~c ~i ~ I'r! ~E 1- r~~~ ,e 1 

I ~.: "r! ~f -r~I~!c ~ ~ ... I ~r!IE ' ~~~I( I ~.~ ,4,! ~ E r~IS I( I ..... ~ •• ' 1 E 'H~lc 

CHANGE SWI TC~ EB.O 

XOPT 

This special-request card is to be added before the first IIliscellaneous data 
card of the antiquated data case. Conversion is accolIPlished within a special 
progr811 described in Section XIX-D. Paraaeter XOPT of colUlllls 33-40 is the 
miscellaneous dat.a para.eter that specifies the units that are being used for 
inductance (millihenries if zero or blank; ohms at frequency XOPT Hz if posi
tive). Specification on the request card means less intelligence inside the 
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supporting program (no need to look for the integer miscellaneous data card, and 
read it). The supporting program will then read all input data, and punch (see 
$PUNCH) replacement branch cards to represent the antiquated components. It 
will then be the userts responsibility to replace the old card images with the 
new ones, using hi,s syste. editor (assuming card images rather than actual 
punched cards are involved). 

An example of such conversion is provided by the third subcase of standard 
test case BENCHMARK DC-14. The interpretation of the request card for this 
solution appears as follows: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 

Convert switched-R,L cards to pseudo-nonlinear. I CHANGE SWITCH 

II-A-43. Modularization of Data tor SINCLlJDE Use with ArguMnts 

The request for a copy of some data component that is stored in a data base 
generally requires $INCLUDE usage with one or more arguments. But when argu
ments are present, data must first be processed by the supporting prograa ot 
Section XIX-F. This program searches the user t s raw data for the character 
strings of interest, and establishes numerical pointers for all arguaents in 
order to speed later usage. A special-request card, to be placed in front of 
the user's raw data, transfers control to this conversion code: 

1 , 
~ : E 

i ~. iE 
I ~ .. 1 

if ... ,~~~ iEI~ :c,f ~c ~: .. I"·: ~E rei ~ ~( ~,," f~f~ ~fj rcl~l( l~f" i"':it '~~~ Ie 1 I~!" ,~~~ Ie· 'el~i( ,~,. !~I~ ~ E i rft~!C ~,,. I ~~! ~ E rfl~ !C 1-' ,,," i"I.E 'Ei<.;ic 

DAT A BASE MODUL E 

An example of such usage is provided by BENCHMARK DC-14. It was from the 
first subcase of this solution that the following interpetation was drawn: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 3456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123Q567890123456 
c ------~-----~-~~--~--------~~~-~----------~----~:-~--~~-~--------------~~-
Request for definition or data base modules. IDATA BASE MODULE 

II-A-44. Toale Oleice Between Disk and "'17 tor Plot Data Storace 

The startup file initia1iz~a variable LUNIT4. which controls whether plot 
data points are to be stored on disk or in lIe.ory within SUBROUTINE PLTFlL. The 
sign on what otherwise would be an I/O channel nwaber aak:es this choice: "." 
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means that disk storage connected to I/O unit LUNIT4 will be used, whereas "_If 
will result in the storage of plot data in COMMON /C29801/. Well, whatever the 
STARTUP decision might be. the following declaration will toggle (reverse) it: 

1 ' , 
1-' 

,~:~~ 
~ € C ' .. ~ 

21 __ i~,~ I€ ' ~~~ fC ~f" '-','iE '~~(I( ~ ~ I':i~ If~ r c~ s~ c ~ 1--f~,E IE ' ~~~I( ,E ~ E rc:~ ~ ( ~f"" ,.oj,!I€ 'H~~( : ,~ , .rl,: IE 'H~ ~ ( ", ~ ~L~~E 'c;g!c 

01 SK PLOT OAT,.: 

For an example of such usage, see 8ENCHMARK DC-3 for any virtual computer 
(e.g., Apollo). It was from this solution that the following interpetation was 
drawn: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c -----~~---~--~--~-------~----~----~-~--~-------~:--------------~----------
Toggle plot data storage choice. LUNIT4 = 4. IDISK PLOT DATA 

II -A-45. Punch Branch Cards tor Type-96 Hysteretic Inductor 

The normal user of hysteresis modeling will know his B-H characteristic. and 
can simply input it according to the rules of Section V-D. But some users may 
not have any idea about magnetic losses (and hence the width of the hysteresis 
loop). Some users may only want a representative loop. for preliminary experi
mentation. Or soae users may not even care about the loop itself, since poss
ibly residual magnetism is the only phenomeftOft of interest (and hysteresis must 
be requested to have it). For whatever reason, the user can access a standard 
hysteresis loop by means of the following request: 

, : I~ I ~ e ! - J 'd .. I 

~I" ' ",~ IE r EIS~C ~f" I''''~ ,E rf iSI( : ~..; i~'! IE i 'f ~~ I( I ~f" I"'~ IE '~~sfc ~. ~ 1",~iE '~I~IC ~,~ ,~~~IE ~H~~( ! ~ ,,, ~". ~ IE 'S~~ Ie I ~, .. I' . ~~E I~d 
i I 

HYSTERESI ( 

Such a card transfers to the code of Section XIX-H, which will create branch 
cards for the Type-96 hysteretic inductor of interest. 

For an example of such usage, see the 3rd subcase of BENCHMARK DC-13. The 
following illustrative interpretation was taken fro. that solution: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ... --~------------- ... -------.... --.------.--.-~---------~~: --------------.. ------.-----
Request to make Type-96 hysteresis branch cards. ,HYSTERESIS 

J il (~. 
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II-A-46. Pass U.M. Output Variables to Type-92 TACS Sources 

It is possible to pass any U.M. output variable to TACS. provided two simple 
rules are observed. First, the TACS variable that is to be defined by the U.M.' 
must be a Type-92 TACS source of the same name (the second of the two 6-char
acter names that identify the U.M. variable). Second, the program must be 
alerted to the user's desire for such control by means of a declaration reading: 

1 ". 
l~ .~ E 

..., 13 ;/, 

~i .. A'~I€ IEi~IC ~i .. '''':IE 'f~~{ ~, " l,d':IE tiC I( 1 ~~" I':'~ E -rE:cic ~ .. i':.! iE - 'E:9C ~.~ i-'1f:,E 'm;( , .- I 4I'~IE 'c,Cle ~ .. I" : IE 'E ~q 

UM TO TACS 

Note that the U.M. variable being passed must be a U.M. output variable, but 
that there is no requirement of this type within TACS, where output is optional. 
Since nothing was done to identify the correct U.M. in the case of two or more 
machines. the attentive reader may have concluded that there is a temporary 
limitation to just a single machine. But limitations are not actually this 
restrictive. In fact. the connection logic will merely match a Type-92 source 
with the first U.M. output variable having the requested name. The only usage 
that is impossible is passing of the same U.M. variable from two different 
machines to TACS, then. Later, if there is adequate demand, this limitation 
obviously could be provided. But for now (February, 1987), we are beginning 
slowly. with the simplest possible logic. Another temporary limitation has to 
do with initial conditions: there will be no transfer on step zero (for time 
zero). This is because the transfer is done within the TACS code of the time
step loop, and this code is not called for step zero. If the resulting discon
tinui ty at tille zero bothers the user, he is always free to manually supply the 
initial conditions for the TACS variables. of course. 

An example of the just-explained declaration is provided by BENCHMARK 
DCNEW-10. to which TACS modeling was added solely to receive U.M. variables. It 
was from this solution that the following interpretation was drawn: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c -~--~------~-~~-~~-----~~--------~------~~----~-1-~--~--------------------
Send U.M. outputs to any Type-92 TACS sources. :UM TO TACS {Declaration 

II-A-47. Display and Manage Central Status File ot Parallel "STATISTICS" 

SOlie program versions and some installations have networking of two or more /~~~;;-:;:;'" 
computers that lIakes remote access of files transparent to the FORTRAN program. ~ 
Apollo is one such system. and a DEC VAX/VMS cluster is another. For such 
computers, each time another Monte Carlo energization has been completed. a 
status line in a central statistics file will be updated with the last-completed 
energization number and the time. The name of the central file comes from card 
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~ 18. columns 61-80 of the STARTUP file. Hereafter. this central file shall be 
referred to simply as PARALLEL. LIS even though usually the file name would be 
proceeded by a naming tree that pointed to some appropriate directory on a 
remote disk. The same program version may be executed on two or more different 
processors at the same time. with each producing a portion of the total Monte 
Carlo solution. In this case, each would have an entry in PARALLEL. LIS. which 
can be manipulated and observed following the request: 

(
' ,':'. 

;:'1 

\ 

11JJ1JJJJ4J1JJ1JJjJ~~lJJ1JJij~~~JJ1JJtJ~~jJJ1JJ1JJ~lJJlJJiJ~~lJl1JJtJJ~lJJJJJ1J~~ 
08 SERVE PARA LL EL MaN IT CARL 

This does work for Apollo. the computer of development. Since usage norm8.lly is 
interactive, the "KEY" request would precede this one (which can be abbre
viated "OPMC" for easier keying). Thereafter, a user responds to the interac
tive prompt, which is: 

Next cOllUlland (INIT. SHOW, BED. DA';l'A, EDIT. HELP, QUIT) : 

If no correctly-structured file PARALLEL.LIS already ~xists, or if the user 
wants to erase all history fro. an old one, he can key "!NIT" (short for 
"initialize"). The "SHOW" choice will result in a display having one row for 
each EMTP process that has been submitting information since the previous 
initialization. For example: 

Row USERID Start in, ti.. ta.t-ahot tl.. Dlak tl1e of .hota Laat Bnd Index Li_lt' 

1 WSMTHL 09-0CT. 05.49 12-ocT. 05.53 P //A/WSI/HOLD2.BIR 
2 Leuven l)-ocT. 01.01 13-QCT. 01.56 , //A/WSI/HOLD1.BIR 
• MUnich l)-ocT. 09.4) 1)-QCT. 12.56 P //A/WSI/HOLD).BIN 

5 4 
3 50 

18 m 

The missing row number 3 is for a fOnler entry that has been erased using an 
"ERASE 3" cOllUlland. '!be next tiae a new process is added to the table. it will 
fill this or any other "hold" before a brand new row will be appended at the 
end. The 6-byte USERID is fro. the STAR'roP file (which preserves its lower 
case, note). so this clearly IlUSt be unique for any such parallel Monte Carlo 
simulation. 'Ibis identifies the process. The "Starting time" is the same 
figure that is a part of the heading that begins a new' solution. The "Last
shot tiae" is the tiae at which a row of the table was last updated. at the 
coapletion ot anotherenergizat10n. History of the energizations is stored 1n 
the "Disk file of shots" which was taken fro. the SOP EN card connecting this 
file to LUNIT2. If "F" precedes such a file n8lle, this indicates "full" 
tables (corresponding to MEMSAV a 1). 'nle other alternative is "P" t indicat
ing partial tables (corresponding to MEMSAV :II 2). The "Last" and "End" 
columns are for the last-co.pleted energization nuaber and the terminal 
energization number NENERG (a parameter of the integer miscellaneous data 
card) • Finally, "Index" and "Limit" refer to present and limiting indices t 
respectively. of RAM-based storage of the energizations (which may not be used 
for some computers). If a number follows the "SHOW" command (e.g., "SHOW 5"). 
it will be interpreted as the repet1 tion time in seconds for the display. The 

III "7 
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loop will continue until it is broken by the user-keyed interrupt of SPY. This 
assumes that the user-keyed interrupt is available for the computer of interest. 
rr not, perhaps a computer-dependent interrupt of the process will be required. 

The "BED" command will end ei ther a single process, or all parallel pro
cesses, at the end of the on-going energization or energizations. For a single 
process, follow the command by the process number (e.g., "BED 3" to put process 
number 3 to bed. By defini tion. the process number is the row number 
in the "SHOW" display. To put all processes to bed, send "BED ALL". The 
response of OPMC is to reduce "End" to "Last". The EMTP checks for such 
a change after each energization, and will modify NENERG accordingly, result
ing in a premature end to the energizations and a beginning. of statistical 
tabulations, if any. 

The "DATA" command will punch EMTP data cards for subsequent statistical 
tabulation of all energizations of all parallel processes. More precisely, it 
will create the cards to combine all such raw data in the ~ during a subse
quent execution. To these must be added the tabulation requests of the user, of 
course. 

The "EDIT" co_and allows the user manually to replace any single row of. 
the central statistics file PARALLEL. LIS. Follow the command word by the 
process number (the row number of the "SHOW" display). There will be a prompt 
for a corrected. SO-column line, which must be supplied in its entirety. 

The "ERASE" command will disable a row of the central statistics file 
without in any way affecting the associated process. Follow the co_and by the 
process number (the row number of the "SHOW" display) that is to be disabled. 
A subsequent "SHOW" will produce a table with no such row. 

The "QUIT" will exit " OPMC " in civilized fashion, returning to the 
opening EMTP prompt after the case-summary timing line that generally is of no 
interest. 

Some computers (e.g •• Apollo) will have the OPMC code available as a 
. separate, slIall supporting prograa. If so, a co-.on name would be OPMC.EXE. 
Frequent users probably will find such an alternative preferable, since a small 
program is less demanding of computer resources. 
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~ II-B. Miscellaneous Data Cards, Floating-point and Integer 

The- first non-comment card that is not recognized as being any of the 
preceding special-request cards will be assumed to be the floating-point miscel
laneous data card. which has the following format: 

, 
~ 

I. ~ E IE 4 

~, ... ".~ lEI, E~~ I( ~ ... ,'·~i E 'E:N ~.~ i I.. ~ If") ~ E~ C I ( ~.~ "'~IE 'E~ ~~C ! ~,~ ~ 4l~! ,E '~iSI( I ~~ .. I~f~ ~ € 'EI~ ~C I";" II..!, E 'flS {: ,~ .' It. 'H~lc 

EB.O EB.O ES.O ES.O EB.O EB.O 

DEL TAT TMAX XOPT COPT EPSILN TOLMAT 

Par_ters: 

DELTAT (cols. 1-8): the size of the time step of the numerical integration, in 
seconds. A simulation will be calculated at times that have this separ
ation. 

!MAX (cols. 9-16): the end time of the study, in seconds. 

XOPT (cols. 17-24): a value that indicates whether it is inductance in milli
henries or inductive reactance in ohms that is to be keyed on linear branch 
cards. 
1) If XOPI' = 0, inductances are to be keyed in millihenries. 
2) If XOPI" > o. then values are to be in ohms at frequency XOPT (in Hertz). 

In either case. remember that this choice of the miscellaneous data card 
can be changed at any point of data input by means of a SUNITS card. 

COPT ( cols. 25-32) is a value that indicates whether it is capaci tance in 
microfarads or capac1 ti ve reactance in micromhos that is to be keyed on 
linear branch cards. 
1} If COPT = 0, cap1c1 tances are to be keyed in llicrofarads. 
2) If COPT> 0, then values are to be in microlllhos at frequency COPT (in 

Hertz) • In either case. remember that this choice of the miscellaneous 
data card can be changed at. any point of data input by lIeans of a SUN ITS 
card. 

EPSILN (cols. 33-40) is the near-zero tolerance that is used to test singularity 
of the real coefficient matrix within the tiae-step loop. A blank or zero 
value means that the value of the STARTUP file will be used. For 64-bit 
(REAL·a) computation which is the most com.on. a default value of 1.E-8 is 
typical. Historically. work began using 36-bit coaputation. for which a 
defaul t value of 1. E-5 was used. 

Cc' TOLMAT (cols. 41-48) is the near-zero tolerance that is used to test singularity 
<-->' of the complex adIIlittance matrix (Y] of the steady-state, phasor solution. 

A blank or zero value means that a value equal to that of EPSILN will be 
used. 

/4'-1 
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The just-described floating-point miscellaneous data card is to be followed 
by an integer miscellaneous data card bearing the following information: 

1 
, 

... ! .( . ! e . ie i1',E 
I 

- I'::': ,E' ~ '~~S; ( ~. ~ ,.:.' E . c: (I ( ~ ... I ~.: f 'E: (Ie ~, ... 'E~~C ~, .. ,~' IE 'f ~~ I( ~ .... i~!':'E 'ElSie . 
I'" fE ' c:~IC ~ .... I" ,'~E '~ ~( ":i ... I .... 

18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 

lOUT IPLOT IDOUBl KSSOUT MAXOUT IPUN ME MSAV ICAT NERERG IPRSUP 
I 

Parameters : 

lOUT (cols. 1-8) gives the frequency of LUNIT6 (printed) output within the time
step loop. E.g., a value of 3 means that every 3rd time step will be 
printed. A value of zero or blank is changed to unity. For "FREQUENCY 
SCAN" usage, it is output within the loop over frequencies that is con
trolled, rather than the loop over time, of course. 

IPLOT (cols. 9-16) gives the frequency for saving solution points of the time
step loop for purposes of later plotting. E.g., a value of 3 means that 
every 3rd time step will be saved. A value of zero or blank is changed to 
unity, and any even value is increased by one to make it odd. An even 
plotting frequency is not allowed because of the likelihood of deception: a 
saw-toothed oscillation would go unnoticed. 

IDOUBL (cols. 17-24) controls the LUNIT6 output of a table showing network con
nectivi ty. A value of zero or blank will suppress such output, whereas 
uni ty will produce it. For each node there is shown a list of other nodes 
to which there are phYSical connections. Mutual coupling between phases of 
multiphase elements is ignored in this output, as is the capacitance to 
ground of Pi-circuits and distributed-parameter lines. The name "TERRA " 
(from the STARTUP file, so can be user-dependent) is used for ground 
ins tead of six blank characters. to improve readability. Ordering of the 
rows is in order of input, except for the final row, which applies to ground 
(node nuaber one. which is labeled "TERRA FIRMA"). 

KSSOUT (cols. 25-32) controls the printout of the steady-state phasor solution. 
There are 3 basic types of outputs: branch flows, switch flows. and nodal 
injections. 'nlese can be controlled by the value of KSSOtrr as follows: 
o ===> No steady-state solution printout. 
1 a •• > Print the complete steady-state solution: branch flows, 

switch flows, and source injectiOns. 
2 a==> Print switch flows and source injections, but not branch flows. 
3 .--> Print branch flows requested by column 80 punches, switch 

flows, and source injections. 

MAXOUT (eols. 33-40) controls printout of extrema at the completion of the simu
lation. Keying a zero or blank will suppress such computation and output. 
whereas the value unity will produce it. 
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IPUN (cols. 41-48) is used to request the input of an extra, following card to 
vary, the printout frequency. Use a value of "-1" to request such an extra 
card, or zero or blank if no such extra card is wanted. Refer to Section 
II-C-4 for details of the following card. Alternatively, use "CHANGE PRINT
OUT FREQUENCY" of Section II-A to accomplish the same thing. 

MEMSAV (cols. 49-56) controls the dumping of EMTP memory onto disk at the end 
of the simulation for subsequent use with the "START AGAIN" request of 
Section II-A. Key "1" if such memory saving is desired, or zero or blank 
if it is not. For the single, deterministic simulation, the table saving is 
done at time TMAX (floating-point miscellaneous data parameter). For 
Monte Carlo ("STATISTICS") studies. this is upon completion of energization 
number NENERG (integer miscellaneous data parameter) . Memory saving is a 
powerful and useful tool of the production user. However, be warned that 
such table saving and later use may be computer dependent. so information 
about the computer being used should ~ consulted. The name of the result
ant tables is determined by a SOPEN declaration on LUNIT2 that must 
precede such usage. Most commonly the SOPEN is placed immediately before 
the blank card ending output requests. Also. once the tables are complete, 
it is the user t S responsibili ty to disconnect the. {use SCLOSE at the 
beginning of following plot cards. Any user of this feature should be 
further warned that a later awakening of the hibernating sillUlation is guar
anteed only if the same program version is saved and is used for the follow
ing "START AGAIN" simulation. For an illustration involving a single, 
deterministic Simulation, see BENCHMARK DC-32 and DC-49. For such usage 
with a Monte Carlo study, see BENCHMARK DC-24 and DC-40. 

A final co_ent is about Monte Carlo studies. If some study is to be solved 
in two or more independent pieces that are later to be combined. then for 
the 2nd or later portion (each associated with a "LOAD MORE SHOTS" declar
ation of the execution that combines the results), the value "2" is to be 
keyed rather than "1". The difference is great. Unity results in the 
dumping of all tables (including LTLABL words of "LABCOM"). whereas "2" 
will produce an abbreviated file consisting of only switching times and 
extrema. An abbreviated file is useless by itself, but can be appended to a 
complete file by means of the "LOAD MORE SHOTS" declaration. Of course, 
it is important to have a different seed for the random number generator of 
such s~ations that are later to ,be combined, since otherwise, the user 
would just be repeating the same energ1zations (a waste of computation). 
For an illustration involving Monte Carlo simulations, see BENCHMARK DC-24 
and 00-40. 

ICAT (cols. 57-64) is to be left blank (or zero) if there is to be no permanent 
saving of raw plot data points that aight be written to I/O channel number 
LUNIT4 during the simulation. But should such pemanent saving be desired, 
then a positive value is required: 
1 ==-=-) Save the points, but ignore any batch-liode 

plot cards that m.ight be present. 
2 ==-> Save the points. and also honor any batch-mode 

plot cards that might be present. 
For most coaputers, the disk file in question will be internally named based 
on the date and time of day when the simulation began. See the plot file 
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heading for such details. Such details are controlled by installation-de
pendent SUBROUTINE SYSDEP, so it is not possible to be much more specific. 
See details for the computer of interest. 

NENERG (eols. 6;-72) is to be left blank (or zero) for single, deterministic 
simulations. But for "STATISTICS" or "SYSTEMATIC" data cases, this is to be 
the total number of energizat10ns (exclusive of any possible. extra, base
case solution). Append a minus Sign if "SYSTEMATIC" usage is involved --- a 
flag to distinguish such a case from Monte Carlo studies. Also. remember 
than an extra "STATISTICS" or "SYSTEMATIC" .iscellaneous data card (Section 
II-C-l) must follow. 

IPRSUP (cols. 73-80) is normally left blank or zero. If keyed as a positive 
value, this is the diagnostic printout control that is to be applied to each 
U'l'PF overlay. But since the user norm8.l.ly will want to control such output 
overlay by overlay, he should instead use the "DIAGNOSTIC" special-request 
card. 

Interpretation of the just-described floating-point and integer miscel
laneous data cards confirms only the first three floating-point parameters. but 
all integer parameters. As an illustration, consider the two associated output 
lines of BENCHMARK oc-4: 

·c 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . e) 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ~--------~-~-~---~~-~----~~-----~----~~---------I~-~--------~~--~--------~ 
Misc. data. 1.oooE-02 6.oooE+00 O.oooE+oo .010 6.0 
Misc. data. 1 1 1 1 1 -1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
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II-C. Specially-Requested Extensions to Miscellaneous Data cards 

Two of the just-described integer miscellaneous data parameters can require 
the input of add! tional. supplemental extensions that are to iDllllediately follow, 
the integer miscellaneous data cards. If none or only one is used. there is no 
question of ordering. But if both extensions are required. then these must be 
appended in the order of presentation. with the "STATISTICS/SYSTEMATIC" card of 
Section II-C-l preceding the card that controls the output frequency (Section 
II-C-4). 

II-C-l. "STATISTICS" IUscellaneous Data card tor Actual S~ation 

If and only if NENERG (cols. 65-72) of the integer miscellaneous data card 
is positive. then the following additional card, called the "STATISTICS" miscel
laneous data card. is required: 

1 
= 

I~ 
I~ i: IE Ii If I" 

21~ ~"t: ~EI~ tElclc 21~ 1'~5~ r~l( Ie, ~:~ I"~!, E r~~~( • i ~ ,~l~ ~E~-r~~~ le l1 I~ "~~ ~ E~ - ~ ~ ~( 1o' I ~t~ 14!~E f$( t01 1=, , '·4! ,c~ . ~C' 1 I ;:~ ',j~! ~~ . rllsc I" f .. ' ~J~ 

18 18 18 18 18 18 18 Unused 18 

ISW ITEST IOIST I MAX IDICE KSTOUT KNTRPT NSEED 

Para.eters : 

ISW (cols. 1-8) deteraaines whether there is to be printed output of all the 
variable swi tch closing/opening times, for each of the NENERG energizations. 
Zero will suppress such output, whereas unity will provide it. 

lTEST (cols. 9-16) controls whether an extra, randomly-selected offset time, 
calculated using the parueters DEGMIN. DEOMAX. and STATFR (see startup 
file), is to be added to randoaly-generated switching times for each ener
gization. A zero or blank lIeans that there will be such an addition for all 
rando. sri tches ; the value "1" means that there will be no such add! tion 
for any randOll switch; the value "2" aeans that such an addition will be 
made only to randoa closing (not opening) times; and finally, the value "3" 
means that such an addition will be aade only to rando. opening (not clos
ing) times. 

IDIST (cols. 17-24) chooses between the two types of dice that are available. A 
zero or blank value means that all rando.ty-generated switching times are to 
have Gaussian (normal) distribution. whereas a value of W'dty means that a 
uniform distribution is to be used instead. 
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lMAX (cols. 25-32) will normally be left blank or keyed as zero. It is to be 
keyed with "1" if the user wants additional printout of deterministic 
extrama for each energization. The extrema in question are those normally 
seen at the end of a conventional, single simulation that has integer mis
cellaneous data parameter MAXOUT equal to unity. Such output has maxima, 
times of maxima, minima, and times of minima --- all extra output (an 
addition to, rather than a replacement for, the normal output for each ener
gization) . 

IOICE (cols. 33-40) controls whether or not standard random numbers (that vary 
neither with time nor with manufacturer of the computer) are to be used. 
The value "1" will give such standard random numbers, whereas a blank or 
zero will result in the use of computer-dependent dice. if such separate 
dice have been provided. Specifics will depend upon the installation-de
pendent logic of ENTRY RANDNZ of "RFUNL1". For reasons of repeatability and 
universality, standard test cases such as BENCHMARK DC-24, DC-40, 00-48, 
DC-50, and DCPRINT-13 all use IDICE ~ 1. 

KSTOUT (cols. 41-48) controls whether or not each energization is to have added 
printout that normally is associated only with a conventional, single simu
lation. Included are output of the time-step loop, and variable extrema (if 
integer miscellaneous data parameter MAXoUT is positive). The scalar 
extrema of "PEAK VOLTAGE MONITOR" also will be honored, if it has been 
declared. Such extra output is in addition to the regular. minillUJl program 
output of STATISTICS/SYSTEMATIC simulations. Since any such special output 
is repeated for each energization. the user should be careful in its use. 
To obtain such extra output for each energization, key a zero explicitely. 
A blank or minus one ("-1") will suppress such extra output. 

KNTRPT (eols. 49-56) is normally left blank or zero. If keyed wi th ~ nonzero 
integer. it is taken to be the energization number KNT that is to be 
repeated (mnemonically. "count repeat"). This only has meaning for "START 
AGAIN" usage, where execution begins with the Monte Carlo history (includ
ing energization nwaber KNTRPT) already stored in )lellory. In case two or 
more sets of Monte Carlo history have been loaded (the first by "START 
AGAIN" and the second or later set by "LOAD MORE SHOTS") t numbering of 
the energizations is cuaulative, in the order the files were loaded. Of 
course, KNTRPT IlUSt be positive and no larger than the total nwaber of 
loaded energizations. Following the "TIME STEP LOOP" request, the user 
will see the heading of variable names followed by tiae-step loop printout 
(assuainl be requested this with KSTOUT ~ 0). Following such output. the 
memory of Monte Carlo usage is erased, so batch-mode plotting (not yet oper
ational) will cOlIPlete the data case. For an 1llustion, see the 4th data 
subcase ot BENCHMARK DC-40. 

NSEED (cols. 73-80) controls whether or not a Monte Carlo simulation is repeat
able, should it ever be rerun Using the saae cOllputer. A blank or zero 
means that thac every solution will be different (i.e., no repeatability) t 

whereas Ua~ity will result in identical answers every tille the data case is 
solved on the computer of interest. At issue is the seed of the rando. 
number generating algorithm. Normally (for blank or zero in cols. 73-80), 
this depends on the time of day. But for repeatability (value unity), a 
constant seed is used. 
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Monte Carlo studies are important enough, and tricky enough, so that each 
should be solved separately using a separate disk file. The stacking of two or 
more data cases, of which one is a Monte Carlo study, is not recolDlllended. But 
for those who believe in living dangerously by stacking two or more Monte Carlo 
studies within a single disk file, remember to use SSTARTUP at the beginning of 
the second or later of these. This is needed to re1nitialize the critical 
table-dumping control TENERO. Let the 2nd subcase of BENCHMARK 00-24 serve as 
an example in this regard. 

Interpretation of the previously-described "STATISTICS" miscellaneous data 
card confirms only the first six parameters. As an illustration, consider the 

, associated output of BENCHMARK oc .. 24: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234'56 
c -~-~--~--~~---~~~~~----~~----~-~~---------------1-~----~-~---------~---~~-
Statistics data. 1 1 o o 1 o 1 1 o 

II-C-2. "~TIC" Miscellaneous Data Card 

If and only if NENERG (cols. 65-72) of the integer miscellaneous data card 
is negative, then the following additional card. called the "SYSTEMATIC" miscel
laneous data card, is required: 

I ~ I ~ .~ e - IE .. I 

l ... . ~.~ I€!~ i~~~lc ~ f4~fE ' e;~f( ~f~ l.c·~ IE-t~I~I( ! -, i4li·~ IE" 'c ~~ IC 1 i ~ ~ .. ~4 ~~ 'Et~ r~ I~!C ~.~ ~~.~ ,e rcl~!C i.L~IE 'c ~( Ie !~ .. I":.! ff~ 'Eisle "" .. ~ ... .. 

18 18 Unused 18 Unused 18 

ISW ITEST IMAX KSTOUT 

Par_ters: 

ISW (cols. 1-8): Same as tor preceding "STATISTICS" use. 

ITEST (cols. 9-16) controls whether switch times T-close are to be mean or 
DliniJllull tiMs. Use blank or zero if the mean switching time is to be used, 
or un! ty it ainiJDUJI switching times are to be specified. 

IMAX (cols. 25-32): Same as for preceding "STATISTICS" use. 

KSTOUT (cols. 41-48): Same as for preceding "STATISTICS" use. 

Interpretation of the just-described "SYSTEMATIC~ miscellaneous data card is 
in fact identical to that for "STATISTICS". As an illustration. consider the 
associated output of BENCHMARK DC-16: 
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C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c -~--~-~~~~-~~~-~~~~~~-~---~-----~----~----------:-~-----~~~-~~--------~---
Statist~cs data. 1 1 o o o o 1 1 { I 

II-C-3. "STATISTICS" Miscellaneous Data Card tor Dice Testing 

It is possible to test a random number generator without actually performing 
the simulations that normally would depend upon the random number generator. If 
and only if NENERG (cols. 65-72) of the integer miscellaneous data card is posi
tive. and if cols. 5-8 of the "STATISTICS" miscellaneous data card (i.e., vari
able ISW) are keyed with "4444", then only a test of random numbers is desired. 
For such usage. the extra card following the integer miscellaneous data card has 
the following format. as a simpler version of the original card of Section 
II-C-l: 

I ~ ~ 
A I: t I IE 

~~c ~I~ ~,,~ : If'? iel~fc ~f'" I '·~iE '~iC;;f( ~ .... I~.~ t '~i~IC :, .. I",~,E 'H<:~C ':. ~ ~ A, ~ IE· 'EI<:,C ~. ~ '::r: If· 'H<:f( , ... , ,.:. : I( 'H<:~C : .... I~': 

·4444 18 Unused 18 Unused 18 

JSW ITEST IOICE NSEED 
I 

ISW (cols. 1-8): The "4444" is a request for dice testing. 

lTEST (eols. 9-16) gives the number of pOints per standard deviation of the 
tabulations that are to result. A zero is given the default value of 2.0 
(meaning 8 entries on either side of the mean. if SIGMAX = 4.0 in the STAR
TUP file). 

rDICE (cols. 33-40): The same as for Section II-C-1 above. 

NSEED ( cols. 73-80): The same as for Section II -C-l above. 

I 
; 

Concerning the rest of the data case, it should be legal through the blank 
card ending switch cards. Only the swi tch cards are actually used, so branch 
cards are arbitary as long as no error results before the switch cards are read. 
Finally. there should be a "BEGIN NEW DATA CASE" card at the botto., since this 
will be searched for just as would be the case following an EMTP error message. 

Switching times will be generated for each of the NENERG imaginary energiz
ations (in fact, program control never leaves overlay 12). There then will be a 
tabulation for each pair of Gaussian switches. Recall that if the clOSing time 
for each of two switches has Gaussian (normal) distribution, then so does the 
difference of these two. The mean of the difference will be the difference of 
the means, whereas the variance of the difference will be the sum of the two 
variances. For M Gaussian switches. there will be M*(M-l)/2 such pairs of 
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switches. For each pair • there will be one tabulated output showing both the 
experimental and the theoretical cumulative distribution functions. See BENCH
MARK DC-50 for an example. 

The just-described tabulation only applies to two switches having Gaussian. 
switching times. If one of the switches is deterministic, or if one is random 
but uniformly-distributed, then the tabulation is skipped. 

There is no new interpretation for the miscellaneous data card of dice test
ing. Refer to the preceding Sections II-C-2 or II-C-3 for illustrations. 

II-C-4. Change of Frequency ot the Tt.e-Step Loop Printout 

The frequency of LUNIT6 printout within the time-step loop is nominally 
controlled by integer miscellaneous data parameter IOUT of Section II-B •. But 
this frequency can be varied as the simulation time advances. One way has 
already been documented in Section II-A: use of a "CHANGE PRINTOUT FREQUENCY" 
request. Another is to key integer miscellaneous data parameter IPUN 
(cols. 41-48) as "-1". and append the following card: 

I- ~ 14 ~ I € 
~ t~·: ~ € :sl<: Ie ~I~ i": .'r~ I e ~ <:~( ~.~ I~l' ~f- ~ e~~" -f~ ,',',E 'fl~IC 

I~ 
~,~ I~'~IE 'H~I( ~,~ t~,:~E 1~lsfc ~. -1,,!iE 'SIC: Ie ~, -i..: ,~ IE I~~q 

1 st change 2nd change 3rd change 4th change 5th change 

18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 

KCHG MULT KCHG MULT KCHG MULT KCHG MULT KCHG MULT 

This card specifies at which time steps the printout frequency is to be 
changed. and to what values the frequency is to be changed. Up to five pairs of 
these (KCHG, MULT) controls are perDlitted. The meaning is as follows: 

KCHG(K): The tt.e step number at which the K-th variation at printout frequency 
is to begj,n •. Printout for this particular step number is always provided, 
as a beginning to the new frequency of output. 

MULT(K): The IIOdified value of IOUT (see 2nd miscellaneous data card) that takes 
effect at t~e step KCHG(K). 

If a minus Sign is appended to MULT(K) , then at the corresponding step 
number KCHG(J). the diagnostic printout status will be changed. That is. there 
will be a switching of the two sets of diagnostic printout controls: 

1. IPRSOV(16:19) of Section II-A-12 (a "DIAGNOSTIC" request); 
2. IPR(1:4) of Section II-A-3 ("ALTERNATE DIAGNOSTIC PRINTOUT"). 

/(;7 
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If there is no minus sign, there will be no change in status of the diagnos
tic printout at the associated time step. Any minus signs are merely extra 
flags. The absolute value of MUtT still controls the production 
(non-diagnostic) printout frequency as originally described. 

Interpretation of the just-described printout control card confirms only the 
first three pairs of numbers. As an illustration. consider the associated out
put of BENCHMARK DC-16: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ------------------------------------------------:-------------------------
Printout : 5 5 20 20 0 0: 5 5 20 
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II-A-39 HARMONIC FREQUENCY SCAN

Harmonic Frequency Scan  ( HFS) performs a  sequence of phasor solutions for Type
14 voltage and/or current sources of various frequencies, amplitudes and angles
specified by the user.   HFS is the ATP option for harmonic analysis in electrical
networks.

Data for HFS runs can be divided into 6 classes

1  -  Special Request entries  and Miscellaneous Constants
2  -  $PARAMETER  entries
3  -  BRANCH data  including requests for frequency dependent elements

            4 –  Special output request
            5  -  Source specifications
            6 -  Specification of frequency dependence of elements

II-A-39-1  Special Requests

Class 1 data  includes as a minimum the two Special Request  entries of

               BEGIN NEW DATA CASE and HARMONIC FREQUENCY SCAN as shown below

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4
B E G I N N E W D A T A C A S E
H A R MO N I C F R E Q U E N C Y S C A N

The user can enter optional Special Requests such as listed in Section 2A of the Rule
Book.  Typical entries may be  POWER FREQUENCY  or  PRINTED NUMBER
WIDTH etc.   The user has to verify  that such Special Request entries do not conflict
with the process of the HARMONIC FREQUENCY SCAN..

An optional but important Special Request with harmonic frequency scan  is the  use of
the Pocket Calculator for varying the value of an element (R-L-C) as a function of
frequency (harmonic order).  This option is introduced by the Special Request
POCKET CALCULATOR VARIES PARAMETERS  (PCVP) in conjunction with the
$PARAMETER request as explained below.

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 23
C I 6 I 6
POCKET CALCULATOR VARI ES PARAMETERS MAXKNT I OPCVP

In the general purpose use of  PCVP (see Rule Book Section I-L)  the value of
MAXKNT  sets the number of passes  the user wants to  make with varying.
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  parameters.    For such study MAXKNT  is an arbitrary number demanded by the user.
For  HFS studies MAXKNT should be set to zero in column 48, as  MAXKNT is
internally set to the number of different frequency sources specified by the user.

IOPCVP = 0  generates a .LIS file with a full output for each pass  which may be
required for some  general  purpose applications with PCVP, but  it is wasteful   for
HFS.    With IOPCVP = 1, the .LIS file contains the tabulation of  output variables for
each frequency  specified  and the new parameter values for each frequency as changed
by the KNT dependent formulas in $PARAMETER.

 .
In the latest  ( July 1999) version of TPBIG the PCVP request can be deleted.

The above Special requests are followed by two  MISELLANEOUS  DATA    These
are  the same  Miscellaneous Data described in Section  2B of the Rule book, but are
repeated here to indicate that recommended entries for an HFS run.

First  Miscellaneous Data record

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
C E 8 . 0 E 8 . 0 E 8 . 0 E 8 . 0 E 8 . 0 E 8 . 0

D E L T A T T MA X XO P T CO P T

The value of DELTAT and TMAX has no meaning for HFS, but cannot be left blank.
Enter 1.0 for both constants.   XOPT and COPT have the same meaning  as described in
Section II-8.

Second Miscellaneous Data record

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
C I 8 I 8 I 8 I 8 I 8 I 8

I OU T I P LOT K S S OU T

5 6
9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4

I 8 I 8
I C A T

Enter  “1” for both IOUT and  IPLOT to have outputs in the .LIS file for each
frequency  specified.   KSSOUT =1 will generate a detailed phasor output for each
frequency, resulting in a large volume of output, which for the usual  HFS is not
warranted.   KSSOUT = 0 is the recommended usage.  If plotting of results is required
enter ICAT = 1, which will be the general case for HFS runs.
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II-A-39-2  $PARAMETER Specification

Class 2 data is required if the PCVP option is used  for  user defined  frequency
dependence of  R-L-C elements.  Rules for  using the PCVP in conjunction with
$PARAMETER is described in detail in Section I-L of the Rule Book.  The HFS use is
shown here on a simple example.    In HFS applications,  the ATP  constant KNT which
in the general case is the sequence counter  of the sequence number  of passes in a
systematic or statistical run,  is internally made equal to the harmonic order h =
frequency/power frequency.   The frequency dependence of an element has to be
defined by the user as a function of KNT being the same as the function of frequency.

Let BUSHFS be the name of a node to which a frequency dependent impedance  RHFS
+ j  XFHS is connected.  With the harmonic order  h equal to  KNT ,  let

         RHFS =  0.35 * KNT **2  and
         XHFS =   1.21 * ( 1+KNT**0.4)

To enter these elements the user will have entered  the  PCVP request among the Class
1 data  as outlined above.   Following the  Miscellaneous data the following  shows the
data entry  for  $PARAMETER.

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
$ PARAMETER
RHF S _ _ = 0 . 3 * KNT * * 2 . 0
XHF S _ _ = 1 . 2 1 * ( 1 . 0 + KNT * * 0 . 4 )
BLANK c a r d e n D s $ PARAMETER d e f i n i T i o n s
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In the BRANCH data the above frequency dependent elements are entered as follows

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

BU S HF S RHF S _ _ XHF S _ _

Note the use of under scores to form six character names compulsory in transferring
data from the $PARAMETER section to BRANCH data.

The $PARAMETER section uses free format Fortran statements with floating point
numbers. Integers are not allowed.  The user should carefully study the Rule Book
section on PCVP application. (Section I-L)

II-A-39-3 Frequency Dependent Elements

Class 3 HFS  data is the same as the regular data for time domain runs.    As HFS is a
sequence of phasor solutions, nonlinearities cannot be represented.   Nonlinear elements
will be treated the same way as  they are treated in the phasor solution of a time domain
run.

Frequency Dependent  R-L-C Elements

Linear frequency dependence  of an  R – L  - C  element  can be modeled as described
in Section  II-A-39-6.    User defined non-linear frequency dependence  of an R – L- C
element   has to modeled  using the PCVP option.   An  example  is shown in Section II-
A-39-7  - Simulation Samples

The CIGRE Load Model

A frequency dependent  distribution system load model was developed for HFS, but it is
usable for FS and time domain simulations.   After the originators  of the model,  it is
called the  CIGRE  model, and characterized by three constants A, B, and C.   The user
enters the load MW,  MVAR and kV and the three constants, ATP calculates the load
impedance for the harmonic orders.   The C.I.G.R.E. recommended constants are A=
0.073, B= 6.7 and C=0.74.  The model is valid for harmonic orders of  5 and higher and
may yield incorrect reactive absorption at the fundamental frequency.  This is usually
not a problem, but the user should be aware of it and compensate for it if required.   The
changing of the recommended constants  will change the overall frequency dependence
of the model, and should be carefully analyzed by the user. For details of the model see
C.I.G.R.E. Publication Electra Vol. 71, 1981.

The format for  entering  a single phase  CIGRE load at a bus BUSL:
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1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2
C E 1 6 . 2

< L OA D > C I GR E A , B , C A
C A 6 A 6 E 1 6 . 0

B U S L < L OA D > VOL T

Continued
5 6 7 8

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
E 1 6 . 0 E 1 6 . 2

B C
E 1 6 . 0 E 1 6 . 0
P L OA D QLOA D

The constants  A, B, C are defaulted to  0.073,  6.7 and  0.74 respectively, or entered by
the user.

1.   V LOAD   is  r.m.s.  voltage across the load
2.   PLOAD    is the active power absorbed by the load
3.   QLOAD    is the reactive power absorbed by the load

VLOAD,  PLOAD and QLOAD has to be specified  in  units consistent with the source
specifications.   E.g. if  the  source voltages are in volts, VLOAD is in volts, PLOAD is
Watts and QLOAD is in VARs

For three phase loads the data input  can be simplified as follows    Let the three phase
load be connected  to nodes BUSLA, BUSLB, BUSLC

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2
C E 1 6 . 2

< L OA D > C I GR E A , B , C A
C A 6 A 6 A 6 A 6 E 1 6 . 2

B U S L A < L OA D 3 B U S L B B U S L C VOL T

Continued
5 6 7 8

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
E 1 6 . 2 E 1 6 . 2

B C
E 1 6 . 0 E 1 6 . 0
P L OA D QLOA D

VOLT, PLOAD AND QLOAD  are single phase quantities
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Induction Motor HFS Model

There is no built-in induction HFS induction motor model at the present time.  In most
cases it will be sufficient  to use the locked rotor  power frequency locked rotor
impedance of the motor.   Should a more sophisticated model be required, the PCVP
option may be used to for generating  the frequency dependent characteristic of the rotor
An example in Section  II-A-39-7 – Simulation Samples

Synchronous Machine HFS Model

There is special synchronous machine HFS model.    It is generally  recommended to
use the negative sequence impedance

II-A-39-4 Output Requests

The old restriction of  only node voltage outputs with FREQUENCY SCAN has been
removed.    Both node and branch voltage currents can be output the usual way with
column 80 entries of 1, 2, or 3, which is available for both FS and HFS.   In the old FS
output node voltages were recorded  with their magnitudes, angles, and real and
imaginary components.   This has been changed to only magnitudes being monitored as
the default option.   For
HFS,  the user can request  the additional output of the angle of the variable by
inserting a POLAR OUTPUT VARIABLES request after the  end  of  SWITCH  data as
follows:

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2
B L A N K E n d I n g S W I T C H e s

P O L A R O U T P U T V A R I A B L E S
C f o l l O w e D b y S O U R C E d a t a
1 4 B U S A e t c .

II-A-39-5  Sources

Only Type 14 sources are available in HFS due to the fact that HFS is a sequence of
phasor solutions.     Source frequencies can be given in  Hertz  Hz or in the harmonic
order h.  The two type of  source frequency specification cannot be mixed.      There has
to be at least one source  with the power frequency equal to the default power frequency
or the power frequency as modified at the top of the data file.  If sources are specified
in terms of  the harmonic order h, there has to be at least one source with h = 1.   ATP
calculates internally  the frequency in Hz corresponding to h..    Sources can be entered
in any order, they are sorted internally.  The general format for entering sources  is:
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1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
I 2 A 6 I 2 E 1 0 . 6 E 1 0 . 6 E 1 0 . 6
1 4 N AME J A ML P L . F R E Q . o r H A N G L E

NAME                  the name of the source bus
J                            blank for a voltage source and –1 for a current source
AMPLITUDE       the peak voltage or current magnitude
FREQ                    the source frequency in Hz
h                             the harmonic order in per unit
ANGLE                  the source voltage or current angle in degrees
Columns 41 to 80  must be blank

II-A-39-6 Elements with Linear Frequency Dependence

An R –L -  C  element with linear frequency dependence can be specified   by entering
the value at a specified higher frequency.   ATP will  make a linear interpolation at any
given frequency ( harmonic order).   The records to enter this specification follow the
last source  specification as shown in the following format

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 BUS A - 1 1 0 0 0 . 0 5 0 . 1 2 0 .
C l a s t s o u r c e
C E1 0 . 1
NEXT F REQUENCY F OR S ERI ES RLC F REQU
C A6 A6 E6 . 2 E6 . 2 E6 . 2

BUS A1 BUS A2 R L C
BUS B1 BUS B 2 R R R

C r e p e a t f o r n e w f r e q u e n c y a n d b r a n c h e s
BLANK e n d i n g f r e q u e n c y d e p e n d e n c e

FREQ                           is the elevated frequency at which the new value  of the element is
specified
NAME1   NAME2       is the name of the brunch  to which an R – L  - C element is connected
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R, L, C                           are the elements in branch  NAME1 to NAME2

There can be several sets of frequency dependence specification  of  R -  L  -  C   elements
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II-A-39-7 HFS Examples

Example #1

Linear frequency dependence of R L and CIGRE load model

BEGIN NEW DATA CASE
POWER FREQUENCY, 50.0
HARMONIC FREQUENCY SCAN
C DELTAT    TMAX    XOPT
       1       1     50.
C   IOUT   IPLOT                                            ICAT
       1       1                                               1
C     1o km cable
-1SRCA  LOADA              1.280 0.152 0.408  10.0
-2SRCB  LOADB              0.164 .0987 0.408  10.0
-3SRCC  LOADC
C   frequency dependent impedance
C                             R     X     =   0.3 +j0.6 at 500 Hz
  LOADA LODA                 0.1   0.3                                         1
  LOADB LODB                 0.1   0.3
  LOADC LODC                 0.1   0.3
C   frequency dependent CIGRE type load   kV, 4.8 MW, 2.4 MVAR
        <LOAD> CIGRE A,B,C           0.073             2.0            0.74
  LODA  <LOAD3LODB  LODC            5780.0        1600000.          80000.     1
C    branch to the converter
  LOADA CONVA                     0.1                                          1
  LOADB CONVB                     0.1
  LOADC CONVC                     0.1
BLANK end of BRANCH data
BLANK end of SWITCH data
  POLAR OUTPUT VARIABLES
C         amplitude   Hz or h      angle
C  10 kV 50 Hz voltage source
14SRCA       8150.00        1.        0.
14SRCB       8150.00        1.      240.
14SRCC       8150.00        1.      120.
C    assume 3% negative sequence voltage at source
14SRCA        245.00        2.       10.
14SRCB        245.00        2.      130.
14SRCC        245.00        2.      250.
C    harmonic sources at converter
14CONVA -1      60.0       1.0      10.0
14CONVB -1      60.0       1.0     250.0
14CONVC -1      60.0       1.0     130.0
C                5th
14CONVA -1      12.0       5.0     10.00
14CONVB -1      12.0       5.0    130.00
14CONVC -1      12.0       5.0    250.00
C                7th
14CONVA -1       8.0       7.0     10.00
14CONVB -1       8.0       7.0    250.00
14CONVC -1       8.0       7.0    130.00
C              11th
14CONVA -1       5.0      11.0     10.00
14CONVB -1       5.0      11.0    130.00
14CONVC -1       5.0      11.0    250.00
BLANK  ending SOURCES
NEXT FREQUENCY FOR SERIES RLC       500.  { Elevated frequency for interpolation
  LOADA LODA                 0.3   0.6
  LOADB LODB                 0.3   0.6
  LOADC LODC                 0.3   0.6
BLANK card ending F-dependent series R-L-C branches
  LOADA LOADB LOADC
BLANK end of OUTPUT data
BLANK end of PLOT   data
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE
BLANK
_
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Example  #2
Demonstrates the use of the PCVP

BEGIN NEW DATA CASE
C this data file demonstrates the simple HFS modeling of an induction
C motor with only one rotor circuit.   The model is created by the
C POCKET CALCULATOR VARIES PARAMETERS option
POWER FREQUENCY, 50.0
HARMONIC FREQUENCY SCAN
POCKET CALCULATOR VARIES PARAMETERS            0       1
C DELTAT    TMAX    XOPT
   0.001    -1.0     50.
       1       1                                               1
$PARAMETER
C   demonstrates the uses of a frequency dependence induction motor
C   locked rotor impedance.   Only the R component is frequency dependent
C   Motor : 3ph, 0.38 kV, 550 kVA, slip = 0.8%, locked rotor reactance = 27%
C   rrotor   =  slip *   V(kV)**2 /  MVA
C   rrmot = 0.008 * (0.38**2 / .5 5) = 0.0021 ohm/ph
C   the locked rotor inductance assuming xd' = 27%
C   Xlmot  = 0.27 * (0.38**2 / .5 5) = 0.00709 ohm/ph
C   note the underscores making up the 6 char. names, only for those variables
C   which are passed to the network data
C   the constant KNT is made equal to h in ATP
C   $$ signifies an intermediate variable
XLMOT_= 0.27 * 0.38**2/0.55
SLIP  = 0.008  $$
RMOTS = 0.008 * 0.38**2/0.55  $$
C    the following expression is MOD(h,3)
HMOD  = ( KNT - 3.0 * TRUNC (KNT/3.0))  $$
C     test for the sequence number
Z     = (-1.0) ** HMOD  $$
HS1   = (KNT + Z)  $$
C     HS is the "harmonic slip"
HS    = (HS1 + SLIP)/KNT  $$
RMOT__= RMOTS/HS
BLANK card ends  $PARAMETER  definitions
C     Source bus 10.0 kV   95 MVA
51SRCA  BSA               .30000      3.1000
52SRCB  BSB               .01100      1.0528
53SRCC  BSC
C   BSA to BSMA is a measuring switch
C   10.0 kV cable equivalent to plant bus   2.0 km
-1BSMA  TR10A               0.38 0.410  0.30   2.0
-2BSMB  TR10B               0.38 0.410  0.30   2.0
-3BSMC  TR10C
C
C   Transformer 1000 kVA
C     x = 6.5%   x = 10**2/1.00 = 100.0 ohm  * 0.065 = 6.50 ohm
C     imag = 1.5 A , r = 0.5 ohm/ph
C
  TRANSFORMER                3.0  40.0    AX
            9999
 1TR10A TR10B               .800 19.00  10.0
 2LS3A  GRS                 .001 .0001  .220
  TRANSFORMER     AX                      AY
 1TR10B TR10C
 2LS3B  GRS
  TRANSFORMER     AX                      AZ
 1TR10C TR10A
 2LS3C  GRS
  GRS                       1.0
C   line to converter
  LS3A  CONVA             0.001  0.020
  LS3B  CONVB             0.001  0.020
  LS3C  CONVC             0.001  0.020
C   ******************************
C     Induction motor    500 kW
C   ******************************
C    induction motor,  500 kW, 380 V, modeled by locked rotor reactance
C ------______------______------______------______
  LS3A  MOTA              RMOT__XLMOT_                                         1
  LS3B  MOTB              RMOT__XLMOT_
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  LS3C  MOTC              RMOT__XLMOT_
  MOTA  MOTSA             .00001    { source separation
  MOTB  MOTSB             .00001
  MOTC  MOTSC             .00001
C
BLANK end of BRANCH data ------------------------------------------------------|
C  SWITCHES
C                measure current in 10 kV feeder
  BSA   BSMA        -1.0      10.0                                             1
  BSB   BSMB        -1.0      10.0
  BSC   BSMC        -1.0      10.0
C
BLANK end of SWITCH data ------------------------------------------------------|
  POLAR OUTPUT VARIABLES
C    power frequency voltage source  10 kV 3 ph
14SRCA       8150.00        1.        0.
14SRCB       8150.00        1.      240.
14SRCC       8150.00        1.      120.
C
C    Voltage source for the induction motor
14MOTSA       307.50        1.      -85.
14MOTSB       307.50        1.      155.
14MOTSC       307.50        1.       35.
C
C    current injection at converter bus  CONVA,B,C
C     500 kVA  fundamental 933 A r.m.s. 1315 A peak
14CONVA -1    1315.0       1.0   -170.00
14CONVB -1    1315.0       1.0     70.00
14CONVC -1    1315.0       1.0    -50.00
C          harmonic sources
14CONVA -1     1.000       3.0   -170.00
14CONVB -1     1.000       3.0     70.00
14CONVC -1     1.000       3.0    -50.00
C
14CONVA -1     1.000       4.0   -170.00
14CONVB -1     1.000       4.0     70.00
14CONVC -1     1.000       4.0    -50.00
C
14CONVA -1    150.00       5.0   -310.00
14CONVB -1    150.00       5.0   -190.00
14CONVC -1    150.00       5.0    -70.00
C
14CONVA -1    108.00       7.0   -110.00
14CONVB -1    108.00       7.0   -230.00
14CONVC -1    108.00       7.0   -350.00
C
14CONVA -1     70.00      11.0   -250.00
14CONVB -1     70.00      11.0   -130.00
14CONVC -1     70.00      11.0    -10.00
C
BLANK  card ending all source cards
BLANK  ening frequency dependent cards
  TC10A TC10B TC10C
  LS3A  LS3B  LS3C
  BSA   BSB   BSC
BLANK ending OUTPUT requests.
BLANK ends plot cards
BLANK
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE
BLANK
_
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Control System Modeling uses either TACS or MODELS 
MODELS is a general-purpose algorithmic simulation tool that was 
added to the EMTP in 1989. This first version is installed in the 
EMTP in a manner similar to TACS, as a companion program to the' 
electrical solution. 

The interface between MODELS and the EMTP is identical in concept to 
the interface between TACS and the EMTP. Values from the electrical 
simulation (voltages, currents, switch status, machine internal 
electrical and mechanical quantities) can be used as input to the 
algorithms described in MODELS. Quantities calculated inside MODELS 
can determine the operation of components in the electrical 
simulation (sources, switches, machines, nonlinear resistance). 

MODELS, like TACS, provides the EMTP user with a tool for 
specifying and modifying the value of numerical and logical 
quantities that can be used for controlling the operation of <the 
electrical components of the simulated system. TACS is best used for 
describing simple control systems easily represented in the form of 
block diagrams. MODELS simplifies the task of representing more 
complex systems, by supporting the use of modular decomposition 
(using independently-defined submodels) and allowing a more general 
description of the control algorithms (wi th IF, WHILE, FOR, 
SEQUENCE, COMBINE, etc.). 

The previous three paragraphs were written by TACS and MODELS 
author Laurent Dube for a 1990 version of the ATP Rule Book. Now, in 
1994, the remaining two paragraphs, which are no longer applicable, 
are being replaced by general perspective from BPA. First, news about 
MODELS can be found in recent newsletters. For years, every issue 
has had a story with the same headline ("News about Laurent Dube's 
MODELS"). Second, MODELS is slow compared with TACS for cases 
that can be modeled either way. Later, the propo.sed compiled MODELS 
should reverse this, advantage, although the user would require a C
language. compiler and linker. It also is possible that more 
efficient interpretation, being worked on by visiting Japanese 
student Taku Noda, will close the gap. But until such progress is 
made, expect slow execution using MODELS. Gabor Furst has reported 
simulation rates of 1/5 or less for his' SVC modeling of DC-22d. 
Third, repeated from Mr. Dube's 1990 comments, "TACS and MODELS 
cannot be used together within the same data case." Since the summer 
of 1979, there have been plans to allow the two to coexist, but 
nothing has been done in more than 5 years. Fourth, user-supplied 
source code is an important feature of MODELS that has been used most 
conspicuously for corona modeling (see the 1993 PSCC paper by Prof. 
Correia de Barros and others). Fifth, there is a general warning 
about learning to use MODELS on one's own, which some find difficult. 
The following (after the TACS chapter) Rule Book pages are not easy 
reading for many. Dube-taught short courses in MODELS are highly 
recommended. In the absence of such personal guidance from the 
master, study his 30 or more illustrations on the DBOS disk. These 
are also available from the plains server (Internet anonymous FTP 
site plains.nodak.edu). See also standard test cases DC-3~, 33, 68. 
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III. TACS CATA CARrs FCR CCNTROL SYSTEM MODELING (if any) 

TAC5 is an acronym derived from the name "Transient Analysis of Control 
Systems. II In very general terms, it directly provides the user with modeling 
that normally is associated with an analog computer. The theory was first 
described in Ref. 12. ~CS data is optional for the EMTP. If it appears, it 
immediately precedes the first branch card of Section rv. 

The beginning of ~CS data is declared to the EMTP by one of the following 
two possible special-request records: 

C 1 2 3 4 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890 
C -----------------------------

Choice 1 TACS STAND ALONE 
Choice 2 TACS HYBRID 

Choice 1. "~CS STAND ALONE" is to be used if there is no electric 
network. For such a degenerate problem, this declaration is to be followed by 
~CS data (see Section III), which is to be followed by batch-mode plot cards, 
thereby completing the data case. 

. Choice 2. "'mCS HYBRID" is to be used if an electric net\oAJrk does exist. 
For such a general case, this declaration is to be followed by ~CS data (see 
Section III), which is to be followed by the usual non-TACS data beginning with 
the first electric-network branch card. 

one additional option can be requested in exceptional cases using these 
same declaration cards. Normally, the 12 data field of columns 19-20 will be 
left blank, meaning that defaul t 'mCS ordering of Section III-C-2 will be used. 
But two other alternative requests to be keyed in columns 19-20 are possible: 

1 ==> Solve using user-suppl ied (input) ordering; 
-1 ==> Solve using the reverse of . input order ing. 

Interpretation of the t\oAJ just-described request cards for ~CS carry only 
text. As illustrations, consider the associated one output line from each of 
BENCHMARK DC-IS and DC-19: 

C 1 2 3 4 567 
C 34567890l2345678901234567890l23456789~1234567S9012345678901234567890 
C ------------------------1-----------------
No electric net\\Ork. But 'mCS data follows 1 TACS STAND ALONE 
Electric network, too. But ~CS data first ••• ITACS HYBRID 

III-A. purp::>se of 'mCS 

As already mentioned, ~CS functions 1 ike an analog computer. But it adds 
to this algebraic ar.d logical processing, so it really is more general. It is 
particularly useful to the EMTP because signals can be passed between the 
electric network and ~CS, with the result functioning like a hybrid computer. 
In this mode, ~CS allows the simulation of hvdc converters and static var 
controllers, as well as control circuitry associated with rotating machinery. 

1/;/ 



ItI-B •• Summarv of TACS capabilities Pdg e 

The TACS program is used to solve the differential and algebraic 
equations associated with an arbitrary interconnection of the 
following elements: 

.~ transfer functions in "s", of any order; 

OUTPUT • GAIN" Sum( inputs)" G(s) 

- order-zero blocks; 

OUTPUT • GAIN" Sum( inputs) 

- limiters. (saturation), static or dynamic (with or without windup), 
with constant or variable limit values, superimposed on the transfer 
functions and order-zero blocks; 

- input signal sources, such as level, pulse and step functions, 
sinusoidal signals, any node voltage, switch current or switch status 
as measured in the electrical network, and others; 

- supplemental algebraic and logical variables, using the standard 
algebraic and logical operators and all functions of the FORT~~ 
libra!."y; 

- special-application devices, such as frequency meter, relay, 
level-trigger, transport delay, pulse delay, digitizer, point
by-point user-defined non-linearity, time-sequenced switch, 
controlled integrator, simple derivative, input-IF component, 
signal selector, sample and track, instantaneou.s minimax, 
minimax tracking, accumulator and counter. 

In addition, any signal among these elements can be passed to the 
electrical network as a voltage or current source, or as a signal 
controlling the operation of a switch, valve or diode. 

Program output (printed and/or plotted) consists of values of the 
block-output signals as a function of time, for those variables 
requested by the user. 

Both global allocation and internal distribution of the number of 
memory cells requi'red for the storage of the TACS arrays are variable 
and user-defined. (See Section I-G, List 19) 

III-C. How to simulate what 

While designing TACS, all efforts have been made to permit the 
translation of a case, from its physical description to a series of 
data cards, to be as straightforward as possible. (Any deviation from 
this principle should be promptly pointed out to Program Maintenance.) 

Here are the basic rules which must be followed when the user is 
preparing the data for a simulation. 

Requirement 1. 

The control circuitry whose behavior is to be simulated must be 
first described as a block diagram, showing the interconnections 
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( with sign and direction) between all blocks and signal sources. 
Recognizable blocks are, as detailed elsewhere in this Section, 
transfer functions, order-zero blocks, limiters, algebraic functions 
and logical operators, and a series of other special-purpose devices. 

This type of description ( blocks and arrows ) has been chosen 
because it is very close to the form in which control systems are 
generally represented for purposes of design and analysis. 

Requirement 2. 

Each block and signal source must then be assigned a single output, 
which must be "named" in a way that will unequivocally identify it 
among the other blocks of the setup. The name itself can be any 
arbitrary mnemonic code, and it is the user's prerogative to choose 
an adequate level of confusion in this naming process. These names 
will later be used to directly identify the interconnections between 
the blocks. A name is any sequence of 1 to 6 alphanumeric characters, 
including blanks. 

Requirement 3. 

The user must then assemble the data according to the rules set 
for the different types of blocks and devices. It is suggested at 
this point that the user get acquainted with the technicalities of the 
TACS data setup by preparing and running a few simple cases at first. 
This method of self-teaching has proven to give positive results in 
getting the user to gain flexibility in dealing with the constraints 
of the program, ability to see the file of time-domain simulation in 
a more realistic perspective, and familiarization with the typical 
gumption-traps which could make the preparation of a case to be 
more annoying than expected for overconfident users. 

In summaty: 

- use block diagram representation to describe the system 

- name all variables 

- define the data in the specified formats • 

Ib3 
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III-C-2. Ordering of the blocks 

At execution time, when the TACS program calculates the value of each 
variable of the system for a particular instant of time, it does so 
in a specific ( and sensible) sequence. This sequence is shown in 
the table below. In most applications, the user does not need to 
worry about this sequence of the solution (the program does the proper 
sequencing itself). But knowledge of the sequence may be used to 
entangle some tricky situations involving non-linearities such as the 
limiters and the supplemental "inside" variables and devices. 

All linear variables (transfer functions and order-zero blocks) 
are solved as one group, by triangularization and backward substitution, 
thus providing a "simultaneous" solution of all such variables, even, 
in the so-called "looped" configurations. 

Supplemental variables and devices are separated in three supplemental 
groups (input, output and inside) • The variables of each group 
are solved sequentially within each group, in the order in which the 
data cards were read in. 

Order in which the TACS variables are calculated 
--------~~--~-------------------~--------------~-

During the past few years, there have been reports written about the 
inadequacy of the TACS order rules which were given on this page by the 
original author Laurent Dube. Since the fall of 1983, Ma Ren-ming, a visiting 
scholar from PRe, has done a very thorough study and investigation into 
Laurent's coding logic. He summarized his findings in an EMT? Newsletter 
article to be published in the spring of 1984 (Vol. 4, No.3). According 
to Ma, the following revised TACS order rules VtOuld match with "M39." 
program versions~ 

1. Sources, sequentially as read in. 
2. Supplemental variables and devices whose inputs have 

already been evaluated. 
3. Z-blocks, S-blocks, and supplemental variables 

whose inputs have already been evaluted. Such variables 
are selected recursively until no additional ones remain. 

4. Supplemental variables/devices and function blocks with 
Illnits. This involves selecting one at a tUne, recursively, 
until no additional such blocks remain. It begins with the 
selection of a function block with Illnits, followed by 
supplemental variables/devices and other fUnction 
blocks for which the inputs are now known. Repeat until 
~o further blocks can so be selected. When complete, no 
function blocks with limits remain. 

5. Remaining blocks. The selection begins with that function 
block which has the most inputs. Next, supplemental 
variables/devices and any other function blocks for which the 
inputs now are all known. This process is repeated until all 
remaining function bl~cks of the network have been selected. 
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III-D. TACS Steady-State Initialization Rules 

Point 1. 

Why bother with the definition and calculation of initial 
conditions in TACS ? 

a) All history terms must be initialized before the program is 
ready to calculate the solution of the system at the first 
time step. For this purpose, the program will need the 
values of the inputs and the output at t = 0.0 of all s-blocks 
and of devices type 53, 58, 59, 62, 64, and 65 • 

b) The variables requested for output (printed and/or plotted) 
should have correct values for the time t· o .. 

Point 2. 

The program will automatically calculate the dc steady-state 
output values of certain types of blocks (read on), while the user 
must provide "user-defined initial conditions· l for the others. 
However, the program does not need (and will not calculate) any dc 
steady-state output values, unless there is one or more type-l, -92 
and -93 sources connected at time t = O. and active in steady-state 
(as indicated by a value of T-START < 0.) . 

Point 3. 

When TACS does calculate its own dc steady-state output values, 

a) the program will take care of computing output values for all 
order-zero blocks and all s-blocks (transfer function blocks), 

except: - integrators [G(s)· K / s ] 

b) and the user must provide the dc initial conditions for any other 
blocks if needed (see Point l.-:r. 

Point 4. 

When TACS does not calculate its own dc steady-state output 
values, it will nevertheless recognize any user-defined initial condition 
that can be used as of Point 1., in which case the user assumes all 
responsability for the whole dc initialization. 

In such a case, the user must also remember to define any nonzero initial 
values of the "named entries" (columns 69-80) to the supplemental devices, 
unless these entries are other than previously-defined supplemental 
variables or devices, or than a signal source. (See Section III-C-2) 

,·L (-
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Point 5. 

fNhether TACS does or does not calculate its own dc steady-state solution, 
the program will always take care of initializing the dc and ac history 
terms of the transfer functions and the transport delays. Remember that, 
in either case, the output values of all integrators 

(see Point 3.) must be supplied by the user. There is no 
alternative. 

Point 6. 

When TACS calculates an ac steady-state solution, 

a) TACS takes care of computing the output values of all order-zero 
blocks and all s-blocks without exception; 

b) the ac contribution of all supplemental variables and devices are totally 
ignored (the ac component of their output is assumed to be zero ). 

Two golden rules 

1) Make sure that all nonzero inputs to and output of the s-blocks 
and- devices type 53, 58, 59. 62, 64 and 65 are defined for 
t1m~ t = 0.0 (either by the user or by the program). 

2) For program-calculated steady-state solutions, make sure that 
integrator outputs, delay s-block outputs and named limits are 
all defined for time t = 0 • 

III-D-l. Initialization of the Interfaced Variables 

The steady-state initialization of the electrical network in the 
EMTP is calculated before the TACS steady-state initialization. 

Consequence 1. 

In the electrical network, the user must himself initialize 
any TACS variable (which are not yet calculated for time t • 0 ) 
by means of user-defined initial conditions in the EMTP or other sort 
of stratagem. 

Consequence 2. 

In the TACS steady-state initialization, the interfaced signals 
of sources type 90, 91, 92, 93 are defined and accessible at time t - 0., 
since they have already been calculated by the EMTP. 

Consequence 3. 

The respective EMTP and TACS steady-state initializations cannot 
be thought of as an interactive precess, but as a sequential operation. 
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III-E. TACS Elements and Card Formats 

~The various classes or types of TACS data are described in subsetions below. 
SUch data can be assembled in arbitrary order, terminated by a blank card. 

1I1-E-1. Transfer Functions or S-blocks 

This element is used to describe a transfer function of arbitrary 
order in "s". The operator "s" can be thought of as either the Laplace 
transform variable or as the "d/dtl! operator. 

The th n -order transfer function is defined as: 

and is solved as: 
1:u., 

~~:J>-1 F (t,M) .... 1 ~~(~) 
Examples of valid functions are: 

Format 

\. + 1"\ S 

."'. ··· ... ·i.. . . I. 

~.<..~ .. EC. .. ~ 

~ .... '-" .. , "'1~''''';='00.~ =it;::ll~I!t~~!!I!:IR ;;tRI:::I~~~!:::t~~~ ;;:;I~::,; ;u~~~I~I~li 1;j!;3 ~I ;1 ~I:I ';1 ~I~I~ ;;;1 S;I ~I :J :gl ~ :;1 ~I:; 1 s ;I~~ll ~~:;j~j$i~ 

No N\. ~'"1 'N"~ N. : 
N~ Nc. 

; 

1:> .. 1)" 
I 

b'2. . '1)1 i1) I 

b", b,-I • 4 

~10.o e.to.Q ~i.o_Q t.1.0.~ :a.~o.o - w.tA..o 1.10 .. 0 

Rules 

1. "N" is the order of the highest power of "s" of either numerator or 
denominator polyn~mials. Its value must be punched (right-justified) 
in columns 1-2 . 

;:: ~~.': ~: ~ :::: ~ ~ 

N., 

1::>1 
~lo.o 

/b7 
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The special degenerate case where N = 0 is called the "order-zero" 
block or Z-block. It is defined as: 

where K is the gain setting. 

2. This block is identified by the alphanumeric name of its output. 
(columns 3-8) 

3. The total input to the block is the sum of any or all signed input 
signals. The sign character ( + or - ) must be punched for all such 
non-blank inputs. 

4. The value of a non-unity gain may be defined in columns 51-56. When 
this field is left blank (or zero), GAIN = 1.0 is the default value 
automatically assigned by the program. 

5. This block may also be defined either as a static limiter if it is 
a Z-block, or as a dynamic limiter if it is a s-block. See Section 
8.5.3 for details. 

The following two rules apply only to the s-blocks, and they are not 
needed for the Z-blocks. 

6. The coefficients of the numerator (No' NI , etc.) must be supplied 
on the next card(s). The order of tne coefficients is identified 
by the fields they occupy on the card. For example, N4 , if nonzero, 
must appear in columns 41-50 and nowhere else. 

7. The coefficients of the denominator (DO' 01' etc.) then follow on 
the next card(s). Here again, the order of the coefficients is 
identified by the field they occupy on the card. For example, 
01' if nonzero, must appear in columns 11-20 • 
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III-£-2. Limiters 

Low and/or high limits of fixed or calculated value can be 
superimposed on any transfer function block or order-zero block. 

~~ K 

j""'t. 

-1 c ($) H,..----~""""-'-~ 
l..oJ 

Static limiter on 
~o :; 

Dynamic limiter Static limiter 
a transfer function 

Static limiter 

The output value of an order-zero block is always calculated 
without considering any existing limit, and then, if the output value 
is seen to have exceeded either the lower or the higher limit values, 
the output value is readjusted according to the value of this limit or 
saturation level. 

Dynamic limiter 

The output value of an s-block is calculated differently depending 
on whether the element is operating inside or outside its defined limits. 
In the latter case, the derivatives of the output are automatically set to 
zero. Most ltmiters must be assumed to be of the static type, unless the 
user can positively identify that, for example, the complex impedance 
feedback loop of an amplifier is electrically modified or by-passed when 
the limit is reached. 

Rules 

1. Limits are defined on the card describing the element on which they 
apply. See Section III-E-l. 

2. The user may define any combination of two types of limits: fixed and 
variable. (See table below) The fixed limits are defined as the 
"FIXED-LO" parameter and the "FIXED-HI" parameter'of columns 57-62 and 
63-68 respectively on the block card. The variable limits are defined 
by using the alphanumeric A6 names of other blocks or elements of the 
system, whose output will be the required calculated limit. 
These "NAMED-LO" and "NAMED-HI" identifications are punched respectively 
in the fields 69-74 and 75-80 of the block card. 
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3. The following table can be used to determine how the program 
interprets the different user-supplied combinations of fixed and 
variable limit definitions. 

A combination of: is taken as: 

FIXED FIXED NAMED NAMED LOW HIGH 
-La -HI -LO -HI limit limit 

--- --- --- ---
O. O. - 00 "" 00 --- ---
A --- --- --- A O. 

--- B --- --- O. B 
--- --- LLL --- .LLL(t) ~oo 

--- --- --- HHH - 00 HHll(e) 
1. --- LLL --- LLL(t) o. 

--- I. --- HHH O. HHH(t) 

A B --- --- A B 
--- --- ttL HHH LLL(t) HHH(t) 

A --- --- HHH A HHH(t) 
--- B LLL I --- LLL(t) B 

B A --- --- A A 
B --- --- --- O. O. 

--- A --- --- A A 
A --- --- HHH HHH(ti) H~(ti) 

I --- B LLL --- B B 

Notes 

a) Check the above interpretations for each application. 

for B> A 
for B >0 
for A<'O 
for HRR(ti) <. A 
for ttL (ti) '> B 

b) A warning message will be printed at the first occurrence of a 
criss-crossing of a double variable limit. 

4. The limiters are not active during the TACS-calculated steady-state 
initialization at time t = O. 

/ 7/ 
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III-E-3. Signal Sources 

TACS signal sources are signal generators that can be used as 
inputs to other blocks and elements of the system. Each source is 
defined on a single card as a separate system component. The user 
specifies the type and the name of the source according to the rules 
that are defined below. 

ReSident sources 

Some source names are permanently available to the user as built-in 
TACS sources. They have pre-defined, reserved names, and need not be. 
specified on a source card by the user. To use them as input to any 
other block or element, simply mention the name of the source as for 
any other input to a component. The reSident sources are also available 
as voltage or current sources in the electrical network through the 
TACS-EMTP interface. 

'TIMEX , = 
'ISTEP , = 
'DELTAT' = 
, FREQHZ' = 
'OMEGAR' = 

simulation time in seconds ( = 0.0 in steady-state) 
number of the present time step in the simulation 
size of the time step '( TIMEX = ISTEP • DELTAT ) 
system frequency in Hz (as read from the 1st sinusoidal source) 
21'\. FREQHZ (in radians) 

'ZERO 
'MINUS1' 
I PLUS 1 t 

, UNITY I 

f INFNTY' 
'PI 

FormJ.t 

Rules 

= 
= 
= 
= 
-. 
= 

0.0 
- t .0 
+ 1 .0 

1.0 (kept for convenience only; use PLUS1) 
+00 (very large number fitting your computer system) 
iT 

Elo.o 

1. The source is identified by the alphanumeric name of its output. 
(Columns 3-8 ) 

2. T-START: = blank or 0.: 
some value 

= rtegative 

source is activated at t') 0 
source is activated at t ~value 

source is activated at t ~ 0 (except 
type 3, 4 and 91 for which a user
defined initiol condition must be 
specified. 

1. T-STOP : c blank or 0.: source is never de-activated 
= value source 1s de-activated at t ~value 

Note: ~.Jben de-activated, the source signal is zero. 

T - STc: 

/ 7 .. 3 
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4. Types or Sources 

l TYPE i A I I B I I c I 
I [j] I AMPL -- --

[N] AMPL FREQ YJ 
(HZ) (deg.) 

~ AMPL T (sec) WIDTH (sec) 

~ AMPL T (sec) --
..---;.....;; ,....... 

O. "r fiMnK; t r ac t J ~t a.e lW 91 I, f.' " ~ £,/ c. fJ. tlr i6JA I"l r /1 *- -
~~ 

J -- -- -
TYPE = [.!2J : level signal 

TYPE = IT±] : output = A..\fPL It COS (w t + 4') 

= AMPL • COS ( 2n-,t ... 2~r.p/360 ) 

o~--~~----------,~ t 

TYPE = ~ pulse 
4 }-C-" 

j 
~T~ 

~M'~ L-_D _____ -n.""--""It)~~ A.t.I\9\. I . I I _ I ~t~ ... .... ___ .....r. __ .-.Io __ -oi_ ...... _e.."tc: ••• 

o t T-c..T'''~''' 0 

T-START ~ 0 is valid ~ although this so uree cannot be included 
a8 active during the de steady-state initialization unless a 
nonzero user-defined initial cor.dition is apec1fied~ 

TYPE = Il~1 : ramp 

"M~~ 01 .... __ ,...;L12 ~ ~ ., 
. t"t ..... -:-ItooRT 

T-START <0 is valid, although this source cannot be included 
as active during the de steady-stat.e initialization unless a 
nonzero user-defined initial condition is specified. 
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TYPE = :90! Output = EMTP node voltage 

TYPE 

---oJ 

In which case the NAME must be a node name already defined in 
the electrical network. The output value is not calculated by 
TACS itself, but is simply made equal to the value of the voltage 
(with respect to TERRA ), as measured at the node which bears the 
same name in the electrical network. 

Output = EMTP switch current 

In which case the ~AMB must be a node name to which a switch (of any 
type) is connected in the electrical network. The output 

value of the source will then be set equal to the current flowing 
from the LEFT-node to the RIGHT-node, as defined on the EMTP 
switch card. In cases where more than one switch are attached to 
the said node, reference is assumed to be to the first of these 
switches, in the order of the data cards. 

TYPE = 192\ Output = internal variable of special EMTP components 

~is source type is reserved for passing to TACS the values ot certain 
internal variables ot special EMTP components. For example, Rule 3 of 
Class 6 S.M. data cards (see Section VIII ) shows how rotor angles 
and angular velocities can be passed to TACS. This is for a dynamic 
synchronous machine (S.M.) source component, as used in subsynchronous 
resonance (SSR) studies. SUch variables are then accessed (picked up 
and used) within TACS by means of the Type-92 TACS source component. 

TYPE = ~ Output = EMTP switch st~tuS{=OI : SWiittCh
h 

is open 
= : sw C is closed 

The name of this TACS source must be a node name to which a 
switch (of any type) is connected in the electrical network. 
In cases where more than one switch are attached to the said node, 
reference is assumed to be to the first of these switches, in 
the order of the data cards. 

No te: Any 0 f the sources that can be de fined in the electrical 
network (type 1 to 15) can also be used in TACS. 
Their value is passed to TACS as followa: 

n-r NAME 

source ~ jll.0 ~E 
~:.> 

'!'YPE-90 
"':" . 

in the electrical network in TACS 
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III-£-4. Supplemental variables and devices 

These elements are called "supplemental" because they differ from 
the linear s-blocks and z-blocks in the following way: 

- they are not part of the solution matrix of the set of linear 
equations in TACS 

- they are calculated sequentially, instead of simultaneously for the 
other s- and z-blocks (so that the data cards must be ordered 
accordingly) • 

Supplemental variables may be part of three different groups of 
elements, as follows: 

6l- :IS'IoI.~: ~~ I 

~:!k'~~:~: 
I~·~l-: ~ I 

11<·y.r-: ~! 
t 

, \ "" pu. fl" ' ~ ~~ ~ d ft ' I I lout~"",-\ I 

To make the solution simultaneous for the largest possible number 
of a-bloCks and zero-order blocks, the user should keep the 
number of 'inside' supplemental elements as low as pOSSible, and 
rather place the supplemental elements into the 'input' or the 
'output' group, if applicable. (See Section III-C-2) 

The "input" group: type 1991 
All the inputs to these "input" supplemental elements must be 

either TACS signal sources or the output of other supplemental "input" 
elements. 

The "output" group: type 1981 
The output of these supplemental "output" elements must not be 

used as input to any other block except other supplemental "output" 
elements. (Although they may be used as interfaced variables to the EMTP.) 

The "inside" group: type ~ 
These are the leftover from the ewo previous groups. They must be 

used when, for example, the inputs and output are connected to elements 
of the system other than those allowed for the two previous groups. 
(See Section III-C-2 details of the calculation.) 
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A) The Algebraic and Logical FORTRAN Expression 

Note: 

FORMAT : 

The older-type fixed-format variable has now been replaced 
by the free-format a.rbitr~ry FORTRAN expression described 
in this section. However, although the older type is not 
documented in this User's Manual anymore, it can still be 
accepted by the program for the convenience of those users 
wishing to continue running older versions of their data cases. 

~ f\~ • ~1 \' 

L ~~ I C)S 0<"" 88 

! ' 
I 

" i ". 
I ,. 

,I : 

( 'i ~~ <,;~~"',,....... TIJ- E -4) 
.. ~ - -

i . I· 
-, .. r-· - . -

. I I ~ 

RULES : 

1. This variable is identified by the alphanumeric name of its output 
(eolumns 3-8 ). This alpham.meric name may not start with a nuneric nunber in the 

free format exoression. 

2. No longer used. 

3. The character ,-, must appear in column 11 of the first card 
of th~ expression. 

4. All the rules for constructjng standard FORTRfu~ ex~ressions apply. 

algebraic operators 

logical operators.: 

relational operators': 

FORTRAN functions : 

special functicns 

+ , ., /, ** 
.OR., .AND., .NOT. 

T'"'Q .6J • , 
SIN , 
SINH , 

ASIN , 

EXP , 
THUNe 
NINUS 
INVRS 
RAD 
DEG 
SIGN 
!·~OT 

SEQ6 
RAl; 

• NE. ~ • LT • , • LE • , • GE • , .GT • 

cos , TAN , with argument 
COSH , TANH 

COT AN } 
in radians 

ACOS , AT AN { ~.n6wer in 

LOG, LOG10, SQRT, ABS 
(the integer part of ••• ) 
(sign inversion) 
(1.0/ &g) 

radi~ns) 

(conversion fr~~ degrees to r",dj.ano) 
(conver.sion frow r~.dlan6 to JCfrC('ci) 
(= -1 if arg<O, = +1 if ar~~O) 
(= 0 .if arg>O, = +1 if a!'g~O) 
( = Il~T( ciodulo-6( arg ) ) (E;iCD bclo'·~) 
(to obtain a random number, the ar~~~en~ ca~ 
be an arbitrary number or an existing :'ACS 
name) 

; 77 
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nesting 

arguments 

20 levels 

{

any of the TACS alphanumeric names of 
user-defined and resident variables 

any numerical argument (either integer or real) 

5. All functlons accept only one argument, as in SQRT( arg ) • 
Valid arguments are either a TACS name, a numerical constant, or 
another function, as in SQRT( ABS( INVRS( X ) ) ) 

6. The characters f+', '-', '.', 'I', ')', '(' and blank 
are separator ch~acters, and cannot be part of a TACS alpha
numeric that is going to be used in a FORTRAN exprossion. 

ex.: 'VARl and VAR1' will both be interpreted as 'VARl 
'VAR-l' will be interpreted as 'VAH 1.0 
'VAR A' will be interpreted as 'VAR 'followed 

by fA (here meaningless) 
'1.0~E6' will be interpreted as 1.0 followed 

by 'E6 (here meaningless) 

2Tc<::'?: Dcts ('. r) "1e.y '.;e ~:r.b'?d1'?i '.v"- -::r.'::"n :.. n9-:"!le. 

7. Any TACS alphanumeric variable can be associated with either 
algebraic or logical operators, r~gardless of whether it is itself 
of algebraic or logical contents (no such distinction in TACS) • 

Thus: if a logical expression is used in an algebraic context, its 
value will be con~idpr0d as either =0.0 or =1.0 (for respe~tivply 

, 0' and '1' ). 
Similarly, if an algebraic expression is used in a logical context, 
its value will be considered as either '0' or '1' (for 
respectively ~O.O and >0.0). 

EXAt-1PLES : -----

.·.~·.€G{· A .2.·~(·A!~.·~,~·\.·· .. ,.:.. ... 'oj·, 'ft.s·~'),):" . J. : •..• 1..-,. j t ~. t' l i ~ .• ' '. ."jl .... i . 
"AN~L~ r\' '" '-ft ''" ~ t"\ ~ +. :'3".1. : :,. ~··I j,. ~,.l. i .. : ... ,. ;, .. ~.:,. : ... 4·' .,. 

8~~~\l .-~~ ... ( :8+. ~~':(-l> .+'3)~ . 1 I .. , j,~ I ~ • I, ~ ;, I ~ , r .'" ,j .. ~ . .- . 1 .. , j 

~ c:. I PI I !.. l' . - , ;. i .. : J .. ::,.' J ~J i· I I 

~ ~ i~; TV .. : ; :~';T. L~., ."..,l,.; .:t~ "t.I~. ( i ~ ~ti~!. CL:.:~';' ~\O~·~ . : ,L ;<: :~ f +-r i-:~ -: I . 
"""; ., ,. ::1 :·j···;··jl·J..j'1 i·i· ,1,; t·; r!; r i r' .!,i; -I-

About s206 ------
arg 

SEQ6( arg): 
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B) The "Devices" 

Format: 

-"' ...... '4...f ... !· OW! =::!I:!':I~~: :l!! :'''I;:::j~~::l;:l~ ~it:; ="'~I::ii~= ~ :: 1 ..... ""i'II'Wl .. ~~ ,;I. ;I ~~! ~I' =:;:I~I:.I::il :;j:t~i=;;';; I::zhi*::it 
T 
y 
p 
a 

'Lt. 

CNT.fj~" 
c 

L'tN 
~ .. ...1 L! ! /. .1. ........ It .: ...... l ~ 

I I 

t~ ~ .. I!~ ~"1 .. .. , I . . Co: t· N"M" ~~ .. ;+N~I ~lt :i~ll. I~N .... ~~~j. Ai-.. Sl .. 1.,. ~.1. ~'" .. , .. 'j - 4'[ ~ , , .. ' -j. 
. r. .. I~ J ,,' ; _. :It ... ~c.:: !~ t~ "T . ~i~ 

i. •...• , 
[1:1" ..... ,· ... ··1· 

·.£~.b 
•• -"1" .. -.~ t\~ t.1. , . ~,. .. ..: ~ ... I~ \ _.~.c..! .. , , •• ,Q 

I 
1 'I . ~ .. Ii' !. -I II 

-r I 

Rules: 

o. TYPE = i99!t;98Ior~. See Sect.III-E-4 definition. 

1. This device is identified by the alphanumeric name of its output. 
(Columns 3-8 ) 

Z. The total input to the device 18 the sum ot any or all signed 
input signals (except for devices type 60, 61 and 63 where 
each input Signal is intorpreted individually). The sign 
character (+ or - ) must be punched for all non-bl~~k inputs. 

3. The different devices are: 

CODE 

50 frequency-sensor 
51 relay-operated switch 
52 level-triggered switch 
53 transport delay 
54 pulse transport delay 
55 digitizer 
56 point-by-point user-defined non-linearity 
57 multi-operation time-sequenced switch 
58 controlled integrator 
59 simple derivative 
60 input-iF component 
61 signal selector 
62 sample and track 
63 instantaneous min/max 
64 min/max tracking 
65 accumulator and counter 

:Ie~~::::~ ~ ~::::::! 

\ 
1) \ . ~ 

"''- ~<. 

I 71 
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Freguency meter 

:rOUTPUT 
B 

A initial frequency (Hz) 
max. accepta.ble change, in ;6 

c D E I: ignored 

OUTPUT = measured frequency of the input 

The time between successive zero-crossings of the input signal 
is measured and converted to a frequency value in Hertz. The device 
will automatically reject higher-frequency non-characteristic oscillations 
appearing on the main signal. Alternately, the user may choose to 
process the input signal through a low-pass filter [' 1 / (1 + T·s) J, 
in cases where the input noise causes difficulties in measuring the 
main signal frequency. 

As for the algorithm used, let T1 
be the time of the most-recent zero 
crossing, and T2 the time of the one 
preceding that. 'l'hen the current frequency 
estimate f is given by: 

estiM~t~d 

'1"1 

t = 0.5 
f tir"fl-e.. 

Of course one rarely knows the times ot 
zero crossing exaotly; linear interpolation 
(see sketch) 18 used to estimate these. 

Example: 

,"'- . 
I e t't'cJ'" I" 

, e\ t'fV\a t to'"' I 
i 0 f a~~u t.f'oU i~ 
\,.~,~e. ,..~ 

....... . 

'" ... = 
I.:... ..' L;. '~""'H"I.:::G.~·'·"~' H'<;';"~'''I' ,.~.~. ""'1' ; .... : ... :" ... -t-' ·: .. · .. ~ .. 1 .. 7·: .. :·;· J;;j';" ....,1.:. ~'.: 

· :S01~::··TT~1 ::: •• 1·:::·1:·:·····:'::,·::: :1""::1: ' 
This card would describe a frequency-sensor named 'FREQ2' applied to 
the sum of the inputs [ 'GENA' - 'GENB' ]. Initial frequency of 60 Hz . 
Note: this value of 60 Hz will not change until at least two zero
crossings of the signal have been detected, so that an interval can be 
measured. 

t 
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CODE = ~ : Relay-oper~ted switch 
~1:~1 -

!'!.~jY4.1 GA.\N' H 1 ~_II--~;,OUTPUT 
A I: 

[=U: 
val u e 0 f the G A IN (d e f • = 1 • 0 : 

value of FIXED TRES~OLD 
• :! - I I 
• I 

t t:.~'\ I 
I 

I D I: 
I E I: 

N j\MED TRESHOLJ 

DRIVING SI-2NAL 

2: normally-open 
normally-closed 

(optional) 

normally-open, but closed at steady state 
normally-closed, closed at steady state toe 

{

if 

if 

Nf\ME.1) 
+ TR€SHC~n 

F\~~D 

switch is closed, 

switch is open, 

OUTPUT = 
OUTPUT = 

GAIN * sum(inputs) 

0.0 

1'he switch will operate from its tlnormal" state when: 

{
if normally-open, when IDRIVING SIGNALI ~ NAMED + FIXED TRESHCLDS 

if normally-closed, when n " < fI n " 

Note: D and S can be the names of any other TACS variable. 

(See examples below.) 

CODE = ~ : Level-triggered switch 

This device is defined in exactly the same way as the relay. 
The only difference in the operation of the level-trigger, as opposed 
to the relay, is that the actual value of the driving signal is taken 
(instead of the absolute value), and is compared to a treshold which 
here can be either positive or negative. 

Examples: 

~ c:.'tc»~ ~ ~~\.., .. ~ S'1.,~~_'.:r.~ .. _ [. L ... _. .- I : . l.~ '," ~ •••.• L .. ;-.:. -: ,(.: .- -. ,1-- "11 
- -,.. i .... ,~· s: 

{ .\'l"'\.~:' ;.1. .- L l ... -. , •. '~N.1.-. L- .-,~ S..L .~- , .. -. -I' -~ -:' ,- -'. .- .. _., .. -... : . 1t. ,q ... - I . -
,,()t."t~.'T ~'C,; • ~_ ,. ~ ' __ ' :_ ·hIiQ\),ft.r:~ .. _ 1._ , ' : •• , .. _. _, , : ... ; ••• _ , •• 1 _ .. _. l ,.. ,.~" 

• I .. .._.. i.. ~ . J • t 

-I.t, .. TJt.~.-Sl\o\ 1)Q,.~" 
.. ! '\\'l-'t; ~t.lY 

\' \ 
~) R~~-~ ~ U~\~~ 

b') \ R'C.\.. -~:1..~ 't"4~' 

\'4S.\G."2.'\ ~o.S' 

~~ \' "hQ.'I." l' \ 
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CODE =® Transport delay 

~1~1 B value of FIXED DELAY (sec) 

u~.~ ~411i1l1~ ~TPUT Q value of MAX. DELAY (sec) 

il:~~ f D NAMED DELAY ( optional) 

FIXED ... NAMED A I E I see below** 
DELAY 

At any time "t", for a value of total delay = T sec. , 

OUTPUT(t) = INPUT( t-T ) 

Note about the variable 'NAMED DELAY': 

When the user wants the value of the delay to be variable (as opposed 
to 'fixed'), he may define this delay as being the output of some 
other TACS block at which the delay itself is calculated. 
In such a case, the user must also specify the maximum value that 
will be reached by the total delay time, and punch this maximum value 
in field 'e' of the device card. 
(The program needs to know ahead of time how many cells of memory 
are to be allocated to the storage 6f the 'past history' of the 
input signal.) e 

Examples: 

I ~:: ~r': ~I·i~;·· 0-. #i='#1 §~i ij:ij §:! 
\ 'ba\..-;", .. n.~.s.r\.~~,~)I!"I .. 
e~~\..-;q. .. S.l.t.'tt.~~. , ..... 

• • • ,0. O;O~. ~ .. OP" S.~.()~t. 
I 

..•. Q~ •. S_ ,., .j .. i 
1 ,. 

'DEL-A'(t) = 'SIGNAL'(t-T) where T = 'SLOW2' + 0.002 T =0.004] max 

'DEL-B'(t) = 'IN2'(t - 0.0035) 

Note: When the input signal is known to be a pulse or a succession of 
pulses 9 the user should consider using a 'pulse transport delay' 
instead of this 'storage-hungry' device • 

• * 

[[] 

m 
Note 

Punch "VALUE" in colunns 75 79 if user VtOuld like to supply 
value of the dc history of the delay blocks. 
Input the value of the user supplied dc history for the device 

User may input his own dc history for the device only i1 there is 
no any user defined dc source in the case. Otherwise. the program 
will calculate its own de orland ae history, and the data field 
nE" should be left blank. 
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COD~ = ® Pulse delay 

A value of i.e. T-CN (see below) 

B value of FIXED DELAY (sec) 

c value of i.e. T-OFF (see 

D NAMED DELAY (optional ) 

E ignored 

('" \'>~t Ch .... .le-f""""t- \..Y'\ p "'-t- ~~+-rv..t' 
-", j--, 

D 
, " , .. , -'-0 I ' .. ' \ 

I 1 \ 

I , , t 

I I )1: 
I l 

~ de. \<:.'1 ~ ",'" ~4e.lcl.~ " ~ 

~: constraint on the frequency of the input signal. 

Overall period 0 f input" '> pulse width + delay . 

Initial conditions T-ON and T-CFF 

The user can make the OUTPUT respond to an input signal which 
partly or totally occurred be fore simulation time t ,. a • 
This situation can be simulated as follows: 

I I r ~ t 
o 

-tLt 
{

specify I-ON in field 'A' of the card 
specify I-OFF in field 'C t 

where T-ON < I-OFF < 0 

{

specify T-ON only in field tAt 

~: There is no need to specify T-OFF here, since 
it will be detected by the program itself. 

When reading the cards, the computer does not make the 
difference between a blank field and the value 0.0 • 
If the user does want to specify a value of T-ON or 
T-OFF that is exactly 0.0, he must 1nstea9 specify a 
value that is negative and very close to 0.0 «At), 
but is not exactly 0.0 . 

I -11·! :1 ~J ~I·! 0-' !!1 =i at ~ ~i S ?# § !I ~ 
~. P'1)E~.1.,;~:+;\.:.~Q.~l.-~:; .. : .. L. 
" .. P~~' ~11.. .;'4~ ~ .~t~:q.~~~.~~ .. 1~· • • 
E. ~ '1:'~\ .. l... .S':~ .. ~.~~~~:'~.!it~ .. t. 

..... ~.9.~.~~." ... L ...... '" .V.~~"bI ~ 
1).~\..~y' 

'PDEL1' (t) == 'LOGIK' ( t-0.0035 ) 
'PDEL2'(t) = 'SIGN-L t

( t-'VARDL' ) , with the input being 'ON' since 
0.028 seconds prior to the beginning of the simulation. 

'CTRL'(t) == 'SOURCE'( t-T) where T == 'DELAY' + 0.001 

below) 

... -t 

A • 
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CODE = ~ : Digitizer 

Specify the GAIN in field 'A' of the card (defaulted to 1.0) 

Specify the levels (enough to cover the expected range) by punching 
as many cards as there are levels, one value of level per card. 
End with a 'terminator' card: punch '9999' in columns 13-16 . 

Example: 

.-, .. '" ..... F~:'S·r\~·1f\\·· 
~ ... :-.~L .. t...... . ; ..... 
I C) ! .... L. ., ........ _ ,. ......... . 

..\ 

.. 1,11----..... 

I . 
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CODE = ~ : Point-by-point non-linearity 

Specify the GAIN in field 'At of the card (defaulted to 1.0) . 

Define the function y = f(x) with as many points as needed to cover 
the expected range of variation (linear interpolation is performed by 
the program for values between the given points) • 
Specify one such point per card bTPunching the pair of coordinates (x,y) . 
Place the cards in order of increasing values of 'x' • 
End with a 'terminator' card: punch '9999' in columns 13-16 • 

• 
• 
• 

Example: 

TY. ~L s-c. +X 

• . ' . 
! 

- i .. ()()(). 

- . 

.. tr+ ~r~~~ . ~~i ·\.~c:.~~~'~1 

., -tt. 
.-'3:.,. 
-,1 

' '. -! .' "-
-I.. -.S'" • 

.~ .... -. 

.'3 • 
1. 

-\0 

IR:-' 
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CODE = ~> Time-sequenced switch 

This switch is assumed to be initially open. The user specifies the 
sequence of operation of the switch as follows: 

: It' 

Remember to end with a 'terminator! card: punch '9999' in columns 13-16 • 

Note: Since the devices are ignored during the program-calculated 
steady~state initialization, this switch is also open during 
steady-state. However, since user-defined initial conditions may 
be defined for any TACS variable, the user may choose to define 
a nonzero initial condition for the output of this device, thus 
bypassing the effect of this stubbornly-open switch at t = O. • 

Example: 

I -; <'1 ("), .. I lOt -01""1 =1 0-1::\ =I#I!:!I:!I a #l § ~ 
,. "f. ~ 'tIC. T Q..\. S'l + u~ \ -ry 

C> .O~'2.; 
Q .00"10 
o .,0 \o.<S" 
0 .. 0\\0 
o .o"a~ 
~~~. 
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CODE ~ ~ Controlled ~ntegrator 

control named reset 0 value a f GAIN (de f. = 1 ,0) 
sienal ! I B I ~'I~I i 

value of DO (possibly 0.0) 

!~~~~ 1 GA,IN ~UTPUT Lc I value 0 f Dl (possibly 0.0) 

~o + D,S I D I name of the control signal 
~'I~S" I E I named reset value (or blar.k) 

it control signal> 0.0 } OUTPUT = GAIN • sum(inputs) ~: 

if no control signal name DO + D 1 • s 

if control signal ~ 0,0 ~: OUTPUT = value of named reset 
(or 0.0 if no name specified) 

Applications 
~. 

C.\RL-, \JA(.l.1. 

OUTet) = OUT(t - ~ t) + fIN ("1) d'1 :il 
~OUT 

[ if CTRL> 0 
IN --1 'Is + ·~t 

i f C~~L ~ 0 OUT(t) = VARlet) (which will also be 
used as initial conditio~ 

~iRl.'t ] for the next time stap) 
K IN 'tN ,1 K OUT2 = ' s + a [if CTRL2 > 0 • ~\J\2.. 

-, C; + ~ (same remark as above) I if CTRL2 ~ 0 , OUT2 = 0.0 

C."~~3 ], 
vr ... R3 
~ { if CTilL3 > 0 00T3 = K • IN 

Itj -1 \~ t-0l.li3 
if CTRL3 ~ 0 OUT3 = VAR3 

Note: In a previous version of this program, the type-58 device has 
also been used as a counter. This function is now served mJre 
flexibly by the (i.c·vice type 65. However, for the convor.ience 
of users wishing to run older verGions of their data cases, the 
"counter" function of this type-58 device is kept operational, 
and is de fined as follo'ljs: 

I D I the keywo rOil 'COUNTRt 
~r-----A~--' I B I O~ ~ I : ignored 

and OUTPUT(t) = OUTPUT(t -~t) + H~m(inputs) 

~-:::T~~ "i ~I 0.' 2 ~f! =1~!:!! =1:; 

880UT 
~ S00Tz' 
8.80\")\-3 

58+!'~ 

'5'8.~1:f'.l 
:5"6·'t.~ 

f ';' 

O· I 
o-o,\,\e:.~ +e.T~ 

· I. ~.; . 0.'. . . 
· I . o· •• '). () .,. 0; •.. 0. '!' .O.<:'TRL. . "A ~ 1 
· .1.' ~.. ,. :l. :'2. ... , .... ',-.8 I '! ' .. (,TR L'l. 
, I ,: . ,~,:z. ~ .. 0 \1' .(). Ct. ~ 'i~1.. 3 v A~ 

. ,,' I ! 
; .. I 

~ I .. 

/87 
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CODE 2 ~ : Simple derivative 

OUTPUT(t) = GAIN. u(t) - u(t -t:.t) 
Ll.t 

: value of the GAI~ 
(defaulted to 1.0) 

ITJl 
LLJI 

: ignored 

J 

!21!: This device will be properly initialized by the program 
at t = 0.0, provided that all the initial conditions 
for the inputs IN" IN,2, etc. are available (either 
program-calculated or user-defined). See Section 8.4. 
To assign a nonzero initial value to the OUTPUT, specify 
also a user-defined initial condition as per Section 8.5.? 

CODE = ® : Input-IF component 

SIGNAL1\~lSIGNAL2 + CONSTANT 
:t~ 1 A 

D 

I E 

[.IJ 

it SIGNAL! {;}SIGNAL2 + CONSTANT • 

c 

numerical CONSTANT (:ptlcnal) 

name of SIGNft.Ll 

name of SIGNAL2 (optlonal) 

: ignored 

{

:to INl} 
OUTPUT = t IN 2 

1:. 1N3 

For this device, the inputs are not summed up. 
Each input i8 interpreted individually. 

_-+-_ .... OUT 

OUT2 
--+--+ 

f-OTHERlj 
OUT = ZERO 

L PASSl j 

note: FLAGl can itself be a more c~~~lex 
logical/algebraic express~on 
detined 1n a FORTRAN exp~esslon 

[

PLUSli 
OUTZ = FLI:S 1 } 

-THRU2j 
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CODE = (6t) Signal selector 

I :\0 SELECTOR 
B output LO when SELECTOR 0.5 

±. 1: t-J \ C output HI when SELECTOR 6.5 0 

I/~ ~ I.t.J'Z. 0 
D name 0 f 6th input (or blank) 

~~~3 OUTPUT 0 
E name 0 f SELECTOR variable 

0-\ 
) 

!. T.t-j~ A ignored 

j! IN 1 I (default = 0.0) 

I! IN2 I tr " 
= !:.IN2 I It r. 

if SELECTOR OUTPUT 
I~IN~ I " u 

( 
\ .. 

fIN I ff If 

I D I II fJ 

if SET.lECTOR [< O.5} , OUTPUT = B 

~ 6.5 OUTPUT = C 

Note: For this device, the inputs are not summed. 
Each input is interpreted individually. 
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CODE = @ : Sample and Track 

\. .c:.. 

\-\O\..,i::) I 

S Il.M~\' e J 

~~c:.\o( 

OUTPUT 

D 

E 

A B 

name of TRACK signal 
(or blank) 

name of SAMPLE signal 
(or blank) 

C I : ignore d. 

Ou,puT 

~"I\>~I "'l-...-. ....... < i..c.. /]/:\\ ~; I ,I" ~_ 
, I I I II ~,,~~-t ~ I 
I I I II 

>0 n 
TRN:'.'o( I L 

Note: In the absence of both TRACK signal and SAMPLE signal, 
the OUTPUT is in HOLD mode. 

Note: The TRACK signal supercedes the SAMPLE signal, should 
both control signals be > a simultaneously. 

Note: The SAMPLE mode involves a two-step operation. 
The ordor to sample a new value is only performed on the 
rising front of the SAMPLE control signal, which must 
then be reset to ~ 0 before the next SAMPLE ordel' is gi vella 

Note: The TRACK operation becomes equivalent to a SAMPLE operation 
it the TRACK control signal lasts only one time step. 

To assign a nonzero initial condition to the OUTPUT (the initial 
HOLD value), specify a user-defined initial condition as per 
Section III-E-6. 
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CODe: : ® Instantaneous ~lnimum/max!~um 

C 
-1.0 to get mimil1um 

~I.tJl 

!.'UJt. 8 
I OUTPUT + 1 .0 to get maximu~ 

i'I.wl Of"' ~ 

i.~t..:I" ~ 1=0 c '} i~t.,;)f ignored 
I-=P=] E I 

it B i= -1.0 OUTPUT = min( ~rN, 

i1' B 1= +1.0 OUTPUT = !!lax ( " " n 

Note: For this device, the inputs are not summed. 
Each input is interpreted individually. 

CODE a® Minimu~/may.imum tracking 

R.E ~~T HC)L1) 

i~'-l, 1 1 
!~".l1.~j~IM~'" I OUTPUT -".p or rw-to..~ 

ilu~ 

[: -1.0 to get mini:lu1n 
B 

+ 1 .0 to get lDax~m\.!m 

!_ C I numerical reset value 

D name of RESET 6ignal 
(or blank) r .. ~e..t

"o...\,,",~ E name of HOLD signal 
(or blank) 

A ignored 

if RESET signal> 0.0 , OUTPUT = LCJ 
else it HOLD signal> 0.0 OUTPUT( t) = OUTPUT (t - 6 t) 

else itl B != -1.0 OUTPUT( t) :: mine OUTPUT ( t- t:l t) , 

11'1 B 1= +1.0 CUTPU'::'( t) = oax( OU'::'PUT( t- ~ t), 

Note: This device will be prop~rly initialized hy the program 
at t = 0.0 , provided that the initial condition ior the 
OUTPUT value is supplied. 

input(t) 

inpu~(t) 

To assign a r.onzero initial condition tu the OU'fPUT (which 
will also be the starting minimum or maximuM) t specify a 
user-defined initial co~ditioa • 
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CODE = ® Accumulator and counter 

C numerical reset value 

D name of RESET signal 
(or blank) 

E name of HOLD sig~al 
(or blank) 

A B . ignored . 

if RESET signal :> 0.0 , 0 UTPUT = C 

else if HOLD signal > 0.0, OUTPUT( t) = OUTPUT{ t- ~ t) 

else jOUTPUT( t) = OUTPUT( t- L\ t) + 1nput( t) 

Note: This device will be properly initialized by the program 
at t = 0.0 , provided that the initial condition for the 
OUTPUT value" is supplied. 

To assign a nonzero initial condition to the OUTPUT (which 
will also be the initial accumulator contents) , specify a 
user-defined initial condition. 

Special application: 

COOE = @ IIMS value 

t IN1 

t IN2 ~ OLrrPUi - : ~ I -----> [2J ------> 
! IN5 

OUTPLrr = the RMS value 

{

provides a straightforward 
step counter 
with and without reset 

ITI : frequency (Hz) 

rnm 1 I2J [il J : ignored 

Note: The storage needed for this device is allocated in the 7th of the 
total of 8 TACS tables ~ The number of cells 
needed is equal to: 1 + 1 / ( frequency * DELTAT ). 
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111-£-5. Printed/Plotted Output of the TACS Variables 

"The time-varying values of the signals and variables in TACS 
are calculated by the program at discrete intervals of time 
t = 0, !:::. t ,?.~t, etc ••• 

Just as for the electrical network, the value of each variable 
in TACS can be observed in printed or plotted form. 
Uhder user control are: 

a) which variables are to be printed or plotted (see specifications below) 

b) the printing and plotting intervals lOUT and lPLOT 
(see Section 11. -8 ) 

c) the printout of the minima and maxima of the output 
variables (see Section 11- B: MAXOUT ) 

d) permanent disk storage of the plot data points 
(see Section r"I- e: lCAT ) 

e) program diagnostic printout (see Section 1.Oh IPRSUP ) 

To specify which TACS variables are to be printed or plotted 

a) for outuut of all the variables 

a single card is needed, with a '1' in column 2 

b) for output of only some variables 

use as many cards as needed, in the following format~ 

note: any of the A6 fields on anyone output card may be blank, 
provided that at least one field per card is non-blank. 

As for locating the TACS variables which have been so requested in the 
resultant printout, a pai~ of A6 names is used. The first is always "TAC3" , 
and the second is the user-supplied name of the TACS variable. For plotting 
purposes (either batch-mode or interactive), this same pair of names is used, 
and TACS variables are treated as if branch currents were involved (Type-9 
plot variables). This presumes a hybrid problem with both TACS and also some 
electric network representation. For a TACS-only data case, TACS variables are 
treated like node voltages (Type-1 or 4 for plotting purposes), and only a 2i~~~~ 
name (that of the TACS variable) is used for identification. 
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8.5.7 TACS User-Defined Initial Conditions 

Steady-state initialization as calculated by the program 
1s discussed in Section III-D. 

The initial value at t = 0.0 of variables not covered by 
the program initialization calculations can be provided by the 
user, in the format presented below. 

Typically, the following elements w1l1 require user-defined 
initial conditions for t = 0.0 • 
The default value of unspecified initial conditions 1s zero. 

t 
S 

- integrators 

- FORTRAN expressions 

- devices 50, 51 , 52 etc ••• 

- sources type 3 and 4 (pulse and ramp) 

- sources where T-START is not specified or is 0.0 • 

Format 

:6. \0. ci . , : I 

1 I ~ i 
. . . j • I···· 

".~: ,i· . . .. : 'I!': ; "': j ~'" j. 'r" r)' 

, .•• , .. : J •. , • , j.' .: . 
, , 1, : I, i, " I 

Use as many cards as required, and 

I ' 

I·· . 
. ', .. j 
.. . 

I 

~ terminate with a blank card (whether any init. cond. are 
defined or not ) 

------------------------------------This blank card also marks the end of 
the TACS data case altogether. 
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1.1 THE MODELS LANGUAGE 

MODELS is a general-purpose description language supported by a set of simulation tools for 
the representation and study of time-variant systems. 

The MODELS language provides a format which focuses on the description of the structure of 
a model and on the function of its elements. 

The description of a model is intended to be self-documenting, and can therefore be used both 
as the description document used for representing the system and as the data used in the 
actual simulation. , 

A system can be described in MODELS as an arrangement of inter-related submodels, 
independent from one another in their internal description (for example, in selecting the names 
of their variables) and in their simulation (for example, in selecting the size of their individual 
simulation time step). 

There is also a clear distinction in MODELS between the description of a model, and the use of 
a model.' Individual models can be developed separately, grouped in one or more libraries of 
models, and used in other models as independent building blocks in the construction of a 
system. 

Finally, the description of each model uses a free-format, keyword-driven syntax of local 
context, and does not require fixed formatting in its representation. 

The present documentation is divided in two .sections, the first covering the description of a 
model, and the second describing the use of a model in a simulation. 

A general overview of the model description approach in MODELS is presented in the next 
pages, under the headings MAIN FEATURES, SYSTEM REPRESENTATION,MODEL 
DECOMPOSITION, and MODEL DEFINITION. 

1.2 MAIN FEATURES 

The main deSCription features of the MODELS language are the' following: 

- the syntax of MODELS allows the representation of a system to closely follow the system's 
functional structure, supporting the explicit description. of composition, sequence, 
concurrence, selection, repetition, and replication; 

- the description of a model can also be used as the model's documentation; 

- the interface of a model with the outside world is clearly specified; 

- the components of a model can be given meaningful names representative of their 
function; 

- a system can be partitioned into individual submodels, each with a local name space; 

- the models and functions used for describing the operation of a system can be 
constructed in programming languages other than the MODELS language. 
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The main simulation features supported by the MODELS language are the following: 

- distinction between the description of a model and its use, allowing multiple independent 
replications of a model with individual simulation management (time step, dimensions, 
initial conditions, etc.); 

- hierarchical combination of three initialization methods (default, use-dependent, and built
in). each contributing to the description of the pre-simulation history of a model· by a direct 
representation of the pre-simulation value of its inputs and variables as functions of time; 

- dynamically-controlled modification of the values of the inputs and variables of a model 
during the course of a simulation; 

- dynamically-controlled modification of the structure of a model (both topological 
composition and algorithmic flow) during the course of a simulation. 

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

2.1 SYSTEM REPRESENTATION 

The description blocks of the MODELS language are model definitions. Four aspects of a 
model are included in its description: 

what elements are present in the model, 

- how these elements interact with each other, 

- how the model interacts with the environment in which it operates, 

- how the operation of the model is to be simulated. 

A model is composed of elements of two types: 

- value-holding elements (constants, data parameters, inputs, and variables), 

- submodels (local groups of value-holding elements). 

The internal interaction of the elements of a model is described by specifying the structure in 
which the elements are assembled, using: 

- composition, where the joined operation of a group of statements is assembled into a 
submodel; 

- replication, where several independent uses of a model are specified in the description of 
a system (see USE, statement); 

- selection, where different groups of statements are active depending on a specified set of 
conditions (s~e IF statement); 

- association, where some statements are explicitly identified as belonging to a common 
group (see DO statement); 

- repetition, where the action of a group of statements is repeated according to directives 
internal to the description of the group (see REDO statement); 

- conditional repetition, where the action of a group of statements is repeated according to a 
specified external condition (see WHILE statement); 

- indexed repetition; where the action of a group of statements is repeated using a list 
specifying the values of one or more parameters (see FOR statement); 
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- concurrence, where the statements of a group are active simultaneously with each other 
(see COMBINE statement); 

- sequence, where the statements of a group are active consecutively, in the order in which 
they are described (see SEQUENCE statement). 

The external interaction of a model with its immediate surrounding environment is described by 
specifying how information is carried to and from the model, through: 

- its input connections (see INPUT); 

- its output connections (see OUTPUT). 

The operation directives that are specific to the individual uses of a model are specified in 
each USE statement, in the form of local DATA and HISTORY assignments, and of local 
simulation directives (see USE). 

2.2 MODEL REPRESENTATION 

2.2.1 MODEL DECOMPOSITION 

Although it is generally possible to represent the operation of a model without defining any 
submodels, there are many advantages to dividing a larger model into groups of· elements 
each performing a more simple function. 

Each composite group is represented as a separate model in the overall description of a 
system, describing the interaction of the group's elements among each other and the 
interaction of the group itself with the environment in which it operates, with the following 
advantages: 

explicit interface: . 

- local operation: 

- local naming: 

- replication: 

- simulation control: 

- state history: 

local development: 

- local maintenance: 

the interaction of a model with its environment takes . place 
exclusively through its specified interface; 

the elements contained in a model operate independently from the 
environment in which the model itself is used; 

all names used as identifiers in a model can be selected without 
concern for the possible duplication of names used outside that 
model; 

once defined, a model can be used in many separate applications, 
each application being used independently from other applications 
of the same model; 

the directives controlling the simulation of a model can be specified 
individually for different uses of the same model; 

state information is retained for each separate use of a model, in 
the form of the present and past values assigned to its variables; 

being a self-contained description, a model can be developed and 
tested separately from the larger context in which it may eventually 
be used; 

the internal implementation of a model can be modified without 
affecting the rest of a system description, provided that the original 
speCifications of the model's interface remain unchanged; 
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- the INIT procedure describes the initialization algorithm of the model. 

Once defined, a model can be used independently in as many separate uses as required. 
Each use of a model is introduced in a separate USE statement specifying the inputs and 
outputs of the used model, and stating the local directives controlling its simulation (see USE). 

The names chosen for identifying the constants, data, variables, inputs, functions, and 
submodels defined in a model are local to the model. They are not visible outside the model, 
and can be selected without concern for the possible duplication of names already used 
outside the model. 

2.2.3 FOREIGN MODELS 

In addition to using the MODELS language for describing the operation of a model, it is also 
possible to use procedures written in other programming languages. MODELS provides a pre
defined interface that can be used by the user to connect "foreign" programs to a simulation. 
The interface is defined as four arrays carrying the values of data, input, output, and history 
variables between MODELS and the foreign procedure. Each foreign model must provide both 
an execution procedure and an initialization procedure, with a function corresponding to the 
EXEC procedure and the INIT procedure of a model. For example, a Fortran model would be 
written as: . 

SUBROUTINE execsub(xdata, xin, xout, xvar) 
DIMENSION xdata(*), xin(*), xout(*), xvar(*) 
... execution pr6cedure .. ; 
RETURN 
ENTRY inisub(xdata, xin,' xout, xvar) 

ini t iali za tion procedure ... . 
END 

where 

- execsub: arbitrary name of the execution section of the foreign model; 

- inisub: arbitrary name. of the initialization section of the foreign model; 

- xdata: array of the DATA values of the model; 

- xin: array of the INPUT values of the model; 

- xout: array of the OUTPUT values of the model; 

- xvar: array of the history variables of the model (initial and ongoing) with storage 
managed by MODELS. 

I n order to be recognized as a model, a foreign model is declared in the model where it is 
used. The declaration format is as follows: 

MODEL name FOREIGN idname { T dimension-name: expr l ) 

where: 

- name: 

idname: 

local·name by which the foreign model can be referenced in the model; 

arbitrary name used in the connection table of the foreign interface subroutine 
of MODELS to recognize calls to this model; 
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. and where the following pre-defined names must be used to identify the size of the four arrays 
used to interface this model with the rest of the simulation: 

- ·ixdata: 

- ixin: 

- ixout: 

- ixvar: 

number of elements in the array xdata 

number of elements in the array xin 

number of elements in the array xout 

number of elements in the array xvar 

A foreign program must be compiled and linked to the simulation program before it can be 
called by MODELS. Any source language may be used, provided that the compiled object 
code is compatible .with the linker available on the computer platform used to run the 
simulation. The interface routine oJ MODELS (in filemod001.for) is where the user registers 
the correspondence between the idname used in the foreign model declarations, and the 
actual names of the foreign subroutines and functions linked with the program. 

Once declared and named, a foreign model can be used independently in as many separate 
uses as required. The inputs and outputs of the foreign model, along with the directives 
controlling its simulation, are specified in a regular USE statement (see USE). The following 
simulation directives apply: 

- DA T A directives specify the value of the elements of the xdata array; 

- INPUT directives specify values to be assigned to elements of the xin array at model 
execution; 

- ~x~~~t~o~;directives specify usage of the values of elements of the xout array at model C) 
- HISTORY directives specify history fun.ctions used for assigning pre-simulation history to 

elements of xvar and xin; 

- TIMESTEP and INTERPOLATION directives can be specified as in a regular USE 
statement. 

All local variables of ~ foreign model are considered to be under memory management defined 
locally in the foreign procedure. Storage for the elements of the arrays xdata, xin, xout, and 
xvar is provided automatically by MODELS. The- array xvar can be used by the foreign 
procedure for storage by MODELS, between calls to the procedure, of the state variables of 
the procedure. Storage of these values is provided and managed by MODELS, automatically 
taking into account the possibly many separate uses of the same model. 

2.2.4 EXTERNAL MODELS 

No model can be used in a model without being first declared in that model. If the definition of 
a model is not included in a model in which it is used, it must be declared as EXTERNAL to 
that model, as follows: 

MODEL name EXTERNAL 
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The implied search algorithm for the location of the definition of an external model inspects the 
model structure from the local model upward. All models defined at the same level as the 
model containing the external declaration are candidates (including the host model itself, which 
permits" a model to use itself). This search is carried to the top of the model structure, one level 
at a time. 

2.3 STATEMENTS 

Three categories of statements are available for describing the operation of a madej's 
procedures: assignment statements, algorithm control statements, and simulation directive 
statements. 

2.3.1 ASSIGNMENT STATEMENTS 

2.3.1.1 VALUEASS'IGNMENT 

Value assignment statements are used for assigning or modifying the values of a model's 
variables (see VARIABLES). . 

Explicit values are specified on the right-hand side of an assignment in the form of a regular 
expression (see REGULAR EXPRESSIONS), a linear sum of variables (see SUM 
EXPRESSIONS), a linear polynomial of the derivatives of a variable (see DERIVATIVE 
EXPRESSIONS), or the integral of a variable (see INTEGRALS). 

Implicit value assignments in the form of differential equations and Laplace or Z transfer 
functions are also available for specifying the. value of a variable (see DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATION, LAPLACE TRANSFER FUNCTION, Z TRANSFER FUNCTION). 

A single value can be assigned to a single variable, to a single element of a variable array, or 
to a group of elements of a variable array sharing the same value, by using a single-value 
assignment as follows: 

1 
name . 

name [expr I J 
nam e [ expr .. expr 1 

expr 

and an array of valu~s can be assigned to a group of elements of a variable array, using an 
array-value assignment as follows: 

name [ expr .. expr] := array-value expr 

Minimum and maximum limits can be attached to the value of a variable or array of variables 
inside the expression describing the value (see EXPRESSIONS). 

2.3.1.2 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 

A differential equation of the form 

( ao + a1 D + a2 02 + ... ) y = x 

can be used for expressing the value of a variable "y", where "0" is the time derivative operator 
d/dt. 

.4 J .! 
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A differential equatioQ is specified in MODELS as follows: 

DIFFEQ ( D-polynomial ) I Y:= x 

where "y" can refer to any variable of the model, and "x" to any variable or input of the model, 
specified using a simple name or a reference to an element of an array as follows: 

-,-- name 
L name [ expr ] J 

The D-polynomial describes the terms uaiOi" of the equation, written as follows: 

~:~8 
where each coefficient can be represented as an arbitrary expression (linear or nonlinear, 
constant or time-varying), and is separated from the D operator by a vertical bar, whic~ is the 
"applies to" operator· of MODELS, with the meaning of "expression applied to Diu (see 
DERIVATIVE EXPRESSIONS for examples). Minimum and maximum limits can be specified 
for any of the coefficients (see EXPRESSIONS). 

The keyword CDIFFEQ can be used instead of DIFFEQ, as follows: 

CDIFFEQ ( D-polynomial ) I Y := x 

to indicate a constant-coefficients differential equation. The expressions specifying the value 
of the coefficients in CDIFFEQ are not re-evaluated during the execution, regardless of the 
variation of the values of any input or variable possibly referred to in these expressions. Using 
CDIFFEQ instead of DIFFEQ when the coefficients are constant will increase the simulation 
speed of the solution by avoiding needless re-evaluation of the coefficients at each step. 

Dynamic minimum and maximum limits can be imposed on the value of "y". The limits are 
specified in the statement as follows: 

DIFFEQ ( D-polynomial ) I Y { limits} := x 
or 

CDIFFEQ ( O-polynomial ) I Y { limits} := x 

where the limits are expressed using the following syntax: 

{ [ L DMIN : expr 'I 
_ DMAX : expr 1 

-1. 

The limit applied to a variable expressed by means of a differential equation is a Udynamic 
. limit". While an external static limit would simply Clip the value of the variable outside of the 

procedure by which the value of the variable is calculated, a dynamic limit modifies the 
calculation procedure itself by recognizing that the values of the derivatives of the variable held 
at a constant limit are zero. 

In a case in which the'value of the variable calculated by means of a differential equation is 
subsequently reassigned by other means during the same time step, the action of any dynamic 
limit previously applied to that variable at that time step is ignored. 
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When the driving variable "x" of a differential equation of "y" is itself a function of "y", the 
differential equation should be solved simultaneously with the equation of "x" in a COMBINE 
group or in. an explicitly-defined iteration structure, because both are together defining the 
value of-t'y" concurrently with the value of the derivatives of "y". 

2.3.1.3 LAPLACE TRANSFER FUNCTION 

A Laplace transfer function of the form 

Y N(s} bo + bts + b.2s2+ .. . 
X = D(s} = ao + a1s + ~s2+ .. . 

can be used for expressing the value of a variable "y", where "s" is the Laplace operator. 

A Laplace transfer function is specified in MODELS as follows: 

LAPLACE ( y / x) := ( S-polynomial ) I ( S-polynomial ) 

where "y" can refer to any variable of the model, and "x" to any variable or input of the model, 
specified using a simple name or a reference to an element of an array as follows: 

-,-- name 
L nam e [ expr ] J 

The s-polynomials describe the terms "ajsi" and "bjsill of the Laplace function, with each 
polynomial written as follows: 

TL :~p~~~ 
~x~~ 

where each coefficient can be represented as an arbitrary expression (linear or nonlinear, 
constant or time-varying), and is separated from the "5" operator by a vertical bar, whic~ is the 
"applies to" operator of MODELS, with the meaning of "expression applied to Sill (see 
DERIVATIVE EXPRESSIONS for examples). Minimum and maximum limits can be specified 
for any of the coefficients (see EXPRESSIONS). _ 

The keyword CLAPLACE can be used instead of LAPLACE, as follows: 

CLAPLACE ( y I x ) := ( S-polynomial ) I (S-polynomial ) 

to indicate a constant-coefficients Laplace function. The expressions specifying the value of 
the coefficients in CLAPLACE are not re-evaluated during the execution, regardless of the 
variation of the values of any input or variable -possibly referred to in these expressions. Using 
CLAPLACE instead of LAPLACE when the coefficients are constant will increase the 
simulation speed of the solution by avoiding needless re-evaluation of the coefficients at each 
step. 

Dynamic minimum and maximum limits can be imposed on the value of "y". The limits are 
specified in the statement as follows: 

LAPLACE (y I x) {limits} := ( S-polynomial ) I (S-polynomial) 
or 

CLAPLACE ( y / x ) { limits} := ( S-polynomial ) / (S-polynomial ) . 



where the limits are expressed using the following syntax: 

{ [ L DMIN : expr --, 
_ DMAX : expr 1 
--------.} 
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The limit applied to a variable expressed by means of a Laplace function is a "dynamic limit". 
While an external static limit would simply clip the value of the variable outside of the 
procedure by which the value of the variable is calculated, a dynamic limit modifies the 
calculation procedure itself by recognizing that the values of the derivatives of the variable held 
at a constant limit are zero. 

In a case in which the'value of the variable calculated by means of a Laplace function is 
subsequently reassigned by other means during the same time step, the action of any dynamic 
limit previously applied to that variable at that time step is ignored. 

When the driving variable "x" of a Laplace function of "y" is itself a function of "y", the Laplace 
function should be solved simultaneously with the equation of "x" in a COMBINE group or in an 
explicitly-defined iteration structure, because both are together defining the value of "y" 
concurrently with the value of the derivatives of "y". 

The operator "pit may be used equivalently to "s" when describing the polynomials of the 
Laplace function. 

2.3.1.3 Z TRANSFER FUNCTION 

A Z transfer function of the form 

y N(z-1) bo + b,z-1 + b:2z-2+ .. . 
X = D(z-1) = ao + ~z-1 + C1:2z-2+ .. . 

can be used for expressing the value of a variable "y", where "z" is the z-transform operator. 

A z transfer function is specified in MODELS as follows: 

ZFUN ( Y I x) := ( Z-polynomial ) I ( Z-polynomial ) 

where "y" can refer to any variable of the model, and "x" to any variable or input of the model, 
specified using a simple name or a reference to an element of an array as follows: 

,- name 
L name [ expr ] J 

The z-polynomials describe the terms "aiz-in and "biZ-ill of the Z function, with each polynomial 
written as follows: 

TL ~~pr ~ ;;-] 
~x~r~ 

. . 
where each coefficient can be represented as an arbitrary expression (linear or nonlinear, 
constant or time-varying), and is separated from the "z" operator by a vertical bar, whicD is the 
"applies to" operator of MODELS, with the meaning of "expression applied to Z-III (see 
DERIVATIVE EXPRESSIONS for examples). Minimum and maximum limits can be specified 
for any of the coefficients (see EXPRESSIONS). 
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~~ The keyword CZFUN can be used instead of ZFUN, as follows: 

CZFUN ( y / x ) := ( Z-polynomial ) / (Z-polynomial ) 

to indic~te a constant-coefficients Z function. The expressions specifying the value of the 
coefficients in CZFUN are not re-evaluated during the execution, regardless of the variation of 
the values of any input or variable possibly referred to in these expressions. Using CZFUN 
instead of ZFUN when the coefficients are constant will increase the simulation speed of the 
solution by avoiding needless re-evaluation of the coefficients at each step. 

Dynamic minimum and maximum limits can be imposed on the value of fly". The limits are 
specified in the statement as follows: 

ZFUN ( Y / x ) { limits} := ( Z-polynomial ) / (Z-polynomial ) 
or 

CZFUN (y / x) {limits} := (Z-polynomial ) I (Z-polynomial ) 

where the limits are expressed using the following syntax: 

{ [ L DM. IN : expr -, 
DMAX: expr 1 

----------------} 
The limit applied to a variable expressed by means of a Z function is a "dynamic limit". While 
an external static limit would simply clip the value of the variable outside of the procedure by 
which the value of the variable is calculated, a dynamic limit modifies the calculation procedure 
itself by recognizing that the values of the derivatives of the variable held at a constant limit are 
zero. 

In a case in which the value of the variable calculated by means of a Z function is 
subsequently reassigned by other means during the same time step, the action of any dynamic 
limit previously applied to that variable at that time step is ignored. 

When the driving variable "x" of a Z function of .lIy" is itself a function of "y", the Z function 
should be solved simultaneously with the equation of "x" in a COMBINE group or in an 
explicitly-defined iteration structure, because. both are together defining the value of nyn 
concurrently with the value of the derivatives of "y". 

2.3.2 ALGORITHM CONTROL STATEMENTS 

2.3.2.1 IF· 

The .use of an IF statement allows the conditions applying to the selective operation of groups 
of statements to be stated explicitly. An IF statement is specified as follows: 

- IF expr THEN statement-list 
ELSIF expr THEN statement~list 

ELSE statement-list _____ ....Jo-. ENDIF 

in which the conditions are expressed as logical expressions, and the statement lists can 
include any arrangement of MODELS statements. 

Only one option among the IF, ELSIF, and ELSE options of an IF statement is operative at a 
time: it is the first option for which the logical expression describing the condition associated 

M-/ 
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with the option is evaluated as true (see EXPRESSIONS). All remaining options are ignored at 
. that time. 

2.3.2.2 WHILE 

The use of a WHILE statement allows the conditions applying to the repetition of a group of 
statements to be stated explicitly. A WHILE statement is specified as follows: 

WHILE expr DO statement-list ENDWHILE 

in which the condition is expressed as a logical expression, and the statement list can include 
any arrangement of MODELS statements. 

The entire statement list placed in a WHILE statement is considered to be looped onto itself as 
a repetition. The condition expressed in the associated logical expression is evaluated every 

. time the decision to enter or re-enter the list of statements must be made. The group is entered 
only if the condition is true. The group is then re-entered as many times as required at the 
same simulation time as long as the condition continues to be evaluated as true (see 
EXP~ESSIONS). 

2.3.2.3 FOR 

The use of a FOR statement allows the value of the parameters controlling the repetition of a 
group of statements to be stated explicitly. One or more parameters can be specified in the 
same FOR statement, as follows: 1 FOR argument-name:= value-list J 

DO statemel'"!t-list ENDFOR . 

in which the statement list can include any arrangement of MODELS statements. 

The values of each parameter can be specified as a list of values, a range of values, and a 
combination of the two, as follows: 

____ expr -------~ 
expr TO expr -----01 
expr TO expr BY expr 

The entire statement list placed in a FOR statement is considered to be looped onto itself as a 
repetition. The list of statements is entered and re-entered as many times as required until all 

. the parameters have been assigned all combinations of their specified values. 

The names chosen for representing the parameters are local to the FOR statement. They are 
not visible outside the FOR statement, and can be selected without concern for the possible 
duplication of names of variables already defined in the model. They may not, however, 
duplicate the names of the resident variables and constants and of the model's constants, 
data, and inputs. 

When a parameter of a FOR statement is used as an array index, and the expression defining 
its value yields a non-integer value, a value rounded to the nearest integer is implied and used. 
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~F'.~~ When the size of the "BY" interval used for covering a range of values is not specified, a 
~ default value of +1 is implied. 

2.3.2.4 DO 

The use of a DO statement allows the association of a group of statements to be stated 
explicitly. An DO list of statement is specified as follows: 

DO statement-list ENDDO 

in which the statement list can include any arrangement of MODELS statements. 

The use of the DO ... ENDDO statement is equivalent to the use of parentheses marking 
association in an algebraic expression. It defines the boundaries of a group of statements to 
which a common operation applies (see REDO). 

2.3.2.5 REDO 

The use of a REDO statement aliows internal conditions controlling the repetition of a 
DO ... ENDDO group of statements to be stated explicitly. 

The indication that the operation of a DO ... ENDDO group of statements is to be repeated is 
specified within the group by the use of one or more REDO statements. The boundaries of 
application of the REDO directive are determined by the extent of the DO ... ENDDO statement 
enclosing the group that is to be repeated (see DO). 

The REDO statement sets a repetition flag if it is encountered during the execution of the 
DO ... ENDDO group of statements. At the start of each repeated execution of the group, the 
repetition flag is reset. At the end of each execution of the group, the status of the flag 
determines whether the group will be repeated or not. 

The REDO directive has no qualifiers, and is specified by the simple use of the "REDO" 
statement anywhere in a DO ... ENDDO group. 

The simple DO repetition structure differs from the conditional (see WHILE) and indexed (see 
FOR) repetition structures as follows: . 

- the directives controlling the repetition are internal to the group of statements forming the 
DO ... ENDDO repetition group; 

- the execution of the DO ... ENDDO group of statements is conducted at least once. 

M-II 
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2.3.2.6 COMBINE 

A group of variables can be solved simultaneously by placing their assignment statements 
inside a"COMBINE group of linear statements of the form: 

COMBINE AS identifier statement-list ENDCOMBINE 

or a COMBINE group of nonlinear statements of the form: 
COMBINE ITERATE AS identifier statement-list ENDCOMBINE 

or COMBINE ITERATE { max-iter} AS identifier statement-list ENDCOMBINE 

where the identifier is a name or an indexed name uniquely identifying the group in the model, 
and "max-iter" is the '!laximum allowed number of iterations to convergence, defaulted to 10. 

The first form is used for groups of linear variables, and is solved in matrix form using 
Gaussian elimination. The statement list of a linear COMBINE can include any of the following 
value assignments: 

- differential equations 

- Laplace functions 

- Z functions 

- linear value assignment of a vari.able or of an array element of a variable, using: 
- linear sum of variables (sum expression) 
- polynomial of derivatives of a variable (derivative expression) 
- integral of a variable (integral function) 

first and second derivative of a variable (derivative function) 
- no regular expression (considered as possibly nonlinear) 

one set of static or dynamic minimax limits in one of the group's assignments (allowed by 
the Gaussian elimination method) 

The second form is used for groups of nonlinear variables, and is solved by iteration using the 
Newton method. The statement list of an iterated COMBINE can include a combination of any 
type of assignments, at the cost of possibly-longer execution times and possible non-

, convergence of the solution, or convergence to a local (non-global) solution paint. Accuracy of 
initial history and size of time step are determining factors in attaining correct solution paints. 

All assignments statements placed in a COMBINE group are evaluated simultaneously. 
Examples of simultaneous groups include: 

- a group of value assignments in a t~htly-coupled (non-delayed) feedback loop, 

- a set of interdependent variables operating concurrently, , 

- a procedure described as a set of simultaneous equations. 

Each statement in a COMBINE statement list specifies how to calculate the value of each 
simultaneous variable. The value of each simultaneous variable cannot be specified in more 
than one statement. . 

The simultaneous variables of a COMBINE group are considered to be evaluated concurrently 
with each other. For this reason, any reference to the value of these variables within the 
COMBINE group is considered to be a reference to the present value of the variable, not to its 
previous value. It is however possible to refer to' the previous value of a simultaneous variable 
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by defining, outside of the COMBINE group, a separate variable carrying that previous value. 
Note that this distinction is not required in ordinary sequences of statements. 

The configuration of a COMBINE group is considered to remain unchanged throughout a 
simulation. The array index values identifying the group's simultaneous variables are therefore 
considered to remain constant throughout the simulation. 

Both the linear and the nonlinear COMBINE groups accept the coefficients used in the 
statements to be time-dependent as well as nonlinear expressions. However, in the linear 
COMBINE solution, the value of each coefficient, whether linear or not, is calculated every time 
step before finding the solution point of the group. As a consequence, in cases where the 
value of a coefficient is dependent on the value of a simultaneous variable, the coefficient is 
pre-evaluated using the variable's value from the preceding time step. This allows the solution 
to remain linear by inserting one-step delays in these dependency loops. This is discussed in 
more detail in the section on model simulation below. 

2.3.2.7 SEQUENCE 

When no other form of structure is specified, the statements describing the operation of a 
model are considered to be assembled in a sequence form. The sequence structure can also 
be specified explicitly in a SEQUENCE statement as follows: 

SEQUENCE statement-list ENDSEQUENCE 

in which the statement list can include any arrangement of MODELS statements. 

The statements assembled in a sequence are considered to operate consecutively from the 
first statement to the last. 

2.3.2.8 USE 

Once defined, a model can be used in as many instances as needed in the model in which it is 
defined. Each instance is introduced by its own USE statement specifying the defined model 
name, the usename of the instance, and the directives controlling its simulation. The syntax for 
a USE statement is the following: 

where: 

USE modelname AS usename --------
ITERATE 
directive 

----- ENDUSE 

- modelname is the name of the used model; 

- usename is a unique local identifier of each instance of the used model, in the form of a 
single name or an indexed name, as follows: 

-,- name 
L name [ expr ] J 

- ITERf\ TE is a keyword indicating that this instance may be fe-used more than once at 
each time step; 

- INPUT directives are used to assign values to the inputs of the model; 
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- OUTPUT directives are used to assign the values of the outputs of the model to variables 
of the calling model; 

- DATA directives are used to assign values to the data of the model; 

- HISTORY directives are used to assign history functions to variables and inputs of the 
model; 

- TIMESTEP directives are used to assign minimum and maximum limits to the execution 
time step of the model; 

- INTERPOLATION directives are used to specify the interpolation degrees to be applied to 
the inputs of the model jf the model is used at sub-steps of the external time step; 

- DELAY directives are used to specify the size of storage associated with usage of the 
delay() function in the mode/. 

A model can be used only where its name is visible. The name of a model is only visible in the 
model in which it is declared (see MODEL DEFINITION, FOREIGN MODEL, EXTERNAL 
MODEL). 

2.3.3 SIMULATION DIRECTIVE STATEMENTS 

2.3.3.1 WRITE 

Individual lines of text can be written to the computer's standard output during a simulation, as 
specified in a model description in one or more WRITE statements as follows: Gl 

WRITE ( write-list) 

where the write-list is specified as follows: 

n:~:~~~~ . 
~x~ 

I 

The statement keywords WRITE1 and WRITE2 can be used instead of WRITE, to send the 
respective lines of text to the files named models.1 and models.2 . . 

2.3.3.2 ERROR 

Predicted error situations related to the simulation of a model can be stated explicitly in the 
model, using an ERROR ... STOP structure to specify the pre-termination procedure to be 
followed before the simulation is halted in a weI/-ordered manner. 

An ERROR statement is specified as follows: 

ERROR statement-list STOP 

where the statement list can include any arrangement of MODELS statements. 

On completion of the execution of the statement list specified in an ERROR statement, the (:,'.~ 
simulation is immediately terminated. ' . \U£~) 
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2.3.3.3 DEPOSIT 

The DEPOSIT statement allows a model to modify the value of any numerical program variable 
of A TPjhat can be changed using A TP's SPY command DEPOSIT. The A TP documentation 
of the Spy commands describes what variables can be modified. 

The DEPOSIT statement is used as follows: 

DEPOSIT( name, value} 
DEPOSIT( name[ expr] , value) 
DEPOSIT( name[ expr .. expr] , value) 

where 'name' is the name of a program variable accessible from Spy; 

and where a single value can be assigned to a single variable, to·a single element of an array 
variable, or to a group of elements of an array variable. 

2.4 VALUE-HOLDING ELEMENTS 

2.4.1 ARRAYS 

The value-holding elements· of a model can be specified singly or as elements of 
unidimensional arrays, with the following advantages: 

- the symmetry or similarity of a group of elements can be made more explicit when an 
array form is used (for example in identifying similar inputs to a model) 

- the possibility of referring to many instances of a variable or constant under the same 
name simplifies the use of repetition structures (WHILE, FOR, DO). 

The total index range of an array is inferred from one or more declarations of the elements of 
the array in the model definition (see DATA, INPUT, CONSTANTS, VARIABLES). The default 
index range is one. 

A non-array element is identified by simply indicating its name: 

name 

A single array element is identified by indicating the name. of the array and, within square 
brackets, a numerical expression specifying the value of the array index: 

name [expr] 

A group of array elements is identified by indicating the name of the array and, within square 
brackets, the two numerical expressions specifying the index range of the group: 

name [expr .. expr] 

When the evaluation of an expression defining the value of an array index yields a non-integer 
value, a value rounded to the nearest integer is automatically implied and used. 

. . 

N-2( 
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2.4.2 CONSTANTS 

The constants of a model are named value-holders carrying constant values. Their name, 
optional-array range, and value are declared in one or more CONST declarations in a model 
definition as follows: 

CONST L constant-element { VAL: expr} J 
- where each constant element can be specified as a single name, a single array element, 

or a group of array elements, as follows: 

1 
name 
name [ expr I j 
name [ expr .. expr ] 

- where a single value can be assigned to a single· constant, to a single element of a 
constant array, or to a group of elements of a constant array sharing the same value; 

- and where an array of values can be assigned directly to a group of elements of a 
constant array by using an array-value expression to describe the assigned value. 

The constants of a model are used as follows: 

- their name, array range, and value are declared in one or more CONST declarations in the 
model definition; 

- their value cannot be modified in the model; 

- their value can be used in any expression in the model. 

2.4.3 RESIDENT CONSTANTS 

A number of numerical and logical constants are permanently defined and are available for 
use in model descriptions. Their value can be used directly in any expression of a model (see 
VALUE REFERENCE, EXPRESSIONS). Their names are visible in any model, and can be 
used directly without being declared in a CONST declaration. 

The following resident constants are defined: 

- resident numerical constants: 

pi 
inf 
undefined 

= 3.14159 ... 
= very large number fitting the computer in use 
= 88888.88888 (value held by any element before it is assigned a first value) 

- resident logical constants: 

false = 0 
true = 1 
no = 0 
yes = 1 
open = 0 
closed = 1 
off = 0 
on = 1 
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2.4.4 DATA 

The data of a model are named value-holders carrying use-defined constant values. They 
aliow a~model to be described with generic dimensions, coefficients, parameters, and flags 
which can be assigned specific values at the time the model is used. Their name, optional 
array range, and optional default value are declared in one or more DATA declarations in the 
model definition, and they can then be assigned focal values in each USE statement where the 
model is used. 

The data elements are declared in a model definition as follows: 

. DATA. Tl data-element 
L data-element { DFLT: expr ! { 

- where each data element can be specified as a single name, a single array element, or a 
group of array elements, as follows: 

1 
name 
name [expr 1 j 
name [ expr .. expr 1 

- where a single default value can be assigned to a single data, to a single element of a 
data array, or to a group of elements of a data array sharing the same value; 

- and where an array of default values can be assigned directly to a group of elements of a 
data array by using an array-value expression to describe the assigned default value. 

In a USE statement, values can be assigned to the data elements of the used model as 
follows: 

DATA T data-element := expr l 
- where a single value can be assigned to a single data, to a single element of a data array, 

or to a group of elements of a data array sharing the same value; 

- and where an array of values can be assigned in array form to a group of elements of a 
data array. 

Not all data elements of a model need be assigned a value in each model use, provided that a 
default value has been specified in the model's DATA declaration for each optional data 
assignment. 

The value of a dat~ element is determined at the first instant each use· of a model is first 
executed, and remai~s constant throughol:lt the rest of the simulation for that model use. 

Minimum and maximum limits can be attached to the value of a data element in the 
.expressions describing its default and assigned values (see EXPRESSIONS). 

The data of a model are used as follows: 

- their name, optional array range, and optional default value are declared in one or more 
DATA declarations in the model definition; 

- their value is assigned in a DATA directive of a USE statement (optional for data with a 
default value); 

- their value cannot be modified in the model; 

- their value can be used in any expression in the model; 
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- references to data values can be used in expressions defining the dimensions of an array 
in any array range declaration of a model definition; this allows the size of arrays to be 
dyn51mically specified rater when the model is used. 

2.4.5 VARIABLES 

The variables of a model are named value-holders carrying the internal variable values used in 
a model. Their name and optional array range are declared in one or more VAR declarations in 
a model definition as follows: 

VAR T var-element ) 

where each variable element can be specified as a single name, a single array element, or a 
group of array elements, as follows: 

1 
name 
name [ expr I j 
nam e [ expr .. expr ] 

The variables of a model are used as follows: 

- their name and optional array range are declared in one or more VAR declarations in the 
model definition; 

- their value is assigned and can be modified in any value assignment statement in the 
model; 

- their value can be used in any expression in the model's procedures; 

- their value can be used as an output of the model. 

2.4.6 RESIDENT VARIABLES 

A number of variables are permanently defined and are available for use in a model. Their 
value can be used directly in any variable expression of a model (see VALUE REFERENCE), 
and cannot be modified in assignment statements in the· model. Their names are visible in any 
model, and can be used directly without being declared in a VAR declaration. 

The following resident variables provide access to the time characteristics of the simulation of 
a model. A separate set of values of these variables exists loeally for each use of each model. 
They are: 

t the present value of the simulation time in the model; 

prevtime 

·timestep 

endtime 

fu II step 

the previous value of the simulation time in the model; 

the present value of the simulation interval in the model (=t-prevtime); 

the external simulation time to which the model is to be updated; 

the total time interval over which the model is to be updated (= endtime -
previous endtime); 

maxstep the calculated present maximum allowed value of the time step in the model; 

minstep the calculated present minimum allowed value of the time step in the model; 
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Three other resident variables are defined globally for a simulation. They are: 

starttime the value of time at the start of the simulation; 

stoptime the value of time at which the simulation will end; 

startstep the value of the outermost time step at the start of the simulation. 

In addition to representing the present value of the simulation time in a model, the variable t 
can also be used as a regular reference to the value of time in expressions describing history 
functions in a model (see HISTORY). 

2.5 MODEL INTERFACE 

2.5.1 INPUT 

The inputs of a model are named value-holders carrying the external input values used in a 
model. Their name, optional array range, and optional default value are declared in one or 
more INPUT declarations in a model definition, and they can then be assigned local values in 
each USE statement where the model is used. 

The input elements are declared in a model definition as follows: 

INPUT input-element 
[ L input-element { DFLT:expr} -L 

- where each input element can be a single name, a single array element, or a group of 
array elements, as follows: 

1 
name 
name [expr 1 j 
nam e [ expr .. expr ] 

- where a single default value can be assigned to a single input, to a single element of an 
input array I or to a group of elements of an input array sharing the same value; 

- and where an array of default values can be assigned directly to a group of elements of an 
input array by using an array-value expression to describe the assigned default value. 

In a USE statement, values can be assigned to the input. elements of the used model as 
follows: . 

INPUT T input-element := expr } 

- where a single value can be assigned to a single input, to a single element of an input 
array, or to a group of elements of an input array sharing the same value; 

- and where an array of values can be assigned in array form to a group of elements of an 
input array. 

Not all input elements of a model need be assigned a value in each model use, provided that a 
default value has been specified in the model's INPUT declaration for each optional input 
assignment. 

The value of an input element is re-calculated at each call to a model use. 
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Minimum and maximum limits can be attached to the value of an input in the expressions 
describing its default and assigned values (see EXPRESSIONS). 

The input variables of a model are used as follows: 

- their name, optional array range, and optional default value are declared in one or more 
INPUT declarations in the model definition; 

- their value is assigned in an INPUT directive of the USE statement (optional for inputs with 
a default value); 

- their yalue cannot be modified in the model; 

- their value can be used in any expression in the model's procedures; 

- their value can be used as an output of the model. 

2.5.2 OUTPUT 

Any input or variable of a model can be used as outputs of the model. Their name and optional 
array range are specified as outputs of the model in one or more OUTPUT declarations in the 
model definition as follows: ' 

OUTPUT T output-element 'J 
where each output element can be specified as a single name, a single array element, or a 
group of array elements, as follows: 

l
' name 

name [ expr 1 :::i 
name ['expr .. expr] 

In a USE statement, the value of any output of the used model can be assigned to any 
variable of the tailing model. The use of a model's outputs is specified in one or more 
OUTPUT directives of a USE statement, as follows; 

OUTPUT T var-element := output-element J 
- where the value. of a single output can be assigned to a single variable, to, a single 

element of a variable array, or to a group of elements of a variable array assigned the 
same output value; 

- and where the value of a group of elements of an output array can be assigned in array 
form to a group of elements of a variable array. 

All outputs specified in a model definition are available for reference in any use of the model, 
although not a/l outputs need be used in each model use. 

2.6 FUNCTIONS' 

2.6.1 FUNCTIONS IN A MODEL 

A function describes the method by which a value or an array of values is calculated, given the 
values assigned to the function's arguments. When used in an expression, a function returns 
the value or array of values it calculates. 



Three types of functions can be declared in a model definition: 

statement functions 
- pointlist functions 
- foreign functions 
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In addition, two sets of functions are pre-defined and are available for use in any model: 

- resident numerical and logical functions 
- resident simulation functions 

2.6.2 STATEMENT FUNCTION 

A statement function is a parametrized expression evaluated according to the values assigned 
to the function's arguments. It calculates a numerical value, or an array of numerical values, 
and is defined in a model as follows: 

FUNCTION name ( T argument-name 1. 
.... ----------,) := expr 

The input arguments of a function are single elements with names that are local to the 
function. They are not visible outside the function, and can be selected without concern for the 
possible duplication of names already defined outside the function. They may not, however, 
duplicate the names of the resident variables and constants defined in MODELS. 

A statement function is used by referring to the function's name and providing values for the 
function's arguments in the same order as they appear in the function definition: 

function-name (tXP5 ) 
I 

A statement funCtion can be used in any expression of the model in which it is defined (see 
EXPRESSIONS), except in its own definition: 

Minimum and maximum limits can be attached to the value of the expression describing the 
statement function in the function definition (see EXPRESSIONS). Minimum and maximum 
limits can be attached to the value of the function's arguments when the function is used, in 
the expressions describing their value. 

2.6.3 POINTLIST FUNCTION 

A pointlist function is a list of coordinates {(Xk,Ytd, k=1 .. n}, ordered in increasing values of x. 
The function is assumed to be defined over the entire range of x (from -infinity to +infinity) in 
one of the two following ways: 

- either as a continuous function, where the missing intermediate paints (Xj, Yj) in 
the interval Xk-1 < Xj < Xk will be interpolated using linear of quadratic interpolation; 

- or as a discontinuous function, where Yj holds a constant value equal to Yk-1 for each 
missing intermediate point (Xj, Yj) in the interval Xk-1 < Xj < Xk . 

A pointlist function is defined in a model as follows: 

FUNCTION name POINTLIST T ( expr I expr) ) 
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The expressions defining the coordinates of each pOint are regular expressions which can 
refer to the value of any value-holding element visible in the model, and which can use other 
functions available in the model, including other pointlist functions (allowing the use of families 
of parametrized curves defined as pointlists of pointlists). 

A pOintlist function is used by referring to the function's name and by providing a value for its 
"x" argument and for its optional"pol" argument, in the form of f(x) or f(x,pol), as follows: 

function-name (-CxP~ ) 
, 

- where "x" is the value at which the pointlist function f(x) is to be evaluated; 

- and where "pol" is an optional argument indicating the interpolation degree 0, 1, or 2 used 
for evaluating the function between its defined points (O=discontinuous, 1 =Iinear, 
2=quadratic) (default=1). 

A pointlist function can be used in any expression of the model in which it is defined. 

When the variable x is considered to be holding values of time, the pointlist function can be 
considered to represent a function of time f(t). 

2.6.4 FOREIGN FUNCTIONS 

In addition to defining functions using the MODELS language, it is also possible to use 
functions written in other programming languages. MODELS provides a pre-defined interface 
that can be' used by ,the user to connect "foreign" functions to a simulation. The interface is 
defined as one array carrying the input arguments passed to the function, and returning the 
output values calculated in 'the function. The function itself returns the number of values it 
calculates. For example, a foreign function written in Cwould have the form: 

double cfun(double xarg[]) 
{ 

where 

xarg [0] = .•• 
xarg [1] = ... 
xarg [2] = ••. 
return 3; /* indicating it placed 3 values on xarg[] */ 

- cfun: arbitrary name of the foreign function 

- xarg: array of values carrying the input and output values of the function 

In order to be recognized as a function, a foreign function is declared in the model where it is 
used. The declaration format is as follows: 

where: 

- name: 

- idname: 

- ixarg: 

FUNCTION name FOREIGN idname {IXARG : expr} 

local name by which the foreign function can be referenced in the model; 

arbitrary name used in the connection table of the foreign interface subroutine 
of MODELS to recognize calls to this function; 

pre-defined keyword that must be used to specify the size of the argument 
array. 
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~tt~~ A foreign function must be compiled and linked to the simulation program before it can be 
r:,:p called by MODELS. Any source language may be used, provided that the compiled object 

code is compatible with the linker available on the computer platform used to run the 
simulation. The interface routine of MODELS (in file fgnmod.for) is where the user registers the 
correspondence between the idname used in the foreign function declarations, and the actual 
names of the foreign functions linked with the program. 

A foreign function is used by referring to the function's name and providing values for the 
function's arguments in the same order as they are expected in the foreign function: 

function-name ( LXP~ ) 
, 

A foreign function can be used in any expression of the" model in which it is defined. Minimum 
and maximum limits can be attached to the value of the function's arguments when the 
function is used, with each expression describing their value. 

2.6.5 RESIDENT FUNCTIONS 

A number of numerical and logical functions are permanently defined and are available for use 
in a model. Their names are visible in any model, and can be used directly without being 
declared in a FUNCTION declaration. 

A resident function is used by referring to the function's name and by providing values for the 
function's arguments, as follows: 

function-name (LXP~) 
, 

where each argument of the function is assigned a value, in the sequence expected by the 
function. 

The following resident functions are defined: 

- numerical functions returning one value for each input argument: 

abs absolute value of each argument 
sqrt square root of each argument 
exp exponential of each argument 
In base-e logarithm of each argument 
log 10 base-10 logarithm of each argument 
log2 base-2 logarithm of each argument 
recip 1/x for each argument x, with zero-division protection (110 = int) 
factorial x! for each argument x 
trunc integer part of each argument 
fract fractional part of each argument 
round rounded value of each argument (to the nearest integer) 
sign =-1 when x<O, =0 when x=O, =+1 when x>O, for each argument x 
rad value conversion from degrees to radians, for each argument 
deg value conversion from radians to degrees, for each argument 
sin sine of each argument 
cos cosine of each argument 
tan tangent. of each argument 
asin arc sine of each argument 

/V/-z 



acos 
atan 
sinh 
cosh 
tanh 
asinh 
acosh 
atanh 

arc cosine of each argument 
arc tangent of each argument 
hyperbolic sine of each argument 
hyperbolic cosine of'each argument 
. hyperbolic tangent of each. argument 
arc hyperbolic sine of each argument 
arc hyperbolic cosine of each argument 
arc hyperbolic tangent of each argument 

- double-argument numerical functions returning a single value: 
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atan2(x1,x2) tan -1 (X1/X2) with 4-quadrant range as determined by the signs of 
X1 and X2 

binom(n,r) C(n,r) combination of r elements in a set of n 

permut(n,r) 

= n!l(n-r)!r! 

P(n,r) permutation of r elements in a set of n 
= n!l(n-r)! 

- multiple-argument numerical functions returning a single value: 

min(x1,x2,o .. ) minimum value of {X1. X2 • ... } 

max(x1,x2, ... ) maximum value of {X1. X2, .. J 
norm(x1,x2, ... ) Euclidian norm =sqrt(Xt2+X2 + ... ) 

- no-argument numerical functions returning a single value: 

random single random number between 0 and 1, uses no argument 

- logical functions returning one value for each input argument: 

bool value conversion of each argument from numerical to Boolean 
value = 1 when argument> 0 
value = 0 when argument <= 0 

- multiple-argument logical functions returning a single value: 

and(x1,x2, ... ) returns value of "X1 AND x2 AND ... " 
= 1 only when all the arguments are true 

returns value of "X1 OR X2 OR ... " 
= 1 when one or more of the arguments are true 

returns value of "NOT{x1 AND x2°AND ... )" 
= 1 when one or more arguments are false 

returns value of tlNOT{x1 OR X2 OR ... r 
= 1 only when all the argum.ents are false 

returns value of "X1 XOR X2 XOR ... " 
= 1 when only one of the arguments is true 

2.6.6 RESIDENT SIMULATION FUNCTIONS 

A number of functions which are related to the time simulation of a model are permanently""'" 
defined and are available for use in a model. Their names are visible in any model. and can be ~») 
used directly without being declared in a FUNCTION declaration. 
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A resident simulation function is used by indicating the function1s name, the single element to 
which the function is applied, and values of any required function arguments, as follows: 

function-name ( element 3 
r expr 
L-, ) 

- where the element can be any input or variable element of a model, as follows: 

-r- name 
L nam e [ expr ] J 

- and where, in the case of the functions' histdef and histval, the element can also be the 
integral of any input or variable of the model: 

integral ( -,- name J) 
L name [ expr ] 

For those functions requiring interpolation or extrapolation (see the list of functions below), the 
interpolation degree "polll is an optional argument indicating the interpolation degree 0, 1, or 2 
used for evaluating the function between the available values of the element (O=discontinuous, 
1 =Iinear, 2=quadratic) (default=1). 

The following resident simulation functions are defined: 

deriv(x) the value of the first-order time derivative of x at the present 
simulation time 

deriv2(x) 

delay(x, d I pol) 

prevval(x) 

backval (x, t, pol) 

backtime(x, val, pol) 

predval(x, t, pol) 

predtime(x, val,pol) 

histdef(x) 

histval(x, t) 

atp(x) 

the value of the second-order time derivative of x at the present 
simulation time 

past value of x at time (t-d) , including references to pre-simulation 
times using the history function assigned to x 

the value of x at the previous simulation time 

past value of x at a time t within the last time step 

time at which x had the value val during the last time step 
= lIundefinedli if not possible 

predicted value of x at time t 

predicted value of time at which x will reach the value val 
= lIundefinedli if not possible 

a reference to the definition of the history function associated with X, 

used when defining the history of an element in terms of the history 
of another element 

the value of x evaluated at time t, calculated using the' history 
function associated with X 

the value of a single A TP program variable or array element x 
accessible by ATP's Spy command EXAMINE 

M-<. ! 
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2.7 NAMES 

2.7.1 NAME DEFINITION 

A name is a string of contiguous characters of arbitrary length, starting with a letter, and 
including any number of letters, digits, and underscore characters "_". Names in a model are 
not case-sensitive. 

Names are used for identifying models, functions, and value-holding elements (constant, data, 
input, variable, function argument, and FOR parameters). The reference to a named element is 
direct, by simple indication of the name. 

The following identifiers have a reserved interpretation and may not be assigned as names in 
the description of a model. They are: 

- the names of the resident models, functions, variables, and constants; 

- the syntactic keywords of the MODELS language. 

2.7.2 USE PATHNAMES 

A use path name is the unique pathname describing the location of a model use in a system. It 
consists of a contiguous sequence of usenames, each separated by a period. A usename is 
the local identification name assigned to a model in each use of the model, and may be a 
single name or an indexed array name, as follows: 

-,- name 
L name [expr I J 

Use path names are. used by the simulation program in the printout of warning and error 
messages. 

2.8 VALUES 

2.8.1 VALUE TYPES 

Three types of values are available: numerical values, logical values, and text values. 

Numerical values are integer or real values in the interval (-inf,+inf), specified as follows: 

where nis any contig~ous sequence of decimal digits. 

Logical values are the values true and false, and can be specified by using the resident logical 
constants true/false, on/off, closed/open, and yes/no. 

A text value is an arbitrary string of characters enclosed in quotes or apostrophes. A string can (, .. f .. ·.;;\ 
include' any character except the string delimiter used for enclosing the string. " '., 

........ 
Numerical values can be used directly' as logical values, where they are interpreted as true 
when positive, and as false when negative or zero. 
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~~) Logical values can be used directly as numerical values, where they are interpreted as having 
",:,~. the value 1.0 when true, and 0.0 when false. 

2.8.2 VALUE REFERENCE 

The value associated with a named value-holding element can be accessed in any expression 
of the model in which the name of the element is visible. The value-holding elements visible in 
a model are: 

- the constants, data, variables, and inputs declared in the model 

- the resident constants and variables of MODELS 

The names of the arguments of a statement function are visjble only in the function where they 
are defined. 

The names of the parameters Of a FOR statement are visible only in the statement list 
associated with the FOR statement. 

The value of an element is accessed directly by using the element's name as a reference to its 
value. 

The reference context of an expression is the model in which the value-holding elements 
referred to in the expression are· defined. The reference context of most expressions is the 
model in which the expression is specified. However,· the reference context of some 
expressions in a USE statement also includes the model being used, as follows: 

- data names of the used model can be referenced in any expression of a USE statement 
defining values or array indexes of elements of the used model; 

- input names of the used model can be referenced in any expression of a USE statement 
defining values of elements of the used model, except values of data elements of the 
used model. 

2.8.3 VALUE LIMITS 

Static limits are specified in the following format: { -rc MIN: expr 3 
MAX: expr 

Static limits ("clipping") can be applied to any of the following calculated values: 

- a regular expression 

- a sum expression 

- a derivative polynomial expression 

Dynamic limits are specified in the following form~t: 

{ TT DMIN : expr I 
l - DMAX : expr l. 

-} 



Dynamic limits can be applied to any of the following calculated value: 

- integrals 

- vari~bles calculated by a differential equation 

- variables calculated by a Laplace or Z transfer function 
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A static limit modifies the value of a variable outside and independently of the procedure by 
which the variable is calculated. A dynamic limit directly affects the procedure used for the 
calculation of the variable. 

In control circuitry, applying a dynamic limit corresponds to modifying' the value of a signal 
within a component's internal feedback loop. Applying a static limit corresponds to modifying 
the value of a signal externally from the component producing the signal. 

The effect of applying an extemal static limit and an internal dynamic limit to an integral, for 
instance, is demonstrated in the following example: 

/ 

A without limiter 
/1, , 

lim it - - -.,../_-~--'-

integral(x) --'---'--
dynamic limiter 

2.9 EXPRESSIONS 

2.9.1 EXPRESSIONS IN A MODEL 

An expression is. a description of the method by which a value is determined. An expression 
can refer to names of functions and of value-holding elements visible in the context where the 
expression is used (see VALUE REFERENCE). An expression can be used for specifying the 
value of a single element or of a group of array elements. It is implicitly an array of one or more 
elements. 

The type of value (numerical or logical) resulting from the evaluation of an expression is 
determined by the type of the operators used in the expression. 

The following forms of expressions can be used in MODELS: 

- regular expressions 

- sum expressions 

- derivative expressions 

- use of integrals 



( 
\ 

\(...: ... 
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2.9.2 REGULAR EXPRESSIONS 

A regular expression is either a logical expression or a numerical expression depending on the 
operators used in the expression. The value of a regular expression is either a single value or 
an array- of values depending on the value descriptions used in the expression. 

A regular expression is defined in the following format and order of precedence: 

- a regular expression consists of one or more logical terms separated by the OR operator: 

L I09iC~~term T 

- a logical termconsists of one of more logical factors separated by the AND operator: 

--,- logical factor T 
L-AND----

- a logical factor is a logical relation or a numerical expression: 

-r logical. rei ation --r 
L numerical expr ..J 

a logical relation consists of two numerical expressions separated by one of the six 
relational operators: 

numerical expr relational-op numerical expr 

where the relational operators are: 

> greater than 
>= greater than or equal to 
< less than 
<= less than or equal to 
= equal to 
<> not equal to 

- a numerical expression consists of one or more numerical terms separated by the addition 
or subtraction operators + and - : 

T nurn.:!: term T 
- a numerical term consists of one or more numerical factors separated by the multiplication 

or division operators *'and I : 

T num~ ~actorT 

- a numerical factor is an exponent relation or a value reference: 

~
xponent relation=r 
modulo relation 
value reference 

an exponent relation consists of two value references separated by the exponent operator 
** . 

value reference ** value reference 

AA. ~-1",--3~-; 
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- a modulo relation consists of two value references separated by the modulo operator 
MOD: 

value reference MOD value reference 

- a value reference is one of the following: 

where: 

:~r:~ ~::~~e , 
r----_.,.- named value 

function value 
( expr ) 

- a simple numerical value or an array value can be described directly 

- a named value, a function value, or a sub-expression can be preceded by the unary 
numerical or logical inverse operators - and NOT 

- a numerical value is described in the following' format: 

where n is any contiguous sequence of decimal digits 

- an array value is a list of regular single-value or array-value expressions enclosed in II~ 

square brackets: "'~f 

- [ l eX~~:-J 
[ array.~ 1-

a named value is: 

- a reference by name to a single value-holding element, 
- a reference by name and array index to a single element of an array, 
- or a reference by name and array index range to a group of elements of an array 

(when used, the left bracket must immediately follow·the name) 

1 
name 
name [expr lj 
name [ expr .. expr ]. 

- a function value is expressed as a function name followed by a list of argument values 
(the left parenthesis must immediately follow the function name): 

. function-name (LXP~) 
, 

- a sub-expression is a regular expression enclosed in parentheses. 

( expr) 
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tfj~ .. '.":"'{t~ Numerical limits can be applied to the value of a regular expression. Limits applied to an 
~ij,JV expression are static limits. They are specified immediately following the expression, enclosed 

in a pair of braces: 

{ ~ MIN: expr l~ 
MAX : expr 

} 

Some examples of regular expressions follow: 

a + b[i+2) sum of single element a and of element [i+2] of array b 

-sin(2*omega*t) . 

a AND NOTb 

a>=2*b +c**(2*d) 

-3.582 * 3E6 

[3, 5, 9, cnt-2] 

use of resident function sin( ) 

logical expression 

logical expression 

product of two numerical values 

array value of length 4 

2.9.3 SUM EXPRESSIONS 

A linear polynomial expression of the form 

can be used for expressing the value of a variable y. 

A linear polynomial is specified in MODELS as follows: 

y:= sum ( polynomial) 

where y can refer to any variable of the model, specified using a single name or a single 
element of an array: 

.,- name 
L nam e [ expr ] J 

The polynomial describes the terms "aixt of the equation, written as follows: 

T[ ::~~I ~~elementj 

where each element can be a single name or a single element of an array: 

-,-- name 
L name [ expr ] J 

and where each coefficient can be represented as an arbitrary expression (linear or nonlinear, 
constant or time-varying), and is separated from the element by a vertical bar, which is the 
"applies to" operator of MODELS, with the meaning of "expression applied to x". Minimum and 
maximum limits can be specified for any of the coefficients (see EXPRESSIONS). 

Minimum and maximum limits can be assigned to the value of the sum as follows: 

y : = sum ( polynomial) { limits} 
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Limits applied to a sum expression are static limits. They are specified immediately following 
the sum expression, enclosed in a pair of braces: 

{ 11"" MIN: expr ~ 
MAX : expr 

-} 

An expression is specified as a sum expression when it is necessary to put in evidence the 
linearity of the expression with respect to the x elements. It can be used as the right-hand side 
of any value assignment, but is required only in a COMBINE group of statements (see 
COMBINE, SIMULTANEOUS ELEMENTS). 

The following are examples of sum terms: 

3.01 a 

1.0 I b[2*i-6] 

6.42*a I 

coef = 3.0, x-element = a 

coef = 1.0, x-element = b[2*i-6] 

coef = 6. 42*a, no x-element 

2.9.4 DERIVATIVE EXPRESSIONS 

References to the value of the first- and second-order time derivatives of an input or variable 
can be used in any expression of a model, by means of th~ functions deriv(x) and deriv2(x) 
(see RESIDENT SIMULATION FUNCTIONS). Alternately, a linear polynomial of the time 
derivatives of an element can be used, of the form: 

( ao + a1 0 + a2 0 2 + .-. ) x 

where 0 is the time derivative operator representing d/dt. 

In MODELS, a derivative expression can be used for describing a linear polynomial of 
derivatives, as follows: 

y : = derivpol ( D-polynomial ) Ix 

- where y can refer to any variable of the model, and x can refer to any input or variable of the 
model, each specified using a single name or a single element of an array: 

-,- name 
L... name [ expr ].J . 

- and where the polynomial is separated from the element to which it is applied by a vertical 
bar, the "applies to" operator of MODELS, with the meaning of "polynomial applied to XII. 

The D-polynomial describes the terms "aiOi" of the equation, written as follows: 

TL ~~p~ ~ ::=l 
.~x~~ 

where each coefficient can be represented as an arbitrary expression (linear or nonlinear, 
constant or time-varying), and is separated from the 0 operator by a vertical bar, the "applies 
to" operator of MODELS, with the meaning of "expression applied to 0". Minimum and 
maximum limits can be specified for any of the coefficients (see EXPRESSIONS). 
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Minimum and maximum limit values can be assigned to a derivative polynomial as follows: 

y := derivpol ( D-polynomial ) I x { limits} 

Limits applied to a derivative polynomial expression are static limits. They are specified 
immediately following the element to which the derivative expression is applied, as follows: 

{ TT MIN: expr "I 
l - MAX : expr 1 . 

-} 

An expression is specified as a derivative expression when it is necessary to put in evidence 
the linearity of the expression with respect to the derivatives of x. It can be used as the right
hand side of any value assignment, but is required only in a COMBINE group of statements 
(see COMBINE, SIMULTANEOUS ELEMENTS). 

An example of a derivative polynomial is shown below, with its interpretation: 

(cos (a) 1 +210 +3. 56*a102 -1103) I x : cos(a)xx +2xdxldt +3.S6xaxd2x1dt2 -d3x1dt3 

2.9.5 INTEGRALS 

2.9.5.1 INTEGRAL EXPRESSION 

The time integral of any input or variable of a model is automatically calculated during the 
simulation whenever an integral expression is evaluated. The value of the integral of an 
element at a given time step is a cumulative value dependent on the previous value of the 
integral and on the present .and previous value of the integrated element. 

An integral expression is specified as follows: 

y:= integral (x) 

where y and x can be references to a single element or to a single array element, of the form: 

-,-- name 
L name [expr] J 

Minimum and maximum limits can be assigned to the value of an integral as follows: 

y:= integral (x) {limits} 

They are specified immediately following the integral, enclosed in a pair of braces: 

{ [ L DMIN : expr -, 
DMAX : expr 1. 

-} 

The limit applied to an integral is a "dynamic limit". While an' external static limit would simply 
clip the value of the integral separately from the procedure by which it is calculated, a dynamic 
limit modifies the calculation procedure itself by recognizing that the past value used in a later 
calculation of the integral is the integral's limited value. 

;v!. 37 
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When more than one integral expressions affect the same element at a given time step of a 
simulation, the integral is re-evaluated each time it is used, to reflect possible changes in the 
value of the element to which it applies. Each new evaluation of the integral during the same 
time step also releases any previously-applied limit to that integral at that time step. 

2.9.5.2 INTEGRAL VALUE RESET 

The value of an integral can be reset at any time of a simulation, using an integral value 
assignment. A single value can be assigned to the integral of a singl~ element, of a single 
array element, or of a group of array elements sharing the same value, by using a single-value 
integral assignmefll as follows: 

integral ( 1 name j ):= expr 
name[expr]-------~ 

nam e [ expr .. expr ] 

and an array of values can be assigned to the integral of a group of array elements, using an 
array-value integral assignment as follows: . 

integral( name [ expr .. expr] ) := array-value expr 

Minimum and maximum limits can be attached to the value assigned to the integral, in the 
expression describing the value (see EXPRESSIONS). 

From the point where a reset value is assigned to an integral until the end of the execution of 
that model at that simulation time, the value of the integral becomes fixed, and is not 
influenced anymore by the value of the integrated variable. 

2.10 FORMAT 

2.10.1 DESCRIPTION FORMAT 

The syntax of MODELS allows the use of free-style formatting throughout the description of a 
model. The interpretation of the description is based exclusively. on the use of single keywords 
(for example, DATA, INPUT, TIMESTEP) and of sets of delimiters (for example, 
MODEL .. :ENDMODEL, USE ... ENDUSE, IF ... ELSE ... ENDIF, " ... " ), and by the local context of 
interpretation defined by their use. 

The interpretation of the description of a model is not sensitive to the case of the identifiers 
used in the model. Uppercase letters have been used for identifying the various keywords in 
this documentation, but only in order to increase their visibility. 

2.10.2 DELIMITERS 

Names, numerical values, and reserved keywords, must be written as strings of contiguous 
characters. 

In a name, any character other than a letter, a digit, or the underscore character, is interpreted 
to indicate the end of the name (see NAME DEFINITION). ~) 
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In a numerical value, any character other than a decimal digit, a plus sign, a minus sign, a 
period, or the letter E, is interpreted to indicate the end of the numerical value (see VALUE 
TYPES). . 

In a reserved keyword, any character other than a letter is interpreted to indicate the end of the 
keyword (see NAME DEFINITION). 

Commas, semicolons, and white-space characters (spaces, tabs, carriage returns, line feeds), 
are interpreted as spaces, with no additional syntactical meaning. They can be used at will to 
separate keywords, parnes or numbers. There is one exception: a carriage return or line feed 
is used to mark the end of an in-line comment. 

2.10.3 LINE INDENTATION 

Line indentation can be used in the description of a model for the purpose of facilitating the 
reader's identification of the structure of the model deSCription. 

Any space or tab characters used for indenting the lines of a model description are only visual 
place markers in the written presentation of the model, and carry no syntactic meaning 
affecting the interpretation of the description, other than their regular use as delimiters of 
names and numerical values (see DELIMITERS). 

Blank lines can similarly be used freely for increasing the readability of a model description. 

2.10.4 COMMENTS 

Comments can be included anywhere in a model description, and do not affect the syntactic 
interpretation of the model deSCription. 

Two types of comments can be used: in-line comments, and block comments. 

An in-line comment is any text beginning with a hyphen string (two or more contiguous 
hyphens) and ending at the end of the line. 

A block comment is enclosed by the keywords: 

COMMENT ... ENDCOMMENT 

or 
ILLUSTRATION ... ENDILLUSTRATION 

and can contain any combination of text and graphics, as follows: 

or 

COMMENT [L tex~ 3] 
graphiCS 

-------- ENDCOMMENT 

ILLUSTRATION ___ ....... .....--- text ~. 

[ L graphi~ 
-. ------"-. ENDILLUSTRATION 
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3. MODEL SIMULATION 

3.1 SIMULATION DIRECTIVES 

3.1.1 TIMESTEP 

Over the course of a simulation, the state of a model is updated at successive instants of time, 
every time the model is called for execution by the environment in which it is used. The size of 
the time interval between two successive instants of execution of a model is referred to as the 
simulation time step of the model. 

It is possible to define limits on the permitted time interval between successive executions of a 
model. Variable minimum and maximum size of a model's time step can be specified in any 
definition and in any USE of a model, using one or more TIMESTEP directives, as follows: 

TIMESTEP [ L MIN: expr-: 
. MAX : expr .J 

Whenever a model is called for execution after a time step that is smaller than the calculated 
minimum time step. the execution request is ignored. A model can in this way be executed with 
a time step larger than the time step used in the environment in which the model is used, its 
state and its outputs remaining constant from one execution to the next. 

Whenever a model is called for execution after a time step that is larger than the calculated 
maximum time step, the model's local time step is divided into equal sub-steps of a size 
satisfying the stated maximum, and the model is executed successively at each sub-step until J!/~~) 
the complete interval is covered. A model can in this way be executed with a time step smaller ~ 
than the time step used in the environment in which the model is used (see INTERPOLATION 
for calculation of the inputs to the model at each sub-step). 

When no minimum and maximum values are specified for the time step, a model is executed 
every time it is called by a USE statement. 

The values of the minimum and maximum specified for a model's time step in a USE statement 
are subject to the minimum and maximum values specified in the definition of the used model. 

3.1.2 INTERPOLATION 

When a model is executed, the values presented to its inputs by the calling model are values 
calculated at the simulation time of the calling model. If the used .model runs at sub-steps of 
the calling model (see TIMESTEP), the values of the inputs are undefined at those 
intermediate times, and must be estimated by the model, using interpolation. 

The inputs 'can be treated as continuous or discontinuous, depending on the level of 
interpolation used for calculating their value for sub-step execution (O=discontinuous. 1 =Iinear, 
2=quadratic) (default=1). 

The interpolation degree to be applied to the inputs of a model for sub-step execution can be 
specified for individual input elements', in the model definition and in USE statements, in 
INTERPOLATION DEGREE directives of the form: 

INTERPOLATION 1 DEGREE L( ~~SL~)--=r : expr T 
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where a different degree value can be specified for different lists of input elements; 

- and where a default degree value can be specified for the rem-aining unlisted input 
elements. 

Each list of elements is written in the following form: 

T element) 

with each element either a single input, a single element of an input array, or a group of 
elements of an input array, as follows: 

1 
name 
name [expr I J 
name [ expr .. expr] 

When unspecified, a default interpolation degree value of 1 is automatically selected. 

An INTERPOLATION DEGREE directive specified in a model definition applies to all uses of 
the model, and can be modified by specifying individual INTERPOLATION DEGREE directives 
in local USE statements. 

Interpolation on the values of an element x in an interval (Xo, X1) has the following interpretation 
depending on the interpolation degree: 

a uses the value Xo for any time to <= t < t1 
uses the value X1 for time t = t1 
(equivalent to considering x as a step function of time) 

1 uses linear interpolation based on the two most recent values of x 

2 uses quadratic interpolation based on the three most recent values of x 

3.1.3 DELAY' 

The resident simulation function delayO provides access to past values of the input and 
variable elements of a model. The simulation program reserves a default number of memory 
cells for each element to which the function is .applied. However, a different number of storage 
ceilscan be assigned to any delay element, in the model definition and in USE statements, in 
DELAY CELLS directives of the form: 

DELAY T CELLS ""L( 6~Sl~ lJ : expr T 
- where a different number of cells can be specified for different lists of elements; 

- and where a new default degree value can be specified for the remaining unlisted 
elements. 

Each list of elements is written in the following form: 

Telement) 
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with each element either a single element, a single array element, or a group of array 
elements, as follows: 

1 
name 
name [ expr 1 j 
name [ expr .. expr] 

When unspecified, the program reserves a default number of 100 cells for each element to 
which the delay function is applied. 

A DELAY CELLS directive specified in a model definition applies to all uses of the model, and 
can be modified by specifying individual DELAY CELLS directives in local USE statements. 

Depending on how it is specified, the number of storage cells for each delay element is 
calculated as follows: 

- if specified in a DELAY CELLS list in the USE definition, then that number; 

- else if specified in a DELAY CELLS list in the MODEL definition, then that number; 

- else if there is a DELAY CELLS DFL T in the USE definition, then that number; 

- else if there is a DELAY CELLS DFL T in the MODEL definition, then that number; 

- else 100 cells. 

This allows the developer and the user of a model to adjust the storage size that is required to 
match the maximum number of storage cells necessary for lodging the largest delay value 
applied to a given ele'ment (number of cells = largest delay value I smallest time step value). 

3.2 SIMULATION PROCESS 

3.2.1 INITIALIZATION 

During the simulation of a system, the state of each used model is evaluated repeatedly at 
discrete instants of time over a number of time intervals (the time steps of the model) covering 
the course of the simulation. 

Evaluating the state of a used model at a given instant of the simulation consists in calculating 
the present value of the model's variables and integrals according to the execution procedure 
describing the operation of the model (see EXECUTION), using the values being applied to the 
model's inplJts (see INPUT) and the accumulated history of some of the model's variables 
required in the operation of the model. 

At the first call for execution of a used model, this evaluation could not be conducted without 
first knowing the history of the quantities expected to have been carried from non-existent 
previous execution times. 

The minimum initialization task then consists in defining the pre-simulation history of the 
quantities expected to have been carried from the missing previous execution times. 

A history function can be associated to" any variable of a model. It can be defined as a general 
function of time f(t) , including references to" pointlist functions and to the history functions of t~~:""''\ 
other variables. 'xj) 
Three levels of history definition can be successively applied. The history can be first specified 
in the definition of a model in the form of a default function;" then in the HISTORY section of 
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(!i', each USE statement; and finally in the form of history assignment statements in the INIT 
~,:," procedure of the model description. 

(' 
\. , 

~~L . .!.···' 

3.2.2 HISTORY FUNCTIONS 

During the simulation of a model, references are made to the' past values of an element in the 
following situations: . 

- when referring to a variable for which a value has not yet been determined at the present 
execution time; 

- when using a variable as argument of the simulation functions delay, prevval, predval, 
predtime, backval, backtime, histdef, histval, deriv, and deriv2; 

- when applying a Laplace or Z function, a differential equation, an integral, or a derivative 
expression to an element; 

- when using interpolation on the inputs of a model during sub-step execution (see 
INTERPOLA TION). 

These past values do not exist when a reference is for a simulation time preceding the start of 
the execution of a model. However, it is possible to define history functions that describe the 
value of an element for times preceding the simulation of a model. History functions can be 
defined for any element of a model, as follows: 

- in HISTORY directives in the definition of a model; 

in HISTORY directives in a USE statement defining the use of a model; 

- in a history assignment statement inside the INIT procedure of a model. 

All variables publicly requiring a history function in a model (as opposed to history functions 
privately defined in the INIT section of a model) must be declared in a HISTORY directive of 
the model definition. HISTORY directives in the model definition can also be used for assigning 
a default history function to any input or variable element of the model. The format of a 
HISTORY directive in the model definition is the following: 

HISTORY history-element 
[ L history-element { DFLT: expr} -1 

- where a history element can be a single name, a single array element, or a group of array 
elements, as follows: 

1 
name 

name [expr I J 
name [ expr .. expr ] 

- where a history element can also be the integral of a single name or of a single array 
element, as follows: 

integral ( -,-- name J) 
L name [ expr 1 

- where a single default value can be assigned to a single history element or to a group of 
array elements s~aring the same value; 

- and where an array of default values can be assigned directly to a group of array elements 
using an array-value expression to describe the assigned default value. 
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In a USE statement, history functions are assigned to the elements of the used model in a 
HISTORY directive of the form: 

HISTORY T history-element := expr J 
In the INIT procedure of a model, history functions can be assigned privately (as opposed to 
publicly in a USE statement) to elements of the model by using a history assignment statement 
of the form: 

histdef ( history element) := expr 

where the expression can be any of the following: 

- a regular expression describing an analytical function of time f(t) by using the variable "t" 
as a reference to' any value of time; 

- a regular expression using references to pointlist functions describing the value of a 
variable as a list of points { t, f(t) } describing a function of time; 

- a regular expression using references to existing history functions by using the resident 
simulation functions histdefO and histvalO. . 

Because Laplace and Z functions and differential equations are solved in a model by applying 
trapezoidal integration to both sides of the equation, the solution implicitly uses past values of 
both the driving variable and the calculated variable. History functions must therefore be 
defined for both variables if these types of calculation are used in the first n time steps of the 
execution of a model, given a s-polynomial or D-polynomial of order n. 

.:.>; .... 

Integrals are evaluated using the trapezoidal rule. Their solution implicitly uses the past value e 
of the. integrated variable and of the integral. History functions must therefore be defined for 
both if integrals are used at the first step of an execution without any previous integral value 
assignment. 

No history function or default history function need be assigned to the inputs of a model which 
is not executed at sub-steps of the applied time step at the first time step that the model is 
used. 

3.2.3 INIT PROCEDURE 

It is possible to define, in the model description, an initialization procedure that is different from 
the regular execution procedure of the model. The INIT procedure, if present in a model 
description, is executed once at the first execution of each use of the model. It can be used, 
typically, for completing the history assignments required 'in the model, and. for verifying, 
correcting, and possibly rejecting the conditions under which the model is being used. 

When defined, the initialization procedure is specified in the INIT section of a model definition 
as follows: 

. INIT statement-list ENDINIT 

The statement list of an INIT procedure may include any statement and function not requiring 
the existence of a history for their execution, namely: 

- value assignments other than differential equations and Laplace or Z functions; 

- history assignment statements; 
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- integral assignment statements; 

- algorithm control statements other than the USE statement; 

- the-simulation directive statements ERROR and WRITE; 

- the simulation functions histdef and histval, but not the functions delay, predval, predtime, 
backval, backtime, and prevval; 

- and no derivatives or integrals. 

3.2.4 EXEC PROCEDURE 

The EXEC procedure is the main procedure of a model. It contains the algorithm describing 
how the model operates at the successive instants of the simulation. It is executed each time 
the model is called by a USE statement. 

Each time the model is used, the execution procedure updates the values of the variables of 
the model for the new simulation time, taking into account the values assigned to the inputs of 
the model in the USE statement. 

The execution procedure is specified in the EXEC section of a model definition as follows: 

EXEC statement-list ENDEXEC 

The statement list of the EXEC procedure may include any type of statements except history 
" aSSignment statements (see STATEMENTS). The execution· flow is directed by the algorithm 

control statements used in the procedure (see ALGORITHM CONTROL STATEMENTS). 

3.2.5 SIMULTANEOUS VARIABLES 

The description of a model may include sets of interdependent variables represented by a 
group of value aSSignments, differential equations, and transfer functions connected in a 
closed-loop configuration. 

The statements describing a group of simultaneous variables can be assembled in a 
COMBINE statement (see COMBINE), or can be grouped inside an iterative solution algorithm 
defined explicitly in the model using a WHILE or DO statement. . 

The distinction betwe.en linear and nonlinear groups of simultaneous variables is discussed in 
the following two sections. . 

3.2.6 SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR VARIABLES USING A LINEAR COMBINE 

The statements of a linear COMBINE group are considered to be linear descriptions of the 
value of the simultaneous variables of the group, whh the possible inclusion of one nonlinearity 
in the form of a limit applied to the value of one of the group's variables. 

The linearity requirement of the linear COMBINE is only with respect to the group's 
simultaneous variables, and does not apply to references made to variables extemal to the 
group in the expressions describing the coefficients used in the group's statements. 
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In the solution, the differential and integral equations of the group are first converted to 
algebraic equations, by application of the trapezoidal rule of integration. The dependencies of 
the group's simultaneous variables are then represented in matrix form, as follows: 

where [C] 
x 
b 

matrix of coefficients 
vector of group's interdependent and independent variables 
vector of driving terms' 

During the simulation, the values of the interdependent variables in x are calculated using the 
two-step procedure of, first, Gaussian elimination using Crout's algorithm of LU decomposition, 
transforming [C] and b into a triangularized form [CLUj and b' which, in turn, are used for 
evaluating the unknown part of x by back-substitution, in the form: 

When the coefficients in [C] and b remain constant over successive execution times, re
triangularization is not required and only back-substitution is performed, uSing the existing 
values of [CLUJ and· b'. 

In most instances of a change in the value of some elements of [C] or b from one execution 
time to the next, only. a partial re-triangularization is sufficient ·for reflecting the change, either 
because only a subset of the equations is affected, or only elements of b are modified. These 
situations are automatically recognized, and after the partial re-triangularization is performed, 
the back-substitution process takes place as usual. 

3.2.7 SIMULTANEOUS NONLINEAR VARIABLES USING A.L1NEAR COMBINE 

As described in the previous section, a set of simultaneous linear equations can be solved 
without iteration by using a linear COMBINE group. Groups of nonlinear simultaneous 
variables, however, must normally be solved using some iteration algorithm. 

But in cases where the iteration approach would produce longer execution times or 
convergence difficulties, a linearized approach may be considered. In cases where the time 
step is small with respect to the group's time constants, it is often possible to insert delays 
inside some dependency loops of the simultaneous nonlinear equations and still represent 
adequately the higher-frequency variations of the group's variables. Under this condition, it is 
therefore possible to adequately solve simultaneous groups of nonlinear equations by breaking 
them into a sequence of smaller linear groups which can be represented without iteration in 
separate linear COMBINE groups. 

As a result of this artificial sequencing, a reference within a linear sub-group to the not-yet
calculated value of one of the outer group's nonlinear variables is in effect a reference to the 
value that was calculated at the previous time step of the simulation. This is equivalent to 
transferring the previous value of that variable to the sub-group of independent variables used 
in the solution of the group's interdependent variables (see the example below). 

This solution technique is equivalent to introducing a time delay equal to the size of the 
present time step of the model and affecting how the present values of some of the group's 
variables are available for the calculation of the remaining variables dependent on these 
values for their evaluation. 
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The error introduced by this solution method is controlled by prescribing a time step size that is 
small enough to ensure that the values of the variables delayed by their exclusion from the 
group do not vary appreciably from one execution time to the next. It is recommended to place 
the artificial delays (that is, to break a feedback loop) on the value of a more slowly varying 
continuous variable, in order to minimize the approximation error. 

An example consisting of a closed-loop arrangement of linear components, one nonlinear 
component, and one limit is illustrated below using a block diagram representation: 

where a,b,d 
c 
nl 
u,v,w 

u w 

linear interdependent variables 
linear interdependent variable with limit 
nonlinear interdependent variable 
independent variables 

Under the conditions discussed above, the diagram could be reduced to a sequence of 
individual elements and of linear COMBINE groups of elements, for the purpose of avoiding 
the use of an iteration method for its solution. 

In this example, the loop containing the nonlinear element may be opened at one of three 
possible points in the loop, as shown below, preferably at a slowly-varying continuous variable. 
The variables a, c, and d are grouped in a linear COMBINE statement and are solved 
Simultaneously as a set. The linear COMBINE group is executed in sequence with the value 
aSSignments of the variables band nl, in one of the three possible ordering arrangements 
illustrated below. 

u w 
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u w 

n'(t-ME~' 
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4. MODELS IN ATP 

All models used in a data case must be declared and defined in the MODELS section of the 
data case. Once defined, these models can be used in a control-type connection to the circuit, 
or in a circuit-type connection. 

In the control-type connection, each application of a model is defined with a USE statement 
placed in the MODELS section. Inputs are measurements taken from the circuit at simulation 
time t, and outputs are control signals passed to the circuit at simulation time t+timestep. 

In the circuit-type connection, each application of a model is introduced by defining a type-94 
component in the circuit part of the data case. Inputs are voltage values at the terminals of the 
component, and outputs are current values. Three types of modeling are available: Thevenin, 
Norton, and iterated. 

4.1 MODELS SECTION IN THE DATA CASE 

The MODELS section of the data case is introduced by the keyword MODELS, and ends with 
the keyword ENDMODELS. It is placed in the data case immediately before the description of 
the electrical circuit. 

The MODELS section contains the model definitions of all models used in a simulation. It also 
contains the directives indicating use instances of the models used with a control-type 
connection, for identifying the inputs and outputs used between the models and the electrical 
circuit, for declaring the top variables of the MODELS section, and for recording the values of 
variables during the simulation. 

- Model definitions: 

Each model used in a simulation must be defined in the MODELS section of the data 
case. Each model provides a separate environment where names can be chosen 
independently from the names existing in the other models of the data case. A model can 
be described using the MODELS language, or can be defined as a "foreign" model that is 
written in a programming language (for example, Fortran or C) as a subroutine or a 
function that is compiled and linked to A TP prior to running the simulation. 

- Using a control-connection model: 

It is necessary to' provide a USE statement for each instance of a control-connected model 
in the simulation. Each USE statement specifies the inputs, outputs, data, and use 
directives determining the operation of the model instance. For this type of model use, the 
USE statements defined in the MODELS section are called in sequence by A TP in their 
order of appearance in the data case, as follows: 

- for a regular time simulation, these USE statements are executed at the end of each 
time step of the circuit solution, with inputs received from the ele~trical circuit at the time 
step that has just been solved, and with outputs to be used by the electrical circuit at the 
next time step of the simulation; 

- for a frequency-scan data case, these USE statements are' executed at the end of each 
frequency step of the simulation, with inputs received from the electrical circuit at the 
frequency step that has just been solved, and with outputs to be used by the electrical 
circuit at the next frequency step of the simulation. 
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- Inputs/outputs fromlto the electrical circuit: 

A USE statement of the MODELS section may refer to the values of inputs taken from the 
electrical circuit. It may also assign values to outputs used for controlling the operation of 
components of the circuit. The name of these inputs and outputs must be declared in the 
INPUT and OUTPUT declarations of the MODELS section of the data case. 

- Top variables of the MODELS section: 

Variables other than inputs and outputs can be defined in the MODELS section. These 
variables may then be used for carrying values from one model to another in the MODELS 
section. Their name must be declared in one or more VAR declarations in the MODELS 
section of the data case. 

- Specifying values to be recorded: 

The value of any element of any instance of any model of a data case may be recorded 
during the simulation. Each recorded element is added to the printout list and the plotting 
list of the simulation. The RECORD directives identifying these elements are specified in 
the MODELS section of the data case. 

The MODELS section may contain any number of the above INPUT, OUTPUT, VAR, MODEL, 
USE, and RECORD directives, in the following format: 

MODELS INPUT ... 
OUTPUT ... 
VAR ... 
MODEL ... 
USE ... 
RECORD ... 

'--------- ENDMODELS 

4.1.1 INPUTS FROM THE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT TO MODELS 

The name and type of each variable passed from the electrical circuit to the MODELS section 
are specified in one or more I N PUT declarations as follows: 

INPUT T input-name { type (id ) } )_ 

where the input names are arbitrary names given to each input; 

where the identifier. is a node name or a switch name, as required for each type; 

and where the input types are v, imssv, i, imssi, switch, mach, tacs, pl4, and atp, used as 
follows: 

- v(nodename) indicates the value of the voltage measured at node "nodename"; 

- imssv(nodename) indicates the imaginary part of the complex steady-state value of the 
voltage measured at node "nodename/l at t=O; 

- i(switchname) or i(nodename) indicates the value of the current measured through the 
switch named "switch name", or through the first switch connected to node "nodenamell (in C~) 
the order in which the case data is presented), with the direction of the current considered 
to be from "left node" to flright node"; 
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- imssi(switchname) or imssi(nodename) indicates the imaginary part of the complex steady
state value of the current measured at t=O through the switch named ttswitchnamell

, or . 
through the first switch connected to node "nodename" (in the order in which the case 
data is presented), with the direction of the current considered to be from "left node" to 
"right node". 

- switch(switchname) or switch(nodename) indicates the status of the switch named 
"switchname", or of the first switch connected to node ttnodename" (in the order in which 
the case data is presented); 

= 0 when the switch is OPEN 
= 1 when the switch is CLOSED 

- mach(varname) indicates the value of an electrical or mechanical variable internal to a 
machine, as specified in the documentation of the synchronous machine and of the 
universal machine for variables which can be used by TACS and MODELS; 

- tacs(varname) indicates the value of a variable from the TACS section of the data case; 

- pI4(number) indicates the curve number of a signal obtained from a PL4 plot file; the PL4 
file is identified in ATP using a ,"POSTPROCESS PLOT FILE" request; 

- atp(name), or atp(name[expression]), indicates the value of a single ATP program variable 
or array element accessible by ATP's SPY command EXAMINE. 

The names chosen for identifying the MODELS inputs are not visible outside MODELS, and 
can be selected without concern for the possible duplication of names already used in the 
electrical circuit. 

4.1.2 OUTPUTS FROM MODELS TO THE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT 

Outputs from MODELS can be used in the electrical circuit: 

- to control the operation of a switch 

- to determine the amplitude of voltage or current sources 

- to determine the value of machine variables 

- to control the operation of nonlinear elements 

In . the electrical circuit, output variables from the MODELS· section are used identically to 
output variables from T ACS. 

The output variables passed to the electrical circuit must be declared in one or more OUTPUT 
declarations as follows: 

OUTPUT T output-name) 

Values can be assigned to the MODELS output variables in any USE statement of the 
MODELS section. Once assigned, the output values can be used as input to other USE 
statements of the MODELS section as well as control variables in the electrical circuit. 

The names of the MODELS outputs are limited in length to 6 characters, in order to be 
compatible with the names that can be used in A TP. 
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The names chosen for identifying the MODELS outputs are not visible from inside the models 
defined in the MODELS section. They can be selected without concern for the possible 
duplication of names already used in the models. 

4.1.3 TOP VARIABLES OF THE MODELS SECTION 

Variables can be defined in the MODELS section for carrying information between the models 
used in the MODELS' section. 

These "topll variables of the MODELS section must be declared in one or more VAR 
declarations as follows: 

VAR T var-name ) 

Values can be assigned to these variables from outputs of any USE statement at the top level. 
Once assigned, their value can be used as input to other USE statements at the top level. 

The names of these top variables are limited in length to 6 characters, in order to be 
compatible with the name storage used in A TP. 

The names chosen for identifying these top variables are not visible from inside the models 
defined in the MODELS section. They can be selected without concern for the possible 
duplication of names already used in the models. 

4.1.4 RECORDED VALUES IN MODELS 

A recording of the values of any value-holding element of a model or submodel (except 
arguments of FOR statements) can be included in the ATP printout/plotting list. The recording 
is done at each execution time step of the electrical model. 

The values that will be included in the A TP printout/plotting list can be specified in one or more 
RECORD directives, in the following format: . 

RECORD T record-element AS label) . 

where each recorded element is assigned a 1- to 6-character label to be used by A TP to 
identify the element in the printout/plotting list; 

and where each recorded element is identified by its name, optionally preceded by an 
indication of where it is used, as follows: 

~ ? value-element-
[usename . ] 

When a recorded element is an input, output, or top variable of the MODELS section, no path 
is required. When it belongs to a model or submodel called from a USE statement of the 
MODELS section, the path is the sequence of use names of the models leading to its location, 
separated by periods. A use name is the AS label given to each used instance of a model. 

The path of an element belonging to a model called from a type-94 component of the A TP 
simulation is an 18-character name formed using the left node name, the right node name, and 
the model name. All blank characters in these three names are each replaced by underscore. 
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characters '_', in order to form a single 18-character label, which is then followed by a period 
and the name of the recorded element from inside that model. 

4.2 TYPE-94 COMPONENTS IN THE CIRCUIT 

Instead of being used in a control connection to the circuit, a model can also be used as a 
circuit element in the circuit part of a data case. In this case, all inputs, outputs, data, and use 
directives for that model are generated automatically by the type-94 component referring to 
that model. For this type of mOde.1 use, no USE statement is needed in the MODELS section of 
the data case, because the model is called directly by the type-94 component during the 
simulation. 

The type-94 compon~nt (Thevenin, iterated, or Norton) is a general nonlinear single- or multi
phase circuit component. It allows the user to simulate arbitrary nonlinear circuit and control 
elements in a circuit. The operation of the component can be described in MODELS, and also 
in procedures written in other languages called from MODELS. The interaction between the 
model and the rest of the circuit is defined in terms of voltage, current and impedance or 
admittance at the terminals of the component. 

4.2.1 TH~EE TYPES: THEVENIN, ITERATED, NORTON 

In the Thevenin type, the component sees the rest of the linear circuit as a Thevenin 
equivalent. Inputs are Thevenin voltages and resistance matrix at the terminals of the 
component. The model calculates the value of the resulting current at each time step. 

In the iterated type, a group of nonlinear components see the rest of the linear circuit as a 
Thevenin equivalent, and each calculate their current (outputs)· corresponding to estimated 
voltages (inputs) provided by A TP's Newton iteration algorithm. 

Both of these approaches provide a solution synchronized with the rest of the circuit. In the 
Thevenin type, it is the model that solves the Thevenin circuit equation. In the iterated type, 
that solution is done by ATP. In cases with only one nonlinear component (which can be multi
phase), the Thevenin type can be used, and provides a faster execution· time as it avoids 
iteration. The iterated type allows to connect more than one nonlinear components (type-94 
and others) per subnetwork. 

For the Norton type, the circuit sees the component as a Norton equivalent, an admittance to . 
ground in parallel with a current source. For a multi-phase component, the admittance to 
ground is a matrix, and there is a current source at each node. At each time step, the 
component receives node voltage values as inputs, and calculates as outputs the admittance 
and current sources to be used in the circuit solution at the next time step. No iteration is 
performed by ATP. Changes in values take effect with a delay of one time step. The time step 
delay is not a problem for passive components, as this is the same method already used in 
A TP for the representation of inductances, capacitances, and transmission lines. The current 
sources typically represent past values, and can be easily synchronized, using prediction, with 
the solution time at which they will be used. The only values affected by the delay are the 
admittance values, with normally negligible consequences. 

In the Norton case, when admittance values change, A TP must re-triangularize the admittance 
matrix of the circuit. Because of the relatively time-consuming re-triangularization, this type is 
best used for infrequently~changing values of admittances. There is no execution cost in 
having frequently-changing values of the current sources. Under these conditions, the Norton 
type-94 is faster than the other two, because A TP is not required to calculate a Thevenin 
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equivalent at each time step (needed for Thevenin and iterated), and because no iteration is 
taking place (needed for iterated). The Norton approach also provides the greatest flexibility in ' 
component representation, because it allows the user to directly control values in the 
admittance matrix of the A TP s'olution. 

Because the admittance or admittance matrix supplied by the Norton type-94 component is an 
admittance to ground, this type is normally used with its left nodes connected to the circuit, and 
its right nodes unconnected. This provides an opportunity to assign the following additional 
function to this component: when the component is connected to the circuit on both sides, it is 
interpreted by A TP to be operating in transmission mode, actually isolating the subnetworks on 
each side from each other. Each side of the component provides its own admittance matrix 
and set of current sources to the circuit. This interpretation is not possible with the Thevenin 
and iterated types, because they are branch-based instead of node-based. 

4.2.2 TYPE-94 FORMAT IN ATP 

The type-94 component is seen by A TP as an electrical black box connected to the circuit. ' 
The black box may be a one-branch component or a multi-branch component. It is specified in 
the data case along with the other branches of the circuit. The model it uses is placed in the 
MODELS section of the data case, and doesn't need a corresponding USE statement. 

Column assignments on the first card of the type-94 component are: 

cols 1- 2 '94' as the type of the nonlinear component 
cols 3- 8 name of left node of the branch 
cols 9- 14 name of right node of the branch 
cols 15-20 name of the model representing this component in MODELS 
cols 21-24 one of three keywords: THEV, ITER, or NORT 
col 80- printout request of current, etc. as for other branches 

A single-branch type-94 iterated component between nodes A 1 and 81 and using a model 
named 'm l' would be specified as follows: 

94Al 
>END 

Bl Ml ITER 

A multi-branch component is specified in a similar way, with the additional branches following 
the first card, without repeating the model information: 

94Al 
94A2 

. 94A3 
etc ... 

>END 

B1 
B2 
B3 

Ml ITER 

Data values can be assigned to the model used by the component, just like in a USE 
statement of MODELS. Each data card specifies the name of the parameter expected by the 
model, and its value, as follows: 

94Al 
94A2 
94A3 

B1 
B2 
B3 

>DATA D1 
>DATA D2 
>etc ... 
>END 

Ml ITER 

xxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxx 

Like other nonlinear branches in A TP, the type-94 branches are excluded from the initial linear 
steady-state calculations by ATP.' Typically, a user would represent a simplified operation of 
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the component during steady-state in a separate sub-circuit, using the 'phasor keyword or 
switches to remove this sub-circuit from the solution at t>O. Steady-state voltages' and currents 
from such a sub-circuit can be used to initialize the operating point of the type-94 component, 
using SSI and SSV lines as follows: 

94Al Bl Ml ITER 
94A2 B2 
94A3 B3 

> DATA D1 xxxxxxxxxx 
>DATA D2 xxxxxxxxxx 
>SSV KA Vol tage (t=O) at left-node #1 = voltage at node KA 
>SSV #2 = default existing value at A2 
>SSV KB #3 = voltage at node KB 
>SSV KC Voltage (t=::oO) at right-node #1 = voltage at node KC 
>SSV #2 = default existing value at B2 
>SSV KD #3 = voltage at node KD 
>SSI KA Current (t=O) into left-node #1 current in switch KA 
>SS1 #2 default value of zero 
>SSI KB #3 current in switch KB 
>END 

N-branch Thevenin and iterated types can use up to 2n SSV values and up to n SSI values. N
phase non-transmission Norton components can use up to n SSV and n SSI values. 
Transmission-mode Norton components can use up to 2n SSV and 2n SSt value, n for each 
side. 

4.2.3 TYPE-94 MODEL TEMPLATES 

The following are templates for building models to be used by type-94 components. 

4.2.3:1 THEVENIN MODEL TEMPLATE 

MODEL name 
comment ------------------------------------~----------------~----------------
I First, declarations required for any type-94 Thevenin model I 
I - these data and input values are provided to the model by ATP I 
I - these output values are used by ATP I 
I - these names can be changed, except 'n', but not their order I 
------------------------------------------------------------------- endcomment 

DATA n 
n2 {dflt: n*n} 

INPUT vth [ 1 .. n] 
rth [1. . n2] 
gth [1. .n2] 

,vO[1..n] 
iO [1. .n] 

VAR v[l. .n] 
i [1. .n] 

OUTPUT i [1. . nl 

number of node pairs 
number of matrix elements 

Thev. voltage(t) across each branch 
Thev. resistance(t) matrix, symmetrical 
inverse of rth 
voltage (t=O) across each,branch 
current (t=O) into each branch 

calculated voltage(t) across each branch 
calculated current(t) into each branch 

comment ----------------------------------------------------------------------
I Next, declarations of user-defined data for this particular model I 
I - their value is defined at the time of using the type-94 component I 
------------------------------------------------------------------- endcomment 

DATA 

comment ----------------------------------------------------------------------
I Next, declarations private to the operation of this model I 
------------------------------------------------------------------- endcomment 

VAR 

!v/-,.~7 



INIT 

ENDINIT 
EXEC 

END EXEC 
ENDMODEL 

4.2.3.2 ITERATED MODEL TEMPLATE 

MODEL name 
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comment ----------------------------------------------------------------------
! First, declarations required for any type-94 Thevenin model I 
I - these data and input values are provided to the model by ATP I 
I these output values are used by ATP 1 

I - these names can be changed, except 'n', but not their order I 
------------------------------------------------------------------- endcomment 

DATA n 
n2 {dflt: n*n} 

INPUT v[ 1. . n) 
'vO [1. . n] 
iO(1. .nJ 

VAR i [1. .n] 
didv[l. . n2] 

number of node pairs 
number 'of matrix elements 

guessed voltage(t) across each node pair 
voltage (t=O) across each node pair 
current (t=O) into each left.node 

calculated current(t) into each left node 
calculated left-side nodal conductance(t) matrix 
(formed for solving mat~ix equation [didvjV=I) 

OUTPUT i[l .. n], didv[1 .. n2] 

comment ----------------------------------------------------------------------
I Next, declarations of user-defined data for this particular model I 
I - their value is defined at the time of using the type-94 component I 
------------------------------------------------------------------- endcomment 

DATA 

comment ----------------------------------------------------------------------
I Next, declarations private to the operation of this mode'l I 
------------------------------------------------------------------- endcomment 

VAR ••• 

INIT 

ENDINIT 
EXEC 

ENDEXEC 
ENDMODEL 

4.2.3.3 NON-TRANSMISSION NORTON MODEL TEMPLATE 

MODEL name 
comment ----------------------------------------------------------------------
I First, declarations required for any type-94 Thevenin model I 
I - these data and input values are provided to the model by ATP I 
I - these output values are used by ATP . I 
I - these names can be changed, except In', but not their order I 
------------------------------------------------------------------- endcomment 

DATA n number of phases 
ng {dflt': n* (n+l) 121 -- number of conductances 

INPUT vel. .n] 
vO [1. • n] 
iO [1. • n] 

voltage(t) at each left node 
voltage (t=O) at each left node 
current(t~O) into each left node 



VAR i (1. . n] 
is[l. .n] 
g[l. .ng] 

flag 
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current(t) into each left node (for printout/plotting) 
Norton source (t+timestep) at each left node 
conductance (t+timestep) at each left node 
sequence is l-gr, 1-2, 1-3 .. 1-n, 2-gr, 2-3 .. 2-n, n-gr 
set to 1 whenever a conductance value is modified 

OUTPUT i[l .. n], is[l .. n], g(1 .. ng1, flag 

comment ----------------------------------------------------------------------
I Next, declarations of user-defined data for this particular model I 
I - their value is defined at the time of using the type-94 component ! 
------------------------------------------------------------------- endcomment 

DATA 

comment ----------------------------------------------------------------------
I Next, declarations private to the operation of this model I 
------------------------------------------------------------------- endcomment 

VAR ••• 

INIT 

ENDINIT 
EXEC 

ENDEXEC 
ENDMODEL 

4.2.3.4 TRANSMISSION NORTON MODEL TEMPLATE 

MODEL name 
comment ----------------------------------------------------------------------
I First, declarations required for any type-94 Thevenin model I 
I - these data and input values are provided to the model by ATP I 
I - these output values are used by ATP I 
I - these names can be changed, except In', but not their order I 
------------------------------------------------------------------- endcomment 

DATA n number of phases 
ng {dflt: n*(n+l)/2} -- number of conductances on each side 

INPUT lv[l. .nl. 
rv[l. .n) 
Iva [1. .n] 
rvO (1. . n] 
liO[1. .n] . 
riO [1. .n] 

VAR Ii [1. .n] 
ri[l. .n] 
1is[1. .nl 
ris [1 .. nJ 
19[1. .ng] 
rg[ 1. . ngl. 

flag 

voltage(t) at each left node 
right node 

voltage (t=O) at each left node 
" right node 

current (t=O) into each left node 
right node 

current(t) into each left node (for printout/plotting) 
right node 

Norton source(t+timestep) at each left node 
" right node 

conductance (t+timestep) at each left node 
right node 

sequence is 1-gr, 1-2, 1-3 ... l-n, 2-gr, 2-3 .. 2-n, n-gr 
set to 1 whenever a conductance value is modified 

OUTPUT li[1. .. n], riEl. .n], lis[1. .n], ris[l. .n], 19[1. .ng], rg[l. .ng], flag 

comment ----------------------------------------------------------------------
I Next, declarations of user-defined data for this particular model I 
I - their value is defined at the time of using the type-94 component. I 
------------------------------------------------------------------- endcomment 

DATA 
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comment ----------------------------------------------------------------------
I Next, declarations private to the operation of this model 
------------------------------------------------------------------- endcomment 

VAR ••• 

INIT 

ENDINIT 
EXEC 

ENDEXEC 
ENDMODEL 



RULE BOOK 

ALTERNATIVE TRANSIENT PROGRAM 

RB-04A.PDF 
IV BRANCH CARDS TO MODEL LINEAR ELEMENTS 
IV-A Branch card for uncoupled, lumped, series R, L, C 4A-1/4 
IV -B Branch cards for PI - circuits 4B-1/6 
IV -C Branch cards for mutually - coupled R - L elements 4C-1/4 

'I 

I CAUE - COMITE ARGENTINO DE USUARIOS DE EMTP - ATP 

: 
, ; 



c::e ~ollowi~g types of bra~c~es Nit~out coupli~~: 

:;.,.--' A /;-. 

(3US1 ~ L C BUS2 
o "I'v---W--lu(--~o 

N ~~t t'F NAt-A5. 01= 
F='IR.:- N(')"t.E S~t~~.b NCl.)€ 

1) Punch the branch-type "ITY'PEIf of columns 1-2 as zero or blarJc. 

Specify the two ter.minal nodes of the branch by 6-character 
alphanumeric node names, using fields "BUS1" and "EUS2" of 
columns 3-14. One node of the branch ~ be grounded (field for 
node name left blank). 

At le9.st Jne of t!-'.e val'.les R, Lt C of the br9J1ch r.lJ.st 
be * C. 

4.) i.nen series cranch ha.s no R or L, then set 3.~o Jr L=C. 
,1,ben no capA.ci t!ince, set C=O (progra.rr. regards :~is 3.S 

IJ .. )::: 0). 
5) I: branch data R,LtC are iientical with those on a. 

precedi~g cranch car1, then the following storage s~vir.g 
option ~ay be used: 

Repeat node· names of that precedi~g reference branch i~ t~~ 
;rovided colu.1Uls 15 -26 in the same sequence and leave ~, L,'~ 
blank. 

CAG':'IO!i: If the re ference branch has ot~er bt'ancnes :':1' 
parallel, it is not clear which of thel]! shou.li be t!1e 
refer.ence bra.nc!1.. T~erefore, the first bra.nch a=nong 
parallel oranches with identical node-na.rr.e pairs shall 
always be the reference branch. :lote t~at two t=q,nche-5 
'~O!E-A' t~ 'NO:E-Bf and tNOJE-9 1 to '10tE-A' 10 not hav~ 
identical node-name pairs (order is reversed) and can t~ere
fore be used as two distinct reference branches. 

6) The numerical values for parameters R t L, and C are in 
the following un! te. Recall that variables ttXOPT" and "COPT tt 

come from the floating-point (first) miscellaneous data ca.rd 
of Seetion II-B. 

a) SpecifY R in ohms. 

/ 

_ if .... 
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t:) Soecify inductance .,. 
.... as 

.. , 

i) inductance L in m..t.{ if Xc)PT =C. 

ii) rel.c~ance c.u L in or,~s ~ t ~requency W =- XOP':' 
if XC?'! ;: C • 27; 

S~eciry caoac:tance C.. as lJ 
. ~ 
11 

ii} 

c3rae1 tance C in JJ:' if 

susceptance we in 1-' mhos 
if CO~ .. 0 • 

at freouen::v- W -= C('\~...,. 2} _., 

7) ,}utput options for printing and/or plotting: 
?~ch " ," if. ::;olu.:r..r:. 80 to ce~ branch current; 

8U51 

~~--, 

" "2"" " to get branch voltage; 
It ";"" IT to get both branch voltage and current; 
1/ r' 4." to get branch power and energy consu.riIption. 

BUS? 

'" . 

le-" 
r~ U.SB 

~~:be. ~",,,,,,el::, 

~~ ~~, E~e4t..E ~~(.)\ 

BUS 3 (3US4 

Ai.: .. ,_A.t: ! 

\c- ~ \JQ;\...1'-, 

R.; 
C..n) 

- E-'-.2-. 

'. t. I 

. 

-- --' - ;----
__ 0-. ____ \C_ ~~._ .. 

or _. Cr . 

. ~L(~) ~C.~rhe 

.. 

. \ 2.~" ~"2 \ ~-
\ '1 . ~_ 

Abo" exaapl.. (uawaina' 10rr-O. aDd COPT-60. ) ! 

VOL'l-A { , () \0- A. 
C 1\ \(Y \4.lw\~() l t.,. ~ ~ t\ ~ ') 



Often t:1e user will cave OCC9.3ior: to add a very nigh resistance bra.r.c!"'~ 
be~we~~ two nodes the volta2e di~ference between wnich he is lnterested in 
monitor:.ng. 3ut ~ow ~igr. a value is pe!'mitted? The general rule is that 
~ -- ::.ust no~ exceed the square root of the largest number whicn the computer 
~ys:eT. beir.g used can represent iL ~loating-point form. ~peci:ical1y, one 
can us~ ~ value of 1.S18 o~~s on ~~ivac ar.d ~oneywel~GE, 1.E35 or~s 
or. rEV, and 1.E100 ohms on CDC. '~ese are convenient round numbers w~ic~ 
3~ould always be legal. 

~1nimum resistance to use for switch isolation or current sampling 

The user often ~as occasion to L~put one or more very small resistance 
or inductance brancnes, for the purpose of : 

~) the sampling of current in other branches of the network· (not 
all ~p components permit current output requests using the 
famil iar column-80 punch). 

Ideally, a zero-impedance branct would be used, but this is ~ot possible for 
the EMTP (an attempt to input a. zero-impedance branch will yield an EMTP 
error message). Instead, tr..e user must employ a "small" impedance value, 
where the minimum permissible or desirable value is a function of several 
considerations: 

Point 1 : The f~~damental limitation is due to floating-point word length 
of the particular ~N.TP translation version and computer system 
whicn the user is workL~g with. For example, 

Point 2 

a) The user must be very careful when working with a 
32-bit REAL *4 translation of IBM (or other similar 
byte-oriented machine). 

b) Less caution is required for 36-bi t translations sue:: 
as for single-precision Univac or Honeywel~GE. 

c) The user is permitted great latitude on CDC, with its 
60-bit word, or when working with a 64-bit REAL*8 
translation of IBM. 

d) Finally, of course, a double-precision translation 
involving 72-bit words as on Univac or HoneywelliGE 
allows even more recklessness and carelessness! 

Singularity tolerances "EPSIL.~" and "TOLMATtt (floating-point 
miscellaneous data pa~eters; see Section II-B) are actually 
used by the EMTP to protect the user against a too-small impedance 
value. Parameter "'2PSILN" is used for the real, all-resistive 
transient equivalent-network solution, while "TOLMAT" applies 
to the complex (phasor) admittance-matrix solution for steady
state initial conditions. The general idea is that all impedances 
which terminate on a given node should not differ drastically ~ 
value, as ~easured by the just-mentioned singularity tolerances. 
Specific relevar.t pOints related hereto include the following: 

a) Considering "EPSILN", the impedances in question a.re 
equivalent Norton resistances which result from trapezoical
rule integration (see Ref. 1). For a resistor, this is ~''':'s~ 

'7/;-) 
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the value of the resistance in ohms; for an induc~or 
of L Henries, the impedance in ohms is 21/ A t 
for a capacitor of C Farads, the impedance is 
~t/2C For distributed-parameter transmission lines 
or cables, treat them like resistors haVing resistance 
equal to the characteristic impedance. In the just-stat' . 
formulas , at is the time-step-size "DELTAT", in 
seconds. 

b) Considering HTOLMAT", the impedances in question are 
phasor impedances, depending not only upon the element, bu: 
also upon the frequency of the sinusoidal excitation being 
used. The impedance of a resistor is just the value of the 
resistance in ohms; for an inductor, use (uL; for a 
capacitor, use 1/~C For distributed-parameter 
transmission lines or cables, a lumped nominal-Pi 
approximation is generally valid for usage here, if the 
line is not too 19n9 electrically (maybe 100 or 200 
miles at 60 Hz). 

For current-sampling purposes, the user is reminded that a 
permanently closed switch can sometimes be 'advantageously used 
in place of a low-impedance branch. See the writeup of 
Section VI-A, Class 4 switch (1f~w1EASURINGft awi i;ch). If 
a "~t1EASURING" Swl. tch is used, all concern over the question 
of "how small is small" is avoided - which mS3 be useful when 
working on a computer that has limited (marginal) floating-point ~'.·.",".r .•. ::'.'.' ... 

precision. The solution time for the si.:nulation :night possi bly ;·,:,:!:'Jf 
increase, however (it all depends on the problem; it also could ~."'. ~ 
in some cases actually decrease). 

Alternate n19~-pr.cl.1on format 

Tne .VINTAGE card (a.' Sect. 1-0-10), w~lcn ls honored bV 
most computer system., provl~.a for an alternate ~1;n-pr.cls1on 
format. specificallY, the R,L,e fleld. can be switched to 
3£16.0 (column. 27-14 In tnia ease) if .VINTAGE, 1 precedes 
such a group of new branch cardS, and ,VINTAGE, 0 fOllows the 
grouping, AI of AU;Ult 1980, Pi-clrcults (Seetlon IV-B) and tl'"le 
original distributed line (Slctlon IV-O-1)~re other components whlcn 
allow SUCh ne., wider formatl' they can allO ce Included 1n the 
groupln; betw.en the .VINTAGE carda, tnena 

'VINTAGE, 1 

Any mixture of aerie. R-L-C, pi-circuit, and 
distributed line card', .1 lon; as all ule tne 

formatl. 

IVINTAGE, 0 
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IV-B. 

~.{ This class of branches orovides for the representation of lumped-element 
resistance, inductance, and capacitance matrices. For N conductors, the 
associated differential eq~1~ions are: 

-... ---.:.0' 

l L, 1 ~'"'' '\If( '\!'M -- dt 
.... -- ~ [c] ~k .lk. -- Z + dt 
--.... ~ l c:.l c!..Y"~ ~f\'\ -

cit 

r - - - - - - - - -i 

---..---' ------~v_------~ 

l. [C.l 
1. 

[~] -+ j<.c [L] 

~ 

+ l R ] .L tc.rn 

.... 
..(.,kn1 

-..-
.v1&.~ 

tt .... 
"k 

!-

end 
k 

1 

2 

N 

... 

--

... 

tRl , tL] 

-

Coupling 
~iven by .. matric~s .. 

• [R]., [L), 
• 

lel 

-.. 
end 
m 

· • 
• 
• 

.. 

--

All matrices are assumed to be symmetric, and it will be noted that l C] is solit 
in two, with half of the total on each end of the branch. 

1 

2 

. By connecting many such 
short sections in series, keeping track of actual transpositions (if any), a model 
for a long line can be made. For such use, the matrices [ R ] t {~ 1 J and l C l 
can be automatically calculated by "'LINE CONSTANTS" (Sect. XXI). Yet because 
of increased running time and memory requirements, this modelling should 
generally be used only as a last resort, where distributed-parameter lines are 
believed to be inadequate. 

While l C] = lo] (no capacitance) 
is a le~al innut ontion, this s~ecial situation 
renresents only mutually-coupled R-L branches, 
for which the separate input format of Section 
IV-C has oeen provided. 

.- - - --

• • • I • 

~--... 
(!cnnlinl1 
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If the user wants just a multi:Jhase 
(N ~ 2) canacitance matrix to ground, 
then he can inout a near-infinite
imoedance series branch, and ~round 
all conductors at the far end. In 
particular, set 

Rti - 10 -; for all i -
Rij - 0 for i :; j -
[Lj = Lol 
(c 1 = twice the desired final 

matrix, since it will be 
halved, remember. 

Here '7 is a "large" exponent, ideall,. 
infinite; In practice it is limited by 
the computer installation being used. Reter. to 
discussion of high-impedance branches, Section IV-A. 

Elements of the matrices (R], l L 1, and tel have the following 
meaning in the sinusoidal steady state at frequency w: 

diqonal Iii + j ~ Li1 • .elf ispecl&Dc~ ot branch i 

(i.,84ance ot loop "\~anch i--srouad return"); ott· 
diagonal lik • j~GLik • .uiual iapedance between 

bru.ch •• i and k. (R1k + 0 rith non. •• ro ,round reaiatiyit,.) 

«lacona l Cii • aua ot all capacitances connected to the node. 

at both ends ot branch 1; ott.diagoaal e1k • Desati .. value 
ot capacitaDC. tro. branch i to braaoh k. 

Data. format for data cards 

To specify an N-conductor Pi-equivalent, the following rules and 
format are to be observed: 

j ... """''''I~'''l'"t''''~~a;:! ::.:i;St:::Uf:lRI;;IR .. I.t ...... "1""OOl!M-Itl'll:ll:::ll!l:lil'" " i ~1II;11t~15tI::ll::l::lI,,"II)f"''''llIII: I "Jj"'~:lt:~;;li::V::;~',~ ~ ... ~t: i 

~ 
>-
t-...... 

~2 
l..-

?ule 1: 

No' .. Namt.S Rc.fU'tJU. br: eo' P'\e.tri:s (Ie)m) e..lt.Mt1\t , (k.k MotI ) ele..,t.nl, ("'J~"'~ 

BUSt BUS2 80S3 aOS-4 R L.. C. R L.' c. Ro' L C 

A' AG "-Gt A~ EG..2 £,.2- £',2- S:(i.., E".2. EGt. i E'.' £(..2. EEt,a 

Number the phases 1, 2, ••••• ,N. Make out one branch card (plus 
possible continuation cards; see Rule 6) for each phase, and stack 
them in this sequence. Indicate this sequence by punching 1, 2, ••• 
in columns 1-2 of these cards (field ITYPE). Limits on N 
are 1 '.( N '" ~ 

(~, 
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::.·..:.le 2: ~c"?c:'.:~:r e3."~ 'J: ~he ~~a5e5 1,2, •••• , ,. 2,J~ "',:-.e :-:3.~es :: ::--.e :-:r:>-:es 
at ~c~h ends (use columns J-lh; field names ~USl, BUS2). ~cdes ~ay te 

~~i~ ~r~unded ~indicated by blank field name) if desired. 
~~lli 

qule 3: A t :'~~st (:lne of the :na trices ( R 1 ) L L 1 mus t be DC nzero. 
:.1 a trix (c 1 ~ay be ze ro, though then the Section IV-C input can be used. 

qule u: If branch data are identical with those on a preceding set of I br&nch 
cards, then the following storage-saving option may be used: 

:iule 5: 

:tule 6: 

Repeat node names of the first branch of that preceding set of 
branch cards in the provided columna 15-26 of the f!£!! branch 
in the same sequence and leave R,L,C blank. On the 2nd, 3rd, 
••• ,N-th branch card only the information in columns 1-14 is 
used. 

CAUTION, Same as in rule 5 of section IV-A. 

~l:e !'1'.:r"eri~a:' ~tE.l1.-"es for t R 1 , L L 1, and 
units. Recall ttat v~~iables X0PT ~nd 
point miscellaneous data card of Section 

Soecify R·. lJ in ohms 

b) Specify inductances Lij as 

(c 1 
COPT 
II-B. 

i) inductance L in mH if XOPT = o. 

are in the following 
come from the floa ti..'1g-

ii) reactance ~L in ohms at frequency ~ =XOPT 
if X0 PT ¢ 0 • 27r 

Specify ca~acitances f'" 
\'>ij as 

i) capacitance C in }J F if CCPT = 0 • 

ii) susceptance ~C 
if COPT ~ 0 • 

in p mhos a t frequency W ':: CO PT 

~ 
Ma trices ( R 1, t L 1) and l Clare symmetric, so only need be 
specified on and below the dia~onal. The following format ap?lies: 

,,.,....,··'.nI..,I ... I"'I~2!=~!:l.:!~~m~I~~~ ::'1~~Ii!I;;;i:::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:s:';t ~;~ ~I ;1 ~':I;I ;l;tst 1::;j:;;!:::l1i::::t;:: ~~~'~L~ ~:'~'~';:::;~:::!:~;::::~e'It:~ 

1 !'ode 11UI .. 

R" L" (.11 o~ let branch 

2 Nod. nail .. 
Rl.l La, C. 2.1 RlJ Lll e22 o~ 2nd brancl1 

.3 Node namee R3t L31 (,31 R32 l.l3a C» RlI Laa ell or 3rd branch 

~ 
Nod. name. R~l L.~, C4I. R ... a . Lilli C4fZ R .. 3 L .. 3· C. ... l ot 4th branch 

R+t L+t C ..... 
5 Node name. R5' Ls. CSI Rsz LS2 c..s~ RsJ t.sa CS3 of 5th branCh 

Rs .. L5~ C.54 Rss Lss C'S' 
• : etc. 

7 r:-I 
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;me~ or.e card is net sufficient for all required R-L-C values 
(!o-::, the fourth and later phases), then "continuation cards" are 
used, with columns 1-26 left blank, it will be noted. 

:Xle 7: ~10 bra.nch current output is po~sible for this branch type. :towever, 
tte ~ranch volta2e can be obtained on the first two abases (where 
c -l'lMn .gO of the' card is not being used) by punching' a "2" in column 80. 

Alternative performance eguation for series segment of Pi-circuit 

Instead of describing the series leg of a ~-conductor 
by means of matrices (R ] and (L] , the user may prefer 
and [ B 1 , defined by the alternative perfo:rmance equation ..... 

d ~"'" - tll\l-{ \it -~) 1t -
If this be the case, he then can use the following procedure: 

(N >" 2 ) Pi-circuit 
to use arrays l A 1 

Rule 8: Lmmediately preceding all mutually coupled b~ches {note plural; 
for which the AB-option is desired, ~~~~~~~--~~-r.-~-r~~ 

insert an extra data card with the 
code "USE AB" punched in what is 
normally the EUS1-field 

Rule 9: For all multi-conductor coupled circuits in question, punch the 
elements of [A 1 where those of (R] would normally appear, and 
those of [B 1 instead of ( L 1 : 

Rule 10: 

becomes .. ( A 1 

To return to the use of l R ) and [L 1 
after nav~ng used [A] and [B], 
insert an ~xtra data card with the 
code ''USE RL" punched in what is 
normally the EUS1-field. For all data 
following this card, then, use of the 
R-L formulation is assumed ---- until 

( L J becomes ... [ B J 

another ''USE ABu card should be encc untered. 

itj,J\. ~ -Itt. 

ICS l.~'Q 

K;-C l.~ C 

\I-A ll-A 

Il-~ 
'Lt - P., 

Il-C 2..l-C 

Examole 

Consider the modelling of two )-phase circuits on the same ri~ht of way, 
so that they are mutually coupled. Together these two circuits constitute 
six couoled conductors (N=6). With two identical Pi-equivalents cascaced, 
the data cards anpear as follows: 



-0 

-'Ll'> 
o 
o 

-~ 

I ~--,-- - ----1-.- ----- --
<.:D:~.:r r-

- . .-~ 

~--'--'-~ - -~ .... ~ 
. ()O_ ~. __ '-!! .. 0--' (jS---

- ,"'1 ~ - . ../1:::---"'----------- -.--. -~.:.-=--_-_-._---._-_-_-_------

__ '" {) -..9 - '-" 

-.,g- . c9') ~- .. 

-_-. -. _'-. -~. :_cr-.-~-~-~ _. -O=----ti' -:... __ 
. . 

--C ·O~' ·~O ~------. 

. . 
'I I ,- f"--' - .. -. 

. N \P "p .:r roj.;;1'". ~ __ _. ___ . __ ._~_ 

a- - .::r ..... _ .~-::--u-___=_-,.:.....;./)'---. _-_------1 
~. N rI & r" . .Y. N ___ .. 

--.~. ::r - './1 - ...J,l. ::r~ _____ ~ 

-.- i 

I ., 

d>j' o cr 1ft :;: 
~~::rU1 
",,0...9 _ . 

~~~~ 
~fA(JJJ.$:r 
.r;::;!::YO~ 
~::;rC ,ft:; 
er=.....;~~M 

C).....s>C"':t'cIJ()t() 
:J-' t:P,.... ()D :::r IT' 
r" 1ft f::P. r ('4 ...., 
~oPf'40-D 

,~~~r-f,..4r-4t 

" ' 
r~ 
.-J 0 
gJ~ 

t-J .~~ 

v 
.~ 

~ 
~ -r-
~ ':T~a-: 
~' -:.~O 

~O~(""'I _ lrr:P oJ} 

~c<!5o 

r"...9:r~ ~ 
~(;Qc:T~dJ 
":"~d,.o~ 

----. __ ._--_. 

:..,--

~t 
~--
a r--
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Alternate high-precision format 

The $VINTAGE card (see Section I-D), which is honored by 
most computer systems, provides for an alternate high-precision 
format. Specifically, the R,L,C fields can be switched to 
iE16.0 (columns 27-74 in this case) if $VINTAGE, 1 precedes 
such a group of new branch cards, and $VINTAGE, 0 follows the 
grouping. Here only one triplet of (R, L, C) values is allowed 
on each data card, of course. For the second and later rows, 
ordering is from left to right (e.g., the card for column 2 follows 
t hat for col um n 1, etc.). S e r i e 5 R - L - C bra n c he s (S e c t ion IV -A and t h 
original distributed line (Section IV-O-l are other components which 
allow such new, wider formats; they can also be included in the 
grouping between the $VINTAGE cards, then: 

$V!NTAGE, 1 

Any mixture of series R-L-C, Pi-circuit, and 
distributed line cards, as long as all use the 
new wide formats. 

$VINTAGE, 0 

To remove any ambiguity as to the format, the following diagram 
corresponds to the case of narrow format as illustrated under 
Rule 6 (see three or so pages before): ~~l 

=, .... 1,., ..... .., .... co o-l"5!!::f!! !::I~ ~:s!::!!I~~;;; ~ :::I~I;::: ~1~1~1~1:sl ;::;I~I~~I::;I~:; ~ ~ ~ ~I~ :i~l:.:i~ ~I=~ ~L:;:; ~ ~1~1~!:::I:;;I~~I~;i~!:lll:i~ :; ~!~t!~* 

-1- 'I~)~\'" -,'f~N'"'' ...... , .. ".' .- ........ , ........ "'lf~"~'1" .. " .................... ~ 11"" -, ........... -.. -.... ' '~f'111'+' .LI-

-,!){~ .. ,d, .. ~."" .. , ...... -'r ................... '''IF~''j~'1'' ...................... '''l~'~I'~'''' .. ! ..... ~ ... · .. ·1 .. "I Tt-('~th,t .. ~ 
iIi I: ICD' i_ I. ""'~... ' r ~ I 1 I 
, I 1 ., : I I' "C" r:. I '" ~i' I '" C;"c;.J : I 

'~3' \; (~ ... "T' ~:(~l... ... J ... , ........................... F~'3' t .. · .... · .................. 1,.3·1"·· ..................... "Z j~.+'I'+· ,j 

............. -t-....... " ........................ ' ." ...... f~'3'c"" ..................... "Ill'aic~'" .............. " ',"'r'(: i,C~'+~' -: 
• : Et,. 
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~~~9 class of branches pr0·rices fer the reoresentation of l'~ed-element, 
;T1ut'.lally-c(" '.lD led ?-:, branches. AssC" ciated ~ri th these branches are rna trices 
(L 1 and :::;.) \:.avin'S' ?erformance eouations 

..... --- ... -.. 
Vk - tr,.." = [L.l ~~ + tRl JJk~ 

clt 
End End ..... k .--- -- - ~ ... 

Ltcm ~ 
I 

I l' ,Wi • !- lR] , lL 1 • I 
2- W 'OG' • + + I • • 

• I 
• f J\!'k. tr", • • 

• t • I 
N- W, '"' - t - -- .-. ......... -

" " 
, 

" " Earth '« 
, , , 

" 
, Mutual coupling 

~:atrice9 tRl and [ L 1 are assumed to be symmetric. 

Note that this branch type is identical in performance to the Pi-equivalent 
of Section IV-B if the user therein sets the cao~citance matrix [cl to zero. 
But in the oresent section the inductance data fields (see below) have 12 columns 
rather t~an just 6, allowing for greater precision. This option is intended to be 
used orimarily for counled impedances representing transformers, wherein it is 
necessary to have hi~hly-accurate values for self and mutual impedances; otherNise 
the leaka~e iMOedances ~et lost in the magnetizing impedance. 

Data fcrTTlat f'l'.:"" data cards 

T0 snecify N mutually-coupled ~-L elements, the fol1owin~ ~llES ar.d fo~at 
are to 8e obser7ed: 

. , 

m 

-I 

-2 

IN 

-! ~ ,"",.1"'1 "'l"I"I'" 2::: ciI i!i:d ~ ~.!I!!5ilI.,..j ..... I..t ""' #:1::1 lei J;I~J -I ~ ~ ~ ~ !II:;;! ~~t ;I~ ~i m:l~i ~t:lI:I~1 ;;1::11:11 ... '" :;I!iI::::I 1!:lI:lj a3=:I;I~;;l::j~~x:I~:::lJ!!I~11 

tal Nooe. Names R de.renee. br. ele.ments 'K, rn)i eJe.""e"t.St· :( 1<, ""+1) eltment~ (k,rPH2.) 
Go 

i I ! >- j . I R: L R: J "L .... 
; 

Rl j 
L .- eU,s1 eUS2 SUSJ fOOSi i . i ..... c I i I 

t2 Aft "G't Aq.. ~e £;,2 E12.a : E'~2 .. £H~.2 1 E,~a EilZ.a 
--.- . - ~ 

Rule 1: Number the phases 51, 52, •••• , (50+N). ~Ake out one branch card (olus 
oossib1e continuation cards; see Rule 5) for each phase, and stack-them 
in this sequence. Indicate this sequence by punching 51, 52, •••• , (50+:1) 
in columns 1-2 of these cards (field ITYPE). Limits on N are 
1 ~ N 1c..qo. 

~vle 2: Soecify each of the ohas~s 51, 52, •.•• ,(50+N) by the names of the 
nodes at both ends (use columns 3-1h; field names BUSI and BUS2). Nodes 
may be ~rounded (indicated by blank field name) if desired. 
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Rule 3: :r 8ra~c~ data a~e icentical with those en a prec~ding set of 
car~s, ~r.en the fo11awin~ storage-saving option may be used: 

v 
.j 

~eneat the node names of the first branch of that precedin~ set of 
branch cards in colUMns 15-26 (fields BUS3 and BUSu) afthe first 

-branch in the same sequence of this new group, and leave Rand L 
fields blank. On the 2nd, 3rd, •••• , N-th branch card f only the 
info~tion in columns l-lh ( ITYPE, BUSl, BUS2) is used • 

• 
r:',\Trr:-"'N: As the reference branch is only identified by an ordered pair of 

node names, ambi~uity is possible. If more than one candidate 
fulfills this description (of 2 or more parallel branches), then 
the oro~ram simnly chooses the first such branch inputted. Note 
that two branches 'NODE-AI to I NODE-B I and 'NODE~B f to' ~~:;O£-A r 
do not have the same node-name pairs (since the order is reversed), 
and can therefore be used as two distinct reference branches. 

Rule 4: The numerical values for ( R 1 and (L 1 are in the following units. 
~ecall that variables XOPT and COPT cotne from the floating-point 
miscellaneous data card (see Section II-B).-

a) Specify Rij in ohms 

b) Soecify inductances Lij as 

i) inductance L in mH if XOFT:I: 0 • 

ii) .reactance ~L in ohms at frequenc,y 
if XOPT =f:. 0 • 

W cXOPT 

~ 
Rule 5: ~atrices tR] and [t] a.re symmetric, so on17 need be specified on and 

below the diagonal. The fol1owin~ format appll&s: 

....;" "'j "'\"'! "I"''''' '" !:?!=:~ :!!.!!.'!3:2i :::i.9!l.I::r~I:::I.::I:I~;ili~~ lI:I:!IT:ii.1 ::lI;::d!al.llli::;-=I~I\iI:;I~:l t ~ ~ll;Tif~lli ::1:;: ..... , .... "" ... .. a.il:i:t :IQ-

I· I I 51 N9d1r MII_ Rn 1...11' \ ,. t ~ ." \ .. , 0' j ~r:lst branch I I 

~2 ~naae. 'of- . branch 
~ . ! Ri, 1.. I.,. R~ ".' , t L.·ll~ "I, " j , , " 

~fjlt!1 

~J Npde na.aes . - ,- - R3'- ta3 t-- ~ .R~ ~- ,~ It lZ; ~ t---~~.: r----.,.- L...aa .. ~ 
,- of! 1rd branch I , 

~ " 

~5 

Node naMS 'R1~ 
, 

"'11:' 1 ~- ': t L.'·4t' ! " ; R". ." " , ..... 
ot- 4th branch 

R11 1..44- I I I 
' , " "!" .... 

1 I' f' .• 

I 

Node .... 
RSI laS'1 ; R~z .,.- . t L.Sz.' ! ' , R! t3: 0' 

of" 5th branch 

Rs .. , l. S411 I R ... ~, ~5. I 
i i 

• 
: Etc.. I, 

.. 1 

When one card is not sufficient for all required R-L values (for the 
fourth anci later elements), then Itcontinuation" cards are used, with 
columns 1-26 left blank, it will be noted. 

, 
,~. 

I 

LS3 

Rule 6: No branch current output is possible for this branch tyne. However, 
the branch volta~e can be obtained on the first two phases (where 
column 80 of the card is not being used) by punching a r'2" in column 80. 



'Jptional use of -0 2.:ld '-1 :cr 3-cr.ase coupled 2.-L:rancr.es 

Suppose ttat the user has ~xactly three coupled R-L branches, with the 
associated (~1 and (L 1 matrices having common diagonal values Z and corr:rnon 
off-di~gonaL.values 2m , as sho~ in the,sketch. Then rather than sinputting t~l 
and t lJ,l, :It may be more convenl.ent to J.nput the associated zero and positive
sequence values, (Ro , Lo) and (El, L1), respectively. 

Karrenbauer's 

transformation 

Phase values Sequence values 

~o =- ~S + 2.. ~m 

eUS1 BUS2 

12 N:i 512., ' 

Rule A: Number the 3 phases 51, 52, and 53. Make out a branch card for each,. 
in ~his sequence. Indicate this sequence by punching 51, 52, and 53 
in columns 1-2 of these cards (field ITYPE). 

Rule B: Specify the phases by means of the names of the nodes at both ends (use 
columns 3-14; field names BUSl and BUS2). Nodes may be grounded 
(indicated by blank field name) 1£ desired. 

Rule C: Resistance and inductance values are punched in columns 27-44 (fields h 

and L). Zero sequence values Eo' Lo go on the first (phase 51) card, 
while p08itive-sequence values Hl , L1 go on the second card; columns 
15-80 of the third card are to be left; blank. Units for R. are oh.r..s, 
while L is in mH unless XOPT 1= 0 (in which case L is in ohms at 
frequency XOPT; see Rule 4). 

Ryle D: Once a 3-phase branch has been so inputted, it can be used as a reference 
branch for identical 3-phase branches to follow. See Rule 3 above. 

WARnlfG! It columns 15-80 ot that third branch card are not left 
blank, the EMTP will not recognize the coupled branches as 
being specified with sequence values. In that case, the 
phase-domain format will be assumed, with the result being 
one very unbalanced, erroneoua representation. Something as 
innocent as an illegal column-SO punch tor branch current will 
cause big trouble (ask Al Legate; 7 April 1980). 
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Example: Por the bus names as specified in 
the sketch, and sequence parameters 
as tabulated below, the associated 
input data cards should be as shown 
on the data form further below. 

:::= 4. ," . "0 Of ... '":". 

=37.6 :r.E 

21 ::: .3.1 or.m 

L1 = 66.4 rr .. f-1 

:erminal node n~me9 of tr~nsf~rT.er 

NlB 

NIC N2C 

mutual coupling 

Nhen using ':he bpedancII matrix ;:rogram of Sect. XIX-A to generate [aJ~~ 
[L], care must be exercised in naming the nodes of the windings. The ~rinted 
output of LR 1 and (L 1 has rows and columns identified b'r ,,;r..e 
na~es "HIGH", "LOW" t and "'MEDI1JY:" (the last is only used when a. 3-winc I -:'5 
transformer is considered). Unless rows and columns of this result ~re to ~e 
pe~uted, node n~mes 3USl and B~~2 on the branch cards for the transformer 
(columns 3-:~) T.~st correspond to this order. 

Alternate oerformance equations 

The use of (A 1 and ( B 1 instead of lR J and (L 1 is exactly 
as described for multiconductor Pi-circuits (see end of Section IV-B. This 
option is particularly useful for representing transformers which draw no 
magnetizing current; in this case, tR] and (L 1 do not exist, though 
(A 1 and ( B ] do. For marginal cases of very-high magnetizing impedance, or.e 
avoids the near-singularity problem, with its associated need for high precision 
on input data. 

The saturable transformer component of Section IV-E is based on this 
approach, with 5-1 2x2 matrices (A) and (B) USGd to represent the N-1 
ideal transformers and associated non-primar,J leakage impedances. In this case, 
(A) and (B) are symmetric, 80 there is no probleme But the general case O\;f .. :." ... '.'. 
3x3 JDatrices (R) and (L) can not be converted to (A) and (B) represe' .}i( 
siDce (A) and (B) will then not be eymaetric. See Ret. 22, issue 2, page "'.~' 
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11/-0. Branch Cards for Distributed-Parameter Transnission Lines 

General ·:omnents 

The modelling used to represent transmission 
lines in the Transients Program poses a number of 
possibilities for the user. 

To start the analysis, one can' write the "exact" 
partial differential equations governing the voltage 
and current on the line. For N phases (conductors), 
these are .... 
-~ -
~X 

--

... 
lL1 ~ 

~t 
.... 

tcl.!J[ ;)t 

-+ lR 1 r 
+ (G]1t 

L':6~ 

Al though the incremental section of 
line has been sketched only for N:1, in 
general these are vector--matrix equations, 
where [rJ, [R J ,and [C] can be 
determined from a line-constants program. 
See "UNE CONSTANTS" of Sect. XXI. 

Incremental section, length = ~x 

• 

G'A'f,. 

Now if the transmission line is assumed 
to be transposed (or just balanced, if 2-phase), 
then all matrices have only two distinct element 
values" all diagonals have a ccmnon value "S", 
and all off-diagonals have a ccmnon value "M". 

"S" ~ Self 

"Mtt ~MJtual 

S M ff\1 
~ SiM , 

M ~ 
But if such a transposition assumption is not realistic for the study 

contemplated, two options are now available. For a long time, the only option 
was to cascade lumped-parameter Pi-sections, each of which approximately 
represents the actual construction over the maybe 20 or so miles of the 
sections. Yet such a lumped-parameter solution is costly in canputer time and 
storage requirements, so should be avoided if practical. 

In December, 1980, the option of modeling the line as untransposed was 
implemented in the EMTP with the help of rr. K.C. Lee of the University of 
British Columbia in Vancover, B.C., who originally developed this modeling 
capability (see Reference 30). 

Untransposed lines 

For an untransposed transmission line, the self impedances (capacitances) 
of all phases as well as their mutual impedances (capacitances) are no longer 
equal anong themse1.ves. fbwever, the line cC'lnstants matrices are still 
symmetriC. Modal decoupling is still poSSible, but the transformation matrices 
required for the diagonalization process are now characteristic of the line 
configuration, and must be supplied by the user. The diagonal matrices [Z' 
(mode)] and (C'(mode)] in the modal domain are obtained from 

S 
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-I 
CZ'(mode)] = [Tv] [Z'(phase)] fTi] 

... f 
[C' (mode)] = (TiJ [C'(phase)) (Tv) 

-I . t 
where [Ti J = (Tv] t 

wi th the colllTlns of [Tv) being the eigenvectors of the matrix product 
[Z'(phase)] [jwC (phase)]. Voltages and currents in phase quantities are 
obtained from modal quantities with [Ti] and [Tv] as follows' 

and 
[ iCphase) J = (Ti] [ i(mode) ] 

( v(phase)]= [Tv] ( v(mode) ] 

Input data for untransposed transmission lines must be given in modal 
quantities, i.e., N sets of values R'(mode), L'(mode) and C'(mode) must be 
specified on the N cards of an N-phase line. These N cards are followed by 
cards for the modal transformation matrix (Ti]. This modal transformation 
matrix [Ti] for the currents as well as the branch cards for the untransposed 
line are now automatically generated on unit IlJNIT7 when one runs "UNE 
CONSTANTS" of the EMTP. 

. Theoretically, the transformation matrix [Ti) is complex as well as 
frequency-dependent. For overhead lines, however tit was found that the 
matrix [Ti] can be approximated by a frequency-independent matrix over a 
frequency range from 10 Hz to 10 kHz with sufficient accuracy. 

An example of branch cards and transformation matrix generated on LUNIT7 
is shown below. This is the result of running "LINE CONSTANTS" of an 
untransposed John Day to Lower Monumental line of 138 miles long. 

I 
T 
Y 
P 
E 

NODE NAMES R Zs v DIS! 

N 
IP 
L H 
I A 
N S 
E E 

$VINTAGE, 1 
-1JDA 00 
-2JDB 1MB 
-3JDC IJ4C 

0.48410E+OO 0.59859E+03 0.13567E+06-0.13800E+03 1 3 
0.28246E-01 0.29090E+03 0.18277E+06-0.138ooE+03 1 3 
O.31914E-Ol 0.27530E+03 O. 18181E+o6-0. 13800E+03 1 3 

$VINTAGE, 0 
0.58603393 0.70710678 -0.40391419 
0.02421025 0.00000000 0.02143232 
0.55636368 0.00000000 0.81998412 

-0.0491491' 0.00000000 0.02034723 
0.58603393 -0.70710678 -0.40391419 
0.02421025 0.00000000 0.02143232 

real part of row 1 of [Ti] 
imago part of row 1 of [Ti] 

etc. 
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where R is the modal resistance, Zs is the modal surge impedance, v is the 
modal speed of propagation, and DIST is the length of the line(with extra 
minus sign appended). A few key points should be noted here: 

1) 
format 

~e branch data 
(Li.Se "$VINTAGE, 1" 

on LUNIT7 are generated with the higher-precision 
as illustrated immediately befor2 Sect. IV-D-2). 

2) The two 6-character bus names of each branch 
automatically generated by the program when one runs 
"BRANCH" option. 

(col Lmns 3 - 14) 
tt LINE CONSTANTS" 

are 
with 

3) The negative sign on the length of the line is a flag for EMT? to 
recognize it is an untransposed line when this format is used. 

4) Complex-valued transformation matrix 
format. 

[TiJ elements use 6E12.5 

5) The user also has the option of inputting these branch cards with the 
regular format (using "$VINTAGE, 0"). 

Transposed lines 

The original modeling of the continuously transposed distributed 
parameter line can now be viewed as a special case of the untransposed line 

-modeling, where the former has only two distinct matrix elements. The N 
mutually-coupled variables in the phase domain can again be converted to N 
equivalent uncoupled modes be the aforementioned transformation matrices [Tv] 
and [Ti]. However, for a transposed line, there are only two distince modes -
-- a zero-sequence(ground) mode and (N-1) identical positive-sequence(line) 
modes. 

"Gil =;> Gr--:'..:.nd 
."'1cje 

Diagonalization ,.. !ILl! ........... - -:,...,p 
~Ja..J"'.I.._ 

Phase domain Modal domain 

Stmilar relations apply to [LJ and [C]. 

Until now, the Karrenbauer' s transformation was used in the EMT? to 
diagonalize the matrices for a transposed line. HOwever. one key 
characteristic of the Karrenbauer transfonmation, [Tv] = (TiJ, is not 
generally valid for an untransposed line. Rather than have two different sets 
of logic for the conversion of variables between phase and modal domains, it 
was decided to treat the transposed line as just a particular special case of 
the untransposed one. In both bases, the conversion formula given on the last 
page is used. To accomplish this, a more general transfonmation matrix has 
now been chosen to replace the originally used Karrenbauer transformation: 

Tlc~e 
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j.Ti~ 
.- J. 
I 1 

I I I I 

i IN 
.. - - _ ...... ........ I 

I ,,7 JT Jj(J-I) J N(1f -I) I 
t I 

I 

I I I ! 

~ iT 
.4. .. __ .. .. ~ - -- -- I j7: JJ{r -I ) JNlN-1) I [Til _I -..£. - 0 ! 

I .n- 16 
0 

::;- tit 
(:I-I) r tw..." 

.j.j{:[-;) 

I 
0 

i 0 0 ( N-I) !IN b 
~tI{f(-I) ... 

where N is the number of phases of the line. , 

When N:1, [Ti]:1. This corresponds to a single-phase transmission line 
which is mathematically identical with its zero sequence (i.e., transformation ~~~ 
produces no change), this special case Simply has no positive sequence values; ~~ 
only zero sequence data is inputted. 

Such a transformation matrix [Ti) is generated by the EMT? right after 
each continuously-transposed line is inputted. From then on, there is no 
difference in the EMT? in treatment of untransposed and transposed lines, as 
far as the conversion logic between phase and modal domains is concerned. 
Removal of the Karrenbauer transformation and its associated logic resulted in 
a reduction of about 350 lines of EMTP FORTRAN. This, however, does not 
change the original input format for the transposed line, nor does it change 
the results of physical variables (i.e., phase voltages and currents should be 
identical) . 
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Jistortionless line modellin~ 

A trar.smiss:cn-line mode is well known6 to be distortionless if oarameters 
for that mode satisfy the relation R/t:: G/e. Of course actual leaka~e 
ccndnctance for a.n overh.ead line is very nearly zero, and no provision for 
ir.Dutting a nonzero value is provided by this program anyway. If the user 
wants distortionless-line modellin~, it is presumed that the input value of R' 
is meant to be a measure of the total line losses. Therefore the pro~ram splits 
the losses into series and shunt losses by computin~ the series resistance 
~~eries and the leaka~e conductance Gieak from the relation 

R~eries 

L' 
--

GI 
leak 

C' 

With this for~ula, the ac steady-state results are practically identical whether 
the line is modelled as distortionless or in the other two ways to follow. 
Transient resuonses differ mainly in the initial rise of volta~e pulses. The 
attenuation constant ~ is found from the relation 

'"'of = 1 R t ~ 1 R' . th \~ '-"'- 2'. i>" ~CI ~ 2' Z!- ,W~ -Z ~ ~C' 

The corresponding decrement factor is e-O'(\tlWhau.e J is the line len~t~. 
Such rlistortionless modellin~ is generally used only for the positive sec~ence, 
if at all. 

Lumped-resistance line modelling 

The second (and only other) distributed model which is readily solvable is 
that in which the series resistance is Dulled outside of the distributed line. 
and represented as a lumped element. This is the most common representation 
used in SPA studies, the standard representation which is assumed 11nless the 
user specifically requests otherwise (see variable IPUNCH, cols. 53-54). The 
program automatically cuts the line in two, inserting half of the resistance :n 
the middle, and one fourth at each end: 

lWIE ~----~--- - ~~ lWIE 
0' 1ST NODE _____ ~ ~ ~J "--,--' OF 2Im NODE 

R R R 
4 distributed i distributed 4 

UtC' ~tCI 

~-~"""'.'-.' ------.......,.--~~."""'x:..,... -------,-:------ GROmm 

The ~alf-length distributed sections then become·lossless (hence disto~tionless, 
'1i th attenuation 0( == 0 ). 
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:'~e resistance and in(hctar.ce of the zero-sequence modear€' ty-Dica11y quite 
'laria.':--le ·N~.::.h ~'recuency; th,= resistar.ce in oarticu1ar, which is i"l:,thermore 
substantially larger than for the positive-sequence mode. Two frequency 
dependent representations are now available, as described in Sections 
IV-D-J and IV-D-4. 

IV-D-l. Constant-Parameter Line Model Using Constant (T J 

T ~ snecify an :'~-cor.ductor, distributed-parameter transmission 
line, conform to the fo11owin~ ~lles and fermat: 

-A L:NE P ARA...'1ETERS !:.. .... 
..... -

-3 IN THE MODAL E ... - -
-c DO~ilAIN 

EN 
-

~u1e 1: Number the phases -1, -2, -3, •••• , -N. Make out one branch card 
for each ohase, and stack them in this sequence. Indicate this sequence 
by punching -1, •..•• -N in columns 1-2 of these cards (field III?E). 
N cannnt exceed 9 ?hases. 

:Zule 2!Specify each of the nhases -1, ••.• , -N by the names of the nodes at 
beth ends (columns 3-14; field names 3U5l, 8US2). Nodes may be ~rounded 
(indicated by blank name field) if desired. 

Rule 3: If the oarameters for this line are identical to those of another 
N-nhase line oreviously inputted, then the option of rule 4 in secticn 
IV-B may be used, except that no stora~e is saved here. Cclumns 15-26 
with field names BUS3 and BUSu are used in this case. rtherwise, they 
are left blank. 

Rule 4: for an N-pnale continuously-transposed 11ne, there ex1sts or:ly 
two modes, speclfv tne zero-sequence para~eters on tne first 
card (tne card for tne first Phase), and tne positive-seouence 
garameters on the second card ctne card for tne second phase). 
Leave tne modal parameters blank on the third and later orancn 
carda, For an N·pna~. untransposed 11ne, there ex1sts N dit
terent modes. speeify the modal parameters for the first mode 
on ehe first card, and tnose for tne second mode on the seco~a 
CArd, etc, for tne the tnird and later modes. The tour basie 
oteees of mOdal lnformat1on needed are reailtance, inductance, 
capae1tance, and lenqtn, yet tnr •• for •• for tnil input are 
poss1ble: 

a) 

b) 

:n all cases, nunch resistance R' 
columns 21-32, and line len~th Je 
uS-50. 

~n ohms ppr unit len~th in 
in consistent units in cclumns 

Parameter ILINE (columns 51-52) determines how L' and C· 
may be disguised. Remember that variables XOPT and COPT 
from the floatir~-point (first) ~scellaneous data card of 
~a,.+;",,,,, TT_D 

CCr"le 
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ILI~'E 'f A" ---- columns 33-38 113" ---- ccl'J:-r.n3 39-tih 4It 
L' ':'r-: "'1.H /len!!th if XOPT-O C t in pF/length if COPT = 0 

0 
?eactance (A)L f in .n.. /ler.g:th Susce~tance ~Ct in /Jmho/len~th 
at freauency XOPT if XOPT" 0 at frequency COPT if COPT¢O. 

Surtze imnedance Zs in ohms ?ropazation velocity in length/sec 
1 

ZS'='Lf7ci1 v : )f"LICI 

3ur~e impedance Zs in ohms TraV'el time ,. of line, in sec 
2? 

=iL'/~f f %,$ IIiIo,.. - ~ / v - ~ LIC d .!. I - -
Variable IOUT of column 80 can be used as usual for branch output 

requests, onl y with the added restr iction that all phases should be keyed 
equally whenever branch current (or the derived power and energy) is involved. 
This applies to values one (for current), three (for both voltage and current) , 
or four (for both power and energy). Remember that a vector-matrix computatitJo 
is involved to find the line current, so all components of the current vector 
must be available. If the user does not want such sjmnetric current output, he 

I 

I 

is advised to leave collJl'ln 80 blank, and instead do his current sampling with 14~?~ 
either a series switch or a Itjw-im~ance branch. ~v 

Rule 6: All modes of a line must have travel time r in excess of the :i;ne 
steu size ~t ~ If not, the pro~ram will step with 
an error me5sa~e 

Rule 7: Both Lt and C' must be nonzero for each mode. 

~ule 8: Variable IPUNCH of columns 53-54 soecifies the type of modelling to 
be used on the mode of the card in question: 

(

0 "lumped-resistive modelling (the usual case) 
IPUNCH = 1 =- distortionless-mode modelling 

It is not obligatory to model the two modes of a multi-phase line 
the same way. 
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Line is assumed to be transposed. 
Number of phases of an untranspcsed 
line. 

Rule 10; Only when IPOSE is nonzero, the transformation matrix [Til 
is read ilrumediately after the N-th branch card. 
The elements of the matrix [Ti] are read in by rows (row 1 
first, then row 2, etc.). For a given row, the real part of 
matrix element for all columns came first; then the imaginary 
part follows on a new card. Within each row, elements are read 
in order of increasing column number. Each row begins with a 
new card, and there are 6 or fewer elements per card. The 
following format is applicable to row 'k' of a 6-phase line. 

-~:::~- . 1- ~~.;:: :.::: . 71 ~~ .. : 

If the transmission line had only 3 phases, the final three 
fields (columns 37-72) would not be used. For N < 6 phases, 
exactly 2N data cards are involved; for 1 < N < 12 phases, 
exactly 4N data cards are involved, etc. NOte that there 
must be exactly 2N;.l elements for [Ti]. 



Exa~~le: Co~s1der the 3·pndse cont1nuously-tra~soosed line s~o~n in tne 
s~etch aoove the preCed1nQ format rules. Suppose that lin 
lenatn 1s 180 miles, N1th parameters as tollows: 

R.' t Ohm/mile J L' l H/mile) c· t f.J Fd/ ~ile 1 
Zero sea. 10.9 .0774, .CI07 

?os. seq. .OL.8L. .029h .0192 

:orrespondin~ data cards for input to the Transients Program then are: 

Examnle: Consider four se~aratet ~coupled single-phase lines, as per the' sketches 
below. Correspondin~ in~ut cards mi~ht then be as follows: 

I-I Lt: ~\ (;,> ~: (),,+ \1.~ c" \: 
j- \ \ \),- Ar. \ ~ - ~ U.I:l. .' b.b • 
I-I ~\ ',,- '( G 2; ') ~ ,0' . ~ . \) t=. 2.~C:;. 
-\ \. R\· LE t=T"' ~lc;..~,.. -

~l ~ ~ ~I 

;;:.....:J.. ___ r~ ~. -~- -- ~ 
',~': "~,~; \~~ 

(assuming XOPT=60 and COPT~60 ) 
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Alternate hi~h-precision format 

The $VTNTAGE card (see Section 1-0) t which is honored by 
most computer systems, provides for an alternate high-precision 
format. Specifically. the R,A,B,L fields can be switched to 
4 E 1 i. 0 ( col um n s 27 - 7 4 i nth i s cas e ) if! V I NT AGE, 1 pre c e des 
such a group of new branch cards, and ~VINTAGE, a follows the 
grouping. As of August 1980, Pi-circuits (Section IV-B) and the 
simple series R-L-C branch (Section IV-A) are other components which 
allow such new, wider formats; they can also be included in the 
grouping between the $VINTAGE cards, then: 

tVINTAGE, 1 

of series R-L-C, Pi-circuit, and 
distributed line cards, as long as all use the 

formats. 

$VINTAGE, 0 

The rule for inputting IPOSE is little different from that described 
before because only one column (col. 79) is available for I POSE 
on this alternate high-precision format: 

IPOSE = 0 or blank: Line is assumed to be transposed. 
For an N-phase untransposed line, IPOSE is nonzero. If 
N is less than 10, IPOSE = N. If N is greater than 9, 
the assignment of IPOSE is: 

N IPOSE 

10 A 
11 B 
12 C 
13 D 
14 E 
15 F 
16 G 
17 H 
18 I 
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IV-D-2. SPEC:AL DOUBLE-CIRCUIT DISTRIBUTED LINE, WITH ZERO-SEQUENCE COUPLI~G 

General Applicability 

The double-circuit configuration, where both circuits share the same 
right of way, is common enough so as to deserve special attention. Here the 
restriction to two 3-conductor circuits is made, for a total of six phases 
or ccnductors for the components. The modeling option of this section assumes 
that the circuits are themselves individually continuously transpcsed, but 
that there is inter-circuit zero-sequence coupling. As such, it is a special 
6-conductor extension to the continuously-transpCSed distributed-parameter 
transmission line modeling of Section IV-D-l. 

Fig. 1 Matrix structure assuming 
continuous transposition. 

Fig. 2 Structure of matrices 
for new double-circuit 
line having zero-sequence 
ccupling between circuits. 

ab 1b 

Fig. 3 Double-circuit line 
supported by a single 
tower. 

Fig. 4 Double-circuit line where each 
circuit is supported by its own 
tower. 

This special double-circuit representation is an apprcximation of course, 
but the idea is not too different from approximating a transposed single
circuit line as a balanced line, rather than representing it as three un
transposed sections. 

1 
t 

2 

.z 7/ 
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In general terms, the special double-circuit representation of this section 
is to be preferred if the two circuits are physically separated, as in Fig. 4; 
if beth ~ircuits are supported by the same tower as in Fig. 3, it is questionable 
if any adva~tage over the conventional continuously-transposed representation 
of Section IV-D-l. 

Mathematics of Double-Circuit Model 

Mathematically, the coupling (resistive, inductive, and capacitive; we use 
the general symbol "Zft simply for illustration) between phases is assumed 
to have the structure of Fig. 2, where three distinct parameters are seen to be 

" allowed. This is to be contrasted with the continuously-transposed model of 
Fig. 1, where there are only two distinct parameter values. Several specific 
pOints concerning this difference follow: 

Point 1: The two circuits of the double-circuit component representation are 
assumed to be identical. That is, rows and columns 1, 2, and 3 of 
Fig. 2 can be interchanged (permuted) with those of 4, 5, and 6 . 
without altering the matrix. In 

Point 2: 

Fig. 5, the two 3 ~ 3 diagonal 
submatrices [Z(1,1)] and [Z(2,2)] 
are identical. Z(1,1) Z(1,2) 

Zs and Zm are the self and mutual 
coupling associated with either 
one circuit taken separately. 
With variable grouping after row 
and column 3 in Fig. 2, the par
titioned matrix form or structure 
of Fig. 5 results. Note that 
[Z(1,1)] and (Z(2,2)J each are of 
the form of Sect. IV-D-l, which 
means mathematically that each circuit 
tinuously transposed. 

Z(2,1) Z(2,2) 

Fig. 5. Partitioned form 
of matrix of Fig. 
2 (each block is 
3 x 3). 

taken individually is con-

Point 3: All elements of [Z(1,2)] or [Z(2,1)] are equal to the same value 
Zp ---- the mutual coupling between anyone of the three conductors 
of one circuit and anyone of the three conductors of the other 
circuit. 

Point 4: The three distinct phase coupling parameters Zs, Zm, and Zp can be 
indirectly specified by means of the three distinct modal coupling 
parameters ZG, ZL, and ZIL. The relationship is: 

ZG = Zs + 2Zm + 3Zp 
ZL = Zs - Zm 
ZIL = Zs + 2Zm - 3Zp 

Here ZG is the ground-mode parameter, identical to the value for 
the zero-sequence mode of the continuously-transposed line of 
Sect. IV-D-l if parameters Zp and Zm happen to be equal (so 
that the six conductors actually are continuously transposed). 
Parameter ZL is identical with the familiar line-mode of the 
continuously-transposed line, always, and has modal multiplicity 
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Jf ~J~r. Finally, par3meter ZIL is completely new, a line maae 
associatea with intercir~uit zero-sequence coupling. 

Point 5: The following transformation matrix, which converts the current 

EMT? Data 

ana voltage between the phase and modal domains, was found by Prof. 
He;~ann Dommel ( see EMT? Newsletter, Vol. 2, No.3, Feb., 1982, 
p. )7): 

j3 0 0 

-13 0 0 

0 -2 0 0 
[Ti] = 

J6 -1 0 0 J3 
-1 0 0 -.[3 

i 
-1 0 0 0 -2 j 

with 
-1 t 

[Ti] - = [TiJ 
and 

.t -1 
[Tv] = (Ti ] = (Ti] 

Format for Double-Circuit Distributed Line 

Data preparation and input for the double-circuit distributed-parameter 
line component is the same as that for a continuously-transposed line (see 
Sect. IV-O-l) of six conductors, except for the following: 

Comment 1: The three conductors of one of the circuits must be numbered -1, 
-2 and -3; conductors of the other circuit are then numbered 
-4, -5, and -6. 

Comment 2: Modal parameter values are to be punched on the first three data 
cards (corresponding to the conductors -1, -2, and -3) in the 
following order: 

a) The "G" mode goes on the card of conductor 1, and the 
"L" mode goes on the card of conductor number 2. Note 
that for the special case Qf Zp and Zs being equal, 
this data input is absolutely identical to what would 
have been done for the continuously-transposed line 
model. . 

b) The "IL" mode goes on card number 3 (that for the 
third conductor). 

c) Car·js 4 through 6 are to be left blank, for columns 
27-80. . 

The fields and units used for such data of columns 27-80 are 
identical to those for the constant distributed parameter line. 

2.. 7:; 
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Example: Consider a 180-~ile double-circuit 
line having the one-line diag~ 
as sketched at the right. Note 
that termination of both lines 
18 on the same 3-phase bus "SEND" 
at one end, while on different 
busses ("REC1" and 'tREC2") 
at the other end. Assumed 
sequence parameters for this 
line are taken to be: 

R [ohm/mile] 

Mode 1 0.58 

Mode 2 0.034 

mode 3 0.035 

SENO 
.. (Z) 

L [H/mlle] C t I'Fd/mile] 

0.00340 0.0091 

0.00068 0.0166 

0.00110 0.0116 

Data cards for input to the r.p. then might appear as follows: 

REC,1 A 
REC1l3 
REC1 C. 
REt2A 
RE.C..2 S. 
R.E.C,2c.. 

I 

•. : ..... ~ ..... l .... ~ ... ~. • 5 .~ ...... J~ ...• 0 oct,1 .... 1 go ..... 
.. 1.... . ............ ooj ..... ;oo.i .• O~3., . ~ .. ' ..• ,68 00,.:0 , "(~ . .1 8 o. 

00 I .... : .. ; .. .i ........ ":00 "';go:. , ...... ..1· .•. 1 ...... 0 . .1: 1. G ..... 1,~ o. 
i' ... i .. J .... ;.. • .... , .... ~ ... ~ .. L.l. .... ~ ... 1 .. ~ .. : ....... ·I ..... ·~· .. 
; :! i 1 ii' i : ~ i -..-o----1!r-- _I _ -L-L I' .~.--!-' -:--~_.~_~~ 
, I I I ~;, I I' 1 I I I I I J I 

: .. :··t .. ·~·,. t"I"1, .. t··1"·I"~"·~"~·· · .. ! .. I·+·1· .. · .... t"I"1 .. ·t"j·· "'i'l '~"I"'~""r ...... ~~I~)j 
~p,' 

~ Illustration of Approximation in Using Z9'-!m'~ 
Ot course the assumed structure of the line-constants matrices ot Fig. 3 is 

an approximation which makes the problem tractable for easy computer solution; 
it is n2l really the result which one finds from' running the Line COnstants 
Program for any particular double-circuit line. Yet it does provide a reasonably 
good model for the case ot identical circuits supported by d1fterent towere, as 
the following example shows. 

Consider two 3-phase 500-kV circuits which are separated by 125 teet (distance 
between center lines). With each phase conSisting ot a ,-conductor bundle, and 
two ground wires per tower, an input data listing as photocopied from the Line 
Constants Program appears as tollows: 

~.l£eOtlQ Of.SQRTED INPtn' aUl . _ .. . .... • ~ _. ~... .. .. ____ .__ ._~--..!.. ___ ':._ . 
.. PHIS!. HUltS!R R-TYPE RESISTANCE .X-TYPE l all GMR. DUtilETER ~-coolta. ,-co.a ...... l". ___ .. __ ,., -- - --.-:' .... -- --_. 

I _ .l..-•• _--.J7..5.4--aAll61L-._.-'._ •. _._.~.a40OQ •. ..J .. 30Z 0 11.- .~21.17L..JI.4ttO 1~~~f{QR!.A 
,. .2- __ .• __ 2. _ ... ". ..~315D _.07161. ._It I. QOQGO I. JUG 0 • f113. n.1 "0 _. __ . ____ a-"PE .USED, I 0" GMfl fCHOII£D 
~:-.. 1._~_ .3 __ •. _ .• 3750 .... 17761 .... a.,aaao 1.3Il2Da 22.ISO. !I.O'" ... ___ .,.._·R .. n,~.us£O,'LORG"'R Ir:~OR!~ 
_. -__ '---.-:....A .U5G...-.......47161-L .... _.m.occu- _1.3Il2GIl-llll.1!3L_.51.4'1l 1·!1.!LUS~.;c.Jl~~iLJ~N.a2.!.fl 

. !L_ ... _ S ••. . .l754 .on~" _ .. te a.oooOl '.3Q2012 125.8311 7Q.Ia.O._ .. _ .. _.Jl,."~! USED .. ~ OR G~R t~N~Q~n 
_ .... _6 .... ___ 6 ... _._ .3750 __ 07T&t .. " _ D.uaau l.liJ2~j) 1"1.lIIlQ . 51.0"1... . __ •. _ ....... "~£ us!a, ~ 011 GI'IR I~NOR€O 
_._' I _ .315A_~.AZ162-1l_----A.JQQA1..J.l~2QQ. ... :-Lz.ao.a --S1I .. flJIll .d!PLUSE.Q ...... ....Q~R.l:il\a~E.n. 

- ... &.__ ... 1. ____ .3750 .... 07761 ........... O.JOOU 1.32Z01 -Zl.tna !it.a ••. - . ___ I-Wltt.USED, XOR Cit'" I~NOREO 
- .,- ---z _. _ .. 31150 ..•• O?7fsI. It G.l\,lCa~ I.J02G11 IJ.OGQ 11.100 __ - _._._ R-1"fPE UUo,X OR GKR IC~:l.~(" 

_.11_':"_2- ___ &3lSQ ___ 0176'1._._"_. _A.GUall .. I.!nao _"!.UIL _7~.1"1 hn!t£...us£n._..L.JlR....G~IL~:' 1,~,~ 
.. It:..' ._l ... __ .• 3750 .07763 te 3.lCC!U 1.3f12QO 22.Q~a 51.1100 .e" Il-"'PE.USED, I ~ (;"~ I';;/';,i1 

. U ..... 3 __ ._ ..•• 37!O .D77M· ... O.lOUD l.lUaG ZI.f7G 51.e,,_ _I-"'-EUSEO,_XOR''''~IG>;-!(I! 
_ .u_--1l----.3~ __ ..alln&~_ .. .-.i ___ ~aGJOOl_.l ~.3aZD~_llll.G~L., 5a.U~.. R~TfP.L..1IS!.D_.LOR G"!...l!j~~c.!!l 
... I .... __ ............. 31S0 .• OHM .. D.GUOO 1 .. 30zao IU. PO SI.O'" It-npE. USED, Ie OR ''''If tr. ... 1P.E" 
.. 15. S. __ .un _.07161 It o.ooau 1.30%00 12'.000 7!!1.' U ., It-n-, U~E'l. x O~ G""~ IG~" "'I' _-''--.L. __ .U5l ___ Q116'----.''_ (I.OUU_I.3Q'.U J:!".171._1!,'''II __ ._ R·UPL.USEa.._l . .QR.'MRj!i~ 1 
_ .. _ 17.. " 6 . .:. .31S' .• 071"11 .. G.cooao t.JDzoa "'.0'0 .,a.ou R-""r.useD. x OR e·" Ir,-'IJr':E'l 
• ~ .. "'.. .. 6 .. _ .• _.3751 .• 017&11 It a.aaoaD '.~OZQl ... 6.171 51.a .. , .... .It-n-! USED, I OR (ittR IGo.i:)I~~~ 
_~_ U-.__ 0 .sGaa __ .2.6IOU __ It .... _ lI.allOU _ .~~6a:l _.az.CJCQ _.111 t .1 .. ' ._ •• _-._--ll-.tyP.£.J.lStD .. J OP. .L!1!t.lGN~P.::1l 
• U .. t. .5QU z.ue~~ _It O.G~GU .lft6QQ -IZ.~lQ .a ..... o 1It-"-!USEO.XOR[i'1~fG~'l~I:'t] 

, I " _ ClutA ,. &.1 ''''ft 1II_lIft.11I1II _ '."lIIft I:" .QltII I It •• 11". '-TY~I' u~~n. y. OR ~",q Ir.~IJP!:O 
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The resulting impedance matrix (Z J for 50 Hz 1s then round to be: 

'OLLOVlfjG .. tf~t,.c:s U! ~~ft (AIf,. ... It~StSTt'ltTh 10C.;u ()4 ..... ''4n J:'Of'r.ul:"I"",. ISO.JC ~l. ~CUU~Tto .. F'~Tno. "HC~I 
············£.qT~ ~[~!~ ~rLL q~ ~f~~~~'~n··· •• ' •••••• 

... 

_._ i_ 

t~OEO ..... :( "Hvt_ I 0""'''' tU" ""0 ''''( "'~U' .. .,r ~"lltY'l£N. PN'~' eo .. t'lI.r.TO~$ 
IPO~S 1,,.1') I"OLIJl1~~ I)~r."'c.:~o I~ ~ .. ~~ OlO'oe:; ,~ sr.""c.:" IN~ur ____________ _ 

1.lnz .. r;F:·I'1 
II .qHI,ZE -tt I --- - ,- - - ~ .. --- .. 

1.CjQ"'''F:·et , ... r II~"€· "" 
".~-U."2E -~ , - ~.Q'ZZ"t:·DI --- - -- ~ - - -_ ... . -- - - -- - - - - --- __ .--0 .-
'.666"2[- C2 7. 5Q8 .... t-C t l.aHr.F.f:-3I 
_.JI7Io'II:-01 ... 'H6f) Q c.: -01 "."«5&SI,£-Ol -
7.&It~q1E·U 7.5 I11 UJE-CZ r.&6Il$E-0l I.012106C'-al 

-_.3 • .?6Zl'F.~ C I. ____ :. "2~18!- C 1 __ l.1', ?6E-~1 ".qIS61j"~-GI 
-.--.~- .. -". ---

7.H40H~·OZ T.5Il7CF.-n2 7.5~'in-=:·O! ,.~q""-E-'Z I.Q"I«"E·~I 
_3.~_"8V,!:-OI _J.Z171~C:-OI._ '.1t2QIS£-.JI .... ~,.AQ€-H ".Q7ll'£-C.' --
7.61UZ!- Q 2 7. C;HnC:-GZ 7.6IoQQlE-a2 

f 
,. """'iZE-JZ 7.'QfI~IIIE'''~:! l.e~z .. 5!·o, 

. t.q·U~~"o-, __ 3. U a ~ 23£· II I !.Z"ZIIiE-Q, It.tI7~7~·a, ~.'l6n!,-"t ,. '~Vt-:-D I 

An arithmetic averaging of these elenents eo &8 to fit the Pig. 4 mode~ 
produces the following mean values: 

-Zs 

-Zm -Z 
P 

= 

.: 

= 

1.02782E-01 + j8.96182E-01 

7.62115E-02 + j4.46363E-01 

7.60354E-02 + j3.27722E-Q1 

Dev1a tions of the Be tual values from these mean value. then are aummarized 
by the following statistics: 

Maximum fractional deviat10 Sample 8tandard deviation 
Quant1ty tram the sample mean, aa t~ct1on of sample mean, 

lID I z ~z I V ~ (Z. z'P/s' 
r 

R , L O.90~ , O.1z( O.6'~ , O.O~ 8 S 

Rm t L 0.60% , ,.27% O.4~ t 2.'~ m 

~t L 1.18% t 9.75~ O.6~ , 6.4'~ p 

It is the average values just stated which are next converted to modal val~es 
~sing the formulas of Point 4. One finds .483311 + j2.772074 , 

.0270988 + j.805742 ,and .0265705 + j.449819 for modes "G", "Il", 
and " L " , res p e c t i vel y • 

An analogous calculation would of course have to be performed for the 
3pacitance matrix. Then, having modal values for R, L, and C, aata 

cards for the line could be punched as per the preceding Comment 2. 

_..... ......1 ~"" 
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IV-D-3. Rigorous, Frequency-Dependent Line Model (Jose Marti) 

Between 1977 & August of 1981, Prof. Jose R. Marti of Central University 
of Venezuela (Caracas) was on a leave of absence while he worked toward his 
doc to rate in Vancouver, studying under Pro f. Hennann o::>rrmel. His th. D. 
dissertation was concerned with a new, simpl i,..~ procedure for the frequency 
dependent representation of transmission lines in a transients program. 
Through a contract with SPA, Jose started implementing his new procedure ;~ 
the EMTP in August of 1981. 

Jose sunmarized the theory of his model in an EMTP Newsletter article 
enti tIed: Implementation At SPA Of A New Frequency-Dependence Model ( 
Volune 2, Nt.ml::>er 3, February 1982, pp. 33 - 37 ). A copy of this article 
is printed in the following: 

Introduction 

IMPLEMENTATION AT SPA OF A NEW 

FREQUENCY-DEPENDENCE MODEL 

Jose R. Marti 

School of Electrica I Engineering, Centre I University of Venezuela 
(Universidad Central de Venezuela, Escuela de Ingenieria Electrica, 

Caracas, Venezuela) 

In the September 1981 issue of the EMTP Newsletter, Tsu-huei commented on the 
progress made at SPA during the Summer of 1981 in the implementation on a production basis 
of the frequency-dependence line model introduced in references (1) and (2). Some of the 
theoretical aspects of the model and its interfacing with the EMTP will be elaborated further 
in this article. 

I, 
"---. Line Equivalent Circuit 

The basic conceptual form of the model, for a given line mode, is shown in fig. 1 (a) 
for end k of the line (an analogous model corresponds to end m). The final reduced form, 
compatible with the network representation in the EMTP, is shown in fig. 1 (b). 

Z77 
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Ne-twork 

i k (t) Zeq i k ( t ) 

k k -
t r 

lkh(t) V k(t) b k (t ) V k (t ) 

I I 
(0 ) (b) 

Fig. 1: Frequency-dependence line model. (a) Basic form. (b) Reduced form. 

Network Zeq : 

In fig. 1 (a), the network Zeq consists of R-C blocks as shown in fig. 2. The frequency 
response of this network duplicates the frequency response of the characteristic impedance, 
that is, Zeq(w) = Zc(w). The number of R-C blocks and the parameters of the network result 
from the approximation of Zc(s) (s is the complex variable) by a rational function of the form 

H 
(s +zl)(s +z2) ... (s +zn) I 

Zeq(s) = 
(5 + Pl)(s + P2) •.. (s + Pn) 

where the zeroes (-z.) and the poles (-p.) are rea I, negative, and distinct. 
I I 

Ro 
... ~ 

Fig. 2 : R-C network to synthesize Zc. 

History voltage source b
k 

(t) : 

(1 ) 

The equivalent voltage source bk(t) in fig. 1 (a) represents the weighted effect upon 
end k of past values of current and voltage at end m. This weighting accounts for the different 
travel I ing times and attenuations of the different frequency components of the travel I ing waves. 
The source b

k 
(t) is defined (2) as 

co 

bk (t) = 1 fm (t-u) 01 (u) du (2) 
l: 

where f (t) = 2v (t) - b (t) and the weighting function a
1 
(t)is the time-domain form of the 

m m m -1( )1 
I ine response function Al (w) = e w. 

In order to avoid the numerical difficulties involved in obtaining Q
1 

(t) from an Inverse 
Fourier Transformation of A, (w) and the numerical burden of accurately evaluating the convo
lution integral in eqn. 2 at each time step of the network solution, the function A, (cu) is ap
proximated in the complex plane by a rational function of the form 
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= P (s) e - s'e 
a 

(s + z l)(s + z2) . (s + Z n) 

= H ------------------------
(5 + Pl)(5 + P2) • . . (s + P ) 

m 

-s'Z:' 
e (3) 

where m>n and, as in the case of Zeq(s), the zeroes and poles are real, negative, and 
distinct. For s = jW, the phase displocement ~ represents the phase difference between A (w) 
and its associated minimum-phase-shift function P (w). From eqn. 3, 0

1 
(t) is obtained djre~?!y 

in closed-form as a sum of exponentials with a tim~ delay ~ : 

Since convolution with exponentials can be evaluated recursively (e.go 
source bk (t) can be expressed as 

with 

m 

bk(t) =2: bki(t) I 

1 

bko(t) = m.b. .(t-6t) + p f (t-?:) + q.f (t-t-tU) , 
I IKI jm 1m 

(4 ) 

(3», the voltage 

(5 ) 

where m., p., and q. are constants that depend on the residuals and poles of P (s) in eqn. 3 and 
on the ttme :tep ~t ol the network solution 0 a 

Asymptotic Tracing Technique to Obtain the Rational Functions 

The rational functions Zeq(s) and P (s) in eqns. 1 and 3 are obtained directly from an 
asymptotic tracing of the corresponding ma~nitude functions I Zc(w)1 and fA1 (w)1 on log-log 
scales. The procedure is illustrated in fig- 3 for a typical shape of the zero sequence mode of 
Zc(w). 

59 

m 58 
.! 

~ 51 
~ ... 
0 

56 x 
0 

t ss c 
U 

I-
0 S4 l-e.. r 
>-
\II 
c S3 

S2 
10' 10·' 

Zc(W} 
Zeq{C&)) (deviations exaggerated 

for illustration) 

Fig. 3 : Asymptotic tracing of ZC(CaJ) to obtain Zeq(c.t:I). ? 79 
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If the magnitude function is expressed in dB (2010g IZc(w)I), then straight line segments 
with a slope of either zero or a multiple of 20 dB/decade will constitute an envelope for the 
rational function. That is, the rational function Zeq (dotted line) is contained between Zc and 
the asymptotes. The corners of the asymptotic envelope define the location of the zeroes and 
poles of the rational function. The construction of the asymptotic envelope can be visualized as 
follows. Starting from a horizontal reference level, every time a zero corner is added the slope 
of the envelope wi II increase in 20 dB/dec; when Q pole corner is added, the slope wi II decrease 
in 20 dB/dec. How close the resulting rational function is to the doto curve Zc(w) will depend 
on how far the asymptote is a Ilowed to separate from the data curve before the next corner is 
added. (Actuo lIy I there is a I imi t on how close the corners can be from each other; excesive 
crowding wi II inhibit the envelope properties of the asymptotes.) 

Time Delay ~ 

The time delay 't' in 0 1 (t) (eqn. 4) is obtained directly in the frequency domain by 
comparing the phase angle of the minimum-phase-shift function P (W) with the phase angle 
of the data function A1 (w). From eqn. 3, it follows that a 

~ A (w) = ~p (w) - w z 
1 a 

from where 

~P (W) - f/) A (W) 
~ = a 1 

W 

(6 ) 

If the approximation were exact, eqn. 6 would give the some value of't' for anyw. In practice, 
even though the dev iations are very sma II, an average va lue of 1: is obtained. 

Reduced Form of the Line Equivalent Circuit 

Once the parameters of the basic equivalent circuit of fig _ 1 (a) have been identified, 
that is, Zeq has been defined from eqn. 1 and the parameters of the recursive relationship to 
evaluate '\ (t) in eqn _ 5 have been found from eqn _ 3, the circuit of fig- 1 (a) is reduced by 
algebraic combinations to the simple circuit of fig- 1 (b). 

Implementation of the Model in the EMTP 

a) Generation of the parameters of the equ ivaJent circuit: 

The generation of the parameters for the I ine equivalent circuit can be summarized as 
follows: 

i) Through the Line Constants routine in the EMTP generate the modal parameters required 

to evaluate the functions Zc(W) = ~[R' (W) + jwL' (W)]/ [G' + il.a)C'] and Al (6» = e -r(6l) I 

(with t~ = ~ [R' (w) + it.) l' (Cj)] [G' + j<alC'] ). 
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ii) The functions Zc(w) and A1 (W) are processed by the fitting routines to obtain the corre
sponding rationa I approximations. The residua Is and poles of a partial fractions expansion of 
these functions and the time delay?: define the parameters of the equi val ent circuit. 

b) Process-ing of frequency-dependent I ines in the transients simu lation: 

The input II cards II for each I ine mode contain the model parameters obtained from the 
fitting routines. The supporting routines for the processing of frequency-dependent I ines perform 
the following tasks: 

i) Evaluation of the parameters of the reduced line model (fig. 1 (b». 
ii) Initialization of the history vectors from steady-state ac or dc conditions. (tn order to 

ensure a smooth transition between sinusoidal steady-state conditions and the transient simulation, 
the line power frequency parameters are regenerated from the parameters of the model) . 

iii) Updating of the history vectors at each time step of the network solution. 

Contributions 

The solution code to inteface the new line model with the EMTP was first extended to 
include all the line modes and user-defined dc initial conditions by Luis Marti in the University 
of British Columbia version of the program. The implementation in the larger SPA code was 
completed during the author's stay at SPA in the Summer of 1981 with the assistance of Tsu-huei 

(,,\ Liu and W. Scott Meyer. The fitting routines developed at USC were interfaced with the SPA 
\;L. code on a first stage by John Abramson early in the Summer of 1981, and later on further devel

oped and tested by the author. Since then, computational improvements have been added by 
Scott and Tsu-huei • 

Closing Remarks 

, The line models described in this article are valid, under the assumption that the line 
equations can be decoupJed by constant transformation matrices. In practice this seems to be a 
reasonable assumption for most cases of overhead transmission lines. For the more general case of 
frequency-dependent transformation matrices (specially critical for cable systems), the corre
sponding extensions are sti II to be done. It is expected that Luis Marti wi II undertake th is job 
as his Ph. D. thesis at USC under the supervision of Prof. Hermann W. Commel. 
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Data Requirements for Marti's Frequency-Dependent Representation 

Branch cards for the frequency-dependent representation of a transmission 
circuit using Marti modeling will invariably be created by a supporting routine 
such as the associated "JMAATI SETUP" of Section XVII. High-order rational
function fitting of frequency-dependent data is not an activity that can be done 
manually. Yet the user may want to make minor changes to such computer
generated branch cards by hand. To do so, he must know the structure of the 
data. This is the reason it is explained here (see following paragraphs) • 

First, there is to be a branch card for each branch (or mode) of the 
transmission circuit, keyed according to the following format: 

C 1 2 345 
C 13456781901234156789011234561789012134567819012345678901121341 
C 1----1---1---1---1---1---1-----1-1-1 
I21 A6 1 A6 I A6 I A6 I E6.2 I E6.2 I Unused 1-21I21 
C 1---1---1----1---1----1---1 -1-1-1 
C BLEI Bll52 BLE3 BLE4 SKIP PDT 0 NP 

8 
101· 
I-I 

Etc. 'II 
I-I 
K 

Coltmns 1-2 are to be keyed with the negative of the phase nLlllber, just as 
for constant-parameter distributed lines. The first phase or mode card carries 
n_l n , the second "-2", etc. throogh the last coupled phase. The nLltlber of 
coupled phases NP is read from colLlllns 53-54, assuming that the line is 
untransposed. But if continuous transposition is desired, columns 53-54 must be 
keyed wi th zero or blank as a special flag. Note ·-~e constant "-2" just to 
the left, in columns 41-52: a special flag i ·eating Marti modeling (to 
distinguish this model from other distributed line ~ Ls) • 

'ttle usual pai r of terminal node names BUSl and 
alaphanLllleric data fields of colunns 3-14, and BUS 3 and 
26 are used for reference-branch or branch-naming purIXJses. 

BUS 2 e"cc upy the two 
BUS 4 of col LItlns 15-

SKIP (columns 27-32) controls the amount of branch data that will be 
displayed as part of the data card interpretation. Blank or zero will result in 
the display and interpretation of all data cards. Unity will omit the display 
of data cards carrying IXJles or residues. Finally, a value two will omit the 
pole/residue cards as well as the preceding declarations of function order. 1he 
value t¥A) leaves visible only the phase cards now being described, and later 
cards defining the transformation matrix [Til. 

IDI'0 (colLlllns 33-38) controls possible reduction in the l)rder of 
approxUnating rational functions. Leave this data field blank or zero if the 
full function order is desired. But if the user wants to speed the simulation 
by the automatic reduction of order (as allowed by the user's time-step size 
CELTAT) , key a threshold for the reduction in order. My poles greater than 
PDT / DELTAT will be collapsed using the pr~edure developed by J. Allen Lima, 
Electricidade de Portugal (ECP) • Cetails were provided at the 1986 spring 
meeting of the European EMTP Users Group. Lacking any reason to use some other 
value, unity is recommended. For an illustration of such order reduction, see 
the second subcase of BENCHMARK DCNEW-4, and campare its solution with the 
first subcase. 
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variahle K of column 80 can be used as usual for branch output requests, 
only with the added restriction that all phases should be keyed equally whenever 
branch current (or the derived power and energy) is involved. This applies to 
values one (for current), three (for both voltage and current), or four (for 
both p:;wer and energy). Remember that a vector-matrix cOOlp.1tation is involved 
to find the line current, so all comp:;nents of the current vector must be 
available. If the user does not want such symmetric current output, he is 
advised to leave column 80 blank, and instead do his current sampling with 
either a series switch or low-impedance branch. 

Following each branch card for a mode or phase of the coupled line, there 
will be the frequency-dep:ndent data associated with the mode. First come data 
cards that define the characteristic impedance Zc, then cards to define the 
propagation function AI. Each of these t~ sets of cards begins with a single 
in1 tial card that defines the function order and one additional parameter-. It 
is completed by a group of cards that define the approximating rational 
function. 'ttle first half carryall residues, in order, and the second half 
carryall J.Xtles. Although six distinctly different meanings are associated with 
these cards, only t~ different formats are involved. 'ttle first is for the 
order declaration (first for Zc, then for AI): 

C I 2 3 4 
c 34567819012345678901234567899121345678901 
C 1----- -------1 

I8 I E32 ... 20 I 
C--I , 
C OORD VAlliE 

NORD (colunns 1-8) is the order of the approximating rational function to 
follow. From this, the program learns the number of residue or pole cards that 
will follow. Scalar parameter VALUE of columns 9-40 will dep:nd upon the 
function that follows. The ft rst of t\\lO for the mode is for Zc, and VALUE 
is the limiting value of Zc as frequency goes to infinity. The second of the 
t~ is for AI, and VALUE is the infinite-frequency travel time for the mode 
in units of [sec]. The second of the t~ distinctly different fonmats is: 

C 1 2 345 6 7 
C 3456789912345678991234516789012345678901234567899112345678901234567890123451 
C -I f---- ----I 

E25.0 I E25.0 _ r E25.e I 
C I I ---I 
C FW (I) M (I+l) FlN (I+2) 

Firzt come all residues for a function, three per card, for as many cards as are 
requi red. Next come all p:.les of the function I three per card, for as many 
cards as are required. 

Interpretation of Marti data cards should be clear from the explanation of 
the preceding paragraphs. The following illustration comes from the solution to 
the second subcase of BEN:Eft1ARK OCNEW-4, and it appl ies to all branch/mode 
cards and associated functions for a 500-kV, single-circuit, overhead 
transmission line. 
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C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C -------------------------------------------1------------------
J. Marti 1 ine, mcde 1 parameters beg in. I-IJDA LMA 
J. Marti 1 ine, rncde 2 parameters beg in. 1-2JDB LMB 
Zc beg ins. Order, ZC (infinity) = 13 2. 858E+02 I 13 0.285808757 
Al begins. Order = 13, Tau(sec) = 7.41238E-04 I 13 0.741237512 
J. Marti 1 ine, mode 3 parameters beg in. 1-3JOC LMC 
Zc begins. Order, Zc(infinity) = 13 2.725E+02 1 13 0.272484049 
Residues 1 -3. 9. 284E+02 2.058E+02 5.381E+02 I 0.928429573805075023E+0 
Residues 4 -6. 1.052E+02 8. 214E+01 1.334E+02 I 0.105199818376817531E+0 
Residues 7 -9. 6. 548E+01 6. 125E+01 9.055E+01 / 0.654774478488469374E+0 
Residues 10 -12. 9. 732E+02 2.675E+03 1. 386E+01 0.973244316091135204E+0 
Residues 13 -13. 6.461E+05 / 0.646075558955914967E+0 
Poles 1 -3. 2. 9728E+00 4.1318E+00 7. 3941E+00 I 0.297277477955690506E+0 
Poles 4 -6. 1.0307E+01 1.3587E+01 2. 3479E+01 I 0.103072536754267949E+0 
poles 7 -9. 3.8408E+01 6. 9254E+01 9.9710E+01 / 0.384075708508238121E+0 
Poles 10 -12. 9. 4146E+02 2. 5930E+03 1. 3454E+041 0.941460937860312015E+0 
Poles 13 -13. 6. 2867E+05 I 0.628668738677182439E+0 
Al beg ins. Order = 20, Tau (sec) = 7 .48712E-e4 I 20 0. 748711656 

\'" I 

Residues 1 -3. 2. 495E-02 5. 166E+00 4.352E+00 / 0.249456855794677017E-0 ~~~ 
Residues 4 -6. 6.963E~0 1. 131E-H31 1.071E+01 / 0.696293545843379624E+0 ~) 
Residues 7 -9. 1. 365E+01 1.031E+02 6.475E+02 I 0.136526319661978881E+0 
Residues 10 -12. 2. 212E+03 1.640E+04 5. 178E+01 0.221213037293261823E+0 
Residues 13 -15. 3.932E+05 -1.019E+04 -1. 734E+0I 0.393233870054795443E+0 
Residues 16 -18. 5. 242E+05 7.110E+11 -5. 596E+11 0.524218185885897590E+0 
Residues 19 -20. 5.829E+l1 -7.343E+11 / 0. 582892127161358521E+1 
Poles 1 -3. 8.8774E+0~ 1.8318E+03 1.5166E+03 I 0.887741958857318814E+0 
Poles 4 -6. 2. 4591E+03 3.8327E+03 3. 9929E+03 I 0.245910936284398730E+0 
poles 7 -9. 4. 9634E+03 2. 5346E+04 2. 7216E+04 I 0.496339281485561617E+0 
Poles 10 -12. 4. 7522E+04 1.4979E+05 3.3388E+051 0.475215596432249440E+0 
Poles 13 -15. 5.4158E+05 6. 7098E+05 5. 6977E+05I 0.541583000670874084E+0 
Poles 16 -18. 1. 3262E+06 4. 4053E+06 4.4097E+06/ 0.132622344670840449E+0 
Poles 19 -20. 4. 3679E+06 4.3722E+06 I 0.436787151891064062E+0 

The first phase/mode card, for branch (JDA, UMA), had SKIP equal to two, so 
only that single data card is seen. The second phase/mode card, for branch 
(JDB, UMB) I had SKIP equal to unity, so the two additional cards declaring 
orders of the two associated rational functions are also seen. Finally, the 
third phase/mode card, for branch (JDC, LMC), had SKIP equal to zero, so all 
associated input data cards are seen. 
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If and \Jnly if var iable NP (read from colunns 53-54 of the fi rst data 
card fo-r the transmission circuit) is positive, the transformation matrix [Ti] 
must be supplied after all previously described cards for all ti1ases/modes. 
This completes the data input for the circuit. The matrix is complex, and input 
is ordered by rows. Each new row begins on a new data card. Within a row, all 
real parts come first, in increasing column order, for as many data cards as are 
required. Then come all imaginary parts, beginning on a new input card whether 
or not the preceding real parts completely filled the preceding card. The 
general format for all such nunbers is as follows: 

C 1 2 3 4 567 
C 345678901213456789012341567890123456/789012345678190123456789011234567890121 
C ----------1------------1------------1------------1------------1------------I 

E12.0 1 E12.0 I E12.0 I E12.0 I E12.0 I E12.0 I 
C -------1--------1-------1----------1 -- .--. 1-------1 
C TI(L,M) TI(L,M+l) TI(L,M+2) •••••• Etc. for as many as needed 

The interpretation of such input data cards should be self-explanatory. The 
following illustration comes from the solution to the second subcase of 
BENCfMARK CCNEW-4: 

C 1 2 345 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ---------------------------------1-------------------
TR{l,l ) ••• 5.715 7.071-4.176 I 0.57154434 0.70710678 
TI(l,l ) ••• 0.000 0.000 0.000 I 0.00000000 0.00000000 
TR(2,1 ) ••• 5.888 0.000 8.070 I 0.58879039 0.00000000 
TI(2,1 ) ••• 0.0~0 0.000 0.000 I 0.000000~0 0.00000000 
TR(3,1 ) ••• 5.715-7.071-4.176 I 0.57154434 -0.70710678 
TI(3,1 } ••• 0.000 0.000 0.000 I 0.00000000 0.00000000 

Use of a real transformation matrix [Ti] as illustrated here is common, since 
only a real matrix applies to the simulation code. But the phasor soution for 
initial conditions can accamodate a camp1ex matrix, just as was the case for the 
constant-parameter line of Section IV-D-1. 
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IV-D-4. 2nd-Order, Recursive-Convolution Line ,Model (Semlyen) 

Modal w~ve ~ro~aq~tion for overhead line~ has a. frequency re.~on.e 
cnlrac~.r1.tlc re.emblln; tnat of a lo~·pa ••. fl1ter in seri.~ with a 
~ure" timl dillY '7 • fiQure A below il typical. Characteristic 

~ 
~ 

-e." 
~ ... 

~ 
"< 

- 40 ~ 

riGure A. TYCical Qatn re.pon •• for wave pro~aqation 

admittanee, on the other hind, eXh1oit. an inital J! benavior ue 
to a "~nle" .om,where around 1HZ. Cri;url Bl. The u~~er model otten 
have ~ •••• nti.lly conSt.nt above 10Hz, rOf mode.~, ho$ever, ~ ~ay 
rou;hly double betwe.n 10HZ and re.pon.e dati cutoff C at -40 db). 

Frt;(~) 
0.1 2.«:» 10 I( ~ 

ri;ure B. Typic.l ;a1n respon.e for characteristic 
admittanc. 

MOdel. for wave propaGation and charaeterlltic admlttan~~ are 
specified by ~ and tht transflr function 

TCI) 
G( 5-~/) , •• (S-~,!,) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (I A) 
c •• 

KI. ._ ....... -.. (/ 8) 
LX 7 



----

• ~'ff 
i /~ 

~ L_f,,-
•••••••••••• (I C ) 

where z1; p~ are t~. zeros and Q01e. of Tes). Ki. and 
re.1dy •• of TCs) for 1m~uls. and step 1nputs rel~ective1V. 

are tne 

ror tne w.ve·~ro~aqat1on model the !eedtorward coeff1clent K ° 11 
zero, and ~ 1s a~proximate1v the 11ne travel time, The adm1ttan~e 
model ~al ? 0, and KHo a~~ro~1matel the hlQh·freQuency value of ~ 
ro11owlnq "S[MLYEN SETUP" eonventlo~s, each transfer function 1s re. 
~re.ent.d on card. bV partial·fraetlon expan.ion ([q. lcl. 

Cata Requ1rement. for Recursive Convolution Representation 

SE~DA ___ --t Pef-fA mete, f> 

su~~o.e that the uSer wants 
to IPlel!y .~ N-conductor 
dlltrlbuted·~.rameter transmi.sion 
Circuit whieh il modeled u.lnq 
Reeurl~ve Convolution. H. Ihould 
fir.t procure t~. punched-card 

to ( Recl.1rS II.C 

Co k."o\ uttc., 
y e p~ l ~(~~tj OJ') 

6ut~ut o~ • "SEMLYIN S~TUP" 
run wh1eh eorres~ondl to the Qeometry Clnelud1nq l1ne 

lenoth and oround re.iltivity) and steady·state freQuency of interes~. 
A full dileu •• ion will be found 1n seetlor, XXII. 

SUCh cardl w1ll hoptfullv confor~ 
to tht follow1nQ rulell 

Rule 11 There 11 to be a branch card for each ~ha •• (mode), cunened 
aceord1"; to the follow!"; forMata 

ITYPE • ·1 •••• Ty~e code for branch. 

BUSI J .. -- Six-character alphanumeric node names. The 
BUS2 .,ndin; and receivinq end. of tht branch undelt_h~~\ 

conlider.tolon are to be eonnected to tnese t~) 
network nOde., re.pectivelY. 

Yo ._.- ;nfl~lt.·freqUency Characteristic adm1ttanee c~~ 



(":"'i 
'-'-.- . ...-,,-". 

Peg e ' -. ,. .... 
'-;L..""t-'; -.... .... tfatiel t1~e C 

Nt t -~-- p'or tne K-th mode Conase), N1 • N2 • K • 
N2 J 

N3 •••• The "umber o~ .x~oNeNtill curvel u.ee! IN tOe Qropa-
qaf10n IttC' response f1ttIn;. 

N4 •••• The number o~ exponential curve • used 1n t~e eharae-
teristie admIttlnce fItt1ng. 

N! •••• Tne numeer 6t coupled conductors (or mod!s)maI<1nq 
UP thIs transmilsion circu1t. 

lOUT •••• Used to control tne availabIlity of branch 
variac,ls !or ~rintin; and/or ~lottIn;. As usual, 

"I n ·ounch ~roduces branch eurrent out~ut' 
"2"·~uneh ~roduees branch volta;. output, 
II]n·puneh ~roducel both branch current' voltaQt, 
"4"·~uneh ~roduees braneh power and entrov 

c:onlumE)tlon 

Rull 21 The jUlt·delineated branch (mode) card 11 to be 1mmediately 
fellowld by • card with steady-state information. 

G l 
CA.:C) 

----

----

•••• 

Total afri •• modal lmQedanee tor mode number N1. 
This 11 1n ohml, at the frequency P'REQ. of the 
IteadY.ltate ~na.or lolution whIcn may be per· 
formed to fInd !MTP initill conditioni. By 
definition, th.l. totll impedance value. are 
equal to the Incremental valuel (1n ohms oer unit 
len;th) multiplied by the l1ne len;th. 

Total Ihunt modal admittance for mode number N1. 
Thtl 11 1n mhos, at the frequency rREQ of the 
,teadY.ltate ~hllor lo~utlon Wh1ch may be per· 
tormed to f1nd !MTP inlt111 conditioni. By 
definltion, tnel' total admlttance values are 
equal to tn. ineremental valu •• (in mnOI ~er unit 
len;th) multiplied bV the l1ne len;th. 

the Iteady-state frequeney 

Rule 3: After tne second card, tnen come a number of cardS ~nlen 
characterize tne wave propagat1on and characteristic adm1ttar.ce 
responses. Tnese cardS nave tne follow1g format: 
~ - ~ ........ ., ... t .... : eo .. ;- =~:'.' ~:=::: :~~~ ~~..: ~ . .:.;,~ .~a~';e .?::~I ~i '::: ~::. ~ -:4;;;::J ~ ~~:;i ~:-:: ~::~::; j ::::!;::::;'::";I~~j'~ 'Zi:; :1:;1 ~ ~ ~ ~ :,. ~ :: ~::: 

::VOLT(Z) 
, 

VOLT(3) 'V()L 7(11-) " V<'?L ,/~) V,OLT{ t) VcLTlt): .. ' ,(,~ 
, . 

~ :El 2~S: .. , E"'2.~: ' '8f2.~: E;'2.S"' "- 'E"/2~5~ Et 1.5 -



~ac~ of tnese Cdrjs soeclfies t~c partial fract1~ns ( See Eq, 
le). Let tne ",t;,\ pole P"n oe def1ned as ?m 2 • ~m + j [J~, 
Nnere ~otn ~~ a~d w~ ~re ooslt1ve1 a~d llt tne correspond
inq resljue Km oe jeflned as ~m: Kr,m • K1,m. T~en t~o 

real p~les p~ d~d Pn., can oe spec1fIed on one such card 
Nnere 

Ii w L r ( 1) = 'J. 0 , 
'I:JLr(4) : 0.0, 

'J ] L r ( 2) = 6""'m , 
" a L r ( 5 J ~ ~m + • 

A 

VI"JLT(3) = - ~r,rn 
VOLTCb) = - Kr,m 

Gn tne otner nand, one Mnole care is needed for eacn of tne 
co~plex pole ~~: 

vOLl'el) : 1.0, 
VOLT(4) :-1.0, 

'10 Lr C 2) = ~, 
II 0 L ! C 5) : - Wm , 

A 

VOL!(3) = - ~r,m 
VOLT(6) = - KI,m 

Rule 41 The clrd. under Rul" 1, 2, and] are repel ted for .ach branch 
Cor pha.e or mod.), in order. 

Rule 5. rollowin; the cards of Rule 4 are to come record. which _define 
the volta;. tra"lformatlon matrix CT v ]' whert ... .... 

vp~a.s~ • [Ty'] • v~#. 

Complex Matrix element. Ire inputted by rOWI, in natural order 
(row .1 iirlt, then row '2, etc.) .~d I~e in term. Qi the real 
Ind imaoinlry,pair •• However, t~e 1maoinary part of e.e~, 
elemlnt.1 •• et to b, zero •. W1thin Iny row, ele~ent. are 1~· 
putted 1n ordtr of inert •• 1n; column number. Eleh row beqlns 
with. nt. card, and tnere art .ii or fewer number. ~er eard. 
!h. follO!in; ~orm't 11 IPPlicable to row "K" for I 3-0"1 •• 
transm1 •• ion c1rcuitl 

Rule 61 rollo~1n; the cardl of Rule 5, there i. a second luch Qrouo1nq, 
only for the current tran'formlt1on matrix CT. l, where 

50 

Rule 71 

~ [ ] ~1 
1 f~4 ~~ • T i ",,:,~ 

T~. numbtr of Iltmtntl and thtir order1"; 1. idlntical to that 
for the voltaGe tranlformation •• triic, whicn hal jUlt been 
dtlerib.d. 

The column-eO punch on the branch cardl ( I.t -IOU!" of Rule 1~ 
mu.t alwlv, ~t lupolled ~y tt-t, u.tr if b~anel'\ outout variables';',"
for I Reeurlivt Co"volution l1ne art d •• 1red. The puneh.d-ear~ 
outciut of "SEMLYEN SETUP" w111 alway. leave 
ccl~mn 80 of the branch ~ard. blank(corre.pond1n; to no IUC~ 
output). 
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A~ example of punched output from runnino "HAUER SETUP"I 

1.JoJ6 
1.3636 
2.3636 
2.3636 
3.3636 
3.3636 
0.5 
0.5 

.05215 
• OS215 
.05215 
.05215 
.0:;215 
.05215 
2.61 
2.61 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

1.602 
1.602 
1.602 
1.602 
1.602 
1.602 
0.386 
0.386 

-20.75 
-19.25 
-0.75 

0.75 
19.25 
20.75 

-12.9 
12.9 

50. 
50. 
77.5 
77.5 
50. 
50. 
98.5 
98.5 

50 • 
50. 
77.5 
77.S 
50. 
50. 
98.5 
98,5 

C 27. 
C 27. 
C 

60. 
6.0 

1 
1 

138. 
138. 9 20 

-lBEGLNAENDA 0.16087E-02 o.14835E-03 1 1 14 2 3 
0.67519497E+02 O.22868008E+OJ 0.00000000£+00 0.62996694£-03 O.60000000E+02 

0., O.232128400E+03, 0.505695185E-01, 0., 0.618279420E+03, O.748306~43E-01 
0., O.460330237E+04, O.227732022E+OO, 0., 0.873171583E+04,-0.587245219E-Ol 
0., 0.900430932£+04, 0.249999225E-Ol, 0., 0.159407707£+05, 0.975160389E+OO 
0., 0.194752175E+05, O.117242152E+OO, 0., 0.366005345E+05, 0.54852844JE+00 
0., O.654818466E+OS,-O.150033701E+Ol, 0., 0.212800153E+06, O.120734101E+O~ 
0.,.0.271680247E+06,-O.18S580738E+OS, 0., 0.273142633£+06,0.342711488£+05 
0., 0.275102479E+06~-O.16080e604E+OS, 0., 0.287226841£+06, O.356251978E+OJ 
0., O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO, 0., O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO, O.OOOOOOOOOE+vO 

-lBEGINdENDB 0.35258[-02 O.74318E-Ol 2 2 14 2 3 
0.40944359E+01 0.80845419E+02 O.OOOOOOOOE+OO O.100696l6E-02 O.60000000E+02 

0., O.827674410E+03, O.J9d806056E-01, 0., 0.130501996E+06, 0.508365787E+OO 
0., O.252780509E+06,-0.28098S689E+OO, 0., O.2607498J1E+06, O.360866589g+00 
0., 0.544371051E+06,-0.152645223E+01, 0., 0.696229069E+06, 0.773993647E+01 
0., 0.769161125E+06,-0.566855648E+01, 0., O.41504J368E+07,-O.224496177E+00 
0., O.86010~666g+07,-0.180297330E+02, 0" O.104572655E+08, O.28657722S~+Ol 
0., 0.118008018E+08,-O.243527045~+05, 0., 0.119761142E+08, 0.200l19291E+06 
0., O.12001ij677E+08,-0.177J47835E+06, a" 0.125804003E+08, 0.111275201E+04 
0., o.OOOOOOOOOE+OO, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO, 0., 0.000000000£+00, O.OOOOOOOOOE+Ou 

-18EG!~CENDC 0.35258E-02 0.14J18!-03 l l 14 2 J 
O.409443S9E+Ol 0.80845419E+02 0.00000000£+00 0.10069636E-02 O.60000000E+02 

0., 0.827674470E+03, 0.398806056E-01, 0., 0.130501996£+06, 0.508365781E+OO 
0., 0.252780509£+06,-0.280985689£+00, 0., 0.260749831£+06, 0.360866S89E+OO 
0., 0.544371051£+06,-0.152645223[+01, 0., 0.696229069£+06, O.713993647E+Ol 
0., 0.7681611~5E+06,~O.5668S5648E+Ol, 0., O.415043368E+Ol,-0.224486177E+OO 
0., 0.860106666E+07,-0.1802973JOE+02, v., 0,104572655£+08, O.286S77225E+Ol 
0., O.118008018E+08,-O.243527045E+05, O~, 0,119761142£+08, 0.200319291E+06 
0., 0.120018677E+08,-0.177347835£+06, 0" 0.125804003£+08, O.111275201E+04 
0., o.OOOOOOOOOE+OO, 0.000000000£+00, 0., 0.000000000[+00, O.OOOOOOOOOE+OO 

O.5773502&919E+OO, 0" 0.70710678119E+00, a" 0.40824829046£+00, O. 
0.57735026919E+00, 0.,-0.70710678119£+00, 0., 0.40824829046£+00, O. 
O.5773502691~E+00, 0., o.OOOOOOOOOOOE+OO, 0.,-0.81649658093E+00, O. 
0.57735026919[+00, 0., 0.70710678119[+00, 0., 0.40824829046E+00, O. 
0.57735026919£+00, 0.,-0.70110678119[+00, 0., 0.40824829046E+00, O. 
0.57735026919E+00, 0., o.OOOOOOOOOOOE+OO, 0.,-0.81649658093E+00, O. 
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IntrodUCjtcn • 1 

\ . 
IV. L1NEAR BRANCH CARDS I 

Introduction 

1. ,What are branch cards 

Branch cards are cards' where one can define diffeJ:ent kinds of· branches. 
Distinction should be made between linear and non-linear branches. The non-~inear 
branches will be discussed in more detail in chapter V. Following types of linear 
branches will be discussed in this chapter: \. 

- uncoupled, lumped, series R-L-C (type 0) . 
mutually-coupled. lumped R-L-C el~ments (type 1,2.3 .... ) 

* single phase PI-circuit 
* multiphase PI-circuit ! . 

- mutually-coupled, lumped R-L elements {type 51.52.53 •.•• } 
. - distributed-parameter elements with constant transformation matrix (type 

-1.-2.-3 •••• )· .. . 
* constant-parameter line models 

(distortionless or lumped resistance or exact PI) 
transposed = Clarke model -
untransposed = K.C.Lee model 

* double-circuit constant-parameter line models 
* frequency dependent line model (JMARTI) 
* recursive':'convolution line model (SEMLYEN) 

- saturable transformer component 
.. cascaded PI featUre (Bteady state only) 
.. phasor branch (Y] input (steady state only) 
For all lumped elements. a normal preCision as well as an high-precision ~jlrmat 

exist. This will be explained on relevant places. . I 
For al~ mutually coupled, ,lumped elements, both an RL as well as an AR nottltion 

exist. This will be explained on relevant places. I 
For most of the above branch types, there are supporting routines available 

. I 
which can be used to generate the necessary data in the proper input format. 
Wherever appropriate. reference will be made to relevant supporting routiner' 

2. Where are the branch cards situa~ed on the inpqt file struc~ure' , 
As explained in section I-I (Structure of EMTP input data), the branch ~ards 

always precede . the swi tch card grouping. This means that branch cards have to 
follow either the miscellaneous data cards (when no TACSHYBRID is active) or the 
TACS card grouping (whenever TACS HYBRID is in use). Recall that both linear as 
well as'non-linear branch cards belong to the branch card group. They can be put 
in any arbitrary order. Do not forget to terminate the grouping of branch cards 
by a blank card or a ca':":! containing the text' .. ! 

"BLANK card 'ending BRANCH cards" \ 
TIlis toxt ~hould start in column 1. Both BLANK and BRANCH should be in capitals. 
All the remaining text can ~ in mixed mode (lower case or capitals). Thislwill 
be of particular importance when using ItDATA BASE MODULE" punched card resut t~ " 

I 



Introduction - 2 

3. Different fOrmats 

The tI$VINTAGE, i"-card, which is honoured by most computer systems, provides 
fot' an a1 ternate high-precision format. Specifically' the R, Land C fields are 
switched from limited accuracy (E6.2) to extended accuracy (E16.0) when the request 
card "$VINTAGE. 1" precedes a branch card (grouping).' If "$VINTAGE, 0" follows 
this card (grouping), the high-precision format will be toggled to a normal format. 
For example: 

SVINTAGE. 1,,·, , , ,,;, . 

lumped series R-L-C branches of any type (e.g.i'tyP~:';::~:,unc9uPledRLC; :t~e 
1.2.3, ••• : coupled RLCj type 51.52.53 •••• : coupledRL) as long as theY,use 

I" the high-precision formats.' ' 
! ....• .' , 

, I SVINTAGE. 0 ! r,. .., '. " 

4 .CQooectivity definition ;, . . 1 .' f!/Jil 
c -: '. ! ~}. ~ . ~' 1,_' :'::" • ..<:' -',' 

I Each branch is defined by its termirialends (BUSt' and BUS2). By allocating 
> n04e names to these terminal ends, the network connectivity- is defined. But in 

efVect, the terminal node names do not uniquely specify the branch; just think 
ab~ut,two (or more) parallel branches having the same terminal'node names. Only 
in 'a limited number of cases, it will be necessary. to distinct between branches; 

, Branch output request (column eO-punch) 
I ... Reference branch U$age (see next paragraph). 
i i If no special care is taken. the order of appearance in the input is withheld 

for parallel branches. If two or more parallel branches occur in the input. it is 
the! firs t one appearing that will be used as reference branch or that will generate 
the requested branch output. 

When distinction should be made between two parallel branches. it is sufficient 
to alter the sequence of the node names. This simple action indeed is, sufficient 
to distinct between two parallel branches. 

Exemple; Suppose one wants to define two parallel branches between node NODA' 
and NODB. For one branch. BUS1 = NODA and BUS2 = NODB. For the other " .' 
branch, BUSl = NO DB and BUS2 = NODA. ~_ 

~en distinction should be made between more then two parallel branches. users' 
inventivi ty 1s called upon. Possible solutions; define an extra, intermediate node 
by IISPlitting the series RLC in twb different parts, or by using dummy measuring 4 

switches. . 

5. \ Beference branch og:tion 

i When there are two or more branches that have the same elements (R.L,e) with 
the same values, a memory storage saving option exists; the reference branch option. 
In such case, one should only define the terminal ends of the branch being defined 
(BU~l and BUS2) , and in addition in the fields BUS3 and BUS4, reference should be 
mad:e to the terminal ends of the branch being referred to (BUS1, BUS2). All other 
fie1lds remain blank. . . 

lIt is clear that the branched being referenced to'previously should be defined. 
Fu~ther recall that the sequence in which node names are specified is of crucial 
impbrtance. Finally, refer to the preceding paragraph (4.:.. connectivity definition) 
f01speCi8L re~8rks regarding parallel branches... , 

I 
, .. '" 
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IV.A. I 

lumped .. r1e. IILe bran<:h.. (type 0) - 3 

IV.A. Branch cards for uncoupled, lumped series RLe branches 
(type 0) 

IV.!.l. Application 

. ··1 GENERAL USaGE: . 

i 

Uncoupled or single phase, lumped series RLC branches specify the nbn-zero 
impedance of a branch between two named nodes, or between one named node and the 
ground (no special name, but just a blank will be sufficient to specify the gfound) • 
This impedance C~l be either a resistance, a capacitor, an inductor or ajseries 
connection of any of these. \ 

R R L R L C 

~CJ-r::a-III~ . q---r.=J-O 

C L 

o-~" o 

L c 

o--~-1 ~ 
Within FIX SOURCE. a data generator is avairable that converts the act+ve and 

reactive loads (P andQ) into equivalent RLC branches (uncoupled. lumped\series 
elements}. See section X (FIX SOURCE) for more details.. I 

! 
2 SPECIAL USAGE: ... 

The uncoupled. lumped series RLCelement can be used for following P4rposes: 

measur& the branch current or voltage (see remark 2), 
- break closed loops of parallel connected switches (e.g. thyristor and 

free-wheeling diode), 
-"damp out numerical oscillations which could occur when interrupting the 

current in an inductor. or applying a step voltage to a capacitor (i.e. 
scaling of a resistance by the time step DELTAT - see section rY.A.3: -
remark 7), i 

- link a floating SUbnetwork to tne reference network (e.g. delta conrected 
loads, ungrounded transformer or machine windings). 

I Remarks: i 

I 
- There are limitations on the values of the resistance; there is a m~imum 

and a minimum resistance we have to take into account (remark 5 an. ~. 6 of 
section IV.B.3.). ',. 

- For current-sampling purposes, there is also another facility ca led a 
measuring switch (remark 6 of section IV.B.3.). 

- Usage of a high-precision format is explained in section IV B 2-2' .. f 

.1 

I 
I 

I 
I 
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IV .... Branch caf'd. los-uncoupled, lUlllped .erie. RLC branch." (typll 0) - " 

I 
IV~A.2. Card format for uncoupled,'lumged series·RLC.elements 

First, the three different .card formats will be discussed: 
! normal format (SVINTAGE, O) 
• high-precision format (SVINTAGE, 1) 
• free format. 

Next, an explanation of all parameters involved will follow. Indeed, the meaning 
or the parameters is not dependent on the format being used. 

BUS 1 R L C 8US2. 

o---! I 1M;. I· ~ 
NAME OF I--~-;:ME OF 

FIRST NODE SECOND NODE 

1 VORMAL CARD FORMAT ($VINTllGE« Q L 

12 A6 A6 

NODE NAMES 
OF REFERENCE 
BRANCH 

. . i 

BUS3 BUS4 

A6 A6 

~ 

I( 

R 
(0) 

" 

E6.2 

14 
i' IE ~ 1.1' 

IE 
f* '~ 1* I ( IC I' 

L(mH) C~f"). . , ., 
or or , 

" 

, CJ L(O) CJC 
: (p mho .' -'. , 

",-

.... ' . 

E6.2 E6.2 

, F 

ru~!C 'we 

~ 
~ 

., 

~ 
F 

I-

! If there is no special request card, the normal format is in use. The R, L and 
C (·ields only have a limited accuracy (E6.2 format). 

2 HIGH - I?BECISION CllBZ2. FORMAT (SVlNl'BGE. 1 ), , 
--

I" E 
I";~ 'f 't I~I' I~ '(t ( i~ .€ Ie Ie I "I£~ E !~I( I ~ ,.<1 If rf~~ I- i~l~ Ie ' ~ i': I~I{ r (fSC 

NODE NODE NAMES R 
" 

" " "I:.(mH) C@lF) 
~ NAMES OF REfERENCE (0) or. or 

UJ 
BRANCH (J L(~) ~ ~ CJC 

!::: '. (p mho) 

BUS! BUS2 SUS3 BU$4 
"_-I:. 

12 A6 AS A6 A6 ,. E16,O E16.0 E16.0 -
, ., .. 



IV.A. Branch card. for uncoupled. lumped .erie. RLe branch •• (type 01 - 5 

I 
! 

3 EB.E.E. FORMAT 

Besides the regular format and the high-precision format, a third (but tricky) 
way can be used to input RLC branches. This input is called FREE FORMAT, but it 
is not totally "free ll

• Some important rules apply here: 
- nepornto f'loch fiold by commn1e (Le. lust sign of the v/H'f.nhlfl CIIIlOH,' III 

the STARTUP file); 
- blanks are totally ignored, and node names are left adjusted; 
- do not input node names after column 26; ; 
- do not input values before column 27; i 
- Make sure there is always a total of five comma's before column 26 (delimiting 

one type field and four node name fields) and a total of eight ci:omma t s 
should follow column 27 (delimi ting three numeric fields for R, t L, C, 
augmented by 6 dummy fields, p~obably to make the format compatible with 
the type 1.2.3-format). I 

- for output requests you still MUST use column 80; 
- if a zero is not entered explicitly. the comma should nevertheless always 

be entered (even for column 1). 
With these rules, only column 27 and possibly column 80 must be determined as 

posi tion information. On the other hand, a painstaking count of comma's is nec~ssary. 

IV.A.3. Parameters 

Following is an explanation of the parameters used in the above card fIrmats. 
ITYPE: The branch-type has to be punched as zero or blank. 
BUSl, BUS2: Terminal node names of a branch. Each node can be specifid by a 

6-character alphanumerical node name. Node names always have to be left 
adjusted. Note that a blank-name is understood as being ground (TERRA). 

8U53. 8U54: Reference branch terminal node names (see section 5 lor the 
introduction), normally left blank. Recall that, when BUS3 and B~S4 are 
specified, the R, L and C field should remain blank.' I 

-For the special situation "scaling of a resistance by the time step 0 LTAT", 
we refer to remark 7 below. 

R: Resistance value in Ohms. 'Except in case of free-format usage, values always 
have to be right adjusted. 

L: Inductance value (in mH or Ohms, depending on XOPT). 
- an inductance L: mH (XOPT = zero or blank) 
- a reactance 2nf*L,: ohms '(XOPT = f) 

c: Capacitance value (ih pF or pMho's, depending on COPT). 
- a capacitance C :, pF {COPT .. zero or blank} 
- a susceptance 2nf*C: pmhos (COPT = f) 

OUTPUT OPTION: The options for printing and/or plotting have to be specified 
in this area. There are four output possibilities: 

Remarks: 

'1' branch current; 
12' branch voltage; 
'3' branch current and branch voltage: 
'4' branch power and energy consumption. 

; 
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IV.A. Branch ·card. for uncoupled, lumped .erie. RLC branche. (type 0) - 6 

1) There are two different ways to specify or alter XOPT and COPT. They can 
be defined in the miscellaneous cards (see II-B.) ,or one can use the $UNITS 

. card. This card can be inset"ted in the branch card grouping, on sevet'al 
places, to switch the units of the capacitors an9 inductors any time. The 
use of the $UNITS card is further explained 'in section 1-0-15. 

2) At least one value of R. L and C per branch must be non-zero. 
3} When a branch has only one or two elements (H, L,R and C, L and C. etc.). 

just leave the fields blank of the elements which do not occur in the branch. 
4} When using a reference branch which has other branches in parallel, it is 

not clear which of them should be the reference branch. Therefore the highes t 
mentioned branch among the parallel branched always is the reference branch. 
Note that NOPEA to NODEB and NODES to NODEA are two diff~rent node-name 

, .... pairs. These can therefore be used as two distinct reference branches •. 
'5)A high resistance, being used for 'voltage sampling for example, may not 

~exceed the maximum resistance value, which depends,on the computer system, 
.. The general rule is that R must not.exceed the square 'root of the largest 
'number which the computer system can represent in floating-point form (e.g, 
... , 1. E18 ohms on Uni vae and Honeywell/GE, 1. E35 ohms on IBM and 1. EIOO ohms 
',: on CDC). 

I . Startup file parameter FLTINF contains the m,aximum resistance value. 
i6) A low resistance, being used for current sampling for example, may not be 
!I taken lower then the minimum resistance value, which depends on the' computer 

system and the program release. Following limitations exist: 
I - the fundamental limitation is due to floating-point word length (system 

dependent). . . 
- the singularity tolerance parameters EPSILN and TOLMAT. The general 

idea is that all impedances which terminate on a given node should 
not differ drastically in value, as measured by the just-mentioned 
singulari ty tolerances. Specific relevant, point~ 'related hereto 
include the following: 

EPSILN = singularity tolerance for real, all-resistive transient 
equivalent-network solutions. For transient studies.,th~ 
impedances in question are equivalent Norton resistances, 
depending not only on the element. but.also on the time 
step DELTAT. 
• For a resistor, this is just the v~ue of the resistance 

in Ohms. 
• For an inductor of L Henries, the equivalent resistance 

is 2L/DELTAT • 
• 'For a capacitor of C Farads, the equivalent resistance 

equals OELTAT/2C. 
Distributed parameter lines or cables can be treated like 
a resistor having a resistance equal to the characteristic 
impedance. . , 
EPSILN can be specified in the floating-point miscollaneous 
data card, orin the startup file. 

TOLMAT = singularity tolerance for complex (i.e: phasor) admittance 
solutions during steady state initial cond.,;.tions. For steady 
state studies, the impedances in question are .phasor 
impedances, depending not only on the element but also on 
the frequency f of the sinusoidal excitation being used. 
• For a resistor, this is just the value of the resistance. 
• For an inductor. this is 2nf*L • 

. ':.: , ' .. ' 
'" . 
:< , ~. 

,. , ~ . ~ 
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IV.A. Branch card. tor uncoupled, lumped .erie. RLC branch •• (typ 0) - 7' 

C lIZ '1 3 
c 3.567890123.156789012345617890 

C ------------1------------1----
IDIVID~D!LTATI -- to have R divided br DELTAT : inductance 
lHULTIPD!LTATI -- to have A ~ultipI1.d br D!LTAT r capacitanc. 

No special acknowiedgement of such requests will be provided. althought;he 
user can verify that the program has understood by checking the first 
parameter of the data card interpretation (column 1-51 of the LUNIT6 output) t 

\\Ihich will reflect the scaling. If the user makes an error in spelling the 
request words (DIVIDEDELTAT or MULTIPDELTAT), the program should terminate 
execution with a complaint about inability to find the appropriate reference 
branch. Hence usage carrie's little danger of misunderstanding. For an 
illustration of "DIVIDEDE~TAT" usage, see the 4th subcase of BENCHMARK 
DC-55. 

IV.A.4. Examples 

c 1 <l :3 .. 5 6 7 8 
c 3456769012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890101345678901234567890 

VOLT-AIQ-A 1. 123 •• 21E-3 
$VlNTAOE. 1 
SUNtTS. O. 0 

BUSA BUSS 12.8000000000000 10. 3 
$VINTAC£. 0 
SUNlTS: -1. -1 

VOLT-BIO-8 VOLT-A10-A 1 
PORT 300. 

e 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 
e 3.567990123.56769012l45676901Zl.~67a9012l45678901234567690123.5676~01234567e90 



IV.A. Br&llcb card. tor uncol.1phd. lWllped .eri •• RLe brench .. (type 01 - a 

, be examples in the above figure are representing the branches following below. 
Pres'ttme that XOPT and COPT ,are set to 0 respectively 60 (Hz) in the miscellaneous 
da tal cards. When we switch to high-precision notation, we also use the $UNITS. O. 0 
cardlto change the units of the capacitance to \.IF (the ,units of the inductance 
remalin the same, beca:use XOPT already was 0). At this point. we have to be careful 
whe~ we are going to use referencing. The branch with nodenames VOLT-B and 10-8 
wil:1 use now the reference branch with nodenamesVOLT·A andl0-A. Therefor the 

, uni ts must be the same for these two branches. To switch to tne old uni t~ again I 
we will use the SUNITS. -1, .. 1 card. 

be"current of the branch with terminal nodes VOLT-B and 10-B will be included 
in the output as well as both current and voltage of branch BUSA to BUSB. 

1Q 123 mH O.21E-3,u mho (f-60 Hz) 

VOLT-A ~-l \-0 10-A 

12.SmH 10J.lF 

SUSA 0 I ~, SUSS 

3000 

. , 
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Iv.a. arlllll::" carda for autuallT coupled RLe, ele •• nte ItTP- 1,;!,3) - , 

IV.B. Branch cards for mutually coupled RLC elements (type 1,2,3) 

IV.B.1. APplications 

1 GENERAL USAGE: i I 
.First of all it is important to realize that. in contrast with the pr~vious 

branches (type 0).' the capacitance values specified on the input cards o~ type 
1,2 t 3 are for shWlt connected capac! tances. not for series connected ones. A fllrther 
observation worth reminding is that the capacitance value that is entered, is 
internally allocated half at the beginning and half at the end of the model. 

I 
R L 

c 
R l 

I ' 

CTCI:F~1CICT I 

;;1;; . i 
This class of branches thus provides for the representation of lumped-e~ement 

resistance. inductance arid capacitance matrices. The elements of the matricea [R]. 
[L] and [0] have the following.mean~ng (steady state): I 

- diagon. a1 Ru + juL.ii : self impedance of branch i (impedance of loop tI~ranch 
i - groWld return"); . I ' 

- off-diagonal' Rik +ju.Llk : mutual impedance between branches i and k (Rlk 1 
o with nonzero ground resistivity); . 

- diagonalCu : sum of all capacitances connected "to the nodes at both ends 
of branch.i; 

- off-diagonal elk: negative value of capacitance from branch i to branch k • 

• '1 du",. 
//71" 2[C1dT- tim 

Note that all matrices are assumed to be symmetric and that the matrix of the 
capacitance is split ,in two, with half of the total on each end of the bran~h. 

This model, better known as a multi-phase nominal PI-equivalent. can be used 
to simulate transient phenomena on short lines or cables. By connecting many ~hort 
sections in sedes, keeping track of any actual transposition (if any). e~en a 
transient model for a long line can be obtained. Yet because of increased rupning 
time and memory requirements, this modelling should generally be used only! asa 
last resort, 'where more sophisticated models {e.g. distributed-parameter models} 

, , I 

I 
! 
! 
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IV.'. 'r.n~ c.~d. tor ~~tu.llt coupled aLa el ••• nca (typ. 1,2,31 ~ 10 

! 

are! believed to be inadequate. Note that this is·xw.t the CASCADED 'PI option referred 
to ~n section IV.F; c.ascaded PI uses the long-line' equivalent, which is valid only 
for; steady state. at one spScific frequency. . 
. i The suppot"tfng routine LINE CONSTANTS (section. XXI-E) or CABLE CONSTANTS 

(sebUon XXIII-B) can be used as data generator for,type 1.2.3 branch cards. Indeed 
the parameters [R]. [L] and'[C] cannot easily be calculated by hand. 

'But also transformers can be modelled uSing. PI-equivalents. Because most 
transformers have a small P.U. excitation current, the adm:Lttance.matrix is nearly 
singular.. The leakage impedance is rather low and can be, obtained. by substracting 
the,mutual impedance from the self-impedance. Because off the fact that the 
admittance matrix is ill-conditioned. the leakage impedance can get lost in the 
magpetizingimpedance. Therefor. it is necessary to have sufficient accuracy for 
the, inductance. Hence. the normal card format· (~6.0) is not sufficient. For 
transformers, either the alternative high-precisian format should be used (see 
section IV.B.2 and related. data generator BCTRAN, . section XIX-C). or a more 
appropriate branch cl:\rd format (type 51-52-53 t see. section. IV-C)" should be used 
(se~ data generator XFORMER, section XIX-A) , In;the ide~l case of non-existing (or 
ve.r~.10W). P.U. excitati. o.n currents, the inductance ma ... tri." does not even exist. F.or 
thi specialsituaticn, a special option (ARnotation) is used. Here. A stand for 
L-l {the inverse of the inductance). which does exist (be it almost singular), This 
is ster explained in more detail (see section IV.B,2). In both cases (AR and RL 
notation), the positions tar the capacitance can be used; succesfully to derive 
frequency dependent transformer models,where one needs to take into account the 
int~rwinding capacitances,as well as the capacitances to ground. At thiS moment 
{Noyember 1990}. no related automatic data generator is available within EMTP. 

2 dE~CIB~ US~ . 
IA first special situation is when (C] • [OJ (there are no capacitances). This 

case represents only mutually-coupled RL branches. for which 'even a separate input 
for~at (type 51.52.53. see section IV.C.) has been provided. This is the normal 
situation for transformer modelling.' . 

I 

r-------------~----· I· R L' I I • ·1 

o I c:=::1 I 0 
I' '~'. 1 
I I 
IR l I 

o I c::::J I 0 
I I 
I I 
I R L I 

o I c:=::1 I 0 .. I I L _________________ J 
\ Coupling 

IIf the user wants a multiphase capacitance matrix to ground (e.g. a capacitor 
bfln~). be it in star or in delta. then he can input near-infinite-impadllnco !.lories 
bt'anches and ground all conductors at the far end. 
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R 

C 
R 

c 

C:EZ R 
c 

C 
C 

Note hereby that the series impedances must be chosen large enough to represent 
an open-circuit. Recall that there is a limitation on the used values (see section 
IV.A.3). The C-matrix, specified in the input file must be ~ the desi~ed final 
matrix values, as mentioned b. efore. Recall that the specified value is i!'ternallY 
allocated half to the beginning and half to the far end of the model. 

One can also obtain a,single phase (i.e. uncoupled) PI-equivalent. The d fference 
with the representation by uncoupled, lumped series RLC branches is that you can 
enter the'shunt capacitance to ground directly instead of having to introduce two 
separate branches for this purpose. The only thing you have to do, is using branch 

. type number 1. . 

IV.B,2. Card format 

First. the three different c~rd formats will be discussed: 
normal format (SVINTAOE, 0) 

• high-precision format ($VINTAGE. 1) 
. free format. . 

For this card-type, 2 different notations exist: the RL-notntion and the 
AR-notation. The card formats first will be explained for the RL-notati0r (normal 
usage). Next, the AR-notation will be discussed. II 

RL notation 
I 

Normally the RL notation is used. You can stack the values for [Rl. [L] and 
[C) !in the way explained in section IV.B.3 (remarks). If previously the AFt notation
was used, you can toggle to the RL notation by using the following car~: 

Ilil}~~mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmwmm 
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i 
i 

1 NORMAL Cll..B.ll FORMAT (SVINTAGE. Q.l 
! ~ 

I { E 

iE 11 Ie ~ ~ tH( l'f! ~ t ~ { I" l'f! rd~ 
; 

I ( 1 ~ ~, H IH~ I' ~ ~I ( 1"1-1'[ ~I! tW l'H r !~( r 

i node names reference br. element~ (k., m) elements (k, m+ \} elements (k. m+2) '" Wi 
0...1 
)-1 

t::1 
i 

8US1 8US2 BUS3 BUS4 R L C R L C R L C . 
12: A6 A6 A6 A6 E6.2 E6.2 E6.2 E6.2 E6.2 E6.2 E6.2 E6.2 E6.2 

I If there is no special request card, the normal format is in use. The R, L and 
e fields only have a limited accuracy (E6.2 format). See section IV.B.3 (remarks) ~,'»~ 
for further us age • ';ri~j 

i 
2 UIGH-PRECISION CHRQ FORMaT (SVINTAGE. ~ 

, 

1 I ~ It Ie 
I' i' l'le tIl ( Ie Ii id ' H t !~ ~I ( 1'[" 1* I! I ( ,! r 11 c 1,1 ~ ~ ! I!~~I( I' I·I~ rn! Ie I' ~! In! ~ . bt [El( I~ 

! 
wi node names reference br. elements . 
11.; 
>-t:::, 

SUS1 BUS2 BUS) BUS4 R L C 

I -
12! A6 A6 A6 A6 E1S.0 

i; 
E1S.0 E16.0 

I 
! 

' " ,; 
, I " 

, 
"' , Usage of an extended precision (E16.0) is possible tor mutually coupled RLC 

br~ches. 'See section IV.B.3 (remarks) for further usage. 
\ . . . .. 
, 

3 ERE.E.' FORMAT 

1 Besides the regular format and the high-precision format, a third (but tricky) 
way can be used to input RLC branches. This input is called FREE FORMAT, but it 
is not totally "free". Some important rules apply here' : 

separate, each field by comma's (Le, lSliIt sian of the variablo CHRCOM :in 
the STARTUP file); 
blanks are totally ignored, and node names are left adjusted; 

- do not input node names after column 26; 
do not input values before column.27;; ,,' ':.:'., . 

.;. Make sure there is always a total of five comma's before column 26 (delimiting 
one type field and four node name fields} and a total of eight comma's 
should follow column 27 (delimiting nine 'numeric fields for R, L, e). 
If the figures are to be continued on the next card be::ause·the number of 
columns per card exceeded, the continuation symbol (fifth character of 
CHRCOM of STARTUP, ,usually "$") must be UE~"1. On such cara I no extra comma's 

i are needed.' f' ' 
j' . . 

I 
With these rules, only column 27 must be determined as position information. 

On the other hand. a painstaking count of comma's is necessary. See section IV~B.3 
( rEjmarks) for further usage. :" , 

I 



AR notation 

In some cases, the [L)-I-matrix is ill-conditionned or singular, so [L] does 
n . t Th f th AR ti d "A" d f th' [L] 1 t . . d ' ot ex~s . ere. or e nota on 1S,use . stan s or e - -ma ;t ~x an 
'R" stands for the (R]-matrix. t· 

Switching to the AR notation can be done by the following card: 

I~ II ; Ie 
~I- ,', f te,sle ,<I f Id~ Ie I' H~ Ie Ie I ~I- ~ , '} 1~lc :; I l.t f! r~~s 

, 
I"c 'fl~f{ ~ < ~ ~~ ( Idsl C 

USE AF-

In this a c se, we u e t s 

dv ~ (Lr'v-[Lr'[R]i 
dt 

he foll win o e ua ion' g q t 

Now we have to be carefull when punching the data in the input formaL The 
[L]-l-matrix replaces R in the input format. In the same way, the [H]-matrix r~places 
L in the input ,format. 

Remarks: 

- This notation can not be used for single-ph,ase situations; only for ~oupled 
phases (minimum two). - I 

-, Before using the AR notation. the program automatically sets XOPT as O.~591549 
(XOPT'" fi). In this case u .. ) = 1. COPT remains unchanged. The values lof the 
corresponding term of the inverse of L are now to be specified in H~nry-l. 
Before switching to the RL notation. the old value of XOPT can be restored 
us ing . the command $ UNITS , -1, -1.' I 

- The AR notation can be combined with the use of the high extention Iformat 
($VINTAGE. 1) and the free format. I 

IV.B.3. Parameters 

Following is an explanation of the parameters used in the above card formats. 
ITYPE: Numbers 1 up to 40 can be used to express each phase of the PI"equivalent. 

When there are continuation cards, ITYPE must be left blank for these (see 
remark 2). ,I. 

BUSl. BUS2: Specify the terminal node names of each phase in these fields. 
Nodes may be grounded (indicated by blank field name), if desired. 

BUS3. Bus4: EqualLy to· uncoupled RLC branches. referencing can be used here .. 
The same rules must be taken into account. except that'only the first card 
'(first phase) bears the reference nodes, specified as the nodes apP'earing 
on the first card used as r~ference set. The following cards (fo~lowing 
phases) just specify the consecutive type numbers and the node names of 
the other inp'Jt ports. not the nodes of the reference set nor the RLC 
va.l~s. ' ! 

R: resis tance ~ •. , .value in ohms. I 
L: Inductance value (in mH or Ohms, depending on XOP'!'). 1 

- an inductance L: mHo (XOPT = zero or blank) i 
- a reactance 2nf*L: ohms (XOPT = f) 
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I 

I 
C: Capacitance value (in ~F or ~o's. depend!ng1on COPT). 

-- a capacitance C ; ~F (COPT = zero or blank) 
~ a susceptance 2nf*C: ~mhos (COPT = f) 

Co180 punch: only value 2 is allowed. only on the first two cards. 

Remarks: 
1) At least one of the matrices [RJ, [L] 01'"[0] 'must be nonzero. When matrix 

(0] is zero, an alternate input format (type 51,52,53; see section IV.C.). 
can be used, ' .. 

2) Matrices [RJ, [L) and [0] are symmetric, so one only needs to specify the 
elements on and below the diagonal. Hence the following i"ormat applies. For 
phase 1 (A), BUSl = "SA" and BUS2 = "RA". for phase 2 (B). we have S8 and 
RB. etc. When one card is not sufficient for all RLe values (second and 
later phases for $VINTAGE, 1; fo~rth and later phases for $VINTAGE. O). the~. 
continuation cards are used, w~th columns 1-26 left blank. t-!~ .. 

a) for $VINTAGE, O~· 
, 

- -

1 I-
I <l_ it tE Ie I"I~ t< I- I ~I€ I ( Il If t(I~IC I-

1 SA RA R11 L 1,1 q1 '1;1,i 

2 S8 RB R21 L21 C21 

.3 SC RC R31 L31 C31 .. 
4 SO RO R41 L41 C41 

R44 L44 C44 . 
5 SE RE R51 L51 C51 

R54 L54 C54 

: Etc. 

b) for $VINTAGE. 1: 

1 ~ 

:~ I :~ E Ie Ie IE rm I~ It Il ~~fE IC I: 
I SA RA Rl1 

2 S8 R8 R21 

R22 

3 SC RC R31 

R32 

R33 

4 SD RD R41 

; Etc. 

., 
'.: ~ ~::~I ~ :; d-

~ ! t~l( .. i ~ 

t. '\"'C 

R~2 l22 

R32 LJ2 

R42 L42 

-R52 L52 

R55 L55 

I~ 
[dele 

L 11 

L21 

L22 

131 

L32 

l33 

L41 

" '\ ' 

'.; T, ~'-j. . 

IE 
ra~I( r ~~~ I( I'" 

' -
C22 

C32 R33 L33 

C42 R43 l43 . 
C52 R5.3 l53 

C55 

. 
Ie 

I ( Ie ~,~ ~ I (HI( 

Cll 

C21 

C22 

CJl 

C32 

C.33 

C41 

," 

IE ,I t(I~I( 

C33 

C43 

C53 

I' r11~IL 

If .,~ 

~c.!/ 

3) No branch current output is possible for this branch type. Howevet', the 
branch voltage can be obtained on the first two phases. In these phases. 
column 80 is still free and can therefor be used to punch number 2 for 
branch voltage output "requests. By the next phases. column 80 is occupied 
(at least for $VINTAGE,O) and can therefore not be used for output requests. 
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IV.B~4. Examples 

Tho next example contains two identical 3-phas6 
circuits constitute six coupled conduc~ors. With 
cascaded. the data cards appear as follows: 

circuits. Together, these two 
two identical PI-equi~alents 

C 1 Z 3 4 '.5 6 7 8 
o 3456189012345178901Z34567890U3U67B90123t1678901234567B90U34561890123.567890 
aUNITS" 60. Q . 

110-A 20-1. 1.41 8.:334' .164 
210-8 20-8 0.972.8586-.0289· 1. 239 .1392 .1626 
310-1: 20-C 0.912.2823-.0088 O.S63.421S~.0273 1.16 9.518 .1662 

0.942.1248-.0101 0.902.0398-.0053 411-1. 21-A 1.002.0984-.0180 

511-e 21-e 

'6U-e 2l-C 

1.41 8.334 .164 
0.942.1248-.0101 0.892.5064-.0104 0.862.6454-.0087 
0.972.8586-;0289 1.239.1392 .1626 
0.902.0398-.0053 0.862.6454-.0087 0.833.1597-.0142 
0.912.2823-.0088 0.863.4218-.0273 1.16 9.518 .1662 

e 1 2 3 4 ! 678 
e 345576901234567890123456189012345618901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

USE AR \, 
$VINTME, L 

UUS1'RBUSH 
2BUS2)!BUSL 

lJSE Rl. 
$VIN'I'ACe:. o. 

2.4311266503345 1.369233463069 
-29.04015078715 0.0 
361.43763967E't38 .• 009!5961038351 
.06629545237001 0.0 
-.791908!5305828 0.0 
2.4311266503345 1.369233463069 
-.7919085305828 0.0 
23.900085059572 0.0 
-29.04015078115 0.0 
361.43163961638 .0095961038351 
.06629545237001 0.0 
-.79U08530!5828 0.0 
.06629545237001 0.0 
-.7919085305828 0.0 
2.4311286503345 1.369233463069 
-.7919085305828 o.Q 
23.900085059571 . 0.0 
•. 7919085305828 0.0 
23.900085059512 0.0 
·29.04015078715 0.0 
36i.43763967638 .0095961038351 

SUNIl'S. -1. -1 {do not forget thi.1 
c 1 , 2 345 678 
c 345678901234561890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

120-A 30-A lO-A 20-A 
220-8 30-8 
320-c 30-0 
421-A 31-A 
5n-a 31-8 
621-C 3l-e 

, 

, 
As you can see in the grid, following matrices are 

of the PI-equivalent: 

[

1,4'1 
0.97 1.23 

r RJ .. 0.9] 0,86 
1.00 0,94 
() 94 0.89 
O.'}O 0.fl6 

1.16 ,J" I L}- 2.2823 3.421B [ ~:~~~~ 9.\392 

used in the first six rhoses 

~:~;:~ 8.3340 1.1 n 0.90 1.41 
0.86 0.97 
0.83 0,91 

1.23 
0.B6 

~ 2.0984 2.1248 
2.1248 2.5061 
2.0396 2.6454 

2.6454 V3586 9.1392 i 
3.H397 2.2823 3.4218 9.~180 
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[ 0.1640 '. -0.0289 0.1626 

le)-: -0.0066 
-0.0273 0.1662 

I·F . -0.0180 -0.0101 -0,0053 0.1640 
-0,0101 -0.0104 -0.0087 -0.0289 0.1626 

. i -0.0053 -0.0087 -0'.0142 -0.0088 -0.0273 0.1662 
1 

Remark the symmetric structure of each matri~ and interprete the units of the 
[L] matrix in ohms (XOPT is set to 60 Hz) •. The next 6 phases repre~ent a multiphase 
tt" sformer. The AR notation is used representing following matrices: ..... 

[ '.4311"""''' 

...... ,,; .. ,.,.] 
- 211.04015018715 316.431.63967638 

r r' :0662954523100 I - .7919085305828 2.4311266503345 
H" 

l • . 79190115:10582.8 23.900085059572 -29.04015078715 3.61.43763967638 
'1 .06629545231001 -.7919085305828 .0662954523700 I - .1919085:1058~8 2.4311266503345 l -.7.".,53"'" ".90008,,5,.,. - .79190853058211 23.900085059572 - 29.040 I 5018115 

'[ I. .. "",.3 ••• 

. .... " .. ",5.1 

0.0 .0095961038351 
0.0 0.0 i .369233463069 n [R] , 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0095961038351 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.369233463069 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

The high-preciSion format (SVINTAGE, 1) is also used. because the transfor~er 
neeQs this fox-mat to be as accux-ate 8S possible. . 

i Remark the use of $UNITS. -1, -1 which resets the old units of the inductors 
(XO)?T = 60) and capacitors (COPT = O). This is indispensable because when using 
theiAR notation, the program automatically changes the units to SUNITS. 0.1591549. 
o. f . 

I Firtal1y t there is a mu1tiphase PI!"equiva1ent which twill be referred to the 
fir~t multiphase PI-equivalent. As mentioned in section IV.B.3. only the first 
phabebears the reference nodes. 

~ it::) ~ 
"."~ 
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IV. C.- Branch cards for mutually coupled RL elements 
(type, 51,52,53, ..• ) 

IV.C.I. Application 

1 GENERAL USAGE: 

This class of branches provides for the representation of lumped-el~ment. 
mutually-coupled R-L branches. 

o N 

r'>">'"~ R >- .• >.,~' '~"L-'""~ 1 

o I c:::J J 
I I 
I R L' 

2 o-I-c:::::r- I 
I I 
I r 
I I I R L I 

NO I c::=J : L ________________ J 

o 

o 2 

Coupling 

The input cards for these branches do not differ much from the previou type 
1.2.3 branches, except that there is no provision for inputting a shunt capacitance 
matrix ([C] = [0]). On the other hand, the inductance data field provides for 12 
columns rather then only 6, allowing for greater ~recision. This is primarily 
intended for representing the coupled impedances of transformers., as with ' lower 
precision the leakage impedances, obtained by substracting the mutual impedances 
from the self impedances, are very badly and get lost in the magnetizing impepance. 
However, this drawback can be circumvented by using the high-precision format for 
type 1,2,3" (see section IV .B). Also network equivalents can be represented: Using 
coupled R-L equivalents. Following data generators create punched cards in the 
type 51,52,53-format: ' . i 

XFORMER (section XIX.A) • transformer model I 
NETEQV (section XXIV.) lit network equivalent ' • i 

CHANGE TRANSFORMER (section XIX.J) = convert SATURABLE TRANSFORMER data into 
. XFORMER punched card output forma,t. 

2 SPECIAL USAGE; I 
1) Sequence value: \ 

For transposed (balanced) lines I the associated [R] and [L] matrices ;{phase-
- I 

values r have a speCial structure : all diagonal elements have a· common value lZs and 
all off-diagonal elements have a common value Zm. When in addition, we only cohsider 
transposed three-phase cases, an easier notation, based on Fortesque decomposition, 
exists. In this case, it is no longer necessary to store the entire matrix (or 
even the lower-diagonal part) ~ It is more convenient to specify only the associated 
zero- and positive-sequence values (Ro,Lo) and (Rl,R2) of a purely diagonal matdx. 

[
:: .~:~:] ."Forlesqu9e+ [~oo ~ot ~] 
Z.I Z In Z. Z t 

\ 

I 
-I 
I 
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I The relation between phase values (Z.,Z.) : and sequence values (Zo,Zd is 'very 
simple;- ' 

l Zo .. Z.+2Z", Z,-Z.-Zm I '" 
Furthermore, sequence values can be calculated automatically using supporting 

ro tines LINE CONSTANTS (section XXI-C or section XXI-D) or CABLE CONSTANTS STAND 
ALbNE. 

i Note, however that data manually should be put in the correct input format! 
This input format will be discussed in more detail in section IV.D.2-3 and 3~2 .. 

ZJl..AB nQt.~tiQn~ 
: In the ideal case of a transformer having n6n-existing (or very low) P. U. 

excitation currents, the inductance matrix does not even exist. For this special 
situation. a special option (AR notation) is used. Here, "A" stands for L-l (the 
inverse of .the' induqtance), which does exist. Remark, howevCi!t', that the supporting€li 
routine XFORMER is not able to create output in ARnotation in order to treat such 
ani "ideal ll transformer. On the other hand. BCTRAN can. but it does not create the 
type 51.52.53 branch format being discussed here. 

I,: . 
IV,¢,2. Card format :.. ". 

I~~g~'~;his' ca~d-~~I~,:'2'differ~~t f~r~ui~~i~~s':~~~~t;~\~~h~~'e valu~ and sequ~~ce 
va~ue formula'tion, For the phase value formulation, in addition 2 different notations 
ex~st: the RL-notation and the AR-notation •. · In both notations, three different 
card;formats can be used : , " , 

I :t~ .. normal format ($VINTAGE, 0) 
'. 'I - ."";-' high-precision format ($VINTAGE, 1) 

I • free format • 

. I These card formats first will ,be explained for the RL-notation (nor~al usage). 
Next, the AR-notation will be discussed. These notations, which belong to the phase __ , 
vuiue formulation t will be foll,owed by another part, where an extra fot'mat used ( ) 
fOf the sequence value formulation will be discussed. "' .. / 

Phiase value§ 
i 

RL! notation 
I 
i Normally the RL notation is used. You can stack the values for [R] and [L] in 

th¢ way explained in section IV.C.3. If previously the AR notation was used, you 
ca6 toggle to the RL notation by using the following card: . 

" 
A II It 

I_II l ',t I~ Ie I" -'I € r f; ~I.( I,d'it :m Ie I ~ I<l' IE :fl<: l I r tHel( I' " 'fl~l( ~ J,l' 'H(~( rEl~ 
I 

USE Rl 

1 NORMAL CBRQ FORMAt {SVINTAGE, Ql , 
To specify N mutually coupled R-L elements. the following format is used: 

i 
I 

'! 
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1 1'1 I ~ E i IE 
I~ ·'ft ,:EicIC l,ld , ~fS Ie , i..: 1 t ~ E I( fC H '~I* 

I r I~I( ,..:1 c rcl e t( ~ f'f f :m I' I tl ~~c 

w node names reference br. elements (k,' m) elements (k. m+ 1) elements (k. mr2) 
Q.. 

E 
LI BUSI BUS2 BUS3 BUS4 R L R L R 

I. 

!2 A6 ,\6 A6 A6 E6.2 E12.2 E6.2 E12.2 E6.2 E12.2 

2 HIGH-PRECISION ~ FORMAT ($VINXAGE, 11 
Even in this case there is a high-precision format available. All value formats 

are now switched to the E16.0 format. Next grid shows the input structure; 

1 "- I' E , Y,(I~ " .I~ fE 'EICIe ~i E I (, S I ( I:', • IE 'tiSI ( .- IE i (I (Ie I' , E 'EI ~I( , l IE rf~:C "I"; I ~ , ~:(Ic , , 

lLJ node names re terenc e br. element!! 
Cl. 
>- r,--' , ..... 

BUS1 8US2 BUS3 BUS4 R L 

I 
12 A6 A~ A6 A6 E16.0 E16.0 I 

3 EBE:E. fQRMBI ! 

Besides the regular format and the high-precision format, a third (but tricky) 
way can be used to input type 51,52 t 53 RL'. branches. This input is call,d FREE 
FORMAT. but it is not totally "free'!. Some important rules apply here : 

separate each field by comma's (i.e. last sign of the variable CHRCOM in 
the STARTUP file) i 
blanks are totally ignored, and node names are left adjusted; 

- do not input node names after column 26; 
- do not input values before column 27: 
- Make sure there is always a total of five comma's before column 26 (delimiting 

one type field and four node namefields).and a total of six comma'sjshould-
follow column 27 (delimi Hng A:t.X numer.ic fields for nand L). I 

- If the figures are to be continued on the next card because the nu~ber of 
columns per card exceeded, the continuation symbol (fifth character of 

. CHRCOM of STARTUP. usually "$11) must be used. On such card, no extra f' omma' s 
are needed. . 

With these rules, only column 27 must be determined as position inforration. 
On the other hand, a painstaking count of comma's is necessary. See section IV.C.3 
(rem.arks) and section Iv.c.4 (examples) for. further usage. Supporting routine 
XFORMER (section XIX.A) creates punched card ou~put in free-format notati n. 
AR notation 

In some cases, the [L]-l-matrix is ill-conditionned or sin~ular, so [ ] does 
not exist. Therefor the AR notation is used. "A" stands for the [LJ-1-matrix and 
"R" stands for the (R]-matrix. 

I 
! 
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:Switching to the AR notation can be done by the following card: 
r 

~!WW~lmmm mmmmmmmmmmlmillmmllillmmllill~ 
lIn this case. we use the following equation: 

du .. [Lr'v.,.[Lr'[R]i 
d~ 

Now we have to be carefull when punching the data in the input format. The 
[L]~~-matrix replaces Rin the input format. In the same way, the [R]-matrix replaces 
L i~ the. input format..· ... . • . 
segUence values 

lWhen using the sequence value formulation, only one,card fdrmat exists: , , 
I ~ ~ I! • f 

. If 
o· f ,I ~ I El-r E { ~ f .i t it Il i ( i(f~ f( 1 ~ .: !~ it:- ! f ( I~ rH~I( Itl~ Id~!( 'll~ ~! ~ ! !( , . 'r t ,<:ic f· --

w :node nomes reference br. sequence values 
a.. .. 

?;.: ; 

'SUSl BUS2 BUS,) BUS4 R L 
I 

.12 iA6 . A6 A6 A6 E6.2 E12.2 
I 
! 

i . 
l'V.f:.3. Parameters 
'-". ' 

I . . ! 

. Wollowing is an explanation of' the parameters used in the above card formats. 
A d~stinction should be made between phase value and sequence value usage. 

i 

1 f~ YRLUE USaGE (NQHMAL. HIGH-PHECrSION ax lR!B FQHMATl 

ITYPE: SpecifiesN phases. by numbering 51, 52, 53 •..• (59+N) in this field. 
N is limited up to 40. Continuation cards must have blank ITYPE.fields. 

BUSt, BlJS2: Terminal node names of the elements in the phase. indicated by the 
ITYPE field. Nodes way be grounded (i.ndicated by blank field nuwe) if' 
desired. . 

BUS3. Bus4: Equally to mutually coupled Rrr branches.' referencing can be used 
here. The same rules must be taken into account as typing only the node 
names of the first phase of the reference set in the srulle sequence. 

iR• L: The numerical values of the matrices (R] and [L] are to be put in these 
. fields. The units for R will be in ohms and forL there are two cases: 

- Inductance L : mH if KOPT = zero; 
- Reactance 2nf~ in ohms at frequency f = KOPT 



Remarks i 
- ~latrices [R] and [L] are symmetric, so only need to be specified on and! below 

the "diagonal. When one card is not sufficient to specify all R-L values, 
then continuation cards are used, with columns 1-26 left blank. The following 
format applies: 

aJ for $VINTAGE. 0: 

S8 RB R21 L21 R22 L22 

SC RC R31 L31 R32 l32 R33 

SO RO R41 L41 R42 L42 R43 

R44 L44 

SE RE R51 L51 R52 L52 R5J L5 

R54. L54 R55 L55 

: Etc. 

b) for $VINTAGE. 1: 

R21 L21 

R22 L22 

R31 L31 

R32 l32 

RJJ LJJ 

5 so RD R41 L41 

R42 L42 

R43 L43 

R44 L44 

; Etc. 

- There is flO branch current output possible for this branch type. Howevr~r t 
the. branch VOltage can be obtained on the first two phases (column 80 is not 
befng used). 

- There is only one supporting routine that can be used to generate the data 
in the proper input format: 

".\ 
~ ... ~. 



\,. 

",,j ; ~. 

XFORMER: to derive [R] and [uLJ for single-phase transformers in free 
format, RL notation (phase value form~lation). See also section 
XIX,A • 

. 2 ~i'Or,zillCB. 'V.!l;jUi?S USA~i 

ITYPE: Specifies N phases by numbering 5~, 52,53,: .~d50+N) in this field. 
N is limited up to 40. 

BUSl. aUSa: Terminal node names of the elements in the phase., indicated by the 
I ITYPE field. Nodes· may be grounded (indicated by blank field name) if 
I desired.· . 
1 BU53 , BU54: Terminal node names of the first branch (phase) of the reference 
, .set. 
:R, L: The first card (type 51) carries the homopolar or zero sequence values 

(Rat Lo). The second card (type 52) contains the direct or positive sequence 
values (RI,' Ltl and the R and L field of the third card has to be left 
blank. The units for R and L are the same as mentioned for the previous 
format. ,For L: 

I 
i 

- Inductance L : mIf if XOPT • zero; . 
- Reactance 2nnfL in ohms at frequency r = XOPT 

Remark 

- If colUmns i5-S0'of the third and further cards for sequence,values, are not 
left blank, the EMTP will not recognize the coupled branches as being specified 
with sequence values. In this case, the phase domain format w~ll be assumed, 
~ith the result being a very unbalanced, erroneous representation • 

. : i :. ;. . 
1 ~ . ! -:. ' !" , ~ ; , ; ~ . 

IV. c:4, Examples i 
I , ' 

INext "",""pIe will ·show the use of normal mutually coupled RL elements. WeiU 
uselthe output of the supporting routine XFORMER (see section XIX-A) which format 
is ~ high-precision and free format. 
ell :z 1 • II ,6 ,. • 
c: :3. 5li 7SiOl 23' 5618iOU34 567 8901234ts618iOU3<lU1SlI012U!5618901l34S'18901:lJ4 517,890 
51 ,lIl· O. U7261,S8171IlU-Ol. . 0, .H9318S082966E+03 • • ••• 
52.Ll' ~O.5411077293636E·Ol. 0,2037410170117£.03 S 

, 0.31576578372921-01. O.1l895$52il5f.lOlhOl ••••• 
1:' 1· 3' :I .• &. 6 ., 8 
c 34~~78901~3'!567B90123'!5678901234567'901234!56789012H!l678901l345678901234567890 

I 
iA second example shows the special case of sequence values: 
I 

! 
i 
I 

• ,..-----_------______ ""11 

N1A ! . R ., 'L.· I 
O~·--~l--~~ I 

I I 
j , I 

N18 i R L 1 

~-I 
I I 
I I 

N1C I R L I I I • 
O----~I~~ I 

I I 
I I 
~-----------------~ 

Couplin~ 

N2A 
o 

N28 
o 

N2C 
o 

f/i,'ii,. 
~' , " 



• I 

IV.C •• ranc~ card. tor .~tuallr coupled ftL ela.ant. (tfpa '1.52.53 •.. ) - 23 

The sequence parameters for example could be: 

RO = 4.5 ohm 
LO = 87.6 m.H 

Rl = 3.1 ohm 
Ll = 66:4 mH 

C 1 ,2 3 4 5 I) 7 8 
C 34567B90123'56789012345678901234567890123~567890123456789012345678901234567890 
Sl N1A n2A 4.5 87.6 
52 N1B H28 3,1 66.4 
53 N1C H2c 
C 1 2 3 4" 5" 6 7 8 
C 3'56789012345678901234'678901234'678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

," 
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, IV.I). 

I' 
IV~D. Branch cards for distributed-parameter elements 

(type -1,-2,-3) 

i , 
I· • 
j A generalized frequency dependent model with frequency dependent matrix is not 

yeti available. in EMTP. He.nce. this section only deals with distributed parameter 
models with' constant transformation matrix. 

: Taking the geometry of the power carrier (line or cable) into accoUnt. one can 
dis1tinguish between transposed or untransposed powe~ carriers. Further distinction 
is irelated to the parameters used to derive the model : constant parameters or 
frequency dependent parameters. _ . 

. Depending on the geometry of the power carrier, for constant parameter models 
one distinguishes: 

• Clarke model : transposed 
• K.C. Lee model: untransposed 

The constant parameter models further can be subdivided into 
· distortionless models 
• lumped resistance models 
• exact PI lIIodels (for steady state only) 

The frequency dependent parameter models currently available in' EMTP are:' 
. . JMARTI setup (for lines and cables) , . l . SEMLYEN setup (for lines and cables) . '. 

For all these models, usualLy. phase values will be obtained as-a result'of 
lIim lation. Wben the user' wants, he can plso obta:lnmode VOltage output·, Then. the 
speCial request IIMODE VOLTAOE OUTPUTlf is needed (see section 11-2). Benchmark DC38 
ill~strates such special usage. 
GBltpML MODeL; 

\
' A number of possibili til;s can be chosen by the user to get the required model. 

The general scheme is shown in the figure below. I ' .. 
: R'!.Ix L'6x 
I 

This figure represents just one incremental section. of a line with only one 
01 ... :;0. In !,;unr;L'ul. the equations or u. IUl,t.ltiphase line can be Wt'itten UH follows: 

oi~ .)i . -;}x ... [l) ~t + (R)I 

I tii dU -
i ---[C]~+[G]u 
i dX ,H 

i [R] .(l.] and (C] can be determined from a supporting program. See "l.INE 
CQN~TAN1'Sl' (section XXI) or "CABLE CONSTANTS" (section XXIII). 

, 

I 
I 



; 
\. 
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"I 
It should be stressed that -none of ,the above models uses phase value noti;ltion. 

Modal -values and sequence values are used instead. Both notations will be explained 
here after. 

1 Modal value not,ation: 

Fo~ untransposed power carriers, one relies on the modal analysis (eigenva
lue-eigenvector calculation). Input data thus contain modal quanti ties (Rlllod• ,I Lmode , 

Cmode ) as well as a modal transformation matrix [Tf] (see theory book). The number 
of modes is equal to the number of ph.ases. Strictly speaking, [Tl] is complex, 
frequ,ency dependent and dependent on the power carrier configuration. This frequency 
dependency is certainly true for strongly unbalanced power carr~ers as well ~s for 
mos t practi cal cases of double-ci rcui t transmission lines. However, this frequency 
dependency can not be taken into account. On the other hand, all supporting rO\ttines 
(LINE CONSTANTS, CABLE CONSTANTS, SEMLYEN, JMARTI) allow the user to specify the 
frequency at which the transformation matrix should be calculated. Hence the user 
is advised to take the value for this frequency equal to a value within the tegiOn 
of ' interest for transients to be studied. " 

For transposed power carriers, one can also rely on the modal analysis~ Some 
peculiarities exist, however, making the modal value notation less use full in case 
of transposition: ' I 

• some of the' modes are equal amongst themselves (and hence do not 
need to be calculated). Furthermore, most numerical techniques used 
for eigenvalue-eigenvector calculations fail on a transposed ty~tem 
since they are unable to determine the multiple modes correctly. 
Hence, for th, is special si tuation, an alternative 'called "seC;Iuence 
value notation" was developped (see next paragraph). I 

• the transformation matrix is real (not complex), constant (frequency 
independent) and independent of the power carrier configuration (as 
long as it is balanced)., I 

Input data only contain modal quantities (Rmode. Lmocle , Cmode ), not a Imoda~ 
transformation matrix [Tt]. Again, the number of modes is equal to the numger of 
phases. I 

Similar remarks can ,be made for specially transposed, double circuit oV,,+rhead 
lines (see section IV.D.2). I 

2 Seauence'value natation I 
Out of the previous explanations on modal value notation, it can be derived 

that a sequence value is nothing more than a modal value. But the number of sequences 
is always smaller than the number of modes (some of the modes are equal amongst 
themselves): I 

· (ull ,ttAnsQQsed; only two distinct values: 

1, 2", Zm Z'" Z", Z", Zc 0 0 
Z, .. Z, Zm Zm Zm. Z", 0 Zt 
Z", Z", Z. ' Zm 2", Zm ... 
Z'" Zm Zm Z. Zm Z", 
Zm Zm Zm Z", Z. Z'" 0 

Zin Zm Zm Zm Zm Z. 0 Zt 



, 

I 
I· ; 

- 1 ground mode or sequence: Z Ii - Z. + (N - l)Z 11'1 

- (N-l) identical line modes or sequence: Z L" Z. - Z m. 

(N = number of phases) 
In the remainder of this text, we will first deal with the following models: 

constant parameter line models for a N-phase system . 
• here, we will discuss the distortionless model. the lumped resistance 

model, as well as the exact PI model., ..." '. 
further, reference will be made to the 'C'larke'model (transposed) and 
the K.C. Lee model (untransposed) • .,>l, : .. : " . ' 

.. constant line models for specially transposeddoub"ie three~phase circuits 

~ ... J"MAR. TI model '" . . I.,' f, .....•.. " ..... ·.' .. (' .. 11. c;.' ... ,.,g!.i . .... :J ... \ ... ' ... ~;\. •. SEMLYEN model . I. .' .•• " .'. ..J,.; ''., .' . 
. Most models do not work with the full values' for: (R;.o~~t~';~4e, 'C'~ode), but rather 

with rult. lln.i.t length values. Hence it is important that the length specification 
us~s units which are consistent with the per unit of length modal values. ~1 

i 

IvlD.l. Coostant-12arametex: line. IDor;1el using cona:tant UJ. 

1 a~:eB.aLLr. 
l The general figure of a power caI'rier (line or cable) with distributed parameters 

(:~',,; is ~shown below, ' ' 

~'; 
~~'.,. .-'.\ . 

;-t. ' 

1 . _.' ,>. " ,', ,':,,' .! '. fs-:JJyC: '~-;, .: ,;- t>~: ~',' ,;:~ :'; , , ~'-, ' 
i All' input parameters must previously be' transformed iti'modal quantities. This I . • , .. 

is done by the supporting routine lILINE CONSTANTS" or "CABLE CONSTANTS". Depending 
I 

on .the power carrier configuration one can distinguish between transposed {Clarke 
model) or untransposed {K.C. Lee model} situations. Depending on the internal 
repiresentation of all parameters in the model, one can distinguish between 
dis'tortionless model. lumped resistance model or exact PI model: i . 
1 .• Dfstortionless line modelling 

A transmission-line mode is well known to be"distortionless if the parameters 
f it C for that mode satis y the relation "i" c' Of' course. actual leakage conductance for 

an overhead line is nearly zero, and no provision for inputting a nonzero value 
is provided by this program anyway. . 

: If the user wants distortionless-line modelling. it is presumed that the input 
value of R' . is m~c.;.lt to be a measure of the total line losses. Therefore. the 
program splits the losses into series and shunt losses by computing the series. 
['es~.3tance R I uriu and the leakage conductance Gllelllf frqm the relation 

I R' . C' (D') . " . 
~-~-O.Fi ~ 

I' . c' \ L' " 

With this formula, the ae steady-state results are practically identical whether 
the line is modelled as distortionless or in the other two ways to follow. Transient 
resonses differ mainly in the initial rise of voltage pulses. 
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l.b Lumped-resistance line modelling 

In thi~' distributed model. the series t'esistance is· pulled outside I of the 
distributed line and represented as a lumped element. This is the most: common 
representation used in BPA studies. the standard representation which is assumed 
unless the user specifically requests otherwise {see section IV .D.2-3}. The program 
automatically cuts the line in two. inserting half of the resistance in the .middle. 
and one quart at each end. 

OISTRIBUTtO 
V.C· 

.DISTRIBUTtD 
V.C· 

/ll//llml71lll/lmmT/lllll/7lllll/mllm /Til 
GROU,m 

. 6~;' The half-length distribution sections then become lossless (hence idistor-
tionless). But at high frequency steady state (200 kHz), results of such mQdel are 
quite erroneous. Therefore, an extra option called "exact phasor equivalent" was 
developed.· I 

l.c Exact PI equivalent I I 
For the phasor solution, resistance is lumped {lj4 on each end and hal} in the 

middle) for constant-parameter distributed lines. This agrees with the modelling 
. I 

of the time-step loop, of course. But sometimes the user may want the Icorrect 
(exact) representation for the phasor solution, using long-line formulas~ It can 
be obtained by the reques t: II 

EXACT PRASOR EQUIVALENT 

An example of such usage can be found in the second subcase of BENCHMAAK DCll. 

I 
2 CllBl2. FORMaTS I 

As in most cases. also here one can provide. input data in a norma~ or in 
high-preCision format. I 

'-, 2. a Normal card format I 
The normal card format in his general form looks as follows: I 

Q) .--. 

ie node names reference br. g %. 
~ l----r---t----r-'----l ~ '- ~ 

'tiiS-
eo:: 

A 

BUSl BUS2 BUS3 BUS4 

8 
:r: 
t; 
Z 
W 
....I 

:r: 
uw 

WZUl 
Z::JO 
;;;;i9:9: 

12 A6 A6 A6 A6 E6.2 E6.2 E6.2 £6.2 12 I:; I~ 

1- . 

I~ 
1'= 



2. High-precision Iormat ",. ,l'" L' 

I In tht's case there is also' a high-pre~i!J~6n foruult.:V.lfi~b:ie~, Specifically the 
res~s tance , A. B and length fields are now swi tched ,to th~ ': lU2. 2, fq;,mat. as can 
be,~bserved on the next. grid. Note that for IPOSE. an 1l. fieldrath:,- then an 12 
fietd is available. This will have some consequences (see remark 7J. 

I 
j 

I 
\ 

I ' 

~ 
12 

BUSl 

A6 

1 I' 
Ie t( ~ ~, I eft t< "~,, ""11 I( 

BUS2 
Resistance 
R,[O/Iength] 

AD E12.2 

I~ I! 
I' ~ ! I( I'I! r I,! 1< i ~ f! I,lll( ,1< ~ I t f 

A B Len9th I~ 
E12.2 E12.2 E12.2 12 12 

3·JlIRAMEfERll 
Branch card input: 

ITYPEi indicates the sequence of the phases by punching -1, -2, -3, "., -N. 
There is one such card for each phase. Recall ,that the number of modes 
equals the number, of phases. See remark 1, and 2;, 
If N is 'greater than 9, phase indication is alphabetical (10 = A,. 11' = B. 
etc;:. ). In prac tice, such lines are believed to be transposed always. Hence. 
not ITYPE but IPOSE is the actual indication of' the number of phases (see 
remark 7). 

BUS1, BUS2: terminal node names of each phase. Nodes may be grounded (indicated 
by a blank name rield)if desired. , .' 

!BUS3t Bus4: Equally to PI~equivalents, referencing'can be used here. On the 
I other hand, this option has no advantages t since there is no saving of 
, memory storage anyhow. The Same rules must be taken into account, so that 

only the first card (first phase) bears the' reference nodes, ,specified as 
the nodes appearing on the first card used as reference set. The following 
cards (following phases) jU/iit specify the consecutive type numbers and the 
node names of the other input ports, not the nodes of the reference set 

I nor the RLC values. ' "", " 
'Resistallce: modal resistance in ohms/length. Be sure to keep length-units 

consistent for "A" "Bit and "LENGTH" See remarks l' and 2. 
,. ' - -, ' ' .:~ i - t ' , 1 • 

A: dependent on !tILINE". "A", will be punched as shown ,in following table. See 
remarks 1 and 2. No confusion should be made with the AR-notation. it 
shouid be noted! . i . I ••. '., ' .d' .' 

B: dependent on IIILlNE" ,!tail will be punched' as shown in following table. See 
remarks 1 and 2. , 

• 'j' • • 

LENGTH: value of the total length of the line to be examined. See remark 3. 
Value should be positive for transposed cases (IPOSE = 0) and negative for 
untransposedcases (IPOSE ) 0) . 

. . 
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i 

I 
ILJNE: determines the definition of "All and liB". See remarks 1. 2 lind 3. 

Following table represents the possibilities: I 
I 

ILINE tlA" "B" I 
0 - modal inductance L' in mH/length - modal capacitance C' in PF/iIngth 

(not if XOPT = 0 if COPT = a 
blank) - modal reactance uL' in D/length at - modal susceptance uC I in 

frequency ~ = XOPT ® ).1IIlho/length at frequency ii = C i PT ® 

1 Modal surge. impedance Zs ·in ohms Modal propagation velocity in 
If. length/sec I z- - 1 I , C' 

1)--- I 

~ ! 
I 

2 ~Iodal surge impedance ZA in ohms Modal travel time ~ of line, in sec 

# I I- I 
Z, - C. .'(--- L'C'l 

I 
u 

. ® R~call that XOPT and COPT c~ be specified in the miscellaneous data!cardS 
I or via the $UNITS reques t. I 

IPUNCH: specifies the type of modelling to be used on the mode of the card in 
question: I 

o ~ lumped -resis ti ve modelling (usual case), unless the special ri' ques t 
IIEXACT PHASOR REQUESTu was made in the input. 

1 ~ distortionless-mode modelling 
Note that it is not obligatory to model the different modes of a mult~phase 
powe\ carrier all in the same way! I 

IPOSE: specifies if the line is assumed to be transposed or untransposed: 
o ~ transposed line: Clarke model - no transformation matrix should be 

I 

specified. . 
N ~ untransposed line with N phases: K.C. Lee model - a transformation 

matrix should be defined following the N-th branch card (see remark 
8) . Please refer to remark 7 in case N > 9. 

lOUT: can be used for branch output requests: 
'l'branch current; 
'2' : branch voltage; 
'3' : branch current and branch voltage: 
14 I:, branch power and energy consumption. 

Because of a program bug, only lOUT = 2 will give correct results. For all 
other lOUT-values. results are unreliable. 
See also remark 4 for further usage. 

Remarks; 

1) For an N-phase continuously-transposed line. there exists only two ~iOdes. 
Specify the zero-sequence parameters on the. first card (card for the first 
phase). and the posi ti ve-s~"!'lEmce parameters on the second card (ca d for 
the second phase). Leave the modal parameters blank on the third and later 
branch cards. For specially-transposed double-circuit 3-phase lines. we 
refer to section IV.D.2. . I 

2) For an N-phase untransposed line. there exists N different modes. Specify 
the modal parameters for the firs t mode on the firs t card, for the se.cond 
mode on the second card, etc., for the third and later modes. 



'--", 

3) Be sure to' keep length units consistent for flResistance", "A tl
• "B" and 

?tLength". The length should be negative in order to avoid the program from 
misinterpreting [Ti] . . 

4) There are two restrictions when using the rOUT Output request. 
a) All phases should be keyed equally whenever 'requesting branch current 

output, which is also involved in the power and energy output requesting. 
The reason for this is that a vector-matrix computation is involved to 
find the line current, so all components of the current vector must be 
available~ 
If the user does not want suchsymmetricC:::1Jrren:t'cutput, he is advised 
to leave column 80 blank and instead to do. his current sampling with 
either a series switch or a;low-impedance branch. ., 

b) Never use the column 80 output!request in case of a Single-phase distributed 
line, since the resul t will be wrong,. ". . . Gr; . 

,5) All modes of a line must have travel time'~in excess of the time step Size~;;~~ 
~t. If not, the program will stop with an error message. 

6) Both L' and C' must be nonzero for each mode. 
7) When using the alternate high-precision format. the length of the IPOSE-field 

will be 11 rather than I2. If N (number of phases) is less than 10. IPOSE 
will be equal to N. If N is greater than 9 •. the assignement of IPOSE is : 

N IPOSE 
10 A 
11 B 
12 C 
13 D 
14 E 
15 F 
16 G 
17 H 
18 I 

,,;1>3 j 

8) Transformation matrix input:,; , 
Only when ItIPOSB" is nonzero, the. transformation matrix [Ti] is' read 
immediately after the N-th branch card. Beware that this only wi'll be 
performed correctly if the LENGTH parameter obtained a negative value. 
Following format is to be used: 

£12.5 E 12.5 E12.S E12.5 E12.5 E.12.5 

The elements of the matrix [Ti] are read in by rows (row 1 first. then row 
2, etc ). For a given row t the real part of matrix element for all columns 
comes first; ~hen the imaginary part follows on a new card. Within each 
row. elements are read' in orde-r of increasing column 'number. Each row 
begins with a new card and there are 6 or fewer elements per card. 
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i 

If the transmission line had only 3 phases, the final three fields (columns 
37-72) would not be used. For N S 6 phases, exactly 2N data cards are 
involved; for 7 S N S 12 phases. exactly 4N data cards are involved, etc. 
Note that there must be exactly 2N2 elements for [Ti]. 

4 EXAMPLE. 
1) Consider the 3-phasecontinuously-transposed line shown in the next figure, 

so only two different modes should be considered; grand mode (or zero sequence 
value) and line mode (or positive sequence value). Furthermore. no transformation 
matrix should be specified. I 

CEN-AO---I UNE PARAMETERS 

C£N-8....,---, 1----j::J ENO-8 

IN THE t.IQO,II.. DOWJN 

I _ .. ~'-' ENO-C 

I 
, Suppose the line length is 180 miles. with sequence parameters per Unit of 

length (i.e. per mile) as follows: 

at [Ohm/mile] L' [H/mile] C'[JlF/mile] 
Zero sequence 10.9 .0774 .0107 

POSt sequence .0484 .0294 .0192 

ThiS could be the result of a LINE CONSTANTS run requesting Clarke model!output 
(see section XXI-F). Indeed. recall that. for the Clarke model; ATP only oreates 
A tablf.'J of sequence values. This 'table is not thecotrect input format f~r type 
-1,;2.-3 branches. So the user has to put the results ±n the correct inputjformat 
as follows: i 
c 1 2 3 • !5 II 7 II 
c 34567890123'5678901234567890123456789012345678901%3456789012345678901234567890 
SUNIT!!'. 0 •• O. 
-lCEN-A END-A 10.9 77.4 .0101 +180. 0 0 0 
-2CEN-B £NO-9 ,.oe8e 29.e .0192 +180. 0 0 0 
-3GEN-C END-C 
C ' 1 234 567 8 
c 3456799012345678901%3456789012345678901234561890123456789012345676901234567890 

Remarks: 

1) SUNITS. 0 •• O. was needed to specify XOPT :: O. and COPT :: O. 
2) ILINE = 0 (col 52); "A',' represents the modal inductance, in 

(XOPT >;I 0) 
"B" represents the modal capacitance. in 
(COPT :: 0) 

3} Lumped resistance model is in use: IPUNCH :: 0 (col' 54) 
4) IPOSE • 0 (col 56): transposition assumed. 

. , 

I/mne 
~F/mi1e 

I 

I , 
5) ItLength" has positive value. ' 

2) The next example will treat four separate. uncoupled 
Data are shown below. 

single-ph •• e ~ine •• 

.l 



, . 

'0-... 0-------------------0 IO-e{ ~.':. ~.e<I >, or. oeo..,. 
t_ngill. lOOm 

! The corresponding input card might be as follows: 
ell :z 3 " 5 6 ,7 a 
c· 34~67S901234567S901234567S901234567S90123.5678901434S678901234567890123'567890 
$urll~s. 60., 60. 
-l.Up' IIIGHT 
-uotA 10-8 
SUNlts~ 50 •• SO.' 
-lPT, XY 
surfITs. -1 •• , -1. 
-Ul' ,'1t1 LIFT IIOIIT 

0.3 0.. 12.6 +0.1 0 
0.0 260. .66. +200. 2 

'0.2' 300. 3.0E8 +200. 1 

ell' i' I ..' ,5 6 ~ , 8 
c 3.'678901234567890U34567890U34567890t234567890U345678901234'678901234567890 

01 eo HI 

second case (lossless case) t the' length specification is not realy 
nee 

13) T1i~last example treates the output of the supporting routine "LINE CONSTANTSt' 
in tase 'of a 3-phase untranspose~ line. Such anNoutput can be punched as follows: 

I I • . 
T , ~ 

y i I A 
• I If • 
! I I I 

IVI"T~(I", 1 I: 
·U[}~ ~ o.4aUOlaoo O.nOUlhOt O.U'I7I.06-0.ueOOI.OJ 1 :I •• 
·lJ De' LMI O •• U4U-01 0.1109011+0) 0.112771.06-0. ueool.OJ 1 :I 
-lJIlCi LMe O.l1g14E-Ol· O.27~UOI.Ol O.1I1DlE.06-0.lJeoor;.Ql I :J 
SVINT Gr.. Q 

0,5,603393 0,70110610 -0.403'1419 ~ r •• L ~rt ot row lof [Til 
(),O~42102S 0.00000000 O.0Z14UU .. '''9. pan ot row 1 01 [Til 
O,51636J60 0,00000000 O.Oltta4!Z 

-0,0 914911 0.00000000 0,020341%:1 
0,' 603393 -0.70710611 -0,4'1391419 
0,0,421'125 0.00000000 0.OU4lU2 .to;:. 

Rem~rk that XOPT nor COPT should be specified because ILlNE = 1. 
Further remark that length indeed has a negative value; otherwise the reading of 
[T i· would 'go wrong. . 

i 

IV.O\2. S"ecial double-c:!,rcu1t d1str1butea line ... .wU.h zero-Se
-....,-_.c;;guplj,ng 

i 
1 QENERBLL:r 

\ 

I In the introduction to section IV.D, we already .dealtwith the full transpoaed 
6-phase circuit. Here~ only two distinct parameters were in use: Z, and Zm. 



Z, ZII\ ZII\ Z", Zm Z". Zr; 
Zm Z. ZIft Z", Z", Z", Zt 
ZM. ,Z", l. Z", ZM. Zm. 

-+ - Z", lm ZIft l. Z Z". '" 
Zm ZIn Z'" Zm Z. Z", 
ZIn Z", ZII\ Z'" Zm. Z. Zt, 

- Z c - Z.+ 5Z 11\ (multiplicity 1) 
Z L - Z J - Z 1ft (mul tiplici ty 5) I 

This phase value impedance matrix agrees with follow~ng physical reali1ty: 

. tower configuration 

.. transpos1,.tion,scheme 

10 ----'" 
lb -----... 

1C; ----....... 

2 a --------... 
2b ----.j 
2c 

2b 

20 

tb 

1<: 

, 
A sgecia1 case of transposed lines is when two multiphase circuits are physically 

sepa,rated and when these two circuits are individually transposed. but i' utual 
untransposed. This ,agrees with following physical reality: , 

• tower configuration ' I 
, I 



-
• transposition scheme 

~~------------~------;(~--~------~--------;(~------~-------------

In the matrix,. only three distinct parameters are allowed:Z •• Zm and Zp. 
I 

Z, Zm Zm Zp Zp Zp ZG 

Z.. Z. Z", Z II . Z p Z p Z IL 

Zm Zm Z, Zp Zp Zp Z, 
at 

Z p. ·Z p Z p Z ~ Z m . Z 1ft 

I... .. ~: .~: ~: i: :: ~: ~L 

.th~";h:e t~;::i:::u~::~:::;::. ~~":er~~r:ti~.;;t~: I Z, can be indirectly 
I - ZG-Z,+2Z",+3Z p (multiplicity 1) 
i Z"-Z,+2Z,,,-3Z p {multiplicity 1} 
! z, - Z .-ZItI (multiplicity 4), 

I . Het'e Zo is the ground-mode parametet'. identical to the value for the zero-sequence 
[Il0reOf the continuously-transposed line. of section IV.D.l, if pat'ameters Zp and 
Zm happen to be equal (all conduct.ors are continuously transposed). Parameter ZL 
lW I identical with the familiar line-mode of the cpntinuous!y-tt'Msposed line.'. 
Finally. parameter ZII. is completely new. It is an interline-mode associated with 
intercircuit zero-sequence coupling. 

I The next figure shows the submatrices of the previously mentioned matrix. 

Z(! ,1) Z(1,2} . 
Z(2,l} Z{2.2} t " 



2.a Normal card£ormat 

The same , format as in. section IV.D.1-2 can be used here: 

node names 

BUS1 BU52 BUSJ BUS4 

12 A6 A6 AS A6 

. . 
2.b High-precision £ormat 

A B ~ 
z 
W 

• ...J 

E6.2 E5.? E6.2 E6.2 

Also here. we use the same format as in section IV.D.1-2. 

3 PARAMETERS '" I 
" I 

ITYP, E: Th, e" numberi,ng of these Circu, i, ts must ',be done con,secutive by num,ering 
• the first circuit in the normal way (-1, -2, -3) and continue this num ering 

. : at thef'econd cireui t (-4,: -5 f -6)'j. . . '. . 
BUS1. BUS2 t terminal node names of each phase., Nodes may be grounded (:Lndca ted 

by a blank name'ril!ldr"~f' desired •. " , . . 

'" . 



I, . 

BUS3. Bus4: Equally. to PI'-equivalents.referencing ctn'beused here. On the 
other hand, this option has no advantages. ,since there is no saving of 
memory storage anyhow .. The same rules must b~ ta,ken into account, so that 
only the first card (first phase) bears the reference nodes, specified as 
the nodes appearing on the first card us"ed ureference set~ The following 
cards (following phases) just specify the consecutive type numbers and the 

. node names of the other input ports, not the nodes of .. the' reference set 
I • '. " . 1 

not' the RLC values. '. ", .'" ';' ,," . 
Resistance: modal resistance in ohms/length,! Be .<sure';to keep length-units 

iI" consistent for. "A", "B" and "LENGT}{I'. See remarks,! and 2 •.. ,. . 
A:'dependent on !tILINE". nAn will be punched as shoWn in following table. See 
., remarks! and 2. No confusion with ttAR"'riotation".should be made! 
IS:'dependent on "ILINE", "BIf will be punched as shown in following table. See 
f " remarks 1 and 2.' , " '. ' ' , 
'LENGTH: total length of the 11ne to be examined, See remark. 1 and 2. Value ~ 

should be positive for transposed c;ases (IPOSE • 0) and negative for 
untransposed cases (IPOSE > 0). " 

I , 

ILINE: determines the definition of trAil and ItB". See remarks 1 and 2. Following 
table represents the possibilities: 

I LlINE "A" IIBu 

P ~ modal inductance L '• in mH/length ... modal capacitance C' in J.lF/length 
(9ot if XOPT = a if COPT = a 

blctnk) - modal reactance uL t in n/lengthat '- mOdal' susceptance u.C 1 in 
i } c ; \ frequency;' = XOPT ~ pmhollength at frequency :: = COPT 0 , , , 
.. , 

Modal surge impedance Z. in ohms Modal propagation velocity in 
length/sec ~ '~ 

.. : ...... Z.,-, C' .. , 1 , 
v· r;::c: . L fe' 

'" 
, 

:> Modal . surge impedance Z. in ohms Modal travel time 't of line, in sec 

~ . I ~ 
Zf- C' • 1:--- L'C'l , v . 

, 

1181 Recall that XOPT and' COPT.can be specified in the miscellaneous data cards 
or via the SUNITS request. " ' 

IPUNCH: specifies the type qf modelling to'be used on the modS of the card in 
question: , ' . 

o =+ lumped-resistive modelling {usuai ¢ase).unless the special request 
"EXACT PHASOR REQUEST" was made in the input. 

,1 ... distortionless-mode modelling 
! Note that it is not obligatory to model the different modes of amul tiphase 
I . power cart'ier the same way!, . 
iIPOSE; will always be blank because the line is assumed to be transposed; be 

it specially transposed. 

lOUT:, can be used ,f~~, b~~~~~~t~~;r~:~~est~ =, ".,,'::'.:',:Y:';" .... 
'2' b"'anch volta e t .'~" . ;:'i',~t:i":'5';f,' .. . g t. ~:~~~.~;K:;- ,;'1:,-_~-I!~,~,j~:< h~:r. ·-~:;-~:t~iS~} .. ,:;·~l,:; .. 
'3 1 branch current and" br8rich'~'voltage; 
14' branch power. and energy consUmption. 

, . 



'1-;,. 

.. 
IV.D, Branch c.r~. for ~1.tr1but.~-p.r .. atar alamanta (trpe -1,-2 -3)'.31 

Because of a program bug. only lOUT = 2 will give correct results. lor all 
other lOUT values, results are unreliable. 
See. also remark 3 for further usage. 

Remarks: 
1) Only three sequence values have to De put in the input card. That is: the 

G-sequence (ground mode) goes on card of conductor 1, ·the L-sequence; (line 
mode) goes on card of conductor 2 and the IL-sequen. ce (interline mOd~) goes 
on card number 3. Cards 4 through 2N are to be left blank for the input 
values. The node names must of course be inputted. 

2) Be sure to keep length units consistent for "Resistance". "A". "f" and 
"Length". . 

3) There is only one restriction when using the lOUT output request: 
All phases should be keyed equally whenever requesting branch current o~tput. 
which is also involved in the power and energy output requesting. The peason 
for this is that a vector-matrix computation is involved to find th~' line 
current, so all ~omponents of the current vector must be available. 

, If the user does not want such symmetric current output, he is advi ed to 
leave column 80 blank and instead to do his current sampling with ~ither 
a series switch or"a low-impedance branch. I 

4) All modes of a line must have travel time ~ in excess of the time'ster size 
6t. If not, . the program will stop with an error message. . 

5) Both L' and Of must be nonzero for each mode. . 

4 EXAMPLE' \ 
; Consider a lBO-mile double-circuit line having the one-line diagram as sketched 

below. . ' . I 

SE~O n~ ____ {",~~'"",~_-~_'~,i-) _( '_) ____ ---10 :::~ 
U " .. _~" (2) 0 

I 
i 
I 

I 
Note that termination of both lines at one end is on the same 3-phase bus 

"SEND", while on the other end. the termination is different ("RECl" and "REC2"). 
The sequence parameters for this line are assumed to be taken as fOllors: 

R [Ohm/mile] L [H/mile] C [JJF/mile] 

G-mode 0.58 . 0.00340 0.0091 
L-mode , 0.034 0.00068 0.0166 
IL-mode 0.035 0.00110 0.0116 

I 
!:!Qte. .au ~ generation m: double-circuit special trMspositign sequence values: 
- Supporting routine. LINE CONSTANTS can not generate 'such sequence yalues 

automatically. Additional manual calculations are involved. as eXPlaited in 
section XXI-F-3. 

- Supporting routine SEMLYEN SETUP can generate the requested sequence alues 
automatically, without extra manual calculations. This is explained in s~ction 
XXII-D. i 



, 

· .... 

I . 

The data card for input to the EMTP appears as:follows: 
ell l 3 4 56 7 ' 8 
C 34~67890123'5678901l345678901:Z345678901234567890123456789012345678901234167890 

, $unqs. 0 •• O. 
-15 Elf 0" UClA .58 

.034 

.035 

3.~ .0091 +180. 0 0 0 
.68 .0166 .180. 0 0 0 
1.1 .0116 +180. 0 0 0 

-,UIfOI u:cll 
-lUIfPC UclC 
-UEIjP" UClA 
-~Sl:ItPI UcZI 
-6$tIfDC ftEC2C , 
c,l l 3 4 5 6 78 
c 34$678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

1) XOPT and COPT both are assumed to be zero ($UNITS, 0., O. - request). 
2) ILINE = 0 (.col 52); nAil represents the modalinductance,'in mH/mile (XOPT 

= 0 and length specifier , also expressed in miles) 
liB" represents the modal capacitance, inllF/mile (COPT p, 
• 0 and length specifier also expressed in miles) \,,:rj? 

3) IPUNCH • 0 (col 54); lumped resistance modeb1s in use , 
4LIPOSB = 0 (col ,56): transposition ass\,lIIled (here:.kspecialdouble-circuit 
'f! " transpositibn).' ,. , 

5) LENGTIi = +180: positive value, expressed in miles~, ~'? ' 

IV .:D • 3 • JMaRTX line. model 

; The JMARTI supporting routine described in section XVII can only generate the 
so-called LUNIT7punched output for travelling wave modelling •. 

i In this particular model, both the characteristic impedance Zc and the 
pro~agation functionAl are obtained using modal characteristics ~ calculated over 
a user-aefined frequency range, under the assumption of a constant transfo~mation . 
matrix (phase-mode-transformation). Then, both Z~and Al undergo a high-order 
rational function approximation. In the time domain, this fitting is represented 
by a sum of real exponentials, thus allo~ing usage of recursive· convolution methods 
in ~he time domain. Typical values for the order are 5 .•. 10. . . . 

J
'In order to' allow the program to calculate the 'necessarY model~characteristics 

for the conductor system under study, the JMARTI code imbeds the~LINE CONSTANTS 
cod. This ,is explained in section XVII. in sufficient detaJ.l~ JMARTI code can 
als imbed CABLE CONSTANTS code. Except for single-phase cases t resul ts are believed 
to be erroneous though, because the transformation ,matrix for cables is highly I '. >'" 

fre~uency; dependent. , ' . . ,,~,\f ':, .:'.';:,;; : ... i ; 
JThe LUNI'I7 punched output, resulting from such run immediately is in the. correct 

inp I t format. , ,,'.""'. 
:The punched cards always contain the following sequence for each pase or mode: 

btanch card 
- card grouping or frequency dependent representation of Zc 
- c~rd grouping for frequency dependent representation of Al 

IAt the very end I the card grouping specifying the CUrrent transformation matrix 
[TI]should only follow in cases where the line is assumed to be untransposed (NP 
> 0 ~ see fit'S t branch card). , 

ILet us discuss these different card types in more detail now. 
I 



I~ I ~ i~ i E 
~ iE tE I{ . ~ Id: t ~!~IC tE :1: ~< I ~ H it !c r~~~~{ f~!f rfl~l( :: r~ Ie ~ ,I s 

w BUSl BUS2 BUSJ BUS4 SKIP POTO - NF 
~ 
!2 A6 AS A6 A6 E6.2 E6.2 12 12 ; I 

parameters \ 
ITYPE: negative value of the.phase number (-1, -2,-3 •••• ). Phases shOuld be 

\ stacked in natural order. 
BUS1, BUS2: names of the terminal nodes of the phase 

Recall: blank means connection to ground. 
BUS3, Bus4: reference branch indication. 
SKIP: control flag for the amount of branch data that 

part of the data card interpretation. 

under considertion. 

will be displyed as 

o or blank: display and'interpretation of all data cards 
1: omit the display of data cards carrying poles and residues 
2: omit the display of both the declaration of the function a der as 

well as the data cards carrying poles and residues. Only the branch 
cards and the cards defining the transformation matrix (or' 1y in 
case of an untransposed line) will.· remain visible. I' 

PDTO.: control flag for possible order reduction of the approximating, riCional 
. functions .' ' ' . 

o or blank: full function approximation-as created on LUNIT7 wtll be 
used. . 

. :1:1: request for automatic Qrder reduction (i.e. elillinatibn of 
.. low-timeconstant poles), taking the user's time step size, ELTAT 

(see first miscellaneous data card) in'to account. Poles which have 
no physical meaning will be el~iinated.Such reduction will! speed 
up the simulation time and save memory storage. For details, we 
refer to the minutes of the 1986 LEe Spring Meeting, contribution 
86-13. J.Allen Lima: "Replacement of· low-timeconstant polea~y a 
single equivalent pole in recursive convolution line models ll

, 

The second aubease of DCNEW4 illustrates such order reduction. Resulfs are 
to be compared with the first subcase. omitting such reduc.tion. , 

-2-flag: fixed flag, typical for theJMARTl branch cards (to distingui8~ this 
model from the other distributed line models). \ 

NPI transposition flag i 

0: all mutual coupled phases belonging to the JMARTI branch cards are aSsumed .' 
. to be continuously transposed. At the end of. the card sequentie. no' 
transformation matrix' should be specified. .. '. i 

>0: in case the coupled phases are untransposed. one should ~peci~Y the 
total number of phases in the NP-field. Furthermore, at the endf the 
card sequenda. a transformation matrix should be specified. . 

iIOUT: branch outpu1;1 request flag . . 
0: no output If i-"', " . 

" "" 1: branch current output' 
. , 2: branch voltage output 

3: both branch voltage ,and current output ' 
4: branch power and 'energy output 



fiQ.t.c.: 
1.~ All phases should be keyed eqt.!ally whenever branch current. power or 

energy are involved. Remember that a vector-matrix computation is involved 
. to find the line currents. Hence, all. components of the current vector 

must be available. . .. ~ . . .1. ". 'ill,"'" ; ,,'. 'I : ! , .• 

2. If the user. does not want such symmetric. current i output", he. isadv~sed 

L 
to leave column 80 blank, . and instead re ..•. quest current sampling using 
either a series measuring switch or a 10w~impedance branCh. 

2 grouping !Dr. freauency ae.pendent representation Q:f. !a for 
mode K 
I Such card grouping consists or two parts: ii. ';' ." 

- ihitial card, defining function order and- ZC·t~nt " 
- c~rd grouping defining the approximating rational function. The first half will 
c~rry all t'esidues, the sE!cond half will carryall poles. 

IThe card formats are as follows: 

2.~ Initiai card 

NORDER ZC,inf 

18 E32.20 

parameters: 
NORDER: order of the approximating rational function for Ze for mode K. From 

1 . this. the pt'ogr8Dl learns the number of residue or pole cards tl1a~ will 
L follow in the card grouping defining the approximating rational function. 
I Ze. tnt: limi ting . value of Ze for mode K as frequ~ncy goes. to in£'ini ty • 

2.l:::I Card. grouping defining the approximating rational fWlction, 

I- It i E 
~ l 'ft IE 

i • 
rEI~ I~ l'lf Ie I'~ E t~ Ie ~ ff~ I'. Il f* rl~* , rL 

~ .. , . ~ - . ... ... . " " .... " -. . , . ....,., . ~ 
,,_. ,- I~·, ~~ • . . " " 

. , 
FUN(I} FUN(!+ 1) , FUN(I+2) 

I 
E25,O E25.0 E25.0 

I parameters :. , . 
! FUN ( I ): fi t'ting parameters of Zo for mode K 

- first come all residues for Zc (mode K)" three per card, for as many cards 
that are needed (see preceding ~mRDER card). . 

... next come all poles for Zc (mode K),liItart1ngon,a new card, three per 
card. for 8S many cards that are needed: ( same "UDlbtll". as fot' the residues) 

, ,.': I {~J':" t < \J., '! ; .. -"" . 

I 
;' -.> ; 



3 wu:a grouping fQr. frequencll de.pendent; re'presentation Q..f. & f.a.r. 
~K. j 

Such card grouping consists of two parts: 
- initial card, defining function order and TRAVINF 
~cnrd grouping defining the approximating rational function. 

carryall residues. the second will carryall poles. 
The first half will 

The card formats are as follows. I 
3.a Initial card 

I ~ Ie 
'c ,.: ~ If Ie l t~~ ~~ l~ '( ~ E :c i( Il rElc r! l~ ~ t l' 'Ef* 

, 
NORDER TRAVINF" 

18 ' . E32.20 • 
, 

parameters: 
NORDER: order of the approximating rational function for At for mode K. From 

thiS, the program learns the.number of residue or pole cards that will 
follow in the card grouping defining the approximating rational function. 

. I 
TRAVINF: infinite-frequency travel time for mode K ' 

• , ~, ! 

3.b Card grouping defining the approximating rational function 

FUN(I) FUN(I+1 ) FUN(I+2) 

E25.0 E25.0 E25.0 

. parameters: 
FUN{ I): fitting parameters of Al for mode K 

- first come all residues for At (mode K) t three per card. for as many cards 
that are needed (see preceding NORDER card). . • I 

- next came all poles for At (mode K). starting on a new card, three per 
card. for as many cards that are needed (same number as for the residues). 

N!'l.t.e. : . ,! j . 
.' . i 

These groups a}, b) and c) should be repeated far each phase,· stacked in rtatural 
order. ! 

1 .. 
4 Transformation matrix (untransDosed case I ! "'. , 

At the end or this grouping. the specification or a transformation matr:(,x (T1] 
should follow, only in case the line is assumed NOT to be transposed (i.e. NP = 
o on all branch cards)." . . I .' 
This matrix is complex. and input is ordered row by row. Each new row be 'ins on 
a new data card. Within a row all real parts come first, in increasing column 

.. : 



~w~~,~· 

1l{~'~ .. 
.~5.$-.-- . 
)j.\'-l::k-

lV.D. Branch c .. rda tor ·di.tr1buhd-p .. r .... t.r elelllent. .(type -1.-2.-3) - 42 

or ler,:, for as many data c~rdS that are required: 'Iben came all imaginary parts, be~inning on a new input card (wheter or not the preceding real parts completely 
fi~led the precedi.ng card). I The general format for all such numbers is as follows:' 

14 I' I € IE 
, ,=It It! SIC 

. ~ , ~~ ! I ~I ( I ~I ~ I( 1 ~ It 1 ' If t! 1~lc 1,1 ~ IE 'tl ~I( I' ~fl* 1:1- !t ~ ~t( ~ l~) ( .~ fl ~ 
-I 

I 'Tl(L,M) TI(L,M+ 1) TI(L,M+2) TI(L,M+3) TI(L,M+4) TI(L,M+5) 

, 
, E12,0 E12,0 £12,0 E12.0 E12.0 E 12.0 , . 
I 
I 

~: 
Recall that via the first frequency card of the.imbedded LINE CONSTANTS case, 
the user has control over the frequency at which the transformation matrix will 
be caicula ted. . . . 

- ~urther recall that, stricktly speaking, such transformation matrix can become 

*
. ghly frequency dependent. . .' ,,"'. ;', ." 1 '. .' • "I 
t,hen. ce is advised to the user to c.arefuilY·'lseleC(I'the~~frequency to ICalCUlate 

[ t], ,~~ .c10se r~lation to the trans!i.ent behaviour,,(frequency range) one wants 

e>:'.~ 
~~,!~tr: 
~" .-~ 

tio observe.'. ' . ,':' . ':">'.":. \>.:./" .:;,::q""'< ",,: . ;;. 
For transposed lines. this is not an issue because in such case, [Ti ] is known 
apriori. Furthermore, [Til is constant all oyer the frequency range. 

I 

5 ~Kanwla 
.~:;, : JMARTI punched cards cannot be calcultaed manually, so it is felt Unusefull 

to igive more details. The user is referred to supporting routine JMARTI (see 
dwsc~iption in chapter XVII). 

For examples illustrating the output sequence, we refer 'to'benchmarks DCNEW3, 
DCNEW5 and DCNEW6. . 

I DCNEW3 generates cards to be used in DCNEW4 •. DCNEW5 and.,OCNEW6 generate cards ~,.'~'\,: 
tha!t are used in DCNEW7. ~~..,.y' 

! ~ \ 

IV t D. 4. SEMLYEN-model ,.:'. ,:. • i 'i;~ 
I . . .. j ! :,,:" ,I; 

" '. ,," 

; XXI~~~~O~~ t~::l;:~t::u.;.; ~~y ~~:~~~:f~~B~:~~\J~t~:r~t~~~~ .~~~~~~. ~, 
, for: travelling wave modelling. . . ,. ' " ." " : "f;;: 

I In this' model, both the propagation responsEtas w};l.l'as th'e'a~ittance response' <; 

arel obtained using model characteristics calculated over a user-defined frequency 
range, under the aSSUJDDt;:!..:;n of a constant transformation matrix (phase-mode 
transformation) .. Then. both the propagation response as well as the admittance 
response ar~ approximated in the time domain, using only two real exponentials, 
thus allowing usage of recursive convolution methods in the time domain. Results 

1 

are'lrepresented in the form of partial-fraction expansi:on. . 
In order to allow the program to calculate the necessary modal characteristics 

for the conductor system under consideration, the Semlyen code imbeds either the 
LIN CONSTANTS or the CABLE CONSTANTS code. In chapter XXII. both situations are 
explained in deta~l. 
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The LUNIT7 poochedo\ltput, resulting from such roo immediately is in the orrect 
input'format. . i 

The punched card format always cont.ains the following s.equence for eacl phase 
or mode 

- branch card 
- steady state information 
- one card containing partial-fraction expansion spe.cifications fpr t.he 

wave propagation response • 1 
- one card containing partial-fraction expansion specifications ·fbr the 

characteristic admittance response. I 
Next come cards that define the voltage transformation matrix [Tv] and current 

formation matrix [T:1]. trans 
L at us discuss these different card types in more detail now: 

1 Br ancb ~ U14. ma.d.a' K 
.. 

~ .~ " 
.t: f.t: Ie 1* I ~ fE '~ f' C ,~ I~ rc ! ~ f~ 

." 
BUSl 8US2 Yo TAU 'Nl 

-, A6 A6 E12.5 E12.5 . 13 

parameters 

rill I ~ 
~E i< r~ 

N2 N:5 N4 N5 
::: 

1:5 13 13 14 I 

-1: Fixed type code for each Semlyen branch 
BUSf, BUS2: Six-character alphanumeric node names for the sending and receiving 

ends of the branch under consideration. Blank means: connection to ground. 
Yo: Infinite-frequency characteristic modal admittances for the mode· under 

consideration. . . \ 
TAU: Modal travel timeror the mode under consideration. ' , 
Nl, N2: Mode number indicators; Nl and N2 are always equal in value (K). 
N3: The number of exponential curves used in the propagation step response 

fitting. For Semlyen setuP. by definition, this number is 2 (doubie-ex-
ponential fitting). I. 

N4: The number of exponential curves used in the characteristic admittance 
fitting. For Semlyen setup, by definition. this number is'2 (double-ex-
ponential fi tting) • I 

N5: The number of coupled conductors (or modes) making up this transmtssion 
circuit. This number is used as a flag so that the program knows wh$n the 
tr. ansro. mation matr.iX 'should follow. The value for· this variabl~ ~s the 

. same on all branch cards for a certain line. ' 'I 
lOUT: Used to control the' availability of branch variables for printing ;nd/or 

plot ting . As u~ual.' , I 
' til tt-punch produces branch current output; 

"2't-punch produces branch voltage output; 
"3"-punch produces both branch current &.. voltage output; I 
"4"-punchproduces branch power and energy consumption. I 



,-

,,' 

. f" 

i 
I 
I, 

" 

Bemark: 
I The column-BO punch (lOUT) on the branch cards must 'always be supplied by the 

user if branch output variables for a Recursive Convolution line are desired. The 
punbhed-card output of "SEMLYEN SETUPfl will always leave column-80 of the branch 
cards blank (corresponding to no such output) .:, 

,n 2 Ji'1',; 'eaau ' atat~ .;t.llfaaat.;t.Qll ftJr. maaa X'i
l +,:~~ . 

I ;;~!.,! '. ij'·,~,;d+'lr;. ",; 

3 

. 
~ i ~ 

I': IE IE 
I~ Ie ' ~ , ~ ~~ I f~ ,! t~ ~ ,t til* ~ E ~'i ~ r!I~I( I" l'l! i- r~I~I{ 

R{.J) (JL(J) , G(J) . :~ " (J C(J) fREQ 
; 

£15.6 E15.8 E15.8 E15.8 E15,B 
"i' 

parameters 

R((.o). u.L( w): Total series modal' impedances for mode nUmber K. This is in Ohms. 
at the frequency FREQ of the steady-state phasor solution which may be 
performed to find EMTP initial conditions. 

a(w) I u.C(w): Total shunt modal admittance fol' mode number K. This is in mhos. 
at the frequency FREQ of the steady-state phasor ,solution which may be 
performed to find EMTP initial conditions. 

FREQ~ The steady-state frequency at which R. Ull. Gand oJ:; are calculated~ 
Hence, XOPT and COPT (miscellaneous data parameters) have no importance 
here • 

fraction expanSion &pecificat.;t.on caras fQc,moda K 
Both the modal wave propagation response as well as the moaal characteristic 

adm, ttance response are specified using the same partial fraction expansion format. 
For'each exponential, 2 fields (real and imaginary part) are needed. Th~ number 
of ~xponentials is set'in the branch specification card, recall (N3 for propagation 
response. N4 for characteristic admittance). In addition, 2 fields' (real and 
imafinary part) are needed for the reSidue. Each card can contain up to 6 values. 
Hen!=e, for Semlyen setup, we only need one card for each response function for 
each mode K. . 

I The fOl'lDat to be used is as follows: 

! 
I , 

VOLT(l) 

E12.5 

VOLT(2) VOLT(3) 

E12.5 E12.5 

VOI...T(4) VOLT(5) . VOLT(6) 

, E12.5 E12,5 

I ,'" . 

~
The above sequence (a, b, c) must be repeated tor all K modes. Next follows 

the specification of th, e vol tage transformation, matrix.' and current transformation 
mat ix (even in case of transposition,! it should noted), .' 

\
' ," , , " , ' ": . . . ' ~', '. :' ". . . .' 



I 
I 
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4 Voltage transformation matrix 

Complex matrix elements are specified by rows, in natural order (row 1 (irst. 
then row 2. etc.) and are in terms of the real and imaginary pairs. However. the 
imaginary part of each element is set to be zero. Within any row, elements ape 
specified in order of increasing column number. Each row begins with a new Icard, 
and there are six or fewer numbers per card. The following format is appl~cable 
to row "K" for a 3-phase transmission circui t: ., I 

I- !E 
it' 

I~ f ~~ E I~ I ~ [I I- rfl~l( f~~E I- ~ C l~ r ~'~I( i~ , r~ 
R I f R 

TV' 
' R I 

TV K.1 'TV K,1 TVK•2 K.2 TVK•3 TV K•3 
. , .. 

E12.S . EI2.S E12.S E12.5 E12.5 . E12.S 
,I. , . 

5 Current transformation matrtx ! 

The number of elements and their ordering' is identical to that for the vO,l tage 
transformat;ion matrix. which has just been described. ' ',', ... , 

R , R , ' R I 
TI K.1 TI K.1 " '". TI K.2 TI K.2 TI K;3 TI K.3 

~--~--------~------~----~~----------~~---'-'--"-+-----------""-+"'------'--"'~"" 
E12.S . EI2.S E12.5 EI2;S E12.5 E12.5 

...... 

For an example, we refer to section XXII~C. 

- . 
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IV.E. Saturable transformer component 

The "saturable transformer" model is not a supporting routine: it has to be used 
in the actual electrical network simulation data set and should be placed in the 
grouping of normal branch cards. As output variables of this model, following 
variables can be obtained by proper flagging in column 80: 
- the branch voltage of the magnetizing reactance branch 
- the branch current of the magnetizing reactance branch 
- current in winding 1 

Following will explain the input data-deck structure for single-phase and 3-phase 
N-winding transformers (with N = 2 or 3). 

The single-phase and 3-phase 3-leg shell-type or 5-leg core-tyPe transformer 
basically are using the same model, although a storage-saving option ( called 
'tReference-component procedure") is recommmended to use for the 3-phase 3-leg 
shell-type or 5-leg core-type case. 

For the 3-phase 3-leg core-type transformer on the other hand, a totally different 
model is needed. taking into account the homopolar reluctance of the magnetic 
circuit. 

Therefore these models will be discussed separately. 

Iy,E.l Single-phage cage 

A single-phase two-winding transformer can be represented in the following way 
(Fig.1) • 

8US1-l 

Low voltage 
winding 

BUS2-1 

Fig.1: Single-phase two-winding case 

8USl-2 

High voltage 
winding 

8US2-2 

- There is one single-phase 2-winding ideal transformer involved, thus providing 
the correct transformation ratios for the winding 2 with respect to winding 1. 

- 80th windings "kit have an associated leakage-impedance. characterized by resistance 
Rk and inductance Lk. Note that the value for this leakage·1mpedance can be 
obtained out of the short-circuit impedance. Leakage inductance L2 has to be 
non-zero, but Ll can have a zero value. 
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- The saturation effect is confined to a single nonlinear reactor (SATURA. see 
fig.l) in the circuit of winding 1. As a consequence. the saturation branch 
thus is connected to the star point, which is not always the best connection 
point:l.deally the nonlinear inductance should be connected to that pOint of the 
equivalent star circuit where the integrated voltage equals the iron-core flux. 
Normally. this is only true for the winding which is closest to the iron core. 
One can consider three different excitation behaviours: 
- In case of saturation, the TYPE-98 pseudo-nonlinear reactor model is used 

internally. In order to obtain the necessary data, excitate the single phase 
and measure the voltages and corresponding currents at several vol tage levels, 
thus creating a (Vrms.Irms) characteristic. Next, use supporting program 
"SATURA" (section XIX-G) to create the necessary (FLUX ,Current) peak value 
characteristic. 

- In the linear case, only one (FLUX, current) peak value should be entered for 
the magnetizing impedance input data. This value can be obtained from the 
excitation test. 

- In case no flux-current characteristic is specified, the magnetizing reactance 
is assumed not to exist (magnetizing current ~~ be neglected). 

- Excitation losses (iron core) are confined to a linear resistance (RMAG, see 
fig.l) which is in parallel to the saturation branch. This is all right in the 
single-phase case. even for multiple windings. 

The extension to a single-phase N-winding transformer is easy. 
the schematic representation. 

8US1-1 

winding 1 

BUS2-1 

Fig.2: Extension to a single-phose N-winding transformer 

1 INPUT RULBS; 

winding 2 

BUS2-2 

BUS1-N 

winding N 

BUS2-N 

Suppose that a user wants to represent a Single-phase transformer using the 
SATURABLE TRANSFORMER component.. The following card sequence should then be 
inserted in the group cf branch cards of the actual electrical network: 
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1. TRANSFORMER-special request card 
2. flux-current specification 

- to be omitted if the magnetizing reactance is assumed not to exist; 
- only one card in the linear case; 
- card grouping (see TYPE-98 pseudo-nonlinear reactor element) for the 

saturated case. Use supporting routine SATURA (see section XIX-G). 
3. flag card ending flux-current specification grouping 
4. "Nt. winding cards 

~: In case the user desires to specify a transformer having parameters identical 
to those of a previously-defined transformer, the special time- and 
memory-saving option ("reference-component procedure") should be used. This 
will be explained in section IV-E-2. 

Let's discuss the normal card format in more extensive detail now. Recall 
that this card sequence needs to be inserted in the normal group of branch cards 
for a normal network simulation run. 

1. First comes the special request card. Besides the special request word 
"TRANSFORMER", this card also bears steady state information of the flux, as 
well as an output request option. 

I: <1 . . ~ E IE 
~I~ ~ .. : ,e I rm ,c ~i ... i~': fE rm~( : ~ ... ..:l: E1- '~l<IC ~I'" i<1f~ ~c r~l( c ~,~ i':·~ i E ~ (1< iC ~f'" ,<11: !E 'E~~lc ~,f ' .cl€ 'fie ~ C ~ .... .:. ~ ! E 'E'~lc 

TRANSFOR~R ES.2 ES.2 AS ES.2 1 

request word I FLUX BUST OF Rmag flog 

steady-sta te 

Par8lDeters : 

It FLUX: (current, flux) pair used to define the linear inductance, representing 
the magnetizing branch in the first winding during the phasor steady-state 
solution. Only during a transient run, the saturated part of the 
(flux-current)-curve can be taken into account, it should be noted. 
Note the following, in order to avoid problems during the time step loop: 
1. Both current and flux are expressed as peak values. I in Ampere and flux 

in Volt-second. 
2. Take the steady-state {current.flux)-pair equal to the first point used 

in the description of the flux-current characteristic. as obtained using 
SATURA (see section XIX-a). It is recommended to take this value larger 
then or equal to 70 percent of the maximum saturated flux value. 

BUSTOP: A name for the internal starpoint in winding 1, used to represent the 
magnetizing branch (see fig.1). This name always should be mentioned, since 
it uniquely identifies the tranformer. 
Note that this name also can be used as a reference name, should the user 
desire to specify another unit having parameters identical to those of a 
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previously-defined transformer (see section IV-E-2 for more details). This 
internal node can not be connected with other branches of the electrical 
circuit. however. 

Rmag : Constant and linear resistance (in Qhms) t parallel to the magnetizing 
reactance (see fig.!). This resistance takes account for the excitation 
losses (core) and can be calculated as: 

VRAT~v 
R mag - p 

I •• lou 

VRAT is specified in card type 4. 
Note that a zero or blank in this field is taken to mean Rmag equal to infinity 
(no exei tation losses). which is the normal case for single-phase transformers. 

flag Output specification flag for the magnetizing-reactance branch. 
= 1 branch current output 
= 2 branch voltage output 
= 3 both branch current and branch voltage output 

2. Next comes a group of cards specifying the flux-current characteristic (see 
fig.I). A distinction between several possible cases is necessary: ~~~ 
- In cases where no flux-current characteristic is specified t the magnetizing ~\~' 

reactance is assumed not to exist (exciting current can be neglected). Don t t 
forget to use the flag card t which will be explained in point 3 of this 
section. 

- In a linear case, the flux-current characteristic is represented by one point 
only (= linear magnetizing impedance). This point merely defines the slope 
of the (current-flux)-eharacteristic, which then is assumed to extend to 
infinity. The values can be derived from excitation test data. 

- For the saturated case, however, several (current-flux) pairs are needed, 
each such pair representing a breakpoint of the pseudo-nonlinear characteris tic 
(TYPE-98 element) which is used to approximate the saturation curve. Use 
supporting routine SATURA (see section XIX-G) for data creation. The last 
point merely defines a slope of the characteristic. which then is assumed to 
extend to infinity. 

For both latter cases. the card format is the same: 

~ ~ E l- iE ~ 

~ I4iL~ IE I
- iEI~ Ie ~f' tJ~~~t : ~ rl. ' ~~ 14 f~~( 'E~ ~ ~( '4 ~ .. !~f!IE r~i5i( I ~ .' ~s r! ~~ Ie = , .. i.-l:~ 

,E 't~~!( i~f- ~4! " ,t r ( il.. I ~ ~t~ .E 'c:~lc 

E16.0 E16,Q 

I FLUX 
one (current-flux) ;:lair 

Notes: 1. Take the steady-state (current,flux) pair (see first card, bearing 
the special request word "TRANSFORMER") equal to the first point, 
used in the description of the saturation curve. 
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2. The steady-state flux value should be larger than or equal to 70 
percent of the maximum saturated flux value. 

3. The supporting routine SATURA (see section XIX-G) can be used as 
data generator to create the pseudo-nonlinear saturation 
characteristic (current, flux) (peak values) out of the measured 
curve (VRMS t I RMs ). 

3. The preceding (flux-current) specification group should be terminated by following 
flag card (even in the case where no flux-current characteristic has been 
specified! ! ) . 

11 JUmm 1 ~tm 1 nJJUU~iJJUHmJUUmJ~ 1mJJm~ lnHm~~ llmHm 

4. Finally, the winding specification cards (one such card per winding) should 
follow. The card format is as follows: 

12 AS A6 

K BUS' BUS2 
node names 

Par8llleters: 

E6.2 E6.2 E6.2 

R L 
leakage 
impedance 

VRAT 

K : Winding reference number (1, 2, ••. , N) 

tP 

only on the 
first cord 

Note that the cards need to be placed in their natural order (1, 2 •...• N). 
Recall that N certainly is limited to 3. The low voltage winding should have 
number 1. 

BUS1 t BUS2: TerDlinal node names of the transforDler winding "K". Thus t each winding 
will be interpreted as a branch between "BUS1" and "BUS2" (see fig.l). Note 
that a blank field is taken to mean "ground-connection". 
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Rt L : Leakage resistance (in Ohm) and inductance (in Ohm or mH depending on value 
XOPT) , associated with the winding "K" in question. The values for this 
leakage impedance can be calculated from the short circuit impedance, using 
the following formula: 

p.", tou " 
R til - 2 ; short-circuIt loss 

If" 

X a_I SQRT(U 2 
- P~"'IO"), in Ohms ,,. I,,. ,,. l~,. , 

If Uk = rated voltage of winding k, UHV :: rated voltage of high-voltage winding 
and N :: total number of windings (mostly 2 or 3) then; 

R,,. u: 
R - --' resistance of winding k 

1 N U~v' 

X,It U: 
X - --' reactance of winding k 

I: N u~v 1 

Notes: 1. L in mH if XOPT : 0 on first miscellaneous data card. 
L in Ohms at frequency "XOPT" Hz if XOPT > 0 on first miscellaneous ~~~) 
data card. . ~ 

2. The 'resistance part may be zero without restriction. 
3. The inductance part must be non-zero however, except for reference 

winding "1" where it can be zero only if, at the same time. the 
resistance part for this winding is non-zero. 

VRAT : Rated voltage (in kV) of winding "K" 

IP : Output speCification flag {should only be mentioned on the card for the first 
winding! ! 
1 : branch current flowing from "BUS!" of the first winding to the internal 

node "BUSTOP" will be printed as a time step loop variable. 

2 EXAMPLE; 

Consider the case of a one-phase 2-winding transformer with both primary and 
secondary winding earthed at one terminal point. The other terminal points are 
called "Pl" and "Sl" for primary and secondary, respecti vely • Further assume UITl It 
being the name of the internal star pOint of winding 1. Finally, following data 
were obtained by measurement for this transformer: 

Power rating S 
Excitation losses Pex,lo .. 

Excitation current Iex 

Short-circuit losses Psh,loss 

Short-circuit current Ish 

Short-circuit voltage USh 

Vol tage rating Vpri./Vsec 

0.0063 MVA 
65 W 
1,85 Amps 
95 W 
16 Amps 
8.3 Volts 
220/377 Volts 
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Assuming a linear magnetizing impedance, supporting routine SATURA (section 
XIX-G) should have following data entry: 

FREQ :: 50. Hz 
PEASE = 0.0063 MVA 
UBASE = 0.22 kV (RMS) 
IPUNCH :: 0 
KTHIRD = 0 

The only point of the linear curve is defined by the excitation test results. 
Indeed. under nominal voltage, the transformer is assumed to have no saturation. 

-3 0.22 
I (p . u .) =- 1 • 85. lOx 0, 0063 - O. 0646 (p.u.) 

V(p.u.)-l.O (p.u.) 

As a result, we then obtain following values (peak values): 

III.erA: - 2. 6161665255 A 

4» PHA: - 0.9903479478 V SQC 

Note that 2.6161/.[2-1.849, thus almost reconstructing the RMS value 1,85 for the 
current. In case of a real saturation curve, a similar method should be used to 
derive other points too. . 

In this linear case t a more direct way for obtaining the (flux-current) peak values 
can be used, however: 

I QeGA: -1.~x.J2 - 2. 616 A 

U. IC 220 
~ lifted:" 4. 44xJ· 4. 44x50 - O. 990 VSQC 

The derived values for the other parameters are: 

V RAT~v 220z 
RmGQIt - p --65 -744.60bms : core excitation losses 

••. 10" 

R sil - P '\'0 •• - 95
2 

- .3711 Ohms: short circuit losses 
I,ll. 16 

Since in addition, N :: 2. Rl :: the leakage resistance of winding 1 (LV) equals 
.3711/2 II (220/377)2 = 0.063 Ohms 

and R2 = the leakage resistance of winding 2 (HV) equals 
.3711/2 :: .185 Ohms. 
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Thus. the leakage reactance Xl of winding 1 (LV) equals 
.3624/2 • (220/377}2 = 0.0617 Ohms 

and the leakage reactance X2 of winding 2 (HV) equals 
.3624/2 = .1812 Ohms. 

Conversion to inductance values (deviding by 2 - PI-50) gives 
Ll = .196 mH and L2 = .576 mHo 

The data input for this transformer hence looks as follows: 

c 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
c 1 2 3 4 567 8 
$t1NITS. 0 •• o. 
C :TRAHSFORHER: :: 11 ttlwr.lBUSTOP1Raag:: 

TRANSFORMER 2.6161.99034TA~ 744.6 
C III tlwr. : 
2.6161665255 0.9903479478 

9999 
C : BUS1: : BUS2: : 

11.1 
: : R: : 1.: : Vrat: : 
.0632 .196 .220 

C 18US1: I aVSl I : :: RI I 1.1 :Vratl 
2Hl .1855 .576 .377 

nag 
1 

IP 
1 

C 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
C 1 2 3 4 567 8 

Recall that this is part of the normal branch data in a network simulation data 
deck. 

XY.E.2 Re£erence-cQmgonent progedure 

Should the user desire to specify a transformer having parameters identical 
to those of a previously-defined unit, a handy time- and memory-saving option is 
available. using the transformer's unique identification name "BUSTOP" as a reference 
name. 

1 INPut RULIS 

The next card sequence should then be inserted in the group of branch cards: 

1. TRANSFORMER-REFBUS special request card 
2. "N" winding cards 

Notes! 1. Again, N is limited to 3 
2. In this case, the flux-current specification and corresponding flag 

card is omitted. This is because we refer to such curve. defined 
earlier. 

Let's discuss the normal card format in detail now. 
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1. First comes the special request card. Besides the special request word 
"TRANSFORMER", this card only beers two bus names: 

1 2 ... .: 
. ~ I ~ Is 

2
1

_ ~", :~E ' E·<IC ~ I'" ,,,.~ ~E '~I~IC ... 1" .' ~ E r ~ I ~~( ~ I':·SE rE ~I( !~ .• i"·~ IE r EI<I( 
, 

~.clf~ IE I E:C Ie • l: I E ' t: C ~ c ~ I'" ' ,E rE~clo 

TRANSFORMER A6 A6 1 

request word REFBUS BUSTOF flagl 

Parameters: 

REFBUS: This field should carry the internal node name which was used as variable 
"BUSTOP" for the previously-defined reference component of which a copy is 
desired (Fig.l). 

BUSTOP: A name for the internal starpoint in winding "1", used to represent the 
magnetizing branch. This name should never be omitted since it uniquely 
identifies the transformer (Fig.l). This internal node can not be connected 
with other branches of the electrical circuit, it should be noted. 

flag: Output specification flag for the shunt magnetizing reactance branch. 
= 1 branch current output 
= 2 branch voltage output 
= 3 both branch current and branch voltage output 

2. Finally. "N" winding specification cards should follow. The card format is as 
follows: 

K BUS 1 BUS2 IP 
node names only on the 

first card 

Parameters: 

K : Winding reference number (1, 2, ... , N) 
Note that the cards need to be placed in their natural order (1,2, •.• , N). 
Number "1" corresponds to the LV-side. Recall that N is limited to 3. 

BUS1. BUS2: Terminal node names of the transformer winding "K". Thus, each winding 
will be interpreted as a branch between "BUS1" and "BUSZ". 
Note that a blank field is taken to mean "ground-connection". 
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IP Output specification flag (should only be mentioned on the card for the first 
winding) . 
= 1~: branch current flowing from "BUS1" of the first winding to the internal 

node "BUSTOP" will be printed as a time step loop variable. 

Notes! 1. No other values are necessary, since they are taken the same as the 
previously-defined reference component. 

2. Examples of such reference component usage are discussed extensively in 
the next section. 

IY.E.3 Three-phase transformers with low hOmopglar reluctance 

For three-phase 3-leg shell-type or 5-leg core-type transformers, an iron-core 
path is provided for the return of the zero-sequence flux. Further. it is reasonable 
to assume that: 
- the magnetic induction of the 3 phases is independent; 
- the zero sequence parameters are the same as the positive sequence parameters. 

This implies that only the saturation curve for one core leg is needed. Thus. 
it seems reasonable to model this type of transformer by using 3 separate, 
identical single-phase units. 

For this reason. a storage-saving option (called "Reference-component procedure" ~) 
- see section IV-E-2) has been developed. 

No new rules are needed. Caution should be made for the measurement of the 
saturation curve, however. The curve needed here should NOT be obtained from one 
winding of one phase, with all others open-circuited. The curve needed here can 
be obtained correctly by balanced excitation of the three phases. thus averaging 
both the currents and voltages of the three phases. Next, use supporting routine 
SATURA (see section XIX-G) to turn this measured curve (Vrms,Irms) into a 
{flux, current) (peak values) characteristic. 

1 INPUT RULBS 

Next card sequence has to be applied and needs to be inserted in the group of 
branch cards tor the actual electrical network: 

1ST UNIT 
1. TRANSFORMER -special reques t card 
2. flux-current specification 

- to be omitted if the magnetizing reactance is assumed not to exist 
- only one card in the linear case 
- card grouping (see TYPE-98 pseudo-nonlinear reactor element) for the 

saturated case 
3. flag card ending flux-current specification grouping 
4. "N" winding cards (terminal node names and winding data specified) 

·2ND UNIT 
5. TRANSFORMER-REFBUS -speCial request card 
6. "N" winding cards (only terminal node names specified) 



/' 
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3RD UNIT 
7. TRANSFORMER-REFBUS -special request card 
8. "N" winding cards (only terminal node names specified) 

Remark: modelling of DELTA-connected transformers 

Delta transformer connections can sometimes be a little tricky. Since they 
are not uncommon in usage. a more specific explanation of this configuration seems 
to be in order. Three pOints need to be explained: 
- How to derive the equivalent circuit ? 
- Need for a path to ground on the delta side of the bank. 
- What about homopolar behaviour ? 

First. there is the problem of h~ to derive the equivalent circuit. Suppose 
that the primary winding is D-connected and the secondary winding V-grounded. Fig. 
3 shows the resulting interconnection of elementary components. Remark the 
following: 

- R1 and Ll are the primary winding leakage- impedance parameters (the same for all 
three phases; reference component option). 

- H2 and L2 are the secondary leakage-impedance parameters (the same for all three 
phases) • 

- Bu~ Tl is the internal node "BUSTOP" for the first single-phase unit, with primary 
terminals "PAn and "PB". and secondary terminals "SA" and "TERRA". 

- Bus T2 is the internal "BUSTOP" for the second Single-phase unit. 
with Tl as reference name "REFBUS" (first transformer), primary terminals "PB" 
and "PC", and secondary terminals "5B" and "TERRA". 

- Bus T3 is the internal "BUSTOP" for the third single-phase unit, wi th Tl as 
reference name, "REFBUS" (first transformer), primary terminals "PC" and "PA It 

and secondary terminals "5C" and "Terra". 

Thus the primary windings (PA-PB. PB-PC, PC-PA) indeed are Delta-connected and 
the secondary windings (SA-Terra, SB-Terra, SC-Terra) are Wye-connected to ground. 
Note that through the node name allocation, the clock-system declaration can be 
established. 
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primary Delta secondary : grounded v';ye 

R 

PB 

R 

PC 

R2 

Fig,3: Delta connected transformer 

A second problem concerns the need lor a path to ground on the Delta-side of 
the transformer bank. Indeed, a floating delta is not honored by the program, 
since mathematically the voltage there would then only be defined wi thin an arbi trary 
constant. 

- Of course there is no problem if a transmission line were connected to the DELTA 
side. In such cases the line ca~acitance indeed provides the connection to the 
ground. 

- Likewise. a connection to one or more voltage sources (either direct, or through 
other, simple elements) will satisfy this requirement. 
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- The common case of an isolated. delta-connected tertiary of a three-winding 
transformer requires special attention, though: 
a) Unbalanced method: simply ground one corner of the DELTA (fig.4a). 

Use~this option only is one is not interested in the voltage value on the 
DELTA side. 

Fig.4a: Unbalanced method 

b) Balanced solution: connect three equal capacitors from the corners of the 
DELTA to the ground. Take care to use realistic values (e.g. 0.003 ~ F) in 
order to avoid matrix singularity (fig.4b)! 
Use this option whenever it is necessary to preserve the inherent balance on 
the DELTA side. 

Fig.4b: Balanced method 

A third problem concerns the homopolar behavto'U:z.t 0/ the DELTA connection. In 
such case, the core construction (shell or core type) is of minor importance since 
the excitation test really becomes a short-circuit test (a closed DELTA acts as 
a short-circuit for zero-sequence currents). Accordingly, neither the value of 
the zero-sequence exciting current nor the value of the zero sequence excitation 
loss are critical. 

Only in the case where the DELTA is artificially opened, the actual zero-sequence 
test can be performed. In this case. the homopolar flux: will close its path through 
the air and the tank. Such situation cannot be represented by this SATURABLE 
TRANSFORMER component model. It can only be represented by the 3-leg core-type 
option, explained in section IV-E-4. 
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2 EXAMPLES 

Consider a DELTA-connected shell-type transformer of the pr~ceeding remark. 
Further assume following values for the input parameters: 

Rlllagn = 3. E5 Ohms 
VLV = VHV = 3.03 E5 Volts 
RLV = RHV = .25 Ohms 
XLV = XHV = 25. mH (XOPT = o. on miscellaneous data card) 

The input data format would look as follows: 
c 1 2 3 • 567 8 
C 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

C ------------•• ------.---------------------------------------------------------$UNlT9. O. ,0. 
C first tranator.er: ·BUSTOP~ • T1 

TRANSYORMER 2.0 1137. 11 
2. 1137. 

50. 1365. 
10000. 1478.6 

3.00E5 
{a.turat!on curve: !1rat knee point 
{a.cond knee point 
{third kne. point 

9999 {flag card. te~inating aaturaeion curve data 
1TA 
2SA 

T8 .25 
.25 

25. 3.03!2 1 
25. 3.03E2 

c .econd tranator..r: ~BU9REY· • 11 referencing to t1rat tranator.er 
C "BUSTOp· • 12 

TRANSYOaMER11 12 
1TB TC 
2SB 

e third tranato~er: -BUSREY- • 11 reterencing to !trat tranator.er 
e ftBUSTOP" • 13 

TRANSYORKIRTl T3 
ITe TA 
2se 

c ------------------------------------------------------------------------------C 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
C 1 2 3 4 567 8 

lye E •• Three-phase 3-1e9 core-type transfOrmer 

In this case. the homopolar reluctance is high and the zero sequence flux is 
forced to return through the air and the tank, outside the windings. Because of 
the air gap. the zero-sequence magnetizing curve is nearly linear. quite unlike 
the positive sequence magnetizing curve, which is highly nonlinear. It seems 
therefore reasonable to approximate the zero-sequence magnetizing curve as a linear 
magnetizing inductance La. The core-leg (positive sequence) nonlinear inductance 
SATURA can again be added across the first winding of each phase. Because of this t 
a whole new model (depicted in fig.5) is needed to represent such type of transformer. 

On the other hand, this complicated model is not recommended to use since it 
is not possible to represent magnetic coupling between the phases. This type of 
3-phase transformer better can be modelled using the supporting routine BCTRAN 
(see section XIX-C), with the external addition of nonlinear elements at the proper 
winding connection points (i.e. those windings which are closest to the iron core). 
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HV-winding 

Fig.S: 2 winding 3-leg core type transformer, Yy connected 
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BUS3PH 

- There are (2 + 3*{N - 1) single-phase 2-winding ideal transformers involved. 
N = number of windings (2 or 3). . 

- Two of them are used as ideal isolation transformer (turn ratio 1:1). In 
combination with the zero sequence induction LO, they form the equivalent for 
an ideal three-phase 3-1eg core-type transformer. 

- The remaining 3*{N - 1) ideal units provide the correct turn ratio's for the 
windings 2, 3 , ... , N wi th respec t to winding "1", for the three phases 
respectively. 

- Each of the N windings "k" has 3 associated leakage impedances (one per phase) t 

characterized by resistance R and inductance L. Note that the value for this 
leakage impedances can be obtained out of the short circuit impedances. 

- Saturation effects are confined to 3 nonlinear reactors "SATURA" (one per phase) 
on the low-voltage side. This saturation branch is connected to a fictitious 
internal star point, which is not always the best connection point; ideally, the 
nonlinear inductance should be connected to the point in the equivalent star 
circuit where the integrated voltage is equal to the iron-core flux. Further, 
it should be clear that this model can not take magnetic coupling between phases 
into account. A distinction between several cases is necessary. 

- In case ot saturation, the TYPE-98 pseudo-nonlinear reactor model is used 
internally. In order to obtain the necessary input data, use balanced 
excitation of the three phases and average the voltages and their corresponding 
currents over the three phases, thus creating a (Vrms,Irms) characteristic. 
Next use the supporting routine "SATURA" (see section XIX-G) to create the 
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necessary (FLUX,Current) characteristic using peak values. The same curve 
has to be applied to all 3 phases (use the reference branch option of section 
IV-l;:;'2) . 
NOTE: This is NOT the curve obtained from one winding (one phase), 

with all others open circuited. 
- In the linear case, only one value should be entered for the magnetizing 

impedance input data. Data can be obtained from the direct excitation test. 
- In case no flux-current characteristic is specified, the magnetizing reactance 

is assumed not to exist (magnetizing current can be neglected). 
- Excitation losses (core) are confined to 3 linear mutually coupled resistances 

Rmag (dotted elements in Fig.5) one should add manually across the low-voltage 
winding terminals of all three phases. Such mutual coupling is mandatory for 
representing homopolar exci tation losses in a correct way. It is hence recommended 
NOT to use the non-coupled resistance Rmag provided by the model (crr. Fig.l). 

1 INPUT RULES 

As explained before, a whole new transformer model is needed to represent this 
3-leg core-type transformer. Therefore new rules are needed. The next card 
sequence should then be inserted in the group of branch cards of the actual 
electrical network: 

1. TRANSFORMER THREE PHASE -special request card 3-leg flag 

1ST UNIT 
2. TRANSFORMER -special request card 
3. flux-current specification 

omitted if the magnetizing reactance is assumed not to exist 
- only one card in the linear case 
- card grouping (see TYPE-98 pseudo-nonlinear reactor element) for the 

saturated case 
4. flag card ending flux-current specification grouping 
5. "N" winding cards 

2ND UNIT 
6. TRANSFORMER-REFBUS -special request card 
7. "N" winding cards 

3RD UNIT 
8. TRANSFORMER-REFBUS -special request card 
9. "N" winding cards 

Letts discuss the card input in more detail now: 

1. First comes the "TRANSFORMER THREE PHASE" special request card. This is a flag 
card, indicating the fact that the homopolar reluctance option has to be used. 
At this point, the program will automatically introduce the two ideal isolation 
transformers, as well as their proper interconnection (see fig. 5) • Further. (,;>'~' \ 
this card bears the value for the constant magnetic reluctance RO (representing ;~~) 
the linear zero-sequence inductance LO, recall) and also a unique name "BUS3PH". 
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TRANSFORMER THREE PHASE A6 E6.2 

special request word BUS3Pr RO 

Parameters: 

BUS3PH: Unique name, associated with the homopolar reluctance of the transformer. 
This name refers to an internal (hidden) node, that can not be connected with 
other branches of the electrical network. Accordingly, the name should be 
distinct from all other names used in the same network study ! 

RO Reluctance of the zero-sequence air-return path for flux. This reluctance 
can be calculated as follows: 

VRATfv 
R 0 - 3 Lo 

with VRATLV (kV): rated equivalent phase voltage (see card 5) 
Lo (H): homopolar inductance (single-phase value) 

2-5. Next. the first transformer unit needs to be specified. This is done using 
the card sequence explained in section IV-E-l. Special care should be devoted 
to the following: 

Card 2: 

I: I..: I ~ f I- IE i, 

~f" I~ r~ IE I Iflc ~ ( ~f" ~~ f~ f~ 'uC:f( .... I~f~ ~E I ~ ~(f( ~I' ~":r! ~ E rcl~l( I' ~ ~l' ,E 'He f( i :~ .. ~~I!~E r~l(l( i : ~, " f ~ ~ ~ '~~( I ( i:; , ~ .: . ~ rc~( I c 

TRANSFOR~R E6.2 E6.2 A6 E6.2 I 

1 

request word I FLUX BUST OF Rmag flagl 
steady-state I 

I 

For current and flux, we refer to card 3. 

RMAG = 0: we don't want to add a non-coupled resistance branch representing 
excitation losses at the internal star point. in parallel with the magnetizing 
branch, because wi thout coupling. homopolar excitation losses would be 
represented inaccurately. On the other hand, one should manually add mutually 
coupled resistance branches (type 51. 52. 53) over the winding terminals of 
all three phases on the low voltage side. The values to be used can be derived 
as follows: 

1 
R '.'1 - 3(R /lom + 2R ctlr) 



where (V I\om x [3)2 
R llo"'----

PIX. '\OM 

and R _ (V ctlr)2 

ctl,. p ' •. ct.,. 

Card 3: 

: 
2.~ .,.~ It r~lc I( ~,- I~'~'€ 'mi( 

E16.0 

I 

.. ..1" r~ IE 

E16.0 

FLUX 
one (current-flux) pair 

tV.i. Saturable tranatormer eomponene - L8 

~ : IE 
. if 

~ fC Ie , .. I" " I t It rl 
i ~~-"l:,e '~~ c~ C ~ .~ '''r ... ~ t r ( it ~~ , I',:,E 'f~~~< ~, .. I~.~d 'Elc;lc 

- In case of saturation, the TYPE-98 pseudo-nonlinear reactor model is used 'v 

internally. In order to obtain the necessary input data, use balanced t::;-:;i; 
exci tation of the three phases and average the voltages and their corresponding ~:> 
currents· over the three phases, thus creating a per-phase (Vrms,Irms) 
characteristic. Next use the supporting routine "SATURA" to create the 
necessary (FLUX ,Current) peak value characteristic. Hence it is clear that 
this model can not take the magnetic coupling between phases into account. 

- This is NOT the curve obtained from one winding (one phase), wi th . all others 
open circuited. 

- In the linear case, only one per-phase (Flux-current) peak value should be 
entered for the magnetizing impedance input data. This value can be obtained 
from the direct excitation test. 

- In case no flux-current characteristic is specified, the magnetizing reactance 
is assumed not to exist (magnetizing current can be neglected). 

Card 4: 

Ilmmml~m~lmmmlJJJmm1mmmlumm~1mmm1mmm 
999 
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Card 5: 

12 AS AS 

K BUS' 8US2 
node names 

ES.2 ES.2 E6.2 

R L VRAT 
leakage 
fmpedonce 

IP 
only on the 
first cord 

One should work in equivalent phase values while deriving values for R,L and VRAT 

WYE connection: VRAT = V /.[3 (line-to-ground) 
DELTA connection: VRAT = V (line-line) 

6-9. The two other single-phase uni ts are defined using the reference branch option. 
The rules are already described in section IV-E-2 and thus wontt be documented 
here again. For allocation of internal nodes, we refer to the example explained 
hereafter. 

Remark: Modelling of DELTA-connected transformers: 
For DELTA-connection, we refer to section III for some explanation. 

2 EXAMPLES 

Consider the case of a three-legged core type three-phase transformer with 
both primary and secondary winding WYE-connected, and with both STAR points grounded 
(YNynO). The other terminals are called BUS1_R, BUS1_S, BUS1_T and BUS2_R, BUS2_S, 
BUS2 T respectively. Further, following data were obtained by standard measurement 
on this transformer (at 50 Hz). 

Power rating 
Voltage rating 

Direct measurements: 
Excitation losses 
Excitation current 
Excitation voltage 
Short-circuit losses 
Short-circuit current 
Short-circuit voltage 

Homopolar measurements: 
Excitation losses 
Excitation current 
Excitation voltage 

35 MVA 
132./11.05 kV 

18.112 kW 
2.39 A 
11.01 kV 
192.53 kW 
153.1 A 
35.213 kV 

115.325 kW 
500.0 A 
1.183 kV 

::J II 



Short-circuit losses 
Short-c'" :,:-c1.i.it current 
Short-ci~cuit voltage 

8.825 kW 
70. A 
2.86 kV 
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Following data can be obtained for the saturable transformer component model: 

card type 1: 

BUS3PH = INHOM 

Ro = 642.6 

This reluctance of the homopolar air-return path for the flux can be calculated 
via an estimation of the homopolar inductance: 

L 
U ex. Ito," X ( 1 - I ~:. 110m. X Z ::. d'r I2 ) 

o· 
(I u.llo",/3)x2nj 

Note the approximation for the voltage drop over the LV short-circuit impedance 
(fig. 5). 

Following intermediate results easily can be obtained: 

I ex •ho• = 49.15 % 
ZSh.c1ir = 26.69 % 

(see section XIX-C-3. value IEXZERO) 
(see section XIX-C-3. value ZPOS12) 

USing these intermediate results, the above formula yields 

L - 1183(1-0. 49t'~O.2669/2) = 0 021113 H 
o (500/3)2&50 ' 

Finally. this results in 

R _ (11.05/13)2 _ 11.052 
_ 642 6 

o 3L o 9L o • 

1st unit 
- First comes the normal "TRANSFORMER" request card. 

I = 3.37997 A (peak) 

FLUX = 28.6335 Vsec (peak) 

If we assume a linear behaviour for the magnetizing branch, it is sufficient 
to specify the direct magnetizing impedance, using RMS values for excitation 
current and voltage: 

lex = 2.39 A (RMS) 
Vex = 11.01 kV (RMS) 

This results in following peak values for current and total flux: 



I = 2.39 X 12 = 3.37997 A (peak) 
'I' -~ =* 28 6335 Vsec (peak) ....... so • 

BUSTOP = TOP_R 

RMAG = 0 
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Indeed, if one wants to be able to represent homopolar exctation losses 
with enough accuracy, the magnetizing loss should not be confined to one 
single resistance branch. but one should place mutually coupled resistance 
branches (type 51. 52. 53) over the terminals of LV winding 1 manually. The 
values for these self and mutual resistance can be calculated as follows. 
using excitation voltages: 

direct: 1iOlOZ 
Rat,. - i'iii2 - 6692.8 Ohm 

(1113.13)2 
homopolar: R ~Olft - llS32S - 36.4 Ohm 

Finally, this results in 

l I 
R, - ;(R~ .. + 2R dt,.) - ;(36.4 + 2x6692.8) - 4474.0 OhDl 

1 1 
Rift - i (R ~ ... - R dU') - i (36.4 - 6692.8) - - 2218.8 Ohm 

FLAG = 1 

This will result in branch current output. 

- Next comes the linear (flux-current) characteristic, as obtained by supporting 
routine SATURA. This curve should be terminated by a flag card (9999 in columns 
13 up to 19). Of course, in this simple linear case, it is sufficient to repeat 
the values of the steady state working pOint, as obtained before: 

I = 3.379 A (peak) 
~ = 28.6148 Vsee (peak) 

- Finally, two winding speCification cards should follow. Using the direct 
short-circuit test reSUlts, following values can be obtained (equivalent phase 
values) : 

R - 192530/3 • 2.738 Ohm 
,* 153.1 2 

35.213/./3 
Z,*- 0.1531 -132.79 Ohm 

X ,II - ~ Z:~ - R=~ - 132.76 Ohm 

For the high-voltage winding (number 2) we thus obtain 
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2.738 
R z .. -2- - 1.369 Ohm 

132.76 
X z • 2 - 66.381 Ohm or 211. mH at SO Hz 

VRAT z -132/.[3-76.2102 tV 

For the low-voltage winding {number 1} we obtain: 

(
11.05)2 

X I .. X 2 X 1"32 - 0.465 Ohm or 1.48 mH at 50 Hz 

V RAT 1 - 11.05/.[3 .. 6.3797kV 

Further units 
- For the 2nd and 3rd unit, we only have to use the special reference component 

option. Hence. only the node name allocation still needs to be explained. For 
the winding terminals, we have: 

Winding 1 

BUS1-R SUS1-S BUS1-R 

BUSl 

BUS1-S 

BUS1-T BUS2-T BUSt. 

BUSt-T 
9USL 

Fig.6: Node name allocation 

For internal nodes, we have (see fig.5): 
BUS3PH = INHOM 
BUSTOP R = TOP R 
BUSTOP-S = TOP-S 
BUSTOP:::T :II TOP:T 

Further rreerka 

Winding 2 phase 

BUS2-R R 

BUSH 

BUS2-S S 

BUSH 

8US2-T T 
BUSH 

- Further. in this example, the homapolar short-circuit losses can not be covered 
only by winding resistance losses. Hence additional losses can be confined to 
a single resistance, to be placed between BUSH (star point of HV-side) and ground. 
The value of this resistance is calculated as follows: 



( 

(
153.09)2 

P,A. laOIA - 8.825 70/3 - 379.94kW 

Indeed, we had to upgrade the losses, since the homopolar short circuit test 
was not performed under nominal conditions. 

Psh,extra = Psh.ho. - Psh.cUr (both under nominal conditions) 
= 379.94 - 192.53 = 187.41 kW 

Finally we find: 

R - 187410 _ 0 889 Ohm 
IA. '%fra (3x 153.09)2 . 

This finally results in following input file: 

c -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C .hunt re.i.tane. .. tria aero •• winding 1 with a-•• lf [~] • 4 •• ,4465528.03 
C and R-.utual {~) - -2.211910191+03 added .anually 
51lVSl RlUIL •• ' •• 5 O. 
5ZIUS1-S.USL -2219. O. 4474.5 O. 
53'VS1-nUIL -2219. o. -2219. O. 4474.5 O. 

C ----:----------~---------------------------------------------------------------
C SATUItAIU ftAIISPODIa CONPOfi&HtS 
SUNITS. SO •• 0. 

T1IMSPOMD l'BItD PIlAU I ..... 632.08 
C •••••••••••• - ••••••• ) 1S! UNIT 
C IT1IMSPOMDI II III flWlllUftO'lltMvl! 

TRANSPORRIa 3.319921.633!O' a O. 
C 111 flWl I -

3.31"7 ZI.6335 , .. , 
C !austllauszll II KII Lllvratll 

lauSl QUaL .00959.4652 6.3197 
2IUSZ-UUSB 1.369 56 • .11 76.210 

e •••• : ••••••••• --•••• ) z.D UNIT 
TRMSro .... TO' a . TOP_S 

lauSl SIVIL -
2IUSZ-SIUSB 

e •• -.: ••••••• _.-.-••• ) laD UNIT 
T1tAlfSPOIUI!It TO. a TOP _ 'f 

laUS1 nuSL -
2IUSZ-nuSB 

C ~d of data _try tor thre.-phase traneto~r unit -lVs3n-

11 .. 
1 

IP 
1 

TIll. MCUon IINlS added 
Mnually to the punc:hecl 
data cards. 

Iy.I.S &gplle.tiona of the "SATURABLE TRANSFORMER MQDEL" 

This model can be used to simulate a Single-phase or 3-phase (both shell- and 
core-type) 2-winding transformer, using test data of the exciting test and the 
short-circui t test at the rated frequency. In the 3-winding case, numerical 
problems ailbt occur. The obvious symptom of trouble will be following message: 

"TROUBLE AT 73912 ON TYPE-99 OR 98 ELEMENT NUMBER •••• " 

This message is somewhat deceptive, since there really is no trouble with this 
TYPE-98 eleaent at all. If one looks at the network node vol taps t however, one 
will observe an exponential blow-up of the solution without any abrupt change or 
discontinuity. It rather appears to be that roundoff error (nUllerical noise) was 
amplified as the simulation progressed, although up to now, the origin of the hash 
could not yet be located. 

') } for 
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Excitation losses can be taken into account by this model. although these 
losses can be neglected for both single-phase transformers as w',ll as 3-phase 
(3-leg shell-type or 5-1eg core-type) transformers. On the other hand, for 3-phase 
3-1eg core-type transformers, the exciting curren't is fairly high in the 
zero-sequence test and these excitation losses should therefore be included. The 
short-circuit losses can (and always should) be taken into account. 

Stray capacitances are ignored in this representation, which therefore is only 
valid up to a few kHz. Because internally, the resistive and inductive parts of 
all impedances are treated separately, this model also is valid for extremely low 
frequencies (as it was the case for the "BCTRAN" model). 

The model can be used in both the linear and the saturated case, depending on 
the input data netered for the flux-current characteristic (TYPE-98 pseudo-nonlinear 
reactor model). Hysteresis can be simulated by adding type 96 elements connected 
to the proper transformer terminals (i.e. the terminal ends of the winding that 
is closest to the iron core) in the electrical network, during the steady-state 
or transient run. 

On the other hand, this complicated three-leg core-type model is not recommended 
to use since it is not possible to represent magnetiC coupling between the phases. 
This type of 3-phase transformer better can be modelled using the supporting routine 
BCTRAN (see section XIX-C), with the external addition of nonlinear elements at 
~he proper winding connection points (i.e. those windings which are closest to the (j!'~!~ 
~ron core). ) '-.'J,:,i: 

'.". -.' 

Delta transformer connections can be simulated, although sometimes this can 
be a little tricky. Important points to keep in mind: 

- How to derive the equivalent circuit ? 
- Need for a path to ground on the delta side of the bank. 
- What about homopolar behaviour ? 
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1~ General Philosophical Explanation 

The ItCASCADED PI" option can be used only for runs 'Rhich stop after 
the ateady-state phasor solution is complete (T 1< 0, meaning that no 
trans~ent simulation is to follow). For such s~ies, numerous Pi-circuits 
(see 3ection IV-B are often cascaded so as to represent a total transmission 
line, with possible conductor transposition occurring at the points of 
interconnection of the Pi-circuits; series or shunt elements may sometimes 
be present at these interconnection points, also. The "CASCADED PI" option 
can be efficiently used in such cases, provided the user is only interested 
in the solution at the line terminals. Use of this feature makes it 
impossible to find out what is going on (i.e., the solution variables) at 
the internal interconnection nodes and adjacent branches. 

The mathematical modeling associated wi tb "CASCADED PI" is worth 
summarizing, since a general understanding aids efficient usage of this 
feature. It will later be seen that components representing the line are 
defined sequentially as a chain, from one end (the sending end) to th~ 
other (the receiving end). This data is processed as it i8 read, sequentially, 
so as to produce at any stage of the process a mathematical equivalent for all 
components between the sending end and the last component read. This is 
shown d1agramatically in Fig. 2. 
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;;. 
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Fig. 1. 
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Sample problem to illustrate usage ot the "CASCADED PI" feature. 
IUs (RA 1; RB1; RC1) is the sending end of the line, and bus 
(GAl; GB1; G01) is the receiving end. 

3/7 
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~·,"Ilva~e:":.t for ::~·..I1valent for 
Component 

CCllIpcnents -:ca-.ponents 

1, ~, ••• to f K-l 

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of cascading operation for K-th component. 

The form of mathematical equivalent used 
for this is simply the nodal admittance 
ma trix [ Y 1 . Henc e when input 
processing or the last component of the 
chain is complete, an admittance matrix 
among the terminal nodes of the line 
exists, as shown at the right. This 
is an exact mathematical equivalent for 
all of the interconnected components 
of the chain, as seen trom the terminal 
nodes. Matrix l Y ] is symmetric 
and complex (1.e. t admittance elements 
Ykm = Glon + jBkm ). 

Send1!lc ReceiVing 

l 'r"S Q) 

o 
Q) 

~~--------~----------~ From the aforementioned description, 
several points concerning speed and storage requirements 
associated wi tb this feature may be deduced: 

Poin t 1: The storage requirement (tor ( Y 1 ) varies as the square ot the 
number of transmission line conductors; it is independent of 
the number of components which are cascaded together. 

Point 2: Computational effort to produce the equivalent is proportional 
to ~he ~Ullber of components which are cascaded together. The 
computer time associated with this effort adds to the "data input" 
t~e t1gure of the summary case-termination statistics, not to 
the time figure tor the steady-state solution. ---

2. 30me More-Specific Comments about "CASCADED PIli 

Before deta1l1llg the specific format of data input for the "CASCADED PI" 
feature, a te. additional comments about restrictions an~or assumptions 
might be mentioned. lig. 1 shows a sample problem, the Section- 4 setup of 
which illustrates aome of these points: 

,. The first line segment ot the chain of elements which are to be 
caecaded may not have 8D.7 series or shunt connections. That is, 
the sending end must begin with a Pi-circuit. 

2. Second and later sections can each consist of up to four types 
of sub-components, as follows, in the order snown: 

a) Series uncoupled R-L.:c branches, it any. 

b) Shunt uncoupled R-L-C branches, if any. 

c) New line-position (thought ot conceptually as 
transposition) specification, if any. 
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d) Specification of new (l.e., changed) ?i-circ~t 
parameter matrices CRl, (Ll, and eel. 

In order to utilize the "~ASCADED PI" modeling feature as part of an 
EMTP data case, the folloWing classes of data are involved, in the order 
i!'ldica.ted: 

Class 

Class 2 

Class 3 

-a Class 4 
Q) 
~ Class 5 
fa ., Class 6 
C- Class 7 Q) 
L. 

Class 8 

"CASCADED PI It header card (i.e., special request 
card which begins the definition process. 

Cards which specify the sending end and receiving end 
bus names, as well as the t R], l L] , and [C) 
matrices which apply to the first Pi-circuit. 

Line position card for the first Pi-circuit, the 
one at the sending end at the line. 

Line position card, it any. 

Cards defining series R-L-C branches, it any. 

Cards defining shunt R-L-C branches, if any. 

Cards specifying new [R] , [Ll, and (C] 
parameter matrices, if any. 

"STOP CASCADE" card, to close the definition process. 

Classes 1, 2, 3, and 8 are used only once, tor the sending and the receiving 
end of the line in question. Classes 4, 5, 6, and 7 apply to the interior 
of the line, to be repeated over and over again, once tor each section. 

3 . Fomat and Meaning at Different Classes of Data for "CASCADED PI II 

Class 1: "CASCADED PI" header card 

One begins the definition process for a line by means of the special 
request card having "CASCADED PI" punched in columns 3-14, as per the 
following format: 

Cols. 3-14 

Cols. 27-32 

Cols. 33-38 

i . I; "f I , 

'BUS1"" BVS2:::' ::;:::::::T:;::~:::~::;:'~::(: NPHCAS fRE~C 
CASC'ADED.,.:Pt :::::r::·:tl::t::r't.:t.::::!:·:.: '~'I '.: . E.~:~~ 
..... _____ ~ I ! I I I I I I ,"'-__ ....... ____ -' 

Punched with the key request word "CASCADED PI" • 

Variable "NPHCAS", the number of pbases or 
conductors in the circuit to be cascaded. The 
ma.xi.mum permissible number is dependent upon user 
EMrP dimensioning (eee Section I-G); execution 
should terminate with an overflow error message, 
if the ueer attempts to represent a line having 
too maQY conductors. 

Variable up'~CS", the frequency in Hz 
of the sinusoidal stea41-etate phasor solution 
that is to be performed. 
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Class 2! Specification of eus names, matrices LR], [L], [81 
These data cards are for inputing the sending-end and receiving-eDd 

bus names of the line, plus the iR], [L), and [Cl matrices which 
characterize the line geometry ot the first section. The format is 
identical to that which is used for a conventional Pi-circUit: 

- ...... ' ~ o!~ .'''' .s!' :,!::j :::l:.:!I:!3'=::i~ ~1~!;::j~i~!~:Q1J 1::;).flI:t~I..:::a:l:G ... :!~ ~1:I;i :f~l~! :;j~':::I:J~! =::1 =~i~I~" I""! "!f"!ll ~.:;:!::i::3~':'; ~ ~:::ili!!tj I 

lLl No,e, N~mes R~§er-e,;u. br. eo \ t,W\e",i:.S (k,m) elt.~Ult 5. (k.,M-+I) ete.~'U'lf!. '( ~) 1"r'I+( 
a.. 

Ll >- R' l, Ci R, C: R.' L! t- BUS1 BUS, eUS3 ~o~ ... ...... 

12 AG AG Arc At:o EG.2 £(; .• 2. £,.2. E'.2- EG.2. Eb.'a E'.a EC:.. a 

Rule 1: Number the phases 1, 2, • .. • NPHCAS. Make out one branch ca.rd 
plus possible continuation cards, (See Rule 6) for each phase 
and stack them in this sequence. Indicate this sequence by 
punching 1, 2, ••• NPHCAS in columns 1-2 of these cards (field 
ITYPE). These numbers will be referred to later as the line 
position number for this base matrix. 

Rule 2: Specify the circuit conSisting of NPHCAS phases by the names of 
the nodes at both ends (use columns 3-14; field names BUS1, 
BUS 2). Nodes may be grounded (indicated by blank field name) 
if desired. These names do not necessarily correspond to the 
R-L-C matrix values on the same card. The line position card 
takes care of the relation between bus name and R-L-C matrix 
values. 

Rule 3: At least one of the matrices (a], (Ll must be nonzero. ~~trix 
(C] may be zero. Specifically, [RJ +Juv[L] must be Gon-singular. 

Rule 4: If this cascaded pi circuit is identical with another cascaded 
pi circuit then the following storage-saving option may be 
used: 

Repeat node names of the first branch of that preceding set of 
branch cards in the provided columns 15-26 of the first branch 
in the same sequence and leave R, L, C blank. On the 2nd, 3rd, 
••• NPHCA5-th branch card only the information in columns 1-14 
is used. 

!Q!!: The program will properly process the reference data 
with or without the CASCADED PI header card and STOP 
CASCADE terminator card. Care must be taken that 
either ~ or ~ of these cards should appear. 

C. 

E'.2. 

Rule S: The nutr.erical ~ralues for LR] , l L 1, and (c] are in the following ,_, 
units. Recall that variables XOPT and COPT come from the floati(~,J 
point miscellaneous data card. ~ 

a) Specify Rtj 1 n ohms 

b) Specif,y inductances Lij as 



~~~ =-:..::.:":~~ tI.' I. :~ ·::;hhl~ ~ t !;::. :'~':'2 -::c;:
if XOFT ¢ 0 • 

e) Speci£.y capacitances Cij as 

1) capaci tance C in JJ F it COPT = 0 • 

~ -= :~:r: 
271 

i1) susceptance we in p mhos 
it COPT pO. 

at frequency (..e.,l '= COPT 
2? 

Rule 6: Matrices l R 1, t L 1, and l Clare synunetric, so only need be 
specified on and below the diagonal. The following format applies: 

1-1 ~ .... / .. j ... t .. I"'I .. I ... ~= !::'i~!.!: :!l~::i~~lili.::i~!~;;:Jx:I;!1~;:;;~~~I;:;I:::'::l!~~~;::;i::.1Ii?;I~I.;~;1 :::~~',;!~I~':it i::::l:;::l::f:I:::b .~~~,~I:il~ I:lll ~~:-J:':!~;.:J~~:;tI~.e~~~: III 

1 'ode naiIIelil 

R" 1.,11 C11 - .. 
ot 1st branch 

2 Node name. Rz., L~, t" Rl2 lll2 t22 or 2nd bt"lnch 

3 Node naIIIeS R31 L31 elt R3i 1.32 CJ2 Ru LJl ell, 
ot "rd braneh 

4\ Yode names R4f' t.. .... C~I R4a 1.. .. 2- C4lfZ R1l L4I43 C.&11' ot 4th branch 

R44 L. .... C<44 .. . , ' . I. 

I 
l : 

5 Node !'IUlea Rs. Ls. CSI Rsz L.,s~ Csa Rsl . t.sa CS3 ot 5th branch 

Rs~ l.S04 C.S4 Rss LSI Cs'S' 
; 

• : eic. ,.1 •. , "tt i " . II .: j , : 1 j',: 'I : . , : :.) '.:: .. ~ Ii::· : .. 
• ~ 1 f- , ' • f :. I ~ 1 f" j"* ~ ::. 1.. ~ ." ~ :.. 1 

Rule 7: No branch voltage output, or branch current output, is possible 
for this component, so dontt put any of those special punches in col. 8 f , 

Of course the complete steady-state solution will show all branch flows; 

Class 3: Line position card for sending-end section 

The line position card 1s used to specify control parameters pertaining to 
the associated line section and lumped elements. As used for Class 3 data, it 
applies only to the very first segment, the beginning of the cascading process. 
The general definition is contained in the Class 4 data explanation which follows. 

Class 4: Line position card 

The line position card is used to specify control parameters pertaining to 
the associated line section and lumped elements. The folloWing format applies: 

- ,...~ ...... j <>I~'";''' ~=!:: ::1':: :.3~I~=~~ ;:;.~;:: ~ ~;; ;::;,!:' ~,~!;:;;r.~~" ~;:?l~, ~ ~ ~.; .:.1; ; :;: ':; ~~,~: :;:~r~:J~-~-~ ~:~ ~. ;;;;: ~::, ~8 ~~; ~:;:;.::1;: 

. II-) Q.. 

G 
Pha&t.. - loc..,t ion ind i tatot" MAPCAS(I) 1 .... .... a: v ~ w a: -c:- (\J rr) 

UJ UJ U Etc. tor all phase. 
=:) V) CO t/) ill) ~ U V) 

:E ~ ~ ~ 
tD -' • • • • 0 J::. ~ 

( MAPCAS(r). 1_1, IfPHCAS ) .s:: t: Q.. 0.. 

EG.a 14- I4 1+ 14 14 I4 14 • • • • 

Rule 1: Length of segments i8 specified by DSECTJ. This is a per unit 
length where the base length is determined by the length of line 
represented by the equivalent pi matrix. That is the length of 
th~ line represented by this matrix is 1.0. 

< \. 

: 

32/ 
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~x~~le: If a 5 mile length of line is needed for a sec~ion and 
the .:z ... L-C equivalent pi matrix is per mile then JSECTJ = 5.0. 
However, if the R-L-C equivalent pi matrix is for a 5 mile length 
of line, then DSECTJ = 1.0. 

Rule 2: If N id~ntical sections are to be cascaded together Without any 
transpositionsJthen MULTI? can be set to N rather tr~ include 
N line position cards. There may be series and shunt connections 
between these sections, but these connections must be the same 
for all sections handled by this multiplicity feature. Default 
value of 1 if MULTI? is left blank. 

Rule 3: Specification of series connection 

MSER=1 This indicates that there is a R-L-C series connection 
for this section(s) and data for this is to follow. 

MSER--o This indicates that there is no R-L-C series connection 
for this section(s). 

MSER=-1 This indicates that there is a R-L-C series connection 
for this section(s). The data from the last R-L-C 
series connection is to be used. 

Comment: Should the user desire to put the same R-L-C connection 
between every other section this can be easily accomplished as 
follows: 
The first section preceeded by the R-L-C series connection 
would have MSER:1. The next section would have MSER.:Q. The 
third section, which is to be preceeded by a R-L-C series 
connection would have MSER=-1. 

Rule 4: Specification of R-L-C shunt connections MBR=1, 0, -1 has same 
meaning for shunt R-L-C connections as MSm has for series 
connections. 

Rule 5: Specification of line-section parameters R, L , and C 

MSECT= 0 or blank means old R-L-C values are used for following 
section(s) • 

MSlOOT= 1 a new R-L-C matrix is to be read in 

Rule 6: Specification of line position. These numbers are a map of the 
position of the phases of the cascaded circuit. The fields 
across the card starting in column. 25 correspond to the phases 
in the order their names appear in the BUS1, BUS2 fields on 
the NPHCAS equivalent pi cards. The number entered in these 
fields are the row number of the R-L-C equivalent pi matrix. 
Thus if the conductor connecting the nodes specified by the 
first equivalent pi card BUS1-BUS2 field has electrical prop
erties which are specified by the third row of the R-L-C matrix 
then a 3 would be put in column 28. 

For 14 or fewer conductors, cola. 25-80 ot the data card suffice, 
as shown. But for 15 or more conductors, the MlPCAS(I) data spills 
over onto 88 many extra carda of tne format 241, 14I4 as are 
required to complete the data input. 
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Class 5: 3eries ~-L-C oranch sQecification 

Class 5 data consists of series R-L-C oranches, connected in series 
wi th any particular conductor (phase) of the line. The followi~ format 
applies: 

s~e.s .Se;;~ 
····La; ·': .. ,Cl':;· 

Rule 1: Field ITYPE of columns 1-2 is to be punched With the conductor 
number which the R-L-C branch being defined is to be placed in 
series with. 

Rule 2: If a short circuit is desired, simply do not enter a data card· 
of this cla88 for that conductor. 

Rule 3: If an open circuit is desired, punch field R of columns 27-32 
Wi tb "999999'* - to be interpreted by the El'trrP ae a special 
flag m.eaning "open circuit". 

Rule 4~ At least one of the, parameter values R, 
card must be nonzero. 

L , or C of the 

Rule 5: If the desired branch has no resistance, set R equal to zero 
(or leave blank); if the branch haa no inductance, set L equal 
to zero (or leave blank); if the branch has no capacitance, set C 
equal to zero (or leave blank), which is interpreted by the EMTP as 
though series capacitance C were actually infin1te, a capacitive 
short circuit. 

Rule 6: The numerical values for R, L, and C 
un! te. Recall that variables XOPT and COPr 
floating-point miscellaneous data card • 

are in the following 
cOIDe from the 

a) Specify Rtj in ohms 

b) Spec1t,r inductances ~j as 

i) inductance L in mH 1t XOFT ::: o. 

"" , --I 
it XOPT F 0 • 

c) Spec1f.y capacitances eij as 

i) capacitance e in flF if' eOPT=o • 

i1) susceptance we in JJ mhos at frequency W '= COPT 
it COPT :f: 0 • 2? 

Rule 7: The end ot such series R-L-C branch cards is signaled by a blank 
card. 

323 
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Class 6: Sbunt R-L-G oranch specification 

Series R-L-C branches m83' be connected in shunt, thereoy being ~ 
catagorized as shunt R-L-C branches of data class u\1tl1ber 6. This is ~~~1J 
illustrated by the Fig. 1 schematic diagram, at bUBsea 7A1, 781, and 
7C1 • The shunt branches in question can be connected between any two nodes 
which are either conductor nodes or intermediate extra nodes, including 
local ground. The applicable format and rulea for such shunt R-L-C brancb.es 
are as follows: 

Rule 1: Pieids N1 and N2 are to be punched with node numbers. If one 
wants a conductor, the associated node number i8 the positive integer 
(raw or column number) assigned to it in the line-parameter matrices 
R, L, and C Zero or blank i8 reserved for local ground. 

Any other new, intermediate nodes are given consecutive negative 
integer values -1, -2, etc. tor a8 many as are needed. Such 
numbering is local to the line section in question, with one 
beginning over again With -1 the uext time. A limit of "NPHCAS" 
such intermediate nodes for each section exists (i.e., not more than 
one for each conductor). 

Rule 2: At least one of the parameter values R, 
branch must be nonzero. 

L , or C of eaoh 

Rule 3: 

Rule 4: 

If the desired branch has no resistance, set R equal to zero 
(or leave blank); if the branch has no inductance, set L equal 
to zero (or leave blank); if the branch has no capaCitance, set C 
equal to zero (or leave blank), which 18 interpreted by the EMTP as 
though series capacitance C .ere actually infinite, a capacitive 
short circuit. 

The numerical values for R, L, and C are in the followine 
uni te. Recall that variables XOE'r and COPr come from the 
floating-point miscellaneous data card (see Section 1.Oh). 

a) SpecU'y Rij in otuna 

b) Specify inductances 4j as 

i) inductance L in mH it XOPTao. 

11 ) reactance CotJ L in ohms at trequenq' c..) = xon 
it Ion;6 a . 21' 

c) Specit.v capacitances C1j as 

i) c,apadtar.ee :: in pF if' COPT=O. 

11} susceptance we in p mhos at frequency W .. COPT 
if COPT i= 0 • 21-

Rule 5: The end ot such shunt R-L-C branch cards is signaled by a blank card. 
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Class 7: :hange of line parameters La}, lL], 
During the cascading process, the line geometry can be altered if 

desired, which neceasi tates the redefinition of matrices (Rl t [L 1, and 
l C 1.. If this is the case, field uY.SECT It of the associated line-posi t10n 
card ((;la3s 4 data) must have been punched with value "1". The general 
data format for Class 7 input then is like that of Class 2, with the following 
exceptions: 

a) Rules 2 and 4 of the Class 2 data description do not apply. There 
are no bus names HBUS 1ft and "BIJS2" to be inputted, so leave 
columns 3-14 blank. No storage-saving option is possible, so 
likewise enter nothing in cols. 15-26. 

Class 8: Termination of Cascaded-PI data 

The last card in the definition sequence for a line wbichis being 
modeled using "CASCADED PIn is a record reading "STOP CASCADE", as 
per the following format: 

This card tells the EMTP that it has now processed all sections makill8 up 
the line which connects the sending-end and receiving-end busses which were 
defined on the Class 2 data input. 

4. Illustrative Sample Usage of "CASCADED PItt Feature 

Fig. 1 displ8ls a sample network for which the stea41-state sinusoidal 
phaeor solution can be found in two different w~s: first, using the 
conventional, manual EMl'P data setup, and second using the "CASCADED PItt 
modeling capability just described. Listings of these two alternative data 
caee setups for this problem are shown below: 

eEGIN 
C 

NEW OATA CA5E 
UTFF TEST CAse NO. '9 

C 
C 
C 
C 

'RAt 
2RA' 
JRCI 
It A I 
l'8' 
3H~' 
'0201 
12C1 
23A' 
~'al 
OLoe1 
(l4A' 
l!LtBt 
,!':iC, 
05AI 
05Bt 

C~ECK r.ASE Fa' THE SAMPLE S~AtL STEAOV-STATE P~08LE~ WHICH 
ILLUSTRATES MANY F~ATURes OF TH£ ·CASCAOED PI' CAPAqlLITY 0' THE T.o. 
T~IS CASE IS CO~c~ETELY SET UP ~A~UALLY, WITHOUT ANY USE OF THE 
·CA!r.AO~O PI' Cp·ION. THE AN~WERS SHOUlO 8! IOENT!CAL, OF cou~~£; 
a , e~. 

1 A I 
,~, 

fet 
2AI 
2e, 
2~' . 

I t 
.877 
.71+7 
.735 

8.ltO .'628 
... IIt .... 0252 
J.~7-.Dl)61 

.852 

.723 
8.43 •• 559 
•• 17-,0277 .829 8.46 ,157t _ .... , ____ wo_._.''<. _________ • __ ... _ 

~RI .".---.. -,-----~--- --"-'3""49. D7f'- -_._--,.,.- , .. -.------... ,,-_.----.--
401 R.. lA, 
441 

- "f'l -, ._-----.--- .-------- - .'." ----- .--------- ----
5C t • 3. t,. 
SA' '3 •• 449.07' 
5~1 '-"C'''--!Cf - ------. --.-.---- ------_.- ---
5G I 2~" 3P I -
5 r, 1 2q t 3~ I 
SG I -- 2!t --. 3e, ---- -- -._. ----------
51;' 

ISet oRf ~A1 'AI 
25C t -, I:)C' ~- ----- ------------ -------------_ ... - ,,----

3541 oA' 
cAl 1A, if!t' Sf" 
~Q. '7Q. - ... ,.1" -- r:,..-' 



-\ 

Er:1 
7 A, 
7~' 
7et 

7 C 1 I.t ~ I 
7GI 2~' 

7G' 2°' 
7G' ZPI 
1Gf 

-- GA 1 ----. 

~~, 

~QI 

3PI 
,~!? , 
SGI 
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, • 1 0 .. 1 6. e (, .:~' I 8 

'.-- I1At 
2781 
37CI 

GAl 
Gel 

--t~5rH)-;-cl2---;JT£;2 
1.446 e.J4-.a55~ 

I.~70 6.9~-.OI3" 1.494 S.2~-.O~O" 1.154 16.80 .J(~6 

tl.GA' 
t4~AI 
.,.G~t 

14R8f 

I~GC' 
t4~Ct 

42~.~5 60. 0.0 
4+21t. 15---" -·60.--'-- 10.0 
~2~.!S ~D. -'20.B 
42~.~S 60. -1,n.a' 
~ ., 4. , 5 6 ". - -- --._- ,;:t 0 • " 
~24.J5 60. IJO.O 

-. , 
-.t 
-.t 
-. I 
-.1 
-.1 

- -- "--

~(GIN 
C 

NC:W D~T'A CASE ~----~ 

C 
C 
C 
C 

UTPF TEST CA~E 10;0. 13 
SAMFlJ:' SMALL S'T'C:I\CY-STATE PROnlE~ WHICH ILLlJSTRATES MANY t:E4TU"ES OF 
'CASC~OEO ?I~ CAcA9ILITY CF THE T.P. ----- TRA~S~O!ITION, CASCAOING 
O~ PI-CIRCUITS, THE CON~ECtION OF SERIES BRANCHES, THE CCNNECTING OF 
SHUNT BRANCHES. I 

o Q to. -- - ._- - ,- .. - ---, , 
CASCAD~O PI 3 6D.U ., 

THE 

'~Al GA I ------ '--"- - ..• 877 8.40 .'628 -- _ .. - ---'- ._- ---------- '---'-" 
2RBt Get .1~7 ~.1"-.025Z .• 852 8.43 .1559 

.- 3RCt Gel .735 
-- -- --~. 1.0 '-2--"-0---1--'1 2' 

3.41-.00&7 .723 - ... 11-.0277 ~8ZCJ '8.46 .1511 
1 

t.O 1 I " .. a 2 3 
2 99q999 

----"3·--- -'--"--" -----.-------- .. -

1.1 , ----,----- -~ ... 
2 
3 

1 -, 
Z -1 

- I o 3 

3 -----,--------. 

, 
11. ,1.49. 07 J 

l 

'3.'" 
13" t 4+ 
f3. ,,.4+9. 071 

13.'449.'071 
13.1449.07' 
13.144<).07' 

-1 5.013.'" 

-.. Z. II .. _-,-;. ,- --,-r--.- 2 -- l 
1 .82~ 8.46 .157' 

-----

-- .. ~-- .. ---- --.-.. ~----------

2 .723 ~.11-.0277 .eS2 &.,.3 •• 55Q 
---- '3 ... _--..... . ..... ----- --.73; 3,"'--.OQ6r·~·71t"-4;14·~0252 -.-877~-8-;ltD·-~-1-".~e 

STOP CASCAOE 

'''GAt 
lC.~Al 

14G~1 
14R1H 
' .. Ge1 

----- litRe 1 

42".~~ 60. 0.0 
"2£..35 60. 10.0 
1.24.35 -.. -.- 60. - ---·,2U.0 
42~.'; 60. -l'O.U 
"24.35 60. 12D.O 
~21t.~s 60. ··-'30.~ 

!Er.tN NEW O~TA ~ASE 

- -.1 

-.' ... -------. -------- -·-·--~.1 

-.1 
• .1 ----- -'-'--~----'- ._-_. -~. f-'-~'-'---
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IV.F. Branch input using "CASCADED PI" featur~ 

I 
I~,F,l. Applicatiops 

In Section IV.B we already discussed the multi-phase nominal PI;"equivalent. 
Th s appeared to be a good moliel to simulate transient behaviour on short lines 
an cables. By connecting many short sections in series, keeping track of the 
ac ~ual transposi tion (if any). even a transient model for a long line can be 
ob~aihed •. ' Yet, because or. th .. e enormous memory requirements~ 1D0re sophisticated 
mo~elswere fOrtnulated. More details can be found in section 4.2. of the Theory 
Bo~k. . 

" For trans lent ana tys (.9 ; the models of sec tion IV. D are. more appropriate. . 
For-steady state (at any frequency), the CASCADED Plopt!on dealt with in this '. 

se9t1dn isa battei:' alternat:f.ve, since it is less memory consuming .. On the other' 
hUl}d, soma important limitations exist: . .... . 
- GASOADED PI uses the long-line equivalent (riot the nominal PIOtequivalent).' Hence, 

~he model is only valid· atone specific frequency. . Accordingly, only steady 
"4tate calcu1e.ti.ons (mAX SO on miscellaneous 'datacard), a~ that'specific frequency 
~REQCS (see IV,. F. 2-1: Cascaded PI header card) ~re hon;ored. The frequency or the 
~ype-14 sources should bave the same ,..alue as FREQCS~ .... . .•.. .. . 

- the user can only obtain results at the line terminals. not at the interconnection . 
points', 
. A representation of such a model, you can "find in'· the figu~ebelow . 

w .. 
(10 

!! 
~ 
~ sa . 7Al ~ 
0 

.<: 
'Q. 
1 5C 78 ., 

7C 

t 

T 
, The mathematical modelling of this can be interpreted as follows. The components 

representing the line are defined sequentially as a chain. from one end (sending 
end) to the other (receiving end). For each such section. a long-line equivalent 
PI is used. This data is in its turn processed as it is read. sequentially, so 
as to produce at any stage of the pt'ocess a mathematical equivalent for all 
components between the sending end and the last component read. This is shown in 
the' next figure. 

- £"\lIY~I.nl IQr '"' .. 
Compo~'nt 

.. 
Eqijivol,nt lor 

.. 
.. COmp1>nenll 

K '"' compon,nts '"' 
1,2 • .3, •.•• K-l 

l. 2. 3 ..... I< 
.... .. 
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. To represent this mathematical model, only the nodal admittance matrixl[y] is 
used. ~Hence, when input processing of the last component of the chain is completed, 
an admittance matrix among the terminal nodes of the lines exists, as·shown!!n the· 
following matrix. 

[

.)' 33 Y s« J 
y ~s Y u 

Remarks: 

- The number of elements Ykm of the matrix [YJ. only depends on the number 
of transmission lines; it is independent of the number of comppnents 
which are cascaded together. \ 

- The number of cascaded components has its effect on the computa~ional 
effort to pro.dUc~ an equivalent. Only the computer time for trans~ating 
the input data to the global nodal matrix [V] will increase wi h the 
number of cascaded components. The time figure for the steady state 
solution remains'~he same.' because finally, only one admittance ~atrix 
wi.p be withheld •• i . , . 

2 SPECIFIC USAGE OF "CASCADED PI" 

Following rules must be taken into account when using the cascaded PI feature. 
1) The first line segment of the chain of elements which are to be cascaded 

may not have any series or shunt connections. That is, the sending end 
must begin with a PI-Circuit. . 

. 2} Second and later sections can each consist of up to four types of 
I 

sub-components, in the order ~s shown below: 
a) Series uncoupled R"L"C branches, if nny. 
b)' Shunt ~couple~ R-L-C branches, if any. 
c} New line-position (transposition) specification, if any. I 

d) specification of new (i.e. changed) PI-circui~ parameter ma~rices' 
[R]. [L] and [C]. . I . 

When using diagnostic (see benchmark DCPRINT25); the program also will generate 
a p~asor branch admittance matrix. Only the values are obtained correctl* the 
fornl~t has to be modified manually acco.rding to the specifications explai~ed i~ 
sech.on IV.G. ' i I 

BEWARE: diagnostic should be activated in column 26 (overlay 3 = branch i~put). 
The minimum IPRSUP{3)·value equals three. This will give you only the final ~alues 
for the phasor branch admittance matrix to be used as input (see section LV.G). 
A higher IPRSUP(3)-value will list all intermediate results of the section ~lim-
ination too. I 

3 INPqT STRUCTURE 

In order to utilize the "CASCADED PI" modelling feature as part of an EMTP 
data case, the following classes of data are involved in the orrler indicated: 

Class 1 : "CASCADED PI" header card; special request card which begin$ the 
definition proce99~ t 

Class 2 : Cards which sp~cify the sending end and receiving end bus name$, as 

Class 3 

Class 4 
Class 5 

well as the [R], [L] and (C] matrices which apply to the first 
PI-circui t. 
Line position card for the first PI-circuit, the one at the se' ding 
end of the line. 
Line position card, if any. 
Cards defining series R-L-C branches. if any. 



Class 6 Cards defining shunt R-LLc banches t if any.' 
Class 7 Cards specifying new (RJ. [L] and [C] parameter matrices, if any. 

I Class 8 "STOP CASCADB" card,to close the definition process. 
i •. . . . 

Classes 1, 2, 3 and 8 are used once for the sending and 'receiving end of the line 
in question. Classes 4. 5. 6 and 7 apply to the interior of the line, to be repeated, 
once fol:' each section. 

IV .~ F . 2. Card formats 

1 GBSCADEDPI HEAVER CARD 

car~T~u!~g~ ~hs:;~finition of a cascaded PI section, the following special request f!j 

I I~ I" i~ IE IE 
~ : IE rE ie i~ IE t I:I<I( I f I ~ ~( 2 I" I~H 'E Ie ~ ",;. i E rd~!( 'I-~' 'mlc i~l! If . [eisie rf i~l( 

<.' 

NPHCA: FREQC~ I 
; 

, .. 
.. 

. CASCADED PI 16 E6.2 

I 

2 drQ'CIFICATIQN CARD Of BUS N}lMES AND MaTRICES [R 1. . fL 7 and fC Z 
IThese data carda are used to specify the sending-end and receiving-end bus 

nam.s of the line aawell as the [RJ, [LJ and [0) matrices which charactarize the 
line or cable geometry of the first section, The format and meaning are identical· 
to that of the conventional PI"circuit (type 1,2.3): 

i 1 - I~ [ 5 C 

[" , . '~ ( rEI~i ( ': I' ! f 't~~ 1·1~lt 1 ( ~{ 
, 

~ 'j! rEI* ~ , It I~I( 
, , .. I ~ rff~ ~ ~'~ t ~~I( [ , [flslc 

w inl:)de names reference br. elements (k. m) elements (k. m+ 1) elements (k, m+2) 
a.. 
~ : 

BUSl BUS2 BUS.3 BUS4 R L C R L C R L c. 

• 
12 A6 AS . A6 A6 E6.2 ES.2 £6.2 E6.2 £6.2 £6.2 £6.2 £6.2 £6.2 

Supporting routines LINE CONSTANTS, CABLE CONSTANTS or SEMLYEN SE'I'l.JP can b e 
u, g p P 1 
PI {see sec tion IV. B. } • Further t be sure to run the supportj n~ routines at the 
se as data enerators. Be sure to select out ut that corres onds to .the nomina 

, 
cOl:'lject frequency (FREQCS on cascaded PI header card). 

3 UINE PQSITION caRD FOR SENDING-END S2CTION 
i ' . ' 

!In this line position card, one can specify control parameter pertaining to 
thelassociated line section arid lumped elements, only for the first segment, the 
beginning of the cascading process. For this, the format unde[' section 4 will be 
used. specifying only the first segment. . 



c . 
4 I.I.NE. eaSI.:r..r.aN. CllBU : 

For the other segments •. ~ the' general format of the line position card whic h 
s shown below, can be used •... I 

,. 
I 

i 

I 

I~ 1<1~ I ~ 
I' lJilll' If ! ~ tc I( I ~I' f* nl(i( f· ie ~( i' f~ !ft<i( I~ I~t( r·:!tl E l~1 ( I ~ ~* I: rli~ 

! :,'J 

., Phose-location indicator MAPCAS(I) 
-, 0. t5 f-
U i= a:: 
w ...J w a::: w ... N 1'1 Et<:. for all phases III ::> (/) III III 1» III OJ 
Cl ~ ~ ~ :::ll til til VI 

Q ·0 0 .... 
.c: .c .s::. (MAPCAS(I), 1-1, NPHCAS) 0. a.. a.. 

E6.2 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 . ~. , . 
L-. -.............. 

5 S.~B.L.E.S. B-l.!-r;. l2Bll1:l.r;.Hr;.aBZ2 
Each series R-L-C branch, connected in series with any particular co ducto r 

o r the line, can be punched in the following format: 

1< IE 

IJ I" f~ ! E ! ( 1'1- I' t li~ I- f! II ti tf Ie IE 1! tll!l( t! 
w Series Series Series a.. 
~ .R L C 

I 

12 E6.2 E6.2 E6.2 I 
I 

6 SHUNT R-L-C BRANCH CABD 
i 

Series R-L-C branches may be connected in shunt between any two nodes which 
are either conductor nodes· or intermediate axtra nodes. including local ground • . 
Following format will be used: 

1~~ltwt~~i(~I~~~IE~~~y~!.IC~I~i~C~I<~I~~'~1r(w~~~~I<~i<~!l,~~U~'~11~~r~f~~~I€wl~~f~~r~!I~~'(~~~!f~,~I~ 
TERMINAL 
NODE 
NUMBERS 

Nl N2 

16 16 

BRANCH 
PARAMETER VALUES 

R ·L C 

ES.2 E$.2 ES.2 

Z CRANGE Of LIN.E PARAMETERS [Rl, [LI and eCI 

During the cascading process. the line geometry can be altered if desired. 
which necessitates the redefinition of the matrices [R]. [Ll and [0). If this is 
the case, the previously speoined line-position c.ard must be adapted as evruated 

! 
f 
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ill section IV. F, 3-11. The general format then. used for this change of line parameters. 
is the same format as shown in point 2 of this section, but notice the remarks in 
s~ction IV, F. 3-7 '. 

8 r TERMINATION OF CaSCAD~D PI DaTA 
.1 .... . ..... '.' .... . 

\ The last card in thece.sce.ded PI definition sequence is a record reading "STOP 
CASCADE", This card inqicates the end of processing all segments making up·the 
l.tne which connects the sending-end and receiving-end busses.' 
I· " . 

STOP CASCADE 

! 
I IV.F.3. Parametera 
i 
I 

I tCASCllQEt2 PI H~D;;B CARt! 

\

. CASCADED PI: Request word to indicate the beginning of processing all segments 
. of the cascaded PI circuit. 

NPHCAS: The number of phases or conductors in the circuit to be cascaded. See ! also the remark following. 
FREQCS: The frequency in Hz of the sinusoidal steady-state phasor solution 

. that is to be performed. Recall that on the miscellaneous data cards. 
} . TMAXSO should be speCified (see section IV.F~1-1; general usage) •. 

Remark: 
The maximum permissable number of NPHCAS is dependent upon VARDIM dimension1.ng 
{see. section I-G) • Execution should termina.te with an overflow error message, 
if the user attempts to represent" a line or cable having too many conductors. 

I '. . ... 
2 ~SEECrFrCa:rrON CARD OF BUS NllMES ANl.!!:·W1TRICES fa 7 « rL 1 and rc 1 

ITYPE: Fill out the number of phases, beginning with 1, 2. 3. etc. up to NPHCAS 
(see point 1 of this section). . . 

nwn, IU1S2 i Node names at both end a of the circuit canet.ting of NPHCAS phases. 
Nodes may be grounded (indicated by a blank field name) if desired. See 
also remark 2. . 

BUS3, Bus4: If the cascaded PI circuit we are now specifying, is identical 
with another previously specified cascaded PI Circuit, following 
storage-saving option may be used: 
Repeat only the first node names of the reference cascaded PI circuit in 
the same sequence in the Rt!S3-BUs4 fields. Leave theR-L-C fields blank. 
On the second and later phases. only the node names of these phases must 
be specifie1. See also remark 3. 

ft: Resistance value in Ohms. 
L: Inductance value (in mH or Qhms ,depending on KOPT). "-

- an inductance L: mH (KOPT ~ zero or blank) . 
- a reac tance 2nf*L: ohms. (KOPT • f) l ,'. 
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c: Capacitance value (in pF or ~ots. depending on COPT). 
- a capacitance C : ~F (COPT = zero or blank) 
~ a susceptance 2ltf'*C: ~os (COPT • f.) 

Remarks i. 

.. ~ 

1) Supporting routines LINE CONSTANTS or CABLE CONSTANTS can be used as data 
generators. Be sure to select output that corresponds to the long-line 
equivalent. Further. be sure to run the suppor~ing routines at the cf'rrect 
frequency (FREQCS on cascaded PI header card). . 

2) The node names on a particular card do not necessarily correspond to the 
.R-L-C matrix values on the same card. The line position card takes ckre of 
the relation between bus name and R-L-C matrix values. See section IV. F. 3-3. 

3) When using reference cascaded PI cireui ts, the program will properly process 
the r~ferenee data with or without the CASCADED PI header card and STOP 
CASCADE terminator card. Care must be taken that either both or n9ne of 
these cards should appear. i 

4) At least one of the matrices [R] and [L] must be nonzero. Matrix [C] may 
be zero. Specifically. [R] + jw[L] must be non-.singular. I 

5) Matrices [R], [L] and [C) are symmetric, so they are only need to be specified 
on and belo~ the diagonal. The following format applies: I 

JI. l!~Hc IJ~j~J I~H4~~ Hi I~e IH~~~. li~~H, I~~HJ -~~U~~ aJ~~, ,H~~~ ~~{~HI ~J~HJ JtiM~ 
1 SA RA RII L II. CII I 

2 S8 R8 R21 L21 C21 R22 L22 C22 

.3 SC RC R31 L3I, C.31 R.32 L.32 C32 R33 L33 C33 

4 SO RD R41 L41 C41 R42 L42 C42 R4J l4J C43 
,·t;.: .'1:' 

" 
R44 L44 C44 , 

5 SE FE R51 L51, C51 R52 L52 C52' RS3 L53 C53 
•• ~: 'i" 

"R54 L5-4i C54 R55 L55 C55 

" ',<'," : Etc. 
.j 

6) No branch voltage or branch current output is possible for this feature. 
Don't put any of these special punches in col. 80. Of course, the co 'plete 
steady-state solutipn will show all branch flows·. 

3 LINE POSITION CARD FOR SENDING-RNQ SECTION 

The general explanation, you can find in the following section. 

4 LINE POSITION CaRn 

DSFCTJ: Specifies the total length of segments. This length is determirled as .. 
a per unit length t where this -uni t is the base length of a line repre,' ented 
by the equivalent PI matrix. 
Example: If we have a total length of a line of 5 miles and the equi~alent 
PI matrix is per mile, then DSEeTJ = 5.0. If the equivalent PI ,atrix 
represents the total line. being 5 miles, then DSECTJ = 1.0. 

MULTIP: Multiplicity factor. If N identical sections are cascaded together 
. without any transposition~ then MULTIP can-be set to N rather then i elude 
N line position cards. See also remark 1. 
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I 
IMSER: Specification of series R-L-C connections. 

I!, ~SER = 1: this indicates that there is a R-L-C series connection' for this 
section(s) and data for this is to follow. 

MSER = 0: this indicates that there is no R-L-C series connection for this 
I . section(s) • 

MSER = -l:this indicates that there is a R-L-C series connection for this 
section(s}. The data from the last R-L-C series connection is 
to be used. 

Suu uleo ~cm8rk 2. 
MER: Specification of R-L-C shunt connections. 

MBR = 1: this indicates that there is a R-L-C shunt connection for this ~ 
section{s)and data for this is to follow., ~:iP 

MBR = 0: this indicates that there is no R-L-C shunt connection for this 
section (s) . 

MBR = -l:this indicates that there is a R-L-C shunt connection for this 
section(s}. The data from the last R-L~C shunt connection is to 
be used. 

1MSECT: Specification of the line-section parameters R, L and C. 

I.t-: MSECT = 0: (or blank) means old R-L-C val~es:\~r~; 'used for following 
section(s) • 

,... MSECT = 1: a new R-L-C matrix is to be read in. ' , 
\Phasel. Phase2. ~ •• : Specification of line position. These numbers are a map 
1 of the position of the phases of the cascaded circuit. The sequence of the 
I fields (phasel, phase2, phase3, ••• ) as they appear in this card, correspond 

to the order (1, 2, 3, .•. ) of the phases as they appear in the equivalent 
PI card (which specify the node names and R-L-C values). The number entered 
in these phase-fields is the row number of the equiValent PI matrix where 
this phase takes effect on the electrical properties specified by this 
row. 
Example: If phase 3 has electrical properties which are specified by the 
second row of the PI equivalent matrix, then number 2 must be entered in 
the field under "phase3" (column 33-36). See also remark 3 for further 

i usage. 

Remiark; 

1) If MULTIP is set'greater then 1 (default is 1 or blank), so that there are 
more then one identical sections being cascaded. then there may be series 
and shunt connections between these sections. However, these connections 
must be the same for all sections handled by this multiplicity feature. 

2) Should the uS,er desire to put the same R-L-C, connection' between every other 
(unequal) section, then this can be easily accomplished as follows: 

The first section preceeded by such a R-L-C series connection would have 
MSER=l. The next section would have MSER=O. The third section, which is 
to be preceeded by a R-L-C connection would have MSER=-l. 

3) For 14 or less conductors, eols. 25-80 of the data card are sufficient, as 
shown. For 15 or more conductors, the following data spills over onto as 
many extra cards as are required to complete the data input. On such extra 
cards, columns 1-24 must be left blank and the data must be punched from 
column 25. 
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5 SERIES R-L-C BRANCH CARD, 

ITYPE: This is the conductor number of which the R-L-C branch being defined 
is to be placed in series with. 

,R: Resistance value in Ohms. 
L: Inductance value (in mH or Ohms, depending on XOPT). 

- an inductance L: mH (XOPT = zero or blank) 
- a reactance 2nf*L: ohms (XOPT = f) 

c: Capacitance value (in ~F or ~OIS, depending on COPT). 
- a capacitance C : ~F (COPT • zero or blank) 
- a susceptance W-:C: llJIlhos (COPT -f) 

Remark: , 

1) If a short circuit is desired, simply do not enter a data card of this class 
for that conductor. ~ 

2) If an open circuit is d,eSired, punch field "R" of columns 27-32 With,," 99999 11
, 

to be interpreted by the EMTP as a special flag meaning "open cir uit". 
3) At least one of the parameter values R. L or C must be nonzero'. ': 
4} If the branch has no R, L or even C, just leave the correspondi g field 

blank. In case of a capacitor, the EMTP will interprete this as a short 
circuit. where normally a zero value capacitor has an infinite im 

5) The end of these kind of branches is indicated by a blank card. 

6 SHUNT R-L-C BRANCH CARD 

Nl.N2: These are the numbers of the terminal nodes ,between which a sh t R-L-C 
branch occurs. If one of the nodes of such a branch is connect'ed to a 
conductor, then the number of this conductor (phase) has been Jsed. If 
there are new intermediate nodes (not connected to the conducto~s) then 
negative numbers ,(-1, -2, •.• ) are used. A zero or blank is u~ed when 
one wants to specify the ground. 

R: Resistance value in Ohms. ' 
L: Inductance value (in mH or Ohms. depending on XOPT) , 

- an inductance L: mH (XOPT - zero or blank) : 
- a reactance 2nf*L: ohms (XOPT : f) ~ 

c: Capacitance v~ue (in llF' of p.Mhot s. depending on COPT)"~., 
- a capacitance C: ~F (COPT = zero or blank) 
- a susceptance 2nf*C: J,.Unhos (COPT = f) 

Remark: 

1} At least one of the parameter values R. L or C must be nonzero. 
2) I, f the branch has ,n9 R. L or even C 1 just leave the correspondi~g field 
• blank. In case of i a capacitor, the EMTP will interprete this as la short, 

circui t, where normally a zero value capacitor has an infinite 1m'le, d,Bn, ce ~ 
3)" The 'end of these kind of branches is' indicated by a blank card.. ' 

7 CHANGE OF LINE PARAM~TERS [R7. eLl and reI 
ITYPE: Fill out the number of phases, beginning with 1. 2, 3 etc. up t Q, NrHCAS 

(see point 1 of this section) I 
BUS1. BUS2: In contrast with the format of class 2, there are D.!l noge names 

to be specified. Leave these fields blank. I 
BUS3, Bus4: No storage saving (referencing) is possible. These fields ,re also 

to be left blank. : 
R: Resistance value in Ohms. : 



IL:' Inductance value (in mH or Ohms, depending on XOPT). 
I .; an inductance L: tnH (XOPT : zero or blank) 

I
-a reactance· 2nf*L: ohms (XOPT .. f') 

C: Capacitance value (in }.IF or llMho's, depending on COPT). 
i-a. capacitance C: llF (COPT = zero or blank) 
I - a susceptance 2nf*C: pmbox (COPT = f) 

Remarks: 
11} If thiSJ card has to be added. the associated line-position card must contain 
I value Ill" in field "MSECT". 
12) At least one of the matrices [R] and [L] must be nonzero. Matrix [e] may 
i be zero. Specifically R <+- jwL must be non-singular . • 
3) Matrices [RJ, [LJand [CJ are symmetric" so they only need to be specifie d 

on and below the diagonal. The following format applies: 

~~ 1 

I~* I~~ I,f 14~ fHf 
iE ' 

f"i! If if Ie ! ~ rd'l< Il!:, E t* I ~ I~ H l ~~ E . ~ f"if rfl~!( i* I 1 SA RA Rl1 L11 en '. 
: 

2 S8 RB R21 L21 C21 R22 L22 C22 :;,~ 

.3 SC RC R31 L.31 C31 R32 L32 C32 R33 L33 C3J 

-+ SD RD , 
" R41 l41 C41 R42 L42 C42 R4J l4j C43 

,,, 
~.-- ...-"'",," .... ---.:. ~---.""" -- ...... ---- ---"-"-' --~---- .• .-..- --~ .. -." ""'--_.-

R44 L44 C44 

5 SE RE R51 LSI C51 R52 L52 C52 R53 l53 C53 

R54 L54 C54 R55 L55 C55 

; Ete. 

,4} No branch voltage or branch current output is possible for feature. Don't 
I 

put any of these special punches in col. SO. Of ~ourse. the complete 
steady-state solution will show all branch flows. 

STOP CASCADE: Indication that all sections. making up the line, are processed. ' 

j 

IV.F.4. Example§, 

:In order to show the power of this feature, let us compare the input files for 
a givenc.onfiguration: 
1) llanllal setup (benchmark OCI0) 
2} c<:1::ocnded PI setup (benchmark pe9 or Dep25). 
Rcma,rk the differences in length of the input files. Further~remarlc that tho 
C;U::';CUdl!d PI setup hus less memory requirements but is less t'lexible: in the llanual 
setup. all intermedite nodes are accessible too!! 

J. MA~lUAL EMTP DBIA SETUe' 

BEO!N,NEW DATA CASE 
c .'ll!NCHMA1UI'CC:-l0 
C companion to *CASCADED PI" te.t of preceding data ca... S ... anawer 
C Use b4tcll-IIIQde aohltloR only. dnee S'P't aeu TI1AJt to n.arly intinitf. \', 
C 4l:'\d tnen the zero Il'£L'l'AT "ill r .. \11t in an error atop. 

.... 
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11<11.1 
2~Bl 
311('1 
11Al 
2lnl 
:31e1 
02e1 
l2cl 
23A1 
3381 
04C1 
.04Al 
0481 
OSc1 
05A1 
05Bl 

lSlIl 
- 25c1 

3511.1 
61.1 
6B1 
6C1 
711.1 
7t11 
7C1 

0.0 

11\1 
11\1 
lel 
2111 
2nl 
2el 
3e1 
4Cl 
4Al 
481 
5e1 

. SAl 
5Bl 
sal 
sal 
Sal 
Sal 
6a1 
€oe1 
611.1 
71\1 
751 
7C1 
7<::1 
701 
701 
701 
OAI 
alit 

0.0 60. 
t 

RAl 11.1 

RAl lAl 

4cl !Set 
281 381 
:21)- 381 
281 381 

RAl 1JI.l 

4111 !lal 
4c1 !SC1 
·4A1 !lI!.1 
281 381 
2B1 381 
2s1 381 

!lol 

1 
.817 8.40 .1628 
.747 '.14-.0252 .852 8.43 .15M 
.735 3.'7-.0067 .723 '.17-.0217 .829 

13 .1449.071 

13.14 
13.1449.071 

!I.O 13.14 

1.658 16.92 .3142 
1.446 8.34-.0"4 1.704 16.86 .3118 

11A1 
27111 
:17C1 oel 1.470 6.04·,OlU 1.4094 8.28-.0504 1.75' 

BLl'.Nl< 
aLANK 
140Al 
14Ml 
14G81 
HRSl 
Uocl 
14RCl 

cnd endin; 
card ending 

424.3' 
424.35 
,U4.35 
424.35 
424.35 
424.35 

branch card. 
.witch cu'd. 

60. 
50. 
60. 
60. 
60. 
60. 

(none, tor thi. 
0.0 

10.0 
-120.0 
-110.0 
120.0 
llO.O 

C -------"------.------------------------------

probl •• , 

C From bUll name: HalIIea of all adjacant bu ••••• -(:' .......... _-------+_ .. _--_ ..... -.... __ .. -.-_ ..... .., .. _-+_ ... ----
~ '~i l~:i :j&l.~, .. ;~/t:~,',:' 
e RBl I1B1 • 
C lSl ~laBl -,Sl • 
C RCI 11el • 
e lel IRCl *2el .-
e 2Al 11Al .-
C 2B1 \181 *381 .-
C 2C1 11Cl ·.el * 
C 381 12B1 -4al • 
C 4c1 12C1 *;Cl .-
C 3Al 14Al • 
C Eec. (many more connection.l} 
BLANK card ending all .ource carda 

-.1 
-.1 
-.1 
-.1 
-.1 
-.1 

8.46 .1571 

3 

1 
2 

16.80 .32511 

C TonI network 10.. '-10" by aUlDlllin .. injeotions. 9.3110410328661:+03 
C End injectionl -12.9567.348101.44.419110581004 -6432.468410934 9424.5247887915 
C tnd injection. -42.48741206788 ·106.9593405 -6888.171205186 -0.6825172 
BLANK card _nding output Yeriabl. reque.t. 
c aelect1~. branoh output. tallow (fo~ column-eo keyed branche. only). Any req 
c aUlltn*ntJld to inol\ldll branch yolt.IIVe. But the OCinyen. £II not tN. (e ... que.1: 
c rrom To (........ .ranoh yolt.g. ~ • Vk ~ v. • •••••••• ) ( •• 
C bu. K bu." Hagn!tud. DII"rll.. ft.al part 1~.9 part H4gn! 
C ~al 381 1.61802641+03 ~139.359766 -1.22778131+03 -1.0538323E+Ol 3.9545 
C,4Cl SCl 3.9925372E+02 -138.975067 -3.0120669£+02 -2.62Q6500£+02 3.0394 
e 411.1 511.1 2.9415954£+00 92.386171 -1.22.9239£-01 2.9390439£.00 

PAINTER PLOT 
SLANK card ending plot card. 
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
IILANK 
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2 CaScaVEV PI MOVELLING 
I ~ 

BEGIN,NEW DATA CASE 
C iB!NCflHARK DC-9 
C 111uatratLonot many 
C trouble. and DC-l0 

~CllSCADED PI" 
tor compariaon 

feature.. See DCPllINT-2S' if any 
(lame .• olutlon onlr manual c.eca!!el. 

.0 0.0 60. 
001 1 

~ 
.877 

CAS ADED pi 
lllAl OAl 
2,IlB1 081 
31lC1 OC1 

.7.7 

.135 

60.0 
8.40 ,1U8 
'.14~.0252 
3.41-.0061 

1.0 2 0 0 1 
i.o 1 1 0 0 

1 2 
2 3 

999999 

3 
1 

2 
, , 

3, t 
SLANK,card endin9 

La 1 1 
1 
2 
3 

IIt.lltfK CArd 
1 
2 

; ,1 
I 

IIInd1ng 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 

BLANXcard end1n; 
::1.0 1 -1 

1 
2 
:3 
STO~ CASCADE 

13.1449.071 
first Cla •• -5· (Serh. R-L-C) 
10312: 

13.U 
13.14 
U. un.on 

2n4 Cla •• -e fSerl •• ft-L-CI 
13.1H~.071 
13;1"9.071 
13.HH.071 

5.0 13.14 
Ural: <:1. .. -6, (Shunt It-L-(:) 
-1 1 1 2 3 

.829 8.46 .1571 

.723 4.17-.0277 

.735 3.«7-.0067 

.8n 8.43 .1559 

.123 '.17-.0217 

.at of d.ta 

.8U 8.43 .1559 

.'47 t.14-.0252 

BLANK;card ending branch card. 
BtANKiclrd ending switch carda (none for tni. proble.' 

.8298.46 .1571 

.811. 8.40 .1628 

C All .teadr .tate aoure •• (type-H) work at a f:requertcr .qud 1:1) FalQCS 
14eAl 44l4.35 60. 0.0 -,1 
14ftAl 424.,$ 60. 10.0 -.1 
1413&1 424.$5 60. -120.0 -.1 
14ABl 424.35 6Q. -110.0 -.1 

,', ./':, " 

14aCl . '124.35 60. 1<10.0 -.1 
14I1C1 ',' 424.35 60. 130.0 ~.1 
B~K , ircl.en41ng aource card. 
C J Total network 10.. '-10.. by eummLng injection. ~ 9.311041032866£.03 
c lat ~.nl RA1 ~17.90316999013 424.35 -.0131358847782 .05382578726276 
C lat :90n: 73.687604192962 10.00000 .05219831324431 104.1253709 
C End 1 .. ( genl -12.9567.346101 44.419110587004 -6432.46841093' 9424.6241887975 
C End. ilut gen: -42.48741206188 '-106.9,93405 -6888.171205186 -0.6825112 
5LAAXIcard ending .. lectL", .. node ?olUge outputs (none tor tlli. proble ... ) 

FII XNT£I\ PLOT 
IILAHKicard e.,<Un; 511ot. carde (none allowed tor C.uCADID Pl,u ... 8C1l:l.Ia111') 
BCOIN ~rw DATA CAlI 

BLAAK I . 

(TMAX-O.; on17 a1:edy .t.te 
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" 

IV. G. Phasor branch [YJ ;,;i~put if no transient simulation 

IV.Q.l. General 

When only a phasor solution (no transient simulation) is to occur, then a 
branch may be described by steady-state phasor admittances. These phasor admi~tances 
are represented by the branch admittance matrix [V]. \ 

Matrix [YJ has a row and a column for each node at each end of the r'ranch. 
Hence a 3-phase branch has a 6x6 branCh,admlttance matrix ['/J. More gener ly, a 
N-phase circuit will have a 2Nx2N [YJ matrix. 
, The "CASCADED PI" case is the only data generator currently avail ble to 
retrieve the branch admittance matrix [YJ. To see this matrix in the out ut, we 
need a DIAGNOSTIC card (column 26. with minimum value = 31 in the input of the 
CASCADED PI case. Beware, since the output is not immediately in the correc ,input 
form~t_for phasor branch (Y] usage. 

For steady state solution, the PRASOR BRANCH option dealt with in this ection 
is an a1 terna, tive for the CASCADED P, I option (of section IV. F • ). Like for C~SCADED 
PI, seme important limitations exist: 
- the, phaser branch solution uses the long-line equivalent {not the ominal 

PI-equivalent}. Hence, the model is only valid at one specific frequency. 
Accordingly. only steady state calculations (TMAX SOon miscellaneous datE\. card) 
at that specific frequency are honored. The frequency of the type 14-sburces 
should have the same valuess the frequency for which the phasor branch ['ty] has 
been calculated. ' I 

- the user can only obtain phasor re!!ul ts at the line terminals. not $.t the 
I interconnection points. \ 

- when using the CASCADED PI case as a data generator. two runs are necessar~: the 
first run results in the creation of the branch admittance matrix. The .econd 
run results in the steady state calculation. On the other hand. CASCADED P1alone 
was capable to give you this steady state result in one run. 

The steady state solution of a case will be the same. whether the final ranch 
admittance input will be generated by the CASCADED PI representation or di~ctlY 
represented by the phasor branch (Y] representation. This is logical, because the 
branch admittance matrix [V] will be resolved in ,the CASCADED PI solution too. 
There c'an be a little difference in the Ol1tput results depending on wheth~r the 
solution is obtained "bY, the CASCADED PI teatur,e or by the phasor branch (Y] fe~ture. 
The reason for this is the numerical accuracy ot the matrix [Y] represent~tion. 

',', The CASCADED PI feature ha,S the ,~eatest accuracy ~ since the matrix (YJ is Calcylated 
,', at high precision. -during the'solution process. The phasor branch option 9n the 

other hand w~ll be less < B.ccurate since! t uses· a lower precision· for the., input 
format of the phasorbranch'admittance. 

IV,O.Z.' Carg format 

Again, two different formats exist: 

1 

I 
i 

• normal format ($VINTAOE, 0) \ 
" high preCision format ($VINTAOE. (1) 

! 
1 
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The card format to input the phasor admittances basically is the same format 
ss Ised in section IV. C • (type 51.52,53). But the meaning of the parameters is 
wn t t'el, y different., The only wa,Y the pr'oltr.am recognizes the diff'aranco botwoon u 
mut ally coupled RL input and a phasot' branch admittance input is the unnamed extra 
phs es for the extra rows of the branch admittance matrix. 

I 
1 NORMAL CllBL? FORMAT ( $VINTAGE « QJ. 

~' , I Il IE 1 

I' .1 ,L' 
I 

IE I! Ie : : l'lt r Ii ( 1:1-f<I' tIle j( ; ~f' ~'P ~~I( f' !~ IE I !~: I ~I't. ~* r ~ ~fll I(~* rd~l( 

t..J node names reference br, elements (k. m) elements (k. m+ 1) elements (k. m+2) 

~ 
BUSI BUS2 BUSS BUS4 TR TX TR TX TR TX 

12 A6 A6 A6 AS E5.2 E12.2 . [6.2 E12.2 E6.2 E12.2 

2 li.Z.!llI f.B~C.r.S.r.QrJ. EQBl:U.ll: (Q:l!r.rJ.:J:BG~, II -

I"i-
WJ 

~ 

12 

IV 

iThe same format as in section IV.C. will apply here. 
I 
iI 

~~ I~~ 1m II IE i 

I ~ ~~If I ~ i~ f I! <t ( I- .! ~:~E r I~! 1'1: .fl Ie I: H tl , ( , . 
~I ~! Ie I' . I- , 

node names reference br. elements 

I
BUS1 BUS2 BUS.3 BUS4 TR TX 

A6 A6 A6 AS E16.0 . E16.0 
, 

'R;~~ 
, -~ i , 

i I \' { " 

'PA' ..... --... ---- . . , 

. , 

ITYPE: Specifies N phase$ by numbering 51. 5~, 53, .••• 50+2*N in this field 
N is limited up to 20. In case of3 phases,' the numbering will be 
51.52,53.54,55,56, since there are 6 rows. Continuation cards must, have 
blank ITYPE fields. See also remark 4 • , 

BUSI. BUS2: Terminal node names of the elements in the phase. indicated by the 
ITI'PE fi,old. Nodes may be grounded (indica~ed by blank field IHlme) .t.r 
desit:'ed. In case of 3 phases. there will be 6 cards to be specified. but 
only the firs t three cards will con tain the node names;·· See also remark 
4. This is the only difference between the ordinary type 51.52.53 element 
of section IV.C. and the phasor branch admittance discussed in this section. 

BUS 3 , Bus4: Equally to mutually coupled RLC branches t " referencing can be used 
here. The same rules must be taken into account 'as typing only the node 
names of the first phase of the reference set in the same sequence. 

" "0' 

A, 



TH. 

lV... Ph ••• r br .... ,y, ,., •• , •••• , ... , •••• '"""'fLo" - ., 

TX: These fields are occupied with the phasor branch admittance valies (TR 
contains the real part, TX contains the imaginary part). expressed in mho 
and calculated at the frequency for which the steady state calculation 
will be performed. 'When the CASCADED PI feature was used as data gen 'rator. 
this frequency has~the value FREQCS. . 

Unlike previous case~. XOPT always should be put equal to ~j in 0 der to 
avoid scaling. The value of COPT has no importance for type 51.52.53 cards. 

, , ~~ .'.. f 

note: "', .. , k 

~ J 

TR and TX are the table headers. as obtained by the data generator (CASCADED 
PI-feature. using DIAGNOSTIC output in overlay 3 (=column 26). The .. minimum 
value for IPRSUP ( 3 )~ 3) • . 

Remarks 

1) Matrices [TR] and [TX] are symmetric. so only need to be specified 'on and 
below. the diagonal. When one card is not sufficient to specify all! TR-TX 

. values, then continuation cards are used, wi th columns 1':26 left blwik. The 
only way the program recognize the difference between a mutually coupled 
RL input (type 51.52.53) and the phasor branch [Y] input is the wlnamed 

5 

5 

5 

54 

5" 

5E 

extra phases for the extra rows of the matrix. The following format arPlies 
for a3-phase case: 

a) f6r $VINTAGE. 0: 
., 

I' I' I! I! 
"f! I! . t~!~I( J,L'I! t< f' . II I~ I( 1'1, " ~( 111* rH!I( r II!I ( PI!/( II 

SA RA TR1 :rxi 
S8 RB TR2 ITX2 TR3 TX3 

SC RC 
.. 

TR4 TX4 TR5 TX5 TR6 1)6. 

TR7 TX7 TR8 TX8 TR9 . rX9 
TRIO - TX10 

TRl1 TX11 TR12 TX12 TR13 1>13 

TR14 TX14 TR15 TX15 

TR16 TX16 TR17 TX1? TR18 TX18 

TRI9 TX19 TR20 TX20 TR21 TX21 

. 

I ~ 
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b) for $VINTAGE. 1: 
" 

1ITm! I~ I~ I: f 

! ' 
l'fE 1< I ~ .11 f~ b l ' tf I ~ H rt f* t!lfl< I'f! f! Ie r! II. 

s SA RA TRl TXI 

5 58 R8 TR2 . TX2 , , 
1 

TR3
1 TX3 

5 sc RC TR4 TX4 

TR5 TX5 

TRS TX6 

5 TR7 TX7 
I--

TRe "Txa 
f-.- . 

TR9 TX9 

TRIO TX10 

5~ TR11 TX11. 

TR12 TXl2 

TR 1.3 TX1.3 

TRI4 TXI4 

TR15 .. : TX15 .. i 
. '. , 

5f 
.. .', ': '" TR16 TX16 :·i'c.:C. 

TRI7 , TXt? 

TRIa ~ TX1S 

. TRl9 TX19 

TR20 TX20 

TR21 TX21 

. ~I 

2) There is no branch curr~nt output possible for this branch type. However. 
the branch voltage can be obtained an the first two phases (column 80 is 
not being used) • 

3) 'I'here mus t be added twa $OOITS cards. , 
a) The first one "$OO1T5, .1591549431, 0. 11 is mandatary whenever [YJ input 

is used, so loading [Y) into List-3 tables TR and TX (see diagnostic 
output) has been dane without any scaling. In this first SOOITScard 
XOPT must than be equal to .1591549431 = in. since' the scaling factor 
should be unity. COPT can be anything. since it will' not be used. 

b) The second"SUNITS,-1.. -1. 11 card is needed to restore +;11e previous 
values of XOPTand (less important) COPT. 
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IV.G.4. Example 

Data generatari 

StaIN NEW DATA CAS! 
C BENCHMARK DCPR-2!1 
D~AONOSTIC 0 0 

0,0 0.0 60. 
001 

CASCADED PI 
IRAl 011.1 
2RBl GBI 
3RCl OCl 

3 0 0 0 0 0 000 

1 
3 60.0 

.677 8.40 .1628 

.747 4.14-.0252 

.735 3.41-.0067 

Dla;noatic yerslon at DC-9. 
(critic.l to gen.rat. phasor branch output 

.852 8.43 .1559 

.723 •• 17-.0277 .829 8.46 .1'71 

Only the extra DIAGNOSTIC line contents and place are shown here. The re ainder 
of this data case is the same as DC9 (already depicted in section IV.F.). 

Generated brqnch admittance output: 

Following is an extract of the critical portion: TR-TX table. 
Row. 1 throuqh IT of LJlt-l par ... t.~. 

~ ~. n 
1 0.4844471034482824£-08 0.122a1121!1516649~-03 
2 -0.1296675793838051£-06 -0.2242269'957~5113Z-04 
3 0.9441153221445476E-02 -0.2573990023024946£-01 
4 0.4361450614869213E-01 -0.14625312'32191311-04 
5 -0.8463238089378199£-02 0.1672909351448652£-01 
6 0.1659491249358986£-01 -0.41415911904406811-01 
7 -O.1495&8~5.22111S21-0S '0.94264241'56431071-0' 
8 0.18713630821201J3E-Ol -0.'03014119l4157071-01 
9 -0.144~90'41.1970191-01 0.240'7575606'00151-01 

10 0.46314133"4475101-01 ·0.11'.11 •••••• '779.-01 
11 0.149604601'17'7191-01 0,1.5.,.'4110572141-05 
12 -0.1110"'53'1192271-01 0."7111712.7722)71-01 
13 0.18974698148408101·01 ·0.424~SIII'42"2'01-OI 
14 ·O.!111451'20a~870'1-01 0.304,5 •• SI,7139151-01 
I' 0.3601139971436118£-01 -0.60.20444 •• 3943321-01 
16 0.11e9·89011~13727U·OS O.44t1!64!1:t172314211!-Q5 
11 0.209415334'5336591-02 ·0.2062"'2120102171-01 
18 -0.22406862694773101-02 0.3689'2787104"'51-01 
19 0.36'14317.66136"!-02 -0.6S32l94073lll'411-0S 
20 .0.2258503629330589£-04 0.2142503'20all9401-01 
21 O.4B540B2B46~550l8E·OZ 0.9939308070114987!-02 

Using brqnch Qamittqncg as inputj 

BEGIN NEW DATA CAS! 
C BENCHMARk DC-l1 

It 
0.0000000000000001-00 
0.000000000000000£000 
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOZoOO 
O.ooooooooooaoooooloOO 
0.0000000000000001000 
0.0000000000000001-00 
0.00000000000000001.00 
0.0000000000000001.00 
0.0000000000000001<00 
0.0000000000000001'00 
0.0000000000000001'00 
O. ooooaooooooooool'oo 
0.0000000000000001+00 
0.0000000000000001·00 
0.0000000000000001000 
O.DOOOOOOOooooooolooo 
0.0000000000000001 0 00 
o. aoooooaooooaoooo!'OO 
o. aoooooooooooooolooo 
O.oooooooooooooooz·oo 
0.000000000000000 •• 00 

C 
0.0000000000000001.00 
0.000000000000000.000 
0.00000000000000010 00 
0.0000000000000001000 
O. oooaoaooooooooo •• oo 
o. oooaoaoooooooool.OO 
0.0000000000000001'00 
0.0000000000000001.00 
0.0000000000000001>00 
0.0000000000000001>00 
0.0000000000000001000 
0.0000000000000001000 
0.0000000000000001'00 
0.000000000000000£-00 
0.0000000000000001>00 
0.000000000000000£>00 
O.~I-OO. 
0.000000000000000!000 
o. ooooooaooooooool+OO 
0.0000000000000001>00 
O.ooooooooaoooooo£ooo 

C IlIu.tr.t1oR at data input uling [Y). M.tri. cos.e fros DC-9 (or 
C mar. p~.ci •• lr. DCP_INT~25. ainc. DIAONOSTIC ia n •• d.4 to ••• it). 
C solution II clo •• to DC·9 (remember limited input tY) preciaion). 
C Kate tva SUNITS card.. The 2nd. . returning to origin.l XOPT and 
C COPT. does noth!n,. .ince all data input ia cospleted. But the lat 
C i. mand.tory vh.Reyer IY] lnp~t i. uled. 10 input (Vl In mhoa vill 
C b. loaded into Li.t-3 tabl •• Tft and TX without any ,cIling. COPT 1. 
C not uled. 10 it can be anything (zero il ua.d below). But KOPT mu.t 
C equal the reCiprocal of 2 "Pl. sinc. the .c.ling tactor for (Ll ia 
C 2 • Pi time. thi. fr.quency (.1591'49431) in HI --- vhich i. unity. 
c lIt at 3 .ube •••••. The 2n4 vill UI' .It.~.t •• wid. format tor [V). 

0.0 0.0 60;· . (Hata l!.on. 60 (neyer actu.lly u •• dl. TI1AX-O: only aU.dr .tate 
. 1 1 .(onlr .t.adT atat. 

C New XOPT, COPT - 1.~91549431·01 0.000000001+00 j$UNtTS •• 1591'.9431. 0.0. 
C lat ot coupled R-t. 4.800001-09 1.228111·04 IS1RAl aAl • 
c ~1.0COE-01-2.2421·0!l 9.4401·03-2.!l741-02 9.4401-0315.nll aal 
C 4. 30Clt~Q6·1. ,nl-O!!-II. ~OOIC-Ol 1.67U·.OZ 1. III$OIf-02 1 531\C1 OCl « 
C -1.0001-01-9.4261-06 1.8711-02-5.0301-02-1,4S01-02154 
C 4.6311-02-1.1!161-02 3.2501-03~8.1991-02 4.6311-021 
c 1.5001-06 6.4591-06~1.6801-02 5.9721-02 1.8971-02:5$ 1 
C -3.270E-02 3.048£-02 3.601E-02-6.062!-02 3.607£-02\ 
C 1.200E-06 4.4861-06 2.0901-03-2.0631-02-2.200!-03~tl6 1 
C 3.660£-03·6.!l32£-02-2.000£-O!l 2.7~2!-02 •. 850!-03t 
C New ~OPT. COPT. 6.000000001+01 0.000000001+00 I.UNiTS. eo., 0.0, ( R.stor. 
!lUNITS, .1$9UUU1, 0.0. I In.urea no ao&l1n9 at [YI in lIIhol. XOPT· 1/(2-P11 
SUAl GAL 4.6z-9 1.228111"04 ( ht row at 6:lt6 (YI in =ho. 

. ) 
J 

I 
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52~B1 OBI -1.&-7-2.24227&-05.00944-2.573992:-02 
5311Cl GCI •• 32-8-1. 462.542-05-.0085 1.67291£-02.01660-4.747602:-01 
54· -1.£-7-9.42642(-06.01871-5.03015£-02-.0145 2.409761-01 

i .04631-1.156122:-02 
55\ 1.52:-6 6.458971-06-.0168 5.97172E-OZ.01B97-4.245561:-0:l 

-.0327 3.04757£-02.03607-6.06204£-02 
56' 1.2£-6 4.48565£-06.00209-2.06269£-02-.0021 3.689532:-02 

! .00366-6.53239£-02-2.2:-5 2.742502:-02.00485 9.939312:-03 
$UHITS. 60., 0.0, ( Restore original value.; ·ClHAOE" end •• ca11ng XUNITS. 1. 
SLANK c.rd ending branch card. 
BLANK card .nding non-.~iatent 
119A1 124.3~ 60. 
14~Al 424.35 60. 
1.~Bl 424.35 60. 
l41S1 424.35 60. 
14QCl 424.35 60~ 
liRCl 124.35 60. 

.",itch c.rd. 
0.0 

10.0 
-120.0 
-110.0 
1l0.0 
130.0 

c ~-------------.~-----------.-----------------C 'ro~ ~u. nam.: Nam •• of all adjacent bu ••••• 

C --------------.------------------------------C RAl :OAl a 
C 0A1 lRAI a 
C RBI IOU .. 
C \ GBl : RBl" .-
C - RCI :GCl .. 
C GCl IRCI • 

C 1-------~-----+----~-------------------------BLANK card ending source cards 

-.1 
-.1 
-.1 
- .1 
-.1 
-.1 

B~K card ending non-esistent output reque.t. 
C ( Total n.twork 10._ P-lo.. br .UlUling injections. 9.3215316:22731571+03 
C End injection: -12.96755041034 44.410354381177 -64:29.033843309 9422.7669408263 
C rnd injection: -42.47495983067 -106.9773628 -6888.835943954 -0.6822873 

P'RINTER PLOT 
BLAPK card ending non-existent plot card. 
BEC'IN N~ nATA CASE 
C \ 2nd of 3 .UDC •••• u ••• identic.l data to the first. on11' in vide tor.at. 
C Answer. are identical bec.u.. praci.ion of tbe data ha. not b.an incre •• ad. 

I 0.0 0.0 60. (Note XOPT· 60 here --- neyer actualll' u.ad 
i 1 1 

$UNXTS •• 1591'49431. 0.0. ( En.ur •• no .caling of [YI in aho.. IOPT. 1/(1·P1) 
$VINTAOE, 1. ( Switch to altern.te. wide format in wlt~ R-~ are r.ad a • • -L-C 
51~1 OAI 4.8&-9 1.218111-04 I R. L. C a. 3116.0 
52R~4 OBl -1.1-7 -2.:242271-05 I on. tripl.t I oard 

aCl 

54 

55 

56 

! 

..• ,l .. ,0 •••••• 
SIJINrAGE. O. 
BLANK card endin9 
BLANK card ending 
14GAI -.~ •• 35 
liRAl .24.35 
14GUl 4~4.35 

14RB1. 424.35 
14Gcl 424.35 
l'Rct 424.35 

.009t4 -Z.S73991-02 
4.31-8 -1.~625tl-05 
-.0085 1.672911-02 
.01660 -4.7.7601-02 
-1.£-7 -9.42642£-06 
.01871 -5.030151-02 
-.~145 2.40976£-02 
.04631 -1.1561:21-02 
1.5&-6 6.45897£-06 
-.0166 5.971721-02 
~01897 -4.24556£-02 
-.0327 3.047571-02 
.03607 -6.062041-02 
1.21-6 4.485551-06 
,00:209 -2.06269!-02 
~.0022 3.669531-02 
.00366 -6.532391-02 
-2.!-5 2.7~2502:-02 

.004S5 9.93931~-03 
t ~e.tore original valu •• : ·ClMAOE" end. acaling XUKITS. 1. 

t Done inputing [Yl, so r.turn Co original. old formaca 
branch cards 
non-e"iat'mt 

60. 
60, 
60. 
60. 
60. 
60. 

switch 
0.0 

10;0 
-120.0 
-110.0 
120.0 
130.0 

-.1 
- .1 
-.1 
-.1 
-.1 
~.1 

(only 60H~ sourc •• sctive 
(during .~eadr .t.tell 

BLIlt/1< card endina .ou"". ca.-ct. 
8LMII< card end1n~ non-e,,1.tent output ~eque.t. 
C Total n.twork 10.. P-10a. bl' eummina injection. e 9.326316127367&+03 
C End injectionl -12.9675504103. 44.4i03~.3a1177 -6429.033843309 9422.1469408263 
C [lid inieotioOl -43. 47H'98l067 -106.11773621 -<leU,US94l9'. -0.682287-3 

I'~.N'I'I::R PLOT 

A- ~.'-'~. 

~) 



,,' 

BLANK card ending ncn-exiatent plot c.rda 
BEGlH NEW OATA CASE 
BLANK card ending all .ubc •••• 

" Remarks; 

IV.\. ,h •• cr branch IV, input if nc tran.t.nt .'aul. ton w 87 

1} TR-TX table manually should be put in the proper input format descr~bed in 
this section (IV. 0). " '" , 2) Although the type 51.52.53 data are preceeded by a SUNITS card. d~ta are 
only valid for the frequency for which they are created (value FREQqs • 60 
Hz in DCPRINT25).' So only" type 14 ... sources at that very frequency are 
allowed. Furthermore, 'only Steady state calculations at the same fre\~, uency 
are allowed. 

I 
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'I. BRAOCH CARLS TO MODEL SINGLE-PHASE NONLINEAR ELEMENTS R, L 

Single-phase nonlinear elements are those consisting of a single, nonlinear 
network branch having two terminal nodes. 80th resistors R and inductors L 
fall into this class. Although such elements are usually installed in 3-phase 
banks at some location of the network, the elements themselves are inherently 
single-phase. It is not the elements themselves, but rather the network, which 
provides coupling among such elements. This is to be contrasted with multiphase 
nonlinearities of rotating electric machinery, which are not treated in the 
present single-phase section (for machinery, see Sections VIII and IX). 

In addition to nonlinear elements, time-dependent elements are also treated 
in the present section. Al though linear, such elements can not convenientl y be 
solved together with those linear elements that are constant (and which can be 
built into a constant nodal admittance matrix [YJ). Time-varying -linear 
elements are grouped with nonlinear elements because they can be solved by the 
same specialized solution techniques. The Type-97 staircase time-varying 
resistance of Section V-C is solved along with pseudo-nonlinear elements, 
whereas the Type-9l, piecewise-linear, time-varying resistor of Section V-F is 
solved along with true nonlinear elements using compensation and superposition. 

The dominant distinction among the various nonlinear and time-varying 
elements of the present chapter has to do with the solution method that is used. 
Half are solved "exactly," as "true" nonlinearities, using compensation and 
sup=rposition. The other half, called I1 pseudo-nonlinear," are only sol~.'-~ 
approximately (although this may be perfectly adequate for engineering purpose '. 
Pseudo-nonlinearities are represented at each time ste~ by a single linear 
segment that was selected from the known solution of the preceding time step. 
Whereas true nonlinearities are rigorously solved using Newton's method to 
iterate on all coupled nonlinear equations of an isolated subnetwork, ~seudo
nonlinearities have no such coupling, and the resulting solution may involve 
error (if operation does not remain on the assumed linear segment) • A pseudo
nonlinearity is really only appropriate if the user knows that the resulting 
operation will vary smoothly along the characteristic as a function of time. 

The various subsections of this chapter are devoted to specific nonlinear 
elements. They have been ordered according to the solution method that is used. 
First come the pseudo-nonlinear models (Sections V-A through V-D), followed by 
the true nonlinear models (Sections V-E through V-K). The Table of Contents 
(Section 0) provides a summary list of all of them. 

The computational burden of true nonlinearities is quite different than 
that of pseudo-nonlinearities, and this difference should be understood by the 
user. For the case of inductors, this aspect is important in selecting between 
the two alternate fOnTIS of modeling. Pseudo-nonlinearities are represented 
within the nodal admittance matrix [YJ for the linear network. Each time the 
operating {X>int of any pseudo-nonl inear element of the nettNOrk changes from one 
linear segment to another of the piecewise-linear characteristic, the affected 
four elements of [Y] must be modified, and the enti re matr ix must be 
retriangularized. case surrmary statistics show the nllnber of times this has 
happened upon the completion of execution (see "No. times = It in the 1 ine of List 
5) • As network size grows to infinity, reliance upon pseudo-nonlinear modeling 
would result in segm~nt changes on nearly every time step, and hence very slow 

~2 7 
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simulation. Users who assemble networks with thousands of nodes and hundreds or 
thousaods of nonlinearities should be aware of this disturbing asymptotic limit. 
As for true nonlinearities, these are not a part of (YJ at all. Instead, they 
are handled as current injections (using superposition) after the nonlinear 
element currents have been found by a solution that involes a Thevenin 
equivalent of the linear network. This is the compensation approach. Provided 
distributed-parameter transmission circuits isolate nonlinearities into 
subnetv-orks of reasonable size (e.g., involving just 3, or 6, or even 12 
nonlinearities for each subnetwork), compensation has the advantage that 
computational effort only varies linearly with network size, and repetitive 
triangularization of [Yl is avoided. 

Smoothness of operation is even more important than computational 
efficiency in selecting between "true" and "pseLrlo" nonlinear element modeling, 
however. After all, if a simulation is erroneous, it matters little how 
quickly the computer produced it. Unless the user is sure that operation will 
be smooth, he should consider avoiding pseLrlo-nonlinear modeling, since the 
error might be intol.erable. en the other hand, if the user does know that 
operation will be snooth, he is advised to consider avoid ing true nonl inea r 
modeling in order to mlnlmlze the burden and/or comflicts of compensation. 
Resistors and inductors are quite different in this respect. 

As a general rule, nonlinear resistors may undergo unpredictable and 
discontinuous operation. For example, a resistor in parallel with a linear 
inductor will have voltage that is equal to the derivative of the inductor 
current, and this' derivative need not be continuous. On the other hand, 
resistors in parallel with lumped, linear capacitance will necessarily oper?~~ 
smoothly, since the voltage is the integral of the capacitor current. So, 
pseudo-nonlinear modeling of a resistor in parallel with a linear inductor is 
generally suicidal, whereas pseudo-nonlinear modeling of a resistor in parallel 
with a capacitor is generally acceptable. But if such details are unclear, the 
general rule is that nonlinear resistors should be modeled as true nonlinear 
elements. I.e., in the absence of knowledgable advice to the contrary, avoid 
rrype-99 model ing of Section V-A, and use Type-92 model ing of Sections V-E and 
V -F instead. 

As a general rule, nonlinear inductors will operate smoothly, since flux is 
the integral of voltage. Hence pseooo-nonlinear modeling (Type-98 of Section v
B, or Type-96 of Section V-D) are acceptable, and are to be preferred over the 
true nonlinear modeling (Type-93 of Section V-H). This assumes that the network 
is not too large (resul ting in too much triangularizing), and that the 
characteristic is not represented by too many segments (resulting in too many or 
too fast changes among segments). The general principle is simple: compensation 
is too good and too powerful to be wasted on something as simple as a saturable 
reactor. Save the compensation for those cases where it may be needed (e.g. , 
ZnO modeling, or maybe the U.M.). 

Pseudo-nonlinear elements involve no inherent prohibitions regarding 
connectivity. Not so for true nonlinear elements, which must be isolated in ,C';"~" 
subnetworks (by distributed transnission 'circuits) that do not contain ~) 
compensation-based U.M. usage. This is because any of the true nonlinearities 
of the present Section V can be solved together as a coupled set. However, the 
solution method does not allow for U.M. equations, which are completely 
different. The U.M. can be present in the same subnetwork, but it must be 
repres~nted without compensation. 
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Because user-supplied FORTRAN has been connected to true nonlinear 
elements, but has not yet been connected to pseudo-nonlinear elements, there is 
much gxeater potential var iabil i ty of true nonl inear i ties. If the reader does 
not notice the nonlinear modeling that he is looking for, perhaps he could write 
his own. Jetails are covered in Section V-J. 

"ThCS C(t-JTROL" to Modify MY True Nonlinear Element 

TACS can be used to modify or enhance any basic, true, nonlinear element in 
anyone or a combination of the following three elementary ways: 

1) A 'mCS-controlled ser ies vol tage source can be added; 
2) A ~CS-controlled shunt current source can be added; 
3) The nonlinear characteristic can be scaled by ~CS. 

Each true nonlinear element can use up to three ~CS variables to control these 
three functions. The names are declared on a special-request card that must 
immediately follow the "9999"-card that terminates the nonlinear element to be 
controlled. The fonnat of the declaration is as follows: 

C 1 2 3 
C 3456789012341567890112345617890121 
C --------1----1---1---1 

TACS CONTROL I A6 1 A6 I A6 1 

C --------1---1---1---1 
C NAMEl NAME2 NAME3 

The three ~CS variable names of columns 15-32 correspond to the three functions 
listed, in order. Any name that is left blank is interpreted as a request for 
no such ~cs control. In the cases of sources, the value (voltage or current, 
respectively) is set equal to the controlling ~CS variable at each time step. 
As for the usage of ~E3 to scale the characteristic, it is the current that 
is multiplied by the ~CS variable in question. Examples of such usage can be 
found in the BEN:1ft1ARl< test cases. For series vol tage ("NAMEl ") control, see 
the 2nd su.bcase of BEN:Rt1ARK OC-37; For shunt current (IlNAME2n) control, see 
the 2nd subcase of BEN:1+1ARK OC-45; For scaling of the characteristic ("NAME3 
usage), see the 3rd subcase of BEOC~ DC-4S. 

'!he interpretation of the "TACS CCNTROL" declaration can be ill ustrated 
by the solution to the 2nd subcase of BENCHMARK DC-37: 

C 1 234 567 
C 34S678901234S678901234S678901234567890123456789~123456789C12345678901 
C -- -----------1- ------
3 TACS NL control variables. 22 0 0 I TACS CCNrROLBAT'I'ER 

Convergence of the Newton Iteration for True Nonlinear Elements 

While it is possible that no solution will be found using Newton's method 
(in which case an EMTP error te~ination would result) I the nonlinear element 
solution should be correct if the simulation runs to canpletion. '!his is a 
dominant advantage of the canpensation-based approach. A disadvantage is that 
isolating, distributed-parameter transnission lines must be used to separate a 
subnetwork containing such single-phase nonlinear elements from any 
compensation-based U.M. model i09. But since the U.M. generally can be used 
without compensation if necessary, the artificial separation using stub lines is 

.......... '? 
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almost a thing of the past. Such isolation is almost never necessary for 
single-phase, nonlinear elements, although it might be used as a matter of 
computational convenience (to reduce the maximum number of nonlinearities within 
anyone subnetwork) • 

Consider controls of the Newton iteration, which may require adjustment for 
difficult configurations. It is the "ZINC OXIDE" special-request card of 
Section II-A that allows the user to redefine Newton controls at the beginning 
of execution. 

A possible error termination for true nonlinear elements is associated with 
singularity of the equations being solved. TO invert the Jacobian matrix [J] of 
Newton's method, pivoting is used, and miscellaneous data parameter EPSIUJ 
prov ides the measure for II how small is snaIl." If a sol ution is d i verg ing 
("blowing up"), it is not uncommon for there to be an EMTP error termination 
complaining about a singular [J]: KILL = 209, [sTAT(l9) = 35tH. '!his is 
particularly true for ZnO arresters of Section V-E, since excess voltage is fed 
back into the ZnO nonlinearity to produce astronomical currents. Elements of 
the Jacobian matrix thus can be quite abnormal, and it is the singularity test 
that not infrequently terminates the simulation. SPA production users have had 
this problem in cases where ZnO protection of series capacitors was used, with 
a fault placed on the system in the phasor sinusoidal steady state solution for 
initial conditions (Ref. 8, Vol. X, page MIOG-l2, "Rule", 8 March 1980). So, if 

"a simulation ends prematurely due to a singular Jacobian matrix, the user is 
advised to examine the voltages across the nonlinear element at the time of 
difficulty, since this is the initial guess for Newton's method. unless such 
voltages are reasonable physically, the iteration has little hope for 
convergence. Possibly the iteration limit would simply be reached, but more 
likely, simgularity of the Jacobian would be detected. 

Should the Newton iteration of coupled nonlinear elements somehow terminate 
abnormall y, the user of interactive execution, observation, and control (SPY of 
Section XVI) will be given an opportunity to 'observe and correct the trouble. 
First, there will be an abbreviated explanation of the trouble, followed by 
suspension of the simulation, and a disaster-level audible alarm and prompt as 
follows : 

SEND REMEDY (SPY, SOLVE, LOOK, srGP) : 
The simplest of possible responses is "sropn, which is to be used if the user 
surrenders, and if he wants to ter;minate program execution. But more optimistic 
is the al'NClYS appropriate and simple II LOOK", which will resul t in a repeat of 
the failed Newton iteration with DIAGJOSTIC printout turned on. '!he user can 
control the level, since there will be a subsequent prompt for it in this case: 

SEND DIArnOSTIC lEVEL IPRSUP (I2 FCRMAT) : 
The response "9" is generally appropriate here. From the resulting diagnostic 
output, the source of the trouble may be evident, in which case the user might 
attempt an on-line correction using SPY (which will be available after sending 
"SPin) • The user might want to change control parameters of the Newton 
iteration via nDEr05IT", and for the, the following information about the 
storage of variables of the "ZINC OXIDE" special-request card is critical. 
The maximum number of iterations is stored in variable MAXZNO, the convergence 
tolerance is EPSZNO, the warning tolerance is EPWARN, and the fatal error 
tolerance (resulting in the present interruption) is EPSTOP. Finally, 
corrections of the Newton iteration are limited by ZNOLIM(l) and ZNOLIM(2). 
The interactive user only relinquishes control by sending "SOLVEf'. Yet, if the 
resulting, resumed iteration fails to converge, the "SEND REM~" prompt will 
reappear in shot:t order. 
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V-A. T'Ir-e -99 Pseldo-Nonlinear Resistance R(i) 

Data cards for a Type-99, pseldo-nonlinear resistor R(i) begin with a 
single branch card bearing type code "99" in columns 1-2: 

C I 2 3 458 
C 134567819012341567890112345617890121345678190123415678901 101 
c 1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 I-I 
991 A6 I A6 j A6 1 A6 1 E6.0 1 E6.0 I E6.0 I E6.0 I Etc. !Il 
C 1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1------1 I-I 
C BUSl BUS2 BUS3 BUS4 VFLASH TCEIAY JUMP VSEAL K 

The usual pair of terminal node names BUS 1 and BUS 2 occupy columns 3-14, and 
BUS3 and BUS 4 of columns 15-26 are used for reference-branch or branch-naming 
purI:=Oses. As usual, col Lllln 80 can be used for branch output requests. In 
between are four variables V-flash, T-delay, JUMP, and V-seal --- all 
related to flashover of the buil t-in gap or opening on a current zero,. 1he 
Type-99 branch is an open circuit during the phasor solution, and it is only 
connected when the branch voltage exceeds (in absolute value) the threshold V
flash. Then operation will begin on segment nunber JUMP, and conduction will 
continue for a while (usually until a current zero) • 

When a current zero occurs, there will be opening, provided a time interval 
greater than or equal to T-delay has elapsed since the most recent flashover. 
The current zero is noted by a reversal in the sign of the current, and it is 
assumed that this reversal will occur only while operation is on the first 
segment of the characteristic. If the current zero occurs while operation is on 
some higher segment, a warning message will be issued: 

!!! Tracking trouble with Type-99 or 98 element nunber I = XX. 
If such a message is every seen, the user should be skeptical of the solution, 
and should either look for an error in his choice of parameters, or he should 
consider switching to true nonlinear modeling. 

An alternative opening strategy is use a voltage criterion rather than a 
current zero. If keyed positive, parameter v-seal provides for this: there 
will be disconnection when the branch voltage falls below this threshold in 
absolute value. This allows opening before a current zero (useful in some 
cases) • 

Next come cards that specify the nonlinear i-v characteristic point by 
point, from left to right (in order of increaSing device current) , with one data 
card for each pair of values defining the piecewise-linear curve. The format 
is: 

C 1 2 3 
C 34567890123456178901234567890121 
C --------------1----------------1 Eln." I E16.0 I 
C -----------1----------1 

''', C Current (1) Vol tage (v) 
The or1g1n (0,0) is an implied I:=Oint nllTlber zero that the user is to skip .. The 
v-I characteristic is assumed to be s~etric, so no negative values are to be 
keyed by the user. 1he user merely keys 2 or more IX>si tive points (for a 
nonlinearity; one point would result in a linear branch), and terminates this 
characteristic with a "9999"-card (a special value of current, in effect) • 

., ') i 
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The user of Type-99 modeling must resist the illusory idea that accuracy 
as the the number of segments that define the characteristic approach 

The trouble is that operation is only allowed to move from one 
an adjacent segment during a single time step. Tbo many segments 

operation will sometimes be on the wrong segment, leading to error. 

improves 
infinity. 
segment to 
means that 

If the 
can use the 
follows : 

user wants to allow a Type-99 element to flash only once, then he 
"SINGLE FLASH" option. This is declared on a "9999"-card as 

C 1 2 3 4 
C 34567890123456178901234567890121345678901234 
C ------------1-----------1--------

9999 • liS INGLE FrASH 

C --------------1----------------1-----------
Wi thin any data case, the II SINGLE FLASH" request is to be keyed only once, on 
the first element (in order of data input) to be controlled in this way. Any 
other Type-99 element that has the same first breakpoint voltage will be assumed 
to have such model i09 , too. Hence any nunber of rtype-99 elanents can be 
constrained to flash only once, but'all must have the same characteristic (or 
more precisely, the first voltage of each must be identical) • 

The interpretation of input data cards for the Type-99 pseudo-nonlinear 
resistance R( i) can be illustrated using the solution to BEN:R4ARK OCPRINT-6. 
The initial branch card confir.ms the values of parameters VFLASH, TDELAY, and 
JUMP, whereas (x,y) values of the characteristic are confirmed on each such 
card: 

C 1 234 567 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
C -------- ---------1- ----------
Type-99 nonlinear R. 5. 000E+00 0. 000E+00 2 1 99REC 

Breakpoint. 1. 00000E+00 1.00000E+02 1 1.0 
Breakpoint. 2. 00000E+00 2. 00100E+02 1 2.13 

Special ter.mination-of-points card. 1 9999 
Should the "SINGLE FLASH" option be used on the U9999"-card, then the 
interpretation of this final card is augmented as follows: 

Special tennination-of-points card. I-flash 1 9999 
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V-B. Type-98 pseudo-Nonlinear Reactor L(i) 

Data 2ards for a Type-98, pseudo-nonlinear reactor L(i) begin with a 
single branch card bear ing type code "98" in collJl1ns 1-2: 

C 1 2 3 8 
C 1345678190123415678901123456178901213456781 101 
C 1------1------1------1------1------1------1 I-I 

98/ A6 I A6 I A6 I A6 / E6.0 / E6.0 I Etc. III 
C 1------1------1------1------1------1------/ I-I 
C BlEl BUS2 BUS3 BUS4 CURR FLUX K 

The usual pair of terminal node names BUS1 and BUS 2 occupy columns 3-14, and 
BUS3 and BUS4 of columns 15-26 are used for reference-branch or branch-naming 
pur~ses. As usual, colLlTln 80 can be used for branch output requests. . In 
between are the coordinates (CURR, FLUX) in the current-flux plane for the 
linear representation during the steady-state phasor solution. Were colt..rnn 
space more plentiful, these two variables would be labeled i-steady and PSI
steady, respectively. 

Next come cards that specify the nonlinear i-PSI characteristic point by 
point, from left to right (in order of increasing device current), with one data 
card for each pair of values defining the piecewise-linear i-PSI curve. The 
format is: 

C 1 2 3 
C 34567890123456178901234567890121 
C --------------1----------------/ 

E16.0 I E16.0 I 
C --------------1----------------/ 
C Current (i) Flux (PSI) 

The origin (0,0) is an implied ~int number zero that the user is to skip. The 
i-PSI characteristic is assumed to be s~etric, so no negative values are to be 
keyed by the user. The user merely keys 2 or more p:>sitive points (for a 
nonlinearity; one point would result in a linear branch), and terminates this 
characteristic with a. "9999"-card (a special value of current, in effect) • 

For typical production usage, the Type-98 pseudo-nonlinear inductance works 
well, and is reconrnended ahead of the compensation-based, Type-93 model of 
Section V-H. The type-98 reactor a subcomponent of the saturable TRANSFORMER 
mooel of Section IV-E, and can be connected almost anywhere, in any number, 
wi thout much concern by the user. '!he only general concerns are about 
computational efficiency for very large cases (see Section V), problems with a 
large number of short segments to represent the characteristic, and excessive 
flux during the ~asor solution. 

The user of Type-98 model ing must resist the illusory idea that accuracy 
im~roves as the number of segments that define the characteristic approaches 
infinity. Operation is only allowed to move from the current segment to an 
adjacent segm~nt during a single time step, and this may cause trouble. Too 
many segments means that operation will sometimes be on the wrong segment, 
lead ing to error. Note that the use of 2 segments al ~.;ays avoidS this problem 
(each segment is adjacent to the other). On the other hand, two segments is too 
crooe for typical, modern model ing. The use of 3 to 5 is common, and generally 
wi thout trouble. 

.... , " 
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Troub':e with excessive flux during the phasor solution refers to operation 
on other than the first segment of the nonlinear characteristic. ~.ctually, the 
characferistic is not used, since an equivalent linear inductor of the user's 
choice used to represent the branch during the phasor solution. But when the 
phasor solution is complete, and the flux at time zero is calculated from it, 
there is a problem if this initial flux exceeds the end of the first segment of 
the characteristic. Since flux is continuous, step one of the transient 
simulation will involve an abrupt change of current, as the operating point 
moves toward the appropriate 2nd or later segment. ttle associated surge of 
current produces voltage spikes in other inductors, of course. In general, 
then, there may be bothersome discontinuities at time zero, if the phasor flux 
exceeds the first segment of the magnetization curve. 'Ihis is a good reason to 
have a long first segment, and also to consider adjusting the angular reference 
of phasors so that no one problem flux is at its maxUnum at time zero. 

'Ihe interpretation of input data cards for the 1.'jpe-98 pseooo-nonl inear 
reactance L{ i) can be illustrated using the solution to the second subcase of 
BENCHMARK DCPRINT-15. 'Ihe initial branch card confirms the values of parameters 
CURR and FLUX, whereas (x,y) values of the characteristic are confirmed on 
each such card: 

C 1 2 3 4 567 
C 3456789~123456789~123456789~123456789~123456789~123456789~123456789~ 
C -----------------------------------1------------
Type-98 pseooo-nonlinear L. 5.~~~E~3 3.~~~E+01 198TRAN 

Breakpoint. 5.0eee~E-03 3.000~0E+01 I 
Breakpoint. 1. 00000E-02 4.e~000E+01 I 
Breakpoint. 2. 00000E-02 4.50000E+0l I 
Breakpoint. 1. 00000E-0l S.00000E+01 I 
Breakpoint. 5. 00000E+00 1.00000E+02 1 

Special tennination-of-points card. I 

.005 

.. 02 
0.1 
5.0 

9999 
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v-c. 'I'iF.-2-97 Staircase Time-Varying Resistance R(t} 

If a staircase representation of resistance is acceptable, then the Type-97 
branch may be appropriate for modeling a time-varying resistance. en the other 
hand, if continuity of the time-varying resistance is desired, the reader is 
advised to consider the piecewise-linear alternative that is provided by Type-91 
modeling in Section V-F. Or the user could control the resistance himself from 
~CS (using the TA.CS-controlled R(t) of Section V-I) • 

Even though it is linear, the staircase time-varying resistance is solved 
by the same computational procedure as are pseudo-nonlinear elements. That is, 
each time there is a change of resistance (from one step to another), [YJ must 
be modified and retriangularized. As a result, the Type-97 element is sloppily 
referred to as a pseudo-nonlinear element for simplicity. 

Data cards for a Type-97 staircase, time-varying resistance R(t) begin 
with a single branch card bearing type code "97" in colllllns 1-2: 

C 1 2 3 8 
C 1345678190123415678901123456178901213456781 101 
C 1---1-----/-----1----1------1---1 I-I 
971 A6 I An I A6 I A6 I E6.0 I E6.0 I Etc. III 
C 1------1------1------1------1------1------1 I-I 

C BLE1 BUS2 BUS3 BLE4 VFrASH TCErAY K 
The usual pair of terminal node names BLEl and BUS 2 occupy collJ'rlns 3-14, and 
BLE3 and BUS4 of col\.J\lns 15-26 are used for reference-branch or branch-naming 
purposes. As usual, col\.J\ln 80 can be used for branch output requests. In 
between are the flashover voltage V-flash in columns 27-32 and a delay time 
T-delay in columns 33-38. These two parameters control when the element is 
connected to, and when it is to be disconnected from, the network. There are 
just three common cases: 

Case 1: If TIEIAY = -1, then VFI.ASH is ignored I and the element is 
assumed to be connected for all time, including the phasor solution for initial 
conditions. In effect, the first segment or step is extended horizontally to 
the left to cover all negative times (this is the resistance used for the phasor 
solution) • 

case 2: If 'I'IEIAY > 0, the element will never be connected before the 
simulation time t reaches this minimum time TDEIAY. If no such delay is 
wanted, leave the field blank, or key zero. 

case 3: If VFrASH > 0, and TDEIAY is not -1, then the element will 
never be connected before the branch voltage reaches this flashover value 
VFI.ASH. Yet the user must remember that posi tive TCEIAY also inhibits such 
connection (see case 2). By leaving VFI.ASH blank or zero, there is no such 
flashover gap_ 
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Ne~t ~ome cards that specify the staircase resistance values point by 
point ,-' from left to right (in order of increasing time) I wi th one data card for 
each pair of values defining the staircase R(t) curve. The format is: 

C 1 2 3 
C 34567890123456178901234567890121 
c ----------1-------------1 

E16.0 I E16.0 I 
C -----------1-------------1 
C ·Time (t) Resistance (R) 

Such data (2 or more such cards) are to be terminated by a 9999-card (a special 
value of time, in effect) • The user need not worry about times larger than his 
last point, since the program automatically extends the final step to infinite 
time. 

The interpretation of input data cards for the Type-97, staircase,' time
dependent resistance R(t) can be illustrated using the solution to BENCHMARK 
DC-42. The initial branch card confirms the values of parameters VFLASH and 
TDELAY, whereas (x,y) values of the characteristic are confirmed on each such 
card: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678.90 

~~;-R (;-) -. ----;:;~;0E;;--=~:;;;;~:;;------: 97L~D----------~ 0 
Breakpoint. 0. 00000E+00 1.00000E+00 I 0.0 
Breakpoint. 2. 01000E+00 5. 00000E-01 1 2.01 
Breakpoint. 6. 01000E+00 2. 00000E+00 I 6.01 
Breakpoint. 7.01000E+00 1.00000E+35' 7.01 

Special termination-of-points card. ! 9999 
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V-D. Type-96 pseLdo-Nonl inear Hysteretic Inductor L( i) 

The pseudo-nonlinear hysteretic inductor is very Slmliar to the Type-98 
pseudo-nonlinear inductor described in Section V-B. The major difference is 
that the Type-96 element represents the hysteretic behavior of the magnetic 
core, whereas the Type-98 element does not. 

Data cards for a Type-96, pseLdo-nonlinear, hysteretic inductor L(i) 
begin with a single branch card bearing type code t196" in colunns 1-2: 

C 1 2 3 4 8 
C 13456781901234/56789011234561789012/345678/9012341 /01 
C 1------/------/------/------1------1------1------1 1-/ 
981 A6 I A6 I A6 I A6 I E6.0 1 E6.0 I E6.0 / Etc. III 
C 1------1------1------/------1------1------1------1 /-1 
C BUSl BUS2 BUS3 BUS4 CURR FWX RESID K 

The usual pair of terminal node names BUS 1 and BUS2 occupy colLlnns 3-14, and 
BUS 3 and BUS 4 of colLlnns 15-26 are used for reference-branch or branch-naming 
purposes. As usual, colLlnn 80 can be used for branch output requests. In 
between are the coordinates (CURR, FLUX) in the current-flux plane for the 
linear representation during the steady-state phasor solution. Were colunn 
space more plentiful, these two variables would be labeled i-steady and PSI
steady, respectively. There also is RESID of columns 39-44, which is for an 
·optional residual flux. More aoout these final three data fields later. 

Next come cards that specify the nonlinear i-PSI characteristic point by 
point. There is assumed symmetry to the hysteresis loop, so only points of the 
lower half of the loop are to be inputted. These begin with the first point to 
the right of the negative saturation point (where the two curves meet in the 3rd 
quadrant), and they end one point to the right of the positive saturation point 
(where the, two curves meet in the first quadrant). Points are inputted from 
left to right (in order of increasing device current), with one data card for 
each pair of values defining the piecewise-linear lower curve. The format is: 

C 1 2 3 
C 34567890123456178901234567890121 
C -----------1-----------1 

E16.0 I E16.0 1 

C ---------1------------1 
C Current (i) Flux (PSI) 

Such data are terminated by a "9999"-card (a special value of current, in 
effect) • 

If the hysteretic inductor is not energized during the phasor solution for 
initial conditions, then residual flux is to be keyed in data field RESID of 
columns 39-44. en the other hand, if the inductor is energ ized dur ing the 
steady-state, then value RESID will generally be ignored. In any case, RESTS 
must lie withir. the major hysteresis loop. If not, execution will be terminated 
with an error message (KILL = 205) • 

The steady-state phasor solution for initial conditions is the trickiest 
aspect of the Type-96 hysteresis element. AI thoLgh only the ratio of PS I
steady and i-steady is actually required to define the phasor react~nce, 
PSI-steady is taken to be the limit on the linear region of operation. If 
initial flux exceeds this value, the EMTP prints out a warning message after the 
steady-state solution. In addition, the point (i-steady, PSI-steady) must lie 
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wi thin the major hysteresis loop. If it does not, the pr:<j ram will hal t 
execution with an error message (KILL = 204) . As a general rule, the user 
should· avoid a phasor inductance snaller than that corres~nding to the p:>si tive 
saturation point. 

The user also has the option of allowing the program to calculate i-steady 
and PSI-steady itself. This option is chosen by keying i-steady = 8888 and 
leaving PSI-steady (columns 33-38) blank. Then the program will select the 
steady-state point by the following method. First, an energization trajectory 
extending from the origin to the positive saturation point is imagined. On this 
curve, the point having flux equal to 70% of the saturation flux will then be 
chosen as the steady-state point. I.e., the phasor inductance will pass through 
this point. 

Whenever a type-96 element is being used, there must be a phasor solution, 
whether it is used for subnetwork of the hysteretic inductor or not. If this is 
not the case, execution will be terminated with an error message (KILL = 203) • 
The remedy to such a complaint is easy enough. add an~ isolated, dummy source 
and one-ohm resistor to ground. 

An additional restriction must be imposed on any phasor solution for 
initial conditions of the hysteretic inductor. If the initial condition is 
found to lie outside of the major hysteresis loop, this is impossible, so can 
not be allowed. The program will move any such illegal initial condition so 
that it does lie within the major loop. Logic for this is simple enough. In 
effect, the program draws a line of constant current through the illegal initial 
point, noting the two flux values where this line intersects the upper and lo~p.~ 
halves of the major hysteresis loop. An average of these two flux values ~~ 
used along with the solution current for the required initial condition. 
Whenever such correction is required, the program will issue a detail~ warning 
message. It is the user's responsibility to determine whether the change made 
is acceptable or not. It should be realized that transients due to sudden 
changes in flux (like those being made here) may die out very slowly. It is 
strongly suggested that the user make legitimate alterations that cause all such 
messages to disappear. 

It is anticipated that many users will have difficulty obtaining hysteresis 
character istics for type-96 model ing • ttlose who lack all data are referred to 
Section XIX-H for a simple, first attempt based on standard magnetic core 
materials. An example is provided by the third subcase of BENCHMARK DC-13. 

The interpretation of input data cards for the TYPe-96 hysteretic inductor 
L(i) can be illustrated using the solution to BENCHMARK DC-33. The initial 
branch card confinns the three floating-point parameters CURR, FLUX, and 
RESID, whereas (x,y) values of the characteristic are confioned on each such 
card: 

C 1 2 3 4 567 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
C --------------------------~------I--------------
Hysteresis. 8.8880E+e3". 0000E+00 1.0000E-09 I 96GROllNIXiEN 

Breakpoint. 1. 00000E+00 -7. 00000E-01 I 
Breakpoint. 2. 00000E+e0 9. 00000E-01 I 
Breakpoint. 3. 50000E+00 1.00000E+00 I 

Special tennination-of-points card. I 

1.0 
2.0 
3.5 

9999. 
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V-E. Exponential ZnO surge arrester R{i) (type-92; 1t5555") 

The model of this section provides for true (as optx'sed to pseLdo) 
nonlinear representation of an arbitary number of ZnO surge arresters. The 
original theory and implementation are documented in Ref. 22, Vol. 1, No.2, 
December 1979, pages 6-9. Extension to multiple exponentials and a static gap 
is documented in Ref. 22, Vol. 1, No.3, April 198~, pages 8-13. 

The basic constraint equation for ZnO modeling is resistive, and is highly 
nonlinear: 

i = P * ( v / Vref ) **q 
where "i" is the arrester current, "v" is the arrester voltage, and "p", 
V-ref, and "q" are constants of the device. Typically one picks the 
reference voltage Vref to be twice the rated voltage, or something close to 
this. In theory, the choice is arbitrary (it is an extra parameter, note). 
However, it normalizes the equation, and prevents numerical overflow during the 
extx'nentiation. Then constants "p" and "q" are unique parameters of the 
device. 

The nonlinear V-I arrester characteristic can be approximated by an 
arbitrary number of exponential segments. Both gapped and gapless arresters can 
be represented. The gapped arrester requires the specification of two sets of 
exponential segments, while the gapless arrester requires only one set. The 
choice of exponentials can be made automatically by a separate supporting 
program (use the request "ZOO FITTER" of Section XIX-I). Least-mean-square 
fi tting is used. 

AI thoLgh the eXlX'nential model ing of the present section can be appl ied to 
other cases than ZnO, as a general rule, it should not be wasted on less extreme 
nonlinearities. If a piecewise-linear characteristic of only a few segments 
would be sufficiently accurate, the alternative of Section V-G should probably 
be considered. unless there is a real need, the use of exponentials is wasteful 
computationally. 

Due to the extreme nonlinearity of ZnO characteristics, very little current 
,is drawn for voltages that are substantially below the rated voltage Vref 
(e.g., 0.5**3e = 9.E-10). So, in order to avoid the possibility of underflow 
during exponentiation, and also to Speed the numerical solution, a linear model 
is actually used for low voltages. But this is hidden, out of sight of the 
user, and it need not concern him. In physical terms, the solution is 
unaffected by such simplification (no ammeter could detect the difference) • 

There is some application of the present model to silicon carbide (SiC) 
arresters, al thoLgh serious (perhaps unacceptable) approximations must be made. 
No dynamics of the gap can be provided. Hence the possibil i ties of such usage 
will not be emphasized. The interested reader is referred to Ref. 22, Vol. 1, 
No.3, April 1980, pages 8-13. In essence, such usage represents the block very 
accurately ("t~ eXIX>nential segments appear to provide a very adequate fi til) 
while ignoring totally the dynamics of the gap (the gap modeling after 
flashover) • 
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Daca for a ZnO surge arrester begin with a single branch card for a Type-
92 nonlinear element (nonlinear resistance). Invariant data of such a ZnO 
request has "92" in colunns 1-2 and the special ZnO identi fier "5555." in 
colt.mns 39-44: 

C 1 2 3 4 8 
C 1345678190123415678901123456178901234567819012341 101 
c 1-----/----1-----1-----1----------1-----1 I-I 
921 A6 I A6 I A6 I A6 I 1 5555.1 Etc.! II 
C 1------1------1------1------1------------1------1 I-I 
C BUSl BUS2 BUS3 8US4 K 

As usual, tenninal names are BUSI and BUS2 (columns 3-14 as 2A6 infonnation) , 
and BUS3 and BUS4 (columns 15-26) can be used for the reference branch feature, 
if data of this arrester is to be copied from a preceding one. Variable K is 
for branch output requests (keyed in column 80 as usual, with values 1 through 
4) .. 

The second data card of a ZnO surge arrester contains control variables 
VREF, VFIASH, VZERO, and COL as follows: 

25 50 75 80 
1--------------------1------------------1------------------/------I 
I E 25 • 0 I E 25 • 0 I E 25 • 0 1 E 5 • 0 I 

1--------------------1------------------1------------------/------I 
1 VREF I VFtASH I VZ ERO I COL 1 

1--------------------1------------------1------------------1------/ 

VREF (cols. 1-25) is the reference voltage of the ZnO constraint 
equation, in units of voltage (nominally, volts). 

VFLASH (cols. 26-50) is the nonnalized (i.e., divided by VREF) flashover 
voltage of the gap. If the arrester is gapless, any negative number should be 
keyed • 

VZERO (cols. 51-75) is the initial arrester voltage (the value at time 
zero, in effect) in the same units as VREF. In almost all cases, leave it 
blank. The Newton iteration then will begin with zero current. 

COL (0015. 7~-80) is the number of columns (parallel copies or elements) 
of the characteristic. If blank, zero, or unity, one column is assumed, and the 
characteristic is to be used without modification. But for positive COL 
(no~ally an integer), the coefficient COEF of all following cards will be 
internally multiplied by COL during data input, prior to storage and usage. 
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Next come cards that specify the exponential segments. These begin with 
the characteristic before flashover (the only characteristic if there is no 
gap) • Eacn characteristic is to be terminated by a special "9999"-card (this 
value is to be keyed in columns 22-25). The following format is used for each 
exponential segment of each characteristic, in natural order (of increasing 
current and voltage) : 

COEF 
(see the 
amperes) • 

25 50 75 
1--------------------1------------------/------------------1 1 E25.0 I E25.0 1 E25.0 1 
1--------------------1------------------1------------------1 
I COEF 1 EXPON I VMIN I 
1--------------------/------------------1------------------1 

(cols. 1-25) is the coefficient "p" of the 2nD constraint equation 
start of this section). This is in units of current (normally 

EXPON (cols. 26-50) is the dimensionless eXp'nent "qH of the ZnO 
constraint equation. 

VMIN (cols. 51-75) is the mlnlmum voltage for usage of the just-stated 
characteristic, in per unit based on the reference voltage VREF. 

All such cards describing the exponential segments of a ZnO characteristic are 
to be in their natural order of increasing device current. Terminate each 
grouping with a "9999" card. If the arrester is equipped wi th a gap, the pre
flashover characteristic comes first, followed by the post-flashover 
character istic. 

Control of the Newton iteration is provided by various parameters that 
initially are defined by the STARTUP file, but which may be redefined by a 
If ZINC OXIDE II special-request card. See details of the latter in Section II-A 
for an explanation of the six controls. 

Illustrations of ZnO usage can be found in 
BENCff-lARK DC-37 (for single-phase ZnO) and OC-38 
bank of ZnO). 

the several subcases of 
(which involves a 3-phase 

The interpretation of input data cards for a ZnO surge arrester can be 
illustrated USing the solution to the second subcase of BEN:ff-1ARK DC-37: 

C 1 2 3 4 567 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ------------------------------------------------1-------------------------
Type-92 R(i) 0. 0000E+00 0.0000E+00 "S.5550E+03 192REC 
Zinc oxide. 7. 7800E+05 1. 0000E+00 0. 0000E+00 I 0.778000000000000E+06 
Breakpoint. 2.9480E-2l 1.0000E+00 9. 0000E+00 1 0. 294795442961157E-20 
Special termination-of-points card. I 9999 
Breakpoint. 2. 9480E+04 2. 6530E+01 5. 4505E-01 I 0. 294795442961157E+05 
Special termination-of-points card. I 9999 

.:> JII 
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Recommendations in case of Nonconvergence of aZnO Iteration 

Should the ZnO solution using Newton's method fail to converge, remedial 
action almost always is possible provided the parameters of the model are 
realistic. Understanding of basic numerical mathematics is the key. One 
potential source of failure, namely simgularity of the Jacobian matrix [J), has 
already been discussed toward the end of Section V. Althou:;h such solution 
failure applies to all nonlinear elements, it is most commonly associated with 
one or more ZnO elements. This is because of the extreme nonlinearity involved. 
Any ZnO user is advised to read the aforementioned paragraph carefully. In 
addition, there are several more specific recommendations to correct failed 
Newton iterations: 

RECI. Really gross bl unders by the user are the source of considerable 
difficulty with production usage of Zno modeling. For exanple, if there is 
confusion between sets of arrester data, it is possible for lower-voltage ZnO 
data to be applied at a higher-voltage bus, with the result typically being a 
nonconverged iteration. So, any user should always check that his ZnO charac
teristic does in fact match the voltage that is being applied to it. 

REC2. Reduction of the simulation time-step size CEr..TAT might help, 
sometimes. Recall that Newton's method is guaranteed to converge if a solution 
exists, provided the initial guess is close enough. This may translate into a 
need to track the transient closely, since the initial guess for the Newton 
iteration comes from the solution of the preceding time step (for steps nunbered 
2 or later). TOo big a time step might make the shock too big for the Newton 
iteration to survive. 

REC3. Some spurious voltage oscillation can sometimes be removed by 
connecting a leakage capacitance or bus capacitance in parallel with the 
arresters having trouble. A resistor in series with a capacitor can provide 
useful danping. For further details of this concept, althot..gh emphasis is on 
inductors rather than capacitors, see Ref. 22, Vol. 2, Number 3, February 1982, 
pages 10-32. 

REC4. Interactive execution, observation, and control (SPY) of Section XVI 
provides the most convenient framework for the remedy of nonconverged groupings 
of zno. Even if the correction is not made interactively, the diagnosis is so 
much simpler, particularly for big cases (for which conventional, batch-mode 
DIAGNOSTIC printout can be overpowering) • This was summarized at the end of 
Section v. 
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V-F. .~ 'I'jpt:-91 Mul ti phase Time-varying Resistance R (t) 

The Type-91 component of the present section provides for the continuous, 
piecewise-linear representation of a time-varying resistance R(t). This is to 
be contrasted with the Type-97 representation of Section V-C, for which the 
function R{t) is necessarily a discontinuous, staircase function. The presEnt 
element uses compensation the same way n true" nonl inear elements do. My Tipe-
91 elements are solved using Newton's method along with all true nonlinear 
elements of a subnetwork. 

The Type-91 resistive element begins as an open circuit, drawing no 
current. It is connected to the circuit only when the tennina1 voltage exceeds 
(in absolute value) the user-specified initiation voltage V-start. At this 
instant, the timer of the resistance function R(t) is started. If TSTART is 
the instant when voltage exceeds V-start, then the resistance for larger times 
t is R(t-TSTART) • This is the correct mathematical notation, although for 
simplicity we usually denote this using the shortened foon R(t). There is a 
time offset, however, and this offset usually is unknown ahead of time, since it 
de~nds on the solution voltage. 

Data cards for a time-varying resistance begin with a branch card bearing 
type code "91 n in colLJnns 1-2 and the further identifier "3333. n in colur ," 
39-44: 

C 1 2 348 
C 1345678190123415678901123456178901234567819012341 101 
c I-----! ----1-----1------1----------1----1 .4fIIr' 1- ! 
911 A6 I A6 I A6 1 A6 I 1 3333.1 Etc. III 
C 1-----1---1----1-----1-----------1-----1 I-I 
C BUS1 Bt.S2 BUS3 BUS4 K 

The usual pair of terminal node names BUS 1 and BUS 2 occupy colLJnns 3-14, and 
BUS 3 and BUS4 of columns 15-26 are used for the reference-branch or branch
naming purposes. Finally, colLJnn 80 can be used for branch output requests. 
For an example of such usage, see BENCI-MARK DC-42. 

This initial branch card is to be followed by a separate card from which 
the starting voltage v-start is read: 

C 1 2 
C 345678901234567890123451 
C -----------------------1 

E25.0 ! 
C -----------------------1 
C V-start 

Present element logic requires a positive value for this datum. Hence, if the 
user really wants the Type-91 timer to begin when voltage first becomes nonzero, 
he can key an arbitrarily small number (e.g., 1.E-38, which should be valid for 
all modern scientific computers) • 
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After these two initial cards come those that specify the piecewise-linear 
charact~ristic R(t) point-by-point, with time increasing monotonically: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 
C 34567890123456789012345167890123456789012345678901 
c -----------------------1-------------------------1 

E25.0 I E25.0 I 
C -------------------1--------------------1 
C Resistance Time 

Such data (tTtA:) or more such cards} are to be terminated by a "9999 11-card (a 
special value of resistance, in effect) • 

Control parameters for the Newton iteration are defined by the STARTUP 
file. Yet they also can be changed by the special-request YtOrd "ZINC OXIDE" 
(see Section II-A). But note that there is no nonlinearity associated with the 
'I'jpe-91 element, which is time-dependent rather than nonl inear. Hence the 
Newton iteration will converge exactly in a single step unless some Type-92 
element (nonlinear v-i) is involved in the same subnet\>A:)rk, and hence must be 
solved as part of the same coupled group. 

The interpretation of input data cards for the Type-91 time-dependent 
resistance R(t) should be self-explanatory from the illustration that follows 
(drawn from the solution to BENCHMARKDC-42): 

C 1 2 3 4 567 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
C ---------------------------------1-----------------
Time-vary R, Type 91. 0. 0000E+00 3. 3330E+03 191A2 
Type-9l misc. data. V-start = 3.00000000E+05 I 300000. 

Breakpoint. 3. 00000E+02 0. 00000E+00 I 300,. 
Breakpoint. 2. 00000E+02 3. 00000E-01 I 200. 
Breakpoint. 1.50000E+02 6. 00000E-01 1 150. 
Breakpoint. 1. 50000E+02 1. 00000E+03 I 150. 

Special tennination-of-points card. I 9999. 
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V-G. Ty~&-92, Multiphase, Piecewise-Linear Resistance with Flashover 

The mooel of this section provides for true (as opposed to pseLdo) 
nonlinear representation of an arbitrary number of coupled, nonlinear 
resistances R(i). The nonlinearity is represented by a piecewise-linear 
characteristic of current and voltage. 

The element of the present section is very similar to the ZnO 
representation of Section V-E. Note that both use the same branch type code 
"92". The principal difference lies in the representation of the nonlinearity. 
For accurate representation of the extreme nonlinearity of ZnO over the full 
range of operation, the exponential segments of section V-E really are requi red. 
But in the present section, the simpler straight lines (hence the name 
"piecewise-l inear") are used instead. Another difference is that the ZnO 
representation of Section V-E allows two separate characteristics per element: 
one before flashover, and one after. Not so for the piecewise-linear 
representation of the present section, which is assumed to be an open circuit 
when the gap is not conducting. Another difference is that the nonlinear 
element of the present section allows an extra, built-in linear resistance R
lin, for user convenience. Distinction between the two different Type-92 

;' nonlinear resistances is made by the request number that is keyed in columns 39-
\", __ " / 44: the ZnO mooel of Section V-E uses "5555." whereas the present piecewise

linear one uses "4444." 

Data cards for a piecewise-linear resistance R(i) begin with a single 
branch card bearing type code "92" in columns 1-2, and the further ldentifier 
"4444. If in colllnns 39-44: 

C 1 2 3 4 8 
c 13456781901234156789011234561789012134567819012341 101 -c 1----1---1---1---1----1---1----1 I-I 
921 A6 I A6 I A6 I A6 I E6.0 I I 4444.\ Etc. III 
C 1-----/---/----/---1------1---1---1 I-I 
C BUS1 Bt52 BUS3 BUS4 NFrASH K 

The usual pair of terminal node names BUS 1 and BUS2 occupy columns 3-14, and 
BUS 3 and BUS4 of colunns 15-26 are used for reference-branch or branch-naming 
purposes. /lS usual, colLlnn 80 can be used for branch output requests. cnly 
variable NFLASH (columns 27-32) is new or slightly complicated. It controls 
the logic of the gap. 

If the user wants no series flashover gap (see later miscellaneous data 
parameter V-flash), then he can ignore variable NFLASH. But if a series gap is 
to be present, then NFLASH controls possible clearing (gap opening) and 
reflashing (reclosing). There are three different cases of interest, requiring 
NFLASH- equal to either -1, 0, or +1. The rules are as follows: 1) Use 

(; NFLASH = +1 if the gap is to flash and clear only once (after the single 
,<~" clearing, the gap remains open for the remainder of the sttxly); 2) Use 

NFrASH = 0 (or leave columns 27-32 blank) if the gap is to flash and clear as 
many times as required by the network conditions; and finally, 3) Use 
NFLASH = -1 if the gap is to discharge only once, and remain closed 
continuously thereafter (i.e., no clearing). 
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The 3€cond Type-92 data card is for miscellaneous data. It and the 
following characteristic must be omitted if the reference-branch feature (where 
names BUS3 and BUS4 point to a previous such branch) is being used, of course. 
But for cases without such copying of a previously-defined Type-92 element, a 
second card must contain Type-92 miscellaneous data (variables R-lin, V-flash, 
and V-zero as follows: 

25 50 75 
1--------------------/------------------1------------------1 
I E25.0 1 E25.0 / E25.0 I 
1--------------------/------------------/------------------I 
/ R-lin / V-flash 1 V-zero I 

1--------------------1------------------/------------------1 
R-lin (cols. 1-25) is the linear resistance that is to be connected in 

series with the nonlinear (actually, piecewise-linear) characteristic. It can 
be used to represent the grounding resistance of an arrester, for example. A 
val ue of zero is permissible, if desi red. 'l11e uni ts for R-I in a re to be 
[voltage/current], which nominally are [ohms]. 

V-flash 
(nominally 
nLlllber. 

(cols. 26-50) 
(vol ts] ) • If 

is the gap flashover voltage in units of voltage 
the resistor is to have no gap, key any negative 

V-zero (cols. 51-75) is the starting (or initial) branch voltage in units 
of voltage (nominally [volts]). In almost all cases, leave this data field 
blank. '!hen the Newton iteration will start from zero current, which usually >

satisfactory. 

Finally come cards that specify the nonlinear i-v characteristic point by 
point, from left to right (in order of increasing device current), with one data 
card for each pair of values defining the piecewise-linear i-v curve. The 
format is: 

C 1 2 3 45 
C 345678ge123456789012345 /6789012345678901234567890 1 

C --------------1-------------------/ 
E25.0 1 E25.0 I 

C ------------------1----------------/ 
C Current Vol tage 

Such data (2 or more such cards) are to be ter.minated by a 9999-card (a special 
value of current, in effect) • 

If the characteristic is symmetrical with respect to the origin, the 
following feature can be used to save both program table space (storage of List 
10) and also keyboard effort. Specify only the p:lsitive txlrtion of tr.': 
characteristic (both current and voltage positive) • Do not specify the origin 
(0.0, 0.0) in this case, since it will automatically be added by the program as 
the characteristic is inputted. Subsequent use will exploit the assumed 
symmetry of the characteristic. The user is advised to specify a full 
characteristic (including third-quadrant points of negative current and voltage) 
only if the characteristic is not symmetric about the origin. 
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For lliustrative usage of the Type-92 piecewise-linear resistance R(i), 
see the fi rst data case of BENCfJv1.ARK DC-38. The following interpretation has 
been drawn from this example: 

C 1 234 567 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
C ------------------------------------------------1-------------------
Type-92 R(i) 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 4.4440E+03 192RECC 
Piecewise-lin. 0. 000E+00 1.000E+19 0.000E+00 I 

Breakpoint. 1. 00000E+00 5.82400E+05 I 
< < Etc. (10 lines of i-v curve removed far brevity) > > 

Breakpoint. 3. 00000E+03 7. 78400E+05 I 
Special termination-af-points card. I 

The second card shown here actually carried the three input numbers (0.O, -1.0, 
0.0). But the second of these, the value of V-flash, was converted by the 
program to FLTINF = I.E19 prior ta interpretation of the data card. This 
represents a signal ar flag to solution logic that in fact the elanent' has na 
gap ... 
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V-H. Type-93 True, Nonlinear Inductance L(i) 

For typical production usage, the Type-98 pseudo-nonlinear inductance is 
recommended instead of the com:pensation-based, 'I}rpe-93, true-nonl inear inductor 
of the present section. This was explained in section v. 

cata cards for a 'I}rpe-93, piecewise-l inear inductance L (i) beg in wi th a 
single branch card bear ing type code "93" in colunns 1-2: 

C 1 2 3 8 
C 134567819~123415678901123456178901213456781 101 
C 1----· --1------1------1------1------1------1 I-I 
931 A6 I A6 I A6 1 A6 I E6.0 1 E6.0 1 Etc. III 
C 1------1------1------1------1------1------1 I-I 
C SUSI BUS2 SUS3 BUS4 CURR FtlJX 1< 

The usual pair of terminal node names SlE1 and BUS 2 occupy colunns 3-14, and 
BUS3 and BUS 4 of colunns 15-26 are used for reference-branch or branch-naming 
purp:>ses. As usual, colunn 80 can be used for branch output requests. In 
between are the coordinates (CURR, FtlJX) in the current-flux plane for the 
linear representation during the steady-state phasor solution. Were colllnn 
space more plentiful, these two variables would be labeled i-steady and PSI
steady, respectively. 

,I} Next come cards that spec i fy the nonl inear i-vs-PS r character istic po int 
by point, from left to right (in order of increasing device current) , with one 
data card for each pair of values defining the piecewise-linear i-v curve. The 
format is: 

C 1 2 3 
C 34567890123456178901234567890121 
C ----------1-----------1 

E16.0 I E25.0 I 
C ------1----------1 
C CUrrent (i) Flux (PSI) 

Such data (2 or more such cards) are to be terminated by a 9999-card (a special 
value of current, in effect) • Usually the saturation curve is assumed to be 
symmetric about the origin. If this is the case, ignore all negative values in 
the third quadrant, beginning with the origin (0, 0). This is illustrated in 
BENCft.1ARK OC-4. 

The interpretation of input data cards for the Type-93 true, nonlinear 
resistance R(i) is illustrated by the solution to BOClft1ARK DC-4. The 
initial branch card confirms the values of parameters i-steady and PSI
steady, whereas (x,y) values of the characteristic are conficned on each such 
card: 

C 1 2 345 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
C --------------------------1-------------
Nonlinear L, Type 93. 5~0000E-03 3~0000E+01 193TRAN NAME 

Breakpoint. 0. 00000E+00 0. 00000E+00 I 0.0 
Breakpoint. 5. 00000E-03 3~00000E+01 1 .005 
Breakpoint. 1~~0000E-e2 4~00000E+01 1 .01 
Breakpoint. 2~00000E-02 4. 50000E+0l I .02 
Breakpoint. 1. 00000E-01 5. 00000E+01 f .10 
Breakpoint. 5. 00000E+00 1.00000E+02 I 5.0 

special tennination-cf-polnts card. I 9999 
.... ) J"J 
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V-I. Circl.i.it Breaker or Electric Arc M:x:leling Using rmCS~ontrolled R(t) 

The modeling of an electric arc, including the most practical case of the 
controlled arc within a circuit breaker, is possible using a ~CS-controlled 
resistance. This follows the research of Mr. Mustafa Kizilcay of the University 
of Hannover, West Germany, as first documented in the literature in Ref. 22, 
vol. 5, no. 3, July 1985, pages 15-26. 

The dynamics of the arc are all modeled within ~CS. Electric voltages or 
branch current represent inputs to the ~CS modeling. The output is a signal 
R(t) (name BUS4 of columns 20-26 of the branch card), which is to be the arc 
resistance as a function of time. It is this ~CS signal that is to be 
connected to the electric network element of the present section, as explained 
in rules that follow. 

~CS-controlled resistors are modeled using compensation in the same 
fashion as conventional Type-91 time-dependent resistors (see Section V-F). The 
only difference is in the logic to adjust R(t) at each time-step: rather than 
consult a static characteristic of resistance vs. time (the conventional, static 
Type-91 case) , the ~CS control UnF=Oses a known value. 

Each electric arc is requested by a single branch card that defines a 
degenerate, controlled, time-varying resistor. This is a compensation-based, 
Type-91 element without any associated characteristic. The data format is as 
follows ; 

C 1 2 3 4 8 
C 1345678190123415678901123456178901234567890 101 
C 1-----1-----1----1----/------- I-I 
911 A6. 1 A6 ITACS I A6 I Etc. I II 
C 1----1----1----1----1-- I-I 
C BlEl BlE2 8t.E4 K 

The usual. pai r '" of terminal node names BlEl and 8US2 occupy col LIllns 3-14, 
following the type code of "91" in colLltlns 1-2. The special request word 
"'rn.C5" must be keyed in colunns 15-18, followed by the name of the ~CS 
variable that defines the resistance R(t) in ohms. This is variable BUS 4 of 
columns 21-26. Finally, column 80 can be used for branch output requests as 
usual. For an illustration of such usage, see the second subcase of BENClJt1ARK 
DC-22. But this is an artificial test of the mechanics of connection only. For 
realistic parameters and time-step size, see the t~ subcases of BENCfMARK DC-
43, both of which come from Hannover. 
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Interpretation of the input data confirms the name of the ~CS variable 
that contr01s the resistor, of course. As an illustration, consider the first 
such usage in the second data subcase of BENCHMARK DC-22: 

C 1 234 5 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
C ------------------------------------------------1-------------------
TACS-contro11ed Type-91 R(t). uRESIS" I 91BUS2 TACS 

Note that the just-described rules prohibit use of the reference branch 
feature, where colLmns 15-26 of the data card are used to name a preced ing 
branch that is to be copied. Yet this is hardly a loss, since neither program 
table space nor user data space could be saved by any such feature. 'This is why 
the reference branch feature has not been provided for the arc model. 

'The arc model has no external gap. It is the user's responsibility to 
model any such dynamics within 'mCS. For an open gap, the user should define a 
signal R(t) with a very large resistance (e.g., 1.ES ohms) • 

If there is no automatic determination of 'mCS ini tial cond i tions, then a F:~~j' 
'I1\CS initial-condition card (identified by type code "77" in co1L1nns 1-2) ~;~~ 
generally should be used to define the initial element resistance R(0). This 
initial value will used within the electric network on the first time step, 
recall. In the absence of either automatic or manual definition, there may be a 
discontinuity on the first time step, as solution logic of the electric network 
first tries to cope with an erroneous, zero resistance (the value of any 
otherwise-uninitialized ~Cs variable at time zero) • 

Should R(t) from ~cs ever be exactly zero, logic applicable to the 
electric network will convert this value to the near-zero singularity tolerance 
EPSILN (see the floating-point miscellaneous data card) • This is necessary to 
avoid division by zero, since the admittance for.mulatiory requires di/dv = 
1 / R. 

As with all hybrid solutions involving both TACS and the electric network, 
there is a one time-step delay between the determination of R(t) within ~CS and 
its usage in the electric network solution. 
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V-0. user-Supplied FCRTRAN for Nonl inear Element ~eling 

If the user wants true nonlinear element modeling that differs from 
program-supplied logic, he might consider writing his own FORTRAN. Yes, user
supplied FORTRAN is connected easily enough in many if not most cases, provided 
the user is wi 11 ing and able to compi Ie one subroutine ( "SOLVNL") ,. and 1 inkage
edit the result along with other object files to produce a modified executable 
version of the program. 

User-suppl ied FORTRAN was fi rst described publ icly in Ref. 22, Vol. 3, 
Number 3, February 1983, pages 37-42. Al though the general concept remains 
unchanged, there have been several important improvements since that early work. 
The interface is better and more powerful, since there now is a connection with 
the phasor solution for initial conditions (in the case of reactors) , and input 
no longer is tied to the cunbersome ZnO modeling of "M31." vintage. Most 
importantly, the new user-supplied FORTRAN elements can be mixed in the same 
subnetwork with any program-supplied modeling of the present Section v. All 
nonlinear equations inclt..rling the user's are solved using the same coupled 
Newton iteration. . 

The 2nd 
into the tJrFF. 
modeled : 

subcase of BENCHMARK DC-7 illustrates logic that has been built 
For simplicity, a hyperbolic magnetic saturation curve has been 

PSI = a * tanh ( b * i) + c * i 
where PSI is the reactor flux, "i" is the reactor current, and "a", Itb", 
and "c" are parameters read from cards nLlllbered one and two of the 3-card 
characteristic of the Type-93 element. The exceptional nature of the Type-93 
characteristic is indicated by keying If FORTRAN" in col LlTtnS 33-39 of each of 
the three cards preced ing preced ing the "9999"-card that ends the cornFQnent. 
The third card is an extra bounding card that can contain an arbitary pair 
(x, y), since the numbers are not used. But the card is required to reserve 
space (3 cells of List 10 are required for each nonlinear element). There is no 
prOV1Slon for reference branch usage, so leave the BUS3 and BUS 4 fields 
(columns 15-26) of the leading Type-93 card blank. 

C 1 2 3 
C 34567890123456/7890123456789012/ 
c --------------/----------------1 

E16.0 I E2S.0 IFORTRAN 

C --------------/----------------1 
C -333777. value II a" 1st of 3 cards 
C value fib" value "cn 2nd of 3 cards 
C any value any value 3rd of 3 cards 

No interpretation of the input data cards need be illustrated, since this is no 
different than for the con'lentional Type-93 e~ement of Section V-H. 
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user-supplied FORTRAN can involve an arbitary number of parameters, limited 
only by List 10 dimensioning. The 3 values that are used to describe the 
hyperbolic saturation curve within the UTPF are limited in number only by the 
user's data, not by the code. The program will continue to read (x,y) points of 
the characteristic until the "9999"-card, and two parameters can be decoded 
from each card. But for Type-93 usage, just do not forget that extra, unused 
card at the end, to protect the final real pair of parameters. The extra card 
is required because Type-93 logic redefines the final (x,y) storage to reflect 
extension of the final segment to infinity (actually, just to 1000 times the 
last real point). 

The user can add as many different types of nonlinear elements as he wants. 
These will be distinguished by varying the numerical flag ("-333777" for the 
hyperbolic function of the UTPF) on the first point of the characteristic. 
These different numerical flags will be found in no subroutine other than the 
solution routine .. SOLVNL" • If the user were to add just one new type of Type-
93 model iog of his ov.n, the revised structure could be as follows (assuning the 
use of "-444888" as the new request flag) : 

IF ( CCHAR(ICHMIN) .NE. -333777. ) GO TO 4520 
< < Logic to calculate "in and di/dv > > I~;.~v. 
< < USing hyperbol ic tangent saturation > > ~;:~i' 

GO TO 2261 
4520 IF ( CCHAR(ICHMIN) .NE. -444888. ) GO TO 5520 

< < Log ic to calculate It in and d i/dv > ) 
< < using new equations of the user. » 

GO TO 2261 
5520 D5 = D4 

p'resently, the D5 = D4 statement follows S. N. 4520, since the proposed code 
between S.N. 4520 and S.N. 5520 does not now exist. The generalization to two 
or more additions should be obvious. 

Interpretation of the input data will correspond to whatever type of 
nonl inear element is being used. For inductor model ing I this will be the Type-
93 element. An illustration is provided by the second data subcase of 
BENCFft1ARK OC-7; 

C 1 2 3 4 567 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
C - --------1--------------
Nonlinear L, Type 93. 8. 0000E-02 3. 5000E+01 193XXXX 

Breakpoint. -3. 33777E+05 3. 50000E+01 I -333777. 
Breakpoint. 2. 00000E+01 5. 00000E+00 I 20. 
Breakpoint. 1. 00000E+00 1.00000E+00 I 1.0 

Special termination-of-points card. I 9999 
The first card confirms i-steady and PSI-steady, whereas points of the 
characteristic involve parameters of the hyperbolic saturation model: a = 35, 
b = 20, and c = 5, respectively. The third card of the characteristic is 
unused (the values of un1 ty were keyed just to insure legal numbers) • 
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V-K. Corona Modeling for an OVerhead Transmission Line 

Corona modeling comes to the EMTP from IST (Instituto SUperior Tecnico) of 
Lisbon, Portugal. The underlying research concerning the representation of each 
corona cell is documented in the doctoral dissertion of Prof. M. T. Correia de 
Barros (see Ref. 44). Also included in this research was an accurate, nonlinear 
traveling wave propagation algorithm. However, the initial EMTP implementation 
does not rely on any such new propagation model. Instead, for simplicity, 
conventional, short EMTP lines segments are used (see following parag raph) • 
Instrumental to the application of this numerical research to the EMTP has been 
J. Allen Lima of the national power company (EDP). Implementation of corona in 
ATP began in Leuven, Belgium, irrmediately following thec:ctober 27th meeting of 
LEe during 1986. The author has been invited to write a summary article for the 
EMTP Newsletter (Reference 22), so interested readers might watch for this. 

Altbough later implementations may allow or even require quite different 
assumptions for the overhead line, the present, initial EMTP implementation 
requires that a transmission circuit with corona be represented as a cascaded 
connection of conventional, short, line sections of any type. Permitted are Pi
circuits, constant-parameter distributed lines, or frequency-dependent lines, 
and the choice among these can even be varied along the cascaded connection. 
But each such section must represent an equal length of line, and branch cards 
for all must be regularly ordered from one end to the other (data input order) , 
The representation will usually be multiphase (e.g., 3-phase or 6-phase) , with 
present, temp:>rary, fixed dimensioning limited to 8 phases (typical of a double
circuit overhead line with two ground wires) • The number of phases must be 
equal among all sections. t-.bd.e names must all be distinct ( i __ , phases must 
not be paralleled) • All intermediate nodes of the cascaded connection, as well 
as all terminal nodes, must be of unknown vol tage. If known vol tage is really 
desired, the user can isolate the line node using a near-zero series impedance. 

1 
I I 
I-I 
I I 

2 
I I 
1--1 
I I 

3 
I 
I -- Etc. 
I 

N 

Corona modeling is build into the linear portion of the system just as 
pseudo-nonl inear elements (e.g., Type-98 reactor) are. When vol tages re~lly are 
excessive, and when corona 1S active, it must be expected that [Y] will be 
modified and retriangularized on each time step. 01 the other hand, after the 
surge moderates and corona dies out, there will be no such automatic 
retriangularization due to corona. The one dominant advantage of this 
impleMentation of corona modeling using pseudo-nonlinearities is that it does 
not rely on compensation, thereby leaving compensation for other elements that 
seem to be more in need of it (e.g., ZnO surge arresters). It is acceptable to 
apply banks of Type-92 surge arresters at either end of the line, or even at any 
intermediate node of the cascaded sections (although this would be less cornmon) • 
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The length of each cascaded section of the line just described is a 
function of the rate of change of voltage, among other things. Typical usage 
Ear studies involving lightning strokes, which are modeled by very fast surge 
functions (see Type-IS source functions) • Typically the time-step size of the 
simulation must be very small (e.g., 1.E-7 seconds), and each section must be 
very short (e.g., 30 meters) • As a result, a long long (e.g., 200 Km) would 
never be modeled with corona for its entire length. Instead, typically only 
short portions of lines adjacent to the lightning strike will involve corona 
modeling; further from the origin of the surge, conventional frequency-dependent 
1 ine model ing will be used. AI tho~h corona is particularly useful for 
lightning studies, it can also be used with typical switching surge studies. 
However, the section length then ~uld be lengthened accordingly: length should 
be chosen approximately proportional to the rise time. 

All data cards describing a transmission circuit with corona belong to the 
class of EMTP branch cards. Although all data for anyone circuit must be 
contiguous (separated only by discretionary comment cards), there are no 
ordering restrictions on the placement of any such data sets in relation to each 
other, or in relation to other (non-corona) branch cards of the network. 

Theoretical aspects of the corona modeling may be briefly summarized as 
follows : 

1. Arbitrary wave form of applied voltage 
2. Etc. Teresa will write this description in Lisbon. 

Data cards for the representation of a transmission circuit with corona 
begin with a card carrying just the request ¥.Ord "CCRCNA MODEL" in colLlIlns 3-
14 (the normal branch name fields BUS1 and BUS2): 

C I 234 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890 
C -------------------------------

CCRONA MCDE L 

This marks the beginning of a set of cards that are to follow: 
1. One corona miscellaneous data card; 
2. Corona phase cards (one for each phase, in order) 
3. capacitance matrix (el (one row of lower triangle per card) 
4. Ordered cascade connection of line sections. 

The format for the corona miscellaneous data card is: 
C 1 2 3 
C 34567819012345617890123415617890121 
C ---1-- 1-----1--1-----1 
C E8.0 1 I8 1 I8 1 1 A6 I 
C ------1--------1--------1--1------1 
C· DIST I PHASE NUMBER NAME 

DIST (cols. 1-8) 
kilometers. 

is the common length of all cascaded line sections in 

?????? ============~=================================----====== ?????? 
?????? 
?????? 
?????? 

Etc., etc. (to be completed when modeling is available). ?????? 
As this page is being frozen for printing, ?????? 
corona is still being developed in Lisbon. ?????? 

?????? ======================================================= ?????? 
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V I . SN ITO{ CARDS 

Cards iLputted as part of this class of data input include the followL~g: 

1. "Ordinary" switches, for which the voltage 
drop is zero when close d, and for which 
the current is zero when open. Such 
switches bear the type code ITYPE = 0 
(columns 1-2 of data card), or possibly 
ITYFE = 76 for exceptional "STATISTICS" 

Bwitches. 

4. TACS-controlled switch, 
wherein the sWitch status 
is controlled by TACS. 
Recall that TACS is the 
EMTP "digitally-simulated 
analog com.puter, "" as 
fully described in Section 
III • The TACS-controlled 
switch bears type code 
ITYPE = 11, 12 or 13 (cols 1-2 
of data card). Important 
special cases of this 
general component capability 
are diodes and valves (as 
used for ae/dc conversion). 
See Sections VI-B, VI-C ~nd VI-D 
for details. 

.e-----/ '-1 ---e 

.,..~cs 

....... _~_~_c _C~_t_m_4_ ..... >-7:}~:7 _ sW1 tab control 

• • 
Jiode 

Such data cards are collectively referred to as switch cards, since in all 
cases the canputer model for the element in question involves a "perfect" or 
"ordinaryt' switch. Slch cards follow the regular El-tTP branch cards, and 
precede the EMTP source cards. 

If a netwrk involves no such switch canp:lnents, then the blank card 
ending switches inmediately follows the blank card ending branches. ,,~t to 
worryt' (the EMTP can handle this case without trouble). 

If a case starts from zero initial conditions, no switches are necessary 
for connecting voltage and current sources to the net\l«)rk at time zero, 
provided the sources remain connected throughout the study. 

M tches can be connected quite arbi traril y, al though there are a few 
restrictions. One is that switch currents must be unique: there must be no 
loop involving closed switches. A more obvious restriction is that 
Kirchhoff's voltage law must not be violated for a loop involving a voltage 
source and a swi tch. For exanple, a closed swi tch must not be connected to 
t\l«) nodes of known voltage (inclu:ling groll'ld). The theoretical basis for such 
statenents can be found in the technical papers which docunented the "M32." 
installation of this new switch logic (Ref. 22, VOl. 2, No.4, pp. 36-42, May 
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, 982). Yet such restrictions seem almost never to be a problem for 
practically-fonnulated studies, so the average production user need not be 
concerned with them. 

Along with the "M32." switch logic cane a new, optional printout of 
stead y-state phasor swi tch flows (both current and JX)wer can be monitored) . 
The integer miscellaneous data parameter KSSOtJr (co1.s. 25-32) continues to 
control such steady-state output, of which the following is a representative 
illustration (from BENCrMARK DC-32): 

ourPm' Fat SlUDr STATE SWITCH CURRENT 
NODE-K IIO[£-M I-REAL I-DUG I-MAGl OECXES ~ER REACTIve: 
FAULT o FEN OPEH OPEN OPEN o PElt 
SEea CAnt 1 OPEN OPEl OPEl om OPEN 

.SECA CATH2 0.16873295[+02 o. t5329059£+02 o.2279667CE+02 ~2.2545 0.13Il09098£+011 -0. 12S9S618E+04 
SECC CATH3 OPEN OPEl OFEIt OPEl OPEN 
AH_ eATH" 0.211078446£.01 -0.20983161£.02 0.21120861£+02 --83.11539 -O.99'20'.5~5E.o3 -0.67237260£.03 
AN'S CATHS OPEN OPEN OPEH OPEN OPEN 
AN6 CATH6 0.291&76803£+01 O.311029112E+02 0.34156601£+02 85.~93 -0.98793323£+03 o. '2053019EiOij 

Note that there are seven switches (actually, one switch and six diodes), with 
four of them open during the phasor steady-state solution. If such 'phasor 
switch output is requested (KSSOUT positive), it will follow the phasor branch 
flows, and rrecede the injections at nodes of known voltage. 

Also a result of the "M32." switch logic is the correct assigrment of 
swi tch currents at time zero for purp:>ses of printing and/or plotting. Prior 
program versions \Il)uld assume zero values for purJX)ses of such outputs at time 
zero, it may be re~alled. But today, for any switch t-ilich is closed in the 
steady state t printed and plotted values will be correctly assigned for step 
zero. A1 so, all such swi tch currents at time zero can be seen from new 
printout which immediately follows the variable heading of the time-step loop. 
As an illustration, again consider BENCf+1ARK DC-32 at and immediately above 
the printout for step zero: 

ANS AH6 SECS SECA SECC AN' AN5 AH6 TRANA 
CATH5 CATH6 CATH1 CATH2 CATH3 CATH' eATH5 CATH6 GENS 

••• PHASOR I(O) = 0.168733OE+02 SWITCH "SECA "TO "CATH2 " Ct.OSED AFTER O.OOOOOE.oo SEC 
••• PHASOR 1(0) = 0.2tl078!t5E.o1 SWITCH "AN' "TO "CATHq " Ct.OSEO AFTER O.ooooOE..oO SEC 
... PHASOR rCO) = 0.291&768(£.01 SWITCH"AH6 It to "CATH6 It CLOSED AFTER 0.00000£..00 SEC 

o o. OOOOOO-O.158383E.o 1-0.358383£.0' o. 127072£.02-0. 7'53039E.o2-o. 679341£..02..0.7395-3£..02..0. 753039E+02 o. , 6138OE.o3~. 739543E..o 
0.770132£+02 0.16138OE+o3 O.770132E..o2 O.671.'3E.oO-O.81991J7E+02 O.806896E+02-O.6193l17E+02 o. 770132E.o2-O. 799739£.0 

The printed ttpHASOR 1(0)" equals the real part of the canplex phasor switch 
current of the steady-state display, of course. &Jch output will be found for 
any swi tch ~ich was closed during the phasor solution (three of then for this 
exanple). lhlike earlier program verSions, note that the closing times for 
these swi tahes are now zero. tb longer can one look for such a negative v a1 ue 
(typically -1.0 was used), and conclooe that the switch was closed during the 
phasor solution. ~w, it is a nonzero "PHASOR 1(0)" value fttlich reflects such 
a state. 

VI-A. ORDINARY SWITCH 

.Switches which are not diodes, valves, or gaps are of five different 
basic types or classes, as follows: 

Class 1 Conventional (i.e., detenmin1stic) time-controlled switch. 
Class 2: VOltage-controlled (flashover) switch. 
Class 3a: "STATISfICS" switch (a time-controlled switch for t-ilich 

the closing or opening t~e is a random variable. 
Class 3b: "SYSTEMATIC" switch (a time-controlled switch for Yttlich 

the closing time is systEmatically (regularly] varied). 



":lass ~ 

iefinition. 
3W"_r::::, IVn':"ch i3 per.:nanent':"y '~':"02ej :\;r 3....;...;.. ::.-::e, <, 
:t 13 used just for current or power ace energy =o~~: 

Class 5 TACS-controlled swi~ch (including diodes, valves, etc.), 

Cla.J.3 , : 
Time·controlled switch (circuit breaker pOle): Switch is open originally, 
closes a.t t ~ TCLOSE and tries to open a.gain after t ~ TOPEN ' In option A 

tne opening is sLlccessfu.l as soon as the current is:NITCH ha.s gone through 

zero (det~_ted by a sign change in iSWITCg). In option B the opening is 

successful as soon as 'iSWITCH\ L CURRENT MARGIN or as soon as is'f~I'ITCH 
has gon~ through zero. After a successful opening, the switch will stay 
open. 

Option A Option B 

Opening When is .VITCH goes 
through zero (set CURRENT 
MARGIN,. 0) 

Opening when \ is'NITCHl L CURRE.NT ~1ARGIN 

or iSWITCH goes through zero (set 
CURRENr MA..~GIN)o 0) 

is'HITCH 

opening signaled 
(takes effect in 
, next step) . 

t 
} ........... \'s~c.~ 7 MA.\:r·", 

~ ____ -.+-__ --______ -t; 
:. :GJ:.RE,,,-, '\ """1\\7' ..... '- It'(; 

J I~ 

opening signaled (takes 
. effect in next step) 

Class 2 : 
Flashover-controlled switch (gao): Switch is open originally and tries t,J 

close after t-~ TCLOSE. The closing is successful as soon as the absolu~e 

value of the voltage across the switch is ~. FLASHOVER VOLTAGE. ~fter switch 
has closed, it waits until the time delay T»I~1has elapsed and then tries tc 
open again with the same current criteria as in option A and B above. The 
sequence"(l) flashover-controlled closing ,,(2) elapse of timeTJ)!lAY .... i currer:t
controlled opening. back to (1) "remains effective throUA'hout the study (see 
fi~...l=e Qelow). 

There are cases where the voltage across 
the gap oscillates around the true value. An 
example of this is the case of an inductance 
"hanging in the air lf , as per th~ s.ketch. ,To 
avoid such problems, the gap voltage for 
checking flashover is computed as the average 
of the last two time-step figures: 



Class 1 Class 2 CI"5S 4 
(time-cantrell.d (tl.aohover ( If M.EA.S U'lUIG" 

a"Hen) awHen) switch) 

r.o 4uanl tS-~4 Actual .wltctJ T1me before whlcn 
(in .. corld.) C10 .. 1.nR time. ttle hi ten 18. 

Telo"" 
p "even te4 (rom 
rl&~h1.n, over. 

'l'clou 

Co 11JlllJ.' 2')-'4 T1me before Time elap"e 

(in .. <:Iond.) "ulcn opan1nR atter tl •• hov4r, 
will not. be b.tore whlcb 
411ow~. opening will not 

'l' be aUowed.. 
open 

T delay 

Columna ~5-44 Current mar~in which la used to 

(1n uni ttt or d.t.naine when 8witcb opening 1. 
~~rrent.) vOU 1ble. 

Ie 

CQ luau" 45-'.>4 Voltage which 
( 1n utllto of must be exceeded 

vol t.AtC) fOl' .witch to 
cloGe. 

V flaat. 

Columna ,5-64 

"MJ::ASURING 11 

Class 3a ClaSS 3b 
"STATISTICS" sn;ch "S'fStE:.'Anc" 8W'1'tch 

indepeudeut depeGd.tm't 1.a4ep.uen1i: depend.ent 

Colwml 15-24 :&em clos1.nC !.tem . !.a at IIlI.-tim. 'r
m14 Ccnatmt 

t1J:le. 
randCIII t1me it It!:!'!! • 0 • del.,. (ill ae.::ouJ.s:) - del., 

--~- -'T' 
r'raDdCIII 

l!e~ t1m •. 
t1ma. 

fbe, it ~ . 
ITl!S! • t ott •• t . 

Standard StaDdari 
51:. of time deViation of deviatiOl1 5"""8 ColUIIIDJI 25-'4 8W'1 tch closing inC:t'CISIl't (or ot rand.o.::a U.IIl. -(lD e.conde) t14e. 

is step} • A'l' r dele,:r 
ralldca 

Colwms J5 .. « I, IE IUlIIber of t1JD. 
lnc:t'CIents (or --steps). NSTEP 

Coluam.s 45-54 - - - ~ 

Coluam.. 55-04 "STATIS'fI~ ., "S'tl.1'IS'rICS" "S'fS'lEMl'l'IC" "SYS'rDlT!C" 
( 110 format) 

I . 
Columna 65-70 !,0831l)l.r I p0881bl,r • 3::!S; I Rode BUSS I 1I'0de 
( A6 tor.sat) "U2G::T" 

I 
DSIIl.S "'l'ARGE'.f" 

I 
namss . ot , ot 

Columns 71-76 SOS6 I reference 
B1JS6 t refennce 

( ... 6 format) - • S1'I'1tch - , lIW1tcb 
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Fig. 1. Sample illustrative operation of flashover-controlled switch. 

Class 3a: 
1t3TATISTIC!3" switch 

A statistical overvoltage study consists of "NENERG" (miscellaneous data 
parameter; see Section II-B) separate internally-generated simulations, the 
peak voltages of which are then processed statistically. The data case in 
question for such a study contains one or more switches the closing ttmes of 
which are random variables. Such randomly-closed switches are called "STATISTICS" 
switches, so named after the .key request word "STATISTICS" which must be 
punched in columns 55-64 of the swi tcn card· in question. "STATISTICS" switches 
are always initially open (in particular, they are always treated as being open 
for the phasor steady-state solution); they then close once at the appropriate 
~o~~~s (as determined by their probabilistic specifications), never to ~) 

. ~ -. i 1 F(" ) I . 
--1 ·-:-··..,----+1.0 ~--~--~-
, ~ I . ~. '". : , 

: I : --'--1---:--:---- --
:- ~ 1'-:- ---I - I 

r-i-~---r- _. 
. ! -.- I - 0.5 
-1~--:-"---- ~~---

, 
_ .. 

~ 

;; 

• . ~ ! -

. "j .. _. -;--'-:-1' -~ 
: u ' • :.: 

. .l.-_ .. ..: __ ~ 
I : • 

. . .. ~- .. _-- --.-"--
I 

a) Ga~ssian (normal) distribution. 
IDIST = 0 (and ITYPE ~ 76 ). 

tJ(~C-j--_ j~ : I 

~--~--------~~--------~.-~.... ; 

1 ! 

._--,----;-----
_... -.1 - __ I... .-

! I 

~I--~-----
1 I - I - ~ --

~-j--+---
~-1-'-: 

. I 

II"" 

.- , 

~--.----.:....-- .. 
i i ~ I , 

1
,·· -rl, - .~, -_. :1: .• ·-1 - -- . - -. -_. . ..: __ -1. ____ L~ 
iT . ;'; r--·- -'1 i i 
:--1·--·-;----0.5 - -l ~--:-;--: 

- 1- _. 

b). Uniform distribution. \ 
( ITYP.... '7, ~ ID IST = 1 2£ ~ = ~ 

Fig. 2 •. Available probability distributions for the ClOS(in)g time 
of a If STATISTICS" switch. Density functions f T ~~:\. 

T close 
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TI:e closL'1g time T 1 for each "STATISTICS 1l switch is r8..l'1doml.y 
c ose 

varied according to either a Gaussian (normal) distribution or a uniform 
distribution, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Choice as to distribution type is 
generally controlled by appropriate selection of variable 11 IDIST" (statistics 
miscellaneous data parameter; see Section '.1a) by the user. Then with all 
s'Ritch type codes ItITYP:::" (cols. 1-2 of the switch card) zero or blank, all 
"STATISTICS" switcnes will use Gaussian distributions if "IDIST" is zero, 
or uniform distributions if "IDIST" is unity. In order to use both distribution 
types wi thin the same data case, the user makes 11 IDIST" equal to zero, and 
leaves the Ge.ussian-distributed switches with type code "ITYPE" equal to zero 
or blar~i the exceptional SWitches which are to have uniform distributions are 
then flagged by punc~ing the type code If !TYPE" equal to 76. Fig. 2 
illustrates t"he two available distribution types for "STATISTICS" awi tches. 
The mean clOSing time T and associated standard deviation Ei are specified 
by the user on the one or more uSTATISTla5" switch cards. 

In addition to switch closing-time variation caused by each switch's own 
distribution, there is an added ~dom delay which is the same for all switches, 
provided the user has given variable ItlTEST" (statistics miscellaneous data 
parameter; see Section II-C) a value of zero or blank. 'nUs add-ed random delay 
which is applied equally to all "STATISTIC5ft switches. is referred to by the 
tem "reference angle tf; 1 t follows a unifoIm distribution always, the 
probability distribution for which is specified using parameters "DEGML'l", 
"DEGMAX", and "STATFR" of the ~tatist1cs miscellaneous data card (see 
Section II-C). Line printer output for a statistical overvoltage study will 
show the reference angle for each energization, in approximately the columr.s 
which are nonnally used for the step number and time value (marked "STEP" ar..d 
"TIME") of a conventional detemin1st1c (non-" STATISTICS " ) data case. 
The numerical value printed out will be in degrees, and will lie somewhere 
between "DEGMINtt and "DEGMAX", of course. If the user punches II IT~STf1 
equal t<;> unity, the reference angle Will' simply be constrained to always be 
zero ---- which is mathematically equivalent to not having any added ~dom 
delay. 

The preceding discussion about "STATISTICS n switches mentioned nothi!1g 
about the possible dependence of the closing time 9f one switch on that 0: S 

second switch (with both switches being "STATISTICS" switches). Where co 
such dependence exists, switch cards are completely independent, and the 
parameters affecting any one switch are totally contained on the switch car~ 
for that switch. This is perhaps the most common, and certainly the.si~ples:, 
usage. 

But there also is the capability for dependent "STATISTICS ft swi tche ~. 
The closing time of a Swl. tch labeled "B" can be made equal 
to the sum of 'two components: 

where: 
T4. 

close 

= ~ close + ~ random 

= previously-determined closing 
ti:ne of another "STATISTICS" 
labeled here as switch "An • 

"/1\" (ma~te.r) ... --...,1' .... _ ..... 

swi tch, 
'rhis is a 

random variable, note, not a constant. 
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racdo~ tl~e ce~ay ~aving ~ean ~E and staGdard ~ev:aticn 
;\ parame:ers as punct.ed on the data card for swi tcn "'S" :. 
If desired, the :!lean ~ of this compont':nt :::an be negative. 
Tce only constraint which ~ust be kept in ~ind is that the 
~esulting actual, switch closing times ~ust only very 
infrequ~ntly t1.l.rn out to be less than the beginning tL"'!:e 
of the si~ulation (which is usually zero). 

But swi ten 'I A II :night itself in turn depend on a third swi tch 'I Z". l'he 
S~~P alloYis an arbitrary nU1D.ber of such dependencies. In terms of the above 
example, switch t'D" is called a dependent (or slave) switch, while switch "A" 
is the reference (or'~ster) s.ntch. An arbitrarJ number of levels of servitude 
are permitted. 

The identification or specification of reference switch "Aft in the 
above example is actually made using the two 6-character alphanumeric bus names 
of the switch. The names of this reference switch "A" are to be, punched using 
2A6 format in columns 65-76 of the data card for dependent switch "Bu 

• 

This is the way in which the ~~~p distinguishes between dependen~ and independent 
"STATISTICS tt switches: whether or not columns 65-76 are non-blank. 

A specialized data-convenience option is provided by the "TARGET" feature. 
Any non-dependent "STATISTICS" switch can b4! deSignated as a "TARGET" switch 
by punching this key word in columns 65-70 of the sw1 tch card. Only one sucrlff!fl:ifo 
designation is per.!li tted in any one data case. The effect is that all other VI 
non-dependent "STATISTICS" switches will be internally given mean closing ti::nes 
which are equal to the :Jean closing ti .... lle of the "TARGET" switch. Several 
details :night be noted: 

a) Only convenience of data punching is involved, for the '1TARG~" 
option does not extend the ~odeling capability at all. 

b) Nothing has been said about standard deviations o. It is 
only the mean closing ti:ne T which is affected by the use 
of "TARGET" • 

c) ,Columns' 15-24 of non-It TARGET " , non-dependent tlSTATISTICS" 
sw1 tch cards can be left blank (since the mean closing time 'Nill 
come from the H TARGET " swi tch). 

Random switch opening 

Allot the preceding text of this section applies to the random clOSing of 
"STATISTICS" . switches. Then along came the demand tor random opening late in 
1979 (see Ret. 8, Vol. IX, 6 November 1979, pages EOVN-l to 3). Two key 
paragraphs from the memo writeup are reproduced here: 

Special Switch-Card Plas for Random ODening 

For random openil'lg ot a. sn tch, columns 45-54 o~ the sw1 tch card are tQ,;"< ~;~\ 
ptmChed with the special numerical nag "3333.". Otherwiset data fields a.zC::'j 
unchanged (see pages 27a and 27e of the DTP User's Manual) -- except th~ 
"closing" is to be read as uopening" wherever it is encountered. ~at 1s, the 
mean opening time ~ goes in columns 15-24, the standard deTiation S- goes it 
columns 25-34, and the key-word "STATISTICS" must 'be punched. L"'1 columns 55-""· 
The use of "TARGm tt or dependency o~ swi tahes is also allowed, according to th, 
same rules as 'before. In fact, the user can m.i.x random. opening and random. closing 
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First, a word of caution about open1r~ times. A switch which is to randomly 
open starts out as beiDg closed in the steady-state, and it is subsequently inhibited. 
trom opening until the time which is determined by rolling the dice. But switch curr 
is not generally zero at this instant of time. The actual op~n1ng is delayed until t 
sw1!ch current goes through zero. If this never happens, the switch will never open. 

variable TENERG of the STARTUP file (see section I-E-2, card number 2) 
can be used to dunp and restore tables of STATISTICS/SYSTEMATIC simulations at 
time zero. Years ago (April, 1980), this ~s necessary for random o~ning 
cases. But today, it should no t be requi red, as danonstrated by BENCIf4ARK oc-
48, which involves no such extraordinary action. on the other hand, should 
there be gross errors during the second and later energizations of a random
opening simulation, the user might try the just-mentioned old remedial action. 

A positive current margin I (colt.mns 35-44) can be used tor random 
opening switches. When this is done, the random opening switch would open 
atter T > or = Topen and as soon as 'Iswitch I < I or as soon as 
Iswitch = O. 

Class 3b 

"SYSTE:,fATIC" switch 

An s:':ITP study which involves a "SYST:E:.!ATIC" swi tcn consists of \ NENZRcrt 
(miscellaneous data parameter; see Section II-B separate internally-
generated simulations, the peak voltages of which are then processed and 
tabulated statistically. Each IISYSTEvTATIC" swi tch has its closing ti:ne 
systematically (regularly) varied between a given beginning and ereding ti~e, 
in steps which are uniformly spaced. Such systematically-varied switches are 
named "SYSTE,fATIC" sm tches after the key request word "SYSTE~f.A.T:::C" 'Nhic:: 
must be punched in columns 55-64 of the switch card in question. "SYSTE.·.IAT:~" 
sw1 tches are alW93'S initially open (in particular, they are always treated as 
being open for the phasor steaay-state solution); they then close or.ce at the 
appropriate s.ystematic time, never to open again. . 

'T' e. N~E~G ':II -So +·3 
c.los. 

Note specifically the minus sign which 
is a part of ItNENERG" it is used to 
defini tively distinguish a "SYSTEMATIC" 
data case from a "STATISTICS" data case, 
as the data input begins. 

" / / / I 
I / / / 

The user is warned of the potentially 
enormous nUDber of energizations which can 
be involved in a "SYSTEMATIC" ~.ata case. 
As an example, consider a data case which 
has three independent "SYSTE:.fATIC" 
switches. Then one can think of the 
internally-generated energizat10ns as 
being a methodical exploration of a 
rectangular region of the 3-dimensional vector 

, 

space of switch closing times (see sketch above). 
6 't h 11 "Cit For example, if switch "Au were to take steps, SWl c. oJ I 

5 steps, and switch "e" 4 steps, then a total of 'NEN~~ 
6 x 5 x 4 energizations would be internally generated by the .:!.dn'P. 

= 120 

I 
VIj 

vv 
~ 
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Je;;e:r-.deZ:C.:i 3..-::ocs "SYS~~:A:::C't switctes is permi';ted, and deserves an 
explar:ation.. T1".e general concept is si.:nilar to that for "STAT:::ST!CS" s'Nt te::. 
but wi th several cI"tlcial differences. Let sm tch !lB" be the dependent swi ten, 
a"1d 3''-'''i tch "Au tee reference swi teh, as before. Then the ·.:losing ti:].e of 
depenjer..t switch "3 ft is lli?.1 independently varied, but ratter is offset 'oy a 
fixed F":::Cunt from "';r.e closing ti.;-r:e of the reference swi ten "Au : 

T3 = ~ + TB 
close close offset 

Here T~f~ t is a constant (it has the same value for all energizations). 
o _ se () 

Rather than a beginning or ~id time, a step-size, and a number of 
steps, the input ti:ne-data for a dependent "SYSTE!'l!ATIC" switch consists of 
only the constant offset time, which is to be punched in columns 15-24. A 
dependent "SYSTEi;rATIC" 8m teh does not increase the dimensionali ty of the 
vector space of switch closing times which is to be systematically explored, 
note. The :nechani sm for indicating the dependence of a "SYSTE:,TATIC" svvi. tcb. 
is identical to that which is used for a "STATISTICS" switch; the node names 
of the reference switch are to be punched in columns 65-76 of the card for 
the dependent switch. 

For. each non-dependent "SYSTE:.'TATIC It sw1 tch card, the size of the 
ti"!le incre:nents 6T is to be punched in columns 25-34. The number 
of steps NSTEP is to be punched in columns 35-44. The third and 
final ti~e-parameter is to be 
punched in columns 15-24, and it 
depends on the value of "ITEST" 
'( :niscellaneous data par8!.Deter of 
Section 1.1a): 

(lj 
9 punch 

ITEST time 
= 

the =nid-
T mid 

'T' e ICll~. 
--~~-+---I~~I--~--~I~"~ I 

'Tt "'I 
~punch the beginning '--.--' 

'1'3 '1'.. "'5 '1"', 

tim.e T 
beg ..o.'T' NSTEP = 6 

A specialized data-convenience option is provided by the "TARGET" feature. 
Any non-dependent "SYSTR\1ATIC n swi tch can be designated as a "TARGET" swi tce 
by punching this key word in columns 65-70 of the switch card. Only one 
such designation is permitted in any one data case. The effect is that all 
other non-dependent "SYSTE:VIATIC It switches will be internally given mid-ti:nes 
or beginning times which are equal to that of the "TARGEr" swi tch. Several 
details might be noted: 

a) Only convenience of data punching is involved, for the "TARGill" 
option does not extend the modeling capability at all. 

c) 

Nothing has been said about the time increment A T and the 
number of steps NSTEP. It is only the mid-time or the 
beginning time which. is affected by the use of "TARGmn • 

Columns 15-24 of non-uTARGErtf
, non-dependent "SYSTE.\1ATIC" 

swi tch cards can be left blank (since the beginning or :nid-time 
will come from the "TARGEr" switch). 
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'f '\!EA.SURI NG I, 8wi tcn 

By definition, a "'1EASURING" switch is permanently closed for all 
tiI:le (tnclud1.ng any phasor steady-state solution for im tial conditions). 
It,is used for the monitoring of current, or power and energy, in places 
where these quanti ties are not otherwise aVailable. This may be for E:,rrp 
output purposes (printing or plotting), or in conjunction with use of the 
Type-91 TACS signal source \ see Section III-E-3). 

To request a measuring switch, the key word 1t~.mASURING" is to be 
punched in columns 55-64 of the switch card. The terminal bus names uBUS 1" 
and "BUS2

u 
must be punched as 2A6 infonnation in columns 3-14, of 

course. Then it is only a possible column-80 punch for output purposes which 
is needed; the rest of the data card can be left blank. 

a) Hules for OrdinarY Switches 

0) The switch type code (data card field ITYPE; columns 1-2) is zero. 
Either the zero may be punched, or the field may be left blank. 

A special exception is t,ype code ITYPE = 76. This is for a 
"STATISTla3" switch that the user wants to tollow a uniform 
distribution, in a problem with one or more "STATISTICS n awi tches 
which follow Gaussian distributions (statistics misc. data parameter 
"mIST" equal to zero). 

1) Specify tne two terminal nodes by names (fields BUSl and BUS2; 
columns 3-14). One ot the nodes may be ground, indicated by a blank 
field for the associated name. 



3) :;0 3wi tch is pe rmi t ted between two voltage sources, or between o:-;e 
voltage source and ground. Such a condition is absurd, of course, 
leadL~g to a contradiction. The program will flag suc~ a situation 
with an error message. 

-4) If a switch connects a voltage source to a current source, then the 
currer-t source is ignored whenever the switch is closed. 

5) ?loatir~g-point parameters a.r~d special request 'Nord which are to be 
punched on an "ordinary" awi teh card are dependent upon swi tcn Class, 
as per the previously-displayed tables. 

6) If transients start from a r.on-zero ac steady-state condition, make 
T~00-~O for time-controlled switches which are closed in the ac 

..,.l.Jv.l:!. 

steady-state condition. Flashover-controlled switches will always 
be open in the ac steady-state; if the user punches T

CWSE
":: 0 on 

these switch types, the prog~n will change it to TCLOSE = 0 with the 
message rtTc-r.A)SE C'"2A...';GED ro O. II 

For a If STATISTICS" switch, it is tee mean clOSing time T, the 
expected val~e or mathematical expectation of the random closing time' 
Tcloae ' T = 3 {Tcloee}' which is inputted by the user. ~rot 
only had this mean better be positive, but the pa.rticular swi·tcn closing 
times 5enerated from the specified distribution had better almost always 
be positive also. This is because negative time in an EMTP simulation 
corresponds to the sinusoidal steady-state solution, into which we are 
powerless to inject switching events. Tb avoid such trouble, the simple 
requirement that T _ A· ~ be positive 18 made upon data input, where 
"At! is a constant which depends upon distribution types 

A :: 
SIG:I!AX if Gaussian (normal) distribution. 

See Section 1.1 definition (user
supplied parameter which is defaulted 
to 4.0 if left blank). 

~ if uniform distribution 

A fatal 3MTP error termination is tne result, if this check is not 
sa.tisfied for all "STATISTICS" switches. For a Gaussian distribution, 
this check ensures that any particular awi tch closing time turni..1'lg out 
negative has probability which is less than 0.005%; for a uniform 
distribution. this guarantees that all switch closing times will always 
oe positive (see Fig. 2). For dependent switches in which Gaussian snd 
unifor.n d1 stri bution off set s are ::.ixed t the "SIG~SAX" value is 
applicable to the Gaussian co~ponents and the square root of ttree :8 
used on all unifo~ co~ponents. 
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7) ?or either a "S:A7IS::,:Sn or a "s:sr~~f:A':'IC" switch, the s~e::a ..... 
request word "s :'ATIS 1'r:S" or "S~S T~=,IA1'IC" :!Ust be "tnmcned i:l ~ r.e 
t'ield of col'J.:".ns 55-64. :Se sure to spell such request ·Nords correctl,]", 
81:1 begin in colu."m nu .. nber 55; if not, a Class-1 switch will rescit, 
rather than :he desired Slass-3a or Class-3b switc~. 

a) ::- a swi tch :'s chosen to be the "'I'ARG:C:T" swi ten of ei ther a "S:A':'IS::-:::S II 
or a "SYSTZ.',:A.T:C" data ease, then this key word "TARG~" ::::.ust oe 
punched in col~s 65-70 of that switch card. Only one switch card 
of a given data case ~ight be· so punched (tllere is at most one "~A?'G~S:" 
swi tch, by defini ti on). 

9) A dependent "S7ATIS:'ICS" or "SYSTKirATIC rt switch is to r.ave the 
teroinal node ~~es of the reference switch punched in col~~ns 63-76 
The format:.s 2A6. 

10) Output options for printing and/or plotting are punched in column 80, 
as follows: 

"1" punch is a request for switch current output; 
"2 tJ punch 1s a request for switch voltage output; 
"3 " punch is a request fOIl both switch current and voltage output; 
" 4" punch is a request for switch power and energy flow 



Peg e 

~e colunr. positio~s and mode ir. wnich tne various switct pa~eters 
for an "ordinary" swi tch are to be punched are indica ted by the followir.g 
format: 

.. : .. ~.r: .. ,,~~:.: 
, NSTEJf 
I, , 

t,..f-I!!!IIlt1II'!t-II-f~".....~-..Q~--· .
.... l1li' .... 1. .. T' ~- ..... ~. 

Fl~~ho~ 
VQ1~~,t: 
. ~ vlt;.k~ . 

• I ,- ~ 

, 

S ..1 .. 

, p~~~ 
RII\~ .. ··.·· ".iLe' I .. 
-e.~-+-.---P~--1 
. ..... _ ... - ,. -.. 

I 

f\t, ...... .. Aft: ,:.:.E10:.:0: . E10.0. . E.10:.0 .... 

Sam'Cle of "ordinary" switch spec ification 

As an example of the precedL"lg "ordinaryll switch rules and data fonnat 
specification. consider the four sample usages of the following listing: 

1 .001 

e .ceos .002 .0'01 

. .3 AP~--T ."~P--, 
.. - . 

• 1 

4: Of\\G .002. • C CG STAT1S1'(C 

5. . A.~'!J. ..Q_03 .0001 ta· SYST ~~A-ri_c -_. ~. , e.S BSW .00 .CCOS STA'l.5.T1.CS 'T'~RG( 

7 c.s. csw .002 • 0001 2. SYS.r.E.fotlA. Tl ( TA.R~E 
I 

i' 
- Q{ - -

DSw .00b .0002 T A.. Tl.S!T1 CS AS,'.; .. I\S ; . 

~ i, 

~ ! .. 
:- • . 00'5 .s : ESw IS TE MI\TJ C Cs. cS:W 

J d t 
-----._- - - -+ 

---'- - . 

As verbal explanation of these: 

1. breaker pole "RJS-1" to '''BUS-2'' closes at t = 0 and opens after t ~ 0.C015 
as soon as current goes through o. 

2. breaker pole "BUS-3" to "BUS-4" closes at t ~ 0.0005s and opens after 
t >: O. 002s as soon as absolute value of swi tch current 
is <0.001 AMPS or goes through zero. 

3. gap "GAP-1" to "GAP-2" clos es whenever vol tage across awi tch becomes ;r"-";' '-

~ 1 000 000 VOLTS and opees as soon as absolute value ~) 
of switc!:. current becomes<O.1 AMPS or goes through zero. 

"\ "STATIST rcs" switch connecting node "JDAYGA" with node "JDAYA" ;:a9 
~ean closing time of 2.0 msec and associated standard deviation of 
0.4 mseC. Assumiug that statistics miscellaneous data parameter Ilrn:.3T" 
is zero, the probabilistic distribution will be Gaussi~~ (normal). This 
____ • ___ .. 1.._ .... 1.. ___ ~ ___ 111T1.~'!"),.."':'m" lIC'ITIAITI'T'C'ITITI'H"" _~....!",_,_.l_ .... ~- -'~ .... - ----
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7. :~cr:-·ie;:er:ier:t "S·CS::::':.:A:':C" switch that cor:.ects node "A3 ',v:.:r: 
node "A.3','l 'I :he ::id-closing-ti::le is 3.8 msec, assu::::.r"g 
TlI~.:::sT" is zero and -:=hat the data case in question has no .tTARG=::;" s'Hi":.~::. 
~ne closing ti=e of the switch is to be varied in steps of size 0.1 =sec ; 
12 steps are to be taken. 

6. I'S ::A''l'rSTICS'' swi t cn connecting node "BS If wi th node 1!3SW ., ::. s 
::-:e !':'A:lG3':'!I swi tch for the data case in question. All non-dependent 
"S;?ATISTICS" switches of the data case will have the same :!lean closing ti.::e 
of 4..0 ::lsec. ':rhat is, the information which is punched in coluJnns 
15-24 of all other non-dependent "STATISTICS" swi tcnes is over-ridden by 
the valu,e for the present "TARGET tl swi teh. The standard deviat::,o!1 of 
the closing time for this "TARGET" swi tch is 0.5 msec • 

7 • "SYSTE.!A.TIC It swi t eh connecting node "OS II wi th node "CSW t! is 
the "TARGET" swi tcn for the data case. All non-dependent "SYST~.IAT::C I, 
switches of the data case have the same mid-closing time of 2.0 :nsec (if 
"ITg:)T" is zero), or tt1e same beginning closing time of 2.0 ~sec (if 
ftl"rEST" is uni ty ) • The information of columns 15-24 on all. other 
non-dependent IfSYSTE~;!ATICfl switch cards is over-ridden by the val:ue on the 
"TARGET" swi--=ch card (that now being discussed). The closi!lg ti.:ne of thia 
switch is to be varied through 8 steps; the step-size is 0.1 ~sec • 

8. The switch cormeeting node liDS " with node "DSW " is a depender:t 
"S'TATISTICS It swi tcn. Its reference sw1 tch is the one cormecting node II :~s 
wi th node "ASW It Note that (or remember that) the reference swi -::.:::n 
must have been previously inputted. The closing time of the present switc:: 
is delayed from that of :ts reference by a random delay time which has a ~ear. 

of 6.0 ~sec ~~d a standard deviation of 0.2 ~sec 

t · d ,,~ " n'th node ttESW " . . . e ... 9. ?he switch cormac ~ng no e ~ ~s a aepenc r:y 
.tSYSTE'::rATIC" switch. Its reference switch is the one which connec":s !'lode 
"CS " with node "eS?1 ". The closing time of the present s'trJ.. t-::~ 
is offset (delayed) fro~ that of its reference by a constant offset ti~e of 
-5.0 ~sec. That is, the present switch will always close 5.0 ~sec 

before closure of the reference switch. 

? 7/ 
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c) REMARKS ON OPENING ACTION 

The circuit on the left is used to indicat 
the difficul ties which can result during tc . .: 
opening of a switch in a physically improper 
model: Assume that both switches I and II 
are closed at t = O. Then a transient 
current i(t) will charge the capacitor. 
Switch II shall open as soon as i(t) is 
approximately zero. In the time step in 
which the opening is signaled (i 't h 

SWl c 
changing sign in option A, \ iswi tch \ < CURRENT MARGIN or iSWITCH changing sign 
in option B), there will still be a residual current Ai through the 
inductance L. The next. time step will find sri tch II open with no path left 
to dissipate the rest energy 1 L( ~i)2. As a result, the computer cannot find 

, 2 
the correct voltage v2 (t) anymore (see left figure below). It should be noted 

that the incapability of the computer is a consequence of improper modeling. 
By putting a ver,y small fraction of the capacitance over onto the left side 
of the switch, a path is provided for dissipating the rest energy, and a 
solution becomes possible again (see right figure below). 

i1 
-"7 

l 
II!! 
~r 

lMPROPER !'!OOE:' 

UleIIIo<.«lII:II.Il IUTI! ,..!tIt 

'lL1D! .1 ..., 'Z 

OJeo O.8mH 

22100 {O fort<ct ' 
,aF Vr .iII we '" ,10. 

SWITCH OPENS .tlfl i-Q 

22000 
Jl.F 

.... .., / 

{FO~t<O . 
'I, siR wt t., t ~ 

SWITCH GPt:MS W"£~_ i" G 

Nith CURRENT MARGIN = 0, the switch will open as soon as iSWITCH changes its 

sign. Since the value of the current might be larger in the step where the 
Sign change is noticed as compared with the value in the preceding step, it 
is advisable to use a non-zero ourrent margin. See figures below. 

~ ____ ~ ____ .-___ t 

s.Q:~ CCl~~ v...~\~ 
"~\~~tC \'~M"f!~ ¥V\(\.~V\ 



Added later insight (circa ~ovember, '975) 

The above comments are true; nonzero switch current at the instant of 
opening will cause trouble. But the problem is far more fundamental. There 
will in fact be vOltage oscillations even though the switch opening occurs 
exactly at a current zero. The problem is inherent to the trapezoidal rule 
of integration which is being used, as explained in Reference 8, Vol. IV, 
November 12, 1915. U sing the present EMrP logic t there Will alwa.ys be a 
voltage oscillation when the current through a hanging inductor is interrupted 
Decreasing HDELTATIt so as to decrease the "rest energy-ti will not solve • 
this probl~. 0 0 --

1, ~ t) Lt.\:~ -L>t) + L -j t 'VI.. ("7) d '7 
~ '\ · ''\ 'i-At 

; ('\J"~(t-~) + 1.l"~(t») at 0 I 
~ \ =::;> I VI.. ( t) - -1J" {t - .. t~ 

or 

f ,t-lt net IIIIO,..t;. 
,at"t ,0" WIU, 
~w. t cJ\ OpCol\ 
l~ rnl&e. ,,~. 

t "".e, .... 

Pig. 6. Assumed switch opening 
schedule. 

Fig. 7. Inductor voltage vL for 
Figs. 5 and 6. 

d) RllJIARK ON DELAY TIl rJPSING AaI'rON OF SWITCHES 

3xcept fora complication to be 
explaL~ed shortly, switch clOSing 

occurs as one would expect. 
',vhen the progra.l1 prints a message that 
a switch is closed after T secoLds 
(see Fig. 1), it means that the clOSing 
occurs precisely at time t = T. ?or 
most cases, then, this is simple. 

But a l-step delay may actually 
occur in certain cases. A switch 
clOSing represents a change in the 
cetwork; certain conditions (voltages, 

for example) ~ediately following the 
closure may be quite different than those 

switch 
open 

....... t---; 

r--II
switch 
closed 

T 
time t 

Fig. 1. Closing of switch at time 
instant t = T • 

immediately precedir:g the closure. In Fig •. 1, we really 
should (ideally) get a network solution for t = ~ ,then. Among other 
thL~gs, this would clearly equalize the node voltages across the switch in 
question, and hence perhaps t~ereby initiate other flashovers which should also 
really be performed at time L~stant t = T+. But the program does not Dresently 
perform such extra solutions i!'l the same time step. 2qualization of node voltages 
for the just-closed switch will only occur as part of the network solution at t~e 
T + At, thereby introdUCing a delay of t1t • :> 7 .< 

( 2) 
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?or the circuit of Fig. 2, with 
both the switch and type-99 (pseudo) 
nonlir.ear element open, no current 
flows. r:ence source voltage vs(t) 
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all appears across the switch, which 
will close when v exceeds flashover s sw 
value V f'l . • At that instant the v (t 

- asn s 
type-99 element should ~lashover too, 

. V99 < vsw 
But assum~ng flash flash • 

with present progr.am logic, one time 
step would separate these two events. 

vsw 
flash 

V99 
flash 

c-1. 

Fig. 2. Example illustrating delay_ 
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VI-B. T ACS-CO~LLZlJ SHI:'SI1 rrYFS-11 

Used to simulate a switch which, while following the simple 
opening/closing rules of a standard diode, may simultaneously be 
controlled by any given TACS variable used as: 

- a grid firing signal 

- or an overriding OPEN/CLOSE signal 

This type-II switch may thus represent any of the following: 

t~t '2.-4 
N~' 0-0 ---4I~_\~--oo N c::.'1)~ 

1. ~ /-11 t-.6 
wC)~o-o--- --~. NO))\. 

I 
I 

"tfliC.4i - <:'00"'" ~~'-~"1) 
()~, t-)\ to) C. I e \o.Q~ \t.~ •• , \C.~" \,." 

"~a\'l:) -

~\.'tt'V'~ ~.:..~~.l... 

or a combination of ~ny of those three modes, in which case either 
or both grid signal and overriding signal can simultaneously be 
active. 

Besides the four alphanumeric node- and variable-names ( used to 
define 1st-NODE, 2nd-NODS, and possibly but not necessarily --
"GRID" signal and "OPEN/CLOSE" signal ) , three additional parameters 
may be defined: 

the minimum ignition voltage (Vig), defaulted to 0.0 

the minimum holding current (IHOLD)' defaulted to 0.0 

the de-ionization time ( tDEION ), defaulted to 0.0 . 

a) RULES 

1) Punch 1111 in columns 1-2 . 

2) Specify the two terminal nodes by names (fields BUSl and BUS2 
of columns 3-14 ) • One of the nodes may be ground, indicated by 
a blank field. The direction of the current is taken to be 

from "BUS1" to "BUS2" • In other words, we have: 

anode always "BUS1" '}- for valves 
cathode ~lways "BUS 2 " or diodes 



I 
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~) TACS grid signal and OPE~/CLOSE signal 

~ if neither is specified, then the switch is a diode; 

the diode starts conducting when the forward voltage across 
its terminals becomes greater than the minimum ignition 
voltage V. (defaulted to zero) 

19 
the diode ceases conducting as soon as the forward current 
becomes smaller than the minimum holding current I HOLD ( which is defaulted to zero ) 

~ if the grid signal is specified ( identified by the alphanumeric 
TACS-variable name in columns 65-70 ). then the switch is a valve 

which follows the opening and closing rules of the diode, 

except that the closing operation (start of conduction) will 
not take place until the value of the grid signal becomes 
greater than zero; 

unless the valve is actually reclosing within the de-ionization 
time following the previous opening, in which case the reclosing 
is immediate, with or without the presence of a valid grid 
signal. (Note that tDEION is defaulted to zero.) 

o if the OPEN/CLOSE signal is specified ( identified by the alpha
numeric TACS-variable name in columns 71-76 ) , then the operating 
rules of the diode or the valve are overriden as soon as this signal 
becomes different than zero; 

if 
y---- as 

positive, the switch will immediately close and stay closed 
long as the positive signal is aetive; 

I 
,.~'S - if 

C!OW"Q.c:.U-Ill) as 
negative, the switch will immediately open and stay open 
long as the negative signal is active; 

if zero, the switch returns to its regular diode or valve 
operating mode. 

5) The switch may be specified as closed during the program-calculated 
steady-state initialization, if the user punches the keyword 
"CLOSEDff in columns 55-60 • 

6) To facilitate the punching of cards, the user may use the option 
"SAME" (by punching the keyword "SAME" in columns 61-64), when 
data for the parametric fields (Vi ' IHOLD ' and tDEION) have to 
be repeated on one or more cards g 
that are placed immediately after the card bearing the definition 
of these parameters. 

7) The user may obtain a printed echo of the occurrence of all 
opening and closing operations of the switch, by punching a "1" 
in column 79 • (No such diagnostic if left blank or zero.) 

8) Output opti2ns for printing and/or plotting: 

Punch "1" in column 80 to get switch current, 
" "2ft ft " " switch voltage, 
It 113ft 

" It " both current and voltage, 
II "4" " tI " switch power and energy flow. 
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b) FORMAT 

T 
'I 
? ~--.-.~~--.-.~ it 6US1 \lU~'2. 

I \\O~: 

e1.0.0 

c) Samples of type-ll switch specification 

•.. j. 

. l' ..• ..... ~'\.'()·~·1· \' ~.. . J .... i· . 
. : 1. : ,. • •• \... .: 1 .. ~ ~l';"'2:. !... 

•••.•••••• H. .:. ; •• : ••• : ••• ;. • • ........ ;. ~ ;.. ,. ().~R 
..... I ......... ; • . r •• 1)~\'''''Y ""\.Gt 

1. Diode from 'L2' to 'R2', conducting in steady-state. 

2. Valve from 'LEFT' to 'RIGHT', with 'FIRE2' as grid signal from 
TACS. Every change of status will be echoed in the printout. 

3. TACS-controlledswitch from 'NaDEl' to 'NODE2', operating as a 
diode when 'ORDER' has the value If 0.0 1f • 

4. Valve from 'L6' to 'R6', with grid signal 'DELAY', with its 
operation overriden by the TACS-variable 'TRIG' during the periods 
in which the value of 'TRIG' is different than zero. 
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?CR 3FA?K GAP A;;:J ;IHAC AFFLICA'1.'ICN 

~sed to sim~late a sp~rk gap or a triac, with firing controlled 
by a :ACS variable. 

OPERATION 

I/" 

'------'\- - - "'t 1 ~t¥-.Q.I(.~Q - •• ~ - .-____ .J_ - - "H:. 

Opening/Closing Logie 

ItGLA~1P" 

signal 
from 

':;;ACS 

"SPARK" 
signal 
from 
TACS 

current 
opening 
rules 

unde fined ~ depends on "SPARK" signal 

defined 

= 0 -+ depends on "SPARK" signal 

{
if closed --iIIo OPEN 

"" 0 if open ~ maintain open 

.,. 0 (if closed -4 maintain closed 
'\ i f open ~ CLOSE 

undefined ~ maintain open 

rif open ~ maintain open 
~O \if closed ~ depends on current 

defined ,. fif Iv\<V. ""aintain 
open l if 

len 
>0 \VI~V. CLOSE 

19n rr 
if closed -+ maintain closed 

{

I il~Ihold ~ maintain closed 

\i\< In l' or if a} ---a-. •• 0 a ------".-
current zero 

OPEN 

o!,en 
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1-2 • 

:::) 3;e-:if~r the two ter~inal nodes by nc\l~e (fields 3t:S1 ani 3t:32 of 
c~l~mns 3-14). One of the nodes may be ground, indicated by a 
blank field. The direction of the current is taken to be from "3tS1" 
to "3:7S2" ;;ote that the opening current rules observe the absolute 
value of the c~rrent, not the polarity. 

4) Minimum ignition voltage: columns 15-24, defaulted to 0.0 

Minimum holding current: columns 25-34, defaulted to 0.0 

5) The switch may be s~ecified as closed during the program-calculated 
steady-state ini tializa tion, if the user pl..;nches the keyword "CLGSED" 
in columns 55-60 

6) The user may obtain a printed echo of the occurrence of all openi~g ~r.d 
closing operations of ::-.E s',>Ji:ch, '-Jy pu!:c~.i':1'; 3. '1' ::1 :C_',-:' .-

(N01':C:: di:l£"::.:-::>:ic i: l..:;:: ·21"'.nk or zero.) 

7) Cutc~t o;ti ns for printing and/or plotting: 

P'.lnch "1" in column 80 
"2" 

to get switch current 
switch voltage 

"3" 
"4" 

FCR!':AT 

t ~1)Q ~~M.1. 

~ i!.US \ ~U\ ~ 

both current and voltage 
switch power and energy flow 

: iE.;\Q.O 
I I 

I ..... I;, I '.. ; '~I 
I, " ••• ' " ". ~ • " • \,. • .,. i. : 
j ' . "! 1 . Ii:' ... 

, f·: "1' I· ., I. ",. 'I' f;'l'" [' t : ;. I. :[1,.'." ,.; . ! : : .... I. 
" ,I I I ., ,I i, !:' I f I '.' 
If;"'· I;" I L, ;: i . L .. J ,\ ': " •. / .. J .. ,.I .' .1 t t , .. ,' .. I . i 

,. I ! I .. " I I j I : it I : : l' t ' I' _ 

I •• 

I. 
I 

. ! 

371 
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VI-D. SIMPLE TACS-CONTROLLSD SWITCH TYFS-13 

This type is used to represent a switch which 1s controlled 
by any given TACS variable. 

The opening and closing operations are controlled by a single 
OPEN/CLOSE signal defined in columns 71-76 • 

Comparison of s'Ritch type-l1 tne-12 and type-13 

OPEN/CLOSE signal type-l1 type-l2. type-13 

<0 OPEN OPEN OPEN I ~ 

-0 depends on depends on OPEN GRID signal SPARK signal 

>0 CLOSE I CLOSE CLOSE 

a) RULES 

1 ) 

2) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

Pur1ch 1131 in columns 1-2 • 

Specify tho two ter~inal nodec by name (A6 fields BUS1 and 
BUS2 of columns 3-14). Gne of the nodes may be ground (blank). 

The OPEN/CLOSE signal is identified by the TACS variable the 
name of which is punched in columns 71-76. 
This switch is open during the program-calculated steady-state 
in1t1a11zo.t1on at t = 0.0 , unless the keyword "CLOSED" 
1s punched 1n columns 55-60. 
The user may obtain a print~d echo of the occurrence of all 
opaning and closing operations of this switch, by punching 
a til" in column 79 • (~lo such diagnostic if col. 79 is left 
blank or zero.) 

Output options for printing and/or plotting: 

Punch Itl" ill column 80 to get switch current 
tt2" switch voltage 
"3" both curren t and vol tage 
"4" sw1tch power and 

energy flow 

BUSl BUS2 
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b) FORHAT 

~---v~: :.". 1< ::'-:j .. ~.:: i, :·:·:U~ .. ::~t 
. 

:.,' I .: .. :.; :.: I ... , '. _., ... ; I . 1.1 .... ~.: i 
,. I·.: i" • • 11 1 . ; i I .• I • '. 4 ' j ! • ' ... ·• .. 1· •• , • :. .\. , ... 

~ ;_: .. l ~~~+ ~ + __ : I ~J~.+-!.+-: -~~7Lj 
..... 10.... __ ""'-__ ........... _ . . • I I", I ... :' I' L·t·,· .. ·I, .. ·f· .. , I· ' •.• 1 •. 

1 . j. • ...... ·1 ...... ....,.""--_..&."-"-.... '""""""""""""""-_ ....... ;..Q,.U 
I . • •. ..' I I I" I I I: ~: t I 

t ' 

c) Sample of type-l.3 svitch speCification 

1. 

2. 

Svitch £rom 'LEFT' to. 'RIGHT' 
TACS variable t ORDER' • 

ccmtrolled -by ,the '. 

Svitch from 'nODE' t to ground' :controlled·bythe 
TACS va.rieble 'SIG' and closed at t .'~ O~O • 

I I I I ...... ;.' ,: t· : .. ~. ., :. .. : ..• f .,: :' 
I ..• j. 

13"1..E~": '~l,,-~IT 
; . ..! . • Ie I.. '(' S t.t'tl 

,~ .. ~... -, : I ::... 
I . 

13lJ::-:-i:...1 ! 
Ol\?·-~~ 

~ ';, u. .l 
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VI. Switchea - 1 

VI. Switches 

General 

In this chapter, there are three groups of switches to be treated: 
a) Stand-alone switches: the switch card alone is enough to specify the 

swi tch behaviour. These swi tches enclose three 
classes: 

- Time-controlled switch 
Voltage-controlled (flashover-controlled) 

switch 
- Measuring switch 

b) Statistical switches: the switch card needs additional statistical 
parameters to specify the switch behaviour. These 
syitches enclose two classes: 

- STATISTIC 
- SYSTEMATIC 

c) TACS-controlled switches: the switch card needs additional TACS control 
logic to specify the switch behaviour. Recall that 
TACS is the EMTP "digitally-simulated analog 
computer tl

, as described in section III. These 
switches enclose three classes: 

- type-ll 
- type-12 
- type-13 

Important special cases of this general component 
capability are diodes and valves (as used for ac/dc 
conversion). This is explained in section VI.C. 

Such switch cards follow the regular EMTP branch cards and precede' the EMTP source 
cards. I f a ne,twork involves no such swi tch components. then the blank card ending 
switches immediately follows the blank card ending the branches. 

Note that if a case starts from zero initial conditions, no switches are necessary 
for connecting voltage and current sources to the network at time zero, provided 
the sources remain connected throughout the study. 

Switches can be connected quite arbitrarily. although there are a few restrictions: 
- Swi tch currents mus t be unique: there mus t be no loop involving closed 

switches. This can be circumvented by placing a small resistance in between 
two s~itches in loop or series. 

- Kirchhoff's law must not be Violated for a loop involving a voltage source 
and a switch. For example, a closed switch must not be connected to two nodes 
of known voltage (including ground), 

Yet such restrictions seem almost never to be a problem for practically-formulated 
studies, so the average production user normally will not have to deal with these 
restrictions. 

There exists an optional printout of steady-state phasor switch flows (both current 
and power can be monitored). The integer miscellaneous data parameter KSSOUT (cols 
25-32, see section II.B.) continues to control such steady-state output. If such 
phasor switch output is requested (KSSOUT positive). it will follow the phasor 
branch flows and precede the injections at nodes of known voltage. 
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For any switch which is closed in the steady-state, printed and plotted values 
will be ,correctly assigned for step zero. Also such switch currents at time zero 
can be seen from printout which immediately follows the variable heading of the 
time-step loop. As an illustration, consider BENCHMARK DC-32 at and immediately 
above the printout for step zero: 

AN5 AN6 SECB SECA SECC ANt AN5 AlII6 TRl\NA 
CATH5 CATH6 CATHI CATHZ CATH3 CATHt CATHS CATH6 GENII 

... PIIASOR 1(0) • 0.1687330I!:+OZ SWITCH 'SI!:CA "TO "CATHZ " CLOSED AFrO O.OOOOOE+OO SEC 
PIIASOR 1(0)' 0.24078451!:001 SWITCH "ANt "TO "CATH4 " CLOSED AFrO 0.00000£+00 SEC 

... PIIASOR 1(0) • 0.2947680£001 SWITCH "AN6 "TO 'CATH6 • CLOSED AFrO 0.00000£+00 SEC 
o 0.000000-0.358383£001-0.358383£001 0.127072£+OZ-D.1530391!:+02-0.679347£'02-0.139S43£+02-0.753039£+020.161380£+03-0.739543£'0 

0.170132£+020.161380£003 0.770132£002 0.671413E+00-0.819947E+02 0.806896E.02-0.679347E+02 0.770132£.02-0.799739E+0 

The prin ted "PHASOR I (0)" equals the real part of the complex phasor swi tch current 
of the steady-state display. of course. Such output will be found for any switch 
which was closed during the steady-state phasor solution (three of them for this 
example). Note that the clOSing time for these switches are zero. 

Finally. it might be usefull to stress following general remarks: 

a) rejected configurations 

- No switch is permitted between voltage sources or between one voltage source 
and ground. Such a condition is absurd, of course, leading to a contradiction. 
The program will flag such a situation with an error message. 

- If a switch connects a voltage source to a current source, then the current 
source is ignored whenever the switch is closed. This is a logical extension 
of the general restrictions on the use of sources, as explained in chapter 
VII. 

b) Remarks on opening action 

Following circuit is used to indicate the difficulties which can result during the 
opening of a switch in a physically improper model. 

0.180 
[===:JI-------e/'i 

at 60Hz II.-l. 

0.29970 

V=sirw t (f=60Hz) 22100!-"F 

Assume that both switches (I and II) are closed at t = O. Then a transient current 
itt) will charge the capacitor. Switch II shall open as soon as i(t) is approximately 
zero. In the time step in which the opening is signaled (iSWITCH changing sign for 
IE = 0 and liswITcHI < IE for IE ) 0). there will still be a residual current m through 
the inductance L. The next time step, switch II will be open with no path left to 
diSSipate the rest energy ~L(L\i)2. 

But the problem is even far more fundamental. There will in fact be voltage 
oscillations even though the switch opening occurs exactly at a current zero. The 
problem is inherent to the trapezoidal rule of integration which is being used. 
As a result, the computer cannot find the correct voltage V2{t} anymore (see figure 
below) . 
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Voltage 

Switch opens when j,.. 0 

Decreasing "DELTAT" so as to decrease the "rest energy" will !ll2t solve the problem. 

o 0 

or 

It should be noted that the incapability of the computer is a consequence of 
improper modelling. 

Solution: 1) By putting a very small fraction of the capacitance over onto the 
left side of the switch. a path is provided for dissipating the 
rest energy and a solution becomes possible again (see figure 
below) • 
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Voltage 

Switch opens when i~ 0 

2) Another possible solution is the placement of a damping- resistor 
across the switch (see DIVIDEDELTAT or MULTIPDELTAT. section 
IV.A.3. remark 7). This is illustrated in benchmark DC55. 

c) Remarks on delay in closing action oj switches 

Except for a complication to be explained shortly. switch closing occurs as one 
would expect. When the program prints a message that a switch is closed after T 
seconds, it means that the closing occurs precisely at time t = T. For most cases 
then, this is simple. 

But a 1-step delay may actually occur in certain cases (e.g. non-linear elements). 
A switch closing represents a change in the network; certain conditions (voltages 
for example) immediately following the closure may be quite different than those _ 
immediately preceding the closure {t = T-}. Ideally. we really should get a network(~ 
solution for t = T+ too. Among other things. this would clearly equalize the node" 
voltages across the switch in question and hence perhaps thereby initiate other 
flashovers which should also really be performed at time instant t = T+. But ~ 
program does not presently perform such extra solutions in the same time step. 
Equalization of node voltages for the just-closed switch will only occur as part 
of the network solution at time.T + 6t. thereby introducing a delay of 6t. 

VI,A. Stand-alone switches 

Switches which are different from diodes, valves or gaps and which do not need 
addi tional data cards to specify the switch behaviour. can be subdivided in following 
three classes: 

- time-controlled (closing is time-controlled, opening depends on current) 
- voltage-controlled (closing depends on voltage. opening depends on 

current) 
- measuring (always closed) 
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These three classes will be treated next. 

VI,A.l Time-controlled swltcb 

This swi tch (often stated as a breaker pole) is open originally. unless 
TCWSE < O. Closing and opening of the switch are controled by time and current. 
The switch closes at t = TCLOSE and tries to open again at t 2: TOPEN • whenever the 
current condition is met. Depending on the value of IE (current margin). this extra 
opening condition is different. Possible values are: IE = 0 and IE ~O. 

a) Ie = 0 (no current margin) 
Opening at t 2: TOPEN. as soon as the switch current iSWITCH goes through zero 
(changes sign) 

'SWITCH 

iswlTCHchanges sign 

Opening will be effective 
next time step 

Fig 1: Current condition if IE = 0 
After a succesfull opening, the switch will stay open. Restrike can not 
be simulated using this switch type. 

b) IE ~ 0 (current margin set) 
Opening at t 2: TOPENt as soon as jisWLTCHI < Ie 

iSWITCH 

TOPEN 
+t ---- -----------------------------

, 

-t -----+---------------------------

'" 
~/./ . 

Opening will be effective 
next time step 

Fig 2: Current condition if IE " 0 
After a succesfull opening. the switch will stay open. Restrike can not 
be Simulated using this switch type. To model air-blast circuit breakers, 
one should specify at least a non-zero current margin. 

The card format and parameters are explained below. 
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a) Format 

c: 
9 Node Names Time Criteria 

o IE 0 

:l 

BUS1 BUS2 Terose Tapen :l 
0 

A6 A6 El0.0 El0.0 El0.0 

b) Parameters 

BUSl, BUS2: Terminal node names of the switch. One of them may be grounded, 
which is indicated with a blank field for the associated name. 

'rCLOSE: Actual time at which the switch will close. Normally, the switch is 
open during steady state. Put TCtOSE < a if switch should be closed during 
steady state. 

TOPEN : Time before which the switch can not open again. The actual opening time 
depends on the extra current condition (cfr. fig 1 & Cig 2). 

IE: The current margin IE' See also remark 2. 
OUTPUT OPTION: Output options for printing and/or plotting are punched as 

follows: 
"1": request for switch current output 
"2": request for Switch voltage output 
"3": request. for both switch current and voltage output 
"4 11

: request for switch power and energy flow 

c) Remarks: 

1} If transients start from a non-zero ac steady-state condition, make TCLOSE < 0 
for time-controlled switches which should be closed during the ac steady-state 
calculation. 

2) With IE = 0, the switch will open as soon as iSWITCH changes its sign. Since 
the value of the current might be larger in the step where the sign change 
is noticed as compared with the value in the preceding step, it is advisable 
to use a non-zero current margin (see fig 1 and fig 2. earlier in this 
section) . 

VI.A.2 Voltage-controlled switch 

This Switch (often stated as a flashover-controlled switch or a gap) is open 
originally. The closing of the switch happens at t ~ TCLOSE. whenever the flashover 
voltage VFLASH is reached. After a delay TDELAY, the switch tries to open again. 
Opening then will be effective whenever the current condition is met (see 
time-controlled switch). 
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VOlTAGE 
ACROSS SWITCH 

WHENEVER CURRENT CONDITION IS MET 

~ .................... ~A~ .................... ~ 
/ OPENS OPENS OPENS" 

• • + -------} +ruSH --- - ---------

C~\ a) Format 

-v 
FlAS 

BUS1 BUS2 

A6 A6 

b) Parameters 

----------------------- -----------------

Tclos e 

E10.0 E10.0 

t t 
CLOSES CLOSES a.OSES 

'~ ..... --.......... ~v~------~/ 
WHENEVER 'SwITCH OVERSTEPS VfLASH 

E10.0 E10.0 

fLASHOVER 
VOLTAGE 

fLASHOVER 
VOLTAGE 

" o 

BUSl, BUS2: Terminal node names of the switch. One of them may be grounded, 
which is indicated with a blank field for the associated name. 

TeLosE: Time at or after which the switch will close depending on VFLASH. Before 
this time, the switch is prevented from flashing over (see remark 2). 

TDELAY! Time after flashover, before which the opening of the switch will not 
be allowed. At or after this delay. the switch will open, as soon as the 
current condition is met: current margin IE or change of sign of the switch 
current (see time-controlled switches), 

IE: The opening of the switch appears when the current through the switch 
(iSWITCH) oversteps the current marge IE (after delay TOELAY)' See also remark 
3 for Ie = O. 

VFLASH: The closing of the switch appears when the voltage across the swi tch 
exceeds V FLASH (after time TCLOSE)' 

OUTPUT OPTION: Output options for printing and/or plotting are punched as 
follows: 

"1": request for switch current output 
"211: request for switch voltage output 
"311 : request for both switch current and voltage output 
"4": request for switch power and energy flow 
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c) Remarks: 
1} In" case the voltage across the gap oscillates around the true value (i.e. 

an inductance "hanging in the air", as per sketch), this can be avoided by 
computing the gap voltage for checking flashover as the average of the last 
two time-step figures: 

( ) _(U(t)+U(t-At)) 
u aap t 2 

2) Flashover-controlled switches will always be open during the ac steady-state (J. 
calculation. If the user punches TCLOSE < 0 on this switch type, the program 
will change it to TCLOSE = 0 with the message "TCLOSE CHANGED TO 0". 

3) Wi th IE = 0, the switch will open as soon as iswlTCH changes its sign. Since 
the value of the current might be larger in the step where the sign change 
is noticed as compared with the value in the preceding step, it is advisable 
to use a non-zero current margin. 

VI.A,3 Measuring switch 

By defini tion, a "measuring" switch is permanently closed for all time (including 
any phasor steady-state solution for initial conditions). It is used for the 
monitoring of current or power and energy in places where these quantities are not 
otherwise available. This may be for EMTP output purposes (printing or plotting), 
or in conjunction with use of the type-91 TACS signal source (see section 111-E-3). 

To request a measuring switch, the following switch card is to be used: 

1 1£ IE f 
~~, f I~ I( r ~t<l( :..:I~ r C f£ ~! r~l* ~( ,~~ cle l'IE 't:S iE I d~ \, 

Node Names 
0:: 

'? 
rg 

0 MEASURINC :;l 

BUS1 BUS2 ~ 
0 

A5 A6 I 

Parameters 
BUSI, BUS2: Terminal node names of the switch. One of them may be g:ounded, 

which is indicated with a blank field for the associated name. 
MEASURING: Special request word to specify the measuring switch. 
OUTPUT OPTION: Output options for printing and/or plotting are punched as 

follows: 
"1": request for switch current output 
"2": request for switch yoltage output 
"3": request for both switch current and voltage output 
"4": request for switch power and energy flow 
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VI.A.4 Example 

This-example treats each class of stand-alone switches of section VI.A. First, 
the cards are shown in the proper format, followed by a verbal explanation. 

C 1 2 3 4 5 678 
c 345676901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

BUS-1 BUS-2 .001 
Bus-3 BUS-4 .0005 .002 .001 
GAP-1 GAP-2 .1 1.E6 
BUS-5 BUS-6 MEASURING 

c 1 2 3 4 5 678 
C 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

CARD 1: Breaker pole "BUS-lit to 'tBUS-2" closes at t = 0 and opens after t ~ O.OOls 
as soon as the current goes through 0 (current margin field IE was left 
blank) . 

CARD 2: Breaker pole "BUS-3" to "Bus4" closes at t ~ O.OOOSs and opens after 
t ~ 0.002s as soon as the absolute value of the switch current becomes 
smaller than O.OOlAmp or goes through O. 

CARD 3: Gap "GAP-1" to "GAP-2" closes whenever the voltage across the switch becomes 
bigger than 1000000V (indeed: Tclose = blank or zero) and opens as soon a.s 

. the absolute value of the switch current becomes smaller than O.lAmp or' 
goes through 0 (indeed:· Tdelay = blank or zero). 

CARD 4: Measuring switch "BUS-Sit to "Bus-6" will be permanently closed. 

VI.B. Statistic and systematic switches 

In order to perform statistical network studies (e.g. statistical overvoltage 
studies, yielding results for coordination of insulation), it is sufficient to 
study a network in which at least one switch can have altering opening or clOSing 
times. The resulting physical quantities (e.g. peak voltage, peak current, etc.) 
then can be processed statistically. According to the distribution of opening or 
closing times, one can distinguish between statistical (probalistic) and systematic 
(regular) distribution. 

In case the closing/opening times of a switch change at random, we refer to 
this switch as being a STATISTICS switch. In case the closing times of a switch 
vary linearly between a given beginning and ending time (fixed number of equidistant 
time intervals), such switch is referred to as being a SYSTEMATIC switch. 

A data case designed for statistical network studies (i.e. containing at least 
one STATISTICS or SYSTEMATIC switch), has a peculiar structure: 

BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
miscellaneous data cards (3 cards needed for STATISTICAL/SYSTEMATIC analysis) 
branch cards (linear and non-linear elements) 
BLANK card ending all branches 
switch cards (minimum 1 STATISTICAL/SYSTEMATIC switch) 
BLANK card ending all switches 
source cards 
BLANK card ending all ,sources 
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cards to override initial conditions of the electrical network 
output specifications for the base case 
BLANK card ending output specifications for the base case 
batch-mode plotting specifications for the base case 
BLANK card ending batch mode specifications for the base case 
output request for statistical tabulation (Sec.. c. hiJ':Jtcr XV) 
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE • 
BLANK card ending all cases 

VI.B.l STaTISTIC switch 

Let us first describe this switch type in general, before going into more 
details. 

First, one should distinguish between randgm c1gsing and randgm gpening switches 
(flag CLOP) 

Random closing switches (CLOP = blank) are always open initially (Le. during 
steady state). They close instantaneous at a random time and will never open 
again • 

• Random opening switches (CLOP = 3333.) are always closed initially (i.e. 
during steady state). They open after random time and never close again. But 
this opening in not necessarily instantaneous. The current criterium (see 
current controi1edswitches; Iswitch = 0 or jIswitChl < Id should be met too. 
Only when both the time and current criterium are met, opening will take 
place. Hence it is quite possible that the switch will never open (e.g. too 
small current margin Id. 

The random opening/closing time is to be specified for each STATISTICS switch 
individually, using the average value T and a corresponding standard deviation a . 
On the other hand. a tricky alternative (the so-called "TARGET" feature) allows 
the user to avoid the keying of the average value T. which then will be the same 
for all independent switches. This general value will be set equal to the average 
value specified for the "target" switch. But a can be different on all independent 
switches and hence should be specified on each switch card separately. 

Further. one should distinguish between two distributign lawS (types of dice) 
for the opening/closing time (flags IDIST and ITYPE): Gaussian or uniform dis
tribution. For Gaussian distribution. in addition. parameter IDICE (see section 
II-C-l) controls whether or not standard random numbers are to be used. Further, 
parameter NSEED (see section II-C-l) is important too. Finally. please refer to 
section II-C-3 for more details on how to perform dice testing without actually 
performing the corresponding network energizations. 

.. 
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.4~ f(T) 

1 

'2){3a 

b T b T 

~ t. 
+ f- f-

F(T) 
1.0 

0.5 

fig 2 Uniform distribution 
f(t) = distribution 

T 

F(t) = cumulative distribution 

Two different situations can exist. depending on the fact whether all switches 
will follow the same distribution law or that different switches will follow 
different distribution laws: 

a) all statistic switches follow the same distribution law: 
• Put miscellaneous statistics parameter IDIST (see section II-C-l) 

IDIST = 0 : Gaussian distribution 
= 1 : Uniform distribution 

· Put ITYPE = 0 on all "statistics" switch cards 

b) some switches should follow Gaussian, other switches should follow uniform 
distribution : 

· Put IDIST = 0 (miscellaneous statistics parameter, see section II-C-l) 
Put ITYPE = 0 for those switches that follow Gaussian distribution and 
ITYPE = 76 for those switches that follow uniform distribution 

Finally. one should distinguish between independent and dependent statistical 
switches (flags BUS5 and BUS6). 
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. for independent statistical switches, the random opening/closing time of one 
switch does not influence the random opening/closing time of another switch. 
BUS5" and BUS6 are left blank • 

. for dependent statistical switches, the random opening/closing time of one 
switch (master) does influence the random opening/closing time of another 
switch (slave). The BUS5-field on the slave switch refers to the BUS1-field 
of the master switch. Similarly, BUS6 refers to the BUS2-field. 

"A" ~ (master) 
o~------~· 0 

"B"~ (slave) 
0 ..... ----------- o 

where: 

T :'0.. = previously-determined closing time of another "STATISTICS" swi tch 
(master), labeled here as switch "A". Note that this is a random 
variable, not a constant. 

T~anrtom = random time delay having an average time T fJ and a standard deviation 
(J, (parameters as punches on the data card for swi tch "B"). 

Remark that the use of dependence only affects the average closing time T. No 
efects can be made on the standard deviation o. Finally note that this dependency 
character of the "STATISTICS" switch is not limited to two switches. The EMTP 
allows an arbitrary number of such dependencies and an arbitrary number of levels 
of servitude are permitted. 

In addition to the random opening/closing time (which can be specified for 
each statistical switch individually). one can add an extra random delay, applicable 
to all statistic switches, all opening switches or all closing switches (depending 
on parameter ITEST - see section II-C-l): 
ITEST = 0: extra random delay applicable to all statistics switches 

= 1: no extra random delay applicable to any statistics switches 
= 2: extra random delay applicable only to random closing switches 
= 3: extra random delay applicable only to random opening switches 

Unlike the random opening/closing time (which can be either Gaussian or uniform 
distributed), this extra random delay always follows a uniform distribution. This 
extra random delay is expressed in degrees, based on power frequency STATFR (efr. 
STARTUP file). Relevant parameters are DEGMIN and DEGMAX. 

Finally, the STARTUP variable NENERG (positive for STATISTICS studies) defines 
the number of energizations (number of shots). If the number of shots is too low, 
statistical postprocessing of peak voltages will be meaningless. The adviced minimum 
value for NENERG = 30. 

i 

." I C" 
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Let us now discuss the random closing and random opening STATISTICS switch in 
more detail. Finally. some illustrative examples will be given. 

a) Random closing "STATISTICS" switch (CLOP = blank) 

Format: 

Following card format is to be used 

Node Names Time Criteria 

~~---'-----+--------'--------4 CLOP or 2= 
BUSS BUS6 

:0 
0 BUS1 BUS2 

A6 A6 E10,0 [10,0 BLANK A6 A6 

Parameters: 

ITYPE: Together with IDIST (miscellaneous data parameter). ITYPE.can,be used 
to select between a Gaussian (normal) or a uniform distribution of the 
switch closing times. Either zero (blank) or "76" 'are allowed. 

ITYPE IDIST Distribution 

"a" or blank "1" . Uniform 

"a·· Gaussian 

"76" Uniform 

Whenever all switches use the same distribution, it is recommended to leave 
ITYPE zero or blank and specify IDIST (miscellaneous parameter). On the 
other hand, when not all switches use the same distribution, the user is 
advised to specify ITYPE at each switch card and punch only a zero for 
IDIST. 

BUS1. BUS2: Terminal node names of the switch. One of these nodes may be 
grounded, indicated by a blank field for the associated name. 

T: If the switch is independent (cols 65-76 blank) or if the switch is a 
"target" switch (cols 65-70 = 'TARGET', cols 71-76 blank) ,T is the average 
switch closing time (in seconds). If the switch is dependent, T of the 
slave switch then is the average slave closing delay (in seconds) to be 
added to the average cloSing time of the master switch. See introduction 
to point VI.B.l •. For valid average switching times, also see the remark, 
applicable to both random opening as well as random closing STATISTICAL 
switches. 

0: If the switch is independent or if it is a "target" switch, 0 is the standard 
deviation (in seconds) of the switch closing time. If the switch is 
dependent, a for the slave switch is the standard deviation (in seconds) 
of the slave closing delay. See introduction to point VI.B.l. For valid 
values of a, also see the remark applicable to both random opening as well 
as random closing STATISTICAL switches. 

STATISTICS: Special request word to indicate a STATISTICS switch. 

, 
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TARGET or BUS5: If the switch is chosen to be a target. the special request 
word "TARGET" has to be punched in this field. Only one such target swi tch 
is allowed for the entire network. When the switch is independent and no 
target, this field has to be left blank. Finally. when the swi tch is 
dependent, BUS5 of the slave switch should refer to BUSl of the master 
switch. 

Bus6: If the switch is dependent, the second node name of the master switch 
has to be punched in this field (BUS6). If the switch is independent and/or 
a target switch, this field has to be left blank. 

OUTPUT OPTION: Output options for printing and/or plotting can be obtained by 
the following punches: 

'1': switch current 
'2': switch voltage 
'3': both switch current and voltage 
'4': switch power and energy flow 

b) Random opening "STATISTICS" switch (CLOP = 3333.) 

Format: 

Node Names Time Criteria 
c o 
-g 

W 
Q~--~----~------~--------~ CLOP 

TARGE 

STATISTIC~ or 
o 

?: 
BUS1 BUS2 T V BUS5 BUS6 

:l 

:l 
o 

12 A6 At; E10.0 E10.0 3333 A6 A6 

Parameters: 

ITYPE: Together with IDIST (miscellaneous data parameter). ITYPE can be used 
to choose between a Gaussian (normal) or a uniform distribution. Either 
zero (blank) or "76" are allowed (see following table). 

ITYPE IDIST Distribution 

"0" or blank "1" Uniform 

"0" Gaussian 

"76" Uniform 

Whenever all switches use the same distribution, it is recommended to leave 
ITYPE zero or blank and specify IDIST (miscellaneous parameter). On the 
other hand, when not all switches use the same distribution, the user is 
advised to specify ITYPE at each switch card and punch only a zero for 
IDIST. 

BUS1, BUS2: Terminal node names of the swi tch. One of these nodes may be 
grounded, indicated by a blank field for the associated name. 

.' 
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T: If the switch is independent (cols 65-76 blank) or if the switch is a 
"target" switch (cols 65-70 = 'TARGET', cols 71-76 blank), T is the average 
switch opening time (in seconds). If the switch is dependent, T of the 
slave switch then is the average slave opening delay (in seconds) to be 
added to the average opening time of the master switch. See introduction 
to point VI.B.l. For valid average switching times, also see the remark, 
applicable to both random opening as well as random closing STATISTICAL 
switches. 

0': If the switch is independent or if it is a "target" switch, 0' is the standard 
deviation (in seconds) of the switch opening time. If the switch is 
dependent, 0' for the slave switch is the standard deviation (in seconds) 
of the slave opening delay. See introduction to point VI.B.l. For valid 
values of cr, also see the remark, applicable to both random opening as 
well as random closing STATISTICAL switches. 

IE: When this current margin is unequal to zero (but positive), the random 
opening switch would open after the normal opening (specified by the average 
opening time and eventually extra opening delay applicable to all statistics 
switches), as soon as the switch current becomes smaller then the current 
margin. If the switch current never becomes smaller then the curre~t margin, 
the switch will never open. 

3333.: This numerical flag indicates that the switch to be simulated is a 
random OPENING switch. 

STATISTICS: Special request word to indicate a STATISTICS switch. 
TARGET or BUS5: If the switch is chosen to be a target, the special request 

word "TARGET" has to be punched in this field. Only one such target switch 
is allowed for the entire network. When the switch is independent and no 
target. this field has to be left blank. Finally, when the switch is 
dependent, BUSS of the slave switch should refer to BUSl of the master 
switch. 

Bus6: If the switch is dependent, the second node name of the target switch 
has to be punched in this field (BUS6). If the swl tch is independent and/or 
a target, this field has to be left blank. 

OUTPUT OPTION: Output options for printing and/or plotting can be obtained by 
the following punches: 

'1': switch current 
'2': switch voltage 
'3': both switch current and voltage 
'4': switch power and energy flow 

Remark (for both random opening as well as random closing STATIS
TICAL switches: 

The user must be carefull when specifying the average clOSing/opening time. The 
resulting clOSing/opening time must be positive. because a negative time in an 
EMTP simulation corresponds to the sinusoidal steady-state solution. Recall 
that it is not possible for EMTP to perform switching events during steady-state. 
To avoid such problems, there is a restriction which can be made upon data 
input. namely 'f-SIGMAX*d must be positive. In this equation, SIGMAX is a 
constant which depends upon the distribution type. A fatal error termination 
is the result if this check is not satisfied for all "STATISTICS" switches. 
- For a Gaussian distribution, this check ensures that any particular switch 

closing/opening time has a low probabjlity, that it will be negative. Moreover, 
for Gaussian distributions, SIGMAX can be specified in the STARTUP file {see 
table below}. 



SIGMAX probability for negative closing/opening time 
"- 1.04 15% 

2.05 2% 
3.09 0.1% 

4 < 0.005% 

- For a uniform distribution. a value of 13 guarantees that all switch 
closing/opening times will always be positive. For uniform distributions, 
SIGMAX is fixed to 13. It can not be reset in the STARTUP file. 

- For dependent switches in which Gaussian and uniform distribution offsets are 
mixed, the "SIGMAX" value from the STARTUP file is applicable to all the 
"Gaussian" components, whereas .[3 is used on all "uniformll components. 

c) Example of STATISTIC switches 

The following example will show the use of statistical switches. First, the 
card formats are treated, followed by some verbal explanations. 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
C 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

JDAYGAJDAYA .002 .0004 STATISTICS 
BS SSW .004 .0005 STATISTICSTARGET 
OS OSW .006 .0002 STATISTICSAS ASW 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 
C 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

CARD 1: ItSTATISTICS" switch connecting node "JDAYGA" to node ItJDAYA" has an average 
closing time of 2.0 ms and an associated standard deviation of 0.4 ms. 
Assuming that statistics miscellaneous parameter "IDISTIt is zero, the 
probabilistic" distribution will be Gaussian (normal). This assumes that 
there is no "TARGET" statistics switch in the data case (unlike this 
example) . 

CARD 2: IISTATISTICS" switch connecting node "BS" to node "BSW" is the "TARGET" 
switch for the data case in question. All non-dependent "STATISTICS" 
swi tches of the data case will have the same average closing time of 4.0 ms. 
In other words, the information which is punched in columns 15-24 (T) of 
all non-dependent "STATISTICS" switches is over-ridden by the value for 
the present "TARGET" switch. The standard deviation of the closing time 
for this "TARGET" switch is 0.5 ms. 

CARD 3: The switch connecting node "DS" to node "DSW" is a dependent "STATISTICS" 
switch. Its reference switch is the one connencting node "JDAYGA" to node 
"JDAYA". Note that the reference switch must have heen previously specified. 
The closing time of the present switch is delayed from that of its reference 
by a random delay time which has an average of 6.0 ms and a standard 
deviation of 0.2 ms. 

VI.B,2 SYSTEMATIC switch 

Let us first describe this switch type in general, before going into more 
details. 
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Unlike STATISTICS swi tches, SYSTEMATIC switches are always open ini tially (i. e. 
during steady state). Each systematic switch has its closing time systematically 
(regularly) varied between a given beginning and ending time, in steps which are 
uniformly spaced. The switch closing is instantaneous and permanent (meaning the 
switch will not open again). 

The time span is to be specified for each SYSTEMATIC switch individually, using 
the beginning time Tbeg or mid-time Tmid (depending on ITEST, see section II-C-2), 
time increment INCT as well as number of equidistant time intervals NSTEP. On the 
other hand. a tricky alternative (the so-called It TARGET " feature) allows the user 
to avoid the keying of Tbeg/Tmid. which then will be the same for all independent 
swi tches. This general value will be set equal to the Tbes/Tmld value specified for 
the It TARGET " switch. But the time increment INCT and the number of equidistant 
time intervals NSTEP can be different on all independent switches and hence should 
be specified on each switch card separately. 

Finally, one should distinguish between independent and dependent SYSTEMATIC 
switches (flags BUSS and BUS6). 

for independent systematic switches, the regularly varying closing times 
of one switch do not influence the regularly varying closing times of 
another switch. BUSS and Bus6 are blank. 
Adding an independent systematic switch augments the dimensionality of 
the vector space of switch closing times which is to be systematically 
explored. The number of energizations is increased by a factor "NSTEP" 
(see remarks under "Independent SYSTEMATIC switches"). 
for dependent systematic switches. the regularly varying closing time 
of the master switch does affect the closing time of the slave switch. 
The BUSS-field of the slave switch should refer to the BUS1-field of 
the master switch. Similarly. BUS6 refers to the BUS2-field. Adding a 
dependent systematic switch does not increase the dimensionality of the 
vector space of switch closing times !oIIhich is to be systematically 
explored. 
The closing time of a dependent "SYSTEMATIC" switch "B" can be subdevided 
in two elements. The first element is the closing time of the master 
switch "A". The second element is an offset by a fixed amount from the 
closing time of the reference switch "Bit. 

Here T~.'ay is a constant time which is the same for all energizations 
(and should be specified on the switch card of the dependent systematic 
switch). Remark that the dependency is not limited to two switches. The 
EMTP allows an arbitrary number of such dependencies and an arbitrary 
number of levels of servitude are permitted. 

Finally. the absolute value of the STARTUP variable NENERG (negative for 
Systematic studies) defines the total number of energizations (number of shots). 
It should be equal to the product of all NSTEP values of all independent systematic 
switches. 

Let us now discuss the independent and dependent systematic switch in more 
detail. Finally. also some illustrative examples will be given. 



a) Independent SYSTEMATIC switch 

Format: 

Node Names Tbeg w 
0... or 
~ 

BUS1 BUS2 Tmid 

INCT 

A6 A6 E10.0 E10.0 

Parameters: 

NSTEP 

E10.0 
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TARGE 

SYSTEMATIC or 

BLANK 

A6 

o 
:l 

:l 
o 

ITYPE: The "SYSTEMATIC" switch type code always is zero. This field may also 
be left blank. 

BUS 1 , BUS2: Terminal node names of the switch. One of these nodes may be 
grounded. indicated by a blank field for the associated name. 

Tbeg or Tmid : Depending on the miscellaneous parameter "ITESTtt (see. section 
II-C-2) the beginning time or the mid time (both in seconds) are to be 
punched. See also next table: 

ITEST col 15-24 punch 

0 Tmid 
1 Tbeg 

In case of target switch usage, this field can be left blank. Please refer 
to the remarks 1 and 2 for more details. 

INCT: For each non-dependent "SYSTEMATIC" switch, the size of the time increments 
~ (in seconds) is to be punched in this field. 

NSTEP: This field contains the number of time increments for the non-dependent 
"SYSTEMATIC" switch. For a relation between NSTEP and INENERGI. please refer 
to remark 3. 

SYSTEMATIC: Special request word to indicate a SYSTEMATIC switch. 
TARGET: If an independent switch is chosen to be a "target", the special request 

word "TARGET" has to be punched in this field (see remark 1). When the 
switch is independent and no target. this field has to be left blank. 

OUTPUT OPTION: Output options for printing and/or plotting can be obtained by 
the following punches: 

.' 



( 
'-. 

Remarks: 

'1': switch current 
'2': switch voltage 
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'3': both switch current and voltage 
'4': switch power and energy flow 

1) Any non-dependent "SYSTEMATIC" switch can be designated as a "TARGET" switch. 
Only one such designation is permitted per data case. The effect is that 
all other non-dependent "SYSTEMATIC" switches will be internally given 
mid-times or beginning times which are equal to that of the "TARGET" switch. 

2) The use of "TARGET" only affects the mid or the beginning time, not the 
time increment INCT. nor the number of steps NSTEP. 

3) The user is warned about the potentially enormous number of energizations 
which can be involved in a SYSTEMATIC data case. As an example, consider 
a data case which has three independent SYSTEMATIC switches. Then one can 
think of the internally-generated energizations as being a methodical 
exploration of a rectangular region of the 3-dimensional vector space of 
switch clOSing times (see sketch below). For example, if switch "A" were 
to take 5 steps, switch "B" 3 steps and switch "C" 4 steps. then a total 
of INENERGI = 60 = 5x4x3 energizations would be internally generated by the 
EMTP. 

/ 
6 T~/{ 

/ 
~--

/1 / 
/1/ 

~Iose 
NENERG = -5.4.3 

-------------~---------~ 
/1 /1 

/ 1 / I 
/ 1 t>l0 = 5 / 1 

/ 1 / 1 ----" 
N

C /1 
/1 

/ 1 
(--~-~-- ------~~-+~~~ 
1 1/ 

1 
I I 

bl I 
N 1= 3 I 

t. Tol 

1 ~---- ------r~--+_~~ 
1 /1 
1/ 1 
f--4---- ------r-~~~~~ 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
I 1 1 / / 
I 1 1 / / 
It.rb' I 1 / I 1 / 
I I 1/ 1 1/ I -----------r--r-----i--7 
I I / 1 / 

1/ 1/ ------________ L ________ -Y 

~Iose 

b) Dependent SYSTEMATIC switch 

Format: 

~Iose 
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Node Names 
W 
0... f-----,.----j 

~ 
BUS1 BUS2 

A6 A6 

Parameters: 

TDELAY 

[10.0 

SYSTEMATIC BUS5 BUS6 

A6 A6 

:J 
o 

ITYPE: The "SYSTEMATIC" switch type code always is zero. This field may also 
be left blank.. 

BUSl. BUS2 : T~rm~nal node names of. the swi tch. One ~f these nodes may be~. 
grounded. 1nd1cated by a blank f1eld for the assoc1ated name. ,"it' 

TDELAY: Constant delay time (in seconds) with respect to its tlmaster" switch. 
applicable to the considered "slave" switch. The master switch is refered 
to via parameters BUS5 and Bus6. 

SYSTEMATIC: Special request word to indicate a SYSTEMATIC switch. 
BUS5: BUS5 of the "slave" switch should refer to BUSl of the "master" switch. 
Bus6: 8us6 of the "slave" switch should refer to BUS2 of the "master" switch. 
OUTPUT OPTION: Output options for printing and/or plotting can be obtained by 

the following punches: 
'1': switch current 
'2': switch voltage 

Remarks: 

'3': both switch current and voltage 
'4': switch power and energy flow 

Adding dependent switches does not augment the demensionality of the problem. 
since TDELAY of a "slave" switch is a constant value for all energizations 
(see also the introduction to point VI.B.2). 

c) Examples of SYSTEMATIC switches: 

The following example will show the use of SYSTEMATIC switches. First, the 
card formats are treated. followed by some verbal explanations. 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
C 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

AS ASW .003 .0001 12. SYSTEMATIC 
CS CSW .002 .0001 8. SYSTEMATICTARGET 
ES ESW -.005 SYSTEMATICCS CSW 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
C 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

CARD 1: Non-dependent "SYSTEMATIC" switch connecting node "AS" to node 'tASW"". The 
mid-closing time is 3. Oms. assuming "ITEST" is zero and that the data case 
in question has no "TARGET" switch (unlike the situation presented here). 
The closing time of the switch is to be varied in steps of size O.lms. 12 
steps are to be taken. 



( 
l .. 
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CARD 2: "SYSTEMATIC" switch connecting node "CS" to node "CSW" is the "TARGET" 
switch for the data case. All non-dependent ttSYSTEMATIC" switches of the 
data case have the same mid-closing time of 2.0ms (if "ITESTtt is zero) or 
the same beginning closing time of 2.0ms (if 'tITEST" is unity). The 
information of columns 15-24 (Tbeg 01" Tmid) on all other non-dependent 
"SYSTEMATIC" switch cards is over-ridden by the value on the "TARGET" 
switch card (that now being discussed). The closing time of this switch 
is to be varied through 8 steps, the step size is O.lms. 

CARD 3: The switch connecting node "FS" with node "FSW" is a dependent "SYSTEMATIC" 
switch. Its reference switch is the one which connects node "cs" to node 
"CSW". The closing time of the present switch is offset (delayed) from 
that of its reference by a constant offset time of -5.0ms. In other words, 
the present switch will always close 5.0ms before closure of the reference 
switch. 

VI.C. TACS-controlled switches 

VI.C.I Type-II switch for d~Qde and valve a~licatiQn 

This type of switch is used to simulate a switch which may be simultaneously 
controlled by any given TACS variable while following the simple opening/closing 
rules of a standard diode. Such a TACS variable can be used as: 

- a grid firing signal 
- an overriding OPEN/CLOSE signal 
This type-i1 switch may thus represent any of the following: 

1st 2nd 

NODE 0---1_.-. ...... \--0 NODE 
ft ~d 

NODE O>----I_.-.... ~--O NODE 

1st . 2nd 
~,' NODE 0>--- : --0 NODE 

TACS~CONTROLLED 

OPENING/CLOSING "SIGNAL" 

"GRID" 
Firing signal 

Any combination of these three modes can represent a switch, in which case 
either or both grid signal and overriding sign~l can simultaneously be active. 
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a) Format 
c_ 

!1 ~4~€ I~ ,~i· r~H L'H fJJ~~Jl I~~i~~~ j ~j ~~ ~~; IUT tll(IC ~llt! 
TACS NAMES 

c: 

NODE NAMES 
0 is 

Vig I hold tDEION CLOSED SAME 0 

11 OPEN/ l] BUS1 BUS2 (in sec.) 
GRID 

CLOSE " 0 

A6 A6 El0.0 El0.0 El0.0 A6 A6 I I 

b) Parameters 
11: Number to indicate a type-it switch for diode and valve applications. 
BUSl, BUS2: Terminal node names of the swi tch. One of the nodes may be grounded. 

indicated by a blank field name. The direction of the current is taken to 
be from "BUS!" to "BUS2". In other words, for both valve and diode. we 
have 

anode : always "BUS!" 
cathode : always "BUS2" 

Vig: Minimum ignation voltage. The meaning of this parameter in the opening 
.and closing of the switch is explained in the following section. 

I HoLD : Minimum holding current. The meaning of this parameter in the opening 
and closing of the switch is explained in the following section. 

tDEION: De-ionization time. The meaning of this parameter in the opening and 
closing of the. switch is explained in the following section. 

CLOSED: The switch may be specified as closed during the program-calculated 
steady-state initialization, if the user punches the keyword "CLOSED", 

SAME: When data for the parametric fields have to be repeated on one ore more 
cards, the keyword "SAMEIt should be used on these cards, immediately 
following the card bearing the definition of these parameters. 

GRID, OPEN/CLOSE: These alphanumeric names correspond with the names of the 
associated TACS variable. Next section explains the opening/ closing resul ts 
on actions of the GRID and OPEN/CLOSE variables on the diode or valve, 
depending on Vig, I HoLD and tOElON' 

ECHO: The user may obtain a printed echo of the occurrence of all opening and 
clOSing operations of the switch, by punching a '1' in this field. No such 
diagnostic will be printed if this field is punched with a '0' or left 
blank 

OUTPUT OPTION: Output options for printing and/or plotting can be obtained by 
the following punches: 

'1': switch current 
'2': switch voltage 
'3': both switch current and voltage 
'4': switch power and energy flow 

c) Opening and closing actions as a result of the GRID and 
OPEN/CLOSE signals 

Col) The GRID and the OPEN/CLOSE signaL are not applied (no TACS control) 



/ 

( 

kl.o 

I "rated "lg 
I reverse block'n9 
r region 

I 
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.--: theoretical 
-: ,implifled 

- The switch acts as a DIODE. 
- When the forward voltage across the terminals becomes greater than Vig. than 

the diode starts conducting. 
- As soon as the forward current through the switch becomes smaller than I HoLD , 

than the diode ceases conducting. 
- Restrictions of this simplified model: 

• operation below reverse blocking region can not be simulated 
. heat sink requirements and actual design can not be simulated 

c.2) The GRID signal only is applied 
, On-state 

, off 19 on 
~ . ~~GoPPlled 
~ _I Ort-stot. 

mOO[ 0 ... ~ ~ c CATHODE ~~=~~:;::==~~ 
') "'19 vok 

GRID 

- The switch acts as a thyristor valve 
- The closing of the valve will take place if following two contitions are 

fulfilled: 
the forward voltage across the terminals becomes greater than Vig 

. the value of the gate current GRID becomes positive. 
- Once the device begins to conduct. it behaves as a diode. The gate signal 

even can be removed. The thyristor can not be turned off by the gate. 
- Similar to the diode, the valve ceases conducting as soon as the forward 

curren t through the swi tch becomes smaller than I HoLD . 
- As opposed to the diode, reclosing of the switch will be immediate if and 

only if the forward voltage becomes greater than VIg within the de-ionization 
time tDEION following a previous opening. In such case, the gate current GRID 
has no importance. Such premature reclosing could damage the thyristor in 
real-life situations. 

- The grid signal can not regain control on the closing before time tOEION 
following a previous opening • Only after time tOE ION. normal GRID control 
becomes effective again. 

c,]) The OPen/CLOSE signal is specified (the switch acts not as a diode neither 
as a valve) 

on 

v 

off \ . 
BUS1 ~ ----0 BUS2 

TACS-CONTROLLED 
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- The switch is purely TACS-controlled. It can be used successfully to model 
BJ~'s, MOSFET's, GTO's and IGBT's. This effect can also be obtained using 
the type-13 switch. 

- A positive OPEN/CLOSE signal will result in an immediate closing of the 
switch and this will remain closed as long as this positive signal is active. 
It can conduct arbitrary large currents with zero voltage drops. 

- A negative OPEN/CLOSE signal will result in an immediate opening of the 
switch (irrespective the instantaneous current flow) and this will remain 
open as long as this negative signal is active. It can block arbitrary large 
forward and reverse voltages with zero current flow. 

- The change OPEN/CLOSE and CLOSE/OPEN is assumed to be instantaneously when 
triggered. The trigger power requirement is assumed negligable. 

- A zero OPEN/CLOSE signal of course will result in the regular diode or valve 
operating mode. 

d) Example 

Following example shows the use of the type-11 switch. First the format is 
shown for several cases, whereafter a verbal explanation can be found. 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 
C 34567B901234567B9012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567B901234567890 
llL2 R2 CLOSED 
11LEFT RIGHT FIRE2 1 
IlNOOEI NODE2 ORDER 
11L6 R6 DELAY TRIG 
C 1 2 345 678 
C 345678901234567B9012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567B901234567890 

CARD 1: Diode from node "L2" to IR2", conducting in steady state. 

CARD 2: Thyristor valve from "LEFT" to "RIGHT", with "FIRE2" as grid signal which 
is received from a TACS variable. Every change of·status will be echoed 
in the printout ('1' punched in column 79). 

CARD 3: TACS-controlled switch from "NODEl" to "NODE2't, operating as a diode when 
"ORDER" has the value "0.0". A positive value of "ORDER" will result in 
an immediate closing of the switch. It will remain closed as long as this 
positive signal is active. A negative value for "ORDER" will result in an 
immediate opening of the switch. It then will remain open as long as this 
negative signal is active. The change OPEN/CLOSE and CLOSE/OPEN is assumed 
to be instantaneous. 

CARD 4: Valve from "L6" to "R6". with the grid signal "DELAY", with its operation 
overriden by the TACS-variable "TRIG" during the periods in which the value 
of "TRIG" is different from zero. 

VI.C,2 Type-12 switch for spark gap and triac application 

This type of switch is used to simulate a spark gap or triac with firing 
controlled by a TACS variable. 

:: 
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a) Format 

CLOSED 
BUS1 BUS2 SPARK CLAMP 

A6 A6 E10.0 E10.0 A6 A6 I I 

b) Parameters 
12: Flag for spark gap and triac applications. 
BUS1, BUS2! Terminal node names of the switch. One of the nodes may be grounded, 

indicated by a blank field name. See also remark 1. 
Vign: Minimum ignation voltage. See point c for more details on the usage. 
I HoLD : Minimum holding current. See point c for more details on the usage. 
CLOSED: The switch may be specified as closed during the program-calculated 

steady-state initialization, if the user punches the keyword "CLOSED". 
Otherwise, the switch will be assumed open during steady-state. 

SPARK, CLAMP: These alphanumeric names correspond with the names of the 
associated TACS variables. Point c explains the opening/closing actions 
of the triac depend on variables SPARK , CLAMP. V ign and 1HoLD • 

ECHO: The user may obtain a printed echo of the occurrence of all opening and 
closing operations of the switch, by punching a 'I' in this field. No such 
messages will be printed if this field is punched with a '0' or left blank 

OUTPUT OPTION: Output options for printing and/or plotting can be obtained by 
the following punches: 

'1': switch current 
'2': switch voltage 
'3': both switch current and voltage 
'4': switch power and energy flow 

c) Opening and closing actions as a result of the SPARK and CLAMP 
signals 

The CLAMP signal: 

If the CLAMP signal is undefined, the opening and closing of the switch than 
depends on the SPARK signal. 

- If the CLAMP signal is defined, there are three possibilities: 
a) 0 opening and clOSing of the switch depends on the SPARK signal 
b) <0 if the switch was closed, it will OPEN 

if the switch was open, it remains OPEN 
c} >0 if the switch was closed, it remains CLOSE 

if the switch was open. it will CLOSE 

The SPARK signal: 

If the SPARK signal is undefined. the switch remains open. 
If the SPARK signal is defined, there are two possibilities: 

a) ~ : if the switch was open, it will remain open 
if the switch was closed, it depends on 1HoLD : 

Iii ~ 1HoLo : the switch remain CLOSED 



_b) >0 
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Iii < I HoLD : the swi tch will OPEN 
if the switch was open, it depends on Vi~: 

!vi < V i~ : the swi tch remains OPEN 
!vi ~ V ign : the swi tch will CLOSE 

if the switch was closed, it remains CLOSED 

Following table shows some grafics of results on opening and closing actions 
of the type-12 switch: 

If switch ClAMP < 0 

was //-------~ / 
/------........ 

" already / , 
/ , 

/ , 
closed I \ 

/ \ 
/ I 
I I 

I 

~L \ 
/ 

1 
I , , I 

I , \ 
I I \ 

I I \ 
I / " / / , 

" / / , 

If switch CLAMP > 0 
A 

was 
( ------~'"" ;SWliCH < I

hOId -'\ I \ 

( 
,.. ... -- .. --- .... 

already fl' 
/ , , y , 

open 
, 

\ 
I 

) \ 
I 

) 1 \ 
, 

) ,1 
I 
I 
\ 

SPARK \ 
\ , , 

" , 

Depending on SPARK 

CLAMP Undefined or zero <0 >0 

j ~.: ! .~. 
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li~holcl 
",.;-~~--- ..... , 

I 
I ... 

\ , \ 
I • , I , I 

I • , \ 
J , 

I ... 
~ ... , 

If lil<Ihold 

switch ~/"'---"" .......... , iswm:H < tt.... ,..---- .... " ... / \ i$#l'l1Ol<~ 

was :' '( ~>o y 
already I 

\ 
I 

.1 \ I I 
I , 

closed I 

" 
I 

,/ 

Ivl<Vign 
--71~---''''\r < ' .... ..... 

)~L \ 
If Iv~Vign ---.. 

switch f\ (\ .... --1 ... 
, rSWl'R:)!l<I,.. 

was \' 
already 

) 7_ \ ) \ ) \ open 

SPARK Undefined SO >0 

VI.C,3 Ty~e-13 simple TACS-cDntrDlled switcb 

This type is used to represent a switch which is controlled by any given TACS 
variable. It is a special case of the type-ll TACS-controlled switch. 

a) Format 

r~ 1 ~~I~i~( i~ H~ 18 
l' 1.(1 1* $! ' E'~ Ie 

1.1------r--., 

TACS 

CLOSED OPEN! I~ 
CLOSE 115 
SIGN,Al 

NODE NAMES 

SUS1 SUS2 

A6 A6 A6 A6 I I 

b) Parameters 
13: Number to indicate a type-13 simple TACS-controlled switch. 
BUS1. BUS2: Terminal node names of the swi tch. One of the nodes may be g:r"0unded. 

indicated by a blank field name. 
CLOSED: The switch may be specified as closed during the progr~~calculat~g 

steady-state initialization, if the user punches the keyword "CLOSED" • . :'j 
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oPEN/cLd~~fTh'fs'alphanumeric ncWiEf corre:spOhd with the name of the associated 
.. ," ,TfiQS:,~~~,ti1nte~ , Next -section' ex~H"a:in,j1k~he' opeIrin,g/ closing resul ts on actions 

',: ,_ ,o~:1f{~:. O~<;LdS:~>v~lableOn, .. "t~e1S~J,i. tch:,;· . ~ 
EQl\o'::' ~'1ise~f<in~i!'oot~n R' prin~¢d:.:ec~'{Of,thEf/occurrence of all opening and 

.' c+C?i~h'g ope:!;'~i~ons'Of the swt.~ch. by punching~.a ''1' in this field. No such 
"'; , diagnoStiij..will :be printed·it this field is punched with a '0' or left 

bl~~< " .. ',~_,. -:-;"'~'" .' ~.-. . . 
OUTPUTOPrmN': Out~t"oPtiQns for pr:i.nt:ing and/tir plotting can be obtained by 

the ',t~~wing,,{>~tf&L ,i, ' . , ' 

:,i.~ %::,,~itit:~h,\~ur:dP&t ' 
,''2 ' '.: 's~it:Ch voltagti': 
'3' :bi;)tn,).witch current and volt8:ge 
'4 ': :swi tch pO~1el'and energyflo~' ; 

.... .;'; ",. 

c} (opening and 'closing actions as a;'result of the OPEN/CLOSE sig
nal"" 

,.;<. ~:th~f:~a,re 'RPIY,~W(j";c~eS":whiclFtnrfuefi~e the'operting or, closing of the switch. 
,Th(:r'QPENlcLO~g'~Jgrisl j cart', be.: ',' ,,', . ' •. , 

, - 50:" the switchwl.ll then always be OPEN 
-')0, -:',:: the s\d tch will then' alwaysobeCLOSED: 

d) " iiarhrn.it, 
Follow.fn~ eSC-ample shows~ the ; US~ OfF th~7 type..;,12·) swi tch. Firs t the format is 

shoWi,:;f6r s~rV~i'iil:,i:case!:f; whkreaft.erca verbi;!.li' explanation can be found. 
• I .•.. ,:' :_, ' • 

C,,'" :l ", "" ,.2. 3 4 5 6 7 8 
c ~3i567890123l'S'l';iaiioi234!i,678901234567890123456789(h234567890i2~456789C1t23'567890 
13-LEFT RICKT ' ,r ' ORDER 
13NODEl , CLOSED SIC 1 

~ -3456>i'~9~1234S6789~~23'155789~123456789~i23456789~123456789~123455789~123456789~ 

CARD' l'~-Swit'cfi/'f6rm node~ IILSFr" to' node "RIOHT'" controlled by the TACS variable 
, "'O«DER'W,: 

• 

CARD 2 : Switch from:· node It Ndriijl " to ground' controlled by the TACS variable "SIO II f: C,'," 
and closed at.:,t ~cO.O~'EvE!ry change of status"w.Hl be echoed in the printout. \~:.)' 
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VII. ELECTRIC NETWORK SOURCES (EXCEPT ROTATENG MACHINERY) 

The simplest source components of the electric network are conventional 
vol tage and current sources that are analytic functions of time, f (t) • A 
complete list of available source functions f(t) will follow general 
infor,mation that applies to all such choices. Applicable to most sources of 
this section is the following single data card format. Most such source cards 
are independent, and can be ordered arbitrarily. In the following diagram, the 
variable name !TYPE for the integer of coll.lMs 1-2 (which are to be keyed wi th 
the critical, 2-digit source type code) could not be shoW'l due to lack of Space: 

C I 23. 4 
C 13456781901123456789011234567890112345678901 
c 1--1-1- I , 1--
121 A61121 E10.6 J' £10.6· I E10.6 ,r 
c 1--1-1- ., -J- 1--
C NbaME IV AMPLITUDE FREQJENCY TIME-0 ' 

... Continued 
below 

567 8 
11234S678901123456789011234567890 I 1 23456"ZB90 I 
I '., ·I~-~I· -~I"'-~~I 
I E10~6 I E10.6 -, E10.6 1 E10.6 - I 
1----------1----------1- 1- ---! 

Al T IME-l TSTART 'l'STOP 

Sources usuall y have just two terminals" and one of the~ mLlst be- ground. 
'nle ungroWided terminal is identified by the 6-character data field ~E. of 
coll..l1Uls _ 3-8.. Most often, the analytic function f(t) of the source can be 
chosen from a list of built-in function types, in which case the defining 
parameters are specified on a single data card. In addition, functions can be 
defined empirically, point by point <'J.Ype-l sources, of which there can be an 
arbitary number). Alternatively, source functions can be defined to equal an 
arbitary control signal, since the Type-60 source connects to any ~CS variable. 
All such sources are said to be ·static,- to distinguish them from the dynamic 
rotating machinery modeling of followil'l9 sections VIII (for the 3-phase, 'IYPE-59 
synchronous machine, abbreviated S.M.) and IX (for the universal machine, 
abbreviated U.M&) .. 

For a delayed start of any source function, key a positive value for 
'%'START (coltJnnS 61-70 for most source types).. By definition, the source 
function then will have zero val ue before this time, and will be equal to the 
function f(t-TSTART) for times ·t- larger than the starting time '!'START. 
N::>te that this amounts to shifting the basic function to the right (in the 
direction of posi tive time) by TSTART seconds, and zeroing the gap created by 
the displacement (bet~n zero and TSTART). 
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For the nullification of most source functions beginning at some positive 
time TSTOP, key the appropriate positive time into the data field of columns 
71-80. 'Ihen, by definition, the source function becanes zero after that time. 
Note that a zero source function is not necessarily the same as disconnection of 
the source. For a current source, zeroing is equivalent to disconnection. But 
for a vol tage source I zeroing the source function means shorting the source 
(recall Thevenin's theorem of circuit theory). A blank or zero value in columns 
71-80 is interpreted by the program as a request for no such source 
nullification ever, so the variable is internally converted from zero to 
infinity. 

Note that more complicated, composite source functions can readily be 
constructed by splicing together segments of different elementary component 
source functions. 'the use of both TSTART and 'ISTOP allows a comp::>nent 
source function to be zero outside the time interval (TSTART, TSTOP). When one 
function is zero, another can be nonzero. Sources having the same node name are 
added (i .e., are superimFOsed), since current sources at the same node are 
assLl'ned to be in parallel, whereas vol tage sources are assll'ned to be in ser ies. 
By turning ramps off and on, the piecewise-linear approxUnation of an arbitrary 
function is possible. 

'!he data field • rv- of colunns 9 and 10 is used to select between a 
voltage and a current source. A blank or zero is used for a voltage source, 
whereas a negative integer (common practice employs --1") indicates a current 
source. 

Ungrounded sources are slightly more involved than are grounded sources. 
Before the creation of the 'IYPe-l8 source, user manip..l1ation was requi red. For 
current sources, this was trivial, since a current source connected between two 
nodes is equivalent to two current sources, each of which have one end grounded. 
The two replacement sources were to have equal amplitudes and opposite signs (SO 
that one injected the current whereas the other extracted it). As for 
ungroll'lded vol tage sources, these could be handled by first converting to 
equivalent current sources. SUch conversion is always possible provided the 
source involves same series ~pedance. If a small series resistance can be 
assll1"led, there are no dynamics, and the conversion is simple. But for source 
impedance involving indu:tance or capacitance, making the Norton equivalent is 
more involved, since the source fW"lction will be altered. See any circuit 
theory book about Norton's theorem, or a Norton equivalent. yet such 
considerations are largely of academic and historical interest only, since the 
'IYPe-lS source now allows ungrounded operation. 

tlnless established, local convention dictates otherwise, the program user 
is strongly advised to define all sources in unsealed units of [volts) (for 
voltage 'sources) or [amperes] (for current sources) • While this is not 
mandatory, it.is believed to be clearer and easier in the long run. 
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VII-A. Static Electric Net'klOrk Source FUnctions 

So ~much for general information that is applicable to most available, non
machine sources. The following ordered tabulation provides specific information 
applicable to the different source types (different source type codes rTYPE of 
colunns 1-2): 

Type 1: Flnpirical FUnctions 

Type-l sources involve empirical1y-defined functions. There is to be one 
(or more than one, if there are more than 10 such TYPe-l sources) associated 
data card for each time step of the simulation, and the values of all TYPe-l 
functions for that time step are to appear on this card (or cards, if more than 
10) in latS.0 fonnat as further described in Section XIII. For such usage, no 
data to the right of column 10 of the TYPe-l source card is required •. I.e., 
only variables ITYPE, NAME and "N are required for the declaration of a 
1YJ?e-l source. Illustrative usage can be found in BEN:1fttAAK DC-6 and r:c-42 • .. 

A speCial, ,additional dimensioning restriction applies to TYPe-l sources. 
In addition to the usual variable lUnit of List-4 (the electric network source 
table) , there also is a fixed limit. 1be nunber of 1YJ?e-l sources must not ~.~:.~.~\ 
exceed the fixed dimensioning of vector VOLTBC of "BLKCa-!" (set at 50, ~~~1 
presently). But if the user needs more TYPe-l sources than are allowed by such 
fixfl'd dUnensioning, he is free to change the FCRTRAN as needed, recompile, and 
reI ink. 

Type 11: Step Function 

The type-II source uses a step function 
that begins on the first time step_ '!he value 
at time zero is zero, and the anpl i tu:ie for 
positive time is to be keyed in columns ll-20 
(variable AMPLITUDE). FOr a voltage source, 
this represents a battery that is connected on 
the first t~e step. Illustrative usage can 
be fotmd in BDCfMAAl< DC-19. 

Type 12: Ramp Between Zero and a COnstant 

The type-12 source provides for a linear 
rise fran zero at time zero to sane limitiD:l, 
constant value. 'Ihe initial slope is defined 
by the end }:IOint: value .AMPLITUDE (columns . 
11-20) is reached at time TIME-0. '!'here
after, the function remains constant at val ue 
.AMPLITUDE. Illustrative usage can 
be found in. BDCIft1.AAK DC-6. 

fl{) 

fH.) 

• 'To ' 
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~-13,: 2-S1ope Pamp 

The type-13 source provides for two 
different linear variations. First, there 
is a rise from zero at time zero to value 
Nv1PLITUDE (colunns 11-20) at time TIME-f1. 
Thereafter, the function changes slope, so 
as to pass through the value Al at time 
TIME-I. Illustrative usage can be found in 
BENCtJ.1ARK OC-6. For the special case of 
TIME-a equal to zero, onl y the second 
linear segment exists, and the ramp begins 
with value AMPLITUDE at time zero. 

I A., II }~~'- I 

TtPe 14: Sinusoidal Sources 

The type-14 source is a sinusoidal 
function of time. The peak value (peak, not 
nns, note!) is AMPLITUDE of columns 11-20, 
and .the frequency in Hertz is FREQjENCY of 
columns 21-30. As for phase, this can be 
specified either in terms of angle or time: 

Al = 0 ===) f(t) = AMPLITUDE * cos ( ANG ) 
where ANG = 6.28 * FREOOENCY * t + TIME-0 
and TIME-il is the phase angle in degrees. 

Al ) 0 ===) f(t) = AMPLITUDE * cos ( ANG ) 
where AN:; = 6.28 * FREOOENCY * (t + TIME-0) • 
Here TIME-0 is in seconds. 

/ '_ .... 

The phaser solution for initial conditions is driven only by Type-14, 
sinusoidal sources, so such sources are very imp:>rtant for p:>wer system use. If 
a Type-14 source ,is to be part of the I=ilasor solution, this is indicated by 
keying the starting time 'ISTART (columns 61-70) negative. Then the program 
will automatically precompute the correct phasor conditions, and will use these 
as initial conditions to begin the ensuing s~ulation. Different phasor 
frequencies are allowed only if the different frequencies are separated in 
disconnected subnetworks. For an illustration of such multiple-frequency 
phasor sol ution, see BENCff1ARK DCNEW-l. 

AI though true dc (zero frequency ac) is not allowed in the fhasor solution, 
it can be approximated using ac of near-zero frequency. For 64-bi t floating
p:>int comp.Jtation (used by most prog ram versions), there should be no trouble 
wi th use of ei ther f = 0.001 or 0.0001 Hz - plenty close to zero for most 
engineering p.1rJX)ses. With caution, the user can even go much closer to zero 
frequency (e.g., BENCHMARK DCNEW-1 uses 1.0E-6 HZ). 

But "trapped charge" of a transmission circuit is an important special case 
of dc solutions for which a special remedy may be applicable. 'lb place trapped 
charge on a disconnected transmission circuit (and the associated, isolated 
comFOnentS), use: 

I 
/ 

I t 
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1) a current source (key "-111 in colunns 9 and 10); 
"2) a sinusoidal source (Type-14) of low frequency; and 
3) the special flag TSTART = 5432 (columns 61-70) • 

With the normal EMTP logic, points 1 and 3 ensure that the source will not be 
present for the time-step loop, since a zero current source (one never started) 
does not exist, in effect. As for the steady-state phasor solution, there is 
special logic to treat such a source as a voltage source (as though Tstart = -
1.0 and columns 9-10 were blank) • 

Al though the preceding paragraph was phrased in terms of a transnission 
line, in fact there is no such requirement for the use of trapped charge 
sources. The only necessity is that the isolated subnetwork to which such 
sources are to be applied have no other sources of a different frequency. Also, 
all trapped-charge sources of the same subnetwork must have identically the same 
frequency. This is because solutions of differing frequency must not overlap: 
one can have only one at a time, not the superposition of two or more at anyone 
point of the network. For an illustration of the usage of a trapped-charge 
so urce, see BEN:fIv1AAK DC-6. 

Type 15: Surge Function 

The type-IS source represents a 
surge function. By definition, just 
two exponentials are involved: 

f (t) = AMPLITUDE * [ exp ( A * t ) 
exp ( B * t ) 

where 
A = FRECUEM::Y (columns 21-30) 
B = TIME-0 (columns 31-40). 

Note that A and B normally will be 
non-positive, since otherwise, f(t) 
will grow without bound (if not ended 
by use of TSTOP). For one constant 
(either A or B) equal to zero, f(t) 
is a single exponential, which also is 
of same utility. Illustrative usage 
can be found in BENCHMARK DC-19. 

~ It 
i. 1 
-Jlt 
~iU 

J .. 
; .. AMPL = 2 
! A = -1 
I .- B = -3 

~ 

~t -t -.. .... 
J .. 
I .. 
! ... 

! 
I 

;i . 
.1 .. .; ... 
~-----

rrhe ~15 source has been used in years past to model lightning, but it 
has some shortcomings. A better model for lightning canes fran Bernd Stein of 
EGi, Mannheim, West Germany, as exposed at the IEe meeting of 27 October 1987. 
1m exCltlple can be found in the thi rd subcase of BElICIf41ARK DC-19. 
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Type 16: Simplified ac/dc Converter Model 

The ty~l6 source is complicated 
enough to be treated in a separate Section 
(see VII-B). It is listed here only for 
completeness. Illustrative usage can be 
found in BENCHMARK DC-44. As for utility, 
no claims are made. It should be understood 
that ~CS-Controlled thyristers have largely 
replaced the earlier, simplified Type-l6 
model i09. Unless continued usage by some 
knowledgeable organization can be found in 
the near future, removal is likely. 

Type 17: TACS Modulation of Next Source 

A type-17 source is used to connect a 
TACS-generated modulating signal (a mul tiplying 
factor) to the source that immediately follows. 
Only columns 1-8 are used, with the 6-character 
TACS variable name to be keyed in columns 3-8. 
The Type-17 source applies only to the time-step 
loop (it is ignored_ far the phasor solution for 
initial conditions) • Illustrative usage can 
be found in BEN:tft1AAK DC-l9. 

Type 18: Ideal Transfo~er & ungrounded Source 

The type-18 source was designed primarily 
to represent a 2-winding ideal transformer. By 
definition, this is a device for which winding 
voltages and currents are exactly related by 
a real number called the turns ratio. But in 
addition to such an ideal transformer, the 
Type-18 generator includes a conventional 
vol tage source (see diagram below). '!'heory of 
this modeling. was first exposed in Ref. 22, 
Vol. 2, No.4, Section II-C, page 41 (then 
called the Type-19 source of Fig. 4). 

1: n 

rn • • 

e 

Time 

TACS modulatiDg 
dgnal 

t 

(,z. 
.....-
T 

11t. 

1 : n 

• • 

vI = n * v2 
i2 = n * il 

Ideal transformer 

• 
t 

• 

Effect on 
Type L4 

(,1 ...... 
+ 
'Vi 
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For an ideal transformer only (the most common Type-18 usage, probably) I 

set the source amplitude almost to zero. Amplitudes must be positive, but can 
be arbitrarily small (e.g., I.E-IS). In this case, the shape of the source 
function is immaterial, so it is recommended that the simplest function, Type-ll 
(a constant) , be used. 

An ungrounded vol tage source can be obtained by grounding the t\4,O secondary 
nodes "k" and "mil. Then there will be no voltage across either winding, and 
primary transformer current (equal to that of the source) will be unconstrained. 
The turns ratio lin", is arbi trary, al thotgh it must have a p:>si tive value 
(unity is convenient) • 

The voltage source itself is to be defined on the source card that precedes 
the Type-18 source card. This preceding card is an ordinary source card of 
arbitary type code and with the name of node "j" (one end of the source) keyed 
in columns 3-8. Immediately following is a Type-18 source card that observes 
the following fonnat: 

C 1 2 3 
c 13456781901123456789011234561789~l213456781 
c 1---1--1-----1---1---1---1 
181 A6 I I E10.6 1 A6 I A6 I A6 I 
C 1---1--1- /--1---1---1 
C Bus-L Ratio Un" Bus-K Bus-M Bus-X 

The reader sees an extra name, "Bus-X", which will not be found on the diagram ~~~~l 
of the device. This is for the name of an extra, fictitious node that will be ~ 
added internally by 'the program as data is read. Node "x" will have voltage 
equal to the current of the source and/or transformer. Hence, node vol tage 
output can be used to di'splay this current, for purp:>ses of either printing or 
plotting (thinking of the time-step loop output) • 

The average user of a Type-18 source is advised to leave the name of node 
"x" (colunns 33-38) blank. In this case, the program will supply a defaul t name 
serialized from the root name "'mANS?" in order of data input. That is, the 
first such device will have the name "'mAN5l", the fifth \\Ould have the name 
"'mAN55", etc. SUch a special name is used to bypass the overlaY-16 (the time
step loop) trap for nodes with zero diagonal admittance. If the first four 
characters of the node name are "'mAN" (allowing up to 99 such Type-18 
sources) , then the following message and associated corrective action (the 
addition of a high resistance to ground) will be bypassed: 

%"" -Diagonal admittance Ykk is zero! "~ii"~ %"'" %%%%" 
ii'"~ A zero diagonal has been found before any elUnination in row 

• EXTRA" of the nodal admittance matrix [Y]. No connected 
branches, apparently. The program will now recover by the 
addition of the large resistance R-add = l~ * FLZERO = 
1.0~~0~~~~E-ll ohms to ground. 

In general, the ideal transfor.mer does not actually require a nonzero diagonal. 
It is an exception, since a zero diagnonal does not imply a lack of connected 
branches (the TYPe-18source is peculiar this way) • 

As an illustration of ideal transformer usage, see the 2nd subcase of 
BENCHMARK DC-25, where three single-phase transformers at the generator 
tenninals have been modeled using Type-18 sources. There is a steady-state 
(ilasor sol ution in this case. Much smaller and more var ied usage can be found 
in BENCHMARK DC-55. SUbcase 2 illustrates three different configurations of 
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single-phase usage isolated in disconnected subnetworks: 1) Ideal transformer 
alone;" 2) Ideal transformer with voltage source. 3) Ungrounded voltage source 
alone. This is just for transients (there is no phasor solution). The third 
subcase considers just the phasor solution for the same data. 

'I'fpe 19: Universal (Generalized) Machine 

The type-19 source provides a common 
representation for all rotating machine 
dynamics that are not possible using the 
'IYpe-59 source. Inclooed are 1-, 2-, or 
3-phase operation of dc, induction, or 
synchronous machines. Section IX provides 
all details. The mention here is just for 
completeness. 

:rYPe 59: 3-Phase, Dynamic, Synchronous Machine 

The type-59 source provides a common 
representation for normal power system 
generators 'iNhen dynamics (inclLrling the 
mass-spring system representing the shaft) 
are required. Section VIII provides details. 
The mention here is just for completeness. 

'IYPe 60: Connection to ~cs Variable 

The type-69 source has no numerical 
parameters, since it is to be defined by a 
'mCS variable (named in columns 3-8). Hence 
the name of the electric netw::>rk node must 
be the same as the controlling ~cs variable. 
This is not nor.mally an inconvenience, since 
any other naming will normally just create 
confusion. Columns 11-69 of the data card 
are unused, althou;h columns 61-80 (data 
fields 'ISTART and 'ISTOP) do apply and 
will sometimes be used. Illustrative usage 
can be found in BENCIMARK DC-22, where one 
of the six thyrister controls (of Simple 
converter logic) is carried back from ~cs 
to the electric network as variable FIRE1. 

A.) 'z -I 't 'I 't 
f tT T I tT i ! f~ i 

r----~~k~~~~~----l 
I - -1- -::I=I:::H: .... 2·_ 1IlQ;-' 
I <':',,-"1- -,,,1-- ,""1-.... ''OJ''' 
I IS] t 
I L.---.----...----.J 

I 
I 
I 
I 

. 1___ , 

[' 

'. ·--t--f-j--r-··· 
II • • • 

I i~CS I~ ~p~ -signal 

Arbitrary control 

system logic defines 

TACS variable NAME 

bus 
NAME 

Electric 

network 

387 
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VII-B. Type-I 6 Simplified Equivalent of hvdc Converter 

I"'::-:'t--_...--...... --- --;fI'---

i 
OJ 

----....... _-
-....- -+ 
4- .<-

."..- ~.-

W--

e 

To be used for a d-c voltage source which 
is controlled by its current output (simu
lation of HYDC terminals with ripples in the 
d-o voltage ignored). 

NODE NA.ME 
CATHODE SIDE Note that the d-c voltage source 

is not defined by its positive 
and negative terminal~ but 

NODE NAME 
ANODE SIDE 

by cathode and anode side. 
The positive direction of cur
rent flow is from anode to 
cathode. Current is not per<e> 
mitted to flow in the negative 
direction (this is simulated 
with a switch on the anode 
side). 

The voltage e is a function of i as follows: 

( 1 ) \ ' 

\+~\~ 
t---_+-____ e_t:)t.. ~. K: ( 1~\~-i.) (\ +~\\) l\" <; \~)( 2) 

The steady-state limits 
on e, 

e ' =. ~ !: ~"",",o.."" 
1'1\1.'1\ "-

are translated to 
limits on e~ with eq. {1}. During transient 
conditions, the limit. will be observed on e~ 
only. After e-r or e..J . has been reached, -max -ml.n 
or was th~re to start out with, backing off the 
limits take8 place a8 soon as the value of the 
derivative 

l 'T" 'T", d. eC'. = l/ I ! _ .). VT tlll~,,,\ -~) _ -r '"'C'" tl2.t(ex. _ ('; 
'\+ '1.1 '1:f' ~ \. ~'''~ \. \\, 'l. a ", \\~ t;;.Q(, I 

I ~) " -' 
changes sign (turning from positive to negative 
in case or e.t. eo(lI1&%). The value for i'!.~ro(./cl": 
is set to zero in the right-band side of Eq. (3) 
when e~ is at the limit. 
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RULES: 

1, Specify the source by type· J~ on 2 cards (first card with node name for 
cathode side and parameter~ INITIAL, K etc., second card with node name 
for a.node s ide and para.tceter8 k 1 , k

2
, etc.). 

3) The 8tea~-state initial conditions are automatically co.puted, witt 
d-c vol tage source simula.ted as e;: ~ l~")' t~ \a)t wi th 
w :: 'l,,~ and f :ill 0.001 Hz. If the initial conditions are to be ze. J, 

Simply set .(0) • O. Depending on the value of INITIAL, 

e(O) 

e(O) 

e(O) 

:8 e 
INfTIJIoL 

,. e 
max 

= e . ml.n 

if INITIAL :a 

if 

if 

tt 

" 

:a 2 

• 3 

If the value of INITIAL is less than 1 or greater than 3, then an error 
mes88.B'f! is printed "ERROR IN IDENTIFICATION OF SOURCE". 

The ini tialcurrent i IN\ \\,t\L., must be given by the user because the vol tage 

source has an internal resistance in series in the transients program (its 
value is printed in the record of source date as EQ.OIV. RESISTANCE). This 
equivalent resistance results from the transformation of the differential 
equations to difference equations with the trBpezoidal rule of integration. 
The program then sets e~~Ilt, .. e.lC) ... R~Q.w'J'i\"l\'T1Al...lf the initial current is 
wrong, then the initial voltage at the term1nala will not be exactly e(O); 
this error ma.;y or may not be negligible d.epending on whether \~~\L\'II·(I~'tl","\L.L\~(.~'\ 
or not. Note that i IN\''f'''-L is only used for the compensation just mentioned 

and for nothing else. If i\~'T\~~ <0, then it is set to zero internally 

in the program. 

4) The value I~,~~ in Eq. (2) is automatically cosputed after return from 

the stea41-atate 8ubrOQtine. With e' as defined in rule ;, the steady-source 
state current i(O) i8 automatically obtained. Note that this i(O) m~ differ 
from iIN'~I~~ if the latter was not given correctlr, except if the user 

specifies ilN\~'~~ = O. In this ease f i(O) will alao be zero because the 

switch which simulates the diode effect would be kept open for the steady
state solution. II\\"~ is then computed fran 

~ tel = k·l1.~\A~ -" l~») ~~ l~\'\"L:.\) ( 4) 

e.AJ lC) = \(. L 1.1\ ~ - \. ') \\ !.~\\\"L =2. C'(' 1, · -. ,~, A.... ~ to \'\\N& 
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Eq. (5) is used if the steady-state voltage was at its m1n1mum or 
maximum limit; in this case, the current setting i~~\T\~~ ia assumed to 
be the value where the control would begin to back off the limit again. 

5) Output options for printing and/or plotting: 

Punch 111" in col. 80 on card for ANODE Side to get branch current, 
"2" "to get branch vol tage, 
"3" tI to get both. 

6) Spurious voltage oscillations 'may occur at the terminal after current 
extinction unless dampi~g circuits are also mode~. Dr. W. Long of H~hes 
Research Laboratories obtained good results by adding a Re branch 
between anode and cathode (R=900 n, C;O. 15 }A-F). Bill is now ( 1977 ) with 
the University of Wisconsin in Madison, Dept. ot Electrical & Computer Engineerir 

7) I8ta field RE. of columns 51-60 of the anode eource card i8 used to specify 
the resistance in ohms of a small series isolation resistor which is defined 
interr.ally by the program. In the following diagram showing internal EXTP 
representation of the type-16 source component, the resi.tor in question 
is that between the user-supplied anode node name "BUS 1 t1 and the intemally
defined node "TYP-16 n : 

\\ auS1 " 

I % 
R~ 

Anocle 

.". -- ..... 
" It '1 

T,"P- tG. " " / lR/\sH / ", BOSe. 

I '. 
Q.) 0f~"!10 ,tor- (,UI"I'e;\t 

Ho,,", r''aJ,t to ldt 

l» <:'\oHS ,for- po hl'ltl.) I 
drop + b\l -

"I , , 
\ 
\ 

I 
~ 

I 

\ I 

o ~."~,,,;c;, vol t..lcac. SO\l/"C.~, ~ 
Ac.tul I ."t.u"na I I"'tp re)~"'l:.ltlo", 

i$ IJnl<.,,~n to mc. ; si.ttc.h I', ~ a"t.S.S. 

See the EIl'l'P m.emorandum dated November 19, 1975 (Reference a), a8 to the 
reason for this isolation branch. If field R~ is left blank (or punched 
with the value 0.0), the EMT.P will automatically supply a default value equal 
to tne square root of "EPSILH" t where "EPSILHtt i8 a floating-point 
miscellaneous data parameter (see Section 1.0h). A column-80 (data field 
It rOUT") request for current output will be intemal17 converted into a 
current-output request for resistor R6 , and it will show up this way 
in the printed column headings which precede the t~sient printout; a 
column-SO request for br,anch-voltage ou~put will produce the voltage difference 

from anode to cathode. Both node names TRASH = n •••••• " and "TYP-16" 
are reserved for internal definition by the program. These names should 
never be used for anything else by the user. 
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VII~ Static electric network sources 

VII.A. General 

;. .,.. . ~, : ~ ":. :... ;:l . ,"I,t 'i- : . . ·r .. ~:: . ' . ( 

- Sources usually have just two terminals and one of these must be ground. Th 
most source types only have to be specified by one node-name. 
But also ungrounded sources exist. For current sources. this is trivi • since 
a 'current source conn~cted between two nodes is equivalent to two current s urces. 
each of which have one end grounded. The two replacement sources the

J 
should 

have' equ~l ~!l\t?litudes but OPP9site slgtls(one.sQ!~r,ce injec~.~,~urrent .. t e other 
extractsi tJ'" 'But Ungrounderj~jelta.ge. sources"are more;.1nVO'l:\1,~~! a s. pacial. type-18 

,~, source had to be created. '. . . 
Further, one can distinguish between current sources and voltage sourcef. 

,(', - Following rules apply to nodes where different sources are active at t e same 
tim~: , 

- When .. sever.al vcil tage. ~o. urces .a .. re active on the same node, all SUC

1
h source 

influences. will be added. t,: 
-when: several current sources areact!ve'on the -same node'~ .all sue· source 

influences will be added. 
- in case both current and voltage sources are active on the same no~e. only 

the voltage source influence is taken into account. The current source 
influence is not taken into account. . ' , . 

- Sources can be subdivided in two distinct groups: static and dynamic sources. 
the group of static sources containesfollowing types: 

-e.mpirical functions. defined·poipt by point: type-l 
. ::~-fa .. '),ai.yt;&;eal funct.ionEu· type-U- step ,~\i.nc'don 

.',:j 

typsm12 ~ ramp function 
type-13 = 2-slope ramp 
type-14 = cosine or trapped charge 
type-15 = surge function or renewed surge , . ction 
type-16 = simplified eC/dc convertermode~ 
type .. 18 - ideal transformer or ungrounded ivoltage 

\\ . source . ,: {: 
-TACS-controlled functions: typa-17"': TACS modulation 

type-GO lOt cOIUlection" to TACS variable 
- the group of dynamic electrical sources contains: 

- dyriamic rotating machine models: type-19 = universal machine 
. type-59 = synchronous machine 

This chapter VI!· will deal with all static electrical sources. The pynamic 
electrical soureEls wi.il. be discussed in later chapters ~ chapter VIII deals with 
the dynamic synchronous mach!na model, whereas chapter IX will deal .. with the Fiynamici 
unive~sal machine model. "I 

As far as static elect'rical sources are of concern, only type-14. type:-16 and 
type-I8 in combination with type-14 sources are taken into account I during 
steady-state; prOVided. TSTART is specifie~ negative on the source card. Al~ other 
source types are zeroed during steady-state. '. I 

For the dyriamic electrical sources. steady-state in;iti1il.l·valu~s can be sp' cified 
by the user·or such values can be calculated automatical'iy. We~efe~r. to hapter 
VIII and IX for further de.ta.1..1s regarding special rules to be ap';'lied •. '"'' "/~;~lr"'; I ," ' 

I , 



Ht4'/~ 

i·,t. _tJ,(,,', 

!r~:';; 

I~;:'~I~:~ ..• H .. _.··, 

4'4' ..... '. " 
I";i,'" . 
I··j\~'~· '~:-' 
l,#;t:. ·.r 

--,'."'''' .' 

, 
f 
i 
" . 

I 
l Unless explicitely dictate otherwise, the program user is strongly advised to 

dJfineall sources in unsealed units: [volts] for voltage sources, (amperes) for 
curren t sources. Al though. this is not mandatory, it is believed to be clearer and . 

etie ... r in the long run. ,; 

V~I.B" statiC emPirical 'sources 

I 
1 ITYPE-l:EMFIRICAL FUNCTIONS 

\ ' . '. 

re~u~:me~m:ai.r~~l u::c:~nde~~:e ~h::t:~C~~:o~o:~:P:y :~~~~d!~gea~~ :i:e ~~:~~ 
Th;Ls function is assumed tQ have zero value during stelidy .. state. To specify a 
type-1 source. the.user needs:to specify t.he fWlction point by point at each t~ ... 
s tel P t in addi tion to the .~:)r.·tmal type-! source card. Or 

~ "II 

II: i 11.4 • "J"~ 
. : '. 

0.2 [ .\ 
1 • J ' 

"2e / \ 'II~ 
I ., In 

'u I "', 
0.0 I-I-t--t-~~t-f~-t-+-t-"±~:-+-..;--

0.02 

-0-2 

-0 •• 

1.,a~ 'l'ype-l source 'ilefinition c~rd: 
I The defini tion card for type ! is located I jus t like 0 the I' source- types I aft 

tIlt blank card ending the switch cards and before the blank card ending the SOUl:"> 

ca~ds. The following format applies for a type-l source: 
{' l •. 

I" , ,.; ! ~ 

'4 l~fE [f ie I~ f~lf 'C f' t f i( I' tf Ie I~ rll~ I'I~ rll( r ti~l( ~ ! rf 
llJ • 
0.. NAME S • TSTART TSTO? f: -

12 A6 12 El0.6 E10.6 

Parameters: 
>; '. ! ...... i 
'ITYPE: Numbers.1 to 9 are permitted to specifytype-l sources. Identification 

of the ,source ",ith its values (point l.b) is no~ via value ITYPE, but via 
sequence at input. . ." 

NAME: Name of' the ungrounded terminal node of the source • 
. ST':; This ·field is used to select between a voltage and a current source. 

- Blank or zero: voltage source 
- Negat~ve incager (11-1"); current source 



I 
•. " Or' "-~_'. 

" ,~ .. 

... ,:: 

VU. urc ••• ' 3 

TSTART~ Time at which the function becomes active irrespective whethe TSTART 
is an integer multiple of DELTAT or not. Any time before TSTART even in 
the limit that the time approximates TSTART) , the value of the f;unction 
will be zero. The only thing we have to be carefull wi,{th. when D~LTAT is 
chosen too high and if TSTART is not an ~nteger iDlul t,ipft! of, :ilELTAT lis the 
unrealistic representation of the ftitiction, , due "to PlottinglOgi'c. See 
also remark 2. ' 

TSTOP: Time at which tne function becomes inactive irrespective whether TSTOP 
is an integer multiple of DELTAT or not. Any time from TSTOP on) (TSTOP 
included). the value of the function will be zero. The only thing ~we have 

I to be carefull with, when DELTAT is chosen too high and if TSTOP is not 
an integer multiple of DELTAT,,:I.a the ,llnree,liatic J;lepl"esentntion of the 
function" 'due to plotting logic. See also remark 2,' " 

, . . .. . . 

l.b. Type-l functionyalue spec.:+fication card: . 

,In contrast with the type-l source-definition card , the fuction value spec
ation cards are located after the output request card or the blank care ific 

this 
calco 

output request card. Furthermore, I this card is located before the prl 
mp plot request. All the values are placed -in the following format: 

I ~ IE 
~ ltlE tE I~ l tIE I ( Ie ~t r f~ < Ie 1 ~ ,t', { I~ r f~ ~I( H 'f 

vkl vkl+ 1 vkl + 2 vk1 + 3 vkl+4 vk1 +S vkl+6 Ykl+ 7 Ykl+B 

E8.0 E8.0 EB.O EB.O E8.0 E8.0 ' EB.O E8.0 E8.0 
.. 

-P arameters: 
. 

endin 
nter 0 

IE 
If rf ~Sl( 

vkl+9 

E8.0 

g 
r 

Vkl •• Vk1+91 These are the source values (current or voltage) for the k-th 
time-step on the i, i+1, •.•• i+9~th source. The source sequence ,ia ~efined 
by the sequence of apprearan, ce of the different type-l source defrn!tion 
cards rather than by the type-~?de (value 1 to 9). 1 

If there is a time-step beyond which all source functions are identical to 
zero, such input cards can be ter~inated by a 99~9-card (keyed'in columns 5-8).-

For each new tim,? s tap ,orie needs a new card; G)r card grouping to Spe~'ifY the 
function values for all type-1 sources at that time step. Per card there are 10 
fields, which means tpat there can be specified the values of 10 so~r~es n that 
card. If there are more then 10 type-l sources. 2 or more cards are neered per 
time step. The numbe~ ~f cards (card grouping) equals the number of time steps. 
This can be calculat,ed by deviding TMAX (miscellaneous data card) by DELTAT 
(miscellaneous data card). ., . 

... Remark;' . , . 
• , ! 

1) Beware that, _in contrast with other source types. there is no timr shift 
of the type-l function when using TSTART. 

2) If TSTART is in use, all the specified source values;between time = 0 and 
time = TSTART (excluding time TSTART) are set to zero value. If TSTOP is 
in use. all the specified souJ;'ce values after time ,~ TSTOP.(includi!ng time 
TSTOP} are set to zero value. All the specified values between TST T and 
TSTOP are unchanged. 

, ' 



1. .• EX9IDple: 

INext example shows the place of the cards and the values of the sources in 
the.e cards. 
DEOI~ HIW OATA CASE 

1.0 20. 
I 1 1 

~UI 1.0 

aLAN cueS ,ndl br.nc:h c.rd, 
aLAN cArd end •• witch card. (none. for thb c •• e) 

~~'qIZ 1.0 

a I 1 2 3 4 ~. 6 7' 8 
C 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345679901234567890 

lVlU.Ur ("1n~ tJ'Pe 1-10 .ource ) 4.001 12.0 
IVJU.U£2 (Second tne 1-10 ,o1.II:c:e. . .'; . 

BLANK' card encl.. aourc. clrd.. . ;. . .' " .; ! 
VJU.UE nLUa:2 . . . (OUtput relN .. t on noda.nLUE. vaLU~Z' 

IlJUf~ card enda relNe.l:a for pro;r" outputa (hire. jU!lt nod. volt." •• ) 

; 3'~'789. ~1234. 56.7. e9~1234567e9~123456789~123"!l67e.9~123i'6. 789~1234!1. 51.8.9~.12.34. 5i.78;.~ 
. ,,_,.' .3. IF1£"; colwan for node' vaLUI: ,'-i 

1."': . Q. 0 . . - - (Secqnd colwan for node: VALul2 
;0-" -1." , -

11.6 -:41.6 -. I - -

1".2 -1.2 
-'0. 7' ~1. 7 . 
~.4 - ;'1.4 
'2.9 1.9 i .. 

3'.41 2.U 
.850 ... 150 
0.' -1. 
'-.1 -1.1 

-l.B 
-1.0 

9999 
CIU.COHP PLOT 

(SpeciUcaUon oard to tend,nate lfOurce·".lu •• 

143 -2. 0.0 20. VftiUI VALUCZ 
BLANK card ,ending plot clr.d. 
BEGIN HEW DATA CASE 
BLAH~ card.n~ing all 0 •••• 

. VIlle C. Static Analytic funCtion§· 

I 
t-": 

,1 T~P1: 11:' STEP fPNCI,ION .. 
t,·f ! 

jThe step function can be descJ:.'ibed as a function wh~ch is le1\O during steady-state 
.... (at Itime zero) and which bas a constant spe~if;Lcj.va1ue starting from apositive 

tim,.~or this .function. it is suffiCient only .. to,spe.c!fy the type .. 11 source card • 
. ," } '" ' 1(t) ,~ 

I 

I 
! 

I 
~OI'l1)at: 

!'ST""! 

Tt " ,t '.' ,,' ',.'";'" 

. ',1,:: ...... - .. 1 ... -..... -.. ~~ ...... -... 
AMPLITUDE 

I ~ -00.1.01 

!'STOP 

ITh~ fg119\i!ni fQrm~tiilPpl1{!1i i . 



Parameters: 

11: Number to indicate type-ll sources. 
NAME: Name of the ungrounded terminal node of the source. 
ST: This field is used to select between a voltage and a current 

- Blank or zero: voltage source 
- Negative integer ("-111): current source 

AMPLITUDE: The , amplitude of the function. 

I 
sourle. 

TSTART: Time at which the function becomes active irrespective whether TSTART 
is an integer multiple of DELTAT or not. Any time before TSTART (~ven in 
the limit that the time approximates T5TART). the value of the ftinction' 
will be zero. The only thing we have to be carefull with, when D~TAT is 
chosen too high and if T5TART is not an integer multiple of DELTAT, is the 
unrealistic representation of the function, due to plotting logic 

TSTOPt Time at which the fUnction, becomes inactive irrespective Whether' TSTOP 
is an integer multiple of DELTAT or not. Any time from TSTOP on {TSTOP 
inc~uded}. the ValU, e, ~o. f the function ',Will be zero. 'lbeonly thing l' e have 
to be carefull with. when DELTAT is chosen too high and if TSTOP is not 
an integer multiple of DELTAT. is the unrealistic representatio~ of the 
function, due to plotting logic.' , ' ' " , 

Note; The abQve explanation of T5TART is correct as far as TSTART is chosen greater 
than zero. If T5TART 'has been chosen zero. then f(O). 0 and 
f(DELTAT) '= AMPLITUDE. "If the user really wants to have f(O) • AMP.LI'l1JDE 
(also non-zero steady-state value). he should use a type-14 near-DC source 
(see point 4.b. 'further in this section). 

Example': 

Next example shows the use of the type-l1 source. 
BZOIN NEW DATA CASE 

,O~ z.o' 
t 1 1 1 1 

BUS3 1.0 
BLANK card .~ding alactric natwork brenGh.a 
BLANK card anding awiecha. 
I! .1 2 3 .. ! 6 7 a 
c 3456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123~567B901234!67890 
11l1us3 2.0 .059 .36 
BLAHK card ending alectric n.~workaourc. card •. 

1 " ,'",'.' 
CALOOI1P PLOt ",., " ! 't 
1.3.0~ 0.0 2.0 lIus3 

BLAHK ca~d ending plot Garde 
IEGIN NEW DATA CASE, i" 
BLAH!! 

i , 



· .. 2 TYPE 12jRAMP BETWEEN ZERO AND A CONSTANT 

.. I ThiS' source provides for a linear rise from zero. tpi$ome limiting. constant 
value, The initial slope then is defined by the duration from which the function 
begins to rise until the function reached the limiting ,constant value. A type-12 
source always is zero during steady-state. ' 

I 
I 

I 

1(1) 

Format:' 

1 

; 
I 

I 
I 

I 

J 
i 

I 

I 

If I! 
1< rUHi I ~ ;1 I ( ! ~ f ~ l(~( I'!,I' !!!* II I! I' ~q( Pl! td~l( 

1~ NAME S AMPLlTUOE TIME-O TSTART. TSTOP . 

-
. A6 12 E10.6 £10.6 El0.6 £10.6 

,. 

Parameters: 

12: Number to indicate type-12 sources. 
NAME; Name of the ungrounded terminal node of the source. 
ST: This field is used to select between a voltage and a ,current source. 

- Blank or zero: voltage source 
- Negative integer (It-l"): current source 

AMPLITUDE: The limiting contant value which defines the end of the rise. 
TIME-O ~ The duration of the duo f beginnins at value zero at time fl'START and 

ending at the .value amplitude at time TSTART+ TIME-O (disregarding whether 
T8TART and TIME-O both are an integer multiple of DELTAT arnot). Note 
that the final curve appearance might look different due to plotting logic. 

TSTART: Time at which the function becomes active irrespective whetherTSTART 
is an integer multiple of DELTAT or not. Any time be~ore TSTART (even in 
the limit that the time approximates TSTART). the value of the funcdon 
will be zero. The only thing we have to be carefull with, when DELTAT is 
chosen too high .and if TSTART is not an integer multiple of DELTAT, is the 
unrealistic representation of the function, due to plotting logiC. 

TSTOP; Time at whi~i. the function becomes inactive irrespective whether TSTO? 
is an integer multiple of DELTAT or not. Any time from TSTOP on (TSTOP 
included), the value of the function'will be zero. The only thing we have 
to he careful1 with, when DELTAT is chosen too high and if TSTOP is not 
an integer multiple of DELTAT. is the unrealistic representation of the 
function~ due to plotting logie, 



VII. .t.t.. . ... tr'. n...... 1!"''' . , 

Example: 

Next example shows the place of the cards and the values of the sources in 
these cards. 
BIOIN NEW DATA ~ASE 

0.1 2.0' 
11' 1 1 1 

E~TR~ 5. 
B~HK oArd end!n, brancn aarda 
BLANK card andin, non-a.t.tent .witch aard. 
e 1 2 3 .. 5 e 1 8 
C 345578901234561890123456789012345618901234561890123456789012345678901234567890 
12UTIUI. 100. .22 .15' .72 
BLANK card endin, all electriC aoura. carda 

1 
c:At.COHP PLO! 

. C 1 2 3 4 !I 678 
C 3456789101234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

1430.1 0.0 2.0 EXTRA ' ' 
BLANK card tarminating plot card. j 

8EOIN NEW DATA CASE I 
IUJUfK I . : "I 

3 TYPE 13:2-SLQPE RAMP, 

This source provides' for two different linear variations. First thelie is a 
. rise from zero to somelimi ting value at which the slope is defined by the duration 
of that rise. Thereafter, the' function changes slope. so as to pass t~ough a 
predefined value after a certain time. A type-13 source always is zero I during 
steady-state. I 

I 

Q I 

I 1 J 
I . , • , , 

~TAr J t 
~t 

T$lARl' Ln~£-G ..... 
T1IoiE-I 

1SfOP 

F ormat: 

1 ' . 
If k I' IE 

I" I!I E IE ~c I" rd~l( f~ 1 < I~ t!l~I( ,. t! f~ I d~l( f~ r!l~I( rE~~ 
I 

L NAME S AMPLITUDE TIME-O A1 TIME-1 TSTART TSTOP 

l A6 12 E10.6 £:10.6 El0.6 E10.6 . E10.6 110.6 

Parameters: 

13: Number to indicate type-13 sources. 
NAME: Name of the 'ungrounded' terminal node ot: the source. I 
ST: This field is used to select between a voltage and a current sour e. 

- Elank or zero: voltage source 
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- Negative integer (It-i"): current source 
AMPLITUDE: The li,l!liting value which'defines the end of the rise. as well as 

the beginning"~of the second slope. 
TIME-O: The 'durat~n of the rise, beginning at value zero at time TSTART and 

ending att.hevalue AMPLITUDE for time TSTART + TIME-O (disregarding whether 
TSTART and TIME-O both are an integer mult1pl~ of DELTAT or not). Note 
that the final curve appearance might look different due to plotting logic. 

A1: The value of the Signal at time TIME-i, which defines the second slope. 
TIME-I: The time acvalue Ai which defines the second slope. This time begins 

at the value ofTSTART (disregarding whether TSTART is an integer multiple 
of DELTAT or not) • 

. TSTART: Time et which the function becomes active irrespective whether TSTART 
is an integer multiple of DELTAT or not. Any time before TSTART (even in 
the limit that the time approximates TSTART) , the value of the function 
will be zero. The on,ly thing we have to be carefu1l with, when. DELTAT 1ae'! 
chosen too high and 1f TSTART is not an integer multiple of DELTAT. is the <~'.'~~<' 
unrealistic representation of the functiont,due to plotting logic~ 

TSTOP: Time at which the function becomes inactive irrespective whether TSTOP 
i~ an integer' multiple of DELTAT or nott,'Any time from TSTOP on (TSTOP 
included) , . the value of the function wilLbe zero. The only thing we have 
to be carefull with, when DELTAT. is chosen too high and if TSTOP is not 
an integer multiple ofDELTAT~is the unre~isticrepresentat~onof,the 

I . function. due to plot ting logic. . '" . , 
Remarks: 

1) For the special case of TIME-O to be zero, only the second linear segment 
exists. At steady-state, the source value is zerof 

i 
I 

. I 
Example: 

! 

I{I) 

'" 
~, - ......... -*:" .... 

;TA1 

....... -...... ~ ....... ·l 
I 
I 

I 
" , 

11"":.1 .... 
lSTOP 

.', '" 

! Next example shows the use of the type-13 source. 
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 

\
0.1 :,0 

1 1 
NODEl 

1 

BLANK card ending branch card. 

1 
5. 

1 

BLANK card ending non-existent switch card. 
C'l :z 3," 5 6 7'8 
c 34~67e9012l45618901Zl"5678901Z3"567B901234567890123"567890{Z34\5678901234567890 
unollu Z. .:1 1. 1.0 0.1 1.15 
BLANK card ending .11 electric aourcl Cardl 

lC1LCCHP ,1.0'1" 
C,l 2 3'1 \5 6 7 II 
C 3 ~!5 618901Z3 "67890123. '678901 23 .. 561890 12 341567 690 123456 78901234567 890U3 of !l6? 890 

1430.1 0.0 2.0 . . NODi!:! 

" 

I 



BLANK e~rd tarminatin9 plot carda 
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
BLANK' . 

4 TYPE 14; STEADY-STATE FUNCTIONS 

. 
• r .. 

The type-14 source grouping are the only functions that can be active during 
steady-state. In such case. TSTART should be specified with a negative value. as 

., a special flag:. Furthermore, the type-14 source in effect groups several di~ferent 
sources: 

- normal cosine function at a certain frequency 
- near-DC cosine function 
- trapped charge function 

4 • a. N,ormal sinusoidal function: 

1(,) 
~I .01 "'- • 0 ""' ... 

,.._h\ 
I , , , 

I \ 
lsrHlf / \ 

I \ 

Fo:nnat: 

1 I- .~ 

I~ l:1 f ie Ie ! ~ rfl~l( I( I' I~ It ~ f !e 

14 NAME S AMPLITUDE FREQUENCY PHASE . . 
A6 12 ElO.6 El0.6 E10.6 

Parameters: 

14t Number to indicate type-14 sources. 

I , , 
\ , 
\..~ .. 

l~ 

r~l* 

A1 

E10.6 

I' 

I € i* 

NAME: Name of the ungrounded terminal node of the source. 

tfl~l( 

TSTART 

E10.6 

ST: This field is used to select between a voltage and a current 
- Blank or zero: voltage source 
- Negative integer (If-l"): current source 

AMPLITUDE: The peak value (not RMS) :0£ the function. 
FREQUENCY: Frequency in hertz. i 

PHASE: Phase shift in degrees or sedonds depending on Al. 
Al: Parameter to specify whether the phase units are in secoQds 

Ai = 0: PHASE is in degrees 

let) - AMPLlTUDE*cos{2*n*F REQU ENCY*; + PH ASE} 

Ai > 0: PHASE is in seconds 

f(Z) - AMPLITUDE"cos{2*n*F REQU E NCY*(t + PH ASE)} 

. ' 

If 
rH~lc 

! 

TS~OP 
I 

E1io.6 
I 

I 

" .. 
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TSTART: Time at which the function becomes active irrespective whether TSTART 
~s an integer multiple of DELTAT or not. Any ti~e befor~ TSTART (even in 
the limit that the time approximates TSTART) ; ,the value of the function 
will be zero. The only thing we have to be carefull with. when DEI;.TAT is i chosen too high and if TSTART is not ahinteger multiple of DELTAT. is the 
unrealistic representation of the function, due to plotting logic. See 
also remark 1. 

TSTOP: Time at which the function becomes inactive irrespective.whetherTSTOP 
, is an :lntegermultiple of DELTAT or not. Any time from'TSTOP on (TSTOP 

included) I the value of the function will be zero. The only thing we have 
to becarefull with. when DELTAT is chosen too high and if TSTOP is not 

I[ , an integer mUltiPle. of DELTAT, is the unrealistic ~epresentation of the 
function,due to plotting logic. 

Remarks: . 

1) The phasor solution for :Lnitial conditions is driven only by type"14 sources~il 
so such sources are very important for power system use. If a type-14 sout'ce 
is to be part of the phasor solution. this is indicated' by keying the 
starting time TSTART negative. The program then will automatically precompute 
the correct phasor conditions and will use these as initial conditions to 
begin the corresponding time step simulation. Different phasor frequencies 
are allowed only if the different frequencies are separated in disconnected 
subnetwqrks. FpJ:' an illustration of such multiple-fL'BquBncy phasoI.' solution, 
see BENCHMARK DCNEW-l. 

'2) A special case of phasor solution is the so-called frequency scan. This 
feature services the repetition of the steady-state phasor solution (so be 
sure to put TMAX = 0 on the miscellaneous data card 'and TSTART < 0 on the 
type-14 source card), as the frequency of type-14 sources is automatically 
incremented between a beginning and an ending frequency. See section II-A-16 
for more details regarding this feature. 

Ex mple: 
,This example treats the norm.al sinusoidal function in two ways: 

I 1) type-14 non-steady-state: 
, 2} type-14' s teady-s tate: 

BEGl1' NEW CATA CASE' , 
C In, this cas. tho ditterence between • normal type-14 
C lI10UTce and a, tfpe-14 aource us .. d tor a "h •• or solution 1 •• hown • 

. 1 2.0 
1 1 111 

EXtll:A2 ~. 
EXTRA3 5. 

I!LAN~ c ... rd emUn; branoh crard. . 
DLAHKeard endin9 non-.xi«tant switch carda 
C 1 ~ l .. !I ~ 7 8 
c 3456789012,.567&901234'678<,)012.345671)9012345678901234567890123UIl18901234567890 
14EJt1i1A2 100. 0.5 -1.' 2.0 {.te.d:r~atat. 
14 EltT!lAl 100. O. S :1.0 {non-a,eadr-.tau 
8LANK card ending all electric .ouree carda 
I' . 
CA~,COMP PLOT 
e,l ;2 3 " 5 II 7 8 
c 3 4 ~6 7 8 90123456789012.34.567 El901234 567 89012;H 567590123"67 8901234 II 6789 01234 567&90 

143 i.1 0.0 2.0 EXTRA2eXTRA3 
Bt.l\N~ cud t.l"lllln.~1ng' plo'tcllrcl. 
BEOl~ Ntw DATA CASS .• 
BLIllU( 
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4.b. Near-DC source I 
I 

Although· true de (zero frequency ec) is not allowed in the phasor solution, 
it can be approximated using ac for a near-zero frequency. For 64 -bi t floa ting-poin t 
computntion (used by mostpt'osram versions) t thorn should bo no troublo wi\:h q~IO 
of either f=O.OOl ot' 0.0001 Hz, plenty close to zero for most engineering purposes. 
With caution. the user can even go much closer to zero frequency (e.g •• B~CHMARK 
DCNEW':'l uses1.0E-6 Hz). Hence, the S'ame format as for a normal cosine r ction 
applies here. " 

4 • c. : Trapped, charge,func;:tiol'1: ' , 

Trapped charge of a transmission circuit is an important 
solutions for which a spec:ial'~'remedy may be applicable. . 

f(l) 

Parameters: 

14: Number to indicate tyPe-14 sources. 
NAME: Name of the:ungrounded terminal node of thesou:rce. 

I ST: In case of a trapped charge function the ST-parameter lI1l.1.5.t be sPQcified 
as "-1". ' I 

AMPLITUDE: The peak value of the function. ,1 
FREQUENCY: Frequency in hertz. For a trapped charge function, the fr quency 

should be very low. 
5432.: Punch this field ( 61-70 ) with th~ number 5432. (re~l or in tega" ~ as an' 

indicat.or for the trapped charge function. 
Remarks:· , 

• I 
1) Due to the above special flags. the trapped charge source wil not be present 

for the time step loop. For the steady-stata phasor solution, it will be 
treated as a voltage source {despite the fact that ST=-l rather thanlblank. 
and that TSTART;5432 rather than -1). 
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2} There is only one necessity when using trapped charge sources. The isolated 
subnetwork to which such sources are to be appliedl1lay not have other sources 
of a different ft'equency, Also, all trapped charge sources of the same 
subnetwOrk must have identically the same frequency, This is because solutions 
of differing frequency must not overlap: one can have only one at a time, 
not the superposition of two or more at anyone point of the network. Fot' 
an illustration of the usage of a trapped charge source, see BENCHMARK Dc-6, 

Exa:mples: 

[This example shows the use of'a trapped charge type-ill source: 
BEau NEW DATA CAS! 
e : 2nd of 3 IiIubc....... In this case the tnpped. charge source h in use. 

i .~2.~· 1 1 1 

Ex~aAI 5. 
eLAN~card.nd!n\J branch cards 
BLAN~ card ending non-existent .witch cards 
e ,. 1 2 3 4 I) 6 7 8 
C 34!i67890U34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234e67890 
lUXTRA1-1 2. 1.2-3 5432. 2.0 
SLAN~ card ending all electric .ource card. 

1 
CA~COMP PLO'I' 

C. j' 1 '2 3, .. 5. II 7 . e 
C. 34 6189012345678901234567890.,1.23456789012345678901234. 56789012345676901234567890 

143 .1 0.0 2.0 E~TRAl : 
BLAN 'c.rd Unlinating plot cards. ! . . 
DEGI NEW DATA CASE 
SI.AN~ card ending the ca.e . 

5 :z!YPE 15; SURGE FUNCTION 

IThere are two possible forms of' 'type-I5 sources: i a single- and a double 
I 

exponential one. 

5.a. Function based on two exponentials: 

Next figure shows a aUl'ge function based on two exponentials', The user can 
determine the amount of the slope by 'parameters which are further explained. The 
equation used for this function is: 

f(t) - AMPLlTUDE£exp(III)-exp{ll)] 

1(1) 



( 
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~: The stroke duration in seconds. This is the time interval between t=O and 
the point on the tail where the current amplitude has fallen to 50%!of its 
peak. value. Typical value: 50 ~sec. I 

N: Factor influencing the rate of rise of the function. Increasing N increases 
the rate of rise and shifts the instant of maximum steepness from the tail 
end towards the 50% value of th~ peak. Reasonable values for N are 51 •.• 10. 

I Do not specify zero or blank, for this is a switch to distinguish b~tween 
. the old and the new model. . , . , 

TSTART: Time at 'which the function becomes active irrespective whether START 
is an integer multiple of DELTAT or not. Any time before TSTART {e l en in 
the limit that the time approximates TSTART) , the value of the fupct!on 

. will be zero. The only thing we have to be carefull with. when DELF,AT is 
chosen too high and if TSTART is not an integer mUltiple of DELTAT, r's the 
unrealistic representation of the function, due to plotting logic. 

TSTOP: Time at which the function becomes inactive irrespective whether TSTOP 
is an integer mUltiple of DELTAT or not. Any time from TSTOP on :(TSTOP 
included), the:. value of the function will be zero. The only thing we have 
to be carefull with, when DELTAT is chosen too high and if TSTOP ls. not 
an integer roul tiple of DELTA,T. is the wlrealistic representation tr the 
function, due to plotting logic. 

Examples: I 
Next examples show the place of the card and the values of the source in this 

card. The first example shows the use of the type-15 source based on two exponen ials. 
BEOIN NEW DATA CASE 

.Os 2.0 
11111 

SUROE 1.0 I Dummr branch connect. Type-15 .urge function 
BLANK card ending electric network branche. 
BLANK card ending .witche. 
C 1 2 3 4 ~ 678 
C 345678901234567890123456769012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

-15SUROS 2.0 -1.0 -3.0 
BLANK card ending e~ectric network .ouree carda. 

I ' 

CALcOMP PLOT 
143.25 0.0 2.0 SURO~ 

BLANK card ending plot card. 
BEGIN HE~ DATA CASE 
BLANK 

The second example shows t.he use of the type-15 source based on one exponential. 
BEOIN NE~ DATA CAS! 

.1 2.0 
111 1 1 

LI0IlT" 1.0 
ALOIITN 1.0 
1'.LOIIT2 1.0 

BLANK card ending electric netw6rk branan •• 
BLANK car~ ending .witch •• 
C 1,2 :J .. 5 6 7 8 
C 34~678901234567890123456789012345678901234567690123456789012345678901234567890 
ISl\LOHTN-1 2.0 1.2, 50.0 2.0 
15LIOHTN-l 2.0 1.2' 50.0 7.0 
15ALOIIT2-1 2.0 1.2 50.0 0.5 
BLANK card ending electric network .ource cerd •• 

1 ' 
CAt.CO!1P PLOT 

143 .1 0.0 2.0 ALOHTNLIOHTNALGHT2 plot limit., (0.000. 1.000) 
BLANK card .nding plot ear4a 
BEOIN H!\J DATA CASI: 
BLANK " 

I 
I 

'j 
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-6 TYPE 16: SIMPLIFIED EOUIVALENTOF HUDC CONV~RTER 

6 _ aj_General : 
The type-16 source is taken.into account during steady-state and can pe used 

to ,odel a DC-voltage source which is controlled by its current output. Because 
of ~hissimplified assumption, ripples in the DC-voltage will be ignored. 

IThe type-16 source is listed here for completeness. For most HVDC simulations, 
it ils believed that TACS-controlled switches and thyristors (see chapter VI) have 
largely repiaced this simplified type-16 model. . 

;Following is a schematic representation of the type-16 source. as :i.mplemented 
in EMTP: .. 

I r------------ •. ternal RC-tnubb.r ·---:-----:----:---1 
\ ~----' . '*"'" , ., 

"SUS1" '1')1>-16" ''TRASH'',,-/ '.', "eosa" 
~ \. 

AnOdl!: % ! / R.qu;v ,{:GthO<le 

l··~~·j;~~··:·;::~~~;·········"·······i· ( \ 
i diode . --)+- ~ I ............ I 
; a) opens lor C urfent ! '\. I 
i flow right to left l . irJ.t). "O(t) I 
i b) C!osn for potential i . \ ~quil/ I 
: drap+to- i \ I 
i.. ................. "' .......................... i \ / 

" / "'.... . ,/ 
..... ---"'" 

'Note that. the type-l0 DC-voltage .source is not defined by its positive and 
negcttive terminals. but by the cathode and anode side. Furthermore, during 
stea.dy-state it is actualiy represented as a near-DC source. ' 

The positive direct;ion of the current flow is from anode to cathode. The current 
is not permit~ed to flow in the negative direction. This is simulated with a.switch 
on the anode side between internal nodes "T'{P-16'f and "TRASH". Beware that this 
switch can cause numerical oscillations when opening or closing. This oscillation 
callus aliminated. by the use of· an RC snubber branch between anode and cathode 
(e.g. R = 900n. C = 0.15 J.lF). Also see section IV.A.3. remark 7 (i.e. scaling of 
a resistance by the time step DELTAT). 

An isolation resistor Re is placed between the user~supplied anode node name 
IIBUSlll and the internally-defined node uTYP-161t

• This isolation resistance is 
needed in order· to allow the type"16 source to be connected to any other EMTP 
element, even to a switch (recall that two switches never c:an be connected directly; 
theYi should be separated at least by a smalL resistance)'. 

The equivalent resistance REqulV is function of parameters detini'ng the current 
regulator dynamics, because it results from the transformation. of the differential 
equa:tions describing the source dynamics to difference equations using the 
trap~2oidal rule of integration (see theory book, p 7-14). This results in : 

t de (t ) .... II 0 ( t ) - R .qul~ .. i ( t ) . 

a vd,ltage source vo(t) in seI'ies with an internal resistance R 1/lIIIU. or a current 
source to (t) in parallel to R aqlAw. . 

The dynamic relation between the regulator output voltage Q~ and the control 
curr~nt (1111"5 - t) can be shown as follows: 
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FDrmat: 

1:: NAME ST AMPLITUDE A 8 TSTART T:>TOP 

A6 12 El0.6 El0.6 El0.6 El0.6 10,6 

Parameters: 

15: Number to indicate type-15 sources. 
NAME: Name of the ungrounded terminal node of the source. 
ST: This field is used to select between a voltage and a current sour~e. 

- Blank or zero: voltage source 
- Negative integer (it_lit): current source 

AMPLITUDE: This is the value. which the first exponential has at timetstep 0 
and" the second exponential reaches at time-step infinity. It does NOT 
correspond to the peak value in case of a double exponential. ! 

. I 
A: Negative number to specify the falling slope. See remark 1. I 
B: Negative number to specify the rising slope. See remark 1. : 
TSTART: Time at which the function becomes active irrespective whether!TSTART 

is an integer multiple of DELTAT or not. Any time before TSTART (even in 
the limit that·the time approximates TSTART), the value of the function 
will' be zero,·'The only thing we have to be carefull with. when DEqTAT is 
chosen too high and if TSTART is not an integer multiple of DELTAT,\is the 
unrealistic representation of the function, due to plotting logic) 

TSTOP~ Time at which the function becomes inactive irrespective whether TSTOP 
is an integer multiple of DELTAT or not. Any time from TSTOP on i (TSTOP 
included). the value of the function will be zero. The only thing ~e have 
to be careful1 with, when DELTAT is chosen too high and if TSTOP is not 
an integer multiple of. DELTAT. is the unrealistic representation of the 
function, due, to plotting logic. 

,Remarks; 

1) A and 8 normally will be non-positive. since otherwise. f{t) wi 1 grow 
withou~ bound (if not ended by use of TSTOP) 

2) For one constant (either A or B) equal to zero. f( t) is a single expon ntioal, 
which also can be useful! (simulation of first-order systems with 0 e time 
constant) • 

5.h. Function based on one exponential: 

This model has been introduced by Bernd Stein of FGH. Mannheim. West Germany,· 
at the LEe mE;!eting of 27 October 1986. see attachment 86-R-06: B. Stein!; "The 
Heidler-lightning model for LEMP calculations. an alternative to the 01iginal 
type-15 source". . 

The original two-exponential type-15 source has many disadvantages: 
1) it is only a crude approximation of measured lightning currents because 

the highest ateepness of the function occurs at time zero. 'Ibis lis not 
corresponding to the pulse shape proposed by ClORE study committee~o.3? 
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2) It is cumbersome to the user that the field "AMPLlTUDElt does not correspond 
~to the peak value. 

31 Finally. due to numerical instability of the fortnula-(substraction of' two 
I ,exponentials). numerical oscillations can: occur. " 
j In order to avoid the above (:Usadvantages. the Heidler-model was implemented· 

in the code. This model is described by followin~ function: 
ilk" ., ! 0 -j(t)·--e~ 

q 1 + kit 

where 

t 

-I~·~ 1n this , 
i 

formula, ~.' .. ji' . ~.:~ .. :~l~~ 
."C 1 = front time constant: is proportional to the front duration (=time interval -

between t=O to the time of the function peak) 
't is proportional to the stroke duration 

(. time interval between t=O and the point on the tail where the function 
amplitude has fallen to 50% of ita peak value) 

10 = peak value 
~ • adjustment constant 
n = influences the rate of rise and the instant of time of the maximum rate 

I of rise. With increasing n. this instant is shifted from the tail end 

\

' towards the 50%-value of the peak., , ,. ' 
Although the original Heidler model uses 1:.1 (front' time c~nstant), the ~ 

imple~entation uses the front duration TFRONT. The model is reasonable accurate 
for_inormalized surge functions (e.g. 1,2 .:. 50) '. but can behave very strange for 
oth~r shapes (e. g. 1,2 - 1.4). In the latter case, the user has almost no control 
ove' the parameters AMPLITUDE and ~~ 

, I 
i 

Format: 

1 
,:,E rEI~!( 

15 NAME S 

A6 12 

!parameters: 
1 

it 

AMPLlTUOE 

El0.6 

~I; I ~ I' 
I'lf ,Effie Id~l{ ,f [Ef* 

TFRONT 1::' N TSTART 

El0.6 E10.6 E10.6 £10.6 

NAiI'IE: Name of t.hE: ungrounded terminal node of the source. . . 

r~l~ 

lSTOP 

El0.6 

'IIS! Number to indicate type-iS sources. 

,ST: This field is used to select between a voltage and a current source. 
I - Blank c~ zero: voltage source 
: - Negative integer (1'-1';): current source 
:AMPLlTUDE: This is the maximum value which the function can represent. 
!TFRONT: The front duration in seconds. This is the time intervlll between t=O 
I to the time of the flQ1ction peak. TrPica1 valUEt: 1,2 llSec; ~ 
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"t- mo• (AnKXl( 

f---... -J:::~. -" 
'-----" ... ·--------+t, .,,"" 

The current regulator can be described as an amplifier with two input signals 
(ISlAS and i) and one output (Q a ) de~ermining the firing angle of the HVOI:: con~erter. 
The relation betw.een the input and the output is give~ by following equation: 

Q,,-(l;UII3'-I)O(&) , " 

with: -12", the output voltage of the current regulator which determines the 
~ource voltage IJ de I 

- ISlAS the bias current I 
- i the measured source current II 

- O(s) the transfer function of the current regulator:, 

K(l+sT2) . 
G(s)-~~~~~~ 

(1 + s T I ) (l + $ T :I) 

(1 ) 

There are implied limits. e ... min and Q II. 11\*" on e... Those 1imi ts are in accordance 
wi th the minimum firing angle of the rectifier or the minimum extinction an,gle of 
the invertor. 

The relation between the source voltage IJde and the regulator output voltage 
"Q, can be described by· following equation: . i 

(2) 

meaning that the current x:egulator qutput "a minus a bias value is prop0titional 
to cosa. The invertor normally operates: on the limit ell,min e 1 

Rather than specifying l;~.its .011' Qa
l
, the user should specify limiting alues 

for v del using equation (2). . 
Next figure shows the relation between the source voltage IJdC and the re ' lator 

output voltage Ga. inclusive the limits on these voltages: I 

~ I 

cos:::! 
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During the transient conditions. the limits will be observed on the regulator 
output voltages .. only. If the convertor operates at its limits (eGmaxor P G"".) 
uil.hul' in illitial steady-state, o.r later during the transi.ont simulution, it wi11 
uuck off the limits as soon us the value of the following det'ivative chunges sign: 

(3) 

. In case of em = e amax the sign. will turn from positive to negative. At either 
d 2• 

limit the value for -T equals zero in the right-hand side of equation (3). 
Itl 

6.~. Card formats: 

I Two cards must be specified in order to initialize a type:-16 source •. One card ~ 
is heeded for the cathode side while the other card is needed for the anode Sid~.~L~ 

i 

I Ca!hQde ~!de: 

! 1 

E 10,6 El0,6 El0.6 El0.6 El0.6 El0.6 

. AnQde side; 

I 
I 
I 

1 ~ I~ I ~ I IE 
i tl < IE It f( .< i9C tH~ fC ~ l'l f I~I( r~~~I( ~ ..: I ~ t~~~lc ~ , ' ~ Ie 
ANODE v· ... 

6 • J. Parameters: 

Kl v d . Re freq ~ I NAME . K2 . c,mln dc·mo" I : ,.' .••. 

A6 El0.6 El0.6 EiO~6 . E10.6 El0.6 El0,6 I 

. . 
Cathode stdej 

16: Fixed number to specit'y the type-16 source. 
CATHODE NAME: Terminal node name for the ungrounded cathode side of the type-16 

sq.Yarce . - . . 
INFLAd!' Dependirigon' the value of .INFLAG. the following value will be allocated 

to ,the steady-state 'source voltage e(O). 

INFLAG e(O) 
. __ .... __ .... ,;...._- . -,~,.-....... ,,' .~ ...... ---

1 Vd<.INlrl-it ( field INVAL, ~athod~ side card 21-30) 

2 . [ldC'~'1< (:fieldv4~. m .. ~ ..anode side card 41-50) 
, . .. 

3 Vue.min (field Voic,min. anode side card 31-40) 

All other values for INFLAG will be rejectedi "ERROR IN IDENTIFICATION OF 
SOURCE". 
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K~ Constant, dete~ining the transfer function of the cu~rent regulat r {see 
. equation (1). 

INVAL: initial value specification. Depending on the value of INFLAG, 
values. should be specified: 

INFLAG INVAL 
1 v de. INITIAL 

. 2 iSETTING 

3 

fO~lOWing 

i 

• Vdr:.lNITIAL: Initial value of source voltage V<ic which can be chosen by the 
user. \ 

• isnwlo: Defines the point where the convertor backs off the lim~t and 
goes into constant current control. I 

Tl. T2. T3: Values to determine the transfer function of the current regu~ator. 
with T2 specifying the pole and Ti. T3 specifying the zero's (see eqpation 
(1) ) . . . I 

i INI1'IAL: This initial current must be given by the user. If the initial c~rrent 
is wrong. then the initial voltage at the terminals will not be ef.actlY 
Vdc(O); this error mayor may not be negligible depending on '1'1ether 

. lREQUIV.ilNITlAd « IVdC{O)I or not. Note that ilNlTIAL is only used f(j)r the 
tniti.alisa. tion. and for nothing else. If iuuuu. < 0, then it is set tt zero 
internally in the program. . 

Anode side: 

16: Fixed number to specify the type-16 source. . ! . 
AN"ODE NAME: Terminal node name for the ungrounded anode side of the type-16 

source. . I 
Kl.K2! These are the constants from equation (2), which define the re~ation 

between source voltage Vdc and regulator output volt~ge e.. I 
Vdc,m!n ,Vc:!.c ,max: These., values de~ermine the limits of the source vol.tage Vc1~. Via 

relation (2), also ell. mill and e ... m",,·can be obtained. I 
HE: This value is used to specify the l'esistance in ohms of a small ~edes 

isolation l'esistor which is defined internally by the progl'am.Se~. also 
figure 1 and remark 2. '. I 

freq: frequency a f the near" DC type-16 source. Recall that for a near-DC source, 
the frequency must be chosen very low (1.E-3) but non-zero. : 

lOUT: Following values are valid for output request options: : 
ttl": branch current 
112!!:" branch voltage 
·'3": . branch current and branch voltage .. 

Rema.t:ks: 

1) The value IelAs is. auto .. matically computed after the return £:rom the s teady"r
i 
tate 

subroutine. The user should not concern about this. 
2) If field R(; is left blank (or punched with value 0.0), the EMTP will 

automahcal1y supply adefaul t value t:qual to the square root of ItEPSILN". 
where "EPSILN" can be set ei the I' in the STAR'IUP file or on the floating-point 
miscellaneous data capd. {Dae section I-H). A column-SO (data field IIlbUT") 
request for current output will be internally converted into a current-output 
request for resistor R(;and it will show up this way in the printed c91umn 
headings which precede the transient printout; a column-SO request: for 
branch-voltage outp~t will produce the voltage difference from anode to 
cathode. . 
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3) Both names TRASH = " ....... It and ItTYP-16" (see fig 1) are reserved for 
I internal definition by the program. These names'should never be used for 

'i anything else by the user. 

Ex~mple: 
I 

I' Next example shows the place of the source card and the values of this source 
in ,the case. 

BEGI~ NEW DATA CASE 
.ooposo .300 

1 

1 S 1 
10 10 100 100 

VR A 0.5 
cai 0.5 

BLANK card ending all branchea 

1 

BLANI< card ending (here non-extatont) awitchea 

-1 

C 11~ -1 -1000. 
131. ! -1 250. 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.3 
c 13~ -1 -1000. -10. 0.3 
C; 1 2 3 .. S 6 7 8 
C 346678901234567890123406789012345678901234561890123456789012345678901234567890 
IjVR: 1 1.00 7180. 4.4' .040 ,0103 1000. 
teOR: -148000. 14S00. -10000. 10000. 1.1£-1 ,001 , 
c 141. -1 -1000. ,001 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1. ' .lO 
C Notel 2 card. betore. the 2n4 Type-16, col •• 69-72 now haye the near-.ero 
e frequoncy t. '1. E-3 Hz. Until 18 Sapt 1988, thb wa. laro, which 
e waa .ot within ·SUBRS" tq TENH3 --- the aam •• ~lu.. But .om. 
e computer. (Cae, Greon Hilla 386) did not ha.e equality with the 
e tr.quoncy t • • 001 on tho tollowing Type-I .. , &0 ••• ) KILL - 222. 
eLAN~ card ending aoureee 

1 i 
PR~NTER PLOT 

18430. 0.0300. 
BLAN~ card ending plot carda 
BEal~ NEW DATA CASE 
BLANK 

OR 
(Azh limital [-1.493. 7.000) 

Source Volta;e Voltage in yolta 

.. 

. The type-18 source was designed primarily to represent I) 2-wind~ng ideal 
t~ansform~r. But it can also be used 'to model an ungro~ded voltage source. The 
card format to be used is the same for both situations. 

: By definition, an ideal transformer is a device for which winding voltages and 
currents at'e exactly' related by a real number called the turns ~.atio: 

: V IIi I '. '. 
~"n 

vz n i2 

In addition to such an ideal transformation. the type-18 source includes a 
C\lIIVlJll t1 wwl vol togo uoul'ce( sue figure below). Accordingly I the type-18 souvcu 
contains an internal node called BUS-X. This ,extra voltage source should be defined 
on an ordinary source card (any type). preceding the t~e-18 card. 

kO 
l:n 

I 
uc~ndary a primcry 

I· ·1 1 

rro 
~. " 01 

I 
i For an ideal transformer only, set the source amplitude of the extra voltage 
I ' 

soufce almost zero. Amplitudes must be pOSitive, but can be arbitrarily small (e.g. 
l.Er18). In this case, the shape of the source function is immaterial. A type .. 14 
sou~ce should be withheld.if one wants to have the type-18 source being active 
dur~ng steady-state. 

( '.' . , . , 
,.,.~--"..-
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The extra voltage source can be made ungrounded by grounding the two se90ndary 
nodes "k" and "mil on the type-18 source card. Then there will be no voltagelacross 
either winding and the primary transfoI.'mer current will be unconstrained. Th~ turns. 
ratio "n" is arbitrary, although it must have a positive value (unity is conver).ient). 

As for os the input format is of concern, the extra voltage source is to be 
defined on the source card that precedes the type-18 source card. This preceding 
card is an ordinary source card of arbitrary type code and with the name of node 
"jll (one end of the source) keyed in columns 3-8. For the type-18 source card, the 
follo wing format should be used •. 

I ~ I' 1< E I~ 
c Icic .~ ra~ic :~ H Ie I ~ I" If i( I ~ ~ E If~~i( IE Ie rEI~i c 'fl* , 

, c Bus-L.. RaUo "n" Bus-I< Bus-Iv! 8us-X 

. 
12 A6 El0.6 A6 A6 A6 

I 

Parameters: 
\ 
, 

18: Type of source that indicates ideal transformer and ungroupded ~oltage 
I 

source. I 

Bus-l: Node name of one end of the primary winding of the transforme['l.. Note 
thnt this is not the end, which is connected to the extrn flO\tr'(~O. : 

Ratio !lnlt: This is an arbitrary positive, ·real number, which represents the 
relation between the'secundary and the primary windings. :1' 

Bus-K, Bus-M: Node names of both ends of the secundary windings. 
Bus-X: This node name is for an extra, fictitioUS node that will bel added 

internally by the program as data is read. This node will have voltage 
equal to the current of tbe source and/or transformer •. Hence,' node ~oltage 
output can be used to display this current. for purposes of either p*nting 
or plotting. The average user of a type-18 source is· advised to lea e this 
node name blank. In this case , the program will supply a defaul name 
serialized from the root name "18TYP" in order of data input. That is. the 
firs t such device will have the name "18TYPi", the fifth would hl've the 
name "18TYP5 11

, etc. . 

Example: I 
Next example shows the place of the card and the values of the sources ~n this 

card. I 

BtOIN NEW DATA CASE 
.000100 .o:u 

1 1 
PAIMI ar.N 
PA 1112 Ilto;N 
SECl 
SEC2 

1 1 
1.1l-8 
1.1-8 

C.'S 
.:Z!l 

PRlBOT 1.0 
PRITOrOr.N 1.0 

BLANK card ending branch card. 
BLANK card ending .witch carde 
14CEN '1.0 60. 
11PRIMl 1.1-20 

1.1-12 
1 

j create node PRtMl ot unknown voltaoa 
j Cr.ate node PRtM2 ot unknown voltage 

1-ohm r.aiatt.e load on primery tran •• 1 
I-ohm re.l.ttv. lo,d on primery trana. :z 

( 1/2 at r.aiator for ungrounded .ource 
( other ~/2 of ~ tor ungrounded .ouree 

. 
-90. ( Natwork'. real _ouree 1_ .1ne wa.e 

18 00 1.414SECl Ratio**2 • 2: .tep down. primary to aeco~darr 
14PRIM2 1.0 60. 0.0 ( Add · ... ctOU·I' 1.414 I -45 degree. 
18 '00 2.091C2 { 141:10-2: _tap down. primary to .. condary 
ltPRITOP 1.0 .006 
18PR IBOT 1. 0 {. Ratio 1. ub1trary dnca •• ccindary nod.ea .horttri to earth 
BLANK eArd ending .ourea card. 

i 
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I 
I . 

18TYPl16TY,218TYP30EN SECl alci P~lBOtPRXtoPPRIHl 

BLAN~ card .ndini a.lective node voltait output reque,t. 
C~ICOMP PtOT . 

144 3. 0.0 18. lBT1(PllBTYP2 . { ~11 11&.1t1: (-1.414. 1 ... 14)' 
144 3. 0.0 24. IBTYP! ( ~il lLmLtl: 1-1.000. O.SOO} 
BLAN~ card endins plot carda 
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
eIJl:\I~ card ending all caae. , " 

I 
VI4.D. Static TACS-controleg functioDI 

LXU~ 11: TACS M012ULAXION OF NEXt SOURCE' 
" : A type-17 source is used to apply a TAOS-generated modulating signal (a 

lIlul tiplying factor) to the" source that· immediately follows the type-l7 source 
declara tion card. The type-17 source has no numerical parameters. since it is fully 
df,!fined by the TACS-name. The type-17 source is nottiaken" into account during 
steady-state. 

----
Format: 

IThe following format applies for a type-17 source: 

I' 
1 ~ ~ € 

I 
i ~ f~fE If Ie I~ l~ 'C i :IA ~ ( r, ic I ~ I.:f~ ! { r! Ie I-f': t !~~ r « ( r tl~l( l' rL . , . . 
1 " NAME . 

12 AS 

Parameters: 

17: Specification of a type-17 source. 
NAME: Name of the TAOS variable that will be used as modulating signal or TACS 

source grouping. . , . . 
R~aft: '~ 

i . . ." 

111. Recall that this TACS variable should belong to the TACS' output grouping. 
2. Remark that neither the 5T-field (cols. 9-10) nor the TSTART {cols,. 61-70} 

l
and T5TOP field (cols. 71- 80 ).are.to.be specified on the type-17',card but 
on the source card following the type-17 source. 

Exa pIe: 
I 

!Next example shows the place of the card and the values of the source in this 
card. The type-17 source is active on the.type-14 source immediately following 
theitype-17 card. 

i 
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BEGIN N,EW DATA CAS! 
.05 2.0 

1 1 
TACS HYBRID 

lELEMT +GENT 
1.0 
1.0 1.0 

leT/ELT +GENT 

908us2 
91BU31 

1.0 
l.0 
1.!' 

1 1 1 

UNO 1.0 Constant for modulation of electric network 
99GENT • BUSI + aUS2 
33ELEHT CENT Or/ELTBUSl' BUs2 
aLAN~ card ending all TACS data 

SUSl Due2 1.0 
nu~~ nual 1.0 

COSINB 

COSInE 1.0 ( Dummy branch connecta aource ot intere.t 
SURGE 1.0 (Dummy branch,connecta Type-15 .urge funotion 

BLANK card ending electric network branch •• 
Busl MEASURING 1 

BLANK card ending awitche. 
l1eus3 1~0 
17NO ( The conetant 2.0 of TACS aultiplt •• following 1/2 to ;1.e unitYI 
14COSINE O.S 3. I eo.ine atarta at peak 0.5. and aleo end.' there 
lSSUROE 2.0 -1.0 -3.0 I Surgs' function i. a smooth pulae ) 0 
BLANK card ending electric network source carda. 

1 
CALCOMP PLOT 

143.05 0.0 2.0 SURGE COSINE' ( Axis limits: (-1.000. 1.000) 
193.05 0.0 2.0 TACS OT/ELTTACS !L!HT (Axis limits: (0.000. 9.756) 

BLANK card ending plot cards 
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
BLANK 

2 TYPE 6Q; CONNECTION TO TaeS VARIABLE 

The type-60 source is connected to an arbitrary control system logic TACS). 
Therefore ir has no numerical parameters, since it is to be defined by the TACS 
variable. I ' 

Arbitrary control 
:system logic defines 
TACS If(Iriable NAME 

. 

F annat: t, 

T I ~ Ide < f~f € Ie ! 'I ~ t~l( I~ I ~I' I' fE 

6C NAME S 

12 A6 12 

Electric 
network 

i' I! 
t~ Ie Ie 

" ~! I (IC 

but 
NAME 

IE. 
It I ~I ( 

I 

I 

, , 
I~ 

!!tE I ~I( rile!< 

TSTART TStOP 
, 
j 

El0,6 El0.6 
: 
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Parameters: 

60: Type of the source that indicates the connection to a TAOS variable. Recall 
that this TACS variable should belong to the TACS output grouping. 

NAME I Name of the TAOS variable to which the type-60 source is connected with. 
ST: This field is used to select between a voltage and a current source. 

- Blank or zero: voltage source 
- Negative· .integer ("-l"): current source 

TSTART: Time at which the function becomes active irrespective whether TSTART 
i is an integer multiple of DELTAT or not. Any time before TSTART (even in 

the limit that the time approximates TSTART), the value of the function 
w;ll be zero. The only thing we have to be carefull with, when DELTAT is 
chosen too high and if TSTART is not an integer multiple of DELTAT, is the 
unrealistic representation of the function, due to plotting logic. 

TSTOP: Tim~ at which th7 function becomes inactive irrespective whether TSTOP IJf!j) 
is an l.nteger multl.p~e of DELTAT or not. Any time from TSTOP on (TSTOP ·,Y 

included), the value of the function will be zero. The only thing we have 
to be carefull with, when DELTAT is chosen too high and if TSTOP is not 
an integer multiple of DELTAT, is the unrealistic representation of the 
function, due to plotting logic. 

Ex~mple: 

I Next example'shows the place of the card and the values of the sources in this 
car~. 

8EOI~ NEW DATA CASE 
C I BENCHl1ARK DC-22 . 
C I l11uatrst1on ot baa1C1 TAca 10giCl that Clan be us.d to Clontrol the tiring'ot 
C valves (thyristers) ot an ac/dc convertar bridga. Tha alectriCl natwork 
C actually has no valvaa. however (TACS output signale ara not uaad). Tha 
C electric network passes balancad three-pha.e voltagas to TACS via T7Pe.90 
C sources. Summer. convert to line-to-line voltagas. A constant tiring 
C angle DELAYl of, 1.0 m •• c is· used. for simplicity. TACS variabla. FIREI 
C through FIRE6 should go ,back to electdc network to cont'rol valve. (only 
C i FIRE1' ia pasaed back. and for simplicity. just to a T7Pa-60 sourca). 

0.0005 0.02 
: 1 1 1 

.TACS IHYBRID 
P~-8 -GENA -GEN8 
PH~-C .GEN8 -GENe 
PH~-A -,OENC -OENA 

90GE A 
900t a 
900E C 
9aZA~,B 52+UNITY 
98ZB-A 52+UNITY 
98ZB-C 52.UNITY 
98ZC;B 52.UNITY 
9aZC-A 52-UNITY 
9BZA-~ 52-UNITY 
98DELAYl .001 
98FIREl 54'ZA-8 
98FIRE4 5HZB-A 
98FIRE3 54_ZB-C 
90FIR'E6 54 tZC-D 
(/Iltl«ltn O"%C-I\ 
9St'lRU 54 tZA-C 

1 1 

1. 
t. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 

O. 
O. 
o. 
o. 
O. 
o. 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 
33Pfm-B PHB-C PHC-A ZA-B Z8-A Z8-C ZC-8 ZC-A ZA-C or~A O!Na 
33FIRF4 FIRE3 FIRE6 FIRES 
BLANK. card ending all TACS data 
OOEN~ 1.0 
OOEN~ 1.0 
OGENp 1.0 

FIRf=1 1.0 
BLANK'card ending branch card.ot the electric network 
BLANKicard ending switch carda of the eleetric network 
HOENA '1.0 60. -90. 
14GEN~ 1.0 60. 30. 

I 

O. 
1. 
O. 
1. 
O. 
1. 

D!LAYl 
De;LAYl 
DELAYl 
DELAYl 
DII;LAYl 
D.ELAYl 

PIlA-B 
fllA-B 
PHB-C 
PHB-C 
PHC-A 
PHC-A 

OENC FUEl 



" 

HaENC 
60FUI!:1 

1.0 60. 150. 

BtANK card ending source cards of the electric network 
C Step Time 'TACS TACS TACS TACS 
C PHA-I PHB-C PHC-A %A-I 
C 

C TACS TAOS TAOS 
C GEND OEKC tIREl 
C 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
c 0.0 0.0 0.0 
C 1 .5z-3 -.56961374 1.70137143 -1.1317577 
C .756995056 -.94437637 0.0 
IItJUfl! card enc!:!.n, •• leoU". nod. ,,"olhg. OUtput. 
C taat atepl 40 .02 1.15896821 .535233135 -1.6942013 

TAOS' 
rxU4 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

TAOS 
nU3 

0.0 
0.0 
1.0 
0.0 

C La.t at.pl -.20791169 -.74314483 0.0 
1.0 0.0 

1.0 
1.0 

.0015 

1.e) 0.0 
1.0 0.0 

C Firat 7.aal.~1 1.73167094 1.728633 1.7305315 
C Aa.ociated till" I .0055 .OU!! .011 
C Firat 7 minima I -1.7305315 -1.728633 -1.7316709 
C Aa.oeiated tlm •• I .01' .0085 .0195 

CAt..CotIP PLOT 

0.0 
0.0 

1.0 1.0 
.5E-3 .51:-3 

0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 

194 2. 0.0 20. TACS 'HA-BTACS FIREI 
BtANl! card ending plot card. 
aZGIN NEW nkTA CASE 

( Axia 11mita: (-1.131. 

BlJ!JfK 

TAOS 
ZB-C 

TACS 
PIRE6 

0.0 
0.0 
1.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
1.0 

.0045 
0.0 
a.o 

1. 732) 
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VIII. THREE··PHASE DYNAMIC SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE SOURCE CQ.1FQNENT 

Before describing ~at is involved in this section, let me first 
briefly mention what is not involved. If the dynamics of Parks's 
equations are not wanted, power system generators are typically 
represented by sinusoidal voltage sources (Type-14 source of Section VIl-
A). If the rotating machine is not a conventional, balanced. three

phase synchronous generator, the user is referred to the universal 
machine (U.M ) modeling of Section IX. 

TYPE-59 DYNAMIC SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE SOURCE CQ.1FQNENT 
HP [P LPA LPS LPC G£N £XC 

\ d-~i.s 
."i'.'~ 
'lie ,..... 90-

I 

General Description of Component 

Mathematics of the Type-59 dynamic synchronous machine source 
comiXlnent (an EMTP source by general classification) were developed at 
the lhiversity of British Collltlbia in Vancouver as part of the doctoral 
research of Cr. Vladimir Erandwajn, conducted under the superviSion of 
Prof. Hennann W. DJnrnel. The theory is fully docunented in Vladimir's 
Ph.D thesis (Ref. 15), and Ref. 20 provides a shorter summary. Actual 
implementation and enhancement in the EMTP was performed tmder contract 
with SPA, as doctlDented in Ref. 8, Vol. VII, 23 December 1977, 
pagination CBVB. 

Over the years, the code was subject to extensive modifications 
which were aimed at improving its reliability and flexibility [EMTP 
Newsletter J. For exanp1e, the original fixed dimensioned structure was 
removed in January, 1984. Some parts of the original algorithm were 
also modified. In particular, the prediction of variables was signi
ficantly changed so as to produce respectable improvements in the 
nunerical stability of the algorithm. 

The dynamic S.M. component is internally balanced (with respect 
to the armature phases), and is inherently three-phase. The windings 
are assumed to be Wye-connected. with a possible R-L branch between 
the neutral and local ground. 

For output purposes, most machine parameters of interest are 
available: velocities and angles of the rotor masses, inter-mass shaft 
torques, winding currents, and certain d-q-o variables. Such output 
quantities are automatically appended to the end of the regular EMTP 
output vector upon the request of the user, and hence are available for 
printing and plotting just like any other EMTP variable . 

. .... ---;-.-~.- i .- .--~ .. -.-.-... ~--,~.-

.. '/; 
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page 8-2 

Each rotor ~ass is allowed to have a constant ~echanical power 
applied to it (in addition to the torque of mechanical viscous damping 
and the spring connection to adjacent masses). The user specifies 
proportionality factors for each mass, with the actual constant power 
then determined internally by the EMT? at the time of the sinusoidal 
steady-state initialization (so as to produce equilibrium). This is 
the basic scheme regarding mechanical input torque, in the absence of 
special connections. But the user is allowed to represent prime mover 
(e.g., governor, boiler, etc.) dynamics if he so chooses, by using TACS 
(see Sect. III) to control the just-described total mechanical IXlwer. 
In this case, the required TACS output variable is a normalized 
multiplicative constant (equal to unity if it is to produce no effect) 
for scaling the otherwise-constant mechanical power. Should the user 
desire a constant-torque representation of the prime mover, this can be 
readily provided by the TACS connection (TACS would divide the steady
state speed by the instantaneous speed to produce the required control 
signal) . 

Even without any detailed 
might be desirable to document 
model the S.M. We have: 

~ p-_t _~...;..a. __ 

~\ a 
o ~ ... \ 

I 

Counter-clockw1se 
etead1-atate rotation: 

n 

d~ :II - tiP)· 21i~ 
dt \ 

ex pI an at ion 0 f where tr~ y come from, it 
the set of equations that is used to 

n --- Common neutral connection point 
for the three Wye-connected 
armature windings. This point 
may be grounded thro~h a series 
series R-L branch. 

mechanical angle of the rotor (the 
angle between the direct axis of the 
rotor and the axis of armature phase 
"all) • Sketch is for a 2-pol e 
machine, for simplicity. 

armature currentS. Note that these 
are positive ....nen flOwing out of the 
machine (generator convention). 

it --- field current (current in winding 
nunber 1 of the direct axis of the 
rotor). This is positive into the 
coil, in accord with the direction 
of steady-state now. 

t, k:II --- rotor W'indings nunber 1 and 2 of the 
direct axis (d-axis), respectively. 

at Icq --- rotor windings nLlnber 1 and 2 of the 
quadrature axis (q-axis), 
respecti vel y • 

Notes about mechanical equation (see lower right-hand corner of next page) 
1) Coefficient names are as defined in the section about Class 4 S.M. 

data cards 
2) This equation is Newton's law in rotational fonn for mass nunber 

"k", assuming the most general case. 
3) If case number "k" is not the generator rotor, omit the electromechan-

ical torque T eM • 

, .:~ ; 
",':. " I -', 

•. '" !~t.. }~.) 
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4) If ~ass nLlnber "k" is at one end of the shaft system. either mass 
number k-l or mass nLlnber k+1 (or both, in the case of a single 
mass system) will not exist. In this case, the associated terms of 
mutual coupling (!lOOM" AND "HSP") are defined to be zero. 

5) The synchronous mechanical frequency "f" enters only through the 
speed-deviation self-damping term. 

(5) As used here, (9K is the absolute angle of mass number "kIt of the 
shaf~ system. 

7) T~ is the externally-applied mechanical torque on mass number "k", 
in the direction of + e 

Data Format for Dynamic Synchronous Machine 

The specification of a dynamic synchronous machine source component within 
an EMTP data case requires a number of data cards. These shall now be described 
in order of data input, in groups, according to the following classification: 

Class 1 S.M. data cards 

First come three cards which specify the component type code, the voltage 
magnitude and angle in the steady-state, and names for the network nodes to 
which the armature windings are to be connected. The first of these 3 cards 
is for phase "alf t as per the following format; 

... "'~""'"i~I-
l&I : 

I~ BUS .... ... 
l! AD 

ITYFE 

BlB 

mLT 

FREQ 

ANGLE 

.'!::::::.1 ~;:;::3.:!t::::="~'-~;::: .. Y"I~I:::!:e'. s: -1;:t::'':;~~~!=:&l1 

I i ,~. - : ,. ' •. , L. _. I ..... , 
VOLT FRE~ AN6LE , , 

£10.6 E10.6 "E10.·' 
Type code for the dynamic synchronous machine component. 
Punch ITYPE = 59 • 

Six-character EMT? network node name, punched incolunns 
3-8 as A6 information. The armature winding of phase 
"a" is to be connected to this node of the electric netw:>rk. 

The steady-state voltage magnitude at the terminals of the 
machine. This is peak voltage (1.414 times RMS), line to 
neutral ( .571 times line-to-line), USe units of [volts1 

The electrical frequency of the generator in Hz, for 
steady-state operation. For North American systems, this 
will be 60. 

The steady-state voltage phasor angle at the terminals of 
the machine, for phase If aft . lhi ts are degrees. This 
machine component, all other ones, and all sinusoidal 
voltage or current sources of Type 14 are assumed to all 
have the gcme reference for phase angles, of course. 

Conventional positive sequence is 
assumed. as this term is used in _ 
tbrth J\nerica. That is, phase Itblt Va 
vol tage lags phase "alf vol tage by 
120 degrees (and "c" leads "a" by 'If(t)=dtelvejCJt} 
120 degrees). See sketch. v& 

.. -""'"---.. ----*.~-.,-. ~'--:'-"~---:--'. ~ .. -'~~.~-.-"'-:- :'-"~" 
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'\rd = -RaLd - d"-d 
dt 

~ ":. -Ra it, - n\ 
\ • cl"t d~o 

'\10 ':. -(Ra-t3Rn) ho - -:it 

"'i =- -R.Sbt d>'f --.n 
-::. - Rs .La - ~i 0 dt 

-~k.d(,kd 
_ dXkd 

0 = clt 

0 -==: • d)' k\, -RKi ~k\ - Jt 

l"Pe.na -= ~t)..d~, - )., LcI ) 

CDS (0) 

Sin (9) i.l l S] = \fi1. " "," ":3" 
. , -. ' .. '.' ?(~ 1 
• ..... I 

[S1 -----..... 
~ --'-lS]t -

!tf~ 

i/{2' 

- ).,. ~ I Ad Let 0 0 Ldf 0 L~kd 0 tel 

... A"~ 
cit I At 0 ~'ti 0 0 Lwa , 0 Lilk.~ tt 

I Ao 0 0 Lo 0 0 0 0 ~o 
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The 2nd and 3rd cards in Class 1 use the same format described above: 
ITYFE Blank. 
BUS Six character EMTP network node name. The appropriate 

armature winding (phase b or c) is to be 80nnected to 
this node. 

VOLT The steady-state voltage magnitude at the above named 
SM terminal (network node). Use units of volts. 

FREQ Blank. 

ANGLE The steady-state voltage phase angle at the above named 
SM terminal. Units are degrees. 

If the values of VOLT and ANGLE on cards No. 2 and 3 are not specified 
(left blank), the program assumes the presence of a 3·phase balanced source 
at the SM terminals. Otherwise, the presence of an unbalanced 3-phase source 
is assumed. This allows the user the specification of unbalanced S.S. 
conditions. 

Class 2 S.M. data cards 

Next in order of data input come optional special-request cards (if any) 
which are associated with the machine. There are 3 such possible cards, 
with format and meaning as described llmnediately below. Ordering of such 
cards (if two or more) within the Class 2 grouping is arbitrary. 

a) "TOLERANCES" special-request card ** 

rot"fR' .. 'C.ItS El0.0 EIO.O EIO.O IIO 

EPSUBA - Number specifying the ratio between the built-in damping 
resistors and the resistive models of the inductive elements 
paralleled by these reSistors, i.e., the following relationship 
holds true for each inductive element: 

EPSLeA 

Should the columns 11-20 are left blank, a default value of EPSUBA = 100.0 
would be assigned. The choice of the above shown default value is based upon 
the analysis presented in EMTP Newsletter, Vol. 3, No.2, Nov., 1982, pp. 22·27. 

For the, hopefUlly, rare cases of numerical instability, the recommended 
value is 20.0-50.0. 

EPOMEG --- Tolerance associated with the iterative calculation 
of S.M. rotor speed at each time-step of the 
simulation. 

The calculation is assumed to have failed when the 
relative speed correction is greater than this 
tolerance after NICMAX iterations. The program 
execution is then terminated with an appropriate 
error message. 

** Only non-blank (non~zero) fields of the 'TOLERANCES card 
serve to redefine the built-in default values. 

" .. _ •.... __ _ ._ -_ .. --..-___ •·•• __ ·r -, •• -. _ .• 
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Tolerance associated with the iterative calculation 
of S.M. rotor speed at each time-step. The 
calculation is assumed to have converged whe~ the 
relative speed correction is less than this 
tolerance. If the relative speed correction is 
larger than this tolerance but smaller than EPOMEG, 
the solution is assumed to have converged marginally 
and an appropriate warning is printed. 

NIa.1AX --- Maxirm.m nlJT\ber of iterations t,ktich are allowed for 
the calculation of the S.M. rotor speed, at any 
time-step (default NICMAX = 10). 

It should be stressed that these are scalar variables only; 
they apply to the entire data case (all machines) rather than 
to the specific machine along with which they were defined. 

The built-in default values are acceptable for double-precision 
(60 bits and more) calculations*. For lower-precision computers 
(UNIVAC, OONEYWElL etc.), the following values were recomnended: 

EPCGEL 
EFa-1EG 
NI().fAX 

= 1. E-5 
= 1. E-4 
= 10 

* A full iterative solution of the type 59 SM is not possible and, 
consequently, the iterations are used for only minor adjustments 
of the calculations. There are, therefore, only minor benefits to 
be derived from applying very tight convergence criteria. 

b) "PARAMETER FTITING" special-request card 

, 
··t·-

Commonly available S.M. test data turns out 0 actually be inefficient 
by itself to t..I'1iquely specify all parameters of the mathematical model 
(Park's equations) which is used by the EMTP. In the past, a simplified 
set of additional linear constraints has implicitely been added, thereby 
completing the parameter assignment. 

Cocunentation of the mathematics used for parameter optimization 
is contained in Ref. 14; the procedure is explained in greater detail 
in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 of Reference 15, pages 12-18. For most EM!P 
users, however, such detailed machine considerations are too involved 
to be studied and understood in detail. Hence the only explanation 
presented here shall be a reproduction of the Abstract of Reference 14: 

, 
". J" ! 
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The conversion of measurable machine parameters into 
resistances and self and mutual inductances needed for the 
computer model is presented. The cOlTlTlonly used, simpl ified 
set of equations is replaced by a set of more accurate, 
ryon-linear equation. While the differences between parameters 
found from the accurate and approximate relationships are not 
great for typical machine parameters, the method does avoid the 
uncertainty associated with approximations, which do not really 
have to be made any more. The method does not require any 
additional test data, but they may be easily incorporated, when 
available. The effects of saturation on the inductances are 
br iefl y discussed. 

Preliminary experiments seem to indicate that armature currents and 
voltages, plus mechanical quantities on the shaft system, are only affected 
in a very minor way, typically but rotor electrical quantities, and 
specifically the field current, may be Significantly affected (ten to 
t went y per cent or more). 

The parameter optimization involves the iterative solution of a 
set of nonlinear equations by Newton's method. The initial (starting) 
guess is taken to be the values as produced by simplified historical 
approximation. If so requested by the user (in terms of the numerical 
parameter values which he actually inputs), the fitting process may be 
performed twice for each generator -'-- once for the direct axis t and 
once for the quadrature axis. If the original machine parameters are 
unrealistic, the iteration may not converge, and a warning message to 
this effect will be printed. _ 
Nothing is lost in this case, however, since the EMT? will recover, 
and will simply use the input data: without any optimized adjustment. 
Preliminary experimentation would seem to indicate that convergence 
will most probably occur for cases in Which the following parameter 
relationships apply~ 

Tdo > 10T'do X'!-/ :> 1. 3X.l 

It is here assumed that unsaturated parameter values are used, and the 
factors of 1 0 and 1.3 are sort of empirical estimates. 

If standard manufacturer data is being used, then there are several 
different cases of interest: 

Case 0: To disable the parameter optimization, punch value 2.0 for "FM". 

Case 1: If the user has a valid fUll set of S.M. data parameters 
(i.e., full transient and sub transient data which is not 
somehow degenerate), then usage of parameter optimization is 
optional; if used, "FM" should always be given a value of 
unity ( FM = 1.0 ). 

Case 2: If the user has data in \<tlich Xi = Xtand T,,, ~ TI" , 
such parameters can be shoWOl to be ihconsi!tent. There are 
two options available to the EMTP user who p.mches data 
that satisfies such conditions. 

a) If use is made of parameter "FM" some\otlere in the 
range .95 < FM < 1.0 ,then the EMTP will use all 
q-axis coils. Internally, however, the constraint 

!~~lit~Mo; ~Jesei~~b:~~edet~~:~~ite the user-_~nch~_~_, __ ~-'iq/" 
~ ___ ~ _ -o-~. ',. L~_.'·· 

-. ;...' 
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b) If use is made of parameter "FM" equal to unity 
(FM:1.0), then the q-axis damper winding is dropped 
from the model; this leaves just one q-axis coil. 

Case J: It is not uncamnon for the user to have no data values for Xjz. 
and Tio In this case, he can still run the simulation if he does 
three things to the data: 

1) Use FM: 1.0; 
2) Punch X''f equal to the known X 1 value; 
3) Set (punch) Tio : 0.0 . 

In this case, the 91TP will drop the q-axis damper winding from 
the model, leaving just one q-axis coil. 

Case 4: Just like Case 2, only with "q" (referring to the quadrature 
axis) replaced by "d" (referring to the direct axis). 

Case 5: Just like Case 3, only with "q" replaced by "d". 

Case 6: If the user wants to model a machine without any dampers at all 
on the q-axis, he should punch a canmen value for Xi' x'!, and X] . 

c) nOELTA CONNECTION" special request card 

If the armature windings of the dynamic S.M. are delta-connected (rather 
than Wye-connected), then this status must be camDlIlicated to the EMTP by a 
special-request card which bears the text "DELTA CONNECTION" in columns 1-16: 

E~TA .CONNECTION 

In the absence of such a card, the machine is aSSllDed to be Wye-connected (which 
is by far the most common situation, for large power system generators). Except 
for the possible presence of this one special-request card, no other portion of 
the S.M. data specification expllcitely makes reference to how the armature 
windings are connected. 

For a machine the armature windings of which 
are delta-connected, a wrd about the interpretation 
of EMTP S.M. armature-Clrrent printout is' in order. 
The labeli~ of variables 1s not altered (from. that 
used for a Wye connection), so the user must be very 
careful. There are four Situations, depending upon 
Whether one considers initial conditions or t~e
step-loop printout, and whether coil variables or 
Park's variables. Of these four, tw:> will be 
incorrectly lab~led. 

1) For the time-step-loop output, It IO", "IQ", 
and "IO" are indeed armature-winding 
variables (albeit in Park's coordinates). 
El.lt "IAn, "IB" t and "IC" are erronously 
labeled (see sketch), for they are 

'/'. 

Pig. A. Erroneous 
initial-condition 
labeling, delta 
connection. 
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annature coil variables. E.g., v.hat is labeled "IAn in the S. M. initial 
c~nd~ tion printout is actually iab ,the current frOO] "a" to "b" in the 
Wlndlng. 

2) For the steady-state initial-condition output, the 
to that in point 1). 

Restriction: The option of "DELTA CONNECTION", when used 
for a mul tiple machine, appl ies to all 
machines connected to that bus. Consequently, 
it is not possible, to have a combination of 
Wye-connected and Delta-connected machines at 
the same bus. If such a rare configuration 
should ever arise, the user is required to isolate 
the machines by a small reactance or resistance. 

Class 3 S.M data cards Fig. B. Conventional 
'lye labeling. 

Next cane either 4 or 5 
of the synchronous machine. 

cards, which specify the electrical parameters 
The 1st of this group has the following fonnat: 

NUMAS 
KMAC 

The nunber of connected masses on the shaft system of this generator. 
The mass nunber which corresponds to the generator (or 
motor) rotor, within the interconnected mass-spring shaft 
system. Masses are to be nunbered by the user for 
identification, beginning with number one on either end, 
and continuing sequentially (2,3, ... ) to the other end 
of the shaft. See Figs. 3 and 4 at the very beginning of 
Section VIII. 

KEXC The mass nunber which corresponds to the exciter on the 
shaft system. If no exciter exists, leave this field blank. 

NP The nunber of poles (not pole pairs) which characterize 
the machine rotor. The electrical frequency of the machine 
'is equal to the mechanical frequency times NP / 2, recall . 

SMOUTP --- Proportionality factor which is used only to split the real 
power among the generators consti tuting a mul. tiple machine 
duri ng the machine in1 tiali zation. If a single machine, this 
field may be ignored. If a dual machine, suppose that the user 
punches value PA for this half of the dual, and value PB 
for the other half; then the fraction FA / CPA + PB) of 
the total steady-state real power output will be assigned 
to this half of the dual during machine initialization . 

. , •.... 
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s-fCUTQ --- The sane as "s-fCXJTP", only for reactive rather than real p:>wer. 

RMVA 

RKV . 

The total 3-phase volt-anpere rating of the machine, in 
.units of MVA (million volt-anpheres). 

The rated line-to-line voltage of the machine, in units of RMS kV. 
Taken as a pair, "RKV" and "R-fVA" define the base values upon \oklich 
per unit machine parameters are assumed to apply, it may be noted. 
310uld the machine in question have a del ta-connectd armature, 
specify RKV as SCRT(3) times the rated winding voltage in kV RMS. 

AGLINE --- Value of the field current in anperes W1ich will produce 
rated armature voltage (1.0 per unit) on the air gap line. 
This is an indirect specification of the mutual inductance 
bet \oIIeen the field and the annature of the machine. See 

S1 

sketch below. If the S.M. 
is saturable, append an 
extra minus sign (making 
II AGLINE" negative) 
as a flag. 

• 
! 
i 

Value of the field current in j 
anperes which will produce AD1 ~ '* rated armature vol tage (AD1 i 
per unit) on the no-load 
saturation curve. See right. 
This field, as well as "S2", 
can be left blank if the 
S.M. is not saturable. 

l • .. 
Z 
f 

1.0 . 

ADI 

{

air gap line (cllaracter1st· 
~ 1t the macltine iron "ere n' 

subject to saturation). 

CurTa ot terminal vol~age 
phasor Magnitude as a 
function ot field currR~t. 
at rated speed end :'l ,,;~~:'!tc 
---__ - __ ~·"Al-

S2 --- Like "S1", only for AD2 
of rated voltage (AD2 per unit). 

AGLIIi P1eld current, it 

The parameters "AGLINE" , "S1" , and "S2" just inputed actually apply to the 
d-axis of the machine. A second card follows --- call it Card 1a (as an 
extension of Card 1) --- to provide for the following paraneters: 

l-i ~ ~ .!~! ~~l'"1"" I='!:! :I~ . "1::1 ~~ 1;::;I&:,!~;!j" ~I=t~' . -=; =~ ::'~; 1=::1=::: I:;I~~~~~ ~:'~!zt-:'::1::: ;~::j~::::"t~ 

I·! .. ~·f I'JH'! ' .. .. j .. .. It. .. p . .. . . .. /I .. ~ ) I!! ~·I· .I.l ~ " ~ ~.l . . . .~ t(~l: ' . '~I ;~M+ "H~l I : f . !S~2~" II 1" I· I .. ... ~ 
"" 

.11 
~ .... ., ... ... 'J~ .~ .J. ~, 

Ii I I I t ~·1'+' '; I' ',: ': , I IT: 1 

.. t· f 1"1" t t .. --;-- ' I , I 

.. ·1 I r ' .. t-- ";' ~I' ~'~ 
... ~!!! ~'l. "~ 

.. , ~~, IfI'l t·!· . -- ,. .. .... .. ~ . . ... ~1 I'jt· :H i'li,~t 1 i f fl£10lG' I~ lJ I- ut , ~~ ~tl ,I' " L .I.d.l U . .1 .~. , I L I I ' . I \ I \ I , I -., .... .. , 

If there is to be no saturation modeling at all, this card can be 
left blank. 

~..:./ . 

AD1 --- Per 1.I'l1t voltage at ~ich current S1 was measured. 310uld 
this field be left blank, the default value of 1.0 will be 
automatically assigned. 

AD2 --- Like AD1, except (or 52. Should this field be left blank, 
the default value of 1.2 will be automatically assigned. 

AQ1,AQ2 -- Like AD1 and AD2, but applied to the Q-axis. 

AGLQ, S1Q, S2Q --- Like AGLINE, S1 and S2, but applied to the Q-axis. 
Nonzero values of AGLQ indicate saturation as 
follows: 

_, _,. ~ 1 -: -- ~.u_·. -';_.-" ... ' .. T,.....,

"".; 
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AGLO > 0 Here the q-axis air-gap line is known, and AGLO is the 
value of the field current in amperes \oklich will produce 
rated annature vol tage on that line. Ceta fields "S 10" 
and "S2Q" must not be left blank (supply cCJrrect values). 

AGLO < 0 The negative value for AGLO is a nag indicating that 
the user does not know the air-gap line for ~he q-axis. 
The B-1T? will proceed to internally generate an approximate 
value, and use it for q-axis saturation modeling. In 
this case, "S10" and "S20" can be left blank, and -1.0 
can be used for "AGLO". 

The remaining cards of Class 3 S.M. data depend upon \oklether standard 
manufacturer-suppl ied data are being used. If so ("PARAMETER FITTING" 
card was used), tw:> additional cards having the following format complete 
the Class 2 data: 

: .. ·Ra. 
I 

: X~ i 
, 
E10.(' E10." EtO.G 

1"'" do 

'I ' 

E10.6 E10.·~: ; E1 ()~G": ; e' 1"J .. !·i: 
1 '.' . u.', 

m":-· ': .. ' X 0" •. 1
1
", .,. · .. ·R·· ..... : ··X~··:· 

.. J \0' .;.~, n: ~. n • .... 
I 

E10.' £10.' £10.6 E10.& .E1()~' :·E.1.0.'~'~·Eld~6: 

Ra Armature reSistance, in per unit. This must be non-negative. 

Xl. 

X' d 

X' 
Z 

X" d 

X" 
6 

Tda -----

Armature leakage reactance, in per unit. If unknown t use 
0.95 times the 3TIallest of XI:;, Xl' and Xo " 

Direct-axis Cd-axis) synchronous reactance, 
in per unit. 

Quadrature-axis (q-axis) synchronous reactance, 
in per unit. 

Direct-axis (d-axis) transient reactance, 
in per unit. 

Quadrature-axis (q-axis) transient reactance, 
in per unit. 

Direct-axis Cd-axis) subtransient reactance, 
in per LI'li t . 

Quadrature-axis (q-axis) subtransient reactance, 
in per unit. 

Direct-axis (d-axis) open-circuit transient tUne constant, 
in seconds. 

,-

i~1a~6. 

T' Quadrature-axis (q-axis) open-circuit transient time constant, 
1e in seconds. 
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Direct-axis Cd-axis) open-circuit subtransient time 
constant, in seconds. 

Ouadrature-axis (q-axis) open-circuit subtransient time 
constant, in seconds. 

Zero-sequence reactance, in per unit. If this is unknown, 
. it is suggested that the value of X.1 / .95 be used. 
See note below. 

The real part of the neutral grounding impedance, 
in per unit. See note below. 

The imaginary part of the neutral grounding 
impedance, in per unit. 

rbte: The machine is assumed to have a Wye-connected 
annature, wi th the neutral connected to ground 
through the impedance Rn + jXIl If the machine 
is in fact ungrounded (but still Wye-connected), 
simply use a large grotmding impedance. Vladimir 
recommnds 100 per unit or more, either R or X. 
(he has used both). This is done in Toronto, 
where Univac word length is only 36 bits. 

l,,( 

--. 

On the other hand, should the user have chosen to describe the machine 
by. means of per tmit inductance and resistance matrices (no "PARAMETER FITIING" 1,'03$ 
card used), then the Class 2 S.M. data is completed with three cards of the ~ 
following format: 

._EtO .• 6 _E10.6 

E10.(& 

Laf -----

LfeJ -----

Ra·: 
J 

. , 
R' 

.. 
Rk~ R~ ··· .. Rk~·.: .. R"" . f . " ..... , 

I 

£10.' £10.' E10.., E10.' E10 •. G: E1~~' , 

The self-inductance of the field Wlndlng (circuit number 
on the direct axis (d-axis) of the rotor), in per unit. 

The mutual-inductance coefficient between the armature 
and the field winding (circuit number 1 on the direct 
axis (c-axis) of the rotor), in per unit. 

The mutual-inductance coefficient between the field 
winding (circuit number 1 on the direct axis (d-axis) of 
the rotor). and the direct axis damper winding (circuit 
number 2 on the direct axis Cd-axis) of the rotor), 
in per unit. 

i 

X'n; 
:~1Q.i 

I 

. --~----'--'- --" ,--.--~-- - .'-- --", ." . __ .• .....,...--7"';.~7-··-......,...··:-·.,.· , •. .. 
-":'.,'" 

. ,-, 

',J "_ .. ~. '.'. " ,. .. r /"., 
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The self-inductance coefficient for the direct axis 
Cd-axis) of the armature, in per unit. 

L J~.-----jC4 
The mutual-inductance coefficient between the armature 
and the direct axis damper winding (circuit number 2 on 
the direct ax is (d-ax is) of the rotor), in per unit. 

LKJ ----- The self-inductance of the direct axis damper winding 
(circuit number 2 on the direct axis (d-axis) of the 
rotor), in per unit. 

f'bte: Direct-axis parameters Laf ' L.llCd , and LaKe! 
are generally assumed to all be equal. But this 
is not a constra int of the EMT? code. Lhequal 
values can be used, if available. Recent experience 
from the fifth European EMT? Users Q-oup Meeting 
( held in Mannheirn, Germany, CCtober 24·-25, 1983 
indicates that this could improve the simulation 
results of currents. 

Numbering of windings on the 
direct axis Cd-axis) i 111 ---- field winding of machine 

112 ----- d-axis damper winding 

Numbering of windings on the 
quadrature axis (q-axis) { 111 ----- q-axis damper winding 

L3 -----

112 ----- eddy current winding 

The self-inductance of the q-axis damper winding 
(circuit number 1 on the quadrature axis (q-axis) 
of the rotor), in per tD'lit. 

The mutual inductance coefficient between the 
armature and the q-axis damper winding (circuit 
number 1 on the quadrature axis (q-axis) of the 
rotor), in per unit. 

L ----- The mutual inductance coefficient between the two qlc'1 
q 0 circuits on the quadrature axis (q-axis) of the rotor, 

L i ----
in per lI1it. 

The self-inductance coefficient for the quadrature axis 
(q-axis) of the armature, in per unit. 

L~K9----- The mutual-inductance coefficient between the armature 
o and the eddy-current winding (circuit number 2 on the 

quadrature axis (q-axis) of the rotor), in per unit. 

L K, ----- The self-inductance of the eddy-current winding (circuit 
o number 2 on the quadrature axis (q-axis) of the rotor), 

in per l.I'1i t . 

~te: 

. -
'.': . 

QJadrature-axis parameters La, , Ljk1 ' and Lakl 
are generally assumed to all te eqUa!. But this 
is not a constraint of the EMT? code. Lhequal 
values can be used, if available. See comment 
about the d-axis data. 
- -- -----r··'~-·--··-~- .... _. , 

,. 
:,1 
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Zero-sequence reactance, in per unit. If this is unknown, 
it is suggested that the value of Xi. I 0.95 be used. 
See note about Wye-connection 2 pages back. 

Armature resistance, in per unit. 

Resistance of the field winding (winding nunber 1 00 the 
direct axix) , in per unit. 

Resistance of the damper winding on the direct-axis (d-axis) 
of the rotor, in per unit. This is the resistance of 
winding nunber 2 00 the d-axis of the rotor. 
Resistance of the q-axis danper winding (winding nunber 1 
00 the quadrature axis (q-axis) of the rotor), in per unit. 

RK3 ----- Resistance of the eddy-current winding (winding nunber 2 
00 the quadrature axis (q-axis) of the rotor, in per unit. 

R 11 The real part of the neutral grounding 
impedance, in per unit. See note about 

Wye-connected 
annature tW') 
pages back. 

X 1'1 ----- The imaginary part of the neutral 
grounding impedance, in per unit. 

Class 4 S.M. cata Cards 

Next in order of data input come the mass cards which contain mechanical 
parameters for the shaft system. There is to be one such card for each mass, 
punched according to the format immediately below. In nunber, there are It NUMAS" 
such cards (see 1st card of Class 3 data, colunns 1-2); ordering is actually 
immaterial (the mass cards can be shuffled), though it is generally clearer to 
stack such cards in naturall -increasin order of the mass nunb r "ML" 

~-i".S!= ~!~ ..... ~R;I ~"...,.;c... :t ~- .. ~....,.:;' =, 

I
, : : ' .. 

. I I 

EXfRS 

, I 

EXTRS>~' ,HICO DS!it. 

.E.tO.G . E'1' a:' :~. . E.1 rJ ., "'- ; 
, .&."el- _ .v.v, 
r' .' 

Generator: For a generator, enter the fraction of the 
total external mechanical torque of this 
shaft system which is applied to this 
particular mass. If a pump, enter a negative 
value. 

Motor~ For a motor, enter the fraction of the total 
external mechanical torque of the shaft system 
which 1s developed by this particular mass. If 
a pump, enter a positive value. 
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The manent of i!'1ertia rWR2) of :nass nLlTlber "MI." is 
read f:om the field of coltlTlns 21-30 using El0.6 format. 
This is to be in units of 

[million pound-f,=et C 1 

The speed-deviation self-damping coefficient for mass 
ntlTlber "ML" is read from the field of col tlTlns 31-40 
using E10. 6 format. By definition, 

T' = l DSR 

where T I' is this particular damping torque under 
consideration for mass ntlTlber i = ML t W,' is the 
angular velocity of mass i, and Ws is the 
synchronous mechanical velocity for this shaft 
system. Ceta is to be punched in units of 

( (pound-feet) / (radians/second) J 

DSM The mutual-damping coefficient is to be read from 
columns 41-50 using E10.6 format. This pertains 
to the present mass ( assumed to be mmber i = ML 
and the mass with the next higher number ( i+ i ). 
The damping in question is function of the 
velocity difference betweeen he two masses: 

T = DSM (W " - W,'n ) 

The mutual-damping coefficient is to be punched in 
units of 

[ (pound-feet) / (radians/second) 

HSP The spring constant is to be read from ooltlTlns 51-60 
using E10.6 format. This pertains to the elastic 
connection between the present mass (assumed to be 
number i = ML ) and the mass 'With the next higher 
number ( i+1). Units for this data are 

[ (million pound-feet) / (radians) 

DSD The absolute-speed self-damping coefficient for this 
mass is to be read from columns 61-70 using E10.6 
format. By definition, 

Ti == DSo-'Wc" 

where Ti is the associated damping torque on mass 
number i, and W,; is the angular velocity (absolute) 
of this mass. Units for this data are 

[ (pound-feet) / (radians/second) 

It will be noted that fields nDSH" and "HSP" contain data w..hlch 
really does not belong exclusively to mass number i : ML' it also pertains 
equally to the mass w..hich is numbered i+1 • For mass card of the highest
nunbered mass (number n NUMAS" ), then, these two fields have no meaning. and 
are to be left blank. 

Terminate the mass cards (Clasa 4 data cards) with a blank card. 
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cuss 5 S.J'wf. DATA CARCS (OlJI'PlIT REGUEsrS) 

. 1 Cene~al Remarks 

The Class 5 (output request) cards follow the blank card terminating the 
Class 4 (mass) cards. 

The requests for the output of S.M. variables are divided into five separate 
groups as follows: 

1. Electrical variables. 
2. Mechanical angles of shaft masses. 
3. Mechanical speed deviations of shaft masses. 
4. Mechanical torques on shaft sections. 
5. Machine parameters and initial conditions. 

To request an output of any S.M. variable, the user has to specify the 
output group to W1ich the variable belongs and a lD'lique number identifying 
that variable Within that output group. The rules for assigning those 
numbers are explained in the following sections. 

There is one common data card format for all different output groups. The user 
must specify the desired S.M. output ( s) in the following format: 

. -"... 

-T~-·"'-· 
, " I 

I' i! 
--:~ • .-.r 

Ioihere: 

Group - Flag identifying output group to which the variables specified on 
this card belong. 

ALL - Flag identifying a request for the output of all possible variables 

N1---N12 

in this output group: 

selective specification of variables in 
colunns 9 80; 
all possible variables in this class are 
to be outputted, columns 9-80 will not 
be scanned; 

Identification of variables to be outputted (in I6 format) 

The output request cards can be stacked in any order, i.e., a request for 
output group i does not have to precede the request for output group i+ 1. 
Similarly, the variable numbers (columns 9-80) can be specified in any order. 
It is also p:lssible to stack any number of cards specifying the requests (.:.,~ 
for different variables within any output group. \t:y 

A blank card thinates the Class 5 S.M. data cards (output requests~ . 
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.2 Spec~ficati0n of Variables in Output Group 1 

Presently there are 15 possible variables in this group. The actual number 
will vary ·depending on the complexity of the model used. 

The foll~Wlng Table summarizes the possible outputs in Group 1: 

Variable wtput request 
number 

!.hits A6 format EMTP 
Output identification 
name 

ID 
IO 
IO 
IF 
ID2 
I01 
I02 
IA 
IB 
Ie 
VF 
MFORCE 
MAl(}LE 

TEG 

TEXC 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

14 

15 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
V 
A 
Rad 

Nm*10' 

Nm*lO' 

"ID 
'I IO 
"IO 
"IF 
"IKD 
"IG 
"IKQ 
"IA 
"IB 
" IC 
"EFD 
"WORCE 
"MANGLE 

"TQ GEN 

"TQ EXC 

Table I. Summary of Variables in OJtput Q-oup 1. 

where: 

ID - current in the d-axis armature winding; 
IQ - current in the q-axis armature winding; 
IO - current in the zero-axis armature winding; 
IF - field winding current (Winding # on the direct axis); 
ID2 - current in the d-axis danper winding (winding #2 on the 

DIRECT AXIS); 
I01 - current in the q-axis danper winding (winding #1 on the 

quadrature ax is) ; 
I02 - current in the q-axis eddy-current winding (winding #2 

on the quadrature ax is) ; 
IA - current in the phase 'a' armature winding; 
IB - current in the phase 'b' armature wind ing; 
Ie - current in the phase 'e' armature winding; 
VF - voltage applied to the field winding; this will be a 

constant (dc) voltage, unless the user explicitly 
specifies a connection to TACS exciter dynamics as part 
of the Class 6 S.M. data cards. 

MFORCE - the total nmf in the air-gap of the machine; 
MANGLE - angle between the q-and the d-axis components of the 

total mmf (WORCE); 
TEG - electrodynamic torque of the machine i 
TEXC - electt:omechanical torque of the exciter. 

II 

II 

II 

" 
If 

If 

It 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
'I 

'I 
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.3 Specifi~ation of Variables in Output Group 2 

This output group contains the mechanical angles of the different 
masses in the ltmped mass model 0 f the turbine-generator set. The 
number of possible variables in this group depends on the number of 
masses :jsed in the representation of the S.M. (see parameter NUMAS in 
Class 3 S.M. rata Cards). 

Every mass of the turbine-generator set has been assigned a number 
during the specification of its parameters (Class 4 S.M. rata Cards). 
The sane number is to be used '...nen requesting the output of the 
mechanical angle of that mass. The output is in units of degrees . 

. 4 Specification of Variables in Output Group 3 

This output group contains the deviations of the mechanical speeds 
F of the differer;t masses of the machine shaft from the synchronous speed. 

Similarly to OJtput Group 2, specify the approjriate mass number to 
obtain the desired output in units of rad/sec . 

. 5 Specification of Variables in Output Group 4 

This output group contains the mechanical torques on the different 
shaft sections of the turbine-gene~ator set. The shaft torque 
number i is the torque on the shaft section connecting masses number 
i and i+1 (there is. therefore, no output possible for a single-masl 
model) . The units of the output are million Newton-meters O.m* 10 ) . 

. 6 Specification of Variables in Output Group 5 

This output group can be printed only immediately following the steady
state solution. At present, there are two possible requests in this group 
obtained by punching 1 and/or 2 in any of the variable number fieldS 
(columns 9-80) of Group 5 card: 

~ . ~ 
punch 1 to request the printout of all machine pa~eters (reactances, 

reSistances, shaft data etc,) following the steady-state 
solution; 

punch IL2 '( to request the complete printout of the initial conditions 
of a machine. 

Note: Do not forget to terminate the output requests with a blank 
card. 

For EMTP output and plotting p..1rp:lses, the just-del ineated output variables 
are actually identified by a pair of 6-character names. '!he second name (lower 
name of printed pair) identifies the variable type mnemonically, as doc un en ted 
above. The first name (upper name of printed pair) identifies the generator in 
question, in order of data input. For exanple, "MACH 3" would aw1y to the 
third machine. A specific exc:mple of such colunn headings of printed EMTP time
step-loop output follows (from BENCHMARK OC-26): 
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Qllunn headi~s for the 32 EMTP output variables follow. 1hese are divided <I11Oroq t.he 5 possible ~lasses as E~llaws 
First 12 output variables are electric-network voltage differences (upper voltage minus lower voltage) i 
Next 4 output variables are branch currents (flowing from the upper node to the lOlller node); 
Next 16 output variables pertain to 1'fpe-59 S.M. comp:ments (names are generated lnrernally); 
Step Time C2 82 A2 A3 C3 83 Al a1 

1 

1 

a: 
cC 
a. ..., 
... -

C1 A4 94 C4 A3 Al 81 C1 
TERRA 1\2 82 C2 

MK'H 1 foI..ICH 1 MKH 1 MJCH 1 MJCH 1 MPCH 1 MlCH 1 ~H 1 
ID IQ 10 IF II<D IG IKQ fA 

MACH I MPCH 1 MACH 1 M.lCH 1 MACH 1 MACH 1 MKH 1 ~H 1 
IB IC EFD MF(RCE ~ TO GDl AN::; 1 VEL 1 

a.a • IJ791881332 -9 • 29565074 9.216462609 Hl2.54721~8 -37.8516127 -64.695598 9.8641~3382 -9.86414915 
.4577064E-4 H'5.30101S4 -85.8421743 -19.4588411 0.0 6.47640774 -5.68498411 -.791423626 
-6.82Hl7489 5.325616419 -.14897E-13 1.014337449 -.88818E-14 -.11192E-15 a.03 6.47640774 
-5 • 684 98411 -.791423626 -.184959662 .6035759876 .881950852 .3822728£-6 118.4497563 -.56B4JE-iJ 

.2£-3 -.592923176 -8.94559157 9.538414749 103.3173765 -43.8432671 -59.4741094 lii1.29251394 -9.4866271 
-.715886843 197.4997647 -81.1499746 -26.3497991 0.9 6.649991911 -5.41935524 -1.2306]667 
-6.82114 904 5.325514978 • HJ2425E-13 1.914337854 .6430403E-5 .9347235£-5 0.0 6.640991911 
-5.41035524 -1.23063667 -.184959662 .6035759508 .8819598469 .3822725E-6 118.4497563 -.5664JE-lJ 

Old St~le outEut re~est card 

This single output-variable card represents the old-style Class 5 S.M. Data 
Card. It is less flexible than the output-variable request described earlier 
and it will. most probably, be removed in the near future. 

To employ this old-style request: 

Do not terminate the mass (Class ~ S.M.) data cards with a blank. r')llowing 
the last ~ass card, insert a card which is to be punched according to the forma: 
described immediately below. 

Only those synchronous machine variables which are explicitely requested for 
output using this card will be a part of the EMTP output vector, which is used 
for both printing and plotting. The request scheme, unless otherwise noted 
below, is: 

"0" 

"1" \ ---
"2" f . 

leave blank, or plnch a zero, if no 
such output is desired; 
plnch unity or tw::> for output in physical 
(MI<S) lI'lits. tb per lZlit output is possible. 

~ , 2 3 4 5 <;- 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 ... 13- - ..... rU' . .... 
c.> .... 
~ .., 
.... 
M 

c 
e-
Q .... .... u. .., ..., 
.... .. .... .... 

J?AR 
1 

JMIC 
2 

nJ .... 
Q ~ 

'"" "'" 
.... -..... ,... 

r cJ E- An~les : 9i : . Spe.ds Wi.. To,..",v-:~ 7· 
N \&.I G:I 4: ' I (.. :>- ~ l;j <I( 

1,~ ~ ,~>o 
: 

1 t ~~ r tY u. uJ .... U) f.~ L, ~ 10 ..., 

-.... '"' """ 
..., .., 

"'" ; ~ 

- .. -~ ~II. 11,. 
' , 

::, alL 11 dll 11 .- I ... ... .... -.... 
Controls ,printout of the machine inductances and reslstances, 
plus the mechanical data of the shaft system, during the 
steady-state initial-condition printout. 

Controls printout of the initial conditions for this 
synchronous machine, which are based on the EMT? 
steady-state phasor network solution. PUnch 1 or 2 to get 
such output; leave blank ( or plnch a "0" ) to suppress i l:,.. 

\ 

. 

____ ,~. __ r ___ ···_;-·· - •• --~ •• -".-- --- J - ':0;'-
. ,.',,) 

. J . ~ ., 

/' , . 

, .' , 

" ..... 
, .'.! ~; 

"':/-'0, ",' 
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3 
Controls printout of the armature currents in ::I-q-o 
coordinates (rotating reference frame), Within the time
step loop. The EM!? names which are used f0r output 
identification are (all A6 format)"ID " "IO 
and " IO If See a 1 so Co 1. 11. 

" , 

~FI -------- Controls printout of the current in the field winding of 
4 the machine (circuit number 1 on the direct axis). The 

EM!? name which is used for output identification is 
II IF " 

JD2 -------- Controls printout of the current in the damper winding 
5 of the direct axis (d-axis) of the machine. The winding 

in question is winding nunber 2 00 the d-axis. The EMTP 
name which is used for output identification is 11 IKD II 

JQ1 -------- Controls printout of the current in the q-axis damper 
6 damper winding (circuit number 1 00 the quadrature 

axis (q-axis) of the rotor). The EMT? name which is 
used for output identif'ication is "IG tI 

JQ2 -------- Conrols printout of the current in the eddy-current 
7 winding (circuit nunber 2 00 the quadrature axis 

( q-ax is) of the rotor). The EM!P name lItlich is used 
for output identification i! "IKQ " 

JFV -------- Controls printout of the voltage ¥.hich is applied to 
8 the field winding by the exciter. The EMTP name which is 

used for output identification is"VF II 

JETM ------- Controls printout of the elect dynamic torque on the 
9 machine rotor. The EMTP name ¥.hich is used for output 

identification is "TO GEN" . 

JETE ------- Controls printout of the electromechanical torque at the 
10 exciter. The EMT? name liIhich is used for output 

identification is "TQ EXG't • 

JIABC ----- Controls printout of the machine armature currents in 
11 phase coordinates (actual coil variables), within the 

time-step loop. The EMTP names loilich are used for 
output identification are (all A6 format) II IA It 

JSAT 
12 

" IS ", and "Ie If 

----- Controls the printout of the machine flux; or more 
precisely, of the magnetomotive force Ot£) \Itlich drives 
it. If this output is selected, two EM!P variables are 
produced: one for the magnitude of the nux, and the 
other for the angle (see sketoh at left). The EMTP 
nanes which are used for output identification of these 
variables are "r-FORCE" and "MANGLE" , respectively. 
Units of the output are ampere-turns and radians , 
respec ti v e1 y . 

e i ----.~- The I1 field of collllln 12 + i controls printout of the 
mechanical angle Q of mass nllllber i , for i less than or 
equal to to. !.hits of output are degrees. The angles in 
question are all measured with respect to a synchronously
rotating reference frame; 
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The ~TP ~ame '..Jhich is used for Ol,.Jtput ijenti fi:::ation 
of the angle e of mass r is liANG I II • 

For exanple, tne name associated with the3l"'g:e of mass 
nunber nine is II ANG 9 II, while that for mass ~unber ten 
is "ANG 10" . 

------- The I1 field of colunn 22 + i controls printout of 
the angular velocity W of mass nunber i , for i being 
a positive integer that does not exceed 10. 
Units for this output are radians/second. The EMT? 
name which is used for output identification of the 
mechanical angular velocity W of mass r is "VEL I It 

T The I1 field of colunn 32 + i controls printout of the 
i, i+ 1 torque on the shaft \ot!ich connects mass nunber i with 

mass nunber i+1, for i a positive integer that does 
not exceed 9. The EMT? name which 1s used for output 
identification of the shaft torque in question (betloleen 
mass i and mass i+ 1) is "'IDR I It. lhits of the output 
are million Newton-meters. 

NOTE: Do not teminate this card with a. blank card. 
Class 6 S.M. Lata Cards 

Next in order of data input come cards \ot!ich describe any interface 
connections between the machine under consideration, and TACS. The general 
(onnat for the one or more such cards of Class 6 is as follows. 

Rule' 

Rule 2 

-N M .... 11'1 -0"" CD", ~= ... ~ "" :!! ~~ - -
.~, 

···IE f~ f) ~ ...... .. , ,~ . .... . , ... .~~~=. 
'" za ~ , , ~ .: ... J 

If the field voltage of the machlne is to be controlled by 
exciter dynamics \ot!ich have been modeled using TACS, then 
the following is required: 

KK _.--- Punch 1t71" in colLmns 1-2, as a spec ial 
request for the exciter connection. 

BUS ---- The 6-character name of a TACS variable is to be 
punched in columns 3-8. The numerical value of 
this TACS variable will then be used by the 
EMT? logic for the field voltage v of this 
machine. 

If no such card is used, the EMTP logic will simpl y hold the 
field voltage for this machine constant, at whatever value 
was dictated by the initial conditions. 

If the mechanical pJloIer appl ied to any mass on the shaft 
system is to be controlled by dynamics which are modeled 
using TACS, then the following card is required: 

KK Punch ~72" in columns 1-2, as a special 
request for the TACS control of mechanical 
pOloler. 
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BLB ---- The 6-character name of a TACS variable is ':0 
be punched in colUilns 3-8. the mmerical value 
of this TACS variable will then be used by the 
EMT? logic as a mul tiplicati ve factor for scaling 
the otherwise-constant (steady-state) power 
values. 

KI ---- Punch in colunns 15-17 the mass nunber whose 
externally applied mechanical power is to be 
controlled by TACS variable BUS. 

Should the user want to code the logic of this TACS connection, 
but temporarily bypass any associated dynamics, he can use the 
"UNITY If. Recall that this is the name of the built-in TACS 
source v.hich has output identically equal to 1. O. 

If no such card is used for mass liN, • the EMT? logic will 
simp! y hold the external mechanical power applied to that mass 
constant (at v.hatever value was dictated by the initial condition 
calculation). Consequently, the user can selectively control the 
mechanical power on different shaft sections. 

If the internal electrical machine variables are to be 
passed into TACS from the machine, then the following is 
required. There can be either zero, or one, or more such 
cards: 

KK ---- Punch "73" in coll.lllns 1-2 as a special request 
for the internal electrical machine variables. 

BUS ---- The 6-character name of the TACS source whose 
value 1s to be equal to the desired electrical 
machine variable at each time-step. 

KI ---- Punch variable number in co1unns 15-17. 

The following variables can be passed to TACS: 

Variable 

ID 
10 
10 
IF 
ID2 
101 
1Q2 
VD 
VO 
VO 
'IF 
MFORCE 
MAM:iLE 
TEG 
TEXC 
PSID 
PSIQ 

TACS request 
m.mber 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

Table 1I. Smlnary of 

!.hits 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
A 
Rad ~, 
Nm·1~ 
Nm·10 

Weber-turn 
Weber-turn 
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'o'It:ere: 

ID - current in the d-axis armature Winding 
r:· - current in the q-axls armature Winding 
:2 - current in the zero-axis armature winding 

field winding current (winding " on the direct axis) 
D2 - current in the d-axis damper Winding (winding /12 on 

the direct axis) 
IQ1 - current in the q-axis damper winding (wind ing 111 on the 

quadrat ure ax is) . 
IQ2 - current in the q-8xis eddy-current winding (winding #2 

on the quadrature axis) 
VD - voltage applied to the d-axis 
VQ - voltage applied to q-axis 
VO - voltage applied to zero-axis 
VF - vc' ':age applied to the field winding i this will be a 

constant (de) voltage, unless the user explicitly 
specifies a connection to TACS exciter dynamics as 
part of the Class 6 S.M. data cards. 

MFORCE - the total rrmf in the air-gap 0 f the machine 
MAl{;LE - tangle between the q-and the d-axis components of the 

total rrmf (MFORCE) 
TEG - electrodynamic torque of the machine 
TEXC - electromechanical torque of the exciter 
?SID - d-axis nux linkage 
FSIQ - q-axis nux 1 inkage 

A separate data card is needed for each variable. 

&lle 4: If one or more mechanical angles Q, t angular 
velocities Wi I or shaft torques T i of the 
shaft system of the machine are to be passed into . 
TACS, then one data cc-lrd must be punched for each such 
variable. Angles are in units of absolute radians 
(eg, increaSing by 21if every second for 60 Hz 
steady-state operation), angular velocities are in 
radians/second, and shaft torques are in million 
newton-meters. The data card format is: 

KK ---- Punch "74" in colunns 1-2 as a special request for 
the aocess to mechanical variables of the S.M. 

sus --- The EMTP reads from coll.mns 3-8 a 6-character 
alphanl.ll1erlc name. This field is to be punched 
with the name of the TACS source ¥tlose value 
is to be controlled by the mechanical machine 
variable in question. 

KI The EM!P reads from colunns 15-17 a code 
m:mber wtlich identified the mechanical 
variable in question: 

for e,; , punch i 
for W,' punch NUMAS ... i • 
for T: , punch 2 * NlJMAS "'.L. 
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where: 

i 

NUMAS 

Rule 5 

~le 6 
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mass number as specified in Class 4 S.M. 
data cards (mass cards); 

number of connected masses on the shaft 
system of this S.M. (specified in Class 3 
S.M. data cards); 

Ordering of the different possible cards Which have 
just been described is immaterial; they can be shuffled, 
without altering the result. 

The end of all such cards as have just been described is 
to be indicated by a special terminator card. Field "!<K" 
is to be left blank, and field "BUS" is to be punched with 
the special IooOrd "FINISH". S,ould this machine have no 
connections at all to TACS, then this "FINISH" record 
alone makes up the Class 6 S.M. data. 

1l1~tl:O 
Class 7 S.M. Data cards 

If the machine in question is not paralleled by one or more additional 
dynanic S.M. source compJnents, then there is no Class 1 S.M. data. In 
this case, the 'FINISH" card of the Class 6 data represents the final data 
card for this dynamic synchronous machine. 

But suppose that a second dynamic S.M. is to be connected in parallel 
(armature windings connected to the sane busses) with the one ,just i!1pJtted. 
Then the just-inpjtted "FINISH" card of fule 5 must be modifi.e<:l to r~ad 
'FINISH PART" , indicating to the EMTP that S.M. data for this 3-phase 
generator bus (to which armatures are connected) has only been partially 
completed. Class 7 data then consists of S.M. data cards for the second 
machine, beginning with Class 2 and ending with Class 6. 

This procedLre can be generalized to apply to as many machines as the 
user wants to parallel on the same generator bus. For M machines, the first 
M-1 has data cards ~ich end with a Rule-5 data card reading "FINISH PART" 
the final one ends with just "FINISH" , indicating to the EMTP that no 
other machines follow on that generator bus. O1ly the first of the M 
machines has any Class 1 data cards (since this applies to the common 
generator bus); all M-1 following machines skip this data . 
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VIII. THaIE-PHASE DYNAMIC SYNCHRONOUS MACHlNE URCE - 1 

VIII. THREE-PHASE DYNAMIC SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE SOURCE 

~J:III-A. General deSQription 

a} Mechanical part b) Electrical part 

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of a three-phase synchronous machine 

The three-phase dynamiC synchronous machine model assumes that the elec~rical 
part of the machine has the following windings: . . I 

three armature. windings a. b. c, one .per phase. connected to the networj' The 
space displacement among the a-b-c-phases must be 120 electrical degrees. 
one field winding f which produces flux in the direct axis-

.. one hypothetical winding kd on the direct oxia which rept'f!uum~. the dawpdr bar 
erfects . ! 

- one hypothetical winding g on the quadrature axis representing the e~rects 
produced by eddy-currents 1 

.. one hypothetical winding kg on toe quadrature axis representing damper bar 
effects. - . 

The dynamic synchronousmachlne.is internally balanced with respect tr· .the 
armature phases. 

... The armature windings are assumed to· by Wye connected. with a POSSiblk R-L 
branch between the neutral and local ground. However. the user is allow~d to 
simulate a machine .with delta-connected armature windings' too. One shouid be 
carefull with"the output inter.pretation of the DELTA CONNECTION request (see sar· tion 
VIII-C-2-C). -

The. voltage applied to the ,field winding 1s assumed to be constant, determined 
by the EMTP at the time of the sinusoidal steady-state solution. But the user is 
allowed to control this. voltage by using TACS. In this case. the TACS output 
variable is a normalized multiplicative variable (equal to unity if it is to produce 
no effect) for scaling the otherwise-cons toot field vol tage. Should the: user 
desire n constant field voltage representation. this can be readily provided by 
the TAOS connection. 

Note: 
1. Connection with MODELS is believed to be similar. It haa not been tested!yet. 
2. Directly assisning the field current would be more deSirable, but this is not 

possible with the current version of ATP. unfortunately. 
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VIII. rHftll·PHAlI »YKRHIC IYNCKftOHOUI MACHINI louaCI • a 

I 
!Satur~tion effects can be s~udied by describing the open-circuit saturation 

d and q aXis. Hysteresis is not considered. curve for the 
i 

iThe user can simulate a three-phase dynamic sync4ronous machine model with any 
number of lumped masses in the shaft-rotor system,see F;f.gure 1. Each major element 
is cpnsidered to be a rigid mass connected to adjacent, eleotents by massless springs. 

lEach shaft mass t except generator and exci ter masses, is allowd to have a· 
constant mechanical power applied to it (in addition to the torque of the mechanical 
viscous damping and the spring connections to adjacent masses). The user specifies 
proportionali ty fac tors for each mass, wi th the actual cons tan t power then determined 
internally by the EMTP at the time of the sinusoidal steady-state initialization. 
This is the basic scheme regarding mechanical input torque. in the absence of 
special connections. 

iThe user is aisoallowed to represent pri~e mover (e.g. governor, bOiler, etc,,) 
dynamics by using TACS to control the total mechanical power. In this case, the 
required.TACS output variable is a normalized multiplicative constant (equal to 
unity if it is to produce no effect) for scaling the otherwise-constant mechanical 

I - - • 

powEtr. Should the user desire a constant-torque representation of the prime mover. 
thi~ can be readily provided by the TACS connection (TACS would diVide the 
ste~dy-state speed by the instantaneous speed to produce the required control 
sigrjal) . . ' '. 

iFor output purposes •. most machines parameters and variables of interest are" 
available. 

I 
- Electrical 
- Mechanical 

variables; winding currents, certain d-q-O variables 
variables; velocities and angles of rotor masses 

- I~i t.ial condi tions 
inter-mass shaft torquet;l 

- Electrical and mechanical parameters 
I . 
[Electrical and mechanical variables are automat~ca1ly appended to the end of 

the t-egular EMTP output vector upon the request of the user. and hence are available 
for ~printing and plotting just like any other EMTP variable. " 

I 
I 

YII~-B. The egyat10ps of tbe synchronous macbine 
I 

1 ' i 

lA short explanation of the equations used to model the synchronous machine is 
given next. 

~ilI=B-l. EQUations af the electrical part 
TIlt) elec trical part is' described by two systems of equations. 
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a) The voltage equations 

d 
[V] .. -[RHi]- -[XJ 

dt 

where 

(zero in last three components because kd. 9 and kq windings 

are ... sh'ort-circulted) 

(R] - dlag[ R <t' R o. R a' R,. R ld' R II' R kq 1 

(aU phases have ,sameR a : internally balanced with respect to 

armature phases) 

["-] - ["-0 • A b • "- c' A /' A let. A II • X tq]' 

~: 
For, the meaning of the subscripts. 1 we refer to the general 
Fig •. 1. 

b) The flux-current relationships 

["-) - [L](I] 

, 

i 
descripti n and 

The instantaneous values of the elements of matrix [L]are functions of the rotor 
posit,ion. The coefficients of the resulting set of differentialeqUatior' are 
periodic functions of the rotor angle and, therefore, functions of tim" If 
saturation effects are not taken into account and terms of order 3 and higher 'in 
the Fourier expressions of the armature winding inductances are neglected, this 
time 4~pendence can be avoided by transferring armature quantities to a re~erence 
frame.'attached to the rotor. The rotating fluxes produced by the armature' are 
projocted onto rotor axis, where they appear as stationary. This transfolfmat.:i.on 
of variables, known as Parkts transformation, is identical for fluxes, curr1nt and 
voltages. 

[~:J- [Tr{~:J I 
where' 

[ 

cose 

(T] -~ slf19 
, 1/[2 

COS(9,- 211/3) cas(O + 2Jt/3)] 
sin(9-2Jt/3) sin(9+ 2Jt/3) 

,1/.[2' 1/[2 

where e is the rotor position. in electrical radians. 

Note that [TJ - {[T rl} I 
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Similarly 

! 
Since the rotor quantities remain unchanged, the transformation of variables yields 
the tfollowing s.et of voltage equations (assuming Ra- R.- Rc) 

Va Ra 0 0 ta ~II -w~, 

Vo a R .. 0 ttl ~q WAd 

1./" 
a 0 R .. io Ao 0 d 

-1./ , R, 0 ° ° if ~I + ,0 
dt 

0 0 Rid 0 0 tllli Altd .0 
0 .0 () Rp 0 III ~,1 .0 

0 0 0 0 R .,,~ III" ~.~- 0 

If the machine is Wye";connected with a branch (parameters Rn ~d Lnl between neutral 
and the local ground, then the following term must be added to the right-hand part 
of the zero-sequence equation 

. dio 
3R.l o+3J."dI 

i . -
The q .. q .. o flux linkages are related to· the d-q-o currents by means or the following 
rel~tionships: . 

[~'][ L 

1'\' ' " . , 

., .It Ii La. 1 
L·· .. rd

] !A, - L".I L, L 1.1:<1 " 

IAtd La • ld L, .ili • Lild it" 

[i~.][ L. 
L".,1 

L .... ]['.J 1Al1 - la.1I La LII • t , 'II 

IAtlf .' La . .,q la.to L t " ill" 

~o • Lol" 
I 

The Park's transfo.rmation converts the three armature windings into two ficticious 
windirigs located on the rotor axes and a third static 'winding, completely uncoupled 
from the other windings. The coefficients of the resulf;:ing equations are 
time-invariant. Figure 2 shows the schematic representation of the electrical 
part after the transformation of variables. 

',,/ 
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I 

Fig.2. physical. interpretation of the PBl"k'stransforlaation I 
The set of resistances and inductances of the above equations are not directly 

. available from measurements. Generally. data from s tandarized tes ts are known. 
According to international standards, parameters available from machine tests are 

. I 

X d" X q' 

X d'" X q N 

armature resistance 
armature leakage inductance 
zero-sequence reactance 
transient reactances 
sub transient reactances 
transient short-circuit time constants 
sub transient short-circuit time constants 

\ 

\ 

I 
Instead of short-circuit time constants. open-circuit time constants could be\known 

1:</0' • "t''1'" transient open-circuit time constants \ 
"t'do·,1: qo • subtransient open-circuit time constants I 

! 
Parameters of machine equations, hereafter called internal parameters, can be 
derived from test data, hereafter called manufacturer's data or external parameters. 
by using a procedure for data conversion. However. if parameters from machine 
tests are known, th~ synchronous machine. to be simulated can be described by the 
set or external parameters since a data conversion procedure is available within 

I 
the ATP machine model (see PARAMETER F1TIING request: section VIII-C-2-b). : 

Reactances anp. time constants must be unsaturated values; for this reason, 
short-cit'cu1t time constants are preferred over open-circuit time constants, because 
these are influenced by saturation· effects. If the user chooses to describe the 
machine by the set of external parameters. ei ther open-cireui t or short-circu;l t 
time constants can be input (see FM-parameter' on PARAMETER FITTING request card: 
section VIII-C-2-b). . I 

VIII-B-2. Equat1ans of tbe mecbanical part 

Figure 3 snows the connection of the shaft system around ma~s i 

l 
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Fig.3. Shaft system around.mass i 

Th~ mechanical system is assumed 
rotating masses can be described 
law. 

to be linea~; therefore, the spring-connected 
by the rotational form of the Newton's second 

I d2 d ~ 
r;J dJ,[OJ+ [D]dJ [6J + [KJ[OJ. [T .... qJ - [T .~,u<J 

~[e]-[w] 
where 

! 

[9] ! 
[W]I! 
[J] 
[D]: 
[K]i 
{1' Ui;~'M') 
(T g'~/""] 

I • 

the vector of angular pO,!litions 
the vector of angular speeds 
the diagonal matrix of moments of inertia 
the tridiagonal matrix of damping coefficients (see below) 
the tridiagonal matrix of stiffness coefficients (see below) 
the vector of torques applied to the turbine stages 
the vector of electromagnetic torques of generator and exciter 

The I following should be noted: 

[.D]-

Kl2 - K 12 

- K IZ K 12 + K 23 - K 2:1 

- PZ:J 

Dn+ D:J+ D 3• 

(iKJ'" '-Ku K Z3 +K3 •. -K34 

The sil)lplest mechanical model is the !'!1.Tlgle-mass ri;!presentation 

d 2 e de 
J dt i ... Ddt· TIWr - T (1M 

die' 
- .. w 
d' 

8 
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! 
. I 

For hydro units's one-mass model can be used, but it is not accurate enough for 
thermal units. For these cases s lumped-mass representation is necessary. specially 
in subsynchronous resonance studies. I 
Generally the inertiaconstantH rather than the moment" of inertia J is speoified. 
This new constant .is apar unit representation of the kinetic energy at synchronous 
spee,d. FolloWing relation exis ts:' I 

1/ .. Jw!/2 

Srall~O 
(seconds) 

! 

The link between the equations of the electrical and the mechanical part is p~ovided 
by the rotor position and the electroma,gnetic torques I 

where NP equals the number of poles. 

VIII-C. pata Format 

The input data deck of a dynamic synchronous machine source component.Within 
an EMTP datacase has the following structure: I 

I 
,1. CLASS 1 S.M. DATA CARDS: Steady state and network connectivity specific tion 
2. CLASS 2 S.M. DATA CARDS: Special request cards (optional) 
3. CLASS 3 S.M. DATA CARDS: Machine ratings and electrical parameters 
4. CLASS 4 S.M. DATA CARDS: Mechanical parameters (mass cards) 
5. BLANK CARD ending mass cards 
6. CLASS 5 S.M. DATA CARDS: Output requests 
7. BLANK CARD ending output requests 
8. CLASS 6 S.M. DATA CARDS: Connections with TAOS 
9. CLASS 7 S.M. DATA CARDS indicating whether the machine is parallelled by an 

additional machine (FINISH PART card) or not (FINISH card). 

Rules and general description of card groups in order of data input are given 
next. 

VIII-C-1. f Class 1 SM data cards I 
First come three cards (one per phase) which specify the component type codel(59), 

I the phase voltage magnitude and angle in the steady-state. and names for the nitwork 
nodes to which the armature windings of the phase under consideration are to be 



connected. 
rem'ark 2). 
phase "cit. 

I 

, 
: ~ , l'll : ~ 1< 

5S: BUS 

A6 2) 

I 
Parameters: 

I 
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Balanced as well as unbalanced steady stat;e can be specified (see 
The first of these 3 cards is for phase "a", next phase lib" and finally 
Following format should be used: 

11 IE 

I- . 'II f! l ~I ( , I fI~1 C "1 ' I'f ~II I~I ( I ~ ~ , I ~I t W~ 1< I ~I·I' 1 d~l( I ,I~ If 1 d~l( 1.1" rd~l( 

VOLT FREQ ANGLE 

E10.6 EIO.6 El0.6 : 

.. 

Type code for the dynamic synchronous machine component is fixed: 59. 
only be specified for the first phase (a). 

BUS! Six-chuI'acter EMTP network node name. The arma.ture winding of the phase under 
consideration is to be connected to this node of the electric network. Only 
one node name per winding can be specified. Usually, all armature windings are 
assumed to be Wye connected. Only via the special request "DELTA CONNECTION" 
(VIII-C-2-c), another setting can be obtained. 

VOLT: The steady-state voltage magnitude at the terminals of the machine. This 
is peak voltage (1.414 times RMS), line to neutral (0.577 times l.:f.ne-to-line). 
Use units of volts. See remark 2. . 
i . 

FRE~: The electrical frequency of the generator in Hz I for steady-~~ate operation. 

i 
ANGLE: The steady-state voltage phasor angle at the terminals of the machine, for 

the phase under consideration. Units are degrees. See remark 1 and 2. 

RemlrkS: . 
~t 

1. Conventional positive sequence is' assumed. 'That' "1"8. 
phase lIa" voltage by 120 degrees and phase "cIt voltage 
by 120 degrees. 

f:" \. .~ 
, ....) 

phase "b" voltage lags 
leads phase "a" voltage 

2. ~f the values of VOLT and ANOLE on cards No.2 and 3 (i.e. for phase "b" and 
rc ll

) are not specified, the program assumes the presence of a three-phase 
palanced source at the machine terminals ~ Otherwise, the presence of an 
~nbalanced three-phase source is assumed. This allows the user to specify an 
pnbalanced steady state. 

VIII-C-2i Class 2 8M data cards (optional) 
i . 

Nex~ in n .. Jer of data input come optional special-request cards (if any) which are 
asspciated with the machine. Please note the application restrictions for each 
spepial request card individually! There are three such possible' cards, with 
forr.' at and meaning as described immediately below. Ordering of such cards (if two 
or ore) within the Class 2 grouping is arbitrary. Identificat.ion of the card is 
via one of the following keywords: TOLERANCES, PARAMETER FITTING or DELTA CONNECTION. 

i ' 
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. 
a . TOLERANCES special-request card (see remark 1) 

1 I~ If IE 
~ I <~~ ff .'EISl( ·~I f :Mlc ,I < I~f( 'EI~ I ( 1< ,,1< ~,~ f tcl~fc ,E 'f,S" , 

~~ tEI* H·~ IE '~IH ,- I 'c"C 
TOLERANCES E10.0 E10.0 E10.0 10X 110 

EPSUBA EPOMEG EPDGEL NfOMAX 

Parameters: 

EPSUBA: Number specifying the ratio between the built-in damping resistors ahd the 
resistive models of the inductive elements paralleled by these resistors,li.e., 
the following relationship holds true for each inductive element 

Rp 
FPSUBA-(2L16.t) 

Should the columns 11-20 be left blank, a default value of EPSUBA or 100.0, would 
be assigned (see remark 2). For cases of numerical instability, the recomr' ended 
value is 20.0 - 50.0. . 

EPOMEG: Tolerance associated with the ~terative calculation of S.M. rotor speed 
at each-time of the simulation. The calculation is assumed to have failed when 
the relative speed correction, is greater than this tolerance after NIOMAX 
iterations. The program execution is then terminated with an appropriate! error 
message. A default value of 1.00-15 is assigned (see remark 2). I 

EPOOEL: Tolerance assoc~ated'with the iterative calculation of S.M. rotorlspeed 
at each-time. The calculation is assumed to have converged when the relative 
speed correction is less than this tolerance. ,If the relative speed correction 

, " I 

is larger than this tolerance but smaller than EPOMEG the solution is assumed 
to have converged marginally and an appropriate warning is printed. A default 
value of 1.0D~16 is assigned (see remark 2). . ; 

NIOMAX: Maximum number of iterations which are allowed for the calculation of the 
S.M. rotor speed. at any time-step (default NIOMAX :: 10 - see remark'2)t 

Remarks: 

1. It nhould be stressed that the TOLERANCE-parameters discussod horo oro $coln!' 
variables only; they apply to the entire data case (all machines) rather to the 
specific machine along with which they were defined. 

2. The default values of all these parameters are specified in the STARTUP file, 
EPSUBA. EPOMEO and EPDGEL in the Card 1 (1st Miscellaneous floating point 
numbers). NIOMAX in the Card 9 (2nd Miscellaneous integers). 
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h. PARAMETER FITTING special-request card 
I 

The IPARAMETER FITIING card is used to distinguish between different types of data. 
The ;presence of this card signals manufacturer's data. while its absence indicates 
theiuse of internal parameters (Park's parameters) (recall section VIII-B-i). 

\ 

14 ': I ( IE .. ' I € -It 1~lc 'I ( - tic :; - I' -It (Ie ~ - I '~{ -: t Isle '~I { It Ie _I t I ~~ t iel ( I ~ (Ie ' ' I: t 're 1~lc 1 <I' 
, 

-, - -
PARAMETER FiniNG 7X E8.0 
-'._'-r- --- ,. 

I FM 

i 
I ' 

The equations of the synchronous machine require the knowledge of all the appropriate 
macnine inductances and resistances. If the available data come from a test. a ~ 
parameter conversion is necessary. The procedure used in the present version to t!,;:Yt' 
calculate internal parameters was developed by M. Canay. Documentation of the 
mat~ematics used for ,parameter determination is contained in Reference [48]. The 
pro~edure is also explained in Chapter 8 and Appendix VI of the Reference Manual 
(Th ory Book). Reference [47]. 

Sin e only one procedure forqata conversion is available, .the value of the parameter 
, FM is unimportant for this purpose. In order to make compatible the present version 

and older versions of the Type-59 S.M~ madel, this parameter has been preserved, 
but having a different function. Parameter FM is used as a flag to distinguish 
the type of time-constants which are supplied in the Class 3 data in the following 
way (also refer to section VIII-B-i for some theoretical considerations regarding 
sat4ration effect influences)., . 

FM ~ 2.0 the time-cons tan ts input wi th the manufac turer' s data are open-ci rcui t 
1 tiine constants (beware: avoid influence of saturation effects!). 

FM ~ 2.0 short-circu~t time constants are supplied in Class '3 data (prefernble. 
since commonly not influenced by saturation effects). 

RefJ\, [48]: I.M~ Canay, "Determination of model parameters of synchronous machines". 
lEE Proc. Vol. .130, Pt. B, No.2. pp. 86-94, March 1983. 

I 
1 

c. OELTA CONNECTION special-request card 

If ~Ihe armature windings of ,the dynamic S.M. are delta .. connected (rather than 
Wye connected), then a special-request c, ard which bears the text DELTA CONNECTION 
in olumns 1-16 must be used. 

I ' , , ... 
, ' 

In nbsence of such a card, the armature windings are assumed to be Wye connected. 
which is the most common situation for large power system generators. Except for 
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.' the possible presence of this one special-request card. no other portion lor the 
S.M. data specification explicitely makes reference to how the armature wtndingS 
are connected. '! 

For a machine of which the armature windings are delta-connected, a word about the 
interpretation of armature current printout is in order. The labeling of variables 
is not altered (from that used for a Wye connection). so the user must be very 
careful. There are four situations, depending upon whether one considers initial 
condi tions or time-step loop printout. and whether coil variables or Park I s variables 
are considered. Of these four. two will be incorrectly labeled. I 

i 
f) For the time-step-loop output, !lID". "IQfl and "10" are indeed armature Winding 

vari, abIes (albeit, in Park t s coordinates). But If IA ". If IB" and "Ie" t see I figure 
4, are armature coil variables. E.G •• ,what is labeled "IAII in the S.M. ~nitial 
condition printout lis actually tao. the current from "alt to "bit in the w nding. 

2) For the steady-state initial-condit~on output, the situation is identi al to 
. that in point 1) 

0. b Q.4t-------' 

! 

I 

I 
c c 
1 • 

a} Conventional Wye labeling b) Erroneous inital conditions lajeling• 
delta-connection 

Restriction: 

Fig.4. Armature current labeling 

The option of DELTA CONNECTION. when used for parallel ma*hines. 
applies to all machines connected to the same bus. Conseq~ently. 
it is' not possible to have a combination of Wye-connectied and 
Delta""connected machines at the same bus. If such a ra*e' con-' 
figuration should ever arise. the user is required to isolate the 
machines by a small reactance or resistance. I 

! 
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VIII-C-3. Class 3 8M data cards 

Ne~t come either 4 o~ 5 cards. which .specify the electrical parameters of the 
synchronous machine. The fit'st card of this group' has tho following' format: 

i 
1 I~ I~ E , IE 

~ ! ,1< I tl "; I!:I~ IC .: f" ~ ~ E ' ft'lc ." iH~f( l'fE 'EI <I ( ~: - f ~~ t ' ~,~ I~ ,~~ : IE ~tlC( :, :6 E 'We ~ , ~ EI51 c 

~ 
~ 

.~ .U ~ NP SMOVTP SMOvrO RMVA RKV AGUNE SlD S2D x 
::l ~ W ~ Z .~ :.:: 

12: I~ 121 14 E10.6 El0.6 00.6 El0.6 El0.6 El0.6 E10.6 

r -ar ~eters: i .. 
I 

p 

~: The number of connected masses on the shaft system of this generator. 
i 

!(MAC: The mass number which corresponds to the generato~ (or motor) rotor, within 
the interconnected mass-spring shaft system. Masses are to be numbered by the 
~ser for identification. beginning with number one on either end,' and continuing 
sequentially (2.3 •.•. ) to the other end of the shaft. 

KEXC: The muss number which corresponds to the exciter on the shaft system. If 
no exciter exists. leave this field blank. 
I 

MECHUN: Flag used to distinguish the type of'units in which mechariical parameters 
are supplied 
o or blank: Eriglish units 
~: Metric units 
I 

NP:.\ The number of poles (not pole. pairs) which· characterize the machine rotor. 
The electrical frequency of the m.achine is equal to the mechanical ftequency 
~imes NP/2. 
! 

SMOVTP: Proportionality factor which is used only to split the real power among 
~he generators constituting a multiple machine during the machine initialization. 
~f a Single machine. this field may be ignored. If a dual machine, suppose 
that the user punches value PA for this half of the dual, and value PB for the 
other half; then the fraction PA/(PA+PB) of the total steady-state real power 
output will be assigned to this half of the dual during machine initialization. 

I 

SMOvlrQ: The same as SMOUTP', only for reactive rather than real power. I' . . 
RMVA'~ The total three-phase vol t-:-ampere rating of the machine. in units of MVA 

{lnillion vol t-fllllpot'es) • 

RKV: I The rated Ih.e-to-line voltage of the machine, in units of RMS kV. Taken as 
a: pair. "RKV" and "RMVA" define the base values upon which per unit machine 
parameters are assumed to apply. Should the machine .in question have a 
d~lta-connected armature (DELTA CONNECTION request. section VIII-C-2-c) , specify 

V as SQRT(3) times the rated winding voltage in RMS kV. 
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AGLlNE: Value of the field current in amperes which will produce the rated armature 
voltage (1.0 per unit) on the air gap line (direct axis). This is an indirect 
specification of the mutual inductance between the field and the armature of 
the machine. see figure 5. If the S. M. is saturable, append an extra minus 
sign (making t!AGLINE" negative) as a flag for possible saturation. 

510: Value of the field current in amperes which will produce rated armature oltage 
(AD1 per unit) on the no-load saturation curve, see figure 5. This fi ld can 
be left blank if the S.M. is not saturable (i.e. AGLINE positive). 

I 

S20: Value of the field current in amperes which will produce the rated voltage 
(AD2 per unit) on the no-load saturation curve. see figure 5. This field can 
be left blank if the S.M. is not saturable (i.e. AOLINE positive). I 

IIV 
~ 
8-
d .. 
~ ADt 

Ci 
.10 
I: 

~ 
a 

. f 

AGLINt 

cur,,,, of tIH""InClI \/oltQgf/ 
pho.sot'" I'IClgnltudfl 0.5 0. 
function of field current 

I o.t rCltea speed ena no IOCla. I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'S2D 

F"iltldc::urr .. nt. f 

Fig.5. Air-gap line and no-load saturation curve (d-axis) 

The parameters "AGLINE". "SlD ft and "S2Dtt previously discussed actually apply to 
the d-axis of' the machine. A second card follows to provide e~!ttra Q-ax1s parameters. 
If there is nri saturat~on modelling (i.e. AOLINE ~ 0 on previous card), this extra 
card should be left blank. 

!~ I ~ IE ; Ie 
~ l' I( r~ ~ I! '~I* .,1" f~,E f~ i~!C I ~ H~ ~ ! [1 ifie I,f" f ~ I~t( if ~ ~ ," , ) E : l:5io 

AD1 ADZ AQI A02 AGLO S10 $20 

El0.6 E10.6 E10.6 E10.6 El0.6 El0.6 
I 

Ei10.6 
I 

Parameters: i ·1 1 
AD1: Per unit voltage at which current ItS1D't was measured on the previou card. 

Shduld this field be left blank. the default val.ue of 1.0 would be automatically 
! assigned. 
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I 

AD2:i Per uni t vol tage at which current II S2D II was measured on the "previous card. 
\ Should this field be left blank, the default value of 1.2 will be automatically 

. assigned. 

AQl Per unit voltage at which current "S1Q" is measured. Should this field be 
left blank, the default value of 1.0 would be automatically assigned. 

AQ2:: Per unit voltage at which current "S2Q" is measured. Should this field be 
left blank, the default value of 1.2 will be automatically assigned. 

AGLQ: Value of the field current in emp6res which will produce the rated armature 
voltage (1.0 pel' unit) on the air gap line (q-axis). This is an indirect 
specification of the mutual inductance between the fieeld and the armature 
of the machine (cfr. AGLINE). 
,A nonzero value of AOLQ indicates saturation as follows: 
AGLQ > 0: Here the q-axis air-gap line is known, and AGLQ is the value of 

,the field current in amperes which, will produce rated armature 
voltage on that line. Data fieldsS1Q and S2Q must not be left 
blank (supply correct values). ' 

AGLQ < 0: The negative value for AGLQ is a flag indicating that the user 
does not know the air-gap line for the; q-axis. 'The EMTP will 
proceed to internally generate an approximate value. and use it 
for q-axis saturation modeling. In this case, S1Q and S2Q can be 
left blank. 

SlQ: Like S1D (see previous card), but applied to the q-axis. 

S2Q: Like S2D (see previous card), but applied tQ the q-axis. 

The remaining cards of Class 3 S.M. data depend upon whether standard 
manuracturer-supplied data or internal parameters (Park's data) are being used. 
An e>ctra note regarding the simulation 'of reduced models is added too. 

I 
i 

8. M~utacturcr'.$ data , , 
If tl1e PARAMETER FI'ITING card was used (Le. request to usem~ufacturer's dataL 
two ~dditional cards having the following format complete the Class 3 aata: 

i : . I~ ~ € Is 
,~ I( t ~ ~ l'lt [d(le iil!~ E ifl~f( ~i ' ~~ I~l~ !e tHe

r

( 
1,( r~l<{ ~M 'g(~( Id~lc 

j RA XL XD XQ XDD ; XOQ XDDD XQOQ 

E:1 0.6 £10.6 El0.6 £10.6 El0.6 El0.6 £10.6 E 10.6 

I 

I 
I~ 1< Ie it Ie 

c Il 
'E I ~I ~ ,; , '~ E Id~l( It i( , .: I ( [~,* ~ t I ~ i~ I c ~ I~I~ '~I~ 

I( '" 
f~'E W'{ ! : ~ t r clc Ie 

,TDOP TQOP . TDOPP TQOPP XO RN XN XCAN t--: 
~1 0.6 El0.6 El0.6 El0.6 E10.6 £10.6 £10.6 El0.6 
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Parameters: 

RA: Armature resistance, in per unit. This must be non-negative. 

XL: Armature leakage reactance, in per unit. 

XD: Direct-axis (d-axis) synchronous reactance, in per unit. 

XQ: Quadrature-axis (q-axis) synchronous reactance, in per unit. 

XDO: Direct-axis transient reactance. in per unit. 
i 

XQQ: Quadrature-axis transient reactance, in per unit. 

XDDD: Direct-axis subtransient reactance, in per unit. 

XQQQ: Quadrature-axis sub transient reactance. in per unit. 

The meaning of the next four time-constants depend upon the parameter 
PARAMETER FITTING card 

·1 
! 

I 
, I 
FM,' in the 

I 
1) FM :!O 2 • .0 (open circuit time constants - avoid influence of saturation eifectSt) 

TooP: Qirect-axis open-circuit transient time constant, in seconds 
. ' I 

TQOP: Quadrature-axis open-circuit transient time-constant, in seconds! 

TooPP: Direct-axis open-circuit subtransient time constant, in seconds 

TQOPP: Quadrature-axis open-circuit subtransient time constant, in secnds 

2) FM ) 2 • .0 (short circuit time constants - preferable) 

TOOP: Direct-axis short-circuit transient time constant, in seconds 

TQOP: Quadrature-axis short-circuit transient time constant, in secondrl 

TDOPP: Direct-axis shor't-circuit subtansient time constant, in seconds I 

TQOPP: Quadrature-axis short-cirCUit subtransient time constant, in seconds 

xo: Zero-sequence reactance, in per unit. 

RN: '111e real part of the neutral grounding impedance, in per unit. 
• • 

XN: The imaginary part of the neutral grounding impedance, in per unit. 
l:f.Q.l&: The machine is assumed to have a Wye-connected armature, with the!neutral 

connected to ground through the impedance R 4 + j X ft' If the machine is in 
fact ungrounded (but still Wye-connected) simply use a large gjounding 
impedance.. . . . I . 

XCAN: Caney's characteristic reactance. in per unit. 1 
If this field is left blank, the program will set XCAN III XL l'leakage. 
resis tance) • 

" , I 

I 
i 
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~ an simulation Qf reduced models: 

If the user wants to simulate a reduced model, that is" a machine without one or 
1U0I'O I'otOI:' windings, the following rules Ut'O to be used; 
1. The field coil must always be present, thel:'efore XOO > 0.0 and TOOP > 0.0. 
2. If the damper winding on the direct axis is to be dropped, the user should set 

~DOD = XD and TDOPP = 0.0. 
However, as the parameter XDnO is not going to be used, the user can also leave 
this field blank. 

3. :r.f a machine without the g.;..winding (eddy-current winding) on the quadrature 
axis is to be simulated, punch XQQ equal to XQ (orXQQ = 0.0) and set TQOP = 0.0. 

4. If the damper winding on the quadrature axis is to be dropped, the user should 
set XQQQ = XQ (or XQQQ = O.O) and TDOPP = 0.0. 

5. trr a machine without any damper winding at allan the quadrature axis is to be 
~imulated, set XQa = XQQQ = XQ (or = 0.0), and TQOP = TQOPP = 0.0. 

\ .. 

b ... Internal parameters 

. Should the user have chosen to describe the mac~ine by means of internal per unit 
inductance and resistance matrices (no PARAMETER FITI'INO card used) t then the Class 
3 S:.M. data are completed with three cards of the following format: 

r~,~;JE '~IQ~ .• 
-~ 

I~ 
I { I ~~(Ic 

LF LAF 
~~- ...... -----

El0.6 

I~ 1'1: It I (I ~ I( 
LG 

I 

: El0.6 

I 
'I,I'I( I/I(!( 
I 

I 
XO 

I i El0.6 
I 

I 
Parameters: 

El0.6 

I' 
I~ 14: IE t II cl ( 

LAG 

Elb~6 

I ~ 
I' f!11 I'~* 

RA 

ElO.6 

I_ I ~l(f< 
LFKD 

El0.6 

I-
~J' l~fE t~( !~~ 

LGKQ 

E10.6 

II Ii 

RF 

El0.6 

I· I~ 'f 

I ~ Idl r l :el ( ~.: ~ E rd~lc I·I'~{ rm Ie 1< 

LD L,l>KD LKO 

El0.6 E10.6 El0.6 

Ii .\ e \1 
1:,-I·l ~ tt t (I cle I, ~'f! tt I !~~ Ie lil~ j ~,..: II tdcl< I~ 

LO LAKQ LKQ 

£10.6 El0.6 El0.6 

I: II 
rll( I' .( 1(1 ( ,.I' ril(l< 

RKD RG ~KQ 

El0.6 El0.6 El0.6 .. 

LF: 'The self-inductance of the field winding, in per unit. 

E 
r ltClc ~H~ic 

-

Ie 
"f! II ta~ I( I- H! >1 r~l~c 

I~ 
['II tIl! I{ I: r ltclc 
:~N XN 

~~!5 E10.6 

LAF: The mutual-inductance coefficient between the armature and the field winding, 
in per unit. 
i 

LFKD: The mutual-inductance coefficient between the field winding and the d-axis 
amper winding, in per unit. 

~::'d~.-:~ 
,~ 
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LD: The self-inductance coefficient for the direct axis of the armature, in per 
unit. 

'. LAKD: The mutual-inductance coefficient between the armature and the dire taxis 
damper winding, in per unit. 

LKD: The self-inductance of the direct axis damper winding, in per unit. 

LG: The self-inductance of the eddy-current winding, in per unit. 

LAO: The mutual-inductance coeffiecient between the armature and the eddy- urrent 
winding, in per unit. 

LGKQ: The mutual-inductance coefficient between the eddy-current winding d the 
q-axis damper winding, in per unit. 

LQ: The self-inductance coefficient for 
per unit. 

LAKQ: The mutual-inductance coefficient 
axis damper winding, in per unit. 

the quadrature axis of the armatire. in 

between the armature and the quadrature 
. . I 

I 

LKQ: The self-inductance of the quadrature axis damper winding, in per un~t. 

'. XO: 2;ero-sequence reactance, in per unit. 

RA: Armature resistance, in per unit. 

RF: Resistance of the field winding. in per unit. 

RKD: Resistance of the damper winding on the direct axis, in per unit. 

no: Resj.st:ance of the eddy-current winding, in per unit. 

RKQ: Resistance of the damper winding on the quadrature axis. in per unit.; 

RN:The real part of the neutral grounding impedance, in per unit. 

XN: The imaginary part of the neutral grounding impedance, in per unit. 

'- ", 

Hute: The machine is assumed to have a Wye-connected armature, with the qeutral 
connected to ground through the impedance R" + j X ft. If the machinf' is in 
fact ungrounded (but still Wy,-connected) simply use a large gr ding. 
impedance. . 

~ QU ~ simulation 2f reduced models: 

The simulation of a reduced model isa190 possible when internal parameters are 
used. Two rules must be followed: I 
1. In order to avoid a ,zerO-diV!S. ion error, whatever value d. ifferent from 1. must 

be punched for the .self-inductance coefficient of the winding which is to be 
dropped. . 

2. Al1 the mutual-inductance coefficients of this winding lIlust be set equalt to 

, 
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O. 
For instance, if a machine without the q-axis damper winding is to be modelled 
then the user should punch LAKQ = LGKQ = a andLKQ ~ O. 

i 
VIII-C-4. Class 4 SM data cards 

Next come the mass cards which contain mechanical parameters for the shaft system. 
There is to be one such card. for each mass, punched according to the format 
immediately below. In number, there are "NUMAS" such cards (see 1st card of Class 
3 data. columns 1-2); ordering is actually immaterial (the mass cards can be 
shuffled), though it is generally clearer to stack such cards in naturally-increasing 
order of the mass number "ML It

, Further, the unit system to be used depends on 
MEcHUM. which was specified on the first card of class '3 data (column 7). 

! ;, I ~ i E If , , ' 
; 

:, lei' ,f: I ~I ~ ; ~I t : ~I ( . 
'It 'EI~ I { .; I-Ii' ' I ~I c 

" 
IE I t :~I ( ' ;, ,I ~ r It! Ie I ~ i!1 t I (i £1 ( '( :<:1 C 

-
Ml; EXTRS HleO DSR DSM HSP DSD --
12 I El0.6 El0,6 El0.6 El0.6 £10.6 El0.6 

I -
I 

Par+meters: 
i . ,,' 

MF: IThe mass number. Recall that masses are to be numbered by the user beginning 
with'number one on either end of the shaft system, and continuingsequentia~ly 
to the other end, see figures 1 and 3 at the beginning of this chapter. 
j 

EXTRS: the fraction of the total external mechanical· torque (power) which is 
'1lBsociated with mass "ML": 
~enerator: For a generator, enter the fraction of the total external mechanical 

I
, torque of this shaft sys tem which is applied to this particular mass. 

If a pump. enter a negative value, 
Motor: For a motor, ,enter the fraction of the total extern'al mechanical torque 
I of the shaft system which is developed by this particular mass. , If a 
, pump, enter a positive value. 
I 

Hlc6: The moment gLj,ner-t'ta-·e-f--ma13s 'number tlMLIt. This is to be in units of 
(-million pound-feet'l) if MECIIUN~Q" 1-
(million kg-m2) if MECHUN .' 1 ''------.~.J::> W rz 

DSRt The speed-deviation self-damping coefficient for mass number "ML" .. 
definition. 
, T.-DSR(w.-w,} 
I 

where 
T, is this particular damping torque under 
W, is the angular veloci ty of mass i 

considerataon' for mass i 

f
' · is the synchronous meChanica,l .velO~l::::I for this shaft system. 
'ata is to be punched in units of 
(pound-feet}/(radians/second)] if MECHUN = 0 
{N-m)/(radiansjsecond}] if MECHUN ;: 1 

"I ;,;' 
" 

'I , 
i 
i 

By 
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DSM: The mutual-damping coefficient. This pertains to the present mass (f = ML) 
and the mass with the next higher number (i+l). The damping in question is 
function of the velocity diffSrence between the two masses 

T .. DSM(w.-w •• I ) 

The mutual-damping coefficient is to .be punched in units of 
[(pound-feet)/(radians/second)] if MECHUN = 0 
[(N-m)/(radians/second)] if MECHUN = 1 

.HSP: The spring constant. This pertains to the elastic connection betwe 
present mass (i = ML) and the mass with the next higher number (i+1). 
for this data are 
[(million pound-feet)/{radians)] if MECHUN = 0 
[(million N-:-m)/(radians)] if MECHUN .. 1 

-

n the 
Units 

DSD: The absolute-spE;ed self-damping coefficient for this mass number i. By 
definition. . 

T,- DSDw. 

where 
T t is the associated damping torque on mass number i 
WI is the angular velocity (abso!ute) of this mass. 
Units for this data are 
[(pound-feet)/(radians/second)] if MECHUN .. 0 
[(N-m)/(radians/second)] if MECHUN = 1 

It will be noted that fields "05M'! and "HSP" .contain data which really do~s not 
belong exclusively to mass number i =·ML. they also pertain to the mass which is 

I 

number i+1. . For the last mass card (number "NUMAS"). these two fields h ve no 
meaning .• and are to be left blank. 

Terminate the mass cards with a blank card. 

VIII-C-5. Class 5 8M data' canjs 

a) General remarks 

The Class 5 (output request) cards follow the blank card terminating the Glass 4 
(mass) cards. 

The requests for the output of S.M. variables 
as follows: 

1. Electrical.variables 
2. Mechanica! angles oir shaft masses 

. I 

are divided into five separate Igroups 

3. Mechanical speed deviations of shaft masses 
4. Mechanica! torques on shaft sect.ions 
5. Machine parametel'::. and ini tial condi tions 

To request an output of any S.M. variable. the user has to specify the outPu~ group 
to which the variable belongs and an unique number identifying that variable iwi thin 
that output group. The rules for assigning those numbers are explained ~n the 
following sections. 

" 
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I 
Ther~ is a common data card format for all different output groups. The user must 
spec~fy the desired S.M. output(s) in the following format: 

, I· , It If IE 
I ~ ft tE Ie I' fl r !isle !. 1'1 E I ~I s ~( 12 1,1 ~ fl r E I ( i ,I ~ fl rEI~le I." 'f~* I ~ ISIC ,. rUl 
, -

~ 
~- Nl N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 .. ,. 

2> II 4X 16 16 16 16 16 16 

.. 
Parameters: 

, 
GROUP: Flag identifying the output group to which the variables specified on this 

card belong. Presently. there are 5 possible output groups. All are explained 
i[' detail in the remainder of section VIII-C,,:,5 [points b) up to f)]. 

ALL: Flag identifying a request for the. outPut~f all possible variable~ in this 
o tput group. I 
0: or blank: Selective specification of variables in columns 9-80 
1:" All possible variables in this class are to be output; columns 9-80 will not 

: be scanned~ . 

N1. . : .. N12: Iden ti fica tion of variables to be outpu t( in 16 format). Depending on 
the GROUP code, the meaning of output request parameters Nl. ••• N12 is different. 
TIlis is explained in detail in the ~emainder of .ection V1II-C-5 [points b) up 
to f)]. 

The output request cards can be s.tacked in any order, i.e •• a request for output 
group i does not have to precede the request for output groupi+l. -Similarly, the 
variable numbers (columns 9-80) can be specified in any order. It 1s also possible 
to stack any number of cards specifying th,e requests for different variables within 
any output group. " 

For EMTP output and plotting purposes, the output variables are actually identified 
by a pair of 6-character names. The first name identifies the machill.e in question. 
in order of data input; for example, "MACH 3" would apply t() the third machine. 
The second name identifies the variable type mnemonically, as documented in sections 
b} up to f). Some examples of such column headings 'are shown in section VIII.D. 

! -

A bl~ card terminates the Class 5. S.M. data cards. 

b) Specification of variables in Output Group 1 

Pl'es~ntly that'S at'e 15 pos.::Jible e] ectrical variables in this group. The actual 
numbrr of vari~bles requested will vary depending on the complexity of the model 
used~ The fvllowing Table summarizes the meaning ot the request values in case 
of GROUP = 1. 



Variable 

ID 
I;Q 
10 
IF 
IKD 
IG 
IKQ 
IA 
18 
Ie 
VF 
MFORCE 
MANGLE 
TEG· 
TEXC " 

where ID 
IQ 
10 
IF 
IKD 
10 
IKQ 
IA 
IB 
IC 
VF 

MFORCE 
MANGLE 
TEG 
TEXC 
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Table I. Summary of variables in OUTPUT Group 1. 

Output. request number Units 
Output 

1 A 
2 A 
3 A' 
4 A 
5 A 
6 A 
7 A 
8 A 
9 A 

10 A 
11 V 
12 A 
13 Rad 
14 Nmxl06 

15 NmxlO6 

current in the d-axis armature winding 
current in the q-axis armature winding 
armature winding zero-sequence current 
field winding current 
current in· the d-axis damper winding 
current in the eddy-current winding 
current in the q-axis d~per winding 
current in the phase "a" tlrmature winding 
C\1rrent in the phase "bit armature winding 
current in the.phase "c" armature winding 

A6 format 
identificati 

"IO" 
"IQ" 
~IIO" 

'''IF'' 
"IKon 
"IG" 
"IKQ" 
lilA" 
"lB't 
"IC" 
"VF" 
"MFORCEtt 

"MANGLE" 
"TQ GEN" 
"TQ EXC It 

n name 

voltage applied to the field winding; this will be a constant 
voltage, unless the user explicitly specifies a connection to 
TACS exciter dynamics as part of the Class 6 S.M. data cards 
the total mmf in theiair-gap of the machine I 
angle between the q-'and d-axis components of .the total mmf 
electromagnetic torque of the machine 
electromagnetic torque of ~he exciter 

c) Specification of variables in Output Group 2 

This output group contains the mechanical angles of the different masse~ in the 
lumped mass model of the turbine-generator set.. Ule number of possible variables 
in this group depends on the number of masses used in the representatio~ of the 
ma('h~l1e (parameter NUMAS.in Class 3 S.M. data cards). I 
Every mass of the turbine-generator set has been assigned a number ("ML" during 
the specification of its parameters (Class 4 S.M. data cards), The same number 
is to be used when requesting the output of the mechanical angle of that mass, 
The output is in units of degrees. The output identification name is 'tANGi". 

I 
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d) Specification of variables in Output Group 3 

This output group contains the deviations pf the mechanical speeds. of the different 
masses of the machine shaft from the synchronous speed. Similarly to Output Group 
2, specify the appropriate mass number to obtain t~e desired output in units of 
radians/seconds •. The· icientikj.cation name is "VELi". 

- .. :.:-: . 

e) Specification of variables in Output Group 4 
\ ott 

This output group contains the mechanical torgues on the different shaft sections 
of t~e turbine-generatof set. The shaft torque number i is the torque on the shaft 
sec~ion connecting masses number i and i+l; therefore, there is no output possible 
for ia single-mass model. The units of the output are million Newton-meters. The 
output identification name is ITORi". 

f) Specification of variables in Output Group 5 

This output group can be printed only immediately following the steady-state 
solution. At present. there are two possible requests in this group obtained by 
punching 1 and/or 2 in a.m£ of the variable number fields (columns 9-80) or Group 
5 card: 

i 
Punch "1" 

i 

to request the printout of all machine parameters (reactances, resis
tances, shaft data, etc.) following the steady-state solution 

Punch "2" to request the complete printout of the initial conditions of a machine 

i 

i 
VIII-e-6. Class 6 SM data cards 

Fqllowing the blank card terminating the Class 5 8M data cards come cards which 
desc'ribe any interface connections between the machine under consideration and 

I ... . 
TACS;. Ordering of the different possible cards· is immaterial: they can be shuffled, 
withbut altering the results. Should a machine have no connections at all to TACS, 
then: no Class 6 data should be specified. This card grouping should NOT be 
term!inated by a blank card. Instead, class 7 cards immediately should follow the 
blank card of Class 5 or the last Class 6 data card •. The general format for such 
Class 6 cards is as follows: 

I' . 1 < I ~ f IE 
~ . ,<II IE" Ie I ( ~ ~ ~~ t . 't tq( 'f· iAI ~ It It I( I ~I' 1~lt ~t 'IE ISiC 'I ~ I ~~ { II ~~ I( I' :. I~I ~ ~tl' Id~ Ie I' r~H i~l{ 

, . r! (IC 
..... L.. 

Kf< !sus KI 

12 I A6 6X 13 

I 
Depebding on the kind of TACS·control one wants to model, following guidelines 
apply: 

&) f.r the field voltage of the machin~ is to be contrOlled. by exciter dynamics 
w ich have been modelled using TAOS, then the following is required: 

: punch "71" in columns 1-2, as a special request for the exciter connection. 
. '! ~ 

I . 

I 
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BUS: The 6-character name of a TACS variable is to be punched in columns 3-8. 

KI: 

The numerical value of this TACS variable will then be used by the EMTP 
logic for scaling the field voltage value EFD of this machine. I 

~: 
I 

- This "scalingll is not simply a multiplication factor: some "history terms" 
are involved. Suppose that one wants to "scale" machine parametrr EFD 
using a TACS variable called VF. The following formulas apply: . 

EFD(l) = EFD(2) = EFD{O) * VF(O) 
EFD(i) = EFD(i-l)*VF(i-2)/VF{i-3) (for i .GE. 3) 

- Should the user want to code the logic of this TACS connectio~, bu t 
temporarily bypass the associated dynamics, then set this TACSvatue to 
"UNITY" • Recall that this is the name of the buH t-in TACS sourCj' which 
has output identically equal to 1.0. ' 

- If no such' a card is used, the EMTP logic will simply hold thei field 
voltage for this machine constant, at the value obtained by steadYrstate 
solution. I 

to be left blank. 

b) If the mechanical power applied to any mass on the shaft system 
controlled by dynamics which have been modelled using TACS, then the 
is required: 

is I to be 
fOl~OWing 

of KK: Punch "7211 in columns 1-2, as a special request for the TACS contf' 01 
, mechanical power. 

BUS: The 6-character name of a TACS variable is to be punched in columns 3-8. 
The numerical value of this TACS variable will then be used by th~ EMTP 
109, ic as a multiplicative factor for scaling the otherWise-corstant 
(steady-state) mechanical power values. ' 
Note: ' 
- Should the user want to code the logic of this TACS connection. but 

temporarily bypass the associated dynamics, then set this value to "uNITY" • 
- If no such a card is used for mass N, the'EMTP logic will simply hold the 

external mechanical power applied to that mass constant (at whatevet;' value 
was dictated by the initial condition calculation). Consequentlv. the 
user:' can selectively control the mechanical power on different\ shaft 
sections. i 

KI: Should contain the mass number of the mass under consideration (see parameter 
"ML" ,Class 4 data). .. i 

c) If the internal electrical machine variables are to be passed into TACS. then 
one data card must be specified for each such variable. The data card Ijformat 
to be used is as follows: 
KK: Punch "73" in colUmns 1-2, as a spe,cial request for the internal eleC1'trical· 

machine variables . 
BUS: The 6-character name of a TACS source whose value is to be equal I'to the 

desired electrical machine variable at each time-step. . 
KI: Punch variable number in columns 15-17. The following Table summarizes the 

'variables which can be passed. to TACS. .. I 
~ I 

i 
I 
I 

I 

I 

. ; 
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I 

I 
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Table II. Summary of variables accessible by TACS 

Variable 
ID 
10 
10 
IF, 
IKO 
10 
IKQ 
vo 

Output request numbert 
1 
2 
3' 
4 

'5 
6 
7 
8 

Units 
A 
A 
A 
A 

'A 
A 
A 
V 

. VQ 9 V 

10 
1Q 
10 
IF 
IKD 
10 
lKQ 
VO 
VQ' 
VO 
VF 

MFORCE 
MANG 
TEG 
TEXC 
PSrD' 
PSIQ 

VO V 
VF 
MFORCE 
,MANG 
TEG 
TEXC 
PSID 
PSIQ· 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

'17 

V 
A, 
Rad 
Nmxl06 
Nnui:l06 

Weber-turn 
. Weber-turn 

current" in the d-axis armature' "winding 1, 

current in the q-axis armature winding 
armature winding zero-sequence current 
field winding current 
current in the d-axis damper winding 
current in the eddy-current winding 
current in the q~axis damper winding 
voltage app1ie9 to the d-axis 
voltage applied to the q ... axis 
zero-sequence voltage 
voltage applied to the field winding; this will be a constant 
vol tage I unless the user explici,tly specifies a connection 
to TACS excitev dynamics as part of. the Class 6 S.M. data 
c~rds. , 
the,total mmf in the air-gap of themachiile 
angle between the q- and d-axis components 'of the total mmf 
electromagnetic torque of' 'the machine 
electromagnetic torque of the exciter 
d:axis flux linkage 
q-axis flux linkage ! ',' 

I . • 

d) iIf mechanical variables (e.g. mechanical anglesD" angular velocities Wit or 
~haft torques T i ) of the shaft system are to be passed into TAOS, then one data 
card must be punched for each such variable. The data card format is as follows: 
lac: Punch "74" in columns 1~2. as a special request for the aceF!SS to S.M. 

mechanical variables. 
BUS: This field is, to be punched with the name of the TAOS source whose value 

is to be controlled by the mechanical machine variable at each time-step. 
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I 
I 

KI! Code nu'mber which identifies the mechanical variable in question: I 
for 8, punch i )1, 

for W j punch NUMAS + i 

' where 
for T, punch 2xNUMAS + i I 

i mass number "ML" as specified in Class 4 S.M. data cards (mass cards) 
NUMAS number of connected masses on the shaft system of this S.M. (specified 

in Class 3 S .• M. data cards).' I 
~: I 

- Angles are passed into TACS in units of absolute radians; the value of 
the TACS variable is increased 2njl(NP/2) radians every second. Rei' ember 
that the output of a mass angle is in degrees. 

- The angular velocities passed into TACS. in radians/second, are abSolute 
veloci ties, while the output variables from Output Group 3 are T 
from the synchronous speed, in radians/second too. 
Shaet torques are passed in million Newton-meters. ' 

VIII~C-Z. Class 7 SM data cards i 
i 

The end of a machine data cards is to be indicated by a special terminator! card. 
If the machine in question is not paralleled by one or more additional dynamic 
S.M. source components.' then a card bearing the text "FINISH" in columns 3-8 is 

,to be punched. I 

[li1i~~iiJ~lJJJJJJJ~~lJJJ~JjJ~~lJJJJ~jJ~~11JJJJjJ~~lJJJJJiJJ~ll!Jr~~ 
FINISH . i 

. ' I 
, 

If a second dynamic synchronous machine: is to be connected in parallel (armature 
windings connected to the same busses) with the one just input. then the "FINISH" 
card must be modified to read "FINISH PART". indicating to the EMTP that S.M. data 
for this three-phase bus. to which armatures are connected, have only been par ially 
completed. Next come data cards for the second machine, beginning with C ass 2 
and ending with Class 7 . 

. This procedure can be generalized to apply to as many machines as the user wants· 
to parallel on the same bus. For M machine.s. the first M-l has data cards which 
end wi th a "FINISH PART" card, while the final one ends with a "FINISH" card. 
indicating to the EMTP that no other machines follow on that machine bus. Only 
the first of the M machines has any Class 1 data cards, since this applies to the 
common bus; all M-l following machines skip this data. I , i 

I 

VIII-D. Illustrative examples 

To show the structure of data files which involve three-phase dynamic synchronous 
I 

machine modelling, some simple examples are shown in this' section. The co~ments 
for each case are aimed to help the user to understand the options chosen fo~ each 
test machine and the information contained in the output listing generated 'y the 
program. 
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~II-D-l. Example 1 

Consider the system shown in Figure 6. A synchronous generator is connected ·to 
a power network consisting of a transfot'IDor. s. trwlsmission line. compensuted by 
a series capacitor, and an infinite bus .. 

~BUS3 199.US2c:=:J-___ . ~. _~ I BUS1 BUSO (9 
S.M. . ~ ft'. • rv 

%=0.075 XO"O.6IO . 10=>1'=0.045· 
Rl = 0.021 Xl =0.236 Xc=7S:l: Infinite 

6./'6. . 0' XI' . . Bus 

26/500 kV "-
X -0.100 

Impedances in p.u. on generator base. power 

Figure 6. System diagram for Example 1 

The synchronous machine has the following data: 

! 

a. ~atingS 
i 

~92.4 MVA. 2 poles, 26 kV, 60 Hz 

b. ~ir-gaPlineandsaturation curve 
180Q A Field current which produces rated voltage on the air-gap line 
1901 A Field current which produces rated voltage (1 p.u.) on the no-load 

I saturation curve . 
3050 A Field current which produces 1.2 p.u. voltage on the no-load satursti.on 

! 

All I the.e v:~~ epplyto the direct axis. 'The air-gap line and the saturation 
curte of the quadrature axis are not known. 

c. !E~ectriCal data 
Ro ... Ia.opu 

i X,-O.130pu 
Xci - 1 .790 pu 

Xd·~O.169pu 

X d • ~ 0,135 pu 

"01.' j... 4.300scc 
! 

"4':!- O.032sec 
! 

Xo ·:O.130pu 

x q - 1.710pu 

X q' - O.228pu 

X '1~. O.200pu 

"''I'" .. O.BSOsec 
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The Canay's characteristic reactance ~s not known, it is supposed to have t e same 
value 'that the leakage reactance has. {/. 

The armature winding are Wye-connected wld the neutral is solidly 
0.0 anq Xn = 0.0). 

d. Mechanical data 

Mass Torque Frac .. i Inertia (sec) Spring constant 
tion (pu Torque/rad) 

UP 0.30 0.0928970 ... 19.303 
IP 0.26 0.1555890 34.929 
LPA 0.22 0.8586700 52.038 
LPB 0.22 0.8842150 70.858 
GEN 0.8684950 2.822 
EXC 0.0342165 

(Rn = 

The transformer has no losses and the reactance value is in per unit on the ~achine 
base power. ' , 

I 
The system is running under balanced steady-state with the following op~rating 
conditions: 

a. Irifinite bus voltage 
Vol tage magnitude: 1. 00 p. u. 
Phase "a" angle:'O.O degrees 

b. Generator terminal voltage 

(p.u. value on 500 kV base) 

Voltage magnitude: 1.05 p.u. (p.u. value on 26 kV base) 
Phase "a" angle: 36.5 degrees 

Before creating the data file, so~e calculations are needed in order to 
data given in per unit to physical~~quanti ties. 

The base impedance in both sides of the transformer is 

High-voltage side 
. :1002 

Z 00 .. 11" ii2.40" 280.143 (0) 

.' 26 1 

Low-voltage sl.de Z oaul" iiW" 0.75751 (0) 

convert 

I 
I 
! 

Taking into account that the lower side is delta-connected, the actual 
of each side. using the proper base, is 

reactances 

'. 
High-voltage side X,," o.~cox 280.143" 14.01 (0) I 

! 
Low-vol tage side X 1- o:~oo·x 0.75751 x 3 .. 0.1136 (0) I 
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i No conversion is necessary for the electrical data of the machine as they are 
s tendard llIanufacturer! s data in per uni t. which are accep tep. by the EMTP. However. 
mecoanical data are to be input in physical units; should the user want to input 
these data in English units. the values can be calculated using the following 
forI\lula: 

I 
. 2XS 

WRz-!fX om x23•7 304 (million pound-lutz) 
. ,wlI!o.,.a 

Ji: - K u X SOQ .. x 0.73756 
: WOOff 

(million pound - /flQilrad) 

i 
! 

being the llIolllent of inertia WR2 
H the inertia constant, in seconds 

the three-phase rated (base) power. in MVA 
the rated (base) speed, in radians/second 
the spring constant 
the spring constant, in 'pu Torque/rad: 

; 

Theidata input for the s¥nchronous llIachine of this example looks as follows: 
i 

BEGINiNEW DATA CASE 
C 
C TYPE-59 S.". TEST CASE • EXAMPLE 1 
C STEADY STATE INITIALIZATION 
C 
POWER rREQUEHCY. 60 
C 

0.0001 0.0100 60.0 60.0 
1 1 
5 5 20 

C ----- SOI.lTC5 imp5danc5 
IIUSl-ABUSO-A 
BU31-01l1l30-S 
n0:31-clltJ::IO-C 

20 

12.61 
12.61 
12.61 

C ----- Series capacitor 
Iltmc.:~lIllu:ll·" 

1I1l0C-IIUIlSl-1I 
1I1J:lC-CDUSl-C 

(75\ campen •• tton) 
20168. 
lOU8. 
20168. 

C ---~- Tr.n.~i •• 1on lin. 
!51B!1s2-A8lJSC-A 
52BUS2-BBUSC-B 
53BUs2-cSUsc-c 

21.0 170.9 
5.88 66.11 

c ---~- Step-up transformer. 
TRANSFOIU1!1l 

9999 
lBUS3-l\BUS3-C 
2sus2-A 

TRANSFORMER TRAN ~ 
lauS3-IIBUS3-l!. 
2BU92-8 

TRANS,ORMER T.RAN A 
UUSJ-CB!1S3-a • 
2I1Usl-~ 

.1136 26.00 
14.01 288.67 

'fIlM a 

'fIlM C 

c ----- Conn.ctivltyc_pacitora 
Bus3-A 1.0 

1.0 
1.0 

B!1S3-B 
BUU-C 

BLANK'CARD .HOr~a BRANCH DATA. 
BLANle; t;Mll t;:=:'1'3 swact! DATA. 
a ---~- .lntinite bu. voltag ... 
14BUSO-A 408248.3 60. 
14al1s0-B 408248.3 60. 
14BIlS(H: 408H8.3 60: 
C ---1- Synchronoua generator 
59suai-A 2~290.4 60. 

SUU-B 
BUS!-C 

tOL£l\~UiCr3 

0.0 
-120.0 

120.0 
apaQLtl.'catlona 

36.5 

20 
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PARAMETER PITTINO 2.0 . 
C .-- Machlne retings 

6 5 6 . 2 1.0 1.0 892 •• 26.0 

C -_. Electrical parameters - Manufacturer's data 
0.000 0.130 1.79~ 1.710 0.169 
4.300 0.850 0.032 0.050 0.130 

e _.- Mechanical sfstem data 
1 0.30 0.0216843 
2 0.26 0.0.63672 
3 0.22 0.2558931 
" 0.22 0.2635058 
5 0;2588211 
6 0.0101969 

IlLANK CARD ENDING H.I\llS CMOS 
C --- OUtput dsta requ.st 

11 . 
21 
31 
41 
51 

BLANK CARl> ENDING OUTPUT·ltEQUEST 
FIIHSM 

BLANK CARD ENDINO SOURCE DATA. 
C ----- Node voltage output request 

IIUS3-I\IJUS2-A 

-1800.0 
-1. 

0.228 

33.70161 
60.98344 
90.85U9 
123.7128 
4.927003 

IW\NX C1\IID !:HDllfO II:UCnVI NODE VOt.TAO& OUTPUT IIIOUI81 
PUNT.Eft PLOT 

BLANK CARD EHDINO PLOT REQUEST. 
!litO!" NEW DATA CMI 
II LANK 
BLANK 

0.135 0.200 

When inspecting this file the following points can be notedf 

I 
I 

·1. The code 59 has been punched in columns 1-2 of the first Class 1 card. indirating 
that a three-phase dynamic S.M. source is going to be input. 

The machine is connected to the nodes BUS3-A, BUS3-B and BUS3-C. 

Remember that the specified value of the voltage magnitude at the termin~ls of 
the machine is the peak value. Since the machine is supposed to run I under 
balanced initial tonditions, voltage magnitude and phase angle of the ~econd 
. and third cards are not specified. . 

2. The maximum number of iterations for the calculation of the rotor speed, parameter 
NIOMAX, has been redefined using the TOLERANCES card. This number is n9w 20. 

. I 
; 

3. A PARAMETER FIITING card is used to indicate that manufacturer's data (external 
parameters) will follow in Class 3 data cards. I 

4. An extra minus sign has been added to parameter AOLINE. This sign is u.ed as 
a flag to indicate that the machine is saturable. 'A negative value (-~ .b) for 
AGLCl. on the next card. indicates that the air-gap line for the q-axis is not 

I 
known; in this case approximate values will be internally generated by the 
vrogram • \ 

5. The field XCAN is left blank since the Caney's characteristic reactance is not 
known; the program will internally set XCAN D XL • 

. 6. As an external mechanical torque is applied to several masses on the shaft 
system, a fraction of the total torque is punched in the cards as90cia~ed to 
those masses. 
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The field HIeD (moment ,of inert~a) is punched in every mass card. wnile the 
field liSP has not been punched in the card associated to the highest number 
muss. Remember that the moment of ineL'tia is to be punched in units of million 
pouud-feet41 when English units are used. 

7. All machine variables are requested by punching 1 in column 4 (field ALL) of 
every output group card. 

8. This machine has no connections, to Control Systems (TACS). Hence no Class 6 
data card has been inserted. 

9. The "FINISH" card at the end of the machine data deck indicates that this machine 
is not paralleled by any additional S.M. 

The;output listing for this case is shown next. 

, I 
C~~t card. NUMDCD' I. C data:EXAMPLtl.DAT 
Hark.~ card pr.ceding new EHTP data c.... B£CIN "EW DATA CAS! 
Co ... n't card. N'UMDCD - 1. C 
C~nt card. .NtIM.DCD. 4. C 
Ca_t c ... d. _DCD' 5. C 

TYP£-59 S.K. TES~ CfoSB - ~LII 1 
STEADY STATE INITIALIZATION 

Ca-ent card. H'tIHOCD· 6. C 
Hew p ..... r rraqu.,.CJt STATn.. 6.0000000<l1;,01 Ha. PQWEI\ fllEQlJDlC'Y. 60 
C~M cud. HIlKDCD' I. C 
"lie. data. 1.0001-0. 1.000£-02 6.000£.01 0.0001 0.0100 60.0 
Hioc. data. 1 1 0 0 ° -1 ° 0 0 0 1 
PrlnloUf I & & 20 20 0 ° S ao 
c.,...n''J "."d. NUHOOD - 12. C· .. ··" 'Qur". h,~.d .... c;:. ,.rt •• K-I.-C. 0.0001.00'.3401-03 0.0001'00 IU.I-MUIO-A 
'.ct .. ' K-L-C. 0.0001.00 J .l4"-02 0.0001.00 IUIl-nUIO-) 
'.ci •• ~-L-C. 0.0001'00 3.3451-02 0.0001.00 IUSI-CIUIO-C 

60.0 

ao 

n." 12." 
12.81 

C"'-"~ card. _DCD· U. C ----- "ri •• cap"c1tor ,75' c:o.P4I'>.aUon) 
, 20161. Serl •• K-I.-C. 0.0001;.00 0.000,,00 5.l'01:-05 IUSC-I\JIUst-1I 

.0" •• I-L-C. 0.0001'00 0.0001.00 I.laOI-Oa IUtC-laUll-. 
'.ri •• ~-L-C. o.oooi.oo 0.0001.00 O,J501-05 ,UIC-CIUII-C 
C~n'c card. HIlKDCD. 20. C ----- Tran •• iuion Une 
III 0': coupled It-L. 2.100001;.01 •• 5l'261:-01 5I1Un-ABuSC-1I 
S.nOE.OO -i,1'U-01 0.000£.00 0.0001,00 0.0001.00 521UU-nUSC-J 
5.0401:.00 9.265E-02 5.0.01;.00 '.265£-02 ·1.092£.01 53IUSZ-CIUSC-C 

ca...nc cord. NUHDCD' 24. C ----- Step-up tran.to~r 
Sat. lItonter. 0.0001.000.0001;.00 ,0.0001.00 TRAII'POIIl'IEa 
Special t ... !nation-or-point. card. 9999 

wtndlng 1. 0.0000£.00 1.1.3602-01 "'2. 6000E,01,: !BUS3-II.UIl-C 
Winding 2. 0.0000!'00 1.4010B+'ol, 2.186111.02': '2IU52-.I\ 

Tranof'p .... r copy using ret.nnc. n.... "TIIAH A' TRAIISfOMD TlIAH A 
WindIng 1. I No valu •• raad. dnco copy I IBUSl-BBUSl-/\ 
Wlnd'ing 2. INo Valu" road. dnca copy I 28US2-. 

Trend" ..... copy u.Lng reference n_ "T1!AII II' TRAHSfllllMEil TlIAIf A 
Winding 1. 1110 v"lu .. n"d. linea copy). IJUSl-CIUSl-J 
Winding 2. 1110 vilue. re.d •• ince capYI 2lusa-c 

21.0 
5.U 

Co ... nt card. NUKDCD· 35. Q ----- Conn.ctlvity capacLcor. 
Snl •• : II-L-c. 0.0001'00 0.0001+00 Z.UU-09 Bun-" 
sui .. : R-L-C. 0.0001,00 0.0001.00 2.6531-0' IUU~' 
s.ri .. 1 R-'L-C. O.oooE.OO 0.0001'00 2.6531-0' IIUSl-C 
aLank f"~ ending branch... 'BR. HTOT - 11 19 1I1Al11t C1dID E!II)lllO IIWtCII bAT!\.. 
alank pard end!ng Iwl Cch... KSWTClI' O. 11AlI1t CARD ENllI/i(; SWITCH bAT' ... 

201.61. 
20161. 

110.9 
61i.1l 

.1136 26.00 
U.OL 211." 

TRAIl \I 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

C~n,t card. IIlIPUICD - U. C --_ •• Infinite bu. volt.g •• 
Sou~c.. 4.0811+05 ~.001.01 0.0011.00 -1.001.00 14I1USO-A 408248.3 60. 0.0 Soure.:. ..0U.O!l 6.001+01 -L.3Q£.03 -1.001+00 I4I1UIQ-•• 08248.3. 60. '120.0 
Soure.,. ..081+0' •• 001.01 1.201;.01 -1,OOE.OO 14DUI0.C 408248.3 ~o. HO.O 
C~'t cara. IIlIPUICD' 45. c: ---0. Iynchronou. lIan.r.~O" .pacific"Uon. 
50urc.. 2.211l'0~ 6.00E.al 1.651;.Ot -9.991;'03 59IU83-" ll190.4 60. l6.~ 
'2n~ pn .... of '.K. 2.229041'04' -83.50 IU53-8 
1,·,j phue of I.K. 2.22904£'04, -201. SO IUI3-C 

lpollon. 1.001'02 1.001-1& 1.001·16 20 TaL£HANCII 
Ol,ll"" .. I'uk·. dU.. 2.0001+00 PAUlHlrEII 'ITTING 2.0 

Ch"QHt (; .. ", Il, NU'MOCU· II. c: ....... M.Ghin ... at Inv_ 

-1 

411\ _.11. urd. 6' ~ II 3 1.000 1.000 0 ~. ~ 1.0 I,D n.1I 
q-ad.. 0.0/)<) -1.000Q a.oooo 0.0000 

Ca..ant r;a('d.. H'UMDCD."4. 
5th ~.". card. 0.0000 
6th S.M. card. 4.3000 

co.aant e~r4~ KUMDCD· 57. 

O.UOO 
0.8500 

Ha .. , carel 1 1 3.0001-01 2.168E-02 
Ha .. ! card 2 l 2.6001-01 ".631£-02 
Ha .. ' card 1 1 2.200!-01 2.559E-01 
...... 1 carcl' 4.. 2.2001-01 2.535£-01 
Ha .. , clIrd 5 5 0.0001'00 2.568E-Ol 

1.1900 
0.03~O 

0.000!.00 
O.ooo!.oo 
0.000£.00 
0.0001!.00 
0.000£.00 

HaO. card 6 6 O.OOOE.OO 1.0201-02 Q.oooI.oo 
&lanJo:: ""cd u ... lnaUng $.". un, carda. 

C --- El.ctr1cal p4r~t.r •• Manul.cturer l
• d&ta 

0.000 0.ll0 1.190 1.710 0.119 
4.)00 0.S50 0.Ol2 0.050 0.130 

C --- ""chanlcal oy.ta. ~at. 
1 0.30 0.0276141 
.Z D.lli O.OU3672 
J 0.22 0.2558931 
4 0.22 0.2635051 
5 O.2588Ul 
Ii 0.0101969 
~u.mt CNUI IIII1IIHQ '"SS CAllDS 

ao 

-1000.0 
-1. 

0.2Z1 

lS.70161 
60.'1344 
90.1544' 
123.1121 
•. 9l1003 

-I. 
. -1. 
-I. 

1901,0 

a.ll!! 

J050.0 

0,200 
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c ....... t car<!: NIlMDCD· 55. 
5.11. output requ.n car<! for cIa .. 1. 
5.11. output reque.t car<! for cla •• 2. 
5.11. output requ .. t car<! for cla .. l. 
'.M. output requ •• t car<! for cl .... 4. 
'.H. output requ •• t card for cl" •• 5. 

Ilank card ,.""In&ting I.M. output r.que.t •• 
!nd of II S.K.-TACS Int.rlace variable •• 

. ·Ilanlc card end. ehctric net_rlt .ourc ••• 
Top ":!'IIPSAV". NCllAIN.·' 
Top "TAPSAV·. HCllAIN· II 

C 
11 
21 
31 
.1 
!l 

ll.AIIX CAltIl t7mIHO OUTPUT UQIIU,. 
rlNISH 

ItNIK CAltII ENDING SOURCZ IlATA. 

Totel net_rlt 10.. P-lo.. by • .-lnll" /.nJ.ctto.n •• 7.124544414'251.0' 
of nut .. chine 1011aw. .·------··----·-·------------------------t-----MACH 1 Data par_~u &lid /.nitial condition. 

"'USl-lI" Unit 1 
""ch1ne reactance. U\4 n.ht""ce •• In (ohll.). \lU4nUU •• I_lad •• Induct.,.ce. are In fact r .. ctan"".,1 

I 
1.1209119911002 Lt ••• If-Inductance of the d-ut. flald Ylndlngi 
1.444444442001 Laf. IlUt",,1 1nductance bet_ field and ...... tu .. : 
1.659229511002 Lfkd • fl.ld-da.par _tual 1nduct""ce for the d-ax1., 
1.355939041.00 Ld •• elf-Inductanc. of the d-ul •• ~ture ~lndln9: 
1.444444441*01 L4kd • aulu"l Inductano. t~ ...... ture to 4-a.1. da.perl 
1.'646115091>02 LKd. 1.lr-lnduotenoe of tha d-exl. da.per ~Indin" 
1. 90~l'2t '.*02 t.9 ••• H-Induotall~. of air",," I of the q-.Al., 
1."4~l2"1>01 Log • .u,n.1 Induotance. "-"'" circuit 1 to lna.tUr&1 
1.!79Z'664!'Ot Lv~q • wutn.l Induotanc •• q-axl. circuit 1 to circuit 21 
1.2953311411000 Lq ••• If-inductance of tha q-axi.·.~ture Yindingl 
1.37483266!'01 Laltq • .utual inductance. q-axll circuit 2 to .~turel 
1.613421611002 iJcq. loU-Induotance of circuit 2 01 t ... q-axia, 
9.1147601971-02 10 ••• ra lequanco Induotancel 
0.000000001+00 ~O ••• NI .aquance ra.htan ... , 
1.406140911-01 At" r.ll.tane. at tho d-axll fl.1d wlndtn91 
0.000000001>00 Ra .... htance of tho .~turel 
•. 0179'1411-01 Rk4. rall.tance 01 tho d-sa!. d..,.r y/'ndln;1 
1.413&6210Zooo It.g,. relhtance of c/.rcuH 1 of the q-sabl 
l.t90409891-01 akq. r •• ~.tance of c/.rcuit 2 af the·q-axl.1 

MechanIcal para.et.r. In phYllcal un1t.. •• d •• crlbod by the colu.n hMding. thet fallow. 
~t of In.rtla SOlf-o..plng coefficient. 01 .... MUtu.l-daaplnll" cooff. 

of rotor _.1 spaed-dllYhtlon Ablalut.-.peed (with fo11awln9 .... , 
Killion [n-./rad/ •• c·.2] Million [n-a/r&d/I.c) MillIon (n-a/r84/'.c.0 2)' 

1.166604l-0l 0.0000000.000 0.000000011000 0 .• 00000001000 
1. 9539,90Z-0S 0.00000001.00 0.00000001000 9;':~1+00 
1.01l35UI-02 Q. 00000001+00 0.00000001000·0,"00000001000 
1.11043911-~2 0.00000001000 0.00000001'00 ·0.00000001+00 
(.0905973I-02 0.00000001.00 0.00000001+00 0.0000000.+00 
4.2,707301-04 0.00000001+00 0.00000001.00 0.00000001.00 

fabUlation ofl negati ... equence current. CMtf!C, CANlO • ..sa.2101U51-U -1.6237270 

Toretonal .prln9 can.t~t 
'with tollawJn, " •• , 

Ktlllon {n-./red) 
4. 570969U'01 
I. Z?12206l~01 
1.23221491,02 
I.I"t2UI+02 
,.II25U1I+00 

O'OOOOOOO'iOO 
laro .equence current. CKZZII. CAZIR • 3.00'450'2'11-11 -0.25475" 

Total current 'nJ.cted into ~ network ., ~ ,~ratDr bu •• In pn... coordinat... FOr parallel aachlna •• ,hi. 1_. ~ coab1nad 
total for all of tbaa. Th. ttrlt line dl.p1.re the current ••• r~d br·the pbalor network .olution. and· thay wl11 ~ unbe,lftced 
if the Mltworlt to. TIM!:lncl U .... _. DIIlr the pO.1U ... -.-quenCOl ~tI ot t...... IlepU_. of CUflW\t •• o. 1n ""HeJof 

[_.). II 

'ha •••• 0 Injection Pha •• °bo lnj.ctlon 'ho •• "c· inJ.ctlon 
P\4\lt1Uud. Degr_. ""lPIltud. Degree. lla9l\1tude IIa1/ree. I 

~ctual: 1.7l83~521'04 15.8863853· 1.72135521_04 -104.1131147 1.12835521.04 135.1'll853 
'oe .•• q.: 1.7%'35521.04 15.a.63.5l 1.12835521+04 -104.1136147 1.72135521>04 135;"13.53 
lI~tu~ cur~_nt. of ganerator In rotettng ~f.ranea ft ... (d-q-o coordlnat •• " In unile 01 (&ape" •• '. 

Id 1'1 III 
-1.679'1'4~0311'0. 1.1112305417".04 1.0409JI3045 •• -11 

I'tIdtiYo- .... uonce co.""nant at , .... rator .,..111 .. tIIIU""t in ph ••• e_r<!lnat •• , in unltl of ( .. p.~ •• ). 
~~tur. or ph... ••• Ar.etu~ at pn. •• ·b- ·~raeture 01 ,ha •• ·c~ 

"49''' 1t ud. Degr_. """,Hud. IIa1/ree. IIa",Hude "", ..... 
1.721135S2£'Q4 15 •• 163.', 1.72135521004 -104.11l6141 1.72135521004 131.1'131153 

rl.'d current of the gan.rator in unit. of [aaparel}. Tot.l da eo.ponenl 
3.'1'451'712'003 3.119457.,12 •• 05 

1.llllon n·a,. tot.l dc coaponant 
1.43414811011.00 1.4347411105'000 

I.UUon n-a'. Tot.l de co.ponant 
4.8"351585'.-03 •• 111635251591-03 

Critical Ilval 01 tot.l .ir-gap "", to begin •• tgratlon. In unlt. of ( .... } I 1.7142'814.541003 1·.5052341751 •• 003 
All I'Otor _ •••• lla.v. angular ... lo<:1t:r OffICI\. 0· S.16991UII.02 [radlan.I •• c). ""d\Ul.lcal an91 •• 01 rotor .... _ follow. 1n 
unite of lDd9r ... ) I 16O.51S2877 159."19257 159.4134'41 15'.1913500 15'.3.91.06 151.351"51 
Shaft torqu •• T(1.1.11 between rotor ...... ~1· and "J.l". lor 1.1. 2, ••• NUMAS· 1. unite ara (all11on n-a). 
boo .... 'tad tll.t til. nandan' ~11\9 torque 10 .b • .,.t f1'Ol thlo CIIl .... l.Uon. due to tM con.t .... t. ""lfpm.peed of the .t 

0.43119033901000 0.1011952'941000· 0.11229141011.01 0.14""445ll.01 0.4"13525".-02 
TOP "TlIPs,o,V·. HeMSII·' . 

c-nt cud, NWWCII - 7.. Ie --•• - Node voltap .... tput requa.t 
•••• rypa-~9 S.K. nuabar 1 begin. operation on .eqaent. 2 .nd 3. 

Card of 1l ..... for tl .. ~.tep lDOp output. . I 11153-l1li1152-" ' 
81ank card endinq requa.t. for aRtput va~l.ble.. I~ CllMO ZKDtNC !IL!CTIV! MaOI VOLTACE OUTPUT It~QlltST 
Colu.n headi",. for the 34 lMT, output variabl •• follow. Th ••• a~. div/.ded ..on, tho 5 po •• lbl. cl ••••••• follow •••.• 

rir.t 2 output vac/.ebla •• ~ .l.ctric-network.volt.,. diff.rance. tupper volt., •• lnu. lower volt.v.': 
N •• t 3Z output v.riabla. partain to Typo-59 •• K. co.ponant. lnaae •• r. g~.ratOd tnt.rnallr" 
st.p Ti_ BUSS-" IUU-A Mell 1 ,"ell t MCIlS MI\CII 1 Mell 1 MCH 

MCH 1 
11 
MCB 1 

lIMa " 

MCI 
Ie 
MCIl 1 
NlG!l 

ID IQ 10 IF tKD la 
MCIlt AACIlt '"CHI MCIll MCIll MCIlI 
ZrII '" rollC!: IIM'G T!;I Gill TO !:XC t.!tG I 
~1 MCIlI MCIlI MCIlI ,"CIlt ~l 
lINa • VEL 1 VlL 2 VII. J Vl!t. .. VEt. , 

MIlCH 1 
nca 
MCH I 
ANa 2 
MACIl 1 
Vl!t.6 

~ 
IA: 
!lACK 1 
ANd 3 
Mda 1 
TO~ 1 

I 
I , 



-a G.o 
i 
I 

II .IE-3 

2 .u-s 

1 .31-' 

.. .4E-3 

I:. .liE-S 

: 10 .001 

:a .00111 

I 
I~o .ooz 
I 
I 
1 .. 0 .004 

I 
.0011 jiO , 

lao .001 

I 
I 
! 
too .01 

~~I ~~1 ~~1 ~al 

TOR z rOR 3 _ _ TOR.. rOR 5 
17911.291 419759.041 -16196.665 12112.3054 

-UI4.5151 -124080-915 -508.94679 2399.24255 
151.19135 158.399161 158.351865 .56843!-13 

.806195299 1.12291481 1.43963446 .004886353 

VIII. THREE-PHASE DYWAHXC SYNCHRONOUS HACHINE SOURCE - JZ 

.50409£-10 3619.457" -,36'7~-11 .36415&-13 -.416£-12 16623.4302 

.453021055 1.43474111 .004886353 160.51321. 159.971926 159.413464 
0.0 -.5684!-13 0.0 0.9 0.0 .43189033' 

17405.6511 418553.96 -16796.692 12l1n.2136 .564291!-12 3519.45117 .OOU68509 .540219E-3 .001n6795 164ll.1U5 __ 
-3579.8011 -12853.515 -508.94619 2399.242)9 .4530269371.43<174665 .00 ... S6353 160.51321' 159.911926 159."13464 
I!U.IIU15 U8.399761 UI.357!65 .56843!-13 .56U31!-1l .... 5U4I!-13 .22731t-LZ .6701381-8 -.30241!-io .431890339 

.805195299 1.12291481 1.43963"46 .004886353 
16868.6262 416750.586 -15196.72 12882.2394 •. 51791!-12 3619.45837 .004346248 .001119425 .003906633 16219.8535 
-2939.9988 -13279.855 -501.94579 2399.14222 .45302581 1.43414509 .004886353 160.513288 159.911926 159.413464 
15S.e9135 151.399761 158.357865 .56843!-13 .11369!·12 -.5684!-13 .20464&-11 .272816!-1 -.12085!-9 .431890339 

.106195299 1.12291481 1.43963446 .004116353 
16307.2511 414357.90i -16196.74' 12U2.2033 
-2296.0172 -13687.326 -508.94679 2399.24204 

158.89135 151.399761 158.357865 0.0 
.106195299 1.12291488 1.43963446 .0041186353 
15123.0938 411173.419 -16196.773 12182.1688 
-1641.1739 -l4075.341 -508.94619 2399.24186 

158.19135 158.399761 151.357865 -.1137!-12 
.106195299 1.12291488 1.43963446 .004816353 

.2359911-11 U1t.~5'" .006444689 .00173492' .0060089' UU~.3429 

.453016615 1.43474334 .004886353 160.5132118 159.971926 159.41S464 

.17053!-12 -.5614!-1) .15834!-11 .630041!-7 -.26921!-9 .431890339 

.16503!-11 3119.45177 .00112544 .002320062 .0010e1569 15724.1213 

.453026546 1.4347417) .0041.6354 160.511211 159.971926 159.413464 

.12737!-12 -.5614!-13 .25125!-10 .114105!-6 -.46991!-9 .431890319 

15116.1989 407807.164 -k67'6.198 12882.1339 .26025E-12 )119 •• '1'1 .01050)158 .001912'44 .010140944 15442.5561 
-999.1119 -14443.368 -501.9467' 2399.24169 .453026411 1.43474004 .004"'354 160.11S2" 159.911916 159.413464 

• 1811.19115 158.19nU 151.351165 -.17DU-U .nuZlr-u -.16141-11 .lunl-l0 .1803121-6 -.715091-9 .UI190U' 
.806195299 1.12291481 1."963446 .00481'3~3 
11178.9'1 111405.781 -16196.'17 1~811.'5' -.15791-12 311'.45991 .01'7'2111 .00'1'7031 .020446001 13714.6695 

2251.5361' -15966.206 -501.91611 2399.240' .153025755 1.43473133 .0041.6355 160.1132.' 119.971'20 11'.413464 
150.'9115 111.39'761 151.151165 -.22141-12 .454751-12 .141061-12 .'299011-9 .74'1"1-1 -.216Ial-1 .431190139 
.806tl~29' 1.122'1481 1.41963442 .004116354 
1I0B.01l •• 34IU3.781 -161'1.022 128111.1101 .17164&-U 3U9.410 ••• oun8nl .oolnun .01091001l 11100.9761 

5422.$045 -16923.481 -501.'4619 2199.23.1 •• 4'3025071 1.4341218) .00 .... 6357 160.5132" 159.971926 la9.411464 
158.89115 1!'8.19'J161 lsa.3'!1865 ·.4!141£-12 .110961£-12 .409211-11 • ...,50U.-•• 17U3U-5 -.213".-1 .Uln033' 

.106195299 1.12291488 1.41963432 .004186358 
3985.34285 Z89484.626 -16797.113 12181.5911 
8401.38832 -17281.282 -50e.94679 13'9.231194 

150.89135 lSI.399761 158.151865 ·.45411-12 
.806195299 1.11291481 1.43963412 .0041a6366 

.511851-1) 3619;46194 .03460656 .012110" .041659114 1I'9.8n46 

.453024362 1.43471156 .004116358 160.5132S1 159.971926 159.413464 

.738961-12 .213631-10 .152DI91-1 .1152541-5 .3137911-0 .4311190339 

-12107.958 2289.96161 -16797.32 12180.1312 -.1613!-11 31119.46527 .041977131 .025415962 
16463.4419 -12786.85 -501.94619 2399.23495 .453021297 1.43466213 .004116362 160.5132'1 

lSI.B9l3S 151.199162 158.157865 -.10B!-11 .181721-10 .1513851-1 .25S97ll-6 .13'7351-4 
.106195299 1.12291.'6 1.6l963153 .00411647 

.086105131 -3676.5922 
159.971926 159.413464 
.2114131-' .431190339 

-ZI61'.9)6 -286145 •• t -161".231 121'0.0313 -.1064E-tl '119.41'" .040141'94 .039414002 .131561103 -14239 ••• 5 
15601.7112 -1361.13'6 -sOI~9467' 2"9.230115 .4530t7939 1.43460233 .00411"64 160.513281 159.911'26 159.413464 

158.89135 151.39"64 151.151165 .71623!-11 .462535!-9 .1167531-7 .1347611-5 .337211-4 .1308791-5 .431atol39 
.106195291 1.12291." 1.43962405 .0041167'0 
-19411.611 -419470.16 -11191.01 121".30" _-.U3n-12 311'.41417; .OOSltotl .052513377 .172162947 -17014.Z29 
6213.4655410100.7635 -501.94'7' 2399.22117'.4530t4604 1.43453412 .004'16"2160.5132111159.9'192615'.4134'4 
158.19135 1511.39977 151.357166 .1272121-' .460034!-8 .1010131-6 .43"'2!-5 .1331561-4 .4451371-5 .431890339 
.8061952' 1.12291405 1.43960192 .0041117371 

-6702.32511 -325413.66 -16796.064 12!71.7559 -.1709!-11 3519.458)8 ~.0'277104 .0&2605733 .202015976 -1066'.042 
-6440.0961 17101.1315 -501.946792399.i2453 •• 53011102 1.43<141065 .004186353 160.S13218 159.971926 159:413464 
158.191351 158.399779 158.357866 .1151531-8 .2706041-7 .3all11E·6 .107794E-4 .1013111-3 .1132011-4 .431190311 
.806195256 1.11291132 1.43951191 .004111363 _ -

Notu that every variable is identified by a pair of 6"character names, the first C':' 
name (upper name of the prio ted pail') identifies the synchronous machine in ot'der'-
of input; in this example there is only one machine. The second name (lower name 
of the printed pair) identifies the variable as documented in section VIII.C.5. 

Since the machine haS more than one mass on the shaft system, mechanical variables 
are identified by using the number associated to each mass in the second 6-character 
name. The name ANG is used to identify variables of the Output Group 2 (mechanical 
angles), the name VEL is used for variables of the Output Group 3. (deviations of 
the mechanical speeds from the synchronous speed) and the name TOR is used for 
variables of the Output Group 4 (torques between masses). Note that 6 variables 
of groups 2 and 3 are printed, but only 5 pertaining to group 4. 

- ~ 

VIX1-D-2- Example 2: Two machines running in parallel 

Figure 7 shows the system diagram of this second example, two machines running in 
parallel are connected to a power network consis ting of a transformer. a transmission 
line and an infinite bus. -
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. . 

. 

I I SUS::.? 
- ~~ __ ~~ d 

1\)-0.003 XO"O.0,32 
RI-O.OOI Xt-O.O 11 

6/'6. . 
13.8/220 kV' 
X =0.040 

Fig.7. System diagram for Example 2. 

The'synchronous machines of this case have the following data: 

GENERATOR 1 

a. Ratings 
90 MVA, a poles. 13.8 kV. 50 Hz, 280 A (field current) 

b. Electrical data 
Ro- O.038pu 

X d - 1.200pu 

X~" O.350pu 

x~- O.250pu 

1:~" .. 6.240sec 

"t~o- 0..032sec 

X. - O.150pu 

c. Mechanical data 
H = 4.5 sec 

QENEBATOB Z. 

a. Ratings 

X t - O.220pu 

X,-O.700pu 

X~- O.230pu 

"t~" - O.060sec 

76 MVA. a poles,' 13.8 kV. 50 Hz, 250 A (field current) 

I 
, I 
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1 
b. Electrical data 

Ra - O.OO4pu X,- O.17Spu 

X d - 1.150pu X q- O.685pu 

X~- O.310pu 
:., . 

X~-O.210pu X~· O.182pu 

"t'~g -S.B50~ec 

"C~o - O.036sec "C~o - O.073sec 

X o -O.132pu 

c. Mechanical data 
H = 5.7 sec 

Both machines are not saturable, they have the armature windings wye-connected and 
the neutrals solidly grounded. Canay's characteristic reactance is not known for 
any 'machine. 

The transformer has no losses and the value of its reactance is in per unit on 100 
MVA base. 

The [system is running under balanced steady state with the following operating 
conditions: 

a. ~nfinitue bus voltage 
Voltage magnitude: 1.00 p.u. (p.u. value on 220 kV base) 
Phase "a" angle: 0.0 degrees 

b. Generator terminal voltages 
Voltage magnitude: 1.04 p.u. {p.u. value on 13.8 kV base} 
Phase ,I' a II angle: 0 • 0 degrees 
i 

c. ~e power is split among the two generators assumin~ the following proportionality 
~actors . 
~eal power - Machine 1 = 0.55 Machine 2 = 0.45 
Reactive power Machine 1 = 0.55 Machine 2 = 0.45 

I 

Prodedures to convert p.u. reactance of the transformer and mechanical parameters 
of both machines to actual values are similar to those studied in Example 1. 

i . 

I 

The 'data deck for both machines is given next. 

»~QlH HtV DATA CA41 
C 
C : TYPE-59 8.H. TEST CASE - EXAMPLE 2 
C 'UTEADY ITATt INttlALI1ATIOH 
C i 
POWER ! PREQUENCY. 50 
C 

0.OQ02 0.0100 ~o.o 
1 1 I 5 5 410 

c ---r- aQU~C. i~p.d4nc. 
Busl~ABUSO-A 

50.0 

10 

4.356 

~1 



I 
\ 

BUS1-BBUSO-B 
BUS1-CBUSO-C 

C ----- Tranamiaaien line 
51BUS2-ABUS1-A 1.452 
-~2BUS2-BBUS1-B 0.484 
~3BUS2-CBUS1-C 

C ----- Step-up tranatormer 
TRAHSP'ORM!R 

9999 
lBUS3-ABUS3-C 
2 BUS.2-A 

TRAHSP'ORH!R TRAN A 
IBUS3-BBUS3-A 
2BUS2-B 

TRANSFORMER TRAN A 
lBUS3-CBUS]-. 
2BU!!2-C 

C ----- ConneotiyitJ oapaoitore 
BUal-A 
IIU!!3-11 
IIUS3-C 

BLANK CARD ENDINO BRANCH DATA. 
BLANK CARD ENDINO SWITCH DATA. 
C ----- Intinite b~e yeltagee 

4.356 
4.356 

15.488 
'5.324 

TRAN A 

.1143 13.80 
9.680 127.02 

TRAN II 

TRAH C 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

14BUSO-A 179629.2 50.0 
14BU90-B 179629.2 50.0 
14BUSO-C 179629.2 50.0 
C ----- Synchrenoua machine 
59BUS3-1\. 11718.36 50.0 

0.0 
-120.0 
120.0 

.peciftcationa 
34.0 

BUS3-B 
BUS3-C 

C ----- riret generetor 
PAAAHETER rITTING 2.0 
C --- Hachine rating. 

1 1 8 ("'55 0.!55 9Q.0 
BLANK CARD - NO SATURATION MODELING 

13.8 

C --- Hachine parAIDaUra - Hanufact,urer'a data' 
0.038 0.220 1.200 0.700 '0.350 
6.240 0.032 0.060 . 0.150 

C --- Mechanical ayat •• data 
1 1.0 3.116092 

BLANK CARD ENDING HASS CARDS 
C OUtput data reque.t 

51 
1 1 2 3 .. 5 6 
:U 
31 

!LANK CARD ENOINO OUTPUT REQUEST 
P'INlSI1 PART 

C ----- Second generator 
PARAMETER FITTINO 2.0 
C --- Machine rating. 

1 1 B 0.45 0.45 76.0 13.8 
BLANK CARD - HO SATURATION MODELINO 
C --- Hachine parametera - Manufecturer'a dete 

0.004 0.175 1.150 0.685 
5.850 0.036 0.073 

c --- Mechanical _y.tam deta 
1 1.0 3.333065 

BLANK CARD ENDING MAS9 CARDS 
C --- OUtput data reque.t 

51 
1 1 2 3 4 
21 
31 

BLA1fK CARD ,ENDING OUTPUT REQIJEST 
FINISH 

BLANK CARD ENDINO SOURCE DATA. 
C ----. Node yoltege output requeet 

BUSI-ABUS2-ABUS~-~ 

0.310 
0.132 

!5 '6 
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-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 

280.0 

0.700 0.250 0.230 

7 8 11 14 

250.0 

0.685 0.210 0.182 

7 8 ,11 14 

BLANK CARD ENDINO SELECTI~ NODE VOLTAOE OUTPUT REQUEST. 
PRINTER PLOT 

BLANK CARD ENDINO PLOT REQUEST. 
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
BLANK 

The following points can be remarked from this data file: 
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I 
• I 

1. S~nce the two machines are connected to the same nodes, the Class 1 data cards 
are cowman to both of them. 

2. No saturation is considered for any machine; in this case. parameter AGLINE is 
positive in the first Class 3 S.M. data card and the next card is left blank. 

3.-R~duced order models are used. the g-winding on the q-axis is to be dropped for 
bbth machines. Note that field XQQ is punched equal to field XQ and TQOP is 
teft blank. 

4. ~- proportionality factor is used to split the power among the machines, the 
same values for both. real and reactive powers, 55% for the first machine and 
45% for the second one. , 
i 

5. There is only one mass on each shaft system, therefore. the total external 
mechanical torque is applied to this mass (EXTRS = 1.0), in both machines. 

l 

-6. A :selective request of variables is made for Output Group 1 (electrical variables) 
b~ punching flag ALL • 0 and identifying the number of the variable to be output. 
Due to the fact that there is only one mass per shaft 'system, flag ALL must be 
s!'!t to 1 for request~ng mechanical variables of Output Groups 2 and 3. For the 
s~e reason. no variable of Output Group 4 (torques between masses) can be 
requested. The output groups are not in order, because it is not necessary to 
kpep the natural order. 

i -" -7. A: "FINISH PARTII card indicates the end of data pertaining to the first machine 
epd that the machine is paralleled by one (or more) additional machine(s). A 
"fINISH't card at the end of the second machine data deck lndicatesthat there 
ir' no more machines connected in par~llel to the same nodes. 

Theutput listing generated for this second case is shown nex~. 

Co_en t - cud. i'IIJItDOD - 1. 
~rker Fard pr.c~lng new EMTP data cas •• 
Comaent c4rd. KUMDCD - 3. 

C data:!XAMptzZ.D~T 
BECIN HEW D~T~ CASE 
C 

CO"IG'IGln t ce rd. I'fOf1:PCiD" 4. C TYPI-" I.M. Tt!T e~'1 • IXAMPL& Z 
CmllilaoUln [" C4 rd. HUHOCO· 5. C ITIADY .TATE INITI~LrZArION 
Co~nt c~(4. NUHOCD. 6. 
lh:!iW PQw.r tc-oque.pcy S't'A.l'tR. ... 5.00000000£,.01 11.1. 
Coa.~nr CQ~d. HUHOCD· 8. 

c 
I'OWEI\ fIIEQlrENcY. 50 
C 

Mile. data. 1.00(j£-0~ 1.000E-0~ 5.0001'01 0.0002 0.0100 50.Q 10.0 
Mlle. d6l&. 1 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Prlnt""1 , a I 30 HI 0 0 • 5 lD 10 
("(' ....... Uf I-III .. '. tH .. ,.OOU" aa. (I' " ... "- IQur'tJ. f.l~.tl.hC. 
Serle. a-L-C. o.oooe.oo 1.JI11-0Z 0.0001.00 ausl·~aUSO-A 4.l~' 
Seri •• ,-L-C. 0.000£'00 1.3171-02 Cl.OOOE.oo IUll-laUsO-a 4.356 
5.rl .. II-L-C. O.OOO!.OO 1.3811-02 0.0001.00 aUsl-CIUSO-C 4.356 
co.. .. nt cdlrd. N1JItDC'D· 16. C ----- Tran •• 1 •• 1-on line 
lit at ~aupl.<3 II-L. 1.45200lhOO". 9H9II-02 51IU52-I'oBUSI-A 1.452 1:1 ... ill 
4.640£-01 1.6951-02 0,000£.00 0.000£'00 0.0001.00 52aUS1-IIUS1-1 0.484 5.324' 
3.221£-01 1.078£-02 3.221£-01 1.078£-02 '.067[-01 5lIUS1-CBU51-C 

co ....... t card. KUMDCD" 20. C -~--- Step-up tr4ll.fo .... r 
Sat. xto .... r. 0.0001.00 0.0008.00 0.0008.00 TRANSI'IlRMIJI T!IAI( A 
Spe~ial ~ar.lnation-Qf-PQ1nt. card. '9'9 

Winding 1. 0.0000£.00 1.14Jr~-Vl 1.3800£'01 18US3-AIUsl-C .114) 13.80 
Wlndln92. O.oooo!.oo 9.6600£.00 1.2102[.02 28US2-A 9.680121.02 

T~an.to~r copy uting refor.nc. no-e "TRAN ~- TRANSI'IlRMlX ~ A TRAM I 
Winding 1. INO Yalu •• read •• inc. copy) lIUSJ-IIUSl-1I 
Winding.. (No Yalu •• road •• ince copyl 21U52-1 

Tran.fn,.ar co9~ ~.Ing r.'.r.n~. n... .~ A· rRANlfORM~ ~ II tRAM Q 
IoIllldt~g I. 010 VaIU" r .. d. ILnc. j;zopy) nUll-CIUll .. 
windl~g 2. (NO Yalua. rla<3. ,lnc, ropy) 21US2-c 
C~t !carcl. KUMDCD· 11. C ----- COMICUYHy capacitou 
Suh. ~ ... -c. 0.00011000 0.000£.00 S.1811-09 ' IUSS-A t.O 
S<trhl II-L-C. D.oool'oo 0.00011:>00 3.1811-09 lUll-a 1.0 
S.rll6 ~'L-C. 0.0001.00 0.00011+00 3.~e31-09 IUSl-C 1.0 
11""" c'lt<3 endlng,lIran""... faR. IfTDT • 18 16 11AHX CI\AII !!fDING lRA1tCII DATA. 
1I1llnk card en<31ng .wlt"".... KSWTCIl' O. It.o.Nl( eMD !!fDING SWITCIl DATil: 
eo..enc '"aro. HVMDC~· 31. C ----- lnllnlt. bu. voleag •• 



, 

VIlI. nnU:I!:-'KASE DYlfAHIC SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE. SOURCE - 37 

Sourc.. 1. SOE.OS 5.00h01 0.001'00 -1. 001.00 
saurce. t.80[.05 5.001.01 -1.201.02 -1.001.00 
'''U{(4. I . ftO~'Qt t. ool.ot 1. 'OI'Ol .t. 001.00 
~o_ent cant. NUHocn· 41. 
Source. 1. 17E+04 '.ooE.Ol 3.401'01 -'.99Z+03 
2nd phe.e of S.M. 1.17114E.04 -86.00 
3rd ph ••• of S.M. 1.171S4E'04 ·206.00 
Co-ent card. H1.IPtDCD. 45. 

Opt hihe parle'. deta. 2.0001'00 
coa.ent card. IIVMDCD· 47. 

4th S.M. card. 1 1 a 0 e a.uo Q.!,>50 
q-aJlt.. 0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

C-..t card. NU!UICD. SO. 
5th S.M. card. 0.03S0 0.2200 1.2000 
6th S.!t. card. 6.2400 0.0000 0.0320 

c-nt cerd. !llmDCO· 53. 
Mall cer~ 1 1 1.0001.00 3.1111.00 0.0001+00 
.I~k card tar.lnating I." .•••• card •• 

Ca.aen t card. HUI1DCD " !&. 
S.!t. output requa.t card for cla •• 5. 
5.!t. output requa.t card tor cIa •• 1. 
S .". output reque.t. card for cia .. Z. 
5.". output requ •• t card for cla •• 3. 

Blenle card te ... lnatlng S.". "utput reque.u·. 
End of 0 T~C5 Int.rfac.e. parall.l tallow •• 

C_n t card. f'IUMOC1I. 63. 
Optl.lze parle'. data. 2.000E.00 

Ca-ent card. NUMDCD· 55. 
~th S.H. card. 1 lOa S 0.4~0 0.450 
q-ulo. 0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

COMMent card~ NUMDCD - 61. 
'th S.H. card. O.OO~O 

6th S.H. card. '.8'00 
C_nt uN!. Ii1JKOCD - 71. 

0.1750 
0.0000 

1.1500 
a.OllO 

Hft" card t t 1. 0001.00 3.3331'00 0.0001.00 
Itllll1k c.td t.rwln.U.nl I."'. _ •• e.rd ... 

C .... nt c~rd. "UHOCD - 74. 
S.H. output reque.t card tor ole.1 5. 
•. "~ output t.~ •• t card to~ ~l.&. 1. 
S.H. output ~.qu •• t card tor ct ••• 2. 
S.M. output .requ •• t card tor ct ••• l. 

Blank card ter-Inetln; I.M. outpUt reque.tl. 
End of 0 S.M.-TAC& Interfac. variable •• 

Ilank card end •• Lectric network .au~e ••• 
Top -'I~PSAV-. IICllAllI· II 
Top "TAPSAV". IICH11IIt· a 

lnuso-~ 

IUUSQ-. 
IUU80-e 

17962'.2 
1'''29.2 
17"1'.2 

C ----- Iynchronou. 
59BUS3-~ 11711.36 

IU5l-1 
IIt/Sl-C 

50.0 
50.0 
~O.O 

.."hine 
50.0 

e --•• - ,Ir., gen.rator 
PIUW'IITEIt PlTTINO 2.0 
e --- Mlchl~ rltlng. 

0.0 
-120 .0 
120.0 

.pect il c. Han. 
14.0 

lie 0.55 0.55 90.0 
BLANK CARD • NO SATtlftATloM MODILINO 

13.' 
e _.- Mlchln. plr ....... - ~uflcturar·. dote 
0.03' 0.220 1.200 0.700 0.350 
'.240 0.D32 0.010 0.150 

e •• - Mlcbenicol .y.t .. d.te 
l' 1.0 3.1160'2 

ILMlC CARD IIf1)UO ""'II CARDI 
C output dota raqu •• t 

51 
1 1 234 
U 
31 

IILMlC CAltD IIf1)JIIO OVTPUT IlEQlII!Sf 
FIll ISH PAIIT 

C .-.-. Second gener.tar 
PAftAMITEk rlTTIIIO 2.0 
C --- ~chlne ratinge 

5 , 

I 1 a 0.45 0.45 71.0 13.1 
BLANK CAftD - 110 SATURATION MOD!LIIIO 
C --- Mach1n. pa~ ... t.r. - Manufacturer'. data 
O.OO~ 0.175 1.150 
~.aso a.o~, 

C --- Meehanlc.l Iy.t .. d.ta 
1 1.0 l.333081 

IILII/fIC Cl\J!D !HDlltO MIll. CAlII)1 
a D!>tput data r ........ t 

51 
1 
21 
31 

2 ) 

O.US 0.310 
0.073 0.112 

4 

IU\ItI( CI\J!D Elfor/to al1TrVl' uOUUt 
flit ISH 

IU\ItI( CI\J!D ElfUllig IOUftCE DAT". 

Total n.twork 10.. '~loll by Iu..!ng Injection.. 1.1514972913731'05 
""'01 1 DII.!a par_ters and !nUbJ ccmdlt1Dn. of n .. t .. clI.loe fol1011. 
"aUSl-A" . unlt 1 

I 

-1.0 
-\.0 
-1.0 

I 
I 

280.0 I 
0.700 0.250 

I 
.230 

7 , It 14 

250.0 

0.685 0.210 0.112 

7 • 11 

_ .. ----
Macll.ln. raactance. and re.l.tance •• In [oh..}. QUantitl •• l.beled •• Indu~tenc.I .r. In fact r..ctancee\: 

I.J5146883E'Ol Lt .alt-Inductance of the d"aal. fl.ld winding: 
4.92857143E.Ol Laf - .utual Inductane. between fl.ld and .... tura: 
1. 17136692hOl Ltled· fhld-d_r .utual Inductane. for the d-.... 1.: 
2.5l92ooooE.00 L4 •• If-Inductanc. of th~ d-aat ..... tura winding: 
4.92857143E.Ol Lokd • .utual inductance troo anoature to d-axl. daaper: 
1.217~54eO!.OJ LKd· .elf-Inductance of tho d-aal. da.per wlndin,: 
5.7]740533£+02 ~ - •• If-lnductance of circuit t of the q-aall: 
O.OOOOOOOOE'oo Log • .utual Inductance, q-aal. circuit I tD anaa~uro, 
0.00000000£+00 Lgkq • -utual inductance. q-aal. clrcul~ 1 tD Circuit %1 
1.48120000£.00 Lq - •• l'-lnductance of the q-ax ...... tutw winding: 
l.41399417!+01 Lakq - .utual inductance, q-•• l. cirCUit z to ar.aturo: 
5:S~947119EoOZ Lkq ••• U-Inductanc. 01 circuit 2 of the q-."b, 
3.114000001-01. to ' - 1.1"0 .equ.nc:. indue-tUllee, 
8.040000001-02 ~a - I.~ •• quenc. ~ •• l.tanc., 
7.10863533£-01 lIf - ra,l.tance at the d-.. ll fl.1d wlndln" 
D.0408ooooE-02 JI. ....oI.·tane. of the ...... turo: 
1.OOl~3l8~I.Ol kkd. Ta.Sotance of the d-aal. dAl,.r winding: 
O,(}()OQOOOOIt+oo ,.0 .... -r._!_t.n.q. of Cltrwlt i ot th.-q ..... a.' 
3.10"'49'11'01 ftkq. ra.l.tonae Of olrcutt Iof tha q-o.I" 

Machanlcal per_Uri 1n phy",c.l unit.. .. do.arJ._ by the col ..... head in,. thet fOllow. 
~nt of Illartll ,.tt-duplng 0 .... II1"I.nu 0' .... /Ntual-d"",,,ln" " ... U. 

of rotar .~.. tpaed·d.vlotJon ~b.olut.·.pead (with 'ollowln\l· .... . 
"illlon [n-_/red/l.o"11 MIllion (n-./rod/o'''1 "Illion [n-./r.d/.e""II. 

1.lUUI~I-01 0.000000c)1+00 0.000000c)1.00 0.00000001'00 
Tabulation ofl n~.~lve •• quance currant. CHN!O. CAH!O • 2.40'61'4341!-11 3.2401141 

zaro .equ.ne. currant. CMZER, CAlER • 2.~0637139!4!.12 1.570791' 

Tor.1Dnol ep.in; c~_t&nt 
. (with tollowt",' .... I 

"ill10n In-_It.d) 
O.~I'OO 

Totel cur~.nt InJe~ted into the network at the venerator bu., In pha.e coordInate.. 'or parall.l each1ne., thl. I. the ca.blnad 
totAl far All of th... the flret line dL.play. the current ••• round by \h. pha.or network ,olutton. an~ they will be unbllanced 
If the nat_rle b. the 2nd Un •• how. only tho podU.,.-.equenca c:oooponanU 01 ,he... Magnitude. af curranu .r. In unlt. of 

[up.J. I 
~ctual: a.:;~~!::~::· lnJ~~:::2! •. :;~!:~::::" ~::~~:75 •• ~:~:: In::~~:Z5 I 

'0 ••• eq.: •. O~093941.03 3.1211425 '.0509'941'03 ·111.373.~1' '.0509".'.03 123.1211425 I 
Anoatur. currenU af v .... r.tor In rot.ting r.t.~" fr_ Id-q·a !:oordlruot •• I. In uniU ot 1..,. .... 1. 

Id Iq to 
.,.101.112"141<03 3.:521531102"'03 2.Ia2053.33111-21 



VI II. THII!I-fHASI OnrAHIC anrCIlROHOUa HACIIlNE SOURCE • 38 

Po.it! .-.equenca ca.pcn.nt ot generator ar.atur. current in ph ••• coordinat ••• In unlU ot (_r •• I. 
: Ara4Eura ot pha •• -.- Ar-atur. ot phaie -b-
~4gnitUd. . n.g~... ""9I\itud. 0.<.1 ...... 

4.0254697£.03 3.6261425 4.0254691£.03 -116.3138575 
'1814 ~. rrant of the gan.cator in unit. ot [ .. per •• ]. Tocel 

4.125~6036~4!.02 

t;'Ul1on n-_\. 

Araatu~. of ph... ·c· 
Na9l\itud. Degr ... 

4.0254691£.03 ~Zl.6261425 
dc cCIIpO<Ient 

4.725'603654&.02 
total de c~pon.nt 

'.02t41.21'7&-01 1.02145'28'7&-01 
C~jtlc41 lev.l 01 total 4i~-g$p HHF to 
~ll ro~or aa •••• nave angular velocity 

be91n .aturatlon. In unit. 01 (~.I I 1.71429884454£.03 
OMEGA'- 1.85198163£'01 [radlan./iicl. KechanJcal angli. of rotor 

1.605234875841.03 
...... follow. in 

unitt ~f Ilwlr ..... ): 35.5U1776 
MJr!(:n :or 

".11 U:J;';-'"'" unit 1 
M4chin4 ~_octonc ••• nd r •• '.t.nc •• ~ jn (oha_). Quanl1t1 •• labeled •• Inductanc ••• r. in taGt r •• ctance •• , 

1.4"l~4101l[.01 t.r· .dl-Inductanc. 01 th.· ",-.. "la fI.le1 "lndln\l1 
~. ~2(](J(H)()0~ .01 tAf· ."tud Inc111ctanu bel .... n· fI.lel and ar •• turi, 
1.~.717'4,~.01 t.tkd· fl.ld-d •• par aut".1 Inductanc. for Ina d- •• I.I 
l.eel~57d'!.00 t.d ••• II-Inductanc. of th. d-.. "L. ara.tur. Mlndlngl 
5,!2000000EtOl Lakd - .utual 1nduClan~. tra. .~tu~. to d-aal. daMper, 
1.30694541£.01 LKd· •• It-Inductanc. of the 4-axl. d.-per windlngl 
6.~2370809E+02 t.g ••• l'-inductanc. ot cIrcuit 1 of the q-aAl.; 
O.OOOOOOOOE'oo Lag· IUtusl inductance.. q-a"t. circuJt 1 to ar.ature; 
O.OOOOOOOOE.oo Lqkq - .utual inductanc •• q-axi. circuJt 1 to circuit 2: 
1.71~4651~E'00 Lq - •• If-lnductanc. of thi q-axl. ar.alure wlndJng; 
2.88138462£.01 Lakq - autual inductanc •• q-axl. clrcuJt Z to &re .. ture; 
6.61449528[.02 Lkq ••• if-Jnductlnc. of circuJt Z of the q-."i.: 
3.30764211~-OI La· 'aro .iquance Inductanc.; 
1.oo231~7'!-Q~ ~o. zero .equenc. ~ •• i.tanc.: 
8. 15236448!-01 Rt· r •• l.tance. of the. d-aKI. 11 .. Jd windIng; 
1.00231579[-02 Ra r •• I.tane. at the enoolure.; 
2.q4594311['01 Rkd· re.l.tanca ot the. d-axt. da.per windJng: 
O.QOOOOOOOE'OQ Rg - r •• l.tane. at circuit 1 of tn. q~axl.' 
2.884190741.01 Rkq. ra.litane. of circuit a 01 the q-•• l.; 

Keehanical para.etir. In phy.leal unit.. .1 d •• crlbed by the coluan h •• ding. that follow. 
Hoaent of lnertla S.lf-d .. plng coefficiant. 01 .... ~tual-d6iPing cOi". 

:ot rotor .... Speed-diYiation Ab.olut.-.peed Iwith followlng .... a 
Ml111a~ In-_/rad/ •• e·-Z) Mlllion (n-_/rad/ •• c) ."tillon (n-./rod/ •• c··2) 

; 1.40458611-01 0.0000000£+00 O. 00000001!+ 00 0.0000QQ01I.00 
Tabula(ion ot: negative .equone. current. CMN!O, CAHEC - 1.96910626431-11 3;2401646 

•• ro .equenc. current. CHZER. CAlER. 1.968849326011-12 1.$701963 

-

Tor.lonal .pring con.t~t 
Iwlth lollowing .... 1 

MIlllon (n-i/rad) 
0.00000001'00 

Tot.,l ""nene Injected Into th. network at tha g.nerator bu., ln phul coardlnete.. For ..,.raUil .. chini., thh h thi cooallined 
totaJ for all of thee. Th. tir.t lina di.play. the curr.nt. a. found by the pha.or n.twork .olutlon, and thiY will be unbalanced 
If thi network 1.. The 2nd lin. ahOWl only tni po.ltIy.-• .qu.nc. coaponent. of th.... Kagnitud •• of currenti .r. In unJt. ot 
[-po!. 

Ph ••• -.'" Jnj'ctlon Ph .... -10- lntecUon 
! Ka!j'l1ltuda 

IIctuil;1 '·.0509U."03 
Po •.•• " .. ' •• 050nHIt0) 
A." .... lur. cUf'r_ntli ot 9_ ... ('.101:' 

14 
-J.Ol4l0~t706'I.Ol 

ro.itJv.- •• qu.nc. co.pon.nt or 
Ar_4ture 01 pha •• ·0· 

K&qni tude Degr •••• 
3.2'35661E.0] 3.6261425 

Oe9r... Kagriltudi 
].'261425 •• 0509l941.03 
J.'2'142~ •• 050139.1.01 

~l" ••• 

-116.)7311575 
-IU.)71U11 

In rotltlng ret.r.ne. tu_ Id-q-o coordlnal"l. 
Iq 10 

~.6D7't"900dl'0) 2.011043'116'1-21 
gan.r.tor en.atur. curt."C in ph~l. coardln.~ •• t 

ArR4tur. 01 ph ••• -b-
Magnitude n.gr'" 

1.293~661£+01 -116.17le57~ 

tn wdu 

.n .•• -a
.... !j'I11tud. 

t.050n94I.0J 
'.0101)"'.01 

of (uper •• I. 

In unlta 01 , .. peru). 

I"l-~Ion 
!)ag .... 

U3.626lU5 
IU.6U.4n 

AraGtu~. of ph ••• ·c· 
Ka!j'l1ltudll G.gr ••• 

3.2'356611.03 123.6161425 
Field current of tho genarator In unlu of r~r"l. Total 

4.0557132613£'02 
f."otroll.chanl""J tor"". of thi IIl1nirator In unlU ot· (aUUon n-.). 

de co.ponanC 
4.055713261J£·02 

tat., dc coopanant 
6.,aOI7.74351·01 6.38011414381-01 

C~1tical level of total air-g.p MMF to 
All rotoE" ...... hoy. angular v.lac-ity 

.... gin .. turatlon, In unit_ of ( ... p.): 0.00000000000£.00 0.00000000000['00 
OMEGA· 7.853981638.01 (radian.I,.cl. KechanJcel angli. at rotor ea •••• follow. In 

unt U 01 [ll<Igra ••• I 35.6018495' 
T()P ·T~P:;MI·. KCl\AIH·. 

Co_ent card. mmDCO. 82. Ie .-•• - Had. voltage output raquut 
ryp.-59 S.H. nweber 1 begin. oper.tlon an •• ~nt. 0 and O • 

.... i ryp.-S9 S.II. n ... ber 2 beg1n. op.reUan an .. ~nl. 0 IUld O. 
Card of na.e. tor' tl .. - ... p loop output. . I MI51-I>lIUS1-~llUSl-~ 
Blank card ending r_qu.1l0 for output varlabl... 8I.ANK CMD lIfD1NG Sr:U:CTtV& HOD! VOLTAGE OUTPUT REQUEST. 
Coluan heading. for tn. 21 EHTP output varlabl •• follow. The •• are diYlded aeong the 5 po •• lbl .. cla ....... tollow ••••. 

Fiut 1 output varlabli. ari ... ctrle-network voUa'). dUfarenc .. lup""r vol tag •• lnu. lower voltag .. ,; 
He"I I 24 output vadabl •• ..,.rtdn to Tfi'a-~9 a.K. "<>IIponent' In ..... ar. gen.r.,ed internally); . 
stiP T1_ . 8U51-A Bun·A aUSl~A !DoCK I !DoCK 1 !DoCK 1 !DoCK I ~CK 

. ID 10 to IF IKD 

i 
J 

i· 
2 

3 

MACH !DoCK KACK 1 KACK MAC!! MACH 2 ""CIf 1 MACK 2 
'II EFD T\I: Gm illiG 1 VEL 1 tD 1\1 to 
MACK 2 MACH 2 MACH 2 KACH 2 ""CH 2 MACH a MACK 2 
IG IKQ III IfD TO G~I'I IIHQ I VU I 

0.0 180606.401 lG2019.'~2 9114.96013 -3105.416l 3251.I~l11 .260]6!-}? 472.596037 - .• 117£-12 
4011.41063 -335.95129 .B0214S929 35.5883776 0.0 -3034.2055 2658. .2119E-21 

0.0 ~.l026E-13 32'6.97233 -330.64142 .63801.414 35.6018495 0.0 
.21-3 176039.69. 172296.8'. 74' •. 26146 ·1109.9352 "4~.4032 -.114lE-12 47S.452Jl2 3.405243'7 

4103.19721 -l35.95129 .824891113 35.5"3715 -.11321E-4 -3139.8055 2757.79364 -.ll05E-12 
0.0 -4.350.11 3l18.14341 -3l0.641U .66i360932 35.6018494 -.1661n-4 

.4£-] 183004.193 189076.909 10681.6001 -3102.1$36 134~.11~Ql .$61[-13 411.411'01 1.1'401~Oa 
4061.'$042 ~11'.9'll' .0.4607719 35.5811771 -.~1741'-. -SI1l.'.11 l111.47'la .12711.-13 

0.0 -4.3680164' n41. 77.16 ~310. 64142 • 66l2t~O., 1'.601149 - .49171E-4 
.U-l 17~906.161 t68'ge.H1 6496.87745 -3806.3119 lllU.9843 .40.3Jn-U .73.457216 ).2498470' 

4Q()1.055Ja -ll5.95129 .121U72Sl 35.5.163763 -.65101E-4 -31l1.oo1l 27$2.33996 .)n6n-n 
0.0 -4.018621' 3304.17401 ·330.64142 .660262501 35.6018483 -.021~5~-4 

.81-3 178431.4)5 184089.018 9584.61811 -3801.50t7 3344.27199 .11112-12 471.414la 3.07141122 

KACK 2 
tF 

0.0 
405.577326 

0.0 
406.590219 

0.0 
406.14&10& 

0.0 
406.603762 

0.0 

. MACK 
IKQ 
MACH 2 
Il(tI 

.U1ZU:-ll 

.JOI65£-12 

-1. U52715 
3.49174529 

-J.81'J10t1 
1.U67H06 

-3. H51951 
1.39609605 

-l.ntSS52 
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VIII. "."...... . .... ,e ........... "" .. IN, "'i,e, . " 

3929.32505 -335.95119 .824360058 35.5883151 -.11821!-3 -3134.0339 2158.55853 .133281-11 406.581165 1.Z45rtOO3 
0.0 -4.3485154 32l8.10l14 -330.54142 .661300593 35.601H7t -.n451!-3 ! 

.001 161109.136 162180.111 5461.15263 -3804.1601 3338.73266 .19236!-12 473.416138 3.15909199 0.0 -3.5111707 
3842.31911 -335.95129 .823390101 35.5883136 -.15136!-3 -3138.258 2753.13311 .19231!-12 406.636462 3.369~9316 

0.0 -4.1001391 3161.96659 -330.64142 .660441351 35.6011456 -.14711£-] I 

.002 148940.221 153586.669 5702.348 -3196.1328 3340.23062 .J3787!-t2 413.483149 2.18110511 0.0 -3.5145453 
3116.54208 -135.95129 .821391936 35.588360] -.11251!-] -3134.5262 27~~.95831 .34586!-12 406.615119 3.1586938 

0.0 -4.1669111 2620.80934 -330.64142 .560812192 35.6018326 -.30796!-3 
.00] 100178.336 9510i. 9184 -1069,6174 -3193.1451 3333.10232 -,5991£-12 413.529169 2.60859345 0.0 -3.1652141 

2205.54516 -335.95129 .821891994 35.5863379 - .• '859£-3 -3136.3412 27.7.59206 -.556SE-12 406.764305 3.13471406 
0.0 -3.1474144 1822.82615 -330.64142 .659384186 35.6018104 -.46553£-3 ' 

.004 57690.2849 60516.4666 -1199.05 -3117.8379 3338.168 -.58511-12 413.55076 2. 36Q7908 0.0 -3.3199569 
1015.2989 -335.95\29 .8227153Yt 35.58830" -.62195!-3 -3135.2279 2150.52816 -.57911-12 408 •• 2340. 3.01'211'8 

0.0 -'.8237115 843.1084" -330.'4142 .'5"371738.60177" -.11'111-' ! 
.001 -54435.032 -530'0.209 -8149.3415 -S182 .• 159 3340.02251 -.2535!-12 413.119389 2.0527793. 0.0 -l.28'1087 

-1529.9164 -33'.95129 .822971535 35.5882171 -.92'23E-' -'134.946 2744.12444 -.29911-12 406.953245 2.851.9082 
0.0 -3.4414~R9 -12!2.1l'9 -'30.64142 .6!I'6'581 35.a016912 -.916~4!-3 i 

.008 -144160.29 -144118.68 -11022.715 -37'1.0518 334'.12518 -.2619£-12 413.701391 1.8929749' 0.0 -S.,o9290~ 
-3488.4195 -335.95129 .823635103 35.~880'33 -.00124'45 -3133.350' 2137.86741 -.35511-12 407.061063 2.IS4t8488 

0.0 -3.0864228 -28".0052 -3SO.'4142 •• 51869287 '5.6015198 -.00119186 I 

.01 -178990.49 -118414.52 -~411.6401 -3183.40'. 3344.91149 -,16771-11411.820561 1.86040399 0.0 -3.27

1
4702 

-4114.1269 -]35."129 .824179415 35.5879317 -.00151615 -3110.7'61 2132.14562 -.13311-12 407.149"2 2.435 4414 
0.0 -2.7833'21 -338' .• 9.' -3SO.64142 .65653.552 35.8014169 -.00146162 

Note that parameters and initial conditions of each machine are printed in: order 
of input. I 

Since the g-winding is dropped for both machines, some electrical parameters
l 

(Laq, 
Lgkq and Rg) associated to this winding are zero; however, the self-inductapce of 
this circuit is positive; this is internally done by the program in order tOi avoid 
a zero-division. '\ 

\ 

Output variables of each machine are named with two 6-character names, the I. first 
(upper) of the two names is used to identify the machine, and this is done in the 
same order of data input. 

VIII-D-3_ Example 3: COnnection to TBCS 

A very simple example will be used to illustrate the connection of the Type-59 
S.M. model and TACS. ConSider a synchronous generator running alone and supplying 
power to a balanced load. The machine has the same parameters as the first generator 

'of' tho latter example; however. in this example the neutral is grounded through 
the following impedance 

R.+jX.-O.005+jO.005 (in p.u.- on the generator base) 
I 

The generator is supplying 70 MVA, power factor 0.8 (lagging), being its 
voltage magnitude 1.0 per unit on generator base voltage. 

terminal 

The equivalent impedance per phase of the load can be calculated according 
following formula 

being Ivl phase-to-phase voltage magnitude (rms) at the terminals 
p. Q three-phase real and reactive power, respectively. 

fo ~e 
I 

Taking into account the initial operating conditions of the generator, this 
equivalent impedance has the following value 

Z - 2.1765 + j 1.6325 (0) 
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For this case, internal inductances and resistances, instead of manufacturer's 
data. will be punched (No PARAMETER FITTING request card). By using the same 
procedure which has been implemented in the EMTP to calculate internal parameters, 
see reference (~8]f the following values (in per unit) are obtained 

[ 
t La! - 0.980000 

~ald - 0.980000 

£1-1.135696 

L *'t .. 1.018625 

I R,-5.94719£-4 

t R ta - 1. 67610 £ - 2 

, Lq - 0.7000 

, Ln" - 0.0000 

L "~" - 0 .4800 

Lf' - 0.0000 

Ltq -0.490213 

kg-O.OO 

R tq - 2.60066£ - 2 

The, field voltage will be controlled bya TACS source;, the rotor angle and the 
wlgulur velocity will be passed to TACS. 

The machine data deck of this example looks as follows: 

SEQI~ NEW DATA CASB 
e ' ' 
c I TYPE-59 S.M. TEST CASt: - EXAMPLE 3 
C I AUTOMATIC INITIALIZATION 
c 
POWER FllEQUENCY, 50 
C 

0.0002 0.0800 
I 1 1 

TACS HYBRID 

50.0 50.0 

C -- -- Field vQltage control 
gatF • 1.0 . . 

100 

I 

5 5 40 20 

C --T-- Mechanieal variables ,a. sed to TACS 
92ANOL! 
nSPEED 
c --~-- OUtput request 
33EYD ANGLE SPEED 
C ----- Initial conditions 
17£FI) 1.0 
77AHCLE 0.46773069 
778ft!)) 78.5398163 
IlI.MIK C.lltW EIIOINOTACS DATA. 
r; .,~ ... "'- qel"~(lIt_O:r lCHuj 

UU,l-A Z.116 1.632 
nU91-a 2.176 1.632, 
OU91-C 2.176 1.632 

8LANK CARD XHDIHa BRANCH DATA. 
BLANK CARD tROINa SWITCH DATA. 
e ----- ST1lchropoua lIenerator apecitidaUons 
S9BUS1-A 11267.65 50.0 0.0 

Busl-B 
BOs1-C 

TOLERANCES 
c --~ M4chine rating_ 

1 1 8 90.',0 
1IL.ANl( CUD • NO SA'l'URATION MODELING 

-1 • 
100 

U.8 

c;:--.. Machine parlllllotera - Intemlltl peralllacere 
1.1357 0.9800 0.9800 1.2000 0.9800 
0,.902 0.1000 0.4800 
0.1500 0,0380 5.9472!-4 1.6161E-2 

C --~ Mechantcal 'Ylte. data 
1 : ,'1.0 3.116092 

BLANK CARD ENDING MASS CARDS 
C --1 Output data reque.t 

51i 
: 
I 

20 

280.0 

1.0186 
0.4902 
Z.60071!:-Z 0.005 0.005 
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i 

1 8 11 14 
21 
31 

BLANK CARD ENDINO OUTPUT REQUEST 
71EFD 
74AHGLE 1 
74SPEED ~ 

FINISH , 
BLANK CARD EH~O SOURC~ DATA. 
c: ----- Node yo'lt.g. Qutput requ.at 

BUS1-A ,,' , 
BLANK CARD' ENDINO SELECTIV& MODE VOLTAOE OUTPUT REQUEST. 

PRINTER PLOT 
BLANK CARD ENDINO PLOT REQUEST. 
BEOIM NEW DATA CASE 
BLANK 

The most interesting features of this new case are the following: 

i 
I 

i 

I 

1) ,The electrical part is described by using internal parameters {Park's ata} , 
no PARAMETER FITTING card is inserted. 

2) Since the g-winding on the q-axis is to be dropped, the mutual-inductance 
(~Ol~l'rJ(~iontB fmd thf'l t'mlillltnnca or thin winding fit'e let't blnnk, whiln Lt.n 
self-inductance coefficient is punched equal to the self-inductance coefficient 

I 

of the q-axis damper winding, Lkq. \ 
I 

3) The field voltage is controlled by a TACS source, therefore a Class 6 card (KK 
= 71 in columns 1~2) has been inserted to indicate the TACS source name (8US 
= ,EFD in columns 3-8) which performs this f~ction. I 

4} The mechan~cal angle and speed of the rotor mass are p~sed to TACS, fat both' 
variables field KK is punched equal to 74. Note the number punched in co,' lumns 
5-7 (field KI) for each variable • 

.5) Caution with TACS: the old way to initialize each TACS block will cr!3ate a 
self-damped trBl1sient during the transition of the SM and its regulators b~tween 
steady state'and non-perturbated transient solution. In order to avoid that 
phenomenon, the user himself must initialize the 77 card of each block.! 

The outIlut listing for this case is given next. 

Co...nt c.IIl"d. Ntn4.DCD - 1, 
Katk ... r C'ftrd pr-.c.dhv.1 new !'J'1tP data ea ••• 
Cf)N!NI.n t r.. (,41. N'tIMOCD - :I.' . 
co ... nt card. NUMDCD - 4, 
Co.-.nt card. HUMUCD - !. 
Co...nt card. ~OC» - I. 
II ... pow. fr"""aney ItIlTPlt .. $.000000001'01 lIa. 
C'o-..nt -:'ud. H","DCD ... I.' . 
MIact. d~ta. 2.0001-0. 8.0001-02 !.OOOI.OL 
MI.e. dat.. 1 1 0 0 Q -1 0 0 0 0 
Printout : 5 ! 40 20 100 100 
Begin MODELS Inew. ooc .. a-powerful TIICS I. 
Coa-ent card. 1f\JlIroCD· 13. 
Trea-tor.at tllCS luppla.en.al variabla defined. 
c~t eard. NUMDCD - 1$. 
T~CS lourea. O.OOOl.OO O,OOOlOOO O.oooEooo 
TII'CS .ourea. 0.0001l+00 O,oooE'oo O.oooE.oo 
Coa.ent card. NVMOCD· 18. 
N4a8. of T~CS ~.rlebl •• for output y.cto~~ 
C~t card. H\l!tOCD· ZOo 
TI'ICS InlUal condition. -E11) O.I00000E+I;1 
TI'ICS Initial condition. ·~GLr - 0.4677311'00 
TACS Initial condition. -SPEID - 0.7853911+01 
Blank card t.ralnatln; .11 T~C' dati card •• 

, c:_nt card. II\J!fDCD - 25. 
sari.' R-L-C. 2.1'61'00 ~,19~1-0' 0.0001.00 
Sari •• R-L-C, %.1761000 5.1951-0' 0.0001.00 
serle. R-L-C. 2.1761000 5.19~1-0' 0.0001'00 
'lank card endlnq branChe., I!K. NYOT -3 4 
Ilan)( car<!, en<lin9 .,,It Ch... KSIITClI· O. 

C data:EXAMPU!l.DAT 
ItDl1I HEW DATA CA!K 
C 

C TYr!-~? S.". tEST CA'I - IXAMPLa 1 
C I'IvrOMllTIC IHITIAtJZATION 
C 
POImI ",IQUINCY, ~D 

o 
0.0002 a.oloo 50.0 50.0 

1 1 
5 , 40 20 100 

TACS IIYIIIIO 
o ----- '1.1<1 voltava control 
98!FD • 1.0 
C ----- "-chanical varlabla. pa.led to TileS 
92ANGL£ 
92SPUD 
C ----- OUtput requeu 
33!m ~GL£ SP£,O 
C ----- Inl Hal ~""dltion. 
77Em 1.0 
"ANGLE 0.46773061 
175PIIO 18.5398163 
BLANK CAftD INDINO TAOS DAtA, 
C --._- Can.r.tor load 

IU'l-A 2.111 1.532 
IU51-1 2.176 1.632 
BUSt-c 2.17. 1.632 

e l.AJIl( CARD IND Ule: BRl'lHCH DA 'f ... . 
ILI'IHK CAAO !HOrNe .WlreR DAt ... . 
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co ... ~t card~ NUKDCD· 31. C ----- Synch~onou. gen.~etor .peclf1catlonl 
Sourc~. 1.13£.04 ~.00!.01 0.001.00 -9,""03 591U51-A 11267.65 50.0 0.0 
2nd phA •• Dr 5.1!. 1.126161.04 -120.00 IU51-' 
3rd ph, ... 01 S.". 1.116162.04 -HO.OO IU!1-C 

£?'1~on. 1.001.02 1.001-15 1.001-16 20 TOLERANCIS i 20 
C~n~ CArd. IfUMDCD· 36. C --- ".""in.· rating. 

4th 5.11. card. "I 1 0 0 8 0.000 0.000 I I 8 90.0 13.8 280.0 
q-axJo. 0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 ILNtK CAAO • /fa .... TII1UI'I'IOH IIODI~INO 

eo .... nt CArd. IfUMDCD· 39. C --- I14chln.- para.et ... - InUmal p.r_t.ra 
5th 5.11. card. i.1357 0.9800 0.9800 1.1357 0.9800 0.9800 1.2000 0.9800 1.0186 
6th S.I!. card. 0.4903 0.0000 0.0000 0.4902 0.7000 0.4800 
7th S.H. card. 0.1500 O.OlaO 0.0006 0.1500 0.0380 5.94721-4 1.&1611-2 

0.4902 
2.60071-2 0.005 

C"",--"t cull. NUl'IDCD· 43. C--- ""chanlcai .y.l_ d.t. 
IIA .. card 1 t 1.000!.00 1.l1U.00 0.0001.00 1 1.0 3.116092 

BlAnk car~ teralnAtln9 S.H. aa •• card.. ILNtK CARD ENDIHG ~SS CARDS 
CQ""",,"t car.1. NUI1OCO - 46. C Output daU uqu.n 

S,H. o"'l'uI n'l"CI.I cud tar cle .. 5. 51 
-S tt ... 111 JH .. t '-.frU.'" cord 'Dr- 01 ••• 1. 1 I 11 
n."'. fJ~H'11H r .. tJL ••• t c.ni ,or gl ••• .I, :U 
;!J,M. uut,nJt r_que,' c_fd lor c:l ••• .3~ lI.1 

~J.n~ c6cd t.nolnatinv S.". output r.qu •• t.. BLANK CAAD ENDING OU7PU7 RIQUEST 
TI\CS-contt'oil.d e.eitaUon. -Irn 1111'0 
Auxiliary '.H. input to TACS. 74 "ANGLI" 1 74ANGLI 
.adat ••• arch. IP. HDXl. IU56. TEXVICINDXll - 12 15ANGLE ANGLE 
Auxiliary 5.11. input to TACS. 74 "SPEED" 2 1 745PIID 
• .a.ta ••• rch. IP. HDX1. aUS6. TEXVECINDXll • 13 15SPEE» ANGLE 
• .aat"a .earch. IP. HDXl. auS6. TEXVICI IfDXlI • 13 16SPEEIl SPEED 
End Qf 2 S.M.-TACS Intertace varIable.. I rlNISH 

8ianW card end. electric network .ource.. BLANK CARD ENDING SOURCE DATA. 
Top "TAPSAV·. NCHAIN· 6 
Top ~ TAPSI\\I" • NCHAtN· 8 

Total n.twork 10" P-lol. by .u..ln9 Injection.· 5.601173670110£+07 
IlACIf l' Data p.r .... t ... IUld Inl t1el condition. of next ... chJne follow. 
"8USI-~" Unit i 
~.chln. reactanCe. and r •• l.tance •• In IQ~'l. QUantltl •• l~l.d a. Inductanc ••• r. In feet r •• ellUlc •• '1 ~ 

1,151.,.otl+Ol ~t· •• It-inductance of the d-exi. Iiald wlndln91 
4.928571431+01 Lat .uIuel IndUctanc. between tleld and araaturel 
1.~71J6692£.01 Ltkd· tleld-daapar .utual Inductance for Ih. d-&xl.: 
1.5l~2ooool+oo L4 •• If-Inductance ot the 4-axl. lramture windin9; 
4.928511~3E.Ol Lokd autual ind~ctanc. fro. .noatur. to d-axil daaper; 
1.;1752522£+03 LKd .elf-Inductance of th. d-axl. daaper winding; 
5.,S9325Z01.02 Lg •• If-inductance at circuit' at the ~-.. 1.1 
0.000000001000 !.all aut .. al inductanc •• 'I-ax" clrcult 1 to sraaturtl; 
0.0000000D1000 Lgkq aulusl ind~ctanc •• q-exio circuit 1 10 circuil 2; 
1.481200001000 Lq •• 1f-inductancI at the q-eai •• ~tur. winding, 
2.413994111+01 IAlcq lulual ind~ct""c •• q~ea1a circuit 2 to ar.at ..... ' 
5.a~9325l0!+02' Lkq •• 1f-in4uctanca ot circuit 2 or the q-axi.; 
3-. 4CJ' 1400001-01 1.4 - I.e fa • equ."c. lnduc't.-nc.; 
1. \21480001-01 ftO - .. ro .aqulnc •••• 1ItaR""1 
7.loel45211-01 Rt· .... I.Can,," of thl d-Ix1. ftlld winding. 
,.Q40tOOOOI-02 ft. - r •• lotanc. ot thllra.tur., 
2.ool41022E.Ol R~d - r •• I.tanc. ot the d-•• i. da.per windingl 
0.00000000£.00 RV" r •• hcanc. ot elrcult 1 of the q-.xhl 
3. iO~5?1HC.Ol ~~q" r .. h Cane. 01 cJ rcuU 2 01 the q-IKh I 

IIlchnnlc.al I'U ... tIU In Phy.lcAl WIlt.. I. d •• crib<od by ttl .. cal""" hudln" .. that tallow. 
Mo.'''t at Inlrtle S.lI-d .... plng coaUlcl.nu at 101. Inaual-da.plnveoart. 

o of rOlur ..... S&I •• d"devi.t lon Ab'ohat .... p •• d (wi [h '01 tD'Wlno •••• ~ 
"'ll 1m, In-./ro~/ ... c .. 21 /lillian In-.lrad/ •• e] ~IUlon In-./r"<>/,.~··n 

1.3IJI5151-01 O.aooooool.oo O.OOOOOOOE'OQ Q,OOOOOOOE'OO 
T4b~lation ot: neqaclve .~.nc. current. CMH£C. CANEC - 9,8B1966745~I*ll -1.0040671 

zero •• quenee current. CHZER. ~ER • 7.8123B06695E-13 -1.2531129 

Tor.lon.l Iprlng con.tant 
Iwl.h 'ollQwlnv .... , 

riUU,,,, ,,,-.Judl 
O.OOOOOOOE+oo 

'fatal cu .. rent Injected into the natwo~k at ti.e generator bu ... In pha .. coordlnat... For pAraU.l _chin ••• thil to the c:oooblna<l 
total tor all of" ItI..... 'the flut Un. dhplaya the currenu ... found by the ph ... or network .0Iut10n. and they "Ul lMI unbalanced 
1t the network I.. The Znd llne .haw. only the po.l'lvl-.~ence co.ponent. of th.... K4~Jtud •• of current. IIr. 1n unit. ot 
["'P'), 

Pha'. -.- 1nj.ctlon fha.e "b" Injection 
,Ka~ltud. Degr... Kagn1tude Deg~ ... 

Actual: 4.14251841-03 -36.669691' 4.1415184E'03 -ISo.86'8"6 
Po •.• Qq.: 4.1425184E>03 -36.869891' 4.1425184£'03 -156.8698916 

PM .. "c· 
Ka~1tude 

4.1425U4E.Dl 
4.14251841.03 

at luper •• j. 

Injection 
Dell~"o 

83.1101024 
83.1301024 

Ar.a4tu~. current. of generator in rotAting ~.t.~.nc. Ira.. {d-q-o coo~dlnat •• }, 
" 'Id I~ 10 
I -4.10199'44756£.Q) 2. 97141388804!.03 -'.53281'427Q~!-13 

POlitiJ •••• quanc. ~pon.nt ot generator araatur. eurr.nt irt phald coo~dln.t •• , 
i ~"Atur. at pha •• -4- A~tur. ot Fha •• ~b· 

Plaqnitude Deg",... MagnJtude ~r ••• 
4.1425184£.01 -l6.8696976 4.1425184£.03 -156.8698916 

in unin 

In unita of I .... per •• ]. 
.\r-aatl.lr. of ph~ •• "c'" 

.... ~lt\.ld. Degr"a •• 
~.14Z~184£.03 ".1301024 

dc cQllpon.n~ ,i81d ~rrant of the vanerAtor in unit. at [aaper •• }. Total 
4.839852l199E.02 4.8398523199£.02 

!l~ct~chanical tD~. 01 the gen.rotor in unIt. of tat.l 
7.3951654886E-Ol 

begin ut"r.cion. In unit. Qf [a»p.): 

de cOliponent 
1.39516548861\-01 

1.7142gee4454!'Ol 
!1echAnlcal angl •• at rotor 

Crltlc~l lev.l of total a1r-g~p MItt tD 
~ll "t;.'ilto," .a •••• have angu14r valocLt,Y OMEGA * 7.85398163£.01 [rAdian_l.ec). 
unit. of [D&9 ••• ')' 26.1989943 
to~ ·T~PS~u·~ HCHAIK· e 

C_nt carol. HIll'IllCD· ':17. 
Type-~9 I,". nwaDer 1 begin. operation 

CArd of no_I tor U .. -II.p lo<>p O"tl''' , • 
IUonk Iil.rd .nding ref{l-Je.', lor Ol.l~put v.rl.bJ •• , 

lc ----- Nod. voltage output r8qu •• t 
on .~nt. 0 and O. 

1 
aU.l-A ' 

1(.MIl{ CARD INOINO ~II-ICTIVI HOOI VOI.TAGI OUTPUT RlQUIIT. 

1.60523481584',0] 
...... fol1ow~ in 

t ;'~', 
'.' 
-<~, 
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Coi1J.JU1 headlnq. for the 9 EM'TP output v8r(abla. follow. Thel. are divIded .aMong the 5 pa.ILbl. cia •••• al follow •.•.• j 
'lr_t f out~ut vartable. are elec~ric-n.t~ork voltage dilferene •• rupper volt89 •• Jnu. lower yolt49.~: I 
N •• t ~ output varlabl •• p4rt8in to Typ.-~~ S~". co.pon.ntl ~~aa.. are generat.a tnternally}, 
~e~t 3 output varjabl •• belonq to T~CS {wltn "T~CS" an internalJr-add&d upper na.e of pair). 
Step TI... BUSI-II MACH 1 ""eM 1 f'IIICH 1 ,"CD 1 f'IIICD 1 TAC' TACS TIICS 

\11 Ern TO CVI .>.NO 1 VEL 1 Ern .vtGLE SPEED 
o 0.0 11251.55 3314.01411 -344.04193 .73951654' 26.7989943 0.0 1.0 .4617'069 78.5398163 
1 ,~l'J 11~46.020' 34nl.~a514 -J14,0419~ .73950420' 28.798"41 .t3t7311-' 1.0 ,.nl11~8' ?8,'3?81&1 
I ,tn·3 1117ft,~7~4 '~'~,3jl~e ",tt,Ot"} "~'t'3A'1 26.1'."4' .16204!·7 1.0 ,4~'lt6613 78.53'8184 
1 .6!-3 Ll061,5134 3720.95843 ·]44.04793 '.13948355& 25.7989'43 .7112'9!~1 1.0 .5141'4517 11.5398154 
4 ,8!-3 10913,5612 3827.90531 -]4t.O~7'3 .739.7195121.7989943 .137045!-' 1.0 .~305'254 78.5398165 
5 .001 10116.4158 3919.15082 -344.04193 .739.5253' 26.7989943 .21131Ir-. 1.0 .546210503 18.539115' 

10 .002 91L5.57152 4141.90299 -344.04193 .139416146 26.19899.3 .103126!-1 1.0 .12411032 11.5391111 
15 .003 6612.7~9" 3958.69114 -344.04793 .739381689 26.1989944 .1103451-5 1.0 .703350138 18.539818 
20 . QO.4 3481. 73148 3388.03094 -344 .04793 .139357508 26.1989945 .282813!-5 1. 0 .181889956 7S .. 539"9% 
25 .005 ".51059875 2485.15224 -344.04'93 .139342523 21.7989941 .4IOO52t~5 1.0 .860429716 18.53'8104 
30 .006 -3482.0034 1340.19546 -344.04793 .739334461 26.791,95 .545913t-' 1.0 .938969597 18.53982L8 
35 .007 -6623.5311 63.4614999 -344.04793 .13933t034 26.7989954 .686121!-5 1.0 1.01750942 78.5398232 
(0 .008 -9115.682 "1219,4712 ~344.04791 .119!30599 26.'989951 .821643!-5 1.0 1.09604924 71.5398246 
60 ,012 -9115.2764 -4141.5299 -344.04793 .• 73933656 26.7989983 .131523!-4 1.01.41020855 78.5398302 
eo .016 3482.36966 ~1340.0648 ~344.04793 .739339011 26.1990021 .192802!-4 1.01.72436188 78.5398356 

100 .02 31267.5575 3313.34064 -344,04793 .13933866 26.7990072 .246!46!-' 1.0 2.03852724 78.539141 
200 .04 11267.&494 3313.36942 -344.04793 .73933703 26.799051 .518108!-4 1.0 3.60932433 78.5398682 
100 .06 11267.6324 3313.39144 -344.04793 .73'336264 25.79912~1 .7'1828!-4 1.05.18012197 71.5398955 
400 .08 l1Z61.1248 3313.42601 -344.04793 .73'335871 26.79'2325 .1065421-3 1.0 6.15092015 71.5399229 

When inspec~ing this listing the following points should be noted: 

1) The TACS source which is controlling the field voltage is set to 1. O. I Since 
the value of this source' remains constant, the field voltage also r,emains 
constant. 

2) All the electrical parameters in the output listing of this example match the 
parameters of the first machine of Example 2, except the zero-sequence resistance 
and reactance due to the fact that this'machine is not solidly grounded. 

3) The printed values of the machine variable ANG 1 and the TACS variable ANGLE 
pertain to the same mechanical variable. the rotor angle. The output of the 
machine variable is pWlched in degrees and remains constant. while the TACS 
variable is punched in radians and increases steadily ~ts value .. Verify that 
after one period (2° milliseconds) the value is increased in 2rr/(Number qf pole 
pairs) radians. I 

. I 
" 4) The output of the rotor speed (variable VEL 1) is in fact the deviation lof the 

speed from the synchronous speed, while the value passed to TACS (v~riable 
SPEED) is the absolute speed, both values are given in units of radians/second. 

. I 
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I X. RULES FOR USING THE UNIVERSAL MACHINE :MODULE 

A. Introduct ion 
, 

Before presenting the structure of the data records !required in the use of 
the Universal Machine (U.M.) module, a brief overview o~ the functions carried 
out by the module, along with the characteristics of the computational model, 
will be given with the hope that the preparation of the ~ata which is required 
can be done in a clear, systematic way. The data record~ necessary to define a 
particular machine type are then given, along with sampl~ data files for simple 
machine-network systems. Techniques for reduction of; undesired transients 
which arise at the beginning of a problem solution becau~e of improper initial 
values are described in a final section. I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
B. Overview of the U.M. Algorithm: , 

, I 
I I 

B. 1. What the UJM. Algorithm Can Do i 
: I 

The U.M. alg~rithm does, or permits use of, the foll?wing functions: 
, I 
I , 

1. Direct simulation of 12 machine types as described in Table I below. 
Additional types can be simulated through creative use of the algo
rithm. ~he armature (power side) can have a :polyphase connection 
(limited: to a maximum of three-phase)i and no mQre than one polyphase 
system (limited to a maximum of three-phase) ~an be applied to the 
field (e~citation side) system. The number of ~ing1y-exc1ted 'field' 
windings :which can be simulated is limited only:by the dimensions a1-
lotedto :the arrays when the EMTP is initial ized: , , 

, , 

2. Representation of mechanical systems which are arbitrary in size and 
configuration as equivalent electrical networks~ The mechanical sys
tem is restricted to linear elements; unless special precautions are 
taken to isolate the non-linear elements, as ;s done for any EMTP net
work. In versions M39 and higher of the EMTP, up to three machines of 
any type may be connected to the same mechanica1 system. The number 
of groups of shared mechanical systems that can:be in a simUlation is 
unrestricted. . 1 

3. Simulation of systems with multiple machines in a network. In ver
sions M33 and higher of the EMTP, direct inter~onnection of machine 
armature circuits can be made through the use! of the 'prediction' 
option. Use of the classical, phase-compensation option requires that 
each machine circuit be isolated from other circ~its of the same or of 
other machines by the insertion of stub lines. ' 

4. Approximation of saturation effects .. ~ 
, 

5. Accepts data with parameters specified in SI (m~tr;c) units or speci
fied in the per 4 unit system. Use of the per-unit system requires that 
all elements of the complete simulation be in :per unit on a cornman 
base. : 

~~ 
--"" 
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6. Permits initia1ization of the calculations t~ reduce or eliminate un- . 
desirable transients at the start of a simulation. Options are 

I 
I 

a. automatic use of the solution of the EMT?,! steady-state, load flow 
and/or phasor solution subroutine for thre;e-phase machines; 

b. use af the EMTP restart feature;· ! 
c. entry of known currents, voltages, and mechanical variables at the 

instant the simul ation takes as the 'starting time. 
. I 

I 

7. Accepts three-phase, synchronous machine param~ters based on the stan
dard short-circuit test and which is enterpd in S.H. Type-59 data 
format~ The necessary conversion to Park Oo~ain resistances and in
ductances in S1 units is accomplished with a preprocessor routine de-

a. 
signed for the U.H. module. i 

I 
I 

Honors three-phase synchronous machine data i~ the S.M. Type-59 for
mat. The mass data is used within the U.M. algorithm to construct an. 
equivalent electrical.analog of the mechanical I system. 
j' I ' 

I 
I 

TABLE I: Machines which can be directly simu1ated by the U.M. 
algorithm through specification of a type-code. 

I 

Basic Machine Permuta t ions . i Type-Code I 

I 

Synchronous 3-phase armature (power s:ide) 1 
2-phase armature I 2 

1 
I 

Induction 3-phase armature, cage rotor 3 
3-phase armature, 3-phase: field 

(excitation side) J 4 
2-phase armature, cage rotor 5 

I 

Singl~-Phase a.c. l-phase field , 
6 

(synqhronous or 2-phase field I 7 , 

induction) I 
I 
I 

I I 

, 
I 

Direc~ Current Separate excitation : a 
I Series compound {long shubt} field 9 I , 
1 Series field I 10 · · Parallel compound (short shunt) · , 
l field ! 11 I 
I 
I Parallel field (self-excitation) 12 , 

I , 
I 
I 
I 

~. 2. Limitations Imposed in the U.M. ModyJe ! 
I 
I 

The universal machine module was added to the EMTP:in order to treat the 
overall dynamic interaction between mechanically 1oaded:or driven machines and 
an electrical network. It was not intended to be a tool, used for machine de
sign. Consequently, the algorithm will not treat directh: the following (or. 
similar) situations:·.,. .. . I. 

1. Magnetic unbalanc~ of p61yphase windings. 



2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 
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m Asymetrical1y-distributed polyphase windings. 
A ' 

Paths of saturable leakage-flux. 
Distributed, internal capacitance. 

, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I , , 
I 
I 

I 
Non-sinusoidal distributions of air gap flux. , 

I 

Machines having reluctances which vary with po.sition as viewed in the 
d-q domain reference frame {Polyphase machines iwith a non-cyl indrical 
armature, or single-phase and d.c. machines with salient rotors}. 

I 

Armature-reaction saturation and interpole effects in d.c. machines. 
I 

Core loss associated directly with air gap and lleaka<]e fluxe~. 
Frequency-dependent circuit elements. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

10. Unbalanced resistances in polyphase circuits.' i 

11. Time-varying parameters. 
I 
I , , 
I , 

It is possible to approximate unbalance, some frequency~dependence, and satur
able leakage inductance effects by transferring the aff~cted element(s) under 
consideration from the U.M. module to the circuits connected to the machine 
terminals; so that standard EMTP features can be employe~. 

Programming convenience and the iterative solution ~ethodS used introduce 
additional constraints on the type of problem or network configuration which 
can be conveniently treated. Limitations which have been imposed are: 

I , 
l. 

2. 

3. 

I 

One-, two-, or three-phase operation of the armature (power side). , 
I 
I 

Only on~, two- or three-phase field set (excitation side) is allowed. 
The three-phase field set is restricted to machine type 4 (doubly-fed 
induction machine); and no other excitation coiis may be used with it. 

, I ' 
I 

The phase-compensation interfacing technique us~d for all field coils, 
the mechan ; ca 1 node and, as an option, the armature co i1 s wi 11 not 
permit inclusion of non-linear elements in anyielectrical or mechani
cal netwprk directly coupled to a machine coil Qr node. Theintercon
nection restriction has been relaxed to the ext~nt that 

I 

a. a maximum of three field coils belonging ~o one machine may be 
conn~cted in common to a network which does Inot contain non-linear 
elements; : 

• I 

b. a total of three field coils belonging to a~ many as three differ
ent ~achines may be connected to one source~network; 

c. 

d. 

I I 
I I 

NOTE~ A machine armature circuit interfaced to a network using 
i the prediction option does not app~ar to be a non-linear 
, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

element to the external network; while an armature circuit 
interfaced using the phase-compensation method does appear 
to be non-linear to the external netwqrk. 

I 
I 

a ma*imum of three machines can 
mech~nical network; 

be directly ", coupled into a single 
.-' , , , 

• I 

when!the compensation option is used for ar~ature coils, the two
or three-phase armature coil-sets of one machine may be connected 
in common to a network which does not conta;:n non-linear elements. 



.4. 

5. 

6. 

, . , ' , 
I :, 
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NOTE:IDirect connections can be approximated py the insertion 
! of a very short stub line (distributed~parameter line) 
I between the non-linear elements. i 
1 I 
I I 
I I 

The pred~ct;on option is not available for singl~-phase machine types 
6 and 7. : : 

, 1 
I I 

The autofuatic (or coupled) initialization feature of the U.M. algo
rithm reduces the effort required of the user in\ setting up initial, 
steady-state conditions. The characteristics of! this feature of the 
U.M. algorithm are: : , , 
a. only d.c. machines and machines with a three-phase armature are 

initial ized; i.e. , types 1, 3, 4, 8-12; .: 
b. electrical analogs of mechanical networks are I required for 

successful initialization of machines; ! 
i 

c. when machines which cannot be initialized Ktypes 2, 5, 6.and 7) 
are mixed in a simulation with those that can be initialized, the 
uninitializable machines are bypassed in the ~utomatic initializa
tion process; and their specified initial con~itions are used. 

1 

When the U.M. algorithm is used to simulate synch~onou~ machines whose 
characteristics are given in the S.M. Type-59 d~ta formats, the fol-
lowing conditions apply: . 1 

a. only three-phase machines are allowed; 
b. the form of the mechanical system is restrict~d to that treated by 

the Dynamic Synchronous Machine module (see: Sect. 1.62, p 34d), 
and no external electrical analog can be form~d; 

I 

c. the data-conversion algorithm constructs an (internal' electrical 
analog of the mechanical system specified by ~he S.M. Type-59 mass 
records, so that the parameters available fori output are the same 
as for the 'normal' U.M. electrical analog; I 

d. specification that one machine in a group is! represented by S.M. 
Type-59 data causes automatic machine 1n;tial~zation to be invoked 
for the entire simulation. ~ 

, 
I 

7. The interpreter used to convert S.M. Type-59 data: internally sets ini
tialization of all machines of the simulation tol automatic initiali-
zation, if possible. [ , 

S. Circuits floating with respect to system ground are not allowed by the 
EMTPj soan electrical path must be provided to ~ystem ground for all 
circuits"both mechanical and electrical. The cpnventional means of 
grounding· is to connect a large resistance from bne or more nodes of 
the otherwise isolated network to ground. ! 

: I , , 

C. The Computational Model I 
1 

The details of the Park Transformation and the transformations used in the 
U.M. algorithm areigiven in Chapters 8 and 9 respectively pf the EMTP Reference 
Manual. A brief s~mmary will be given here for convenience. 

I : 
, 1 

: 1 . , . , , , , 3Q,o 
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\ C. I. Tne O-d-g Domain Equivalent Circuit i 

I 
I 

All the machine equations are solved in the O-d-q ~omain with the vari
ables normalized by the turn-ratios of the various windings so that the equiva-

. lent circuits shown in figure 1, p. 6, represent them. Note that positive cur
rent directions are assigned for generator operation {power out} and that the 
0-, d- and q-ax;s:circuits (or coils) are isolated from ~ach other; except for 
the speed-voltage:coupling between the d- and q-axis circuits. In addition, 
the spatial reference frame for machines whose air gap I fields are decomposed 
into rotating components is taken to be fixed on the rot~r. The values of all 
the. parameters sh~wn in figure 1, except vjs • constitute ~he required, raw coil 
data. l : 

, i. 

I I \ ! , 
C. 2. Reference trame Transformations for the U,M. MachiOe Types 

j I 

i I 
Because measurable parameter values have to be transformed into normalized 

d-q domain variabl~s in order to use the U.M. algorithm (three-phase, synchron
ous machine data 1:s a possible exception), diagrams of th, transformations and 
the conventions used in the algorithm will be presented as an extension of the 
material in Chapter 9 of the EMTP Reference Manual. 1 

I : 
I , 

Figure Z, p.! 1, shows the stages used to establ ish :the calcu1 ation var;
ab1es in the d-q dpmain for d.c. machines and formachin~s with two- or three
phase armature connections and whose field windings can &e directly associated 
with the direct or quadrature axes on the rotor. Specifically, calculations 
for machine types 1, 2, 3, 5 and 8 through 12 follow the pattern of figure 2. 

, , , 
It should be kept 1n mind that the parameters which ~xperience a rotation

al transformation are transformed to a reference frame loCked to the structure 
whose coils are not rotationally transformed. For the a.q. machines described 
by figures 2 and 3(a) (po 8), the field coil s are physically on the rotor; so 
the reference frame for those machines is locked to the rcltor. , 

. I 

. Note that types 3 and 5 are induction machines with dage rotors. ,The U.M. 
algorithm is designed to make it possible to monitor all i;nternal variables; so 
windings representing the rotor cage in the d-q domain a~e brought out. These 
rotor circuits are normally closed with very small resistances during a simula-
tion. i 

I 
I 

The relations for d.c. machines ·are defined in the settion labeled "d.c. 
component ll in figure 2. The usual shunt and series fields:, are aSSigned to the 
currents lfdl and ifd2 respectively. The armature circuit: ;s defined by the 

i - ( 

current iqi and the d-axis, armature circuit is not used. \ The implications of 
th'e d.c.-machine modeling are discussed further below. I 

t 
; The zero-axis (or zero-component) term which may arise in three-phase ma-

chines ;s always decoupled fram the d- and q-axes; so itlhas been omitted in 
figure 2. The [S) and [P] transformations apply to the z~ro-axis in the same 
manner as for the d- and q-axes. ~! 

, , 

The convention followed in the U.M. module is that phase A is the refer
ence phase for the transformation of three-phase, armatureivariables. For two
phase systems, programming convenience led to the deletion of phase A, rather 
than phase B or C, from the armature set. Phase B is the!reference phase for , , 

I 
I , 
I , , 
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i . 
....:..J-

0 

vfjn 

o'~------------------~-~--------~--~ 
{b} , , 

f , 
Fig. 1: Equivalent circuits representing the norma1iized O-d-q domain 

equations used in the U.M. algorithm. (a) ithe zero-axis or 
zero7component circuit; (b) the circuit for \the d- or q-axis 
variables. The symbols are defined as follows: 

! 1) j t ' , denotes d or q a~i s quantity 

Fig. 4: 

2) f, denotes field (eXCitation) 
variables' ! ' 

3) Vj and Vfjn' 

4) Vjs ' 

the transformed cpil voltages , 
the speed voltage; which couples 
the direct- and quadrature-axis 
circuits . : 

5) the boxes represent the series-cpnnected, trans
formed and norma 1 i zed res istance: and 1 eakage in
ductance of each coil or they represent resist
ance or inductance as 1 abe 1 ad. i , , , , 

I , 

¢ . t <P3j - - - - - - - - -l - - - -

l1JJ <PZj 
weber
turns 

-~2j 
-¢3j . 

, 

rmj' 
f , , 
J , , , 

;3j 
amperes 

Piecewise-linear apprOXimation to the d-q domain satura
tion curve of the direct axis (j • d) or of the quadrature 
axis (j. q). The currents 12' and 13' a~e used for the 
S.M. Type-59 data format. . J J 

a 

a 
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Fig. 2: 

tV~(1m 
I 

-0 C 
d-q Domain I i 
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I a 

, 
I 
I 

• I 
I 
I 
I 

....... --o~---o--o--o-
" 

Turn Ratios • j 

1- -1- -1- -\--
o o o o 

I I 

I 

Vari!able definitions, transformation steps and excitation
sid~ normalization used in the U.M. algorithm. Simulation 
of two- and three-phase machines (except the doubly-fed 
indu,ct;on machine) uses the pattern shown.! The zero-ax; s 
(zero component) term which arises from unbalanced, three
phase systems is not shown. The transformation matrices 
[S] ,: [S]-I, [P] and [prl are' similar to those defined in 
Chapter 9 of the EMTP reference manual. ' 
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Transformation S 2 
I 
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o 0 o 0 o 0 d rEl IE3 0 
lEI lE2 IE3 e ma;;n r 
B C A 

I 

(a) : (b) I 
I 

Fig. 3: Changes to the diagram of figure 2 for: :a} the doubly-fed 
induction machine (type 4); b) the singJe-phase machines 
(types 6 and 1). The terminal pairs ar~ marked with the 
names of the corresponding output labels ifor the currents; 
and with therelat1ve phase labels. I ;.. I 
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Figure 5: Reference currents and volt~ges 
used for mach i ne ·CcH 1s. I, 
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the two-phase sy~tem. : 
I I , 

Figure 3{a): shows the changes made to the scheme on figure 2 for calcula
tions of the be~avior of the three-phase, doubly-fed, ~nduction machine. The 
differences are: 

a. the thr~e-phase excitation of the rotor circutt undergoes a three- to 
two-pha$e coordinate transformation similar ta that used to transform 
the arm~ture variables; i 

I I 

b. no fielGi coils are allowed in addition to the t;hree-phase set. 
I I 
I I 

The changes : made to figure 2 for the single-phase m:.achine are shown in fi
gure 3(b}. The:most significant difference for computa~ion purposes is that 
the d-q reference frame is placed on the stator instead: of the rotor; so that f· 

the field coils (taken to be on the rotor) undergo a rotational transformation 
and the armature coil s (assigned to the stator) do not!. The current i fdl is 

I 

assigned to the main, power winding; and the current ~fd2 is assigned to the 
auxiliary winding. The inversion of the roles of the atmature field circuits 
is predicated on the construction of most single-phase machines; where the ro
tor surface 1s smooth, and the stator surface 1s constructed with saliency. 
With the inversion, the reluctance a10ng the d- and q-axes is independent of 
rotor position. : 

I 
I 

, I· 

Coils may be specified on the quadrature axis of t~e single-phase machine 
in addition to the main and auxiliary windings. Each !wil1 be a stator coil. 
Excitation on th~ rotor is restricted to two coils; whjch, if both exist, are 
taken to be displaced 90 electrical degrees from each ot~er. , 

C. 3. Modeling of D.C. Machines 
I 

At first glance, it would appear that d.c. machine types 9 through 12 are 
redundant with respect to the general form of type S. I However, the use of 
phase-compensation to interface the machine equations, which are non-linear, to 
the external network means that the individual field circuits of the Type-8 ma
chine would have to be corinected to the armature circuit through stub lines to 
create the shunt and/or series machine connections. The equations for the 
self-excited connections have been pre-programmed intojthe machine model of 
types 9 through 12; so that stub li~es are not required.: . . , 

When the prediction option is used for the armatur~ circuits of a Type-B 
d.c. machine! three compensated field windings (no prediction option for field 
windings) may be connected to the armature cirCUit; so a:self-excited d.c. ma
chine can be constructed using the iype-S model. D;r~ct connection of two 
self-excited~ Type-8 machines to the same bus would not [be pOSSible, however; 
because the field circuits of both would be connected to .the same armature bus, 
which 1s not allowed. Of course, any number of separatel!y-excited, Type-S ma
chines may be connected in parallel; so long as the fie~d circuits are not di-
rectly interconnected. \ 

...- I 

When the prediction option is used for types 9 throu!gh lZ, the shunt and/ 
or series field circuits are lumped together with the ar~ature cirCUit; so that 
the entire, three":coil combination of each type behave;! as a linear element. 
Consequently, machines of type 9 through 12 may be directly connected in par
allel to a common :bus without the use of isolating stub nines when the predic-

, I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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ticn option is used. i 
I 
I 

It should :be noted that field excitation may be provided to as many as 
three separately~excited (type 8) d.c. machines from a cpmmon source; provided 
that all other field circuits are isolated from each other. 

- I 
I 

C. 4. APDroxima~ions for Saturation \ 

The effect lof the saturation of the major fluxopaths in a machine can be 
approximated thrqugh use of a three-segment,. piecewi se-l rnear rel ation between 
flux-linkage and Icurrent in each axis in the d-q dom4in'i The approximation is 
applied only to ~he common (main) inductance, Lmj , shown: in figure 1. 

I I 
I I 

Figure 4, p.: 6, shows the parameters used to defi ne! the segmented, magne-
tization curve r.or each axis in the d-q domain. The cutve is specified by the 
flux-linkage at ;the break points and the line slopes (inductances). This re
presentation is ~ery simple to implement in the U.M. alg$rithm, but it requires 
some effort on th:e part of the user to transform known machine data into the d
q domain. The a~ount of effort can be reduced by working with per unit quanti-
ties.: : . \ ~ 
. .l, I I 

. SaturatRn;;o machines having a uniform air gap is ~ot well represented by 
consideringsatu~ation in each axis independent of the (lux in the other. The 
U.M. algorithm will treat saturation based on total air-~ap flux when requested 
by the user. In that case, the constants of the air-gaP magnetization curve 
are entered as d-:axis constants. i' 

; I , 
When synchronous machine data is entered using th~ S.M. Type-59 format, 

the unsaturated, common (main or air-gap) inductance is i:,ndirectly specified by 
the current and the per-unit flux-linkage at point 2 in figure 4. Residual 
flux (point 1 in figure 4) is always taken to be zero ifor S.M. Type-59 data .. 
Specification of point 3 in figure 4 provides enough infdrmation to compute the 
saturated inductances, lmsj' I . 

In order to tie the elements defining the magnetiza:tion curves together, 
the names used in the U.M. algorithm to identify the po:ints on the segmented 
magnetization curve and/or the common inductances are lis~ed in Table II. 

I 
I 
I 

I 
D. Collection of Data for a Simulatibn 

I . 
This section will summarize in general terms the information which must be 

collected and organized in order to use the U.M. module tb simulate the dynamic 
interaction between machines and electric networks. It ~;ll be seen that many 
parameters may be entered with per unit or physical values. The data processor 
of the U.M. module converts all per-unit values to physical values before a 
simulation is begun. Solution values are given in physi~al units, regardless 
of the form of the input data. : 

I 
I 
I 

O. 1. Machine Electrical Parameters \ 
. --- I 

Machine data can be separated into four broad groups; a) configuration 
data, b) raw coil data, c} network data and d) machine initialization data. A 
subset of coil data ;s manufacturer's short-circuit dat4 for synchronous ma
chines. 
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D. 1. 1. - Confi gurat i on Data 

The configuration information required is , , 
i ,a. machine type (see Table I); : 
I 

b. number of pole-pairs; i 
I 

c. the d-q domain coil system as based upon the maqhine type and the ex-
; :' , I 

Table II: Correlation of inductance and magnetizat~on-curve parameters 
required for the description of the non-\l inear forms of the 

I, ~1~~r!n~~ctances Lmd and Lmq with the d,finit;ons given in 0 
I 

Axis 

Direct 

Quadrature 

;Figure 4 
,Quantity 

's2d 

.02
" 

I 

Parameter Labels an~ Units 

U.M. Format*"* S.M. T~pe-59 Format* .. 
, I 

LMUD, henry not specified 
I 

LMSD, henry not specified 
-------~--------r~-----r_-------~ 

FLXSD, volt-sec" 

not used 
not used 
not used 
FLXRD~ volt-sec* 

! take~ as 
1.0; I ADI 
for; OR for 

AGLI~E I SID, amp 
j 

I 
I 
I 

: ADZ , 
I 

l52:, amp , 
~ot used 
, 

LMUQ, henry not specified 
LMSQt henry not specified 

-------~--------~--r_------~ 

FLXSQ, volt-sec* 

not used 
not used 
not used 
FlXRQ, volt-sec* 

: taken as 
1.0! I AQI 
for: OR for 
ABLQ J SlQ, amp 

I 
; 
I , 
I 

: AQ2 
• I :S2Q, amp 
I 
I 

lnot used , 
1 

NOTES: i 
* .. * -- Values can also be entered in per :unit. 
*~ -- All values in per-unit volts; unl~ss given 

explicitly in amperes.' .-' : . 
.. . - Flux-linkage may also be expressed: in weber-

turns., : 



d. 
e. 

f. 

. , 
I , , , , 
I 

! , 
I , , 

. I , 
I 
! , 
I , 
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I 
I 

ternal connections; i.e., primarally the number qf coils on the direct 
'and quadrature axes; ! , 
power system operating frequency; : 

I 
if, desired, the segmented, straight-line approx;;mation to the d-q do-
main, common-flux, saturation curve; i , 
units to be used for the entire simulation, e~ther per unit or SI 
(amperes. volts, watts,rad/sec, Newton-meter, etc:.). , 

D~ I. 2. Raw Coil Data 

The raw co; 1 data app 1 i es to the d-q doma in co il s and; cons; sts of the fo 1 ~ 
lowing parameters: 1 

a. unsaturated d- and q-axis common (main) inductanc~s (see fig. 1); 
-, 

b. if desired, the two- or three-segment saturation: approximation to the 
d- and q-axis common magnetization curve {see fig:. 4}; , , 

c. d-q domain form of the resistance and leakage rerctance of each coil; 
d. a TACS-controlled voltage source that may be con~ected 1n series with 

a coil (s~e fig. 5, p. 8).· .'. . I. 
I ~ . j 

When a three-phase synchronous machine is being Simulated, the U.M. algo
rithm will accept O-d-q domain data in the S.M. Type-59 format. It should be 
noted that use of the S.M.-data format eliminates the possibility of including 
a~ internal voltag~ source with any machine coil. 

In most cases, it will be necessary for the user to: transform physical 
quantities into d-q quantities as indicated in figures!1 and 2. The trans
formation is one-f:or-one for all but three-phase, physica1 coil-sets when the 
field-coil turn ratios are unity. 1 

, ! 
I I 

! : o. 1. 3. SynchronQus Machine Manufacturer's Data -\ 
I j 

, I 
The following ~anufacturer's short-circuit data in the S.M. Type-59 format 

will be honored in place of the.O-d-q domain data when th~ 'PARAMETER FITTING' 
request (see Sect. ~.62, p 34h) is made: 

a. 

h. 

c. 

, 
I 

Direct-axit reactances in per unit 
: 

1. synchr~nous reactance, Xd 
• f 

Z. transi~nt reactance, Xd 
, ~ 

1. subtra~sient reactance, Xd 
Quadrature~ax;s reactances in per unit 
1. synchronous reactance, ,Xq 
Z. transient reactance, Xq n 

J. subtransient reactance, Xq 
Open-circuit time constants, in seconds 

/ 

1. di rect-axi s trans i ant, T do ., 
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quadra~ure-axis transient, TqTO 
, " 

direct~ax;s subtransient, Tdo 
" quadrature-axis subtransient, Tqo 

NOTE: The conventions used in the S.M. modu1e (see 
. Sect. 1. 62, pp 34 i - j) when some of the: quadra

ture-axis parameters are not known are still 
used by the preprocessing algorithm !of the 
U.M. module. . 

d. Per-unit values of the V-connected armature parame~ers 

O. 1. 4. 

1· resistance, Ra I 
I 

i. leakage reactance, X1 ; or Canay's characterist1~ reactance 
1. zero-sequence reactance, Xo : 
!. neutral grounding impedance, Zn • Rn + j(Xn) \ 

Network Connections 

I 

I 
I 
! 
! 
! 
I 
1 

The connection of the machine(s) in the electrical network must be defined 
keeping in mind the assignments in the U.M. algorithm for ppase sequence, re
ference directions, and reference polarities which are take~ as positive. In 
making connection decisions. the following conventions imposed by the U.M. al-
gorithm must be followed: \ 

I 
I 

a. external references for each machine winding(coil~ are positive for 
generator operation as shown in figure 5, page 8; \ 

I 

., b. when raw coil data is entered, a TACS~contro 11 ab 1 e Jo 1 tage source may 
be included in series with a machine coil and its iphysical terminals 
with a reference polarity such that a positive source adds to the ter-
minal voltage as shown in figure 5; i.e., :. 

I 

I 
I 

I c. the three-phase transformation used assumes an inter,nal phase s~quence 
a-b-c for po~itive d- and q-axis variables (The defi~ition of the con
nection bet~een network and machine mode1s is desc~libed more fully in 
the section ~n data structure); I 

: \ 
d. the two-phase transformation used in the U.M. algbrithm requires a 

phase sequenqe c-b (vc leading Vb by 90 degrees) in ~rder to yield the 
same directi~n of rotor motion as produced by the ph~se sequence a-b-c 
for a thtee-~hase machine. : 

. I • 

: I 

I 
I 

p. 1. 5. Initializatipn Data and Mode Selection ... 
I 
• I 

Steady-state ;ni~1alization of the U.M. components of aisimulation can be 
coupled to or decoupled from the initialization of the electtical networks ex
ternal to the machines. Coupling of the initializations me~ns that steady
state solutions for all operating conditions (for poth netw~rk and machine) 
will be sought using the EHlP load-flow and/or phasor netwqrk solution algo-

, I 
, I , \ 

\ 
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I 
I 
• I 
I 

; I 

rithms (called automatic initialization hereafter). De;coupled initialization 
means that termi6al quantities of machines (including th~ node which couples 
,the machine to t~e mechanical-analog network) must be sp~cified; while the form 
of initial ization used in the networks external to the ',electrical portions of 
:the machines canibe chosen at the convenience of the use~. 

: I 
The initialization procedures used in the U.M. module requires that all 

U.M. machines b~ initialized in the..2J!!g, mode for a g:iven simulation. When 
synchronous machine data is entered in the S.M. Type-59: format, .QD.J.y coupled~ 
automatic initialization is possible. i 

, I , , 

In the material that follows, the explicit specirication of ~he initial 
conditions will be described as manual or manual-override initialization. 

I , ' 

D. 1. 5. a. 

I : 
I I 

Requirements for Oecoupled Initialization 
, 
I , 
I 

I 
I 

No calculation of machine initial conditions ;s done within the EMTP in 
the decoupled-initialization mode. The initial conditions of the following 
parameters must be available as part of the machine datt: 
: a. mechanical speed (rad/sec or per unit); : 

I 

b. electrical angle of the rotor position with reswect to the stator (in 
radians)~ or the torque angle in electricalra~ians for synchronous 
machines; : 

I 

c. all currents of the machine windings (coils). i 
! 

With these parameters specified, the initial air-gap torque of each machine is 
determined; so the initia'l torque. at the internal node where coupling to the 
mechanical network occurs need not be specified. 

, 

I 
I 

If a machine ;s modeled with a single rotor mass acted on by an external 
torque~ an electrical network analog is not needed. The data specified above 
will completely describe the electromechanical syste~. When an electrical 
analog of the mechanical system of a machine ;s ,used, :the analog network ;s 
treated as one of the external networks which are d~cotiDled from the U.M. ma
chine equations. In this latter case, an initial transi~nt (a false transient) 
will be observed in the solution; unless the initial cu~rents of the machine 
and the network torque and speed are mutually matched. iThiS matching must be 
done before the data file is completed. : , 

I 

Except for extremely simple networks, automatic iniiialization is expected 
to be used in the networks which are decoupled from the U.M. machines. When 
automatic initialization is used in these networks, the decoupled machine ports 
are treated as open circuits. Consequently, the subnet~orks associated with 
the field coils and the mechanical system of a machine will have zero output to 
the machine ports. Initial conditions in the external subnetworks can be spe
cified using the EMTP manual-override feature (see Sect. :1.7, p 37) in order to 
obtain a match with the initial currents specified for t~e machine field coils. 
The same is true for the mechanical network when it is used; i.e., required 
current and voltage (torque and speed) at the node coupli:ng the electrical and 
mechanical equations of a machine must be found and the ipertinent variables of 
the mechanical analog appropriate~J set. ! 

. i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ~n_ 
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I 
In simulations in which decoupled (manual) initialilzat;on of the U.M. ma· 

chines 1s neces~ary and different perturbations about Ian initial operating 
point are to be investigated, the EHTP restart feature clan be profitably used 
to determine initial conditions. The parameter values :after steady-state has 
been reached can ~e extracted from the restart files orl from the output list-
ings requested by the user. I 

" 1 

o. 1. 5. b. Requit:ements and Constraints for Coupled (Autpmatic) Initialization 
: I 

The U.H. algqrithm permits coup~ed, or automatic, in~tialization only for 
three-phase and :~ machines which have their mechanic~l systems represented 
with an electr;~al analog. The initialization of d.c. machines can be done 
only with the p~asor, steady-state solution algorithm. ! Three-phase machines 
can be initializ~d by using the EMTP load flow and/or phasor solution. The 
initial cQndition,s which must be provided for each three-phase machine are 

I f 

reduced to, i :' 
I I 
\ I 

a. for synchronous or d.c. machines, ': 
I f 

1. the amplitude of the armature terminal voltage (volts or per 
unit)~ : 

Z. the i~entity of the field voltage to be adj~sted for proper field 
current at zero time; : 

1. the reference-phase (U.M. module phase A) terminal voltage phase
angl e in degrees (synchronous machines only):. 

b. for induction or doubly fed machines, the percent slip. , 

For three-phase machines, the initialization interface of the U.M. module 
checks to see that the armature currents provided by the ~xternal calculations 
constitute a balanced set. If they do not, a warning i~ issued. A balanced 
set of currents is constructed based upon the A-phase currents provided, and 
the machine initialization is carried out as if the c~rrents were ba1anced. 
Program execution is rull stopped; even though a false i nlit 1 a 1 trans i ent wi 11 
occur. i 

I 
1 

The initialization process for induction machines includes finding the 
Thevenin-equ;valent of the externally-connected, three-phase circuits. If the 
external circuits are unbalanced or contain non-linear e~ements, the computed 
initial values will not satisfy the prOblem requirements and an' initial, false 
transient will appear in the solution. : 

I 

~ In order to achieve the proper initial conditions forI U.M. machines using 
co~pled initialization, the current sources in the mecharical-analog network 
an~ the voltage sources in the excitation circuits must be EMTP Type-14 when 
th~y affect initial conditions. The simulation can bel organized with ather 
types of EMTP or TACS sources as well; but these sources ~re not allowed to be 
ac~ive during the initialization process. : , , 

';: ! 

Some helpful hints to keep in mind when setting up t~e U.M. networks for 
automatic initialization are now given. ~ \ 

I 

a. The U.H. interface will not accept an EMTP sourc~ connected directly 
to the terminals of a machine or to the coupling node for the mechani
cal network. If such a condition is necessary, :the required separa~ 
t i on can be ach i eyed by inserting a very small res; star between the 

. I 

\ 
I 

1 



b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 
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sburce and the machine terminal or node. 

, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
load flow and/or phasor initialization must be s~t up on a three~phase 
basis for proper initialization of three-phase I U.M. machines. Nate 

~~~~en~~ev~~I~g~~a!~~ ~~~~!~~~;W!~\h~~ ~~~~i~~eJ~utel~~!~is ~~s~~b~r 
ances in the external network will caUse improp~r initialization of 
the system. I 

I 
Single-mass, mechanical systems mY1t be represent~d with an electrical 
analog network. If not, the initialization will ~e aborted. 

I I 

Constant ~ources (for d.c. excitation of coils o~ for constant mechan
ical torques) are approximated by setting the operating frequency of 
the Type-~4 source to a very low value « 0.001 h~) .. 

• I 
, I 

S.ince autQmatic initialization uses either spec;f~~ed slip or specified 
terminal voltage as a starting point for U.M. m chines, each field
source and at least one torque-source for each achine must have an 
adjustabl~ amplitude in order to give internal values consistent with 
those ini~ial1y specified. i , ' 
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I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

A machine which cannot be initialized but which ~s included in a simu
lation in which automatic initialization is spec,fied is treated as an 
open-circuit at all nodes (electrical and mechanica1). The user must 
provide the initia1 conditions to be used. i· , , 

, 
I 
I 

I 
D. 1. 5. c. Mode-Selection Summary for the U.M. Module 

I 

From the discussions above, the 
initialization mode are summarized as 

factors to be considered 
follows. I 

in selecting an 

a. For a particular simulation, all U.M. machines m~st have the ~ mode 
of initialization. : 

I 

b. Oecoupled (manual) initialization is mandatory f~r the following situ- '-~ 
attons: . \ 

I 
I 

1. a Single-mass mechanical system modeled with ~echanical inertia and 
damping constants, regardless of machine type (the electrical ana
log network must be used for multiple-mass m~chanical systems); 

I 

Z. a system with a single- or two-phase machine in it {types 2, 5, 6 
and 7}. ! 

, i 

c. Coupled (automatic) initialization is mandatory tor a three-phase syn
chronous machine described in S.M. Type-59 data format. , , 

d. When a network external to a machine includes a non-linear element, an 
unbalanced element, switches, diodes or thyristors, the EMTP phasor 
solution Will not produce an exact match, in ge~eral, for either mode 
of initialization. I , I 

: 1 

e. Automatic: initialization with load-flow constra;:nts can be performed 
for syst.ms which include three-phase machines~ Machine treatments 
include I : , , 

, I 

1. censtt:aints on terminal power can be set ifer synchronous and 
doubl1.~fed machines (types 1 and 4); I 

I I 
Z. cage r:-otor machines (type 3) are represented :as a 1 umped impedance 

conne4ted to the network. i 
I , 

f. The phasor-solution method can be used for d.c': machines as well as 
three-pha~e machines. A very low frequency of operation is used when 
initializilng d.c. systems. i 

, I , , 

g. The EMTP ;manua l-overri de feature can be used to i in it i ali ze decoup 1 ed 
machine ci:rcuits. 

,. 
, 

D. 2. Mechanical System Parameters 
I 

The mechanical system associated with a ~achine simulated with the U.M. 
algorithm is usually represented by an equivalent electrical network as e~-
1 a i ned in the EMTP Reference . Manual, Sect. 9.4, P 9-13. ! When a torque acting 
at the shaft of a system with a single rotor mass is an ad~quate model or when 
machine data is given in S.M. Type-59 format, the parameters of the mechanical 
system are grouped with the machineJs electrical data. Ot~erwise, the rnechani-

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
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, , 

cal parameters are: entered as electrical branch data; and the mechanical net
work node at which air-gap torque appears in the machi~e is the only data 
entered along with the electrical description of the mac~ine. This node pro
vides the only connection between the electrical and mechanical-equivalent net-
works of a machine; i 

I , 
I 

The parameters required for each representation of tbe mechanical system 
and the units for each are listed below. I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

D. 2. 1. Single-Mass System (U.M. Data Format) I 
I 

Situations in which the mechanical torque ;s specifi.d as a signed source 
(positive for generator operation) applied to a system with only a Single, ro
tor mass may be treated without resort to the network model. Jhe data which 
must be provided is 1 

I 

a. rotor moment of inertia (Newton-meter-secZ/rad oriper unit); 
b. viscous damping coefficient (Newton-meter-sec/rad!or per unit); 

I , 
NOTE: the unit [sec/rad] follows from the inverse of angular 

velocity, [l/(rad/sec)]. i 
I 
I 

c. source of mechanical torque, a TACS variable. 

O. 2. 2. U.M. Form of the Mechanical System 
, 
I 
I 
I 

i , , The torque equations for mechanical components are, 

fo~ a torsional spring, 

for viscous damping, 
I . 

for, inertia, 

Tt' • K ~, J . 

Tdj • 8 d~/dt , 
. 2 2 

I 
I 
! 

• I 
, I I . , I 

where ~ • angular displacement: 
d~/dt • angular velocity. I 

T 1j • J d~ I dt 

, I 

: I 
The U.M. algorithm ~ses current as the electrical analog for torque and vQltage 
as the electrical analog for angular velocitl with the variables scaled so that 
torgue in newton-meter;s numerically equal to analog current in amperes and 
angular velocity in: rad/sec is numerically equal to analog voltage in volts. 
Consequently, since; torques add in a mechanical system, th~ electrical analog 
circuit equations iwill be in the current-summation or oodal-equation form. 
With the analog el~ctrical quantities substituted in the ~echanical equations, 
we have, j - ~ I 

i I 
fori torsion between i 

I i twa masses, d( \jk}/d~ ~ K (v jg - jVkg ) 
: . 
I :It (l/L){ v j~ - vkg ), , , 
I , 
I I , 

I , 
I 



\ 
; , 

·1::; " 
" I' ' 

I 
I 
; 
I 
I 
! 
I ' 

I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 

1 , 
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, for II; scous damp i ng , 

\
', ' ' 

. I ~ 

, , ' 

I 
i" \ 

f9r inert ia, 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 

, ; 

'j' and 'k' denote electrical nodes equivalent to masses 
, j' and ' k.' • : 

I 

where 
, I ' 

'g' denotes the electrjcal referen~e (or ground) node. 
I 
\ , 

The torsion ana10g equation was given in inverted forim' for" simplicity in 
~rit;ng. The,more comprehensive relation has current ex~ressed in terms of the '-C) 
lntegral;, of. d1 ffe~ential voltage., '.' ,; 'r,' 'r", '.,. ", ,Y 

I' 
I 

With these analog rel at ions, the equival ent electri;cal network of the me
chanical 'system has a node at each mass. A capacitor connected to ground from 
each node with lavalue infgrad$ equal to the corresp~nding value of J. in 
newtQn-meter-sec2L.r.ssi for the mass will give a properly-s:caled 'current-voltage 
(torque-speed) relation.' A cQnductance ' connected to gr.ound with a value in 
siemens (mho) equal to ~ in newton-meter-sic/rad will acdount for viscous damp
ing associated with a mass. Torsional coupling between ~asses is accounted for 
by connecting an inductor between the corresponding nodes! with an inductance in 
henry equal to ILK with K given in newton-meter/rad. If there is viscous damp· 
ing associated with a difference in speed between two masses, it can be modeled 
by conne~ting a conductance between the corresponding nod~s with its value cho-
sen as for the mass vi scous damp; ng descri bed above. : . 

I 
I 

External torques applied to the mechanical system, \ such as torque from a 
prime mover applied to a generator, are modeled by curren~ sources in the elec
trical analog. The current sources are applied at the most appropriate nodes 
for correct modeling of the mechanical system. As indicated in the discussion 
on intialization, at least one adjustable, Type-14 sour~e which is active be
fore time-zero must be included. TACS sources or other: EMTP sources may be 
used, but they are not allowed to be active before time-zero. 

, I 

No additional:: data, is 'reqUired when more than an~ machine shares a me
chanical system (network). All that ;s necessary is thatithe U.M. algorithm be 
properly informed as described below-, ",':',:' "I' : ',', 

f . ~ ,.' '!:' :_!- ~. \ - ' 1 :' .. : > '.' . " . i '-~. \ i." 1 't'; t -:: : r :) ," 
I -j 1-:' 
1 r '! 

0.2.3. S.M. Tyge-59 Data Format ,,:\" ,," , 

:; The S.M. TYPE!-59 data 'fo~matwould 'usually be used \when it 'is acceptable 
tq use manufacturer's short-circu1tdata for a synchronou~ machine or when data 
has already been g~nerated for the EMTP Dynamic Synchron~us Machine (~.~.~ al· 
gorithm. Because :changes in S.M. Type-59 data records:were to be mlnlmlzed, 
the mechanical data required ;s entered in mixed English and SI units, and can· 
s; sts of i ,", ., - I 

, . '., , ~ ,.., ! 

a. the number of interconnected masses on the shaft:system; 
, I 

b. identifica.tion numbers'or the masses belonging to the synchronous ma
chine and:its exciter. if any; , ' , 

I 
I 
I 

I 

\ 
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c. d-istributio~ of external mecha~ic~l, torquelam~n~ 't~e::ma~ses, in frac-
tlonal form, '"" -;' 1 -''':~r,t .Ji",;i r I'<F' ,;h~1" ,',' 

d. the i nert:ia constant, Wr2 ;'( i n 'mill; on,p~pnd~ fee~); 1 il ,T " 

e. the viscpus damping coefficient associated with leach mass (in pound
foot-sec/rad);:'''' ':",;~,; "", -:;'i';!-.,' :',: ;;'~-' 

I ' • ,~ 'I ' , 

f. the viscous damping coefficient associated wit~ the net mechanical 
angular velocity between adjacent masses (pound-~oot-sec/rad); 

I ,: ~ < • 'I ' . 

g. the viscous damping coefficient for'speed pertur~ation about the oper-
at i ng speed for each mass (i n pound- foot -sec/rad),;, ,," i : . I - .: ,'" I ::' , 

h • !~~ se~~(f;Nl.i~~r~~~~~~~~~~/;a~f.~~~ ·~on~ect iii" b,~::-e~~ adjacent 
, , ':. :." ',1" 3.,.; li.

E., ,~,;;e~t,~,g t~e ,~~t,~, Fl l,~ ',' ,1 I 
, I 

, : - ' ;, . \" I '" I' 

In the fol1ow~ng descriptian,'lines of data which, ha\ie previously been re-
ferred to as cards i w; 11 be call ed records." ",J;' " :'"e- 1: i' , ,-

" I , " ", ,I 
In creating atdata file, tw~ general~onditions must ibe met." The first is 

the sequence to be, used in combining data for U.M. machines with other network 
data. The second ~s the format of the records to be used :to enter.the data ne· 
cessary to define the machine configuration. .1 ,,;,' , i '. { i ;' '< \ '. 1'_": : ; " :: I~ , i, - • I ( .' ~, , 

, ' ! I ' ~~: . ;'" -;. ~' , ., r,'; i' I 

,! ,,:, 't ~'';;' ','; n,~~ -:! 'i< ',::~"~'I'" : 

E. 1. Overall File Structure ',',';', ! i 
I 

, , I 

. For simUlations which include machines,we expect tq have to define (in 
addition to the machines)' elements, sources, the configunation of , the electri· 
c~l: analog of the mechanical system, and the conf;gura~ion of the excitation 
circuits. The overall sequence of records is, then, r , I' , 

, l: ~ ,'; _,' ,;" ~ ,'"~;' c ~ >' :'~ " : ~ ':. ~. '; \'; .; l· , 
a. An optional Special·Request record specifying di:mensioning of arrays 

associated, with the U.M., module. i'Thisrecord m~st be inserted after 
the record 'BEGIN NEW DATA CASE' and before the EMTP Miscellaneous 
Data. If this Special·Request record, is omitt~d, the default dimen-
Sioning of the EMTP will be used. i 

: I • 

b. An optional Special-Request record specifying th~ power-network opera
ting frequency, which is inserted as is the dimension, request. The 
record is used to change' t~e EMTP vari ab 1 e STATRR ,from ,the defau 1t 
va 1 ue of 60hz. ,',. ' "", , ' , I' . " 

c. Records defining nodes, branch-elements and sourqes in the electrical 
and mechanical networks associated with the maqhine. These records 
are placed in the standard data sequence for 8MTP data files (See 
Sect. 1, p 1). ' , .. ' , i 

: 1 ' _I 

d. U.M. machines are treated as dynamic sources. !As such, the records 
defininga'l machines are grouped with the conv~ntional EMTP sources. 
The U.M.: data must be p1 aced after all :the reco',rds defining the con-' 
vent i anal ,EMTP sources. .! '. ' ,J" \" II '; , .' i . ., 

" I 

e. Records defining manual override ,of ,computed1niti,al· conditions, if 
necessary. '--,---,"-. "\:,: :;'" ',', ;. i ' 

, , i ~: 

, . , ' 

" , 
I. t' I: : 

I 

~ 1 

I 
I . 
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" ~ 
i , 
!i 

f. _ Output requests. ~ 

g. Plot Sp~cifications.", \ 
h. Termination records. 

I ,'it. !.:, ",0',' t" '.;) ~': - .' ", .;; . 
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J (,,' < " 

I 

\ 
1 
I 

1 
I 

I. 

I 
I. 
I 

I 
, I 

I 
I 
I 

I. 'I' , 

, 'I"~: ',' 
,; . t'!, i <: r; ,\ 

; "\";' , .' ,: j(' .• ,( , 
. ! .H r ' \ 

I I, . :, E. 2. Machine-Sbecific Data Input ~', ; 

I 

The description of the U.M.-machine data requirem~nts is separated into 
,two parts, ,gener, 1 sequenti n9 and recO,rd icon~~nt~ '" ;;',: t, I, 

E. 2. 1. Overall Sequencing 'I"~ "~"i:;:'r'il,,,,~I: 
,', ' , , ' :' '.' " " '" " "I:' , 

The sequencing of recordswithinthe~~M~-source data is 
i. ~ecord 1 - a fl ag-recordwhich "signals' that! U.M. data follows by·~ 

, having the number 19 entered in the jfirst two columns; ,~ 

b. record t~, gener~l pspecificationsappl ~cable t~ all machines; , 

~: '. ~::: ~:s i a: s::~:: .:r w; :~::c~ ~:~l~i, S;ERA~" U'~:I SPi~,1 ~ I~ 11 OMS) , ; 

:: :::~~~s r,as so~ i a :t"i~~; ~aCh ; ne· '2 i: ,', '\t ":,: " 
NOTES: 1) The U.M. algorithm applies numbersl to the machines in the 

sequence in which the machine recor~-groups are entered. 

g. _ final 

, I 

I 2) If a machine represented by data in the S.M. Type-59 for-

Ii 

mat shares a mechanical network wi~h another machine, the 
records for the 'S.M.' machine mY!!ibe placed ahead of the 

1 records defining the other machine; i.e., earlier in the 
, ! sequence of machine .data-groups. I' t, I 

I 3) The data-groups for machines shari~g a given mechanical 
I network' do not have to be placed in sequence immediately ,[' 

. \ af~~r the data-group;,ot the i first s~aring machine. ~~ 
record -- blank or 'BLANK (ENOING ALL u.Ml OATA) , . ' 

I . f', I '. ."' " 
~ (: 

," .' " ' l:-
l 

E. 2. 2. Detailed Machine Sequencinq 
I 

1 ,I 

The U.M. data records for machines fa111nto three groups; 1) the machine
table group, 2) the coil-table group, and 3} the S.M. Type-59 group. The coil
and machine-table:groups together describe standard UJM. data for a machine. 
These two .groupslcan be replaced by the S.M. Type-59.grqup when appropriate. 

I' , " , : - ' 
The sequence i to be fo 11 owed for the U. M. 'data is, 1 -

and first,the machine-table group~ 
second, the coil-table group. i 

I 

Each of these groups is divided into subgroups which must be entered in the 
order in which they are described below. ~ : 

\ 
E. 2. 2. a. U.M. Machine-Table Groyo I 

• ", : 
The machine-table group is divided into two subgroups, 1) general machine 

data and 2) initialization data. : , 
I 
I , , , 
I 
I 
I 

I 
.\ 
f 
\ 



" 
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, '" ri': ,', j 

. The general machine, data subgroup:1s entered first .• nd has the same struc-
,ture for all' machine types~'v;z.t!::3records which wil1 ~e described in detail 
~elQw (4 record~ :fo.r ma7,h,~,n,e7" WhiCh,~?ar~:~~"i~,ive~,m~chan1fal : ~etwQrk) . 

• : j"" r: l :' - .' . -'", l 

, , The initialization subgroup is included only when a~tomatic initialization 
is requested. The number of records depends upon the configuration of the me-
chanical system. The details are given below. ' j 

. ' 

i', " .-, 
I' '; : 

E. 2. 2. b. U.M.' Coil-Table Group,,!, , 'I 

. , , '-, i 
Each coil-table' record contains the O-d-q domainf~esistance and leakage 

reactance of a coil ~long with the nodes to which thedorrespond1ng physical 
coil is connected~ The records must be organized into!three subgroups, which 
are arranged sequentially in the ,data file. ,Jhe arrang~ment of,the subgroups 

!:. depends upon the;machine-type being defined~' ,However" they can be classified, 
" to the order they: are entered," as':,.: ,1).;"',,,1,1 i ~,'~. ~",! 1 Ii ' 

., a. ,sUbgr.6u~, l' -~~/~ta~(;~o~.~:l,lY:~r.~nsfor,m~~ ,~oil s;1 

'\ . :::., ::::~~:>~ '~:r; ~~:!~:; ~~:~:;,~!~;!!~ /;:: ~ 5 ~~,i1IS ; , . 
The subgroup; def,init,i ons and record contents are: ,I' , 

"a.' subgr9uP l:"alway~·i consists of three records: containing data for 
" ,. ",i, ,\ "';t coils which are rotationally tran:sformed into the O-d-q 

, i" 1 ,i'i.' .,11 .," dama in. , ,,', ,: I' , 

,",.j 

: ", ' J 1)' record 1 contal ns the zero-~is parameters and the 
:: I, ,J:; ,(\ network nodes to wihich the terminals of 

,reference 'phase A a:re connected. 
, ,," I .' ' 

:;; '2krecord 2· contains;' the' d-axiis parameters and the 
network nodes to which the terminals of 
phase;B,areconnect~d. 

3}record 3 contains the q-axi~ parameters and the 
network nodes to which the terminals of I phase C are connected. 

NOTES :a) For 'two-phase iarmature'$ (types 2 a~d 5), record one is 
I blank and phase B becomes the positive sequence reference I phase. '; " : . ," , ",,:" I ' 

b;) For'single·phase armatures (types 6 and 7) ,the excitation 
. : ; (field) is assigned to phases 8 and C, so record 1 is left 
!' blank for type 7, and records 1 and 2[are;blank for type 6. 

c) For d.c,'machines, recor~s i and 2 ~re blank and record 3 
I ' defi nes the armature coil.' i 

I 
I 
I 
I, 

, I' 

b. subgroup2a: data for the "dir'ect-axis field lcoils which remain in 
. the 'real' world. . -'" : 

• 
NOTES: a) Data: for"ma!.=hine types 4, Sand 7 ar~ excluded from sub-

group 2a. . ,>", : ',. c "".1 ' 

,b) The counter Nell), which is set with the machine-table data, 
defines the number'of records to be!included in subgroup 

-" I 
I 
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2a. MAKE THEM MATCH!! i 
I 

c} Records within this group may be en~ered in any order for 
': machine types 3 and 5., ' ! 
'~) For d.c. machine types 9 through Ii, NClD must be 2; with 

record 1 taken to be a shunt winding and record 2 taken to 
be a series winding. Record 1 is ~lank for type 10 and 

, record 2 is blank for type 12. I ' 

e) When automatjc initialization is used, record l;s always 
taken to be associated with the coi1 having an adjustable 
d.c. source (EMTP Type-14) connecteq to it for synchronous 
machines or, separately-excited d.d. machines (types 1, 2 

d 
,I 

an 8) • " ',' ",' ! ' " 
I 
t 
I 
I 
I 

c. subgroup 2b: data for the field windings of the Ithree-phase doubly-fed 
induction machine {type 4), which I requires a coordinate 
transformation. I ' 
1) record 1 - contains the d-axis p,arameters and the net

work. nodes to which th:e terminal s of phase B 
are connected. , ! 

I 

2) record 2 - contains the q-axis p:arameters and the net
work. nodes to which th.e terminals of phase C 
are connected. , l' 

I 

3) record 3 • contains ,the zero·axi~ parameters and the 
network nodes to which: the terminals of ref
erence phase A are conhected. 

I 

NOTES:~) Records in subgroups 2a, 2c and 3 arB omitted for the type 
4 induction machine. I . 

b) mIl is set to nr,Q. for the type 4 1n~uction machine. 
c) The 2!:.d.!lt of the records in subgroupl 2b differs from the 

I order of the records for three-phase ~rmatures in subgroup 
l! I "i i I' 

i , 
d. subgroup 2,c: data for machines with single-phase ~rmatures (types 6 and 

e. 

, , 

! 
NOTE:\ 

, I 

subgroup 3: 
I 
I 
I 

NOTES: a:) 
I , 
I 
1 
1 

I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
! 
I , , 

7) • • I 
record 1 

I 

c'onta; ns the parameters for the armature 
coil, which is taken! to be on the d-axis; 
and the network. node~ to which the termi
nals of the armature coil are connected. 

I 
~ is always set to 1. No d-axisl stator coils are al-
lowed in addition to the armature COi~. 

I' 
1 
I 
I 

data for the quadrature-axis coils which are not trans-
formed from the 'real' world. I 

• ...,., i 

The counter NClQ, which is set along with the machine-table 
data, defines the number of records t9 be included in sub-
group 3. MAKE ,THEM MATCH!l i 

I 
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b) Subgroup 3 data cannot be includ~d for d.c. machine types 
9 through 12; so NCLQ 3 Q for tho~e types. 

c) The q-axis armature circuit for dJc. machines is defined in 
subgroup 1; so NClQ gives the number of additiona1 q-axis 
coils for a Type-8 d.c. machine. : 

• d) Single-phase machines usually have only one q-axis auxili-
ary winding on the stator. However, as many as desired may 
be included when NCLQ is set accor.dingly. 

, , , . : , , 
E. 2. 2. c. SLM. Tvpe-59 Data Group 

I 
I 
I ' The U.M. module accepts data in the format of th':e Type-59 synchronous ma-

chine (See Sect. 1.62, pp 34f-h, 34jl-q) with the following changes: 
, ' 

a. . only the spec ia 1 - request record I PARAMETER FI:TTING f ; s accepted; , 
b. in re¢ord 1 of Class 3 data, 

I 

1. tije fields for SMOUTP and SMOUTQ (co1s\. 11-30) should be left 
blank; ~ 

l. when AGLINE (cols. 51-60) is positive, tpe following blank record 
(4sed for quadrature-axis and saturation data) can be omitted. 

, , 
c. Canay's data convesion (see EMTP Reference Book, Chap. 8, Sect. 8.6.S, 

p 8-73) will be done when the correct reactance value is entered with 
a negative sign in place of Xl in record 2 .oflthe Class 3 data. , 

d. the mass records (Class 4) must have a node ~ame entered in eols. 71-
76, where the node name permits accessing the', speed at the mass; 

I 

e. the format of the output requests has been modified substantially; see 
the discussion on variable output given below~ 

I 

f. the text record 'FINISH' ;s required to terminate the data for ea~h 
S.M. Type-59 machine. 

E. 2. 3. Data-RecQrd Contents 

The variable-values aSSigned to each record will ~e listed in the sequence 
in which the records must be entered in the data fine for a simulation. A 
columnar layout of each record showing the fields as:si9fled to each variable 
will be given followed by the description of the varia;bles. To assist in in
terpreting the data requirements, ,the record diagram wi~l be divided into rows; 
where : 

I , , 
a) fields whose data is read in integer forma~ will have the 

specification listed in row 1, 
b) mandatory numerical entries will be listed! in row 2, 

c} optional numerical entries will be listed ~n row 3, 
d} mandatory entries of text will be shown w;~h the required 

justification in row 4, 
e) optional text entries will be shown~with the required jus-

tification in row 5. i , 
, 

Each field will be identified with the name of the variable in the U.M. program , 
code to which the data is assigned. 

ttOD 
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, 
Unless otherwise specified. all fie1ds will be read ¢orrectly when numbers 

are entered in decimal or exponential form; e.g., 

, or 0.0389, 
O.369E-4, 

327.2, 
3.89E-2, 

1.0 
S.OE8, 

, , 
'etc. 

All entries in integer fields must be right-justified in the fields for correct 
interpretation. 

Zero-entries given ;n the following record defini~ions should be left 
b.l ank. 

L 2. 3. a. Dimensioning Information 

An optional dimensioning record {a Special-Request re:cord}' is shown below; 
where the symbols 'I', IJI I 'KI and 'L' represent integers. For this record, 
the variable-values are entered in free-form format. : 

column 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2: 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6: 78 9 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

row 1 
2 A B SOL UTE U. M. 0 I MEN S ION S, : I, J I K, l 

The four quantities define, for all U.M. machines combine~, the maximum allow
able values for the total number of 

I - coils, 
J - machines, 
K • machine-variables which can 
L . 6-character names which can 

to variables to be output. 

Eo 2. 3. b. Operating Frequency 

, 
I 

b~ output, 
I 

b~ assigned , 
I 

The optional frequency-setting record (a Special-Requsst record) is shown 
below. The frequency, Ft is entered in free-form format. l , 

d 

column 789 ~ i I ! 1 ! 1 J ~ , 
row 1 

: 2 pow E R F R E QUE N C Y, 
I 

I 
I 

F : 
I · , 
· , 
· For d.c.-machine Simulations, F would be set to a very smal~ value; e.g., 0.001 

hz. 

E. 2. 3. c. General:·Specification Group . . 
Th is group cons:; sts of three records entered in the or~er gi ven under Gen

eral Sequencing abo~e. 
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a_ record 1 - U.H. source-flag. 
, 

column 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 6 f ~ l ! ! ~ , ~ ~ 
row 1 I I 2 i 

2 1 9 

b. record 2 - general specifications. 

column 
row 1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

123 1 ! 1 1 1 ~ ~ , 1 I 4 5 678 9 0 2 3 8 9 
I I 
o a 
1 1 

I I 
N N 
P I 
U T 

U 
M 

S M 0 A T A 

16 

LIM ASS 

I 
0 
1 

I 
C 
a 
M 
p 

Comments 

<, integer field specs. 
<-+--- required value* 
<~ optional values 
<~ mandatory text 
<~ optional text 

: * - blanks may be used 
in place of zeroes 

The variab1es and their interpretation are: I 
i 
I 

I 
col. 1NPU flag for the units ~f the input quantities; 

I 

o =) S1 units! 
i • 

1 => per unit.: 
i 

NOTE: :Per- un it data should not be spec; fi ed; ~n 1 ess the complete sys
per-unit base. :tem being simul ated ; s specified on a common t 

, ' 

col;. 2t 
, 

, 
i 

INITUM -- flag for the form of initialization; 
a -> decoupled~ variable specification 
1 => automatic: initialization. 

I 

co1;s. 3-8, Text flag that data for some machine is given in 
the S.M. Type-59 data format; 

NOTE: 

I 
I 
I , 
i 

, 
blank => U.M. ldata format only 
SMDATA => S.M. :data. , 

~NITUM should be set to one when SMDATA is specified; so that 
the user will be reminded that automatic initialization will 
~lways be used whether INITUM is set to izero or not. , , 

, 

cols. 9-14, LIMASS·- limit on S.M. rotor, masses for the speci
fication of output ~ariables; 

col. 15 t 

o -> default v~lue of 10 
I => LIMASS = Ii. 

leOMP ~- flag for prediction or compensation inter-
facing' . -' : , , 

a -> compensatibn used 
I => prediction used. 

\.I,,? 
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, , , 
c. record 3 -:blank record as specified in the sectio:n Overall Sequencing, 

:above. : 
, 

E. 2_ 3. d. U.M. ~achine-Table Groug 

E. 2. 3, d. 1. General Machine Data Subgroup . , 

In the following presentation, the sing~e-mass mechanical system will be 
taken as 'mandatory'; and the analog network will be taken! as the optional ex
tension. 

a. record 1 - machine specifications. 
, , 

colI 3 5 7890 ~ 1 A ~ 5 ~ ~ & ~ d ~ 1 ~ § ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ j 8 ~ i ~ R 6 ~ 7 7 77 
4 6 89 

1 1212121 I I 12 , 
2 J N L P RJ OCOEF EPSOM FREQ 
3 IKM 0 0 
4 blankTACS 
5 M NODE blank 

J.N N TOT 
Te C QMH 
Y·L lOOO 
PO Q UUU 
E: TIT 

N 
P 
P 
A 
I 
R 

cols. 1-2, JTYPE U.H. type number, J. 

cols. 3-4, NClD number of un transformed (excitation) coils 
on the direct axis, N. : 

I 

cols. 5-6, NClQ number of untransformed (excitation) coils 
on the quadrature axis~ L. 

col. 7, TQOUT torque/d~axis flag f~r quantities to be 
output, I; 

o -> no output . 
1 -> ai r-gap torqu:e 
2 -> air-gap torqu~ and d-axis, common 

flux : 
3 -> as 2 plus d-a~is magnetizing cur-

rent. i 
col. 8, OMOUT -- speed/q-axis flag for quantities to be out-

put, K; : 
• , o -> no output : 

1 ~> rotor shaft speed in rad/sec 
2 m) as 1 plus q-a~is, common flux 
3 -> as 2 plus q-axis magnetizing cur~ 

rent. i , 
col. 9, THOUT -- flag for output of rotQr position (mach. 

rad.) for all machine types, except types 1 
and 2; or torque angle (elec. rad.) for 
types 1 and 2, M. ! 

cols. 10-15, M NODE name of the node at which the air-gap tor
que is coupled to the aryalog network. 
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NOTE: M NODE also serves as a flag. When t~e field is blank, TACS, 
RJ and DCOEF define the mechanical system for the machine. 

I 

cols. 16-21, TACS 

cols: 22-23, NPPAIR 
cols. 24-37, RJ 

cols. 38-51, DCOEF 

cols. 52-65, EPSOM 

cols. 66-79, FREQ 

name of the mechan~cal torque source when 
the network opt ion \; s not used; a TACS v ar-
iable. I 

I 
I 

the number of pole ~airst P. 
rotor moment of inertia (N-m-sec2/rad) when 
the network option ~s no~ used. 

-- damping coefficient {N-m-sec/rad or per 
unit} when the netwOrk option is not used. 
rotor-speed, iteratlon-convergence margin; 
default value of 0.01% of synchronous speed 
(rated speed for id.c. machines) is used 
when the field is blank. 
override of the steady-state network fre
quency at the armature terminals as set in 
STATFR (See Operati~g frequency, above). 

I 

b. record 2 direct-axis flux/inductance data. 

column 1 3 5 7 9 
row 1 I : 

2 0 LMUD 0 0 io 0 
3 OMEGM o (s) lMSD F4XSD FLXRD 

J 
S 
A 
T 
o 

cols. 1-14, OMEGM initial mechanical speed (in mechanical 
rad/sec or per unit) for decoupled (man
ual) initialization i(blank otherwise). 

NOTE: 
I , 

OMEGM and THETAM (record 3, below) can :be non·zero for machine 
types Z, 5, 6 and 7 when automatic ini~ia'izat1on is invoked; 
~ecause these types are ignored in the automatic initialization 
process. , 

cols. 15-28, LMUO -- unsaturated, d-axis,: common inductance (see 
: note c, below). : 
j '.-" I . , 

The following fields can be left blank when the saturation 
option is not used. i 

NOTES: ~a} 
, 

I 

b} See figure 4 and Table II for the definition of the satura-
tion parameters. ; 

, 
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c) Inductance values can be in henry for: all or in per unit 
for all. : 

, 
dl Flux-linkage may be given in volt-sec ~r weber-turns. 

col. ~9, 

I , 

JSATD --

cols. ~O-43, LMSD 
cols. :44-57, FLXSO 

I 
I 
I 

cols. :58-71, FLXRD 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

, 

d-axis saturation flag~ 
o 2) no d-axis saturation 
1 -> apply d-axis:saturation 
5 -> total saturation option for uni

form air gap$. 
I 

saturated, d-axis, com$on inductance. 
flux-linkage at the upper break of the d
axis magnetization curve. , 

residual flux-linkage. 1 

c.' record 3 - :quadrature-axis flUX/inductance data. 

column 1 3 5 7 9 I !l! J 1 2 § ~~§d 9 3 
3 333 4 441 a 4 5 24680 380 

~ 55~ 6 6 6 6 6 77 67 0 2 4 6 8 0 
I 

2 0 ~ LMUQ 0 0 o I 0 
., 3 THETAM 0 1 

J 
S 
A 
T 
Q 

LMSQ FlXSQ 

, 
I 

FlXRQ 

cols. 1-14, THETAM -- initial position of th~ rotor with respect 
to the stator in mechan~cal radians for all 
machines except synchronous. For synchron
ous types 1 and 2, ente~ the initial torque 
angle in el~£tr;cal radians (leave blank 
unless decoupled init~al1zation is being 
used) • : 

NOTE! See the NOTE for OMEGM of record 2 above. 

cols. 15-28, lMUQ unsaturated, q-axis, common inductance (see 
Note c of record 2). 

NOTE: The following fields can be left blank when: the option of total 
saturation is used or when q-ax1s saturation is not desired. 

col. 29, JSATQ 
eols. 30-43, LMSQ 

I 
I 

q-axis saturation flag.\ 
, 

saturated, q-axis, eomm~n inductance. 



, 
cqls. 44-57, FLXSQ . , 
cqls. 58-71, FlXRQ 

I 
I 
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, 
as FLXSD, but for ~he q-axis. 

i . 
as FLXRD, but for the q-axis. 

I , 
I , 

used when the machine sha~es a mechanical system 
with another machine. : 

d. record 14 - optional: 
I 

I , , 
column 3456789 b ! !\~ ~ , ~ ~ 
row 1 

2 
3 
4 S H ARE 

cols. 1-5, Text 
co1s. 6-11, NUM2 

16 16 
N U M 2 N:U M 3 

, 
enter the f1ag-wor4 'SHARE/. 
number of a machin~ with which the mechani
cal system is shared. 

I , 
I 

NOTE: Machine numbers are assigned by the a'gorithm in the sequence 
in which the machine record-groups are encountered in the data 
file. 

cols. 12-17, NUM3 as NUM2 
none. 

, 

for another, machine; 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

• 
I 

leave blank if 

E. 2. 3. d. 2. Initialization Subgroup 

The fo 11 ow; ng records are included .Q.D].y when autom:at i c (coupled) in; ti ali -
zation is specified (INITUM - 1 tn the general-specific.tion record). For the 
purpose of ill ustrat i an, the synchronous mach i ne will bi:! taken as "mandatory". 

I 

a. record 1 - initia1-value and TACS. ' 
I 

co 1 urnn 1 3 5 7 9 I H! , § ~ ~ g '§§5 ~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
row 1 

2 AMPLUH 
2- - AMPLUM ---
3 
3-

ANGLUH 
o 

I 
I , 

<- synchronous machine 
--(2 d.c., induction machine 

BUSF BUSM <= Q.c., synch. machine 
blank BUSH - ---<- induction machine 

cols. 1-14, AMPLUM -- voltage/slip parame~er: , 
for synchronous qr d.c. machines, enter 

the initial magnitude of the voltage 
acro~s the te~rninals of the armature 
coils (defineq to be the phase volt-
age) ; i 

for induction machines, enter the initial 
slip in per cent. 

I • 
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, 

col s.: 15-28. ANGlUM --

eols. 29-34, BUSF 

co1s. 35-40, BUSM 
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, 
phase for synchronous:machines: 
for three-phase mac~ines, enter the angle 

of the phase A ar;mature voltage in de-
grees; : 

for two-phase machin$s, enter the angle of 
the phase B arma~ure voltage {phase C 
is taken to lead:phase B by 90 degrees 
for positive seQ4ence}; 

for all other m~chinest leave this field 
blan~ :: 

, 

field-circuit excitation node: , , 
for synchronous or d~c. machines, the name 

of the node in ~he excitation network 
to which the adjustable, EMTP Type-14 
source is connected; the excitation 
network in which :the adjustable source 
;s embedded must be connected to the 
coil defined by: the first recor.d in 
the direct-axis: excitation subgroup 
(subgroup 2a) qf the coil-table re-
cords; : 

for all other machines, leave this field 
blan~ [ 

torque-source identifi:er: 
, 

enter the name of: the node in the me
chanica1 network :to which is connected 
an EMTP Type-14 : source which can be 
adjusted to matcH air-gap torque. 

, 

NOTE: When machines share a mechanical system, BUSH is left blank in 
the data for the second (and third) machi:ne(s) encountered in 
the data file and which share(s} the mec:han1cal system; i.e., 
ill 1 nit i ali zat ; on data ror the shared sy:stem is entered wi th 
the data of the first sharing machine in the machine sequence. 
The extension records described next are omitted for all but 
the first machine of the sharing set of ma~hines. 

I , , 
b. records 2 ~> n -- additional torque-source identiriers; one record for 

each source. : 

row 1 
Z 
3 
4 MORE; 

, 
I 

cols. : 1-4, Text 

co1s. ~5-40, BUSM2 

BUSM2 

, , 

': OISTRF 

, , , 
I ' 

enter the' word 'MORE':as shown in order to 
f1 ag the add it i on a 1 re~ ords . 
as 'BUSM' in record 1 above. 



cols. 41-54, DISTRF --
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the source identi~ied by 'BUSM2' will have 
a torque whi ch is :(OISTRF) times the torque. 
of the source denined by record 1; a neg
ative value for '~ISTRFf indicates a torque 
which is the rever,se of that from 'BUSW. 

I 
I , 

E. 2. 3. e. U.M. Coil-Table Group 

Records 
shown below. 

column 
row 1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

, 
for all the coil-table sub-groups are the same. 

j , 
The format is 

} 3 579 I U~ , ~ 
RESIS LLEAK 

, 
I , 
I 

~~ 3 333 3 344 4 44~4 5 1 345 7 90 3 56 8 a 

BUSl BUS2 
XTft,.CS 

I 
I 
I , 
I , , 
I 

I , , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I , , 
I 

I 
0 
} 

2 

c 
U 
R 
o 
U 
T 

~ ~ ~ 666 
o 2. 

CUR 

co15. , , , , 

1-14, RESIS -- O-d-q domain 
or per unit 
Group) . 

resistance of the coil in ohms 
(see ~he General Specification 

, , 
I , 

NOTE: A non-zero value ;s reguir~d for RESIS. 
I 
I 

I 

COl s. 15-28, LLEAK 

eols. 29-34, BUS} 

cols. 35-40, BUS2 

co1s. 41-46, XTACS 

i 

O-d-q domain leakage inductance of the coil 
in henry or per uni:t. 
name of the network node to which terminal 
X (see fig. 5) of the physical coil ;s con-
nected. i 
name of the network node to which terminal 
Y (see fig. 5) of ~he physical coil is con-
nected. . 
name of a TACS voltage source which may be 
internally connec~ed in series with the 
coil (see fig. 5). : 

I 

col. 47, CUROUT -- current output flag;; 
I 

o => no output: 
1 m) print th~ physical coil current 

(see fig.! 5 for the positive re
f erenc e d:; rect ion) 

2 =) prj nt the: O-d-q domai n power cur
'rents fo~ all but single-phase 
machi nes;: the O-d-q domai n cur
rents o~ the excitation coils 
will be output for single-phase 
machines :(Use of this value is 

I 
I 
I , , , 
I 

: 40S 



cols. 48-61, CUR 
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, , 

restricted to coils defined in 
subgroup I}. \ 

initial! physical coil: current as required 
for decoupled initialization; units are in 
amperes or per unit, :depending upon the 
value used for INPU in :record 2 of the Gen
eral Specification Gro4p. 

: F. Output Selection ang Interpretation 
I , 
I , 
I , 

The following: discussion of available displays and their interpretation 
will be restricted to those associated directly with the U.M. algorithm. Volt
ages and currents in the external network, including the mechanical network, 
are selected using the conventional EMTP rules. 

, 
\ 

F. 1. Available Variables 

For purposes 01 description, the available variables ~ill be discussed in 
three groups: 1) variables associated with the U.H. mechanical system; 2) 
'Istandard" electrical U.H. variables; and 3) S.M. Type-59 variables. For each 
set, the output will be in 5I units or per unitt dependingiupon the units used 
in the simUlation. . 

F. 1. 1. U.H. Mechanical-System Varjables 

The mechanical variables which can be displayed directl) fol'" a machine ara 
the air-gap (electromechanical) torque and the speed and rel:ative angle of the 
rotor mass. When the electrical analog is used for the mechanical system, cur
rents between nodes and injection currents at nodes are int~rpreted as torques; 
andnode-to-ground voltages are interpreted as speeds. : 

F. 1. 2. U.M. E1ectrical Variables 

, 
, , 
I , 

I 

The electrical variables which can be specified for di~play from the U.H. 
module are the phYSical coil currents as shown in figure 5 plus Some selected 
O-d-q domain currents and f1ux-linkages. Terminal voltages: are selected using 
standard EHTP procedures applied to the nodes at which each machine is connect
ed to the external network. 

i I 

~ The O-d-q domain variables which may be displayed are 1 
, 
i 1. the currents of the circuits undergoing rotational transformation into 

the O-d-q domain; viz., those coils specified in ~~bgroup 1 of the 
coil records (the armature coils of all machine: types except the 
single-phase); ! , 

2. the currents flowing in the common in~ustances Lmd and Lmq (see figure 
I); and which will be called magnetizing currents; 
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, 
3~ the f1ux-linkage associated with the common irductances Lmd and Lmq' 

F. 1. 3. U.M.~S.M. Type-59 Variables , , 

, 

Although ~he U.M. algorithm accepts data in the S~M. Type-59 formats, the 
calculations p~rformed are basically different from those in the Dynamic Syn
chronous Machi~e module. Consequently, the variable. available for display 
differ between: the two algorithms. The U.M. algorithm provides direct access 
to the variable,s listed below. ; , 

I , , , 
F. 1. 3. a. Mechanical Variables 

The mechan~cal variables available are torques, ~peeds and air-gap (elec
tromechanical) ~orque angle. The specific variables a~e 

1. the shaft torque between masses i and (i +:1); , 
2. the air-gap torque of the synchronous machine~ 

f 

3. the air-gap torque of an exciter associated ~ith the synchronous ma
chine on the same mechanical system; 

4. the air-gap torque angle of the synchronous ~achine in electrical de
grees (this angle is +90 degrees at no load); i , 

5. the absolute angular velocity (speed) of the :masses in the mechanical 
system in rad/sec. : , 

I 

NOTE: All torques are given in Newton-meters or per unit. 
I , 
I , 

If angular positions of the various masses in th~ mechanical system are 
desired, it is necessary to pass the corresponding ang;ular velocities to TACS; 

: so that they may be integrated to yield the angles. ~elattve angles can be 
computed by taking differences of "mass angles U in TAC~. 

F. 1. 3. b. Electrical Variables 

f 

I , , , , , 

The S.M. Type-59 data formats permit use of two qu~drature-axisexc;tat;on 
(or field) coils and two direct-axis coils in addition:, to the required, three
phase armature circuit. The variables which may be displayed are (all currents 
in amperes or per unit) : , 

1. armature phase (or coil) currents Qr the O-d-q domain armature cur
rents; 

2. the field curr9nt which is identified as the 'first' direct-axis coil 
cur:rent; , 

3. the d- and q-axis damper currents (the 'secon~' direct-axis coil and 
the 'first' quadrature-axis coil); i 

I 

4. the 'second' q-axis field-coil current l U eddy ¢urrent" coil); , 
5. the d~ and q-axis flux-linkages associated witij the common inductances 

lmd and Lmq respectively (units of volt-sec or:per unit). 
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F. 2. U.M.-S.M. Type-59 yariab1e Display Selection , " , , 
I , 

Because of the desire to make machine data in the S.~~ Type-59 format ac
ceptable to the U.M. algorithm, an attempt has also been ~ade to honor the var
iable display requests of the Dynamic Synchronous Machin~ Module. The selec
tion of the variables to be output for a machine described in the modified S.M. 
Type-59 format is made through the equivalent of the C1as$ 5 S.M. data records. 
As in the S.M. data structure, the output requests fo~ a given machine are 
placed immediately after the mass data for the machine. ~ 

A minimum of two output-selection records are requir~d. If the number of 
masses specified for a machine {NUMAS in cols. 1-2, recqrd 1, of the Class 3 
S.M. data} exceeds 80, a continuaton of record 2 will be :accepted. The first 
record contains flags applicable to the particular macnine as a whole. The 
second record contains flags for the selection of the sp~ed and torque of each 
mass associated with the machine. : 

F. 2. 1. Record I. Flags 
, 

.' · · • 

The flag assignments for record 1 are shown below an~ are identified with 
the variable names:used for output selection in the Dynamic Synchronous Machine 
module (Sect. 1.62, p 34t). Note that the U.M. a1gorith~ does not perform the 
functions flagged ~y the variables JMIC (ea1s. 16-20) and ~FV (eo1s. 46-50) of 
the S.M. module; $0 the fields corresponding to these flags are left blank in 
record 1. The eff~ct of the flags as described below is obtained when non-zero 
values are entered:for them. , 

I 
I , , 

column 1 3 5 7 9 I h 1 1 122 2 222 233 3 333 44 4 444 455: 5 555 566 6 666 677 
:3 5 7 901 3 567 901 3 567 01 3 567 901: 3 567 901 3 567 901 

row 1 
2 
3 

IS I IS I 15 I IS I IS I ~5 I IS I [5 I [5 

JIDQO JFI J02 JQI JQ2 JETM JETEJIABC JSAT 
4 EXTEND I I I I I : I I I 

cols. 1-6, Text 

cols. 11-15, JPAR 

eols. 21-25. JIOQO 

, , , , 

the word 'EXTEND' must be entered to iden
tify the format of the; output-flag records. , 

causes the O-d-q domaJn circuit parameters 
to be listed (see fig.:,!, p 1.63- 6). 

causes the armature currents in the O-d-q
domain to be listed. ' 

NOTE: Armature currents cannot be simultaneously: listed for the phys
ical coil form and the O-d-q-domain. A non-zero value for the 
flag JIDQO forces JIABC (cols. 61-65) toibe internally set to 
zero regardless of the value contained in record 1 for JIABC. 

eols. 26-30, JFI 

co1s. 31-35, JD2 

, . , 

causes the jield current ((irst recard of 
the untrarisformed coil~) to be listed). 
causes the current of:the direct-axis dam
per coil (second record of the untransform
ed coils) to be listed~ 



cols. 36-40, JQl 
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causes the curreni of t~e quadrature-axis 
damper co il {th i rdi record of the untrans
formed coils} to be: listed. 

\ 

co 1 s. 41-45, JQ2 causes the current: of a second quadrature
axis damper coil <rourth record of the un
transformed coils) to be listed. 

I 
I 

co1s. 51-55, JETM causes the electromagnetic torque (TQGEN) 
to be listed. \ 

I 
I 
I 

NOTE: A non-zero value for JETM will preventlthe listing of direct-
and quadrature-axis fluxes, regard1essiof the setting of JSAT 
(co1s. 66-70). : 

cols. 56-60, JETE 

cols. 61-65, JIABC 

·cols. 66-70, JSAT 

I 
I 

causes the exciter:torque or the machine 
rotor angle to be lJsted; 

I 

3 => list the ~e1ative rotor angle of 
the machi~e in degrees {+90 deg. 
at no 1 cad}. 

k ~> k , 3 causes the listing of the 
torque atithe exciter mass. 

I 

causes the physical, armature, phase cur
rents to be listed (see the note at JIDQO). 

I 

-- when JETM is set toizero, 
I 
I 

1 => list theidirect- and quadrature
axis compQnents of the main flux, 
the rotor:speed (OMEGM), and the 
electromaQnetic torque. 

2 ~> direct- a~d quadrature-axis mag-
netizi~icurrents included also. 

F. 2. 2. Record: 2 Flags , 
I 
I , 
I , 

\ , 
Record 2 (a~d any continu~tion) consists of a set iof flags; each of which 

occupies one chatacter position in the record. Character-position 'j' is used 
to specify the:mechanical parameters to be displayed f.or mass 'j'. The flag 
settings and theicorresponding variable displays are gi~en in Table III~ 

I I , , 

Table III: Settings of the jth character in outp~t~control record 2 for 
the mechanical variable selection of ~he jth mass of a U.M.
S.M. Type-59 synchronous machine. 

I 

Flag Value Output Variable 
I 
I Units 
I 

I 

0 None -
I 
I . 

1 angular velocity -- ~bsolute radians/sec , 

2 shaft torque between masses. 'j' and 'j+l' ; newton-meters . 
I 
I 

3 both angular velOCity and shaft torque I as above I , 

! 

11 I ....., 
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, 

F. 3. Summary of the Variable-Display Selection Flags 

, 
I' , , , 

The variables which must be selected for display within the U.M. module 
are summarized in this section. The 'identity of the output-selection flags and 
their location within the data stream for both 'standard' and U.M.-S.M. Type-59 
data formats are given in tabular form. : 

F. 3. 1. Standard-Format U.M. Flags 

, 
, , 

, 

The variables which can be selected for output when the input data is in 
the 'standard' U.M. format are listed in Table IV, below, !along with their re
spective selection flags. Output of a variable is not o~tained when its flag 
is; left blank or is set to zero. I 

Table IV: Variables which can be displayed as outpu:t of the U.M. 
algorithm, and the standard, associated selection flags. 

Variable to be Output 
, 

Name Output Label(s) Name Set to Lo~ation of the Flag 

armature coii current IPO, IPO, IPQ CUROUT 
in the O-d-q domain 

2 

coil current to the 
external networ.k 

current, d-axis " , 
magnetizing , , 

I 
\ , , 
\ 

I current, q-axi S I 

magnetizing i 
I 
I 
I , , 

flux, d-axis main; 
(see LMUD) : , , 

flux, q-ax;s main: 
(see lMUQ) . : 

rotor angle or 
torque angle 

rotor speed 

electromagnetic torque 

IPA, IPB, IPC, 
lEI, IE2, etc. 

IMO 

IHQ 

FLUXMD 

FLUXMQ 

THETAM 

OMEGM 

TQGEN 

CURDUT 1 

TQOUT 3 

OMOUT 3 

TQOUT 2 or 3 

OMOUT Z or 3 

tHOUT 1 

OMOUT 1, 2 or 3 

TQOUT 1~ 2 or 3 

co1. 47 of a coil 
re~ord in subgroup 1 

, 

col. 47 of the coil 
re¢ord , , 
col. 7, record 1, of 
Ge~eral Machine Data 
Su~group 

, 

col;. 8, record 1, of 
General Machine Data 
Suqgroup 

, 
, , , , , , , , , , 

co 1:. 9, recotd 1, of 
General Machine Data 
Subgroup , , 
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" F. 3. 2. U.M.-S.M. Tyoe-59 Selection Flags 
I , 
I 

". The variables which can be selected for output wh~n the input data is in 
the .U.M.-S.M. Type-59 format are listed in Table V, p t.63-39 along with their 
respective selection flags. Output of a variable is not obtained when its flag 
is left blank or set to zero. i 

F. 4. Variable-Labeling on the Printed Output 

I 
I , , 
I 
I , , 
I 

The variable labeling for output of the parameters calculated by the U.M. 
algorithm follows the general pattern described in Sect,on 1.8, Output-Variable 
Specification Cards, of this rule book. Of the two row~ of labels allotted to 
each number position of a time-step data group in the pr.inted output, the first 
row of a U.M. output label is the machine identifier and the second row is the 
variable label. A sample is given in figure 6 for the ~hird machine of a group 
of machines simulated by the U.M. algorithm. Tables I:V and V give the labels 
(TQGEN, FLUXMD, etc.) associated with the output variabl:es .. 

UM-3 
TQGEN 

UM-3 
FLUXMO 

UM-3 
IPA 

UM-3 
lEI 

I . , , 
I 
I , , 
I 
I 

I 
! 

UM-3 
THETAM 

Fig. 6: Sample of U.M. output-variable labeling 
input data group. 

for machine 3 of an 
I , , 

The U.M. algorithm always uses an electrical analog to calculate all me
chanical variables. For the standard U.M. data format, ~he electrical analog 
of the mechanical system is specified by the user. Wher data in S.M. Type-59 
format is read, an electrical network is internally cOhstructed to represent 
the mechanical components of the rotor-system masses. The names entered on the 
mass records of an S.M. Type-59 data set are used to 1d~ntify the nodes of the 
hidden e 1 ectri ca 1 network. I . 

I 

Calculated values for any mechanical system are labeled as node or branch 
voltages (for mass or intermass speeds) and/or branch currents (for torque) as 
specified in Section 1.8. In the case of S.M. Type-59: data input, only the 
node voltages representing mass absolute speeds can be d~splayed. For standard 
U.M. data input; the mechanical system is spedified by the user; so that any 
conventional EMT~ voltage or current may be displayed. ! 

, 
I , , 
iG~ , , 

, 
f , 
I 
I 
I 
I 

SamP1e Simulations of Three-Phase M3chines 

Listings of, the data files used to simulate simp~e, three-phase-machine 
systems are shawn in this section, along with the variable labels produced at 
the start of the :simulation output. The comments accomp~nying each listing are 
keyed to the cir~led letters on the listing .. ~ i 

, 
I 

Simulations :for a synchronous machine described in ~tandard U.M. data for
mat, a synchronou:s machine described in U.M.~S.M. Type-59 data format~ a cage
rotor induction machine, and a wound-rotor, doubly-fed lnduction machine are 
discussed. : 

, 

UIII 
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I 

Tabie V: Variables which can be displayed as output of the U.H. 
algorithm, and the U.H.-S.M. Type-59 seleftion flags. 

Variable to be Output F~ ag 
, 

Name Output Label(s) Name Set to L~cati~n of the Flag 

armature coil current IPO, IPO, IPQ 
in the O-d-q domain 

JIDQO 1-9 Cbls. 21-25 of re
q~est record 1 

armature coil current IPA, IPB, IPC 
in the phase domain 

JIABC 1-9 cols. 61-65 of re
quest record 1 

field coil current lEI 

current, d-axis 
damper 

current, q-axis 
damper 

current, q-axis 
eddy (coil 2) 

current, d-axis 
magnetizing 

current, q-axis 
magnetizing 

flux, d-axis main 
(see LMUO) 

flux, q-axis main 
(see LMUQ) 

speed, mass 'j' 

rotor speed 
electromagnetic torque 

. 
torque angle 

, 

, 
torgue, exciter ; 

IE2 

IE3 

IE4 

-
IMO 

IMQ 

-FLUXMO 

FLUXMQ 

-
See NOTE 

OMEGM 
TQGEN 

THETAM 

torque, intermass! See NOTE 
masses I j I and: 
I j ;:a; l' : 

, , 

NOTE: Mass speed land intermass torques 
mass recorqs, columns 71-76. I 

JFI 

J02 

JQl 

JQ2 

JSAT 

JSAT 

? 

, 

1-9 cbls. 26-30 of re
q(lest record 1 

I 

1-9 C91s. 31-35 of re
quest record 1 

1-9 c~ls. 36-40 of re
Q':lest record 1 

1-9 cels. 41-45 of re
quest record 1 

{

cJ1S' 66-70 of re
quest record 1 

2 ' 
(both currents are 
qbtained) , , 

{
(Both fluxes are 

1-2 : 
qbtained) 

I , , 
1 or 3 col. 'j' of request 

record 2 
JSAT 1-2 

, , , , , 
JETM 1-9 

JETE 3 

JETE 1 
? 2 or 3 

co~s. 51-55 of re
qu;est record 1 

I 

c~ls. 66-70 of re
qu~st, record 1 

co1. 'j' of request 
re~ord 2 

are identified b~ the names on the 
-' , 
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G. 1. Synchronous Machine; Standard U.M. Format : 
i I 
, I 
, I 

The syste,m used for the simulation of a three-ph~se, synchronous machine 
is shown in :figure 7. The listing of the input file is given in Table VI, 
p 41. The example consists of a three-phase fault at:the terminals of a syn
chronous gene~ator connected to an infinite bus through a short transmission 
line modeled with lumped parameters. Two sources of torque (current sources) 
and tw~ masses :(capacitors) are included in the mechanical network. Note that 
the common pref:ix 'BUS' used for node names in the li$ting has been dropped in 
figure 7. : 

i , , , 
I 

, I 
, i 

RS r- - - - I :XL 

9J[QFS~F ~ ~~:-tJ-
RCE . .-1' ~ ~ ~ I, S PE i ' 

1 H m :XL 
d R a I-B1 ' o M to', 1-+--0' 

AD 

....----0 MS1 IT S ~ ~ I : 

'

a U He, r 5 I 

MG -il ~ I--(C}-l-+-+--o. RC R~~ + 

l--Q'-M-P-'o ~ - - - ~ j_P-r-f_-o _ _ ~_R_C_--, 
Mechanical 

Fig. 7: 

Network 

MS2 

System diagram for example simulation of a synchronous ma
chine with two sources of applied torqu~ and two masses on 
the shaft. The network elements are defined as follows: 

I 

a} 01, 02, DO - small, current-sensing: resistors used to. 
measure torques at the: masses; 

I 

b} MI, 

c) PE 

d) RC, 

e) RS 

f} S 

g} Xl 

M2 

._--_ ... _-

RCE - ---

--- ... _---
.... -------
--------

capacitive equivalent~ of the masses on 
the rotor shaft; 
series R-C elements which act as snUb
bers across the switches; , 
large resistors which provide the connec
tivity required by theIEMTP; 
small resistor used for 'isolation'; 
switches repres;nt i ng the fault; 

I 

R-l elements used as approximations to a 
transmission line. I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

41r ... 



TABLE VI: Listing of the Input File for the Simulation of a Synchronous 
Machine Described in the Standard U. M. Format 

8E~]N NEU DArA CASE 
C UHI~3". OAT P VI-l 1111AT2 l.D 8_00001 -I. Q P VI-2 
C --------- TEST CASE fOR 5H DATA ACCORO[H~ TO FOUAD AND 
C 1M REAL UNITS ; AUTOHATIC INITIALIZATION 
ABSOLUTE U.N. DIHEHSION5, ~'. a. 5', 10' 
e --------- Tl"E SET 
I.OGD2 '.5 

I 1 0 0 -I 
C -------- REQUEST FDA CHANGE IN 'RINTOUT INTERVAL 

10 491 .5111 5110 
TACS NnlllD 

- -- - - -5'/"£f'1- - - "'BATt
STEP:! .eAT2 
FIRE -STEp 0 

C --------- TACS 
"STEpt \'0 

--TFAULT 
-TCLEAR 
"STEP' -STEP:! 
UHITT SIGHAL SOURCE 

C --------- EHTp OUTPUT TO TACS 
90 BATt 
HBAT:! 
fOTFAUlT 
9 o TCLEAII 
BLANK JECORD ENDING ALL TACS DATA 
C --------- EHTp CONNECTIVITY 

IU!UU) t . IE.O 
'US90 t. le .. s 
BUSCO ,. 'E~e 

ANDEJISON 

-I. a 

C --------- TRAHSHI55JON LINES "."1 OH"5 AHD 1.0 "ILLI HENRY' 
lIlJSAl BUSAQ I.JE-l 1.1 
.USBI Ius.e BUSAI JUSA. 
iUSCI BU5CI BUSAI 8USAt 

, --------- EaIp ~Tt~ITY ~~~~ 
BUSFS I . Ie +6-

IIUSFS ,usn I. IE-5 
C --------- 'ARASIT~C ELE"ENTS IN PARALLEL WITH SWITCHEs (BUS\ TO GROUND) 

BUSAI II.' l.OE+J 
'USi. BUSAl 
8USCI BUSAI 

C --------- CIRClJIT 
8ATt 
BAT;! 

EoATI TfAULT 
tAT~ TCLEAR 

fOR SWITCH CONTROL 
1.1 
1.1 I.. 
1.1 

C --------- nECK NETUORK ----:~~ ------------------------------t~:~~-----------------------------. 
(iUS,..1' IIUSHG I • DE-o 

C SHAlL RESISTANCES IN SEAlES wiTH TORQUE SOURCES 
~U5HSIBUS"G \ .OE-I> 
&US/'IS2BUSHP 8U5H5111U5"G 

&LAIIK RECORD EHDIHG IIAAHCHES .••....•........•.....•..........•.•....... 
C --------- TIH£ OF FAULT AND TIHE OF CLEARING 

TFAULT 0.1:1 
TCLEAR 0.28 

C --------- TACS CONTROLLED SWITCHES 
t\IUSIlI fIRE 
IIBUSBI filiE 
I I BUSe\ FIRE 
'LANK 'ECORD ENDING SloIlTHES •••••••••••••..•••••••••.•••••••••••••.•••••• 
C --------- BATTERIES FOR SWITCH CONTROL 
U'AlI :!.' 8.UGOl -\.0 

1 
I 

}® 

C --------- INFINITE 'us SOURCE VOLTAGES 
'1&USAO JOOO.' 6Q.0 0.0 -1.0 
I 18U5BB JOIO.8 01.' -120.0 -I. a 
118USCO JOOO.O 6D.e +1:l0.0 -1.0 
C --------- EXCITATION SOURCE VOLTAGE lACTuAL VALUE SET BT 
14BU5fS 0.001 0.00001 

55 INITIALIZATIOH'~ 
-1.0 J~ 

C --------- HECH INPUT TORQUE (ACTUAL 
HBusn51-1 D. OOOOOO! O. aoDD I 
14~USN5:!-1 0.0000011 0.00001 
C --------- UH DATA 

-I. 0 t::\ 
VALUES SET BY 55 IHITIALIZATIONI } 

~-----------~l:~------------ ~---------. 

19 UN 
I 

SLAHK RECORD ENDING GENERAL UH 
C --------- UH-I HACH-TASlE 

SPEClflCATION 

1 2 llllBUSHG 1 

30l0.Q 
/lORE 

1.10:1781 S 
O. 003:;850 
15.0 &USf5 8U5H51 

BU5HB:! -10. 0 
C --------- U"-I COIL-TABLE 

'.001~.:! 0.0005:1'5 
'.OOI~42 •. a0055'5 
0.0010 0.'013747 
'.01834 '.0002075 
1.07560 0.0011335 

BUSAI 
8USBI 
DUSCI 
SUSFD 

BLANK RECORD ENDING ALL UH DATA 

0.0373 

~lAHK RECORD ENDlNe ALL SOURCES .................•..••• _ ••. _. _ .......... . 
C --------- REQUEST FOR HODE VOLTAGE OUTPUT 

&USAI 8uSAa BU5FS BUSHG 
PLANK RECORD ENDIHG NODE VOLTAGE OUTPUT SpECIfICATtOH .. , _ ............. _. 

PHIIHER PLoT 
BLANK RECORD ENDING noT IIECOROS ..•....................................... 
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
RANK DATA CASE 

}® 

}@ 

1@ 

1.0 
Cl 

It 
------------.--- -----------------------------------

I© 
I 
I 

-----------------------------~------.------------------
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The fault is represented by switches which are o~ened and closed under the 
control of TACS signals. The infinite bus is establi:shed by a balanced set of 
EMT? Type 14 (sinusoidal) voltage sources. EMT? Type 114 sources are also used 
to control the TACS signals, to provide field excitation and to provide current 
equivalent to torque in the electrical analog of the ~echanical system at the 
machine shaft. The frequency of the latter sources :is set to O.OOOOlhz; so, 
over the interval of 0.5 seconds covered by the simu:lat1on, their ampl itudes 
are essential1y constant; i.e., the sources behave as ~.c. sources. Thus, over 
the interval of the simUlation, the TACS reference sig~als {BATI AND BAT2}, the 
excitation voltage (node FS) and the mechanical torque:s (nodes MSI and MS2) are 
effectively constant. : 

I 
I 

The components of the data file related directly; to the simulation of the 
synchronous machine are indicated by the circled letters on the listing. The 
branches of the electrical network representing the mechanical system (mechani
cal network) are specified in the same manner as for ~he other electrical sub
networks and along with them (group C). The equivalent torque sources (group 
£) are specified to be current sources by the entry of '-I' in columns 9 and 
10. : 

I 
I 

Machines modeled in the U.M. algorithm are definbd to be sources of EMTP 
Type 19. The text string rUM' in the record containing '19' in columns 1 and 2 
(see group F on the listing) is not read during data ~nput. The string serves 
to aid in reading the list. The information contained in the second record of 
the General Specifications (group F) is as follows: : 

j 

a) a blank appears in column 1, indicating that all variables and parame
ters ~re to be taken as specified in SI (physlcal) units; , , 

b) a '1' :appears in column 2, speCifying that automatic initialization is 
to be ~arried out. 

I 

c) a bl a;nk appears in col umn 15, indicating t~at compensation, rather 
than prediction, is to be used in interfacing:the UM module to the 3-
phase network. I 

I 
I , 

Note the blank record which is required for terminatio~ of the General Specifi-
cation group. : : 

, 
I 

The non-zero entry in column 2 of the second record does not trigger ini
tialization. It does cause the proper incorporation of the U.M. module in the 
normal, phasor-solution initialization of the EMTP. Irt the example simulation, 
the initialization process is invoked by the entry of ~-l.O' for TSTART (cols. 
61-70) in the Type 14 source records. : 

The data in the machine table (group G on the listing) conveys the follow-
ing information: I 

a} From record 1, 

1) work with U.M. Type 1 (1 in cols. 1-2); 

2) two d-axis field coils (2 in cols. 3-4); 
3) one q-axis field coil (l in cols: S::6); 
4) output the e1ectromechanical torque, TQGE~ (I in col. 7); 
5} output the absolute rotor speed, OMEGM (l :in col. 8); 

, 
I 

, , 

hit':! 
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I 
t 

6) outpu,t the torque angle, THETAM (1 in col. 9),; 
7) use :the node 'BUSMG' as the connection point of electromagnetic 

torqu:e to the mechanical network (BUSMG in CQls. 10-14); 
I , 

8) two-p~le machine (1 pole-pair; 1 incols. 22~23); 
I 

9) convergence margin for rotor speed .. 0;0373 tcals. 52-65) 
10) defau:1t system frequency used (cols.66-79 bhnk). 

I , 

NOrE: Sinc~ a mechanical network was specified, cqls. 16 M 21 and 
col s:. 24-51 were 1 eft bl ank. : 

I 

I 
b) From record 2, 

I 

1) initial condition on the mechanical speed is. not used (blank in 
col s.; 1-14); 

2) unsat~rated d-axis inductance .. 0.0057815 hy!(cals. 15-28); 
3) no d-axis saturation (blank in col. 29). 

c) From record 3, 
1) initial condition on the torque angle is no~ used (blank in cols. 

1-14); : 
2) unsaturated q-axis inductance:s 0.0035850 hy :(cols. 15-28); 

3) no q-axis saturation (blank in col. 29). 

d) From record 4, 
1) peak value of the initial, armature-terminal yaltage -3030v (cols 

1-14) ; 
I 

2) initial phase of the armature-terminal voltag ... 15deg. (eols. 15-
28); : ' 

3) the type-14 source to be adjusted to meet the! .initial condition on 
the current in the first direct~ax1s coil i~ connected at node 
BUSFS (cols. 29-34}; .. : 

4) the type-14 source to be adjusted to meet the: initial condition on 
the electromagnetic torque is connected at n~de BUSMSI (cols. 35-
40) in the mechanical network. : 

e) From record 5, 
I} an additional type-14 source is to be adjusteo to meet the initial 

condition on electromagnetic torque (MORE ent$red in eols. 1-4); 
i 

2) the source is connected at node BUSMS2 (eols. :35-40) in the me-
chanical network; : 

, 
3) the torque of the second source is 10 times tijat of the source at 

node BUSMSI and is of oPPosite sign {-10.0 in;cols. 41-54}. 
I 

The coil-table records (group H on the listing) cont4in the following in
formation: 

a) From record 1, 
1) armature phase A of the U.M. model is connedted between network 

node BUSAl (eols. 29-34) and ground (blank in :cols. 35-40); 
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NOTES: a) Positive sequence in the U.M. modul~ is always A-B
e; regardless of the sequence of tre external net
work connected at the coil terminals. , 

b) Current into the external network at BUSAI is taken 
as the positive reference. : 

I 

2) the zero-component calculations are bypassed (blanks are entered 
for the zero-component resistance and lea~age inductance in cols. 
1-28). • 

b) From record 2, 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

, 
1) armature phase B of the U.M. model is coonected between network 

node BUSBI (cals. 29-34) and ground {blan~ in cols. 35-40}; , 
2) direct-axis, armature-coil 

14); 
resistance ;s\0.001542 ohms (cals. I-

I 
I 
I , 

3) direct-axis, armature-coil leakage induct;nce is 0.0005595 hy (see 
eals. 15-28). I 

From record 3, 

I} armature phase C of the U.M. model ;s connected between network 
node BUSCI (eals. 29-34) and ground (blan~ 1n eals. 35-40); 

I 

2) quadrature- axi s, armature-coil res; stanc~ and 1 eakage reactance 
are equal to the respective direct-axis v~lues; 

I 
I 

I From record 4, : 
I 

1) the first direct-axis field coil is conne;cted between node BUSFO 
(cals. 29-34) and ground (blank in cols. 3~-40); 

I 

2} by the automatic-initialization convention~ the first direct-axis 
fie1d coil is the excitation field; 

3} non-zero resistance and leakage inductanc~ are given for the coil 
(cals. l-Z8); I 

From recard 5, 
j 

1) th~ second direct-axis field coil is sho~t circuited to ground 
(bl~nks in both cols. 29-34 and 35-40); : 

2) non:-zero resistance and leakage inductance: are given for the coil 
(coil s. 1- 28) . , 

I 

From record 6, , 
1) the: first quadrature-axis field coil is 

(bl~nks in both cols. 29-34 and 35-40); , 

shqrt circuited to ground 
, 
I , 

2} nanrzero resistance 
( co ~ s . 1-28 ) . 

and leakage inductanceiare given for the coil , 
I 
I , 
I 

Since two djrect-axis fie1d coils and one· ql1adratur,e-axis field coil were 
specified in record 1 of the Machine-Table Group (group, G on the listing), no 
more data ;s required for the first machine. The blank record following the 
coil-table records terminates the input for machines modeled through the U.M. 
algorithm. 

, . , , , 
I 

l.\ZO 
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The -only records left in the listing are those specHying node voltages to 
be output, p10t controls and data-case termination. Thes:e are in the standard 
EMTP format. ' 

.Table VII, p 46, gives the beginning of the modifi~d output listing for 
the example problem. Output of the voltages to ground ~t nodes BUSAl, BUSAO, 
BUSFS and BUSMG were requested at the end of the input data file. Output of 
the currents in phases Band C of the pseudo-transmission: line was specified by 
a 'I' entered in -column 80 of the respective branch re~ords. Output of the 
coil currents at the terminals of the machine was requested by a 'I' entered in 
column 47 of each coil-record. Output of electromagnetic: torque (TQGEN), rotor 
speed (OMEGM) and the torque angle (THETAM) were requested by setting the re
spective flags to t}' in record 1 of the Machine Table Gr?up. 

G. 2. Synchronous Machine; U.M.-S.M. Type-59 Format 

, 

, ., , 
The system used for the simulation of a three-phase~ synchronous machine 

described by data in the S.M. Type-59 format is shown in figure 8. The listing 
of the input file is given in Table VIII, p 47. The examp,le is Benchmark Case 
DC-26, and consists of a single-line-to~ground fault 00 a model of a short 

I . 
I , 

__ V!A~Sl r;- -5- - 'Hl TR 

TACS i· Y 

TRL: TL 
1-a __ A_2o-Q ~~ 

Exciter Ie· N A I 
Model I C r ---.-L:jd H m I TR 

_ R a \-B1 o M t 0 

I NA U I OCr 
I ~ ~ e I TR 

I ~ 1-~1 
L\= II =---1 I: Single ..., 
L ~~o.!:.. M~sJ 

82 

, , 
I 

TRL: TL 
:B~.B4 
, 0 

TRL 

, , 

: TL 
:C~4 
:o~o 
, , 

, S 

fig. 8: System diagram for example simulation of asynchronous ma
chine specified in S.M. Type-59 format. The transmission 
line consists of the following elements: , 

, 
a) 5 -------- switch representing the f~ult; 
b) Te -------- shunt capacitors; 
c) TL --._---- pure inductive elements; , 

, 
d) TR ---.---- small, resistive, current~sensing element 

interconnecting-the transmission line and 
machine terminals; , 

e} TRl -------- R-L elements; 



TABLE VIII Beginning of the Output Listing for the Sinulatlon of • Syn~hronous 
Ha~hlne wiTh the D~T~ In the Stand~rd U.H. For"~t 

COLUtlN HEAIHNGS FOR THE 28 EHTP OUTPUT VARIA&LES FOLLOW. THESE ARE ORDERED ACCORDING TO HIE nVE 
POSSI~LE E~TP OUTPUT-VARIABLE CLASSES, AS FOLLO~S .... 

fIRST 4 OUTPUT VARIABLES ARE ELECTRIC-NETwORK NODE VOLTAGES (WITH RESPECT TO LOCAL GROUND)I 
NEXT 0 OUTPUT VARIABLES ARE BRANCH VOLTAGES (VOLTAGE OF UPPER NODE HINUS VOLTACE OF LOWER NODE) I 
NEXT 6 OUTPUT VARIABLES ARE BRANCH CURRENTS (FLOWING FROH THE UppER EtlTP NODE TO THE LOWER) I 
NEXT 0 OUTPUT VARIABLES PERTAIN TO DYHAHIC SYNCHRONOUS HACHIHES, WITH NAHES CENERATEn INTERNALLY I 
NEXT ~ OUTPUT VARIABLES BELONG TO 'TACS' (NOTE INTERNALLY-ADDED UPPER HAHE OF PAiR). 

FINAL 9 OUTPUT VARIABLES BELONG TO UNIVARSAL HACHIN£S (UH), WITH NAH£S GENERATED INTERNALLY I 
BRANCH POUER CONSUHPTION (POWER FLOW, IF A SWITCH) IS TREATED LIKE A BRANCH VOLTAGE FOR THIS GROUPINGI 
BRANCH ENERGY CONSUHPTION (ENERGY FLOW, IF A SUITCHI IS TREATED LIkE A BRANCH CURRENT FOR fHIS GROUPING. 

STEt' TIHE BUSAI BUSAO BUSFS BUSHG BUSBI &USCI BUSI1G 
(H~,;s HI 9USBO 9USCO TERRA 

Speed) (A~~oler .. t inQ 
Torque .. t HI) 

(lUSHSl &USMS2 UI1-1 U/1-1 UH-l UM-l 011-1 
5USHG flUSHP TQGEN OI1EGH THETAH IPA IP& 

(Torque of ( Tlu-q". of CElfIclro- (R Q t or <Torque 
Sourclt 11 Sourc. 2) .. ~gnlt t ic Speed) Angle) 

Torqult) 
Utl-l UH-I UH-l 
lEI IE2 IEl 

(Field 
Current) 

BUSHP 
9USI1G 

Ilnterl'loll •• 
Torqult, HI-1'\2) 

UH-I 
IPC 

o 0.000800 O.Z9267b£~04 0.3QOOUOE+04 Q.3a033~E~OI 0.l7699IE~03-0.a66a03E+03-0.1212a7£~04 O.OOOOOOE~O' O.lI6677E~0~ 
-G.316677E~O" Q.316617E+0~ O.2B~OIQE~05 O.376991E~03 0.106896E+OI 0.236319E+0~-0.9IB935E+03-0.14~425E+04 
-0.376~68E+04 O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.000000£+00 

'U 
OJ 
to 
III 

\0 
C) 
I 

\0 

I 0.000200 O. 2B~936E+0" 0.299149£+04 IL 380334E+0 1 0.376991 £+03-0.72121:5E t03-0 ~tl3Z::;tE!Oi _ 0.1 1:51 9~Ej-.o-'L.O_.:uj,.6J-7£tlL:L __ --- -_ --- -- --- ----- --- - - ------ - ------ -
------- - - - - - -- ------- --- -------------;;;0: JY6677Ei04 -0 ~jHi.17E-'-05 -0-:iSSOG8E+0"5- O-.-3-76iiIE';j)J -ii~ i ObB96E--;'-0 1- -0-. 233365E+04-0. 750808£+03-0.1 ::;9284E+04 

-1L.376570E+Q4-Q.372960E-OI-0.616BI7E-Ot • 
2 0.000400 0.277:574E+04 0.296596£+04 0.380334E+OI 0.376991E+03-0.571530E+03-0.145455E+04 0.~091"6E+OO 0.316677E+05 

-0.316617E+04 0.316617E+05 0.28:5004E+05 0.31699IE+03 O.106896E+~t 0.229085E+04-0.518414E+03-Q.171243E+04 
-0.376571E+04-0.645059E-OI-0.134613£+00 

1 0.000600 0.261632£+04 0.292358E+04 0.380334E+01 0.376991£+03-0.418600E+03-0.1:5b334E+04 0.876911E+00 0.3Ib676E+05 
-0.3Ib617£+04 0.316677E.05 0.284999E+05 0,37699IE+03 0.106896E+Ol 0.223503E+04-0.402735E+03-0.183230E+04 
-O.l7b~7JE+04-0.a6b413E-Ol-G.210212E+OO 

NOTEI The br~ckefed l.qend~ under th, Y~ri.ble Idbels ware not p.rt 01 tho output li.ting. 
Thlty were .dded to ~l~rify The intltrpret~tion of the output l~belinq. 



TABLE VIII: Listing of the Input 
Machine Described in 

STORE 
&ECIN HEY DATA CASE 
C THIS 15 U"184.DAI ulTH ADDITIONS FRON unIOb.PAT 
C TEST CASE FOR IUNNING SN TYP£-~9 UITH THE un CODE 
C THE DATA CAsE IS COPIED fRON jENCHMAAK DC-~b ~ITH ~ODIFICATIDN5 ; 
C .- rRANSFOAJ!U AND PI-SECTION REPLACED BY LINEAA liIAAHCHESI 
C • HACHINE VOLTAGE INCREASED 8Y A FACTOR OF 50Q AND ANCLE +bQ DECRI 
C • INFIHTE BUS VOLTAGE lNCREASED lilY A FACTOR OF lQQI 
C • TACS INTERfACING OF F1ELD VARIA&lES. 
rouER fREQUENCY, 50 
.uo:!.. .o:a :lQ. :10. 

I I 1 1\ t -I 
C -------- REQUEST" 1'UIr OiAIlGE -rtrpR-iHIOU~- -rHTERVA[ - - ---

10 10 20 ~o 100 loa 
TACS HYBR ID 
IIVTACSI I. U 
nvTAC51 
~LANK RECORD ENDING All TACS DATA 
C TR~5H!!S~U" ~:H£S : 

AI Aa 
lil B2 
CI CO! 
A::! A3 
ea 113 
C~ C3 
0'12 
1'2 
C2 
A3 A4 

At 
AI 

112 

A2 
A2 

AJ 
#1.3 

~l 84 Al A4 
Cl C4 Al A4 

.1 

4J .l4 

'LANK ~ECORD ENDINC JlRAllCti RECORDS 

JI.Hb 
31.41b 
31.Ub 

-1.0 1.1 

NEXT RECORD HAS TOP EN a 80 "5 "INUS ErSlLN TU AVOID DELAYED OP£HIHG 
CHAlF A ClClEI) FOR PI1"£ AND BURROUGHS I IISK. 21 FEB 19B~. 

AJ .GOli .D'l'l9 
'LANk RE[ORD ENDING SIII.TeH RECORDS 
4A4 lIao.:l'l ~O. 
11\4 1120.59 54. 
1C4 1128.5'1 - 5 •. 

un ~ITH SK T~'E-59 DATA iNPUT 
I' un 

S"DAlA 
LANK RECORD ENDING GENERAL UK SPEC 

-20. -I. 
-140. -1. 

100. -I. 

File for the Simulation of a Synchronous 
the U.M.-S.M. Type-59 Format. . .---

P VIII-l 

}© 

AI 81 CI A2 ~::! C:! AJ BUSI11 
8~ANK RECORD ENDING NODE VOLTAGE OUTPuT REQUEST 

rRINTER flOT 
BLANK MECORD ENDING PLOT RECORDS. 
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
BLANK RECORD ENDING DATA CASES. 

p VIII-2 

9AI :Iio9~.0:; 51.G +JD.D 9BI _______ .. ",. __ ." _________________________________ _ 
9['----------------------

Ir.:-, • --~-------------------------------------------------------------------- ,'--

-® ~RAI1ETER FITTIN~ 1.11 
• l 2 

•. 10 14 ~. 17:1 I .8:; 
5.74757 •. 0:;1\42 
--------- I1ASS RECORD 

I. a 5 •• II 
--------- OUTPUT REQUESTS 

tTEND • • 

150.1 
1.14 

o .JB2U9 

IJ.8 
0.2575 

o .19?98~ 

bGO.D 
1.7l. 

s.n. CLASS b, lACS INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS 
lilACS 1 
FlHISH 

.ANK RECOID ENDIH" ALL UI1 DA ill 

.ANK RECORD ENDING SOURCE RECORDS 

tIoIIQ.O 
•. IB 

1.0 flUSl11 

~ 
(, .' 

\.., } 

720.0 Ja-. 
0.18 W 

]@ 

i: 
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transmission li~e connecting a synchronous generato~ to an infinite bus. A 
constant torque: is appl ied to the shaft system of the :rotor. Inertia and vi s
eous damping ~re associated with the single mass of the rotor system. The 
fi e 1 d voltage i:s supp 1 i ed through an interface to TACS.: 

I , 
I , 

The fault ~s represented by a switch which is closed at 0.0199 sec and re
opened at O.079~ sec. The infinite bus consists of a qalanced set of EMTP Type 
14 (sinusoidal): voltage sources. Excitation for the field is provided through 
an interface to:, a TACS signal, which, in this case, is \a constant. 

, I 
, I 

The components of the data file related directly ito the simulation of the 
synchronous ma~hine are indicated by the circled lett~rs on the listing. The 
operating frequ~ncy is set to 50 hz by the special req~est record (comment A). 

in 
for 

I , , 
The beginning of the Universal Machine source is :indicated by the record 

group C which contains '19' in columns 1 and 2. T;he comments given above 
standard data input apply here. : 

I 
I 
I 

The 
foll ow; ng 

second record of the 
information: 

General Spec; fi cat ions :( group C) contains the 
I , , 
I 

a) a blank appears in column 1, indicating 
ters are to be taken to be specified in 

that ~11 variables and parame
SI (ph:ysical) units; 

I 

b) a blank appears in column 2, indicating that manual initialization is 
to be carried out; however, the presence of S.M. Type-59 data over-
rides this flag; : 

I 

c) the text SMDATA (col s. 3-8) ; nforms the a 1 gori:thm that one or more ma
chines in the data groups which follow are de;scribed by data in the 
S.M. Type-59 format, and automatic in;tializa~ion ;s invoked for all 
U.M. machines; . : , 

d) a blank appears in column 15, indicating that compensation, rather 
than prediction, is to be used in interfacing ~he UM module to the 3-
phase network. i , 

I 

Note the following blank record which is required for t~rmination of the Gener
al Specification group. 

The requirement for automatic initialization is not sufficient to trigger 
initialization. It does cause the proper incorporatioh of the U~M. module in 
the normal, phasor-solution initialization of the EMTp. In the example simu
lation, the initialization process is invoked by the en~ry of '-I.O' for TSTART 

. (cols. 61-70) in the Type 14 source records defining the infinite bus. 
I 
I 
I 

The records in group 0 on the listing are S.M. Cl~ss 1 data (Sect. 1.62, 
p 34f). The data defines the initial, steady-state t peak, terminal voltage 
(cols. 11-20), operating frequency (eols. 21-30), and phase angle. Blank en
tries on the second and third records indicate that a b.lanced, three-phase set 
of voltages exists at the machine terminals. The amplitude and phase informa
tion is used to establish the initial field voltage andithe shaft torque during 
the automatic initialization process. . ~ ! 

, 

The text record £ contains the words 'PARAMETER FITTING't which indicate 
that manufacturer's data, rather than O-d-q domain data~ describes the machine. 

, 
I , 
I , 
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/ · / 
/ 

· · · , 
I , 
, , , , , 

, ' 
I : 

The data in Qroup F of the listing is the S.M. Class!3 data (Sect. 1.62, p 
34jI). The ;nfor~ation contained is: : 

a) from rec~rd 1, 
1) ane mass on the rotor shaft {cols. 1-2); , 

2} the rotor mass is mass number 1 (cols. 3-4);: 
3} no exciter on the rotor shaft (blank in cols~ 5-6); 
4) two-pole machine (cols. 7-10); , 
5) machine rated at 150.0 mva (cols. 31-40); 
6) machine rated at 13.8 kv rms (cols. 41-50); 
7) no-load field current for rated voltage is 600 a (cols. 51-60); fJt1 

and no saturation is used (the entry is posi~ive). 
I , 

b) manufacturer's short-ci rcuit data in records 2 an:d 3 (the blank record 
required for the normal S.M. data when no satur.ation is specified is 
omitted for U.M. data output). \ 

, 
The data in group G of the listing is the S.M. Class ~ data (Sect. 1.62, p 

34p). The information contained for mass number 1 (see co:ls. 1~2) is: 
a} all of the external mechanical power is associated with the mass (1.0 

in cols. 11-20); : 

b) the moment of inertia is SOxiOG pound-feet (cols.i2l-30); 
c) the viscous damping coefficient is 1.0 (cols. 61-!O); 
d) the mechanical node in the internally-generated: mechanical network 

which couples it to the electromagnetic torque in: the machine is BUSMl 
(eols. 71-76); : 

, 
I 

Record group H an the listing specifies the parameters to be listed with 
the output. The information contained is: : 

a) from record 1, 
I} EXTEND entered in columns 1-6 indicates that the output specifica

tions are in the extended format (required bYithe U.M. module}; , 
2} No output of Park-domain circuit parameters (Q in eols. 11-15); 
3) the flag for the field of colS. 16-20 of the S.M. output request 

is ignored, so it is left blank; ; 
I 

4) No output of Park-domain armature currents (O[ln eols. 21-25); 
5) current in the field winding (lEI) will be output (1 in cols. 26-

30) ; :. , 
6) current in the direct-axis damper winding (IEZ) will be output (1 

in eols. 31-35); , 
7) current in the quadrature-axis damper winding :(IE3) will be output 

(1 in eols. 36-40); ; 
, I 

8} current in the quadrature-axis, eddy-current lcoil (1£4) will be 
output!(l in cols. 41-45); 

I 
I 



b) 

9) 

10) 

11) 
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the field voltage cannot be requested as part of the U.M. module 
output (cols. 46-50 left blank); 
the electromagnetic torque developed in the machine will be output 
(1 in cols. 51-55); i 

I 

there is no exciter on the rotor shaft, SQ no exciter torque out
put ;s requested (cols. 56-60 left blank)~ 

, 

12) the armature currents LIPA, IPB, IPC) wi~l be output (I in cols. 
61~6S); : 

I , I 

13) since no saturation was specified in group F, no output of satura
tion data is requested (cols. 66-70 left blank); neither will mag
netizing currents nor rotor speed be list~d. 

I , 
I , 

the '3f entered in column 1 of record 2 requests the output of the ab
solute: speed of mass 1 and the shaft torque qetween mass 1 and mass 2 
(whichidoes not exist). 

, , 

The data i~ group I of the listing is the S.M. Cl~ss 6 data (Sect. 1.62, p 
34v) . The fi rst record has 171' entered in the fi rst :two columns, wh; ch means 
that VTACSI i~ the TACS variable providing the field ~xcitation. The second 
and third recofds indicate that electrical and mechani~al variables, respect
ively are to be passed to TACS; however, the variables: are not coded onto the 
records, and these two requests are ineffective. i 

, I 
I 

The text record 'FINISH' terminates the data str.ing for the first (and 
only) U.M.-S.M. 'machine. I 

I 

The node-voltage request and other terminating commands at the end of the 
fil e pl ay the same rol e as described above for standard: data input. 

I 

I 

Table IX. pSI. gives the beginning of the modified output listing for the 
example problem. Output of the voltages to ground at npdes AI. 81, C1, A2, 82. 
C2 , and 8U5Ml were requested at the end of the input d~ta file. Output of the 
currents in phases A, 8 and C at the machine terminals: was specified by a 'I' 
entered in column 80 of the respective. current-sensor~branch records. Output 
of the armature coil currents of the machine was reque~ted by a '1' entered in 
column 65 of the first output-request record. Output df electromagnetic torque 
(TQGEN), rotor speed (OMEGM) and the other variables s~own on the output list
ing were requested by setting the respective flags to ':1' as described above. 

I 
I 

G. 3. Cage Rotor Induction Machine 
, 
I 

The system used for the simulation of a three-phas~, induction machine is 
shown in figure 9, p 52. The listing of the input f;l~ is given in Table X, 
p 53. The example consists of a three-phase, squirr~l-cage induction motor 
whose load torque undergoes a step change. The machine: is connected to an in
finite bus through a short transmission line modeled with lumped parameters. 
The source of torque (a current source), the lumped shaft masses (a capacitor), 
and viscous damping are included in the mechanical network. Note that the com
mon prefix 'BUS' used for node names in the listing has been dropped in figure 
9. The infinite bus is established by a balanced se~ of EMTP Type 14 (sinu-
soidal) voltage sources. : 

I 

II .., ,_ 



TA&LE IX I flaqinnin'l of th. Output Lltotlno;j for thll Si ...... Uon of .l Synchrono"S 
H.lChin. ~lth the D~t~ in thll U.M.~5.H. T~p.-~9 fO~".lt. 

COLUMN HEADINGS FOR THE a9 EHTP OUTPUT VARIABLES fOLLOW. THESE ARE ORD£RED ACCORDING TO THE fIVE 
POSSIBLE EMTP QUTPUT-VARIABLE CLASSES, AS FOLLOWS ..•. 

FIRST 4 OUTPUT VARIABLES ARE ELECTRIC-NETWORK NODE VOLTAGES (WITH RESPECT TO LOCAL GROUND) I 
COLUHN HEADINGS FOR THE 29 EHIP OUTPUT VARIABLES fOLLOW. THES£ ARE ORDERED ACCORDING TO THE FIVE 
POSSIBLE EHTP OUTPUT-VARIABLE CLASS£S, AS FOLLOWS .... 

fIIST a OUTPUT VARIABLES AR£ ELECTRIC-NETWORK NODE VOLTAGES (WITH RESPECT TO LOCAL GROUND) I 
NEXT' 1 OUTPUT VARIABLES ARE BRANCH VOLTAGES (VOLTAGE OF UPPER NODE HINUS VOLTAGE Of LowER NODEll 
NEXT 3· OUTPUT VARIABLES ARE BRANCH CURRENTS (FLOIHNG fROM THE UPPER EHTP NODE TO THE LOUER). 
NEXT 1 OUTPUT VARIABlES·PERTAIN TO DYNAMIC SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES, ~lTH NAMES GENERATED INTERNALLY' 
NEXT 1 ouTPUT VARIABLES B£LONG TO 'TACS' (NOTE INTERNALLY-ADDED UPPER NAKE Of PAIR). 

FINAL 8 OUTPUT VARIABLES DELONG TO UNIVAR5AL MACHINES (UM), wITH NAKES GENERATED INTERNALLY. 
BRANCH POWER CONSUKPTION (POUER FLOW, IF It SWITCH) IS TREATED LI~E A SRANCH VOLTAGE fOR THIS GROUPING. 
BRANCH ENERGY CONSUMPTION (ENERGY FLOW, IF It SWITCH) IS TREATED LIKE A BRANCH CURRENT fOR THIS GROUPING. 

STEP TIttE Al 8t Ct 1t2 sa ca 1'13 

flUSHt Al Bl CI TACS Uti-I UI1-1 
TEll II A 1'12 82 C2 vTACSt TQGEN IPA 

(H~55 I Spe.d. IH.ld (Electro-
QU~PUl Il8'qUtt.n Voluvtt ) ".lqnetic 

Torque) 
UH-\ UM-l UI1-1 011-1 UH-l 
II'C IEl 1£2 IE3 lE4 

(f hid 
Curr.nt·) 

--~-~-----------~-~----------------~-------- . 

BUSHt 
(tt ••• 1 Sp.ed. 

Nod.-Volt.lV. Req.) 

Uli-! 
II'B 

'.001000 '.493206E+04 a.1261~4E-02-a.4932Q6E+a4 0.49a~2\E+Q4 0.47764'£+01-0.492999£+04 •• 402380E+04 •. 314159E+03 
•. 314159£+03 0.6843S2£+02-0.477514£+02-0.206868E+02 0.100000£+01 0.139939E+04 0.684432E+02-0.477514E+02 

-0.206918E+02 0.309304E+83 1.000800E+00 O.OOOOOOE+oO O.OOOOOOE+OO 
0.00020U 0.474341£+04 0.357789E+03-0.510120E+04 0.473648£+04 0.36223IE+03-'.509872£+04 0.408206E+04 0.314159E+03 

'.314159£+03 0.692S3aE.Q2-0.4442~9E~02-0.a4a570E+02 0.100000E?D1 '.139921E+04 0.692839E+02-0.444269E+02 
-0.248510E+02 0.309204E.03 0.100161E+00 O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.75~842E-03 

2 0.OU0400 1.453613E+04 O.1139S8E+03-1.525012E?04 0.452914E?04 0.718080£.03-1.524722£+04 0.412501E+04 '.314159E+03 
'.314159E+03 0.69B564E?02-0.4D9277E+02-0.289287E+02 0.180000E+01 '.13991SE?04 0.698565E+02-0.409217E+02 

-0.289288E.02 0.309003E+03 I.300070E+80 0.000000£+00 0.816436E-03 
-- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - --- -3-', OO-lHo-0-4 -(L·431 09t.£ ......... -0-.·lB67HE+0-4--+.-~J-1a3I}E+84 -., 4aaiJ-9·4E+o4 -0 .-U71I7E+84-Q, 537502E-+0 ..... -o-.-41-:tl-traE+QIt -0 ~3t4159E+03 

0.314159£+03 0.701529E+02-0.372~6IE+02-0.328869£+02 0.100000E+81 0.139915£+04 0.101~lOE+02-0.372661E+02 
-0.328069E+02 0.308804E+03 0.498950E+00 O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.984334E-03 

4 0.800800 •. 406875E+04 0.141tr52E+D4-0.~4B528E?04 0.406174E+04 0.141981E+04-0.548160E+04 0.416197E+04 0.314159E+03 
'.314159E+03 0.701731E+02-0.334583£+02-0.367148£+02 O.IOOOOOE+Ol 0.139911E+04 0.701731E+02-0.334582E+02 

-0.367149E+02 '.308605E+03 1.697003E+00 O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.111153E-02 

NOTEl The br.c;ktt~ed l.q.nd. IIAder the lIari.bl. J.bal. wllr. not put .f the .utpltt U.ting. 
Thtt~ were ~dd.d to ~l.lrtf~ tne.Jnterpret.ltion of the output libeling. 
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TRe components of the data file related directly: to the simulation of the 
synchronous machine are indicated by the circled letters on the listing. 

I 
I 

The branches of the electrical network represent~ng the mechanical system 
(mechanical network) are specified in the same manner as for the other electri-
cal subnetworks and along with them (group 8). . ! 

I 

The equivalent torque SOurce (group C) is specified to be a current source 
by the entry of 1_~1 in columns 9 and 10. The freque~cy of the sources is set 
to O.OOOOlhz; so, over the interval of 0.8 seconds covered by the simulation, 
its amplitude is essentially constant; and the mechanical torque {node MS) is 
effectively constant. i 

Mechanical 
Network 

MS 

I 
I 
I r-----, TR: 

I C ~~'o--
I ft I A I : . 

E N r I 

I D m I TR: 
U a 82 

I ¥ ~ ~ t-o,---I 
IT I C r I 
1

0 0 H e I r N I 
MG u E r-v----~ o-it 

N L __ C2 

- e ___ ---1 

MGR 

Fig. 9: Systemdiagram for example simulation ~f a squirrel-cage 
induction machine with a variable app11~d torque, a single 
mass on the shaft, and mechanical loss which varies as the 
square of the speed. The network elements are defined as 
follows: : 
a) 01, D2, ._-- resistor equivalents of the viscous load; 

I 
I 

b} HI ---*---- capacitive equivalent: of the mass on the 
rotor shaft; 1 

I 

:c} RC -----.-- large resistors which provide the connec
tivity required by the: EMTP; 

I 

~) T -------- resistor used for torq~e sensing; 
• 

;e} TR -------- terminal-current sensirg resistors. 
I I 
, j 

I I 

Machines ~odeled in the U.M. algorithm are defined to be sources of EMTP 
Type 19. The text string 'UW in the record containing; '19' in columns 1 and 2. 
(see group D on ~he listing) is not read during data ihput. The string serves 
to aid in readi;ng the 1ist. The information ·contained: in the second record of 
the General Specifications {group O} is as follows: 

I 

a) a blank appears in column 1, indicating that all variables and parame-
ters ar~ to be taken to be in 5I (physical) unlts; 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

, , ' 
, I 

I 



TABLE X: Listing of the Input File for the Simulation of a Squirrel-Cage 
Induction Machine. 

1.110 0.0012 P X-2 

'EGIH HE~ DATA CASE 
C UH TVPE-l , J-PHASE PO~ER SIDE, D- AND Q- SQuIRREL CAGE aOTOR. 
CRATING : 2.~41 MVA, 4.2 KV, 4 POLE I 8~.b7 % EFFICIENCl AT 
C 0.e46 PF AHD 14.~E+l HM. j ~IPP TORQUE •. 79.1~7E+3 NH .~LP·24.3Z1 

~&50LUTE U.tI, DIMENSIONS, 20, 2, ~O, bO 
. C TUtE sET •. 'GlJ~ t. ii 

1 1 0 D I -I 
C -------- REQUEST FOR CHANGE IN PRINTOUT INTERVAL 

II 1'1. 200 I 210 1'10 
C -------- TRANSMISSION I..INE LOSSES 

JUSAZ !IlJSAS2 ::. tr-l 
BUS~2 aUSBS2UUSA2 BUSAS2 
'USC2 auSCS2BUSA2 &uSAS2 

IUOg 

C --------- CONNECTIVITY OF EhTP FOR fL~CTR1C NET~OR~ 
e.USAsa t .0£+1> 
BUSBS2 8USASZ 
&USCS2 8USAS2 

C --------- HECHAKfCAL NETWORK COMPONENTS 
.USMC IIUSHGlI lo..!i 
'USneR ilUSI1G BUSHGR 
WShC b.BE~04 

C ------- Fn8 MEASUREMENT OF ELECTROHECHA~ICAL tORQUE 
ktJSHS 9US~C \ . OE-b 

zoo 

1<t..lV>IJC. JlE~D ENDIHG IlAANCHES ............ - - .. - ........•..........••...••. 
tLANII IIECORD ENDING 5wlTCHES ...................... , .......•......•.•.... 
C --------- SOURCES-FDa IHFINITE lIUS 
\48tJSAS2 1 sa . a 40 . • I. 0 -I .• 
148USBS~ IB8.' ~O.O -I~ •. a -I .• 
14BUSCS~ 181.. 0.0.' +\20.. -I .• 

P X-I 

C -------~- MECH~KICAL LOAD TORQUE (ACTUAL VALUE SET Ul 55 INITIALIZATION)I I 
14BUSHS -1 O. DOGall a, DOOG I -I .0 © 
C STEP DOWN IN LOAD TORQUE AFTER 0.1 SECONDS; 
14BUSHS -1 +tOO.1 CI,OCIUl 0.1 

\9 Uh 
I 

RANI( HECOIID EHDIHG ALI.. Uti DATA .....•....................••.. " .... ' .... . 
IlI..ANK RECORD EHDING ALI.. SDURCI::S ............ , ............ , .. , ........... . 
C ---------- REQUEST FOR OUTPUT OF NODE VOLTAGES 

bUSASZBUSA2 BUSHG 
BI..ANK RECORD ENDING NODE VOLTAGE OUTPUT SPECIFICATION ...........•....... 

rRIHTER nOT 
PLANK RECORD ENDING PLOT RECORI)S ...............•........................ 
'EGIN NE~ DArA CASE • 
BLANK .IIATA--C-A-lK· --...• --.--------------- ------------- - - -. 

C --------- UH l)ATA I @ 

ULAN~ RECORD ENDING GENU1\." _U . ./t._ SPEClf"lCoHIO!L --. - -. -, - - -----. --- ,- - - ---- --- -}-- - -®--- --- -------. - - -. -- - -- - - - - .. 
'-'~--~~~~~~~~~-Uft "ACkINE~lA&LE 

C --------- UH TYPE J (INDUCTION HACH) DATA 
3 I 1\ II I1usnG 2 B . I 88:5 

o.a:n:.s 
'.023:58 

C STEADY-STATE INITIALIZATION REQUEST AT 8 I SLIP 
8.0 eustis 

---------------------~--------------------~~-~--

c --------- UM COIL-TABLE ~ C THE POWER CARHATURE/STArOR) COILS I 

•.• 63 a.U01'l11 iUSA2 I 
C REHARKI IF NU ZERO CURRENT OF THE rOWER COILS IS DESIRED, THEN SIHPLY LEAVE 
t THE RESISTANCE AS WELL AS THE INDUCTANCE IN (HE CARD ABOVE SLAHK • 
• . 163 •• IIU9:!!5 BUSB2 1 
o .063 O. U1l92:5 SUSC~ 1 
C THE £XCITAltOH IROTOR) COILS : 
',110 0.8U2 

~. 

C 
I ..... 

0\ 

-----------

._.J ___ "_' • 

----------------
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, , 
I 

b) a 'I' appears in column 2, specifying that autpmatic initialization is 
to be carri ed out. I 

I 
I 

c) a blank appears in column 15, indicating that compensation, rather 
than prediction, is to be used in interfacing ~he UM module to the 3-
phase network. I 

. I 

Note the blank record which is required for termination! of the General Specifi-
cation group. : 

I 
I 
I 

The non-zero entry in co1umn 2 of the second record does not trigger ini-
. tial ization. It does cause the proper incorporation of the U.M. module in the 

normal, phasor-~olution initialization of the EMTP. In: the example simulation, 
the initializati:on process is invoked by the entry of '!-1.0' for TSTART (cols . 

. 61- 70) in the Tipe 14 source records. i 
I I 
I I 
I I 

The data in the machine table (group E on the listing) conveys the follow-
ing information:! ! 

, I 

a) From r~cord 1, . 

b) 

1) wor.k with U.M. Type 3 (3 in eols. 1-2); 

2) onet d-axis field coil (1 in eols. 3-4); 

3) one~ q-axis field coil (1 in cols. 5-6); , 
4} output the electromechanical torque, TQGEN:(l in col. 7); , , 
5) output the absolute rotor speed, OMEGM (1 i:n col. 8); 
6} output the angle of the rotor relative to the stator, THETAM (1 in 

7} 

8} 

9} 

10) 

NOTE: 

co 1. 9); : , 
use the node 'BUSMG' as the connection pqint of electromagnetic 
torque to the mechanical network (BUSMG in :co1s. 10-14); 

I 

four-pole machine (2 p01e-pair; 2 in cols. :22-23); 
I 

convergence margin for rotor speed a 0.1885 (cols. 52-65); 
I 

default system frequency used (cols.66-19 blank). 
Since a mechanical network was specified, ;cols. 16-21 and 
eols. 24-51 were left blank. 

From record 2, , 
I 

1) initial condition on the mechanical speed lis not used (blank in 
eols. 1-14); ! , 

2} unsaturated d-axis inductance"" 0.02358 hy :(co1s. 15-28); 
I 

3) no d-axis saturation (blank in col. 29). ; 

c) From record 3, 
1) initial condition on the torque angle is npt used (blank in co1s. 

2} 
3) 

1-14); , 
I 

unsaturated q-axis inductance" 0'.02358 hy :(c01s. 15-28); 
I 

no q-axis saturation (blank in col. 29). 
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d} From record 4, 
1) the initial slip is a percent (cols 1-14); 
2) an induct;an machine is simulated; columns 15~34 are left blank; 

I 

3) the type-14 source to be adjusted to meet the;initial condition on 
the electromagnetic torque is connected at nqde BUSMS (cols. 35-
40). in the mechanical network. I 

The coil-table records (group F on th~ listing) cont~in the following in
formation: 

a) From record 1, 
o 

I} armature phase A of the U.M. model is conneqted between network 
node BUSA2 (cols. 29-34) and ground (blank in :cols. 35-40}; 

I 

NOTES: a) Positive sequence in the U.M. module is ':always A-B
C; regardless of the sequence of the external net
Work connected at the coil terminals. '; 

o , 

b) ~urrent into the external network at BUSA2 is taken 
as the positive reference. 
I 
\ 

2} the z~ro-component calculations will be carri~d out using the re 
sistanqe and inductance values given in colum~s 1-14 and 15-28, 
respec~ively (see the note after record 1). 

I 
I 

b) From recorq 2, 
o 

1) armatu~e phase B of the U.M. model is connected between network 
node 8~SB2 (co1s. 29-34) and ground (blank in cols. 35-40); 

o 

2) dfrect-iaxis, armature-coil resistance is 0.063: ohms (cols. 1-14); 

3) direct-:axis, armature-coil leakage inductance ~s 0.0003825 hy {see 
co1s. 15-28}. : 

c) From record 3 J 

d) 

1) armature phase C of the U.M. model is connected between network 
node BUSC2 (cols. 29-34) and ground (blank in ~ols. 35-40); 

2) quadrature-axis, 
are equal to the 

armature-coil resistance and:leakage reactance 
respective direct-axis values~ 

From record 4, 
1) direct-axis, field-coil 
2) direct-axis, field-coil 

28}. 

o 
I 

o . 
o 

resistance is 0.110 ohms (cols. 1-14); 
leakage inductance is ~.0012 hy (cols. IS-

o 

o 

3) the direct-axis field coil is short-circuited ~o ground (blanks in 
both cols. 29-34 and 35-40); ; 

I 

f} From record 5, . 
1) the quadrature-axis, field-coil res~stance anq leakage reactance 

are equal to .the respective direct-axis values;: 
2) the quadrature-axis field coil is short-circui~ed to ground 

(blanks in both cols. 29-34 and 35-40); : 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Since 
specified 
more data 
coil-table 
algorithm. 

one direct-axis field coi1 and one quadratute-ax;s field coil were 
in record 1 of the Machine-Table Group (group E on the listing), no 
is required for the first machine. The blank record following the 
records terminates the input for machines ~odeled through the U.M. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

The only records left in the 1 isting are those specifying node vol,tages to 
be output, plot controls and data-case termination. Tnese are in the standard 
EMTP format. , , 

I 

Table XI, p 57, gives the beginning of the modifi~d output listing for the 
example problem. Output of the voltages to ground ay nodes BUSAS2, BUSA2 and 
BUSMG were requested at the end of the input data fils. Output of the current 
in phase A of the pseudo-transmission line was speciftied by a 'I' entered in 
column 80 of the phase-A-branch record. Output of th~ coil currents at the 
terminals of the machine was requested by a 'I' entere,d in column 47 of each 
coil-record. Output of electromagnetic torque (TQGEN) ,: rotor speed (OMEGM) and 
the torque angle (THETAM) were requested by setting the: respective flags to 'I' 
in record 1 of the Machine Table Group (group E). i 

G. 4 .. Doubly-Fed Induction Machine 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I I 

The system used for the simulation of a three-phase, doubly-fed induction 
machine is shown in figure 10, p 58. The listing of the input file is given in 
Table XII, p 59.: The example consists of a three-phas~, wound-rotor induction 
motor whose rotor coils are excited by a balanced, three-phase set of voltage 
sources and whose load torque undergoes a step change.: The machine ;s connec
ted to an infi~ite bus through a short transmission line modeled with lumped 
parameters. Th~ source of torque (a current source), the lumped shaft masses 
(a capacitor), a:nd viscous damping are included in t.he mechanical network. 
Note that the c~mmon prefix 'BUS' used for node names; in the listing has been 
dropped in figure 10. : , , 

, , , 
The compon~nts of the data file related directly ~o the simulation of the 

doubly-fed machine are indicated by the circled letters:on the listing. 
, I 
, I 

I 

The infinite bus is established by a balanced setiof EMTP Type 14 (sinu
soidal) voltage' sources. The sources connected to the:rotor circuit (group D) 
are also EMTP Type 14 voltage sources. : . , 

I 

The branches of the electrical network representi~g the mechanical system 
(mechanical network) are specified in the same manner as for the other electri-
cal subnetworks and along with them (group C). : 

I 
I 

The equivalent torque source (group £) is specified to be a current source 
by the entry of '-I' in columns 9 and 10. The frequenqy of the sources is set 
to O.OOOOlhz; so, over the interval of 0.9 seconds covered by the simulation, 
its amplitude is essentially constant. The mechanical :torque (node MS) is ef
fectively constant; except for the step change at 0.02 ~econds. 

I 

Machines mode1ed in the U.M. algorithm a~e--defined: to be sources of EMTP 
Type 19. The text string fUM' in the record containing :'19' in columns 1 and 2 
(see group F on the listing) is not read during data in~ut. ,The string serves 
to aid in reading the list. The information contained ~n the second record of 
the General SpeCifications (group F) is as follows: 



TA~LE xl. BRginning of the Output L151inq for the Siftul~tton of ~ Squlrrel-C.Qe 
Induction ".chine. 

COLUMN HfADlI-lGS FOR rilE 23 EMTP OUTPUT VARIAIiLES fOLlOW. THESE liRE ORDERED ACCORDING TO THE flVE 
POSSl&LE EIHP OUTPUT-VARIABLE CLASSES, AS- f-ot.-lillJfr ~.-;-;-.-------. -~----~---~---~- ~ _. 

fIRST 1 OUTPUT VARIABLES ARE ELECTRIC-NETWORK NOOE VOLTAGES (WITH RESPECT TO LOCAL GROUND) I 
NEXT 0 OUTPUT VARIAIiLES ARE BRAHCH VOLTAGES (VOLTAGE OF UPPER NODE MINUS VOLTAGE Of LowER HODEl I 
NEXT 4 OUTPUT VARIAIiLES liRE IiRANCH CURRENTS (fLDwING fRDM THE UPPER EHTP HODE TD THE LOWER I I 
NEXT 0 OUTPut VARIAlilES PERTAIN TO DYNAMIC SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES, WITH NAMES GENERATED INTERNALLY 1 
HEXT 0 OUTPUT VARIA&LES bELONG TO 'TACS' (NOTE INTERNALLY-ADDED UPPER HAME OF PAIIl). 

fINAL a OUTPUT VARIABLES &ELONG TO UNIVAIlSAL MACHINES (UI1), wITH NAHES GENERATED INTERNALLY 1 
BRANCH POwER CONSUMPTION (PO~EIl FLO~, IF A SWITCH) IS TREATED LIKE A PRAHCH VOLTAGE FOR THIS GROUPINGI 
BRANCH ENERGy CONSUHPTION (ENERGY FLOW, IF A SWITCH) IS TREATED lIKE A BRAHCH CURRENT FOR THIS GROUPING. 

STEP TlI1E aUSAS2 

UH-I 
OhECIi 

IRot or 
Speed) 

BUSA2 

UI1-1 
TIiETAIi 

(R"l~tiy" 
lIotor An<Jllt) 

8USHG auSA2 
IH.55 8USAS2 
Sp""d) 

U)1-1 UI1-1 
IPA IPlI 

BUSHC 8USHG BUSHS 
BUSHCR TERRA BUSHG 

(Da .. pinQ (I\CI:.ler.tinQ (Source 
Torque) Torq.,. ~t Ii) Torq lie > 

UH-I 011-1 Utt-I 
IPC lEI IE2 

UH-I 
TQCEH 

(El"ct"Qt\~Qnetic 
Torque) 

II 0.000000 0.180000E+03 
'.173416E+03 

0.179481E+03 G.17141bEtOJ-O. to386bE+03 0.52::;::;03E"'01 0.000000E+00-11.13::;659£+03-0.140914E+03 
U.785398E+OQ-O~1038bbE+Q3 0.164913E+03-0.104672£+01 0.52145:;£ .. 02-0.128754E .... 3 

2 

l 

0.1108:;00 

0.001000 

0,001500 

0.176812£"03 
G.17341b£"Ol 
o .1t.73bOE+D3 
II. 113416E"03 
o .1::i1979E+03 
0.173416(+03 

0.176244E+03 8.171416E"03-0.113482E+03 O.::;2::i::;03E~Gl-0.576792E-02-0.135659E+03-0.1409U9E+03 
0.872106£+00-0.113482E+03 0.919398E+02 0.215418E+02 0.::;U4133E+02-0.129516E+03 
0.166764E+03 0.173416£+03-0.119082£+03 0.~2~~02E+Ot-O.I\9t30E-Ol-I.11~6~9E .. 03-0.140903E+U3 
0.958814E+00-0.119082E+03 0.157137E"02 0.433681E+02 0.484603£+02-0.130250E+03 
0.1~1371E+03 G.11341bEtOJ-O.1204b4E+03 0.~25502E+OI-8.22a129E-Ot-O.13~659E+03-0.140892E+03 
0.104552£+01-0. 120464E+03 O.~b805bE+02 0.636587E+02 0.465075E+02-0.13095IE+03 

-----~-~--------------
----------~------------~---------~--------------

-----------~------------ ._---------- --------~-

NOTE: The br~ck"ted leqends under the v.ri.bl" 1~be15 were nol p.rt of the output li5tinQ. 
They were .dded to cl.rlfy the lnterpret.tlon of the output l.belinq. 

--------------- -------------
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t 
I 

, I 

a), a blank appears in column I, indicating that a:ll variables and parame
ters are to be taken to be 1n SI (physlcal) un~ts; 

I I 

b) 

c) 

a 'I' ~ppears in column 2, specifying that automatic initialization is 
to be tarried out. ! 

I 

a '1' ~s entered in column 15, indicating that: prediction, rather than 
compenhtion, is to be used in interfacing the: UM module to the three-
phase ryetwork. I 

M 

Xi 

AS2 

BS2~ 
1-+--Q-o~V-

VL 
Me,chan ; cal 

: Network 
I , 
I , 
I 
I 
t 

Fig. 10: System diagram for example simulation of: a doubly-fed, in
duction machine with one rotor mass and pne applied torque 
at the shaft. The network elements are defined below. 

I 

a) M --------- capacitive equivalent of the mass on the 
rotor shaft; : 

b} RC _ ... ------

c) RM --- ... _---
d) TS ._._----
e) VL ---------

f} XL --------

I 

large resistors which provide the connec
tivity required by the EMTP; 
small, current-sensing ~esistors; 

I 

small, torque-sensing resistor; , 

resistors forming a viscous-friction load 
on the mechanical syste~; 

I 

R-L elements used as apprOXimations to a 
transmission line; I 

I 
I , 
I 
I 
t 

Note the blank record which is required for termination df the General Specifi-
cat; on group. . -< i 

t 
I 
I 

The nonwlero entry in column 2 of the second record does not trigger ini-
tialization. It ;does cause the proper incorporation of Ithe U.M. module in the , 

t , , , 
t , 
I 
I 

• 



TABLE XII: Listing of the Input File for the Simulation of a Doubly-Fed 
Induction Machine. 

BECIN NE~ DATA CASE P XII-l 
C COMBINAtIOH OF CASES' UM4G8b.DAT AND ~D'11 .DAT 
C OQU&LT fED ~CHINE WITH ElTEIiNAL RoTOR ~OLTACE SOURCE 
C AUTOMATlC SS FUR UH TYPE 4 ( J-PHASE IND. KACH.1 
C POWER COILS NON-COHPENSATED (PREDICTION USED). 
C STEP ON INPUT TOaQUE AT t.oa SECONDS 
CRATING. 720 KVA • 4.~ KIJ, 4 POLE ( 8~.h7 X EFFICIENCY AT 
C 0.8411 PF AND 14.oE+3 HK. I KIPP TORQUE • 4~_Q9E+2 NH. SLIP-2.:XI 
ABSOLuTE U.II. DlllfNSIOHS, 20, Z. :0, 60 
C TillE SET ~- -~------------~-----------------.-----

1 2 I Q I 
0.0002 0.9 

Q 

C -------- REQUEST YOi CHANGE IN PRINTOUT 
14 90 100 I 110 

-I 
INTERVAL 

J90 :;00 

C --------- ROTOa EXTERNAL RESISTANCES 
bUSAI BUSASI I.E-O~ 
bUSOt aU5BS\BUSAI 8USASI 
8usel BUSCS I 8USA 1 aUSA51 

c -------- TRANS~ISSIOH LINES 
&U5A2 BUSAS:! I • OE -01 I a . 0 
DUSo2 BUSBS:lBUSA:l 8USAS:! 
DUSC:! BUSCS2BUSA~ BUSAS2 

C _________ COHHECT[V[T1 of EHTP FOR ELECTRIC NETUOR~ 
(lUSAS2 1.4£ ... 1> 
BU5852 DU5AS2 
~OSCS2 BUSAS2 

C ----_____ ~ECHAHICA~ ~ETUORX CQnPQHEHIS 
ilt.'StiG aili;ltGll . 45 .. 8 
flUSHGR flUSIiG fjUSHGR 
~USHG 9.8E+7 

C -------- YOR HEASUREHENT OY ELECTRO"ECHAHICAL TORQUE 
fiUSHS JUSIIG I. OE-. 

:50U :iOOG 

fjLANK RECORD ENDUt(; BRAHCH£S .......... : •.•.....•.•.•..•.••.......•..•.•. 
(llANK aECOIiD EHDING SWiTCHES .............. • .. • .... · ............ • ...... ·• 
C --------- SOURCES FOR INfINITE BUS 
I 4BUSAS2 3 D GO • • 60 • • g • • - t . G 
148USBS2 3000.1 60.' -I:!O.' -1.0 
148USCS2 3010.' hO.. .120.1 -1.0 

2500 

HBUSASI 308./001 I.:! .. ll.S -1.0 ~ 
1 48US8S1 Jaa.1I I.~ -90.. -1.8 loW 

c --------- ROTOR COILS 
1.110 G.0012 
..1\0 0.G0I2 

BUSBI 
SUSCI 
BUSAI 

• I 
I 

P XII-2 

iLAHK RECORD ENDING ALL UH DATA 
IIL"MK IIECORD ENDING ALL SOURCES ....................................... .. 
C ------ REQUEST FOR OUTPUT OF NODE VOLTACES 
&USAS2~ BUSAI 8USHC 

~ANX RECORD EHDING NODE VOLTAGE OUTPUT SPECIFtCATION .................. . 
PRIHTEJI PLOT 

BLANK RECOIID ENOING PLOT RECORDS ...................•...... - " .......... . 
~ECIN NEU OArA CAsE 
"LANK DATA CASE 

------------~-------------------.-----

C _________ 3-'HASE SOURCES AT RoTOR SIDE (ACTUAL FREQ SET BY S51. } 

14&U5C51 348.6 1.2 .. I~a. 0 -1.0 
_~ .48~~~;"'~~--; .::~~:~n::~ ~::~~T~ -r~QuE- i1l61UAt; ~\JAI:;UE~ ~SE-'f- -n- -ss::~ ~ -- ---------- ---]-- ------- ----- -- ---- _. 
I: -------- STEP ON I"'UT TORQuE AT T • 0.02 CD 
148US"5 -I 3'100.. o.aoau +0.1;: 

-~------------------

C --------- U" TVPE 4 (IHO.HACHI DATA 
19 U" 

1 I 
~LAH. RECORD ENDING CLASS I UK DATA 
C UH-\ ~ACH TABLE 

4 I1I&U5I1G 

2.0 

••• 23~8 
'.023:58 

C U"-I COIL TABLE 
C --------- STArOR COILS 

'.412 
•. 412 

'.UI;: 
'.UI2 

8USA:! 
BUSB:! 
IUSC;: 

8US"S 

'.0188 

;.-::~. t ." 
·':~.A-V· 
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, 
I 
I 

norma'; phasor·solution initialization of the EMTP. In: the example simulation. 
the initialization process is invoked by the entry of 'H.o' for TSTART (eels. 
61-70) in the Type 14 source records. 

ing 
The data in the machine 

information: 
table (group G on the list~ng) conveys the follow-

a) From record 1, 
1) work with U.M. Type 4 (4 in cols. 1-2); 

, , , 
I 
I 
j 

, 
2} only one set of three-phase coils is allow$d for the field of the 

Type 4 machine; consequently, columns 3-4 ~nd 5-6 are left blank; 
3) output the electromechanical torque (I in ~ol. 7); 

I 

4) output the tbsolute rotor s~eed (I in col. 18); , 
5) output the rotor angle relative to the stator (I in col. 9); : . 

6) use the node 'BUSMG' as the connection pq;nt of electromagnetic 
torque to the mechanical network (BUSMG in :cols. 10-14); 

I 

7) four-pole machine (2 pole-pair; 2 in cols.122-23); 
8) convergence margin for rotor speed • 0.188 :(cols. 52-65); 

I 

9) default system frequency used (cols.66-19 ~lank). 
NOTE: Since a mechanical network is specified, eols. 16-21 and 

I coJs. 24-51 are left blank. , , 
b) From record 2, 

I ' 

1) init.ial condition on the mechanical speed :is not used {blank in 
co H. 1-14}; , 

I I 

2} uns~turated d-axis inductance • 0.02358· hy :(co1s. 15-28); 
I ' 

3) no ~-axis saturation {blank in col. 29}. 
I 
I 

c} From record 3, 
I 

I} torque angle initial condition is not used! (blank in co1s. 1-14); 
2) uns~turated q-axis inductance ~ 0.02358 hy ~cols. 15·28); 

I 

3) no q-axis saturation (blank in col. 29). 

d} From record 4, 
1) the initial slip is 2 percent (co1s 1-14); 
2) an induction machine is simulated; columns 15-34 are left blank; , 
3} the type-14 source to be adjusted to meet t~e initial condition on 

the electromagnetic torque is connected atinode BUSMS (col~. 35-
40) in the mechanical network. 

The coil-table records (group H on the listing) co~tain the following in-
formation:' · 

a} From record 1, 
1) armature phase A of the U.M. model is connected between network 

node BUSA2 (cols. 29~34) and ground (blank ~n cols. 35-40); 
I 
I , , 
I , , 
I h...,,. 



b) 

c) 

d) 

, 

I 
I 
I 
I ' 
I 
I 

! 
I , 
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NOTES: a) Positive sequence in the U.M. module is ~lways A-B
C1 regardless of the sequence of the external net-
work connected at the coi 1 term; na 15 . : 

2) 

. , 
b} CUrrent into the external network at BUSA2 is taken 

a~ the positive reference.i 

the zero-component calculations are bypassed :(blanks are entered 
for the zero-component res; stance and 1 eakage i;nductance in cols. 
1-28; 

, 
From record 2, 

I 
I , 
I 

1) armature phase B of the U.H. model is connected between network 
node BUSB2 (cols. 29-34) and ground (blank in cpls. 35-40); , 

2) direct-axis t armature-COil resistance is 0.412 ~hms {eols. 1-14}; 
3) direct-axis, armature-coil leakage inductance ~s 0.0012 hy (cols. 

15-28). : 

From record 3, 
1) armature phase C of the U.H. model is connected between network 

node BUSC2 (cols. 29-34) and ground (blank in cols. 35-40); 
2) quadrature-axis, armature-coil resistance and leakage reactance 

are equal to the respective direct-axis values;: 

From record 4, 
, , , , 
I 
I 

1) rotor (field) phase B of the U.H. model is con~eeted between net
work node BUSBI (cols. 29-34) and ground {blank:;n cols. 3S-40}; 

I 

NOTES: a) Phase B and excitation d-axis parameters are associ
ated with excitation record 1; phase C aod excita
tion q-axis parameters are associated w;~h excita
tion record 2; and phase A and the excitation zero
component are assaciat$d with excitation r.ecord 3. . , 

b) Current into the external network at BUSAl is taken 
as the positive reference. : 

, 

2) direct~axis, field-coil resistance is O~llO ohm~ (cois. 1-14); 
, , 

3) d1rect-ax;s, field-coil leakage inductance is O.~012 hy (cals. 15~ 
28). 

f) From record ~, : 
1) armature 1 phase C of the U.H. model is connected[ between network 

node BUSql (cals. 29-34) and ground (blank in eo~s. ,35-40); 
2) quadratu~e-axis, field-coil resistance and leak~ge reactance are 

equal to ithe respective d;rect-axis values; ; 
I 
I ' 

f) From record 6,l I 

I} armature: phase A of the U.H. model is connected between network 
node 8US~1 (cols. 29-34) and ground (blank in co~s. 35-40); 

, , , , 
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j 
j 
j 

I 
I 

I 
I 
j 
I 
j 

,j 
j 

\ 

I 
j 

I 
j 

I 

I 
1 
j , 
j 

I , 
2} the zero-component calculations 

for the zero-component resi stance 
1-28. 

I 

are byp~ssed {blanks are entered 
and lea~age inductance in cols. 

I 
I 
j 

I 
j 

Since the machine is Type 4, no more data is re;quired for the first ma
chine. The blank record following the coil-table records terminates the input 
for machines modeled through the U.M. algorithm. : . 

The only records left in the listing are those 
be output, plot controls and data-case termination. 
EMTP format. 

, , 
spetifying node voltages to 
Th~se are in the standard 

I 
I , 
I 

Table XIII, p 62, gives the beginning of the mod~f;ed output listing for 
the example problem. Output of the voltages to ground! at nodes aUSAS2, BUSA2, 
BUSAI and BUSMG were requested at the end of the input! data file. Output of 
the currents in phases A, 8 and C of the pseudo-trans~ission line were speci
fied by a 'I' entered in column 80 of the respective branch records. Output of 
the coil currents at the terminals of the machine was r~quested by a 'I' enter
ed in column 47 of each coil-record. Output of the ~urrents in the sources 
driving the rotor-circuit was requested by a 'l~ entered in column 80 of the 
branch records defining the sensing resistors. I 

I 
I 

Output of electromagnetic torque (TQGEN), rotor sp~ed (OMEGM) and the rel
ative angle between the rotor and the stator (THETAM) were requested by setting 
the respective flags to '}' in record 1 of the Machine table Group (group G). 

I 
l , 
j 
I 
I 

\ 

.-



.... 
J) 

/ 

i 

/ 
/ 

t 

~=~';::"~_ .• '._:'.;:';:; . _~ ,-Y-~=.-=-=':'::"~;"-:::; ":;-~'''''.h~ .. :. ":'~;:~ .. ~.::.' .. =::::..:..:;--~::.:.:";-~~_ __ 

TABLE XIII: BeglnninQ of tha OUtput Li~ting for tha Siftul,t1on .f • Doubl,-Fad 
Inductitn M.cntna. 

COLUMH HEADINGS FOR HtE Z9 EHlP OUTPUT VARIABLES 1'0LlOIol. THESE ARE ORDERED ACCOIDING TO TIlE FIVE 
I'OSSI&LE EI111' OUTPUT-VARIABLE CLASSES, AS FOLLOWS .•.. .--.--------------

FIRST ~ OUTPUT VARIABLES ARE ELECTRIC-NETWORK NODE VOLTAGES (IolITH RESPECT TO LOCAL GROUND)' 
NEXT • OUTPUT VARIABLES ARE BRANCH VOLTAGES (VOLTAGE OF UPPER NODE HINUS VOLTAGE Of LOUER NODE)I 
N£XT 7 OUTPUT VARIABLES ARE 8RANCit CURRENTS (FLOIolING fROH TH£ UPPER EHTP NODE TO THE LOUER)I 
NEXT II OUTPUT VARIA&lES PERTAIN TO DYNAI1IC SYNCliRONOUS "ACHINES, WnH NAMES GENERATED INTERNALLY 1 
NEXT 0 OUTPUT VARIABL£S BEL ONe TO 'TACS' (NOTE INTERNALLY-ADDED UPPER NAME Of PAIR). 

fIliAL 9 OUTPUT VAIUA8lES 8ELONe TO UNIVARSAL HACHINESCUH). WnK HAHES GENERATED IN1ERHAt..Lrt 
BRANCH POWER CONSUI1PTION (POWER FLOW, IF II SWITCH) IS TREATED LIKE A BRANCH VOLTAGE fOR THIS CROUPINGI 
BRANCH ENERey CONSUMPTION (ENERGY fLOW, IF A SWITCH) IS TREATED LIKE A BRANCK CURRENT fOR THIS GROUPING. 

STEP TIKE BUSAS2 BUSA'! BUSAI BUSHG . BUSAI .' BUSA2 BUSBZ 
(II'5S DUSASI '8USAS2 . BUSBSZ 
Speed) 

BUSltG BUSIIG BUSHS UI1-1 UH-I UI1-1 UH-l 
6USI1GR TEJlRA BUSl1e TQGEN OI1EGH THE TAM II'A 

CD'ftPlng tAcclller.unq ISoU,.cII (Electroft.qnetic (Rotor CRel. fiua 
Torque) To-rque .t 11) Ttrqu.) Torque) Speed) an",. Angle) 

BUSC2 
8U5CSZ 

UI1-1 
11'8 

!.w 

UH-I IJH-I UI1-1 UI1-1 d] : . . .., '"', 

IPC lEI I£l lE3 .~- .", 

\ 

• 0.400080 0.J08000E+04 0.776~6JE+04 1.267233E+03 O.184726E~03-0.219~OlE+04-0.1~1688E+03-0.181892E+04 '.117061E+04 
'.203084£+03 0.0088110E+80 O.189777E+'~ '.169468E+84 O.184726E+03 O.7aS398E~00-0.1~1688E+03-0.10189lE+04 
'.11706IE+04 0.134Z02E+04 '.B~2990E+OJ-0.219S01E+04 

'.0002011 0.299146E+04 0.778667E+04 '.26700IE+03 O.184726E+03-0.219~4ZE+04-II.S611794E+02-0.107J~IE+04 1.1129~9E+04 
0.203184£+03 8.321123E+Ol 0.189777E+04 •• 169147E+'4 0.IS4726E~03 '.S2234JE+OO-•. ~611794E+OZ-'.1.7l~IE+04 
'.112959£+04 0.133939£+04 '.8561128£+03-0.219542E+04 

2 '.0004011 0.296~96E+04 0.716369E+04 1.266767E+83 1I.1S4726E+03-8.219~S3E~04 '.398499E~02- •• 112200E+04 •• 10S21~£+04 
'.203084£+03 0.622378E+OI 0.189777E+04 0.16S846E+04 0.184726E+'3 a.S~9288E+1I0 1.398499E~'2-0.112200E+04 
0.1118215£+04 0.133476£+04 '.859046E+13-0.ZI9583E+04 . 

.. '"",,_ ... __ .' . _~ .. =e ._= .. ~,.-=~=== 

'"0 
III 

;,Q 
e 

'" Cl 
I 
tv 
0\ 

""r" 

3 0.001600 '.292358£+04 0.769636E+04 '.266533E+03 '.IS4726E+03-1.219623E+'4 '.IJ~55~£+03-'.116412E.04 '.I02S5b£~O~_~~-- ________________________ _ 
_ .t_.llJ08S£~03- 0,~-42-46...",-&*l- -( .. ·189777E ..... - -t-.1"6-a:l~~E~O ... -I ;(S4126E+I3- -.-.896ZJ4E-'-O-O- -8-.-fj~:5:5~E;'j':O ~ 116412£+04 

'.102S54[+04 0.133413E+04 0.862103E+03-0.219623E+04 
• O.OOOSOO 0.286459E+04 0.75S530E+04 '.266298£+03 0.184726E+03-0.219663£.04 1.230489E+03-1I.119962£+0'" '.969132£+03 

1.203085E+03 0.1176S4£+1I2 '.IS9777E~04 0.168292E+04 '.184726£+13 '.933179£+00 0.230489E+03-'.119942E+0'" 
'.969132E+03 0.133149E~1I4 '.S65138£.03-0.219663£+04 

5 11.001000 0.218933£+04 0.743114[~0'" O.Z66042[+03 0.18472410+03-'.219701£+04 1.32411"'E+03-1.122&31£+04 1.904199[+113 
'.20308:£+03 O.144340£~02 '.189777E+04 '.14802510+0'" 0.IS4726E+O~ . '1~4E+OII 0.324114E+03-1.12283IE+04 
'.904199£+03 0.132884E+04 0.S6S171E+OJ-0.21970IE+04 

... ~y. 

NOTE: . The bruketed lellend,; unde,. The v4lr1.ible l.bels were nat p4lrl .f the ntput l1,.t1n<;l. 
They were .dded '0 cl.rify the lnterpr.t,ti"n of tha OUlput l,balinq. 

'p;o:., 
~ .' .. -.b~ 

l 
,~ '{V/H 

./< 

_·...n1·~ . ~ ..... 
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x. PCWER COOSTRAINTS: THE EMTP LOkD Fr...cJfI 

The steady-state phasor solution for initial conditions of the electric 
network can be deter.mined so as to observe power constraints at one or more 
busses. By analogy wi th the dominant steady-state program of system planning 
departments, this has been named the "load flow" feature of the EMTP. In 
effect, it is multi-phase load flow capability (albeit in somewhat restricted 
form) that is available to the EMTP user. 

X-A. Background ~nformation about the EMTP Load Flow 

Each single-phase node of a network involves four real variables of 
interest. There are real power injection PK, reactive power injection QK, 
phasor voltage magni tude VK, and phasor voltage angle THETAK. Since there is 
one real-power and one reactive-power constraint equation for the node, this 
implies that two of these variables can be specified quite arbitrarily, and the 
other two then can be ·deter.mined by nunerical computation. Before the load flow 
was available, EMTP users could apply only the special zero-IX>wer constra int 
(wi th both PK = 13 and C1< = a, meaning no connection) • Control of non-zero 
power was only indirect, and by trial and error. But now, thanks to the new 
EMTP load flow, the user can choose among the following three constra ints for an 
EMTP source node. The user can: 

a) specify ~ and QK at the node. 'ttle EMTP then will solve for Vl< 
and THETAK. This is ordinary load modeling of conventional, single-phase load 
flow usage by system planning departments. Or, alternatively, , 

b) specify PI< and VK. The EMTP then will solve for CI< and THETAK. 
This is ordinary generator modeling of conventional, single-phase load flow 
usage by system planning departments. Or, alternatively, 

c) Specify THETAK and CI<. '!he EMTP then will solve for PK and VK. 
'Ibis thi rd and final option is seldom used. 

There 
least 
taken 
zero) • 
called 

is no limit on the nLJnber of busses that are so constrained, althou;h at 
one source should be unconstrained. The unconstrained source commonly is 
as the reference for other phasors (THETAK for this node is fixed at 

In the terminology of conventional, single-phase load flows, this is 
the "slack bus". 

For those who intend to terminate execution once the load flow is complete 
(i.-, for '!MAX non-positive), life is particularly simple. No EMTP source 
cards are required, and power constraints can be applied to any node of the 
network. The only program limitation is that the source table (List 4) must be 
sized to equal or exceed the total nunber of power-constrained nodes of the 
network. This is because one source is automatically, internally defined for 
each power-constraint card as it is read in overlay 9. 
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When.a transient simulation is to follow the EMTP load flow (i.e., if TMAX 
is positive), the user should understand that his power constraints will be 
forgotten once the time-step loop is entered. With power constraints applied 
only to nodes with Type-14 voltage sources, the angle and/or magnitude of this 
source will be automatically adjusted prior to entry into the time-step loop, 
and adjusted to correspond to the load flow solution. '!his mayor may not 
result in approxUnate continued observance of the steady-state power constraints 
during the transient simulation, of course The result is a function of 
nonlinearities, and of unpredictable transients, which are quite beyond any 
general summary. The user should simply keep in mind that load flow constraints 
only provide for the automatic, internal setting of constants (e.g., generator 
angles) at time zero, and have no other direct effect on any subsequent 
simulation. 

As presently implanented, power constraints are only allowed at nodes of 
known voltage, . or at the armature nodes of rotating ac machinery. Such 
constraints can not be applied to current sources. For cases without any 
associated transient simulation, this is not a restriction, since the required 
voltage sources are defined internally, to whatever nodes the user wants to 
apply power constraints. But for cases involving transient simulation, current 
sources are simply hot allowed (i.e., the user can not apply a power constraint 
to a current source). Perhaps the EMTP could be generalized to handle such 
cases in the future (Vol. XIII, 23 July 1983, Section II-A, page VDEL-3, middle 
paragraph), although no plans have been made as of April, 1984, as this page is 
being written. 

A power constra int of the EMTP load flow may only be appl ied at a network 
bus. The user can not constrain a line flow, nor can he constrain a group of 
line flows (the familiar area interchange control), directly. Neither is there 
any automatic adjustment of transfo~er or phase shifter taps at the present 
time. But certain limits on voltage magnitude and angle at a p:>wer-constrained 
node can be observed. First, at a load bus that normally would have both PI< 
and QK fixed, the reactive-power constraint will only be maintained wi thin 
user-specified limits on voltage VK, and the real-power constraint will only 
be held within user-specified 1Units on the angle THETAK. Second, at a 
generator bus that normally would have both PK and VI< fixed, the real-power 
constraint will only be held within user-specified limits on the angle THE!AK. 
Thi rd and finally, at a bus that normally would have both OK and THETAK 
fixed (who knows a good, short name for such a bus?), the reactive-power 
constraint will be held only within user-specified limits on voltage VK. 
Conspicuous by its absence in this list is the popular choice of system planners 
for generators: the maintenance of voltage VK with limits on reactive power QK. 

Thus far, there has been a mixture of talk about network busses and 
individual nodes: '!hese mayor may not be synonymous, for purposes of EMTP load 
flow usage. '!he possible difference is due to multi-phase constraints. The 
user can gang three nodes together, and control them as a unit, if he likes •. In 
this case, all three voltages are assumed to be balanced, positive-sequence 
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phasors. Any specified real or reactive power is a total 3-phase injection, 
which will be split equally among the three phases only if the rest of the 
problem is balanced. But if either the network or some excitation is 
unbalanced, note that the 3-phase injections will not be balanced, either. In 
addition to this conventional 3-phase usage, it is possible to drop the third 
Fhase (phase "c", which lags phase "all by 240 degrees) , so that only phases "a" 
and "b" are ganged together. This could be of use to those stooying outages 
(the loss of one phase) • 

For each netv.ork bus that is to have a power constra int, there is one EMTP 
data card that specifies the associated local control parameters. Following the 
last such data card, there is an extra card of overall control parameters, which 
shall be called the miscellaneous data card of the load flow. This data 
structure is summarized as follows: 

card for first power constraint of load flow 
, < < Etc. > > 

Card for last power constraint of load flow 
Miscellaneous data card for load flow 

One 3-phase bus requires only one source card, if the user accepts the 3-phase 
logic that this impl ies. AI ternatively, each phase could be controlled 
separately, thereby requiring three EMTP data cards. In any case, taken 
together, all such cards consti tute data peculiar to the EMTP load flow - data 
that affects no other aspect of the simulation. This data follows the blank 
card ending sources (Section VII), and it precedes the initial condition cards 
for the electric netv.ork (if any; see Section XI) and the node voltage output 
requests (Section XII) • 

If the user wants such EMTP load flow capabil i ty, he must declare his 
intention early, before the miscellaneous data cards. This is done using a 
special-request card reading "FIX SOURCE" (see Section II-A). 

All data for the EMTP load flow are read within overlay 9 by the single 
EMTP load flow module, SUB ROlJI'INE FXSOUR. Module II FXSOURn conta ins all 
logic for the network solution that observes the user-specified power 
constra ints • M impedance matr ix algor i thm is used, but wi th a complete 
simul taneous solution (rather than the adj ustment of one equation at a time) , 
which allows the exploitation of the already-calculated and triangularized nodal 
admittance matrix [YJ. The solution is iterative, then, with convergence less 
than certain, and not always speedy. But, for practical, realistic cases of 
corrmon interest, performance has been found to be good, so any user who really 
wants to begin his transient simulations with given power flows is urged to give 
the EMTP load flow a try. As long as X/R ratios are reasonable (do not try the 
EMTP load flow for purely resistive networks!), and a solution exists, and the 
guess is not unreasonable, then there would seem to be a good chance of success. 

Iterative convergence of the EMTP load flow is monitored on LUNIT6, where 
the largest correction of each iteration is displayed, 20 nunbers per line, as 
these are calculated. There also is an option (see the load flow miscellaneous 
data parameter NNNOur) for the parallel output of the nunbers of the power 
constraints that produced these largest corrections. Numbering of this 
identification corresponds one-for-one with the user-inputted data cards. As an 

~ example of such output, consider the first eight colunns of the first two rows 
~, of twenty, which might appear as follows (taken from BENCHMARK DC-26): 

Max del-V: .2192.2158 .1861 .1597 .137 .1176 .1013 .0896 
Source No. -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -3 

LJ Qt 
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The variable changes are always positive (absoute values are used), with any 
negative s~gn shifted to the integer 2nd row where there is more room. This was 
the case for DC-26 (the largest initial corrections were in fact negative as 
shown) • Note that convergence is slow (a characteristic of the "crLlmly" Z
matrix iteration that is used), and that the generator having the worst 
correction is always the same (DC-26 involves just a single load flow source) • 
If program output goes to the disk, then the user will not see such output until 
later, so timing is irrelevant. But if LUNIT6 output goes to a computer 
monitor, then the timing of the display is important. At most 20 iterations (a 
full line) will occur between such load flow outputs, thereby assuring the user 
that the computation is progressing. '!'he user has control over the frequency of 
this output (variable NFLOUT of the load flow miscellaneous data card which 
will be described shortly) • For some computers (those allowing overprinting 
with the "lH+" carriage control characters) , the user can see the result at the 
end of each iteration, when one more number is added to the output buffer (a 
full output line) • 

It is important that the load flow user check for convergence, since as 
presently implemented, the EMTP simulation will continue whether the iteration 
has converged or not! Should not all of the user-supplied control tolerances be 
met, a \ttarning message will be printed. But execution will not be stopped. 

The load flow user may have special interest in knowing the solution at his 
power-constrained busses. Such special output is possible via variable NPRINT 
of the load flow miscellaneous data card (the final card of load flow data) • 
Such output precedes the phasor branch flows, with the following being a 
representative sample taken from the solution to BENCHMARK DC-26. No~? 
convergence in 133 iterations, and truncation on the right (the reactive power 
column is missing) : 

Exit the load flow iteration loop with counter 
Row Node Name Voltage mag Degrees 

4 8 Al 0.ll3901E+02 -30.0002 
5 9 Bl 0.ll3901E+02 -150.0002 
6 10 Cl 0.ll3901E+02 89.9998 

NEKITE = 133. 
Real power 

0. 399872E+02 
QJ.399872E+e2 
o .399872E+02 

If no wa rn ing 
Reactive power 
-0.450736E+e1 
-0.450736E+01 
-0.450736E+01 

Yet there really is nothing special to see, since such phasor values have always 
been available via the regular steady-state pr intout (e.g. , by the display of 
injections which follow phasor branch flows) • 

Examples of EMTP load flow usage can be found in standard test cases 
BENCFf.1ARK OC-25 and DC-26, which involve synchronous machines. Since the 
Type-59 S.M. is represented by nothing other than three Type-14 sinusoidal 
sources in the steady-state, it is trivial to apply power constraints to these 
using EMTP load flow capability. '!he U.M. is not quite so simple, due to its 
generality; but it, too, is now compatible with the EMTP load flow for induction 
and synchronous modes, as docLmented in Prof. Lauw's paper (Ref. 22, May 1984) • 

X-B. Formats for EMTP Load Flow Data cards 

First, .there must be one data card for each power constraint. Ordering of 
these cards is arbi tary.. Each such data card is to be keyed accord ing to the 
followinq rules: 

(~. 

~ .• ) 
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C 1 2 3 4 5 
C I 3456781901234/5678ge 112345678901234561789012345678901 2( 
C I I I I I 1-
I21 A6 I A6 I A6 I E16.0 I E16.0 I Continued 

below C I 1--1---1 I I-
NK BtEl BtE2 BUS3 PK or CI< OK or VK 

678 
134567890112345678190123415678901 
1 I / 1---1 
1 E8.0 1 E8.0 I E6.0 1 E6.0 I 
I 1- 1------1------1 

VMIN VMAX T~IN THMAX 

NK (columns 1-2) is the type code of power constraint. Oloose among: 
•• 0" to constra in PK and CI< (wi th unknown VI< and THETAK) i n 1 " to 
constrain PK and VK (with unknown OK and ~K)i "2" to constrain OK 
and THETAK (with unknown PK and VK). 

BUSl (columns 3-8) is the first of up to three names of network nodes 
that are involved in this po'Wer constraint. For single-tilase usage, leave BUS 2 
and BUS 3 blank. But for 3-P'lase usage (the other comnon case) , name the three 
nodes in natural, positive-sequence order: first "a", then "b", and finally 
n c" • 

BUS2 (colutlns 9-14) is the 2nd of up to three names of network nodes that 
are involved in this power constraint. See BUSI. 

BtE3 (columns 15-20) is the 2nd of up to three names of network nodes 
that are involved in this po'Wer constraint. See StEle 

PI< or 'mETAK (collJnns 21-36) is the first of two constraint values. In 
case injected real power PK is to be constrained (for constraint type NEK = 0 
or 1), key the desired value in units of po'Wer (units of voltage times units 
of current, whatever that might be for the user's problen) • For a mul ti-phase 
constraint, this is the total of the two or three individual injections at the 
bus of interest.. AI ternatively, for the remaining, less-comnon case having 
constraint type NEK = 2, key the desired fixed Iilase angle THETAK in units 
of [degrees] .. 

OK or VI< (coll.lt1ns 37-52) is the second of two constraint values. In 
case injected reactive power OK is to be constrained (for constraint type 
NEK = 0 or 2) , key the desi red val ue in uni ts of po'Wer ( uni ts of vol tage 
times uni ts of current, whatever that might be for the user's problem) • For a 
multi-phase constraint, this is the total of the two or three individual 

; \ injections at the bus of interest. Alternatively, for the remaining, case 
J having constraint type NEK = 1, for fixed VK, key the desired value in units 

of peak voltage. 

// rJ 7 
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VMIN (colunns 53-60) is the minimum voltage VK, for those cases where 
voltage is not fixed. That is, this input is used for constraint type NEK = ~ 
or 2. '!he keyed value is to be in units of peak voltage. A blank or zero 
means that no minimun will be imp:Jsed. 

VMAX (columns 61-68) is the maximum voltage VK, for those cases where 
vol tage is not fixed. '!hat is, this input is used for constra int type NEK = ~ 
or 2. '!he keyed value is to be in units of peak voltage. A blank or zero 
means that no maximum will be imp:Jsed (internally, infinity becomes the limit) • 

THMIN (columns 69-74) is the minimum angle ~K for those cases where 
the angle is not fixed. '!hat is, this input is used for constraint type 
NEK = 0 or 1. '!he keyed value is to be in units of [degrees). A blank or 
zero means that no minimlltl will be imp:Jsed (internally, THMIN is set to minus 
infinity) • 

'I'HMIN (columns 75-80) is the maximum angle THETAK for those cases where 
the angle is not fixed. '!hat is, this input is used for constraint type 
NEK = 0 or 1. '!he keyed value is to be in units of r degrees] • A blank or 
zero means that no maximun will be imp::>sed (internally, THMIN is set to 
infini ty) • 

'!he interpretation of this power constraint card confinns only the first 4 
of 6 total floating p::>int parameters (columns 21-68). The following 
illustration has been taken from the 1st half of BENCHMARK DC-25: 

C 1 2 345 6 7 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C -I------~------------
FIX. 2.803E~9 1. 383E+09 2. 000E+04 2.500E+94 1 MACA1 MACB1 MACCI 2803 

After the last such poYJer constra int card, add the following miscellaneous 
ata card of the load flow, which is recognized by the leading blank field (cols. 
-8 unused): 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 
C 345678 r90123456 178901234 156789012134567890112345678190 123456 !78901234 1 

C 1- 1- I I 1- 1- 1- 1 
I IS I I8 I IS I I8 I ES.0 I EB.0 I EB.0 I 

C I I . I 1- 1 I 1- ! 
C ~OtJI' NITERA NFLOtJI' NPRINT RALCHK CFITEV CFITFA 

NNNOUT (columns 9-16) is a binary flag for control of additional 
interactive output during the load flow iteration. A value of unity will add 
variable identification in parallel with the always-present interactive output 
of the largest variable correction at each iteration. The preceding explanation 
of convergence monitoring illustrated such usage. But if no such identification 
of the worst corrections is desired, and if the sign of the corrections is of no 
interest, key zero or blank. 

NITERA (columns 17-24) is a bound on the number of iterations of the load 
flow. Any non-positive entry will be given a default value of 500. 
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NFLOt1r (columns 25-32) is the buffer size for accumulating the output 
that is associated with the interactive convergence monitoring (the largest 
correction at each iteration) • My non-p:>sitive value, or any value in excess 
of 20, will be set equal to the default value of 20. Since exactly 20 numbers 
fit on a line, a value of 20 corresponds to waiting for a line to be filled 
before the. user is shown any of the contents. Positive values less than 20 
generally should be used only for computers having electronic monitors that 
honor the "lH+" carriage control (for overprinting) , since this is the device 
that is used to avoid line feeds after outputs of partial lines. A value of 20 
is always best for solutions that the user is not watChing. 

NffiINT (columns 33-40) is a binary flag that allows for the selection or 
suppression of special tabular printout for the nodes with power constraints. 
Key LUlity to obtain output of such values (VK, 'l"HEimK, PK, Ct<), or zero (or 
blank) to suppress it. 

RALCHK (columns 41-48) is a relative convergence tolerance that controls 
the accuracy of the solution. For termination of the iteration, all Fewer 
mismatches must be less than RALCHK times the largest scheduled Fewer (ei ther 
PK or QK) of the network. A non-Fesitive value will be taken as a request for 
the default tolerance 1/1"0. 

CFITEV (columns 49-56) is an acceleration factor associated with the 
conversion of a change in reactive Fewer to a change in voltage magnitude. See 
Ref. 43 for a more precise definition. In the absence of knowledge about this 
parameter, leave the field blank (which represents a request for the defaul t 
value of 2/10). CFrrEA (columns 57-64) is an acceleration factor 
associated with the conversion of a change in real power to a change in voltage 
angle. See Ref. 43 for a more precise definition. In the absence of knowledge 
about this parameter, leave the field blank (which represents a request for the 
defaul t value of 2.5). 

The interpretation of this miscellaneous data card of the load flow 
confirms only the first 5 of 7 total parameters (thro~h column 48) • The 
following illustration has been taken from the 1st half of BENCHMARK DC-25: 

C 1 2 3 4 567 
C 345678901234567890l2345678901234567890123456789~12345678901234567890123456 
C 1------
Load flow iter. 1 500 20 0 0.10E-02 I 1 
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XI. CARre FOR OVERRIDING INITIAL CONDITIONS 

Thesecarcis are used only if the user wants to su.pply initial conditions himself • 
The transients program starts from correct initial conditions as long as everything 
was zero at t <0 or if an ac steady-state existed at t < 0 (the latter is simply 
indicated by TSTART < 0 on sinusoidal source cards) 

Initial conditions that are neither zero nor ac steady-state must be supplied as 
input. Any initial conditions that are provided through input will override the 
respeotive zero-or ac-steady-state initial conditions computed by the program. 
There are two cases where the user might want to supply the initial conditions: 

a) Continuation of a previously run case, where a oontinuation beyond 
t was already contemplated. The oontinuation can either use the 

max 

same At or a changed ~t. Continuation is handled by having the 
preceding run punch the voltages anci currents at the very last step. 

Then simply use this data deck in the new run 
(no blank card at end!). Note that continuation works only if 

(1) the passive network has not been changed between the 
previous and the new run, including the order in which 
the branch cards are read in t and 

(2) there are no branches with distributed parameters (in 
this· case the punching in the previous run would have 
been interrupted) .. 

b) New Case: If the user knows the initial conditions for a new case, he 
can supply them as part of the input. This could be used to start a 
case from steady-state conditions with more frequencies than the 
fundamental (example: steady-state performance with a number of 
super-imposed harmonic sources); however, the user has to find the 
initial conditions himself (an extension of the automatic ac steady
state solution to the case of super-imposed sinusoidal sources with 
differing frequencies is planned). Note that zero initial conditions 
or ac steady-state conditions at only one frequency are automatically 
handled by the program. *) 

a) RULES: 

Trap charge: Supply all voltage values at nodes with trap charge 
(steady state frequency = 0 or blank on ver,y first voltage card). 
Supply cards for currents in linear branches having trap charges 
(only node names must be listed and fields A, B, C, D are lett blank 
if' initial currents are zero). 

(1) In networks containing branches with distributed parameters, only 
dc or ac~steady-state solutions can be used as initial conditions. 
In this case, all initial voltages and currents must be specified as 
phasor values x(O)+jy(O), where x(O) is the instantaneous value at 
t • 0 (note that the magnitude of the pbasor quantity is the crest 
value and not the rms value). Punch the steady-state frequency into 
the ver,y first card with an initial node voltage on it. 

-*-)-'It~"-c..rL!""'~-~-o.O\&--t-o let ~. prasram a.rt~e ""i.tU:lQ. (onclitionl. wh."l"ItI'r possi.ble...) -ihat '5 fot' Clt Stead!j'£bUe 
_) o.s well as -For cit. stea.d.~ .ato±e . 'It'\ i~ ltl'\:ler ca.se) use tosin~ f'undia"s W\\~ ~ \~..,. 'T~\k.1\~ ~ 

')~1't\v.\oie de sou.~. ~:. c. 00' H. ~o..-k.ed... V~~ Uo)di i ..... ~u.sli.'-S ~ -\:h~ ~"3)C:. ~c:\.~<::' lY\\e'f"·h~. 
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(2) In networks without distributed parameters, any initial conditions 
are acceptable. In this case, all initial voltages and currents are 
specified as instantaneous values x(O) (ignore format fields provided 
for the imaginary part y(O) of phasor values and the steady-state 
frequency as described in rule 1). 

(3) Stack cards for initial conditions in the following order: Cards for 
node voltages ("2 ft in column 2), then cards for currents in linear 
branches ("3" in column 2), and finally cards for currents in nonlinear 
and time-varying branches (ft4" in column 2). This order is mandatory t 
since the program computes initial conditions in a branch from the 
currents on the card plus the node voltages already read in. If cards 
for node voltages were read in behind cards for branch currents, then . 
the program would 8SSWIII vol ta.ges zero at both ends of the branch. l~ 1.~ 
Clf1t p'Q.ro.\fel bro.nches w~'rh \clQI\\ital 1\Ocl.. pai'-s, t\ot.-r\. \'f\\~ (andi..hfW\S on 'p\e ":!>- ... CQ.T4s~O \",'=0 
Gfle b1"Q.ftch .ot\\~ J ~Q.W\fc\~ """,\a t~9 ,i\'1l.\ (Yne em:'\)lI.~o.. \'t\ ""e b~ \ist. In ~en~ ~~i.s' 
pfOd.u.t't.$ ""tans 'nil.ia.\. c:o"d.i.~\~Y'\S <"p\~e C~1\tQ,t.\:. ~~ ""t'\.\\t'~ AY\Q.\'5"" \l..--.\.t ,~ih~ ~b\~ 
c:omu ~. n ,~ a. ... a't'\\~ 2. ~o:nct\.s ~1'\ f.\O,"",\\e\ , "'~ "\tn., P""O~.W\ ~ ~~ a:llo,ciec:l b~ 

~~ ~ 
\ .. ~\~,~ ~ b1'O.MH& ""'~~~o.~~~~ s~~ 

1:. ., -. -C.~TTe.t\ts '!' "."l'"e.~ a."c.l ~~\ h"o.W\Ot "R. '\0 Lo" 

t! -:...:--.:: = :::::=-~ -\-i~e .. "o."~\1\~ b"a.,,~S .. u.NW.. l~~ ~:e-"~ 
.z.. - t.JIA""1"e,,'\s '" \i".a.., ~.$ L -\0 R . Thl.i. 'Y'Y\a..~es 

.1_ \'- ~~ '1. b'tQ.~ • .s 
---- - 1\G...: "., .~CL~ o.ts~", w.s~."o\e ~~ 

~\w It ~II • cQ. ..... $ ') . 

FORMAT: 

Card for node voltages ("2" in column 2): 

f in \-\:, O~ ~ iTs\ 
cn,.A. i" t.l,i'S ~~ ~~ 
"~e 'ta\'\Ct Ct.",ds 

(2) Card 

f - stead~-8tate frequency (punCh only on very first 
card, and only in cases where branches with 
distributed parameters are present) 

RefE(O)}+jImfE{O)} - phasor Toltage at t - 0 (rulel~ 
e~O) - instantaneous voltage at t - 0 (rule 2) 

for linear branch currents (I. ~tt in column 2l: 
1-1 1-' , -Itt- t'S -2." 1t1- ... It "tS-S'\ (,a ... ..," I ~ 1st ~~Er·~:~ I ~ B C l:> 

e,s..~ e \~." ~1'S.~ E. \S.i Aft., A' 

Sequence of node names on this card and on associated branch card 
(section 1.2) must be identical (example: if branch card says ttL" to 
"Rn, then punoh "L" to "Rtt and not "R'· to "L"). 

a) Lumped series R-L-C: I No card n~ces8ary if branch is purely 
resistive (L -0, -C - 0) or lof current through branch plus 

~ 

, .. /"1 I 
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capacitor voltage are both zero; otherwise punch 

. 
--...lk 

ik,m(O) in A 

eCAP(O) in B 

k ,m t 
~f--em 

b) Single or multiphaseTr-eguivalent: 

m 

Punch i k (0) in A ,m 

.. ik,o(O) in B 

. i (0) in C m,o 

--------
Data-input listing interpretation 
of the 1st distributed-parameter 
line card reads "LINEAR I." 
interpretation on the 2nd and 
later such cards of a multi-phase 
line reads "DISTRIB. I. H "'----------------_____ -_........0:' 

This card must be punched in case of non-zero terminal voltages, 
even if all currents are zero; otherwise all initial conditions 
in the circuit, including charges on the capacitors, will be set 
to zero. 

For multiphaseTr-eqaivalents, punch a card for each phase in same 
phase sequence as branch cards were read in. Here, i k a is the 
total shunt current going to ground and the other phases. 

c) Single or mul tiphase line with distributed L' , C I : 

_Ikt J:I!- Punch: Re(Ik) in A 

Im(Ik) in B 

Re(Im) in C 

Im(I ) in D m 

See rule 1 why phasor values must be given. This card must be 
punched in case of non-zero terminal voltages, even if all currents 
are zero. For multiphase lines, punch a card for each phase in same 
sequence as branch cards were read in. 

(3) Card for nonlinear and time currents ("4" in column 2): 

"t' k",. 
'1.Y\ t\1~i.\$·o~ "otto. 'I- S 
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Incomplete initial-condition specification capability (WARNING) 

< Unfortunately, the manual specification of initial conditions 
is nQ! possible at the present time for many EMTP components. 

Specifically excluded are the following components: 

a) Saturable "TRANSFORMER" component of Section IV-E 

b) Recursive convolution frequency-dependent line modeling of 
Section IV-D-4. Well, actually, sinusoidal initial 
condi tions (past hi story) II possible, for those who know 
how. But the format shall not be explained here. 

c) Type-99 pseudo-nonlinear resistance of Section V-A 

d) Type-98 pseudo-nonlinear "reactor of Section V-B 

e) Type-97 staircase resistance of Section V-C 

f) Type-19 dynamiC Universal Machine (U.M.j of Sect. IX ; 

g) Type-16 controlled dc voltage source of Section VII-B 

h) Dypamic s,ynchronous machine (S.M.) components of Section VIII 

i) TACS modeling of Section III. 

Hence, for typical, modern production studies, the manual specification (over
ride) of in! tial conditions is .rull. possible. This is as of May, 1980 
( "M27." idents). 

As for the future, plans are to expand the initial condition input 
capability so as to handle all possible EMrP components under all possible 
conditions. Yet, it is not expected that the user will actually punch such 
initial condition cards himself, manually. For one thing, the operation is 
tricky and error prone at best, based on BPA experience; for large cases, it 
is extremely tedious; and for non-sinusoidal past history of distributed 
components or delay lines, the data is voluminous and impossible to calculate 
by hand anyway. SOt such initial condition cards will be punched by the E!t!l'P 
itself, as terminal conditions of a simulation which has been stopped by the 
user. This capability is seen to be a crucial ingredient of a real-time 
EMTP simulator package, which will be fully interactive. Stay tuned! 

==================================================== 
Retraction of plans for initial-condition completion 
==================================================== 

The preceding hopeful paragraph remained true until the spring of 
1981, when a new concept of interactive control was discovered. This 
is what we now refer to as "EMTP simulators" ---- implemented for our 
VAX-II using shared COMMON. See the 38-page memo which begins Vol. XI 
EMTP Memoranda for a complete description (Ref. 8, 17 July 1981, 
pagination IEEO). Separate program "EMTPSPY" provides the 
interactive control and observation. 

Current thinking is that "EMTPSPY" allows enough interactive 
control and modification so as to doom the completion of initia1-
condition usage as at the top of this page. It has the advantage of 
avoiding a 2nd or later pass though overlays 1-15, thereby making the 
continuation almost instantaneous. The interactive control and 
observation is '~ar more powerful, for those variables which are not 
buried within derived symbols. On the other hand, buried variables 
can not practically be changed yet, so structural modifications to 
unearth critical parameters of interest (e.g., "DELTAT") are now 
being considered. Anyway, pre-198I plans have been abandoned. 
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XII. OUTPUT-VARIABLE SPECIFICATION CARDS 

The time response of the electric network being solved is available for 
the user's inspection via any of the four procedures which follow: 

Output type r:Labulated decimal numbers, from the line printer. 

Output type 2 Graphs produced on the line printer (so-called 
"printer plotting" of the solution). 

Output type 3 Pen and ink graphs, produced by the Calcomp x-y 
plotter. 

Output type 4 Graphs drawn on a CRT screen 

In any case, the user can only look at variables for which output requests 
have been made as part of the data case. The procedure for doing this depends 
upon whether a conventional single deter.ministic simulation is involved, or on 
the contrary, a statistical overvoltage study: 

Variable values for-voltages, currents, powers, and/or energies are computed 
by the EMTP at discrete time instants t = 0 t ~t, 2 At, etc. Such values 
are then either printed (with frequency controlled by miscellaneous data parameter 
"IOUT"; see Section II-B), or they are written to disk via logical unit number 4 
with frequency tt IPLOT" (miscellaneous data parameter; see Section II-B), for 
purposes of later plotting after the simulation is finished. In any esse, any 
variables to so be outputed must be specified by the user, as follows: 

~ode voltage outnut 

As per Point a-7 of Section 1. , the user must input one or more cards 
specifyir~ all node names for which he will print or plot the node voltages (voltage 
'to ground). 

a) 

b) 

All node volta2es desired: Punch a single output specification card, with 
just a Ill" in column 2 do ~ terminate with a blank. ca.rd. 

Select! ve node-voltage outPUt: List the node names on one or more cards 
which have columns 1-2 blank, with at least the first field (variable BUSl 
read from columns 3-8) non-blank. Terminate such cards by a blank card. 

BU51 
--a- .~ .• 

! 
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Note that of the 13 potential fields per card, only the first must always 
be non-blank (except for the terminating blank card, of course); otherwise 
fields can raadomly be left blank, and will be passed over. For example, 
the following three cards request node-voltage output for the six nodes 
named. ALPHA, BETA, GANHA, DELTA, PSI, AND ZETA : 

i· LPttA rE'T~ ~ ,' ... , .. ~ 
A~MA ' 
E ~ TAPS I £,~. _ .. -.... { , ; .. 

:6:>~ ~ : --.. ---t.------

c) No node VOltages desired: Supply just a single blank card (which is taken 
as the blank card ending the non-existant 
selective node-voltage specification cards). 

Branch outputs 

Branches and/or switches which are to have output were flagged by column-BO 
punches as the branch cards were inputted; hence no further specification is 
required at ~s point. 

The printed heading for branch-variable output consists of pairs of node 
names, one above the other. This ordering (upper to lower) indicates the polarity 
of the output. Suppose that node k represents the upper node of the pair, and 
node m the lower one; then 

a) Branch voltage output is vkm(t) = vk(t) - vm(t) 

b) Branch current output is ikm(t) , the flow from 
node k to node m. 

BUS K 
BUS 1·1 

Sample headir~ 
For non-switch elements, power and energy which are outputted 
represent the consumption (loss or storage) of the branch, the 
net flow into the branch from time zero (t=O) up to the time in question. 
For switches, the power and energy are flows through the switch: 

c) SWitch power output is Pkm(t) = Pk(t) - Pm(t) = vk(t)aikm(t) 

d) Switch energy output is Ekm(t) = ~tPk:n(~) d' 

NOTE: 

IZ 

In addition to just-mentioned column-80 p~nches, use:s can 
request branch and switch outputs along wlth node-voitage 
outputs. The format for this added alternate branch and 
switch output capability is as follows: 

Bran e-hes $w.tehes: 
NAMt NIf~l NAM3 rJAM N,4M~ NA~" ..... 
At At ,4k /1£-. 

/ 

·Ai~- Itb~- ••• 
1_ 2 k 



) 

a) {-1 ___ > 
ITYPE = -2 ---> 

-3 ---> 
- -4 ---> 
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Only current outputs for branches or switches ~. 
Only voltage outputs for' branches or switches 
Current and voltage outputs for branches or switches 
Power and energy outputs for branches or switches 

b) List the A-character names of branches or switches 
on one or more cards beginning in column 3. Of the 13 potential 
names per card, any blank ones will be ignored by the program. 

c) The user can mix any branch or switch output request cards with any 
node voltage output request cards. 

d) If selective node voltage output requests exist, then one 
blank card is needed to terminate the specification of EMTP output 
variables. 

e) On the other hand, if the user has requested the output of all EMTP 
node voltages by means of a "l"-punch in column 2, then: 

1) If this "l"-punched card is the last output request card, 
then do not follow by a blank card. But on the other hand, 

2) If this "lfl-punched card is not the last output request card, 
columns 3 through 8 of this card must be non-blank. Also l a 
terminating blank card must follow the last EMTP output 
request card. 

Following are two examples of the output request cards: 

Plotting creates no special problem, unless output for parallel 
branches should be requested. Then as per Rule 3 of Section XIV, only 
the first current (energy) output of the two in parallel is accessible 
to the user at the present time. Later, when plotting is extended 
to permit variable identification by branch or switch name, this 
limitation will be removed. 
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As a practical restriction, the above limitation is not serious. One can 
always insert a near-zero-resistance branch thereby eliminating any parallel 
cor.Jlection. F or example, should power P{ t ~ and energy E ( t ) be desired ! or 
a nonlinear resistance ---- in addition to the branch current and voltage ----
the configuration shown below could be used. Resistance p~ is chosen to be 
"srrail, II ir. a.ccord with the rule concerning system-dependent mird.mum values 
(see Sect. IV-A). Current output (a I-punch in column 80) is requested on the 

branch card for resistance R2 • Resistance Rl can be chosen to be very 
large, and branch voltage output is to be requested for it (a 2-punch in column 
80). The nonlinear elauent has a 4-punch in column 80, to give its power and 
energy consumption. 

Rotating Machinery (S.M. and U.M.) and 'mCS Outputs 
-----------------

resistance 
used to 
sample branch 
current. 

Arbitrarily large resistance 
used to sample voltage 
across branch. The legal 
maximum depends upon 
computer system, as per 
Section IV-A. 

In all, there are five general groupings of variables for EMTP printed 
output of the time--step loop. In 'order of appearance, these are: 1) voltages 
(both node and branch); 2) branch currents; 3) S.M. variables; 4) TACS 
variables; and finally, 5) U.M. variables. A pair of 6-character names is 
used to identify each output variable, althou;h for node voltages, the second 
name is blank. '!he nunber of variables in each of these five classes of 
variables will be printed by the EMTP, provided the nunber is positive. '!he 
absence of a class total means that no such variables exist. For example, the 
U.M. simulation of BE.N:l-MARK DC-34 only involves 3 of the 5 classes. '!he 
head iog for the time--step loop of this simulation beg ins as follows (truncated 
to 8~ columns for ease of printing) : 

Colunn headings for the 20 EMTP output variables follow. 'lhese are divided 
First 5 output variables are electric-network voltage differences (uppe 
Next 6 output variables are branch currents {flowing from the upper no 
Final 9 output variables pertain to '!ype-19 U.M. comiX>nents (names are 

Output requests for rotating machinery and 'mCS are a part of the data 
specifying such modeling, and can not be requested separately by a request of 
the present section. Names are generated internally in all three cases. 'n1e 
simplest scheme is that of 'mCS, for Which the first of the two 6-character 
names is a1 ways the constant "'meS" • 'n1e S.M. and U.M. names are more 
involved, Slnce' the rotating machine nunber must be inclu::led. Yet all such 
names should be self-explanatory. Exanples are "MACH 3" for the first name of 
a variable belonging to the third '!ype-59 S.M., and "UM-12 It for the first 
name of a variable belonging to the 12-th U.M. 
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XIII. TYPE-1 SOURCE DEFINITIONS: EACH TIME STEP, 1 VAlliE PER SOURCE 

Section VII-A explained that Type-l sources are empirically defined by the 
user, and can nunber as many as the user wants. Actually, such sources can 
fi rst be defined empi r ically this way, and then IXlssibly mod ified analytically 
by user-supplied FORTRAN of SUBROlTl'INE AN.l\LY'I'. First, consider the empirical 
definition (the next two paragraphs) • 

Type-1 sources of Section VII-A are empirically defined, wi th the user 
obliged at each time step to supply one source value (a nunber) for each source. 
Such numbers are read as 10E8.0 info~ation, with the data of a new time step 
always beginning on a new card as shown. Use as many cards as necessary (11-20 
Type-1 sources will require two such cards per time step, 21-30 will require 3, 
etc.) • 

C 1 2 3 
C 345678190123456/789012341567890121 
C ---1----1----1 I (one nLl1\ber per 

ES.0 I E8.0 1 E8.0 1 E8.0 I Etc. Type-l source, in 
C ---I 1---1 I order of sources) 
C 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

Within each time step, order of the source values is critical. It is the user's 
responsibility to see that order of these source values corresponds to input 
order of the Type-1 sources. Remember, relative order is the only way the 
program can associate nunerica1 values with sources. If there is a time beyond ~~ 
which all source functions are identically zero, such input cards can be ~ 
terminated by a 9999-card (keyed in colunns 5-8) • For sample usage, refer to 

.. ) SEl-lCfI-1ARK 02-6 and CC-42. 

The interpretation of data cards defining Type-l sources empirically is 
illustrated by the final four such lines of BENCHMARK DC-42. Note that the 
last of these is the bounding 9999-card: 

C 1 234 5 6 
C 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345 
C 1------
More Type-l sources, numbers 1 onward. 1 0.0 
More Type-l sources, nunbers 1 onward. 1-.430000 
More Type-l sources, nll'nbers 1 onward. I -.2 
End last input card for Type-1 sources. 1 9999 

User-supplied FORTRAN that is associated with the special-request word 
"ANALYTIC SOURCES USAGE" (see Section II-A) next can be used to define or 
modify the values of empirically-defined source functions of 'IyPe 1. In fact, 
it can be used to define or modify the values of any sources, not just Type-1 
sources. It is user-supplied SUBROl1I'INE A~LYT that does the job, as called 
by .. SllBTS3" • Note carefully that SUBROtrrINE ANALYT is CALLed after the 
empirical definition in the case of Type-1 sources. Any user wanting to supply 
his own "ANt\LYT" must first write the FCRTRAN, of course, then compile it, and 
finally linkage edit it with the rest of EMTP. Because this may not be a 
trivial operation for the computer of interest, and/or it may involve logistics 
that are difficul t for the user, II ~LY'I'" is not much used anymore. It dates 
back to earlier times when the EMTP was much smaller (and hence more quickly 
linkage-edited, and stored in multiple versions) • For an illustration of such 
usage, however, see BENCifv1AAK DC-6. 
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XXI The Output specification cards 

-The time response of the electric network being solved is available for the 
user's inspection via one of the following three procedures; 

- "LUNIT6-output" ; tabulated decimal numbers, on the line printer. 

- "batch mode plotting"; be it printer plot, Calcomp plot or screen plots 
(highly dependent of the computer system in use; refer to soction I .. F' for 
more detailed information). ' 

- "PL4-file"; can be used for later processing on printer, plotter or screen 
via interactive plotting programs TPPLOT and WINDOWPLOT (if such feature is 
provided for the computer system in use; refer to section I-F for more 
detailed information). -

The user can only look at variables for which an outpQt request has been made 
as part of the simulation run. The procedure for doing this depends upon whether 
a conventional single deterministic simulation is involved, or on the contrary, 
a statistical overvoltage study is of concern. 

, -

, Values for voltages. currents'IPowers and energies are computed by the simulatlon ,', 
part of the EMTP program at discrete time instants t· o. lH. 2L\t ..... Such values are 
then either printed on LUNIT6, (with frequency controiled by the miscellaneneous 
data parameter "lOUT") or they are written to disk via logical unit number 4. (with 
the frequency "IPLOT") for purposes of later plotting after the simulation is 
finished {see section 11-8 for details on miscellaneous parameters 10trr. IPLOT and 

I ICAT).In both cases, any-variable to be output must be specified by the "4ger. ' 

Following output request exist : 

- node voltage output 
- branch output (branch voltage, branch current, power or energy) 

Let us now discuss in more detail pow to obtain the required output. 

XII.1 Hgde voltage gutput 

As explained in section I-I. the user must iinputone or IIIQre cards specifying 
all the node names for which he wants to have printed or plotted node voltage· 
output. . ' . . 
Distinction should be made between two cases: all nodes, or node selectionj 

- If all node voltages are requested. the user should 'punch one specification 
'card with a ttl" in column 2. Do not terminate with a 'blank card. 

- If a selective list of the node voltages is reqUired, the user should list 
the node names on one or more cards which have the first 2 columns blank. 
See figure. All cards' mUB t have columns 3 to 8 non-blank. The list is 
terminated, by a blank card. 
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I € 
I 

IE ~ ! 
l' t~ I ( ~ ·<1 f 'c Ie 1,1' I ( C I' 

; c 1< I d~le ~ ; lei C ,! Ie 
Names of nodes having voltage output 

BUS1 BUS2 BUS3 BUS4 BUSS BUS6 BUS7 BUS8 8US9 BUS10 BUS11 BUS12 BUS:i 3 

A6 A6 A6 A6 A6 A6 A6 A6 A6 A6 A6 A6 A6 
I 

Note: Only the first of the 13 potential fields per card must be 
non-blank. All other fields may be randomly left blank. 

- if no node voltages are required, just supply a single blank" card. 

XII,2 Branch or switch output 

Following are possible branch and switch outputs : 

'.~ branch voltage (voltage difference between begin and end node) 

'·'branch curr~nt 

-; branch po~er .. 

, ." branch power 

; branch energy 

, , .' 

There are two ways to request such output. 

', .. ,t 

The first m~thod is to'flag such output- in column-SO of the branch cards at 
input time; hence-no further.specification is required at this point (see seeM on 
IV for details). . 

.. 

Another method is to request branch and switch outputs along with node-voltage 
outputs. The format for this added a1 ternate branch and switch output is as e; 
follows: .. ( 

NAM1 NAM2NAM3 NAM4 NAM5 NAM6 NAM7 NAMa NAM9 NAM10 NAM1' NAM12 

12 A6 AS AS . A6 A6 A6 A6 

PARAMETERS: 

TY= - 1 ~ request for only current output 
-2 ~ request for only voltage output 

A6 A6 

-3 ~ request for both voltage and current output 
- 4 ~ reques t for power and energy ou tpu t 

AS A6 A6 

- 5 ~ reques t to ealeula te vol tage di frerenees between a pair of node nam.es. 
irrespective whether or not these two nodes are actually conne :ted 
via a branch 



A list of 6-character names of branches or switches on one or more cards, 
beginnning at column 3. The user can mix any branch or switch card with any node 
voltage output request card. One blank card is needed to terminate the specification 
of the EMTP output requests. 

Note: If the user has specified the "all node voltage" card, this card (with. 
a "1" in column 2) must be the terminating card and no blank ending .card is allowed. 

Following are 2 examples of the output request cards 

123.567890123.56189012345676901234567890 •••. 

-lBilCHl BIICHl 
BUSl BUS4 BU9 

-3BRCH!! 
I BLANK CARD TERKINATIHO OUTPUT REQUEST 

1234567890123456709012]4!56789012J4~61890 •• ,. 

:101 13 
1 

The printed heading for branch-variable output consist of a pair of node names, 
one above the other; This ordering (upper to lower) indicates the polarity of the 
output. Suppose 'that node Itu" represent the upper node, and "Itt the lower node 
of the pair ,. then: 

a} The branch voltage output is ·vu/(t)-vu(t)-v/(t) 

b) The branch current output is iul(t) 

For non -swi tch elements, power and energy au tpu t represent the consump tion (loss .' 
lor stora~e) of the branch and the net flow into the branch from the time 1-0 up • 
Ito the t1me in question.· . 

For switches,the power and energy flow through the switch: 

c) The switch power output is PM/(t)-Pu(t)-P,(t) 

d) The switch energy output is gpu/(nd(~) 

II Plotting creates no special problem, unless output for parallel branches should 
be requested. Nevertheless, only the first current (energy) output of the 2 
parallel branches/switches is accessible to the Usel'. As a practical restriction 
this limitation is not serious. One can always insert a neal'-zero resistance 
;branch, thereby eliminating any pSI'allel connection. Another method is to alteI.' 
Ithe node name sequence when speCifying the branch/switch. 

For example. should the power PCt) and energy E(t), in addit~on to the branch 
current and vQltage, be desired, the configuration shown below could be used. 
Hesis tance R 2 is chosen to be It small" according wi th the rule concerning ByS

.tem-dependent minimum val1Jes (see Section IV-A). Current output (a l~punch :.n 
:column 80) is requested on the branch card ,for resistance Rz• Resistance R I can 
~e chaser. very large. and branch voltage output is to be I'equested f:r it (a 2-punch 

f 
column 80). The nonlinear elemen~ has a 4-punch in column 80, to give its power 

d energy consumption. I ' , . 

] 
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XII,3 The general appearence gf the tabulated time-step loop. 

In general: there are five possible groupings of variables for EMTP printed 
output of the time-step loop. In order of appearance, these are: 

1) voltages (both node and branch) 

2) branch/switch currents. 

3) S.M. variables. 

4) TACS variables. 

5) U.M. variables 

. I 
A pair of 6-character names is used to identify each output variable, althoug~ 

for node voltages. the second name is blank. For branch voltages and currents th~ 
.• tabulated value is taken from the upper value down to the lower value. For TAC1· 
. variables the first name is always "TACS". For the U.M. and S.M. the first nam 
is internally generated and contains the number of the rotating machine. Exampl 
-"UM-1211 will be the first name for the l?-th U .M. "MACH-3" would be the fi;-st namj' 
of a variable belonging tq the third type-59 S.M. 

The number of variables 'in each of ~hese 5 classes of variable"s will be printed 
by the EMTP. provided the number is positive. The absence of a class total me ani' 
no such ouput exists. As an example the output of benchmark DC34 is included. 

colWlll h.aI21Rg" lor the 10 DttP output variabla. fol.l.,.,. til ••• era divid..t ...,n9 the , po .. lbl. al ..... a. 'oU"" ..... 
'lr.t 5 output varlabla. are .1.eerie-network voltage dllfer~c •• ,uppar voltage ainuo lower voltag"J 
"allt 5 output .... riabl ••• ra branc:h curranta 'n .... ing fr_ the uppar node to the lower _II 
rlnal' OUtput varlabl •• partain to Type-1' V.M. CD~nant. In .... ar. g.n.r.t~ internally" 
St.p Tt..' IVI-~I IUS-II IUS-Cl , aUI-"l 'UI-~ IU!-~l lVI-I. IVI-Cl 

IJII-l 

"~ 

IVI-AQ IVS-IO IV'-CO 

IJII-. 
.n 

.u.-~ 
TIIUIA 

\IM-' lIS 

.:. 0 0.0' l,5UU -.30145 -l,IIlI,," 1.0 1.0 1.314'4 -,957U -.4270" 0.0 0.0 
1.01 1.00124132 1.0 .• 3787 1.1.. -."'71 -.4272' -Z.126 0.0 0.0 

.>. .001 1.25370101 .lin84401 -1.UD.4]) '.00000302 l.OOOOOn 1.400495111 -.50 .... n -.1911300' .OUOU107 .010000262 
,.' .'. l.00999974 .9'7905631 1.0 .93187 1,400-4'161 -.5018UII9 -.19'13009 -2.1259503 .85956&-4 -.(104":142 

2 .002 ,71380301' .19111.)32 -1 ••• 11J41 1.000009" 1.0000071 1.2209772' .010 •• 1511 -'.21'110' .0.ll)'Q" .glOOOI'14 
.. ,{ 1,00"'129 .194S60191 1.0 .93717 1.22091729 .0101113511 -1.2311101 -2.8251113 .30n9U-l -.0092561 

: L'''>;3 .001 .167906911 '.3476031' -1.11156333 1.00001841 1.0000125 •• 70555506 .UII%4aI41 -'.3989244 .0117126411 .010005857 
·:;~;f~·J· 1.00999414 .9'1231498 1.0 .93717 .170655506 .'2UcasU -1.3919244 -1 11241U!I .001999525 -.0125SI51 

i 
I 
i 
I 

' ""~\i;'4 .004 -.45013432 1.60500319 -1.1551614 1,.00002854 1.00001751 .399135169 .9705633U -1.3703712 .021116117 .010014326 

... "'1~\n ~:. ;~=:E~:::t::;: ::::;;:::h;~:~=::: ::::~;:~e~~:::nt, 
but SM and TAOS output,are lacking. " .. 

, 
" 

I, 
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XIV. CAP.DS FOR BATCH-MODS PLOTT n:G 

Qards of thi8 ~ype are required for 
the input o! add1tional data aS80ciated 
witt the plotting of ~TP solution 
variables as ~et1on8-of time. This 
~8 batca-<OI.ode plottL~e, with resulta a.vailable either 
O~ tr~ ~o~~ut~~-~riv~~ X-Y ~lott~~ (a.lee~~ plotter), or on the 
line printer (printer plotting). Interactive CRT plotting i8 done s@parately 
from the EMTP data-case setupt 90 is not described here (see Section I-L ). 

Xl V-A. Ger..eral Rules and Procedures Concern-in. Pateh-Mode Plotting 

~le , : Variables are available for plotting only it they bave been previously 
requested tor output as per Section XII-A. 

FbJle 2 

Rule , 

-, 
Any number of plota can be made from any one solved data case. Up 
to tour curves per plot are permitted. Only ~UI"'le8 ot the same type 
(among the tive difterent elaasea t node voltage, branch voltage, 
branch current, b~cn power, branch energy) ,can generally be plotted 
on the same graph. 

Two graphL~g modes are available tor batch~ode plotting, as the 
user is assembling ~1s card deck of plot reque8tsl 

a) A graph just on the Caleomp pen-and-ink plotter. This will 
be referred to hereafter as the "CALOOMP PLOT" mode of 
operation, atter the spectal request card bearing this 
text. See Section XIV-a-9 • 

b) A graph juSt on the line printer. 'Ih1s will 
be referred to hereafter .a the "PRINTER PLOt" mOGe of 
operation, after the special request card bearing this 
text. 

The user 18,free to SWitch back and forth between these two modes, during 
the eourse ot hi. plot request. (see Section Xlv,-B-9). nCALCOMP PLOT" 
11 ot course the moat accurst. and the nicest, while "PRINTER PLOl'lt is 
generally the least demandi~ ot co~uter job time (not to mention the 
much faster actual plot time). 

, . 

Rule 4 * Branch or switch cur~ent, power, or energy plots tor two or More eleme~ts 
which are connected in parallel are not possible at the present time. A3 
plot branchea a~ identified only by te~l_node-pair names, the 
prog~ will always pick the first of the two or more qua11!yir.g 
candidates which it finds tn the output vector. a.ter to 5ecttonX!I-A 
~or a remedy, enould this restriction bother the user. 



Rule 5 

Rule 6 
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Table space for plotting is limited by program dimensioning (see IrVARDI~ 
Sect. I-G). Lise L3 (LSIZ13) provides wo~king space for all program 
versions. The ttROOT20 n dimensioning of card 4 (Sect. I-G-2) has influence 
only if raw plot data points are stored in virtual memory (if L~NIT4 < 0 ). 

There !ire 1, di!'ferent tj"f'.)ea ot cards which may be used in request1r..g 
batch-mode ~raphs from the ~P; the plot carda as a group or class 
o~ data wi~l generally consist ot a controlled mixture ot theae types: 

1. Card bearing 78-character case title text. 

2. Carda bearing graph subhead1r..g text. 

3. Plot s~ecif1cat1on card. 

4. Card for specification at , or 4 branoh node-pair names 
(s~eci8l request word "BRANCH'·), 

5. Ca~d for extended precision ot tloatir~-901Dt·tield. 
(special request by zero ttme-ecale). · 

6. Card for Calcomp graph .... size adjustment 
(special request word I1HEIGHf"). 

7. card. for C81eoD1p graph-aeparat.1on adjustment 
(epeeial request word "MARGIN"). ' 

9. 

9. 

card tor redef1nt1on ot amoothin, tolerance t 
(epec 181 request word "SMOOTH") •. 

Card tor changing the graphing-mode seleetion 
(special requefJ' worda 'tpROOER PLOf lt

', "CALOOMP PWT" ) • 

10. Card for the directing "CALCa-tP PLOTu output. 1he user 
can choose among "SCREEN PLOT",· "PEN PLo-rt', and the 
combination of both of these" \oIJhlch is .. SCREEN PENn. 

11. card for chang irq the pens that are used to draw each 
curve and the grid of a "CAtcCMP PLO'I'". It is the 
"PEN CHOICE" request that redefines.such choices. 

12. unused. 

13. card for requesting that curves of tw::J or more plot 
caras be plotted on the same "CAtCCMP PLOT- graph 
(specral request t"Ord ttSUPERIM~E"). 

~ 14. - card 'for the' photographic magnification ·or reduction of 
. . a plot' image, with special application to metric plotting 

.. (speciAL request word' ."SCALE- ) .~.,. 

15. card to plotting one EMTP variable against another 
(special request Wl'.)rd "X-Y PLOT'" ). ,. " ... ; .. 

I; ~ '" ~ 

16. card for: swi tchi~ ··from 'plottinq to Fourier series 
(spec ial request Yoard ... FOURIER eN" ). 

17.. card for switching fr':.t'n Fourier series to plotting 
(special request wward "FOURIER OFF- ). 

19. Card to mar the termination of all preceding plot cards. 
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Of the above card types, only the plot spec1fication card of numbe~ 3 
is actually required to produce a plotr there will be one graph for 
each sucn card. A detailed descr1~t1on of the format an4 prec1se 
f~etion of allot theee cards will be, found in Section XIV-B, under 
t~e numbere watcn are used above. 

!he or.e to ~our curves "hieh can appear on the same gra~h are identified 
by the following symbols and node namesa 

Cu~. Pt'"',iltu C.al f.Ofttr ~. !Ol' r.o4t ~ttd .. p .. U' :OM" !'c:" ~!'I.I1c:r: or 
'to HI" 1.1 :'IIld I'd t:~ Ol.ttput (U6 ~!o :o:aUOI'lJ nu""be.,.. Plet Plot . troa eoltaa. t 1.1 ~ .. d !:o= cob:~.~, t 

1 A. (!) 205-.30 . 
2S "3'" -...1i! no4le. PIt· ... . , B 'A 31 .. 3" J7-~1 .-....2.~ n ... e. ,~r'" 

3 c. + 31 -if 4\'-'0 } "',..." .......... q\l&r.'Cnt.., rfI'l\w.:w 

.... a X il ·-fl ,t -72. 1L!t o! 'lIe~l.Il 
"!:u.,'iCH" ~\I .. t • 

Zc. t'l" .. cUon o~ 2 •• .. . 
01' lie" C1.U''' •• 

1 .. gJ 
In the upper right hand corner ot every plot, the~. will be a legend 
which shows the symbdl., the curve number, and a sample line drawn by 
the pen --- tor each cu~e. An illustration tor a case with tare. 
curves follows: I .. 

Rule S 

tr.e output frequency of tne ~~.-1nd1cat1on s~bol. on the Ollcomp 
plots corresponds to e.er,y one L~ch tor the unsmoothed (raw) data; 
larger gepa~t1oD8 which will generalll be ob.~~ed allow tor eet~tion 
by the uae~ of what traction ot the data points has been discarded 
during "sJD.ootbinglt (se. "lble a below). -. ,,~ 

If a Oaleomp plot ia to be mad., the ~rogtam tirst discards those 
data pointe which.ill not viauall..y altect the plot, a.ccording to the 
followir.& algori.thll. Thi. is the lIo-called. "smoothing I' algorithms 

i ' 

a'!i tat -laft'6 ;fir.r d,\u"~'''' pt. a . 

./..-IJI ~ 
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The first point ot raw plot data 18 always retained, and an 
imaginary line is drawn from it through the second . point ot plot data.. 
Starting with t~e tn1rd pOint, then, the distance d ot each succeeding 
point from the line is calculated, and compared to a smoothing tolerance '.--" 
(see Rule 6, Po1..'lt 9) ~ : 

a) As long a. d.~ ~ t the distance calculation is 
Simply repeated for tile tollo"ing po1n.t, 

b) Eventually, tor some n it is found that the n-th point 
1s further removed tha.l1 E:." from the line ( d > Eo ). In 
this case, the (n-l)-at pOint is saved, and all pOints 
between the (n-1 }-et point and the last previously-saved 
point are discarded. ~is 1s based on the principle that 
throwing away such pOints w111 not s1gn1fieantl1 affect the 
resulting graph Visuall1, sinoe they lie - on, Ot' almost or., 
the line about which the distances were calculated. 

• ., I 

Such distance-testing i8 then continued recurs1v.~, following the 
samp Ie just out 1 i.."led • It 1s ,begun by dra..ing a new line from the 

_ {n-l)-st POint through the n-tn point, and then checking distances 
from th1s ne" line for points numbered n+1 onward.' 

The one exception to the distance com~ar1son baaed on ~ as j~Bt 
described is that pertaining to relative minima or relative maxima; auen 
a pOint- ot relative extrem.um i8 a1!!8l1 saTed. regarelles. ot 1ts distance 
t:rom the line. In effect, E. • 0 1. \l8ed. to:.: tne calc~uon at ext~ 

The value of smoothing tOlerance "is under WIer control, by -_/ 
mean8 ot a special "SMooTH'f request card. Detail. are eovered it1 
Section XIV-B-B, as well as Sect. 1-£-2 (STARTUP, Card 4, rOLRCE). 

Lir.e printer plotting 1s executed before smoothing occurs. Thus 
if only this mode of batCh-mode plottin8 18 being used (the last request 
ot Rule 6, Po1nt 9..... "PRDlTER PlOT" ). the entire emooth1ng process 
is 'bypassed, and not executed. 

; ,The user has' control over whether all plots are to be posi t10ned end-to
~- end horizontally (dOwn the length of the graph paper), or are also 

to be l1ned up vert1eally as well (as pe~itt.d by the paper'Ridth). 
For example, consider the following contrasting s1tuat1ons= 

.... ' 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

:1g. 1. All plots 
casitioned 
; .. or1zontall/ • 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Plot 
;ttJ 

:'1g. 2. Plots 
positioned 
vertically 
as well as 
h0r1Z0ntall~ 

Etc.. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~he general rule BS ~c ~,~p oatch-mod. plotti~ 1s as tollows: plots are 
positioned vertically (one on top ot the other) until the paper Width 
would be exceeded: then tne process begins at the bottom again, to the 
right ot the just-co~pl.ted plots. The first plot ot a tttw data case 
Automatically begins at the bottom ot the paper, toe. 

User control of ,this graph-position1nc process (vertical staclcinc) ls 
oy ~.ans of the following variables; 

Paper Width (height as used here), as described 
in Section 1.0c • 

Heignt ot each individual plott as defined by ft'BaGIN."} -
"SPAN" a "HEIG~ft card. See the description ot 

Section XIV-B-6 • 

~ecall ~~at default value., exist tor these, aSS'Lt!1ing that tr..ey are n.ot~· 
re-detined :,y the :..tsar. In June ot 1977, CDC translations ''''ere us1rig \ ~ 
~C., 1.0 f and 3.0 inches for these, respectively. Using these -"lo 

j1J.st-stated values would give tile h.orizontal pOs! t1on1ng o~ :'1g. 1 above, ..... 
~gardless ot the actual width (~.1iht) at the plot paper. On tee other 
nand, c:lumgiDg 'tsZPL~" to 24.0 inch,. would result in the positioning 
ot two plots vert1ealll as snown in Fig. 2 aboye ---- again regardless ot 
t:. actual width at the plot paper. Ot oourse it the actual paper width 
is leas thaD nSZPL'r'·, the pea wiU atteapt to :nov. ott ot the pap II' 
(not a very satistactory situat:ion). It 18 the user', responsi.oi11tT to 
see that the paper 1. at least .a !'ide al the "SZPL~" .,alue which is 
beil'll used, then. 
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AIV-B. Ir.out .:.a. ta Card Format, for Ee.tch-llode Plotting 

Point 1: Card beari~g 78-character case-title text 

Thie card has a 112" punched in column number 2, followed by up to 78 
arbitrary characters of case-title text. This text will then appear at the top 
of all plots which are requested after ~~is definition ---- until redefined at 
some later stage of the plot-data input. Blank text is automatically provided 
on all plota which precede the user I s first defLt'11tion. Height of letteri:-.g 
on the Calcomp for this text is 0.12 inches. The for.mat for data input is: 

Point 2: Cards bearir# graph subheading text 

Zero to four such data cards for defining grapb subheading are per.mitted, tne 
t~xt of whioh will appear as a subheadir~ on only the ~ediate~ following grapn. 
Each line is 78 characters in length, with the lettering being 0.1 incnes 
high on Calcomp plots. Each subheading data card is to have columns 1-2 blar~, 
with ~~e ar1b1trary text teen punched in columns 3-80, as per the followir.g 
format: 

Point 3: Plot specification card 

This is the only plot card type actually required in order to produce a 
graph; there will be one graph produced on the Calcomp an~or line printer 
for each such plot card. The card format is as follows (see following page for 
diagram) : 

Cola. 1-2 ------------- Punch a ill!! in column 2. 

Col. 3 --------------- Punch an integer which depends upon the type of 
variables being plotted: 

i) For node-voltage plota, pW'lch a 114'1 
if all curves regardless of number are 
desired on the same plot. 

If the requested curves are to ~e divided 
among two or more plots, p~~ch t~e ~~ber 
of curves which are to appear on the 
same graph. maximum. 
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::.. i) tor vo 1 !arije d i:~fe r'~!'.C ~s or ::::Cwe rs 0:' 

brar.ches 0 r swi tc r.es, p~"1ch a..'1 "8" 
in columr.. 3. 

iii) For currents or ener£ies of branches or 
swi tcr.es, punch a "9 II in column 3. 

Remember that dynamic 3ynchronou8 mac~ir.e 
variables are all plotted as though they 
were branch currents, so they use a "9 11 

punch too. 

Col. 4 --------------- A code number indicating which units are desired 

Cols. 5-7 

for the ttme axis. Floating-point time soecificatiQr.s 
to follow are then assumed to be in these ~its: 

II 1" 

112" 

"6" 

"7" 

for degrees 1. 
for cycles J 
for seconds 

for milliseconds 

for microseconds 

Based on the s,yncnrQr:..o!J. 
power frequency Irs ~A:? 
(STARTUP file, card 2). 

for frequency in Hertz 

for the base-ten logarithm of 

Note: 116" and 117" are applicacle - to Bode plots onl.v ---- the 
plotting of phasor sal~tio~2 ;~ 

the frequency do:nain onl.i'. 
See "FREQUENCY SCAN" use. 

The desired horizontal scale "BPI" in time ur.i ts 
(whatever they may be, from the col. 4 ~equest) 
per inch. 

For example, if the user pWlches 113.0" ir. colum.r:3 
5-7, and 114" in column 4, then he will €et a 
time axis with scaling 3.0 msec/inch • 

A blank or zero field has special 9ign1~icar.c~, 
as a request for extended floating-point p~cision 
for plot-card input fields (see Section XI"r -3-1 ) • 

Cole. 8-11 ----------- 1he beginning time I' HM IN" where the time a.x~s 
will start, in units of whatever the user has 
selected by his column-4 punch. 

Cols. 12-1 C; ihe final time tlHLLU" where the time axis 
will end, in units of whatever the user ~as 
selected by his column-4 punch. 

The curves will be plotted from the leftgrap~ 
limit "HM IN ft to the rig.'-1t graph limit "a!..A.:('~ 

only; these limits themselves will generallj 
lie somewhere in the study time-r.ange of za~ 
to 1I'l!4A.X 1t 

0 
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Ccls. 16-20 ------------ '/al':le at bottom of vertical axis, I!V?'~I:;". 
This is the mir:imum ordfr.ateon t~'1e scale. 
Leave blank i~ automatic scaling is deSired. 

Cols. :21_24 ----------- Value at top of vertical axis, "VMA,Xtt. 

Cols. 25-30 

31-36 

37-42 

43-48 

This is tne maximum ord.ina te <:)r. the scale. 
Leave blar~ if automatic scaling is desired. 

furt:-.er commer:. ts about u~.AINH and rtVMAX" 

Parameters IIVMDltl and nVll.AX" only have meaning for plotting 
on the Oalcomp plotter, since line printer plots are always 
automaticallY scaled so as to utilize the full 132 characters 
of carriage width. 

In cases where the ~~um and maximum values of the one or 
more curves for a given Calcomp graph are not known in advance, 
it is usually convenient to let the EMTP decide upon the 
appropriate vertical scaling. This is requested by leaving 
fields "Vl:INH and uYMAX n blank. 

L"1 order for the "tic" rnarlcs on the vertical axis of a. (alcomp 
plot to correspond to nice round numbers, the variable span 
of that axis (VN~ - VMIN) should be divisible evecly by the 
axis length in inches. '!he axis length is Wlder user control 
(see Section XIV-B-6), although it is n'Onnally left at its tJ'?\·~~ 
installat1on-depende..~t default value (typically 8.0 i...'1ches)" ~> 

Network node names are read from tee four A6 
fields which are contained in the col~s 25-48. 
These identify the curves to be plotted, as 
follow:e : 

i) For node-voltage plots, the name or rBmes 
of the nodes in question are to be punched. 
Any of the four name-fields can be left 
blank, it not needed. 

ii) For branch or switch variables (element 
voltage difference, ourrent, power, or 
energy), punch either one Or two nOde
pair names which identify the branches 
in question. Columns 25-36 are for 
one branch, and columns 37-48 for another. 

If more than two branch or awi tch variables 
are desired on the same grapn, the user 
should punch the special request word 
trBRANCH" in cols. 25-30; then the EMTP 
will read the node-pair names for up to 
four elements from a following card, as 
detailed in ~ection Xlv-B-4. 
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~ls. ~9-64 ------------ '6 arbitrary alpha~umeric cr£racters, to be 
used as t::e :na.L"1 graph {}eading label. On the 
Calcomp, this will be drawn with letters 0.20 
L'1cnes in height. 

0013. 65-80 ------------ 16 arbitrar,y alphanumeric cr~ractersf to be 
used to label the vertical axis of the graph. 

Point 4 Card :~or input of 3 or 4 branch-variable names 

If the special request word "BRANCH" is punched in columns 25-30 of the 
plot specification card (POint 3), then the variable identification i8 not 
made using columns 2;-48 as usual; instead, the EMTP will read such information 
from an additional card which ~ediatel1 follows, where up to four node-pair 
variable identifications are to be provided: 

> . l 

1~ brancJ, .. 2~ b'-aft~ :.3~· pra~4~ 1~ ~fQJ\t ~ ••••• u 
z .. BUS' BUS2 BUS] BU&4 . BUsts &.1* 6181 

'-M- --M' .. A."'- -- -14.6- ---'M- -~,-. A' 
KCRV -~----... --- Leave blank if all curves a.re to be plotted on the same 

'S'raph. 

A no~zero integer between and 4 will be taken to 
!Ilee.n the cumber of CUries on the same graph. Such usage 
is rare. 

BUS1, BU52 ------ node-pair names for the first branch or switch whicrt 
is to have its variable plotted on the graph. 

BUS3, 3134} 
BUSS, ~US6 ----
:auS7, BUSS 

Similar meanings for the 2nd, 3rd, a."1d 4th brancnes 
or switches. 

If anyone of the four node-pair identifications contains two blank words 
(12 blank characters), the request is simply ignored ...... , 

'\ 
Point;: Card for extended precision of floating-point ~1eld8 

The five floating-point f1~lds of the plot specification card, "HPI", 
"HMIN", uHMAX", "VM.IN", and ''V1dAX ft

, all vary in width from three to 
five columns. Now, this is generally sufficient for typical production usage, 
in which nice round numbers suc~ as 20.0 msec/trch for the horizontal axis 
scaling are typical. But the precise scaling of odd-ball tolerances such as 
16-Z/3 msec/inch 1s clearly impossible using such limited-precision fields 
for data ir.put. The option described below re~oves this limitation. 

aos~ 

A' 
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?or :ull 16-col~-widt;. pre~isio~ in the specification of all five 
floating point plot-specification card parameters, tbe user need only leave ~ 
colUJlU":.S 5-7 (field lIP...PI") of the plot-specification card blar..k.. '!he p=og!"8..'ll 'fJ!jjJrI 
will the~ ~ad ar. additio~al !ollo~L~~ card, ~roc wnich it will extract the 
five variatles L, question, L~ tne 9~e order, using the following fo~t: 

- .... - .. "'! "I" ..... 9':: ~~.:'.a.:!!! ~~'::;:it;:<i::::'~i~.d~i~~ =~~.~ . .:::,.~,a~ ~::!;;~;:;,~;::: ~.: ';; '4 ~~. :;:;.:;;;:;:~"'::::':;!::;.==~=:::i":~ ~~:;;;;: ~ e';:--;:j::: . .::~ :::::~t·-~ 

: HPI HMIN H MAJe. VMIN. .VMAX 
E16.0'· E1'.O E1Gt •. O E1 •• 0 [·16.0 

~xception For a si tua tion wnere the user desires to use both the HBRANCH" 
option of Point 4 and also the option just described, it is the 
present extended-precision card which is to be deferred: 

1. Plot specification card with blank cole. 5-7, and 
11 BRAN CHit punched in columns 25-30. 

2. 'lhen the branch-variable name card of Point 4. 

3. T.~en (f~ally) the extended-precision card immediately above. 

Point 6: Card for Calcomp graoh-eize adjustment 

. The bottom margin and vertical-a.xis height of a Calcomp plot are installa'ticr..~;~ 
dependent t tl10ugh typically set to default values of 1.0 inch and 8. 0 i!1c;~es t L!Y~ 
respectively. ~ither or both of t!lese parameters can be changed by tt.e use:-, ~w 
as per a special ~queet card having the followir~ format: 

- .... -' ... ..,. Q; .... =:t :)0 ~ = ~ :: : ~::: ::::'.!!I ~ ~ ~ ;:; ::;, ~ ..r. 0 ..... ;a..~ 
............ 1"'11 __ '" 

III Z 
a. ->- ~ 

I- L&J .... CD 
~ 

1 E";.O ..... 
Cole. 1-2 

Z .sp«i.1 

f t"t'Lle~t 
"'or''' tJ) 

E4.0 "a16KT 

_____ - II ITYPEtI, the card type-code is to be punct.ed 
as unity. 

Co Is • 8-11 ------ "BEG IN", the new lower margin in inches, read 
us ing !:A. 0 format. 

Cola. 12-1; 

Cols. 25-30 

!lSPAN", the new graph height (vertical axis span) ir. 
inches, read using FA.O format. 

lbe special 6-character request word HHEIGET". 

All plots requested after input of this card will have this specified botto~ 
margin and vertical-axis height, unless subsequently changed by Motter sue;". 
card at a later stage of tr-e plot-data input cards. 

It might be mentioned t~at ~plie1t to this discussion is the assumption 
t~at the operator will start the Calcomp plotter with the pen origL~ at t~e 
bottom of the graph paper; if ~ot, t~e lower margin is simply relative to 
whatever point the operator initializes the origin at. 
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~ ... ";:--.~ ,:c-:;al ii:8:a.;.c'? :"I?;:r~s€'r.-:;ed by botton ::a!"~in "3=:GLi tl plus vert~c:al 
axis ~~~i~:--.t "."::?A....\f" is gr-=ater ~:".an the lr.stalle.tion-depender.t plot-pap~r s:ze 

"3Z?:T"., 3. ::nessage is printed or. t!le lir.e printer and t::e grapn size-adjus,;mer.t 
r~quest in question is igno~d by the ~TP. In ttis case, the program would 
co~tir,ue to ~lSe the last legal values :or f'BEGTIiIl and IfSPANIi 

---- either those 
Ori?inally set by default, or defined on a previous graph-size adjustment card. 
In this i:'scussion, variable "SZPLT" is the total widtil of t~e plotting papert 
t~e value ~~r whic~ is ~.der user control via the STARTUP file (Sect. I-E-2), 

Line printer plotti~g is completely ur.affected by the presence or absence of 
such a ~raph-size adjustment ca:ti (since it only applies to the Chlcomp). 

Point 7: Card for Calcomp graph~geoaration adjustment 

The spacing betwee~ successive Calcomp plots is initially set by the progr.am 
at the start of each new data case to an installation-dependent value of IlK.3~1I 
inches (ar. integer, usually equal to 2 inc~es). But such graph separatioc 
can be altered by the user at any stage of the plotting, by means of a card 
having the following format: 

I -. ~ ••• IV". . ..... ~ ~ :::;~~~i;::;;~;':; ~ '~~ .:.,~'.~~ 

UJ a. Spw'al 
0- r-~t >- UJ 
f- ..JJ W6 
~ :1: 
.-- -

1 ~ MARGIN ....... .!:t 

Cols. 1-2 ------ "ITYPE't t the card type-code is to be punched as 
ur.i ty. 

Col. 4 ----------- "KS"sp tI
, the inter-graph separation distance wr:~C!i. 

is desired t as an integer number of L~ches between 2 
ar.d 9, inclusive. 

Cola. 25-30 ------ T':1e special 6-character request 'Nord "MARGINH
• 

The inter-graph separation which is requested 1n this way will continue in 
effect for all Calcomp plots of a given data case Wltil another such lIY.ARGI51! 
request is encountered. But remember that each data case will automatically 
be ir.i t1alized to the default value for "KSEP" at the very beginningi he:lce 
sue:" "MARGIN" requesta are only local to the data case of which they are a part. 

Requested separations "KSEP II of less trAn 2 inchp.s are rejected by the 
2MTP, with the preceding legal value (Whatever it may nave been) simply cont1nuir.~ 
in effect, in this case. A warnir.g message of such a rejection is outputted to 
the lir.e printer in such a case, for the user's benefit. 

LL~e printer plotting is completely unaffected by the presenee or absence 0: 
suer. a graph-separation adjustment card (since it only applies to the C~lcomp). 

j- J j 
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?oir.t 5: ca:ti :o~ redefinitior. o~ 3moothL~~ tole~cce E 

The ~umerical value for smoothing tolerance ~ which was described in 
Section XI\' -A-8 is given a default value of 0.01 inches by tne ~lTP at 
the begir.r.lr.g of each new data case. :!owever, its value is un.der 'J.ser control, 
and can be cr4cged ~rom one plot to acother by use of a special request card 
of ti:e !'ollo'~ing format: 

- .... ~- ... ". • .:;.-.: ~ 3?=::~::::.~2'~~!.;~,~~.;:.~ I~~;~~~L~~ 

I.tJ 
0... 
>-...... 
~ 

-1 .. 

i..-

Cols. 1-2 

Spt(.'i l 
EPS re~ 

'flo ~ 

ES'.O SMOOTH 

------- It ITYP:!:It, the card type-code is to be punched as 
ur .. i ty. 

Cols. 16-20 ------ "EPSn
, the desired new smoothing tolerance €. in 

inches, read using ES.O for.mat. 

Cols. 25-30 ------ The special 6-character request word IISMOOTH". 

A tolerance so defined will remain in effect for all Calcomp 'plots of 
the the data case in question which follow, until another such redefinition of 
E. is encountered. 

If the user defi..'1.es ttEPSu to be O. , inch or more, a warning 'llessage 
is printed out on the line printer. While relative extrema will be exact in 
such a case, the general plot shape begins to look significantly distorted, in 
general. 'The message just reminds the user why his plots look 90 jagged. 

Should the tolerance field ItEPS tt be left blank or punched with a value 
of 0.0001 (inches) or less, the EMTP sets the tolerance ~ identically 
to zero, and no smoothing at all ocours; the associated smoothing operations 
are complete~ bypassed, and all raw data POints are plotted on the Calcomp. 

Line printer plotting is completely unaffected by the presence or absence of 
such a smoothing-tolerance redefini t10n card. (since it only applies to the Calcm:~). 

Point 9 card for selecting the graphing mode 

Preced ing any plot card, the user can change the mode of batch-mode 
graphing between the alternatives of character plotting (with LUNIT6 line 
printer output) and vector-grap'"1ic (calCanp) plotting. Cl100se one of the t\o~ 
following declarations: 

C 1 2 3 
C 13156789~1234S6789~1234S6789~ 
C 1-·---

PRINTER PLOT 
CALCCMP PLar 
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Initializati~n at the beginning of each new data case will set the program to 
"CALC~P PLaTH mode, So if this is what the uset" wants, he need not declare 
anything. 3ut the user wanting a character (line printer) plot must always use 
a "PRINTER PLaI'1f dec ldeation bef'Jre the fi rst such plot card. Wi thin the 
vector-graphic (CalC~p) alternative, there may be additional choices, too (see 
Po int 10 irnmed iate 1 y below) • 

Interpretation of the input declaration confirms the new mode of batch-mode 
plotting' that has been selected. '!he following t~ alternatives were copied 
fr~m different places of the solution to BENCHMARK DC-37: 

C 1 234 567 
C 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789~1234567890123456 

C -----------------------------------------1---------------------
Request for character (line printer) plotting. I PRINTER PLOT 
Request for "calComp" (vector-graphic) plotting. I CALCCMP PLar 

Point 1~ 'Card to direct "CALCCMP PLaIn to an output device 

If the vector-graphic mode of batch-mode plotting has been selected (see 
"CALCCMP PLOT" of the preceding Point 9), then there still remains a decision 
about the destination of the graph. The plot can be sent either to a vector
grat:hic computer monitor, or to a calComp-like pen (or more ccmnonly, today: 
electrostatic) plotter, or to both of these devices simultaneous. 'The three 
associated declarations are, resJ?ectively: 

C 1 2 3 
C 13456789012345678901234567890 
c 1----....:--------------

SCREEN PLOT 
PEN PLCYr 
SCREEN PEN 

All computers will read and interpret such EMTP data cards, and will set the 
appropriate flags so that installation-dependent plotting modules (see Section 
I-E-l-f) can service them. In the absence of any such declaration, the vector 
plot mode will be set in accord with user wishes of the STARTUP file (see 
Section I-E-2, card l~, variable MODSeR). 

But will the installation-dependent plotting modules service the universal 
flags just mentioned? '!here can be no general answer. Nothing is assured, even 
for a particular brand of computer. Apollo workstations (see section I-F-l) 
provide a good example. Most O'Miers and users probably do not have access to. a 
separate plotting device that is independent of the screen. yet s~e (e.g., 
Bernd Stein of FGH in Mannheim, Germany) do, and they do not \\ant their vecto.r
grap,ic Apollo EMTP output to be sent only to the screen. 'Ihe declarations of 
the present section were designed for such well-endowed users. But the average 
Apollo user \¥ants "OCREEN. PLOT" only, so this is why the sample srARTUP 
file of Section I-E-2 has MODSCR equal to two. 
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Interpretation of the input declaration confirms the new destination for 
vector-graphic plots that has been selected. The following ~'ree alternatives 
were copied from the solution to BE.N:fMAA1< OC-33: 

C 1 234 567 
C 34567890123456789~1234S678901234567890123456789012345678ge1234567890123456 
C ------------------------------1----------------
Choose the screen as target for calComp output. I SCREEN PLOT {If a vee 
Cancel screen as target for GalCbmp (now paper). I PEN PLOT { If a vee 
Clloose both screen and pa~r: for calComp output. I SCREEN PEN {If a vee 

Point 11: Card for changing the pens and the grid status 

Different curves of any plot may be drawn with different pens, if desired. 
Common usage 1s to either VBr,y the boldness of black lines, or else to plot in 
color (with each curve being a different color). Such a choice of pens can be 
changed at will by the user ---- from plot to plott if desired. 

The option of a pen-drawn grid for plots is also available. 8o~on usage is 
for plotting on unruled (blank, pure-white) paper. Grid lines are drawn eve~1 
inch., both horizontally and vertically, as extensions to ,the r'tie" :uarks of the 
axes. 

User control of the two preceding options is provided by a single card, 
which is to have the following fo~at: 

1-: "" ...... "'! <>1- ., ,. ~ = ::1=':: :3:' ==:=it!!:r~!:.:I::::I=I~ :Q~I::;I:!lI1.Igl;;;;:::.~ ~;:::.:!lI::;t;t.~~ii~;:~;:::: ~'~"~n: ':iSll;;i:;: :::1:J;ll", 

IPEN CHOICE IS '18: 1'8 ~I,&, ~"'11 !' 

Cols. '3-'2 

Cols. 17-24 

Cols. 25-32 
33-40 
41-48 
49-;6 

• ' .' •• ".. r ••• , 1 " 

kP6RIO KPEN 1 . '.' _ ... , t. 
~3- . .hm~ 

------ Special request-word text "'PEN CHOICE" 1s 
punched in this field. 

"KPGRID", the integer pen number ( 18 format) 
which is to be used for drawing the grid. A zerO 
or blank field will suppress the grid (i. e., none 
w1l1 be dra.wn). 

KPEN(I) t the integer pen number ( IS ro~at) 
which is to be used to draw curve number "ITr of 
the plot. A zero or blank field is taken to =ean 
no cr~ge in the pen number (from the preceding 
assignment) for the curve aSSOCiated with that data 
field. 



~he requested pen ctoices and grid specification'will rem8in in effe~~ 
thrcugho·...;.<,; ~~~ data case in ql...iestion, until altered by another .:;'..~c:: request car'j. 

3efcre ~te ~irst appearance of such a card within any data c~se, the progra~ 
automaticallJ provides the following initialization: 

?:?GF..:~ = 0 ( XP EN ( I) = 1 for all ::: ) 

That is, there 'Nill be r..o grid, and a.ll curves will be drawn wi th pen :1.1.; .. ::.ber 1 , 
unless an explicit request to t~e contrary follows. 

Point 13: Card to superimpose plots and/or suppress vertical-axis labeling 

It is not uncommon for the user to desire extensions to the basic plot 
capability of the Point 3 format. For example, he may want: 

the plotting of ~ore than 4 curves on the same graph, or 

the plotting of different variable types (e.g., node voltages 
and branch currents) on the same graph, or . 

the addition of a vertical offset for one or ~ore curves cf 
a graph, or 

suppression of the vertical-axis labeling (leaving just tte 
vertical line with tic marks). 

All of these operations are possible, by careful use of the powerful (but tricky~ 
uSUJ?ERI~SEII card. 

User control of special features such as those just mentioned is oy ~ear.s 

of a special-request card having the following general format: 

I -, "'I ... "'1 ..... 1 ~f .... ! IDI", ~ =: ~ :::! ~: :a. :21 :::i =t :l ~I ~ ~I::!: :. ~~l~: :el ?::~I ~I::: :::t~: ~ ..::;t~!~·~i~1 :;:~~t;~ 'Q' ~!!:;!~ 
I 

: 

; 

I 
. " I· ,,, ···1 

: SUPE.RIMP.O~E •.•••• p I-- .":,,.: '''' ... ! :18 , .18 1 IS .... 
! 

Columns 
3-13 

, 

~~ PL~1 MPL4 

------ Special-request word 
columns 3-13. 

MP.L5.'" 

nSUPERI~lPOS Eft is punched in 

------ The integer number of plot specificatior. cards (?o~~: : 
which are to be superi~posed. Any non-positive integ~~ 
(e.g., zero or blank) Will be defaulted to unity. 

" '\tertI. t.J ~ o£5..se-t .bet wte.1l C,u rv~~ (St:e.; 

US~5e- 3)"- ovO le.lter Svl:1) I ~8J 
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?='5 ------- A f2.ag fo!" pos3ible 5t .. ppression of ~ce ver.o;ic91-ax::..s 
(d1-..t8) labeling. If no such labeling is desired,. punch ':1 

'11 n in colu::nn 48; otherwise, leave the field 
bla~t or p~ch zero. 

This "SrPERI',1l?CSEu feature is very powerful. but also a. little tricky. 
For this re~son; it is desirable that the user understand a few basic operational 
principles, rather than just the plotted effect. 

Principle': The superposition feature 1s based on suppression of the 
origin-changing operation which normally occurs upon the 
completion of a plot. If the change of origin is o~itted, 
the following plot will be drawn on top (i.e., superi~posed) 
of the preceding one. Thus the superimposed plots are 
really separate, independent EM~TP plot; they are produced 
separately, just as would be the case if there were no 
ItS lJFERI'.!PCS EH card. 

Principle 2 All non-curve inking for the second and later of a group of 
superiDposed plots is automatically suppressed. Thus the 
grid (if requested), the axes, the date and time (etc.), 
and any title Will only be drawn once ---- for the first 
of the superimposed plots. The scaling of the second and 
later superimposed plots is S2l documented on the plot, 
then, it will be noted • 

. With this underlying information now in hand, let us consider several cases, 
novel (but not uncommon) usage: 

Usage 1: Suppose that the user wants to plot more than four ;:::/iTP 
variables on the same graph. He simply places these on B." 

many different plot specification cards ~Point 3) as he 
may require or desire, and then these are preceded by the 
appropriate "SUPERr·!PQSEtt card. 

Usage 2 

As an example of this usage t oonsider the required data cards 
for seven node voltages on the same graph: 

SUPE.IMPOSE J 
I~~ I. 0.0 10. -20. 2a.NODEI MODES NOOE9 
I~~ I. a.o 81. -21. 2a.NODE3 NODE' 
I~' a. G.I ao. -21. 2a.BLACK BLUE 

Suppose that the user would like to mix different plot-variable 
classes (e.g" node voltages and branch currents) on the s&~e 
graph. Separate plot specification cards (Point 3) would be 
construct~d for variables within any one class. These would 
then be preceded by the appropriate "SUPERI:11PCSE" card. 

!:l~P~~~~;: ~~d:h;~l~::::,~~~:e~r!~:hd~~~~~d~nW~~~hsame(§~\) 
graph: 

SUPERIMPOSE 2 
,.~ 8. 0.0 ao. -20. 20.NOOE3 NOOE~ 
19~ a. D.I aa. -~.o _.09USK BUSM 



Usage 3 

Usage 4 
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Suppose that the I..4ser wants to compare two or :nore C'..lrves 
which are similar. If such curves were plotted to the same 
scale on the sa.'lle plot tit would be diffit~ul t to distingui sh 
one from the other. One possible remedy is to offset one 
or more of the curves vertically. In the case of three curves, 
there would be 3 separate plot specification cards (Point 3); 
the vertical offset for each is produced by adding the 
appropriate constant to both "V:aN" and "V:,fAXlI of colu."'!lns 
16-24. As usual, such plot speoification cards would be 
preceded by the appropriate "SUPERI:I1POS En card, in thi s case 
having a II 311 punched in column 32 .. 

As an example of this usage, consider the case of three node 
voltages.. The second is to be offset one inch above the first, 
and the third is to be offset one inch above the second. Also, 
vertical-axis labeling 1s to be suppressed, note: 

SUPERIMPOSE 3 
I'~ I. I.a aD. -28. 21.NOO£' 
I~~ s. 1.1 al. -25. 15.N00£2 
I~~ I. 1.1 10. -31. ' •• HOOE3 

Suppose that the user wants to suppress all axis 
labeling on 8 conventional plot (not uncommon in the case 
of publication). To do thiS, the usual plot card would be 
preceded by a "StJl>ERIJ1POSE" card having a II 1 It pt.t..'>1c:J.ed 
in column s 40 and 48. There will not actually be any 
superposition as suoh, of course. Rather, the user is ~erelJ 
exploiting the axis-labeling suppression which is available 
only via. th.e ITs UPERIMPOSEll feature. 

As an example of this usage, consider the case of two node 
voltages, for which no vertical-axis labeling is desired: 

SUPERIMPOSE I'. I. 1.1 10. -20. 20.MODEI 

, 
NOOE9 

In the case of trSUPERIMPOSElf usage, variable identification has been :nodifiec. 
(compared with Rule 7) sa as to account for a large number of variables. The 
curve number (e.g., "7") t the curve symbol (e.g •• 1t+11), and the one or two 
6-character identifying names are all drawn side by side. This begins 1D the 
upper right hand corner, and proceeds downward in order, spaced four per inch. 
A sample is shown at the right, below. Standard 
Cal~anp s,ymbols have been used, the first few 
of which have the following correspondence: 

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I 
? 
1-

3 

GEN 
r.RTH 

+, LOAD 

PRI 
SEC 

,,_ ...... 
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Vertical-axis scaling is unambiguous if the user does the scaling hi~selft 
:nanually (i.e., by punching fields "V "/0]1 11 and nV~IiA.X" of colurnns '6-24 of 
the Point 3 plot-specification card). But if these vertical-axis fields are 
left bla.:-.k, ~hen the E:,IrP will perfor.n its own scaling, and tne 'J.ser will be 
forced to figure this out after the fact for variables ot the second and later 
plot-speci.:'ication cards. Remember, only the vertical axis for the first 
such c8!'a i3 drawn, and even this can be suppressed it so desired oy the user! 
As a general rule t it is recommend that the user do all of his own vertical-axis 
scaling, on those plots which involve the lISIJPERI"/tPOSElI usage. 

As for tL~e-axis scaling, it is assumed that the user has enough sense to 
keep this the same for all superimposed plots, if this is what he really wants 
(and it nornally is). The re are exceptions, however, such as co~paring different 
segnent~ of the same curve. If the tL~e-8x1s scaling is varied within a group 
of superL~posed plots, the user is simply advised to be careful, and to re~ember 
what he did, since only the time axis of the first plot-specification card will 
be drawn on the graph. 

PRINf HEA!J QJ:'F 
SU?ERIMPOS€ 

'Q4 2. o. tl t C;. - fa. I 2 .. GE N 
14~ 2. o. () 15. -20. lO.LOAD 

./ 

2 
"RI 

,/ 

1 
CATH 

••••• 0 •• 

S€C 

I I ___ . __ ........ __________ . ____ . ___ .--'- ...... _-t.."._.-_..-- ... ___ ... ___ ._ .. 

• • • • • $ • • • 0 • • 0 0 e • • • • • • • 0 • • 
,~ --- .... ---.-..------------ .---~-~-~. 



Point 14: Card for photographic magnification or reduction 

Ca~Comp plotting software has a SUBROUTINE FACTOR(F) which 
allows for the photographic magnification or reeduction of a plot. It 
is by means of the key request word "SCALE" that thi.s is made 
avai12ble to the EMTP plotter: 

(3 - 7) special request 
word "SCALE" 

(25-32) ---- reciprocal of argument "F" 
of CalComp FACTOR . 

With SS = 1.0, there is no alteration of the plot size; for SS 
greater than unitYJ the plot contracts; and for SS less than unity, 
it expands. 

The most common application is for metric plotting, in countries 
other than the USA and Canada. The idea is very simple: do the 
plotting with English units as described in the instructions, and then 
slightly contract the plot so that one inch will equal two centimeters. 
For this, one uses SS ~ 1.270025. All labeling will then be 8 littlE 
smaller (by this factor), and axis "tic" marks and the optional ruled 
background grid will have separations of 2.0 centimeters. As an EMT? 
user, one .simply mentally replaces all mention of "inches" in the 
instructions by ntwo centimeters!? For example, consider variable 
If H P I U 0 f col urn n 5 5 - 7 0 f the p lot - s pee i fie at ion car d . Ins t r u c t ion .3 

say that this i3 the number of time units (e.g., msec) per inch for 
the horizontal axi.s. But if one uses SS = 1.270025, this is then 
to be read as the number of time units per two centimeters. That is, 
divide the number by two to get the number of time units per centimeter. 
It really is quite straightforward, then. 

Point 15; Card for plotting one EMTP variable vs. another 

Historically, all EMTP plotting was done with one EMT? variable 
on the vertical axis (ordinate), and with time on the horizontal axis 
absci3sa). But, subject-to some restrictions, and with use of the 
special request "X-Y PLOT", the user is able to plot one EMTP 
variable as a function of the other, as first described in Ref. 8, 
Vol~ VIII, 27 January 1979, pages PROV-9 onward. The following 
description 13 reproduced from that presentation. 

Rule. tor tb.e l:.e..r "x-y nor" teature are really quite simple, su:::nar1zed 
by the tollo~: 

Rule 1 Some ot the old ~ batch-mode plotting ca--ds ar~ eonor~f and SO~! 
ar~ not. 71 e Cave: 

a) 

b) 

'rho ea..~3 wbien are honor~ i:lclude the case title am grape. 
subheading Card8 Tsee :aule 6, P::lu1:s 1 aIld 2 O!1 page lOa 
ot the lJserls Manual). ~he same goes tor the ItP:=:l CEO!:Eu 
card ot Point' 1, and. the pr~t head cards crt Point 10 • 
Fir.allj, the '''EP-CTClrt req,uest of Point 4 is accepted if' ::lor! 
space is requ.1red tor speoif'1catioc. ot the ftr!a.bles. 

Other special requestD or teatures in the list are ~ bonored, 
SO should. not be tJ.3 ed '01 the us er. 



Rule 2 
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:'hre8 special, new cards signal the requ~9t !or "X-Y ?I.e':" usage: 

Card 2 

Card 3 

I , ... 4A~ . 
.. ~ .: _. . c:·-

... "" - i . 
.. +.-; .:: X-.~j~I.OT. ~.; .. 

1-... . t-------------o-f 
f-+~:.ro~," .. ~:_'t.__+-_t- }{a"'50~ t .. l ~ ':1Xi.L J ~~eL:.g 

(3-10) 

(15-38) 

(1-8) 

(9-16) 

(17-24) 

Special r~'luest word "X_Y P:'CT ft 

in ~olu.::m.s 3 through 10. 

Arbitrary 24-c.ba.1:a.oter t1-:le tor ";i::.~ 
horizontal a.x1s. 

"XMM 

Variable ''tENXfl, the le~b. ot 
horizontal (It:;rtt) a.r1s, i::1 1r.ctes .. 

:!:.e 
Zero or 

.; :-,ct~.s. blank is defaulted to eight (S.O) 

Variable I~tf, t!:le :n1n:!.::um. 1t'{H \'Ul'-a efj~ 
(value a.t left eIld ot norizon"tal a:t!3). - ~¥ 

·;a.ri3ble "~"', the i::Il.X~. It:C t 7al!.l~ 
(value at ~ce right eci or ~te ~or~=~~~~l ~3 

~rote - U tb.e u.ser lea1res tc-:b. :I::~r" ;:;.r.:i 
t'Xl!A.X" bL3.:c.k, t!:.e 3.:7.!.'? 7fi:l 3.u.~c
mat10ally ohoose these values to 
cover the curve being plotted (by 
means of call to CalComp I1SCALZ H

). 

. E & • ti· E.g a 0 E 9 .0 , . r:: g • 0 E 3. Q . 

. 
YMI.N __ yl'1~X. _OlY. __ S~. 

( 1-24) --- ~'a.riabl.,s II'L!!TY'I, nnlINrt , a.r.d. iry:~U", 
·..,tuch. are a.na.lcgous to the x-a."t!s 'rariabl~s 
of Card 2 ----- ,nil here par~eterg ~r' :~ 
the ·rert1cL. (nyu) ax:1.s. 

:iu.c::.:'er o~ d!.v1.s1ons ,e.r ir.cll of ~h!' grapb. pagel" 
'Nb..iCh. 13 oeir...g draW11 on. This!.s:LS t.:d ns '3. 

pars.:zte,.er tor Cal~o:p :nc:dula IISCALZ'f • 

A zero or blac.k t1~ld 18 de.f3.u.l. ted ~o ";;:n ( 'C. 

One leas ti:.3.n tnt! :::.umber ot sy::bols '",I:!C!l !OS '.::3-!,j 

to !.d.en,.U.r the curves. Zero or b!.ank: i.3 
uterpreted -;0 :::lean ~ha.t no 9'y::lcol:& ;,l".all oe 
~laced. on. the curves tor p'~o3e3 of id~l~::::'~i'::l"twr; 
Standard CalComp 1dl!nt1.t!.c:at1~:l 31-001.3 J...re 
..... __ ..t 't.._ ~ 11 
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-:::'e :lOOV'! ca.r1s arll! ':0 b t! ::1) llcwM hy :l cot!v~nticna.l ~r~ ? 10 ... .
~peci::cat1on card (3~e ~~II! ~d of tbe C3er's ~ual). 30~e ~ield3 
J.:"e !.gn.o.~~, cowever, ar.d. o-ei:.er!!ll ha:,e ~ ~l ter!!d =~e.t:.1=~. 3upp17 t!:le 
~jl:c~ L~~~tion: 

Exanples of 
grat=hic usage) and 

( 1-2) 

( 3) 

(a-l1 ) 

(12-15) 

( 2S-30! 
(31-;6 
(31-42) 
(43-4.8) 

?uncb II 1" i:l co lw:n 2, 3.: 'NSys. 

Graph. type code. iJae "4" !or node vol:a.;es, 
1'8" :orb~az:::.ch vol-:a.gea, and 1'9" tor 
brar..ch cu..-rents. 

A code-izlteger for the units ot th!! C01UICl 

8-15 tue 3pecit1cat1cn. use "4." tor 
millis eeonds, ~to., as with conve~tio~l 91ots. 

~ or ~~g~~ t~e ot ~he ~OL1~S ~o O~ 
plot~ed, in uc1ta of the col~-4 speci!icat1cn. 

~i:1uI::1 or ending ti:le ot the po1.!lts .to be 
plotted, in un1t~ ot tbe cclucn-4 specit:ca~i~n. 

Six-character names (A6 fe==at) ot ~~ 
variables ~b.icb. are "::0 'o~ plotted. T~e ti:~ t 
two nrisblae are !ar one C'u.-ve, as an orde!.'"~ 
CItY) pair of V'B.%'iablee. Per node vol":age9, 
then, colur:m.s 25-36 1d·~et1ty the t1:st C'.J.!''7e' 

(·"1'th. the X-c.ame appear'...ng ~1:'S~)t 3.cd. colw::r.3 
37-4-8 ident1.ty tha second (1! a seco::.d exiSts). 

For brancn voltBgas or branch c~~nt~, a ~ 
of names is required for varia.ble identi -'~.cation, 
:ecall (e.~.t col~ 2S-36 . 
just ~or t~e :C-vn::"a"ole ~ ; !::Jr ::lore ~:-.2.o. 
one curve ot lorane!: variableg, ~he IlJ?..A::::·r' 
option can ~e used (see ?oint 4, ;~~ ~Og 
o! the t:a er • s :Janual). 

Itx_y PLOTu usage can be found in BElJCrMARK OC-33 
BENCHMARK DC-42 (character plot usage) • 

(vector-

111e interpretation of the three special "X-Y PLarf cards confirms six of 
the eight numerical parameters that are defined. The follo~ng illustration has 
been taken from the solution to BENCHMARK DC-33: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 345678901234567890123456789~12345678901234567890123456789~123456789~123456 
C ------------------------------------------------1-------------------------
Plot one EMTP variable against another. f X-Y PLOT Hor izontal 
x-axis. 1.10~0E+01 -1.10e0E+0~ 1.100~E+00 1 11. -1.1 1.1 
Y-axis. 8.0~0eE+00 -4.~00~E+00 4.000~E+00 I 8. -4.0 4.0 

1- ~ J 



Although i~ has nothing to 
do with plo::ing, the Fourier 
series co~~~~~:ion of the EMTP 
c .:: non 1 y ") >:: ~ .:; :2 e .3 .3 e d v i a t h i 3 

EMTP data C:~33ificationt 
U 3 i n g t ;~ e .3 ;: ~ '.~ :. 2 1 ; e que 3- tea r d 
(o3ee right) which switches 
from plotting to Fourier series: 

page ':"43-: ~ 

( 3-12) s pee i al r eque st wo rd 11 FOUR IE RON" 

(25-32) Number of harmonics which are to be printed, NFOUR I 

If left blank, 30 will be printed (default value). 
For KPL equidistant pOints in the fundamental period

1 

only KPL/2 harmonics are computed. If the user 
punches a larger NFOUR, it will automatically be 
reduced to this maximum. 

-'to ..... .. ! ::II: ~I~ ~.~ ~I:: I~ ~ tel.$:; I~I: ~;j ::11. 1:1 1 :1:11 
Next come "plot cards lf

, each of 
which identifies one EMT? variable 
and a time window over which the 
Fourier analysis is to be performed. 
Columns 16-24 and 37-80 can be 

Itl~ .= II 
. :t ~J.1 t· . f~~ ..... "' .. 

'"" 

... • 1 ~~1 
,. 

~~ ~ .. . .. .. . .. ~ .. . ... 

I~~ ... ~ . "Il ~ ... '~I' ", .............. '~:l~~~r' "il~ 
r~~'! I, • ' ''i:::'' , '~c' ................. "" ,~,., .. ..... -1 eft blank. Punch onl y: 

1 - 2) 

( ~ 

4 

( 5- 7) 

( 8-11) 

(12-15) 

(25-30) 
(31-36) 

Punch a "1" in column 2, as with all plot cards. 

Pun c h n 4", If 8 fI, 0 r "9", d e pen din g up 0 n wh e the ron e 
is to Fourier analyze a node voltage, 2 branch 
voltage, or a branch current J respectively_ 

.0. code number indicating which units are desired for 
time parameters HPI, HMIN, and HMAX below. For 
eye 1 e sat the po we r f r e que n c y, pun c h "2 It ; etc . 

Punch any believable horizontal scale HPI. Thi3 
data is not used for the Fourier calculation, but a 
eredable value i3 required to successfully pass 
through plot card data checking logic. 

The beginning time "HMIN" of the one-cycle window 
that is to be used for the Fourier analysis, in units 
of whatever the user has selected by his punch of 
column number 4. 

The end in g tim e It HM A X n 0 f the 0 n e - eye 1 e win dow, etc. 

"BUS1", first A6 EMT? variable name. 
11 BUS 2 n, 2n d A 6 EM T P va ria b 1 ~ n am e, i fan y • 
for the Fourier analysis of a node voltage, only B~S1 
is used; but for branch voltage or current, BUS2 
is also required to identify the variable. 

Th ere are' e sma n y sue h fI P lot car d s " a s the use r wan t s F 0 uri e r 
analyses. For each, there will be a tabulated output showing the 
h arm 0 n i c n urn b e r (f irs teo 1 urn n), cos i n e co eo f f j c i en t (2 n d col urn n), 3 ire 
coefficient (3rd column), complex amplitude (4th column), and re12tive 
size (fifth column), of which the following is an example: 

~i,~ 
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e:L'CrRIJ'!':'G;,;r.:7rc 7~':'·,S.:;:'·11':) p:~OGRA~~ {e:\~T?), ~!(;lr'\L (OSC) 'l_n·llJ7~O !~;"jSi."l,:I;;:-4~.s _IS~J 2d ?). .L'~ 
0.:.. IE: C·!.'-'" 0 0 I r[) ,\ :. ;:: d'" ~ (J f 0 A '( 'H H • j'.4.~ I S ~ I J = ~ -j / .) C I ~ 0 2 2 • 5 4 • -i ) 'n ~ II " 5 F L .::; r r r :.. .. : ~ 9 jj ~ 5 .. I ~ 
ro~ r:ifC~'ftATr(~~, CO" • ..i;";LT TH~ 700-PAr;l=;: E!olTP Rt,;LI:: C3GCf, D"1'C::) ::iC?'~:::"I"::Rt l'J~O. ~?:::';R;'_"\ v .,S! " ::: ., 
IND~?~N~~~T Li1T ~lU!rS rOLLO~f 10TA~ LE~~;!I OF /lAi~LI ~~UAL~ 1:9g'l INiE~~~ ~ RJS. 

125 6l0C ~j~~J 50 lOa 100 l~O 20 9000 ~oo ~ ~ 30 ~0QJ 27~) ~2) .. _._~._.ft __ MW •••••• " •• _. __ ~. ___ ••• _._._._. __ •• _ •••• __ *.-.. _ ......... _ .... ~ ............... 4 •••• ~. 

O~SC~I?T:~£ !~rE~p?E:ATIO~ or NE~-CASE INPut CAT~ 1 tNPUT DA!~ CA~O I~AG!S PRINT~D S~LU~I ALL iO 
o 1 234 
00000 ••. ~.-.~-.--~- .. ----.. -.. -.-.-.~ .• -.•••. ~ ••• -.~--.+ .. -~-.~ .••.•. --..... -.....••....••..•......... -

MARK~~ CARD PREC£Ol~G ~£~ DAtA CASE. 
~ISC. D~rA. Uf 100E+Ol O.900Z+01 O.OOOg.oo 
MISC. OArA. 1 1 0 0 0 0·0 0 0 0 
SERIES R-L-C, O.100E+Ol o.OOOt~OO 0,000£+00 
BLANK CARO TER~IN'TING 8RANC~ CARDS. 
8LANK CARD TER~[NATING SWItCH CARDS. 
SOURce. o.oo~~oo O.OOE+OO O.OO€+OO O,OOE+OO 
BLANK CARO tERMINAtING SOURCE CARDS. 
REQUEST fOR OU1Pur or ALL NODE VOLTAGES, 

1 BiG r ~J ~I e: w 
1 LO 
1 1 
1 VALUe: 
18LA.NK CARD 
l~LA.NK CARO 
1 lVALUE 
lSLANK CARe 
1 1 

DATA CAse 
'J.O 

1 
1 t O 

ENDING SRANCH CARDS. 
ENDING SWITCH CARDS. 

~N01NG SOURCE CARDS. 

COLU~~ HEADINGS FOR THE 1 E~T? OUTPUT VARIA8LE3 rOLLOW. THESE ~RE OROERED ACCORDING ~J r~~ f 
~ossta~£ £MtP OUTPur-VARIA8L£ CLASSES, AS fQ~LO~S ., •• 

fIRST 1 OUTPUt VARIA~L~S AR~ ELECTRIC-~~T~OR~ NODE VOLTAGES (WItH RESPECT TO LOCAL GPO S'JI 
IoJEXT 0 OiJTPUT VARIABLES A!H: BRANCH I/OLT.l.GES ,VOLTAGE: or UP?ER NOOE /o4INUS VOLTAGE: OF L .~::~ :, 
NEXT 0 OUTPUT VAR[Aa~ES AR~ aRA~CH CURRENTS (fLONI~G rRC~ THE UPPER EMTP NODe to !H~ ~~ER; 
~EXT 0 OUTPUT VARIABLES PERTAl~ TO D¥NA~IC SYNCHRONOUS ~ACHINgs, WITH NAMES G~N~RA!2D r~r~; 

rINA~ 0 OUTPUT VARIA8LE5 6ELONG TO #TACS' (NOTt INltRNALLY-AOO£O UPPER NAME or PAIR)t 
BRANCH ?O~£~ CONSU~PTION (POwER FLOW, IF A SWITCH) IS TREAtED LIK~ A BRANCH VOLTAGE fOR rH~3 G· 
BRANCH ~NgRG~ CCNSU~PTION ~~~gRGY FLOW, IF A 5~ITCH) IS TRgATED LIKE A BRANCH CURRE~T FOR r~I~ ~~ 

STE? TIJI4E VALue: 

o 0,000000 o,OOOOOO~+OO 
~NOT~ER I~?UT CARD fOR TYPE 1-10 SOURCES, 

1 O.10~~+Ol O.3~OOOO~+Ol 
AN07~~~ !~?UT CAPO FO~ rYPE 1-10 SOURCES t 

2 ~.200g~Ol O.R4a~'.8~+OO 
ANOTHSR 1:'jPtlT CARD fa~ TYPE' 1-10 SOURCES. 

J O.JCOEtOl O.OOOOOOE+OO 
A.NOTiI~R IN?:;! CARD fOR rYPE 1-10 SOURCES, 

4 O,4.00ET01·0.~34J14E+OO 
ANOTHER !~?ur CARD FOR TYPE: 1-10 SOURCES. 

5 O.500E+Ol·O.200~OOt+oo 
ANOTHER !~PUT CARD fO~ TYPE 1-10 SOURCES. 

6 O.600E.OI-0.948528E+OO 
AHOTHE~ INPUT CARD fOR TYPE 1-tO SOURCES. 

1 O.700E+Ol-o,40aooo£+oo 
ANOTHER INPUT CARO fOR TYPE 1-10 SOURCES. 

8 O.800E+Ol-0.1S&5b9E+Ol 
ANOTHER INPU! CARD fOR trPE 1-10 SOUACES, 

CO~~E:NT CARD. 
rOURIER SERIES STlRTEO. NtOUR. 10 

O.Q 

1-.848528 

1 -.4 

1-1.56569 

1 ;.0 

Ie 345678901234567890123456789011 
1 rOURIER ON 10 

•• PLOT CARD. O,lOOt+01 0.100£+01 o.eOO£+01 1 143 1. 1,0 8.0 V~LUE 

BEGIN FOURIER SERIES CALCU~ATION USING & EQUIDISTANT POINTS. BEGINNINC TWO POINTS ~ 

0.3400000000£+01 0.8485292000£.00 ENOING TWO POIUTS = ·o.~ooooooooo~.oo ·0.LS6~ 

COEFFICIENTS or RESULTANT fOURIER SERIES, wITH "CO~PL~X A:'~P["ITUDE:" BEING THE SQUARe: ROOT 
or THE su~ or THE SQUARES Of THE TWO PRECEDING ENTRIES, tHE rINA~ CCt.UMN APP~Ie:S TO tHIS ~ ... p t,. I ~ 

HARMONIC COSINE SINE CO/ltPt.EX FRACTION or 
NUMS£R COEFrICIENt COEf"P'ICIENT AMPLITUDE f'UNOAI<£NTAt. 

0 O.99999S2S00E~Ol O.OOOOOOOQOOE+OO 0.9999952500[-01 0,09514891 
1 O.99999907541!:+OO O,600000S972E .. Ov 0.1166190049&;+01 1.00000UOO 
2 0.9000000000£+00 O.5000010500~+OO O,102;561524t+Ot O,a8284369 
1 0.80000092162:+00 O.4000008912e:.OO O.8944284184E+OO 0.76690626 .. O,oOOOOO4750E+OO 0.0000000000£.00 0,6000004750£+00 0.51449631 

a~ANK CARD TERMINATING PLOT SPEC. C4ROS. 1~L4NK CARD ENDING PLOT CARO~. 



The 5am~:e u3age just di3p:ayed is based on Eerm~nn'5 8-point 
illustratio~ in the documentation which follows. A ~3er-defired 
Type-1 EMT? source was employed to establish the ei~~t desired data 
points as ~c"ie voltages for node VALUE. Cue to th~ ~MTP field width 
of eight, p:~e~i.sion i3 slightly reduced J note. 

The ;,.; .3 e r i oS rem i n d e d 0 f the imp 0 r tan ceo f d e fin i n g e x act 1 yon e 
cycle of tne periodic wave, with no overlap. Because of the floating
point counting of the EMT? (T :: T + DELTAT), this can be tricky, and 
even in3tallation-dependent. The first two points and the 123t two 
points are printed out as confirmation, So that the user knows that 
his window i3 exactly right. In this regard t all plot points for 
T .LT. HMIN or T .GT. HMAX are rejected. If the user is having 
trouble with one or both end points, he may want to add or subtract 
half a time step when he defines HMIN and HMAX; and if this 
requires more field width than the regular format allows, remember 
the ext end ed (1 6 - col u m n) pre c i .5 ion 0 p t ion 0 f Poi n t 5 plot d a t a . 

The user is also w8rned that no interpolation on the EMT? plot 
file points is performed. Hence it is important that time-step "size 
DELTAT (as defined on the floating-point miscellaneous data ccrd) 
be an exact multiple ~f the period. For 50 Hz problems, this will 
usually be the case, but not 30 for we North American users of 60 Hz 
systems. Remember, if DELTAT = 1.E-4 sec, then there are exactly 
166.666666 .... steps in a cycle, which implies some error in the 
Fourier transformation. Better to choose DELTA! 30 that the number 
of steps per cycle is an integer. For 60 Hz systems, carry"quite 
a bit of precision t preferably using free-format capability for the 
floating-point miscellaneous data card. Put several extra comm23 at 
the end of the nonzero data, so ensure proper bounding. 

Cne fi:tal point regarding the FORTRAN, which i3 mocule "SERIES" 
of overlay ~1. An interactive debugger can stop at S. N. 32C9 and 
examine anC or adjust variou.s v2riables. (EVDOUB(J), J=1, KPL) i3 
the data being transformed, and IPRSUP .GE. 3 will print it all. 

Point 17: Card to turn off Fourier Analysis, and return to plotting. 

If the user wants to return to conv~ntional 
EMTP plotting after the use of Point 16 
Fourier transformation, this is pos3ibl~. The 
switch back to the normal plotting mode is made 
via the "FOURIER OFF" request as shown at the 
right. 

~~~~~~~--~~~-~~~~~~~---------~~~~~~~~~-~~--~~-----~-----~~~-~---
----------------------------------------.-~----------- -----------
BACKGROUND AND DOCUMENTATION OF EMT? FOURIER SERIES COMPUTATION ____________________________________________ ._~~~~M~.~~ _________ _ 
-~~~-~~~-~---~~~~~~~-~--~~~--~~~~~~-~~~~---~----~~~~~~~-------~~~ 

The Point 16 and Point 17 features were implemented very .,,_ 
hurrie~ly by WSM on ~eptember 29th a~d 30~h, 1980; just as thi7 m2nu2~(~;~::~,) 
was gOlng to press. It was a rush Job 1 In response to Bob Haslbcr'3 ~0 
immediate need. Hermann had written a little self-contained Fourier 
analysis program many years ago, and it is his coding which formed the 
basis of the new EMT? feature. The first three pages of Hermann's 
five-page writeup dated 30 October 1972 are reproduced below "as adce~ 
documentation of the formulas used: 
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Ma. the.zra tical Methods for Digital Computers, edited by A. RalatQG I. .. 
H. s. W11!. John Wiley! Sons, New York 1960. Paper bl G. ao.rtsel: 
Pourier Ana11s1s. page 2sa~262 

Given a periodLc function t(x): 

. 
This periodic function can be expressed as a series of trigonometric functions 

ClIO CCII 

ttx) ~ L (1\ U\(\l) oj. L b. ~ti1.') 
~:c' . i~6 .-

... ... 
wi th &0 ~ de: offset,. 'J .-_--"""t'" .(". .~ ....... r'rl:"': .... fa2. + ,/ • uplUllde otftmd· •• '-.l· ~~~·;;'''~i:·,~--:~:::~~~t£.r~t;~ 

~;. 1 . l, . .' - ; : .... . <;.::.\ ;,:.~::r . : .... ~;~ '~i2.{li?>.";· .. 
. " ~ a~ '+ l>~ • ,. qp 11 tude of 1-Ua talWOD 10 • . .' .' .~i: -:' .• -;.,'" ~~::; .~. '. ,.,' ;.~~ :~:;'~.~ -:. 
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. How to Use the ProSt'f1ll 

Det'1ne the cune within one period bJ' n pOinte at equal d1eta.nces alone x:( 1\ ~ 2) :. 
t . 

The program will compute the values .0' ... a. (coaine-coett1c1e.t.its) and. bo ' 

b. (e1ne-coeft1cients) of.!i;. (.1), aa well 4S the -.,n1tudea C , ••• 0, with o III 

If n is eTen, then III = (3a) 

_ i:t n i8 odd, then II = 
!be. reaul ting finite eeriee . 

... -: _~, I' .. 

laSS •• through the n giveD pOints (uexact17t" dcepi tor round-ott errore) &Del 

provides a smooth interpolation between pOinte with the leaat poa81ble nuaber 

_ ... '-----.:--
i _ a _ 
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A:~ ~umber of curves can be analyz~d consecutively. Eacn curve is speeified with 

n l'ormat I3 

as m::.y ,~ards as necessary detinin8 f l , t 2 , t." t
4

, t~t t'6 

f7, .•• t12 Po,..'6P12.7 

'1 
........ oil ,'U.~., ~ .. t ... ·. 

Terminate the data deok .1th'a blank oard. 

Tea t Examples 

Example A: 'lb.e function 

~ tx) : ~ .• t th)L .. ~.~ ~h .. c, ~ {~1k; • C! "t~~4-)( + \) "'i..~l\X i (; ~ ",.l.c .\j \t\\M.1X,'~~.<6~i\\i;.(. 

was used to generate 8, 9 and 20 values at equidistant pOints to define one 

period of the periodic function. These pOints .ere used aa input to generate 

the coefficients, which agreed with those ot the Original function as shown on 

p .. 3. 

~ple B: The curve was taken from a study described in E. J. Dolan, D. A. G111ies~) 
, 

a.nd E. W. Kimbark_, "Ferroresor:anee in a Transfonner Switched with an FltV Line, If . 

IEEE Trans. on Power Apparatus and Systems, Vol. PAS-91, May/June T972, pp. 1273-1280. 

The curve as well as the results are shown on p. 4-5. 

'OURIEIl AHALYSIS ~x.a..~\! A.. ~'~\.L\~ 
I 

RECORO O~ OROINIT!S [N 
3.J999~99 ,"5§212 
•• 3999q~9 -1.5&9"'6 

a EQUI~ISrINT POI~TS 
-o.~ 0"" 0 -. ttl "I It .... " ~.~ z~ ~'~~~~·;~_.:~.~~~~~I~1 #rr 

.......... --•. ~ •. ~";:--",*,,;---,-,,- - -".-- .• '~I'- .. ! 

'OURl£t :OEFFICIENrs 
- HARMONIC -COS-COEFF. o .,a."o 

I t.Olalmo 
2 .~oo •• o 
] .8001ao 
ft • 0100 
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FOURIE~ A'fAL'SIS 

.ECO~D Olr OROINlrES Iff "9 EQUI l Isr ANf POI"fTS 
3.199q~~9 •• 5~6 •• ;a~ - •• ltlt_1 .".~J' 

-'.'Z9~Z29 ·.~IJ"2' -1.~Jif,.a 

~OURIE~ COEFFICIENTS 
SIH-:OEFF. 

.'1'5~"1 
...,~ ...... -"'. -~".. - .....,.~ -_. .. 

" -

HARMONIC 
Q 

COS-COEFF. 
.tGOOIl D •• mOGOD 

.!tIOaIO 

.ila.OIl 

.ft'OOGO 

.SI.aOD 

MA;NlrUl! 
.1001lOe 

t.166.90 
1.129563 

.-... ~ .... _-.......--" 

f 
Z 
3 
It 

'.000100 
.~OIJ"O 
• 8 0 GOIO 
.60110110 

FOURIER .~ALYSIS 

.ECO~D o~ ORDINaTES IN 
3.1999999 3.9985650 

.6CJ7CJ639 .1132515 
• ... S&a.155 -1.Q9 .. '82,. 

-'.22.3 .. 22 .87'15_ .. 

FOURIE~ :OEFFI=IENTS 
HARMONIC CO'S·C OEFF. 

0 .tooaoo 
I '.000000 
2 .900110 
1 .800000 
It .6QOIOO 
-; .'00"0 
6 .oolo.e 
1 .ODOIOI 
& .11100.00 .. .oaaae. 

21 

I • .• 

EQUI1ISTANT 
2.13J5551 
-.&511&09 
-. ~Q~ i&O 9 

SI'4-=J::FF. 
0.11111000 

.;110000 

.iaOOllO 
•• 10000 
.saDIOO 
.1100000 
.1111100 

-.mQOIIOO 
-.0"000 
-.81.108 

.S''''2' l.aOID.a 
f-- f- f" .~- .. ~ ... i-.I-..-

• .... I 

POINTS 
".2222653 ·.9123J4; 
-.953,.5D. -.2111000' 
".l~9CJq9i -.6ft9ft651 

f1A~~IrUOE 
.100100 

,. '66' C)rJ 
I.DZ950! 
.894 .. 21 

I.DoIlOOD 
.OOOOOD 
.OlflIJOI 
.000800 
.OfJIJlJlct 
• G •• O a. 

I" t-,~. 

-.Qoaooa, 
.I31q616 

-1.45Q9024 

r ; 

~ t 

' T 

~. . f~ .I,aall .. , ..... .. t."IO 
..... ~... . 

" 1-' ~ . ..... .' . . 
t .. 
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~ - _.- -to 
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Point 18: Card to begin each PRINTER PLOT on a new page 

A plot card with "PAGE" punched in columns 3-6 will produce 3 

page skip on the line printer just prior to the output of each new 
PRINTER PLOT. 

~:! 

For those not having'high-reso!ution (vector-graphic) plot 
capability, PRINTER PLOTs are very important. Some printers do not 
print continuously over the fold of line printer paper, thereby 
breaking PRINTER PLOTs and inserting about an inch of blank space. Or, 
even if the printer does print continuously over folds, some users ~3y 
choose to separate pages along fold lines for purposes of record 
keeping. In either case, the beginning of a PRINTER PLOT at ~he to~ 
of a line printer page may be important. 

Point 19: Card to mark the termination of all plot cards 

A blank card is used to signal the end of Bil data cards that 
are associated with plotting. This then also completes the data t0C 

the data case being set uP. t-) 7 
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x:v. RECUEST CARIlS FCR STATISTICAL TABULATIONS 

For "STATISTICS" or ItSYSTEMATIClr data cases (integer miscelldneous data 
parameter NENERG nonzero), the input data ends with an indeterminate number 
~f requests for statistical tabulations of peaks of output variables. The 
imprecise term· II peaks" is used because all tabulations are FOsi tive. Sign is 
ignored, and the peak of any variable and any energization is defined to be the 
larger of the absolute value ·of the maximum and the absolute value of the 
minimum. Tabulations will give no hint of the original sign. 

A statistical tabulation can be either for the peaks of a single, 
individual output variable, or for the peaks of a group of output variables. 
Let KNT be the number ~f energizations. In either case, each statistical 
table is generated from only !<NT data points. For the case of the single, 
individual variable, this is obvious. For the case of a grouped tabulation, 
this should be carefully noted: for each energization, there is just ~ne data 
value that will be used. This gro4ped data value is defined to be the maximum 
of the peaks of variables in the group. 

«:;~/.:~ Each statistical tabulation is serial ized using the f,'Ositive integers in 
order (one, two, etc). This is done solely for ease of relocating a tabulation 
of interest. When there are many tables, positioning can be confusing at times, 
particularly when using a computer editor. The statistical tabulation Qf a 
single, individual variable begins with a single horizontal seperat~r to the 
right of the serialization number, as the upper left hand corner ~f the lS-th 
table produced by BEN:Ifr1ARK OC-24 shows: 

15 ) ------------------------------------------
Statistical 

Interval 
nLJnber 

4 
5 

distribution of peak voltage for branch "GENe " 
vol tage vol tage in Frequency 

in per LD"lit physical units (density) 
0. 20000e0 0.606~0~~0E~2 0 
0.2S000e0 0. 75750000E+02 2 

to IICI 11 

CUmulative 
frequency 

o 
2 

A grouped tabulation is easily spotted by its double separator lines that 
enclose repeated use of the label I, ST.MARY". 'the following shows the upper 
left hand corner of the 21st tabulation of . BENCHMARK DC-24: 

21 ) ---- ------------ --------------------
S lJ1MAAY S tJ-1M.AR Y S lMMARY StMMAAy S ll'1MARY S lMMARY S l.MMJ.RY S LMM 

21 } -------------- -----------------------
The following is a distribution of peak overvoltages among all output nodes 
This distribution is for the maximum of the peaks at all output nodes with 

Interval voltage voltage in Frequency CUmulative 
m . .mber in per unit physical units (density) frequency 

36 1.8e000~0 ~.5454~0~0E~3 0 0 
37 1.8500~~0 ~.56~55000E+e3 2 2 
38 1.90~e~00 0.57570~0~E+a3 1 3 
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For eact: statistical tabulation, the colLmn labeled "Frequency (density) II 

contains th~ ~umber of data in each compartment. The entry on any given line is 
the number )f peaks lying between the variable value of that line and the 
variable value of the preceding line. As an illustration, f~r the preceding 
example, there was one peak between 1.9 and 1.85 (the raw 3 and 2 variable 
values, respectively) • 'l11e colLmn labeled "CUmulative freguency'1 is the 
cunulative sum of the "Frequency (densi ty)" figures through the current row, 
so this column always will vary between zero and the number of energizations 
KNT of the study. 

Each such statistical tabulation will be followed by summary statistics 
showing the mean and the standard deviation, both before and after the EMTP 
numbers have been compartmentalized. As an illustration, consider the first 
such statistical tabulation of BENCHMARK DC-24, which uses a camparbment size 
of 1/20 per unit (variable AINCR of the STARTUP file): 

Distribution parameters follow. Grouped data 
Mean = 1.40833333E+e0 

Variance = 8.33333333E-04 
Standard deviation = 2.88675135E-02 

ungrouped data 
1.40208495E+00 
8.75092111E-04 
2.95819558E-e2 

Here the colunn heading "Grouped data" should more prot=erly r;ead 
"Compartmental ized data,It except that this more proper name is too long. So 
the name was shortened as shown. 'The formula for the sample mean involves 
division by the number of samples KNT, whereas the sample variance involves 
division by one less than this. See any statistics text book for a 
justification of these fOnTIulas, which are merely stated here for convenien~ 
reference: 

KN" 
x -- L: ---

d: 1 
The EMTP itself only produces line printer tabulations of the statistical 

distribution. But the user- af a flexible computer work station can easily 
convert such output to vector-graphic plots using another window. For Apollo 
usage, see program "srATPLOTu in Section I-F-l-g. 

Data cards to produce the statistical tabulations just described can take 
one of t~ general forms, depending up:!n whether control parameters are being 
changed or variables for tabulation are being named. These two alternate data 
structures are explained in the following two subsections. 

y;.J-A. Optional nsrATISTICS CATA" Defines Miscellaneous Data 

The "SI'ATISTICS ~TJ!It.II request card allows definition of three parameters 
that control statistical tabulations. A blank or zero value f~r any variable is 
ignored, leaving the variable unaltered. '!he "SfATISTICS rATA" request may be 
scattered among the requests for statistical tabulations, thereby allowing each 
request to be customized individually, should this be desired by the user. The 
format is as follows, with data of columns 25-48 following the special request 
text "STATISTICS ~TA" of colunns 1-15: 
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C 1 2 3 4 
C 34567890123456789012341567890121345678901123456781 
C --------------------1------- 1-------1--------- ! 
STATISTICS 01\11\ I I8 I Fa. 0 I Fa. ~ 1 

c ------------------1-------1----------1------1 
C McurAB AINCR XMAXMX 

MODTAB (COlLIl1nS 25--32) controls the type of output tables that wi 11 be 
produced. "111 will produce only single, individual tabulations, "2" will 
produce only the grouped (SlJt1MARY) tabulation, and 1J3" will produce both of 
these types 6f tabulations. Thece will be no grouped (SUMMARY) tabulation for 
a group consisting of a single variable, however, since this would be identical 
to the individual tabulatil)n for that variable. Hence only use "2u for a 
group of two or more variables. 

AINCR (columns 33-40) is the per unit compartment size for statistical 
tabulations. First defined by the STARTUP file (see Section I-E-2, card 2, 
variable 10), that positive value can be altered for any tabulation. Or, by 
appending a minus sign, the user can request statistical tabulations using a 
fixed nllt1ber of comparments. If AINCRo is defined to equal a negative integer 
-NCOMP, exactly NCOMP compartments will be used in each statistical 
tabulation. Unless the first compartment is filled, there will be one more row 

(
:."\ in the table, ho~ver. 111is is because the last zero compartment preceding the 
"'i first nonzero compartment also is shown, for perspective. 
~~_ •• ~-c' .• >~ 

(.'~ .... '" 
~I 

XMA)(MX (colLlilns 41-48) is a per unit value that is expected to bound all 
variables that are to be tabulated statistically. First defined by the STARTUP 
file (see section I-E-2, card 2, variable 9), this bound can be redefined if 
needed (unlikely) • Of the three variables on the card, XMAXMX is the least 
likely to be used. Most often, columns 41-48 will be left blank or keyed with 
a zero (meaning no change) • 

Interpretation of the usrATISTICS m.TA" request card confirms any new 
values of the three variables, of course. For a zero input value (meaning no 
change), it is the old value that is displayed. As an illustration, consider 
such an interpretation taken fram the s61ution to BENCHMARK DC-24: 

C 1 234 567 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234S6789~123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ---- ------------1 ---------
MCDTAB, A~, XMAXMX = 3 -1~.~0~ 1~.0~~ ISTATISTICS ~~ 

XV-B. Request for the Statistical Tabulation of EMTP variables 

To request a single statistical tabulation or several statistical 
tabulations, the user must name all EMTP output variables of interest, and also 
indicate a desired scaling (a base value) for the conversion from physical 
values to per unit values. As many as l~ node voltages or 5 branch variables 
can be named on each card, which has the format: 
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~ 1 2 3 
C i 34567890l23415678gell2J456~78ge1213456781 
C I~-----------I------j------I------I------I 
I21 El2.0 1 A6 I A6 I A6 I A6 I 
C j ---------1----1-----1----1-----1 
C I BASE I BUSl I BUS2 I BUS3 I BUS4 I 

Etc. thr~ugh 
the BUS10 field 
of cols. 69-749 

IBROPT (eols. 1-2) is the type code for all variables of this declarati~n 
(all variables named on the card) • Due to a lack of space, the name (ISROPT) 
could not sho\oK1 in the format immediately above. Use type code "0 ft for node 
voltages, If_l" for branch voltages, "-2" for branch currents, "-3" for 
branch or swi tch powers, and finally, "-4" for branch or swi tch energ ies. 

BASE (cols. 3-14) is the base variable value that is to be used for the 
per unit statistical tabulation of all variables on this data card. The units 
should _ agree with those of all variables on the request card, of c~urse. If 
AINCR is positive, ~ blank or zero value for BASE will be given special 
default values. For voltages (IBROPT equal to either zero or -1) I the default 
value will equal the voltage of the userts first Type-14 source card (see 
Section XIII, data field AMPLITUDE of columns 11-20). On the other hand, the 
default value of unity is assumed for currents (IBROPT = -2), powers (IBROPT = -
3), and energies (I8ROPT = -4). This is all for positive AINCR. Hbwever, if 
AINCR is negative (indicating the desi re for a fixed nunber ~f compartments) I 

input cols. 3-14 will be ignored, and the program performs its 0WO caiculati8n 
as follows: 

BASEV = YMIN ! Assume that minirnun can be used for per uni t base 
IF ( YMIN .EQ. 0.0 .OR. ! If 0 min, or if max to min ratio is t~o 

1 YMAX / YMIN .ar. 3.0) PASEV = YMAX ! big, use max for base 

In 1;.Ords, the minimun is used' if it is, reasonable. But if the minimun is either 
zero or less than a third of the maximum, then the maximum will be used instead. 
The result will be per unit values that are not far from unity while spanning 
the desired nLlnber of table rows. 

BUSl (cols. 15-2~) through BUSl~ (eols. 69-74) are devoted to the 
specification of node names that identify the variables to be tabulated 
statistically. Each name represents 6-character, alphanumeric information. 
Note that the final 6 columns of the card (eols. 75-80) are never read as a node 
name. There are two distinct cases, depending on the value of IBROPT. First, 
if IBROPT = 0, then the variables in question are node voltages, and these are 
simply named using one name for each node. Blank data fields are ignored 
without comment in this case. On the other hand, if IBROPT is negative, this 
is the second case, which is for branch variables. In this case, the names are 
taken as ordered pairs: (BUS1, BUS2), (BUS3, 8US4), etc. These pairs of 
~ames identify the branch voltages, branch currents, branch/switch powers, ~r 
branch/switch energies that the user wants to tabulate statistically. A~y 
pair of two blank names will be ignored without cormcent. 
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Variabl~ gr?ups are defined by the user, who has complete freedom to group 
t':Jgether r,.:hatever variables of Mlatever type he wants pr~v ided this does not 
exceed the ~rogram storage limit ~f 200 variables for eacb group. By 
definiti~nf a group consists of all variables that the user has defined on the 
present sing Ie data card plus any immediately preceding cards wi th "CClJT. II 
keyed in colLmns 76-80. 'Itle special mark IfCCNT." is an abbreviation f"Jr 
"continued ':in the following card,lI then. Any data card not containing "C(l\fT." 
will terminate a group, and the f':ill~w1ng request card will begin a new group. 
If "CctJT. II is not used I a data card and a variable group are synonymous. 111e 
"CClJT.tI mark is required only for one of ttnQ reasons. Either a single card 
does not have adequate space to name all variables, or the user wants to mix 
variable types (IBROPT) within the group_ For simplicity, it has been assumed 
that the base value BASE is the same for all cards defining the group. It is 
the user's responsibility to see that this restriction is observed. 

'!here are no ordering restrictions on such requests for stati"stical 
tabulation, nor is there any limit on the nLlTlber (except for the "CGlT.'t usage 
of the preceding paragraph). 'the last request is signaled to the EMTP by a 
blank card. Statistical tabulations will occur in the order the cards are read, 
and from left to right within a data card. As for a grouped tabulation, this 
always will follow all individual tabulations of the group (assuming individual 
tabulations are not being suppressed by MaDrAS = 2). 

Illustrations of the data of this section can be found in several standard 
test cases: BOCflt1ARK OC";16, OC-24, r:c-4~, and OC-48. In addition, .' 
simple hypothetical ekample follows: 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6. 
C 34567890l23456789012345678901234S6789~l234S6789012345678901 
-1 10~ • SENOA TERMA 
-1 SEMX: 'IE~C HOLDA NEUI'RL 
STATISTICS ~~ 1 0.0 e.0 

ASW10 BSW10 CSW10 
STATISTICS DA~ 3 -20. e.0 
- 3 TEPMB BEWI 
-2 0. SENDS n:RMB HO£.lll\ NElJrRL 
-4 0. TERMS BS'll 

Card 1: The statistical tabulation of branch voltage between nodes 
"SENDA II and .. TEPMA" has been requested. 'Ihe base vol tage for per uni t 
output is specified to be BASE = 100 volts. 

card 2: 'I\Jo branch voltages are requested: First bett",leen nodes lISENOC It 

and n'mRMC n, and second between nodes "HOLDA. nand 'tNEUI'RL". '!he base 
voltage for the output tabulations for these two branch voltages is blank, which 
means that the AMPLITUDE inputted on the first type-14 sinusoidal voltage 
s~urce is to be used as the base voltage. Following the two bingle, individual 
tabulations, there will be the grouped tabulation. 

card 3: This is a miscellaneous data card that changes only nonzero 
parameter MODrAS from its original value of "3" to a new value of unity. 
This will suppress grouped tabulations. 
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Carj 4: The statistical tabulation of three node voltages has been 
requested. TIle nodes a re named .. PSWHl II, "83'J10" and n Cg.,[10 If. Since no 
base volt~ge was keyed, a default value will be assigned as explained f?r 
card 2. There will be no grouped tabulation after the three individual 
tabulations due t~ the change of card 3. 

card 5: This is a miscellaneous data card upon which nonzero values 
MCOTAB = 3 and AnICR = -20 have been keyed. 111e Ei rst of these restores the 
original value, meaning that all possible statistical tabulations will be seen. 
'The negative AINCR means that exactly 20 compartments (21 rows of a table) 
will be used for the statistical tabulations that follow. 

card 6: The statistical tabulation of power flowing in a branch connecting 
nodes IlTERMB nand "SSWI II has being requested. rue to the AINeR value 
of Card 5, no base p:>v.er is read from card 6 for purp:>ses of per uni t 
calculation. TWenty compartments will be used for the statistical tabulation, 
and a reasonable base value automatically will be computed by the program. 
Since there is only a single variable, there will be no grouped tabUlation. 

card 7: The statistical tabulation of two branch currents has been 
requested: first, the current flowing from node "SENDS" t-:> IfTERMB ", and 

. second, the current flowing from ItHOLl:ll\ If to "NEtrrRL". There will be the 
two single, individual tabulations, and then the grouped tabulati0n. 

card 8: The statistical tabulation of energy consumed 
connecti ng nodes "TERMS IJ and II 8tw1 TI has been requested. 
only a single variable, there will be no grouped tabulation. 

in the branch 
Since there is 

Interpretation of the input data confirms the variable type code in words, 
and the base val ue eASE nuner icall y. Examples d ravm from the sol ut ion t~ 
BaJCf-MARK OC-24 follow: 

C 1 234 567 
C 34567890123456789~12345678901234567890123456789~12345678901234567890123456 

C ----- ·------------------------------------1-------------------------
Statistical output of branch voltage 0.1000E+03 1-1 100. GENA Al { 
Statistical output of node vol tage 0. 3330E+03 1 ASW10 8~10 
Statistical output of branch current 0.l0~0E~1 1-2 0. GENS 81 
Statistical output of branch power 0.10e0E+01 1-3 B1 SSWI 
Statistical output of branch energy 0.100~E+el 1-4 0. B1 BSWl 
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X:V-C. ExrL.:",~·,acion of other " STATISTICS" or II SYSTEMATIC" 

EMTP output of the base case is identical to that of single, conventional 
,simulations, so it requi res no special explanathn here. As for statistical 
tabulations themselves, these were explained in Section XV. Hence it is only 
the output for each energization, and plots of random switching times, that 
remain to be explained, and 'are the subject of the present subsection. 

Variable switching times (ooth closing and opening) for each energizat'i',:'n 
are normally requested, since' this is critical information controll ing the 
solution. It is variable ISW of the "STATISTICS" or "SYSTEMATIC" 
miscellaneous data card (Section II-C-l or II-C-2) that controls such output. 
011y variable (not fixed) switching times are displayed, with the swi tching, time 
in seconds following the switch number. As an illustration, consider the first 
such output from the solution to BENCHMARK DC-24: 

Random switching times for energization number 1 
1 1.882680E-03 2 4. 24728lE-03 3 5.371358E-03 

The heading that precedes the output ·':)f each energization looks somewhat 
like the heading for the time-step loop output of a single, conventhnal 
simulation. This is because variables are identified in the same way :y pairs 
of 6-character names. en the other hand I rather than a step !lunber and time (in 
the left, it is "Reference angle" that will be labeled. ;..£ an illustration, 
consider the energization heading from the solution to BENCHMARK DC-24: 

C 1 2 3 4 567 
C 3456789012345678931234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789~12345n 
C -------------------------------------------------1-------------------------

GENA GEOC ENDA B1 
Reference angle A.I C1 A10 Bs-J1 

GENS 
B1 

ENDA 
A10 

Extrema for each energization are automatically provided, and the preceding 
heading applies to these, of course. It is the peak of the absolute value that 
is actually shown, although a minus sign is appended if the extremum occurred as 
a negative number. Below such extrema will be found a parallel display of the 
times at which the extrema occurred. As an illustration, consider the first 
such output of the solution to BENCHMARK DC-24: 

C 1 - 2 3 456 7 
C 3456789~1234567893123456789012345678901234567890123456789~12345678901~3456 
C -----------------------------1-------------------------

0.0 141.9164096 -72.1873524 -35.0598126 372.1266197 -4 
1.257471517 -1.85970093 

Times of maxima: .002 .0141 .0127 .~051 
.02 .017 

.' . 
". "~ . .' ..... , -~, '" :. ,; , . . , :. , " " . . " , 

"!:;;,!!~,;;;!~'H{!'~/,,"::!~;,t~"::,:'l)!: ';:i';'::'; ,::i;!\\; < 
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F0r '.:TA:'1STIC5" data cases only (not for "SYSTEMJoTr:" cases) , 
f0110wing '1".e blank card ending all such statistical tabulatit':ms t .... ,~re wilt be 
miniature :tlO (·~cter plots showing the d istr ibution of rancor.' sw: tch closing 
times. Each It STATIST ICS·f switch has one such character plot, which is always 
the same size: 30 columns wide by 25 lines long. Up to three such plots can be 
spaced horizontally across the page. Experimental (sample) values are marked 
with the symool "Aft for the left plot, "Sff for the plot in the center {if 
any}, and ffC" for the plot on the right (if any) • 'nie s11Ilbol ,,*,. is used 
for all theoretical distributions (which will either be bell-shaped or vertical 
straight lines). The order of output of these plots is the same as the order of 
switch card input. More than one plot is produced horizontally on the page if 
the following one or two switches have identically the same variance as the 
first one (which goes on the left). 'niis will nonnally be the situation for the 
poles of a 3-phase breaker, and the user will generally want all three graphs of 
such a grouping to be spaced horizontally across the page. Sut if the user 
desires otherwise, he can slightly perturb one or more variances (a switch with 
a variance that differs from the preceding one will automatically be placed 
below on the left). As an illustration, consider the final two miniature switch 
plots of BENCHMARK DC-50, which simulates 100 shots: 

SWitch "Me " til '~19" 
4.4581411]£-01 switch closinqs per colunn 

Colt.rnns 
S 10 t 5 20 25 30 +-1 _ ........ _+1 _-+-_41 ___ _ 

X 
X 
X 
X 
All 
1. A 
A .. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

All 

* 

1 a. OOllS-63 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 A *' 
1 ~ 

. 1 *' " 
"'*' x 
x 
x 
X 

A· 

A .. 
A 

A 
A'" 

A 

* 
*' A ." 
.. A 

A 

Time (scale ~ 6.66666667E-04 Sec/linel 

SWitch "BlG ~ to ·~8Wl~· 

1.40277773£-01 sWlt=h cl~s~ngs per column 
Colunns 

5 10 IS 20 25 ]g 
+---+_-+-__ -+----l-_-+_-+ 
1 A ~ 
1 '" A 
1 A ~ 
1 A '" 
1 A *' 
1 ~ A 
1 A 
1 
1 III 
1 
1 
1 A 
1 1.0000£-02 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 A 
1 
1 

1 A 
1 A 
1 
1 III 

Time (scale. 1.44337567£-04 

'" 
It A 

• 

"* ~ 
II 

.. II 

It A 
• 
• 
~ 

• 
Sec/line) 

A 

A 

A 
A. 
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INTERACTIVE EXECLrrION, CBSERVATION, AN) CClJ'T'R8t SPY ) 

Inter~ctive EMTP execution means that the program will. execute while the 
user wa i ts. This is to be contrasted wi th batch-mode execut ion, where in 
execution will be performed at some later (usually indeteoninate) time. 

Interactive EMTP observation means that the user can see What is happening 
during his interactive execution. The user certainly should be able to observe 
LUNIT6 line printer output as it is generated, since this is simple. For 
simulations (the most imPJrtant case of program usage) , the user also should be 
able to produce graphs of output variables as the simulation progresses. Such 
plots should be capable of automatic advancement as the simulation progresses, 
like a strip-chart recorder for analog computers. Finally, the user should be 
able to examine internal variables of the program --- variables that otherwise 
would be inaccessible. All of these capabilities constitute interactive 
observation, which is to be contrasted with a complete lack of all knowledge 
during batch-mode execution. Note that interactive program execution does not 
imply inte.ractive observation. It is not uncOfl1T1on for a minicomp.lter terminal 
to be tied up with interactive EMTP execution while the user waits but sees 
nothing, since the illNIT6 output is frequently sent to disk rather than to the 
screen. 

Interactive EMTP control means that program execution can be modified If on 
the fly, 11 'tklile the EMTP is executing. '!his is to be contrasted wi th batch
mode execution, vmere changes can only be made before the job subnittal, or 
after the solution has been returned. It should be noted that interactive EMTP 
execution and observation do not imply interactive control. On the other hand, 
one can not conceive of interactive control without interactive execution and 
observation. 

These three concepts of interactive EMTP use --- execution, observation, 
and control -- are combined by the EMTP feature named "SPiI' for short. SPY 
allows nearly complete observation, and also substantial control, during 
interactive ~ execution. Such usage is requested at the time program 
execution begins (see Section I-C, or XVI-A below) • 

When sane SUItI1Iary phrase such as it interactive usage" of the program is 
mentioned, what does it mean? Now that observation and control are available 
via Spy, interactive execution no longer qualifies as "interactive usage" of the 
EMTP. As used today, "interactivitY' and "Spyn are EMTP synonj<ms. 

Alt:ho\J;tl 1n theory most modern canPJtl;!rs can support most SPY functions, it 
is the scientific workstations with variable character fonts, scrollable 
windows, and graphics that are ideally suited for SFt usage. Most mainframe 
comp.lters either will not allow such operation, or are controlled by 
organizations that make such operation so expensive or so inconvenient that it 
is the user r,.;ho will not want to consider it. In bet'Wl'i!en these tw::> extremes, 
there are minicanputers that mayor may not be suitable, depending upon the 
PJlitics of those 'Who operate them. My reader 'Who is unsure about his own 
computer system is advised to consult the installation-dependent infor.mation. of 
Section I-F. 

retails of SPY usage follow in the remainder of this section. Where an 
illustration is required, Ap)llo will always be used, since SPY has been the 
most fully developed for such scientific workstations of Section I-F-l. 
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>NI-A. I~i t.iating EMTP Execution that Incllrles SPY 

Befor€ EMTP execution begins, the p::>tential user of SPY should consider .his 
STARTUP file. Section I-E-2 describes such variable initialization. Of the 
more than 100 parameters that are user-definable via this file, perhaps a third 
or more apply to SF.{ , and many must be set as execution beg ins. 7he best 
example of this is the configuration of the vector-graphic plotting window. For 
most computers, installation-dependent logic to configure the plot window can 
only be :r:erformed once, at the start of execution. So, make sure STARTUP 
values are reasonable before execution begins. 

As explained in Section I-C, .SPY usage must be selected at the very 
beg inning of EMTP execution. An illustration using Apollo follows: 

$antp 
F}1TP begins. Send (SF{ , file_name, DISK, HELP, GO, KEY) 
SPY 

The first line is merely the operating system command to execute the Apollo EMTP 
(a disk file named Uantp"). 'Ihe second line is the program's initial output, 
which requests the user to choose among several options. If liSp/II is keyed at 
this point (see the third line), program execution that allows interactive 
observation, and control will begin. 

For this and all other EMTP dialogue involving key words of one type or 
another, capital letters (rather than lower-case) are required. Once inside 
SP'i, the user is able to remove this restriction by the "CASE" command if he 
wants, but this does not help at the very beginning. It is generally 
recommended that the user set his CAPS LOCK key as execution begins. 

Qlce SFf execution has begun, input will normally shift from the EMTP 
output window to the Sp'{ window. Apollo provides a good illustration, as shown 
on the next page. Execution began in the bottom window with the small character 
font. The initial choice "S~" was also sent in this window, after which the 
top two windows were opened automatically by the program. All subsequent 
keyboard inp.lt is via the SF{ window (above and to the left). '!he window to the 
right of this has no input pane, and is used solely for vector-graphic output of 
the U PLar- coomand of SPY. 

SP.{ dialogue is initiated by short key words called SPY' corrmands. Some 68 
different such COIm\ands exist, and several of these (DATA, GO, BREAK, and PLan 
can be seen in the SPY window on the following page. It is the usage of this 
special SPY language that will dominate the remainder of this present chapter of 
the Rule Book. 



PLOT: TINE B. B. 
PLOT: ROllV 

--- Toggle to "ON" (ROLling vector plot) 
PLOT: Spy 
SPY: GO 
SPY: LOCK 
SPY: PLOT 
PLOT: CHOICE 

Type-4 entries (node voltages) 
GEN TRAN 

Type-8 entries (branch YOltages or powers) 
GEN TRAN TRAN TRAN lOAOG 

Type-9 entries (branch currents or energies) 
TRAN GEN TRAN TR'AN LO~DG 

PLOT: NAME 
SEND NODE NAME (END; LAST) ("GEN "]: GEN 
SEND NODE NAIIE (END. LAST) [ .. TRAN. .. ] : END 
SEND BRANCH VOLTAGE NAMES (END,LAST) [ fRAN 
SEND BRANCH UOLTAGE NAMES (END, LAST) [ 
SEND BRANCH CURRENT NANES (END, LAST) [ 
SEND BRANCH CURRENT NA"ES (ENO, LAST) ( 

PLOT: TINE o. 8. . 
PLOT: ROllIJ 

--- Toggle to "ON" (ROlling vector plot) 
PLOT: SPY 
SPY: GO 
Spy; LOCK 
SPY: 

Reinit;alize pointer: N£YVEC, KPTPlT, INOBUr = 
TI"VAl. NFORSP, KPLT t NXYPl = e 1988 B 

, LOAOG 

51 

580 5.0 16.19876241 3.657499669 3.05749967 
6aa 6.0 12.26216725 54.94912105 54.94912087 
790 7.8 -1.96663234 51.73987131 54.13981708 
BBO 8.8 -8.922464 -1.26239835 -1.26238937 

Reinitialize pOinter: NEWUEC, KPTPLT, INDBUf = 51 
TI"VAL. NFORSP, KPLT. MXYPl = 9 369 e 

900 9.0 -14.7062557 -49.0727923 ~49.0727922 

1000 1~ .6816922079 -59.3367124 -59.3367121 
1100 1_. .9201620552 -.610571E75 -.610571651 
non 

fS7}.f 
~~t£j 

.? lq OQ11714R lq q77RAI~ lq q77AA1~ 

) : GEN 
: END 
: TRAN 
: END 

B 

19 .85626211 
67.2U68829 
52. 77321497 
-18.18,48524 

B 

-63.719049 
-58.7351101 
.3095903803 
')q rif;Gf)'l'lAFI 

• .. ic~~~~ 

.• :11 FOil 

BENCHMARK 0(-4 
8.00 .----------.------r----~~T-- .. ·--~"- --.-~-.-.. --

0.00 

-8.00 I 'i ~ J 

Graph Nu"ber 3 I1-Juo-87 08.52.2& '1:1 
t&.o 

Na .. es : GEN GEM TRAN TRAM ...c 
([l 

Y-.. in, Y~Aax, dY/inch = -80. 80~ 40. t-J 

T~ .. in~ T-"ax~ dT/inch = 8.0 IG. 1.6 
d\ 
»-
I 

1".) 

4343 

3.857'199669 -.288403828 -.288661396 -.56331l-lE-:-t 
504.94912165 -.004557817 .1742561913 .173319101B 
541.73987731 .0067690665 .2~41l52359 .2318121£111 
-1.26239835 .2998957307 .3114020427 .011&325508 

BaGEl 

-49 _0727923 .8069213309 -.141225996 - .1 ~ 3240048 
-5'- lG712~ - .004407717 -.251791635 -.2<1145024"1 
-.bJ.",571675 -.321704545 -.34EOO6322 - .02424072 
1q _ (H7Rfltf. .,. , ,-.r. a I •. 

'-"''>~19809<:l .1004185377 

&; 
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XVI-B. Opportunities for SPY Dialogue: the Keyboard Interrupt 

When the interactive EMTP user desires some new observation or control of 
the program, he will key one of these commands. At some point, this keying will 
be complete, and the user will want SPY to immediately service his request. 
Some special signal, called a keyboard interrupt of Spy, or simply a user-keyed 
interrupt, will exist for this purpose, and will be activated. 

For flexible computers (e.g., Apollo), the SPY user will not even be aware 
that a special keyboard interrupt signal has been sent, since the normal 
carriage return key (abbreviated hereafter as <CR» serves this function. But 
whatever the signal, once the keyboard interrupt has been sent, how quickly can 
or will the EMTP respond to the user' 5 request? '!he answer may depend both upon 
where program execution is located at the time of the request, and also upon the 
size of the data case being solved. Barring installation- dependent 
improvements, the EMTP only checks for SPY input at certain prearranged places, 
of which the following are the most important: 

1. Each time a new data card is read by SUBROtJrINE CIMAGE. since data 
cards generally will be read at a rate of several per second, it will seem to 
the user that SFt inp,lt is accepted instantaneously during data input .. 

2. Each time a new tJrPF overlay is entered. Depending upon the overlay, 
this mayor may not provide quick response to a user request. some overlays are 
passed throll3h quickly, whereas others may involve substantial computational 
effort. Between the end of source cards (UTPF overlay 5) and the beginning of 
output variable requests (UTPF overlay 15), there may be noticeable delay in 
responding to SPY input, then. 

3. Each row of major tabular outputs of the program. Important examples 
are the connectivity display (controlled by miscellaneous data parameter IDOUBL 
of Section II-B) and the phasor branch flows and injections that follow the 
steady-state network solution (controlled by miscellaneous data parameter 
KSSOUT of Section II-B). DUring such outputs, the response to S~ input will 
appear almost instantaneous. 

4. At the beginning of each of three segments making up the time-step loop 
of UTPF overlay 16. For a small case that simulates at a rate of one or more 
time steps per second, the response to SPY commands should appear instantaneous. 
But for giant cases on a weak computer, there could be noticeable delays. 

These opportunities for SPY input assume that SPY is not intentionally 
skipping some o!=POrtunities for user input. 'Ihe SI'ARTllP file does control 
such attentiveness by SFt in the form of var iable MAXFIG, which normall y 
should be uni ty. enl y the exper ienced user is advised to tamper wi th this, and 
any changes should only be for very good reason. one such "reason might be that 
the computer being used could involve unusually l~rge overhead checking for 
keyboard interrupts, and the user might not want to slow the simulation 
ne~lessly. 

When USing a speedy computer with adequate real memory (to minimize 
paging) I and when the program will be checking for user-keyed interrupts several 
times a second, the response to SPY commands and associated data will appear 
to be nearly instantaneous. The user has the impression that there is time
sharing of the computer between the EMTP simulation and SPY. This is the way it 
should be: an illusion. In fact, there is no time sharing at all. 
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XVI-C. SPY Commands Explained According to General Function 

With more than 60 distinct SPY' conmands, the complete explanation or 
definition of all of these is a big job. Rather than define each SPY command 
individually as a dictionary might, the presentation of this section will be 
organized according to broader categories of summary purpose. 

The user who wants specific info~ation about a single specific SPY command 
is referred to the program itself, since this provides such infor;mation 
interactively. As an illustration, consider what happens when the user first 
sends the SFi corrrnand "HELP", followed by the subcorrrnand "GO" (which is SPY 
corrrnand nlJllber eleven) : 

SF":{: HELP 
Available key-word responses to the "spy: II prompt are as follows: -

NAMES STOP PLaI' HELP EXAMnJE DEr05IT :;WITCH APPEND 
SAVE RESTORE GO ECHO FIND LIST SP'l BREAK 
WHEN CQ.1MEm' @ ROLL TYPE VERIFY FILE SLEEP 
SOURCE CASE WAKE CATALCG BEX:iIN STEP DEBtXi 
~'m RAAP TIME TEl< BRAOCH YFCRM OOY FAC'fOR 
NJF RI..C lJt.JUSED BUS SIZE LIMIT rOUT NODE 
NONLIN SPACE WNIT4 SERIES LOCK [YJ [F] NOROLL 
$ UNUSED 8M HONK HEADING TACS WAIT V-I 
MENU DrCE FCNr OVERVIEW 

Send "OVERVIEW" for coornand-independent general information. 
KEY-WCRD OF INTEREST (ALL, NEXT, IDP, Bar, BACK, GVERVI~: GO 

KEY WffiD NO. 11: "GO" -- -- --
This corrrnand can be issued in response to the "SPi:" prompt to tenninate 
several sequences, such as one which might have begun wi th 1. RESTQRE 't • In 
this case, there would exist preceding transfers of control from overlay 16 
to overlay 20 (nKA~LG") I and then back to overlay 16 again. As a second 
example, "GO" cancels the II LOCI<u cOl1l1land (which disables time-shar ing and 
holds control within SPY). Third, it can be used to begin the EMTP solution 
following the "DATA II corrmand (for data card input at the beg inning of 
program execution). Finally, "GO" cancels the suspension of execution 
which accompanies the n StEEP" coomand. . 

KEY-WCRD OF INTEREST (AlL, NEXT, TOP, Bar, BACK, OVERVIEW): 

Sometimes this assistance can go deeper, to a second level, in the case of 
certain complicated SPY commands such as "PLOT". If the display ends with 
another, more-special ized menu, this is what has ha£;pened. As an illustration, 
consider the end of description about "PLOT": 

'!his comnand has its O\¥l'l prompt, and 32 subconmands, which follow: 
SHAFT MENU MODE DEBU3 UNlEED SET COLUMN RESET TIMESPAN 
C!DICE TIMELNITS ~E LABEL ROLLV ROLLC WOOED FRcm' 
X-y CURSeR EXTREMA LEVEL SMOOTH SIZ E SHCW FAC'lUR 
OFFSET PEAK AVERAGE RESCALE TIME ALL TIME !:RAW FOLRIER 

SUBCCJt1MAND OF INTEREST (MmU, AlL, <CR>, TOP, Bar, BACK, ENO): (/:\ 
The serious stooent of SFi really should have all such explanation available \.J;>' 
both as a disk file and in printed fonn. The disk file is useful for 
interactive sean;:hing with a cOlTlp.Jter editor program, . note. producing all such 
uHELP" output is Simple enoU3h (use "ALL" instead of "GO" as illustrated). But 
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how does the user transfer such output from the screen to the disk? 
Unfortunately, this operation is installation-dependent, so only general 
guidel ines can be given here. For \0;0 rkstations wi th scrollable windows (e.g. , 
Ap::>llo) , just use I'cut and paste lf to create a disk file. 'The next-best 
alternative is redirection the S~ output channel to disk. For those systems 
that do not separate S~ dialogue from LUNIT6 output, this merely requires 
send ing all WNIT6 output to disk. For some systems (e.g. , CEC VAX) lone can 
simply assign a file externally_ For others, one can use the "DISKu option at 
the beginning of program execution. If the user is unsure about wnat to do for 
his own comp.1ter system, he is advised to consult with Program Maintenance. 
Reading about his computer in Section I-F may also be helpful. 

'Ihe SPY user will normally key capital letters (see the "HELP" and "GOlf 
of the preced ing ill ustration) • Yet there are times when lower case .text is 
desired (e.g., for plot labeling), and it sometimes is a aggravating to set and 
release the "CAPS LOCKu key of the keyboard. SPY key words can be made 
insensi tive to case by means of the "CASE" colt1nand. This toggles the binary 
control of the two possible states. 

under the assumption that the user has all II HELP" output available to him 
both in printed form and as a disk file, the following explanation- will be 
)rganized in more general fashion, and will not repeat all of the details 9 

volLIne is simply too great e'save a tree in the Ardennes"), and content is too 
subj ec t to chang e • 

Applicable to all input loops within all. SPY corrrnands is the use of "Spyn 
to return to the "SP'f: n prompt. For example, this is the way the j ust
displayed loop of n HELP II would be ex i ted. Since this ~rks everywhere, and is 
assumed to be known by all users, it is implicit. That is, it is not listed 
among alternative responses, generally. 

XVI -C-l • Load ing and/or d1ang ing EMTP Data Ca rd s v ia SPY 

" DATA M will be the first SPY,command that the average user will issue. It 
tells the EMTP that the user is ready to specify an EMTP data case that next is 
to be solved. 'Ihe following illustrates usage for the interactive solution of 
BENCflt1ARK OC-4: 

SP'i: ~TA 
SEND EMTP DATA FILE NAME (CarmOL) OC4. 

46 = cards read. LUNT10 Itmits KCARDl, KCARD2 = 5489 5534 
SPY': 

The user sent t'DC4." (see the right side of the 2nd line), to which SPY 
appended the missing I impl ied file type "DA'r' • SFx' then connected the disk 
file 0:4. o\T, read the contents, and stored these 46 card images in posi tions 
5489 throlJ3h 553t1 of the program data card cache (which uses UJNTlel). If some 
different directory, disk, or even computer (of a network) were required for the 
file of interest, this would be required, of course. 

1_ Ji /,-
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xvr-C-2. SPY Cornnands to Hal t or ReSLUne Program Execution 

"GO" is the SPY cotm'\and that will order a resumption of an EMTP simulation 
after it has been suspended. Since SPY begins with the simulation suspended, 
"GO" will be sent early in the typical SPY dialogue. 

"LCCK" is the SFt corrmand that will suspend an EMTP simulation. To 
reawaken such a hibernating EMTP simulation, the user simply sends "GO". 

"BREAKtt allows the user to request a suspension of the simulation either 
at some future simulation time, or at some place (some UTPF overlay) that later 
will be passed. When the break occurs, there will be a message in the SPY 
window, followed by the familiar SPY prompt, of which the following is 
illustrative: 

SFi: II Service "BREAK". T = ~.2000eE+0" 16 = NCHAIN 
SPl: 

At this point, the simulation will hibernate until a subsequent "GO" allows it 
to advance once again. In between can be arbitary SPY dialogue, of course • 

.. STEP" will toggle the binary flag that controls whether or not the 
simulation will be suspended at every possible opportunity. 'The main use for 
this is diagnostic, although it is critical to certain other applications as 
-.ell (e.9., the plotting of Section XVI-E). C) 

nsrop" will terminate EMTP execution imnediately via a call to the 
installation-dependent ENTRY STOPTP of SUBROl1I'lllE WINIX:W. since" STOPTP" may 
close files or windows in a civilized fashion that the operating system prefers, 
the SPY comnand II srop" is the preferred way to terminate program execution of 
single, deterministic simulations (the most common case of interest). 

xvr-C-3. SPf Corrmands to Cbserve EMTP Tables: .BUS, BRAN:H, etc. 

Interactive observation using SPY poses the challenge of convenience. 
AI tholl3'h any variable of any C(H4Cl>J block can be observed using the II EXAAINE u 

command of Section XVI-C-6, this is usually cumbersome and slow ~ much like 
symbolic debuggers of factory-supplied software. Since most EMTP data is 
organized using about a dozen major tables, high-level S~ commands have been 
implemented especially to allow the observation of such major table contents: 

BUS -- to observe the List-l EMTP bus table; 
NODE - to produce node nllnbers corresponding to names; 
BRANCH -- to observe the List-2 EMTP branch table: 
RUC to observe the List-3 EMTP table of R, ·L, Ci 
SWrTCH to observe the List-6 EMTP switch table; 
SOURCE to observe either the ~CS source table 

NONLIN 
V-I 
[YJ 

[F] 

or the List-4 EMTP switch table; 
to observe the List-9 nonlinear elements; 

to observe the List-10 nonlinear characteristics; 
to observe rows of the Y-matrix of the time-step 
loop_ The output is of nonzero colum~s only, 
one row at a time (upon request of the user) • 
to observe rows of the tr:iangularized Y-matrix 
of the time-step loop. Etc. (like [Y]}. 
to observe parameters of Type-59 S.M. sources. 



There is considerable similarity in the usage of all such commands for the 
observati~n of EMTP tables. In all cases, the user enters an interactive loop 
in which he requests one or more additional rows or entries of the table being 
considered. When the user has seen enough, he sends "SPY", and the loop will 
be exited (there will be a return to the "SPY:1I prompt). Simple table output 
is requested by send ing a beg inning and an end ing row nLlnber using free-format 
(using a blank or comma separator) • Key words are recognized alternatives, 
however. "ALV' will display the entire table, limp" will display row one, 
"Bar" will display the last row, II NEXT" or just a carriage return will 
display the following row. In order to truncate an on-going display, send the 
user-keyed interrupt. 

Several EMTP tables have too many columns for an 80-column display without 
wrap-around. Any such EMTP table has been spl it into tVKJ or more subtables 
among which the user can choose. Once inside the display loop for the table 
c orrm and of interest, sending ·'EXTRA" will change to the next subtable, and 
send ing 11 HEAD" wi 11 refresh the current table head ing • SUch alternation among 
subtables is cyclic, so after the last subtable will come the first subtable 
once again. 

As an illustration of the observation of EMTP tables, consider the 
following display of the first of t\-.O tlBRAN:HIt tables, for a modified version 
of BENC fIo1ARK CC-4: 

Row name name-K 
1 LIN001 GEN 

name-M 
!RAN 
TERRA 
L~r.G 

TERRA 
TERRA 

KBLE MBUS 
4 -3 
3 1 
3 -2 
2 1 
5 1 

LGTH 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

NR KODEBR ROrsEM LIT'fPE 

" ~ 

IMODE L INDHST 

2 R-mag mAN 
3 LINe03 TAAN 
4 LIN"04 LC»\IG 
5 LIN005 GENXX 

-1 ~ 0 
-2 0 0 
-3 " 0 
-4 0 0 
-5 0 0 

o 

" " 

o 0 
eJ 0 
o 0 
o 0 
~ 0 

Not shown is the 
be seen to the 
display. 

"BAAN:H" comnand, followed by "ALL'.' {which \tIJuld normally 
right of the heading, had it not been cut off to narrow the 

AVI-C-4. "PLOT" for Vector or Character Plots D..tring Execution 

The SPY' corcmand 
interactive plotting 
plotting options are 
and command-oriented 
illustrates: 

"PLOT't represents a gateway to sophisticated, on-l ine , 
of the ongoing simulation. Both character and vector 

available. SPY plotting involves its own separate prompt 
vocabulary, as the following dialogue during entry 

SF'{: PLOT 
Time limits are .15 ] 

PLar: MENU 
DEal{; 

PLOT: 

SHAFT 
NAME 
CURSOR 
PEAK 

TIME 
MODE 
LABEL 
EXTREMA 
AVERAGE 

FACTOR SIZE CHOICE MENU 
SET COLU RESET TIMESPAN TIME aJI 
ROLLV ROLLe FRONT X-Y 
LEVEL SMOOTH SHCl'l OFFSET 
RESCALE All TIME ffiPW FOURIER 
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Note that the beginning and ending times of available plot data (here. zero 
through 150 msec) are shown as plotting is entered. 'l11e I'ME}JU" subcommand 
displays the 3a possible subcommands that are honored within plotting. For ease 
of printing, this tabulation has been narrowed to only six columns, versus eight 
on the screen. Note that 1f HELP" is not one of the subcon1Tlands. If the use r 
wants details of any of the npLOT" subcotm'lands, he should exit and use the SPY 
n HE LPn corrrnand • 

Many parameters and conventions of SPY plotting are deteanined by the 
STARTUP file (see Section I-E-2). Since this can be either computer-, or 
installation-, or user-dependent, little can be said here that would be 
applicable to everyone. 

TWo types of plots are possible: character plots and vector-graphic plots. 
It is the "MODE" subcommand that toggles the binary selection between these 
two. If vector plotting is available for the comp..1ter system of interest, it 
will normally be the beginning choice, since it should usually be preferred (due 
to the higher resolution). If in doubt about the default decision, consult 
variable LTEK of the STARTUP file (Section I-E-2). For a 3-window 
configuration, any character plot of SPi "PLOT" will appear in the SPY' window, 
whereas any vector· plot will appear in the separate vector plotting window. The 
width of the character plot can be changed by means of the "SET COLUMN" LA.'~.~.'· .. $~~~ 
subcommand (8" and 132-colLmn plots are corrmonly used) • -.j 

There is no special proviSion within EMTP software for the production of 
plots on paper using the "PLaI'" conrnand of SP'i.. Hence such hard copy mayor 
may not be IX>ssible, de~nding upon the software of the operating system that is 
being used, and the hardware associated wi th the computer monitor. For Apollo, 
system software provides the solution automatically. 1Jhe shell ccmrnand $CpSCR 
("coPY screentt) creates a disk file of the screen image, and this can then be 
printed using the shell corrmand $PRF wi th the -PLOT option (for bit-mapped 
printing). For many Tektronix users, separate hardware is connected to create a 
hard copy at the push of a button. Finally, conventional instant photographic 
cameras (e.g., Polaroid) are not uncommon. 

'Ihe user can exit and re-enter SPY "PLOT" without any loss of plot 
variables or parameters that have already been selected. This non-volatile 
memory is to be contrasted with that of early versions of the separate 
interactive plotting program "TPPLOT" (incloo inq the BPA version throu;h May of 
1987) • 

Another difference from the separate interactive plotting program "TPPLarft 

is that no plot file need be specified. When one uses SPY' "PLDr, it is only 
the data al ready stored in the program's plot buffer that can be plotted. Hence 
the familiar specification of a disk file of interest is dispensed with (except 
for the exceptional case of Section XVI-E) • 

'!here are several binary control parameters that can be toggled between the GLj 
tw:l FOssible ~tes using key \fJOrds. 1he revised status of such variables is 
illustrated by ·a single standard message in which the function is summarized 
within parentheses on the right. As an illustration, the first input of 
It EXTREMA" will resul t in the program response: 
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Toggle to .. (Nil (extrema display) 
Later, when such output of maxima and minima is turned off by means of a second 
such request, the program will acknowledge the change as follows: 

-- Toggle to "OFF" (extrema display) 
Although a little abbreviated, this should be clear enough after a little 
practice. 

All users will specify variables to be plotted, and it is the llNAME" 
subcorrrnand that beg ins such input. O1ce this input beg ins, it operates ~n 
sirn ilar fashion to the separate plotting prog ram "TPPLOT", wi th three loops. 
Node voltages must be specified first, then branch voltages, and finally, branch 
currents, corresponding to the three major classes of batch-mode EMTP plotting. 
O1e class is terminated by II END" , at which point input changes to the 
following class of input, if any remains. An illustration of the three 
different prompts for the three different classes of variables follows: 

PLOT: NAME 
SEND NODE ~E (END, LASTJ [ "JDAYA If ] ; 

SEND BRAN:H VOLTAGE NAMES (END, I.AST) [BCMA I NEtJrRL J : 
SEND BRAN:H CURRENT NAMES (END, LAST) [ NEtJrRL, ] : 

Within square brackets are shown existing variables that can be reused, if 
desired (a <CR) rather than a nonblank response will do this). After the last 
variable has been specified via such input, "IAST" will end all such input and 
return to the "PLar: II prompt. In case the user wants a 1 ist of the ava ilable 
plot var iables, he can use the subcommand "CHOICE" • 111e following is 
ill ustrative: 

PLOT: CHO Ie E 
Ty'pe-4 entries 

GEN TRAN 
Type-8 entr ies 

GEN TRAN 
Type-9 entr ies 

'!'RAN 

(node voltages) : 
GENXX 

(branch voltages or powers) : 
TRAN TRAN LQl\I:G 

(branch currents or energies) : 
GEN TAAN TRAN LCllUG 

There normally will be a need for manual variable seal ing only if a single 
plot is to mix different types of EMTP variables (e.g., both voltages and 
currents) , or variables of the same type but variables that have been drawn from 
different sides of a transfoDner. This is because of the wide variation of the 
nunbers that are involved involved. Well, not only can the user scale plot 
variables linearly (via the "FACroRtt subcorrmand), but he also can . provide a 
constant offset if desired (via the "CFFSET·' subcorrmand). 'Ihe two- prompts 
associated with these options appear as follows, and should be self-explanatory: 

PLaT: FAC TOR 
SEND VEC'IOR OF MULTIPLIERS, sep3rated by n," 

PLOT: OFFSET 
SEND VECWR CE' OFFSETS, separated by H,1t 

In order to cancel any such usage, and return to the natural, initial scaling, 
use the " RESCALE n subcorrrnand • 

Plot label ing is optional. If wanted, the It IABEO' subcorrmand will resul t 
in prompts for a I-line super title, a I-line vertical axis label, and finally, 
a multi-line case title. unless the computer being used pro~ides a large vector 
plotting window, the multi-line case title will generally be dispensed with 
(j ust send " END" in response to the thi rd prompt) • For the record, the three 
prompts follow: 
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PLOT: LABEL 
SEND SUPER-TITLE [Sample i-line su ••• ] : 
SEND VERT reAL AXIS LAB EL rv 01 tag e in kV ..... ] : 
SEND CASE-TITLE LINE 1 [ ••• ] : 

Much as for the preceding "NAME" command, the beginnings of old definitions 
are shown within square brackets. If these are to be reused, they can be 
accepted by a simple <CR>. Those who do want to use the case title are referred 
to the II HELP" command for details of display (the "PLAYBACKu subcOfmland) and 
selective modification (some lines can be accepted without change whereas others 
are changed) • 

vertical axis scaling (and limits) will nonnally be determined 
automatically by the program. But there are times when a user will want to 
override this by manual selection, and the uPEAI<" subcarrnand serves this 
purp:Jse. A typical subsequent prompt 'nQuld be: 

VERI'ICAL MIN & MAX [ -0.800E+02 0.8"0E~2]: 
where the existing Y-axis minimum and maximum are shown within square brackets. 
The first such usage will switch from automatic scaling to fixed scaling. Send 
u0,e tt to cancel previous manually-specified limits, and thereby return to the 
original automatic scaling of the vertical axis. 

The request to actually produce a plot takes the form of a specification of 
a time interval of interest, ( t-beg , t-end). It is possible to do this in 
several ways. First, the "TIME" subcommand will resul t in a prompt for such y,. 

an interval. ~ second ~hoice is the use o~ nAll.TIM~n I which will ~imp~y ~J.) 
produce a plot USlng all available data. A thlrd optlon 15 "FRCNT", whlch is ~j' 
designed to plot only the most recently-produced points. For convenience, the 
user can append the required parameters to these corrmands, thereby bypassing the 
subsequent prompt for them. For example, ttTIME 0 50" is a request to produce 
a plot over the time range (", 5~), and "FRCNr 23" will produce a plot of 
onl y the most recent -20 time uni ts of data. A fourth a1 ternati ve is "DRAW" , 
which just reuses the times of the preceding plot, whatever they may be. Choice 
of the time units for a -plot is under user control via the "TDMEUNITS" 
subcorrrnand, to which the user will add the appropriate integer code exactly as 
is used for batch-mode plotting (e.g., 1J4" for milliseconds, etc.). If no such 
change is made, the time units will be installation- dependent, as set within 
the srARTUP file (variables IHS and TIMULT) " 

In case the resulting plot is seen to involve consecutive, saw-toothed 
oscillation, perhaps succeeded by a smooth trajectory down the middle, there may 
be a need to change the control over the averaging of successive ordinates. The 
n AVERAGE" subcomnand allows for the change in the nLmber of consecutive ups and 
downs before automatic averaging is instituted. Parameter NSMTH is involved, 
with the initial value set by the installation-dependent STARTUP file. 

"ROLLV" and .. ROLLC" are used to turn vector and character plots, 
respectively, into strip-chart recorders that will "roll" automatically along 
with the simulation time. Which corrmand is appropriate will depend upon which 
mode of plotting is in use ("MODE" chooses between the two) • Normally, the 
"ROLLV Il or "ROLLC" subcomnand will be the last input to plotting before a 
return to ·SPi: n prompt (by sendi:lg • SPin in response to the· "PLOT:" t; 
prompt) • Remanber that the time scale of the subsequent roll ing plot will be 
determined by .tl!e last plot before the roll cOITI1land, so this should be chosen 
carefully. As for other attributes of the rolling plot, some can be changed on 
the outside using the "'IEK" corrmand of SFt. the prompt will appear as 
follows : 
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SPY: TEK 
>< To tamper with the ROLLing vector plot, send choice. 
>< OPTION (MARK, rELAY, PLOT, OJERrAP, MENU) : 

For a qU1CK sUlTIT\ary of the options shown, send "MENU". The subconvnand II MARK" 
will immed lately identify the curves by applying the appropr'iate letters ("a", 
"b", etc.). Use II OVERLAP" to modify the overlap between successive pages of 
the continuing plot (parameter OVRrAP of the STARTUP file). II DE LAY" 
allows modification of the size of the buffer that controls relative 
instantaneity of the rolling plot (parameter KSLCWR of the STARTuP file). 
Finally, "PLOT" transfers the user to the "PLaI': n prompt of II PLOT" 
plenty of rope with which the user can hang himself (be careful of this one) • 
So much for the SF.{ cOll1Tland n'IEK". Yet another SPY corrmand that controls a 
roll ing plo t from the outs ide is "00ROLL" eto terminate the roll ing} • 

tt 9-100TH" is used to 
discarding of plot points. 
it comes from the srARTUP 

modify the tolerance TOLRCE that allows for the 
The initial value is installation-dependent, since 

file. 

II EXTREMAl! and II LEVEL" are not really a logical part of plotting, since 
plots are unaffected by these subcomnands. But because implementation of the 
associated functions was much easier inside of npLar" than it r,.,ould have been 
on the outside, these tw:. comnands are subcamtands of "PLarn rather than SPY 
corrroands. At issue is the interact'ive tabulation of minima and maximun (in the 
case of "EXTR.EMA") or level crossings (in the case of "rEVEL") of-plot variables 
over the time range of interest. NO~ally there is no such output. Sending 
either command will toggle the associated binary switch that controls such 
tabular output prior to a plot. An illustration of the nEXTREMA" table 
follows : 

MPLOT Name-l Name-2 MinimLm ~Ximllll T of min 
4 GEN -6.92995E~1 7. 00000E+01 3.0~e0~E+00 
2 THAN -S.98629E+01 6.4710~E+01 3.e0~C~E+00 
9 TRAN L~DG -2.02090E-01 2. 49046E-01 3.0000~E+00 

Actually, one colt.rnn is missing on the right due to lack of space -- a colunn 
entitled itT of max" (the time of the maximun) • /J.s for the first colLmn, the 
rnagni tude gives the var iable nunber in the output vector, and any minus sign 
means a reversal of lX'lari ty compared with the output vector. !he display of 
II LEVEL" is transposed compared wi th this, with Wllabeled col unns correspond ing 
to the plot variables. For the same three plot variables just shown, an 
illustration follows: 

Levels sought 
1st hit time 

1. 50,,~eE+00 
1. 54935E+0~ 

-2 .. 00~0"E+00 
7 .11894E~1 

3.l40ceE-QJl 
-9. 9990"E+e 3 

IIFOURIERn is the gateway to interactive Fourier series computation. 'The 
bas ic mathematics and assumptions are identical to those of the H FOURIER eN" 
option of batch-mode Elw1TP plotting (see Section XIV). Even the printed resul ts 
will be the same: a table of harmonic content in the UJNIT6 window. But instead 
of the specification of parameters via a batch-mode plot card, within SPY 
"PLar" the controls are interactive, via the keytoard. Also, at the end of any 
such interactive Fburier computation, the user can interactively plot the 
rnagni tudes of complex harmonics as a function of frequency in the form of a bar 
chart. '!his requires vector plotting, however (see "MODE"). O1e simple 
restriction totthe use of nFOURIER~ ,t~·that only one plot variable is allowed 
(i.e., the user can only find the harmonic content of a single signal at anyone 
time) • 'Ihere are three prompts within the "FOURIER" subcOITITIand, and this 
might be shown as minimal documentation: 
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SEND T-beg, FREQ ( 0.0, 60.] (END, PLOT, LIMIT) 
SEND H-beg I H-end (END, <CR» [0 9 ] : 

SEND V-max «CR>, 0) [0.000~0000E+00 ] : 
The first of these seeks to identify the cycle of interest in terms of a 
beg inning time and the frequency. lhere may be a 51 ight delay following the 
answer to this first prompt, as the Fourier series is computed, and the harmonic 
table is displayed in the LUNIT6 window. The second prompt asks for the 
beg inning and ending harmonic nl .. m.bers for the bar chart. If the user wants no 
such plot, he sends rrENDU to return to the first prompt. 'Ib exit the first 
prompt, use "END", which will return to the "PLar: " prompt. 'The third anc 
final prompt requests vertical-axis scaling information for the bar chart. 
Provided the signal frequency is equal to the p:>'NE:r frequency, and the first ten 
harmonics scaled to fill the vector plot window provide an adequate display, 

, three carriage returns «CR» will respond to these three prompts. The use of 
. II SPY" to exit is not reconmended, since it may leave certain control parameters 

in an unnatural state, thereby adulterating the memory of ttpLOTIt (in case the 
user wants subsequent graphs). It is good practice to exit the' Fourier 
comp.ltation using "END II 

••• always • 

.. SHAFT" is the gatev.ey to interactive analysis of the loss-of-l ife of a 
generator shaft due to an applied torque. It is a new plotting function that is 
still undergoing experimentation and modification, so is not reconrnended for the 
general publ ie. Sut the general operation is easy enou;h to surmlt9r ize·. Shaft 
torques can be predicted by the dynamiC modeling of rotating machinery (see 
sections VIII and IX)" so such a signal is assumed to be available for plotting 
in the output vector when "SHAFT" ts requested. Just as with "FOURIER!', 
only one output variable can be analyzed at anyone time, and the shaft analysis 
is provided in lieu of a plot. NOrmally the user will plot the torque first. 
Then, having that picture in front of him, he will request a.second pass of the 
same data, during -which loss of life is computed. With all diagnostic turned 
off, the result will be a single summary message in the LUNIT6 window having 
the following form: 

End of loss-oi-life calculation for generator shaft torque. 
'IDTI.DL = 0 ",~0"e000"E+e0 
Data used for this fatigue calculation follows. The number 
of points of the fatigue curve, which came from disk file 
EaAFT.r1\T, is NPrLOL;IiI; 3. 'l11e torque tolerance (for 
ignoring relative extrema) is EPSLOL m 1.00000000£+01. 
'It!e fatigue curve itself, (TORQJE(J), CYCIE5(J), J a 1, NPI'LOL), 
follows: 
1.0B000E~5 1.000~0E+00 1.00000E+e3 1.~0000E+el 1.00000E+00 
1.00000E+e2 

As suggested by this output; there is an internal connection of a disk file 
named S1AFT.l)\T, which must contain data describing the shaft of interest. 
This use of a fixed name and fixed I/O channel are temp::.>rary restr ictions anI y , 
as experimentation continues. Olce production usage begins, this can be 
generalized. But for now, the single disk file gwT.l)\T must apply to the 
torque of interest, and it must begin with one miscellaneous data card 
containing two parameters: 

013 ~~(colL.lllIlS 1-8) is the torque scalin;J factor, with 
blank or zero is taken as unity; 

(columns 9-16) is the torque tolerance below EPSLOL 
which excursions are ignored. 
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This first card is to be followed by the torque-cycles characteristic. This 
consists of one point (a pair of numbers) per card, read as 2E16.0 data: 

'TORQJE (colLmns 1-16) is the torque value of the next 
point on the loss-of-life characteristic; 

CyCLES (colllTlns 17-32) is the associated nLlllber of cycles 
to crack at this level of oscillation. 

80th of these values will always be positive. This characteristic is to be 
defined for monatonically-increasing TORQUE, for which the associated CYCLES 
value should be monatonically decreasing. The characteristic is to be 
terminated by a card with TORQUE = 9999. 

"X-y PLOT" toggles the binary control variable that chooses between normal 
plotting as a function of time and the plotting of one variable against the 
other as time increases. Since the program begins with normal plotting, the 
first such use is a switch to X-Y plotting. For tho~ with vector plotting 
capability, X-y plotting should be possible. But there is not yet any such 
caI=Obility for the character mode of plotting. It could be provided up:m 
demand, but thus far there has been no demand. Immediately after the swi tch to 
X-Y plotting, there will be a prompt for a horizontal axis title. The following 
illustrates this: 

PLOT: X-y PLaI' 
- Toggle to 1I(l.l1l (X-Y plotting) 

SEND X-AXIS LABEL r .... ] 
The only other difference from a conventional plot will occur after the time 
span of interest is specified. At this point, the user will be prompted for 
limits of both the horizontal and vertical axes before the plot is produced. 
The following is illustrative: 

PLaf: TIME 0 4 
REVISE x-min, X-max r] (OLD) : -100 1~0 
REVISE Y-min, Y-max [] : -1~0 lee 

"CURSOR" is the gateway to logic that allows for the experimental 
determination of ordinates and slopes of curves using same pointing and marking 
device. The logic was originally developed for the Tektronix 4e14, which had 
horizontal and vertical lines ("cross hairs") that could be accurately 
posi tioned using two· thLltlbwheels. Co not attempt to use this feature unless it 
is known that the capability has been implemented for the computer and vector
graphic display device of interest. 

xvr-c-s. Corrmand Files: @K, FILE, C<M1ENT, VERIFY I TYPE 

Much the way modern comPJter operating systems allow interactive user 
commands to be built into disk files for execution as a group, so SPY allows the 
mod cl a r i za t i on 0 f cOf1lt1and s • Di sk f i 1 e s 0 f spy contnand s wi 11 be call ed 11 command 
files" (following the CEC VAX!VMS name). Such conmand files can be executed by 
preceding an identification of the file by the U@" s}mool (again modeled 
after VAX/VMS). Alternatively, there is a batch-mode connection to such files, 
too (see $SPY of Section XVI-D) • 
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Thera are· ten special, reserved command files that can be accessed by a 
single decimal digit (variable from 0 through 9). This is quicker than keying a 
typical file name. Tb check on the existence of one or more of these, use the 
"FILE" corrrnand, of which the following is an example: 

S?l: FILE 
File number! 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
INCr.sFl? .r:A.T: X X X X X X X 

An "Xn indicates existence of a given file, whereas a blank indicates 
nonexistence. This display also shows the real name of the disk files (the 5th 
~uld be named INCLSPY'S.l1\T). 

Co.rrmand files can in fact be manory-stored rather than disk-stored, and 
this provides for faster input in case of repetive input (looping within the 
file, via the subcomnand ·'GOTO" of the SPY conmand "APPEND'I). (he way to 
load card images from disk to memory (the LUNTle program card cache)' is via 
the "COP':{" sub-sub-comnand of the UCARDI

! subconmand of the "SPACE" conmand 
of SPY. CXl.ce in memory, a comand file is executed by appending a slash ("In) 
in front of the file identification, and using a LUNT10 card index for the 
file identi fication. For example, whereas u@2tt wi 11 execute the disk-stored, 
second special con:mand file (shown in the next paragraph), "@/6350" is the 
corcmand to execute whatever command file begins in card nLlTlber 6350 of the EMTP 
card cache {LUNT10). Although the input from most disk-stored command files~~~ 
will continue until an end-af-file is encountered (at which point control will~J 
be returned to the keyboard), a software end-af-file is also possible. 'Ihis is 
simple enough: hEOF" in columns 1-3 of a command line. Such usage is 
mandatory in the case of memory-stored command files, of course. 

Usage of command files can not be nested (i.~., no such command file can 
itself contain an h@n command). But other user aids are allowed, including 
EMTP COImlent cards ("C WI) • '!he SPY 'tCOJIMENT" 'comnand controls whether or 
not such lines are seen in the SPY window (the initial choice is for such 
echoing) • In-line comnents are also allowed, and are to be encouraged (they 
make the sequence of conmands much more understandable to a hunan). 'The Apo11o 
symool It { " has been rese.rved for this role -- to mark the place where all 
input records wi 11 be truncated. For an exanple of such usage, see 
INCLSFf2.JlD.T in the next paragraph. In case the user is so sure of the 
correctness of both his prog ram and his command file that he does not want to 
see carmands as they are executed, he can use the corrmand "VERIFY", which 
toggles . the binary switch that controls such output. Finally, a pounds sign 
(R@t It) can be used for reserved blanks, should such be needed .. 

When a COIllnand file ends (usually when input is hal ted by a hardware end
of-file, al thoLqh the software construct "EDF" will accomplish the same 
termination), control is returned to the keylx>ard. But where? 'What should the 
prompt be? Because SF.{ is not smart enoLqh to remember, it simply displays a 
good guess, namely the frequent "SP'f:" prompt. Just remember that this mayor 
may not be correct, depending upon where SP't control was at the instant data of 
the cOOII1and fi~,.was exhausted. '!here may be one erroneous prompt. 
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"TYP~" allolNS for the inspection of a cOlT1Tland file before that file is 
executed. Actually, any ASCII disk file can so be inspected, including EM.TP 
data files. But the most common use will be for comnand ti.1es. If there is any 
question about the content of a command file, it is better to find out before 
execution (i.e., before it may be too late to make a correction). An 
illustration of such usage follows: 

SPY: TYPE 2 
Line 1 C 
Line 2 C 
Line 3 HELP 

Begin INCLSPY2.~T S~ command file that illustrates 
the use of an argument (albeit trivial) • 

Line 4 %%%%%%%% 
Line 5 SFt 

{ Argument is to be the SPY command of interest 
Exit the II HELP" corrrnand, returning to "Spy:,. 

Line 6 C Bottom of rncrsr'Y2.m.T; EOF comes next 
SPY: 

Note the argument (the 8 percent signs on line 4). If the user wants to obtain 
information about the IIPLar" command of SPY, he need only send "@2 HELP". 
This is particularly useful if the user has access to just a single terminal of 
a time-shared computer. For a more flexible workstation such as Apollo, the 
utility is limited because the operating system provides for multitasking, and 
the user could independently view the tile via the system editor. 

As just illustrated, parameters or arguments of command files are allowed. 
Free-format input is used, with a comma (" ,") separator in the case of t\l.O or 
more. Temporary restrictions include a length limitation of 8 bytes for each 
argunent, a maxirnun of 10 argLrnents, and a line length (for the "@" command) 
of not more than 80 columns. Within the command file, usage of arguments is 
marked by str ings of eight percent signs ("% "). Of course, there must be a one
for-one correspondance between the argLlllents of the call (the n@" command) 
and the "%%%%%%%% II fields wi thin the command file. 

xvr-C-6. EMTP variables: EXAMINE, NAMES, ROLL, LIST, FIND, DEFOSIT 

Somewhat analogous to n sj"Inbol ic .debU3gers" of modern computer systems, SPY 
can observe or modify any var.iable of EMTP tables of the solution overlays. It 
is the "EXAMINE" and "DEPOS ITII commands of SF':{ that allow this. Yet the re 
are two fundamental differences: 1) the simulation can not be halted at an 
arbitary line of an arbitrary Subroutine, and 2) only variables that are 
stored in COMMON blocks (not local variables) are accessible. In order to find 
where variables are stored, and \Yhat the names are, the comnands "LIST" and 
"F]ND" have been provided. 

rttle "EXAMINE" cortTl'land began with keyboard orientation, but has since been 
converted into a structure that is better adapted for use within command files. 
For workstations having windows, this is no handicap, since a command file can 
be edited at the same time the program is executed. Specific rules of usage for 
II EXAMINE" could be figured out from the It HELP" text t 0 f course. But for the 
casual user who wants to beg in operation rapidl y, it is easier just to copy and 
modify some established command file that already uses the feature. As an 
illustration, ;considerINCLSP.ll. DA.T; which contains considerable explanatory 
annotation. Most of this concerns definition of the variables that are to be 
observed (It EXAMnlE" inp,lt). At the end, there is the conmand to d ispl ay th~ 
var iabl es ("NAMES"): 
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C Beq in rnCLSF'Yl.mT by building a fixed debu;ging table 
EXAMINE. 
em e 

This SPY corrrnand enters the world of .. EXAM IN E" choices 
Reset table length to zero (in case of previous usage) 

AID 
ISTEP 

Go into "append modell, adding to bottom of nEXAMINE" table 
First EMTP C~CN variable to be placed in ff EXAMINEII table 

'TfvlAX 
WNIT4 
T 
N:HAIN 
1WOPI 

2nd EJv1TP Ca-1Mrn var iable 
3rd EMTP COMMON variable 
4th EMTP COMMON variable 
5th EMTP CCMM(N var iable 
6th EMTP C~a.J variable 

END Exit loop over EMTP variable names (back to choices) 
TABLE 
FCRM 
1 6 

Display all variables of ,rEXAMINE" table now defined 
Process entries of U EXAMThl'E" table, so ready for later use 
1st variable is to have its width expanded to 6 columns 

2 8 2nd variable is to have its width expanded to 8 columns 
3 7 -6 
SHCW 
END 
SPY 

3rd throll3h 6th variables ••••• expanded to 7 coll.lTlns 
Confirm that these 5 modifications have been made corr.ectly 
Break out of "FCF.MtI loop, moving back to "EXAMINEI1 choices 
Back to n SPY: U prompt (done wi th 11 EXAMmEu usage) 

NAMES 
C 

Display heading for variables, followed by current values 
That's all there is; EOF comes next; Exit INCLS?Yl.DAT next. 

Since the in-line comments explain most of this, such description will not be 
re~ated here. However I this says 1 i ttle about the different SPY prompts to ,t!., 

I 'Which these 1 ines are responses. '!he resul t of u@2" should docLInent th~·.Z'.;~li 
prompts better than words: ~ 

S Pi': EXAM INE 
C HO ICE (TABLE, WIDTH, etJI', NEW, AID , COPY, FCF.M I SHCW) 
CHOICE (TABLE, WIDTH, CtJr, NEW, AID, copy, FCRM, SHCW) 
SEND EMTP VARIABLE: ISTEP 
SEND EMTP VAA IABLE: '!MAX 
SEND EMTP VARIABLE: UJNIT4 
SEND EMTP VAA IABLE : T 
SEND EMTP VARIABLE: N:~IN 
SEND EMTP VARIABLE: '!WOPI 
SEND EMTP VARIABtE: EN[) 
CHOICE (TAStE, WIDTH, cur, NEW, AID, COPY, FOOM, SHCl'J) 

Row Name rnTOur LOCOur IMIN IMAX 6 = NUMEX 
1 ISTEP 1 45 1 1 
2 TMAX 0 20 1 1 
3 LUNIT4 1 119 1 1 
4 T e 18 1 1 
5 NCAAIN 1 77 1 1 

. 6 ~OPI 0 19 1 1 

CIJI' 0 
AID 

TABLE 

CHOICE (TABLE, WIDTH, CtJr, NEW, AID, COpy, FCRM., SHG\f) : FCAM 
Triplets of (index, width, text). NUMEX = 6. 

1 5 ISTEP 2 < 6 '!MAX 3 6 LUNIT4 4 6 T 5 6 NC~IN 

6 6 ~OPI 
SEND K-index, K-width (END, SHr>J; "-KEND usefl

) 

SEND K-il'llex, K-width (END, SHCW; Tt-REND use") 
SEND K-idaex, K-width (END, SHCW; II-KENO use n

) 

SEND K-index, K-width (END, SHCW: II-KEND use U
) 

Triplets of (index, width, text). NUMEX = 6. 

1 6 
2 8 
3 7 -6 
SHCW 
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1 t) ISTEP 2 8 TMAX 3 7 LUNIT4 4 7 T 5 7 NCH.A.IN 
6 T,t./OPI 
SEND K-index, K-width (END, SHCW; "-KEND use") END 
CHOICE (TABLE, WIDTH, CTJI', NEW, AID, COPY, FrnM, SHGI) SPY 

SPY: NAMES 
ISTEP TMAX LUNIT4 T NC~IN '!WOPI 

79 .IE20 -4 3.95 18 6.2832 {I} 
It is only the final two lines that nor.mally would be of interest to the user! 
output of the II NAMES" conunand. 'Ihese show that the simulation is on time step 
number ISTEP = 79, which corresponds to simulation time T = 3.95 seconds. 
The end-time of the simulation will never be reached (TMAX = 1.E19 is set 
internally for all SPY usage) . The overlay number NC~IN is 18 (within the 
time-step loop), variable TWOPI is hardly a surprise, and LUNIT4 being 
negative means that plot data points are being held in memory rather than being 
wri tten to I/O uni t nunber WNIT4. '!he nllTlber Itln wi thin braces on the right 
is a line number. Here, only a single line was required, but for more 
variables, two or more lines might be required. SPY prQvides for this 
automaticall y. 

Mter the var iable defini tion of II EXAMINElt, the user can request the 
display of variable values at any later time •. As already seen, this is done by 
the SF:{ conmand IINM-\ES", which results in a display of the variable headings 
as well as the current variable values. If only current variable values are 
wanted, a <CR> should be used instead. A final variation of observation is 
prov ided by the SP'i cOllltland "ROLL" , which "continuously" (at every SPY 
opportunity) watches the output variables, and only produces an output if one or 
more variables has changed since the last check. If one of the variables being 
examined is expected to change every time step, beware {the output can be fast 
and volt.minous}! To cancel such 11 ROLLu operation, use f'NJROLL" (which also 
will cancel any rolling plotting). 

N1.Il1bers of the "EXAMINE" output are optimally encoded within the 
available, user-controlled space. It is input to the "FORM" subcommand that 
defines the colllT\ll width. So, if 12 decimal digits were wanted for '!WOPI 
instead of the five that are shown, this could have been requested. The ability 
to tailor output precision to user needs is a powerful feature of the new 
nEXAMINE". Mother advantage is the ability to make selective changes (e.g., a 
correction) without redefining the whole display. 

1he "LISTM and II FIND" conrnands are useful in determining what the 
available variable names are, and where such data is stored in the computer 
memory. Consider first several lines of a representative "LIST" display: 

SP'i: LIST 
Row symbol Word vector? Ascii? Next 687 Syrnools 

Number Name Mdress (YeS=l) (Yes=l) : 1~,12 

10 TCLOCK 12e4348 1 1 
11 ABUFF 1187434 0 93 
12 ell 1201032 0 0 

The heading (lines 2 and 3) shows that 687 distinct symbols are available to the 
user. Had the user sent It ALL" instead of "10,12 11 in response to the prompt 
of the heading, he would have received all 687 ro~ instead of just rows 10 
throLgh 12. '!'he "W:>rd ..address" colunn shows the result of manory location 

s!;7' 
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function II LOC !NT" appl ied to the symbol in quest ion. The next col unr. 
distinguishes between vectors and scalars (note that only TCLOCK is a vector) . 
Finally, there is a distinction between numeric and C~CTER variables. The 
zero for CIl signifies a numeric variable, whereas the unity of TCLOCK is a 
special posi tive symbol indicating ALPHANUMERIC (A6) usage. Posi tive values 
other than the special value of unity are byte lengths (note that ABUFF is for 
80-colllnn card images). But what if the user does not know where a symool of 
interest is located? 'Ihe ,. FIND" cort1T\and will locate the row nunber, as shov.m 
by the following example: 

SP.{: FIND 
Symbol 

index 
11 

657 

WOrd 
address 
1187434 
1133096 

Mdress 
change 

1187434 
-54338 

!he output is produced one row at a time, as 
syrnt;ol. 111e fi rst request was for ABUFF, 
KODEBR. 1he wild card "*" is honored here much 
COlml and s • So , i f the· use r 'Nan ted to find 
cha racter str ing 11 BLS" , he should key ·'*8US*" • 

Next 
s~ool .• ABUFF 
KODEBR 

the user requests a different 
note, and the second 'HaS for 

as it is for VAX!VMS directory 
all symbols that contained the 

nDEroSIT" allows the user to change the contents of any cell of the r14TP 
tables. Of course, some changes to EMTP variables will be carmon enoLgh that€f~;:\ 
special code has been written for that purlX'se. M example is the SPY' comnand~): 
II IOur" , which shows the user the current value of this variable at the same 
time it prompts him for a revised value. If such a dedicated command exists, 
and will perform the desired modification, it is preferable. But often no such 
specialized comnand exists, in W1ich case nDEEOSIT" must be used. 

Just as with "EXAMINE", the memory location or locations of interest are 
identified to "DEPOSrr" by means of a symbol name and a subscript range 
(allowing vector deposi ts). 1here is a lot of p::>\oIJer here, so the user should be 
careful. ttlose W10 do not know much about the internal v.orkings of the EMTP 
really should use this tool only after having been advised by some El'1TP expert. 
In any case, an illustration. follows: 

SPY: IEFOSIT 
SEND EMTP VARIABLE: IPRSUP=9 
SElID EMTP VARIABLE: VOLT! (3: 5)=0.0 

. SEND EMTP VARIABLE: 
TWo operations are shown here: first a scalar change, and second a vector change 
(zeroing cells 3 through 5 of vector VOLT!). While most commonly subscripts 
will only be applied to a vector, no such program restriction exists. For 
ex anpl e , if the user wants to see what integer is located one word beyond the 
scalar IPRSt.P, he could examine ImSllP (2). 1his ~rks wi th either II EXAMINEu 

or "DEKlSIT't • 
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';0/1-(;-7. Table CUnping/Restor ing : SAVE, RESTORE, SLEEP I Vo;AKE I WHEN 

Table dumping is the saving of every state variable of an ongoing EMTP 
simulation. . '!he subsequent reloading of the copy of variables into original 
locations in memory is called table restoration. Such table dumping and 
resto ration can be accompl ished interacti vel y us ing the n SloNE" and II RESTORE 11 

commands of Spy, which allow the user to back up time on the simulation clock 
(assuming that simulation time will advance between the time of saving and the 
time of restoration) • Any interactive simulation that involves the repetitive 
solution of the same basic problem, only with some parameter (e.g., Some control 
system gain) altered between successive solutions, will normally require such 
table dumping and restoring. After table restoration, but before the simulation 
is actually restared, the user normally will modify EMTP variables somehow 
(e.g. , using the "OEFOS IT" command of SF!) , After all, the user normall y has 
no interest in solving the identical same problem twice. 

'The just-mentioned II SAVEll and uRESTORE" coItll'1ands of SPY are for use 
during a single program execution. The resulting storage of EMTP tables is 
volatile, and it will disappear if either execution is terminated, or if the 
comp.1ter crashes. Should the user want to save tables permanently, then it is 
the SPY' "SrEEP" corrrnand that he should use. 'Ihis is nothing more than an 
interactive connection to the batch-mode feature involving integer miscellaneous 
data parameter MEMSAV = 1 (see Section II~B). 1b restart such a sleeping EMTP 
simulation, use the SPi "WAKEn comnand, which is the interactive equivalent 
of the batch-mode It SI'ART AGAIN" request (see Section II-A). 

The nWHEN" command allows the user to delay table saving or restoring 
until some later, user-specified time. The following illustration is typical: 

SPY: WHEN 
SUPPLY TMAX FCR ITSAVE" & II RESTORE" [0. 13"'0000"0E+00 J ~ 

Within brackets will be seen the current time for such delayed table handling. 
If "WHEN" has never been used before, this will be zero as shown (meaning no 
delay) • 

Since table dlJTlping is performed wi thin installation-dependent module 
"KATALG" of overlay 20, it is possible that there be installation-dependent 
details. But for most systems, only the name of the disk file that is used 
might be changed. Nominally, this is TPrABLES.BIN (used for both Apollo and 
VAX, for exanple). In the case of permanent table saving e'SIEEP"), the user 
should check whether his computer system allows version nunbers for files, as 
VAX;VMS does. If version nI.lnbers are allowed, each permanent dlltlping should 
create a new version, so nothing Wjuld be lost by two or more usages. But for 
systems that do not allow version numbers (e.g., Apollo), the same file name 
v.ould normally be reused, in which case a second saving of tables ~uld erase 
the preceding first results. In that case, it normally is the users obligation 
to rename the disk file himself, to protect it from being overwritten. If the 
user's subsequent "WAKE" corrmand has nonblank characters to the right of this 
corrmand word (e.g., "WAKE FlLEl.mT'), the nonblankawendage is taken to be the 
disk file name for the tables of interest. 

Illustrative usage of "SAVEn and nRESTORE" can be found in standard SPY 
corrrnand file nLmber 3, which runs itself. Just send "@3" in the SPf window 
at the fi rst owor tuni ty, and si t back and watch the show. Just remember that 
it is an illustration, not a practical application: no variables are altered 
following table restoration. 
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Th6 speed of table dumping and restoration is highly dependent upon 
comp.1ter system. It is CEC VAX for which we have found the ideal solution (a 
single b.i.ock transfer from manory to memory for the dominant "I.ABC(M" IX>ction of 
tables) I so VAX is the model for other systems. Apollo is still slow, due to 
random order ing of the CCMMCN blocks of II r.ABCCM". More ~rk is needed (we have 
ideas, but just have not found the time to do the v.ork) • For a system that is 

• 
painfully slow, the interactive user of IlSAVEn and -'RESTORE" will want to' 
minimize EMTP table size by car-efully choosing his input List Sizes for "VARDIM" 
(see Section I-G). 

XVI-C-8. "DICEII for Statistical Tabulation of f-!bnte carlo Simulation 

The "DICE" comnand is meaningful only when the ongoing simulation is a 
tvbnte carlo (ttSI'ATISTICS") stooy. If such a data case were to be executed 
wi thout SPY, the requested nt.mber of energizations NENERG {integer 
miscellaneous data parameter of Section II-B) \\Ould be simulated, followed by 
statistical tabulation of the variables of interest (as requested by data of 
section XII-B).- But when using S~, the number of energizations is set to 
infinity internally, $0 it is the user's responsibility to exit the tight loop 
\J1en he bel ieves answers are snooth enoll3h for his needs. 'Itle "DICE" coomand 
allows the user to preview the statistical tabulations that normally would be 
delayed until all simulations are complete. Resulting statistical displays ..,~ 
will, of cours7, be based only on those energizations that will have been ~~l 
com~leted at the lnstant of use, however. - ~jr 

Variable selection and scaling information for the "DICE" display must be 
buil t into the data case just as 'nOuld be required for batc~mode usage. In 
case changes to such data are desired during execution, edit the disk file of 
data cards in a separate window (assuming the user has a workstation such as 
Apollo) I and then reload the file using "DA~H. When doing this, just be 
careful not to add or remove any cards prior to the requests for statistical 
tabulation, since the card number of the first request for statistical 
tabulation must remain unchanged. 

The EMTP itself only provides for llJNIT6 character output of the 
statistical results. But uSers of a flexible workstation such as Apollo should 
have the nicer, vector-graphic alternative, thanks to the inspiration and 
research of Mr. E. J. Michelis of ~ (Arnhem, The Netherlands). This involves 
the simultaneous usage of a separate supporting program "SI'ATPLCYr", and "cut 
and paste- capabil ity of the operating system soft\Yare. For details, refer to 
the Apollo Section I-F-l. 

'!he termination of a fobnte Carlo stooy will depend upon ¥A1at more the user 
wants by way of output. Using SP't, the user will from time to time issue a 
IIDICE'· conmand, in order to see how smooth results have becane. Cl"lce he is 
satisfied that distributions are close to ass~ptotic lLmits, it only remains to 
be dec ided how execution is to be terminated. '!he quickest w::ty would be an 
operating system interrupt via the keyboard (e.g., VAX/VMS CTRL-Y or Apollo (7~\ 
C!RL~). - Equally effective and nearly as quick is the "SPY" stop corrmand. \:".-) 
But either of these qUick exits will result in a loss of the small character -. 
plots of switching times that normally conclude statistical tabulations. There 
also would be a loss of the case summary statistics. In order to avoid such a 
loss I the SPi conmand "DEPOS IT" should be used to set var iable NENERG equal 
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to the current energization nunber, thereby allowing a natural exit of the rvbnte 
carlo loop ~fter completion of the current energization. This number should be 
one of:lie last outputs to WNIT6 (at the end of the last line that begins: 
"Random s\-.:itching times for energization nunber"). 'The final consideration is 
about possible table saving. Rather than ending execution definitively, one can 
put the Monte carlo simulation into hibernation by setting MEMSAV = 1 at the 
same time NENERG is altered, if the input data (integer miscellaneous data 
card) did not set this switch at the very start. 

xvr-C-9. Mathematics within Corrmand Files: "APPEND" 

The It APPENDft comnand provides a gateway to mathematics at the SPY corrmand 
level. Al thoLr3h much more is possible, and extensions may be more fully 
develoFE'd in the years ahead, the dominant present use is for counting I 
incrementing, compsxing, and junping -- the ingredients required for looping 
within command files, and the modification of EMTP data within such a loop. 

Even before considering what any of the details mean, it might be 
informative to" look at a simple example. '!he standard comnand file 
INCLS~8.DAT provides an illustration: 

APPEND { Issue SPf corrmand to enter the world of II APPEND" subcamnands 
MENU Confirm we are inside "APPENDR by display of p::>ssible subcOO1l1ands 
SET PRI=4 LEN=l VAL=0.0 {Initialize REG(4), APPEND reg. nlJTlber 4, to 0 
SET PRI=5 VAL=1.0 { Initialize REG(S), APPEND register number 5, to 1 
SET PRI=6 VAI.;::2 { Initial ize REG (6), APPEND reg ister nLlT\ber 6, to 2 
AID PRI=4 SEC=5 LEN=l Srrn=3478 { Top of loop: REG (4) = REG(4) + REG(5) 
KEY PRI=2 M.ES=SEND REG(2}: { Pause for unused keyboard input to REG(2) 
LOOK PRI=l LEN=12 - {Display the contents of REG(l) through REG(12) 
IF PRI=4 .LT. SEC=6 {If REG (4) is less than REG(6), then 
GOTO LAB=3478 {loop back four lines (to top of loop to increment again) 
END { Ex it"" APPEND" command, ret urn i09 to t, SPY : n prom Ft 
TIME { Confirm that we have "SF{: n by issuing this simple SP'f corrmand 

The reader is encouraged to execute this file ("@8") on his own computer. 
There is a loop that will be traversed twice, and each time execution is halted 
to allow the user to key a nlll'lber that will be deposi ted in reg ister nLlnber 2. 
Use distinctive numbers (e.g., "98765"), so that they can be easily recognized 
in the subsequent display of register contents. 

Ideally, one would prefer FORTRAN-like capability for the mathematics of 
SPY'. Eventually this may come, much as it already has for 'mCS (thinking of 
~CS supplemental variables) • But SPY "APPEND" usage is just in its infancy, 
and something more like assembly language is all that is being provided" now. 
Numerical values must be stored in one of a fixed nunber (presently 58) of 
special registers that are identified by a number. Arithmetic is performed only 
on one or more of these registers. Finally, conditional execution depends on 
the relative size of two register contents. 

(nee inside the It APPEND tt corrmand, a 1 ist of the available subcommands can 
be generated by send ing II MENU" • 'The resul t is as follows: 

/l.. / ! 
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SPY: APPEND 
;.: MENU 

IF GaTO UNUSED CCJo1P END LIB LOOK MP-.P 
LOAD USE AID SUB MUL DIV COPY SET 
INIT KILL CARD KEY TAGS MENU 

While this is an imposing list, it is possible to understand the overall idea 
rather quickly by means of a few examples and the summary description of a few 
general classes of operation. 

Whereas registers are referred to by number, most often only two registers 
are involved. For example, one can add the content of one register to another, 
or one asks whether one register is equal to another. For most such usage, the 
two registers of interest are referred to as prLmary and secondary registers, 
respectively. Symbols are used in that the user first defines these two 
reg isters using "tags" such as PR!:::3 and SEC=4 (to have register nunber 3 be 
the pr imary reg ister, and reg ister nLlnber 4 be the secondary reg ister.· Other 
tags are possible, as illustrated by the following "APPENDw line that uses 
four tags to describe an addition operation: 

AID PRI=34 SEC=44 LEN=3 INC=l 
The II p.ro" is the " APPEND tt corrmand fo r add it i on , with the fo u r tag 5 g i v i ng 
the location and extent of this operation. Vectors are involved, and the tag 
LEN=3 says that these are of length three. Just as FCRTRAN OO-loops can ski p 
cells, so can such vector operations, al tholr3~ such ~s not bei~ done in this ~_.:.;y 
example (the tag INC=l says that consecutlve reglsters are involved. BY~~ 
definition of the addition command, the primary register is to have the 
secondary register added to it. Hence registers 44, 45, and 46 are to be added 
to registers 34, 35, and 36, respectively. Tags must be separated from the 
c orrrn and ( if any; here, from the If AmI!) and from each other by one or more 
blanks. The corrmand (if any) must come first, and must begin in colLmn one. 
Thereafter, tags can be placed in any order, and are free-format (except that 
imbedded blanks within a tag are not allowed, since blanks tenninate one tag and 
start another) • 

f'IF" usage allows for the cond i tional execution of the following command, 
if and only if the content qf the prLmary register is related to the content of 
the secondary register by the appropriate relational operator. Identical to 
FCRTRAN, six relational operators are recogni zed: 

• LT. • I.E. • NE. .EQ. • GE • • GI' • 
and these must appear sanewhere to the right of It IF" (a tag is not used for 
these operators, note). Just be sure that the relational operator has one or 
more bI anks before and after it, and no imbedded, bl anks (between the bound ing 
periods). As an illustration, consider: 

IF PRI=4 .LT: SEC=42 
This is equivalent to the FORTRAN condition 

IF ( REG(PRI) .LT. REG (SEC) ) 
Should the condition of the relational·operator not be satisfied, then the 
following II APPEND" command (line of the corrmand procedure, usually) will b€ , 
discarded. lJrIlike FCRTRAN, the following statement which is to be conditionally (\'>-': .. 
executed must always occupy the following line (it can not be added to the line "*..~y 
carrying the "IFn, nor can it extend to several lines via continuation). 
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"GO':'C" provides for an unconditional transfer to another line of the 
command t:'-rocedure that is being executed. But 001 ike the col LlTIri 1-5 statement 
number of FORTRAN, the.destination here need only be uniquely identified by an 
alphanLlTleric string of up to six characters. It is tag II lAB" which 
identif ies the destination of the j unp, whereas tag It SIN II must appear on the 
line to which control is to be transferred. Take two such lines out of 
INC LS Py 5. r:::A T : 

ADD PRI=4 SEC=5 STN=3478 
GOTO LAB=3478 LEN=l 

The first of these is the top of the loop, and is identified by the character 
string "3478t~. Th.e line itself requests the addition of register nunber 5 to 
register number 4. The second line involves an unconditional transfer of SPY 
control to the fi rst 1 ine. The tag It LEN=1" sets the vector length to uni ty 
for the j ust-descr ibed reg ister addition. By combining integer counting wi th 
"IF" and 'tGOTO tt

, one has a loop, of course. 

"Amtt, ttSUB1t
, "MULn , and "OIV" are the basic arithmetic cOOlTlands 

within "APPEND". Vector operations are involved (the "LEN=II tag defines the 
length) , as is possible incrementation of indices by other than unity during 
the vector operation (use the tag II INC=u to control this). '!he four stmnary 
definitions in equivalent FORTRAN are, respecti~ely: 

REG (PRI+K) = REG(PRI+K) + RSG(SEC+K) 
REG (PRI+K) = REG(PRI+K) - REG (SEC+K) 
REG (PRI+K) = REG(PRI+K) * REG (SEC+K) • 
REG (PRI+K) = REG(PRI+K) / REG (SEC+K) • 

For scalar operations (the common case), "K II would be zero in these 
defintions, and there w:>uld be no loop incrementing it. -

II UB Il is used to apply a library function to reg isters beginning wi th the 
primary reg ister • '!he n IEN=u tag control s the nllnber of reg isters in th is 
vector appl ication. As for the function, it is selected by a II FUl=" tag, 
with the following choices allowed to the right of the equal sign: 

UEXP n the EJt1TP library function IIEXPZ" (exp::mential); 
uSeRT" the EMTP library function "BCRTZ" (square root); 
1fRAN" the EMTP.1 ibra ry function tr RANDNM" (tandem m.mber); 
ttTIME" the current EMTP simulation time T in seconds; 
"COO" the EMTP library function ttCc.::sZ" (cosine) i 
"PI" the circular constant, equal to 3.14159265 ••• 
IIABS" the EMTP library function "ABSZ" (absolute value); 
"INT- integer truncation (removal of fractional part) • 

If the reader's favorite function is missing, complain, since it is trivial to 
expand the set arbitrarily (only 2 lines of FORTRAN are required for each 
function) • 

"SETIl allows the user to load registers with constants. '!his is a vector 
ot:eration, beginning with the primary register. '!he value of the constant is 
defined using the "VAL=" tag. M illustration folloW'S in the next paragraph. 

II COPY" alloW'S the user to transfer the contents of one append reg ister to 
another. 'The transfer is from the primary to the secondary register, and a 
vector operation (tags "LEN=" and It INC=" are aWl icable) . 
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.. LOOK· provides observation of reg ister contents. This is a vector 
operation, beginning with the primary register. As an illustration, consider 
the definition and observation of three registers: 

>: SET PRI=12 LEN=3 VAL=3.14 
>: LOOK 

Register contents follow. 1st and last = 12 14 
12 0.314000E+01 0. 314000E+01 0. 314000E+01 

"KEY" allows register definition from the keyboard. This \\Ould normally 
only be used in the middle of a command file. Three tags control the operation. 
Fi rst I "PRI=u and tt LEN::" define the range of contiguous reg isters (a 
vector), and also the ntlTlber of free-format values that are to be read from the 
J."eyboard. Finally I "MES=" defines a prompt of up to 80 colunns, without any 
imbedded blanks. Without such a prompt, the EMTP user might not know that he 
was supposed to key some numbers. Or, in the case of two or more requests, he 
might not know which of the mw tiple inputs was involved. As a degenerate 
special case of !tKEY" usage, rather than from the keyboard, the required input 
can be read from the following It APP END II line (of a cOlIIlland file, normally). 
Use "M.ES=NONE" as special request for this in-line data, which may sometimes 
be simpler or clearer than the use of 1r SET" for load ing reg isters wi th 
numerical values. 

ttCARD" allows the nlJT1eric mod ification of some data field of a group of 
EMTP data cards that currently is stored in the card cache of LUNT10. The six 
required integer parameters come from tags, as follows: 

ffiI Nl.D1lber of the reg ister that is to be used. 1he nLl'ner ic 

SEC 
sa::; -
Elm -
MOD
LEN 
INC -

contents ·of this are to be encoded on a data card. 
LUNT10 nLJnber of the card at which mod ifications beg in. 
Beg inning coh.mn nunber of the data field to be defined .. 
Ending column number of the data field to be defined. 
Mode of the numeric encoding: 0=Real, 1=Integer. 
The nunber of consecutive cards to be so modified. 
To increment PRI in cases of LEN > 1, so that 
the nunber being del=X'si ted is varied as the card is. 

It is in conjunction with the "BEGIN" command of SPi that this I'CARD" 
subcorrmand of "APPEND" will normally be used. '!he concept is simple enoLJ;Jh. 
Whereas "DEFOSIT" allows the arbitrary tampering wi th EMTP tables, some 
network parameters are buried so as to be inaccessible within the time-step 
loop. As a result, it is not possible to change such parameters as a simulation 
is advancing. But it is possible to restart such a simulation at time zero wi th 
altered data. This can all be done automatically with a command file. Via 
ari thmetic of 1IAPPEND", the next desired value of some network parameter is 
computed. This value then is de}Xlsi ted on the card image of interest, after 
which the solution can be restarted. 'The result is qui te arbitrary parametr ic 
studies - an enorm~us extension over the one such spec~alized application that{>-'.~. 
has been hard-coded lnto EMTP FCRTRAN: Monte Carlo stooleS) • As an exanple of~:~) 
practical inte~~st, consider variation of the inductance of a smoothing reactor· . 
of an hyde fil~r. 
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II MAP" , II LOAD" , II mIT" , lIKILL" , 11 e01P", and "USE" all are commands 
that are associated with communication between append registers and the outside 
world (i.e., either EMTP tables, or a synchronized parallel process. Yet such 
usage is still highly experimental, and it is not simple. Further, it is 
dependent upon computer. As a consequence, it is not recommended for anyone 
other than program developers at the present time. on the other hand, it should 
be understood that such capability is seen as one possible way to improve the 
present CSP (concurrent sequential process ing) capabil i ty of the present If'I1t"CSII 

command of SPY. Refer to Section XVr-C-12 for additional comment about the idea 
of CSP. 

XVI-C-HL "RAMP" and "SERIES4I for Continuous Linear variations 

Some EMTP variables can be changed instantly from one value to a completely 
different value without difficulty. An example would be the flashover voltage, 
or the closing time, of a swi-tch. For such cases, the "DEPOSITII command of 
SPY is appropriate, since this is the way it operates: instantly and 
discontinuously. 

On the other hand, there are variables that must only be altered slowly and 
smoothly. M example might be the inductance of some series R-L-C branch. In 
order to avoid abrupt changes, the "RAMP" cOllltland was devised. It ailows the 

. user to specify an arbitrary number of beginning and ending times, and beginning 
and ending parameter values, for linear variations that will occur each time 
step. Storage for such usage is appended to the U.M. working space after any 
nonnal machine storage, so any such intensive user might consider augmenting 
List Size 25. 

'!he "SERIES" corrmand provides special log ic to connect wi th the "RAMP" 
command for the variation of series R-L-C branches only. These are cammon and 
important enough to deserve special logic of their own. AI thoLgh discontinuous 
variations are also allowed, the smooth, ramped change is the more useful and 
common, probably. At any point prior to overlay 12, the user must declare his 
intention to tamper with series R-L-C branches by issuing the "SERIES" 
declaration. '!hen the program will pause in overlay 12 to allow the user to 
select those branches that he might later want to vary. The help command 
provides more details of this high-level c~and. 

Yet before the potential user becomes too excited about the powerful idea 
of ramping EMTP parameters, it should be IX> inted out that many var iables are 
effectively inaccessible to him. AlthoU;h he can go throU3h the motions of 
ramping such variables, the result will not be what it should be because other, 
unknown program variables that depend upon the ramped variables are not being 
modified at the same ti.me. 'Ihe classic case is the time-step size DELTAT, 
upon which many, many other var iables depend. I):) not try to ramp IELTAT as 
shown in a following example, since no good can come of it. 

Those who are not familiar with internal program structure (i.e., EMTP 
FCRTRAN) are to be discouraged from using "RAMP" for any but the simplest 
case. Even the veteran developer may need to think a little, and use some trial 
and error. '!here are t~ supporting SF':{ comnands that should be considered at 
the same time, namely "SERIES t

• and "YFCRMti
• '!he first of these should always 

be used if the parameters of a series R-L-C branch are being ramped, since then 

tl-,~ 
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the ~odal admittance matrix [YJ will be appropriately modified each time step, 
and that matr ix will also be retr iangulari zed. Unfortunately, such qual i ty 
support for other components is lacking, so if the user knows that [y1 formation 
and triangularization are required at each time step, he must request it 
himsel f , manually., 

A final potential peril might be mentioned. Actual ramping of variables is 
handled within SUBROUTINE ANALYT of "ANALYTICAL SOURCES USAGE" fame. But 
this is an installation-dependent (see Section I-E-l). Hence any intended user 
of II RAMpff should check that ramping log ic has not been removed by those 
responsible for maintaining the program. 

1here are three basis prompts of "RAMP", and these are nested in the 
order shown: 

SP'i: RMrlP 
SEND liT-begin", "T-end" (END, SHON, ~IND) : 

SEND n F-beg inu, II F-endtl (END) : 
SEND EMTP VARIABLE: 

Actually, the final prompt is from "DEPOSIT" to which this tlRAMP" logic 
." junps in order to input and identify the variable. Just as with "DErosIT", a 

vector response is acceptable. 1m example \\Ould be UTX(3:5)n, which w:;,uld.tf~ 
I result in the simul taneous ramping of three consecutive cells of the TX~1~ 

vector. The order of nesting is intentional. Variables can be specified one 
after the other as long as both time (the outer loop) and ramp value (the middle 
loop) remain appl icable. When this ceases to be true, send "END" in response 
to that inner-most prompt and there will be a return to the middle prompt for 
beg inning and end Lng parameter values.. If these 11 F" values are changed I there 
will be an automatic return to the inner level for more variables. 01 the other 
hand, if times must be changed, or if the user is done specifying ramps, sending 
II mDu in response to the middle prompt will return to the outer prompt for 
times. 10 erase all previous usage, send "REWIND"1O TO produce a sUI11nary table 
of all ramfS, send "SiOVn , of which the following is an illustration: 

Row Name I-beg Length T-beg in T-end F-beg in F-end 
1 TX 3~ 1. 0.15000E+01 0. 25000E+01 0.50000E~7 0. 70000E+07 
2 DELTAT 1. 1. 0. 750e0E+00 0. 90000E+00 0. 50000E-01 0. 75000E-01 

No RAMPing before 7.S0000000E-01 or after 2. 50000000E+00 sec. 

It is always prudent to produce this output as the very last operation prior to 
returning to the "Sl'X':" prompt (by sending either "SPY" or "END"). '!his is 
because it is much easier to spot errors from such a table than it is by 
reviewing the vollll\inous input. l\bte that whereas the user inputs beginning and 
ending subscripts, the table show the beginning index (unity for a scalar) and 
the length of the vector that is being ramped. '!he final line reminds the user 
of when the first ramp will begin and the last ramp will end. 
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XVI-C-l1. Utilities: HEADING, TIME, SIZE, LIMIT, HONK, ECHO, WAIT, $ 

"HEADING" is the corrmand to produce a new heading for the time-step loop 
output in the LUNIT6 window. It may be that the user has many output variables, 
and can not remember which is which. Even if the window can be scrolled 
backward to find the normal heading, it may be more convenient just to 
regenerate the heading via this command. 

"TIME" is primarily designed to show the current simulation time T (a 
variable of "8LKCCJ-1"). But since this hardly requires a whole line, the time
step size, the end time !MAX of the study, and the wall-clock time, have all 
been appended. In case the user wants to check the responsiveness of SPY to 
keyboard inputs, or to reassure himself that S~ is still alive and well, this 
is a good, simple command to use. An example follows: 

SP'f: TIME 
T = 0.20~~~eE+00 TMAX = ~.100eE+20 DELTAT = ~.S000E~1 07.58.44 

"SIZE" and II UMIT II are tw:) simple util i ties related to EMTP List Sizes 
(see Section I-G). Both result in displays of 27 nLmbers, with l~ nunbers per 
row. 'Ihe difference is that "SIZE" shows the current actual burden on EMTP 
tables, where as "LIMIT" shows the table dimensioning. Just as with case 
sunmary statistics, if no figure is available, a "-9999" should be displayed. 
The following illustration was produced during the solution of a sl ightly 
mod if ied version of BENCfJo1ARK DC-4: 

SF.{: SIZE 
5 

18 
o 

S?f: LIMIT 
252 
50 

100 

5 6 2 9 0 695 
9 -9999 -9999 -9999 0 0 
o 6 1 -9999 -9999 -9999 

30" 
50 

150 

500 100 250~ 
50e~ -9999 -9999 
4000 3 40~ 

40 
40 
50 

1375 
4 

50 

1750 
5 

1 
23 

75 
160~ 

10 

" 
160 
660 

"HJNI<" is the SYi corrmand that rings the bell of the computer monitor. 
There will be a subsequent "prompt for the duration or ampl i tooe (prec ision is 
impossible due to the installation-dependent nature) as shown by the following 
exanple: 

SPi: ImK 
SEND SEVERITY LEVEL OF ALERT (1 TO 10) : 3 
Audible alarm began at Il-May-86 ea. 54. 1 3 bells. 

The convention is that zero produces no response, while 1~ indicates a disaster 
(with this latter warning continuing indefinitely until suspended by a user
keyed interrupt). 'Ihe user will normally avoid the use of ten, which was 
designed for internally-generated program alanns (e.g., when program storage for 
pl0 t data has over flowed). M;, fo r the mod e 0 f usag e 0 f n IiC»JK" , it wi 11 almost 
always be in a ccmnand file, for those cases where there is a need or desire to 
attract the attention of the operator (who may not be looking at the monitor) • 

't&:HO" is designed to acctltlulate keyboard input during testing, so that 
once an interactive control sequence is perfected, a command file can be 
estab1 ished without the necessity of rekeying all of the comnands. Also, 
II EX:HO" provides a very compact history of 'tJhat the user has been doing. PrJ 
illustration follows: 

. .t.-/"'1 
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SPY: ECHO 
SEND DESIRED OPERATION (BEGIN, FILE, SHCW) : SHCW 

Compa.cted 1 isting (between "I") of 21 stored commands follows. 
/ TIME / BRAN:H / ALL / SPY / FILES / TYPE 1 / @1 I HEADING 
/ LIST / 255,26~ / SPY I SIZE / LIST / 1,5 / SPY / LIMIT / BREAK 
/ -150 / GO / .ECHO / SH~ 

SEND DESIRED OPERATION (BEGIN I FILE, SHc>J) : 
In this case, "ECHO" was first requested some 21 SPY corrmands earlier, when 
SP'i input began to accLITlulated. At that first usage, the response to the prompt 
was II BEGIN" to beg in the accLIYlulation. '!his time, the request was to 
IISHC1f.III the accLIIlulation to date. 'Ib terminate such accunulation, send "FILErr. 
There will be an opportunity to save the accumulation in a disk file, but this 
probably would never be most convenient for the ~rstation user having "cut and 

;"pastell capabil i ty. If no disk file is desired, send just a <CR> in response 
to the prompt for a file name. 

11$" is the SP':{ corrrnand to send the input 1 ine into ttC~" for processing 
as a conventional $-card of batch-mode usage (see Section I-D). ChI Y the 
dollar sign in column I is mandatory, with all other characters of the line left 
for "CIMAGE It usage. For an illustration, use "@9 1t (INC[SPl9.D\T). 

nWAIT" is the command for all aspects of program execution to hibernate 
for a fixed period of time. The actual delay will be accomplished within 
installation-dependent function " TIE tAy" of MCTION RFWLI. 'There will be a L~s\,.,"" 
subsequent prompt for the desired delay time in seconds. V 

)NI-C-12. "'meS" Gateway to Concurrent Sequential Processing (CSP) 

Although still the subject of research and experimentation, the concept of 
Concurrent Sequential Processing (CSP) is important enough to deserve mention. 
The SPY' corrmand that provides access to this feature is n~CSII. 1he general 
concept of CSP is simpleenot,gh: Allow the user to send arbitrary EMTP var iables 
to TACS each time step for processing as supplenental variables. Also allow him 
to bring back the 'mCS results each time step, and apply those resul ts to 
arbitary variables. The use of such computation every time step explains thE 
adjective "concurrent," and "sequential" comes from the fact that this is an 
inherent restriction of ~cs supplemental variables. 

Entry to "~CS· reveals several options, which now will be briefly 
sl.II1nar i zed : 

SP'i: TACS 
SEND CGiTROL (REWIND, SOURCE, SUPPLEMENTAL, PA'ICH, SHQtJ, END) : 

Sending IlREW]ND" will erase all previous such definitions, so that definitions 
will begin from level zero. If "SOURCE" is sent, all following input is 
asslITIed to be 1:1\CS source cards, until terminated by an II END" card. If 
"SUPPLEMENTAr." is sent, then all following input is aSSLit\ed to be TACS !~;'J'-;'" 
supplemental variable/device data cards, also until an h DID" card is \tL) 
encoLD"ltered • l.1he subcorrmand "PA~H" allows the user to connect any EMTP 
variables to his ~cs sources (in order to define the inputs). It also allows 
the user to apply supplemental variable results to any EMTP variable. 'l11e "any" 
comes from the use of a memory address of the SPY corrmands •• LIST" or h FINDtt , 
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just as II EXAMINE" or "DEPOS IT" a t'e quite unrestr icted • There wi 11 be 
separate prompts for all such ~cs input and output connections. When all such 
connections are complete, "SHGJ" can be used to display a surrrnary table of all 
TACS CSP inp.1t/output connections. 

'The future of the "mes" corrmand depends in large measure on future 
evolutionary developnent. 'Ihe "'mCSti command has the advantage that it is 
universal, and requires no computer-dependent s:pecial features. en the other 
hand, the processing is limited by the rules of ~cs supplemental variables, 
which are far less general than the FORTRAN compiler (e.g., ~cs can not yet 
invert a matrix easily, or perform fast Fourier transformation, or compute with 
1 im i ted prec is ion) • As for the next generat ion of 'tl\CS (al ready being 
designed) , who can be sure? One alternative to using ~cs for CSP involves a 
synchronized, detached process, which provides much more flexibility for those 
computers that can handle the operation efficiently. Hence, the soon-to-be
improved "'mCS" is a direct competitor for certain not-yet-fully-developed 
features of the "APPEND" corrmand.. In sunmary, it is clear that the concept of 
CSP will remain valid, and flexibility of the implementation will improve. But 
details of such future usage are quite unclear at the present time. 

XVI-C-13. Servicing (YJ Changes: YFCRM, N:>Y, F1\C'fOR, OOF 

Due to practical complications, the production user most likely will have 
no explicit, manual use for the four SPY commands of this present section (see 
the heading). They are associated with reforming the nodal admittance matrix 
[Y] of the time-step loop, and with retriangularizing it. In idealistic theory, 
whenever the user modifies the computer storage of some network parameter (e.g., 
by using "DEPOSITII 

I or CSP of "~cstt, or a synchronized parallel process of 
"APPEND") , he should have [Y] reformed and also retriangularized. '!hen all 
would be well forever after, right? Right in theory, but wrong in practice 
today, unfortunately. Due to the dependence of other program variables on the 
one being changed by SPY, such reformation of [Y] can only be successful in 
certain cases. It will take a lot of reprogramming before the time step DELTAT 
can so be mod i fied. So, only researchers should be using these functions 
explicitely for a while. 

Yet the production user may well be exploting the log ic of these functisms 
implicitely, without even knowing it. For example, the II RAMP" and "SERIES" 
corrmands connect with the code just mentioned. Hence there is no question about 
the ?,ssible removal of unused features. 

XVI-D. Batch-Mode Execution of SPY" Corrmands: $5E'Y and $5FYEND 

. There is a batch-mode connection to Spy, for those users who can fo resee 
all details of SPY input in advance, before EMTP execution begins. For example, 
a user otherwise might have no interest in interactive observation and control. 
l-bl.Never, SP't .might provide some special control that might be needed for the 
data case of interest. A second example of usefulness is for the documentation 
of SPY capability using standard test cases. The user is referred to BENCHMARK 
DC-56 and DC-57 as illustrations. 

,).0 le; 
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SSPY ; keyed in colunns 1-4 of an EMTP data card) is the key that allows 
SPY commands to mixed wi th normal ~TP data. 'This request must precede a block 
of SPY corrrn and s 1 and $8PlEND must follow tha·t block to mark the end. As an 
illustration of such usage, consider data cards extracted from BENCHMARK DC-56: 

14GEN 70. .1591549 -1. 
SSPY { Request of "CIMAGE" ($-card) to begin batch-mode SPY connection 
DEBUG { 1st SPY command is trivial, unnecessary request to change DIAGNOSTIC 
o { Do-nothing level change, since without this, the IPRSFY level would be 0 

==< < Etc. (some 57 lines have been omitted to save space) > )== 
BREAK f It is the latter: no more "@" cards read until "BREAK" occurs 
TIME l Trivial SPY conmand just to demonstrate that we have "SPY:" prompt 
STOP { This S~ command will terminate execution of the data case 
$5PYEND {Bound on in-1 ine SPY corrmands; back to batch-mode program data 
BLANK card ending all electric sources 

It is seen that a large block of S~ commands has been inserted after the last 
EMTP source card, before the blank card ending such sources • 

. Altho~h $SFY looks like a $-card that might be processed by "CIMAGE" 
(see Section I-D for details), this is not the case. Just as with $ INCLUDE, 
$5PY is processed at the very beginning of execution, where the following 
happens. All card images following the initiation of SSFf, and preceding the ''-7 

termination of SSPYENI?, are in fact. remo~ed from the EMTP data card cac~e ~f ~:\J 
UJNT10, and are placed In a separate dlSk fIle named "SFiFILEl.Il\T". 'Itus 15 ~1 
a reserved name, so the user should avoid it and all related files {as the 
ser ial i zation dig it preced ing the dot var ies from 1 throLXJh 9). '!he $5FY card 
is converted to the following: 

$OPEN, u.JIT=17 STATll3=OLD FILE=SPiFILEl.Q\T 
which will, of course, be serviced.by "CTIMAGE u • This really is just a special 
connection for y.nat otherwise ~uld be a SPi conmand file ("@" usage) wi thout 
arguments. Note the use of fixed I/O channel number 17 --- different from any 
other program usage (to avoid conflicts) provided the user avoids this number in 
his STARTUP file declarations for LUNIT1, etc. 

The location of $Spy· usage within an EMTP data case is critical, since 
this defines the point at which the program begins reading the S~ commands. 
This does not Lnply that all SPY commands will be read at this point, however. 
'the user generally will delay the in}?Ut of other corrmands by some device such as 
a n BREAK" comnand followed by ttWAIT" and "BAFAR" (to inhibit further input Unti 1 
the break po int has been reached). A good ill ustrat ion is prov ided by 
BENCIf.1ARK OC-56. 

It is possible to have multiple $5PY and $S~END declarations, if this 
proves to be necessary. The present program limit is nine, due to the sir~le 
serialization digit that follows liSP/FILE" as explained above. There is no need 
to be sure that one group of SFY commands is exhausted before the next group is 
requested, since the program handles the transition by brute force. Prior to 
the connecting If: a new " SP'{F lLE " in "CIMAGE", any old one is disconnected -
- whether or not all records have been read from the old file. An 
illustration of multiple $8PY declarations can be found in BENCHMARK DC-57. 
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x\/I-E. USe ':Jf SPY "PLar" Instead of Separate program "TPLOTI1 

A spec ial, new, degenerate appl ication of "SPY''' has nothing to do wi th 
simulation. Rather, it concerns the plotting of preceding simulations -- a 
function that previously required a sep3rate, special plotting program "TPPLOT". 
A separate program no longer is needed, and in many cases, is no longer desired. 
While the reader could learn this new usage of the EMTP on his own from the 
detailed infor:mation of Section 'lNI--C, it is imp:>rtant enoLgh to deserve special 
mention in this special section. 

Usage of the EMTP just as a plotting program has the advantage of speedier 
response for the plotting of large data files. Rather than input data points of 
curves from disk as they are needed (which is the "TPPLOT" approach), the EMTP 
loads the contents of a ".PL4" plot file into memory at the very start. Then 
input is either from memory or via paging (virtual memory management), which is 
an order of magni tooe faster than FCRTRAN READ operations from an I/O unit. For 
big data cases, this can save a lot of time, so is worth considering. The 
really serious user may even want to create a special EMTP version in which the 
simulation code has been cut out in order to remove the burden of all that extra 
code and table space, thereby allowing the expansion of plotting space without 
further burdening the computer. 

Plotting via the EMTP is simple enoLgh. Begin EMTP execution, and select 
SPY, of course. Then key the following SPY commands, in order: 

1) DA'm - Request of EMTP for specification of disk file 
2} disk file contains a single $OPEN card (see below) 
3) STEP- Instruct SPY to halt the simulation everywhere 
4) GO Begin EMTP execution. Repeat this 4 times! 
5} SPACE SPY command allowing management of memory 
6) PLOT It is plot data storage that we will manage 
7} READ We want to read plot data points into memory 
8) ALL Time range of data to be loaded (the whole file) 
9} 1 Handle every N-th time step, where N = 1 here 

10) 0 No offset for memory storage of the plot data 
11) SF.{ After plot points are all loaded, exit to nspy:n 

Fbr an illustration of such execution that connects and loads the plot data 
of the file named CC3T054 .. PL4 (created by solving BENCIfo1ARK DC-3), send the 
SPY conmand "@e" as the first SPl input. '!hat is, inspect and test the 
comnand file INCLSF'Ye.Q\T, the last entry of the "FILES" display_ 'Ihe disk 
file that is named in step 2 contains just a single card: a $OPEN statement 
that connects the desired ".PL4" disk file of raw plot data points to unit 
I.UNIT4. 'Ihe roul tiple "GO" corrrnands merely serve to step past unwanted SPY 
break points to where EMTP data normally should be read, in UTPF overlay number 
1. The new-case heading should appear, and after it, the interpreted copy of 
the $OPEN card that is contained within the disk file of step 2. The 
remaining SPY commands serve to load this data from disk into the EMTP'S virtual 
memory, and filJ:i!lly exit from the "SPACE!, coomand (step I}). When execution 
of the comnand file ends, there will bea "SPY:" prompt to which the user can 
respond with "PLGr" as the plotting begins. Hereafter, details are no 
different" than have already been documented in section XVI-C-4. 

S'7J 
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Under what circumstances might a user not want to do his plotting this way, 
using the EMTP? First, there is little or no speed incentive for snaIl ".PL4" 
files. Since starting the big EMTP is slower than starting the small, separate 
Frogram "TPPLaTu

, and since the EMTP requires special steps as just listed, use 
of the EMTP in such cases is probably more trouble than it is worth. Second, 
there may be a space problem for truly enormous ".PL4" files. Remanber that 
t'TPPLaI''' has no limit on the size of the U .PL4" file, whereas the EMTP does 
(since all such points must be loaded into memory) • If a properly dimensioned 
version of the EMTP is not immediately available, the reslzlng of tables 
represents an added complication. Third, the EMTP has no built-in hard copy 

. connection using calComp plots the way trTPPLOT" does (the "COF1 ll command). 
Whereas some computers may have hardware and an operat iog system that 
automatically provide hard copies of the screen, this is not universal, and 
usage of it may not be as convenient. In conclusion, SPl "PLaI'1i is a p:>werful 
new tool, but it is not a general replacement for other froms of EMTP plotting 
(incltXling "TPPLOTtI

) for all users in all cases • 

. $OPEN provides an alternate, newer, even more flexible form of such SPY 
plotting. Rather than burying the fil~connection command in a separate file 
(see "disk file" of step 2 above), this command can be sent directly throLgh the 
8m window. '!he $-conmand 'of SPY allows this more unified treatme!1t. , 
Otherwise, not much is changed. For an illustration, see INC[sP':l9. CAT (trYI!:~:~ 
"@9"). ,V 
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XVII. "JMARTI SETUP" Sup:[Xlrting Program 

By means of the special request !,>.lOrd "JMARTI SETUP", an EMTP user gains 
access tQ the supporting routine that bears this same name, as per the 
explanation of Section II-A. The principal function of this code is to produce 
EMTP branch cards that are needed for the representation of.a transmission 
circuit using high-order, frequency-dependent modeling with a constant 
diagonalizing transformation matrix [T]. The reader is referred to Section IV
D-3 for theoretical details of this Marti modeling. 

XVII-A. Structure of IIJMARI'I SETUP" data deck 

Input data cards for "JMARI'I SETUP" involve an imbedded "LINE CCNSTANTS" 
data case, following the initial declaration. An outline follows: 

MI. Fi rst comes a II BEGIN NEW IY\TA CASE" card ( actually, this is 
optional, as explained in Section II-A). 

M2. Next comes a "JMARrI SETuP" card, which serves to transfer program 
control to the supporting program in question. It also defines roT~, the 
variable controlling possible reduction of order of the approximating functions 
(based on CELTAT). 

M3. Next come optional "BRAN:HII request cards which serve to name the 
nodes (A6 information) at each end of each phase of the transmission circuit. 

M4. Next comes one single, complete data case for "LINE Ca.sSTANI'Sl1 (see 
Section XXI). -rhe first card of this grouping must read "LINE CCNSTANTS II

, and 
two blank cards will end the grouping: the first blank ends fr~quency cards, 
whereas the second one ends data cases wi thin .. LINE CCtSTANTSn

• The frequency 
cards must be prepared to correspond precisely to the needs of the fitter. Use 
the following content and order: follows: 

1. For an untransposed (unbalanced) circuit, begin with 
a card bearing the single frequency at which the 
diagonalizing transfonnation (for converting between 
Piase and modal domains) is to be calculated. '!his 
is the transient frequency card, with a cammon value 
for overhead lines being 5000 Hz. on the other hand, 
for a transposed (balanced) line, omit this card. 
This is because a continuously transposed line does not 
require the numerical determination of a transformation 
matrix (a constant diagonalizing transfonnation matrix 
is known in advance) • 

2. A single frequency is inputted on the 2nd 
card: the frequency of the steady state solution. 

3. The third frequency card requests the logarithmic 
looping over all frequencies that are required 
by the Fourier transformation of "JMARTI SETUP". 
Typically this will cover 8 or 9 decades starting 
from 0.01 Hz, with 10 points per decade. 

1-7 ) 
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The ~'·.Jll')wing interpretation, which shows the way execut ion beg ins (throLgh 
the beg inn ing of II LINE CCNSTANTS" data), is drawn from BENCtMARK OCNEW-3: 

C 1 234 567 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C -----------~--------------------------------~---I-------------------------
Jose Marti's line fitter. PDT~ = 1.0000e000E+0~ IJMARTI SETUP, 1.0, 
Erase all of 0 cards in the punch buffer. j$ERASE 
Pairs of A6 terminal node names for each phase. !BRANCH JDA UMA JOB 
Compute overhead line constants. Limit: 54 ILINE CONSTANTS 

MS. Finally comes a group of cards specifying Marti fitting parameters. 
The use of all default parameter values is generally recommended. For this, one 
single data card that reads "DEFAULTII (colLltln 1 to 7) is all that is needed. 
But if the user wants to define one or more of the fitting parameters 
ind i v id ually,. read how in following subsections. '!here are three d i,fferent 
cards to define three different types of data: 1) A miscellaneous data card; 
2) parameters for fitting Ze; 3) Parameters for fitting AI. Interpretation 
for the case of a single card requesting default parameters appears as follows: 

C 1 2 3 4 567 
C 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567893123456 
C -----------------------------------1------------
Request for default fitting {= 3 blank cards) I DEFAULT 

Illustrations of lIJMARTI SETUP" can 
B El.JC lfv1ARK OCNEW-3 , OCNEW-5 , and D:NEW-6 • 

be found in standard test cases 
The new user is advised to model 

his usage after such working examples. 

XVII-B. Non-DEFAULT Cards to Specify Marti Fitting Parameters 

There are three cards for specifying Marti fitting parameters. 
the following variables and meaning: 

XVII-B-1. Miscellaneous Data card 
-------- ---

C 1 234 
C 34567819~1234561789~1234156789~121345678901 
c --1---1---)----/----1 

I 18 I IS I 18 I IS I 
c ---/-----1----1------1----1 
C IOEB~ I PUNCH KOrJrPR ~ODE 

'!bese have 

IDEBUG (eols. 9-16) provides control of diagnostic printout during the 
fv1arti fi tting .. "', A value of uni ty is recorrmended for nonnal production usage, 
since this will result in a display of the number of poles and zeroes, and the 
accuracy of the fit, for each iteration of the corners-allocation loop_ Higher 
values (2, 3, or 4) result in more output. 
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I PUNCH (eols. 17-24) controls whether or not branch cards will be punched 
after ~~e fitting. value zero will produce Marti branch cards, whereas unity 
will omit such output. 

KOUTPR (eols. 25-32) controls visibility or invisibility of Marti input 
data card interpretation of the subsequent transient simulation. Recognized, 
distinct values of KOl1I'PR are zero, unity, and tw:>. 'The user-keyed value is 
placed on resultant branch cards (if any) as variable SKIP. For further 
details, refer to this variable in Section IV-D-3, Rule 1. 

GMODE (eols. 33-4~) is used only if variable GPHASE is not specified 
wi thin the II LINE CCNSTANTS tr data. G'lODE is conductor conductance in the 
modal domain (the same as phase to ground conductance in the Fhase domain, if 
'such conductance is assumed to be the same for all phases, and if there is no 
'mutual conductance between phases. 'The defa ul t val ue is 3. £-8 mhos/km 
(equivalent to 4.8E-8 mhos/mile) • The units of length should agree with those 
used wi thin "LINE CCNSTANTS" data. 

Interpretation of this miscellaneous data card shows variables GMODE, 
IPUNCH, IDEBU3, and KOllrPR using format (Ea.l, 3I8). An illustration from 
BENCHMARK DCNEW-3 follows: 

C 1 234 567 
C 345678901234567890123456789~1234567890l23456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ----------------------------------------~-I----------------~--------
parameters. "'. SE-07 " 1 2 I 1 

XVII-8-2. Characteristic Impedance (Zc) Fitting card 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 
C 34567819~12345617890123415678901213456789011234567819@1234561789012341 
C ------I--------I--------I--------I--------I--------I--------I-~-----I 

I8 I E8.0 I 18 1 I8 I I8 I 18 I I8 I 18 I 
C 1----I---1------I-----I-------I-----I--------j 
C NExt-uS EPSTOL NORMN{ I ECODE IFWTA IFPLOT IFmT rnELIM 

NEXMDS (ools. 1-8) will nonnally be left blank. A nonzero value 
indicates the mode number for Which a different fitting card is to be supplied .. 
A blank'means that all modes of characteristic impedance ZC will use the same 
fitting card. A nonzero value gives the mode of interest. For example, 
NEXMIS = 3 means that the characteristic impedance of the third mode is to be 
fitted using parameters specified on a new fitting card. 

EPSTOL (001s. 9-16) is the error tolerance 
Fitting error is evaluated in a least-squares sense, 
that excludes initial or final asymptotic regions 
value for blank or zero is 0.30%. 

for fitting, in percent. 
and averaged over a range 

(by 0.001%). The default 

NORMAX (c~. 17-24) 
allowed for the rational 
defaul t val ue of 30. 

is the maximlln order (max imun nlltl.ber of poles) to be 
function approximation. Blank or zero is given a 

/-'/-
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rEceDE (eols. 25-32) is a switch to determine the mode ?f fitting. If 
zero, EPSTOL is used to determine the order of the approximating function. If 
unity, then EPSTOL has no effect on the order. Instead, the best fit with an 
order l~ss than or equal to NORMAX is determined. Of course, when using the 
EPSTOL criterion, it is possible that a fit within this tolerance is not 
possible. The user will be informed of such difficulty of fitting only if 
IDEBLG is PJsitive. Increasing the va'lue of OORMAX might in such cases allow 
the EPSTOL criterion to be met, but not always. Higher order does not 
guarantee greater accuracy, since the logic is imperfect. So use engineering 
judgement (moderation in all things). 

IFW~ (co1s. 33-40) controls tabular printout of the fitting. The value 
unity will result in the display of a table comparing the magnitt..de and phase 
angle of the rational approximation with the theoretical values as a function of 
frequency (rows of the table). Zero will suppress such output. 

IFPLOT (eols. 41-48) controls graphical printout. The value unity will 
produce a character (line printer) plot comparing the magnitude of the rational 
approximation with the theoretical value as a function of frequency. Zero will 
suppress such output. 

IFDAT (cols. 49-56) controls possible tabular printout of transmission 
. c i rcui t . parameters as a funct~on of frequency. 'The val ue unity wi 11 resul tin €;5,",-;~" 
, such a dlsplay, whereas zero WIll suppress such output. ~) 

INELIM (cols. 57-64) is a switch contolling logic of the fitting process. 
The value zero means that order increases of the approximating function will end 
if and when the error becomes five times larger than the previous minimum. On 
the other hand, unity allows increases of order regardless of whether there is 
improvement. This is within limits represented by parameters NORMAX or 
EPSTOL, of course. 

Interpretation 
variables NEXMIS, 
INELIM using format 
follows : 

of this characteristic impedance fitting card shows 
EPSTOL, NJRMAX, IEe ODE , Irw~, IFPLOT, IFrA T I and 
(I3, ES.l, 6I3). An illustration from BENCHMARK DCNEW-3 

C 1 234 567 
C 34567899123456789~12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
C ------------------------------------------------1-------------------------
Zc fi tting. -1". 3E+00 3e ell ~ 0 1 • .30 30 

XVII-8-3. propagation FUnction (AI) Fitting card 

C 1 2 
C 3456781901234561789012341 
c ----1------1-------1 

I8 I ES.0 I 18 I 
C ---1------1------1 
C NEXMIS EPSTOL NORMAX 

Etc. as 
for ZC 

6 7 
1789012341567890121 
1--------1--------1 
I IS I Ea." I 
1-----1------1 

INELIM AMlliAl 
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All variables except the first and the last have meanings that are 
identica~ ~0 those for ZC (see preceding Sect. XVII-B-3). The first, NEXMIS, 
differs in that a minus sign is required to indicate a mode of Al rather than 
a mode of Zc. The final parameter is a new one in eols. 65-72 named AMINAl. 
D3ta ?:,ints wi th magni tlXle less than N-1rnAl will be discarded during the 
fitting process. Blank or zero is given a default value of 1/2~. 

Interpretation of this propagation function fitting card shows variables 
NEXMIS, EPSTOL, OORMAX, IECODE, IFW'm, IFPLOT, IF~T, INEUM, and PM INA 1 
using format (13, Ea.I, 6I3, E8 .. 1). An illustration from BEN:ff1ARK OCNEW-3 
follows : 

C 1 2 " 3 .4 5 6 7 
c" 34567B901234567B9~1234567890123456789~123456789~1234567890123456789~123456 
C -------" "-" ------" -------"--1 " 
Al fi tting. 0 0. 3E+~H?J 3fa ~"l 1 ~ 0 0.5E-el L .30" 3" 
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XVII. JHu'1'l Ut.uSl - 1. 

XVII. JMARTI. setu.p· 

XVII-A. purpgse andagplicatiooa 

'The supporting routine JMART! setup can generate only one model. {tl"avelling 
wave Blodel) and is only valid for conventional overhead lines. 

In the travelling wave modal. both the characteristic impedance ZQ as well as 
the propagation function At are obtained using modal characteriSt:i,cs~ calculated 
over a user defined frequency range I under the assumption of a constant ·transformation 
me trix (phase-mode trans formation) . . 

Then, both Zl and Ai uridergo a high-order rational function approximai ton. In 
the time domain, this fitting is represented by a sum of real exponentials, thus 
allowing usage of recursive convolution methods in the time domain. The a~der af 
fitting no longer equals two (like· it was the case in Semlyen setup). Typical 
figures for the order are 5 ••. 10. . . 

. The generated LUNIT7· punched card output immediately:; is in the propevi.hput 
. format to be used for a subsequen1' transient,run, .. ,aB expl81ned in section IVt-D-3. 

. .' . ~ , '}' , , :'" ' 

In order to allow the program to calculate .the necessary tIlodal char~cte~is'tics 
,for the conductor system under consideration. the JMARTI code imbeds the' LINE 
CONSTANTS or CABLE CONSTANTS code. For an example using LINE CONSTAN'l'S, we refer 
to benchmark DCNEW3. 2nd subcase of DCNEW4 I DCNEW5 and DCNEW6. For CABLE CONSTANTS. 
results are considered to be unreliable because the assUDlption of constant 
transformation matrix allover the frequency rpnge does not hold for cables •. 

XVI 1-B • Intmt atrgctu:t't= 

Input data cards for JMARTI setup involve an imbedded LINE CONSTANTS data ~ase 
following the initial JMART! declarations. 

1. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
2. JMARTI SETUP REQUEST 
3. Optional special request cards 

BRANCH 
4: A LINE CONSTANTS data case 
5. JMARTI miscellpneous fitter specifications 

. or DEFAULT card. 
6. BLANK card terminating JMARTI 

\ 
7. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 

10. BLANK CARD terminating all cases . 
I 

I Let us discuss the above card formats in more detail now. Whenever appropriate • 
. \distinction between the transposed and untransposed case will be clarified. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

\ 



/ .. 

'2 JMJl.RTI setup; reauest 

I! 
I~ I~ I t Ie 

JMARn SETUP poro 
E8.0 

Parrunetel'tll 

PDTO: controls possible reduction in the order of approximating 
functions. 

ration III 

Default value = 1. 
I 
I 

'.' ).1 ...... _... ..' \. 
- . I.lW.Ji.Iii. '" ' : 

··f.i:\'Ihis parameter POTO is not actually used by the fitter itself. but is merely pass~d 
.?~i~,along fro~ the declaration card just· shown to any branch cards that . later, are ~o 

>;;:,:.be punched. Indeed. in the punched cards of section IV-O-3." parameter PDTO c~ 
':O:i:be found back on cols. 33-38 and has the following meaning: . . I 

'. <.~~q . .,. The fi tter always returns:to LUNI'I7' the full order of the approximating 'rational 
.. ~" Ji;~~' .. functions fo~ Ze and At. :<, The: higher the order I the more poles and zeroes are 

. 'jr:ift>, being calculated." ',. .... I 
,\::- , .,: . '. Jr: r' , .. ~ ! 

'fVY;"'~: During the transient run.' the ,approxilllative functions are taken into account 
... ,:~;;\'f,using recursive convolution and transfer ,from modal domain to phase' domain. 

·~{f\:· These calculations are very ti~econsuming. ' . ..' . : 
,.l;)~;In order to speed up ca1c~lations during the transient run. the user can specify 
-"(/':: a threshold for the order reduction _( i. e. reduce the number of poles and zeroes 

,- approximating Ze and A1);' Usage is illustrated in DCNEW4 (first subcase versus 
second subcase).· , 

3 ODtional BRANCH re~uest , 

A6 As AS A6 A6 . A6 A6 A6 A6 A6 A6 A6 ! 

The node names should be placed in pairs (sending end, receiving end). pha e 
per phase. I 

When specified. these node names will also appear in the LUNI'17 punched outPUj. 

When omitted. the user himself will have to enter the deSired node names tn 
the punched output file. . I . 
4 ~ follows a ~ CONSTANTS data ~ I 

As explained in section XXI, such input sequence typically looks as follow$: 
I 
1 



I 
I 

- ltVll. JI1AlI.TI .. tUp - ) 

s. LINE CONSTANTS request card 
b. unit specification card (ENOLISH 01' METRIC) 
c. conductor cards 
d. BLANK. card ending conductor cards 
e. 2 or 3 frequency caras 
f. BLANK card ending frequency cards 
g. BLANK card ending LINE CONSTANTS imbedded usage 

Note regarding frequency cards: 
- Depending on whether or not the line is assumed to be trQnsposed (MODAL-spe

cification; cols~.69-70) or not, the number of f~equency cards differs. 
. ' .. 

-For the untransposed case (MODAL • 1): 
- Three frequency cards are needed . ." " .' 
- The first card (transient frequency card) contains the single frequencYl"REQTRAN 

at which the transformation matrix should be calculated •. Recall that in efre~t •. 
. : such matrix is frequency dependent. Hence, FREQTRAN somehow should be reiat'ed 
'.' . with thte frequency of the transient pheriomena ,one wants to observe~ '),<Por' 
! . • . ' ' •• ":~.fft?~~ " ., 

, overhead lines, 5000 Hz is a typical value •. Finally. also remark that· .. ·.via 
parameter TR, the user can specify details on the transformation matrix to'be 
used. It is even' pos8J.ble to use a uset'·defined rather .thun a' calculated 
transformation matrix. 

- The second card (steady state frequency card) bears the single frequency FREQSS 
at which the steady state values should be calculated. Typically, this is the 
frequency value of the typ~-14 sources. . 

~ The third card (frequency looping card) specifies the frequency range to loop 
over for the calculation of the modal parameters Zc and At. Typically, the 
starting frequency FREQINIT is set to 0.01 Hz t the number of decades DEC equals 
8 or 9 'and one must take PNT = 10 points per decade. 
Via parameter TR, t;he user can specify details on the transformation 1Datrix 
to be used. ' , . 
= O. blank Or -2 (this option is recommended): the eigenvectors (= columns of 

the complex transormation matriX) will. be rotated closer to the real axis. 
so that their imaginary part is assumed to become negligible. 

=-9: the full complex transformation matrix will be used. 
=-1: the user needs to define his own current transformation matrix~ immediately 

following the first frequency card. . 
- RHO, FeAR, DIST, ISEG and MODAL should be equal on all 3 cards. Hence. the 

card format looks as follows: ' 

~ . , : fl t -I, Ie • .j~! If r l ~H !- ~ ! I f ric .Il ~4i~~( J. I ~It rli! :~ 'i': IJ rEI~ i~J f~ I~ 'I d! jc ,~~ I I~~~ 
R 

FREQTRAN F D I I ? 
Is I-~ 

H FREQSS C I 
1 ? 

0 
A S E ~-. 

FREQINIT R T I'" DEC PN \ T~ 
1-1-

FB.2 F10,2 Al0 F8.3 13 13 12 12 
........ '--
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, 
• I 

- For the transposed case (MODAL • 0): 
Only two frequency cards needed. Recall that no transient frequency card is 
needed, because the transformation matrix in case of a transposed case is ~own 
a priori. Furthermore. in this ,special case, the matrix is constant trhOUjht 
the frequency range. -

- The first card (steady state card) bears the single frequency FREQSS at which 
I 

the steady state values should be calculated. Typically, this is the frequency 
value of the type-14 sources. 

- The second card (frequency looping card) specifies the frequency range to loop 
over for the calculation of the modal parameters Zc and A1- Typically, \the 
starting frequency FREQINIT is set to 0.01 Hz. the number of decades DEC equals 
8 or 9. and one must take PNT • 10 points per decade.' I 

- RHO. FeAR. DIST, ISEa and MODAL should be equal on all 2 cards. Hence. Ithe 
card format looks as follows: I 

FREQINIT 

FB.2 F10.2 AIO 13 13 

5 JMBRTI miscellaneoua fitter ~pecifications 
There are two possible ways to specify miscellaneous fitter specifications:' 

- using the DEFAULT option. In this case, only one card is needed. ! 
- explici te definition of fi t ter parame ters • In this case, three cards are needed. , ' I 

Let us discuss both possibilities in more detail now. 

5.a USing the DEFAULT option 

I , 

, . II~J1JL~lJ~~1~lJJJ1~J~llJlJ~i~l~llJ1JJ1JJ~llJJJJ1JJ~11JJJJIJJ~lllJJJJJJ~llllJJl~J~ 
i 

! 
'This is the only card one needs. 

the non-experienced use~ • 
Such request is generally recommended ,for 

.. I 

. S.b Explicite definition of fitter parameters 

This option should be selected by the experienced user,· who wants to have 
control over some (or all) of the individual fitting parameters. I 

, Three different types; of parameter~ 
cards: " ' ,!' 

- miscellaneous data 
- par~eters for Zc fitting 
- parameters for A1 fitting 

can be specified on the different fitter 
I 
I 

Let us discuss these three card form~ts in more detail now. 



5.b.l Miscellaneous data 

. t 

I 
\ 
I 

IDEBUC IPUNCH KOUTPR GMODE 

18 18 18 18 

. Parameters: 

. IDEBUG provides control of diagnostic printout during the JMarti fitting. A 
value of unity is recommended for normal produ~tion usage,·since this will 
result in a display of the number of poles and %eroes t and the accuracy of 
the fit, for each iteration of the corners"'sllocution loop. Higher vulues . 
(2, 3 or il) result in more output. . 

IPUNCa controls whether or not branch cards wili be punched after the fitting~ 
Value zero will produce JMarti branch cards. whereas unity will'omit such 
output. 

KOUTPR·controla visibility of JMarti input data card interpretation of the 
subsequent transient simulation. Recognized, distinct values of KOUTPR are 
zero, unity, and two. .The user-keyed value 'is placed on resultant branch 
cards (if any) BSv8riable SKIP. FOr further details. refer to this variable 
in Section IV"'D-3. Rule 1. ,. .. 

GIIOIlE is the conductor condncJane. in tliil'iIOdal'clbiDain(tiu..J. ~~~W!;, 
ground conductance in the phase domain, if such conductance is assumed(·to 
be the same for all phases. and if there is no .wutual conductance bet~een . 
phases, The default vaiue is 3.E-8 mhos/kin (equivalent to 4.8E-8 mhos/mile). 
The units or length should agree with those used within'LINE CONSTANTS data. 

5.b.2 Parameters for Zo fitting-

NEXMIS E?STOL NORMAX IECODE IF".YTA IFPlOT IFOAT INEUM 

18 E8.0 18 18 18 18 IS 18 

NEXMIS will normally be leftblank~ A nonzero value indicates the mode numb~r 
for which a different fitting card is to be supplied. A blank means that 
,all modes of characteristic impedance Zc will use the: same fitting card • 
. A nonzero value gives the mode of interest. For exampl~. NEXMIS = 3 means 
that the characteristic impedance of the third mode is to be fitted using 
parameters specified on a new fitting card. ·1 

EPSTQL is the error tolerance for fitting. in percent. The fitting error{8 
evaluated +Q. a least-squares sense. and averaged over a range that excludes 
initial or final ssYlllptotic regions (by 0.001%). The default value for 
blank or zero is 0.30%. . . 



. -!' 
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! 

NORMAX is the maximum order (maximum number of poles) to be 
rational function approximation. Blank or zero is given 
of 30. 

allowed for the 
a default valu1 

I 
I~CODE in 6 switch to dct:orrnlno the modo of' fitting. If zero. EPS'l'ULis used 

to determine the order of the approximating function. If unity. then EPSTOL 
has no effect on the order. Instead. the best fit with an ,order. less than 
or equal to NORMAX is determined .. Of course, when using the EPSTOL criterion~ 
it is possible that a fit within this tolerance is not possible. The use~ 

.. ,will be infored of such difficulty of fitting only if InEBUO is positivel 
" Increasing the value of NORMA}( might in such cases allow the EPSTOL criterioA 

'to be met. but not always. Higher order does not guarantee greater accuracyl 
since the logic is imperfect. ·50 use engineering judgement (moderation ii' 
all things). " '. 

'-, 

IFWTA controls tabular printout of the fitting. The value unity will result 
in the display of a table comparing the magnitude and phase angle of the 
rational approximation wi th the therortical values as a function of frequency 
(rows of the table). Zero will suppress such output. . i 

IFPLOT controls g~aphicBl printout. The value unity will produce a character 
(line printar) plot comparing the magnitude of the rational approximation 
with the theoretical ValUBas a function of frequency. Zero will suppress 
such output. ' 

IFDAT controls possible tabular printout of transmission circuit parameters 
as a function of frequency. The value uni ty will result in such a display ~ 
wh~reas zero will suppress such output. I . 

lNELIM is a switch' controlling logic of the fitting process. The value zero 
means that order increases of the approximating function will end if and. 
when :the error becomes five times larger than the previous minimum. On the 
othe~ hand. unity allows increases of order regardless of whether there i+ 
impr.ovement., Th. is is within.limits represente~ by parameters NORMA}{ 01 EPSTOL, of: ~ourse. ! 

5.h.3 Parameter9 of A1 fitting 

18 E8,0 18 18 18 18 18 18' E8.0 ! 

Parameters: 

All variables except the rirst and the last have meanings that are identical 
to those for Zc (see preceding section XVII-B-2). The first. NEXMIS. differs in 
that a minus sign is required to indicate a mode'of Al rather than a mode of Zc~ 
The final parameter is B new one in cols. 65-72 named AMiNAl. Data points wit* 
magnitude less than AMINAl will be discarded· during the fitting process. Blank 
or zero is·gi.ven a default value of 1/20 • 

. 6 BLANK ~ terminating JMARTI 

'.' I 

! 

i 

~. 
l 
I , 
f 
I 
I 
i 
i' 

I 
. ~ . 
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XVU. 

7 BEGIN.· NB!Il Z2l1.U r.:.a.&: 

10 BLANK ~. terminatin~ all casas 

XVII-C. Output structure 

, 
I 

, i 
I , 

'""T' \".. - , 

i 

For a description of the output structure. more especially the LUNIT7 output. 
we refer to section IV-D-3 (branch cards). 

XVII-D. Example -
For examples. we refer to benchmarks DCNEW3. DCNEW4. DCNEW5 and DCNEW6

1

• 
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XIX-A. "XFrnMERtT to derive (R!, (wtJ of l-phase transformers 

The supporting routine "XFOOMER" can be used to der ive a 1 inear [R] - (wLJ 
representation for one-phase transformers (both 2- and 3-winding transfonners) I 

using test data of the excitation test and short-circuit test at the rated 
frequency. 

Excitation losses can't be taken into account by this model. On the other 
hand, these losses can be neglected for a single-phase transformer, recall. The 
short-circuit losses can (and should) be taken- into account, however .. 

Stray. capacitances· are ignored in this representation, \tAllch therefore is· 
only valid up to a few kHz. Cl1 the other hand, the model is not valid for 
extremely lo.w frequencies either. '!he latter is mainly due to· the fact that the 

. XFrnMER model uses admittances internally without first separating the resistive 

. and indue t i ve fJa rts • At r.:c cond it ions 1 thi 5 mathemat i cal man·upul at i on then 
results in non-zero off-diagonal resistive elements, . which·indicate indUCed 
val tages in the secondar-y wind ing. At" tl:·,. of. course, such vol tage· induction· .is 
physically imp'ssible. . . 

~n-l inear behaviour cant t be inclooecl· in the nXFCF.MER!'.· mOdel proper. Such 
behaviour (saturation or hySteresis) can be· taken into account·,. ho~ver, pi 
add ing type 93, 96 or 98 elements,· connected to. the· pro{:er· transformer terminal·s . 
(i.e. those windings tha·t ar.e closest ;:0 ·the· core) In the electrical net\o.Ork / . 

. . dwring the steady-state or transient· run. . For the tw:.-wiridlng:.transformer, thfs .. 
problan can be circlIIlVented by using the satiJrable transfOrmer cOOlp::ment (which 
expl ic it~ly takes into account. the saturation) • :In the 3-wind ing c(!se I however, 
the· saturable transformer canp-Jnent can become nLlllerically instable.· Up. to this 
manent, the reason for this instability is not yet clear,thoU:;Jh. 

Although this model uses the admittance notation internally, nevertheless if 
is mandatory that the magnetizing current certainly is not near-zero (or zero) . 
Indeed, if the user specifies too little magnetizing current, the magnetizing 
impedance gets lost in the adtn i ttance matr ix that becomes nearly singular, so 
that it can't be inverted any more to result in the desired [RJ-[wL] matrices. 
Remark that the floating-point miscellaneous data parameter EPSLIN (see Section 
II-B) is used as a singularity tolerance. In cases w1th small magnetizing 
current, it is more appropriate to use the "OC'mAN1t model of Section XIX-C. 

'!hus, the equivalent circui t as created by XFCRMER looks· as follows: 
2-winding transfo~er 

z 
sc z = short-circuit impedance 

0----------0 $C 

I I 
1 1 I 1 X = magnetizing inc10ctance 
I - X I - X m 
12m I 2 m 
I I 9 is t()T inclooed in this model 

~-----------" 



XIX.A "XFORMERIt to derive [R], [wL] of single-phase transformers 

The supporting routine "XFORMER tt can be used to derive a linear [RJ-[wL] 
representation for single-phase transformers (both 2- and 3-winding transformers)t 
using test data of the excitation test and short-circuit test at the rated frequency. 

Excitation losses can't be taken into account by this model. On the other hand. 
these losses can be neglected for a single-phase transformer, recall. The 
short-circuit losses can (and should) be taken into account. however. 

Stray capacitances are ignored in this representation. which therefore is only 
valid up to a few kHz. On the other hand, the model is not valid for extremely 
low frequencies either. The latter is mainly due to the fact that the XFORMER 
model uses admittances internally without first separating the resistive and 
inductive parts. At DC conditions, this mathematical manupulation then results 
in non-zero off-diagonal resistive elements t which indicate induced voltages in 
the secondary winding. At DC t of course. such voltage induction is physically 
impossible. 

Non-linear behaviour can' t be included in the ffXFORMER" model proper. Such behaviour 
(saturation or hysteresis) can be taken into account, however, by adding type 93t 
96 or 98 elements, connected to the proper transformer terminals (1.e. those 
windings that are closest to the core) in the electrical network, during the 
steady-state or transient run. For the two-winding transformer, this problem can 
be circumvented by using the saturable transformer component (which explicitely 
takes into account the saturation). In the 3-winding case, however, the saturable 
transformer component can become numerically instable for unknown reasons. 

Although this model uses the admittance notation internally. nevertheless it is 
mandatory that the magnetizing current certainly is not near-zero (or zero). 
Indeed, if the user specifies too little magnetizing current. the magnetizing 
impedance gets lost in the admittance matrix that becomes nearly singular, so that 
it can't be inverted any more to result in the desired [R]-[wL] matrices. Remark 
that the floating-point miscellaneous data parameter EPSLIN (see Section II-B) is 
used as a Singular! ty tolerance. In cases wi th small magnetizing current tit is 
more appropriate to use the ffBCTRAN" model of Section XIX~C. For a 2-wfnding 
transformer. the equivalent circuit as created by XFORMERlooks as follows: 

Zsc 

1/2 M 

Zsc ::: short-circuit impedance 

1/2 M Xm = magnetizing inductance 

9 (the excitation lOSS) 
is NOT included in this mode 

The punched card output of XFORMER can be used immediately as input branch cards 
for mutually coupled R-wL elements (TYPE 51. 52, .•. ) in the electrical network 
(Section IV-C). Do not forget to set the miscellaneous parameter XOPT (to be used 
during the transient run) equal to the value of the rated frequency used to perform 
the excitation- and short-circuit test. Indeed. all input data are only valid at 
this implicit frequency. Further, note that it is impossible (even useless) to 
try to reset the value of this rrequencyt! 



XIX.A ·XrORM!R~ to derive ~Rl. (~~) ot sin91e-phaa. transformers - 2. 

The following will explain the input data-deck structure for all possible "XFORMER" 
cases. 

XIX.A.l Input data-deck strncture for "XFQBMER" 

The only differences between the input rules for a 2-winding and a 3-winding 
transformer are the following: 

- (point 4) Number of terminal nodes, mentioned on the "BRANCH" card. 
_. (point 5) Number of cards trNe" in the grouping specifying the electrical parameters 

of the transformer. 
- (point 6) The output for a 2-winding transformer only contains TYPE 51-52 branch 

cards. whereas the output for a 3-winding transformer contains TYPE 
51-53 branch cards. 

Suppose that a user wants to model a single-phase, 2- or 3-winding transformer 
using the XFORMER supporting routine. His data deck then should have the following 
structure: 

1. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
2. XFORMER - special-request word 

(transfers control to the proper overlay) 
3. SERASE - request (optional) 

(erase all card images that might exist in punch buffer) 
4. BRANCH - card (optional) 

(name the terminal nodes of the transformer windings) 
5. "NC" data cards 

(specify the electrical parameters of the transformer) 
NC = 2 for the 2-winding case 
NC = 4 for the 3-winding case 

6. $PUNCH - request (optional) 
(flush contents of punch buffer of preceding XFORMER case) 

Remark that the data of pOints 4, 5 and 6 may be repeated as many times as 
desired. Each such grouping is a separate data case within the ItXFORMER ft 

setup. corresponding to a different transformer. 

7. BLANK CARD ending all }(FORMER cases 
8. BEaIN NEW DATA CASE - card to begin new EMTP data case. 

As for an example of such input tor a Single-phase, 3-winding transformer t we 
refer to benchmark DC-15. 

Let's discuss the different card formats one by one, in closer detail now. 



1. The "BEGIN NEW DATA CASE tt card comes first. 

: I ~ , ! I ;!",! I 

J ~ lW"1 :~c I . I ' "I' 'j 

~ 
~ 

~ I~ E I 

1~~4~~1~~qi~J4~ ~ <i ( 
, 

I~ c 'f I t~l(l( ~ Ii:-' ,~ '~k Ie q Il'~1 E 'EI~fC ~ 1-4,', E '~Is!( rtl<:lc ~ ~ , ~ 'f Ie ,~ 

BEG! N NEW DA -; A CASE 

2. Next comes the "XFORMER tt card t a special-request card which serves to transfer 
control to the overlay in question. 

Il~J1JJlJ~JlJJ1~JJJJ~lJJJ~J~JJ~IJJJJJi~~~~JJJJJtJ~~llJJJJJJ~~]JJ1JJtJJ~lJJJJJtJJ~ 
XFORME 

3. Next comes the optional "SERASE" card. a special-request card which serves to 
reset the punch buffer (LUNIT7). 

IIJJIJl1JJ~lJJJJJIJJ~IJJJJJ]JJ~IJJIIJIJJ~IJJJJJIJJ~IJJJJJIJ~~lJ1IJJIJJJllJIJJ1JJ~ 
$ERAS 

NOTE: This optional $ERASE card should be used whenever punchcard output is requested 
as input for the electrical network. 

4. Next comes the optional "BRANCH" card, which serves to name the terminal nodes 
of the transformer windings. - Thus t each winding will be interpreted as a branch 
between "BUS1" and "BUS2". Since all of these branches will be represented as 
TYPE-5x elements, mutual coupling can be taken into account. 

NOTE: This optional card should be used whenever punched card output is requested 
as input for the electrical network. 

The card format 1s slightly different for the 2- and 3~winding cases. In the 
FORMAT diagrams, "HV" stands for high voltage, "LV" stands for low voltage, and 
'fMEDlI stands for medium vol tage. 



XIX.A " XFORM!R " to derive [R], CvLl of .ingle-ph ••• tran.tormera - 4 

a) Ina 2-winding ~: 

'E,~!':~~H, 
.;: I' E 

,:4- it, i '<I~~ LI~ I"::': ",~ ,~: . 'f ~ SI ( ~,~ ~. ! If" '~,~ Ie , 
~'~I~ Il% Ie ' : ~, ~ Ie 'E~~i( ~.~ ~ <If ~ I ~ 'H~i( ~!: ' f :~( . ~. ~ I' ,~ I ~ I~! ~ 

BRANC~ A6 A6 A6 A6 . 

BRANC~ SUS1 aUS2 SUS1 8US2 
TYPE-51 TYPE-52 

HV-winding LV-winding 

b) IhA 3"'winding ~: 

1 ~ .. .-'1 I' € IE 
~ 1 4 • t IE I I ~~~IC , 

f~' ~ I E rEI~I( I~·~ IE I I~I~IC ~,~ ,~,~ IE :~I~IC I ~ ... 1 • ,'~ E '~~ SI ( ~ ... I';:,~ If ~ ~ 1 S ( I~ .~ It r~IS Ie I ~.- IL~f~ r~I~( ... 
BRANC~ A6 A6 A6 A6 A6 A6 

8RANC~ BUS1 8US2 BUSl BUS2 BUS1 8US2 
TYPE-51 TYPE-52 TYPE-53 

HV-winding MED-winding LV-winding 

5. Following are data cards. specifying the electrical parameters of the transformer. 
These cards can be split into two parts: 

- The first card groups excitation data and the output specification request. 
This card is slightly different for both 2- and 3-winding transformers 
(parameter "NW tt in column 1). 

- The second group of cards contains short-circuit data. The number of cards 
in this second ~uping depends on the number of windings. For the 2-winding 
case~ only one card will be needed, but for the 3-winding case. 3 cards are 
needed. . 

5.1. First comes one card, containing both the excitation data and the output 
specification request. The only difference between the 2 .. and 3"winding cases 
is the value of the parameter "NW". 



Parameters: 

NW Number of windings. 
:2 2-winding transformer 
:3 : 3-winding transformer 

IMAGN: The transformer magnetizing current {in percent}. 
Use following formula: 

where Iex = measured excitation current 
VOLT2 - rated voltage of LV-winding 
SBASE = power base 

Note that the case of it lMAGN = 0" will resul t in an error message. In such 
case. the user is adviced to use the BCTRAN model (section XIX-C), Further. 
it is accurate enough to use the magnitude of the value of the exciting current 
rather than the exact (but smaller) magnetizing current. 

SEASE: Power base (in &iVA). used for "IMAGN"-referencing 

5.2. Cards containing short-circuit data. For the 2-winding case, only one card 
will be needed, but for the 3-winding case, 3 cards are needed. 

a} Ina 2-winding~: (only 1 card needed) 

Il I!I~~ ~ "i~E !~; ,W· i:H. IJ 
. € ~ 

,~.: ,€I- 4 ~ ~ ~. ~,E r~ ~(I( ~.~ lilf~ .f r ~t( ~( I .. ~ .. • f~ ~ ~ r ~ I~" (~~<!C ~ Il,~,{ 

El0.0 E10.0 E10.0 E10.0 El0.0 

.. 

VOLT1 VOLT2 PLOSS12 ZSC12 SBASE 
HV-side LV-side 

Parameters: 

VOLT1: Rated RMS voltage (in kV) of winding 1 (high voltage side). 

VOLT2: Rated RMS voltage (in kV) of winding 2 (low voltage side) 

PLOSS12: Short-circuit losses (in kW) at rated frequency. 

:. 

,~ IE 
'~11( ~ .~ "r; 'e!~c 

ZSC12: Magnitude of the short-circuit impedance (in percent) of the transformer 
between winding 1 and winding 2. 
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Note that this percent value is implicitly frequency dependent, since it is 
measured at a very specific frequency: the rated frequency. F:urther following 
formula should be used: 

z SCI 2 "'" U .11 S BAS E 1 00 
f.", VOLT 12 

where Ish = nominal current 
Ush = short-circuit voltage 
SBASE = power base 
VOLTl • rated voltage of HV winding 

SBASE: Power base (in MVA), used for "ZSC12"-referencing 
(e.g. the rated power of the transformer). 

b) ~ 3-winding.c.a.e.: (3 cards needed) _ 

1 I ~ 
~ I..: 

'f! 
~ 

":I~ I":,~ ,eli I~I~~C :I~ . ~ IE r~~m <,~ l..:i~,E 'E:Q( I ~!~ I' r~ I € 'EI~I( ,~I ~ r~ ~E Isle ':" i..:·!if 

El0.0 E10.0 E10,O E10.0 

VOLT1 PLOSS12 ZSC12 S812 ....-- HV-winding 
VOLT2 i PLOSS13 ZSC13 5813 ........ MED-winding 
VOLT.3 l PLOSS23 ZSC23 S823 ~ LV-wind~ng 

Parameters: 

VOLTi: Rated RMS voltage (in kV) of winding "i". 

PLOSSij: Short-circuit losses (in kW) at rated frequency. 

If '!)~ Id~,c ! ~I' ",~ ,E 'H~ iC ' .' ~~ ~t 

ZSCij: Magnitude of the short-circuit impedance (in percent) of the transformer 
be tween winding tt i tt and winding .. j tt ~ 

Note that this percent value is implicitly frequency dependent, since it is 
measured at a very specific frequency: the rated frequency. Further t following 
formula should be used: 

z SCi . _ U,It. S Bt j 
lIlA VOLTt 2 

where Ish : nominal current 
Ush = short-circuit voltage 
SBij : power base 
VOLTi = rated voltage of winding i 

SBij Power base (in MVA). used for "ZSCij"-referencing 
(e.g. the rated power of the transformer) 



C
·>''·"·' .~" -~--. - z, . 

.. i 
-, ~\JI' 

6. Next comes the optional n$PUNCHn Gard t a special-request card which serves to 
activate the puncher (LUNI'I7). 

Il~JJJI~di~I~~lJJlJ~~lJJJJJ1JJ~lJJJJJJJ~~lJJJJJlJ~~IJJJJJIJJ~lJJIJJ1J~~lJJIJJIJ~~ 
$PUNC . 

NOTES: 1) This optional card should be used whenever punched card output is 
desired. 

2) Since both the resistance- and inductance matrix are in Ohms, at the 
rated frequency, one should use XOPT = "rated frequency" during 
transient runs using this punched output as branch card input .. 

3) This punched card output will use the high-accuracy free-format 
notation for TYPE -51-52-53 elements. As a consequence. the 
free-format ·separation- and continuation characters (see Card 18 of 
the STARTUP file of Section I-E-2) will be used on all punched cards. 
Of course, the usage of such characters must be consistent between the 
"XFORMERIt derivation and the subsequent usage as part of a simulation. 

Note that the data of points 4, 5 and 6 may be repeated as many times as desired~ 
Each such grouping is a separate data case within the nXFORMER". setup't 
corresponding to a different transformer. 

7. To end all "XFORMERIt cases, a blank card is used. 

8. If the user wants to shut off the EMTP at this point t a "BEGIN NEW DATA CASE·' 
card. followed by a blank card should be entered next. 

XIX.A,2 Example of "XlOMER" data set up 

Consider a one-phase two-winding transformer with both primary and secondary 
winding groWlded at one terminal. The other terminals are to be named ltHl n and 
"LIlt for high-voltage and low~vol tage node. respectively. Finally. the following 
data were obtained by measurement (at 50 Hz) for this transformer: 

Power rating S 
Excitation losses Pex,loss 

Excitation current lex 
Short-circuit losses Psh,lou 

Short-circuit current Ish 

Short-circuit voltage Ush 

Voltage rating Vprim/Vsec 

0.0063 MVA 
0.065 KW (not needed for XFORMER) 
1,85 Amps 
0.095 KW 
16 Amps 
8.3 Volts 
.220/. 377KVolts 



The derived values for the other parameters are: 

per-unit magnetizing current: 
220 

1 .85 x 6300 - .0646 p.u. or 6.46% 

short-circuit impedance: 

Z,n = U,,,. 8.3 •. 518 Ohms (at 50. Hz) 
[fA 16 

per unit short-circuit impedance: 
S 

Z "LPlI'" Z ," *-2-· 0.02296 p.u, or 2.296% 
U HS 

The short circuit test was performed using 16 A rather than the normal HV current 
In~. Hence the value for the losses should be modified: 

(
IrA. IIOIn)2 

P #l."'O'" - P ''',II\X -1-
I~.II'I 

where the index "nom" refers to nominal conditions and ttm" refers to actual measuring 
conditions. 

Since '/ _ 6300 _ 16 71 A 
''',_0.11\ 377 · 

we find (16.71)2 
P ,I\,1I0ln - 0.095x 1"6 - 0.10363KW 

Further note that the resistance values can be tested by handcalculations: 
P'li 95 

R -----O.37110hm I" 1 ~It. L 6 2 

HV:R
Hv 

- 0.3;11. 0 . 186 

LV:R,v - 0.3;11 x(~~~r -0.063 

These values can not be traced back in the punched results. This is because the 
full admittance matrix is inverted t resulting in non-zero off diagonal values in 
the resistance matrix. Further details can be found in the Theory Book. 

The card deck representing the XFORMER input, then would result in the following 
card sequence: 

BEGIN NEW DAtA CAS. 
e 1 2 3 • 5 678 
c 3456789 123456789 123456789 123.56789 1Z3456789 123456189 1234S6789 123456789 
XFOR,-I!R 
S!JUUl2 
BlANCH Kt Ll 
C 
e 2 windinga. lMAO • 6.460 ,. PBCUR •. 0063 ~ 
C 



r: .. :.::, '\.,' ,;. . \~-! 
'''';_0..-' 

(,c: ) 
...... -V;.. . .r. 

2 6.460 
C 

.0063 

c .377/.220 volt~g. r.~io. PLOSS12 • .10363 KW. ZSC12 • 2.296 ,. PBZ12 •. 0063 
c 
.377 .220 .10363 2.296 .0063 
$f'UWCH 
BLANK CAaO ~H~ING XFOftH!R 
BLANK CARD ENDING ALI. CASES 

XIX.A.3 Output data-deck structure 

For the sample input data of the preceeding paragraph. the output appears as 
follows: 

co_nt card. !ruMDCD" L. 
:1arker c'Srd pr.cadiong !'IIIW DtTP data cas •• 

C data://C/CUIDO/XFORMER.IN 
BtGtN NEW DATA CAS. 

Go_nt card. mrMtICl) .. 3. e 1 2 345 1 ~ 

Co~t card. ~1) .... 

Requ •• t for tran.fo~r cal +jw[LJ co.putatiQn. 
C 3456189 123456189 123456789 123456189 123456189 123456189 123456789 1234567B9 
XPORKEJt 

Era •• all of 0 c.r~ ion the punch butfer. SDASB 
~od. na.e. tor LUNIT1-punch~ br4ncft card •• BRANCB B1 1.1 
co_nt card. lfl1IIIIDCl) .. 8. c 
G~t card. KVMl)(:l) .. 9. 
C~t ca:c'd. N\IMDCD - 10. 

C 2 liinding.. IMG .. ~. 460 " PBCUR - .00-63 !W" 
C 

~_ d.vt c.. 2 6.460000£+00 6. 3OOOOOZ·03 2 6.460 .00153 
c~nt card. l'ftIPItICD· ll. C 
C~t card. NUMDCD" 13. C .377/.220 volt_q. ~&tio. PLoss1Z - .10363 KW. ZSCll • 2.296 ~. P~Z1l •. 0063 
c~t card.. N1JMDCO .. 14. c 
Wind. 0.371E+00 0.220£+00 0.104£.00 0.230£+01 .377 .22Q .10363 2.Z96 .0063 

Singl.-pha ••• :z -winding tran.forwer. tMAGlf· 6.460000002000 p41l'cent ba.ed on 6.JOOOOOOO£wOJ IIW". 
voltaq •• ~io •• windinq Lo.... ~anc. ba.~ on 

[ kY I in (JeW] {p'iu·c.nl:) {1'IV~1 
HIgh 0.38 H!gfI. ~ O.lQ 2.2960 0.006 

IlIP'K1anc ... tt'lx .te. requintd tor t['an.ient .tudio ..... ith [,1I~et4l\ellll x 1n aMI at the power fr.quency. 
R x a x R x 

Sign 0.921261lk-Ol 0.34911B8£.03 
Low ·O.5.110'?~-Ol 0.2037411!+03 O.31S76~8!-OI 0.1189555£003 

Shor't·circul.t f.npl,lt l~C1I' follow --- obtained. fra. the JU-U·pr:l.nted ll1P'1!1dance _trJlIt by rev.ne eceputlltion. Thh rapr.,ant, 
lort of 4 ch.C~ on tn. ca.putation: 
IUgh •• I,qw 0 • .17Q11 0.3613. 

Rep&at tl'l. preCeding calcul~tlDn .• QJ11y this ti_ the Itart1nq point ... UI be the 111'peCiance _trh. with. dl .l_nU rounde<l to 
approJC1 .. tely riv. d.ci_l digit.: 

High ~- Low 0.37010 0.31938 

L234S6159Qt234561Bq01234~678q01Z34S6189012345618'01234567S9012345618901134S6789 

C (++++++) Card. punchecl by ;'upport roYt:l.n. on 17-Apr-89 10.34.43 (+++ ..... ~ 
c XI'OIUUll 
C SEllAS! 
c 8MNC11 111 
c c 

u 
C C 2 windJn9" tMAG - 6.460 •• PBCUR •• OO~3 MY~ 
C C 
c l 6.t6O .0063 
C C 
C C .311/.220 vol~.ge ratio. PLOSS12 ... 10363 XV. ZSC1Z .. 2.296 ,. P!212 ... 0063 
C G 
C .371 .220 .10363 2.296 .0063 
51,Hl 0.92?2618e11281!-Ol O. 349318I!OlZ966£+03 
52.1.1 -0. 54tlO1729l6361-0t 0.lO37410"O11111.03 S 

O.11~1657831Z9ZB-Ol 0.118'55528580111+03 
..... _-_ •• _-< End of l.U]f1'l'7 pun~ card. a. tlulhlHl by Sl'VNCII. reque.t ) .......... 

XIX.A.4 Usage of TYPE 51-52-53 punched output of t'XFOBMER" 

TYPE 51-52-53 punched output cards can be used immediately as branch cards 
representing the transformer. Dontt forget to put XOPT (miscellaneous data card) 
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equal to the value of the rated frequency (transformer testing frequency) during
a transient simulation. Further. be sure that the free-fromat separation- and 
continuation characters are compatible between XFORMER and the transient run. For 
more details, se'e Section IV-C. 

At this stage, non-linearities (such as saturation and hysteresis) can be added 
to the linear model, as obtained by XFORMER, whenever necessary. 
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XIX-B. "OBSERVE PARALLEL ?·lON'l'E CARLO" for Parallel "S1'ATISTICS" 

The philosophy and theory behind OPMC is covered in Ref. [52J, so such 
information will not be repeated here. Instead, the presentation here will be 
limited to an explanation of the interactive dialogue that is possible following 
the program prompt, which appears as follows: 
key (INIT, SHOW, Elm, ADD, EDIT, USE, WAIT, GO, SHOT, WIDTH. CARD, HELP, QUIT): 
User alternatives. most of which are sho"n in parentheses, will be explained one 
at a time in following paragraphs. 

"INrT" (short for "initialize") is the appropriate first command if no 
correctly-structured disk file PARALLEL.LIS already exists. Alternatively, it 
carl be used to erase all history from such an existing, legal, history file. 

"SHm1" will produce a display having OLe row for each EMTP process tha t has 
subo.itted information since the previous initialization. For example: 

U:J£R!-:J S t..-s=-ting timo!"! LJ.:"",-I'::-.shot ti:Jo!'! KS"I' NEHERG I~DMCS Extrf'!::::.a and 5"01::' tch time.i! atored hf!:r'e --) 

1 ~il~:;,o l1-NQv. 20.{8 l1-Irov, 20.5. 25 750 600 //c/ws=/dc561unit9.bin 
2 Lor.d O~"l. 09-1icv, 14.03 10-;-107. 01.39 U2 200 146 /!b/k~ep/prcc~B"_ 2!Binarj ._Cutput. bin 
~ B'I.~rlin 12-No~.·. 19." 5 12-flov. 19.-16 2 BO ~8 / !C;.. .. 5"'/OUtpC1t.H~ 
5 H':,nc'.J'..i lZ-Uov. 19.45 12-~~o ..... 19.46 17. 150 2 / ... '2 / / a/ SC3/Goodi e Goodie.bi:t -

The 6-byte USElUD is from ei ther the STARTUP file or a subsequent "USER 
IDENTIFICATION" declc>.ration. Note th2t lOl-leI' case is preserved. This label 
must be unique for any such parallel Monte Carlo simulation, since it identifies 
the process. The "Starting time" is the same figure that is a part of the 
he2.dlr,s that begir;.s tho LUNIT6 output of a siGlulation. 1118 "Last-shot time" is 
the time at which a row of the table was last updated, at the cocplction of 
E'J1othr~r· energizuti.on. Variables KIlT a:1d NESSRG ShOh' the nt.u!l:)cr of the last-cow'
picted cfl8rgizatirxl 2Jld the terminal number of such energiza=ions. INmlCB is 
the index to R.~],!~b~i"ed storage of the energiz2tions. Finally, history of the 
8nergizations is stored in the disk file having the 1lO-byte name labeled "Extr
er"a Emd s'di tch ... ", \>,'hich was taken from the SOPEN card connecting this file to 
LUNIT2. Should the user want more information, he should send "SEOI4 ALL", which 
will append more information after the just-explained table. An illustration 
f011Q'.1s: 

P :-~)Ce5 Zl 

KNTSl!!i 

182 

JJYULL 

6 
!fraT 

25 

-START ;>'GAIN" 

IER 1-JSTAr 
15 10 

tabl es n,,,,,~d •• !/C/-./B",/O<l tP'.lt. bin 
JJ~ST Lsrz23 JJYUL: 

6 4000 2 

Shown first is the file name of the "LABCQ:.!" tables (norrn'ally there will be 
just one). About following integers, KNTSU}l is the sum of all energizations 
(sum of rows in the KN~ column), KSWTCH is the number of switches, NTOT is the 
number of nodes, IBR is the number of branches. NSTAT is the purnber of output 
variables, JJLAST is the last row of the table (visible only if it has not been 
made inactive by USE), LSIZ23 is the dimensioned limit to fu~~-based storage of 
the energizations. end finally, JJFULL is the process number mentioned in the 
firs t line. The command "SHo\~ TOP" will display three hidden records at the 
beginning of the table. An illustration :ollows: 

Colu~a; 1234567890123i567890123~567890123'567890123~S67B90123~567B90123~567890123~56789012J~5678901234567B 

Mho:. datil" 6 25 15 10 6 ~ooo 2 //c/wsm!Output.bin 
File locka "1 11 1 
In .. c';i7it1. 1 
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Should the user want to "EDIT" these ro\-IS, they are numbered -2 (miscel
laneous data), -1 (file locking flags), and 0 (inactivity flags). If a number 
follows the "SHOW" command (e.g., "SHO\~ 5" or "SHOW ALL 5"), it will be 
interpreted as the repeti tion time in seconds for the display; The loop will 
continue until it is broke~ by the user-keyed interrupt of SPY. This assumes 
that the user-keyed interrupt is available for the computer of interest. If 
not, perhaps a computer-dependent interrupt of the process will be required. 

The !'END" command will conclude ei ther a single process. or all parallel 
processes, at the end of the on-going energization or energizations. Fof a 
single process, folIO\', the cOilllJland by the process number {e. g., "END 3" to put 
process number 3 to bed. By defini tion, the pr'ocess number is the row number 
in the "SHOyl" display. To put all processes to bed, send 'tEND ALL". The 
response of OPl-1C is to reduce NENERG to KNT. The DITP checks for such a change 
after each energization except the first, and it will modify NENERG accordingly, 
resulting in a premature end to the energizations and a 'beginning of statistical 
tabulations, if any. 

The "ADD" command \iill punch DITP data cards for subsequent statistical 
tabulation of all energizBtions of all parallel processes .. More precisely, it 
will create the cards to c02bine (hence, "ADD") all such raw data during a 
subsequent execution of HITP. The user takes possession of these cards fo 11 0'.'1-

ing a SPUNCH request. To the computer-created cards must be added the tabula
tion req1JE:;s ts that are desired by the user, of course. This is done by manual 
editing p~io~ to use of the data cards. 

The "EDIT" cOUlmand allows the user manually to replace any single row 
the central statistics file PARALLEL.LIS. Follow the command_word by the 
process nurr:ber (the rm.; number of the "SHOW" display). There vlill be two 
pro§pts for the 99-column line in two parts. 

Send bytes 1-56 (through INDMCB) for line 6 : 
Send file name (bytes 59: 98) to complete roy! : 

No te that the biO blanks preceding _ the file name, columns 5'1 and 58, are no t 
redefined. 

The "USE" command "ill toggle the activity 5 tatus of a row of the centra] 
statistics file without affecting the associated process in any way. Follow the 
commimd by the process number (the row nUI'Jber of the "SHOW" display) that is to 
be, modified. A subsequent "SEmi" 'eJill illustrate the modified status. A 1'0'.'1 

that was visible will become missing (inactive), whereas a row that previously 
was missing will becooe.visible (active). In the preceding illustration, row 
number 3 was missing because it had been made inactive by means of a "USE 3" 
commarld. The nex t time a new process would be added to the table, it would fill 
the last such inactive row before a brand new I'm: would be appended to the end. 

"WAIT" is like "END" except that it results in process hibernation rather 
than termination. The hibernating status of a process is indicated in the 
"SHOW" display by a minus sign applied to the maximulIl number of energiza:tions 
"End". To reactivate a hibernating process, use "GO" • 

"GO" is like "END" except that it cancels the hibernation of "WAIT". Such 
activation may require a few seconds (up to five for Apollo) actually to take 
effect, however. 
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"SHOT" is like "END" except that it allows the user to change the maximUlIl 
nUlIlber of energizations NE.NERG at the end of the on-going energization. There 
will be a subsequent prompt for the new NENERG (either one or a full vector for 
all processes). If "SHOT ALL" is used, a subsequent implied "SHOW" will confirm 
the modified NENSJ:l.Q for all proces·ses. " 

"HIDTH" allows th~ user to adjust the column width of the output. The 
co~mand is to be followed by the maximum column width, which must not be less 
than 79 to avoid rejection. This is the same as the special-request word 
"TRUNCATE OuTPUT LINES". Wi thout any such declaration, the tnmcation ."lidth is 
set equal to the output width KOL132 as defined by STAR1LW at the start of a neY! 
data disk file (not by SSTARTUP or $\~IDTH, however). To see the full row of the 
"SHOW" table requires 102 columns, with any smaller figure tnmcating the 
40-byte file name on the right. The full width of "SHOi'i TOP" requires an extra 
8 columns (i.e., 110). 

"CARD" results in the conversion of the UNFORJ.iATTED output file of a process 
into SO-column FORMATTED output cards. Follm", the command by either the process 
number (the row number of the "SHOW' display) or by the file naJDe following the 
tag "FILE==" (e. g., "CARD FILE:::bir12ry. bin). TIllS is the input. The output I<Iill 
be pWlched cards (access by SPUNCH). For the inverse operation (for FORHp"l~rED 
input and mWOm-1:\1TED output), use "CARD READ". after which the user must con-
nect his mm input End output files using $OPS"i. As a prompt will clarify. 
thes"e involve UJlits 87 and 88, respectively. and these must be follm.ed by "GO" 
to actually perform the conversion. The "CARD" command is useful if the Nonte 
Carlo simulation has been split betwe~n two or more incompatible computers or 
operating systems. Of course, in FORMATTED form, results can be exchanbed 
beti1een fLT)Y t;,o DITP computers, whereas UNFORMATTED output files generally can 
not be. Pu.'1ched cElrds provide a universal medium of exchange, after which "CARD 
REr'lD" res tares -the original, computer-depencen t UNFORf.fATTED form. Also, the 
"CARD" cOlill!land allows for easy human inspection <L'"1d mechanical editing of output 
files, should this ever prove to be necessary or desirable. 

"HELP" produces explanat~on of the sort now being read. 

"QUIT" I--:ill exi t "OPMC" in civilized fashion. returning to the opening E]'lTP 
pro~pt after the case-summary timing line that generally is of no interest (ig
nore it). 
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XIX-C BCTRAN to derive [A], [R] or [R], [ωωL] of multi-phase transformer

Supporting routine BCTRAN can be used to derive a linear [A]-[R] or [R]-[ωL] representation for single- or 3-
phase (both core and shell type); 2-winding, 3-winding, or multiple-winding transformer; using test data of both the
exciting test and the short-circuit test at the rated frequency.

Excitation losses can be taken into account by this model, although these losses can be neglected for both single-
phase transformers and three-phase low-reluctance transformers.  Some more explanation related to the zero-
sequence excitation test for three-phase transformers seems to be desirable:

1. For three-phase transformers having one or more DELTA-connected windings, the core construction (shell
or core type) is of minor importance. In such a case, the excitation test really becomes a short-circuit test
because a closed DELTA acts as a short-circuit for zero-sequence currents.

 It is therefore assumed that all DELTA connections are open during the zero sequence excitation test. In
this case, the homopolar flux will close its path through the tank, where saturation effects will occur.
Unfortunately, only one working point, rather than a complete saturation curve, can be specified currently.
Because the excitation current can not be neglected, the excitation losses should be included.

 On the other hand, if the DELTA winding remains closed, neither the value of the zero sequence exciting
current nor the value of the zero sequence excitation loss is critical.

2. For three-phase transformers having only WYE-connected windings, the core construction is of major
importance. A distinction should be made between low-reluctance and high-reluctance transformers.

a) Low reluctance:  e.g. - banks of single-phase transformers

 - Three-phase shell-type transformers

 - three-phase, four- or five-leg transformers

 In such cases, the homopolar flux closes its path over core-material, thus meeting a low-reluctance
path. In this case, the zero sequence excitation current will be small, and the resulting excitation
losses will be negligible.

b) High reluctance: e.g., 3-leg core type transformer.

 The homopolar flux will close its path through the air and the tank (i.e., a high reluctance path).
Because in such a case the zero-sequence excitation current is important, the resulting excitation
losses can not be neglected. Even saturation effects will occur in the transformer tank. Unfortunately,
only one working point, rather than a complete saturation curve, can be specified.

The short-circuit losses can, and always should, be taken into account.

Stray capacitances are ignored in this representation, which therefore is only valid up to a few kHz.  As opposed to
the XFORMER model, the BCTRAN model is even valid at low frequencies.  This is due to the fact that the
inductive and resistive parts of the short-circuit impedance are treated separately by this model. As a consequence,
all off-diagonal resistive elements will remain zero, unless one takes into account the excitation losses.  Since at DC
these losses are zero, no non-zero resistive elements can occur at DC.  Therefore, at DC conditions, no voltage can
be induced from one winding into the other, which is physically correct.

Nonlinear behavior cannot be included in the BCTRAN model proper.  Such behavior (saturation or hysteresis) can
be taken into account, however, by adding type 93, 96 or 98 elements, connected to the proper transformer
terminals (i.e., those windings which are closest to the core) in the electrical network, during the steady-state or
transient run. In such case, however, it is mandatory to specify Iex,dir = 0, since otherwise, the magnetizing
inductance will be taken into account twice.  Another possibility is to switch over to the “saturable transformer
model” (section IV-E), which seems to work fine for all types of 2-winding transformers, but which can become
unstable numerically for the 3-winding cases.  The reason for this instability is not yet understood, but reordering
the winding sequence might solve the problem.
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Since this model uses the admittance formulation internally, the magnetizing current can have any value (even
zero).  On the other hand, of course, if the user specifies too little magnetizing current, the admittance matrix
becomes nearly singular, so that the [R]-[ωL] output option becomes useless.  Always use the [A]-[R] output option
in such cases.  Recall that [A] equals the inverse of [L].  Further, note that the floating-point miscellaneous data
parameter EPSLIN (see Section II-B) is used as a singularity tolerance.

The punched card output of BCTRAN can immediately be used as input branch cards for mutually coupled, high-
precession PI-circuit elements (high-precision TYPE 1, 2, ...) in the electrical network (Section IV-B). This is
explained in section XIX-C-4. Assigning node names not only establishes the type of connection (WYE or
DELTA), but also the phase shift (clock system) for a three-phase transformer (see example in section XIX-C-3).

Further, don’t forget that all input data are only valid for the rated frequency at which all tests have been
performed.  Also note that it is impossible (even useless) to try to reset the value of this frequency!

The following subsection will explain the input data-deck structure for all possible BCTRAN cases. Next will
follow a single-phase and a three-phase transformer example. In the last subsection, applications of BCTRAN
output will follow. It should be stressed that all formulas to be used are in accordance with IEC Publication 76-1.

XIX-C-1 Input data-deck structure for BCTRAN
The most important differences between single-phase and 3-phase transformer input are the following:

• Single-phase transformers:

• Leave all fields for the zero-sequence input parameters blank.

• Use only the single-phase, positive-sequence power rating.

• Set the flag NP = 1 on the excitation test data card (point 4).

• Use the winding voltages, divided by 3  (point 5).

• Assign only node names to BUS1 and BUS2 of phase 1 (point 5).

• Leave flag ID blank on all short-circuit test data cards (point 6).

• Bank of 3 single-phase transformers:

• Leave all fields for the zero-sequence parameters blank.

• Use only the single-phase, positive-sequence power rating.

• Set the flag NP = 1 on the excitation test data card (point 4).

• For the winding voltage, the connection (WYE or DELTA) is important (point 5).

• Assign node names to BUS1 and BUS2 for all three phases (point 5).

• Leave flag ID blank on all short-circuit test data cards (point 6).

• Low-reluctance transformers:

• The excitation behavior depends on the winding connection. If no DELTA-windings occur, the zero-
sequence excitation current IEXZERO will be low, and the corresponding losses LEXZERO can be
neglected. However, if a DELTA-winding occurs, it has to be opened during the zero-sequence
excitation test. The excitation current, IEXZERO, will become important, and the corresponding
losses, LEXZERO, have to be taken into account.

• Values of the impedances (short-circuit impedance, magnetizing impedance) are equal in both the
positive- and zero-sequence modes. 

• Set the flag NP = 0 on the excitation test data card (point 4).
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• For the winding voltage, the connection (WYE or DELTA) is important (point 5).

• Assign node names to BUS1 and BUS2 for all three phases (point 5).

• Take care for flag ID (point 6).

• High-reluctance transformers:

• In this case the zero-sequence excitation current will always be high, and hence, the corresponding
losses should be taken into account. In addition, the excitation behavior depends on the winding
connection, the same way as for the low-reluctance transformer.

• The impedance values (short-circuit impedance, magnetizing impedance) are different in both the
positive-sequence and zero-sequence modes.

• Set the flag NP = 0 on the excitation test data card (point 4).

• For the winding voltage, the connection (WYE or DELTA) is important (point 5).

• Assign node names to BUS1 and BUS2 for all three phases (point 5).

• Take care for flag ID (point 6).

The difference between 2-winding, 3-winding, or multi-winding transformer input is straightforward:

• NW, the number of windings per core leg, is an input parameter (point 5).

• Flag ID (point 6) is important for 3-phase, 3- or multi-winding transformers.

In general, an input data-deck for the BCTRAN supporting routine has the following structure:

1. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE.

2. BCTRAN -- special request
 (Transfers control to the proper overlay.)

3. $ERASE -- request (optional)
 (Erase any card images that might exist in punch buffer.)

4. 1 excitation test data card

5. NW winding data cards
 (NW = number of windings per core)

6. NW×(NW-1)/2 Short-circuit test data cards

7. BLANK CARD terminating short-circuit test data

8. $PUNCH -- request (optional)
 (Flush contents of punch buffer of preceding BCTRAN case.)

 Remark that the data of points 4 through 8 may be repeated as many times as desired.  Each such grouping is a
separate data case within the BCTRAN setup, corresponding to a different transformer.

9. BLANK CARD ending all BCTRAN cases

10. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE -- card to begin new EMTP data case

11. BLANK CARD ending all EMTP cases

For an example of such input, the reader is referred to benchmark DCNEW-8 or to sections XIX-C-2 and XIX-C-3.
Let's discuss the different card formats in more extensive detail now.
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1. The “BEGIN NEW DATA CASE” card comes first.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1

B E G I N N E W D A T A C A S E

2. Next comes the “BCTRAN” card, a special-request card that serves to transfer control to the
overlay in question.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1

A C C E S S M D U L E B C T R A NO

3. Next comes the optional “$ERASE” card, a special request card which serves to reset the
punch buffer (LUNIT7).

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1

$ E R A S E

NOTE: This optional card should be used whenever punched output is requested.

4. Next comes one card containing excitation test data, construction data, the rated frequency,
and the output requests:

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1

L E X Z E R O

E 1 0 . 2E 1 0 . 2E 1 0 . 2E 1 0 . 2E 1 0 . 2E 1 0 . 2E 1 0 . 2

F R E Q I E X P O S S P O S L E X P O S I E X Z E R O S Z E R O

positive sequence test zero sequence test

(all DELTA windings open)

I2 I2 I2 I2 I2

IWN P IT IP

leave blank if NP=1 <<<<<>>>>>

NW

Table XIX-C-1-1 Excitation Test Parameters

NW Total number of windings per core leg

FREQ Rated frequency (in Hz) at which all tests are performed.  Note that this
value is necessary only to allow either [A]-[R] or [R]-[ωL] output.  For
this conversion, the value of ω = 2π × FREQ is needed.

IEXPOS Exciting current (in percent) in the positive-sequence excitation test

The formulae are as follows:

Single phase: IEXPOS = I
V

SPOS
100ex

LV× ×
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Table XIX-C-1-1 Excitation Test Parameters

Three phase: IEXPOS = I
3V

SPOS
100ex

LV× ×

Where, Iex = measured excitation current (nominal phase value)

VLV = rated line voltage on LV side (see card 5)

SPOS = power base

Note that if both IEXPOS = 0 and IEXZERO = 0, the [R]-[ωL] output re-
quest will generate an error message.  Indeed, in such cases, the
admittance matrix becomes singular, so it can not be inverted!  In such a
case, only the A-R option should be used.  Note that [A] = [L]-1.

SPOS The power base (in MVA), used for IEXPOS referencing.

LEXPOS Excitation loss (in kW) in the positive-sequence excitation test.

Single phase: LEXPOS = Pex,loss (negligible).

three phase: LEXPOS = Pex,loss .

Where, Pex,loss = measured excitation loss (nominal conditions).

IEXZERO The exciting current (in percent) in the zero-sequence excitation test.

NP = 1: IEXZERO = blank

Three phase: IEXZERO =  
1
3

I
3 V

SZERO
100ex,h

LV× ×

Where, Iex,h = measured excitation current (nominal conditions).

VLV = rated line voltage on LV side (see card 5).

SZERO = power base.

If at least one DELTA winding exists, it should be opened because for the
zero-sequence current the closed DELTA would act as a short circuit path.
For an open DELTA, the homopolar excitation current Iex,h always will be
important. However, if the DELTA remains closed, neither IEXZERO nor
LEXZERO are critical. Taking the positive sequence values is a good
enough approximation then.

If only WYE-connected windings occur, the homopolar excitation current
Iex,h can only be neglected in case of a low-reluctance transformer, not in
the case of a high-reluctance transformer. Typical values are:

• three-leg core type: IEXZERO = 100%

• five-leg core type: IEXZERO = 4 × IEXPOS

Note that, if both IEXPOS = 0 and IEXZERO = 0, the [R]-[ωL] output re-
quest will generate an error message.  Indeed, in such cases the
admittance matrix becomes singular, thus it cannot be inverted!  In such
case, only the A-R option should be used.  Note that [A] = [L]-1.
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Table XIX-C-1-1 Excitation Test Parameters

SZERO The power base (in MVA), used for IEXZERO referencing.

NP = 1: SZERO = blank

Three phase: SZERO = (non-zero) e.g. SPOS

LEXZERO Excitation loss (in kW) in the zero-sequence excitation test (nominal con-
ditions). These losses can only be neglected for three-phase low-reluctance
transformers, having only WYE-connected windings. Leave blank for both
a single phase transformer and a bank of 3 single-phase transformers (NP
= 1).

NP Flag, used to distinguish between single-phase and 3-phase.

= 0 or blank a true 3-phase transformer

= 1 a bank of 3 single-phase transformers or one
single-phase transformer

IT = 1, 2, ..., NW: reference number of the winding from where the
excitation test was made.  Normally this is the low-voltage winding.

Note that winding reference numbers are allocated in card type 5. Also
note that, if both IT and IW are zero or BLANK, then the program
connects magnetizing branches across ALL windings.  Finally, if IT is
specified, then IW also should be!

IW = 1, 2, ..., NW: reference number of the winding across which the mag-
netizing branch is to be placed. In most cases this will be the low-voltage
winding, since this is the winding closest to the iron core.

IP Output request flag.

= 0 or blank: matrices [A] and [R] requested as output.

> 0: matrices [R] and [ωL] requested as output.

< 0: both [A]-[R] and [R]-[ωL] requested as output.

Don't forget to specify the $PUNCH request (point 8)!

5. Next come exactly NW data cards, one for each transformer winding.  These cards can be
read in arbitrary order, since each card bears its own winding reference number.  The card
format is displayed next:

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1

I 3

K

E 1 0 . 2 E 1 0 . 2

RV R A T B U S 1 B U S 2

phase 1

B U S 3 B U S 4 B U S 5

phase 2

B U S 6

phase 3

A 6 A 6 A 6 A 6 A 6 A 6

(optional)
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Table XIX-C-1-2 Winding Parameters

K Winding reference number.  This numbering should be in order of
decreasing (actually, non-increasing) voltage, so that winding 1 is to be
the highest voltage winding, winding 2 is the next highest, etc.  The
placement of the cards in the deck is in arbitrary order, though.

VRAT Rated winding voltage (in kV).

Single phase transformer:

VRAT = V / 3  (line-to-ground equivalent)

Three-phase transformer or bank of 3 single-phase transformers:

DELTA-connected: VRAT = V (line-line value).

WYE-connected: VRAT = V / 3  (line-to-ground value).

Note that V is the rated nominal line-line value to be used in all former
and following per-unit calculations.

R Winding resistance (in Ohms, at rated frequency) of one phase.

If the values differ in the three phases, the average value should be used.

If the winding resistances are not known, their value can be derived auto-
matically from the short-circuit losses Pij (see group 6), only if the follow-
ing three conditions are fulfilled at the same time:

• NW ≤ 3 (see group 4).

• Pij > 0 for all short-circuit tests (see group 6).

• IL > 0 on FIRST short-circuit card (see group 6).

BUSi Node names of the terminals of the winding k in each one of the three
phases.  One pair of node names is needed per phase.

If a terminal is connected to ground, then use a blank field for the name
of that terminal.

By assigning names to the winding terminals, the punched card output
can be used directly for a subsequent transient simulation.

Assigning node names not only establishes the type of connection
(DELTA of WYE) but also the phase shift (clock system) for a three-
phase transformer.

Example:

BUS1 BUS2 PHASE

A1 C1 R
C2 x

B1 A1 S
A2 x

C1 B1 T
B2 x

Fig.1 :  Clock-system declarat ion.

B1

A1

C1

Dy5   500/230 kV

A2

B2C2

x
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Table XIX-C-1-2 Winding Parameters

Note that for a grounded WYE, x should be replaced by BLANK.

PHASE R PHASE S PHASE T

K VRAT R BUS1 BUS2 BUS1 BUS2 BUS1 BUS2

2 230

3

- C2 x A2 x B2 x

1 500 - A1 C1 B1 A1 C1 B1

Note that on the DELTA side a path to ground should exist, in order to
avoid “floating subnetwork” warning messages. This problem is discussed
in extensive detail in section IV-E-3.

6. Next come exactly NW××(NW-1)/2 cards, one card for each short-circuit test between a pair of
windings.  The cards can be read in arbitrary order, since each card bears its own pair of
winding reference numbers.  The card format is as follows:

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1

I2 I2

I J

E 1 0 . 2 E 1 0 . 2 E 1 0 . 2 E 1 0 . 2 E 1 0 . 2

Pij ZPOSij SPOS ZZEROij SZERO ID IL

I2I2

Table XIX-C-1-3 Short-Circuit Test Parameters

I, J Reference numbers of the pair of windings between which the short-circuit
test is made.

Pij Short-circuit loss or load losses (in kW) in the positive-sequence test. Take
care of the following:

Single phase: Pij = Psh .

Three phase: Pij = Psh .

Where, Psh = measured load loss (nominal conditions).

Under certain conditions, the winding resistance, R (see preceding group 5
data), can be calculated from the load losses.  See parameter R of the pre-
ceding group 5 for more details.

ZPOSij Short-circuit impedance (in percent, at rated frequency) in the positive-
sequence short-circuit test for winding “i” with winding “j” shorted.

For single-phase: ZPOS U
I

SPOS

V
100sh

sh HV
2

 =  × × 1.
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Table XIX-C-1-3 Short-Circuit Test Parameters

For three-phase: ZPOS =  U
3 I

SPOS

V
100sh

sh HV
2

× × . 2

Where, Ish = nominal current on HV side (line value).

Ush = measured short-circuit voltage on HV side (nominal
conditions, line value).

SPOS = power base.

VHV = rated line voltage on HV side (see card 5).

SPOS Power base value (in MVA), used for ZPOSij referencing.

ZZEROij Short-circuit impedance (in percent, at rated frequency) in the zero-
sequence test for winding “i” with winding “j” shorted.

For single-phase: ZZERO = blank.

For three-phase: ZZERO =  U
I

SZERO

V
100 3sh

sh HV
2

× × × .

Where, Ish = nominal current on HV side (line value).

Ush = measured short-circuit voltage on HV side (nominal
conditions, line value).

SZERO = power base.

VHV = rated line voltage of HV side (see card 5).

Note: For a closed DELTA, the excitation test results with closed DELTA
are almost the same as the short-circuit results.3

SZERO Power base value (in MVA), used for ZZEROij referencing.

For single-phase: SZERO = blank.

For three-phase: SZERO = non-zero value, e.g., SPOS.

ID This variable is only important for three, or more, winding three-phase
transformers.

= blank In all single-phase transformer cases.

= 0 This is a flag indicating that the zero-sequence
reactance will be calculated, using the zero-
sequence short-circuit impedance and the resis-
tance (automatically calculated) representing
the positive-sequence short-circuit losses.
Hence, the resistance of the group 5-data will
NOT be used. This can be done in following
situations:

• In all two-winding three-phase
transformer cases, regardless of the
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Table XIX-C-1-3 Short-Circuit Test Parameters

winding connection.

• For multi-winding three-phase transform-
ers, where the zero-sequence short-circuit
test only involves windings i and k. If dur-
ing this test, an additional DELTA-con-
nected winding (different from i or k) is
involved, this DELTA must be open.

> 0 This is a flag indicating the fact that the wind-
ing resistances given on group 5-data will be
used to obtain reactances from impedances for
the zero-sequence test. Hence these winding
resistances will represent the zero-sequence
short-circuit losses. This situation can only oc-
cur as follows:

• For multi-winding three-phase
transformers where the zero-sequence
short-circuit test not only involves
windings i and k, but also another winding
(reference number = ID), typically closed-
delta connected.

The following clarifies the rules for 3-winding transformers:

• Yyd-connection: “d” is the additional shorted winding in the zero-
sequence test between “Y” and “y.”

• YDd-connection: “d” is the additional shorted winding in the zero-
sequence test between “Y” and “D.”  “D” is the additional shorted
winding in the zero-sequence test between “Y” and “d”. 
Furthermore, both these tests should produce identical impedances.

• Ddd-connection: The program cannot handle Ddd-connected
windings without first opening the delta-connection.  This agrees with
field measurement experience: in order to be able to perform the zero-
sequence test, the delta-connection should be opened anyway!

IL Flag specifying how the winding resistance (group 5 data) should be
obtained.

= 0 or blank The read-in winding resistances (see group 5
input cards) will be used.

> 0 The read-in winding resistance values of the
group 5 data will be ignored.  Instead, the
winding resistance values will be calculated
from the short-circuit losses "Pij", on condition
that all restrictions mentioned above (see "R",
point 5) are fulfilled.

Note: This parameter should only be specified on the FIRST short-circuit
test data card.
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7. A blank card comes next, to terminate the input of short-circuit test data.

8. Next comes the optional “$PUNCH” card, a special-request card which serves to activate the
LUNIT7 punching of branch cards:

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1

$ P U N C H

Notes:

1. This optional card should be used whenever punched card output is desired.

2. This punched output will use the high-accuracy fixed-format notation for TYPE-1-2-3 elements.

3. We refer to section XIX-C-4 for rules to be followed when inserting the punched card output in an
electrical network simulation.

Remark that the data of points 4 through 8 may be repeated as many times as desired.  Each such grouping is a
separate data case within the BCTRAN setup, corresponding to a different transformer.

9. To end all BCTRAN cases, a blank card should be entered next.

10. If the user wants to shut off the EMTP at this point, a “BEGIN NEW DATA CASE” card,
followed by a blank card, should be entered next.

XIX-C-2 Single phase example

1. Data setup

Consider the case of a one-phase transformer with both primary and secondary windings grounded at one terminal
node.  The other terminals are called “P1” and “S1” for primary and secondary, respectively.  Finally, the
following data were obtained by measurements on this transformer at 50 Hz:

Power rating S 0.0063 MVA

Excitation losses Pex,loss 65 W

Excitation current Iex 1.85 Amps

Short-circuit losses Psh,loss 95 W

Short-circuit current Ish 16 Amps

Short-circuit voltage Ush 8.3 Volts

Voltage rating Vprim/Vsec 220/377 Volts

The values for the actual input parameters will be derived hereafter:

A.  For card type 4:

NW = 2 since we have a 2-winding transformer.

FREQ = 50 since both the excitation test and short-circuit test have been performed at 50 Hz.

IEXPOS = 6.4603 (%).

Indeed, the per-unit magnetizing current:
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1.85
220

6300
100 =  6.4603%× × .

SPOS = 0.0063 (MVA).

LEXPOS = 0.065 (kW).

NP = 1, because we have a single-phase transformer.

IT = 2, because the excitation test was made at the low-voltage winding, having reference number 2.

IW = 2, assuming the low voltage winding is closest to the core.

IP = -1, thus requesting all possible output. Note that IEXPOS = 6.4603%, hence no danger for near-singularity of
the admittance matrix [A].

B.  For card type 5:

A total of NW = 2 cards of this type will be used in this example.

Card K = 1 (HV-winding card).

• VRAT (1) = 0.377/ 3 4 = 0.21766 (kV) .

• The entry of R is not mandatory, since it can be calculated automatically by BCTRAN.  If one would prefer
to work manually, following formula must be used:

 R (1) = 0.186 (Ohms).

 Indeed, the short-circuit resistance:

 sh
sh,loss

sh
2 2R  =  P

I
 =  

95

16
 =  0.3711 Ω .

 Thus, the resistance of the HV winding (1) equals 0.3711/2 = 0.186 Ohms.

• We further take BUS1 = H1 and BUS2 = blank (connection to ground).

Card K = 2 (LV-winding card).

• VRAT (2) = 0.220/ 3 5 = 0.12702 (kV).

• The entry of R is not mandatory, since it can be calculated automatically by BCTRAN.  If one would prefer
to work manually, following formula must be used:

 R(2) = 0.063 (Ohms).

 The short-circuit resistance Rsh = 0.3711 Ohms (see above) so the resistance of the LV winding (2) equals:

 
0.3711

2
220
377

 =  0.063 
2

× 





Ω .

• BUS1 = L1 and BUS2 = blank (connection to ground).

C.  For card type 6:

A total of NW * (NW-1)/2 = 1 card of this type will be used in this example.

I = 1.

J = 2.
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P12 = 0.10363 (kW).

The short circuit test was performed using 16A rather than the nominal HV current Inom. Hence the value for
the short-circuit losses should be modified according to the following formula:

P P
I

Ish,nom sh,m

sh,nom

sh,m

2

= ×








 .

Where the index “nom” refers to nominal conditions and “m” refers to the actual measuring conditions.

Since I
6300
377

16.71 Ash,nom = = 6,

 we find sh,nom

2

P  =  0.095
16.71

16
=  0.10363 kW× 





. 7

ZPOS12 = 2.2994 (%).

ZPOS =  
8.3
16

0.0063
0.377

100 =  2.2994
2

× × .

SPOS = 0.0063 (MVA).

ID = blank because this is a single-phase transformer case.

IL = 1 because we want the program to calculate the winding resistances out of the short-circuit losses
automatically.

The supporting routine BCTRAN will calculate the magnetizing shunt resistance (iron core loss). In order to verify
the output, the user can check this parameter very easily:

magn

2
LS

ex,loss

2

R  =  V
P

 =  220
65

 =  744.62 Ω

Note that EMTP calculates a value R-self = 747.01 Ohms.

Input data cards for the BCTRAN processing of this case then could appear as follows:

BEGIN NEW DATA CASE
C -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
C       (input data correspond to excitation and short-circuit tests,
C        performed on 13/02/84 on a 1-phase transformer )
C
C Power rating: 0.0063 MVA
C Voltage rating: 220/377 Volts
C Excitation losses: 65 W
C Excitation current: 1,85 A
C Short circuit losses: 95 W
C Short circuit current: 16 A
C Short circuit voltage: 8.3 V
C -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
ACCESS MODULE BCTRAN
$ERASE
C -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
C Excitation data
C -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
C 3456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789
 2 50.       6.4603   0.0063    0.065                                    1 2 2-1
  1.21766               H1                                
  2.12702               L1                                
C -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
C Short circuit data
C -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
C 3456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789
 1 2 .10363   2.2994    0.0063                           1 
BLANK LINE ENDING SHORT-CIRCUIT TEST DATA
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$PUNCH
BLANK LINE ENDING bctran

2. Sample output
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 1.                       |C data://B/TRAFO/BCTRAN1F.IN
Marker card preceding new EMTP data case.         |BEGIN NEW DATA CASE
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 3.                       |C -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 4.                       |C       (input data correspond to excitation and short-circuit tests,
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 5.                       |C        performed on 13/02/84 on a 1-phase transformer )
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 6.                       |C
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 7.                       |C Power rating: 0.0063 MVA
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 8.                       |C Voltage rating: 220/377 Volts
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 9.                       |C Excitation losses: 65 W
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 10.                      |C Excitation current: 1,85 A
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 11.                      |C Short circuit losses: 95 W
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 12.                      |C Short circuit current: 16 A
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 13.                      |C Short circuit voltage: 8.3 V
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 14.                      |C -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Generate transformer  [R],[L]  or  [A],[R].       |ACCESS MODULE BCTRAN
Erase all of  0   cards in the punch buffer.      |$ERASE
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 17.                      |C -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 18.                      |C Excitation data
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 19.                      |C -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 20.                      |C 3456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789
Excit. card.    2  5.00E+01  6.46E+00  6.30E-03   | 2 50.       6.4603   0.0063    0.065                                    1 2 2-1
Winding card.    1  2.18E-01  0.00E+00  "H1    ". |  1.21766               H1                               
Winding card.    2  1.27E-01  0.00E+00  "L1    ". |  2.12702               L1                               

Excitation test made from winding number  2.   Magnetizing impedance is placed across winding number  2.
                         Positive sequence                          Zero sequence           Closed delta
From  To  Load loss [kW]   Impedance [percent]   Rating [MVA]   Impedance [percent]   Rating [MVA]     in
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 24.                      |C -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 25.                      |C Short circuit data
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 26.                      |C -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 27.                      |C 3456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789
Short test.      1     2  1.04E-01  2.30E+00      | 1 2 .10363   2.2994    0.0063                           1
   1   2         0.10363               2.29940         0.006               2.29940          0.006       0
Short test.      0     0  0.00E+00  0.00E+00      |BLANK LINE ENDING SHORT-CIRCUIT TEST DATA
ILOSS = 1
Resistance matrix values calculated from load losses.
               Shunt resistances for representation of excitation losses.
Place the shunt resistance matrix across winding  2   with  R-self [ohm] = 7.47008966E+02   and  R-mutual [ohm] = 0.00000000E+00

Branch cards with [A], [R] in wide ($VINTAGE, 1),  fixed format are created next.  Use a  $PUNCH  data card to see a copy of these
on  LUNIT6.  Matrix  [A]  is the inverse inductance matrix in [1/henries],  whereas  [R]  is  resistance matrix in [ohms].

Branch cards with [R], [wL] in wide ($VINTAGE, 1),  fixed format are created next.  Use a  $PUNCH  data card to see a copy of these
on  LUNIT6.   Radian frequency  w  corresponds to the input frequency  FREQ = 5.00000000E+01  Hz.
Request for flushing of punch buffer.             |$PUNCH

A listing of 80-column card images now being flushed from punch buffer follows.
===============================================================================
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789
===============================================================================
C  <++++++>  Cards punched by support routine on  07-Feb-91  09.44.22  <++++++>
C ACCESS MODULE BCTRAN
C $ERASE
C C ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
C C Excitation data
C C ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
C C 3456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 12345678
C  2 50.       6.4603   0.0063    0.065                                    1 2 2
C   1.21766               H1                             
C   2.12702               L1                             
C C ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
C C Short circuit data
C C ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
C C 3456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 12345678
C  1 2 .10363   2.2994    0.0063                           1
C BLANK LINE ENDING SHORT-CIRCUIT TEST DATA
$VINTAGE, 1,
 1L1                       747.00896590667
  USE AR
 1H1                       866.71803330735 .18554656040922
 2L1                       -1485.197977718             0.0
                           2547.6262427514 .06318876613197
$VINTAGE, 0,
$UNITS, -1.,-1.
  USE RL
C ---------------- << case separator >>> -----------
$VINTAGE, 1,
 1L1                       747.00896590667
  USE AR
 1                         866.71803330735 .18554656040922
 2                         -1485.197977718             0.0
                           2547.6262427514 .06318876613197
$VINTAGE, 0,
$UNITS, -1.,-1.
  USE RL
C ---------------- << case separator >>> -----------
$VINTAGE, 1,
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 1L1                       747.00896590667
  USE AR
 1                         866.71803330735 .18554656040922
 2                         -1485.197977718             0.0
                           2547.6262427514 .06318876613197
$VINTAGE, 0,
$UNITS, -1.,-1.
  USE RL
C ---------------- << case separator >>> -----------
$VINTAGE, 1,
 1L1                       747.00896590667
  USE RL
$UNITS, 0.50E+02 , 0.
 1H1                       .18554656040922  354.0518885064
 2L1                                   0.0 206.40278389066
                           .06318876613197 120.45061844065
$VINTAGE, 0,
$UNITS, -1.,-1.
  USE RL
C ---------------- << case separator >>> -----------
$VINTAGE, 1,
 1L1                       747.00896590667
  USE RL
$UNITS, 0.50E+02 , 0.
 1                         .18554656040922  354.0518885064
 2                                     0.0 206.40278389066
                           .06318876613197 120.45061844065
$VINTAGE, 0,
$UNITS, -1.,-1.
  USE RL
C ---------------- << case separator >>> -----------
$VINTAGE, 1,
 1L1                       747.00896590667
  USE RL
$UNITS, 0.50E+02 , 0.
 1                         .18554656040922  354.0518885064
 2                                     0.0 206.40278389066
                           .06318876613197 120.45061844065
$VINTAGE, 0,
$UNITS, -1.,-1.
  USE RL
C ---------------- << case separator >>> -----------
=========<  End of LUNIT7 punched cards as flushed by  $PUNCH  request  >=======

Note:

1. The shunt resistances representing the excitation losses across winding 2 are added automatically.

2. The “$UNITS, -1., -1.” request is used to toggle back to the normal XOPT and COPT values used further
in the network.

XIX-C-3 Three-phase example

1. Data setup

Consider the case of a three-legged core-type, three-phase transformer with both primary and secondary windings
WYE-connected, and with both STAR-points grounded (YNyn0). The other terminals are called BUS1_R,
BUS1_S, BUS1_T and BUS2_R, BUS2_S, BUS2_T respectively. Further, following data were obtained by standard
measurements on this transformer (at 50 Hz):

Power rating S 35.0 MVA

Voltage rating 132.0 / 11.05 kV

Direct measurements:

Excitation losses 18.112 kW

Excitation current 2.39 A

Excitation voltage 11.01 kV

Short-circuit losses 192.53 kW

Short-circuit current 153.1 A
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Short-circuit voltage 35.213 kV

Homopolar measurements:

Excitation losses 115.325 kW

Excitation current 500.0 A

Excitation voltage 1.183 kV

Short-circuit losses 8.825 kW

Short-circuit current 70. A

Short-circuit voltage 2.86 kV

The values for the actual input parameters are derived hereafter:

A.  For card type 4:

NW = 2 since, again, we have a 2-winding transformer.

FREQ = 50.0 (Hz).

Indeed all tests have been performed at 50 Hz.

IEXPOS = 0.1316 (%).

Because the direct excitation test was not performed under nominal conditions, a current upgrading must be
performed:

oI  =  2.39
11.05
11.01

 =  2.4074 A× .

Converting this value to percent values results in:

IEXPOS =  2.4074 10
3x11.05

35
100 =  0.1316%3× × ×− .

SPOS = 35.0 (MVA).

LEXPOS = 18.244 (kW).

Because the direct excitation test was not performed under nominal conditions, an upgrading of the losses must
be performed:

LEXPOS =  18.112
11.05
11.01

 =  18.244 kW
2

× 





.

IEXZERO = 49.15 (%).

Because the homopolar excitation test was not performed under nominal conditions, again a current upgrading
must be performed:

oI =
500

3
11.05

3 1.183
= 898.81 A×

×
.

In percent values this results in:
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IEXZERO =  898.81 10
3 11.05

35
100 =  49.15%3× ×

×
×− .

Note that this is only half of the “Rule of Thumb” value from Table XIX-C-1-1.

SZERO = 35.0 (MVA).

LEXZERO = 3353.93 (kW).

Upgrading to nominal conditions is necessary for the homopolar excitation losses too:

LEXZERO =  115.325
11.05

3 1.183
 =  3353.93 kW

2

×
×







NP = 0, a true three-phase transformer.

IT = 2, excitation tests were made from the low-voltage side (2).

IW = 2, the magnetizing branch should be placed across the low-voltage winding (2).

IP = -1, we request both [A]-[R] and [R]-[ωL] output.

B.  For card type 5:

A total of NW = 2 cards of this type will be used in this example.

Card k = 1 (HV-winding).

VRAT = 76.21 (kV); line-to-ground value, because the winding is WYE-connected (132.0/ 3 8).

The entry for R is not mandatory, but it can be derived easily:

R  =  
1
3

192530.0
153.1

 =  2.738 s,h 2
× 





Ω .

hence, R =
1
2

 R  =  1.3691 sh Ω .

Card k = 2 (LV-winding)

VRAT = 6.38 (kV); line-to-ground value, because the winding is WYE-connected (11.05/ 3 9).

The entry for R is not mandatory, but it can be derived easily:

s m,h m,dR =
1
3

(R +2R ) = 4474Ω

The allocation of names to the winding terminals is as follows:

BUS1         BUS2               PHASE
BUS1-R

BUS1-T BUS1-S

BUS2-R

BUS2-T BUS2-S

Fig.2: Clock-system declaration

BUS1-R BUS2-R R

S

T

BUS1-S BUS2-S

BUS1-T BUS2-T

YNynO  132./11.05 kV

BUSH BUSL

BUSH

BUSH

BUSH

BUSL

BUSL

BUSL

1
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C.  For card type 6:

A total of NW × (NW-1)/2 = 1 card of this type is needed in this example:

I = 1.

J = 2.

P12 = 192.53 (kW).

The direct short-circuit test was performed under nominal conditions.

ZPOS12 = 26.691 (%).

ZPOS12 =
35.213
0.153

35 / 3

132
100 = 26.691%

2
× ×

The test was performed under nominal conditions.

SPOS = 35. (MVA).

ZZERO12 = 24.6213 (%).

ZZERO12 =  3
2860
70

35

132
100 = 24.6213%

2
× × ×

SZERO = 35. (MVA).

ID= 0; zero-sequence reactance can be calculated automatically (using positive sequence load losses or short-circuit
losses), because this is a two-winding transformer.

IL = 1; the winding resistance can be calculated automatically (using positive-sequence short-circuit losses),
because this is a two-winding transformer and all short-circuit values are positive.

Input data cards for the BCTRAN processing of this case then could appear as follows:

BEGIN NEW DATA CASE                                                           
ACCESS MODULE BCTRAN                                                          
$ERASE                                                                        
C |     FREQ|   IEXPOS|     SPOS|   LEXPOS|  IEXZERO|    SZERO|  LEXZERONPITIWIP
 2       50.     .1311       35.    18.244    49.15        35.  3353.93  0 2 2-1
C k|     VRAT|      R1| |bus1||bus2||bus1||bus2||bus1||bus2|                  
  1     76.21           BUS1_RBUSH  BUS1_SBUSH  BUS1_TBUSH 
C k|     VRAT|      R2| |bus1||bus2||bus1||bus2||bus1||bus2|                  
  2      6.38           BUS2_RBUSL  BUS2_SBUSL  BUS2_TBUSL 
C | |      PIJ|   ZPOSIJ|     SPOS|  ZZEROIJ|     SHOMIDIL                    
 1 2    192.53    26.691       35.   24.6213       35. 0 1
BLANK CARD TERMINATE INPUT OF SHORT-CIRCUIT TEST DATA                         
$PUNCH                                                                        
BLANK                                                                         
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE                                                           

2. Sample output
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 1.                       |C data://B/TRAFO/BCTRAN3F.IN
Marker card preceding new EMTP data case.         |BEGIN NEW DATA CASE
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 3.                       |C power rating: 35. MVA
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 4.                       |C Voltage rating: 132./11.05 kV
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 5.                       |C direct measurements:
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 6.                       |C    Excitation losses     :  18.112 kW
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 7.                       |C    Excitation current    :   2.39 A
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 8.                       |C    Excitation voltage    :  11.01 kV
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 9.                       |C    short-circuit losses  : 192.53 kW
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 10.                      |C    short-circuit current : 153.1 A
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 11.                      |C    short-circuit voltage :  35.213 kV
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 12.                      |C homopolar measurements:
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 13.                      |C    Excitation losses     : 115.325 kW
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 14.                      |C    excitation current    : 500. A
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 15.                      |C    excitation voltage    :   1.183 kV
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 16.                      |C    short-circuit losses  :   8.825 kW
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 17.                      |C    short-circuit current :  70. A
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Comment card.   NUMDCD = 18.                      |C    short-circuit voltage :   2.86 kV
Generate transformer  [R],[L]  or  [A],[R].       |ACCESS MODULE BCTRAN
Erase all of  0   cards in the punch buffer.      |$ERASE
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 21.                      |C |     FREQ|   IEXPOS|     SPOS|   LEXPOS|  IEXZERO|    SZERO|  LEXZERONPITIWIP
Excit. card.    2  5.00E+01  1.31E-01  3.50E+01   | 2       50.     .1311       35.    18.244    49.15        35.  3353.93  0 2 2-1
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 23.                      |C k|     VRAT|      R1| |bus1||bus2||bus1||bus2||bus1||bus2|
Winding card.    1  7.62E+01  0.00E+00  "BUS1_R". |  1     76.21           BUS1_RBUSH  BUS1_SBUSH  BUS1_TBUSH
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 25.                      |C k|     VRAT|      R2| |bus1||bus2||bus1||bus2||bus1||bus2|
Winding card.    2  6.38E+00  0.00E+00  "BUS2_R". |  2      6.38           BUS2_RBUSL  BUS2_SBUSL  BUS2_TBUSL

Excitation test made from winding number  2.   Magnetizing impedance is placed across winding number  2.
                         Positive sequence                          Zero sequence           Closed delta
From  To  Load loss [kW]   Impedance [percent]   Rating [MVA]   Impedance [percent]   Rating [MVA]     in
Comment card.   NUMDCD = 27.                      |C | |      PIJ|   ZPOSIJ|     SPOS|  ZZEROIJ|     SHOMIDIL
Short test.      1     2  1.93E+02  2.67E+01      | 1 2    192.53    26.691       35.   24.6213       35. 0 1
   1   2       192.53000              26.69100        35.000              24.62130         35.000       0
Short test.      0     0  0.00E+00  0.00E+00      |BLANK CARD TERMINATE INPUT OF SHORT-CIRCUIT TEST DATA
ILOSS = 1
Resistance matrix values calculated from load losses.
               Shunt resistances for representation of excitation losses.
Place the shunt resistance matrix across winding  2   with  R-self [ohm] = 4.47446552E+03   and  R-mutual [ohm] = -2.21891079E+03

Branch cards with [A], [R] in wide ($VINTAGE, 1),  fixed format are created next.  Use a  $PUNCH  data card to see a copy of these
on  LUNIT6.  Matrix  [A]  is the inverse inductance matrix in [1/henries],  whereas  [R]  is  resistance matrix in [ohms].

Branch cards with [R], [wL] in wide ($VINTAGE, 1),  fixed format are created next.  Use a  $PUNCH  data card to see a copy of these
on  LUNIT6.   Radian frequency  w  corresponds to the input frequency  FREQ = 5.00000000E+01  Hz.
Request for flushing of punch buffer.             |$PUNCH

A listing of 80-column card images now being flushed from punch buffer follows.
===============================================================================
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789
===============================================================================
C  <++++++>  Cards punched by support routine on  07-Feb-91  09.49.30  <++++++>
C ACCESS MODULE BCTRAN
C $ERASE
C C |     FREQ|   IEXPOS|     SPOS|   LEXPOS|  IEXZERO|    SZERO|  LEXZERONPITIW
C  2       50.     .1311       35.    18.244    49.15        35.  3353.93  0 2 2
C C k|     VRAT|      R1| |bus1||bus2||bus1||bus2||bus1||bus2|
C   1     76.21           BUS1_RBUSH  BUS1_SBUSH  BUS1_TBUSH
C C k|     VRAT|      R2| |bus1||bus2||bus1||bus2||bus1||bus2|
C   2      6.38           BUS2_RBUSL  BUS2_SBUSL  BUS2_TBUSL
C C | |      PIJ|   ZPOSIJ|     SPOS|  ZZEROIJ|     SHOMIDIL
C  1 2    192.53    26.691       35.   24.6213       35. 0 1
C BLANK CARD TERMINATE INPUT OF SHORT-CIRCUIT TEST DATA
$VINTAGE, 1,
 1BUS2_RBUSL               4474.4655159359
 2BUS2_SBUSL               -2218.910788382
                           4474.4655159359
 3BUS2_TBUSL               -2218.910788382
                           -2218.910788382
                           4474.4655159359
  USE AR
 1BUS1_RBUSH               2.4311266503345  1.369233463069
 2BUS2_RBUSL               -29.04015078715             0.0
                           361.43763967638  .0095961038351
 3BUS1_SBUSH               .06629545237001             0.0
                           -.7919085305828             0.0
                           2.4311266503345  1.369233463069
 4BUS2_SBUSL               -.7919085305828             0.0
                           23.900085059572             0.0
                           -29.04015078715             0.0
                           361.43763967638  .0095961038351
 5BUS1_TBUSH               .06629545237001             0.0
                           -.7919085305828             0.0
                           .06629545237001             0.0
                           -.7919085305828             0.0
                           2.4311266503345  1.369233463069
 6BUS2_TBUSL               -.7919085305828             0.0
                           23.900085059572             0.0
                           -.7919085305828             0.0
                           23.900085059572             0.0
                           -29.04015078715             0.0
                           361.43763967638  .0095961038351
$VINTAGE, 0,
$UNITS, -1.,-1.
  USE RL
C ---------------- << case separator >>> -----------
$VINTAGE, 1,
 1BUS2_RBUSL               4474.4655159359
 2BUS2_SBUSL               -2218.910788382
                           4474.4655159359
 3BUS2_TBUSL               -2218.910788382
                           -2218.910788382
                           4474.4655159359
  USE RL
$UNITS, 0.50E+02 , 0.
 1BUS1_RBUSH                1.369233463069 276371.46702425
 2BUS2_RBUSL                           0.0 23125.893148548
                            .0095961038351 1936.0083753803
 3BUS1_SBUSH                           0.0 -137608.3908058
                                       0.0 -11519.74302843
                            1.369233463069 276371.46702425
 4BUS2_SBUSL                           0.0 -11519.74302843
                                       0.0 -964.3873575831
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                                       0.0 23125.893148548
                            .0095961038351 1936.0083753803
 5BUS1_TBUSH                           0.0 -137608.3908058
                                       0.0 -11519.74302843
                                       0.0 -137608.3908058
                                       0.0 -11519.74302843
                            1.369233463069 276371.46702425
 6BUS2_TBUSL                           0.0 -11519.74302843
                                       0.0 -964.3873575831
                                       0.0 -11519.74302843
                                       0.0 -964.3873575831
                                       0.0 23125.893148548
                            .0095961038351 1936.0083753803
$VINTAGE, 0,
$UNITS, -1.,-1.
  USE RL
C ---------------- << case separator >>> -----------
=========<  End of LUNIT7 punched cards as flushed by  $PUNCH  request  >=======

Note:

1. Observe the mutually coupled shunt resistances representing the excitation losses across winding 2.
Although these values are calculated by EMTP, results can be verified easily:

 Direct: m,d

2

R  =  11010
18112

 =  6693 Ω . 10

 Homopolar: m,h

2

R  =  3 1183
115325

 =  36.41× Ω 11.

 Then it follows:

 s m,h m,dR =
1
3

(R + 2 R ) = 4474 Ω , and 12

 m m,h m,dR =
1
3

(R - R ) = -2219 Ω 13.

2. In this example, the homopolar short-circuit losses can not be covered only by winding resistance losses.
Hence additional losses can be confined to a single resistance, to be placed between BUSH (star point of
HV-side) and ground. The value of this resistance is calculated as follows:

 sh,hom

2

P = 8.825
153.09
70 / 3

= 379.94kW× 





14.

 Indeed, we had to upgrade the losses, since the homopolar short circuit test was not performed under
nominal conditions.

 Psh,extra = Psh,hom - Psh,dir   (both under nominal conditions), or

 = 379.94 - 192.53 = 187.41 kW  .

 sh,extra 2R  =  
187410

(3 153.09)
 =  0.889 

×
Ω 15

3. The “$UNITS, -1., -1.” request is used to toggle back to the normal XOPT and COPT values used further
in the network.

XIX-C-4 Applications of BCTRAN Output
TYPE-1-2-3 punched output can be used as branch cards immediately, thus representing the transformer.  This is
explained in more detail in Section IV-B. In addition, one should obey the following rules when inserting the
punched card output in an electrical network simulation:
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1. [A]-[R] option: value of XOPT has no effect
$VINTAGE, 1
  USE AR
C punched output cards: A in Henry-1, R in Ohms and interpreted the same.
$VINTAGE, 0

2. [R]-[ωωL] option: set XOPT = FREQ (see point 4) on the miscellaneous data card.  (FREQ =
value of rated frequency at which tests were performed)

$VINTAGE, 1
  USE RL
C punched output cards: L and R read in Ohms, but interpreted in Henries and Ohms
C                       respectively.  This explains a factor of about 3.18 E-3 difference
C                       between left and right hand side.
$VINTAGE, 0

Use this [R]-[ωL] option only if the per unit excitation current is sufficiently large.  In case of a near-zero excitation
current, the admittance matrix [A] = [L]-1 is near -singular and hence cannot be inverted to produce an [L] matrix. 
The [A]-[R] notation should be used in such case.

At this stage, nonlinearities (such as saturation and hysteresis) can be added to the linear model, as obtained by
BCTRAN, whenever necessary. In such case, however, it is mandatory to specify Iex,dir = 0, since otherwise the
magnetizing inductance will be taken into account twice.



XIX-D. "CHANGE SWITCH·' to Convert Former Switched-R,L Elements to 
Type-99, 98 

Section II-A-42 explai.ns the r-eason for the ftCHA.,;'GE SWITCH" feature in ccnsiae!"able 
detail. ~~d that introduction will not be repeated here. Ncr will there be any 
expla.'1ation cf fcr:l:er switched-R a..'1.d switcned-L element formats, which can be found 
i~ Rule Books printed earlier than the 1982 removal of such elements. 

Following the "CH;l~GE SwITCH" request. the user can place an old EM!? data in its 
entirety, if this is most convenient. ~nat the program does is discard all input 
cards through the first bla.~~ ca.~ (for a complete data case, this would be the 
bla.."1k card ending branch cards}. Then it reads cards that are assumed to be swi ten 
cards; tl.'1.til the blarJ<: card terminating these. All later cards. throug.l:. the 
following "BEGIN N'Eti DATA C..ASE" separator card, are also ignored. So. it is only 
switch cards that are conSidered. and only the switched-R and switched-L elements 
among these are actually processed. Other switches are ignored. This illustrated 
by the second subcase of BE..~CHMA.~ DC-14. which contains informative comment 
information: 

3EC:N NEW :A~A CAS! 
c 2~d Q~ 2 a~oea.e* eon.e~~s old ~ype-91. 92. or 93 to y.e~do-non:ine4r. 
C1'1.A."I'C£ SW:-:OCR 

~O~El ~l:)E2 

9:'::'E!I''!' R:Gb"l:' 
O~O 
0.3 
0.6 

:.OCO. 
9999 

:.0 
O.3Z6 

300. 
200. 
:::0. 
:'50. 

{ Series R-L-C vil: ~. discarded. o! eo~rs. 
~~o= y. 20 exa=ple of 1980 a~l. Sook :. 

9:. NO~t:' ~OOE2 CO~ CO?YR .2~E6 ( F!n.l eard !ro~~. 20 Qt 1980 R~l. Sock 
a~~"I'x card ending yrog~&a branch cards. ':'hi. is !l&g ~~&~ awit~~.a !ollov. 
C ~o-92 awitehed-X element !ollova (to 00 eor.v.r~.d}: 
92~:AYA ~~NA 6.5 3.ES 3.5E5 3 
C ~.-93 $Witehed-~ element !ollavs {to Oe converted}: 

2.5 0.7 3.3 ! 
S~~ card te~in4ting ?rosr~ ~it~~ eards 
3EC;N ~~J 'A~A CASE 

Punched output includes the original switch cards on comment cards as docu::.entation 
for the Type-98 and Type-99 elements that follow. Other comment cards label the 
new data. This is illustra.ted by the beginning of the :;;:ru..:.'"'lched output fr-om BENC}-:)( .... A.R..'t{ 

DC-14: 

'16rlcer c~re ~:::-'c::.din9 _ l!IIft'1i' data ~. 1~l!G!1I !f'!)I :A'l'A CASt: 
::~t c.t!'d. ~ .. 63. ic 2n<1 0: 2 $~. converu 0.1.4 ~-91. 92. 01:' 93 to ¥ ... udc·~lil'l_r. 
C'O:WfJ:-t """!'tc."II1t1'l~lt.;" <;&rd.i to ?OUCSO-!\On.ti~l:'. ;~~ SWI-:::"Cl 
~is coG ..... 1..1.::. :"'CI44 ~t.s typlt_ 91-'!'~_·~e:H It', 92-S",1tc::-..s RCltlistanC'll. an4 93-Switd\e<1 !n4yctor. $uc::h old. ~UI wHl ~ e;onvor.-tO<: • 
.:s.~ti ?U."tc:. ... ~ <lo. ~ •• udo-I\onlin.ar e.l.-.nt:a to _1: IIIO<!arn ~p t'e<;;".:1::--"I:::I. 
~-91; .,tec_!~. :.1:'10&:' ~sis~Q:::- ~9'U • .zrr Rt<::K':.' 0.3::6 
C'l.4r.-acterlstic::. 0.0 
O:a::a<:tcl:'~:ttic::. 0.3 
C!\at'!t<::t":-!.~tl..c. 0.6 
C!\4l:'ac'tItt"~.tic:. ~OOO. 

Charactedst!.c;. 9999 
-:.'yp<It-91: .,~e<::GWiH !i.."tear rosi.to:::-
<:~t card. ,,"t,."H:OCt) .. ''1. 
C'~~ uu"d.. ~~. 'e. 
~-92; "w1tc."I~ :::-..'::st4Z'lClt 
C~t <:ll~. xt."l'mCD .. 80. 
~-9l: Swtt~~ in4Uet~c. 
R~~ •• t for ~:u.hin9 o~ ~~C~ bu!~.~; 

.300. 
200. 
:..SO. 
lSO. 

0.0 
0.3 
0,6 

':.000. 
9qqq 

300. 
:200. 
.. 50. 
:'50. 

. 9':. !fODtl !'rOOl2 eo",%. C02'Y1t .2!i!6 

. c -:::yp.·92 .",Hd:'l4ld.-R e.l-..nt i'ollws t ~Q be <:o.'wel:'te<2l: 
'c 14567!S<)()t23oCS67h01234561$90UJ.C56'1S9¢lZJ.C567S90123<1567S'90 
nJ'CA 't~ U'!O!I'A l!l • !i 3. Z5 3. 5!!$ 3 

~-9l '!lit te."Ie<1-1. .l.....",t to .. ':'""". (to ~ (;Qrtv.rtilld l : 
4.t 2.S 0.1 !.J 

.T l i 



::: n:..zn R~Qtt O . .:IU 
Qt:..zPr lt~~ 3333. 
C '''S7.~T 

~.~t6 

C ':1t !.~ see. lH':"3t) !.n o~ 
C 0.0 lOO. 

0.0 300. 
c 0.3 200. 

O.l 200. 
c: 0.6 ~50. 

O.S ~50. 

C 1000. 150. 
~OOO. 150. 

::: 9999 
9999 
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XIX-E. "OLD TO NEW ZNO" to update pre- f9 M39. tt ZnO data cards 

Secti.on II -:1.-23 explains access to thi.s supporting program by mea.."1S of: 8..:."1 ttOLD TO 
:\E"w zxc tt reques t . Only those ~i th 2.."10 bra."lch cards preda ting "~39." program. 
versions of the spring a.."1d summer of 1984 need be concerned, of course. Old ~~C 
bra."1ch cards are easily recognized. since data is split into two or ~ore isolated 
groups. A Type-92 nonlinear element just reserved space for the 2nO arrester, and 
it involved a dum:y characteristic. Parameters of ~~e Zno itself were read from 
special data ca=ds immediately before the output-variable (usually noae-voltage) 
specification cards of Section XII. 

The ttOLD TO NEW 2..'l0~ special request is to be followed by t.~e complete t old data 
case. The conversion routine deals with variable classes, counting bl~~ cards 
that terminate these. so be careful if other t.~an a complete data case is supplied. 
As ~, illustration. consider the 2nd subcase of 3ENC~~ DC-14. There is no 
printout at all while the program is executing. except for a,.."y comment cards. wnen 
the Z~O data conversion is complete, there will be a one-line message to ~his 

effect, as shown by the following output: 

1 234 5 6 7 
c 34567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456 
c ------------------------------------------------1-------------------------
Request to convert old ZrlO data to new formats. IOLD TO NE'~ 2..\'0 {' Spe 
Done with ~'O conversion in ~SA~J~~ of overlay 24. 
Timing fi~J~es characterizing central processor (CP) solution speed. ------

It is the userts responsibility to pick up the punched cards (via $?L~CR request). 
since othe~ise, there is no output. 

/ I'> 
~-- .. /' '. 



XIX-F. DATA BASE MODULE 

IX-F-l, PURPOSE AND APPLICATIQNS 

Al~eady in 1983, EMTP er~~~~cements were made to allow the user to modularize 
~etwork sections. ~~y repetitive connection of certain net~ork elements can be 
seen as such a !!lodule. The more a certain grouping of network elements is repeated 
through the network. the more efficient the usage of modules will be. 

The network section within the module is fully described in what is called a 
template. This template uses fixed values in. combination with module arguments. 
pretty mu~~ in ~~e same format as a normal network would be represented for EMTP 
purposes. Details on both argument definitions and creation of templates will be 
discussed further in ~~s section. 

Such module can have fixed values in combination with variables or arguments. 
referring to both numerical values and node names. For numerical data, some of the 
parameters in such module can have fixed values, whereas o~~er values should be 
treated as parameters. Parameter values will be allocated linen referring to the 
module in question. Tr~s is done by ~~e extended and powerful $L~CLu~E command. 
On the other hand, node names always should have UI'..ique names throughout the network 
tL..'1der study. This can be obtained eit..~er by user allocation (extended $L"iCLL"DE 
command}, either by automatic name generation (treatment of dummy node names). 

Possible examples of usage of such modules : 

- generator. followed by subtransient reactance. The connecting names of this 
module with the rest of the network under simulation should be under user control. 
Internal node names could receive an automatically generated node name. The value 
of the subtransient reactance CSJ."l be ei ther fixed or treated as a parameter. 

- frequency-dependent cable- or overhead line ~odels (JMARTI or SEMLYEN models). 
In this case, one can assume fixed values for the actual fitting parameters. But 
node names, which are the connection between the model a..'1d the rest of the network 
under study, better can be declared as ar~~ents of the module. 

- The usage of "nested" i..'r1cludes is possible. too. The situation of a. modularized 
substation. including a module containing generator a~d subtransient reactance 
and another module taking the trar..sformer and ousbars into account is a typical 
example using the feature of "nested includes". 

After a while. one will end with a lot of modules. Then it will become difficul t 
to have an overview of all existing models. Further it will become difficult to 
r-emember the meaning and the number of arguments per !!lcdule .. Most of these problel:!2s 
C~~ be handled by using strong st~~da.-disation in module naming. Fur~~er. usage 
of a relational data base (such as DBASE III) would be useful. 

The input format for the supporting routine "DATA B~SE MODULE" contains two 
different sections: 

a"l "argument declaration list" 
a "template ff 



"Argu . .lllen t.,s" are parameter names. There are three t.ypes of aZ"g"'...!ments: 
- ~amed ar~~~ents referring to node names; 
- named ar~~ents referring to numerical values; 
- Q1'mmy arg~ents {sho~ld always refer to internal node names of the module). 

The l· arg'\.!!!lent decl.aration list" defines whether an argument is named or dl'm:':':y. 
For :lamed arg:.;.;:Jents. further specification is ::.eeded in order to make the difference 
between node name parameters or numerical parameters. Hence the named arguments 
are treated different from the dummy ar~~ents. 30th will be discussed separately. 

Tne named ar~~ents will have a value allocated through the $INCL~DE argument 
list (sections I-D-19 and I-K). Currently. the n~ber of named arguments in such 
list is limited to 35. The named arguments can be defined in any arbitrary order 
~~d a mixed sequence of node name arguments and numerical arguments is allowed. 
3ut the sequence of ar~~ents in the argument declaration list of the template 
should correspond to the sequence of allocated values 8J."1d node names in the SINCLt:DE 
arg-.;.men t lis t. Further. it is the user t s responsibili ty to g'Jara,.'1. tee the u..1J.iqueness 
of node names throughout t.~e entire network u..'1der simulation. This is rather easy 
to obtain for connection pcints but it becomes extremely cumbersome for internal 
ncde names within the module. For l..."'lternal node names (i.e. nodes inside the module. 
without any link to the rest of the network), the feature of "dummy arguments" ca.'1 
assist the user in obtaining unique node names allover the network under study. 

The allocation of names to dummy a~~~ent$ is fully autcmized, so that the 
rlu:be:::- of dummy arguments basically is without any limit. The generation procedure 
for naming is based on a user defined 3-digit root name .. followed by a three-digit 
serialization number" So a.t first glance t..'!j,e number of dummy arguments is limited 
to 1.000. But via the SDL~ command. the user is able to modify the three-digit 
root name to another string .. Just as t.~e named arg'..unents" the dum.my arg-...unents need 
to be specified in the arg'illnent declaration list. in any arbitrary. order. But 
unlike the named arguments, the dummy arguments don t t need to have a value allocated 
in the $!NCLLuE ar~Jment list since as explained before, dummy arguments will 
receive a serialized name automatically. 

A ~'template" is nothing else then the EMTP input ~epresentation of the module 
or net~Nork section u.."'lder study. Hence all rules applicable to the normal E.\ITP input 
format are also applicable to this templates. The o~~y difference is that in some 
places. arg-..mlents {parameter names) :-ather tna..'1 actual values are used. This mea..""lS 
that there is a combined use of both actual values 8.."'ld arguments. Further~ the ttl 
card" featu.~ is in use (see section I-J: EMTP data sorting by class). 

Let's discuss the input rules in more detail now. 

IX-F-2. IHPPT DATA-DECK STRUCTURE 

The input file for the supporting routine "DATA BASE MODtJLE tt should show 
following card sequence: 

BEGIN N~ DATA CftSE --~OSORT--
2. DATA BASE ~ODULE request card 
3. SERASE card 
4. ar~~ent declaration list 

/ 1.'-" 



:;. template 
(/BRAN'CH. /SWITCH t /SC'URCE, ..... ) 

6. BEGIN New DATA CASE special request ca--d 
7. Comment card 
8. SPD'NCH card 
9. BEGIN :SEW DATA CASE special request C8.J.-d 

10. B~'~ cs-~ teminating all cases 

Letts discuss the input cards one by one now, L~ more detail: 

1. !'BEGIN :NEW DATA CASE" special request card, specifying the NOSORT option. 
somewhere on the very first input card (the position of ~~e word NOSORT is 
unimportan t). This card is always used to indicate the beginning of e. new program 
~..m. Hence this special request card can be thought of as a case separation 
marker. 

2. "DATA BASE MODULE" reques t card. This special-reques t card transfers program 
control to the supporting routine that searches the user's raw data for the 
character strings of all arguments of interest and establishes numerical pointers 
for all arguments in order to speed up later usage with the empowered SINCLu~E 
command, allowing ~~e transfer of arguments ( see sections I-D-19 ~~d I-K). 

3. SERASE careL This ca..""d is used to clear the buffer that holds pu.."lched card 
output (see section r-0-17). 

4. Argument declaration list (ARG. NulL. DUM). The argument declaration list defines 
whet..i-}.er Cl."l argument is named or dummy. For named arguments. further specification 
is needed in order to lllake the differe..l'lce between node n.ame parameters or 
numerical parameters. Let t s discuss the declaration of all three argument types 
separately: 

4a. Named argu..'11.en:ts referri.n.g to node names .. 
Declaration (free format): 

ABO namel. name2, 

Remarks : 
The sequence L~ tr~s argument list later should correspond to the sequence 
of allocated values in the $L~CLUDE argument list. 

- In order to avoid a. "length mismatch error tt 
t t..i.e lengt..~ of the argument name 

must be equal to the length of the allocated name specified in the SINCLtTDE 
argu.ment list. In order to adjust the argument length, following sym.bols can 
be used: 

" _" (u.."lderscore) in the argument name 
"1ft (poU:."'ld sign) in tb.e allocated name 

Automatic phase indication is possible too. L"'l that case, only the first 
five digits of the name field a..-e free for parametric usage. The sixth (utmost 
right) digit remains fixed in the template (see point 5~ further in this 
section) 



40. Named ar~~ents ~e!erring to ~~~ericaZ values. 
Declaration (free-format): 

.~qG namel. valuel. value2? 
~u~ valuel. value2 

Remarks: 
The sequence in this argument list later should correspond to the sequence 
of allocated values in the SINCl.IJDE arg'..unent list. Further, all named arg-,J.lllents 
referring to numerical values should likewise be declared in a N"L:"M-lis t. The 
order of arguments in the ~u~-list is of no importance? however. 
In order to avoid a ttlength mismatch error?t. t.."1e length of the arg-v.ment name 
mus t be larger then {or equal to} the length of the allocated value specified 
in the SL"iCLtJDE arg-...unent list. In order to adjust the argument :ength. 
following symbol can be used: 

?t_~ (underscore) in the argument name 
With respect to the E-format usage for reals. it is advised to use real 
numbers wi~~ decimal point in the $INCLL~E arg-~ent list. 

4c. Dummy arguments should always refer to internal node names of ~~e module. 
Declaration (free-format): 

.~G namel. valuel •..•. 
NUM valuel,. 
Du~ dt'm~ylt dummy2 •••.. 

Remark: 
Dummy 8rg-ument names DON'T appear in the ARG-list. nor the ~"L'M-:ist. 

Consequently no value will be allocated via the $INCLu~E argument list. 
- The sequence of dummy names in the DL"M-declaration lis t is purely arbi t:,ary . 

The name allocation will be generated automatically, based upon a three-digit 
root name. followed by a unique three-digit serialization number. 

- In order to avoid a "length rnismatc...~ error" .i.t is i:porta.l'1t that the arg'~ent 
name contains six digits. In order to adjust the ar~~ent length. following 
symool can be used: 

tt_tt {underscore} in the argument name 

5. Template (/BR&~CHt /SWITCH, /SOw~CE, .... ). 

A "templatett is no~~g else then the EMTP input repres~~tation of the ~odule 
or network section under study. Ha~ce all ~~les applicable to the normal EMTP 
L~put format are also applicable to this template. The only difference is that 
in some places, arguments (parameter names} rather than actual values are used. 
Fur~~er. the "I" card feature is in use {see section I-J: EM!? data sorting by 
class). Arguments should be carefully placed in the template. though: 

5a. Ncr:med a-:rgu.men:ts -:referring to node names. 

In the template., argo..lltlents referring to node names should be placed left-adjusted 
in the zone reserv"ed for such variables in normal EMTP input calds .. It is 
importa~t to remark that the allocated node names will be left-adjusted in the 
zone defined by the ar~~ent name in the template. 

/ II 



Auto~a~ic phase indication is possible too. In that case. o~ly the first five 
digit.=; of t.he :1a.me field are f:-ee for parametric usage. T:'1e sixth (utmost 
:-ig::'t) digit: r-emai:1S fixed in the template. 

50. Named a~~~ents re!eT?ing to numeTicaZ values. 
In the template, arguments referring to numerical values should be placed 
~ight-adjusted in the zone reserved for such variables in normal EMTP input 
cards. It is importa."1t to remark that the allocated value ·",.,ill be right-adjusted 
in the zone defined by the argument name in the template. With respect to the 
E-fo~at usage for reals. it is advised to use real numbers with decimal point 
in the SINCLL~E ar~~ent list. 

5c. Dummy arguments, always referring to internal node names of the module. 
In the te~plate, dqm~y ar~~ents referring to node names should be placed in 
the zone reserved for such variables in normal EMTP input C8-~. Since by 
definition. the length of argument name a",d allocated name are both equal to 
six. the poSitioning of names remains ~",ch~"1ged. 

6. BEGIN ~EW DATA CASE. 

7. Commen t ca."'d • 
This combined case separation marker is used as a flag. indicating ~~at the 
data card input for the modularization is terminated here. The number of comment 
cards ~eeded is controlled by variable KAS~~ i~ the "startup" file. 

8. SP'L"NCH card. 
This special request command is used to flush the contents of the punch buffer; 
which now contains numerical pointers for all arguments used in the template, 
as well as the template itself. 
The usage or these pointers will speed up later processing of the t.emplate via 
the empowered $INCLUDE command (see section 1-D-19), certainly when actual 
values and names should be allocated to the arguments . 

9. BEGIN ~"E'~ DATA CASE special request card. 
This card is al~ays used as a case separation !tlarker. 

10. B~~< card teminating all cases. 

!X-F-3, EXAMPLE 

Bencr-..marks doc..nnen tin.g this usage are: DC36 (template creation) and DC8 (usage 
of' the created punch file). Nested usage is explained in neS8. The best way to 
discuss the possibilities of this powerfull tool is to illustrate its usage for 
a simple example, which represents a 6-valve t..~yristor bridge used 1..'1. HVDC stations. 
The electrical scheme of this circuit is represented in Fig.i. 
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~--------------------------------------~----------~. ~~ 
;:-;<;. :: Sc ~er:"!ot;c diogrcT':'l of the i-I'V'OC ~r:d<;~ 

~eprese1'"tted in ~he temp,cte 
An;\,;mer.ts '-COO E: , f.!:NL;$, ?U,;S. ~:RE. RES!S. CAPAC: 
J",T':'lmy : ~:D~. M:02. M!C.3. ~:D4. 1,,(::;5. M::l6 

a) Following file is an example of the corresponding input needed for ~~e DATA 
BASE MODL~E supporting routine. 

BEGrN ~ ~A~ CAS! 
;:)A':A aA.S~ MODUT...lI: 
$nAS% 

~...o~T 

ARC>. YO!)!. M!JroS, P!.."'''S. ~r:R!! • .R!!S!S. CAPAC: 
~ .. ~,Ris:g.CAPACI - -
~~~. ~;~1. ~~2. ~:~3. ~:~.. ~I~5. ~I~6 
/3RM'CH - - - - -

C3 aegin ~~tn anode re&etora an4 parallel ~.i.to~. {6 p.1~): 
SO~EA ~!~l RES:S CAPAC: 
-~DEA--~:~l ~.O 
- !fO~n - ~::D3 
-SO:l!!:B-!"{!z)3 
-!roDZC-~!~5 
:~~tC_!'!:D5 

P!..'-J$ !"lIZ)' 
-?t~S-1'!!:><l 
-?L~S-!'tI~6 
-?!"iJS-~IZ)6 
-n~s-!'tI::)2 
- P!."''S -l'!:I~2 

usn 
1.0 

RESIS 
l.O 

~ES:S 

1.0 
RES!S 

l.O 
RZSI3 

1..0 
C3-~e%tcoee th4t snubo.r c:irct.Uta. &ero •••• 1 ••• and. anodo ne&etera: snubo.r c:irct.U ta. &ero.. • 

lro:D!:A ~:::lfO'S 
-;orooa-!"{!.lft1S 
:NO~tC:~!lroS 

lroD!A PL-:tS 
- ]'fODD - nos 
- ~::)ltC - P!.~ 

C3- ~O%t-;oae ~~. ?al?ea: 
/Siot!'l'CH 
... !'t:;:l:)1 ~:~s 
.... -~!!)3-1'!':WS 
.... -1'!!:O5 - !'!:!2ft.'3 
.... -!'!:::D4-~t)Q 
:'1-X!!)6-!fO:OO 
._-1'!!~2-~z)2::: 
3!C:~ ~ ~A'l'A CASE 
C ;~at a comment card 

1200. 
~200. 

l2oo. 
1200. 
:.~OO. 
.. 200. 

0.: 
O.l 
O.l 
o.~ 

O.l 
O.l 

F!lIlE2 
-'!RZ4 
-r:R!!6 
-'IR!S 
-t:RZl 
:!":::U3 

S?t.l'NCH { ~lu .. ~ eri ~ic&l pO~1:ion of an.".~. !roa preceding tirst !Nbc&" 
3!G:~ ~ ~A!A CAS~ 

3:.ANJ: 

wnen inspecting this file. please note ~~e following: 

J I/A 



- 3EG:~ ~ew DATA CASE ; f~ee-format ~CSCRT - declaratie !' 

SERASE card ~o flush the p~~ch buffer. 

- Automatic phase indication in the template; ~_NODE" is only 5 digits long. but 
in the template, the node names are "_NODEA", "_SODEB". ~_NODEC". etc. In these 
names, only the first 5 digits are variable. the last digit (phase indicator) 
is fixed. The same ~emark applies for "_FIRE", used in names "_FIP~l~. "_FIRE2". 
etc. Remark that dummy names never C~~ have automatic phase indication. 

- Because "_MID1". "_MID2" , etc. are internal node names (i. e. without any 
connection toward the outside of the module) they could be declared as d .. ~my 
argument. But in this case~ the length of t.,.~e argument name :!lust be set equal 
to 6. Hence note the use of "_" (~~derscore). 

- Arguments referring to node names (be it named or dummy) are always pOsitior ..... "led 
left-adjusted in the template; NODE. _~I~uS. __ PLUS.- _FIRE. 
__ ~ID1. __ MID2t __ MID3. __ MID4, __ MID5, __ MID6. -

Arguments referring to numerical values are positionned ~ight-adjusted in the 
template; RESIS, CAPAC!. 

,Some of the parameters have fixed values. whereas other numerical values get 
their value allocated through a named a.rg-~ent; RESIS. CAPACI. 

- Only one comment card needed, since KASEND = 1 in the startup file used he~e. 

b) Following is a..'I'l extract of the output of supporting routine "DATA BASE MODIJLE": 

A listing of SO-column card images now being flushed from p~~ch buffer follows . .................................................................... " .. _ ...... . 
~234567S90l23.S67S90t234567890l23'567a90l234S67890123'5678S0l234S67B901234S6789 
s •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

KAR~ Z 2 2 2 3 3 4 , 4 5 5 6 6 6 7 7 8 8 8 9 9:0:0:0 II 
11 :2 12 :2 !3 :3 l4 l4 15 15 16 l6 17 17 18 18 :9 19 21 Zl 21 22 22 22 23 
23 23 24 24 24 25 2S 25 25 26 26 

KAla 1 5 6 -1 1 -1 1 5 -3 1 -3 1 5 -5 1 -5 3 5 *4 3 -4 3 5 -6 3 
-6 3 5 -2 3 -2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 '-1 2 '-3 2 

• -5 1 4 -, 1 4 -6 1 4-2 
KS~G 3 28 39 9 3 9 3 28 9 3 9 3 28 9 3 9 3 28 9 3 9 3 28 9 3 

S 3 28 9 3 9 1 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 3 9 9 65 3 9 65 3 9 
65 3 9 65 S 9 65 3 9 65 3 

~ '32 44 14 7 14 7 32 14 7 14 7 32 14 7 14 8 32 14 8 14 a 32 14 a 
14 S 32 14 a 14 7 14 7 14 7 14 7 14 7 14 1 14 14 69 8 14 69 8 14 
69 a 13 69 $ 13 69 a 13 69 8 

XTEX 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 ! 1 1 0 1 l ~ 1 0 ! ! ! l 0 l ~ 
~ 1 0 1 1 ! l 1 l _ • _ 1 1 1 1 1 1 l _ ~ • _ 1 l 
! ! ! l l 1 _ _ 1 1 1 

C3 S!G!lII ~':'H ANOtlE ltDC":'OItS Ml) ?AJUU.:.x!. R!S!S'TOJtS (6 PA1~S}: 
_~DQ_!'[!tl:. R!:SIS CAPAC: 

:: ~I~2 ~D!c r:a!3 
$EC? C •• ~-.~plied h •• de~ oards !ollov. 12-S.p-Sa l4.33.22 
ARC, ~DE. M:::XUS. ?!.~s. ?Ilt!:. R!S!S. CAPAC: 
~~~.R%s:S.CAPAC! -- -
~~~. __ M!~l. ~:D2. KI~3. M:~. MID5. ~!D6 

x •••••••• ( -znd o!-r~~:!7-;uncr.~--e4rea-aa !l~~~ed by SP~CH requ •• t ) ••••••• 



Remark that besides the entire template. the punch buffer now contains numerical 
pOinters fo= all ar~~ents used in the template. Lets discuss the me~~ing of all 
five these pointing vectors: 

KAFtD : This ca.""! be thought or as the record number of the template. Remark that 
some card numbers (e.g. 1. 20 •... ) seem to be missing. In effect, these 
card numbers refer> to so-called "j"-cards (e.g. card l=/branch. card 
20=/switch, etc). 

KA..BG : Named arguments have a positive value f'or KARG t whereas dummy arguments 
show negative K.A"",t{G-values. Positive KARG values refer to the position of t.~e 
current ar~~ent name L~ the ARG declaration list, whereas negative ~BG 
values refer to the position of the current argument name in t.."le DL'M declaration 
list. 

KBEG : First position, taken by the current argument name on the specified card 
in the template. 

KEN'D : Last position, ta....i<en by the current argument name on the specified ca..-d 
in the template. 

KY""M : Flag. indicating whet..~er the specified argument refers to a numeric value 
(0) or a node name (1). 

Once created. it is important NOT to though the created punch file again. Even 
simple insertion of comment lines would ruin the pointer setup. 

c} Next data set illustrates how this module named \WSM/PONSK.PCH ~~en should be 
used L~ network simulations: 

~--~------~------------~----------------e. ~ 
~ ~ 

: ':00 : ; 12(10 

~ 7 jff4 ~ }/6 
~<l.' ~ ~ ~ 0.1 , 

~ ~ 
Q~ 11,0 :~ I ~~ =J. 

• 

.-
., 

: nIlE' r 
~ 
~~I',·o 
~ 

~ 

~ 
~ 

::;:: o~~ 
~ 
r:~ I ~.:) 
"':' 

~ 
~------------------------~----~---------e. ~~ 

MID: == XYZ520 
M;02 "" x'YZ521 
M~03 =: XY2S22 
M:04 == XYZS23 
~:05 .. XYZS24 
l,A:06 == XYZ525 

~ 
,'.iooe: :ACNeD 
i=':xE: :F;RE: 
MiNUS -MlNUS 
~ ... :JS -~_us 
RESl$ - 5000, 
CAPACl-:>, 

/ , / 



BEC::)( ?orr.; ''':'A C"-S~ 
S?~El':X. \'.'S~/ 

ss:.;n·:x. . ?CH 
.~CS 4.C 

::. 
s 

99 ?:RZ: • ~:~ 
99 ?:R~2 • ~:~~ 
99 t!R!3 • ~!~!X 
:'31A..1(£ 
98 ~:RE452+~~:~ 
98 ~:RES52·~~!~ 
98 ?:RZ6S2+~~:~ 

c 

20 20 

o. o. ~:~ 

o. o. -=:~!:X 
o. O. '!:~ 

C ~.r. ~~. root ~ ... is .ct to XY% arA ~~. Q!! •• t is .et to $:9. &0 ~e ~~o.rin9 o! the 
C du:my node nao •• starta at n~b.r ~20. 
'-

c 
C 3y =eans o! the !ol:aving $:NC~U~! ~~~ •• t. the ~ut1n. ?OKSX.PCH ia incl~d.c 
C Fo:" ti:.e exte.."laion -PCl{N. ':.."le comaand $sun:X vu i •• wt<i in the ~inning o! t..~i. prograa. 
c 
S:NC~~~~. ?cNS~. ACNO~. tMI~~. '#?t~S. '~:R!. 5000 .• 3.0 
3~ card endi~g a~CM caris 
3~·c.rd ending SWI~CH carda 

wnen inspecting ~~is file. please note the following: 

SPREFIX al"l.d SSUFFIX cards are used to set the worki..:."'1g directory and default 
extension of the file name to be L~cluded. Remark that the sequence: 

SPREFIX, \WSMj 
SSt'"FFIX. • peR 
SINCLLUE. PCNSK. ACNOD, #MlNUS, ##PLUS, #FIF~t 5000 .• 3.0 

would be equivalent wi~~ following sequence: 
$INCLL~E~ \WSM/PONSK.PCH. ACNOD, #MI~~S, ##PLUS, #FIRE, 5000 .• 3.0 

- T:"le SINCLtJDE option internally will be interpreted as the dynamic opening of the 
specified file, a.~d then replace the arguments by their actual values or names 
{see sections r-D-19 a~d I-K). Hence this feature only works on those computers 
a..'"1d/or operati.'"1g systems that allow dynamic file opening. Contact program 
maintenance if there is doubt about this possibilities for your computer system 
and/or possibilities to emulate this feature. In our example, this allocation 
will have following consequences (order specified in the ~~G-list): 

.~~G, _NODE. _MI~JS~ _PLUS, _FIRE. RESISt CAPACI 
SL~CLu~E, filename. ACNOD~ #M!WJS. ##PLUS. # FIRE , 5000., 3. 

Note the sequence as well as the length of the allocated values. Both shou~a 
agree with ~~e the ar~~ent specifications in ~~e L~put file for the DATA BASE 
MODULE supporting routine. 

- TI1e $DL1t!MY card can be used to reset both the root name ~~d the ini tial serialization 
:lumber for dummy node names. In our example, this will have following consequences 
(order specified in the DL~-list): 

$DUMMY~ XYZ519 
DUM, _MID19 _MID2, _MID3, _MID4. MID5. MID6 
node names: XYZ520~ XYZ521. XYZ522. XYZ523. XYZ524 , XYZ525 

d) Finally, an extract of the output of the resulting tra..~sient simulation will 
be printed (see Fig.2). 

~: •. ;~--



51 
:)One cO~y~:'\q :0-'(" ';15t'~. :>eCl( ~o :op 1 00 ~S3:S:. 

(---) ~l"I • .,1t:-. .,.~<:.~ 60:""1:':'l'\q '::Jy d41t. c .. .,.... R-..o.r t~«t ~h •• oure. t1 ... ~~~r. di!!ere.nt frOfll ~"~.c;>Mttlld i="iXSt Q4~a. 
l\;'tem4t!.ve ':"::s.."'\sl.nta. iJt"Q9:"'- : A.'!?! • Apo':'~o ::-4n.:'4tion. Copy:-i.;h.t 19$4.. t: •• l!c:..n. • ..:r. on.l.y t~t"01.:<;1"t !...!!C ~x.~. :...a\.:ven~ 34!.q!\.I8, ~ 

::;.ate ;~d.-.t!'.·yy) ~"'<:1 ~!_ of ~Il,! ::-..n .•. s.) • !2-~-ea :4.30.:8 ~_ Qt tho ~i"lI: .,lot fi:' •. ~! 4rl.'1. 1"; ?~dh. __ ••• ?:.A 
:;ot' J.:'\!O:"la4~~ort, con"l;.i.t t:-'e copy:-i<;hteod A'!l" t.'r.? R~!. !look: >"Jblahea ':1'1 :.tc !n ';\1 .. )'. 1987. '-4.t -.lo~ .,roc;r_ upoG.ot.; ~y. !9S!I 
':'o,a':' :dll'tq~1\ ot .~- '«!)l •• - ~9170 :~~ OO()~. -VU::l:.IIt- w.t S1z .. ~o.:.;.~; 2:'4 2~~ 425 42 2125 

34 595 :'U!7 63 136 42 50 4250 ." 100 ).4 3 .. :600 660 100 ~!lO l'('oo 3 400 42 "'2 

• :~PUt ~ta C&~ ~aaqo. 4~ .~ ~~ow. all 80 col~ •• ~~C'4ct.r ~y ~~C'.c:t.:-
o l 2 ~ 56' e 
O!2~S61S9012~5673~12~567S901234567$9¢1234~6'S9Ct2~5678qo12~'!I67!19C~23~S61S~ 

"IolS:X." c«:-d. i?~inq ~ ~ ~(H4 ca ••• 
C~t Cllt'(!. :o<t,."1"::lX:).!'L 

C~t card. )(t."IImC:l. 1. 
C~"It e/l.::-d. 
~f.sc. <!.:lta. 
~f.sc:. a.«toll. 
::>:-:'ntout ; 

-t 
~.OOOl!:+OO 

-1 0 
20 20 

0.000£.00 
o C 0 
o 0 

!c ~4~4:~~.X.~T 
: ~:cnc 1C'!:V ~'!A CAS! 
:c 
!c SPRZyrx. \~I 
j C $S'..J'''':X, .?CS 

.005 4.0 
-t 

!;:~.c;tr!c: :-:etworlC:. too. !lut '!ACS d.otll first ... ~'!"CS aYU::l 
!":-ee-fot'W&t ':.'ACS .u.pp;'~toll" var1ab.:.. detined. :<)q l"Ilt!! - ~I~ 
rr .. -~o~t ~ACS .uppl...ntal v«~i4l:l!. a.tined. ;qq 'IRt2 - ~r~ 
/'t._- ~OnMC "!'-'CS S~.!.~t4! v«:i«bl. denn':. : 99 I'IUl e n!IIEX 
7ACS .ou~co. o.ooo~.oo O.OOO~·OO O.OOO~.oo :!31'~ 

':'~S suppl.-ntal dcYiOl t~ 52. :98 l"rR:!-452·l,.'?fr"!'Y 
':'ACS su;>pl..-na! deviOl typot 5.2. : 98 t:lt:!S52"l,."'!~ 
'!,.CS sl.l~~':'~t4;' 411rYj,co tY'P" 5'2. : 98 l":ltZ65~.l,."lI(tt"r 

20 20 

~411n)c (;4rd tenti:wtiru; all -:~~ 44t4 ards. ~~ car'C1 .nes aU "!'~ d,at. 
C~ t card. :o<t,."IImC:l" 22. : c 

o. 
O. 

1. O. 

o. 
o. 
O. 

C~t ard. ~. 23. : C !Ser. tM :-oct ~ is _I: to XYZ a.nd t~. ott •• t is sot to 519. so tM 1'Iu.Qet'~n 
C~ ... t a:-d. !'(t.~. 24. :C ~ :'cOde ~~ st~:::-t. 41; I'I~~ S2C. 
C~t card. ~ - 25. 'c 
C~t alrd. ~. 26. :C $.~'*Y ,X'tZ5:'9 
C~t c.re. 
C:~t ca~_ 

c~t aN. 
C~t a:-d. 
C~t car'C1. 
SCI:::-!.' ;t-1.-.\;. 

5«:-:'0. jt ... -<;. 
5«t"ie. It-:.,.-C. 
se~:!.e. R-t.-C. 
serie. Jt-:.,-C. 
series It-to-C. 
SClr':' •• It-t.-C. 
SClr':' •• It-t.-<;. 
5«t"f.e. It-t.-C. 
se~i •• It-t.-C. 
serie. It-t.eC. 
$<erie. It-t.-C. 
SClr':' •• It-t.-C. 

~·21. 

~·2". 
!t(.~ - 29. 
!'(t.~. 30. 
.on..~-3:'. 

:c ~ ~ at the ~o.!.1owi:'lq srNC::;""O& ~.t, ~hc routine ~53C.PCR i. ine~~ 
:C 1"or l:M exten&1en -Pa·. the ~ ~1'!"rx __ iuuee ~n :ho ~1:',:~i:x; Q~ th 

5.ooor.Ol O.oooZ·OO 3.000!-06 
0.000£·00 
5.000£.03 
0.000%+00 
5.000%·03 
O.ooo:!·<:lQ 
5.000~·Ol 

0.00031:+00 
5. <XlOZ:+Ol 
0.000&+00 
5.000%·03 
0.000:&·00 
;'.2OOZ .. 03 

!.oooZ-O~ O.ooo~ .. oo 
0.000£·00 O.OOOZ:.oo 
~ . ooot-ol O. OOOE·oo 
O.ooot·oo O.OOOZ.oo 
~.OOO~-o3 O.OOO!.OO 
o.OOOZ+OO O.ooo!+oo 
!.oooZ-03 0.000£+00 
O.oooZ+oo O.OOO!:+oo 
•. 000£-03 0.000*.00 
O,OOO~+OO O.OOOt.OO 

S4C'~o. R-L.-C. ~. Zoor;.03 0.000£+00 

0.0001;+00 
1..oooae-07 
:'.OOOZ-C1 

~C'i •• R·"-C. !.200Z.Q3 
Serie- ~-~-e. 1.200Z+03 
s.r~ •• R-~-C. :'.200t.03 
S4c-.!. •• R-t.-C. ;'.20011:·03 

o.ooo~.oo 1.0002:-0' 
O.OOOt.oo 1.000£·07 
O.ooot.¢O 1.OOOlt-01 
C.OOO!+OO 1.oooz-01 

3l~ ea~ cnd1n~ ~C'an~. 

Valve. 0.0002:.00 0.0002.00 
Va .. ve. 
"",:,ve. 

0.0002:·00 0.000£.00 
O.OOC~·¢O o.oooae.oo 
0.000£.00 o.OOO~.OO 

O.oooZ+oo O.OOOZ+OO 

:n. ~·!3 :'2 
o. OOOZ+OO .. I"IIt.£2-
O. 0001;+00 .. I"I ~!,. 
0.0001;-00 - nRt6-
O.OOO't.OO • 11lU:$e 
0.0001:+00 • 1Iltn .. 

valve. 0.0001:+00 0.0001:.00 O.()()O!t+OO e I"tU3-
~l4.0'U: at"!! .nd1.nc; owi tc:hec. ~·6. 

. C $:::~c:u."Ot. ?OK~, 
AOOMXr.:520 
AO¢!3AX'tZ520 
AO¢l)JS.XY<:522 
AClI(OOB.XYZ52Z 
i\C'IOoc::xn52-4 
~0CX't'Z524 

?t.::srtZ521 
PUJSXYZ523 
l>W~52S 

PWSX'tZ525 
PU:SXYZ521 
Pt.::U"n521 

AC."eO!)A l'C! xt:'S 
~1:Ia IU~S 

ACIOIX ~tl'Ct:$ 

~::A PUl'S 
~tI. PWS 
AOOtIC pu;s 

:!~ ~~ «n4!nq 
! 1lX'!ZS20 ~Im:S 
j l txY2S22 ~:::l'ftIS 
! 11X'a5Z. ~uros 
: 11~~3Aa01M\ 
{1lxr.:'2~I). 
i 1l.X'tZ!21A01ODC 
t 1t.NCE caJ:'<: C14!nt: 

A.c:."'O.o. tfIC!~. uP:':';s, .11l'.ltt. 5000 .• 3.0 
SOX), 3.0 

5000. 

5000. 

5000. 

5000. 

5000. 

::'200. 
~2oo

,,200. 
:'200. 
1200. 
~200. 

~'f<::s aM. 

t.O 

:'.0 

:'.0 

~.C 

!..O 

0.1 
0.1 
O.! 
C.:' 
O. ! 
0.1 

wnen inspecting this output, please note the following: 

!,,~lU:2 

l"!R£4 
rtR%6 
P!1l!5 
Yl It!: 1 
I"!UJ 

Node names are left-justified in their field t whereas numerical values are 
=ignt-justified in the field specified by the argument name in the template. 

All cards are sorted and put ~~der the section they belong; branches are added 
to the bra~~~ card group, swit~~es to the switch card group and sources to the 
source card group. All values (named as well as dummy arguments) are allocated 
as was pre-defined in the template ~ld ar~~ent list. 



XIX-G "SATURA" TO DERIVE (~.z) PEAKVALUE CURVES 

XIX-G-l. Purpose & Applications 

The specification of nonlinear inductors requires a (flux-current) saturation 
curve relating the total flux linkage to the element ct;.rrent. Such curve cat"l be 
derived. either by using R~ (voltage. current) reedings. or by using a (current. 
incremental inductance) characteristic. 

30th approaches are poSSible, and will be discussed separately, because of the 
differences in data entry. 

The punc..~ed results {~. t} tb.en can be used i..."1 the saturable transformer component 
model (section IV-E) or in t..~e nonlinear inductor (type-98 pseudo-nonlinear reactor 
or type-93 nonlinear inducta...'"'l.ce) that ca."'l be a.dded externally to linear transformer 
models obtained via BL'irL~~ (section XIX-C) or XFOR~ (section XIX-A). 

Although the resulting saturation CUI""tle will be single-valued. hysteresis can 
be taken into account by manually displacement of the values of the curre.."lt. These 
resul ts t..~a..'1 ca...'1 be used tor the type-96 pseudo-nonlinear hysteric reactor 
{section V-D}. This solution is an alternative for the special supporting routine 
h~SDAT (section XIX-H). 

XIX-G-2, Input data deck structure for SATURA 

In ge-,eral ~ an input data-deck for t..~e supporting routi..'1e SAT"i.."F.A has the 
following st~Jcture: 

.;... 8EGL~ $w DATA CASE 
2. SATh"RA special request to activate supporting !"Outi."'le SATURA (see 

section !I-A-
3. SERASE - request (optional) to clear pun~~ buffer 
4~ Per ~"lit base specification ca.-d 
5. Card groupi..'I'lg. supplying (IRKS, VRMS) or (current. incremental inductaz1ce) 

break: points, tenul'tated by a special flag card 
6. SPu~Crl - request (optional) to activate punching 

Remark t.~at the points 3 t..~rough 6 may be repeated as ma..'lY times as desired. 
Each suc.~ groupi..."'lg then is considered as a separate data case, corresponding 
to a different saturation curve. 

7. 3L&'~ ~ARD endL"'lg all saturation cases 
8. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
9· BLA:.\1{ CARD endi.'"'l.g all cases 



For ~~ example of such input, the reader is referred to benc~~ark JC13 (first 
subcase) .:Jr- ~o section XIX-G- 3.. Because of the possibili tj.-" of t;-:o differ-en t 
approaches. two different data entries will be discussed next: 

- (IR.'I{s. V~~S) da.ta entry; 
- (ItL) data entry. 

Only card type 4- and 5 will be discussed. All other cards are self-expla..."'latory. 

XIX-G-2. a. (J v",s' V ~.ws) data entr::J 

~-------------~ 
4 

> 

::::MS c:..:rrer.: ; 

,- :g. ' 
RMS 

with a...~ impressed sinusoidal voltage, an PYS reea~ng of the non~sinusoidal 
current into the winding is obtained. Supporting program ttSAT~"F.A '" i.s designed to 
convert from the user! s R.'B (v-i) curve to the peak values of a ('V - L) curve needed 
for tra~sient simulation. 

The user inputs his (v-i) curve (R~ values; as a sequence of points. with 
linear interpolation between these values assumed. The output (\V - i) curve (peak 
values) is likewise piecewise-linear with the same number of points. Following 
approximations are made: 

1. The use of lL~ear interpolation in bet~een points. 
2. The use of fi..1'lite-cifference approximation to sinusoidal excitation. One-degree 

step-size is used. along with trapezoidal-~~le integration where needed. 
3. Hysteresis is ignored. 

Let us discuss the data entry in more detail now. Only card type 4 and 5 w·'-:-: 
be discussed here. 

/ ) .-



Card 4. The card format lor the per ~nit base specification ca~d : 

',lSASC:- S3ASE 

E8.C 8 

Parameters: 

FREQ: f~equency (in Hz; of the impressed sinusoidal voltage source. 

VBASE: single-phase base vol tage (in kV) on whic..~ the inpu t break paints are. based. 

SEASE: single-phase base power (in WJA) on which the input break points are based. 

IPL"NCH: parameter controlling the punched ca..""d output of the derived (flux-current) 
characteristic. 
= 0 no curve will be p~~ched; 
= 1 : curve will be punched f provided the $Pu~CH ca.~ is being specified 

{see card 6). 
The cards ~.oIill be puncne<L one breakpoint per card. USing t..~e 2E:6.8 format. 
immediately ~sable for all applications. 

~~~RD: parameter controlling the type of output. 
= 0 only first·quadrant output; 
= 1 : full curve (first- a~d ~~ird-quadr~~t output). 

Card 5. Ne:::t comes a card g-rouping, ~.4pp~ying the (! IMS' V.toWs) break. points: 

Only one breakpoint per card can be specified. One should start by specifyi~g 
the break point closest to the origin {omitting point (0. ,0.), though). ~~d 
then moving continuously away. The curve must be Single-valued. Successive 
slopes should be non-decreasing. The slope defined by the last breakpoint ~ill 
. .. .. .... . f .. (f ~ . 1 ) nal . . .. . ed oe exvrapo~atea ~O ~n ~n~ty \c r. ~~g. ~. ~ ues are ~n per ~~~~, cas on 
the previously-specified Single-phase base : 

v Ul.s(Pu.) - v IMSCkV)/V ~an(kV) 

The card format to be used is as fol'.ows 
" . ... ""--.... 



:2 
'~~3~55;39J 34 6 9Q12J 

, . """"I •• 

::v.s ~- ..... 

~. r::. ,", - ' -.~ E ~ 6.:) 

The maximum number of breakpoints is limited to 100. 
- If the saturation curve is intended for a type-98 pseudo-nonlinear element, 

a maximum of five breakpoints is recommended. in order to avoid numerical 
tracking problems. 

- On the other h~~d. for a type-93 t~~e nonlinear element, many breakpoints 
arotl."'ld the kneepoint of t.~e saturation curve should be used whenever a sr::ooth 
approximation of the nonlinear magnetizing current is of interest. 

This c~-d grouping should be terminated by following special flag card 

,:'::,::f,;",2: .:.:,·:3:' : ,:4:::::5: ,:S';?::" 8 
:123456789Q~~345$7$~Oi2J4551a~012J4S51a~a~23455789q12J4567890'234551390123~557S9a 

XIX-G-2.b. (I,L) data entry 

Instead of ~, (I~t V~S) characteristic, the user has the option of inputting 
a current versus increma,tal induct~"'lce characteristic. The trapezoidal rule of 
integration is then used in ~~is case. to convert the induct~Lce curv'e into the 
desired output curve of flux versus current : 

il 
~(i) lSI i L(n)dn. 

./0 

k:= 2.3 .... 

i------... ~ ; = ~ 2 
Q: 
~: 
0: 
~: ... : ...,: 
.S: : 

;":' 2 3 :~ :5 

J i 



CaZ'd 4. rr..e c.,~Z'd format lor the per unit; base specification 

08 

Parameters: 

FLAG: = -1; special request flag fer (ItL) data entry (as opposed to (I~s. V~~) 
data entry, explained in point 2.a). 

SCALI: multiplicatcr for the current coordinate of the input breakpoint, in order 
to obtain results in Amps. 

SCALL: muliplicator for the inductance coordinate of tb.e input breakpOint. in order 
to obtain results in Henries. 

~: If oo'th SCALI ar4.. SeALL a-r-€ b1-ank or zezto, the su:ppL'led characteristic is ::,. 
ur..derstood be!ng specified in units of Amps arJi Henries, so that no conversion 
is necessard. 

IPD~CR: see pOint 2.a. 

KTHIRD: see pcint 2.a. 

~: ALth~~h lor the (I,L) data ent~d, the origin point to. ,0) 01 the saturation 
C'"14:rve appears in the printed output, this vaLue wi 1. 7, be omitted in the punched 
ou.:tput. 

Cazod 5. CaM grouping specifying a current versus an inczoementaZ inductance 
charact:eristic. 

The cur=-ent breakpoints iic must be monotone increasing, s carting 'With value 
zero. Values are in Amps (if SCALI = 0) or otherwise~ ik * SC~~I is in Amps. 
The incremental inductance values Lt = ~ :~~, all ::lust be positive. Values are ... . ~ .'.t 

in Henries (if SCALL = 0) or otherwise, Lk • SCALL is in Henries. 

~~e card format to be used is as follows : 



: ~! : 2 
:1 345 7690 23 4 5 7890 2 ~55 

::. 0.0 

The same recommendations as in point 2.s.. are valid. This ca..~ grouping should 
be terminated by t..'1e same special flag card. as explaL"led in 2.a. 

XIX-G-3, 3, Example 

Consider a five-leg core-type transformer with STAR-connected high-voltage 
winding with gro~~ded neutral and DELTA-connected low voltage winding (YNdS). 

Rated power: 750 MVA 
Rated voltage: 420 kV/27 kV (lL"le-line values) 

From ~~e positive-sequence excitation test 9 following data are available 

Ta.b1..e 1. 

Uex: lex ?ex 

~ A KW 

22.76 8.20 206.21 
24.29 11.35 240.26 
25·64 15.50 270.13 
27.00 21.16 311.00 
27.50 24 .. 68 323.03 
28.47 31.63 35;.48 
29.10 38.30 385 .. 41 
32.50 80.97 560.00 

where Ve% = excitation voltage (RMS, line-line value) 
lex: = excitation current {R.¥S, three-phase average) 
?ex :: excitation loss (three-phase value} 

As a first approximation, the F.MS excitation current lex,v i.:."l a DELTA winding equals 

I u.:.o .. luI .j 3 (ha..""'monics neglected) 

F-...lrtner. the R.~ magnetizing current I •. v in t.~e DELTA winding is approximated by 

i ( \2 ; 2 p.z I 

7 -! I -'l -: 
'11\ • ., V .".- \3U u ) 

Hence. the above measured Table 1 reduces to following saturation 
characteristic : 



Ta.bZe 2: 

KV 

22.76 
24.29 
25.64 
27.00 
27.50 
28.47 
29.10 
32.50 

A 

3.65 
5.66 
8.23 
11.60 
13.70 
17.78 
21.66 
46.40 

wnen converting this characteristic into inp~t data for supporting routine 
SATt3A, we first need to convert to per unit values for the equivalent phase. 

Sbase ::: 750/3 ::: 250 MVA 
V~ase ::: 27 kV 

7SC 
I'oa$e ::: 3727" 9259 A 

. The input data (table 3} C~~ be obtained from table 2. using the following 
conversion formulas 

IR.'Ils(pu) ::: I?MS{A) / I '011$ e (A) 
V?,MS(pu) ::: VRMs(kV) / Vh4se (kV) 

This finally results in following table 

TabZe 3: 

VR)(S{pu) 

0.8430 
0.8996 
0.9496 
1.000 
1.019 
1.054 
1.078 
1.204 

T . ) 
"':"'R)[S (pu 

0.3942 £-3 
0.6113 E-3 
0.8888 E~3 
1.253 E-3 
1.480 E-3 
1.920 &"3 
2.333 E"'3 
5.011 E-3 

The input file for supporting rout~~e SATt~ then looks as follows: 

BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
C iM~ut data fo~ suppo~ting ~outin. SAruRA 
C Excitation test ~.$utts fo~ 3-pnas. trans1orm.~ 
C USASE • 27 ~v (~~S. equiva~.nt phase) 
C SeASE • 750/3 • 250 MVA (eq~iv&~ant ~nase) 
C Ibase • 250 / 27 • 9.26 kA 
C 
C 34SS7S9012345678S01234567S901234567S9C1234S678901234567S9C~234567890'234567S9C 
C 1 2 3 4. 5 6 7 8 
SERASE 
SA'TUAATICN 
50.0 27.00 250.0 o 
.3942 -3 .S430 

') 

~'- .... -_.' .. ' 



.6113 -3 .8996 

.8888 -3 .9496 
~ .253 -3 1 .0 
1.480 -3 : .079 
1 .920 -3 1.054 
2.333 -3 1.078 
5.011 -3 : .204 

9999 
SPUNCH 
3LANK LINE ending $atu~.tio~ data 
BEGIN NeN OATA CASE 
BLANK LINE ENDING ALL CASES 

The corresponding output looks as follows 

Co== ... ~~ card. N" ... "Xl)C:> .... 
~4~X.~ care pr.ced1ng nov 
COlltlNn~ card. lfUMOCl:)· 3. 
Co=ment: care1. N", .. l'MOC~.". 

cata c •••. 
,~ d&t.://A/~~!~/SAT~~.:N 

:B%~:~ ~ DA~A CASE 
: C input data !o:- suppor1:inq :-o~t:ine SAr .. '1t.A 

: C 2!!xc:i tation te.t rosul ea tor 3-ph..... t:::.a.n.:O:"lM:-
CO~4mt card. !f".JMIX:O. 5. ;C 'iJBASE • 27 ~ (RMS. equivalent ?h ... c) 
COSIM..~t carc. X" .... "'!'Oc~. 6. 
Co:men t: c.a:-d. l'n,.."M:)Cl:). 7. 

:C SaASE • 7~0/3 • 2S0 ~ (oquivalant ph& .. } 
: c :b..... .. 250 / 27 • 9.26 XA 

CO~~t: carc. ~v~:> 8. 
Coaacnt careL N"..J'!I!:IX:!) 9. 
34S67890l234S67890l234567890123~S67a90l2345678901234567890123'5678901234567890 
Comsent ca:-a. HttMDCl:). 10. :C ~ :2 l 
7 8 

(:. 

{:: .. 
I· ,,.... 

& ~ • ..... 

Vi 
.... ~ 
"J} 

V} 
Vj 
V; 

of o eard. 
!or 

pOin':. 
point . 
poi:"lt. 
poin~. 

point. 
?Oint. 

~crived .at~ratio~ ~~e give. peak current ac .. 
Row C" ..... '""l:'en t ~ &.alp ) 

::. 0 ~ 0000000000 
2 ~.16l8795027 

3 ::'2.3418337241 
" 17.5040965216 
5 24.80627S8133 
6 31.4592838067 
7 39.1754389519 
8 49. 58656S9002 
9 97.2627733.21 

9999 

bui!er. 

27.00 

~~et!on o! ~1U% : 
1"1l-tX r~lt:-MCJ 

O. OOQOOOOOOO 
:'02. 46C4983603 
109.3398153320 
115.4169504661 
121.5427026812 
123.8520140322 
128.l06C08626C 
::'31.0230334903 
::'46.3374140282 

2~O.O 
: .3942 
: .6113 
: .8888 

:1. 253 
; 1.480 
::'.920 
:2.333 
:5.011 

, 

.. .. 

c_ , .... 
:c 

6 

:SEUS% 
: 3A'!" ... "'U~:O!f 

o 
-3 .8430 
-3 .8996 
-3 .9496 

-3 l.C 
-3 ... 0:'9 
-3 l.O54 
-3 ::'.078 
-3 :'.204 

9999 

If.ut. check the ~.:i"ed ~ by 1rlde~t rever .. coap~t&t!OQ. Asauair.g simao1ci .. l voltage {flux} at the 
1 ...... 1 of. each point. 
'!'"IllS ~..tr:-e.nt ic f~ C'UlMrieally. !h1. CU:""9'e L~ould be e<{U.a.l to th. o:-1g1nal I.-V point. inputted. 

Row CUrrtOt ~ P.U. Voltage in P.~. 
2 0.00039'20 0.34300000 
3 0.00061130 0.89960000 
" O.OOOSeS80 0.94960000 
5 0.00125300 1.00000000 
6 0.00148000 1.01900000 
7 0.00192000 1.05400000 
S 0.00233300 1.07800000 
9 0.00501100 1.20400000 

tor b1.:.!!.r. 

..... _ ...............................•......................................... 

.. 234~678901234567890l23.567S90123'S67S90123456789012345678901234567890123456789 
~ ..••...•.•.....•••••.......••...••••••...•.••••............................... 
C SA'!'t,"'M.T:OK 
C !iC.O 27.00 
C .3942 
C .6:'13 

250.0 
~3 .6430 
-3 .8996 

:. o 



C 
C 
:: 
C 
'-

C 

C 

.5888 -3 .9496 
:.253 -.:; : .~ 
:.480 -3 : .. Ol9 
: .920 -3 :.CS4 
2.333 -3 ~.07S 
c: ,..,."'" ."."" ....... -3 :.204 

9999 
5.~518795C!.OO :.02460498£.02 
:.234lS337!+Ol :.093398l5~+02 
:.7S040965!+Ol 1.:54:6950£.02 
2.40062750£+0: ~.2l542703t+02 

3.l4592S38Z+0l 1.23852014£+02 
3.9l754390E+Ol l.2SlC6009!+02 
4. 95a65689£+01 l.3l023033!+02 
9.72S2773Jt+Ol 1 .• 6337414£.02 

9999 
••••••••• < End of ~~~!:7 ~unehed card. .a tluahed by SP~~CH requ •• t > ••••••• 

The resulting (<v. i ) characteristic looks as follows: 

,/ 
! 

'1" = :cted fit;x 

After the flux t;J(t) exceeds saturation flux 'ViOl the last slope of the non-linearity 
is determined by the air-core l...."'lductance La!.: (the additional flux travels in air) . 

The air-core inductance Lair can be approximated by tJ.i.e geometry of the 
corresponding winding (in this case t.:.~e low vol tage winding). 

where A : cross-sectional area of the winding (17,925 cm2) 
I = wL~dir~ len~Jn leg length (263 cm) 
VI : number of turns (54) 
~ : permeability of free space (1.256637 * 10-8 H/~) 

For the transformer cor.sidered. Lair ,. 0.0025 H. 
This value includes the leakage impedance of the low voltage winding. If we use 
the B~~ Matrix for the linear transformer model~ the nonlinear elements are 
cor .. ~·."lected to the low voltage transformer terminals in addition to the linear 
tra.."lsformer elements. (In t..'-lis case it is not necessary to correct. Lair by the 
winding leakage inductance) (By using the [A] [R] Matrix without excitation 
information" it is also not necessary to correct the nonlinear inductance elements 
by the linear magnetizing ~actance). 



:0:::" the transfor::.er ... u question '-lJS - 1.2~r" 14-6Vs. 
If ·~,.u": O.6'ii ... :: 72.9Vs in one leg. the flux in this winding at its first maximum. 
becomes: 2 * 121.54 Vs + 0.6 • 121.54 Vs = 316 vs. 
The air flux Va,,' = 316 Vs - 146 Vs = 170 Vs. 
The last point of the nonlinear characteristic can be calculated from 

6I~ = 170 Vs/O.0025 H : 68000 A 

I~ = 68000 A + 97 A = 68097 A 



XIX-H. "HYSDAT" to create type-96 hysteretic inductor 
characteristic 

XIX-H-l. Purpose and applications 

The specification of rema~ent ~agnetism requires a {flux-current; hysteresis 
c-.;rve. Recall that the shape of the hysteresis loop for 8..."1 inductor depends 
primarily on the material of the core, while the scaling of the hysteresis loop 
depends on geometry, the number of turns ~~d other const~~ction factors. 

wnat is actually stored in supporting routine hrSDAT is essentially the shape 
of the loop for a certain type of material. The user then should provide information 
for the actual reactor being specified, so that a correct scaling C8.."'l be performed. 
Hence the data entry is very simple. 

The punched results (w. i) ca~ be used for the type-96 hysteretic inductor 
(section V-D). Up to new, only one curve shape (corresponding to A&~CO Mn) cal 
be selected. With some care. supporting routine SATU~ (section XIX-G} can be 
used to generate hysteresis loops for other ~ateria1s, it should be noted. 

31X-5-2, Input data deck structure for BYSDAT 

In general. 
structure : 

~. BEGI~ ~EW DATA CASE 

data deck for supporting routine h~SJAT has the following 

2. HYSl~qESIS - special request to activate supporting routine h~SDAT 
(see section II-A-45). 

3. $ER;5E - request (optional) to clear punch buffer 
4. shape specification card 
J. scale specification card 
6. $?uNCH - request (optional) to activate punching. 

Remark that the points 4 through 6 may be repeated as many times as desired. 
Each such grouping then is considered as a separate data case, corresponding 
to a differa~t hysteresis loop. 

7. 3~K CARD ending all hysteresis loops 
8. BEGL"i NEW DATA CASE 
9. BLAN:< CA.iID endir..g all cases 

For an example of such input. the reader is referred to benchmark 13 (third 
subcase) . Only card 4 and 5 deserve a furL'-ler explanation. All other cards are 
self-explanatory. 

roo '., 



Ca~d 4. Shape specification card : 

Si~ce t~e shape of the hysteresis loop for ~~ inductor depends pri~ar~~y en 
the ~aterial of the core, such core material specification should be possible. 
~~is C~~ be obtained using following card format : 

:8 :8 

Parame ters : 

ITYPE: type code specifying the :agnetic core material of the inductor. 
=: 1: ftJt~CO ~~ oriented silicon steel 

(perhaps. other alternatives will be provided later). 

LE,\lEL: flag, specifying the desired level of accuracy. 
=: 1: hysteresis loop ::-epresented in 4 to 

,.. 
points , 

=: 2: hysteresis loop represented in 10 points 
= <. 

~. hysteresis loop represented in 15 points 
:: 4: hysteresis loop ::-epresented in 20 to 25 points. 

Ca~d 5. Scale specification ca?d : 

The scaling of t.~e hys teresis loop depends on the geometry t the number of turns 
a.~d other factors of the actual construction. This scaling can be fully 
specified via the location of the positive saturation point. By definition, 
this is the point L~ the first quadra~t ~here the hysteresis loop changes from 
being multivalued to being single-valued. Following card format allo~s you 
to specify this point 

6: 

01 3 

::8.0 ~8.C 

Parameters : 

Cw~AT: current (in A) of the positive saturation point. 

FLXSAT: flux (in Vs) of the positive saturation po~~t. 



,VQt>=': By de./f.n.itfon., the positi7.Je saturation poi.nt is the ?oi~t of the first 
C{'...t.c.arant :.In.ere the hysteresis Zoop changes from being irr..J,~~i.'.)aZ'U.ed to being 
singZe-i,)·::.~ued. One S"...t.ggested way 01 determining vaLues Jor both these 
coordinctes from normaZ or DC magnet~zing curves is as foLZows. Beginning 
at the :-ight (i.e. Zinear part) on the normaZ magnetization. curve, a 
stZ'aight-edge is used to e:;;tra:po~ate thi.s Line back. to the ZeIt. The pOint 
~here this straight Zine and the actuaL ~~rve first begin to diverge is then 
taken as the positive sa~~ration point. 
It i.s recorrJnended to u.se the DC magnetization cu.rve, since this is more 
readity avaiZable than hysteresis Loops. 

?o~'d'; 'l!(e SQ.';' v r-a.. ~ ~ 0 l'\ 

... 

t 
~ ~: Q. 1" t .". « sa l' \I ~ a. -+ G 0 n 

XIX-H-3. Example 

~le following is an extract from DC13. The input looks as follows 

3~GZ~ XZW OATA CASE 
!{,!S':'~R~:S 

c :'!'YPE :.~ ~~ •• t Ar2CO M4 oriented ailicon steel -- only l 4~ai:a~:e 

That w •• :~E·l. Ac !or ~~~.2. ~derate 4c~~racy Q~tp~t 
{ CUrrent L~ !l~ coordinates of ?oaitive .atur4~ion point 

2 
500. !-.O 

S?t:"SCH 

The output looks as follows 

=o-e~~ <:~~. .~~:x::~.~. :c d4t.:/I"'IC"":~:>O/I('(S.:!'I 
~4H·IC.r- cat"(: i'l;"eC;~~:"I" ~_ Ofr'l" ~ot4 CA... : S~C;,l'C !'Itw Mt''' CASt 
R.,qu •• t to .. ICe ~-q6 ~y$t.l;" •• ts l):-4l\ct't car-ds. : ~S~'E.S!S 
Co..en( ~Ar~. ~y~OC~· 4. :c :TYP~ ~~E~ Request Ar-oQ ~4 o:-i.nt.c sil~con ~t .. l -- on~y ~ 4vai'40.ft 
~l~ $-h gener-ator. !ty?e.:. ~~~. 2. 2 ~4t ~s :TY?~.!. As ~or- ~E~.Z, *Od.:-<l~. a<:~~ACY out?U~ 

;:"v"xSA't'. f'""-"SA':'· 5.0000e-02 ~.OOOOf!.OO : 500. ~.O ( C\.u:·t'.nt 4l\d nux coot"(:ln.ot •• of pos~trv. ~.$~I,lC''''t~o ... ;l<)tnt 
~C'~v.a ~~4C'4c::t.ri.ttc for- ~-96 ~s~-non~in.4C' ~p bC'4l\ct't card foil~s. 

CuC'C'OT.t !"~u .. 
- ~ 2500000¢~·0~ -9. 705l!U12::15t-ot 
-:. ':>6:5OOOOt-01 -9. :'94!!76S£-Ol 

<;. 37S00000t-OO -~ . .(7~SSZ4~-O:' 
•. : S1<'OOOOe-o:. -6. 5&eZ'}'52'H'!-O:' 
4 2:e'~oooe.o:!. S. '05e!!2::1'H:-O~ 



X:X-H. ·;.r-:'S~A-:'· '::0 c:-e4'::e ,::!"?e-;6 ~.ra::e:-e,=:"= ~:':.c!.".c'=o~ Z:-:'8;;-"'C::e!"'~.:::;,c - ~ 

6.56250000!!+O! 
:.. ~~'500000'+C2 
:2. O~~! :SOOC..o2 
~ . 00000t)001t+~ 

(,. 47!>OOOOOIt .. O~ 

9'''~. 

7. ~Z9oCll16E-Ol 
8.1>4105~SZ~-Ol 

9.41':'16o(nt-O:' 
1 .000000002.:+00 
:'.~832J5!!+00 

JI:~.t ~o" :O!1..l.l'I.I.:W; ot ~d'l ~t1'e:-. i~I"t:."!fO'l 

" !!.t!n<; ot SC-ecl.~ <:4~ ~..,.qetI ~ :,el:..; n·":'$h.ct¢ ~t-.::. pWtdt ~ff.t' !ol!_. 

~Z3-45411!9()12J..t'561S'PO::':;:~561nOt23-45{j"e90tlJ..456115'P0123-456"!90l2345671!1qo12~S61S9 

C < ......... ) c.ar-c:.s pun~ by .~t't e-outirw on :29-Jun-S9 06.~!.S6 < ........ ) 
C ~r.z::R.U: $ 

C C :~!I: :..zv1!:1. ~t Arwc:o lIM o"!QI"Itoo:2 .~Hcon :It_l -- only t ",vel1a!:> 
C 
C 

1 2 ~t __ :":"'!'Pf:-l. All tor t.!:Vt!.-Z. AOC2e:t'4te oIIcc-~r.aey (Nt? 

SOC. l.O { C1..lrr.nt 4nd flux OOQ~i~t •• o! po_ltiv. $&turation poi 
- •• 2~Z+O: -9.1OS33235Z-01 
-::.. 562SOOOOZ.01 -9.19"2.1765£-01 
'.'1500000£.00 -a.47~aa2.a-o::, 
2.:'S750000E.Ol -6.5382lS29!:-ol. 
.(.2::'117<50001:.01 '5. 1~ee:J'5t-ol 
6.S6Z50000t.Ot 1.S2941176!-Ql 
t.!lSOOOOOZ+C: S.647OSS82E-Ql 
:.01S12500Z.0~ 9.~11764":'E-ol 

5.00000000£+02 :. • 0000000021:.00 
6.e1500000~+02 ::..~SaZ35!+OC 

99fl. 
- ............ ( ~ of u,..""I1'7 ~~ ca~ u ~!.u.hed. ~y SPt.':'fQf ::-.,qu •• t ) ....... .. 

/:)7 



?age 2.9:-2 

XIX-I. "~~~.~ to ?Jnch Type-92 Branch cards for L~O Surge ~rresters 

Access to tbe supporting program .. NrFJ::Arr:- is by means of a ... ZNJ F ~'.i.·l'ERn 
request of Section :!-A-4e. It J-.P.FJ::A'T'" will produce the Type-92 branch cards to 
represent a Z"'10 surge arrester. In Stmlnary, ftAR..~T" accepts manufacturerS s 
data for t..~e surge arrester as inp.lt, and calculates para-neters that are 
req:..:.ired for t..~e Type-92 ::'~7P branch cards of section v-~. 

" .a..~T" fi ts exponent.ial curves to a set of data ;:0 ints. r:he fi tting is 
performed in t..'1e log-log plane using the least-squares approach. There are two 
options for the detennination of the number of exponent.ial segme,ts that are to 
be used. First, t.'1e user may specify the nLmber of segments, arA1 t...~e botmdaries 
of t,;.~e segments. .~.lternatively (and more camlonly) , t.~e progra."!'l can determine 
the segments automatically, based on the maxi.'Utln permissible relative error 
specified by the user. 

'A."'l optional 11 SRA.:N::h"'" card allo'WS t.'e user to name the terminal nodes for 
t...~e Type-92 branch cards that will be punched. '!he format is identical to t.~at 
used for transnission 1. ines (ftJ~A~I SETtJP 2t 

I etc.). '!he user p..l."lches the 
requ.est word "S:RA.'Ch" in colunn~ 1-6, aoo follows this with 2)0.6 terminal 
pai r names beg in.!"li!"lg in col:..mn 9. If present, such a card precedes ot..~er z~o 
data cards. Refer to section XvII for more details, if ~~is is unclear • 

.;. 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 3456789012!345678901234 1 567890123456 !789012345678 !9012 345678901123456789012: 
C--l 

:12 I12 E12.0 I12 E:2.~ 
! --------- ~ ~ . 

E12.0 
c 
c -------------:-----------

NEXP IPHf\S£ V?£F 'VFI.A.SE 

!:..'E.XP (eels. 1-12) chooses betwee!') t...~e. two FOssible :i ~t:ing opt.ior:.s. 'P-. 
negative inteqer represents a request for t..t'le automatic determination of the 
exp::mential segments. Alternatively, a positive integ-er ~u~ means that ~he 
user '1ra..'lts this nunber of segments I and will be specifying t..~e ooundaries of 
each manua.lly. 

for 
the 

I!¥..ASE 
\!which 
value 

modeled • 

(eels. 13-24) specifies t:."e nunber of phases of the arrester ba.."'lK 
branch cards are to be prodoced. If left bla'1k or keyed wi~';; zero, 
'will be cr-:.anged to unity, meaning t:.~at a single arrest.er is to be 

'U<RLIM (eels. 25-36) is the maximtrn relative error ;::errnitted during t..~e 
atotomat.ic determination of t..~e nunber of segments (assuming t...~at the user has 
keyed NEXP negative). J.. blank or zero field will be converted to t..'"'le default 
value of 1/22. The relative error is: ERROR = ASS (C1 - C2) / Cl f ~y 
defini tion, wnere C1 is the value of t.~e current as specified by the t;Se~ f 

a.rrl C2 is t:.~e value 0: t:...'-1e current as predicted by the ex;:onent.:'al 
a;:prox l.-nat. ion. 



:?RZ~ 
jet·.vee!'"; 
va':...:e. 

(::ols. 
3.!'1C 

37-48 ) 
t..':.ree .. 

... "' ....... 
_~ .. -L. 

VRE? >:;o.;.s. 49-62) is t::e reference vol tage that will be t.!Sed to scale 
t::e vel tage dat.a z:c in ts.. Seal ::-:'9 r:1ust be used to prevent ~t..rner leal over flow' 
cu~i::.g :"'":e s~bseque::t ~TP si8ulatior.. The idea is to orodl-'Ce !1LInbers clese to 

.... c -""'~""'+-e'" ~ ; ....... ,.. ........ y .t; ..... .. :_"" -:-:: 1 ,... .. '-~ -~ - , • • " \..i.:""l::._y .:...or '-' ......... !""-' ... ;. _.:.. ....... 0.;. ... -...;~C," ... ' .. h.S. -"'~ .... e:: __ o .... ani< or :<eyec · ..... 'It['; zero, the 
va.l:..:-e w·il.l je changed to tt ... ·ice A2 of card n;.n;ber 2 irrtned iately below. 

\lFLP.5H (eols .. 61-72) is t:-:'e gap f:'ashover voltage ir:. :.z1its of [vol~J. 
This is peak val ue, r:ot ~s (effect: vel • Leave this field blank, or key 'f'li th 
zero if tte arrester is gapless. 

The 
~EXP, 

':or:nat 

i:;.terpreta t ion 
:?P.J:...SE, :PRZ~, 

(3I4, 2£12.3) .. 
character ist:e below. 

card Nunber 2: 

2 

of this input 
VREF, 2::'C 

A.'1 example 

3 

data card confirms values for var:aOies 
VFLASH, i11 that order, encoded· :..:.si:1g 

follows the explanation of the (:, V) 

4 5 6 
C 3456789012:345678901234 567890123456 7890:2345678[90123~567890!:234567890:2~ 
c ---------------------

:::12.0 Sl2.0 r __________ ; ___________ _ 

Al A2 

A1 (eols. 1-12) 
i::.put data are based. 

is the 
~~ ; ......... 5 .:.s 

212.0 

vol tage 
in ~its 

------------~------------:------------ \ 

:::12.0 El2.0 
---~---~---~~~~~--------.------------: 

J..5 

rating of the arrester upon which 
of [vol ts} R~S • 

A2 (eols. 13-24) is the desired voltage rating of the arrester 1:1 units 
of [vol tsl R~S. This reall y is just a seal ing factor I so it can be used 
creatively in more than one way by the user. For exanple, .h.2 can be used to 
cor-vert the arrester input data (t..~e vol tages) from p?!" ~i ~ to [vol tsJ • 
~lter~atively, the user could produce the characteristic of an electrical~y 
si~ilar arrester ~~vir~ a different voltage rating. The properties of similar 
arresters do not change wi th rating, provided a prop::>rtional nunber of blocks is 
:.1sed to obtain tbe new rating. Note that if \/REF is maintained prop:::>rtional 
to A2, t~en similar arresters will have identical par~~eters at all ratings. 

A3 {cols. 25-36) is a ~ultiplier used for ~~e additicnal scaling of 
vol~ge points. For example, it can be used to obtain a mir:.imum characteristic 
(rnaxi."TIUrt energy) from a :naxi.'TIt.In cr;aracteristic (rnaxi.:nll"l1 voltage) • 'The l'7'ost 
corrrnonl y used val Lie is uni ty, how:ver. 

A4 (eels. 37-48) is a current multiplie~ L~~t is used to obtain results 
for arresters 'Ni~~ number of columns that differ from that for which the data 
poi~ts are known. An even c~rrent distribution is assumed. 

./ " - ~ 



?age .......... - ..... 
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;"=,/::ols. 4~--60) s a flag Sig;;dli~ t.."':e existe~ce 0r :'ack 0: i:) '): 
acci':ior.al ,:ata describ ng the arrester after flashover 0 ~t:e arrest.er qa;:. 
:his ?Qra7.2ter pe~its the representation of two di:ferent s :~tior.s. =i~st, 
arresters ~i:~ sh~:t, passive gaps. The shunted portion of t~e arrester can be 
of si~i:ar, 0r dissi~ilar, ~aterial, in this case. Seco~d, arresters wit~ 
series, ?Cssive gaps. Before gap flashover, the arrester is inoperative. 
~erefore, this cata specifies the actual ~~nlinear ~aterial characteristic. 3y 
::::ear:.s of ~:s J.,5 vaL .. ~ I the user chooses arnong t...>:ese: a) If zero or ~i ty, 
the arrester is gapless, a~d no additional data follows; b) If ~egative, 
additiona: cata follows (to represent: dissi::,~ilar r::aterial for a shLll'1t 0r = 
series gap); c) If positive but not unity, there is no fur~~er data. :~stead, 
the original input data are to be ~ed after multiplication of the voltages oy 
:a~ . ..., .. 

A~!N (cols. 61-72) is the minirn!.In current above which segmer.t r;.~ber or;e 
of the arrester characteristic begins. Eve!'l if fitting a straight lir:e t~at 
?asses throu;h the origir;., do not leave ~IN bla.:"'lK or zero, si:1ce ::-:e 
logaritl"' .. rn of zero is not defined. 

The interpretation 
.z...3 I a!1C A4 , in t..:-:a t 
follows t~e expla~ation of 

of t.~is 
order, 

card cor..fir:ns values for variables Al, ~.2, 
encoded USing form.at (4E:e. 2) .. An ex~ple 
V) characteristic L~ediately below. the (; ,- , 

cards t~at Specify the Arrester Characteristic 

Cards t.~at 
common case of 

specify 
NExt> 

determines the segments, 
positive NEXP, there are 
current and voltage pairs 
point per card, as follows: 

C 
C 
C 

c 

the arrester characteristic came next. For ~~e ~cst 
(see card 1) negative, the progr~~ automat:cal:y 

and ~~ere is to be only one data group. 3~t :or 
to be NEXP groups of data. Within any one gr~u?, 
defining the characteristic are to be Keyed wit~ ~r:e 

1 2 
345678901213456789012341 

! I j--------j 
E12.0 E12.~ 

C CtR~T VOLTAGE 
Points 
to be 

:nust be in order of increasing current and voltage. Each such group :5 
t.erminated by a bla.~k card. '!he interpretation will -:;cnfirm ~~e (! I \l; 
of course, as ¥-.ell as its ~unber in creer of input (.see next ~rag:apr.) . 

All tt ZID Fr·,.:.i.E.R" 
far, wi th the possible 
no loss of general i ty, 
The fol:owing comes 
8ENC~.J.RK oc-39 : 

data cases will involve all data cards explai~ed ::;~S 
exception of the optional "8~~h~ card. Bence, w::h 
t..~e interpretation of all of t.i-J.em can be 5.I~o\oK'l togetl":e:-. 

from ~~e start of the solution to ~~e first subcase 0: 

.-:~ .... " 



2 3 
r 345678901234567890:2345678901234567890:234567890 234567890123~567890:23~S6 
I"'" 
...... ----- ----------------------------------------- -------------------------
Reques~ ~o seDerate Type-92 z~o branch cards. 
6 pa:rs 0~ ~~ ~a~es ~or next 6 phases. 
Arrester. 3 0 4.125E+05 3.200E+05 
Ratings. 7.07£+02 1.92E~~5 9. 62E-01 3.Z0E+0Z 

(:,V) poin~ 1. 1.000000E+00 1. 164800E+03 
< < Etc. (10 1i~es, for poi~ts 2 ~~rough 11, 

(:,V) point 12. 3.000000E~J3 1.556800£+03 
Sla'1k card te~inates z~c cr.aracteristic. 

ZNC 2I!'TE;:( 
3RA.;.'¥.: H ~ECA 

3 
707.107 :. 92200. 

1.0 :164.8 
removed to save space) > > 

3200. 1556.8 
: Sr:.p..;.\1< card OOt:i.CS po ::;.~s 

and only if para~eter ~5 of data card number 2 is less than zero, anc 
V: LASH of card nt.rnber 1 was greater t:'1an zero, then t~ additional items of 
information must ~e supplied to define the ZnC cr~racteristic after flashover. 
First, there is to be a~other card ~umber 1, al~~ou;h only variable ~~XP ?f 
columns 1-12 will actually ~e read from ~~e card (all o~~er parameters 0: ~te 
card are asst:ned to re-nal:1 tz'lchangee) • '!his gives the user t.."1e opp:>rtur~ i:.y ~o 
c::'ange his fi tting option for" t,;~e flashover characteristic. Secone, there are 
to be cards specifying the arrester cl;aracter:stic after flashover .~e 
(CI.;R.~T, VOLTAGE) pa irs, i !'1ceterm inate in r:unber and ter:r: ina ted by a olartK 
card, have the same :onnat as previously described. 

Stacking of ZnC :ata Cases; Termination: ?U:"'1ched cards 

;".::1 indeterminate :H.Inber of data cases can be stacked sequential': y~!"'.d 
solved in a sirlgle execution by ~he program. :::act !'1ew case :~l':'ows i~e:::Ea:e:y 
the blank card terminating ~~e data for the last segment of the preced ir.g case. 
~.fter t.~e last such Znc data case ,one extra blank card t..';en ex its -:he 
supporting progra.t"n n ARR.rAT" • 

• l>..S with ot.~er supporting progra.-ns, SPt.JNCR is usee to create t.te Type-92 
branch cards that represent the ~o arrester being processed. !f the \.lSer ·.....ants 
such output, it is his responsibility to request it. The punched output ~s 
particularly valuable because it incltx:1e ccmnent cards that label t.'-:e ~-;;e-92 
branch ,Fdr:ameters. As an example, consider t:'1e ,?Jnched Olltput from t.~e sol :..:t:0::' 
to the fi rst su.t<::ase of SEN:E¥.J.,RK OC-39: 

;.,.. 1 isting of 80-colunn card i.n1ages now being flushed fr0111 p..l.."1ch buffer fol2.oYJS. 
----===: ======~=========== 

12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
=====~=:::==============--=======================--=====---=== 

CRating =: 

92RECA 
V-:"nul t :: 9 .. 620~0E-01 :-rnul t = 3 .00000E+Z0 Gap1ess 

v-reference 
4.125000000000000gE+e5 

Multiplier 
2.9479544296115170E+04 

9999 
5. 9605957177725360E+05 

9999 
92RECB 
92RECC 

5555. 
V-flashover 

9.2121212121212133E-01 
EXponent 

2. 6530262418533470E+01 

2. 6530262418533470E+01 

5555. 
5555. 

V-min 
S.4505063612285050E-01 

4.8665227581674000£-6: 

/" 



· "... - -- ~ - "" -,.1- _ 

:onsicer a si:1S 2.e-colunr. 2,:10 arrester. '!he vol tage ;0 ir:ts a ro k..r;.cwr; :cr a~ 
a~~ester ratee l-~i (crest), ~ax~~um voltage ctaracteristic. The curre~t points 
are given i;-; :a.r:per:sJ (crest). '!he :.;se: wants ?=r~eters for a 192:-?\v (r:::s~, 
3-column arrester W~~~ a xaxL~um energy c~~racterlstlC. The converSlon factor 
to s characteristic is 2.962, by ass~~?tion. The arrester e~ui?Ped with 
a shU!1t gap, and tte shW!"'~ted part is electrically similar to t..~e rest of the 
arrester. The sh~~t gap consists of 12% additional blocks. ~at is, a:ter gap 
sparkover, the arrester contains 0.89286 (1 / 1.12 = 0.89286) of cr:g:~al 
~lccks, from 'Nhich it follow that AS = 0.89286. A reference voltage eq~a: to 
4:2.5!(:1 was chosen, si:1ce this is the ex;:ected cperati:1g range of the 3-~ase 
surge arrester. Finally, the arrester is assumed to be eq~ipped wit..~ a shunt 
gap t~at flashes over at 380 KV (crest). For ~~is basic data, three different 
EMTP represe!1tations are t.o be obtained, as sumnarized in the followir:.g t.~ree 
subsections, TI':is i::.fcr:rnation 'WaS used to constrlXt 3EN:~A~K X-39, so the 
user referred to t.':is standard test case to see the EMTP implenentation. 

~ \ 
-i :<:-39 subcase :.: Sing':e-Ex?=>nent Fi t (NEX?:::::') 

Accord to ~~e data provided above, the follow:~~ values are aSSignee: 
1) Al::: :'00'0 / :'.414 is t::'e orig rating of the arrester in eve: :'3; (r:::s); 
2) A2 ::::: 192030 is the desired rating of the output in [vol ts] (rrns) i 3) A3 = 
0.962 is t.ne scaling factor for ':)btaining t..i-:e desired :nax:':rn.r: er:ergy 
characteristic; 4) A4 = 3.0 since the original data are given fer a si~g:e
column arrester, this factor of three will convert them to ~~e desired 3-column 
device; 5) A5 ::: 0.89286 since the arrester before flashover contains 12% 
add itional blocks; 6) ~~\1IN ::: :.. ::-3 [amperes} 'tf.Ould be a co''''il'!'.on de:aci t 
choice, wnich is about the er:d of the ::'eakage current region .. 

2) OC-39 subcase 2: D::>uble Ex~nential Fi t (NE:.<P = 2) 

Next, t..lo;,e c~..aracteristic described aOOve is to 
ex;:onentials. !'he oorcer bet".Neen t!'le t~ segments 
graphically USing log-log paper to lie between 100A 
parameters on cards :1LInber land nunber 2 remain unct>.anged. 

be .fitted 
has been 
and 220A. 

3) OC-39 subcase 3: Automatic Segment :etermination (NEXl? = -1) 

~~ th ':~ 
dete~:':i.eC 

All ot.~er 

Fina ly, the ~~e data will be fitted wi~~ a relative current error of 
1/20 I ~'h ch means thdt ERRLL~::: 1/20. 



XIX-J. Convert saturable transformer cards to linear equivalent [R],[L]

This supporting routine can be used to convert data lines for the SATURABLE
TRANSFORMER model (IV.E) into a coupled [R],[L] equivalent (type 51,52,53
branches).

The user should be carefull, however, because some inherent limitations
exist for the conversion routine:

- Although the SATURABLE TRANSFORMER component can take non-linear
behaviour into account, the type 51,52,53 equivalent branches can not:
they only provide a LINEAR equivalent. Of course, the user can add the
non-linear behaviour as an external branch, but this is tricky (zero
magnetizing current is not honored).

- Although the SATURABLE TRANSFORMER component can process transformers
with zero magnetizing current, type 51,52,53 can not. This situation is
similar to the XFORMER model. Recall that only the BCTRAN model can
process zero magnetizing current, because it has the AR-notation
available.

- The data lines for the SATURABLE TRANSFORMER model should be self-
contained (i.e. no reference component usage that copies the data of a
preceding transformer).

- For the ATP4 version, the punched output is not immediately usable
because the free-format output form is incorrect with respect to the
node names: the user himself should add separating commas inbetween the
fields of the node names. Please refer to punched cards of this model
with XFORMER punched cards for comparison. This is a bug that has to be
cleared in next program releases (see section J.4).

XIX-J.1. Input data deck structure:

Suppose a user wants to convert a self-contained (i.e. no reference branch
usage) SATURABLE TRANSFORMER dataset into a linear equivalent [R],[L]-notation.
For that reason he would use the supporting routine "CHANGE TRANSFORMER". The
input data deck would look as follows:

1) BEGIN NEW DATA CASE
2) CHANGE TRANSFORMER
3) $ERASE
4) self-contained SATURABLE TRANSFORMER data case

remark: - no reference component usage allowed
- no zero magnetizing current allowed
- specification of non-linear characteristic will not be taken into

account in the final linear model.
5) BLANK card ending CHANGE TRANSFORMER supporting routine
6) $PUNCH
7) BEGIN NEW DATA CASE
8) BLANK CARD ENDING ALL CASES

Remark that several point-4 data may be stacked one after the other,
without the need to separate. For an example, we refer to the first subcase of
DC67.

The card formats to be used are so obvious that they do not need to be
explained.

XIX-J.2. Example

Following example is an extract of benchmark DC-67, where only the first
subcase is used.

BEGIN NEW DATA CASE                                                           
CHANGE TRANSFORMER   { Special-request word transfers to special conversion code
$ERASE      { Rewind (erase) buffer of punched cards as we prepare to punch more
  TRANSFORMER               .005   30.TRANFF  1.E4                             3
            .005             30.  { 1st point of (current, flux): characteristic                   
               .01             40.  { 2nd point of (current, flux): characteristic                 
                 .02             45.  { 3rd point ...                                             
             0.1             50.  { 4th point ...                                            
             5.0            100.  { 5th and final point of (current, flux) char.                   



              9999     { Special terminator bounds characteristic (current = 9999)                 
     1GENT  OPEN                 5.0  5.E4   50.            { 1st of 2 winding cards               
       2LOADOFF                     20.  2.E5  100.        { 2nd and final winding card            
        BLANK card ends saturable TRANSFORMER components to be converted to [R], [L].
$PUNCH          { Flush the punched-card output of just-created Type-51, 52, ...
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE
BLANK

XIX-J.3. Output data deck structure:

A listing of 80-column card images now being flushed from punch buffer follows.
===============================================================================
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789
===============================================================================
C  <++++++>  Cards punched by support routine on  29-Jan-91  16.20.46  <++++++>
C CHANGE TRANSFORMER   { Special-request word transfers to special conversion code
C $ERASE      { Rewind (erase) buffer of punched cards as we prepare to punch more
C   TRANSFORMER               .005   30.TRANFF  1.E4
C             .005             30.  { 1st point of (current, flux): characterist
C              .01             40.  { 2nd point of (current, flux): characterist
C              .02             45.  { 3rd point ...
C              0.1             50.  { 4th point ...
C              5.0            100.  { 5th and final point of (current, flux) char.
C             9999     { Special terminator bounds characteristic (current = 9999)
C  1GENT  OPEN                 5.0  5.E4   50.            { 1st of 2 winding cards
C  2LOADFF                     20.  2.E5  100.        { 2nd and final winding card
51GENT  OPEN                 5.9066393442623E+03 ,   1.2795081967213E+06 , ,,,,
52LOADFF                     1.1803278688525E+04 ,   2.4590163934426E+06 $
                             2.3626557377049E+04 ,   5.1180327868852E+06 , ,,,,
=========<  End of LUNIT7 punched cards as flushed by  $PUNCH  request  >=======

Note that the output is not in the legal free format: no separation by
comma's in between node names. Following section shows how data should be
modified.

XIX-J.4. Usage

The first case is the representation of the saturable transformer as it
appears in its normal form:

BEGIN NEW DATA CASE                                                           
$WIDTH, 79,         { Request narrow, 80-column LUNIT6 output as an illustration
BEGIN PEAK VALUE SEARCH, -1,      { Time of -1 is request to read following card
     0.5     1.5     2.5     3.5            { Limit extrema to these 2 subranges                   
  PRINTED NUMBER WIDTH, 10, 2,    { Request max precision of 6 numbers in 80 bytes
    .010     6.0                                                              
       1       1       1       1       1      -1                              
       5       5      20      20     100     100                              
  GEN   GENT               1.E-3                                               3
  LOADFF                   1.0E0                                               3
  TRANSFORMER               .005   30.TRANFF  1.E4                            
            .005             30.                                              
             .01             40.                                              
             .02             45.                                              
             0.1             50.                                              
             5.0            100.                                              
            9999                                                              
 1GENT  OPEN                 5.0  5.E4   50.                                  
 2LOADFF                     20.  2.E5  100.                                  
  OPEN                      1.E7             
BLANK card finishing all branch cards
BLANK card ending non-existent switch cards
14GEN           200.  .1591549                                     -1.        
BLANK card terminating program source cards
 1                                        { Request for all node voltage outputs 
C  PRINTER PLOT 
C 193 .5 0.0 4.0         LOAD        GEN   GENT  
BLANK card terminating plot cards
$WIDTH, 132, { Done with 80 columns, so return to wide, 132-column LUNIT6 output
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE
BLANK

The next case will show the same example, but now in the [R],[L]
representation, with use of the punched card. There is a necessary manual
manipulation needed, because of program bug.

BEGIN NEW DATA CASE                                                           
$WIDTH, 79,         { Request narrow, 80-column LUNIT6 output as an illustration
BEGIN PEAK VALUE SEARCH, -1,      { Time of -1 is request to read following card
     0.5     1.5     2.5     3.5            { Limit extrema to these 2 subranges                     
PRINTED NUMBER WIDTH, 10, 2,    { Request max precision of 6 numbers in 80 bytes
    .010     6.0                                                              
       1       1       1       1       1      -1                              
       5       5      20      20     100     100                              
  GEN   GENT               1.E-3                                               3
  LOADFF                   1.0E3                                               3
C        1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8



C 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
51,GENT,OPEN,,,            5.9066393442623E+03,1.2795081967213E+06,,,,,         {remark extra comma's
52,LOADFF,,,,              1.1803278688525E+04,2.4590163934426E+06$             {following type code and
                           2.3626557377049E+04,5.1180327868852E+06,,,,,         {node names
  OPEN                      1.E7             
BLANK card finishing all branch cards
BLANK card ending non-existent switch cards
14GEN            70.  .1591549                                     -1.        
BLANK card terminating program source cards
 1                                        { Request for all node voltage outputs 
C  PRINTER PLOT 
C 193 .5 0.0 4.0         LOADFF      GEN   GENT  
BLANK card terminating plot cards
$WIDTH, 132, { Done with 80 columns, so return to wide, 132-column LUNIT6 output
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE
BLANK
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XIX-I. "ZNO FITTERrt to Punch Type-92 nonlinear branch cards 

XIX-!-l purpose and applicatiQO 

T:~e supporting routine "2NO FITIE..'.:r' ca."1 be used to derive a. true (as opposed to 
pseudo} non-linear representation {type 92 br~"1ch card} for a zinc-oxide surge 
arrester, starting from ~a~ufacturer1s data for the surge arrester. 

TI1e model C~"1 be used successfully to represent both gapless arresters as well as 
arresters equipped with series p~ssive gaps or shunt passive gaps. Series active 
gaps (i.e. current limiting) ca~ ~ be represented adequately by means of the ZNO 
model described here. 

There is some application of the present model to silicon carbide (SiC} arresters, 
although serious (perhaps ~~acceptaole) approximations must be made. No dynamics 
of the gap can be provided. Hence the possibilities of such usage will not be 
emphasized. In essence, such usage represents the SiC block very accurately ("two 
exponential segments appear to provide a very adequate fi ttt) while ignoring totally 
the dynamics of the gap (the gap modelling after flashover). In the original E,;\fI?, 
a dedicated SiC surge arrester model (type 94 br~,ches) did exist. Data acquisition 
was too complicated ~"1d not sufficiently documented. Hence, support of that model 
"Nas ter .... inated. 

The basic constraint equation for ZnO modelling is resistive. 8...1'ld is highly nonlinear 
(exponential): 

I U \<:' 
t-p( -.,-; 

\ ~ ,./ ) 

.... he!"e "i" is the arrester current. "v,t is the ar:-ester voltage. 2..."1d "P". n\T-rer". 
a."1C ttq" are constants of the device. Typically one picks the reference voltage 
'H.,j :'Ier" to be twice the rated ~yol tage, or something close to this. In theory t t..~e 

c~oice is arbitrary {it is an. extra' parameter. note). However. a good choice of 
V ref normalizes the equation t and prevents numerical overflow during the expo
nentiation. Constants "pit and ttqn are unique parameters ot> the device. 

Due to the extreme nonlinearity of ZnO. characteristics. very little current is 
drawn for voltages that are subst~~tiallv below the rated voltage (e.g .• 
0.5**30 = 9.E"'10). So, - in order to avoid the possibility of u..,derflow during 
exponentiation, a..~d also to speed the numerical solution, a linear model is actually 
used for low voltages ~ldlow currents (see k~IN; card n~ber 2)~ the so-called 
lea:<age cur:::-ent region. But this is hidden, out of sight of the user. a'1d it need 
not concern him. In physical terr:s. the solution is unaffected by such sito
plification. 

The nC:11i.ne;1.r.~ V-I ~~'resteI:' characteristic can be ::.;,proximated by a'1 arbitrary 
number of expo~1ential segments. Roth gapped and gaples$ arresters cnn be repr-eBented. 
Thf~ di ffe:.'cncI). is ::::udc through the specification of VFLj\SH (see firs t tliscella."1eous 
data card) and A5 (see second !:liscella....-"eous data card). The gapped arrester 
requires the specification of two (I.V) characteristics (one before ~ld one after 



flashover). while the gapless arrester requires only one such (I~V) characteristic 
(before flashover). The calculation of the exponentials fitting the user-specified 
(I,V) characteristics can be auto~ated via the separate supporting routine .~~DAT. 

ffAAADATff fits exponential curves in tho lOS-log plane using tho lea,st-squares 
approach. There are two options for the determination of the nur:ber of exponent.ials 
{curve segments) that are to be used. Variable NEXP (miscel1~~eous data cards) 
is used as a flag to select betwe~n both options. 
1. the user may specify the numbe~ of exponentials or curve segments, and the 

boundaries of the segments. 
2. the progr~ can determine the number of exponentials or curve segments auto

matically. based on the maximum permissible relative fitting error specified 
by the user. T.~is is the more common case. 

An optional "BRANCHH card allows the user to name the terminal nedes for the Type-92 
bra'1ch cards that will be ptl.'1ched. Punched results are immediately in the correct 
format to be used for nonlinear ora.'1ches of type 92 (section V. E). For a.'1 example, 
we refer to DC39. 

XIX-I-2 !naut da.:t.a. ~ structure f.QZ:. ZNO. FITTER 

In general. an input data deck structure for the supporting routine ARRDAT has the 
following structure: 

1. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
2. ZNO FITI&q 
3. $ERASE (optional) 
It. ERANCH specification card (optional) 
5. miscell~~eous data cards 
6. card grouping to specify the (I,V) characteristic, terminated by bl~~ 

card 
7. cards that specify the flashover behaviour. terminated by a bl~~ card 

{only when A5 < 0 ~~d VFLASH > 0) 
8. B~~\~ card terminating ~RRDAT usage 
9. SPUNCH 

10. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
11. BLAt'41< 

Let us discuss the above card sequence in more detail now. 

1. BEGIN NLW DATA CASE 

2. Request for supporting routine "ZNO FITTER'f 

) : ( : d ~ 1 
I 

J67S~ 
; 

~ 6 q 
i '"'-t ~ is :& q Q 9 is 1"\ 
1 ~~ : . 'i 

ZNO TTE 



· . 

3. SERASE (optional) 

$~~~SE request is oPtional. aLa serves to clear the plliLch buffer 

4. BP~_~CH specification card (optional) 

AS AS A.6 i A6 A.6 AS 

~: [S~~D(i) .REC(i)] are the terminal ends (sending end and receiving end) for 
phnsn :i. The usual nnming convention is u~cd. A blnnk for n nllmo indicntcR 
di rec t CCI1Xlec ticn to ground. The number of phases is specified by va.ria.ble 
I?HASE on the miscella~eous data card (see point S, card number 1}. 

5. Miscell~~eous data cards 
Tnere are t',.;c such cards. T:'1e first one bears flag variables (to select the proper 
model) al'1G fitting specifiers. The second one con ~ains the base va.lue specifica.tions. 

NEX? :PHASE ERRUM ~PRZNO VREF \'FLASH 

E12.0 E12.0 

Parameters: 
NEXP: f1.ng' to select between the t'..;o possible fitting options. 

<0: r-equcst for the automatic deterr::ination of the number of exponential 
segments. The user will specify the (I.V) characteristic (see point 6) 

)0: nur:::.ber of segments. requested by the user. He will spe'cify both the {I,V) 
ch~r.ucteristics os well as the boundaries of each exponential segment 
man~ally (see point 6 da.ta). . 

IPa~E: the number of phases of the arrester b~~ for which br~~ch cards are to 
be produced. If left bl~~ or keyed with zero, the value will be changed 
to lli~ity. me~'ing that a single arrester is to be modelled. If IPF~E > 1. 
only ene phase will be pu..."1ched explici tely . For all other phases t the 
reference br~~ch option is used. Do not forget to use the optional BRA~CH 
option, specially designed to a11.ocate node names to the nonlinear bra."1che:s 
in the plli"1ched output. 

ERRLIM: this value O!l:i..j has mea.."ling when flag NEXP < o. E.8.RLIM is the !!!2.Xi:num 
relative error 'permitted during the automatic determination of the number. 
of seg:!ents (assuming that the user has keyed NEXP negative). A bla."1k or 
zero field will be converted to the default value of 1/20. ~~e relative 



e~~or is: ~qROR ~ ASS (Cl - C2) j el, by definition. where Cl is the value 
of the cu~rent as specified by the user, and C2 is the value of the current 
as predicted by the exponential approximation. 

IPRZNO: controls diagnostic printout. Suggested values are betwaon :::ero a.."i.d. three. 
T.~e amount of printout increases with ·the variable value. 

VEEF: the referenc~ voltage (R~S value) that will be used to scale the voltage 
data points (see point 6, card grouping that specifies the {It V} char
acteristic}. The idea is to produce numbers close to unity for exponentiation, 
thus avoiding numerical overflow. If left blank or keyed with zero, the 
value will be changed to twice A2 of card number 2 imm~diately below. 
Beware: 1) vMEF is used for all (ltV) characteristics. both before ~~d after 

flashover • 

• 2} fnnen V::et is ill conditioned (i.e. VjVref too far from unity). the 
fitter will redefine Vrttt , after giving the user a proper warning. 

VFLASH: the gap flashove~ voltage in units of [volts]. This is a peak (or crest) 
value. not a.li RNS (effective} value. Leave this field blank. or- key with 
zero if the arrester is to be gapless. 

Ai A2 ;..3 1<.4 AS AM~N 

E12.0 E: 2.0 E: 2.0 E12.0 E12,0 E 2.0 

Parameters: 
Al: is a divider used for the scaling of voltage points. For example. Ai could 

be used for' the voltage rating of the arrester upon which the input data are 
based, in orcer to convert the specified voltage points into per-uJlit values. 
This is in u.."1its of [volts} R\1S. 

A2: This really is just a multiplicative scaling factor for the voltage points, _ 
that can be used creatively in more than one way by the user. For example, 
A2 C~'1 be used to convert the arrester voltage points from per-tl+'1it to 
[volts]. Alternatively. the user' could produce the characteristic of' an 
elec trically similar arres te:::" havi!1g a different voltage ra ting. The 
properties of sin:ilar a::resters do net cha.~ge with .rating, provided a 
proportional number of blocks is used to obtain the new rating. Note that 
if VREF is maintained proportional to A2. then similar arresters will have 
id~ntical parameters at all ratings. 

A3: is a multiplier used fer the additional scali~g of voltage points. For example. 
it Cfu~ be used to obtain a mini~um characteristic (maximum energy) from a 
maximcm characteristic (maximum voltage). The most commonly used value is 
unitYt however. 



A4: is a current multiplie~ that is used to obtain results fo~ arreste~s with a 
r:umber of col\lr:::.~s that differ-s from that for · .... hich the data points nz:e known. 
/l.,!). even (hom.ogeneous) current dis tribution is assumed among all columns. 

AS! is n rlng signaling the existence {or lack of it} of additional data describing 
the arrester after flashover of the arrester passive gap. 
a) If zero or th"1i ty. the arrester is gapless, end no additional date follows; 
b} If negative. additional data follows (to represent dissimilar material 

for a shunt or a series'passive gap). See point 7 (cards to specify the 
flashover behaviour). 

c) If positive but not unity. there is no further data. Instead. the 
original input data representing the situation before flashover are to 
be used to represent the characteristic a.fter flahover. simply by 
multiplication of the voltages by AS. This is to represent similar 
~aterial for a shunt or a series passive gap. 

k\!IN: is .t:he minimU!!l current ebove which the exponential approximation of the 
arrester characteristic begins. For currents I < N-1!N. a linear rather tha.'1 
a~ exponential approach is used in order to speed up the solution. &~d also 
in order to avoid numerical problems (u...".derflow during exponentiation}. Even 
if fitting a straight line that passes through the origin. do not leave fu~IN 
bla~k or zero. since the logarithm of zero is not defined. 

6. Card grouping that Specifies the (X,V) Characteristic 
Cards that specify the arrester characteristic before flashover come next. 

a) For the most common case of NEXP negative {see card 1 of miscellaneous data}. 
the program automatically determines the number of segments •. and there is to 
be only one data grouP. containing ~, arbitrary number of data pairs (I.V). A 
bl~"1k card will terminate the grouping that defines' the non-linear characteristic. 

b) But for positive NEXP. there are to be NEXP segments. For each segmentt a c~~ 
grouping containin~ ~~ arbitrary number of data pairs (I,V) is to be specified. 
Each such group is to be termin~ted by a.bl~~ c~d. 

In both cases, each card ca~ contain only one data pair (ltV). using following 
format: 

CURRENT VOLTAGE 

E! 2.0 

Point~ always must be in order of increaSing current ~~d voltage. The inter
pretation will confirm the ~~scaled (I, V) point. as specified by the user. 

7. Cards that specify the flashover behaviour 

If VFLASH of :niscella.""!eous data card number 1 was positive, also the characte:-istic 
afte::- flashover needs to be specified by the user. Depending on whether the passive 
gap (sh~~t ~r series) is of Similar or dissimilar material. different situations 
ca.:.l. occur: 



- gap is of similar material; A5 {second miscell~~eous data ca~d) is positive, but 
different from {IN!TY. Value A5 is used as a cuI tiplication factor for- the vol cage 
points of the (I.V) characteristic_ Because the gap is of similar material as. 
the rest of the arrester, the same basic (ltV) characteristic is used before a~d 
after flashover. 

- gap is of dissimilar material, parameter A5 of miscell~~eous data card number 
2 is negative. In this case two additional items of information must be supplied 
to define the ZnO characteristic after flashover. 

First, there is to be another card number 1. although only var~ao~e NEXP of 
columns 1-12 will actually be read from the card (all other parameters of the 
card are assumed to remain unch~~ged). This gives the user the opportunity to 
change hisfi tting option (user-specified nUillber of exponents to fi t. Or' automatic 
determination of the best numb~r of exponents) for the flashover characteristic. 

Second t there are to be cards speCifying the arrester characteristic after 
flashover. The (ltV) pairs have the same format as previously described. Again. 
the n~ber of segments depends on the (second) NEXP value. Again. each seg:ent 
should be ter~inated by a blar~ card. 

8. BLbVK.card terminating ARRDAT 

&i indeterminate number of data cases can be stacked sequentially ~Ld solved in 
a single execution by the program. Each new case follows immediately the·blar~ 

:: card terminating the data for the" la.st segment of the preceding case. After the 
last such 2nO data case, one extra bl~~ card then exits the supporting program 
tt r ... q.qDAT!I • 

9. $PUNCH 

As with other supporting progra:s. $Pu~CH is used to create 'the Type-92 bra~ch 
cards that.' represent the ZnO arrester being processed. If the user wants such 
output, it is his responsibility to request it. Further. do not forget either to 
use the optional ER) ... ~CH specification card (see point 4) t in order to be sure that 
the node names will be included in the created type-92 br~~ch cards. The plli~ched 
output is particularly valuable because it includes comment cards that label the 
Type-92 branch parameters. As ~~ example. consider the p~~ched output from the 
solution to the first subcase of BE..\lCHY:.P ..... tt't( DC-39:' 

C bt.tng· 192000.0 v-~lt. 9.62000£-0::' 
5$55. 

:-ault • 
<;2~ZCA 

C V-t"*fcr.nce 
4.12~OOOOOOOOOOOOCt·O~ 

. l'tUlt1p~l.r 

2. ~4'9'!l44.2 .. etl!1 70l!;+Q,q" 
99<;9 

\I-t! .. aho"",::
,. nlU!~UU12130t·Ol 

!xpotl<tnt 
::. $~302~24a5ll470t.Ol 

v·.tn 
5. 450~O$36l22~5050Z:-01 

'5,9605'1511'11'25350&.C5 2. 65'!O%6241~S3347:>~ .. Ol ~,S££5n75l:! 167~OOOZ·01 
<)999 

10. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 

11" BLAZ'lX 



XIx-r-3 Il1ustratiye Usage: Zhe da1a ~ a~NCHMARK DC-39 

Consider a single-colum.....'l ZnO arrester. The voltage points are k.."low"I1 for a 
single-column ZnO arrester r~ted l-KV (cres t or pea.i.c value}, maximum voltage 
characteristic. The current points are given in [amperes] (crest). T.'le user- wants 
parameters for a 192-KV {rms} (A2), 3-colum...11 arrester with a maximum energy 
characteristic. The conversion factor to th~s characteristic is 0.962 (A3). by 
assumption. The arrester is equipped with a shunt gap. and the sh~~ted part is 
electrically similar {A5 should be positive. but different from unity} to the rest 
of the arrester. The Shlliit gap consists of 12% additional blocks. That is. after 
gap sparkover, the arrester contains 0.89286 (1/1.12 B 0.89286) of the original 
blocks. from which it follows that AS=O.89286 {crestfactor}. A reference voltage 
equal to 412.5KV (V~tr) was chosen. sL~ce this is the expected operating ra~ge of 
the 3-phnse surge arrester. Finally, the arrester is assumed to be equipped with 
a shunt gap that flashes over at 380KV (VFLASH) (crest). For this basic data, 
three different EMTP representations are to be obtained. as summarized in the 
following th~ee subsections. This information was used to const~Jct B&~Cav~RK 

DC-39. so the user is referred to this standard· test case to see the EZv!TP 
implementation. 

II DC-39 subcase ~ Single-Exponent Ei± (NEXP _ II 

According to the data provided above, the following values are assigned: 
1) Ai = 1000 I .[2. is the original rating of the arrester in [volts] (rIDs); 
2) A2 = 192000 is the desired rating of the output in [volts] (rms); 
3) A3 :::: 0.962 is the scaling factor for obtai.r."1ing tJ.'-le desired maximum energy 

characteristic; 
4) A4 :::: 3.0 since the original data are given for a single-column arrester, this 

factor of three will convert them to the desired 3-colu=n device; . 
5) AS :: 0.89286 since the arrester before flashover contains 12% additional blocks; 
6) AM!N = 1.E-3 [amperes] would be a common default chOice, which is about the end 

of the leakage current region. ' 

21 RC~32 $ubcaSe ~ DQuble ~~~Qnential fi1 (NEXP = Zl 

Next. the characteristic described above is to be fitted with two exponentials. 
The border between the two segments has been determined graphically using log-log 
paper to lie between lDOA and 200A. All other parameters on cards number 1 ~~d 
number 2 remain unchanged. 

Jl DC-39 subcsse ~ !utoroat!~ Segment ~~term~nation (NEXP _ :11" 

Finally. the same data will be fitted with a relative current error of 1/20. which 
me~"lS that ~~qLIM = 1/20. 



~ Usage Qf punched output 

This :nodel internally uses the compensation method. Unlike other situations using 
thn <.~r.;.;pPQns>Q. tion mQthod for u. ~ul tipbtl.ee ZnO lHH:gU at'r,.·U!:I t~l:·. tht: ph~::iH:::; do NOT 

n~ed to be separated by stub lines. 



xrX-J. Convert saturable transformer cards to linear equivalent 
(R) I [L] 

This supporting routine C&~ be used to convert data lines for the SAT~\BLE 
TR..A....~SFORVrE.:~ model (IV. E) into a coupled [R], [L] equivalent (type 51.52.53 branches) • 

T.~e user should be carefull, however t because some irJlerent limitations exist 
for the conversion routine: . :-,'~ 

- Although the SATL~~LE TR~~SFOP~~ component ca~ take non-linear behaviour 
into account, the type 51,52,53 equivalent branches ca.'1 not: they only provide 
a LINEPB equivalent. Of course, the user can add the non-linear behaviour 
as &'1 external br~~ch. but this is tricky (zero magnetizing current is not 
honored) • 

- Although the SAjlu~LE ~~SFOR~~q component can process transformers with 
zero magnetizing current. type 51.52.53 c~' not. This situation is similar 
to the XFOR~ER model. Recall that only the B~~ mOdel can process zero 
magnetizing current. because it has the AR-notaticn available. 

- The data lines for the SATt~BLE ~~SFOP~S~ model should be self-contained 
(i. e. no reference component usage that copies the data of a preceding 
tr8.."1sformer) . 

- For the-ATP4 version. the punched output is not immediately usable beca~se 
the free-format output form is incorrect with respect to the node namc~;: the 
user himself should add separating commas inbetween the fields of the node 
n8.!nes. Please refer to punched cards of this model with XFOPJ4ER punched cards 
for comparison. This is a bug that has to be cleared in next program releases 
{see section J.4). 

XIX-J.l. Input ~ ~ st~cture;' 

Suppose a user wa~ts to convert a self-contained (i.e. no reference branch 
usage) SAr0~LE TRfu~SFOR~~B dataset "into a linear equivalent [R].[LJ-notation. 
For that reaso~ he would use the supporting routine ftCFA'iGE TRANSFOR.\1ER". The input 
data deck would look as follows: 

1) BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
2} CF.A'-;GE TRA,,'{SFOPJI.E...~ 

3) $E..~SE 
4) self-contained SATu~LE ~~SFOR~&~ data case 

rpo~rk: - no reference component usage allowed 
- no zero magnetizing current allowed 
- specification of non-linear characteristic will not be taken 

into acco~'t in the final linear model. 
5} 8L~~~ card ending CHfu'iGE TR~~SFOR~ER supporting routine 
6) SPtJNCH 
7) BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
8) BL.A ... \1\ CARD ~'<DING ALL CASES 

Remark that several point-4 data may be stacked one after the other, without 
the need to separate. For a~ example. we refer to the first subcsse of Dc67. 

The card formats to be used are so obvious that they do not need to be explained. 



XIX-J.2. Example 

Following exe=ple is an extract of bencru..ark DC-67. where only the firs t $ubcase 
is 'Used. 
atCIN N~ DA~A CASZ 
c~~cz ~~~SfCR~ER 

S~RASE { Re~ind 
{ S?eeial·~e~e$t word :~~~sf¢ra to a?~cial ecnv¢raio~ code 
(e.b¢¢} bu!!e~ cf ?uncned c~rd4 aa we prepa~e ~o p~~ch :ora 

~~~SFOR~Z~ . .COs 2C.rN~"i?f" LE" 3. 
.cos 30. !4t point of (cu~rcnt. !lux): char~eteri&tic 
.01 40. 2nd poi~t o! {current, flux): characteristic 
.02 45. 3rd ?oint 

SO. 4th ~oint C.l 
5.0 

9999 
lOe. 5th L~¢ !1nal yQint of (current. tlU%) char. 

Syec1al te~in4tor bound. c~4racteri$tic 'c~rren~ • 9999} 
lCZl'ft O?EY 
2!.OADlI'!' 

5.0 5.E~ SO. { l&t ot 2 ~i~di~g cArda 
20. 2.ES 100. { 2nd 4r.d !inal ~in41ng card 

aU\..'i~ C&T~ ends 
SPt."NCH 

•• turaQle ~RANSrC~~~R co~ponent. to be converted to (Rl~ (L~. 
{ flush the ~unched-c4rd ou~put of just-creAted ~y?~-51. 52. 

Nt".i DA'1". Cl\SZ 

XIX-J.3_ Qutput ~ ~ structure: 

C c.·· ••• > :::".r~. p<':"'\~Cl4 ~y support 1"ou':in. 01"\ Z9 .. J4.n-91. 16.20.46 ( •••••• > 
C cn ......... c;~ "l"RA..'!S?ORI~tlt (S~d.l·:.<{IJ •• t wo~ t.riMo.:C:-. to .... <:i4l conv.r*~on coo;):., 
C S0tA5Z , lI; .... !nd 'e: ••• / but'fo!:" of P1jJ\cJ\.a co-rd ••• _ 9.rop4ro to punCh .o~ 
c: !)V...'!STCRM~ .005 30. 'rRM't't 1.. %.4 . 
C; .OO~ 30. {1.:: ::;>e:i.nt ot (C\u't'4tnt. tlwt!; dl4Z'.<:te:-iIIt 
C .0:' -40. (2nd. po':'::t 0: {cun.::t. !lux}: chu'actoc-1ct 
c: .02 "!I. (3~ p.o!M ••• 
C c. ~ ~O. «(tt\ point ..... 
C 5.0 100. (5th -.-:<: U:-• .tl point ot {cur~t. t1Wt~ (:""Ullr. 

c: 9~99 :S~C141 tOt'1li:':4tCII:' tlQW\d. c. .... r~t.t':..t~:;: (~s::-s::-ant ~ 99'i191 
C :.ctm' OPt:.'( 5.0 S.U SO. { h~ ot 2 w1nCil'l9" cuds 
C ~"-c)\~l'l' 2Q. :.1:5 100. C 2n4 a,:'!d final win41ng cu~ 
51Ct'rt CP~ S.IJ06639344262~i.Ol. l.Z'?5Cal';$124!r:.C6. 
5~t.CA;)t' :.. :'!!OJ:?~~ee525~+04 2.459Q:'6~934'26!.06 S 

2.362655?3"o.t9Z.04. S.1t8C327!S,SS5lZ.06 • 
•••• __ ••• ( t."ld of !..l.'N!1'1 PUo"'lCo"l.d carda 4. fJ.\ah~ tl:( SP:'"'Nc:H :-~.t ) ......... . 

Note that the output is not in the legal free format: no separation by comma's 
in between node names. Following section shows how data should be modified. 

XIX-J.4. Usage 

The first case is the rep~esentation of the satu~ab1.e tra.nsfot'::le~ us it appenr's 
J:~ its zlOt':::lul form: 
a~O!N N~~ OA.A CAS% 
s~r~~x_ 79. ( ~.qu •• ~ 
SEO!N PEAK ~~z S~~CH. -~. 

narrow. aC-eol~~ ~~~I~6 output aa an illvatration 
{ !i~e ct -1 is r~~~~~~ ~o re4¢ !ollowi~9 c~rd 

O.S :.5 2.S 3.5 
?R!N~Z~ ~~~EER ~!~~r :0 1 2. 

. O!O 6.0 
1 
5 

CtN CEN~ 

tC:t\.DF"F 

T&A.~SrCR:1~R 

::. 
5 

. 005 
. 01 
• 02 
0.1 
5.C 

9999 

:1.. 1 
20 20 

1.t:;-4 

1.CZC 
.005 
30 • 
40 • 
.5 . 
50. 

lOCo 

{ 
{ ~!;1t extre=a to ~e.~ 2 .ubran~~s 

Reqweat O~ p~eci.ion Q! 6 nu:b~r* i~ 80 b?~e • 

100 

50. 

100 
1 
3 



20. 2. 1::S ! CO. 
1. :;7 

S~~K card ~~ni~hi~g ~ll ~r~~ch car~$ 
S~~ c4rd en~ing non-exia~en~ switch c~rds 
:.(;;~!f 200. .159:;.5-49 
BUL~X CAre t~~inatinq pro9r~ source cards 

-1 ... 

( ~~qu •• t !O~ _11 nod~ yolt*~G output. 
C V~!N"~~ i'LO':" 
C 193 .5 0.0 ~.O 
~~NK card t~r~!n~tin~ plot c~r~. 
S~l~TH. 132. ( Pone with eo CQ1~ •. &0 return to vide. 132-eol~ ~~I~6 out~u~ 
~~O:K NEW DA"-A CAS~ 
8u.."UC 

The next case will show the same example. but now in the [RJ, [L] rep!'esentation~ 
with use of the p~~ched card. There is a necessary manual m~~ipulation needed. 
because of program bug .. 
sz~rK ~ DATA CASE 
S~:Dr.~. 79. C Request narrow. SO-colucn ~~I~6 output aa an illustration 
BSC:N ?~ ~~~ S~~CH. -1. { ~i:e ot -1 ia re~e.t to reed ~ollowir.q c&ra 

0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 ( ~i~it extre=a to these 2 .ubr~~ge. 
PR!!fT~~ ~~~StR _!D7H. 10. 2. Re~e.t :ax precision of 6 nu=bers in 80 bytes 

.010 6.0 
-1 

5 5 20 20 100 lQO 
CZN C~N7 l.E-3 3 
~OADr7 1.CZ3 3 

C 2:3. 5 6 7 S 
C 3'~67e901Z3'567S90l23~567S90l2s~567e901234S57e90122~567890123~5678901234S67a90 
Sl.CtN7.C?tN... S.9C65393"Z623t.C3.1.279508!967213Z+06 ••••• {re:ark extra co::.'. 
52.~~?F.... 1.le0327S68SS2SE.04.2.459016393~425Z+06S 

2.362655737iO~9E.O~.5.1180327868SS2~.06., ••• 
• (following t~e cod« and 

{node names 
OP~~ 1.E7 

B~~~K care !inish!~g a~l br~~ch c~rcs 
~~~~ c&r~ encing non-existent .~itc~ cards 
HCEN' 70 .• 159154-9 -oj" 

8~~K care t~~inAtiny ?ro~r«= $ource cards 
l t ~equ«.t tor .11 no~e .olt*g8 output. 

C P'ltIN7£R Pt...o. 
C 193 .~ 0.0 '.0 LOADr~ OEM GENT 
8~~X csr6 t.r=in4tin9 plot e&~d. 
$~:O~N. 132. ( ~on~ with 80 colu~~ •. &0 r.turn to wid •• lJ2-column ~~~:T& output 
8~OlX ~~ DATA CAS~ 
Su..·U~ 
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0:"' 

~~c~ss .~ ~~e s~;po~:i~~ 

~x;::'a.~a.t:"on of Sec":io!"~ ::-A. 
sa-:.€ 

, 
:'.a::.e, as -~- ..... ~:'!:t :::'...,..... 0#> .... _ 

:'s 
~a:'c"...:.la.--:~ :::~ =esis~a..~ce, ir:.d:;.c~a.r..~e, ar:·i ~apaci~~ce ::a::~i-c~g '~·t.ic:: ·~o::-~~s;c:-,.d. 
:0 a.~ a=oi~:~J confie;~a.tion of ~~"e::'hea.d ccr:.(i:lc~ors. 

Je~ail.s 0: -:::'e 
i~cc~o~a~ion o~ this ~c~~i~e ~~~C ~~e ~~ a~e covered i~ the ~~-;age ~~? =e=o 
'Nh.ich is dated J:.me 28, 1976. 

So as to leave tee origir.a1 (:::aster) copy of the :.-ser$s :&i.n:;al of ,,;!:e 3?A 
:~~e Constacts ?rogr~ intact, the :ollQwir~ 70 or so pages oeg~ 'Nith a copy. 
;!ather tha.71 tlSe a BPA copy, r !Bve availed =.yself of a B.C • .j.ydr-o cOP;-t", 'Nhic!':. ·~·jas 

given to ~e last S~l~~er at O~ J~ly 19, :976 ~~p re~~ion oy Dr. 3rian Dixo~ o~ 
t~at organization. It would appear that 3.C. Hydro ~ done some editorial 
e::har..c e:::er.:t, '.ltlhich i.."lC luded ":te re-typir..g of a. substantial portion of the -:ext. 
Ji::erer.ces in ty?ewriter :or:: fllll indica~e 'to the car-eful obse:-ve:- those ;::a.ss~~s 

'Nhicc ::.ave been typed a.t 3. C. :::yd!'o. Ee:"::a.r-...n t S o:rigir..a.ls a:::-e c!'..a!"acterized "'': -:;::~ 
sa~e for:t as is bei..~ used fo!" 'the present p8-~raph. 

'7::.e s t!:"'J.C t'.U'e of a data. case for is as follows: 

( 

~ 
l 

; .. 

2. 

4 .. 

First co::.es a. t:'3EGI~r ~-:;w JATA CASEu card (actually 
optional, as per Section II-A). 

Next cO!:.es a 
control to 't!;.e overlay in q:,.;,esticn • 

~~ ext come "the ttcon~;;cto!" cards, H wr..ich defir..e the lir .. e 
geometry ~~d so~e of its ~~d~ental elect!"ical ?=operties. 
~here is to be one such card for each physical conductor; a 
blank C8-~ is used to te~~te tr~s class of ~ata. 

Next come the !~frequency ca...-d.s, IT each of which spec Lt'ies 
ea..-th resistivity and frequency (or range of :-:::-eq:..:.e!'lcies) 
which line constants are to be calculated. S:;.ch ca..~s a.=e 
be teI"!!l.ina.ted by a blar..£ ca...""d. 

5. Repeat the 1a2 of ?oints 3 a.nd a. above as often as is desi=ed. 
~h such group of data represents an independent data case 
within tee n:':1"3 OONSTA..~rrstt overlay. ''rerminate tta !.a.st s-;,;;:: 
grouping -Hi th a blank ca.."""d, 'ntlich serves to trar.ster cont:,ol 
back tc the reg:J.la: :S~ solution-mode, ready to :-ead in a !".eR 
EMrP d.ata case. 

6. If the user 'Na.nts to shut of'! the EMTP at ~his pOin.t (rathe::- ::-.2.;: 
execute a followir'~ :=:MrP data case), he should simply add. a 
IJBEG!N XEW JATA CASEu card. a.t this point, followed 'oy a. '::'a!".~ 

ca..~. 

/ ,,! " 



3;.e,::'a:-re~'~e.s~ 

.: ."''O_,....,,.,....,.,, ... /'''''' ,'-' ~ -.,.... 
-....,~.-- ...... - ""_ .. 

eac:-: ij ~;3e~ C~ 2 kef ~o~~, ~i:n 

::-:e 
~f ~ - ~~ :-

......... _ .. '11 ..... 

; ~ "2 : -=.::: :. ~ g 
': .: \ s -: ~; ;.~ 7 S tt 

:.:e~ 

0: :r:.ese __ a:-'o:':2:""j, .5:i.~ce 

cr.:'! co::~~~.s 1-6 ~~":.",.;a_-J~ 
are :':J '';;' ~o .5.5 i J 1 e ;e~~e3~3 3?AXC~, F2S;CE~C~, 

t~ p;~~: t~e tajle of zero
f~e~~e~cy :3 va;~ed, :~e~ = 

and ~o.3!:ive-.3eq:.;e~ce par2~ete;s 25 
?~SQ~E~:Y card ~U3t be uset1 t~e 

:~..3er 

fielcs --.-..-
. ;-." 
-~- -

freq:.;e::ci scar; or; a f~ec'Je~cy cc;~ ~;,,;s:r.g 
:?~: of col\1:;:::s 50-65), a~c va~ia:le 

:?C~ 

ze:'"o 

T::e 

u:-: it if 
sar.:e c~;c::. 

(2 · ... ·o!'" ks 

SRA~C:: 

(co::..~:;:!';,S 66-68) 
3c:.:,Sf2ctorily) • 

i3 tr:e sar:: e as 
serves to 

:-:oces ~~ case of pu~c~ec 

~ot · .. ·2:. '...;e 

, .. ~ ~ I" ""\ - .: ... S _.. - ~ - c' ,. c .... - - - a"'" ~ - -,... ,... :' 0 _~, _~ 0 w ,_., -.• ' ,-, o~ .. : ~'-'" -.. ' -;:: 9 - 8 (; • up :';".l 0 !"'O,j.. '...;;. ::..;vr1 '\.01 ~""', :: .. ;~.;:, '-=r:;.: _ .-' ~ -"!"..., ~ 

Y:etric vs. 

" :' - ., ~ ~! 
....,;.....:,.,. V" 

Originally, the entire 1f13E X~S:AX:S?t supportiz:g program ~.lsed r:.othiLg 
h.· .... :;:""f"1'-:..;s~ '~r:";"'s .po""'; ... was w-:w'++e'" .;"" .... ;..,e !'I;,.,.: .... ~ S+o .... es fa" ~!)" .; ........... l">.e ..... ""'Iot .....;.,.c..~ ........ ~ ... ,., ., __ .,'wI _ .... }J\,I ............ w... v."".""~ ~c..t \" ~ .............. _ 

decade of the Sixties, before ar~ coz:version to ~etric units. :r.te~~lly, 

t::e ~'L3E XNSTASTSft calcula tier: still :'s perfor.ned i:C. 3nglish u:::' ts. 
'2ut si1:.ce 1976, a. J~ST?l~H c;:tion for data-card i!1put and l.ine-p~.;...":.te!' 
~~tp~t ~~S :een provided (see ?'ef. 8, Vol. V, ;~e 28, ;976). One car. ctccs~, 
either tce f~GT2Icn or the f!::XGL:S:F~ option ~O'!" i::put/output (:/0 ~, 
as shall oe briefly explained. 

:::i tr:er ::.et:!"ic or English tmi ts can be ordered for 1!L:3EXNSTA..';':'Sn :;e 
by =e~s of c~e of the :ollowing special-:!"eq~est cards: 

I'1ET~lCt . 

£WGt.~, 

S'.lch a card must -:~ediately precede tr.e first conductor card of a data case 
wi thin the If LINE ClJNSTA..'i':Su overlay. :"!:.at is, it ::nust precede the ?oi::t 3 
da.ta of tf1:I:SE OONST~'iTSu, as defi!:ed !"~ear the oegi...--ming of Sectio!l '7.4 
;:act data case within the tsLINE cx)NSTA .. 'iTS ff overlay (see Point 3 data 
description) ca..~ l"-.a.ve a different choice of u.ni ts, if so desired by the ~.;.se:-. 

?he ~~its L~ which i~put data fields are to be punched are indicated a~o~g 

:he ur.its for pr~ted c~tput stould cause ~o confusio~1 for they will ~e 
(""'I .... ~.~ ..: .......... ).....,...,. .......... -'VI\+.-.....2 ~ __ ..... ..:.: ___ ••• ':-...:.-t. _ ...... _____ ~ __ .... __ ':-. _"-A .... ___ ...... 



..:.-

?~~ each physical co~duc~o= whic~ celcr.gs to t~e overhead t~~~ssic~ 
:~~e, c~e card is to be p~Ched acccrdi~g to the fcllowL~g fcr--a~: 

- ........ ot" ..... ,.;...'" & .,. ~ = ~ = :! ~ ~::!! ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~;;'~. ~ ~~~ ~ . .:"" ~ .:: ~ ~:: ~.~. 'i : :1: ;; ~: :; =~:.~.::.~, ;:~:t_~ ~ ~~:: ~:;: :. ~ ~ ~ :;:,;.~;::.=!;:'.::~~;;;et ill 

W 

~ 5~!N RS,Sl.S :r 
a.. 
1""'1 

!3 1=5.+ F"3.S 

HErRLe.. 

SKIN 
(4-8) 

?ESIS 
(9-16) 

IXTYPE 
(17-'8) 

?..:sA'~ 

(19-26 ) 

J:A1t:. 
(27-34) 

U.I 
Q. 

>-.... 
)( -
!2 

0 
RCAc.,T O!AM HORI! VieWER VM!O SEPAR A~f1iA NM1E z 

::. 
co 

.. ~ 

F8.S F8.5 FS.3 F8.3 Fi.3 Fi.S F~.2 At; 12 

~~~ ; <..r., 1 mrlt/"'S metet'$ ~te;.s eM 
I 

~~.~~:-~:.:;:: ! 
i,,~ l - :,':'"':....:- I ~eet fee..t ~~t i neh 

7.he pr~se ~umber (an integer) to which this conductor 
belongs. Punch as zero for a. ground wire (ground is ;:-.ase 
number zero, by definition). If ~ore tr~ or.e conductor 
is ?~ched with tee ~e pr~se number, this ~ear~ that those 
cor.ductors are to be bundled (electrically cor~ected ir. 
"'a......a'" e i \ . 'se "'~"-~e- 1 2 /=!t:c. w-i .............. , ... ":'''"'V 
::" ... .;;;;Jo ........ _)" \.,J •• ~v....... t t -~ ................... '" ...... 'V 

:::issing (u ..... -;.used) entries, when rl"..Imbering the phases. 

?tela whic~ is u~~ally punched with the ratio ~/J 

= thickness of ~~bular conductor; 

outside diameter of tubular cond~c:c~. 

~~r a solid conductor, use 0.; , ~ote. 
See Excep~ion 1 below, !or an i~reque~tly~used alte~ative. 

Dc resistance of the cor-...ductor, in p~jts ooP. 

{ ohm / kilometer .:~ tfY:ET~:Cn ..... 
ohm / :tile --- if u'&'iGLIS?:H 

See Exception 1 below, for an ~nfrequently-used al te~..a. ti ·,te. 

usually p'UIlched with a !f 4!f • 
See Exception 2 below, for several infrequently-used 
al ter""~ti ves. 

rrsually left blar~. 
See Exception 2 below, for several L~frequently-used 
alteI'!lS."tives. 

Outside dia::eter of 't'...loular conductor, L~ u:::.i ts of: 

{ 
~eC~i=ete:rs 
l.r.cces ----



:-':C?:: 
(;5-~2 ~' 

7:'OW3?' 
(.1.3-50) 

A.:?P ... A 
(59-7 2) 

~:A;\S 

(73-7 8) 

S3mm 
(79-80) 

so::e 

~~-..::. .. - -::: -

:::-e .: e ~ !: C e :. :.:: e , 

f ::eters 

\. feet 

:Ocatio~ 0: ~ce refe~e~ce lL~e is a~b:::a~; dist~ces 
~o :he right o~ it are ~ositive, while ~~cse ~o the 
left are ~egative. 

Vertical height of tee conductor above the g=c~d, 
at the tower, in ~~its of: 

f :::eters 

feet -----

See !:xception 3 below, for ~~ alte~~tive. 

·rertical height of the cond.uctor above the ground', 
a t tid-spar. (::idway between two towers) t in. U""'; ts of: 

See 

r :!leters 

1. feet 

if 

Excepticr: 3 below, for an alte~~tive. 

:~ave bl~~, ~~ess the auto~tic b~dl~~g op~:on 
is desired, as explai~ed L~ Exception 4 below. 

Leave b'a~k, ~less the c~~~ge-case opticr. is ~o O€ 
used, as explained in EXceptio~ 5 oe~cw. 

Leave blank, ~~ess the auto~tic bundl~~~ option 
is desired, as explai~ed ~ Exception 4 below. 

'~. 



\. 

~:: ~ : ·...:.s :-c. ~ ':':.::ea ~ ec. ~.;:. es ~~-:::l ~o ~!:e :-::CS": 20::'=C:':, 

'~sa~e: ::-.. 02:; -=.re :::e ::CS t :~eq ~..:er:tlj"-"'.lS ed al :~~a::' "'/"e. 
~ ava:.la·::>:"e, as s::a':': r:ow :e expla:L::ed.. 

E:xce'O tior: 2 

~ass ski= ef~ect calc~atio~ 

~~ t~e ski~-effeet ~orreetion (or calc~lation) is ~o be ~~assec 
(0:::1. ~ted) 1 the:r.. er:"ter 0.0 il: t::e :'ield rtSK3" of col'~~s 
~-e. Also f.'or such a ca.se, field n?3S:S fl of col~s 
9-16 is ~o oe p~cted wit:: t::e conductor eo (=o~ de) 
resist~ce. ?ecall tr~t ac ~sistance is equal to 
resista~ce plus a skin-effect contrioution which depe~ds O~ 
freque~cy, ~ong other thi~gs. 

Rather t::a.n ::ave ze prog!'S.l!!. calculate self-inductance cased er.. 
the ~cular conductor geo~etry, f~~r other alternatives are 
available ~o the ~ser. All L~volve the readir~ of one additio~~l 
floating-poir.t ::u::.oer, f!"O!Jl field l!P.EACT u of col·~s 19-26 
~~te~al ~ducta~ce is ~ot corrected for the skin effect in ar~ o~ 
these :f~..lr al teI'!'..ati ves. Type code rf IXTY?EIf of col~'''''''''''''s 
1 '7-18 c~ take on fo'.!r a1 teI!".ate values to the '..1susl u4 r?_p~c~, 
as :Oollcws: 

o 

.. 
I 

2 

'3 

?.!ACT (19-26) 

2eacta:r..ce for ~it spacing, assu=ed to be ·~li~ 
for w~4tever freque~cies =ay be enco~tered C~ 
frequency cards which follow. :te ~~t s~aci~g ~s: 

{
one 

one 

:leter 

~oot 

.;,p 

..:. ... 

The reactar.ce is i.!: ' .......... ..i' ts of: 

{ 
c~~kilometer ---

o~~ / ~ile ------

IrV"-:;>m~Tf"'1t 
... ~ ........ _\J 

Just like ~ediately above, or~ this ~ac~ce 
or~ applies at 60 Hertz. If frecuenc~es 
differe~t trAn this will be e~cou.~tered on 
frequency cards which follow, the reactar..ce 
will be changed proportionately. 

GMR (geometric ~ean radius) of the co=ductor, 
in ':""..; ts of: 

{ ce~ti:neters inches 

Ji::ensiociess ratio GW.3 / r where It_I! , 
is the conductor O'..lter re..dius. Per soli6 
cO!'.ducto rs, this ratio is equal to .7788 . 

/11-



E:xcention 4 

~f"'''''''K~'''''H , .'.~...J , at ~te :owe:-
~d at ~id-spa~, e~te~ the calc~latic~. :t ~aJ ':e ~cal:ed 
t:-.a t Ca::-sor: f s ~oZ!:'..41a req'...l.ires conductors to ,:~. ~arallel -: 0 ~:::e 

(as~~ed) ~lat ea~t~. C~ CO~~e co~d~c~ors a:ways zag, so ~ 
a"l'erage heigl':t ::ust be used as an approxi.:la t :'or:. :-~e p :"C5~ 
uses VY.D -+ l ,':'eWE., 3 'I)~D ] = 

if ooth ~ields are punched ~on-zero. 

If c~e of tl':e twc data fields ,r-o.,rTCWEE" 
bl~-~~, the pro~ as~~es a value equal 

a.::d 
to that 

from t~e otter field. 
ave~ge ~eight ti=self 
fields. 

This is the way the ~ser C~~ :~put ~~e 
by just p'...l.nching one of ~te ":"NO 

?atcer t~an specify each conductor of a bundle individ~al:y, t~e~ 
is aL autozatic bundl~~g option which allows a si~~le cor:d~c~or 
ca=d to suffice for specification of the entire ~dle. :~~s 

can ~e 'J.sed for a H:-eg.:.larft bundle, where cy c.efi:'...i tier: al::' 
co~o~ent cor:d~ctors are ide~tieal, ar~ suet co~ductors are 
also assumed ~o be unifo~y spaced a~d the ci~~fere~ce 
of a eire le. 

Auto!t.B. tic ~u..."'ldl:..r..g :.tSes the d.ata. fields IrSEPA?fr, <! .:. ~ ~~A~t ~." 

and :"!G~"'D!', 7Ihich are otcerwise Ie!': t::.a.:'_>C. -=::e 
:tco~du.ctorl! card then ~eco~es a 7TtJu::dle7! card, as pe:- :::e 
~ollcwi~g speci~icat:o~: 

S:sPA~ 

(59-66) 

AT~' 
~~ 

(67-72 ) 

~.~:JNlJ 

(79-80) 

Separa tio!! ~etwee!: ad;j ac ent co::d:-lC-:C::-8 
ir. the b'-~dlet L~ ~..:..ni ts of: 

{ cer:ti.::eters ~~'lr:-:""'t"O --H 
.. ' __ ... a_V 

inches 

Ang~ar position of ~he ~irst cc~d~ctc~ 
(or ~~ cond~ctor) of the ~dle, ~~ 
ur.its of degrees. ?ositive ~gles 
are ~eaS"..lred cour..ter-clocj~se, as s:-.Cw:"'. 
in the sketch. 

~ber of conductors ~hich =a~e ~? t~~ 

bu.rldle. 

S~ple sketch of a bundle 
of N~JND = 6 conductors, 
wi th ar..gle :'~F..Aff equal 
to 30 degrees. 



:.a-:a. ~ield !~A1St! of colu::.--:.s 73-7 8 :'s !:ort".ally left bla.. ____ :,:, 
:..z-.less a followi::g data ~ase wi thi:: !!::~~E X)"Sr:'.!...'iTS1

t :!.s to 
~e ~se of t~e cr.~ge-case fea~~re. See late~ explana:ia~. 

?C~ ~~ch ch~ge-case ~sage, co~d~cto~ =~st be identified. 
A 6~character alpr~~eric ~aze is ~ed for this purpose, 
pur.c~ed i~ columns 73-7 8 ~sL~g A6 for=at. ~-ly those 
cor.d~ctors ~hic~ will later be refere~ced =~st oe given distinc~ 
6-c~aracter ~z=es. 



:or eac~ discrete ~reque~cy C~ :cg=it~zically-s?aced grouping 
~~~~~e~ci~s for weich l!~e cc~stants are to be ~alc~letee, 
.9, ::re<;:~e!':~J ::a!'d c! the ::ollowing for:r.a t : 

':>'!;i". .. _ .. v 

(1-8) 

~""'Q 

(9-18) 

?CA.R 
(19-28) 

:.:?~ 

(30-35) 

~esistivity of the homogeneous Careon ea~ht i~ 'J.ni ts 
'~TR!Ct' 

of 
or~-~eters ~ese units apply both to 

data cases. 

:~eque~cy f of the line constants cal~~lation, 
~ertz. ?or logan thn!ic looping over two or ::!lore 
this is "'~e ""eg";",,~l.· "'I:}' ..p""'~ue"'cy..p (see 1t~~("fU ...;.... ..... ._ ...... ~.""'Q ....... ""1.. -1 \ ......"...,..." 

f'requer:.c:'es, 
of 

co~~s 60-62). 

?..:nch a. u .. U 
I . in co It.ll':...''l 28 t :..n order to get full 

precision L"l the evaluation of Carson's fo~~a.7his 
is the standard. production usa.ge. Other optior.s ar-e 
described elsewhere. 

Printout control es-~eters for the caDacitance =at~ices 
or the suscepta1!c~ ::atrices W [C ] t' or :he i::ve:-ses 
of these. Variable "ICA,Pu of colu:nr.. 44 cont:"Ols 
t~e ~~verse option, note. Six possible indepe~dent 
printed outputs can 'be requested by ::ea."'lS o!' :'1 'i p-..z::c::es 
in the appropriate colu:nns: 

! 
< 
I 
! 

t 

I 
1 
i 
! 
i 

i 
1 

?:ere 

Col'l.:.tt!ln # Resulting printout 

30 Inverse ot r ("f "" 1.."" ..) or Wfl"'t'"'t 
i,.'-' .i 

31 Inverse ot r I"'t ., wI. t'I or i 41.. ..... ,.l. 'w:; =.. 

32 Inverse ot t.~ "'t "'s .1 or W[:s "'l 

l 

33 lc 1 or wee] 
~ 

34 r ~ .. or w(: ... } 1 
l'"":' 1 

J 
....; .:0... 

35 [Cs J or w(cs 1 

S"..1oscripts (or lack of them) ha.ve :n.ea.."l::L."'lg: 

!!one ---- for the u.."lreduced system. ?:act ?hys::al. 
conductor has a row and colu=n in the 
::!B.tr1xf as does each ground wire. ",_ 

for the equivalent phase co~duc~o~s 
(after elimir.ation of g!'Our..d. wi:-es ~i 
the ~~dling of conductors). 



::;2 
(4.4 ) 

JIST 
(45-52) 

(54-57) 

ISEG 
(58) 

MCTaJ..L 
(59) 

:0 r :::e Sj-::::''; -: :-:,:a.... :-()=-~ o:!:e~ ~ s ':. ~ 
t~e eq~iva:e~~ ~~ase co~c~ctc~s. 

?~i~tout cc~~rol ~~eters ~or t~e series ~?ed~~ce 
~trices [ z} = [ 2 J ~ w [ :.} or ~heir i!:verses .. 
Six pcssible :~depe~ce~t pr~~ted outpu~s car- be r~~ested 
by ::eans of tl1t1 

.""',... ~ # 37 
J 

38 
i 

-::0 I 4C f 41 l d.2 
r 

I ! vv ..... { .,.'" ( i ! 

i i Z-1 "'l Z-1 1 Output Z Z:2; Z~ Z-1 i i t v ~ S 

::Or:t:-cl over whether 
be ~~~putted by ~v ~quests of col~s 30-35 

{~ -::::;> r 1'1 ., or its inverse I... '" j 

:::> u; r i"'" ] or its inverse ... '-' 

:.ength of 
., .. ~..; ~e "..,.$# 
"""""" .. -"".,y -..;..:. 

the trans.=ission lL~e ·~der consideration, 

{ 

kilol::eters 

=iles -------
This field ca.."'1 usually be left blar..k. 
only ~or the following si~~ations: 

'! 'I , ) 

2) 

3) 

.?or :.lse witt 

:er the development of a 
lor:g-line for=ulas. See 

see Sectior. :'CZ:: 

?i-equivalent ~si~ 
II IPI?RU below. 

For use ·.¥i t.~ ".JMARTI SE"r'..;"P" ; see Section xv:: 
?rL~tout centrol for the equivalent-Pi ~trices 0: a 
lor.g transmission l~e. Four possible L~depende~~ 
pri..."lted outputs can be :-equested by :leans of tt 1 n 

punches L"l the appropriate col~s: 

Col. # 54 55 56 ;7 

output y Ys Z Zs 

See further discussion elsewhere. 
A flag ir..d1ca ting whether ground ."ires (if ar..y) are to 
be treated as being continuous t or instead segmented: 

~ co~tinuous ground wires (the no~l case); 

~ segmented ground wires (cut at relatively 
short :.nterYals). 

See ~rthar dis~~ssion elsewhere. 
A flag which is used. to indicate the presence of a 
co~icatio~ circuit ~rallel to the power ci~it: 

there is no such communication circuit 
(which is the normal case); 

yes, produce special ou~put for a nearby 
com=unicatien ci~~it. See ~~rtter 
discussion elsewhere. 



I?NT 
(63-65 ) 

!:?t"'S 
16&:. 6~ '. 
\ .... - '-') 

.. \.,..""""" .. -.... -
~ 69- i:::.:; 

(7~-72) 

:€ave blar~ for ~he r.o~l si~gle-~reque~cy l~e 
co~~t~~ts cal~~latior.. 

?or the case of interr~l looping over lcgarit~~cal:y-
spaced :-requencies, "DEC '1 is the ::u:t::.ber of d.ecades 
~ich are to ce spa~2:ed. 

:ea"v"'€ bla~.k for the nor:::.al sL--:gle-freque~cy li:le 
co~~tants ca:c~latior.. 

?or the case of inter-~l looping over log.aritr~cally
spaced frequencies, ft !PNT" is the nt.tmber ot pOir:ts 
~er decade a.t 'Rhicn line ccnstants are to be calc-<llated. 

~~ally this field is left blank_ 

It can a::'so be t;..SeC to request punched ollt;:;ut for t:..~e 
PI-circuit representation of ~~e line. This:s done ~y 
set:ino :?~N = 44. Please read ~~e followina ~_NOTEft for 

... ~ N • 

cetalls • 

::-'3.r..sp:)sed • 
• :-... e :ine is ass-u=.ec. :0 ~e '~.:: -: ::~::SP0 .3-=":. 
::-.e ::."c.al :para::ete~s at:.d ~=~s:,~:-:::~ -::. :.=: 
:::.atr"':"X: will '~e ca.lcul.a:ed. :;.:::;.d. 'N::: ::e=:. :;':". 
'zi t :t.;·~~::7 as bra::c~ da~a 

Through this variable! user can r-equest either' ~he f~~.: 
complex! or real part only, transfo~ation ma~r'ix for the 
~odal analysis of untr'ansposed lines. wnen ttis var:able 
is ;...ised in a nJ~ART: SETUP" (see Sect. XV~:!) case,::':' ~as 
meanir~ only on :he 1st fre~~ency card Where tr.e ccnsta~t 
transformation ~atrix is calculated: 

( 0 or bla~k ===> The i.onag:'nery part of t::e trar;s:'or.nation :;;a::::< 
calculated by tte !fLINE CCNSTAN7S~f is ignor-ed 
in the modal analysis. Ali-fcys use this opt:".):,:. 
in general (see Ref. 8. Vol. XI:I. 5 V:a;c:: "gP' 
pagination MCAP-26, and EM!? New-s2.etter, Vol. 
~ . :. August, 1982. p. 76). 

i or-2 
I. 

i 

1. 
\ 

) 
! 9 ===) 
'" 

~~e full complex transfo~ation ~atr:x ~2~ 2:ee 
by :'he :?L:NE CONSTANTS" is used 

7te automatic puncnl~g (LUNIT7) of EM!? branch car'cs :0: the 
~-('';~('''u~t_ r"pnl""pc:.Prl+-_;:It.";,"""" (')r t.,....~!">~~~<t-:("\n :~""'ac::. ;c::. 1":!"W "",",<::.c::.'~~c>' 



?cge L-_-~_ 

l) :::ptJt II :?".J~.;n eqt..!al to 44 i::. cO~Jr''::S 67-68 or: t::e :reqt.:ency 
care of t:.."':e n:"INE CCNSTA..'",!,sn data. 

2) 7..-;8 8~t:ional ttSRA...\C2' card 'whict'~ ::.a~es !:~e :-:odes of all 
~~e branches representing t:..~e line can be ~ed right afte~ ~~e 
U :':NE CCNST.A..:.VI'S" ca rd. 

3) 7he Pi-circuits representation branch cards are qenerated 
on w'NIT7 wi th tl1e Ithiqh-precision format" • 

'The Lr:i ts for R, Land C 
are in ohn/:engt.:.~, on:n/1engt.:."1 a.'id microfarad/lengt.:.'1. So the i.lSer sho~:"d 
remember to use XOPI' = 60 arx:i COP!' = 0.0 W'hen incorporating 
~~is LL'NITi branch data in the EMTP simulation data case; and 
:nul tiply all t..r:.e R, L, C data on LUNIT7 by the lengt...~ of t.'e 
section. 

The following is an example to illustrate this option: first, the 
data for rurning IttINE CONST~~n: 

3FX:IN N~ CATA CASE 
L I~E CCN3T~~'TS 
3RA.N:H JDA LV.,A JD8 u·m JOC ~~c 

C Lr~E CCNSTA..VrS DATA FCR JO!-<~ DAY TO LCWER MCNl.fr1E}."TAL 500-K"'l LINE. 
1.3636 .05215 4 1.602 -20.75 50. se. 
:.3636 .05215 4 1.602 -19.25 50. ~2. 
2.3636 .05215 4 1.602 - 0.75 77.5 77.5 
2.3636 .05215 4 1.602 0.75 77.5 77.5 
3.3636 .05215 ~ :.602 :9.25 50. 50. 
3.3636 .05215 4 1.602 20.75 50. 50. 
0.5 2.61 4 0.386 -12.9 98.5 98.5 
0.5 2.61 4 0.386 12.9 98.5 98.5 

3 Lk.'I:>{ CARD END ING C (}.c"DOCTOR CARI:6 OF n L:r:NE C CNSTA.:..'l.rS" CAS E 
C TEE Fa..L~!NG FRECUEN:Y CARD P.AS A PUNCH OF t-t. IN COL. 67-68 TO 
C REC;UEST THE PI -CIRCUITS PUNCHED our GE~'EAATED ON L:.JNI77 

27. 6e.130 1 44 
3Ik'1< CARD ElID!NG FREQJEN:Y CARrS OF n LINE CCNSTA.~?Sn CASE 
S[k\lK c}">ID ENDING "'LINE CCNSTANTS" CASES 
3EG:N NEW DATA CASE 
BLk.\tK 

The resulting Pi-circuits branch cards whic~ generated on UU~IT7 
are: 

lJDA L,¥A 

2..;"1)8 L~ 

3....~ s,'1C 

S\T:NTAGE, 0 

0.17l32E+00 
0.15827E~0 

0.20598E+00 
0.14307E+e0 
0.1582iE~g 

0.17132E+ee 

g.95404E+e0 
0.3S855E+00 
0.92069E+00 
0.354l7E+00 
0. 35855E+00 
z. 95404E~0 

0.2.68292-01 
-0.26357E-02 

0.17162£-0:' 
-f3.19751£-02 
-0.26357E-02 
Z • 16829E-01 



.-. 1 ...... 

.::.---.:: 

\ex,: :':5 3,:; 2Xa":"'.?_2 Jf :":~E :2~S':',!.S::S :::a:a case 8:: :: ~2 :-:-:.:. ~e :o!'"';g 
do:.J.b:e ci:-::''':~:' ..:s:':--;s ;<.2. :ee 1 s '..:r:::ar.s;::osed -:~ar.srr::'ss:or: :i:-:e :7':oce:: 

3SNC~~;. .. q.7{ X-59 
'~:S ':.!"sE ':;~2RA':'ES :'HE 3Rk~CH C . .\.'=CS ON :"~1-;:7i OF .~ 70 .'1:::::5 :CUBLE-

:::E :":X:: :S ~ODE::"'::D BY :;S:~ ':'HE NS'''''; :;"N~.NSPOSED D:STR:SU7ED
P~~~2TER RE?RES~~AT:ON JE\~LO?EJ 3Y JR. ~. C. LEE 

:":~E CCNSTk~"TS 

3R.!",~CH X2A X16A X23 XliSa X2C Xl6C Y2A Y:'6A Y23 y:.63 Y2C . .375 .2776 4 .2 2..302 -21.17 51.04 
, 

.375 .3776 4 .2 1.3g2 -22.00 50.00 

.375 .3776 4 .2 . ~ r.:., 
-.j~ .... -22.83 51.04 

2 .375 • '(;775 4 .0 1.302 .. 83 79 .. :'4 
2 .375 .0776 4 .0 2..302 0.Ze 78.10 
2 .375 .0776 4 .3 :'.302 -.83 79.2.4 
3 .375 .0776 4 .2 1.332 22 .. 83 51.04 
3 .375 .3776 4 .2 :.322 22.00 50.30 
3 .375 .3776 4 .2 :.302 22..2.7 51.04 
4 .375 .Z776 4 .2 2..302 103.83 51.34 
4 .375 .7;776 4 .'2 :'.302 2.03.20 50.20 
4 .375 .0776 4 • ,2 :'.302 122.17 51.,24 
::) .375 .0776 4 .2 1.302 2.25.83 79.14 
5 .... ~c:::. 

.j/-, .0776 4 .0 :.302 :25.00 78.10 
5 .375 .0776 4 .2 1..302 :"24.:7 79.:4 
6 ".375 .0776 4 .3 1.302 :47.33 51.04 
~ .375 .0776 4 .g 1.302 147.20 S~3. 00 ':) 

". .. 375 .0776 4 0 .. 6 1.302 ~;or ., .... 
.;.":to._1 5:'.34 

2 .500 2 .. 61;:;0 4 • '3 .386 12.90 121.40 
Z .530 2.~:'Ze 4 .2 .386 -12.90 13:.40 
Z .530 2.S1Z3 4: .0 .386 137.90 10:' .. 40 
2 .300 2.~100 4 .0 .386 1:2.:2 101.40 

3:..A..~~ CA.w.::J ~'D:~ CCNDUCTOR CAH.i,.l~ ,,,",~ 
'-'- ":INE CONSTA..\C'TS It CASE 

1.00.2 60.0 - ... 70. 
3L.A.'1< ~ .. qr) 3t'DI~ FREQUENcY CARS 

,... ... 
vZ nL:~E CGNS7.~,NTS n C.~.sE 

3IAYr< CA.:m ~TI:~ "LINE CCNSTA.."'"TS tt CASES 
38GIN NE't-l DNrA 05£ 
3U..NI< 

;,.' " 
~ .... , .. ' 



., ""',........ r'!a.+-o .J...! ... :,~ 1,1 - ~ cards are listed i~ ccl~~s 
of the line pri~ter; a is pri!"lted as a sepa.:-a ~cr 

character', ar:Q co':'"~s 1-50 are ::.sed for' "i:::teI'?'!'eta tion ff of t::e ca:-d :=age. 
Po,,],: i:::e~:-~tatio!:s related ~o n:::s~ X~S:;...sTS1t are explai!:ed in the present 
sect:'on. 

:~rst~ ~tere is the snecial ~uest card which bears the key ~ord 
HLIX:: C:D~S~;5::SH • If' we let variable ftL::~" sta!:d 
~or the :" ... a:d.=u=: r..;.:oer of li!':e co:cc,uctors tr..at c~nt :::Y.TP di:nensioni..--:.g ~ill 
allow, ~terpretation is as ~ollows: 

'-'1M 

Yext comes a Dossible "~B!CtS or ":;NGLISH tt special request card 
(which serves to r~uest either :netTic or !:nglish ;mits for input/cr..ltp"...tt data). 
::"~terp.retations of these two optior..a.l cards are as tollows: 

REQUi,$,. CARC FOr{ METRtc O'~Nt,T's. O.N AL.L. O"'A. 
EN6.aISK 

Next come the line conductor cards, which are interpreted as follows: 

I 
I 
J , 
I 

1 

; -: N l"'>: "If, ....,1 -oi 1'-.. <XI'~' C). -'~ ("1; .... i <I'.t -0> N.::oj o.i~: -:N! l"'>: ~ ~ <t/,...i eoi QoooOC)i -; <"<i I"'Ji "If: ~ ~ ", <x):"':c: -:;; : :' ::. _._. _._. _-, ___ :N'N'N, N NlNlNM'("");("")It")', """<"l< M!C"'):~, .. , ... , ~:::~:~:~::i~:~~; 

~1:1~. 3' ~'t.3 I' 1 .. '. 
1 1.. !~E- C.ON()U'TO~ CAItO ... .. .. 
1 .. .. 
1 SKIN· : Ras.t& IXTYP£ .. 

1 

Next come frequency cares, which oear the following inte~retation: 
: ~ <"C <'''It .... ! ""I -0£"; eel o.,o ...... Ni C"')i...,: ::d '<Ii N ~ ~~: ~t'<'M! ~ """'Ii -0; "i~ ~~ -, Ni «'lj "IN "'" ~,...; <:0: <><C< -; C'oI <"'l: """ .... : <;,,.., Q:l1<>:C:-{ 
: :" ....... _,---, -- ~ :<"IIN't'<· ~N'~i ~ ~"!H<"'l:I.""l>/I.""l>/,..,. <"'lIM:M' .... • .... ·"""' ..... '..,.:.' ... ' ........... 'V')' .... , 

~t1'.3 
.. 

e11"~' ~~ .~ t1.3 
'1 

F R £ 4lV.EItC. Y CA.Ro. •. 1 
i .. .. ..... .. 

REARTrt, fR€~ f)tST , 
1 

7ne begir_~L~g of a ccar.ge case is a special-request card which bea~s ~~e 
key word nC'?'_~'iGEtt ..!'his is interpreted as follows: 



RE~O£ST CAR~ FOR CHAN6£-C~S£ OPTION. 

-.~~ '-: .r:.~ ........ ..,.. "'I'S'"~'" ,.,. .,. ~ lit!!: 

31ar~ ~ards are ~sed to =ark the e~ds of three classes of cata witr~n 
tte 

CO~c.':.lctor cards; 

Jata cases wit~i~ 

These are i::te!"P ~ted as follows: 

8~A)jk CARD T£ttMtNATIN6 CONOUC.T·OR CA.AOS. 

.:',S8. sa::ple E!lf:':P data case which 'J.ses co!':side:' a 

, 

1 

1 

listi:::g cf ·'::P:3' ;est Case #'108. ':'o::::er:t ca.::'"is will be !1otee i~ ~he lis:ir:g ::e':"cw. 
~;ote that wi th~ ttis or:e =={~? da. ta case, t~er-e are two '~:3::: C::C~S:J...x:SH c.a-
cases. :he :'irst 'Uses !!~GL:SEH ~i ts, 'Rhile the seec:,.· '.lses ,n\3r:::~:,:ft. 

~ly a si:::gle :~equency (60 ~) is ir:volved in eaen. 

;rG~ ~E. O'Ai""'Cas:::-
C UTP' TEST :ASE ~o. 108 
C CALCULATE :,.·t'it: CONSTANTS rO~ OIl'!~~€AO U~e: (JS!NS >'L!NE ~ONSiANi~" • 
C ',Io(t"'l!~e: 1S J~T~'\~SP'CSE:O. dT~ )Jo.;£ co~cuC'ro~ ~€~ ;::,,,,e.Se'. 
c S!~GLE 3-¥~ASE C!Rcvtr. ~!rw ? ~~O~~O ~IRES. 
C r~IS 1S A Co~p~NIaN C~SE TO uT~~ TE~r CASE ~O. I07. 
C r~€ ~ECMEr~~ O~ r~€ Ov~~~€A~ ~:~£ !s ,ME SA~€ r~ r~€SE r~o CASE~. 
C Of=" COURse, l"!SRE ~e: "'liST liSE rwe: >-!O"'OGE~E'('):J':; £~Rr)«l n"LAy'E:~H. 
L!"tE CONSTANT'S 
E"iGi..I'5H -

1.3~71.267t5 4 .~88 0.0 ~2.02 ~1.01 
2.3871.26115 ~ .6~8 4S.Q1 ;2.02 41.Q1 
3.3A71.~6715 ~ .~e6 ~1.~6 a2.02 41.01 
Q.S .718~O 4 .~R7 ~.~1 114.R3 57.42 
0.5 .11a~c 4 .487 e2.02 114.~3 57.42 

200. 
_ .. 'S~~ . c...~c~ 

60. 1 ~1l111! 1 ':'~.1l 
10~~~ 

15 .. 7S 
1';.7S 
1';,,75 

~e ~~ li~e ?rinter output correspondi~g ~o the solution of this data case oeg~~~ 
as shown en the fcllowi~g page. :t will be noted that there is always pri~~c~: 
of a sorted l~e-co~ductor table, ~efore printout of a~ of the requested =atr~ces. 
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HfCTRmMuN[lIC JnA.NSlfNIS pnOGHA.M (["tIP'. CDC TlUNSl.ATION PHQtHJCff) ay Tl1r. tl0NUfVJltt-: PO"fR AOMfNISTNAl)ON, PORtlANO. 
onr.r,Ot~. OATf '''IM/DOlYn AWl llHf: 0 .. DAY om.HI"'~"" Oln'V71 11\.]'>.4/• Mh' Pl.OlS nrAR Tur !lAHf F IGliRrs. 
Ir fN 00u8T AS TO .HAl' T~r rOl.lOW1Nr. pnnUOllT HFAH~. CON~IJLT '(ur ?fl9-P"f\,.. f.'Hlp u~ttn'''s' HA.NIJAl: bUff) JAtmARv,' i91~. 
INot:PfNOfNf l.lST 1.IHtJS fOLlOW_ TOTAL 1.fNOTH or II.AHrLl f.tlIJAt't 7pn INlf'GfR WOROS. " 

~o ~~. ]00 . 2~ ~~o l~ 60~ 4~~ 1 '> ~o 50 <;0 ~ ~oo ')Q 4.,?! _ ~ . L .. ~O 'QQ,' J QQ ... ". 
---------------.--------------.¥-----_--~--------v.---_____ . __ -_________ . __ M _______________________________ • ____________ ---- ______ " 

OfSCRIPTlVf. HH(RP~fTAllON OP' Nfw .. CASf INPur DATA 1 INPUT OATA CARO n.A&fS PIHNTfO un Ow. AU M rOl.UHNS. CtlAPACHR Oy CtlARAClIfl. 
. 0 I ? 1 ~ ~ , 7 8 

o 0 0 0 '0 0 ' () . 0 Q __________ ~--- ____ - ___ •• ______ • __ U~ __ .M- __ ~ _______ .--- ________ - _________________ h ____ ~ ___ --- _____________ M ___________ R ___________ -. 

4AHXER eARO PRfCfDING NEW DATA CASE. 'IEOIN Nf~ OA1A CASf . 
COHMENt CARn. . .- .. _-- , I~' m .. f lEST CA!IIP NO. lOft 
CUMMENT CAROl Ie CAtClJl.ATf ( rNl' CONSJANTS ron OVflmfAO lilNf USING "l JNf CONSTANTS" • 
eOHHftH CMO. Ie THE UNf I~ UN1RAN~"05fO. wIlli ONE COOOUCTOH PfU PUAS':. 
COMMfNT CAROl lC S!W\l.f l-"IfA~l" CII~r.lJl1'. WITH'~ (;"OUNOWtR£5~" ". _. 
COMMfNT CJ\no. Ie nils I~ A COHPANION CA'if TO UTPf nST CAst NO. 101. 
COMMENT CARD. Ie IHf t'lfOHfTHY Of THE nVfRHfAU l HIE IS Hit' SA~[ W J~if~(. Two CA~fS. 
CIJHMfNT CARO~ IC Of f.Ounsr. fifM. Wf.' MUST USf Wf UOHO(j~NfOUS fARW n -tAYfAI. 
Ilf:OlJfST for~ UN1-(' mSTANlS SUPPORJlNC, PrwCl. 60 tUNf CONSTANTS 
ufoulST (:AHO fOR ~:'«)USH UNITS ON AU. DAlA. It:NOlJ5H 
t H.jf~CONOUCTO~ CAAJI. '.)81[.00' ~l"r..OO·· if l l.~Hrll.2h71'.i 4 

4 t.1Nf-CONOIJCTOR CAID.. .387£+00 .261£+00 4. 2.3A11.?fJllc) 
t IIIIE-CONOUCTuR C~RJ~ .lAfr.oo .l67~400 4 I 1.lAl'.?61J~ 4 
lllllf-CON(HJCTOR CAlnt~ .~.OOf"'OO .""[400 if I ().~) .71890 '+ 
UNf-fONOUCTOH CAID,- .c}OOhOO .119f..OO 4 I o.~) .11890 4 
III.ANt< CAno TfUHHlATlNG CONOUCTOH CAflOS. 1 
rH[aUfN~Y CARD. .lOOE.OJ .'OOE~02 .491£'02 • 700. 1.0. 

1.INf-CONnUCTOR TARLE ArlER SORTING ANn INIT'Al. PROCfSSI~G. 
TABLE PHASf SKIN ffftCf R[SJSTAtlCf RfACTANCE-OATA SPfClflCATION 

now NIIMBER H-T'I'P[ H (oHM/HI, )!,~yY"F. x (OlU1JM r I OR r,I'in 
t 1 .18'11 0 .1611r, 4 -.000000 
l ? • :l8110 .l()11~ 4 -.000000 
) '} .18110 .?61l'S 4 -.000000 
4 t .lA'I10 .?b1J'.i 4 -.000000 
5 I .1fn lO .lUIS 4 -.000000 
6 I .18'11 0 .nnrj 4 -.000000 
1 1 .ltH1O .?' 7' 'j 4 -.000000 
f\ ? .1fHto .1.611"i 4 -.000000 
9 7. .1R"'0 .?HI'l 4 -.000000 

10 :l ~:lfl110 .(>f:,11':i 4 -.000000 
Ii 1 .1R110 .26110:.; 4 -.000000 
1'2 .1 .3fH J 0 .?HIS 4 -.0001'100 
t1 0 .SoMa .1I.~0 4 -.000000 
It. 0 .'iOOOO .1U90 4 -.000000 

fUU.O'W(Nu MAHHct:S Anf fOR rAfHH HfSlSTlvllv- 200. 00 O'l~-H A.t~() f' HHlllf NC Y", 

.6ftA 

.6"R 

.MlR 
• '.6 1 
.4fH 

0.0 
4S.9) 
91.ft6 
·9.ft' 
fI?.Ol 

f\?O? 
82.02 
f\?.0? 

114.8) 
1 J4.ID 

4'~Ol 
41.01 
41.01 
!')1.4l 
~1.4? 

1 Hilli 1I11ll 4~. 'Il 

OIA~f rrn ItOfli/OIH Al AVf, Bf (CittT 
(lNCBfC)t )( cHfH Y (ffrT I 

.hAROO • fI',t, t;4.~?IJ 

.hAAOO 1.6.(,1\6 54.0;>4 

.MAnO 92.(;}6 ~;4. 0;>., 

.h8MO ¥.fl~t. ')1t.o?4 

.hAIlOO -.t.1)6 5~.1:tb 

.hAIlOO .t.~6 l)(i.:'UI> 

.6AAOO 16. r'4 S4.0?4 

.hAAOO 4~;. "'II. ~il. yu. 

.f>AAOO 46.'i~6 I)'.l.n-. 

.MAOO 91.?O4 54.0?1.t 
ooAAOO 91.?04 '>5.310 
.0AAOO 9?<)1t. S5.l1b 
.4R100 9.IHO 'If, .I:'~·/ 
.4ft100 62.020 7t, .rl~ I 

()o.Oo Hl. CORHH'IION fACHlH:: 

I tfIJfRl ~O CAPAC HANCr l-1"lRrx COAnM ··MIl.D rOJ? THf ~>V~, HM Of PU¥SI CAL rONf)IJr.JOP'l 
ROWS AND COUJHNS PROcHI) IN 5AHf OHM r~ AS SOR1FO IN,am 

• ~ P)'fl,f. Oil 

2 .I048lf .• O!l .(H91IeftOR 

.1.O~Ohf.()7 • I 0/.82f. OR .9197 /.f .08 

" .'.9?61+1 -08 .10lllf.OS • tj '/,91E d)7 .~l<)l(.f.O • 

') • I~~'j?nf .Ot\ .10 Uflf .• 09 .48 ~')II' .01 .(1'1 19Bt • {.I a .o)?II,,'1' tOR 

(, .'.9)'Jllf+()(1 .IO'.'1?f • Ot1 .4C)('fSH .01 .,,','j?Hf 00& .'d~"l<'1 .Oli .9(,(>"<,, • Ol~ 

• 10"',1\1' • Illl .','III,ld .oa • I ()f'l/ .. t tltl • J II/,#I?I .011 .lu"'Ilt .OH ,IOIIMII .OH + 9 I 'J'1',l • 0 H 

/1 , j IPli,11t • II'I * "·' .. './.f-Jot\l .. 01$ • II) \,. '.1 ,011 ,111','1,', .1111 .1 nil (II ,!lH • IO'JlIIII .IPI . I.', t "~~i • Hit 

1~. '7<; 
1~.1'i 

1~. 1"i 

4,). 
45. 
4S. 
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?age 2':'-26 

~~e O~~?~~ sho~lc be ~c=e or less sel=-expla~atc:y. 
Addi~ional re~ar~s have been wri~~en into the attached sacple 
outpu.t sheet.s. 

~~e i~for~at.io~ co~tained o~ ~he c=nc~cto= cards 0: t~e 
i~pu.~ dat.a cieck is p=i~~ec :ar t.~e recorc in its origi~al fo~~, 

wit.h the exception cf ~eig~t at tower and ~ics?an. :nsteac, 
the averaged height is listed as 1-coordi~ate. ~he erder 0: 
t:~e conductor cards i:1 the input data deck is arbitrary; the 
order in the listing will always be: 

Conductors fi=s~ encountered with phase nu~be=s ~, 2, 
..•. , followed by co~d~ctcrs wi~h identical phase n~~bers 
{ ::I: 2nd , 3rd, 4th l co::;.cucto::,s i:1 2-, 3-, 4-co::,c·:.:i.cto;::-

l:> u n d 1 e s), f 0 110 wed by g = 0 ~ n c. ."; i = e s ( p has e 1";. 1,;:; b e r ==. 0 ) 

Si:1ce al: ~atrices ara sy~~etric, only values :~ a~c 

below the dia;onal are printed: 

-- ------, 

..... 

..;; t 

this "lower triangular" ~atrix is 
p:-i:.~ed. o::ly. 

All matrices, except the suscep~ance (or capacitance) 
~atric6S fo: the physica: a~d eq~ivalg~~ co~duc~~rst a=e 
co~plex. Real and i=aginary parts are printed righ: above 
each other: 

part 



The ~a~rix e:e~e~~s of ~~e i~?eda~ce ~atr~=es per ~ile 
are defi~ed as follows: 

Zf ~ ::: self i~peda~ce of i . . ,. 
~he ~a~rix ele~e~ts of the s~sceptance (or capacitance) 

~atrices per ~i:e are ciefi~ed as follows: 

we: , ::: negative value of s'.;sceptance bet#,.;een .... a~c. k I ::.,x. 

S~:r'. of all 
CO~c.'.;ctors 

susceptances from i 
a:l.d -:'0 g:C"..4:l.c.. 

all ot.her 

Note that. the matrices for symmetrical co~ponents ~ave the 
rows ordered in the seq:.:.ence "zero (OJ, posit.ive (1) I :n.egat:ive (2) 
of 1st. circuit., , r"\ , ,..." , (1) I (2) of 2nc. circ"..4it. etc.", whereas the 
colu.:nns have (1) and (2) exchanged and are thus orc.e:-ed It (0) I {2) I 

(l) of 1st circuit, CO) t (2) I (1.) of 2nd circuit etc. u
• This 

~akes these matrices symmetric: 

{a} (2) {l) ••• (0) (2) (1) 

{O}~. ----l 
( ~ , I 
, - I i 

( 2 ) i 

Fro~ this row~and colu~n n~=ber:~g 
i t. f = 11 C ':7 ~ t 1"! ;! t 

, ,... , 
" VI 

( ~ , .... , 
(2 ) 

Z I 
't , .,. 

z: 0 ., 
etc. 

::: withi:l any 3-?hase 

::t withi::. any 3-pnase 

!f the line is transposed, t~en assu~e all coupli~gs 
between seq~ences to be ze~o, except between zero 5es~ences of 
pa~alle: circui'ts (see section 5). ~ote that the capacitive 
couplings between sequences of the untransposed lines are cc~p:ex 
(this is why the susceptance or capacitance matrices per ~ile fa:
symmetrical components a:-e printed cOwplex with an i~aginary part 
which is zero in terms that do not couple sequences). 

If the user asks for the susceptance (or capacitance) and 
impedance matrices per mile for symmetrical components, then 
additional sequence ?arameters are printed for the first 
3-pnase circuit (see attached output sheets). This out.put is 
primarily intended for single 3-phase and 2-phase circuits. 

,... '" ~-., .. 
...... _-'---
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" . , ., 
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0 
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O. suoe 
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O.l~~ec ~."&\CQ, ~.:c~ 

j. ~~~ll._~U~Q:~'::"':;'~ 
O.:I.l)OC •• "."CC .'.':C: 
:..: .. 1.~C;:: : .. ~o~oo .c • .:ca 
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,~ .. ~uv 
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~~. ,,00 
~c.c':o 

• ~~4·:~O 
• ~ .. C\"/~ 

~c. ceo 
o. H~~? 
Q. lo~ec
o. }~\C!) 

~"'~~~,. 
I. "~~CQ 
: • • !>~oo 

~t!t ')_cL ~,? OOv 
t~. ~cc S~. ,jce 
~ a. ~co ~~o.~oc 
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Special C~:pu~ ~c= M~~~a: :=;oda~=e 3et~een a 

3-?hase :i=c~it a~d s Co~~un!=atio~ :i~e 
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~IlEfl~;'-<i1'ZZ ~ 
po wf;," lin<t coml7t""ic()..iior: / ins 

Cu=re~ts i~ a t~ree-?~ase ci~cuit i~auce a lo~git~cii~a: 
vol~a;e in ;he co~rn~~i=a~ion line no. 4. (the three-phase =i==~i~ 
~ay have b~ncile cond~cto=s and ear~h wires). ~he ind~cec vo:~age 
is 

V - Zl T +:z' i + ~ -~ 4- - 4-1 -. I ~ 4.?, ... ~ z;. 43 J.. 3 (I) 

If the phase c~rrents are transformed to un-nor~alized sequence 
<;uantities (see p. 28) I 

r-.... -"1 -: r -: 
j 1 ~e,.~ I J I I ] ill l 
: ;, : :: .,2.00 

i Ipo.sitive !:: Y3 j i a. 0.
2 i i Ia II with c. c e J (2) 

L! Ine9a.tive : II a.
z 

a. J' I 13 I 
- L ~ .... 

""..., n V = Z I • I ~ i I •• • I .. + l' . . T . rJ ~ ~ •. e. 6 4 zerO/4 lera paSJt;ve/4 PO$ttIV~ nega.tIVS/4 4 negr:.hve \: 0./ 

witi'J C ~ A_~~" == l,' +Z' +zt 
4; ... ' "", .... 

..... ....., A. ...., -.. ... .. 
l ~osit; './e/4- = Z' + ~211 ..,.. 2~ 

41 - 4Z, Q. 43 (3 b) 
l' . . . -:: 1,' 
~~9Ir'v8/. 41 

+ a. l' + tj.l.l' 
42. 43 

The ab801~:~ val~es of ~hese ~ut~al i=pedances will 
Note that ~~ese values wo~ld have to be rnultip:ied 

be pri~t.ed. 
V3 -r-.... 

if nor~ali?ed se~~ence q~antities were used. 

How to Cbtai~ s~ecial C~t~ut: a • 

FOR~AT OF SPEC!A~ OUTPU~: 

Mutual Impedance Positive a .00008 oh~/~ile 
Negative 
Zero 

G .00007 ohm/mile 
as .0209 ohm/mile 

(1) The ?~ases ~ust be nu~bered 1, 2, 3 (bundles and earth 
~i=es per~itted); the com~~nication line must be no. 4. 

(2} ?\!~ch If!.H in column 59 of the frequency card. 

The ~utual i~pedances of sq. {3b} as well as the impedance ~atr~x 
for t~e equivalent phase conductors 4re printed, in additio~ to 
a~y other o~tput requested. == the n~~ber of equivale~t phase 
co:! d ~ C t: 0 r sis -..:. n e qua 1. 4. I ~ hen t 11 e s p e cia. lou t p -.: 't iss k i ? P e d ( a :. :. < .... ' 
other req~ested o~tp~~ will still be correct) an~ the fo:lowi~g 
QGssage is p=i~ted: 

SPECIAL OU7?UT FOR MUTUALS NOT AP?~rCABLE 70 THIS CAS~ 
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1""' ",1 
'- f"MIN. 

get ~:~e 

-

?age :':-2: 

frequer~cy . 

,. . . . ' • 
• • 

• • • 

, 
;co 

• 
• 

• 

:~e va:~es a~e cc~p~ted 

f~equency scale, with f 

~ . , .. . 
a .l.ogarl. ::::.r::l.C 
Hz. ?u.rl.ch 

: ~~ col. 9-i8 ..:.. 1'r:.i.n ~"'.. -
1 

~C. of decades in col. 60-62 \ 

~O. of ?oints per decade i~ col. 63-65 O:'~ ~:~e 
,~ f:"'eqt.:e::'::j" 

:?UNCH in col. 65-58 ** (~ct yet avai:ab:e) ~ ca.::-rs 

E.rt~ resistivity (col. 1-&), .art~ return eorreet1on (eol. 19·~8), 
;round w1ra .e;mentat1cn (eol. 58), and tn. output options in 
columna lO-35, 31-42, and-54-57 :ttaln tn.1: meaning •• for t~e 
ccnv.nt1o~ .1n91e.fr.q~.ncy ea... All otner par •• etera O~ t~e 
frequency card art ignOred. To octain a nice tacle output (of zero 
and positive-I.qulncy parameter a .s • f~net1cn Of frequency), no~eve:, 
1 •• vt columna lO-l! and 31-42 blink,' ot~.rw11., tn. reqUelted ~attice~ 

:;::C~·:l:::~··:h:n:r::::: ::::n:r:::l:h:ij:::::'ecers 
.;: _per/mile),:3 (radian/ mile) , ~ R (n/r::ile) -, L (IrE/mile) 
~~iii~~(uF/mile) for zero and positive secuence as a 

function of frequency. - • 

I?UNCH > 0 ~.. In addition to printing, the, para:~tergi:' a: 0' e-c, (ze:::"c 
sequence), «1, 61 (positive sequence) and f (Hz) a~e a:50 
punched on cards with the format 5Z1S.S. 

These cards are intended to be used as input :or ~~~~s~e~~3 
?rogra~s which c~~ ha~dle the frequency depende~ce. A~ 
"this ti:ne, only the FOTJRIER T~'\SFOR¥..AT:ON ?rogra..::,~ ca.::. 
acce~t t~e frequency dependence (directly in ~he fo~~ s: 
these cares). 
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7::e .... :.:":e :;:a~~lete!"s C! cve!"':~ead :rar:.s:: .. ::ss:c:-: li.:--:es a.~~ ~ccessa!J" 
i~p~t ~s~a [C~ ~o~e O~ ~ess ~etailed st~dies c~ t~a~s~iss~o~ li~e 
~:--:e~~~.~::a. T~4e s:~~~:'est cc::star::s are tr~e series i~?eca~ce a~c s!-~~~t 
c~pacit:~~e ~or :~~ positive seque~ce as ~se~ i~ po~er flow st~dies. 
T~ese are ~s~al:y ava~:ab:e ~rom tables. O!te~ ~cre detailed li~e 
pa~a~eter5, ~o: available frc~ ta~:es, are ~eed~d. 
accoro i:-'.?~ to t::e r'..8.. t~r'e 0: t::e pr:enc-::-.e'r'.2.: 

be 

(a) Steac:r-state prcjle::-:s at ;;o·..;er freq:-.:e:;.cy. As exa~'Oles, c::e ~ay "..;ar:: 
to s t:.:dy 't::e c--.: r-:-er::t ar:d v'ol tage c:"ssj~.:7'.etry on a ::'o:'":f, ;.:::.tr<1:":s:;csed 
li~e or t~e unec:.:al c~rrer:t distributio~ a~on~ t~e i~~ivid~al cc~-
C'.;.C :'O!"'S of a 8',;:-'.cl7? 00:;(:-":= tor. A::o t::er exa::-:-;le is t::e ir:vcs t:. fa t ion 
of i~d~ced voltages a~d c~~~e~ts in a de-e~erfized li~e ~;~~i~~ 
pa~allel ~it~ a~ e;.e~g~zed l~~e (ve~J ~7.pcrtar.t ~or t~e safety of 
~ainte~ance C~8WS). 

(b) Steady-state ?~o~~e~s at ~~?~e~ frec~encies. ~y?~cal st~dies are 
interfere~ce ~~ ~eig~bo~i~g co~~~~cat:on :i~es, p~cpagat~o~ of 
ha.~.c~..ics Orl an !-i~,,"':C :':'~e ar:o car-rier cO~~t:nica tic!"! C~ po .. ..-;e::- ~:..::es .. 

(c) T~a~$ie~ts prcole~s. Typ~cal st~dies are switc~i~? s~rges a;;d :ig~~~~~g 
surges a~d ~eans of rec~c~~g t~e~ ~ith p:otective gaps, lif~t~~r.g 
arresters, ir:serticn of :-esistcrs in circuit '0 reaKe rs etc. 

':'..z ___ "._- ___ ... -""'_,... "",,_ ... "":";; '-._ 
AJ~"''''- :-'<'\''' ~" __ "' __ • ...., '"'v~~ ...;......, ----.... --~ ,' .. __ <..II..., u .......... v 

_,e. ... __ .'-_ 
0........ ""....,.. """"''vI 

""- ~ • ..; ~ ..L. v""" __ '., .. + 

~owever, ~c~e of t~e~ a~e al~ady ~eeced i~ t:'e cesig~ sta?e; ttc~e:o~~, 
they ::-:~st ~e cO:""i?':.ted beforer~a.~d. ::7e:: af'ter t::e :i~e ::as bee:: b~i::' t, _ '", 
is easier to co~p~te the ;ara~eters with sufficient acc~~ac7. 

7:;e :<: J 0"",::--:;" r:ctes eX?:a:':: :::e '::;lasic fo~;·:.::as :.:sec :,r: t::e C::":-:' :a: 
cC~·Jta tior. of li:-:e pa ra:':'1e -:e ~s. Cc:;:p~.lter ?:-og::-a.:-:;s sl:o--.:ld be as fe:-:e ::;aJ.. as 
possible, t::a t is they s j;o~ld al..:..ow f c:- a::y ~·J..;:ber of cor:d::c'to!'s of ;..;~~::1: 
sor.:e :;:ay be b~.lr:dled a::e ct::e!"'s ;ro'.;.::,:cec, a~d :cr any :r-equer:cy a~d f .... o~.l::d 
resisti"lity. ':'r:.e theory fo-:- s-:;ch o:'cfra;r:s is scattered in. ~ar:Y' pc;;er-s 
and is seldom fc·.!nd in textbooks because ~ost of them a:-e still ?ea~ec tc 
~and co:,:,:p~taticr.s wi th sp€c::"al :o!"':'i'-":.':§s ;0:- each partic~.:lar case. A g:o~c 
sw~~~ is the paper by M.H. ~esse L2~. 

Fir.l Sh0WS the tower conf~f~raticr. 0: t~o parallel three-phase 
cir-cuits with t~i~ bu~rile conductors and o~e rround ~ire. T~e~e a~e 13 
ccnduc~o~s in ti:!s confi~uration. :hey will be called ~hv$ical co~ductors 
to d ist.i~p"'-::'sl: tr;e~ fro~ t::e 6 equi O:la2.e:;.t ?l"..ase cor.cucto!"s wr.io~ a!"e 
obtai~ed a~ter ~ai.~s r.ave jeen ~~~dlec i~to phase co~ductors ~~d afte~ 
the p.rcur.c ~ire !~S been el~~inated f~o~ the associated equations. 
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The vcltar,e drop alc~f- these 13 c~~d~ctcrs is a f~~ctic~ 0: t~e 
ct:.T::"ents. :or ac steacy-sta te CO::1C:' t.io~s, pl:a.sors car:. be '..:sed to e).."";)':'es s 
+~~s ~o~+a~~ C'-"" (~e~a·~vo s~-~ ~ ~+ ~ ~'~~~~c-+ '~A~\'~) "' ............ '" t,- ..... ~ ,u c- I.i.l.. v "'E-.' on ... e ... " .:..a.~o _~ .... .;.. .::.",es c.v:-j. 

r 
J 

with V:. • voltaf"e 
c'..lrrent. 

(Dhasor) from co~r.~ctor i to freunc, 
(phasor) in cond~ctor i, 

or in the reneral case jJ: . ., r lr-' 
- i ~ J' s: \ -:t. 1 

I ~J' L to. L J L 

~i th L \;} • vector cf corxit:.ctor voltages, 
r"l"'r) - ... .. ~ - vector o~ ccncuctor cur~en~s. 

" \ \Jc.. ) 

t~'J".:'tQ.\J+~\.O[L~] is celled the' series i::-:pec.nr;ce ;~atrix; i::5' c0.:-::;:~ex 
"_..:I + ~ '", ~ . . .. ~ - Z ~ p j + . ·f ... • I • + . • ~ .. 

aaJ Sp~"7:e ... r::.c •. ne ,-,J..apcna..L e ... e~e:n.. il II "';'i. .: \A.l.L.i.,::..s "ne ser::.es SBi_ 

impedance per ~nit length of the loop fo~ed by conductor i and trou~d 

~)p.,-(_ 1 ~ -+ ' + ....... ~ .. ec ..Le .. "ers are ~..:sec ,,0 

are used to indicate ~~trices 
indicate q~antities 
and vect'J!"s. 

per 

/ 7·1.,. 
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return. 7~e off-diago:1al ele~e:4t Z.: • 2.'. ::a R ..... jw :., I is the 
,.:i..)( . /<!. X:l - xi 

series ~u~ual i~pedance pe~ ~~i~ .e~gt~ ~etwe~n co~d~c~o:s i a~d 
k. :t ~ay be su~?r~si~q to :i~d resistive terms in t~e ~~t~al 
co~?:i~g. They are i~~rcduced by the presence cf ground and 
desc::::'~e "';"'e ...... \..,ase s)-..;.::- ... ··''''';c'''' "a~es p'ace·......... l' ",~ '- .... :' '" .. • ....... """" ~ th" .. .... .... _......... '.. :.... n ¥ 4 .. e c '0 ~ ~ .l. !",,, 9 .. .M...... .. 

ele~e~~s are calculated ~ith Carsonls formula t ~~lC~ assu~es t~a: 
the earth ~as ~ni:o=~ conductivity and is bounded by a flat pla~e 
with infinite exten~. ~he details are ex?la.ined in appendix la. 
The fo=~ulas i~ most textbooks are derived frc~ Carson's work by 
retaining only t~e first one or t~o ter~s i~ an ~nfinite series. 
This is acceptable at power freque:1cy and for no:::mal cond~ctcr 
spacings. At higher frequencies and for wider spacings, ~owever, 
(e.g. r i~ i~~erference calc~latio~s) these for~ulas ~o~:cl ?rod~ce 
very severe errors. 7herefore, a genera: pu:::pose progra: ~ust ~ave 
a provisio~ ~o ~se ~any =ore terms in the infinite series. 
also explained in appendix lao 

This is 

The Gleme~ts ~f the series i~eda~ce ~atrix are computed fTom tte 
reometry 0(' the tm,:er' co~i?u!"ati("n and fro:::: certain chara~teristics of 
t ;... "'~""""5 ( .,.. ~ s+ ..... e nc'''''''+- """"'a"'i ..; ..... M'~ +-.... ,... """"at ... .; .... 1"1 .. 8 CO,.1.,;~4C",O~ \ Aes ...... o •• C a. _UVeA .. __ .. ~,-, ..... c"d.~Jce 0 ... 8e""." __ C , .. ea •. 
r'adius). Conductor resistance and i~teTr41 i~ductance cha~fe ~ith frequency 
d~e to Skin effect. T~erefore,a fc~u:a for skin effect correction is 
~eeded .A~De;;c:i.x 2 explai~s the ski~ effect for;.:'.lla for tuo'.llar ccnch1ctcrs) 
•• :.-, .. 1"',.. a".::o c""+-e"'s ... ;.-.·e so~~,.. co .... ...:"c ... o- • .,.(+'1") .... ~e""~';'ed resc .... ..:""'+.;;o~ ot:" "';"e ~.;:-",~.~.., >.:: .. . I... -:___, ....... '- " ~, ......... ~_ c:I. .... ,,<;;I....... ...;., .. .;..!'" "' ... :.. ..;. ..... 

suorout~ne SK~~. Strandea concucto~s can De ap~rcx~~atec by a so~ic 
cc~ductcr of identical cross-section. Steel-reir~orced al~~in~~ cables 
could be :.ar:dled as tutrular conductors with the steel cere ig~ored. Note, 
ho~ever! that these approx~~ations ~4y not be valid at hifh freque~cies 
where ~o~e accurate fc~ulas ~~y be needed. A case study of tnis pro~le~ 
is shown i~ arpe~d~ 3. 

of 

Sh~nt capacitance 

the 13 
Fer ac steady 

\\~ 
~~1 

state conditions the ~elationship is 

wi th Q ~ .. charp:e (pha.sor) on conductor per unit ler.gth, 

or in t~e beneral case 

T)... .. "'s 01' Ve'Y't.'e'" '"\ f ~ "'0"" en""" .. 1 ""oe+"I":'",~ e,.,t ,... .... +-..; ..... l""'l ~\} a .... e .. e e..!..emen" J."~""".i..;;;> t" '" 1.>.<:1. .... "" .......... "'.10.. ,·4 u ..... .A \" ... 

cc~puted from the feomet~ of the to~er corSipu~ation and the co~ductor 
r-acii as eX'Plained in appendix 10.. The r..atriX [P'] is s)-n":.:etr-c and real .. 
The inverse relationsr~p 



,... .....-.t _._ 

-- ~-

uses the capacita~ce ~atrix, which is the i~verse of the pct~~tial 
ccef:i~ient matrix: 

A $)':: ta b:e :'::' .. e:ts :'0:1 tee h::::'C:16 is t:--:e Ca.:.:s s-J or-dan or-oces s ;: or ~a t rix 
. - -' in'ter-sicr: ·r:i t:: a.d'lB.~taF·e ta:-<en 0: tte sj~:.:etry L 3J. This :;:;~oc~ss ca~ 

ensily be ~ocified to ~ai.~le ~4trix red~ctions as we::, ~hic~ is ~€edec 
late:- fc~ e:i~:"~at:~..g s~ct ~..;ires a:1d :01'" ~::r:dli~~ cc~~~ct~~s. A~;;e::di.x ~! 
cescribes the s~o,o~t~~e fo~ ~atrix rec~ction or i~versio~. 

t'!''.. ... .,...,... 4 +....... _ .... +- ,..,;.., r (' \ 1 -\' .;.......,., ~ "". . .. '-> ~ .. 
,;, "': C:- . ..,cC _ "o.;.:C~ .'.0. ... A ~ .... _ ~ _s -:-~; •. OC&_ : C ~. ,;. :::'5 mea:-:s " .. 0... the 

diafO~a..l. e1~~ent ·'-'\.c is tt:e S~~ of tr:e s~unt capaci tances pe::- ,~~::.. t :e~;-t:: 

between co~c~o~ i a~d all ot~er concuctors and r~ou~d, tte off-diafa~al 
e ~ e""'L"I~.r C:" • C '. ~ s + .... e ...... e t::1a +-1 ~'.c s,·,...·~~~+ ... car.ac'; +a""c o "",:0"" " ... '" t i e,..r ... '" .J.. ~.~~ .. ..:y \.h *c\...... "" ........ ~ '-...~v....", -..... ~ .... 4 .. v ~- ... :;::: .• -:; .... ~.:. ..., ... 

between cc~ductors ~ c~c K. ix~7;ple for a 3-p~~se circ~it L6j: 

/1"1"/ "'/"t'" r "'::..-.. ',.)$ .... ',.' ... ;.... :"..."/// 

r '-"lIfo! -~·~(''1.5 - {):~ ~'l~ 1 

\ -~ [(\1 =-l-()·l~lS \. \'1 "l. ~ -C·\~4Ci. }. \0 ""f! ~\.~ 
j i 

t "·1""~ - ",.\~~~ \. \~ 'l.5\ i 
j 

J 

For steady state cor.diti~ns, the vector of chnrges (as p~asors) is 
related to the 'Jec.\c'l' o~ \~a.~a..~e ~t~ L-~ J ~~ 

r \ r a.'!' 1 LQ1~--l1:i:j 
~~ 

( S) 

Therefore, the second systec of differential equations is 

The :,lC trices for all nhvsical cc~ductors are an ideal tool :or' 
studyin? unbalanced current distributicn in tundle conductors [21J. 

((, ) 

/ -, ..... 



')"--:~ -- - '" 

i::fO~~}:'0n t.:.8.~ is ',;s'Jal:'y ~:,~tecc:'.~,C:;:~~::,'~Y::. ~~.~\ t~~ P~::~,..._.~,~:~;:~:'('~"',..~e .... ::> 
are of :=-:t2!'€st (i.:l ::'f+ 1 :- .. ~se_ .. ,;:),- c..':c __ ,",'r'>I,+ ~:;e •• c. .. ~_y..;.c:; .... c .. 
t~r'\ !3::/s~.e~s ·,.;i t~ :3 ec:;a :ic~s to :hcse ~i th 6 eOl:a t:'o; .. s fC":- t:~e ~~ase 

..... . .. 
s.:co:::p~:.s::ec 

'"'t- \" ... \" fu~ d.~4 _ ~\lR 
..l. ~ ~ -. 1. - .... ~'d....l. ~ ~ cUt. w. (. \ ) ) c"Y>.cl 

\i 1 '" Q. ~:.- Q.~ } \J I ::. \l ~ . .:: \J ~ ~ c.. ~ ') ) 

etc. The reduced wa~rices (i~ Fig . • 1 6 x 6 ~at=ices) 
are ofte~ called ~atrices for the eauivalen~ ~hase co~c~cto~s. 

3.1 3undlin~ of conductors 

The ~athematical ~!'ocess ~r~cn ~eflects bundling is analofc~s for 
./0)., s~e~.;" """"'+~"'-s !-.~ ... ,......; (2'. "!")..,o ......... .;- -- .; ...... ., ," , .. ..... e sy ....... o. e~"G"';'"" •. \~) c:. •• ", \ Ie .:. ......... ';:;' ... c.:.~, .;.. .... "";:'..L. o~y oe S::O",.;:'1 _or 
eq. (1). Let ~s ass~~e t;'~t cc~c~cto~s i,k,ti~ are to be bu~d:ed to fc~ 
pr~se R. Then the te~i~al CQ~citio~s 

~ - - - -..l.~ • 4 -t- l.l ~ l.m - l~ 

ct 'J ~ ~ J:'J ~ ~ d \J t :: d. \i"'M. = ~£\j '3 
~ t\.};. 6..( d...x. x.. 

~ust be i~t~cd~ced i~to (1). 7he ~irst 
e('l~~a ti(':;~s. ':':-::'s is ~o:;.e by -..;1"i tir:g IR, 

terrr:s of the ~·O~ 

Step 

I 
i 
i 
+.---' 

= 

:..~to ::-.e 
:;y C oi:':f t i:::"s, 

cc"l" ........ ,s .~ () "'" a-e 8.ssl'~ed to ~e +>--e : as'" ones l.n the :nat!'i:x: to :-::al<8 't.:-:e .Jt.~""4 .;'\, \,IH" ~ . ., \J ""'.to. .... \,f 

e~:a~ation ea5ier. The c~r:-ents I"u :~, Im are still in the ec:..:aticr:s. 
T() elimina te tLem, the:-e should be 2ercs in the respective :-0'''';5 of tl"'.e 

23" 
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P.:-:c; e:'':~:':;~:i~~- 'lltt..~;as e~:'.ai~ed i:; a?pe~cix ~, :he ~ec:.lced s:,/ste~~ :Oi 

t~e cc~i'la:e~t ~~ase co~ductnrs 

is obtai;:ec) ''';: th 

:or ?if. : , t~is process reduces the 13 x 13 
co:-:r.uc tor'S to a 6 x 6 ~a trix for t::e pt4ses. 
equations ~c~ld be: 

y~ 1 

Vs ! 
\[- I,' 

~ I::. 
i 

! 
/ 

\Jw f 
..l 

~at~ix fo~ t~e ?~ysical 

In this exa~p:e, the phase 

Fo~ a three-phase si~ple circuit with phases A,3,C, eq. (7) would have 
the form 

r d.\J" I r 
~~i I 
I J. \J f4 I -: ,1:,1 

! -ri* \ 
: \; 
l t'\] 1 • 

t\ ! l r~C j L 

The diafo~.al ele:nent Z\:K is t::'e ser::es self i.~pec:a~ce c: p:-:ase K ~~O::" ~;.e 
leop :-or.:..ed by ?i~ase K and ?ro~JnC return a:ld the off -aiar-onal ele~ent Z! K 
is the series mutual L~?edance oet~een phases r a~d K. The self i7:peciance 
of phase K is net the positive sequence L~pedance. If ~e ass~~e s~~~et~ic 
operation in a tnree-phase single circ-:lit, then the C'.lz:ore:1ts are 

-r __ ~'). IA -r. -r- "'S.\ I"tl\"'~· 
""'1$........ '"' <:l,M.~ ~:::: 0.. ...l. "'" \4."'\.'\\'l 0.. ": ~ 

d.~: . l ~~A. ~ o:~ .. 0. ~~I::, ') TI>. 
---.~~. - ~; 

This pives 

where Zl is the positive seq~ence i~nedance describir.g the ~o~al sy;.~etric 
operation 0: phase A. Eq. (B) is the" sinrle-phase representation of 
s~~etric three-phase operation. 

All derivations in sections 3.1 to 3.3 were carrie~ out :o~ eo. (1). 
~ ... .. . . .. ..... .....~ .. ~e c.::::..,. .. '!"''''_: eo' n~~t :0....... ec;. :\' 2,' ~"\s 8.l..reacy mc:-:.t.:.o!'~eo, ana.l.cro":;s ae:!"'!.va,,_ons :nus .. .,; _ _ _ __ _ 
with the followinp corresponcence: 

2S 



;~ \ 

" C } 

/ ,.. \. 
\ C J 

:a;":es 

(2) takes 

:=-.8 c:.'" 

0: 

the p:'ace of 

---..; ~ 

f-::zll 
... Z". ..J 

rl~ l. j in '., \ 
\.:..) . 

~ote t~at t~e D~OCCSS of b~~dli~2 an~ r~c~na Wlre e:~~i~atio~ ~~st be 
a ~ ~ ... ~ () ,..: "'.", r ~, ... .., .,... a .... "... n.,.. ....... ~.... r- '-(' \ '1 .... l' • ~ 0 "'"' - ~...,.... _ - _ ~ .. 
~i"" --~. ,. ';"-l L. \ J _. :" .. ",. I.o •• a .. ,,0 ~ '-..1 ... - ".~ ca:-a.c ....... a .. ce .. a ... ~.:..x _ 0:' t:-.e 

;;hases :.... \- ~r..o.~~ j is desi:-ed, one fir:ds l r~~",Q.<;'e. J ~~i:-st ar:d tl.en :"::ve~ts 
tr~s s~a::er ~~t~~. ' 

The ~ec~..;cec ~at=-::'c;es : C~ :r:e p~ases a:'e ar: ideal tee: :"c·~'" st .. ;.::/:.:,:f. 
:.:r:balar:ces i:-:. t::e ;;t:ases if the li::s is roct t:-ar:sposec, at ?o~,'e~ .:":-ec~c::cy 
as ~ell as for s~i:c~i~g S'..:~fes. 

In ~h;t {ollows it :s ass~~ed t~4t tte line is ~ct trar:sposec c:- ttat 
than :~e ~ave le~?tt. 
':ollo·,·;ir..g tec:;:;iq~es 

Cu ~ents a:1r! vc: :a?,es i~ t::e o::ases a tone i'recDe::cy are :-e: a ted '~y 
t~~ syste~s 0: r.iffe~e~tial ec~at~cns, 

f d.\J,*~~~ 1 ; 
l C'-X 1 

,( q\ 
\. I J 

r 11". \ \.. \ v J 

It is c~sto~c.ry to :;e~'lect s~·;~t cc::d·:.1cta~ces o-..:.e to leakaf"e <.!.=-:.d cc::-or.a $C 

that the S::'.lnt aC;i;ittance is equal to t:-~e s:';;::.t suscepta::ce. 2.q. (9) <=.;..:-; (::'C) 
are valid for phasors as well as for the Fourier t::-a::.sfo~s if pne~c~e~a 
with ~any frequencies are studied. 

Similarly, a second syste~ of eq~atic~s is cbtained for the cu:-::-ents, 



a:-:d 

-:- /..,~~ -...,c· /"'2) .. ~.{'. "'.... ..;.., ..,... .., . .:.q. \ ........ ; (l.... \.... a:-e :::~ ...... :.c·:,~ ... ,,0 sc.;.ve veca'.1se a..:.. .... '8:-:ascs a:-e co;;~..:..ec, 

or ~at;:e-.atica:':':r, 't::e rr:atrix prCCt!c'ts have of:-dia?or.al ele;o-:e::ts. It is 
~ossible, t.cweve:--, to trar:sfc~ the p~ase q-.:anti t:es i~to ttr;-:ccal!t q~ar;ti ties 
[ \ [ 1" '"'c [1 ".t ... s'J.ch a ;;ay t:-.a t t::e associated ;.:a t:-i.ces a::-e \I ':¥.~~.J c.;: ~~d...~.J .... ~ 

diarcr;sl, 
r , 'i \\6 .., 

L i '\ j L ~l"I\;~ .1 ---dJ.t\.~~ Yl.cJ. ~v:.:k 
syste~ of M ec~ations b~eaks 
~ac~ r~cde ca~ tte~ oe solved 
~~ase c~a~tities are c~anfed 

down ir.to ~ i~de~er.ce~t 
in the sa~e ~ay as a 
to ~cde r.uantities and 

vice versa ~ith a i~~ear tr~nsfo~aticn. For the voltages this is 

a~d 

Then 

or 

'\. 
M 

1 
I 
j ) 

is the QR transformation d~e to Francis [8J. Cnce the ei?enval~es are Kr.o~n, 
the matrix l~l is found by solvi~g t.he equations 

for [~\ J • These co:' ~"::D.s ? re called tteire~V'ecto:-sn; they are :.cer.tic21 ;.;i t::: 
tte col'.lm:1s of the tl"'ansfc~,ation r.-:atrix t~J • Eq. (16) can usually be 
solved by settirw one cc~o:1e:"'.t of[s,1 aro:..tra.rily to 1.0 and solvirw :or 

Z7 



.... ~ ........ - -... - ..... - -.. ..., ~ :~ e e:. ; e :: ow./' e -:: ~ :: =- s :: ~ ~ c;:' \l e....:--: Q:.. g I~ :: _ 

val'..:es ':'s -:.::e l:'.'J'e=se :'':c=a":io;;. sc:-,e::-.c '::~.:e ':0 -";'::":':<:":-:'50;;' t}~!. :-:-'e 
t = a :: s : 0 = ~. a ': .:. 0:: ::-:-. a t -= .:. x C.s:J :.. s ;;. 0 t:. -.: :'. i ~ ~ e 1. y de: i. ;. e d . E a c : ... ~ c c :. '': ::-. :: 
of ~t can be ~ul~i?l:ed with a co~sta~t. 

IZ:L ,e:':~ral, a di.f:ere~t tra=:sfc~aticn :::·:.:st be used :or t:'-.e C',lr'rer.ts: 

r -- ., 
l l.~Q.~ J 
!'"'- i 
L .l",!\\~~ j 

d if': e ~er!t 

'}': 

Their e:;-c;:val',;es are identical, thc'-lfh. HOlolever, ['T] can easily be fou::~ 
fr-o:'!1 [~J ' .. 1 th 

"'!lere [11 w('n:lri be :;::~c~.alized. It could be normalized 'oy f:rst addi::? 
the s~:)a!"es of aJ: e1e:-:er:ts in a colu.r."J1 and taking the scuare root of tL:s 
S"Jm, 

a~d tter: divicing each ele~ent in 

r 

[})) -I 
L 

then r -,...: 
~ \ 1 ~.r' 

no~a.l....:..zec 

( :~\ \ . ; 

It :s easy to ~~ove ttat 
matrix ~r'~uct in (12). First, 

fTl - .. from (18) does indeed di~po~a:~ze 
recall that 

:'"!"'emul t.i~::{ir:? t~~<:I~~Q.~ 1 ["'l\*~] with [1'"3-
1 

and post-r:ml tiplyirlf. · ... i t:: 
is s~en t.e be equal to t 1\) '..;hen compar-ed afai~st (15): 

T!,~ ei:·~nv.:llu.es have a physical mea~~np'. By takinr any or.e ~ode 
(13), say 

28 
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?C::::"' -:; .... :.5 :,ea.5C:"'~, ( - ..... 
\'~'- .;;.- ... --:::.-



',;e see :ha t tz:e p:"Opa.g-a t:'cr: cc:-:stant ~ ~ of 'tte i.nce?e~ce:;.t :~cce ~t:.S t be 

~~ .. ~~ l~\J) 

with 

The s~rre i~~edance of a ~ode is ~ct u~ic~ely 
.... ,...~ .. ~ '" r ....... -. ~..... -.-" ... '"I:'-::-:d\,r:ces ':...~j ar:c ~ij a:-e r:ot t::1 ... c ....... e..;.y c~~::.:1ec:. .... 

i.,e t ;;s recp...;..;. :::a t tr:e s:.:!"';-e .:.:r:pecance cf a s:'::r1e 
by 

~ust fi::--st -:;e fo~~d in medal cl.lanti ties. 
~ no (10) into tl:e r::odal co:::ai::: 

~-------------~--------------~ 
[t::~ J 

they are net r:c:r:-:-:o.::zec. 
?~ase :i::e is de:i~ed 

-- ""'\ l iht.ode J 

30th :r:at:rices are diaponal , w~~cr. can be seen by inse~ti~g 
from (19) ar:.d (18); r )...~ 

lr. 
L 

h 
d...~ ". 

'"\ 

h 
! 
J 

~I"'! -l 
i 

aM I -
Tr:erefore ·,.:e pet 
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Tr-~:s ~ecr;~":-:'::';:l! e:':ec~ is the p:-:.:::a=-:{ reascn :0-:- usi~a: s:~~etrica:' ~C·:-: .. 
""""'e"'+s ..: -~.;..o"'':'; (",1' -·_ .... SA c"a .... ·~ ... .l &:.<7 ;.;. s·",....·~"':c ........ 0 -c.'-e...,·""\p,,...orl .. -.\ ...... ; .. :~_\:t=>_~, ; '""" .... 'w .,.. .. "'io.It/\,_<,). __ ... !' ..... e.. ....... _ 4 ... .,.,."' .................. .;..."'" ....................... __ '<"J'- .""",,,,~ ~'.v_.· ..... '-.. .... ~ 

t::at :.:::'$ 3:.r::pli.:-icat:,c~::'5 Ci'~y ~:-...:.e :0::' t:-a;.sposed 1i:-:e;;. :--s:cre, it 
'ftoDId :e ~~oclish to stuc:r ·~r!t~a:":sposed :~~es ;;i t~ s:v~~~~et:--ic2: cc;-.::c~e~t.s. 
:~stead, cC~.l'Oled eq~~a t:.c::s ir: +~r .. e ?::ase dc·r::ai~. or~cca: t~a:-:s:"'o~a ::.o~s as 
riescribe~ i~ section L should be ~sed !or ~nt~ans?osed :i~es. 

~heoretical:y, tte line ~ould ~ave to ~e cc~ti~~o~sly tra~s=osed to 
~e+ ~C),..,~\-~"" or< ~l""'"~-",,,: '~~s ~ """ .,.. ...... e cc-a~ ~ or- <:~~""'e"''''''''; ca~ cc~~o...-:e""''''<:l 0~ c'"""'''''se C" .... "--~,."",:,,-,, "''1 .~C:: w_ ". -:-:. :.. _ ". "'.+ .. _':'i.~:; 101. _ ... ,-o""""~. 'WI_ v'..... , 

s:...:cn a ..:.::;e o~r:::c't oe 0'..11l..t.: B-.:.t the deco·...;.::;2.i::.S e::ect. is s~il: =ealizec 
w~ ..... ~ s",..:+:.:,.....;O"t"l+- a/tllf"..'· ..... ac ... .(:,... "\. .""'. ~ '" 

.. '-., v. ................ - W #. - '-' v ... ... y"", "-' r ~ .:. n e s w .l ~!';. p: act ~ c a .. t;:- a r. s -
position, as lo~g as 

(a) t::e tra::s?osi t.ic:: sectiGns ::,ave app::--o:x::L-nately ec-...;al 1enrt::, ana 

(b) the lenrt~ of a co~n:ete t~anspcs~ticn cycle (3 sections ~n- a sinr:e 
circuit) is ;:;-';C:: s;:orter ttan t.he ·,..;a",,·e 1enrth of the fre~:n.;:e~cies 
involved in t::e s~...:.dy • 

.3eca~1se of :::e seco::c a sS~;:t?tic!1 s}"'!'!" ... ~etrical cClTrpc!'!ents a:-e of Ii -:. tIe ~Jse 
• • - ..... - ~ -- "!"'. +' - $"-.-.... ..: - ( ..... )..: ... -~ , 'e- '':'' . 5.... . ,.... ... l.n car'l":.e r ~1. c·"" .. ,;; ... $. -... dioS ~"i-i ".:...O~l \ 0 _$" ~~e, ::: !l ::.. ~::. ....... e~:.ss:..o.:.e ,.0 

eC~1c: J ize :r:e se:-:'es i;;,.;:er.a~ces by tbe:n.sel ves and to e~ua~;ze tt.e sr~!1:!t 

can2cit.a::ces "'.' tr.e:"':se:'-;es •. ':'he :::=ocess will only be §ho·...;~ for t:.:-.e se~:"es 
i~?ecia~ces because i~ is analogo~s for the sh~nt:. 
capacita:1ces. 

cc~'Oor:.ents for three-'D:-~ase 

as 
?~~ ~ :i~;l~ ~~~~~-~~a~~ ~i~:~~~ t~c~~ 

s:~nw:: lor: ;':.~. 3. :act co::.ductor occu:pies 
1. .: 0 

~ Ie ~ S 
'rt\ ~ : J 

A ~ \ 

~'" \: 

c:- ~ 

@ ® 
r:::;::; 

® 

ci:--C':1i ts 

.:- --.., ... - --- ... ~-- ..... ~ ..... ~""~~. -:~. 
... ..:,;) VJ.~.J '_·J.;.e Jl'tc."Y v.;,. ~! .::~ .. ~: ..... ·v":'_ '--:...:......;.~ 

all 3 possible loca~~c~s i,~,~ 
~ithin a c~~~:ete 
trar.s~csitic:: cyc:e 
of 3 sectior.s I, :: 
and :. T:.e ".,c: -tafe 
drop ?e~ ~~it :e~r~h 
is the s~~ of t::e 
voltage drops l.n t~e 
3 sectior.s;*) 

Fir. 3. 7ransposition for si~r:e circuit. 

For each section t~e series i~pedance ~s 

- -----. 
'*) 

4'-, is used for 
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\ ! I i 'Z, \J .: 

~ . ~ \ ': , 
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~~C \ ~ 

J ~ 

t~a~ we see t~~t 

l i--
\ ..L~ 

j. 
1"4 \ !---.. i L~ ~ 

! 
\ 

\ 
J 

"\ 

i 
! 

r 
\ 

\ 
J 

~e~e:--:bp:-i ~r: t.:;a t Z~ 2% Z!-r..~ etc. in ,( 22) 
for se:f a~d ~u~~a: i~?eca~cesl 

and introduci~g average val~es 

or;e pets 

~~ "C t l~~~+~~ +?~M ') 
£~ ~ ~ l~~ ~ ~~n\~~~) 

2~ -, 
~,.: I 
~~ j 

·,''''e'"e .,,~"1 d" ... ..,.o~a; o~,::>~e ....... s (lIse"~;!) ~-d r. ..... c':. ... -:-ror.a' o~~-e~+<:: (:! .............. ,":'.~_.::::.,_.1!\/. 'flf ... _ (;0..;... ... _c; ....... V~_;4 ..... '.1 \ ...... _ c...: • ............... -..o.~ .~ ~ .... __ ,. ~"Y...... '¥" ...... 

a~e p.q~al a~~~~ the~selves.*7~is ~s r;ct teo sur?risi~g oecause t~a~s~rs~:icr; :s 
';sec i.:: ::-;e :~i:,s t place to equal:'ze t~e i.'::pecar:ces. 

S~~etrical cc~~onents are obtai~ed thro~gh tte li~ear :~a~s:~~a:ic~s 
(identical for voltares a~d c~rrents) 

I ~:~l :: 

! 

L -r~~~.j 

and 
~ 

I : 

~~j 

1.~. i 
I 

'"' i """~'J 
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The diaf(;::al :o~ of t:-:e :7".atrix i:l eq. (25b) p:-oves t:-.at the equations 
do indeed beco~e ceco~?led. 

?ositive a~d ~ef.ative secue~ce c~a~tities a:-e ice~t~cal. ~he ze~o 
(; ~~ ;;:;$ i. -: i ~.te sec :.!e~ce se:-ies :-e::"'5 tar'~ce a~d :.!"":cucta~ce a~e a. .:,...·..1~C t i c:-: 0:" 

t.r.e :"~eC'.1e~c:{ Ci~ ~l~\).,.~! ,i.;,-! ?ig. L • ..:.~:: :::~:.-:it~~':~ ~=-~:r-j~~t:::. ~-:--p ~r":ce~er;.tjer:.'t 

of f :-ec~er:c:v". 

te carr'.v Gt:.t ~.~e a,te:-E.,F"i::.p' ~:-ccess c:.:"' 
:rr:D..:r:a~ce ~at~~:ix f'or t:~e :;n:~az:spcsec 

yielriir:r-

:::~i s :.s -:~.e 

~ct 
I 2'1 ..... \ ';:',..,... ~ ... eq. \ 4, ..... ). ... •• s vee"" ::-:e 

:~~e car. be trans:c~ec 

! 

1 -r1 

\ ~~·I(.e'\e 
:-

::ecessa:-y 
se~ies 

The diaFo~al c:cments are the desired seq~ence quantities. The o!f-
riiap'nr:D.} ele~er.ts are r."t zero a~~~ore. 7::ei:- values are usef::l 
u~trans~csed lines because ttey' s~aw 
m!antities. Often, ~l::~a..Lance factors 

pos ... ' 

~I ! 
'-- - zero- i 

~.: ~ ~ .: ~~. a.. :. ~ :: -=.. :: =- ~:: :-. a. s . :-: 0 

~~c:o~sa:~ays ca~ce_ :: ~ -: :-. e s ;", d ~.:,. :. ~ c ~I'>-":; ""',-1 ; ~_.~_~ ~_: .=>_= .... ; =-,: ::.."c ~"'_' __ ,:: e c Co ''':' S e : ..... e 
~~:JG:"":':::-: '._-' ~ I- ~ r __ "= .... ____ .:_ ':-:::~/~·2;·~"~~ --

- ~ 
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5.2 

The ideas of tra~spnsition can ~e exte~ded to dc~hle circ~its 
(2 three-pr.ase ci:-cui ts on <"ne 'tower). :!o .... evez-, 'there ·,.;i:":' a:'~2ys ':)e 
c01;plinf~ between t:;e zero sec~=ences of the two ci:-cui ts. .~.:;penc ix 5 gi ':es 
a summary of ti:e pert:'nent res':;.l ts fo!" the do~;ble circuit lir:e. 

In peneral, the transformation for K three-phase circuits ~~S the 

r :-S'y\ 
\ ~ . .l . 

'!' . r.~1· .. t •• 
1 l... ., 

I [~1 

r 
i 

\ 
l 
l 
~ ~-~ 

l~"')·l~\cL'~ ~~-Y\x. 
"--- -..,----

,~ ~ '\ ~, 
~ .... ~<:.~. ~~':V-.~. 

~2CI 



-:. - ---< 

2nd \" ~~ 
circuit < ~es 

i '!'\e~· .. 

Coviously, the ec~ality 

must be t~..:te. 

?as= ""'I" ,,'" 4 __ -4 

1st 
c~~cuit ci~~~:t 
~ r- ,"""--
~,f\~<t"~,, ~~;~~'l~' 

matrix sy:::-:.:netric 
;vi t.h rc·,.;s and 
co..:.:.;:.r:;ns i~ 

indicated order 

5.3 Kar~enbauerts trans:o~aticn 

I 
1 
i 
r 

! 
! 
f 
1 
< 

See section h.1 of SL??1;:';';V;':::::2 to paper HDir=i tal cc;,:,;:~ter 
solution of electromarnetic transients in si!"1f.le ar.d :nul tiphase r:ett-!0:"ks:: 
by H.W. Dommel, dated April 1970. 

S.L Symmetrical c~mpo~e~ts :c~ t~c-co:e 2V:C lir.e 

The idea of s~~etrical components can :'e feneralized to X pr.ases. 
Therefore, it can also ~e used for two-pole H\rDC lines. 'I'he!"e a:"e sc::"',e 
arru:nents, however, whe:::e'?" it is 'Wi~e to 't:se t!:e words Hs):r .. ~et:-ical 
compo::;,ents 1f and Itzero a!';<"! pcsi ti 'Ie sequence:'. Ir:deed, ze!"o seCi.!er:.ce a:-:ri 
posi ti va seauer:ce of a two-pole syrr .. 1'!!etric lir:.8 are icentical~i.t\-. tte fr-~:.lr:d 
mode and metallic ~0de of Karrenba~erls transformation. 

There is no need to transncse a s~~et~ic two-pole li~e with co~
~uctcrs at equal heirht, because the i~pedances are already eQ~al, wi~~ 
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~~t,!:t!.i !'\.;~~\~~~':l'~lt th-:.. l~.~:~ o:;:;{ :r.)": ;:-,~:.:~:..~ .. · ... s:!.itc cO~lodi tio:1r; (.: ... :·,~,~·..!.f ... ~. :~./ c. t 

lcnct:~ fl.~~d.); t.l:c~r c:.'rl!:~): be \.~~s:.i ':0:':- t~~!""."5.:..c~t pt~ .. ::o~(;!~:~ r~~::' Ci'.'.! ::~ 
info,::1'l::\. -: ic~: b~~ t\"(~ en t h-:-· t.c:i:::~iz:~ls alc::.C' "'..he line. 

; ~ ~ ~ . 
L ... , l ; 

) -- - ..... , 

i .... ..., .. ., ! 1 (-"l ' 
'Mhere ... 't 1'~' L V 2J, L 11.l t I.. .l.2J are the vol tage and current vee to=~ at ooth 

tercinals. If the li::",;.c has M phc.se~, then: Y
t 

... J, l y -i are 
::-8.:-:.5 r er ehu:1t -" 

Yo x M matrices er.d (27) is a ays tC::l 0 f 2?1. equations. 
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r 

It is well k~own 

v 
"'t=8.:-:.sfar 

.r , .. -
E 

• (.A_,,\.v 
I) .to. transfer 

,,----. .: , 
B.. \:.~ -sinh 

t )t 

a f:;.r:.ctic:1 of 
lcr.t;t~~, t·:Jr.:n 

and Y :....~.~~ s .......... '" 

is 

s • ler:c;th cf lir;c 
z'=scri~s i~p~~~~cc 

yfwshunt ~d=itt~~cc 

for c 

!"\~- ,. ...... ~ + rt,;- -"""" .... .# 

-. 0. .... }"" "''' .. ,tJv .... - ............. 

z • 1/Y t :-~._.' ~ _t", ~ r ~ S • Z t t=a.nsfcr ... ~ :..; ~ 
for S «\ 

Th:'~ is sO;:l':!ti:-:9:s c3.11ed. the :10:;45.:1::;.1 rt in ccnt:::-ast to th9 CXo.ct ec;.u.i V3;, e:'l.t 
st. 

For transpcsee lines each sequence is co~puted i~de?ence~tly ~i~~ 
aq. \28). The sol:.:-::'c!"! i.s ~ .. o=e difficu.lt. :or ~:;.t=a:;.s?osec. li.::es f _ ...... ~._ 

case, the scalar eq~aticns~{~8) ca~ be generalized :or ~he ~~ltip~~se 
li::e by :..:sing eige:1values ~4j . A c.:'ffe::ez;.t approach is '.lsed in 3?A' s 
program, which was indicated in a disc~ssion to ref. 4 :"y :.;. 
First. choose an incre!':"',ental length ~ S ·which is sno:'t. e:;O~g:; 
the use of equa.tion (29). 

re:.lpccti vo eqiJi valent ::'J.1 ti-'i'l 

~s 
IX -

2 -

., 
Vt : 
.. _1 

r LZtJ ~ 
with? 

(LyrJ:z 

then has 

ser:' cs :::..r::pede..~c e 

"."., ..... 4. "¥OO\ ~ ~,~ .. ,~.......,.""' __ h 

If t\· .. ., ~t:sh c-";'l~i.valc~t!.> ~,:"'C :10'« cor:...'1ccted in s'.::cies (Fig.7), 0::>:': 5E:c,:; c'.. 
!l~'\;' c:~~.~i·i~·,1.c:!"!.t ,::or thn do:.:..'t>:ed l{.."::.e~.h 2'~\5 aft'2!." clir;ii!:5.t.i:;'J .. :-;,:: }:;~~;~ive 
n~?, ........ ,ff ""O,l, ... S r~\ i~ + .......... <3·· ....... "'''" of" ';t," ""1"'\.:,,,,"1> ... ...,·'~ .. "Ol"l... ' .... ,-,,<":"';c':c'·· '\ ... .:.- .. 

....... 'i. _J ;. .. ..:.._- \.:'..1 •• y ........ • :'I. J ·w,...... .. /' .. ..... ·..,.r.IIr ....... , v ................... ~ .... "' ... ...". I'\ ........... ~ ......... ~ ~~.., t".; ....... """ ...... -

.,..·n .. ..;o""" ("' .... ,. .. ""'- ....... ~f... A'V""~f".)"~'~~ ''''' -""!"'\c",~.,:,~ r'~~\"r;, "t,\"'h"'';...,- ,r .... '""~ ~l".("'~ ".,~ ... .:_v ..... &.4 <roool-',;' ........ j,.. ,J.. ..... ";AJ..IJ\.* .... • ... ~..i.. ......... <'.\.r~· .... • ........ A "'. ... •• _;;. ...... "'\4; __ •• :....", 0 ... "" .. ~t="# ..:.._ .. ',~'.,,~ .... .: 

z~4~ic.:) cc:·;~-:c.\ctiO.,.l of th"': l::.t-:=::t, c~~.t.iv~~).t:::t= ;-c'i:1 fino.lly 1:.;.::: t~ ,~:l c::~;:\;

e.J.C:l.t fo::,' th~ d0~5.rJd j~r..s::.h 5, vi~. cq;.d"(\.':.le!'ltn [O"':I::.S, 2:\5, 463, Dde, • ~ 

( c'.... {~ c' r'" ,.., su .... ·n +'.......... ,..,t.: AS' .. " 0'"'1' ""l' .~ .,.... .. 1", ... .,.... -i "" 0 ...... \ I"~ ... 0 ~ .... .;.,,~ n,)·>c... v. If'«;' .. '-' :::/I S w~ .. n:c. p ~ '" \:_ l"'-'-bl.,;~, _" .\.~. w 

A.C"r'lvc CX:':~:~tl'y ;~t t:!~ J~~r:~~h s). 'l1'i~'O bounds r:\.-1st be te:--:cn ir:to c..~C():~:r:t i:: 
ih.-:: ci:oJ C·) of A 5; 0:4 one h,:.nd 3 t ~,:lo'.tld be f>~a.ll c.r.();.~.Jh to ~;';"':~ .. :' fy ::::'> ;.;.£': ''; 

0 .,.. c~ :"'~) o~ t"" .... o.,.'\..,,",~ h"'''''~ {+ """r:"\·.::.~d >'lot be so o~nll as to CEl.',;:;e serio~:~ .... '!.,'-.j, ".~ " .......... 1.'t:,.;"... AQ...i..""""' ..... Wg .. _...;. ..... 

ro~!".1-off er ... ·vt"S a.::.d a..."l excessivC' nu..::.oer of doubli::.g proccdu:::-t:::;. Appc::.d.ix 
7 ShO'HS ho .... 113 is choJen by the co=:?tlcer. With this choice, the vnl:.:.t:s fo= 
the oinglc-p!l.:l:3e lin ... ~ of Fig. b co!:pare at 800 miles with the ext.ct val UQ:J 

as [01101($ (A s was '2.5 oiles): 
y ~~ --~o transfer "'4 ............ ". 

through $ucce~3ive do~bling o.16800-j2.5881 

exact O.16800-j2 .. 5883 

Y).. .. in :::::.ho 
s ..... un ... 

O.13546+j2.8073 

O.13548+j2.8074 

For a. tr..:-ee-phs.se li~le of 200 t:ile3, '.lscd in. ref. 4, the results h~d. <J. 

~axi=~~ rclctiv~ e:-ror in ~~Jnit~d~ of ;.10-4 and a ~axi~~~ pha3e e==o= 
of 0.030 i:1 the trcmo ':e:- im!Jecl.anc~ a.. .. ·Hl shunt n.d.::li t ta-::.ce ele::e::.t s. 
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be 
In interference st~dies t~e c~~~ent !~ the fro~~a wires ~~st a:so 

k~C'N~. }.s ir:cica.'ted ...... the s~e'tc:-., a zero sec-:;er:ce C"..l~:,(;r:~ :'r: ·.he 
:1:3 $~ 

~ 
.lc .",., 

7777l/77??'rl 

p~ases returns pa rt1:v" t~ .. :-c~~::. :.~~ P"~C~: :-~d 

wire. :~.is ~:-o~~::d ;vi~e c~:r~e::t ca~cels ~art 
of the voltaRe i~d~ced in ~e:;~bc~i~~ 
co~~u~caticn lines by the zero sec~e~ce 
current, t:-~·..!s acti.:-..g a.s a nscreer::1 :cr-

it is necessa.r-y to recover 

maf~etic ~~d~ct~c~. Si~ce tte ::~e const~~~s 
~or;:;.a.lly usee ha\t"e the r~o~nd ~~: ~es e:i.::i~a tee, 

the rro~nd c~~re~t. Fo~ :~e case i~dicated i~ 
the ske tc: ..... ":i t~ all 3 phases bt:.:::dled to Si~t!:"d te zero seq:.:e::ce o;)e ra t:';;r:, 
one wo~lri have a syste~ of 2 eq"..lations 

r - ~\JG 1 
\ -u-! 
L Q j 

sec(')nd ec~ation pe~its the recovery of t!1e current 

is called the sc~eeni~g 

factor. 7he i~Dedances are: 

T:ten 

7!1; '=' self i::.pedar:.ce of grou:;.d ·,.;:'re 

~utual i~peda~ce betwee~ zero seq~e~ce 
conductors ar.d gro:.:nc wire. 

of ~::ase 

The ~dea can easily be ger.eralized for the multiphase ~~~e. Let 

Ii' 111: subset of 
,.... 

= St10set of u 

all p!"..ases 
all rround 

r I] 
L t.ft= 

r -::;1 1 
L zGt= J 

(after ~~:ldlin? r..as been ca~r-:'ed ...... ~"i+ '. v .......... ,) 

-wire:, 

F!"cm this, t.he recovery (')1' currents in the f'rc{~nd ;.;ires is seen to be 
_1 

r 1 i .,... 1 :T_ ~-,..., i!-:7 
l.. ..J..'O ..i L 'Z:.CQr J L Z:G~ ... 

\... J 
Y 

Sc reenir.g ma t ri:x: 

The screeninr ~~trix is the tra~sposec of the ~istributio~ facto~ ~a:~ix 



. as :; ':"" . ''-~ 
•• _. -.IV", 

a~~·e;-:~~x .~, ~:~~ ::--~r:s~cse~ G:'S~:-:'·~·":::'c·:: ':~~,:tc:r ~:a:~:'x a~c, :r .. e~e:"::-e, 
t~e sc~e-=r::;.? ~n :~:Lx, are di:-ectly o~tai:1ed as a ·~y .. ~::-cct:.ct c:..~ ":.::e 
reM~ctio~ o~ocess. 

F':.;-. g S:-:'0""3 t:;e pr.ase c~:,,;ents !on t::e 2 poles of ar1 ii~t:C lir:.e :07:" 
t .• ~.e s·_: X! .~, "'.'.a !"""".,("';.'I".,~_. ~ l (t..~ ~ z) ~ s a .;',:,~"""A""; 0"'" ;-0.:" ~.: ~e ~"s'" ~ .... c.,::) t;"~e "...." ............ e ....... e - - - ',.,I'-'V" e ... _ .. "",,- '., v • ..:.._ ... \".0 ... :..c: •• ".. _ •• '-,- •••• ",.., 
-t"n .~Q <#o",c t'J .... ,,'.'\ • ., ..... ~ "~""es !';t;' .~;)~ • ""',cl!'. ~""('\",,.,......,...: .'':'''e ':J~ r.;:- • .,.....:.~ ....... 
........ \.t .. ,,,,,,,, .... <I¥ ~ .. \#\,,~.~ ... I' ...... ~ \ __ ..-. .'_" . ........,. .:.. .... ,,;,. ~ ~ • ...,',,",,_.u 1't ...... , 1, ...... '_.-..;. • ...... :- #""w 

r~c~~d ~~~e) w~ic~ are a:so plotted were recovered with tte screeni~~ ~at~~x 
mer.tio~e~ abcve [7J. 

Se~ented ?ro~~d Nires 
~~pted andtnsulated at ceT'''tair. 
i::ter\"als to -:::event t::e :: ow of" 
ci :r-c'!lla t:'r;.r c't.:!"rerrts. :7: ef: ec t, :::A.~l 
act as an e:ectro$t~t~c s~ie:d. 
SeS'rr:ented f.rou~d ·..;i res wi:: :1ot car~;,' 

any not.iceable cu~ent as .:..cng: as :t::e~ ...... e len?th of :he pa1"ticula:" f~ec':er:cy 
• . ~ . . ... ' ., . , -r ft1<\s'l!' -- ".,+ a"'': ..., .; - .. ~ ,..."(' 1 ':"',...'; ~ .. ....... .., "" lS muc r; ~ a !'rer 't: ~a n "De ~enrtr! 0.... et=-~He .... \.I ..., ....... 0." ... :l \,j~'" ~a_. .", •• 5 .... 5 "- .... ~e (:; v 

po<;.;er r:rec~~er:cy jut is r:ot t;-...:e at !~irher :requencies associated ",.i th lif::t:::~f' 
sur-res. ?or swi tc::inf s~zrfes it mayor :::.ay not be t:rJe. 

'lhe nature of 'L;;e ser:e~taticn is take::;. into acccur:t ~y ~.::'e 
pro~nd ";ires i:l tr:e cc~·;.:ta ticr: c: tLe series iinpeda::ce :natrix but ccnside~:':-:? 
them in the computa tion cf the s:-.unt capacitance rna trix. 
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?2S-= ~_-::~ 

C~ass~=a: ~~x~boo~s a:ways aq~a~e :~e ;osi::~e se~~e~=e 

= e s :i. s t 2l :: ::.:: .f'tt~ i.. ~ ~-:. ~ :-: e ,~ 0 :-.. C ~ c ~ 0 ': ~ ~ sis ~ a :;. c e (f 0 :: ~ +..l :: ci :. e c 0 ~.::' ~ c ~ 0 :- S 

=cs~s:a~=e ~o= i~divid~al co~~~c~or 
K :; r: '''; ~ ~ c ~ c: :.: :; :: 2: :; c ~ 0 r s .:..:'~ :: '...: :-: d :. e possibly co==ec~ed 
for cc~~~~:o= ski~ e:~ec~. ~he val~es obtai~ed ~it~ ~he exac~ 
fo==.~:as ~ay dif:er slightly fer ~wo reaso~s: 

Cal 7he ;ro~~d =etu=~ in~:uences the pcsiti7e seq~ence 
i~peda~=~ s:igh~:y which is ~ot bor~e o~t by 
classical for=~:as. ~he inf:uence is us~ally very 
s~all at 60 Hz but ~ay ~eco~e noticeable at higher 
f=eq~e~cies. 

{b) 7he ?resence of grc~nd wires ~ay ~ave a ~o~iceable 

effect on t~e positive sequence i~?edance. A 
par~ic~lar case at 60 Hz gave 

R ~ 0 ~~57 conductor .~o ~ /~ile 

R ., 
pos.j.t.l.ve 0.0703 J'\.. /mile~ 

.. ,... w ~.:. c.~ is 

6-1/2\ higher 

~his difference is pri~arily caused by the ?resence of 
a grou:-:d o.-lire. Even ~nde= sy~~e~ric (positive seq~ence) 
operation the voltages i~duced i~ the ground ~ire by 
the sy~~e~ric c~rrents i~ the 3 phases will not ca~cel 
e n t ire 1 y bee a 1.;. s e ~ h e dis t a ~ c e s f.r o:n the ? has e con due ~ 0 r S r---

+- .;... ,.... ,...,.... '" '" ':1""1 ..:: • ~ .... A .., .,.:; ..... ~ ~ 0 .&: r .... ...... ,..,.. , '" .. "., ~ .. ~ .. ~,... ,:(.,. . '- 0 ..... e '=' _ 0 .... •. .... H ... _ _ a ...... I ..... e ... __ c _ e, _ .. e , ....... _ .... a ... _ ... ? e c::. a .. '"' e s __ :_ 
.,.... ... tII·... ~ "!,. ... ... ""," ~ ~.. ~ ,.... ~ ."... ~ .:. _ .; _ .: ...... ...:;: , .. _ A .~~:.;. .. a _ e ...:. S ... a ... _! ,. C.. Q.":' ... e c:. ... a... . ~ .. e _ e .. ; a .;. .... H g _ ...... ___ e -

vol~age ~ill ca~se a c~rc~~a~i~g =ur=e~~ (~e~~=~ ~~=o~;~ 

gro~nd); t~e associated :osses are pro?ortio~a: ~o t~e 

positive sequence c~r=ent and are accoun~ec :cr by an 
increase in ~he posi~ive se~~ence resista~ce. ~:~.:..s 

effect wi:: not ~how up with seg~e~~ation 0: grcu~ci 

wires. As a ~atter c: fact, this is the =easo~ :or 
using seg~entaticn. 

.,. .... 
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?:-'cg!'a..ll. ~~c,=.i£i.cat:ior:s ca.-: z,e ::" .. ate, ::o~Ne~/er:) for ~...:.se~s "N~:-.'~ h~a.::~ 



f~n~s t~e ac =csist~~=e a~~ the i~~e=~al ac reacta~ce {cxp:a~~~io~ 
o f rf i::. t c :-- :: a :. t: :..:; a .? p e ~ c. i x 2) ~ 0 =- t ~ b u : a l.- co:;. C. :.:. c t. 0 .= sat a :-' .. y f.: e '-~ . ...;. c :--~ C:i* " 

7he so:~d rou~d co~i~c~o~ is a special case w~ic~ ~s a~~o~a~ic~::y 
i. ::~ c .: u deC. • 

a = de =esis~ance in 

FREQ ':.::-equency i~ Hz 

':':-: c :.~S-= 2 a.rg~::-;e!1~s a.re ~he res~: .... <"" 
.. ;.> : 

RF :c::J ac resi..s::ar~ce - '" v'1 /::;;':e 

,/1,. /~:"le at:: t:-.e speci.::ie::: 
==~quency; 

... .;: ....... 

= R 
RF O.S0559135E-3*?~2Q 

2. ?or~u:~ ~se~: Exact fo=~~:a is ;~ven ~~ appendix 2, 
nu~erical procedure is also described. I~ the poly~o=ial 
i~a~ion frohl ~ef. 16, a:l Ke:vi~ an~ 3essc: fu~c~io~s a~e 

by ( 1+ f , exp - __ v-X f 
, V?: / 

to ~void too 

(this fac~or c~nccl~ c~t si~cc 

de~o~i~ato~ of t~o skin ef£cc~ for~~l~). 

~ "'10: "II, ... .; ...... ~ .: r. .. : 
4"~ ..... _ "'"' _;:::' ....... __ _ 



?age 2:-54 

;) : :1£ ~ S : c ~~ : a E ( 2 0) I F 3 ::::; ( 2 0) I F K E ( 2 0) I F K E:' ( 2 0 ; 
REA~ KERD/KE:~/KER,KE: 

the facto::s :be e~c. are defi~cd i~ da~a state~o~~ 

f 

F t 
t 15.:".0.99.';);°; S.GE.O. 

"/';:'::E 0: S .,<"10.2) I r 7" 
lfi=ite {6.2 S 

" i - 0 .... _ a" ( " f'I •• _ ... ".'. ~J !. .. , _: n """ j::: _ '." Iw \ '" V n. .~ ~ •• - -

. s t.o p 
I 

31 52 Q S*S I 
i 53 :1:% (l.0-52) *R : 
1 R2 = :REQ*o.4C447306E-02/ 53 1 

T 

Q2 :;; R2*S2 
i X Q SQRT (Q2) 
!X2 t:t Q2/64.0 

!3ACK =: :2 

! !F(X2.:'E .. l.O)'go to lOa j 

f':..lnc~ions fe:: 
i co to. 20e ............ "' ' 

j 

argu~ent .G':'.8. 

r 1x S,-R ..... '''''>2' i oJ l I: "' .... 1.';<' I i 

-------------tpoc"""1i x 2 = R2/ 6 -4 • 0 !I' 

!~'Ql'\I""Y = '1 r--··-·· - r 

rF(X2.r..,E.l.C) go to 100 

Kelvin functions for 
arg· ... ::-.e!1t .GT.8. 

gp t.o 200 
----------------------~ 

~ ,-
::&:$ B-:;:"~ 6t '" -.~ 

! H :;; BE! 
f -::- ::I' BERD 
( 

.,. 
I 

,. 
----'---.... S.!..T. 0.000001 j 

t F 
. G = G+A*.KER-B*KEI 
; 

l H = H+A*KE!+E*l<ER 
.... = E+A.*KSRD-B*.KEI::) 
F ::I F+A*KE:D+B*,KERD 

+ 
7 52 ~ X*S3*O. 5/ {E**2+F**2} .. 

RF = (-H*E+G*F) ~S2 
X:F = (G*E+H*F) *S2 

... 
i R'!:'~~· 1 l - ....... 

I 
t 

arg\;.:rl.en -:. • LE. 8 .. 



100 z ct X2 
EER 
BE! - 0.0 
BERD ClJ 0.0 
3E!D .. 
KERD 
KEZD .. 

0.0 
0.211392:7 

KER ct -0.57721566 
KE: a 0.0 

de 103 K • 1,14 

· :.::: . s. 

~------:F(:AL~.EQ.l) go to 
BER=BER+FEE{K)*Z 
BE!D=BE!~+FBED'K)*Z 

!F(S.:'T.O.OOCOOl) qO 'to 102, 
KE!D=KEID+FKED(K}*Z ' 

~lOl 

102 

103 

IF(:::SACK.EQ.2) 0'0 to 102 • iJ 
KERaKER+FKE{K)*Z ;,:) 
go to 10:2 --------...:....-~I i 

3E:=SEI+FBEiK)*Z 
BERD=BERD+:SED{K)*Z 
::-(S.:.:r.O.OOOOO:') go 
KERO=KERD+FKED(K)*Z 
--~- ......... ".... ... """"'-""" .... , .&...-

-~ \_~~~~·~~.~I SV wV 

KEI=KS:+FKE(K)*Z 

!AL':'aI-IALT 

- .-......---
1 

t 
\ B~":"':"\l:B'\"!:""'D:II\'X ! { .." .... .., :;;:)w-. . 

I BERD=E.s RD:II\' X I 

II 
~ ~ 

_
____________ ...... ~T~~iS ~m ~ ~~o~~~ (------ r • ....,;,.., v .. 'W...,; V\.J_ 

1 
I 
t 

i 
: 
} 

i XL= a~og (X*O.5} 
; 

i KERD=-XL*BERO-SER/X+3E!O*O.785398163 
l KE!D=-XL*BE!O-3E!/X-BERD*O.78S398163 

, -r ,..---_..l-l--...., 
f -----,------""4I111t--<-' --ii ... '::: l\. ,.. 'V' .... ,.., 2 l i·.."n.'-' .... ·w~. 
i i 1 __ .' _____ . ___ . , r 

rKER=-XL*BER+BE:*O.785398163 
lKE!=-XL*BEI-BER*O.78S398163 

+KER 
+KEI 

~-----------------------------------------------

"-----------1 ......... 104 go to 6 t 4 ) I ! SAC:< 1 
~~------------------~- + 

52 

+X*KERD: 
+x ,*V'';:",.~1 ;:......, .. ;.;1 



?age 

c CA~C~tA7:C~S OF KE~Vr~-FUNC7!C~S FOR ARG~MENT.G~.8 

2 "''''' vv X2 m a.o/X; 2 ~ X2 
BER - O. 

! 
! 
~ 

ir:itia.Jizing fol"": 

BE! ~ -C.392699l . 
BERD a BER;BE::=3E! I 
K~R a 0.7071.068 
XZ:: - KER 
KERD • KER 
XE:D a: KEr 

I 

~ 

i 
I 

'" -.. ( \ 
:: ~\X) 

) e(-X) 

} ¢ eX) 
} ¢ C-x) 

r---
; 

---.1-------"1 
de 203 K=l, 6 

7HETAR=FSE(K+14)*Z 
THETAI=FBED(K+14}*Z 
?H::RQFKE(K+14)*Z 
PH!:=FKED(K+14)*Z 

BER=SER+THETARtBE:=BZ:+THETA! 
KER=KER+PH!R;KZ!uKS!+?s:r 

_----..... iIIIld---:F(::A:.'Z'.EQ.l) qo to 201 t -
1 BERC=BERD+THETAR;BEID-SE!D+THETA! 
! KERD=KERD+?HIR;KE!DaKEID+PS:: 

! i 
go to 202 

!LOl 
j 

BERD=BERD-THETAR:3EID=3E!~-THETAI 

KERD=KERD-PH:R;KEID=KEID-?H!! 

203 Z = Z*X2 

XL = X*1.41421356 
7HETAR = -XL+3ERD 
THETA: = -XL+BSZD 
Z == SQRT(X) 
X2 = 0.398942280/Z 
z = 1.2S331414/Z*EXP(T~ETAa) 
FR '* Z* C10S {THETA!) 

J 

} V.;:-:o x rea.} pa.rt 
}t!K-e 

F! • Z*S!N(THZTA:} 
X2 ::: X2*EXP(BER) 
THETAR a X2* cos (3E! ) 

I 
I THETA! = X2*S!N{BE!) ! 

Z = -FR*KERD+F:*KE!D 1 
KErD = -FR*KE!D-F!*KERD i 

KER;:) = Z 1 
BERD = THETAR*KER-THETA!*KEI-KEID*O.3183098861 
gE!~ = THETAR*KE!+THETA:*KER~KERD*c.31a3c98s61 
KER c FR I: 

KE! = r! 
3ER = THETAR-KZ:*C.31S309886 
BE: ~ THETA!+KER*O.3183C9S86 

go toe 6 , 4 ), : BACK I , 

} .; (x) 

}ker'-t-j kej' 
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Li::es lt
, 

205:-

User's Man~al =0::: ~i~e Co~stants. 

Methods A~a:¥sis Group. 
Memo of the 

Reference 1 contains ~easure~ents and approximate fo=~u:as 
for the atten~ation on an ~~transposed line. The values were 
=e-co~puted i~ reference 2 with ~ore accurate for~ulas. 

The sa~e case was r~n wit~ B?Ats line constants progra~ 
{reference 3); a slight ~odification was ~ade to handle 
/~= 1000 in the ear~h wire (the ~or~a1 progra~ version assumes 
~ = 1). Also, the positive seq~ence data were considered to be 
close e~cugh to ~he data of ~oce-2- ?rcpagation (o~e of 3 
i~depende~t maces; ~ode 2 ~ associa~ed with ground ret~~n) 
of refere~ce 2. 7he modes co~ld be fou~c by an eigc~val~e 
~~;:c1y~i~: thi~ :..= ::=-~ :'~~1-·~jcd ':.::t i..l~~ .iine-ccnst:a~ts-.?:ogra=i: 

as of now. 

B?A1s line constants program ~eglects stranding and ass~~es 
a round conductor (or t~bular when the steel core of ~n ACSR is 
ignored) • When Galloway's for~ula for the internal i~pedance of 
stranded conductors is used, the~ 3?A results co~e very close to 
~easurements. Unfortunately, Gallowayls =or~ula contains a 
factor which wust be found fro= ~eas~rements in an electroly~i= 
tan~. Galloway says that his factor of 2.25 is satisfactory 
for the number of o~ter strancs being 6, 12, 18 or 24 a~d for 
frequencies above 2-5 KHz. :~ was also tried to treat each 
strand as an individual co~duc~or and bundle them. The 
results were unsatisfactory (lay i~ ~eighborhood of ap?roxi~ate 
formula of reference l); this is probably due to high p=oxi~~~y 
effects which are not taken into acccun~ i~ the li~e constants 
program. 

. -_.- -------

'/ :~ 
/ , 
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?age 2:'-68 

neglecting 
t=eated as 

for~u':'a 

'-"'""-':::~,--, 
\ ..... -..,,1 ..... - _ ........... 

! ~ -

j ~------~~~~~~---'-------~------------~------------1 t- ~ 
Note: 
and the ~easure~e~ts are : < 

50 100 150 

for mode 2 ?ropa;at~c~ c: 
the u~tra~sposed :i~e, 3?A 
results are ~or positive 
sequence (~sin; -:he li::e 
constants progra~). 

200 kHz 

Frequency 
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?age 

Given a system of linear ec:n:a tions: 

[x] I [bl. vectcrs with n cor::pcnents. 

Let tbe CO!1".p(')~ents ir: tLe vee :01'"S be su::di v-i.::::ed into 2 subsets 1 and 2. 
With the cor~es?ondi~f. s~bdivis~on in the ~atrices we ~et 

r ., 

l AuJ 
,- \ 
\. ~ I ~ ; 

1 •. Tr-J.s 

and inserting this into CIV,l), which becomes 

(someti.'!les called :!Kronrs reduction for.nula") 

and the ~istribution factor matrix 
- l 

[J)il1 ~ - L A \41 L ~~1.1 
In t:-..is case 

Whenever ecuations are to be reci"'..lced in this text, they will first be b!"O~ ... H,.!:t 
into a fo~ -..-here [\,~] • 0 to arrive at the si..'nple reduced system (I~~5};h~re 
no distribution factors are necessary. 

55 
-, Ii 
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:f s~bset ~ beccnes enpty t~en (:V,3) is si~ply 

. -. 
i X..,! 
L ~J 

ix l 
L ...J 

etc. : [x] 
-I ,.... .... ,-.., 

; "'J' 1 ""'. : h !_j 
~ ~ 

Therefore, :~e case of ~atrix inversion is ai=ply a special case 
of the red~ction process. 

r 
I A 

j , 
L 

(A,N,M) 
system of 

1 r 7'1 I , f 

Ix ;M 1 
! . , I 
! I xM+f. 

J LlNJ 

Eli~inates the variables 
linear equations, 

r ~Il 
- ! OMI 

I 0 . 

I ; I o i 
4.- ...J 

~-: 

with an N x N sy~~e~~ic =atrix ~J , or inverts ~ne ma~r~x 

M=O. ~he ~atrix is sto~ed in a one-dimensio~al a=ray A 
co:~~n-wise i~ and above the diagonal, with a,~ in A{l), 

..... .,;.., 

a A{4'," 31 l.n \ e ... c. After execution 

the matri.x A will be replaced by the reduced ~atrix i~ 

col ..... ::':""1s 1 r" • • ,M in case of reduction (~.( M £ N) or by the 
ne 2ative inverse in case of inversion CM=O}. 

based on the Gauss-Jorean eliminativn process 
C;] by Shipley which exploits the symmetry. 

'" I ...., t 

':'he 
[5] 

algor i t:-;.;n is 

in a version 



at 

es.. (:\1,3) 

t h i. s ~ as = e e ~ Co 0 ~ e for the en t ire It ~ 1 0 C k. It 2. 70 r e ~ a i :l S Y;::'".::-~ e try 
in ~he ~at~ix thro~gho~t t~is precess, the righ~-ha~d sides b . 

are =eci~:i~ed with a negative sig~, or 
If varia~les X. b. are to be exc~anged 

: I J 

:;..1 rx~ 
~ ..j :::::: - * ) • 

(that is x t , b. ~ 
J+ .. , J .... ..;., 

have al=e~dy bee~ exc~a~ged) 
L Cold) t' . 

a~d the coefficients f=o~ ~he 
ex c on a :: <; e a :- e a.. i i:. rt eh • 

(Old) (old; (old) (o;a.) (old) 

aJI X, +- aj< X2 + ... a.J.j Xj + OV(J "#-1)' bJ+- 1 + a.. ~ -= - b
J
' (a, ca.) Jl"\ ""'n 

(PJd) 

a· 
0';+-1 ~ ••• (~1;) hn = XJ (E, 6b) 

a.jJ 

If (IV,6b) is rewritten with ~he new coefficients, 

(".-) 
Qjl xJ ~ ••••• :XJ 

then it --------------~-,«--)------------------------------~f 

.l. 

etc. 

last 

for ~he eli::\i::.ated row: 
~e~ ~jk ~.w), 
Ojk =- let) fa,. i<-:J::j a.nd.. a.jJ::- (old; i(IJZ,7) 

a..jJ ~jJ { 

By insertion (:v,6b) in the other equations one gets 
t.t:w.) 

("eVII) CAld) (0/"") a J k 
aik == aik - a.ij • -z;;;:;&.f' fo,.. k *' j (lV,B) 

for the 0 the r r 0 TN S : (old.) a. Jj 
(".-1 _ al) 

a.nd a..ij - (old.) (N,9) 
AJJ 

By co::.parinq eq. (IV,7) and O:V,9) it can be seen that t.ne 
symmet.ry is retained. 

Matrix is stored as upper triangle: 

", " 

"rK-rI T-:2. ~I ... -J, , ... 
A d.d. "'(!SS of a j k 

*)The negative sign on b, accounts ... 
for the fact that the process leads to b~ eJimina..ted. 
to the ~egative inverse ~atrix. 



':"s 

!'<ote: 

.. __ " ..... -.. 2. := : 

size~; to ;: ............ -_ ... >W4" 

--- .. -.--- ... -- .. 

size ~. 

. " ,', .. ' 

Vari.a~:es X 
--..:.., 

res~:t ':"s ~egat':"vc i~verse ~atrix. 

0= ~~versic~ process yields the 5ys~e~ 

x 

" '" of 

replaces the ori;ina: ~atrix 
'~~ o~e s~o~~ ~~ :ef~. :~ 

:f the other s~b~atrices 

~ A ~-l ., L.. ,zz j are a.-so desired, then leave out t~e 

state~er.t as indicated below. 

~ 
~ 

leo.vl3 TAls 
sta.Tement" 
out if' 

A;z ,qtc. a.re 
d~SJrect.. 

W:::;l.O 
rF{M.GT.O)~ = -w 

i 

-l.C/A(:J)j 

!1=:1<+1 
K=:<+l 

I 
,--..:.T.;..r;;:..l.1.;:;..et __ ... _~( K ~ > ~) 

: ;:c.,)Sf! 

(K ~ < .; )',.. ..... ---:r.:.::.t-:..: .... :::..:·~ ___ ........,1 

.!='a..lse sj :::=:r,:+:< ; 
// //;;,'" i 

,,. .... 
.. 1~~I$e ! 

i---------------------------~·~~ 11 

7 !:aIJ i;:a.ise ; 

D ¢ 8!. a 1, J' ... 1 __ 1""]=-,=:K:-:: :';:' :..! __________ J 
:::=::+1 ,. t 

8 .~(::)=3(L) 

t 

L=L+l 

51 H2c:aA(:) 

/

'B(V\ ""2*"-<' ~ I c:::: tl ........ 

!2c::!K+:< 
j L=O 

.. 

t" 
{~,: 



· ..... 3che~e 0: 9 sec~io~s 

A pe~fect deco~pli~g of the seque~ce q~a~tities ~i~~in eac~ 
3-pnase cir=~it a~d also a cacc~pling between the 2 ci=c~its except 
for the zero seq~ahce is reached by the followi~g t=ans?ositio~ 
scheme: 

ao' ------2t--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--------------------;Z-------------------- ~ A.' - " f circu.it I 
C-J .; 

r !~---J:)(-;e~-!(-!(-~- circu...it I; 

The sy~~etrical co~ponent ~atrix will ~ave 
zero ale=.ents except for: 

z· 
zero-! 

z' pos.-: 
Z' 
neg.-! 

z· 
zero-I: 

Z' .,..,. pos.- .... . 
Z· ... _ 

neg ....... ... 

,4 Zl an... _1"-zero- ....... : 

:rlu::,,-~ ":":;l ..:.;v ,,"_u~~-<,,:u:..i..tJl';"ng ~=o~n one seq-..:te!"!ce 1:0 a~ot:.~;er a::c. 
also ~o coupling within the same sequence between the 2 ci=c~its 
except in the zero-sequence. 

Using the sawe approach of acidi~g the voltage drops fo:: sect':"o::s, 
one gets 

with Z~I R Z12+Z23+Z~1 

Z~I • Z~1+Z~2+Z~3 

and Z' c 

bearing in mind ~hat 

:- Zl -; 
~ phase 0: 
~9th sec~io~~ 

7 j:
i: 
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Transforming ir.to sym~etrical co~ponent5 yields: 

r- ""! r e -, l 0 """ r ~ r S -
I '? : ,:!..J ' J . r Z' l • ! C 1 
i c.syml'l'l. l '0 : 5-' ; PM't!l 1 : -O;;.....,-s~_:.: 
.... ~ L: ;... ...J ~ 

r~, ~:::r. ....~ l ! L;.SI + ~'AI 0 ~ 

I
I,: 03 _. 0 ~, 3 0 0 ;:: 

J::e;-.;.z 0 0 0 0 
J i 

1 0 0 2§r;2~% 0 0 0 I 

= 1 - - ~;- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -; -;;- - -; ;-. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r (:z ( I) 
!..Es- 0 0 1 ,,1;;.,;; .,. t;;.' .tit! 0 () i 
! .3 :3'" i 
i 0 0 0 a 2~:g - C:A11. 0 ! 

I 0 0 0
3 ;z' .... t: o a 'eM - Z!AZI 

3 L ~ 

It can easily be verified that the non-zero ele~ents in (V,3) 
come out identically when the lina-co~stants progra: for 
untransposeci configuration is used. Therefore, again si~ply 

1)1 ignore t~e terns in the unt::ansposed series q 
it impecance and shunt capacitance mat::ices for H 
~l the sy:n:n e tr ical component s in the pl ac e s 0 f :: 

i

ii! zero-entries in {V,:3) to account for the H 
transposition effoct H 

2. Do~b:e Circui~, Tra~sDosi~ion in 3 Sections in O~~osi~e ~irec:~~~ 
• .. « 

~ '- "'" _ ...... _ _ _ _ _ ... _ ., .:: _ _ J::: __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ... ___ .... .... _ _ __ ..... 't- _ __ _ _ _ _ "I _ _ 't....... ... .... _ : ..;:: _ ~ 

.. .l4 c:: '- ~ v ~ :> - "'" '''''; ...... :- ..... ""'- ,.I. ~ .... ..l.. "'" 4", \J ... Q' .;') Q ~ ... = ... "'" c '- ow ~ •• '-' ...... ~ * ..... Q. 4..&. CIt. ..... ,;)- v ..., Q a.., '-' .. ~ t:; ....... 

by a ~~ch si~pler ~ransposition sc~e~e with rotation in opposite 
direction. :t leaves coupling within the same sequence between 
the 2 circuits however. 

C 3 

~ 
3 

~ 3-1 
·~ch.e!ne : b 2 a 2-- circuli- I 

a.-I /-..) 

d--4 E: 4---"), 

e-s ~ 5 j circu. it II ,. 6 6 

Note that the conductors are numbered in the order of 
the phases a,b,c and d,e,f in the first section 



Firs~ 

~·i~h 2~: 
Z' ......... 

:::1; .. 

= 
= 

Z' ..... zt Zl 
12' 23 .... 31 

Z': , +2'22 +Z'",., 
......... .J ~ 

z· 
~ 

Z~ ...... =t 
.r. ..... 

ZS ...... a ....-

z''!'. "!" ~ 
1'\ ...... 

21 .... Z· 'Zl 
45' S6~ 64 

Z44+ Z'55+ Z'66 

z~ 3 Z~ of same 
..... .. 

configurat.ion i:t 
both circuits 

(V 14) 

{V IS) 

Then transfcr~inq into sy~rnetrical components yields: 

one 
shows 

circuit. f .... " \ .;.. ; 

that within each sequence ~here is coup1i~g f=c~ 
to the other (::). Theoretically 

Z' .... __ = Z' 
pos .• -.... pos. :!-I 

(same tr~e !or negative se~uence co~?:i~g 

from: to :Z), however, i~ tractical cases the condu.c'to:: 
arrangement is likely to be sy~metric with respect t.o the tower 

6 
J 

o 
2 I 

~ I ~ 
I 
1 

-! 
I 

! 
( 

nJ"/)))}> 

6 ; 

~~loeo 

i 
} 

- . f 
I) J ) 7/) ill 

52 

For sym~etric arranqemen~: 

Zl -z' and there':ore: L M 

z~ I - ... pcs. -..i.. ... 

a: Z' ,. __ 
neq.!- ........ 

CJ Z· 
pes • 

=z' neg. 

-... -....... -. 
= Z' -2' 

?C 

:3 



Agai~ it ca:: 
~:1tra:-;.s?osec 

easi:y be ve:ifiec t~a~ t~e :i~e-cons~a~~s p:::og:::a~ :~ 
co~fig~ra~~o~ yielcs t~e sa~e va:~es i~ t~e non.-ze:::o 

i!". ('/,6). entries 

Verification by co~putin; 

Therefore again simply 

n iqno:::e the terms l.!l the U!'lt.:::ansoosed series i:::._~adance :i .. -
if a:::d sh~nt capaci<:ance :r.atrices fer the sy:r.::net:::ical 
I, 

ii components in the places 0: zero-entries in (V / 6) to 
;1 Ii account for the transposition effect. 
:, At.tention: Ni.!:nber phases as in first section to 

"

I:! 11 express opposite directions for 
, transpositions 

Aopendix 6 

Series Connection of Two :dentical B~uivalent ~~lti-~1s 

~he series connection 0= two identical multi- 1f'S (Fig. 7, 
p. 21} is described by t~e equations 

The 

with 

r- .., 
~ v ; GI 

r- .., 
:v J t..-ll.J L." tra.nsfer 

eli:ninaticn 

r[ double""! 
i 'ill J 
i 

Lr dOUble] 
1...

y 
12 

of the node 

lvdoublSll 
'-·12 -I 

; double~ ! LY.... i l 
.. J. ""...J 

voltages in 

r Iv ~ II 
X l~v:;J = 

:- doublel ~ J ,.. ... -1 - -1/2 I v' I V I 
L,'1 12 ..J L-12 L~ llJ 

i double~ r ~ rvdOUble] lY 'I ~ J CI v : + ,..-, ,.; ~"12 .... .... 
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(4 C) 

Q) yields: 

fi ..... ""1 
! ! .. J ; 
- ... ! I ! 

: ! 

Lr- , 1 
L'" 2J ! ..... 

['1 12J 

.. 

(4 2) 

{ 43) 



?age 2:---
~ccausc of t~e str~c~~re of ~~:), it is poss~b:e ~o :a:ry ou: :~e 

cli~ination in a 2X x 2~ ~at=ix ~nstead o~ a 3~ x 3~ ~atrix. ~o 
do thlS, take the syste~ 

r ..., 
and eli~,i:l.a':.e LX 2J ' which yields 

. ... 

This is the desired matrix rvdouble~ 
~·ll j 

si~ply the difference 

~ double"": 
L.y 12 j 

i~ v cot: b: e ~ 
L-ll -I 

"" 
;
' '_' f 'II ..... ::: :;:,' r-x : 

v , _, L.. _'! j 
- .:..t.-' j 

The~ 

Appendix 7 

Choice of :ncre~en~a: Length 65 

r- : 
i..Y:J (45) 

(46 ; 

The incre~e~tal length 6S :cr the initial e~~ivalent of eq, (27) 
must be chosen sillall enough to justify the ~se of eq. (29); that is 
an upper bound ,oa·sed on t::'e cc:::'\pa!:'iso:i. of 6 S wi".:.:; t:~e 'wave :enqth, 
~ust be observed. T:;ere is also a lowe: bo~nd, ceter=ined ~y 

Th~s lower co~nC ~s 

csti~ated ?rag~atical:y in ".:.he following way: 
As seen in (40) of appendix 6, a s~c 

enters the adillittance matrix, with each te=~ found fro~ eq. (29). 
Clearly, the first ter~ ~ets larger and large: as 65 decreasecl and 
the second term gets s~alle:: and s~aller as CiS .... decrea~es. 3eca~se 

of the finite number of digi~s in a co~?~ter, JshuntJ wo~:c 

finally get lost in ~he St;~=.at:"cn i: 6 S is too s~.a.l.l (wi~h 

y = 1 and Y h ~ = 10-3 a 6-digit-computer would loos~ transfer s.un~ 

Y . and give Y + Y = 1).-
snunt transfer shunt 

From experiments on an :SX 7040 
digits) a good choice of 65 was 

(with about 9 significant deci~a: 
a value that makes v .. shU:lt ~ 

-3 0.5 10 Y transfer. This chOice avoids t~e loss of too ~any 
significant digits in Y in the summation and also avoids an 

shunt 
excessive nu~ber of do~~linq procedures in getting the esuivalent 
for the total length, which is also a source of round-off erro!:'s. 
Fo: the genaral case of ~~l~i?hase lines (including the single
phase line} I values DS

i 
are fo~nd from comparison of the diagonals 

only, in the equation, 



s~allcst:. 

y .. 
l.l.s:"l~~n't 

= O.S 

value is selected 

• I"'. - .3 ' .. t 
~ ... - .: .: ......... 

t.ransfe::: 

as a fi~st ;~ess, 

Since the s~ccessive doubline 
t.he val:.:.e :...!sed for 6 S is the 

s~ould lead t.o the exac~ :engt.h 
va~'..le 6$ decreased '..lnt.i: guess 

6S x (power of 2) = s. 

Example; line with 5=800 ~iles, 6S~ = 9.5, 

6S
2

,: 8, CS
3 

= 10.2 miles, 

65 = 6.25 miles. For 60 :~z 

10 ~iles wit.h this ?~ocedu~e. 

t1"len 65 g'..!ess = S 

~5 is usually of 
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XX!. LINE CONST~~TS 

XXI-~ PUrPose ~ applications 

TJ'l.e "LI}!'E CONSTA.\"TS tt supporting routine can be used in the following circu:n
sta.1.ces: 

- "LI,.e Constants'l sta.'1d alone: this option ca.'1 be used to derive the resista."1ce. 
induct~~ce and capacitance oatrix {both symmetrical components ~~d phase com
po::.e:l ts; for any given conf'ig-Jratfon of overhead conductors, at a:ly frequency 
between 0*0001 Hz ~~d 500 kHz. ' 

"Line ConstaJ'l.ts" mutual coupling request: this option can be used to calculate 
the wutual coupling between a 3-phase power carrier a.1.d a parallel co:m~'1ication 
line ... 

- Frequency scan option: this option can be'used to derive the zero a.1.C positive 
sequence resistance. inducta.1.ce and capacita"1ce values over a predefined 
logarithmically-spaced grouping of frequencies. 

- PI-circuit output request: this option can be used to derive either a nominal 
PI"circuit' (or short line equivalent, valid for transient phenomena) or an 
equivalent PI-circuit {or long line equivalent, valid to describe steady state 
conditions only}. {See section XXI-B for more details). 

- R.C. Lee or Clarke output request: this option can be used to obtain a constant 
parameter, travelling wave line model. Note that this output can be used tq 
prepare branch cards in the input data for typical cases of electric network 
si~uiation (see sections IV-D-l ~~d IV·D-2): 
- K.C. Lee ±ocel: untra~sposed case 
- Clarke model; transposed csse 

- J~ARTI output request: although this involves i~bedded usage of line constants, 
we like to refer to this output option here too, since it will"" result in a 
frequency-dependent travelling wave line model. Note that this output c~. be 
used as br&~ch cards in the input data (see section IV-D-3). More details on 
the i:nbedded usage of line const~1.ts within the JY~T! setup car~ be rc~.d in 
section XVII. 

Following applications of the "LINE CCKSTM'TS" supporting routine will be 
discussed in detail in this chapter: 

- st~~d alone case 
- !>tutu::,: coupling of a three-phase power Iir.e with a parallel 

teleco=munication line. 
- frequency sca.."1 option 

no~inal ?I-circuit representation of the ~~ne 
- ccnstant-par~eter, travelling-wave line model (R.C. Lee or Clarke) 



XXI-iL. "LINE CONSTANTS" stang alone ~ 

XXI-B-l. Input data-deck structure 

A data deck for a sil:ple "LINE CONSTP.;.\"TS - STA.~D ALONE" case is composed out 
or the following sequence of data cards: 

1. BEGIN NF~ DATA CASE 
2. LINE CONST,~\iS' -special request'word 

{ transfers control to the proper overlay ) 
3. special request cards: &~GLISH or METRIC {necessary} 
4 .. conduc~ors cards: «single conductorU

- option 

~ ,. 
6., 
7. 
8. 

"automatic bundling1t- option 
BLA~~ CARD ending conductor data 
frequency cards: "single frequency" -option 
BLANK CARD ending frequency cards 
BLANK 

9. BEGIN 
CARD ending line constants 
NEW DATA CASE - card to begin 
CARD ending all E.."ITP cases 

new E)ITP data case 
1. 0 • BLAJ.'X'K 

·As for the conductor sequence. nO special order is needed since each conductor 
card bears its own phase-number. 

Let1s discuss the different card formats in more extensive detail now. 

1. "BEGIN NEW DATA CASE'! card comes first 

2. Next comes the ('LINE CONSTA."ITS" card. a special-request card which serves to 
t~ansfer control to the overlay in question: 

.,: , .. 

~"4~4 eja9Q11~ 
[ ~:? 
a90 

~ 1 1 
4~5 q 

J : ; 

! is 
ago 
Ii: 



3. Following are special request cards. For this "sta.'"1d a2.one" case, only two 
reques ts ca. .. be applied. namely "METRIC or S'lGLISH" • 

. ;: I . . .. ~'. ,., .. , .. ,~ .. -~-. "'::~:;'f' 

. ' " :, ' :, i, ~ :, ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : :. ; 2 :,: , : ~ ~ ~ J. :. ~ : ~ ~ ~: ~ : :,.~ : ~ :, :, :, :, ~~. 1 ~ :, :, :: :, : : ~ ::, d .: t, ~ ~ , , . ' ; ~ 1 ~ : ~ ; \ ~ ~ ~ 5 
,:2J45618Sa1234161a901~J45~13S012345628Sd~13J5678S011345$78S0123 i 5S1aS01334551SSQ 
~: : : : : ~ : : : : :. : ; : : : : : : : , : : ~ . : : ; . . : . : : . : : . , ; : : : : : : : : : . : : : :: :.:':..;:::.,::::":::::: 

; ~ 
:~TR~ C 

T: .... ese keywords can be used to request ei ther ItMetric units II or "E."1g1ish lli'1.i ts" 
for input/output purposes within the "LINE CCNSTP-STS" supporting routine. 
Defaults: S~GLISH 

4. Following are "Ne" conductoI.' cards, used to define the gec::::etry a"d so::::e of 
the fundamental elect~ical prope~ties of the line ~~deI.' study. It is possible 
to use two diffe~ent options: 

single conductor option 
- autcmatic bundling 7 option 

Use one such card for each physical conductor or '~e~Jlar' bundle. It should 
be noted that the ~e~~ing of the variables on the conductor card can have a 
different interpretation, depending on whether one is using the "single 
Conductor-" or the "automatic bundling-I' option. This difference will be stressed 
whe=e needed~ du=ing the discussion of the r:::ea:1ing of the variables. . 

If one wa"1ts to i~put a I!regular bundle". the "automatic bu..'1cling opt.ion" should 
be p=eferred. By definition, a regular bu."lcle consists of identical-component 
conductors, uniformly spaced arour,d the circumference of a circle. 

If one W~"lts to input a single physical conductor or a non-re~~lar bundle, the -
"single conductor option" should be used • 

. !..s for the conductor ca::d input sequence, no special order is needed since each 
conductor card bears its o~n phase-number. Single physical conductors having 
:':;2. sa::::e phase number will be aSSl..lZed to belong to the Sa::le phase bundle. 

Foi:owing ar-e typical settir:.gs, valid in almost any csse: 
:::;r,lN ... T /D 
RESIS ;;; I:C :::-esistar'.ce (OhZl/;;;ile or Cr-...mjKm) 
IX -= 4 
R2J..CT = 8LA.'i.>( 



4a. SingZe conductor option 

In case of th.e single conductor option. following card format should be used: 

ii : i j 1~·1~~!~!-!-.~:~:~1~i~I~2~.'i -:T~Tl·~!~,~-·-4~: '~~1~T:T:Ti'4~~j~l-j~i~; 'l~~!~o-,,~~~~~~~~--~~~~ 
!li~~~~~8~ql~~4~61~~q'~~1~~ 9ql~ ~ ~1a90 ~ 1~~~e~q 

. ;: 
~ 

: ; 

j"J5 
: l 

$ Ii :$ f: 
: ;.3 : FS.4; 

SKiN ! RES,S 

: .. ' : :-r.e,r;, 

1 8:"'lglfsh 

Ohm/~mj 
: Ohr:;!m::e; 
: . 

F8.S 

see be:ow 
1r.ch 

HOR1Z 

m 
feet 

-< 
) i : ~ 

1 

Fa.J Fa.3 I 

VMli) 

feet feet 

In this case, all variables apply to one single-physical conductor. 

Parameters~ 

I? : phnse number of the conductor. 
Single physical conductors having the same phase number will be bundled in 
a 'non-regular' bundle. 
= 1~ 2, 3 •.... : phase number 
= 0.: ground wire 

SKIN skin effect ~lag. see parameter RESIS 

RESIS skin effect parameter 
- no skin effect: 

SKIN = 0.0 
RESIS =' AC-resistance value'-(Ohmjkm or Op.;m!mile) of the conductot'. 

- skin effect to be included: 
SKIN = 0.5 fot' solid conductor. 
SKIN = TID for tubular conductor 

(T= thic~~ess of tubular conductor} 
{D= outside diameter of the tube} 

RESIS = DC-resistance value' {O~~/km or Oh:/mile} of the conductor. 

:X self-induct~~ce flag, see parameter REACT 

REACT: self~induct~ce parameter 
IX = 0 : specify for REACT the react~~ce (Ol~/km or Ohm/mile) for ene-unit 

(m or foot) spacing. which is assumed to be valid for whnte'.;er. 
frequency one specified on the ft:>equency Card. The internal ir.ducto::cc 
is NCT corrected for skin effect. 

IX = 1 specify for REACT the reactance (Or.J.ll/km or Ohm/mile; fer onc-':nit 
(:n or foot) spaCing at 60 Hz. If fx::-ec;.uencies other than 60 Hz appear 
on the frequency card. the reactance will be ch~~ged proportionally. 
rne internal induct~~ce is NOT corrected for skin effect. 

IX = 2 specify for REACT the GMR {em or inches}. The internal incuct~~ce 
is NOT corrected for skin effect (~~ ; geo~etric mean radius}. 



IX =- 3 specify for REACT the GMR/R - ratio. Tb.e internal inducts-"'1ce is NOT 
corrected for skin effect. 
(G~ffi = geo=etric mean radius, R= physical radius} 
(G~ffi/R = 0.7788 for a solid conductor). 

IX = 4 leave field REACT bla.."'lk in this casa. Note that the internal inductance 
will be corrected for skin effect and the calculation of the 
self-inductance will be based en tubular conductor geometry_ 

DrAM: outside diameter (cm or inch) of tubular conductor. 

HORIZ: horizontal distance (m or foot) from the center of the conductor to some 
reference line. Use the same reference line for all conductors a.~d bundles 
within the same data case! 

VTO(~ER: vertical height {lll or foot) of the center of the conductor above the ground. 
at t.he to·wer. 

\/:,'!IJ : vertical height {m or foot} of the center c~f' the conductor above the gr-ound, 
at ::idspa.'1. 

NOTES: - In case that both. v'TOWER and \i,}!IJ, are specified, the average height. 
as used for internal calculation will be set to: 
v = 2/3 x \-'MID ... 1/3 x vrOWE..'ri . 

- In case that only v'TO~~ or ~"ID is specified; the average height 
as used for internal calculat~on will.be set to this value. 

4b. Automatic bur~ting optton 

!n case of the auto~atic ?undling option, following' card format should be 
·used: 

. ;3 i F"5.4-: rS.5 jl2l F"8.5 ! 

; metnc 
~ e~·9lish 

: t 

i I 

RES!S i :xl REACT 
; i 

O~m/i<m! see be!o .... 

~ Ohm/:r;~ie~ 
; 

O'AM 
l 

em 
:i,Cii 

F8.3 FB.:S "8.3 res FS.2 ! 

HOR!Z ViOwER 

:;. in 

:eet !eet 

YM,D 

m 

feet 

S£?AR 

inch 

i 

: degree: 

ceg~eei 

In this case, the variables SKIN, RESIS, IX, R~;CT ~~d D!~V. all apply to o~e 
cor:::ponent ·conductor ;vithin the t'reg-.Jlar bundlelT

• Recall t':lat i~ such case. all 

cc=ponen~ conductors within the same bundle are assumed to be identical. 

T.'1e variables HOErZ. VTOWE.B ~'1d \iXID all apply to the position of the ficticus 
center of the bundle with respect to the gro~'1d. 

The variables SEPP3. ALPF~ and N~~v describe the b~'1dle geometry. 



Parameters: 

I? : indicates the phase number of the regula~ bundle. 
1, 2.3, .... = phase numbe~ 
o = grou.'1c wire 

SKIN : skin effect flag. see parameter RESIS 

RESIS : skin effect parameter 
- no skin effect: 

SKIN '" 0.0 
RESIS = AC-resista'1ce value (in Or~/km or Or~/mile) of one 

component conductor of the bundle. 
- skin effect to be included: 

SKIN ~ 0.5 fo~ solid component conductors 
SKIN = T/D for tubular component conductor 

(T= thickness of tubular conductor) 
(D= outside di~eter of tubular conductor) 

RES IS = DC-resistance value (in O~~/km or Or~/mile) of ~~e component 
cond.uctor 

IX self-induct~~ce flag, see parameter REACT 

REACT: Self-inductance parameter. 
IX = 0 : specify for REACT the react~~ce (Ohmjkm or Or~/mile) for one-~'1it 

(m or foot) spacing (for l' conductor component only) , which is assumed. 
to be valid for whatever frequency specified on the -frequency card. 
T.~e internal induct~'1ce is NOT corrected for skin effect. 

IX = 1 specify for REACT the reactance {Or~/km or Ohm/mile} for one-ur~t 
(m or foot) spacing at 60 Hz {fo~ one conductor component only}: 
If frequencies other than this 60 Hz appear on the frequency card, 
the reactance will be cha:.,ged proportionally. The internal inducta,'lce 
is NOT corrected for skin effect. 

IX '" 2 specify fot:' REACT the GMR {'"geometric mean radius (em or inch) of 
1 conductor component only}. TIle internal inducta.:."lce is NOT corrected 
fer skin effect. 

:X = 3 specify for RS~CT the Q~/R - ~atio. T.~e internal inductance is 
NOT corrected for skin effect. 
(GMR = geometric mean radius of one conductor component) 
(R~ phYSical radius of one conductor component) 
(GMR/R=0.7788 for solid conductors; 

IX '" 4 : leave field REACT blar.k. Now, the internal inductance will be 
corrected fer skin effect a."1d the calculation of the self-inductance 
will be based on tubular conductor geometry. 

DIN·1 : outsi.de diameter (em or inch) of one conductor compon:..~t. 

EORIZ: horizonta.l distance (m or foot) of the Cl-nter of the regular bu.'1dle to some 
reference line. Use the same reference line for all conductors a'1d bundles 
in the same data case ! 

VTO'.'iS':1.: vertical height (m or foot) of the center of the regular bundle above the 
grc~~d. at the to~er. 



'iMID ; vertical height (m or foot) of the center of the reg-Illar bu..,dle above the 
gro~,d. at midsp~~. 

NOTES: - If both \~CWER and VMIn are specified. the average height as used 
~O~ internal calculation will be set to; 
v = 2/3 x ~~ID + 1/3 x VTOWER 

- If only VTOWER or \~ID is specified. the average height as used for 
internal calculation will be set to this value •. 

SEPAR: distance-separation (em or inch) between the centers of t' ... o adjacent. component 
conductors within the same bw"'1dle. 

ALPHA: ~"'1g~lar position of the ce~ter of one component conductor of the bundle. 
As reference, the horizontal line is used. Positive angles are measured 
counter-clockwise. 

NBL~D : number of conductors which make up the b~,dle. 

5. Next comes a bl~~ card ending all conductor data ca:::-ds. 

6. Following are the frequency cares, specifying the discrete frequency for which 
li~e const~~ts are to be calculated. 
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Parameters: 

REO resistivity (Ohm-meter) of the homogeneous earth (Carson theory) 

. FREQ 

?Cr .. R 

ICPR 

." 
discrete frequency {Hz} at which the line parameters will be calculated • 

flag. used to control the rlUl!lber of correction terms in Carson's earth-return 
for=ula for the imped~~ce. 
=0 : no correcticn terms added 
:< in colum~~ 28: calculutio.l uses highest a.ccuracy 
~bl~nk; calculation uses highest accuracy 

:::Je;·,'l.::'e: AT? U~t-:g character checking here. CcnsequentlYt the interpretation of 
a zero and a bl~"'1k is different. This is in derrogation to the rest 
of the input (where zero or blar~ usually have the same me~~ing)! 

printout cont~ol parameter for the capacit~~ce 



:C .. !.? : Control flag, specifying whether the capacitar:.ce r:atrix [C] or the susceptance 
:::latrix <;..:(C] (per 1c::. or per mile) should be requested. The actual output 
further also depends on para:eter rCPR: 

·DIST 

IZPR 

rCA?=O.IC?R=lOOCOO 
010000 
001000 
C00100 
000010 
000001 

ICr2=1.IC?R=100000 
010000 
001000 
000100 

. 000010 
000001 

inverse 0 f <A.{ C J 
inve:'se of <A{CeJ 
inverse of 0..{ Cs ] 

<A.{C] 
o..{C,,] 
o.{Cs ] 

inverse of 
inverse of 
inverse of 

(C J 
[C.,J 
[ "" ., 

• ...,$ ..J 

[ t'" 1 
v ; 

[ "" ., 
vej 

[
r" "'t 
vaj 

Note ""i th ('espect to the mearling of these variables: 
- no index :::eans: "for the uI1reauced sys tem!' • 

Each physical conductor has a row and col~~ in the matrix, as 
does each ground wire. 

- index e mea.'1S: "for the equivalent phase conductor system after 
elimination of g:,o~~d wires and the bundling of conductors H

• 

- index s mea.~s: fffor the symmetrical components of the equivalent 
phase conductor system tt

• 

specifier (cols 45-52) not r~ally needed: all results are expressed per 
unit of length. 
: printout contr-ol parameters for the series impedance matrices [ZJ:::: [RJ+ ju..{LJ 
or their inverse: 
=100000 [Z J 
=0:0000 [Ze] 
=001000 [Zs] 
=000100 inverse of [Z J 
=000010 inverse of [Ze] 
=000001 inverse of [Z,} 

ISEG : a flag, used to indicate whether ground wires (if any} are to be treated 
as being continuous or segmented: 
=0 continuous gro~~d wires 
=1 : segmented ground wires 

7. Next CC:::les a blar~ card ending all frequency cards. 

8. Next cc::::.es a blar ... !,;: car.-d end.:_:-.g all "LINE CONSTA."1'TS" cases. 

9. ~ext co:es a "3EGIN NEW DATA CASE1! card to begin a new E2>f!P data case. 

10. Next eOCles a bl~"1k card ending all Eo'1TP cases. 



XXI-B-2. Sample test case 

In o~der to practice the above discussed rules. let's cons~cer the 400-kV 
?o:::-t~gtrese line Riomaior-Cedillo, as used by J .Allen Lima (ED? 1981) .. The li",e 
co~fi~~=ation is as follows (all in metric ~'its): 

r------~ 1 

r-;;\cs:,cn : 23.20 rr'. 

,----e 
! • • 

tOVv'er : 21.63 rr: 
midspan : 9.83 m 

, T 

i 
i 2 m 

• • , , • ! 

SEPA.R == 0.4 m 
ALPHA = 0 degrees 
NS = 2 conduct/bundle 

IIIII/i//I/IIII//i//////////!/////////////i/ 

The phase conductors are tubular, with: 
TID;; 0,231 
DC resis~ance a 0.0522 Ohms/Km 
outside diameter D - 3.18 em 

The sky wires are solid. with: 
7/D '" 0.5 
DC resistance ~ 0.36 Chms/K= 
o·.:tside dia;:!eter D ::: 1. 46 em 

r. .. ·H:: earth reSistivity equ.als .250.0 Ohm-meter and all line data are requested 
at 50 Hz. Let's document the use of both options: "manual bUli.oling ll as well as 
"automatic b\'!"'''''ldling'' for this simple exam:ple. 1':'1e input data deck then looks as 
follows; 



5EC:S X:;"-J OA:'~ CAS! 
!.:XE C~NS'!A.II('fS 

c .~ •• ~JL'~~ B~~~~:~a _ •••• 
c :. 1. 3 -, 8 
c 3~5S7S90123~567e90123~S67e9C12~~S67S90r234S67890l23~557e90123'S67e90~234567e90 

10.23: O.0~22 ~ 3.1S -12.2 2:.53 9.83 
:C.23: 0.0522 ~ 3.15 -11.8 2:.63 9.83 
20.23l 0.05Z2 ~ 3.:8 -0.2 2:.63 9.83 
20. 2~ ~ 
3: . .23;' 
~C.23.: 

CO.~ 

0.0'522 ~ 

o.osn ~ 

0.0522 4 
0.16 4 

3.15 
3.19 
1. 45 

CC.~ 0.36 l.(~ 

~::'A.-,(K CAlt:) !.Nor!otc cct"O~JC'to~ CA~DS 

0.2 
11.8 
~2.2 

-1.85 
".!!~ 

2".63 
21.63 
21.63 
30.50 
30. !!C 

9.83 
9.83 
9.83 
23.2 
23.2 

C 2 3 ~ 5 6 ., e 
c 34567e9Q~23'567890!234567S9Cl234567890123~56789012345675901234567890123{567590 

250.0 50.0 !.l! :'11 1 
s~~~x Cn~= ZN~:NC r~EC~~XCY CARDS 
c ••• ~~~CMA~!C S~~~~:YG .~ ••• 
c 1 2 3 " 5 6 7 8 
C 345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 

:0.231 0.0522 4 3.18 -12.0 21.63 9.83 {o. 0.0 2 
ZO.23l 0.0522 4 3.18 C.O 21.53 9.83 '0. 0.0 2 
30.231 0.0522... 3.1S l2.C 2:.53 9.83 ~o. 0.0 2 
00.5 0.36 ... 1.45 -7.85 30.50 23.2 
00.5 0.36 { 1.46 ·7.85 30.50 23.2 

c~~~~ CAR~ ~NCrNG CON~~~~OR CARDS 
C 1. 2 3 ... 5 6 7 8 
c 34~5789C1234S578901234S67890!2Z4567a9012345678S01234~678901234S67890123456789Q 

2S0.0 so.O l11 
3~~~K C~R~ EN~!~G r~ECUENCY C1L~:S 

S~~K CARO EX~:XG ~IU£ CONS7ANTS 
3£G!~ K~ DA,A CAS£ 
3~~~K C~~~ rZRM:SA:ZSC ~~ Jcas 

XXI-B-3. output data deck structure 
Only the output or the second subcase or the previous parag~aph was kept. 

C~":-tt: c~t"d. 

CO'll'Ut\..,rtt card.. 
c(' ......... ,.,t 17l'\rd. 

N': .. ::"'>X'::) .. 2 ~ , 
:v" .. '1"'::X:::l' ... ~2, 

N~v":""OCO .. .,:t. 

! C _ ••• At."TtIP!ATIC J,~n:"uC'1: --_ ... 
i<: ! 2 • ~ 7. 
:0 '.'~1~' 12'~~~7~~ 12~.~4~e. 12~.~&7a, 12).~~' •• I:)~""~ ~:)'~4'e, 1:34~~?1' 
i1 0.2)1 Q.C~%> • 1.:8 12. It.1\3 ,.~~ ~O. o. t ~.:L, .... ":-.r).r .. hH:'tll")l" ("IIII,-d. 

t.!n. cond:\lcto:- c",rd. 

~1n. ~on~~ctoc ~~~d. 

t~n. conc~ctQ~ c~rd. 

~1~. ~on~uctor C3rd~ 

:.)t0r.-Ol ~.:~or~o% 

2_l:Qt-OI '.Z2C!-02 
~.~lCt-Cl ~.::OE·O: 

~.OOC~-Cl ~.600~-01 

~.ooc~~o~ ~.500~-O~ 

il 0.131 0.05:2 • ~.1~ O. 2!.~1 q.!~ 40. O. 2 
1J O.2,1l O.0~22 • l.a -12. :1.63 9.'3 40.· O. 2 
~o 0.5 c.~& 1 .• $ 7.~' 3O.~ 23.2 
,0 0.5 0.36' 4 1.4~ -7.!'1 30.5 n.2 

Co.'!'It!'IGf'\::: c: .. 'H"(i. 

C:O-~!r.~n~ C4Cd.. 

rt'e<;..cancy c~r-c!" 

:\ .... ~!:lC~ • 3C. 
~!.c..A'OC QU:tt) ntOIPCC CCN'OtiC":"OK. CAJt~S 
~c ! l l " S 6, 7 

N" ..... ";"!~CO - 31 .. ~c 34~6'89 1234557a~ 12~456'~9 1234561e9 12~56789 123456189 143456189 1234~6789 

:"'i..-:.e co~c.tJ.c:~o~ 

-:~b~.a ?!1b:l-a 

RO'~ i'I'IJ1XCf;!t" 

5 ~ 

$ . 3 
C 
C 

'2" 500:: .. 02 5-. OOO!:: ... ~i1 \250. 50.0 1 111 111 

t~b!o ~!ter ~ort!n9 &~ in!ti41 ~roce.s1n9. 
s~i~ .ffec~ Ra,1ltance ~a~ct~ne4 44t. f~citl~.tto~ 

R-tYP<l It l o!'..>l/x" I X-typ. X!o~"/lcal O~ <;MR 

C. V100 O. C5220. 0.000000 
O.2J1OO 0.052:0 4 0.000000 
C.D1OO 0.C5n~ 4 0.000000 
C.2J1OO 0.052.0 4 0.000000 
O. 2):eo 0 .05;:0. 0 .000000 
0.23100 
O.500cc 
0.5= 

O.O~j;:::> 

0.3&= 
O.J6000 

C.OOCOOO 
0.000000 
O.OOOOOQ 

:a.uet.t' 
C Ot 1 

3.1eOOO 
3.leOOO 
3.leOOO 
~.leooo 

!.l~C-OO 

~. :6000 
1. 46000 
1.4S00c 

$Ot"'!.:ontal 
X 1.trsl 
H.~OO 

-0. ZOO 
-t~.~OO 

12.Z00 
¢.200 

-.U .. 800 
7.!SO 
-1.3~ 

""1 h.';M 
Y e_t1;sl 

13.163 
13.163 
13.1'l 
13.'~l 

13.163 
13.163 
2~.6Jl 

25.633 

:""l."tt't~e, ~:-e ~or e3:"'t~ r-e$.1ztiv1ty - :!.~OOOOOOO!.02 Q!'UII-.. ttU", L""Ic:!: r~cy 5 .. 0c;.00000cZ:·O::' Hz.. 'Corr-ection factor· 
~.=t-06 

Co.?",.C'~ '"'.a,nt;O ISIt4trlx.. In. \lr.I!-ca of r:!!'I;:-~o::h/~tc::;, ~ for th. _YOSt_ of p.hy.1cal c=o.'i-d:r.r:c::tor •. 
~~. o~d e~l~. ~rocee4 1n tn • • ~ Qr~.r &~ the .ott.d input. 

\. : 13: ,H-O! 
YJ.:!:!Z4~-10 !.:~176~E~CS 

.. ~.~22~~~~~1! .. ).~t7tOO~-~O 1.tlt~~?~-OS 

4 -~.~~~816[·Oq Y~.7.~~7~~-lC -' .• ]?C~9~~t1 1.~~l~~?~-O~ 

5 ·3.~eO~33t-:O -6.0?3l':t-O~ -~.1c?%'.Y.-l0 -3.1.'100~-10 1.11"~9E-C~ 
6 -~.~5~4'4~-tl -~.~30'~3~A1¢ ·~.:~f,8ltl~O~ ~f.l::tZ3~-1~ ~~.t12t~.I-:e ~.11'1'4« .. 03 
, -~ "Ol~?r.-!O -,.0¢?'Ol~-10 ·l.'O~$:JI-l0 -~.~OZ141~-lC - •. 251381r·lQ -~.OOl942!-'Q '.~41~'!~-O' 
8 -2.00~~':~-lQ -~.:'7Jel!-10 -~.3Q:'~7~+10 -1.'O.e13%-~O -4.007901t~lO -'.~'O'~7~"tO -~.9$5~4l~·10 '.64~~9S~-01 

C~p8c!tance .~~ri~. ~n Uhi~. ¢t ~f~r.4~{~t.~ l !O~ t~. _y.t .. ot ~~vol.nt ~h46. eo"~~~tor., 
~()\oI. Mod. eelUJl\t\. ,.roe..d ~n ~n .. ... .."... ol.""1!.r •• tn .. aot'Utd !Tlp.1Jt~ 

). ~. 9~~~50~-O~ 

2 ~l~~~&~03t-o~ 1.v:ce65t~OS 



C4p~c1t~c. A4t:lx. in ~~lt. ot {f4:~/~ts: for .~t~icol eo-~n«nto ot t.~ aqu!v.~.~t ~h4'. eo~uctor 
Ro~. y~oc.06 !n tn • •• ~~c. (O.~. 1). ~o~ 1. 2~ • • tc.; C.olCAn& proc •• CI 1n tho t~.ne. {Ow 2~ l). tC. Z. 1}. 

o e.l1oo~ct-C9 
o.OOOOOCt ... oo 
1.19693~Z-lC -l.46'5~~!-10 

_~.O?~~.~c_~o _ •. OOA41~.·lO 
:.:969~!Z-lO 1.:0~315~-oe -l.'6'~O~%-!0 
2. C13'4~Z-:0 o.oooooc%.(Io '.006.13%-t<: 

!.p.~~c. a4trix. in ~!ts of ro~./~t.~! tor tn •• y.tc. Qt PhysicaL con4uctora. 
~~a .n4 colu.n. ?roc0.4 In t~ • .... o~a.~ •• th_ .Q~t~ 1n~~t. 

1 1. 01 OOC Jl.-O: 
7. Z~151&l-¢~ 
t.dl6110J::-02 1.Cll.OOOll-Ol 
l.O~2$!~.!:·O' 1 .• ~~~16'-Ct 
4.3$~~2)'-Ol 4.~~6l:0:-0l 1.0~OOO3%·01 
::. ~91~41C-ot 

( (. e3UC?It-02 
~. ~6'>~"~C-¢L 

~ 4 .I!I!'G 2r..~~-O;: 

l.05ln'~-Ol 
6 " .!l4S9?:e .. o: 

2. 6077001: -01 
~.79GSSel!-02 

3.0.0198[-01 
4.1?'lllZ-02 
2.6Z9J2'5! .... C! 

os. Ol2e. ~ 9~ .. Ol 
(. t361HZ-02 
1.O:'~Ol'!:-O:!' 
t.t36eO"JZ-02 
5. ::'G9'(''(:'::''0:-
t.83626e~-02 

3-.. ()!ll9Ige-o:. 
, .19&}eO~-o2 
2. 924~nt-01 
4.7?6.03I-02 
2.9J4&6l"l:-0~ 

1. 2e~~1&'-Cl 
4. SH .. C7E·O.... l. 010003£-01 
2.~a6157!-01 7.209~16E·O! 

4.SJ61HZ-Ol 4. e36n,,~-O~ ! .(HOOCU-Ol 
~.Ot2C17!-Ol 3.03~619E-Ol 1.2S?~I$:-Ol 

4.S36&O't-02 4.834~2:£-02 4.e36230I-O~ 1.01000lt-Cl 
~.16964~!-01 2.5911(lZ-01 3.Ql~619t-Ol 1.2~~5t6t-C1 

4.79517~-o2 4.79~S(6Z-02 4.196~03£-02 ~.79S231E-Ol .(.018027£-01 
2.6~0060t-0. 1.OO42~t-Ql 2.'34~t~~-Cl 2.b2~~e5[-Ol 7.~5Qe.8t-Cl 
4.1965~n-02 .( .. nS1Ht-02 4.196380[-02 4. H6558t-02 <I. 7~602e:-02 4.078021!·01 
).OC4204~-C! 2. 62OC6oe-Ct Z.~~492:t-Ol l.O!07get-O: 1.S12~2ZE-O! 1.eSCS6~r·al 

~-11'1:?«d:-3.nco .atr:[,x.. !n tU'ti':s ot !ot' .. 'S/krMtIllU: 1 for -=ho :&y,t .. of ec:ruivo':'ent: ph4 ... cond.uc:to:r •. 
RO~5 ~,~ col~s ~~cc.d in t~o .~ o~~or ~I the ta~tQ~ in~~t. 

e, .c313rn~"'0:2 
(, SZ! 16at-O! 

2 5.861S~6Z-02 S.63303l!-O~ 

~.~eo~SS~-Ol ~.'~Oe6~[-O! 

1 S.~&J409t-02· ~.a6l5'6t-C2 e.4373~~!-02 

!.~Ce9:1t-G~ l.~t~88t-Cl 4.~2~i6at~Ct 

:~~~C9 a4tr~x~ in ~~1t. ot roha'/~t.r! tor _rw-etr!c41 c~t. of tho equ!vel&nt pha •• CQn4yctQ~ 

stc. 

Rows ;>rocs04 In t~. ~..,c. (0.:'. 2). (0. 1. 21. ,"C.; col ....... >,r<><:ee<! in 'M ¥~ence 10. 2. 11. ,C. 2. ",. etc;. 
o < . 00~62 7Z-0' 

1.7012,,)Ct ... O! 
-3.47l'S9~-Cl -2.C024~6%-02 
-l.l686~~!-Ol l.465a~1!-02 

1 1.1~~1l6~-O) ~.105772Z-02 2.4?O&9eE-02 
-S.65J669!-Ol ~.111504~-Ol 1.~.7694!-02 

t~.~~. ~ur~. 1.~4~~. 

.. ;n!t~4.COn.: an~l.t4egr.; 
l.~o ~ ~.~6~66~·O~ -1.3~14:t.OO 

?os1t~v.: !.~C4~6~.Ql ~1.~2!62t.OO 

~ 't t enY4i ~ lo.n 
abflc» 

~ • ~CQ14t-03 
1.H~UZ·04 

$~~nk c~r~ t.r.in~~in~ treGu.ncy ca~ •. 
~l~n~ c.r4 o~d~nq ~~1NE CO~S~ANT$· ca, ••. 

V.1o.:1 t1 
It>>J •• c 

2.2aOn.O:' 
2.n3nt·O!l 
i llA'O< CA.RO 
] ~U.'(K cue ~ 

W ........ l."gth It •• , .. t ... ,,,ce " ... cta..",\c. Su.c:_pta.r\<:« 
koo ol\loJk>o aha/a ""0/ ... 

•• 4320~J::·Ol 2.00"63~·O1 7. '(1)~t -Ol 2.566(09t-06 
~.~(7Sl%·O~ l. 703 77t -02 ).~3l;~O.t .. O! 3.-t~'i:$9£ .. {)ti 

Cilll!«: fl';tQ\!t1CcY OM~S 

t::<~INCi $..Hn: CO~2~""''"II'!':S 

xxr-.c...,.. "LINE cONSTaNTS" using .the. mutual coupling QIrti.Qn 

XXI-C-l. Input data deck structure 

A data deck for ItLI}/"E CONSTA.'-I"TS H requesting output for MUTUAL cOtT?LING of' a 
three-phase power carrier line with' a commu..'1ication line, parallel to this power 
line, is cc=posed out of the following sequence of data cards: 

1. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
2. LINE CCNSTP. .. ~"TS -special request word 

\tr~'1sfers control to the proper overlay) 
3. special request cards: S~GLISH or MeTRIC (necessary) 
4. cO:1ductcrs cards: "single conductorf~- option 

"automatic b\moling"- option 
J- BLr~~ C;~RD ending conductor data 
6. :requency card with "mutual coupling" option request 
7. EL~\~ C~qD ending frequency cards 
3. BLA~~ CARD ending line const~~ts 
'3. DEGn; NEW DATA CASE .. ca;-d. to begin new EHTP data case 

10. BL.~\~ CP~qD ending all S~ cases 



~:ost of the cards used i:-. this option also appeared in the "stand alone" case. 
Fo:::, the cond:uc tor cards. only a small remark with respect to the variable "1?P.ASE" 
will 'be necessary. Also the !tmutual coupling" option request on the frequency 
card needs sooe explanation. For the detailed description of all other variables. 
;·;e refer to the prev'ious parag:::'aph, dealing wit';, the "sta.'1d alone" case (section 
XXI-B) • 

:,;. Just as in the previous paragraph. conductor cards are used to define the 
geometry ~~d some of the flli'1damental electrical properties of the system under 
study {= three-phase power carrier line. parallel to a communication line). 
Again it is possible to specify a single physical conductor or a regular 'bundle 
(see section XXI-B-l. card 4). 

Only the variable IPR~SE needs a special explanation in this case; 

IPHASE: indicates the phase number of the physical conductor or regular bundle. 
Conductors having the same phase number are to be 'bul'ldled in a 'non-regular' 
bundle. 
= 0 : ground wire 
= 1. 2. 3 : phase number 
= 4 : communication line 

The ll!e~'1ing of all other variables. 
unchanged. 

as well as the card format remained 

6. frequency card with ff:utual coupling" option request: 
Again this card specifies the frequency for which the line constants are to be 
calculated. Remark that the formula. used to calculate the mutual impedance 
between a three-phase power circuit ~~d a communication line only allows ONE 
DISCRETE freque."lcy (NO logarithmically-spaced grouping of' frequencies allowed!) • 

Don.' t forget to specify the special output control flag "MIJTJAL". 

FRC:O FCM ,CPR l! 

Parameters: 

RHO resistivity {C~~-meter} of the ho~ogeneous ear~~ (Carson theory) 

FREQ discrete frequency (Hz} at which the line parameters will be calculated. 



FCAR flag. used to cont:-ol the number of cor:-ection terms in Carson's earth-return 
formula for the impedance. 
=0 : no correction terms added 
=1 in colucn 28: calculation uses highest accu:-8cy 
.blnr~. cnlcula~~Qn uses highe~t occur~cy 

Beware: AT? uses character checking here. Consequently, the inte:-pre~ation of 
a zero a.'1.d a blan .. '< is different. This is in derrogation- ~o the rest 
of the input {where zero or blank usually have ~~e same me~~ing)! 

printout control parameter for the capacitance 

matrix or the susceptance matrix {per km or per mile) or their inverse: 
IC~2=O,ICPR=100000 inverse of ute ]; unreduced system 

010000 inverse of utCe)i equivalent phase conductor system 
001000 inverse of u{CsJ; symmetrical components only 
000100 u:{C] 
000010 u.{CeJ 
OOCOOl o.{C"j 

ICAP=1.IC?R=100000 
010000 
001000 
000100 
000010 
COOOOl 

inverse of [e J 
inverse of [Ce] 
inverse of [CII J 

[C ] 
[e,:] 
[Os] 

DIST :specifier (cols 45-52) not really needed: all results are expressed per unit 
of length. 

ISEG : a flag, used to indicate whether ground wires {if any) are to be treated 
as being continuous or segmented: 
=0 continuous ground wires 
:: 1 : ~eg:nen ted groU:."1d w~'res . 

IZPR : printout control parameters for the series impedance matrices [Z]= [R}+ju.{LJ 
or their inverse: 
=100000 [Z] 
=010000 [ZeJ 
=001000 [2,J 
=000100 inverse of [Z J 
=000010 inverse of [Z~J 
=000001 inverse of (Z.J 

~.fl:TCAL: :-equest for calculation of the mutual impedance of a three-phase tra..'1smission 
line, parallel to a comQ~~ication line. 
=1; obtain this output. as pri.nted outP'lt. 

XXI-C-2. Sample test case 
Following exa:ple describes how to use this request for calculating the mutual 

coupling between a 3-phase power c8:-rier and a parallel telephone line. As for 
the configuration of all lines, we took the same line setup as before. The only 

':>:::.' 



cna.,;ge is that now. there is a telephone line. located at .5 m height. on a dista.'1ce 
of 4 m ;;0 the right of the tower (=reference Hne for the horizontal position of 
all other lines. too). 

~ ~ 
7.85 rn i 

midspan 23.20 IT! 

i2 IT! 

j 

1.r----8 • • 
' ...... ,..: 

SEPAR = 04- m 

tcwer : 2 ~ .63 :n 
midsocn : 9 .83 in 

tower = mics;:;an ::: 0.5 In 

. 
//////////////////////////////1///////////// 

The phase conductors are tubular. with: 
7/D = 0.231 
DC resistance = 0.0522 Ohms/Km 
o~tside diazeter D = 3.18 em 

The sky wires are solid, with: 
7/D := 0.; 
DC ~esistar.ce = 0.36 O~si~ 
outside diameter D = 1.46 em 

The telephone wire is solid. with: 
TID :0 0.5 
DC resist8...'1ce = 0.36 Ohms/Km 
outside diameter D = 1.46 em 



The ea:th resistivity equals 250.0 Ohm-~eter ~~d all line data are requested at 
50 Hz.. Let's document the use of the "mutual coupling" option only. The input 
data deck then looks as follows: 

s~a:N Nr~ OA~A CASE 
.. :HE CCNS'l'A.'i'l'S 

c ••• A~IC BUNP~INa. m~tual CQupli~~ 
C 1 ~ 3 .• 5 6 7 S 
c 3'~6ia9C1234567S90123'56789C1234567a901234567590123'561B9C123~567e9al23.561e90 

~O.231 0.0522' 3.18 -12.Q 21.63 9.63 '0 0.0 Z 
20.2!1 0.0522" 3.1S 0.0 21.53 9.83 40 0.0 Z 
30.231 0.0522" 3.~8 l~.O 21.63 9.83 40 0.0 :: 
CO.!I 0.26 " ~.46 .7.85 30.50 23.2 
CO.5 0.36." l.H i.as 30.50 2.3.2 
40.5 0.36 ~ 1.4& 4,CO o.~o 0.50 

~~~~K CA1~ rUOIUC CCNcucto~ CARes 
c 1. :z :3 4 !I II 1 8 
C 34567890123.567890:2345678901234561690:23'5675901234567e90l2~.567S901234567S9C 

250.0 50.0 1 1 
St~~K CAa~ ~~~:NC rRE¢U%NCY CARPS 
8~~~K CAa~ £NO:SC ~:s£ CONS~~~~S 
!~C:N X~~ PA!A CAS~ 
!t?~K CARO !~RM:NA!:NG ~t ;05S 

XXI-C-3. Output data d~ck structure 
~M~ extract from the output for the above data case is as follows: 

'r"~i..Z I'lIASl: . . $XI~ ~~nC1 Rt:n S1"-'SC% kV.CTII.,(Cl!:~ll.'.1''' $,.~n·Ic.:\.r!l:::!t IltMl:TDt K01t!ZO!frAL ltoVC 8::1= 
l'lC'i ~~D lil-np:: ~ (Q8l"I/lCl'Il X-'rn'l': lIiCH.'!!lCl'I) QR ~ ( CK l X II'mtSI ¥ {!"rl"'l\S~ 

1 0.23100 0.0$220 <I Q.OOOOOO 3.UOOC -12.000 .3.1&3 
~ 2 0.n1OO 0.C521:0 ~ 0.000000 3+ ... 'sooo Q.OOQ ll.1U 
J ! 0.23too O.O'~:;::O "' 0.000000 $.1IQ(X) 12+000 l3. ?'~ 
~ 

"' 
0.5;)000 O.36Q(X) .. O.QOOOI:lG L-t6Q(X) <i.'XIO O. ':$¢Q 

5 O.2l!OO O.OS2%O <I O.OOO¢OC l.UOOC --u.ooo U.H::I 
l> 2 Q~2':~OO O.O!l220 >4 C.OOO¢OC 3 •• e'XlO 0.000 ::':1.7~~ 

1 1 o.::noo Q.Q~;:::O " a.OOO¢OC 3.l8000 1:.000 1::1.7'), 
~ 0 O.,¢OOO 0.3..1>000 <I O.OOO¢OC L'(&OOO -1.~50 l~.41l 

. 9 0 o.~¢OOO O.;X;OOO 4 O.OOQOOQ 1 •• 5000: ?lIS;) :2:L63l 

rOI..:.oWlXC; AA'l"l! len IUll;E I'QII Uolt.1:Y. 1I%:H!ITIVln
:"l~'tCA~ :~'t~ ..... '1C% POSl'ft.-:i'O (,':,020.1 OXH/IJ'S
,;~~~ ~~ ~~~~lNATrHC J~EO~~~ CAA~~. 

:~.OO C!IK->t 1I..'fD ~tQ:,;r:: .. C't· ::'0.00 lIZ. COIUUCl"!o." I"ltoCl"OR-
1<1X"'.1\'1I:- O.·:lI'6~ OWVlC>I ~C(o. O.~·130 OII11IIO! 

~~u..'<lC CMe PlOI~O l'l<J:Q;;~~C't CA.~~S 

';.A.~" eM!) ,1:X"I"'An~~ l..:.~r-c(>"$-rM't"S CASU. 1~:..A..'I\fl( CJI.,X,o ~<t:n~c L!:it CO;"(ST ...... "'':''S 

co=1It 
lI<\I'I!: 



XX!-~ LQga~1thmically-spaced grQup!ng Qf fr~guenci~s 

XXI-D-l. Input data deck structure 

Beware: this option always assumes full transpositicn of the N-phase system. 
As a result. only the zero- ~~d positive sequence can be obtained. 

A data deck for "LINE CONSTA..\-rS" requesting output for a LOGARITHMICALLY
SPACED GROl~ING OF FREQv~~CIES is composed out of the following sequence of data 
cards: 

SEGIN ~EW DATA CASE 
2. LINE CONSTA..~lS -special request word 

(transfers control tc the proper overlay) 
3. special request cards: &~GLrSH cr METRIC (necessary) 

FREQU&~CY (optional) 
4. conciuctors cards: "single conductor"- option 

"automatic bundling .... option 
5. ELk~< CA..qn ena~ng conductor data 
6. frequency card with "frequency scan" option 
7. B~\~ C~qD ending frequency cards 
8. EL~~~ CA..Bn ending line constants 
9. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE - card to begin new &¥.TP data case· 

10. ELP~~ CABO ending all &~ cases 

Most of the cards used in this option also appeared in th.e "stand alone" case. 
The special request card tlFREQUE.~Cyff needs some explanation. as well as the 
"frequency SC~"'l1t option on the frequency card. For a detailed description of all 
other cards. we refer to section XXI-E. dealing with the Itstand aloneH case. 

3. For this case of LINE CONSTA.\"I'S. besides the requests METRIC or E.."'iGL.!SH {as in 
the "sta:1d alone" case) also the FREQUEI"rcy request ce..'1 be applied using the 
following card format: 

~-. ~--~~, ~,~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~ 

, , , . ; i i ~ j ; ~~ i : : ~ ~ ! 1 ~ ,4 ~ ; ; ; ; ~ ~ i ~ : I j f 1 ~ l ' f ~ ~ i ~ l ~ f J f ~ ~ ~ l l j ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ l l j ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ; : : ~ 
:12j456ia9qi~J~5~78~Q11J4$~ $~01434$$1S9d;2~45S7$9Qi444S~189di2J4Sq18Sd 2J~$$189Q j , : ' , . .: i . : ' : ' ; , ' . ) f ' \, ;:': I !,.:.,:. i h ~ , : : • ; .. ~ , , - : t : ! : ; ; : " ," ~ : : • " ; : : : • : :: ~: i • ; i ( , , 

j ~ RE: C-C'ENC~ 
~ ; 

Cautiqn; in older program verSions. this extra line was mandatory. From ATP4 
onwards., this extra card just is neglected: it. will not. disturb the input 
sequence. 



6, The frequency card wi th "frequency scan" option only can ~ains following variables: 

, ; : ; : .- t' :: I ' 

"iJJJJjJJ~ ~~J; 7 
'_'_' ,f .• 

F82 F10.2 

FREQ 

Parameters: 

A ',.., 'v 

} 

4 

$ ; . 

Q (} ~~ ~ 
: : : 4 ! j ! ' : i : : ;:1 i ! ! 1 ~:::R 
:{8~012J-+~1~ld':;n ~2~·!$~~i8gQ 
, :_~....J...~1~~~.~~_:_;_;_;_; 

: : : 

RHO resistivity (Cr~-ceter) of the homogeneous earth (Carson theory) 

?REQ starting frequency of the frequency-looping. 

?CAR : flag» used to control the number of correction terms ·in Carson's earth-return 
formula for the impedance. 
=0 ; no correction terms added 
z:1 Ln column 28: calculation uses highest accuracy 
=bl&~k= calculation uses highest accuracy 

Beware: AT? uses character checking here. Consequently. the interpretation of 
a zero ~~d a blank is different. This is in derrogation to the rest 
of the input (where zero or bl~~ usually have the sa:e me~~ing)! 

DIS? :specifier (eols 4;-52) not really needed: all results are expressed per unit 
of length. 

ISEG ! a flag, used to indicate whether ground wires {if &~y} are to be treated 
as being continuous or segmented: 
;0 continuous ground wires 
=~ : segmented gro~~d wires 

DEC : number of decades which are to be sp~~ed by the logarit~ically spaced 
frequency looping. 

P~i : number of frequency points per decade. 

XXI-D-2. Sample test case 

Following example describes how to use this t'equest for calcl~lllting tho ft'equency 
depend(;ncy of' the zero-sequence ~nd pos;!. t;ive-sequt!nce line pal'~:uetel'S fol" a 3-phase 
power carrier line. As for the configuration of all lines, we took the sa=e line 
setup as in point XXI-3-2. Let's assume that the frequency sp~~ stacts at 0.01 
Hz, with 2 decades to be spar~~ed. using 3 points per decade. The input data deck 
is as follows: 



3ZC:S N~. 'A~A CAS! 
:":!'iZ CCXS'rA..'{'rS 

~::7R:C 

FR~OtiE:-:CY' . 
C ••• AU~O~4!C 3~~~~!NC. rREQ~~SCY SCk~ REQUEST •••••• 
C 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
C 31,567e90~2J~567a90123'567a90!23.5678901234567890123'5678901234~67S90123'567S90 

10.231 0.OS22 4 3.18 -12.0 21.63 9.83 40. 0.0 2 
ZO.231 0.0522 4 3.1S 0.0 21.63 9.83 40. 0.0 2 
~O.2~1 0.CS22 4 3.~8 12.0 21.63 9.83 40. 0.0 2 
CO.5 0.36 4 1.45 -i.85 30.~O 23.2 
OC.5 0.36 4 1.46 7.S! 30.50 23.2 

a~~K CAR~ ZN~INO CONOUCTOR CARDS 
C :. .2 3 • 5 6 7 8 
C 3~5678S0123~5678901234567890123'S67e90123'567890123'56789012345678901234567890 

250.0 00.01 1 2 3 
S~XK CARD ~ND!NC rRZCUZNCY CA.~DS 

E~~K CA.~O ENO!NC ~!XE CONS7AN7S 
5ZC:N N~~ OA~A CASE 
E~~~K CARD ZERMIXAZZXC ~~ JOSS 

XXI-D-3. Output data deck structure 

An extract from the output of the above data case looks as follows: 

~,"'tf"klT:- c.')n! ~:-.codb')Q rI«w O"t':'P d"tll ca... !'!I!:C:M Nt'W tl>.tA ~5t 
Co'""put. OV(l(""U)""'~ :"1n« con.t.,.n~.. t...!...~ t .. qO : Ll!'C'!; CO":$tA."(TS 

~f"'~;ua.t (I)r OMItr!c {not tno;:':'th} unit.. I;:~.o:.=-.. ~ 
1'I0'1"".lIIt t(1f" fn.~u .. r'l(:'Y-!oot" printout. In .. , ..... " ........ 1 

~1\N,<Xo(IInt rAt":' ~\.~o<;:) .. G. Ie ... A(,..·,.~Tte .t.."N'::n.rxc. ntS:OUtNC'Y S(:A)f _tQutST ...... 
COl'fVl'"(tnt C-IU·t;l. S:"'"!w:!JC::)"" 7. C! J 4. , 6. tJ 

Co,.,..."t c .. ~d. ""'><0<:1). e. ,c 34~67119 123456189 123456789 123-t'6189 1234~6189 1234567a, 1234567&~ 12345&789 
~i~o conducto~ c4rd. 2,310t·Ol S.2Z0E¥C: < ~~ O.2~1 O.O~2Z 4 !.1$ 12. :1.6! 9.0] 40. O. 2 
~!ne cond~CtOo c~<d. 2.3:0~-01 5.220~-C2 4!_ 0.231 0.0522 4 3.1e o. 21.63 9.83 ~O. O. 2 
~i~e conauCto~ c~ra. 2.J10t-Ol 5.:Z0~-C2 ~ ~03 0.231 0.0522 ~ ~.la -tZ. 21.63 9.~3 40. O. 2 
~in« e~nducto~ c4~d. S.ooo~-Ot 3.S00t-01 ., 0.5 0.'6. ! .• 6 ?a5 30.~ 2l.2 
L:n. cond~CtOr c3<d. 5.oooE-Ol 3.6oo~-01 • 10 0.5 0.36 ~ :.46 -1.lIS 30.5 23.2 

Co~ •• nt c3rd. ~~oc~· 15. C 1 2 l • 5 6 1 
al~~k ca~4 t~r.in4~!n9 conductor card.. I~LANX CARD ~I~ CONDUCTOR CARnS -

CC~A~t card. ~~~DC=· ~5. C ~~789 1:3456789 123456789 12345678' 123456789 12~S67S9 12l4567S~ 1234561'9 
rrequen."Y CoOrd. Z.5OOl!;-02 1.0002:-02 0.000l!:.00 !:50. 0.01 1 : 3 

Lin~ eO~ductor table 4!t_r cort1n~ 4nd 1n1t!al p~ce*11n9. 
~a~le yh4Sa S~in effect ~esls~enee R~~t~~ee eata ~?Ocit1catio~ Horizontal Avg hei<Jht 

'( \.tr.) 
13.7til 

Row N\WIbor F.-type R tOM/lao) X·t~ X {Oo.,./lao\ O~ ~ x I.Uli 
11.eOO 

5 
& 

A.!ph~ 

SO"yo:r/k:a 

" .1~6ct .. 06 
6.0:Z~l!:-06 

&.70SCt·OG 
!. 2300r:-05 
:. .1!07Z-C~ 
~.~'2Zt"05 
'.I"i~,O! f:~n~ 

tHAn>c c;\t'C1 

31Ank <"l<~ 

o 
o 

0.23!oo 0.05220 4 0.= 
O.:~!OO 0.05220 4 0.= 
0.:3100 - 0.05ZZC 4 0.= 
C.2~lOO 0.05220 <I 0.000000 
0.23100 0.05220 <I 0.000000 
O.z:lloo 0.05%10 4 0.000000 
o. SCOOO 
0.5COOO 

0.3&000 
0.36000 

Zero sequence ---------------
$..,t3 It .. {.ill!- c:-ino· 

Oluo/lcoo Henry/lao! P'ar.a<S/ka; 
•• 20S2t-02 1.0246£-01 1.J~.qae-o;! 

1.3>4et-02 
l .. :U4St¥02 
1. 3l4&!:-02 
1. }14~r:-02 

0.= 
0.= 

"";>M 
lIe;>cr/loo 

<I.S3OOl:-06 
7 .0?10~-O6 
t. C3!i?~-05 
1. !oo,?z .. o~ 
:.!e~'~"'05 

3.19000 
3.1eooo 
3.1~000 

3.18000 
3.1eooo 

·C.200 

0.200 
·ll.eoo 

7.850 
-7.850 

11.163 
11.16~ 

13.163 
13.763 
25.633 
25.633 

Po.1t1v •• equance --•••• -----•• 
!eta ~ ~!.!111- C{.ic~-

R .. 4i,.,../lcoo Ol\ll/lcoo Manry/lao) Fa~0.4/lcoo) 

4.&<24l!:-06 <t. 2004E·0~ L 71211:·00 L 7724%-02 
7.11fn.~-o~ 4 .. 200.t.e ... O: 1~11tlr.oo t.77t-4I:-02 
1. 04tnl:-O~ ".2oo4r-02 :.. 11211::.00 L 7724%-02 
:.~4~Ot-05 4.2004%-02 1.112:~.OO 1.7724t-02 
~.!O'~l-C5 •• 200~E-OZ 1.112![.OO 1.7714%-02 

R"d.l.a.."'l./g 
•• 1 996I!:-06 
6.2l9'~·06 

9. Z?32r:; .. 06 
1. ~l1n-o~ 
:.Z4312: .. 05: 
} ?17('~-O~ 

i.O"lr.~C~ 

4.210e~-02 

.c.2'23lZ"'02 

.... Z~04t"'02 

.c.3lJtE-C2 
~. 4f>30r-0: 
4.84!.IH: ... 0.2 

'L ~'41t+OO 
9.~OlGt·OO 

~. '26?~.00 

8. "47~t~OO 
8.3~63!·OO 
,. 't17"', .. 00 

1. 314~t-C2 3.10H!:-OS 3. 4~~tE-05 ". 2ooU·02 ~ .1lnr..00 ~. 7724t-02 
l.l:nr.-02 ~. :~O<lt-O' ~ .• <lH~-O~ 4.2oo&C·02 1.7Ua.00 (.l1HI:-O~ 

t.(.i~.t!n~ trequ.ncy c4~d •• 
endr~~ ·~!HZ ~ONS~AXT~· c ••••. 

: !~)( t:AJt!) tN'!HNC ntJ!~\Jr.N"CY CM~S 
111"'-'0( CAltll V/OZI<C LINE CO"STM"!"S 

XXI-E. "LINE CQNSTANTS" requesting lumped PI-circuit output 

XXI-E-l. Input data deck structure 

rrooqueflC:Y 
l!Z 

1.COOO£-02 
2.1,""'42:"'02 
.c. 641'£-02 
l.COOO~-Ol 

2.15Ut-O: 
~. 6416~-Ot 

1.0000&.00 

It should be stressed that two different PI-circuit outputs can be obtained: 
:he so-called nQmipal PI-circuit (or short line equivalent) as well as the eguiyalent 
PI-circuit (or long-line equivalent). 



XXI~ E. ·~:NZ C~NStk~TSW r.qu.sting lumped P:-circ~it o~tp~t • l~ 

Recall that the eQuiValent PI-circuit (long-line-equivalent) correctly 
desc~ibes the steady state conditions of a line at its te~minals (i.e. for one 
specific frequency and a specified length).. This equivalent PI-circuit. ca., D.Q.!;. 

be used for transient. phenomena. Accordingly. no pu.'1ched card output is possible. 
One can only obtain a transfer admittance Or' tr-an$far impQdance and a shunt 
admittance or shu.~t impeda~ce matrix. 

Recall tnat the nominal PI-circuit (short-line-equivalen~) C~~ be used for 
tra.'1sient phenomena {although a travelling wave model generally should be preferred} . 
On transient network analyzers. distributed parameter lines are approximated as 
cascaded connections of short-length nominal PI-Circuits with lumped elements. 
Accordingly. punched card output ca.'1 be obtained. readily usable with tra.'1sient 
network simulations. For this purpose, do not forget to use the optional request 
card "BP.A."{CH" (point 3). . . 

In both cases a data deck for a "Line Constants" ca~e requesting PI-CIRCUIT 
output is co~posed out of the following sequence of data cards: 

1. SSGIN NEW DATA CASE 
2. LINE CONST~\LS -speCial request word' 

(tr~'1sfers control to the proper overlay) 
3. special request cards: S~GLISH or MclRIC (necessary) 

BRANCH {optional) 
$~~~SE {whenever punching} 

4. conductors cards: "single conductor"- option 
ffautomatic bundling"- option 

5. BhA~h C&QD ena~ng conductor data 
6. frequency cards with PI-circuit output request, 

followed by a "$PL~CHff-card. . 
7. BLfu~~ CARD ending frequency cards 
8. BLA~~ c.~~ ending line const~~ts 
9. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE - card to begin new RV:T? data case 

10. BLA~~ CP~~D ending all EMTP cases 

In this' case, only the special request card "BRAl'iCH" and some variables on the 
f::-equency card need to be discussed. All other cards are as i:1 the "stand alone" 
case (see secticn XXI-B). 

3. The optional special request card ffBruL~CHH better can be used whenever p~~ched -
~ominal PI-circuit output is desired as branch cards for follcwing 
applications: - mutually-coupled RLC bra~ches 

- CASCADE PI (only for steady state} 
This card names the· nodes of all the bra.~ches representing the line. The card 
for=at is as follows: 



.')·15 

; ; : ~ : : . 
' ...... : : ; '6 : ! ~ ~ ;,. :' ;';;;.3 

517~6oii3~5~j~~~ . " '.',". : 

A.S A5 AS A6 ; A6 AS AS A.6 

:- .--.~:--: ------- ;-_ .... ' , _._---;---_._;-----_._-_._>--_.--_._--..;.------------_. : 
8;')S< 8JS2: 8'.:5< 8:..;52\ 2\..:5< S'.;si 

o~cse 1 p~ose 2 • phose .3 

Parameters: 

SUSl 8:';S2; 
p!'-,cse 4-

. i phose 5 
SuS;; 8''';52 

phcse 5 

~~ter a pair of points {BEGINK.~~Dk} for each phase k. So. one card can h~~dle 
up to six phases. 

Likewise. it is recommended to erase the old contents of the plli~ch buffer by 
using the following command: 

. . 
~$ERAS~ 

6. The t'r'cquc!!cy card 'Nith PI-circuit output request specifies the frequency fot' 
'hhich line constants are to be. calculated. Also the control parameters for 
PI-circuit output need to be spe~ified on this card. 

• ; ; ; 

2~45e 8 4345 

Fo_2 -. ~ , C.2 

~'~0 ?REC 

Parameters: 

; 

; ; 

8 -'. 1i S5 4' --; : .. 

Al0 

;:;-CA~ 

jii FS.3 

GiST 
::: 

; ; 

~.. : 
,...l ~ 

RHO resistivity (Chm-~eter) of the homogeneous earth (Carson theory) 

r. .. 

FRSQ f,,(~q~!cncy (Hz) rot' which the line cons t1ll1 ts. as -.. ell as the exar:t ? l-circui t 
=at~ix (using the shor~ line equivalent) need to be calculated. 



-
FeAR: flag. used to control the nu:r.ber of correction terms i.n Carson I s earth-return 

for~ula for the i.mpedance. 
=0 : no correction terms added 
=1 in column 28: calculation uses highest accuracy 
:blar~= calculation uses highest accuracy 

Beware: AT? uses character checking here. Consequently, the interpretation of 
a zero a~d a blank is different. This is in der-rogation to the rest 
of the input {where zero or blank usually have the same meaning)! 

rCAP : control flag, speCifying whether the capacita.'1ce matrix [C] or the suscepta."1ce 
matrix u{C] should be output by a~y IPIPR or PL~=44 request. ICAP=l means 
[C] output. whereas IC;2=0 mea'1S uiC] output. 

D1S1' .• length (km or mile) of the tra."'lsmission line section. The resulting 
Pi-circuit output (be it the equivalent or the nominal Pi) values are for the 
full line length. 

I?I?R: request to calculate the equivalent Pi-circuit. 
1000 sh~'1t admitta.'1ce and transfer admittance matrix of 

the ~'reduced system 
0100 sh~'t ad?itt~,ce and transfer admittance matrix of 

the sy--metrical components of the system of equivalent 
phase conductors (perfect tr~~sposition aSsumed) 

0010 'sh~'t impedance a~d tra'1sfer impedance matrix of 
the ~"'lreduced system 

0001 shunt impedance and transfer impedance matrix of 
the sym-metrical components of the system of equivalent 
phase conductors {perfect transposition assumed} 

Recall that the egqi.yelen t Pi-circuit (long-line eguivalen.t) correctly 
describes the steady state conditions of a line at its terminals (i.e. for 
one specific frequency a~d a specified length}. This equivalent Pi-circuit 
ca.'1 ~ be used .toJ: t::-aDsient phenomena. Accordingly. no p~'1ched card output 
is possible. One can only obtain a tra'"lsfer admittance or transf.er iI:lped~"lce 
a.'1d a sh~'1t admitta'"lce or shunt impeda'1ce matrix. 

ISSG : a flag, used to indicate whethe::- gra~'1d wires (if any) are to be treated 
as being continuous or segmented: 
=0 continuous ground wires 
=1 : segmented ground wires 

?UN=44: request for automatic p~~ching or the ~ITP branch cards fer 
PI-circuit representation of ~1 1~'1transposed transmission line. 
system of equivalent phase conductors is withheld; output of the 
sY$tec is not available. 

a nominal 
Only the 

ti.'1reduced 

Recall that the nominal Pi-circuit {short-line equivalent} ~ be used for 
t~an~ipnt pbenQ~pna (although a travelling wave mqdel generally should be 
~referred). On transient network analyzers. distributed parameter lines are 
approxi:uated as cascaded connections of short-length nominal Pi-circuits with 
lumped elements. Accor-dingly. punched card output. readily usable with 
transient network Simulations. For this purpose, do not forget to use the 
optional card "ERA.,,{CH" (point 3). 



NOTES: 1) If one waI',ts to use this output as the branch card input for- a 
;::;.utually-coupled R-L-C-br-anch or- a CASCADE-PI cel, take care of the 
following: 
- output is in double-p~ecision format (SVIN7AGE.l} 
- R in Ohm for the specified section length. 
- X in Ohm for the specified section length, so use XO?! = FREQ 

(FREQ = fr-equency at which the PI-circuit data are being 
calculated) • 

- w'hen ICAP=O. field "C" is expressed in ~'1a (or )JS; for the 
specified section length. so use CO?T=FREQ. On the other h~~d. 
when ICA?=l. field "C tt is expressed in i-lfarad (or pF) for the 
specified section length. so use CO?T=O. 

2) Only in the case ?lrN ., 1.4 (nominal Pi-output). this frequency card ho!; .~.", ... 
to 'be followed. by a "$PUNCH" card. in or-der to have pu..~ched output being .. 
pdnted. 

XXI-E-2. Sample test case 

The following is an example that illustrates the request for lumped nominal 
?I-circuit output for a~ u..~transposed line. Tne line configuration is the s~e 
as in point XXI-3-2. a~d hence does not need to be repeated here. It is assumed 
that the line section u..~der conSideration has a length of 13.8 Kc. 

:.:;sz CONS"!'A.'~"!'S 

C ! 2 3 4 5 6 7 5 
C 3456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 
a~~CR E!G.S EN~.S E~C.R tND.R B~C.T ZND.~ 
C •••• AL~~~tIC BL~~~!NC~ PI C:!~J:7 OL~~~ R%OU~$~ -*-. 
C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
C 3456789 ~23456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 123,56789 l234S67S9 
: c.23: 0,0522 4 3.18 12. 21.63 9.83 ~O. O. 2 
2 0,2~! 0.0522 4 3.1a c. 21.53 9.S3 '0. O. 2 
3 0.231 0.0522 4 3.18 ·:2. 21.53 9.S! 40. O. 2 
~ o.~ 0.36 ~ 1.46 7~6S 30.5 23A2 
o 0.5 0.36 4 :.C6 ·7.65 30.~ 23.2 
E~V~ CA~~ ~~DZNG CCND~C;O~ ~~s 

s 

C ! 2 3 , 5 6 7 a 
C J'56789 123456789 1234~67e9 1234~67S9 123456789 t23'~6789 123.56789 
250. ~O. 1; 

.50. ~O. 1 

3~~K CARO ~OlXC r~~QU~NC~ Ck~OS 
S~~K CARO ES~IXC ~INZ COXST~~'S 
S::C~N Xl:"; ~TA CASE 
l?t.<I.."K 

1.L8 
13.8 

1. 1 

XXI-E-3. Output data set structure 

123456789 
It.O;j!W\L~ 
(XO!1.t1CAl. , 

Following is an extract from the output of the above data case: 

C<>_M ""<"<1. . ..... 1<OCC. 1-
~t'k .. -:- card prec.c:!inq t\O'W ~p d4:a 0:::.$ ••• 

e~~yt. OV.f~.~~ lln. oon.tL~t&. t!att. ~O 
~.'t\,u:u:t tot' .. ,::"!-:; 1no-t 'tn9':'1.h~ ~it •. 
C""""'nt caro1. l<".1'IXC - 5_ 

e da<G:I(~/XC~/~!~~.DA~ 
!lClX ~ DAtA ~~ 
1.!!IZ CC!lr.Altt~ 
xt"rlt!C 

C : l " S 6 1 

,..1r-" of b"'(:.~::"4C't.f' 'V1J:. r.aa.. for:' e4c..~ i'hA ..... 
C 34~t1S9 123.557!~ lt34~67B' lZ~4Z6,e~ 1234567$9 1%~567B1 12l4561~9 12~5&7!1 
u ....... Q! btc.S =.$ S~.lI. ~l;).J! UG.t !:!Il).t 

COJMIont 'CAr-d. ~"".,;~:OC:l'" e. 
C.;:J~:'"Jt ca~. ~ .... ~X~ .. ~. 

C:ocr-""4~, ect¢.. ~ ... \.""':.~~ .... =.:0. 
~r~. co"ducte~ ~4r~. Z~l~O!~O! ~.::O&~C2 

t..:.~e: COh'::'o,1cte::- cat-d. Z.3:'O!""'1 S. ~:Ot"C2 
~~!"\<l cer".~·,:,=r:.¢~ ';-4~. 2 . .ll0!:-Ot ~.:2~Z"'Cl 

C _ •• - ~~~ •• c .v~D~!XC. Pl C:X~Jlt ¢~~~~ ~QCZS' - ••• 
C 1 2 3 ( Z 6 1 
C ~$~1~9 1234567~1 12~5&78q 12~456789 ~2J4557!9 :234561S9 ~~~S67e9 

O.~3~ 0.0522 A 3.1~ lZ. 21.&l ~.aJ 4C. C. 
Z O.23~ 0.O~22 ~ ~.le O. 21.63 9.83 4C. C. 
~ C.;;l! C.O~22 -4 ~.1& -no 21.53 9.$3 ~O. c. 

8 

1214551n 
2 
2 



~~~O con~~~tQr co~~ $~ooo£·Ot :~'OOt·Ot < 10 o.~ C.!6 l .• ' 7.e~ 30.:' 23.2 
:. ~n. cc;.n-duC1:Qt' c .. t.j. '.000:£"'01 :. 'OOIt-Ol ~ 

:I ~a.l'I" .r;: .. {4 'l'llln.-'n." ift9 ~crn::!u:~tor- Cl."d. ... 
10 o.~ 0.]1 :.U -1.05 )O.~ ~l. ::t 
ISVJ<I( CAllO ~g!kQ CON~~a ~g~ 

Co--.nt c.~a. ~ocu - 17. Ie 2 l • ) , 1 • Cc.,.....nc Gord:. N" ..... 7'tt'CtI- .. li. ;e H~61" 12H5A1'" ~Z)U'78t 12HH7n U~~41n UH~"n u:una'l 1'114~""'*' 
f:.~.ncy c.~. 2.~OQ'.Ol ~.ooot.Ol !.l30t.Ol ;::'0. 50. I n.! 1 1 ! ZOIl!IIAU." 

~iM co:-u!u.c:..o" t.~l • • tt.~ &ortinq &nd lnitl.1 pro~ ••• 'fto. 
T"b;L..- JlI\.a •• $:il:ln .;t/.c::t "Jl •• t .. t&n~ .... cta.nco 4.~. apccitica~1Oft D1-.-t." Horizcmt-.al Av'J I\Otght 

It"", '!Itua~;:" lI.-typoo 11. '<>I'.al 1<= \ x-,~ :tt ohI:Il a; or CMlIt t QI ) X {lltl'S: ~ '( (.t~.) -1 1 0.23100 o.oszza , O. ()()()OOO 3 •• '0<:;10 11.300 l~.nl 

;: <t 0.2~loo O.O~Z20 , 0.000000 :.lllooo -0. <tOO 13.753 
1 l O.ZJ~OO 0.0$220 • 0.000000 3.111000 "'12 .. :00 :'3.753 
4 0.2l1.00 o.on~ .. 0.000000 1.13COO 1:: ... 00 t3.76::1 
5 : O:2lloo Q.05220 4 C.OOOOOO J .. l!OOC C.2oo 13.763 
& 3 O.2lloo 0.052:0 4 0.000000 3.UOOO -l1.eoo 13.16l 
7 C 0.5COOO 0.36000 4 0.000000 1.46000 ?eso ~~. ~!J 

C O. SOOC<! ~L16000 0.000000 1..'000 -1.!~O :~.6ll 

~~9""!!n. equival.ent .. trices tor liM len9 th .. 1.3eOOOOOCI:·01 x!loe.taMli toHow. 
-r:-:.. C4lc& .. 'i:tg' at • ··1 ~ •••• ~t!on ot l&n~~ 6.900000001:.00 kilaa.t.r • •• Ch .... involved in tlIb ",lculat10A • 

-r~"".te •• <!attune. _~r~,". tn ur.1u 01 :lIhO"l to ... ...-trleal eaoopo...,..,ta 01 tile "'Nivaleft( Pha_ conduc~or 
1I.,... • .,:-<)c<>«! 1" tho< ~e. 10. 4. 21. (0. 1. 4:1. .. t~.: col~ .. pr~ in til. oe<;<:l<>nCa 10. 2. 1!. 10. 2. U. etc. 

o :z. 300&141:-0: 
-3.8157091!:-O: 
-2.0401&31!:-0: -1.'11359£-0: 
-1.7S915~e-03 6.9Jl9~5E-03 

2 2.5~g~341!:-OJ t.78&lS5%-02 1.~56t'!1!:-0: 

-e.1~2~60t-04 -2.1145?~[-Ol t.135::l!lE-C% 

"::'wo tillle' t~ •• hunt l/I~itt:anc: ... tria.. 1::; un!t.a ",t ,.n.c:.dlJ for .~t:-ieal C'o.pon-.nto ot t:!'le eq\.liv«lent pha •• con<h.:.ctor' 
iRO\oI .. ~I"o-c ... a !on t!'l. •• ~r.;c:. co,. 1., 2'r. '0 .. 1. Zi. etc.: -c;:ol~. pt'oc..-4 in th.« l.-que.nce (o~ 2~ ll. ~O. 2. l.h etc. 
:~. ,~ ot ~~. two ~.~ ohunt .~(tt~~ •• et bo:h t.rMlnA!a~ or It. 1nv.rl., print.a to CO"tor. to the ~~ lnp~t fo~t. 

C Z .11~6.~J:-tO 
l. !.4~ t ~-C% ... O:' 
*.~~~'4?~-07 l.1040l'C-0~ 
~.:~924~Z-C' -t.50~~9t-06 

·3.gee09~%-07 ~~l~14~eZ-lt -:.604~'t·O~ 

5.t~"3.1Z-07 4.7?47:~J:-O~ -l.~Ol.~C-o~ 

~.&nl(.r i_p04anc ... tr1x~ in unit. ot loha£l tOf .~tr1c.l coaponent. ot the ~i~.lont ~A •• oonducto~ 
AO'W ... p.t'oc-..4 !n t::. ... ~ca '0; 1. 2)... rOo 1 ... z~~ e'tc.; CQ1~. pt'oc..d ;,n tM '~"lC. (0 ... ::. t~t (O .. :t .. ll ... tQ .. 

o 2. i1lCl"Z.OO 
:.062745Z,O~ 

1 -:.16S266Z-01 -3.3~5320Z-01 
-4.64e6$l~-02 2.022?e5E-Ol 

2 9.S12209E-CZ J.?ll'62~-01 3.401443Z-01 
-'.SOl~02t-02 4.59735!Z.00 ~.~S~1'91:-Cl 

K41t of tn. _bunt i~c. a4t~!~.. in unit$ 01 ~~~'l tor .~~~1C4l ~o.poaent. of tha ~iva!~t ~ .. ~uctor 
~""" ~<OCllot<:l '" ,M _e<;ue"C1t iO. 1.2:. IC ••• 21 •• ;e.; col""". :>1;'0(:_ ln the ".~CO {a. 2. 11. (0. 2. 11 •• tc. 
"';'he $UJI: 01 t!':.c t'\olO ,e.qu.al ,,!\W\t a4.III:i t'l!a.nr.::"et: "':: bot:!\ t.rain.sl.. or 1: .. !nv.t'.... ~:r1ntoCt<1. t.O C'Ofttcrw to tho t'.."rn' .1:\:j>U.t forut: .. 

o 1. nn85Z-01 
-2. '26~64Z.()4 

5.005&C4l.02 1.ll~541~.03 

,.~~OOCC:~O: -6.~6!a!SZ.02 

-S.OO56.~~.O~ :.~~!7g2!-o2 -1.:36'40t.Ol 
2.S$99aQ~·02 -2 .• 03~~?~.04 -~.~&18251·Q2 

t.e~ncy e~rd. 2.5OO~.02 '.OOO~.Ol !.380t.Ot l~~o. 50. 
~tl'l. -1\- .aru::. ·X" &r. in [ohalJ; ·C-.inS in t.!c~C).j .. 

R«qu •• t to~ flw.hing ot-pune~ but~.~~ ~S~~CH 

:. .... t .... 7~~. 
ale.S t:ro.lI 
ze~c- R !:I<~.)It 

1.:64l~013Z'oo 

e.09'6~334:·O: 
L.: .. t)~a)·u:~oo 
1. 8!S~03!':-Cl 
II. 091U~Hl<-OI 
L HCJ60UI:.OO 

(,. 6~.O~O~~~.CO 4. 3327l570r.Ol 
2 .1C!<l1lI:z:.00 ~~. 4~6911n~.oo 
~.'1~1~3i~E.OO 4.C:~$~5l0(.Ol 

1. 64a:2~74:'r.OO -1 . • ~;::le::'(7t.oo 
2_I~101312l<.0<l -~.C~6~7~7'£.OO 

t.6S.0.~3SI'OO •. 33213S7eI'01 

................. -_..... !rI.¢ Of ~..:....,Ut1 p~.eh.-d ardis .... :!'U: .. ~..c:; by $P" ... '1'CH ~.t )-........... '" 
3~4nx ~~~4 t.~.1n4t~~~ f~.~~cy e.f¢.. 11~~ ~ ~ING TR%~~~ct CA&n~ 
!~~k ~4r~ .nc!n~ ·~rx~ CO~$T~vr5· C4.... a~~,~ ~~t~C ~:XE CON~~k~~ 

13.3 



XXI-~ CODstant-pararneter c trayelling-way~ ~ model 

This model is valid for both non-tr~,sposed as well as transposed lines. Also 
the special case of a double-circuit: three-phase line with zero-coupling inbetween 
the two three-phase circuits ca~ be modelled without much problems. The p~,ched 
cards, automatically generated by this supporting routine can be used immediately 
as br~~ch cards for tr~~sient line simulation studies (see sections !V-D-l and 
IV-J-2.) • 

XXI-F-l. Input data deck structure 
A data deck for a "Line Constants lf case requesting a constant-parameter. 

travelling-wave line model (for a transposed or untransposed line) as output is 
composed out of the following sequence of data cards: 

1. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
2. LINE CONSTA.'\"T$ .-special reques.t word 

(tra~sfers control to the proper overlay} 
3. special request cards: ENGLISH or M~~~IC (necessary) 

. BRANCH {optional) 
!i. conductors cards: ;'single conductor"- option only 

("automatic bundling"- option NOT allowed) 
5. BLANK CARD ending conductor data 
6. frequency cards with a request for output for a constant parameter. 

travelling-wave line ~odel. 
(both tra~sposed or untr~~sposed; 

7. 8~~~ CARD ending frequency ca.~s followed by $PL~CH card 
8. EL~~~ C~qD ending line constants 
9. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE - card to begin new &~ data case 

10. BL&~~ Ca~D ending all E(TF cases 

In this case, it needs to be remarked that currently the automatical bundling 
option does not work properly, Further. only some variables on the frequency card 
need to be discussed. The special request card "BRANeWt already has been discussed 
in the preceeding paragraph (section XXI-E). All other cards are as in the ~sta"1d 
alone~' case (section XXI-B). 

4. As fer the conductors cards, only use the "single conductor~- option. The 
"automatic bundling"- option does NOT work properly and hence is not allowed. 
For more details. we refer to section XXI-B-i. card 4. 

6. In this 'case, t.he frequency cards contain a request for. output for a con
s~a~t-paraoeter, travelling-wave line model, applicable for both transposed as 
well ns untrnrlsposea lines. Since the variables in use are different for both 
the tr'o.;1sposed and th~ untransposed case, both cases will be discussed sepa:'ately 
in the following. The ma.in difference lays in the value of flag "MODAL"', 

«'pte: The special ma."'lipulations needed to model a double-circuit line with 
special transposition (section IV.D.2) ar~ explained in an example in 
section XXI-F-3. 



6a. Continuously transposed case: MODAL ~ 0 (CLarke model) 
Except. for the flag "MODAL::. 0 11 in column 70, no new variables are involved. 
Due to the sett.ing of this flag, the positive- a...."'td zero-sequence line parameters 
will be calculated at a certain frequency ~"'td written on L~~IT6. 

Beware: Tnis LL~IT5 output format ca...."'t not be uSed i~ediately for branch card 
input. No $Pu~CH output is created. ~~e user himself should put the 
output in the correct type -1.-2.-3 branch card input format (see 
section IV .D). 

T.~e input card format is as follows: 

I: : : 

~~4~ 

F3.2 F; G.2 

Parameters: 

! i r f i i j f 
~~4~~?q~ 

, " , 
i 

A10 

, i ! i • • 

: : i' ! i'.i i ~ 
~ ~ i 4 q t} 3 . .:.-' 9.;...: Q .... : .;...2 ..... , .......... __ Qi,..;....;....;...;Q 

o! 
! : 
: . 

DiST 
:3 

> ,..' ----'---:::' 

:: km ~ ,...;\etrtc :-: 

" miles: english 19 

RHO ! resistivity {O~~-meter) of the homogeneous earth (Carson theory) 

?REO discrete frequency {Hz} at which ~~e line parameters will be calculated. 

FeAR: flag, used to control the n;;mber of correction terms in Carson t s earth-return 
fer~ula for the impedance. 
::.0 ; no correction ter~s added 
;1 in column 28: calculation uses highest accuracy 
;blank; calculation uses highest accuracy 

Beware: AT? uses character checking here. Consequently, the interpretation of 
a zero and a bla"'tk is different. This is in derrogation to the rest 
of the input (where zero or bla~ usually have the same meaning)! . 

DIST length (km or eile) of the transmission line section. The resulting Pi-Circuit: 
output (be it the equivalent or the nominal Pi) values are fer the full line 
length. 

ISEG : ~ flag, used to indicate whether grou.'1d wires (if any) are to be treated 
as being continuous or segmented: 
;0 continuous ground wires 
=1 segmented ground wires 

Sb. FuZty untransposed case: MODAL - 1 (K.C.Lee Zine modetJ 
Besides the flag "MODAL = 1" in column 70, also a new variable "TR" is introduced. 
Due to the setting of this flag. the modal parameters and the modal tran.sformation 
matrix (as specified by H'!'RI!) will be calculated at a certain frequency and 
written on Lw~IT7 as br~~ch data. 



Beware; Unlike for the Clarke model, for the K.C. Lee :odel. this p~~ched card 
output can be used immediately as type -1.-2.·3 br~~ch card input (section 
IV.D). 

~~e input card format is as follows: 

..., l i 1 ~ i -; 

~ () :d45 a 
.. 

: i:jjJ:ici $ 

;;; C.2 A10 

FREe FeAR 

j 

Q oj 

" 

, 
f'8.3 

DlST .: 

:-r:etric ~m 

eng:~Sh : mites 

: i ,6 
issd 
~ : i _ , 

. , :,2j 
........: 

Pa:-ameters: 

~~o resistivity (Ohm-meter) of the homogeneous earth (Carson theory) 

FREQ discrete frequency {Hz) at 'oIJhich the line parameters will be calculated. 

FeAR flag. used to control the number of correction terms in Carson's earth-return 
for:ula for the impedance. 
=0 : no correction terms added 
=1 in col~~ 28: calculation uses highest accuracy 
=bl~~= calculation uses highest accuracy 

Beware: AT? uses character checking here. Consequently, the interpretation of 
a zero and a bla."'J.k is diff~rent. This is in derrogation to the rest 
of the input (where zero or bla~ usually have the same meaning) I 

., 
erST: length (km or mile) of t-he tra.'"lsmission line section. The resulting Pi-circuit 

output (he it the equivalent or the nominal Pi) values are for the full line 
length. 

ISSG : a flag, used to indicate whether gro~~d wires (if any) are to be treated 
as being continuous or segmented: 
=0 continuous gro,und wires 
=1 : segmented ground wires 

TR through this variable. the user can request either the full complex 
transformation matrix. or its real part only. 
=0. bl~~ or -2 (This option is recommended for transient simulations): 

The eigenvectors (= colua~s of the complex transformation matrix) will 
be rotated closer to the real axis. so that t.~eir imaginary part is assu::ed 
to become negligible. 

=-9: The full complex tra.T).Sfortllation matrix: will be used. This option is 
recommended for steady state calculations. L~ addition. when using the 
pu.t1ched cards. it is adviced to make the special reques t I< EX.;\CT PF..ASOR 
EQU:VAL&~~" (for details. please refer to Rule Book sections II.A.53. 
IV.D.l as well as the second subcase of Dell). 



=-1 T.~e use~ needs to define his (he~) own current t~~~sfor=ation 
matrix. i~ediately following the first frequency card. 

NOTE: The format to be used for ente::-ing a transformation est::-ix is as follows; 

::1:3.0 E13.0 E, .3.0 E13.0 E'I3.0 E13.0 

The elements of the modal tra11sformation matrix should be entered row by row. 
For a given row. the real part of the matrix elements of all columns comes 
first. Then. on a following card, comes the corresponding imaginary part of 
the same row of the transformation matrix. 

Remark that in both the tra.'1sposed as well as the untra."lsposed case. the results 
are given in per ~~it of length. We refer to section IV-D for further usage of 
these data. 

XXI-P-2. Classical test case 

a} Input 
The following is an exa=.ple to illustrate the request for a constant-parameter, 

travelling wave model for both a t::-ansposed as well as 8..'1 untransposed line. Toe 
line config~ration is the same as in section XXI-B-2. a."ld hence does not need to 
be ::-epeated here. Let's ask fer the same line configuration both the Clarke line 
codel (transposed line assu:nption) as well as the K!C.Lee line model (untra.:."lsposed 
line assumption). 

3R~~CX a~~.s £SD.S SEC.R END.R a£G.T END .• 
c !f b~~dcl!n; ~& re~ired. betttr us. ~L~U41 r4th.r than .u~o=.t1~ ~~~ling .~ 

. 2 .~73 " 1.7653 O. 39. :0. 
2 . ':: .273 " 1. 7653 30. 
;; .;;'>2 .csas 4 3.1750 2.3 

39. 
:<7.5 

20 .. 
a.s 

~~~~~ c4r~ ~ndin9 All cQ~duetQ~ c.~da ot c=be~d.d ~LlNE CON$TAHTS~ d&t& ea •• 
C ~ES! ~X~~ CC~ST~~.S 
C .tand ~lone c~c. 
C c~e.'1on o! type -l.-2.·3 punched o~tput c4rda 
C ~rs •• 20. ~ 
250. ~O. t!. 1 0 20. 0 ICl"rk. 
2!;C. SO. 20. 1 0 ()<;C.l. •• 
~~C_ 'O~ ~O. l.~ r~C~'i~.q 
c 1'~A7U'G!Z3~~~7'801~1.567a701ZJ'~17ewO:Zli~~7~aIZ5"G7~?OlJJ.~.7e9ClaJ4~67.iO 
~~~~K c4ra cn~!n~ trequen~y C4~Q. ol .~b~~dcd ~L:~t CON$7~~r$- a4ta C~ •• 
S?UNCM 
a~~~K c&~d .ndin; -L:Yt CO~S~~~~S~ dat4 ¢A.~. 
~~~;~ ~~w wA.a CASE 



b) output data deck structure 

~~ ext~act of the output representing the travelling-wave. constant parameter 
line :::.odel, is as' follows = 

l..inc ~ueto~ t.~l. after .or~1n~ $n~ !nit141 proc.I.1~~. 
"t4ble ~..a •• Sltin dfact !t .. ~.:. • .,c. lI"ct.nat dar. .~C'H1" .. t1on t)l._t.~ I!<:l~ho:\t .. l ... ~ h.11lt.t 

tOOt 11_:- lI:-ty;>9 It ~QNI::a3 X-t)'p4 X~oIIa'lool ,,~ OIX I at It I.t~.) ., \atnl ~ .... -. 
1 0.20000 O. :1300 4 0.000000 L 76530 0.000 25.lH 
2 0.10000 0.21300 0.000000 1.7$~30 30.000 26.333 

3 3- 0.39200 0.05650 C 0.000000 3.l?5oo 2.= ! ... e3l 

so. o 

S~enc. sUI:"g_ l.~c. Atte"'UAt1ot\ ",,1oea.,. "".,..le:>qt!\ R •• ist~c:. itea.et61'J'C'e $"''''Cd'9 t once 
aa~! tu.:!e ~ o~ ... , o.nglerJ::egr. ~ c:t./lea lea/ •• e lea ella/lao e:UO/lc:a Mota 

::e::-o , 8. 6903S:e.02 -1.5065e!:·00 L14ooQt:-03 2.0S&37!:-0~ 4. 132nt:.03 3. 43~:'2t-Ol 1. le 711 ~_oo t. 76439~-O6 
POI i '!: lve: 4.1360!i!.02 -l. .21S5E.01 1. t~7?C.t-Ol 2.86639:£ .. 0'" '.1~21lS£.Ol ::.0192SZ-<)1 4. 39143!:-01 2. S592~E-06 

f't'«quoncy CI:I-rd.. :'.~OO'!·02 5.000l:.0'l 2.C.'OOf.O! I:~o. '50. %0.. 1. 0 {Xc.:.... 
-W:ol!,..:. ~"'r.:ll .... t.f"'" .t t::-.~.ncy nrto .. '5.00000000-t.Ol K::t 
~()eo :R. •• ~ _1:11.('1<::" :JI: •• c:tAnc_ $u.c_pt"rtc. '!1'\. ,uro:;_ i.~c. in \lnt t. or rO'~ •• l V .... loc! ty ~~ O::_rHJ4 ~ 1'>0 

0"' •• 0'. <"t"l •• /lw'ff '/"~ t' .... ~ ;.-..<:S 10. •• .:.... )(.J •• e n_;.t4tt/k. 
3,:~.'~~~-Ol ~.:~~'~~~rOO ~.1~~~e~t·OG '.4~~!¢7t.02 ·~.Ot~~6~E.02 e.J~~'~.Z.02 2.0~:eo.t.o~ l.e?e~?~z·c~ 

'.'OO99(t~¢~ ~.O~~Ol:t~Ol 2.22624~!-06 •. 93(8t&~.CZ ~1.l2~li&~~C: 4.1'?:~6~+O. 2.$~?604~+O~ 2.'~6~]~~-04 

t.!7S~~~~-O! ¢.7!7Z4~E~Ol :.4752~1!¥06 ~ .• ~21!1r..O: -6.2~670~~.Cl •. 3~7~!4£.CZ 2.&~12tlZ.¢~ ~.~<e68~~-C. 

1",V;en.v.ctot' • .,.tr~x ~ ...... J !'O~ C"'H;':t;"'-f!:nt tt"dtl..!o~'ti~f'l,: ~"'p'h,IU" - t':'11"4-:--.oo.. "'i~,,: th. roe.l :>art. t"OW ~ rCoW: 
5.09'!S1~~6:~'~!)~-01-t.6l~eOC39~6~)~01~·Cl 3.6=.:~76~5640644%-O~ 

~.~~2:~~62~?5341~~-O: ~~37q3~$!&~6!11~~~~O! 4.S6Ce~~~~2Jl:~46%-Ol 

~.~e77331?~~~3':'r-OI :.~!.804~5??'~~C6r-Ol-f.Q110:3:0'34~6e::-Ol 

rill.':";'y. th. i •• .o;~~ .. :-y ~.Q;t':... row 1:>y t'QV~ 

0< CC:COCOCco.oOOOOO!:.oo -C. OOOOOOOCOOOOOOO:t ... OO O. ooooooooc::.ooor-.OO 
0. . CCCOCCoooooc<>oc.t. 00 C. ooooooooo(x)ooot:. 00 O. oooooooooo:>ooot.OO 
0.0000000000000002_00 O. 0000000<l0000002-oo 0.0000000000000002;-00 

-:;~.t,:::-g-o .1:':1 th. ~h .... 4oe.Ln.. ste.1.st..",co azuj. the 1~:t.n.ary part of. t":'!.j .~ l0;n0:"tl4. 
~.~7022~!!J906&6~£·02 

!.25S5C6~57!20622!:.02 S.~761S43~49&9~5!t.02 

1.~lJ919S7~1Z121!2-02 1.lQ4508~1604~1.Z.01 ~.'691'9120'21501!:.02 

rreque~cy ~4~. 2.~00~·C2 5.000!.O! 2.0002'01 i:~. SO. t ~O. 
MQde rt •• f.ta.",\c::. :!toa.ct.J.lnce suse ... t~ 'n\4R "'J.t"';'e ~"'IIee i=". UJ\.!t;; 01 toha.3 Vel0<:1ty At~a.n:U4.tl~ 

c)MS/~ on. .. /~ .. 1\aa r"! !!D4g 10 •• 1.... 0/ ... <::: 1'\OP4'r,/Jca 
2.97e.34E-Ol !.1&449S~.OO 1.922785£-06 7.344597~'02 -9.~1l161[.Ql 7."2211Z'OZ 2.0el$C.z.0!i !.e~e!~~t-04 

2 2.$90q~~t-Ol 5.C&~l2~[-O! 2_234~~2!-O£ 4.?~~47tt-OZ -1.22~101t.02 4.751490t.O% t.~5960.t.05 2.13GS7:t-0( 
~.~9791e!-01 •. 5.6263£-Q: :.&23~16t-06 ~.~905eO!.02 ~5.~OZ(tSt.ot '.~4te04t.02 2.G5'211t:.O!i '.54~6~~E-04 

C:lr;~~v<Jc~a~ a..o.trlx ~~!:: ·~or cur:-ent !r6-"'iEtQ::-aa~1on! t""'ph4 ..... [Tl1"!-.o.d:.. Firlt tt}a r.a.l p.II;rt~ roW by :'¢"'= 

4.~'7~~9:767.4725~-O~-1.608151432!~07~2E-O: '.~902!.27'50e403&-Ct 

5_54~e775~01~03~5Z~01 6.37~71!S59600~7Z~-Cl 4~61092~1033~~' •• ~-Ol 
6.J<:7~03'6\1~2!~t-O: ~.:3250~6Z~61t16~~-O\-7.9tt1~.3~~410~\9t-Ol 

:r'::'.n.4lly. t!'l. ~.fIII4:q:inory ~a.r't. :row by C"Q'W~ 

.. 7. '&~?72:364,:~StS7C.E"'¢2. 1. 5Ge:!a1"'7fj.~71;!'723t~02 !.. C'e;.~ r~~s..;~;, 950~2t-01 
• •. ~;4~l6:033294:~r-02 2.023ec15t623~l77t-02 &.0745191S020JOSSt-02 
!.S13:<eG4~606~:~Z~Cl-~~&4'9681'~7:7409~-02_~.2'42~49~13~lOS2e~02 

Z-'~rq~ in rho p~~_. d~in. ~ •• !.t4nc. ana :he l .. ~1~ry ~rt o( tTt! Ar. !~o~~. 
~,~~~O~~~91lC~2~~f.·02 

:.!;~~t5~62~~4J~~l·02 6.02l4C&~OO~)~~6~t·02 

1.4~~~~09010~1~26t.02 I.011'~310~402'1et·O: S.l1044~ol~~~:e7$I.02 

C Z5Q. ~O. 0 20. 0 
C 
C rllt:ft4rk: no ~-e.."' .. a cae-O:a. cr .. u:II'!:"'''' :or C !.4r.lc.. »od:e 1 1" 

e 
C ;:~O. ~O. .o.. 1 0 
c 7:-:0 -:. rAnS !Or"'aI)t:i.Or':. ~:::ti.x ,,, .. calC".;lol!l't~ .a: S.OOOOOOOOt·Ol l!~. 

S· ... :::N:-..... ct. 1 
-;.t-tC.S !7:{::-.~ 

-acc.!'. 1:.'<;).:\ 
-~~'E:::.~ ~:::.l'" 

J,:~4~~~~O! 8.31~9~t.O~ :.O~2eC~.O~~2.00000&·Ct 

:~7OC~~E·O~ 4.il~2&t.Ct 2.SS950~·O~-2.0000ce~Ol 

1.3'~B9t-Ol 4.~9783E·C2 2.857:1t-OS+2.COOOOE'Ol 
~Vl'x'!"~ct~ c 

-:::L ~O~~::.a74! 
o ~ C·:xxx::CCO 
O.~63l2S~6 

C. COC()OOOO 

-0. 16l6S0<l4 
0.00000000 
O. 63193g5~ 

0.= 

0..3624%417 
O.'-'OCXXX>OO 
O. 4660~~56 
O. OOOOO<>O¢ 

~.6~g17J~S O.~!)4e046 -O.eC~10~~2 

o . OOOOOOOO O. OOOOOOOO 0 .OOOOOO()O 

c 

{Cl&l;' 

\XC.!' 

C 250. ~C. 2C. 1-'1 IXC.:' 

"'.-,., 



SV!!<tACZ. :. 
"late.s. tsO.S 
-Z~E(;.R E"~.!t 

-)Sec.':' E."i!:l.-:-
SVlX1'ACt~ 0 

2.9'a4~~-Ot 1.18222t.02 :.oe~tOt.05-2.00000E-01 
2.69C95Z-01 •• 76:'49::.02 2'. 8!SqSC~.05-2. ooooce-o:. 
!.Z97~et-O! 4.1~e8CZt02 2.S5'~!t.OS-2.00000E.O~ 

0.49976492 -0.760~7~1~ C.3550:e.3 
-O.C76~77.4 0.Ot5Sa575 0.1061193b· 

0.5545a776 0.63737139 0.46.09241 
-O.095~'93' O.0;C:3e~~ 0.06074518 
0.63211508 0.11325056 .0.79681944 
O.1673~4e6 -0.03667968 0.092'.2¢5 

3 

............... < t:.<1 0: u.,..1<1~ p\JS'lc:..~e4 carG • .0.. tlu.ah-04 l)y S?~'!iCH r.qu.Q'·~ ) ....... --

XXI-F-3. Double-Circuit special transpositi.on example 

a) input 

The following is an example to illustrate the special measures to be t~~en 
when. requesting output for the so-called double-circuit special transpOSition 
(section IV.D.2.). -The line confi~~ration used 
100m interspace. In the S~~LY&~ 

consists of 2 identical three-phase lines. with 
SEru~ chapter (section XXII-D), we will use the 

same line configuration for data comparison. 

a~C:N s;::-,. :lA'!'A CAS!!: 
c ~r~o contigurAeion should 4gr •• with :ero sequence configuration 
c ~wo i~dQntic&l pole&* with .00 =.t.~ i~tor.pAc.~ 

ER~~CH a~Cl.S£N~1.S2~Cl.RZND1.RaEal.~£ND1.~E&a2.SENP2.SSZa2.R~~2.Ra£C2.~~2.'!' 

C 3~567890123'567a90123'567e901234S6i890123.56789C12345678901224567890123.567890 
1 .231 ~OS22 " 3 .. 18 5. 20.. 20. 
2 .231 .0522 " 3.18 O. 25. 25. 
3 .23l .0522 , 3.18 -5. 20. 2C. 
4 .231 .0522 , 3.18 lOS. 20. 20. 
5 .221 .0522 • 3.18 100. 25. 25. 
6 .231 .0522 4 3.18 95. .20. 20. 

B~VX care ending all cond~ctor carda of e#eedded -LINZ CONS,!,~~· data ca.e 
e '!'&S~ t;~E CONST~~S 

C at&nd alone ca •• 
e ~?ccial do~ble ci~it line - deriving type -1.-2.-3 p~~ched o~tput card. 

27. 50. 1 ::. 0 200. 0 {Cl.lrke 
27. 50. 1 200. 1-9 (I(C.t.cc 

e 3~56789Cl23'567890123'56789Cl23'!567a90123'567e90123456789012345678901234567890 
~:';.:;K c4~d .nd~ns; !req<.;.ancy ca.d. ot "",bedded -t.:;:NE CONS'l'~'frS· dAta ca ... 

o! .. ~.:n< C4Z'C. e:-~d!.ng "":'':NZ: CC:lS'rA..'l'rS" ~4t. c •••• 
9;:G:~i x",-.,,; :"A7A CASE 

b) Q1JtPUt data deck structure 

t..!n41 c::()n.~~eto:: t4ble 4tt.~ .ort1n~ "",4 1!"tit1a!. proC'.".1n.s· 
't.:)b.:.* P1'\4S. Skin .. !teet R**':'sto.n.c:. R03Cte."'h:. ~dt.Q S;><t<:1tiC4Uon 

Ro" SUJlboer: lI-ty;>e It 'OI\ll/laI) X-type X{ohct/latl or Q<R 

1 0.23~00 0.C~220 0( 0.000000 
2 2 0.23100 0.05220 0( 0.000000 

3 O.:3.t.OO 0.052:0 4 0.000000 .. .( 0.23100 0.05220 • 0.000000 
5 5 0.23100 0.05220 • 0.000000 
5 ~ 0.23100 0.05220 • 0.000000 

::"oquenc:y C<3t:'cL l..7oo,£ .. 0:' !i.OOOl;oOl 2.000[.02 · 27. 50. , 
Soquence $yr". la?ct<1<>nee Att.n ..... t1on velocity lIavelen9t!\ 

I14gn! twCe, OM I Atl9le{C:egzo.) <lb/lao lat/nc lat 
Zero : S.S22~2~.02 ..... .(9~.33!·OO 9.28354%-04 2. !09~ 1t .C~ '-t, $197U.03 

S>o&it;~v.: 3. 776:l7!:.C2 -3.75UiOt·OO 6.067.6£-04 2.~48<)9!:·CS 5.a979~z·03 

: 1 .... t .... HorizOfttol 
( Ol ) X ,au.l 
3.18000 5.000 
3.1S0Q0 0.000 
3.15000 -5.000 
3.18000 105.000 
3.18000 lOO.OOC 
3.13000 9~.000 

0 200. 

~ •• Ut4nC:. lte""t.nc:. 
oha/Jaa ,,~ ... /lat 

1.e90t2t-Ol t.1eCC5t.00 
5. 26O(60t-02 l~ 9.,'1)!: ... Ot 

AVIf hctig!\t 
'l ~.trs l 

20.000 
25.000 
20.000 
20.000 
25.000 
20.000 

SUlceptAtl.C. 
aho/lao 

1. 5(6341:-06 
2.a2705z-C& 

trc~ncy C4rC. ..700£-01 5.000£.01 2.000£002 i 27. 50. 200. 
:~poGo.nc. aat~!A~ !~ ~1t. ot {o~./kaet.r 1 to~ the .• Y.~" ot pnr_1eal eon4uctors~ 
~Ow, &n4 ~ol~~s proc • .a in t~. saae or4.~ •• th. aorte4 tnp~t. 

11 .... 

0 (Clerke 



o;.eC5.z~~~-O= 

6.6HC'Ht-Ot 

~ ~~~~1"~-Ol " 1t~?1;~·O' 
:.70~7q~E~Ct 6."l~~l~y.-Oi 

,(,..oQ(:U~~~3~·02: 

: > 1a4 ,:,,,,,.t'.~)'l. 

"-:--:~~~:::::~~:--:~:~:~~::~::--:~:~~::::~::-i-:~:~:::::~::------------.---------.'--'-
l.04474~~-o1 1.0l'l~1~~Ol ~.S447~~~-02 6.6Z4066£-O~ 

~ ~,34C6OC~-02 ~,:S1932~-02 4.JO~SS3t'02 4.~9~lttt-~2 9.1197~1!·02 

~.C;~~~&X-Ol 1.C~JC9~!-Ol 1.01?3.?t-Cl 2.7C~796!-Ol 6.634639~-Ol 

5 4.~9Z2'9E~O: 4.3~~SOC~-Ol ~.~6~2S6t~C2 ~.SJ;94~!-C2 ~.~~S3~et-C2 ~.!05255t-02 

1.107~Sl!-Cl !.C1!55S£-O: 1.04Z7~6E-Cl 2.'!t7~OE'Ol 2.104'9~!-Cl 6.S •• C66!-Cl 
r::,~.:~'I'\CY f'?.tQ-" 5 .. 000C'0000?;.O! n% ~oG.,l ~araa«t • .r:c. at 

~cee ~4.i&t~~c. R.AC~~ce S~.ee?tanco ~ ~~4~. !aped~~ce in unit' o! [ahall 
" ....... /100 

).15((23:::-01 
S.75e937S"o~ 

S.2M,6SS-C: 

o:w:.(o t/k:& real !al!q .lo •• less 
1.~~~'CS!·OO :.5211~~~-C6 ~.~62;4.~.02 ~1.O~3qq~!.02 ~.~C7S9~!.Ol 

~ 5. 2~2Jn~-C2 
5 S,2656~2S-02 

6 ,s,nc-;eU-02 

~.~"96e24!-C~ 

.c.14449~!-O! 

4 .. l1476:~-Ot 
3. ~S7931Z-01 
3.~~!HCZ-01 

~. 6!~6t!:-.. C-S 
Z. n4~SZf:-O~ 
Z. H02~1!£-OG 
2.9:eeiO:!·C6 
:Z.~:!!.~:2t-C6 

'1. JC-;:5'):Z.C2 -2, H99!1r·O! ,.. :1C51tSZ: .. C2 
1.?Oe033E·02 -2.-472~~1t·al 3.9OO:1!Z.02 
l.a32S~7t·02 "2.-4S8S:::S:e·O:' 3. ~7504.t. 02 
3. &~~9.s,$t.Q2 -2 .• 753:22%+0! 3.6J55<4S:e.O: 
3.62~42S~·C2 -2. ¢S445!'~.C! 3 .. &20::'7£.02 

Zs - r9.$05285£-02 9.7:01~7~-02. 9.5C5l55~-02)/3 ~ 9.'757~9!-C2 (re~l 'Q~t) 
~&.~2~C&6~-O: O.6~~5~9~-O~. &,&I~~S6&-Cl1/J - 6.627~10~-Ol (!~~!~aty ;4~~: 

z~ - ~4.4?~~:tt-C2 - ~.~3?~~~!-OZ • 4.49!3!e~~021/J ~ 4.~lZ~9lE-O: ir~al '4~:~ 
~~.7C47~£Z-Ol • l.~al'~CZ-Cl • 2.7~~196L-~1~/3 • :.63C~61t-¢1 (~.aqinb~ ~~rt) 

Z~ • e~.!&l1S6~-C: 4.~?5~!~-O:. C.32~2tl~-02 ~ 

4.)<~~OCt-Cl ~ q.Z~~9)2t-C1 • ~.~O~~~)~-¢2 + 

~.l72279~-02 • ~.~4C600£wC2 • 4.~St266e-C21/~ - ~.3~70JSE-C2 {t~~! p~rtl 
L!.C421~6t-Ol • ~,Cl7~47t-01 • 1,n~¢121~~O~ 4 

!.075$5~l-C • • :.C~~C9~~-OI 1.O:7~~7t-O!. 

:.lC7~SlE-O~ + !,C7Z~5St-O~ + 1.0~17(&S~Ol}/~ • ~.C~6~23%-01 rl04Qln8ry P4~t) 

V~lodtr 

Iao/ •• ., 

z.on'n!l!:·o~ 

2.~~a300~·O~ 

2.950S0~E·OS 

2.~SZS31:e·05 

2. 95!563l!:.05 
2. 9S 31110!;'CS 

:Q: ... ~. ;oz .. • ~:!'~ • ).l~~:Zf)t~-o'1 ~ L~02.,)Ot:: .. OC C!l,,/loIr: .. ~r~l-e'3.,~r.-ot • J 2."tc~!·CI!:: .. oo O«'I.!.l. 
:.~ t- : ... z:: • ... !::p ... ~r i't'J.C067t-O: ~ j e. 7~?"'2e% ... Ol OM/kit .. 9. Jl6J:'~!::-02 ... j 1.OC-07~0'9.t~OO O~/.il • 
., • H - ~. • ~. 264~?6t-"l • ; 3. "112?J;-Ol 0,../1<10 -!. 470n~l·c2 • j ,. Clll$U-Ol o ..... ,.u .. 

A tt.e:tlUltt ion 
neyeu/lat 

1.SeS12ef-04 
3.9459~OZ-05 

6. 7358!9Z-C5 
6.737H7:e-05 
1.Z2S1Hl::-05 
7. a¢S5lr.-05 

It should be remarked that the ~odal values calculated by ·the program agree 
quite well with the sequence values {gro~~d. interline and line) calculated by 
ha.'1d. They also agree with the values calculated by Semlyen Setup {'section XXII-D}. 
In the latte~ csse, no manual calculation is involved, so ~aybe this method is 
recom~endable for the user', ·we refer to section IV.D.2. for more details on how 
to convert these codal :-esults into a format. usable for constant-par8Z!eter 
travelling-wave models (type -1. -2 t -3;. in the special case of double-circui't 
special tra.'1sposition: 

XXI-F~4. Applications 

?'~~ched card output (Lt~IT7) is generated automatically. only for the 
T.lnt~A.1C:PQsed. case (K.C. Lee model). For the fUll transposed case {Clarke model). 
sequence values are calculated. but the user should convert these LL~IT6 results 
to the proper input format. manually. For the spec';;l tra.'1SDQS~ t:ion of a double-circui t 
line (see section IV.D.2), the user even should pe~fc~ some manual calculations 
in or-der to obtain the values to be entered in the input format (see section 
XXI-F-3) .• An alternative consists of using the Semlyen Setup code steady state 
r-esults (NSS=11 for double-circuit special transposition). More explanation can 
be found in the related example of section KXII (Semlyen Setup). 

Outp;Jt is fot' the constant-parQ::leter travell .... ng-\o>·ave model as descr-ib(:d A" 

section IV.D.l and IV.D.2. 

~ote: If one W&~ts to use this output as the branch card input for a 
const~'1t par~eter line model, take care of the following: 

output is in extended preciSion ($Vl~7AGE. 1} 
R in Oh.::l/km ot'" Ol"-.::s/clile.depending on the unit request card 
X in Chz/km or O:~s/mile. depending on the unit request card. 



so use XOPT = FREQ on the :i5cell~~eous data card. 
- C in micro~~oikm o~ micromho/mile. depending on the ~~it request card, 

so use CO?! = FREQ on the miscellaneous data card. 
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XXIX. SEMI.. YEN SETUP 

xxIX-A. Purpose and applications 

Semly~~ Setup c~ates pun~~ed card output ~or travelling wave modelling of 
both conventional overhead lines as well as undergrou.~d or overhead cable systems. 

In this model. both the propaga.tion response as well as the admittance response 
are obtained using modal characteristics t calculated over a user de~ined frequency 
:-8..."'lge. under t.1.e assumption of a consta.."lt transformation matrix {phase-mode 
transformation} • Then. both the propagation response as well as the admittance 
response are approximated in the ti~e domain, using only two real exponentials? 
thus allowing usage of recursive convolution met.:.;'ods in the time domain.. The 
ptl.."1.ched card output thus created immediately can be used in time domain simulations, 
as explained in section IV-D-4. 

In order to allow t.;'e program to calculate t..~e necessary modal characteristics 
for the conductor system ~~der consideration. the Semlyen code imbeds either ~~e 
LI:N"E CONST ... l\..VIS. or the CABLE CONSTft.ll"TS code. Wherever appropriate, bot..~ situations 
will be treated separately further in t..~s chapter. For an example, we refer to 
bench::nark DC29 .. 

!XII-B, Input data deck structure 

The input data deck for a Semlyen Setup depends on whether LL\~ CCNSTft~~ 
rather than CABLE CONSTANTS is imbedded. First we will discuss the ge."1eral Semlyen 
parameters and ~i.en~ we will go into detail to clarify t..~e imbedded use of both 
LI~'E CONST&\"TS and CABLE CONSTIu'4'"TS. 

XXII-B-l. General str~ture 
FollowL~ general structure should be used for t.1.e input data deck: 

1. SEGL"i NEW DATA CASE 
2. SEMLYEN SETUP request 
3. Optional special request cards: 

B~~CH 

TOL.'ER&'iCBS 
$ERASE 

4. Miscellaneous data ca..'"d 
5. Optional exter..sicr..s to the miscellaneous data card 

IOTX 
lOSS 
10Ft. 

6. One ~L~gle complete data case for Lr~~ CONST&\'"TS or CABLE CONST&~ 
7. $Pu~CH (optional) 
8. BLAN:!{ and terminatL"lg SEML YEN SETtJP 
9. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 

10. BLANK CARD terminating all cases 



Letts discuss the card format in ~ore detail now. wnerever appropriate, the 
L:~~ CONSTft~~ and CABLE CONST&\iS i~bedded usage ~ill be discussed separately. 

1. BEGI!{ ~"EW DATA CASE card. 

2. SEML YEN SETU"P. 

This card serves to transfer control to the supporting overlay in question. 
The card format is as follo~s: 

: ::!:: f~! 1 i!:! 1 j2!; :;;; ,::3!::! i j:' 4;: !:: ~ 15,;::;!:: :&:! 1 i! i j i ,j ,,8 
,:2~45q189Q14~4~$18QO~~j45$189Q14345&78 012 456 89012J4e618gC14~4567$SO i~+$$7aga 

'SE~vE~ SETi..il 

3. Next., the user can specify f'ollowl..:."lg special reques t ca...-r-ds, i.."'l any arbi tra....ry 
order: a "BRA..7t.iCH" card or a "TCLERA.'iCES1t card. These cards a.-e recognized by 
t."1e leadi.""l.g special request word~ 

Sa. BRANCH card. 

This card ca..."1 be used to name the termi.:."'lal nodes at each end of each phase of 
the multiphase conductor system (overhead transmission lines or overhead or 
~derground cable system}. Hence tb.is option should be used whenever one intends 
to use the punched cs-~ output for later simulations. The card format to be 
used is as follows: 

j ;: :'. i ! : 1 : ; \ ~ \ \ l i ~~ 11 j : l ; j , : J :, : 1 ~ l ' ; ;4 i ~ ~ j : : : : ,~; : l • : ;; , .6 ; ~ ! i : ; ; . ,1 ~ : : .. : ; : is 
i~~j4dcij8s0~aJ~~~i~4d1ij45dj~~dijj4$ci1~~d~ij~~6j~gdi2j45~t~~d~1j4~~j~~d~ij45SjS~Q 
: .. ; . : ' : .. ' : ; ; .... , \ i ; : : : :: : : . , . , :: ,:;;;:. i ' , : , :. ; , ',' ',;:;;:. : , :;',: 

: 8RANCM ! AS 1 A6 1 A6 A6: A6 AS; A6 : AS i A6 j AS l AS AS 

?~ASC:2 ?HASE:3 P;";ASE5 P~ASE6 

tJp to 6 phases can have a name allocated to both terminal ends using t..:.;'is c~...s. 

Be sure to respect the phase order of the LL~ CONST&\lS or CABLE CONST&\~ 
case:·<-...;, 

- For LINE CONSTABTS t the phase order is defined by parameter "IP" on the 
conductor ca.~ {see section XXI-B-l}. 



- For C,toLE CONSTAlvTS (CLASS A + B), the phase or-der (= order of the node name 
pairs) is as follows: 

First of all. the order of the cable system should be obeyed. Recall that 
this order is as follows: 
- All 3-conductor (i.e. core + sheath + armor) SC coaxial cables must precede 

any 2-conducto~ (i.e. core + sheath t no armor) SC coaxial cables. 
- All 2-conductor SC coaxial cables must precede ~~y core-only SC cables. 

In addition to this first rule, following rules should be applied: 
- First, the user should allocate node pair names to all cores (obeying the 

cable system order) 4 

Next t node name pairs should be allocated to all sheaths (if any), obeying 
the same cable svste; order. 
Recall: continuously grounded sheaths shouldn t t have a name pair allocated. 
Next, node name pairs should be allocated to all armors (if any), obeying 
the same caQl~ system order. 
Recall: continuously grounded armors shouldn t t have a name pair allocated. 
The pipe name pair {if any) comes last. 
Recall: continuously grou.."'lded pipes shouldn't have a name pair allocated. 

- For CABLE CONSTANTS (CLASS C) (i.e. overhead transmission lines), ~~e phase 
order (or order of the node name pairs) is as follows. 

First of all, ~~e order of the circuits should be obeyed. Recall that this 
order is as follows: 
- F~rst come the circuits with the highest number of phase-wire bundles 
- Order to the lowest number of phase-wire bundles. 

In addition to this rule, followL~g ~Jle should be applied: 
First come all ~~e phase-wire bundles~ in ~~e order of the circuit number, 
previously obtained. Wi thin a cirelli t. the phase ordering is arbi trary. 
~ext come all (if any) ground-wire bundles in the order of t..~e ci.rc..li t 
:lumber previously obtained. Within a circuit. the ordering of grou.."la-wire 
bundles is arbi trary • 
Recall: continuously grounded ground-wire bundles shouldn't have a name 
pair allocated. 

30. TOLERANCES ca1:'1i. 

This card can be used to redefi...~e one or more of the 18 different near-zero 
tolerances or iteration limits. used in t.:.~e iteration algorit.'-lm of the Semlyen 
code. If no such card is supplied. built-in default values will be used (see 
table 22.1). The card format is as follows: 



;:! ; : 1 : 2 ' ! .:) . "'1 '55 ' $ 
2.3~5&789.d:i2~4Ei67e9C Z3~5€789d':2~S6789(;:;2.3~S57890;:2~~;o78g0~::!j~55789.ai234;::6:"8~O 

- ... 1*\ -' ~..., 

~: N 
vc:\.;e vatue 

,.., 
vc;;,;e ... 

... 
X 

;-: E:"J 3 

N 
:"\ 
;..,t 

~ 

X 

- .. . "'\ 
v 

vc:ue 

F;E~J4 

:.;. ·'c;;..:e 

'-

X 

;'::LJ5 

For each of t.~e five fields. an L",dex and correspondi..,g value can be defined. 
:~e index refers to the variable for which one wants to redefine the value. 
Hence" variables ca."l be redefined in any order. Table 22.1 specifies the index 
number, variable name, correspondi.."lg default value a.."ld meaning of t.:"e value in 
the Semlyen routine. Also recomme.."lded values for both cable a.",d overhead line 
simulations 8-~ quoted in a remark. 



,/ 

:ab1e ~ 

Index 
number 

.. 
j. 

2 
3 

4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

~-J..' 
16 

17 

18 

In most 
#1.4 = 
#15 = 
#16 = 

cases, 
30 
30 
30 
30 #17 = 

#18 = 100 

Variable 
name 

EPS 
£PSl 
FIT2Z 

?I\lT'HR 

EPSRSE 
? 

FT2EMX 
EPSEIG 

EPSPV2 

FMED 

EPSYC 

EPSN 

FFIN? 

N"FIT 

NITER 1 

N!TER 

NITERY 

NIEIG 

Default 
value 

.005 

. COS 

1.E-5 

.01 

1.£-4 

1.E-16 

5E+3 

1.E"3 

~ :'-3 _ ...... 

1.0 

10. 

10. 

10. 

10. 

30. 

Usage of variable within ~SEMLYEN 
SETlZP" 

Maximum least-square error 
Maximum relative error of ai or ~l 
ffbeginning" of time-step-response 
sequence 
Least squares minimum Jacobi~~ pivot 
m.agnitude 
? 
? 
~aximum steady-state error 
Convergence toler~~ce for eigenvalue 
calculation 
Minimum size for squared pivot element. 
within inversion routine 
Frequence in Hz at whi~~ transfor:ation 
matrix is to be calculated 
Maximum relative error. for the 
characteristic admittance fitting 
procedure 
Maxim.um total error tor the 
characteristic admi t ta."1ce fitting 
Final value of time-aomai!'l fitted 
response 

step 

Ma.xi.mum number of iteration.s tor D.t 
selection 
Maximum number of iterations for 
steady-state fittin.g 
Maximum number of iterations for least 
squares fitting 
Maximum number of iterations for 
characteristic admittance step-response 
fitting 
~axinrum number of iterations for the 
eigenvalue/vector calculation 

is better to respecify tolera~ces 

- Tolera~ce number 10 (FMED) specifies the frequency at which the tr~,sfo~ation 
matrix is to be calculated. This frequa~cy depends on the type of study one 
wants to perform. 



For fast transie1ts, put FMED :: (4-r)-: 
where: 

;; -!... for overhead lines 
c~ 

'!'",y(E.)'l... for cables 
Co 

Co - speed of light 

l - length of pow.er carrier 

For ~ tran$~ents and steady s~ate calculations: 
FMED:: 800 Hz for cables 
FMED :: 5000 Hz for overhead lines. 

Be sure to have FREQ = FMED also specified on the first frequency card in the 
i:nbedded LL''E CONSTAl.'"'TS or CABLE CONSTA.:.'t"TS case if and only if the power carrier 
is assumed to be untransoosed {NSS :: O'f see po in t 4}. 

3<:. $EEASE 

This card should be used to clear the punch buffer. Use this request whe.."lever 
one intends to create punched card output. for later use of the Semlyen output 
in a simulation ~~ (see section IV-D-4). 

4. Next comes the miscella"leous data ca.~t specifying fitting parameters. The 
card format to be used is as follows: 

NOOl N 

P 
1'\ 
V 

N ,.. 
I 

!5 i5 

Parameters : 

! N:N~ KiNN !; :: 
! Si 12 Pl:34 pt 01 
: s; : 1 sl j : u1 cl 
l j 11 It! N[ C\ 

: \ l 11; 
ij l ::: . 

j i 1 ! j :: 4 ! i .~ ~ : : i :5 
~~4~~ 89q~2 4S618QQ 

:OTX :OSS :CFL. 

:6 :5 :6 

S 
12 ,+5~7 gO 

NOO : This number defines the basic time axis spacing ~t for the step response 
fittir.g; 

"Co I 
t:>.t - -- - ".~ .. ' 

NOG NOO.co 

Typical values: 
:: 100-300 for overhead lines; in this case. ~~e L~itial shape of the step 

response is rather steep. so we need a lot of points. 



= 50-100 for cables; in this case~ the initial shape of the step response is 
rather smooth, so we don~t need muc~ points. 

~yOI~l : Number of time points defining the time window for time domain fitting 
of the step response. Since 8.""l expone.7'ltial Fourier transfor:n is used. there 
is no relation between the number of time poi..."lts (defined by NPOIN'!') and the 
number of frequency points (defined by the frequency loopir..g; last frequency 
card of ~~e embedded LL\e CONST~~ or CABLE CCNST~~~ case). 
Typical values: 
= 150 for overhead lines; 
= 50 for cables. 

!'iSS: Flag, used to indicate whether or not the phases are assumed to be continuously 
transposed: 
= 0 untransposed circuit; in the imbedded LINE CONST~.NTS or CABLE CONST.A..I.'fl"S 

case, TImEE frequency cards will be mandatory (see point 6). 
:: 1 conti...7'luously-trar..sposed circuit in t:..i.e imbedded LINE CONSTANTS or CABLE 

CONSTA.vr5 case. only TWO frequency ca..""ds are needed (see point 6)" 

Nl Digit which indicates how the characteristic admittance is to be fit. 
: 0 : frequency-domaL~ rittL~g; 
= 1 : time-doaain fittl..L"lg; use N3 = 1 to evaluate the fitting. 
~: For the example (see section XXII-C), a critical evaluation of the 

settings of Nl. N2 t N3 and N4 with respect to fitting performance was 
done. This ca."l be used as a "Rule ot Thumb" for ot.'+ler cases (see section 
XXII-D) • 

N2 This digi t tunes t.i.e desired time axis spacing 6 t for the step response 
fitti...~g; 

= 0 use D. t as specified by NOO .. 
= 1 locate the toe and the 2/3 point of the step response and size elt to 

put approximately 1;% of all NPOL.VT values between the toe and the 2/3 
poi."lt .. 

= 2 locate the 2/3 point and the 1/3 point of the step response and size 
ell to put approximately 5% of all ~'POLvr values between the 1/3 and 2/3 
point. 
~: Because of oscillations in the output of inverse Fourier routines, 

one or both of these points may not be obtainable. requiring 
e.ither a. reduction in the value of N2, or an increase of NPO!NT 
so as to increase the accuracy of the inverse Fourier routi.:.~e. 

KPS : A flagt iDdicati.'l.g wheti-.er or not the step response fitting at the steady-state 
frequ~ 1. desired. 
= 0 : no fitting at ~~e steady-state frequency; this is ~~e case for fast 

transient cal~~ations. 
= 1 attempt to fit the propagation step-response exactly at the steady-state 

frequency; this is the case for calculation of slow transients. 
= 2 attempt to f'i t th.e propagation step-response exactly at ~lote steady-state 

frequency; this is the case for calculation of slow transients. If tile 
iteration does not converge. however. the program w~ll fall back on the 
original {starting} fittl.."lg. 

= 0 no printer plotting. 



= 1 a printer plot of characteristic admitt&,ce vs. time will be generated t 

showing how the frequency-demain-fitted exponentials compare with an 
independent inverse Fourier tr~~formation result. 

;::: 2 a vector plot will be created, provided that Spy is available and in 
u.se. 

;::: 3 bo~~ a vector plot and a character plot will be made ~~der the same 
conditior~ as specified above. 

N4 A parameter which indicates how t..;"e characteristic admittance is to be treated. 
;::: 0 : for all modes 9 use the fitted time-depe."ldent characteristic admittance. 

Make Nl ;::: 1. 
= 1 : for all E!1odes, use the constant characteristiC admittance (at the 

steady-state frequency). 
;::: 2 use the fitted time dependent characteristic admittance for ~,e zero 

sequence mode. For all other lnodes, use the constant characteristic 
admittance calculated at the steady-state frequency. Make Nl ;::: 1. 

;::: 3 fer all modes, use the cor~t~~t characteristic admittance calculated 
at ~;'e natural resonant frequency Free of the power carrier. 

1 <:0 
F ru - 2 -r 0 - 21 

"tho t'~· t peed I!' ~'gh W~ ~o = rave_ ~~me a s o. ~~ t. 

IPtJN : Parameter t indicating whether or not t...'le EMTP branch ca..-ds are to be 
pu..'"'lched: 

:: 0 : . branch cards a...""e generated on both the line printer and the punch 
(LUNIT7) ( don t t forget SPL"NCH. following t..~e freque.'1cy ca..~ of t..~e 
imbedded LL'~ CONSTA.'t"TS or CABLE CON5rANTS case). 

:: 1 punch only. (don f t forget SPUNCH t following the frequency cards of t..~e 
imbedded LINE CO!lc'ST.A4V!S or CABLE CONSTANTS case). 

:: 2 printer only. 
;::: 3 ! phase-coordinate Pi-equivalent transfer admittance matrix and half 

Pi-equivalent shtmt admittance m.atrix at each freque."lcy will be written 
into LUNIT 8 :: 8. which 1l1ust be opened using "$OPEN" as a formatted 
file before "SEMLYEN SETUPtt request. The phase-coordinate Pi-equivale.'1t 
matrices mlSt be requested ti'..rough IOSS and IOFL. Typical value: 4100 
octal. 

!DOC Flag, indicati.~ whet:'ler or not ~~e generated branch cards are to be preceded 
by deseript3.ve comment cards. For this purpose" the data cards of ttLI?fE 
CONSTANTS" or "CABLE CONST&.'fIS" are used. after conversion to comment cards 
("C" in column 1). 
= 0 no such comment cards will be output. 
:: 1 : generate descriptive comment cards. 

IOTX ! Parameter, controlling the printout of intermediate results {e.g., eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors} wr..ich a...~ computed at the frequency FMED (see tolerance 
ca..""'Ci., point 3b). 
:: -1: user is confused by octal numbers, and would prefer to pu..~ch f1 ICTX" t 

"ross" t and "IOP:....." in binary. In t.us case t ttIOSS" and "IOFL" fields 
(columns 37-48) a.""'e to be left blar.k, and t:.~ree extra cards (see point 
3 hereafter) a..""e to follow as extensions to this miscella..'1eous data 
card. 



. '. 

., ...... 

XX:::::. s~t."(!;l( Sl';~? - " 

= 0 : no such intermediate printout is desired. 
:: K : .?Ositive octal "K" will ge."'l.e~ate the printout a.t fr'equency FMED as 

doc~ented in the explanation of point 5 hereafter. 

ross: Para.m.etet". controlling the printout of intermediate results (e.g. eigenvalues 
a~d eigenvectors) ~hich 8-~ computed at steady state frequency. 
:: 0 ! no such intermediate printout is desired. 
= K : positive octal "K" will generate the pr-L"1tout at steady state frequency. 

as documented in the explanation of point 5 hereafter. 
~: This field is ignored if IOTX =: -1. 

IOF'J... : Parameter. controlling the pr-intout of intermediate results (e.g. eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors) which are computed at ten discrete frequencies wi~iin the 
specified geometrically-spaced loopi.ng of freque."'lcies (see last frequency 
card of the imbedded LINE CCNSTA..VI'S or CABLE CONSTA..'ITS case). 
:: 0 : no such intermediate printout is desired. 
=:: K : positive octal "K" will generate the printout at ten discrete frequencies 

wit..itin the specified frequency looping, as documented in the explanation 
of point 5 hereafter. 

~: This field is ignored if IOTX = -1. 

5. Extensions to the miscellaneous data card. 

If and only if field "IOTXn of columns 31-36 of the miscellaneous data card 
(see point 4) is punched with the value -1. three extra. cards must immediately 
follow the nscellaneous data card as exte..'1Sions to it. These three ca..~ serve 
to define "IOTX". "rOSS" t and "lOFt" ... one variable per ca..~, L"l this order. 
Binary is used. wi th up to twelve of t.~e I4 fields of the following format being 
punched: 

';O??' corr.ponerlts (b:~cry) 

2 3 4- c:: 6 7 8 9 . 0 ; 
; ; 2 ...-

I 
, 

! 
!4 ;4- ) :4- ;4- :4 :4 :4 :4 ~ ;4 :4 

~ 

Each of these component fields is to be assigned a binary digit {either zero 
or one). If zero (or blank). then the associated intermediate printout .,i11 
~ be generated; if unity, it ~ be. The following is a directory showing 
what printout is controlled by ea~~ bit: 

73/ 



Index 
:lumber 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

Description of the printout which is being 
controlled by this component field 

Approximate modal equivalent-Pi 
Approximate modal equivalent-Pi 
Approximate modal characteristic Z 
Approximate modal Z.Y matrices 
Approximate modal velocity and attenuation 
Phase-coordinate equivalent-Pi ~atrices 
Modal equivalent-Pi matrices 
Modal characteristic impedance 
Exact modal Z and Y matrices 
Exact modal velocity ~~d attenuation 
Exact transformation matrices 
Matrices Z ~~d Y in phase coordinates 

The relation between such bina..ry specificatiop..s and the possible octal 
specifi.cations of the miscellaneous data card {see point 4} is simple: separa.te 
the bina..7 bits i.."lto groups of three, and t.."l.en read as a.."'l. octal nUllber. For 
example, 
1 a 1 0 0 1 1 1 Ole C (binary) :: 101 001 110 100 :: 5164 (octal). 

6. Followi...~g is one si..."lgle, complete data case for LINE CONST.A~"'''TS or CABLE CONSTANTS. 
For details, we refer to chapter XX! (LL"iE CONSTAN'I'S) or chapter XXI!! (CABLE 
CONSTA.'ITS).. Only following importa...'1.t points are repeated here: 

- Start this groupi..."lg by the proper request word: LINE CON5TM"'TS or CABLE 
CONSTANTS. 

- The ca..""d format for the frequency cards needs to have a special lenrJl 
specification. Furt."1er remark that, although the same parameters must be 
entered, the format for LINE CONSTAliTS and CABLE CONSTA..\"TS differs. Following 
are the formats to be used: 

~ CQNSTM'TS: 

j 1 
FB.2 { F10.2 ! 

RHO i='REQ 

:. ; ! 4 
Q1$ q 

FB.3 

JiST 
(km or 
::1:1es; 

:' : : 

j :'3 j 131 

! : 



1 : : : 
:234~578~O~2~4S~7~ 

RHO 

4 
0 578 

E:' 5.6 

':l: ..... 

C ij 

;5 

: 

: iDEe: 

, 
.~ 

Sciri 
,,,""!~ 

";"'8 Q~ 

:5 :.8.~ 

:PNT; C)l5-r' 
: I me4>e"\ 
~ ,," \.. j 

: ;, ::: 1. r:. . . 8 
.3 8Sq 2~~5 189012 4567890 

- If NSS :lit 0 (see point 4, miscella."leous data card) t the line or cable is assumed 
to be 1.INTRANS?OSED,. and he...'1ce THREE frequency cards are needed: 
1. The first frequency card defines the frequency a.t which t.i.e modal 

transformation matrix will be calculated. Be sure to put the same frequency 
value on both the variable FREQ of t.i.e first frequency card a~d on ~i.e 
tolerance-card (point 3) for variable FMED {index number 10). For hints 
on FMED values, we refer to point 3 + As far as the card format is concerned,. 
or.J.y F.HO. FREQ a."1d DIST should be specified. 

2. The second frequency card is to specify the steady state frequency at which 
the resulting line (or cable) model will be used for later simulations. 
Be sure to put the same frequency value on both t.~e variable FREQ of the 
second frequency card and the STATFR-parameter in the STA..~JP file. As far 
as t..~e card format is concerned. only RHO, FREQ a.~d nrST should be specified. 

3.. The third frequency card. is to specify the logari ti'...m.ically-space<i frequency 
span to be used for inverse Fourier transformation. All card parameters 
should be specified. 
Typical settings: FREQ = 1. Hz 

IDEe = 5-6 decades 
IP~~ = 10-20 points per decade for cables 

20-30 points per decade for overhead lines 
Don't forget to specify R~O and DIST. 

- If !'ISS # 1 (see point 4, miscellaneous data card), the line or cable is assumed 
to be TRANSPOSED (i.e. the modal transformation matrix is known a priori). 
and he.."lce only TWO frequency cards are needed: 
.:... The first frequency card is to specify the steady state frequency at which 

t..~e resulting line (or cable) model will be used for later simulation. 
Be sure to put the same frequency value on both the variable FREQ of the 
first frequency cB-.~ and the STA1:cR-parameter in the STA.."1.Th'P file. As far 
as the card format is concerned. only RHO~ FREQ and DIST should be specified . 

.2. The second frequency card is to specify t.i.e logari t:'1mically spaced f'requency 
span to be used for ~~verse Fourier transformation. All card parameters 
should be specified. 
Typical sett~~gs: FREQ = 1. Hz 

IDEe = 5-6 decades 
IPNT = 10-20 points per decade for cables 

20-30 points per decade for overhead lines 
Dontt forget to specify RHO &~d DIST. 



- Terminate the LINE CONSTk\iS or CABLE CONST~~VTS data set by ~ bl~?k ~2+-ds: 
the fi:-s~ one to terminate the frequency cards,. and the second one to terminate 
the usage of the imbedded supporting routine (either LINE CONSTA.''TS or CABLE 
CONST~\'TS) . 

7. Only if IPL~ = 0 or 1 on ~~e miscellaneous data card {point 4}~ the optional 
$PL~CH card should follow next. This in order to flush the punch buffer to 
LUNIT7 output. The pl.l.r."'1ched card output thus created. immediately can be used in 
time domain simulations, as explained L"'1 section IV-D-4. 

8. Next, a blank card should follow, terminating the Semlyen setup. 
8.1. Only if IPL~ = 3. a SCLOSE card should follow to close Lt;~IT8 = 8. 

9. A "BEGL"i N9 DATA CASE" card,. followed by another blank card tt.l:len will terminate 
all cases. 

XXii-C. EXiWl21es 

The combined usage of LINE CONST~'ITS imbedded in a SEMLYEN SgnJP case already 
is illustrated in benchmark DC29. 

The following example illustrates the usage of a CABLE CONSTANTS imbedded i.."l 
a SEMLYEN SETt? case. For tt.~ specific CABLE CONSTANTS data. we refer to section 
XXII! -C-l; ~~e same class A cable is repeated here.. The aim of t.~e example is to 
illustrate specifics related to t.~e imbedded use or the CABLE CONST&~ data in 
t..~e SEMLYEN case. 

First of all., special attention should be paid to the "BRA.~CHft-card: 

- there are 3 two-conductor SC coaxial cables present: all SC cables 
on~y have a core and a sheath., no a.rmor 

A2RC 
A2SC 
A2TC 
A2RS 

A2SS 
A2TS 

cloSS A ccbie 

untrcr:sposed 

length == 3000 m 

Equivcient of class-A ccble under study 

A3RC 
A3SC 
A3TC 

A3RS 

A.3SS 

A3TS 

- the BRA.~CH ca..~ first allocates names to t..1.e terminal ends (A2. A3) of the 
cores (C) of all tt.~ree phases (R. 5, T): 

phase R; ~~C-A3RC 



.... phase S; A2SC-A3SC 
phase T; A2TC-A3TC 

Only after this list, names are allocated to ~~e terminal ends (A2. A3) of 
the sheaths (S) of all three phases CR. S. T): 

phase R; A2RS-A3RS 
phase S; A2SS-A3SS 
phase T; A2TS-A3TS 

Further remark the specified tolera...'1ces : 
Ii 14 = 30. 
if 15 = 30" 
1# 16 = 30. 
# 17 = 30. I 

## 18 = 100. 

Suppose that we want to use the fitting result for the simulation of fast tra."lsients. 
In such case, the frequency FMED (controlled by the tolerance number 10) should 
be calculated as follows: . 

# 10 = 1/(4*TAU) 
= Co / (4*LEN*SQRT(EPS1)} 
= 300.000.000 I (4*3.000*SQRT{2 t 3)} 
= 16.48E3 Hz 
(wi~~ EPS1=2,3 ; LEN=3.000 m) 

Since we assume 8..'1 u...'1tra."1Sposed cable {usual case), be sure to specify the same 
frequency for the variable F'REQ on the first frequency card (specifying the frequency 
to be used for calculating the modal decoupling matrix). 

Next the miscellaneous data are to be specified: 
NCO = 80. 
~?Or:NT = 50. 
NSS ;: 0; untransposed circuit; THREE frequency cards will be needed 

in t..~e imbedded CABLE CONSTM"TS case. 
Nl = 0; request for frequency domaL'1 fitting of ~~e charactristic 

admittance 
N2 = 1; usually, cables don't cause much fitting problems. since the 

ir..itial wave shape of the step respor..se is rather smooth .. But 
since N2=O doesn t t result i...'1 a good fitting of the step response 
for all the modeSt we decided to m.ake N2 = 1. Anot..~er measure 
could be the increase of NOO. 

KPS= 0; we want to use the fitted results to simulate fast tra..'1Sients. 
N3 = 0; because Nl=O 
N4 = 3; For all modes, t...~e characteristic ad:ti ttance ~ill be calculated 

at a frequency, near to the natural frequency 1/{2*TAU)= 33.kHz. 
This high frequency fitting is logical since afterwards, we want 
to use ~~e fitting results to simulate fast transients. 

IPD"N=l; generate p\l4.'1c....~ed cards 
I DOC = 1 ; pu..."lched cards should be documented by descriptive comme."lt cards 

originating from t..~e original CABLE CONSTM"TS data. 
IOTX=l (octal); matrices Z and Y in phase coordinates t calculated at 

transient frequency FMED 
10S5=1 (octal); matrices Z and Y in phase coordinates. calc~lated at 

steady state frequency 



ICrM~l (octal); matrices Z ~~d Y in phase coorainates 9 calculated at 
ten discrete frequencies within the frequency looping specified 
by t..~e t..~ird frequency card of' the CABLE CONS1"A.NTS case. 

Next comes t..~e act.ual CABLE CONSTAs."tTS case .. whic."l. already is explained in extensive 
detail L~ chapter 23. Near the end of this imbedded case. following ~marks are 
t'elt to be importa..~t. though: 
- on the first card .. remark the repetition or frequency FMED :: 16.48E+3 

as well as the length specification {in meter} 
- on the second freque..~cy card. t..~e steady state frequency is indicated. 

This value is equal to the value of ~~e steady state frequency STATFR in 
~~e STARTUP file. Also note the length specification. 

- on the last frequency ca.~. the logaritr~ically spaced frequency looping 
is specified: starting frequency ~ 10. Hz 

6 decades 
15 frequency points per decade 

Also remark the length specification. 

SZGIK n:w ~n.. o.sz 
c 
c 225 xv Q.ole v1tho~t aeeloa!ng pipe 
C ......... ( el .... A c.:u:DIPle) _ ....... 
e 
S!:!'rI. YD St:tJ'P 
SEUSS 
3RMc:H ~Jtc: Alae A.2SC AlSC A2?e A3'!'e A21tS Alas A2SS A3SS A2'l'S A3~ 
~L%1AWCZS l' 30.l5 30.16 30.17 30.18 100. 
!O~zaAXCES 10 16.48&.3 
e 3456789 .23456789 123456789 123456789 123456789 12Z'S6789 ~~3'S6789 123456789 
e --.... - •••• + ..... ·// •• I/~-•• - ... ----++ ....... -... --. 

50 001 003 1 1 1. l 1 {wotD PDnc:'t l'O.' AW. 6 MODD 
~IZ COlCS'nln'S 
C ':'YP STS'%' 1UI'C £Uft 1'102)& : Y 

2 ...... 3 o 1 o o o 

e ---+++ •• -----•••• +-----..... -----
2 2 % { uc.b. se <:able h.a& 1 Qore • 3. sheath. no U1IOr 

C gtlCleetr1cal a:Dd pbyaic:al. <!ata (C1C4 ~~ tor each se eOdia.l e.o1.) 
c ... --~~--••• +.12 ... +--·-I3*---.+ •• a4+ •• +----15----

8.3281-3 18.OGa-a 41.'OZ-3 46.601-3 50.60%-3 
C --~ c--.+~ C+++--MU Il---++IPS !l++---RO S---+.+MU S ••• --MO !2---.·tpg 12 •• 

2.84£-& 1. 1. 2.3 21.40£-8 1. t. 8.0 
C 

8.328£-3 18.oct-' 41.10:1-3 "6.60&-3 50.60£-3 
2.841-$ 1. 1. 2.3 21.'0&-$ 1. l. a.o 

C 
8.32"-3 18.OCIC-3 4~.70£ .. 3 46.60%-3 50.60:£-3 

2.8<11-3 t. 1. 2.3 21.4OZ ... S 1. 1. 8.0 
C e~ •• -seet1cn loeat1cn car4 
C -~.1-+.HORI:.l+--VEaT.2--.+HCat%.2.--V%lT.3--+.HORI:.3. 

~198.E-3 51.1·3 l300.Z·3 0.0 lJOO.I-3 l02.Z-3 
C !:-~CIftCT a.nC ea:-th :r-eaiteti",ity eard.. l,,;,.&i:'19 Carson'. ~~ .ar-'1 1IICde1 
e ~-------·-++FRIQ+ ••• ++++. 



:00. 16.4St.3 3000. 
;'00. 50. 300(). 
:'00. :;"0. 6 :.5 3000. 

B~ ca::.-d. andir.q troquc.'lt:y c::ar<ia of inbedd.c ~CAal.E C-vMS~S" liau. 
SI.Al'fX c&f'd endin9' i~ "CABU COXSTAM"rS- c::asc. 
SPtl1CCH 
3~ c::ar<i endin9 -SEKL~ S~y~" data cases 
BZC1X KEW ~A~A :ASS 
3:..AnX 

OtJTPUT FILE: 

Following is a selection of the generated output: 

First comes ~~ interpretation of the input data (only the part related to 
SE..\!LYEN S~~; the part related to CABLE CONSTA.'"TS is not reproduced here): 

*:-_1:" CArd ;>~in'IJ nMf ~ data caM. 
eo--tt ca.n!. ~. 3. 
~tcal:'¢. ~-4. 

~t C4r¢. ~ .. 5. 
~'teat"C1. ~-6. 

ia~~!~ ~ ~~A CAS~ 
ic 
ic Z2S ~ cable ~1thcut enclo.!.n9 piy. 
;c ........ ( cla.. A .~l.l •••••••• 
k 
I SE!lt1.:a:.'" S~ 
: Sl.:ltMZ 

2n4....,~r t'~c:y~t !.!.no a::Idelinq. 
~r ..... ell of C au:da 1.n t.he pqndI l:IUtter. 
l'ct'S 01 6-dI4rector ~ ~ tor tie¢. ~. ! tv.JIICZ AnC iI\.~ l\ZSC ",lSC A2'!C A3'!C "'~S A3ltS ;t,;;:M A3SS A2":'S .... 3":'5 
~ s..8J.!'Wt tQl..r~. 14 :t.5 a :'7 :.a !'!'O~ !~ 30.15 30.16 JO.11 30.1$ tOO. 
~ s.a.ly.n tol.I:"~. :.0 0 0 0 0 ! '!'O~ 10 16. 431:+J 
c-tt c:arc1. ~ .. :'2. 1c l4~61S9 :.:3<t567lS9 !2~56189 1234561119 123-C56739 lZJ4567lS' ::'~~!61$9 1234561119 
~t c.ard.. ~ .. :'3. 
~1.c. ~t.. $0 ~ 0 1 0 l 0 
1'r.",.1.1::' c:cnt:'Ol to -CAtt.l COWS't~ ... 

]:e -~-~-••••. --/I •• II-··.------•••••• -----~ 
eo SO 001 003 0 :. l {wottXS .. at%C't I"OIt A!.t. 6 "'CC~ 

~t ca:'ll. 1tUIIIUIO). 36. 
~t c;a~. ~. 3'7. 

lc tntqUency 4nd _rth ::-.aistiv!ty c:,e~. \:.i~ C4~~on':I ~ ___ rtl'l jIO(!el 
,C Jt2IC)----------•• V!tI!Q.+++ ...... 

~ ~ 1.000!E.o:t :..~~+<)C 0 1 3.00£+03 j lOO. lS.'lSt+3 3000. 

'!'.a.bl.. of trneIoa~ c:.tIl)l.. per-.tc.. ro11o.t .... 
~ lWIiIbel" ~ t'ac111 1A C_ters; i'ol.lOlll. t'ro. thcl a:nt.r out_t"'CS .... 

8.32~-ol 2 :'.80000~-o2 3 •. 17000Z-02 , 4.6~~-OZ 5 S.06000l-¢2 & 5.06oooE-o;;: 1 S.06000~-o2 

lIt_iati"1~!_ izt r~l of CC~. ~'th. ~ .. :rsao:-: Z.S4OOOCE...ca 2. :..wooct..Q7 2.1400001t-07 
lte".ti" P'O~1l1t1_ of the _ thrM ~u :. .OOOOOOle+OO :,.000000£+00 LOOOOOOl+OO 
Insulato," 1. IItlaU.,. pe~{HtY, peraittiv1:Y. «.nI;1 ...... l.oeHy 1.1\ ~./.ClC1: ~.OOOOOO~ .. OO 2 . .300000~.OO !.<J1677~!+Oll 

!~l.tor~. blat1.,. .-:M4Ibs;!.1ty. pe!'S1ttivitY. «.nI;1 _l.oei~ in ta/_<=): 1..000000~.oo 3.0000001:.00 1.059927~+OS 

l"!'I.IUo nwIIber Z ~ ::-e4i! in ~_t.l:'Sl follow, !~ tM amtel:" out\Mrd 

~~ l.oomE~ S.~ .. Ol 0 1 3.001:+03 
, 

100. SO. 3000. 
~ c;at'C1 1. OOOC+02 t .000£+01 , 15 1.OOC+03 !OO. .0. 6 ::.5 3000. 
211.anlc cal:'¢ t.na1Nlt~ t~ cards. i UA2fX CAI:"d e:n411'\9' l'~q cards Q~ !.~ -CAa~ ~$T~~S- d4t4 

~1.C\k CClt'd. CIN11NJ -~~. CUM. i lU.~,D; CAre .n4~ l.~ -c:A3tz COKSTA.'-ITS- ~ 

.~~ ~itt~eo .. tr1~ 
(ohata) (Bho{.) 

1. 692!i251Z~ O. OOOOI3OOZ+OO o.ooooooor;+oo O. OOOOOOQ~+OO O.OOOOOOO! .. OO O.OOOOOOOI!+OO O. OOOOOOO!.OO 

:'.64""t1~-ot ".5770'564Z-O! O. CtC.\OOOOO~+OO 0.00000002:+00 -1. 57705604!-¢S O. OQOO(X)Or;+oo 0.00000002: -00 

1.5612'74'1'1-02 1.&U551'1S-02 O.OOOOOOOt+OO 0.0000000£+00 :).00000002:+00 Q.OOOOOOOt+OO 0.0000000£·00 
1. Z7352or.t-ot. 1. "'71.260-0:' 1.S7705(,.4E~ 0.0000000£+00 o.ooooooor; .. oo -1 • .s77~6.c!!-¢S o.oooooooe·oo 

:.. 5&121.n-o~ 1.55q3lO'7~--«t 1.~S'5517lt-o~ 0.00000008:..00 O.OOOOOOOl:+OO 0.00000002:+00 O. OOOOOOOt·OO 

1. ::13S2OI&~oo01 1. 2<J5M49~-ol 1.6411260-01 1. S77056U-OS O.OOOOOOOlt .. OO 0.00000002:·00 -1.. 517056<tt-05 

1.!i070UCll-«t 1.S61~4n-02 1.~:'~74n-02 l.6OC3698too02 :).OOOOOOOZ"OO 0.0000000£+00 o.OQOG...)OOr;·oo 
1 • 46l38103Zo.01 1. Z?15206.-cn 1. ~735206Z-01. :..04'26:L12Z-01 S. 'TS341ISOE-04 0.0000000a: .. 00 0.00000001;·00 

\.5612'14n-02 :. • 60310M%-o~ 1.!S!!j'l307t-o: 1.5612747!-oZ t. !.OO1964Z-02 0.0000000';·00 O.OOOOOOOt·OO 
: • 27~5206lt-ol 1. 46401931:-ot 1..296''''''Z-01 :;.. Z71S:06!:-¢l :'.4632!U%-o:' 5 • 75 ~81 SOE-04 :). ooooooo~·oo 



!.S6127.7t-02 
1. 2135206!-Ot 

~. ~S'J~.Jt.::I'7Z-()2 

~ . 29'944'l1:-ll1. 
1.6031C96~-o2 !.56l274?!-02 1.~59330'~-o2 t.600l964Z-02 
1.464Qt93~-0~ 1. 2735206!-01 !.29&944~~-Ol 1.C6l2562Z-01 

"-".\. .. ~ 
... 4::,eiC)1~2Z-()1 
... t 9902lS9Z-()l 

X:tl X!2l 
3.25511~48Z+OO 4.S960420lZ-al 
3.5&0622$3%+00 •. S9604203Z-al 

9.Q20134a.I-ct !.90613377Z-00 •• !96QC2Q3Z-al 
2. 9.02.6252SOC-<31 •• 23235134~.OO 4.4l29981SC-()1 

s~~.t-..tl ccn .. ~c. ot en. iteraUan in SU'M<X,.~!lft: 't"l)n't'. 

X{l} 
a .l&89S413J:-<32 
S.1"9S47lZ-02 

%I:ror 
4.91Z73i'jQlt-04 
1. 9223lOS7t...04 

8. 1689S413J:-02 $.17656018£-05 
9.1S'73935Z-02 (.04202~!-OS 

~Ql.r4lftca Itl"$ • 5. OOOOOOOC,~ 

o.OOOOOOOt-OO 
5. 75l$1$O~-<)4 

St~.tat. !requency ll1C'Ul_ l"e$opon_. rot_tee! tn~ 4el.ay tiJle X!~) tor..ae 1ft ~juat':'no; l20y h4n4 for .& pt9C1M tit «t ~ho 
.!-.dy-.tate t~C'Y. saft:rnt. SH:::n:::· 9.a541OS~-ol -~. 2490'41-.02 

Allpl1tud!t So T1_ <XIIU~. 1. ~litu.a 2 "l'1se ~t. 2 l)alay t1ao 
9.0262525~-ol 5.1511311&-05 9.1374150&-02 5.52141551-04 (.:'26885&-04 
~ 1. ~!._ aeep - L4~9Z:-05 ~b:·.· - S-l~ «P9t'Oxi .. U.cn. ·0·. ~i:'s Ir. outpUt. • ••• i;ltersecdon 

n-ro" T1_ 0.0 '.136704471-01 
.. 1 ................. l ................ t ...... ,. ..... " .1 ................ 1 ............. :. ......... "''' .. ! ................. t ............... 1 ................ 1. ..... ~ ......... 1 

In1t1cl1ze I~. :~&IC SO 
O.OOOOOt.oo •. 09?~3a-04 0 

-2. 72230Z-02 •. 24086&-04 . ¢ 
1.64~16t-ot 4.38419Z-04 0 . 
1.10362%-02 4.52752%-04 

-3. 53024!-o3 4.61085£·04 
-1.054342-02 •• al~lal-04 
~1.1~-o2 4.9~751'~ 

-1. 1 1 382Z-02 ~.l008$C-OC 

-6.9t69U-aJ S. 2441"-04 
-2.01'97Z-OJ S. 3r151Z-04 

' • .t~lt-05 5.~--04 
l,.i'jQ~U-ol 5.61U1X....()IS 
5.08110C-03 5.817SQC-04 
1.01155'-03 5.9608,.-0. 
6.41679£-01 5,l0416t-04 
S,.91'6~-o3 &.2.749&-04. 
&.00353.1-03 $. 3908tt-04 • 
7.189'$3%-03 6.S3'U51.()4 
6.Z3212%-o3 &.&17491-04 
•• la2,~-o3 &. a~u-oc 
2.8Ol.4-U-al 6.9641'1-04 
2.410168:-03 ? to'148Z-04 
3.1361"-03 '.Z5OI11-04 
3.1S081Z-03 '.J~:41-04 
1.Z'l9aZE-03 7.537471-04 

-1.40260£-04 7. S8OeO£-04 
-1.46615&-03 7.82413&-04 
-9. ~2~&-04 1.967"£-04 
-3. 582~&-04 &. 1.l.oec&-04 
~5.4$59?%-04 1.Z541la-04 
-1.2111141-0' 1.3'""&-04 
-1.S7!3la-03 8.~9Z-04 

-l.'H!"~-o3 8.''''121-04 
-l.'S82~Z-03 $.$21451-04 
-3.515.91-03 1.9107$&-04 
-2.11~I-03 9.114111-04. 
-9. 7~-04 '.:S'1<UE-04 
-1.232771-03 t.~-04 

-2.4341'1-03 '.S44101.Q4 
-3.4C14U--o:J 9. G874G--04 
-3.962061-03 9.J.3C"1'1'B..04. 
-3. ~N6OII~ 9.9'H1CII&-<M 
- Z. 405Oft-O.$ 1.011'.g..os. 
-L34431:t:-03 l..~-OS. 
-1.024'1OC-03 :'.~. 

-1. 2~924t..(l3 1. 05017«..03 
-1. '2'71"-03 1. 06""'-03 • 
-t.70t7~S-03 1.003413-03 
-1 •• 'U3Z-03 1.0'tT14Z--03 
-l.44201Z-03 1.11207Z-01 

~r ot aerations • ~ 

l'IOOe 1. OQftIlt4nt ~.rht1c ac81ttaDCe • 1. :l81490'9I-01 

o. 

st~.t.t. aoda1 par_tars iA ~ eM a1~ follow. 41: t'~ 

• 

3. :'41"2551:0-02 Mru. .. calc:::u!.ac:act t'rca t1 t'tec:. ~C:i&b ..,1a ~r1..s:' ~ranafoZ'WIt1C1n, 
~ a x G • 

2.218204441-02 1.444S4201Z+QQ 2.96a210~.o2 1.173861taa~ 
2 6,67251341:1:-06 1.2111)O~9~-Ql 4. 255Zl633%-o1 1.11745551%+03 

4.OC21~?C~ '.63830399~-o2 S.481~7~$3Z-01 1.03513089~.04 

.0 
. 0 

.0 

• 
• 
o. 
o. 

O. 
O. 

O. 
o. 

O • 

o. 

.0 

,. 
,. 

.0 

• 
• 
• 
,. 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 



4 C.l163237oa-07 ~.C9S$334?z-02 

S e.2~99533~~ 1.Q1~541S6E-ol 

6.!J~90332~-a7 l.ll:46:S:t-o: 

3. 22:').4""U~03 4.303270811.02 
1.60335~~-03 2.!~:036?t%.Q2 

: .154208911-01 2.88131«5£+0;1 

c ( •••••• > cards yunched ~ &~~~ ~tl~ Oft 3O-s.p-S' 11.21.t8 ( ••••• +) 

C SEm.n2C 5.1!!'rt.? 
CS~ 

C IS3WC!I A2ltC A.33tC .uSC A.3S(: A2"1'C ,\3"te ~ A.3a.S A2SS .uss .\lTS A3TS 
C"!'O~ 14 30.1.5 30.1& 30.11 30.1' too. 
C '!'O~ :.0 15.411:+3 
C C l4567a, 1:34.54"" 1%34~,a9 12345678'J 12345671'1 123456789 12345.'" 12345611 
C C -----.·· •• -·/I++/I·-.·~~----······~--··· 

110 500 OO! 003 0 
e c,uLZ COlC~Ar.S 
C C ~ SY$1' lC'.PC ZAOIt'Z'2 JIlOO£ Z Y 

c: 2 { -.cI'l. SC e&l)l. ~ 1 cor. • 1 u-m. no uw 
c C ~tt'lC&l an4 ~lC1ll Mt. lone ~~ tor- eec::tI SC; QQC..U41 allbl.~ 

c C --·Kl-··+ ••• ~ •• ··-~-·-·++ •• 4++.+-~~-K5----
C $.32,.-3 11.001-3 41.'0%-3 46.6OK-3 SO.6OE-3 
C C --10 C--•• ....,. C ••• --M1 :1.---+.V'S rl •• --l!tO s---•• .c: S ••• -~ I2---•• OS !2 
C 2. s.cZ-8 1. 1. 2.3 :n.~-. 1. • 8.0 
C c: 
c: 
c 

8.32'3%-.3 
%.SoU-a 

1 •• oaz·3 'U.~-3 
t. 1. 

".60% ... .3 !iO.&oZ-3 
2.1 21.401:-8 1. 1. 1.0 

C C 
C $.321.·3 ll.oca-, 41.1OE-1 46.6Ot:-l SC.$OR-3 
C 2.!U-S 1. ~ 0::.3 21.~-a 1. l- 8.0 
C C eross-.-c:tign IOQdGft card 
C e -1o'D't .1-.·9QIItIZ.l.--YD'r. 2-··_%Z. 2.--YD':'. J--··acaU;.l. 
C 119 •. %-3 ~1.C-3 1300.Z-3 0.0 1300.Z-3 102 .• -3 
c c t~ e:nc1 ~ ree1ativ1, ~ CU'Cl. ~1~ <:arsoR'. ~ .ous ~~ ~l 
c e ~-----~---•• ~ •••••••• 
e lOC. 11. <4U.l 3000. 
c 100. SO. 3000. 
C lao. ~O., l' 3000. 
c .Vt.trI[ <:4r4 ~D9 t~ CU'd4 ot t~ -CAatz a.sTMTS- <Sa~ 

C .t..AlII:C c::IU"d. WKtiA9 s.nIMddDd -oau:~· e.-.. 
C I.e 3000. _~.I:'S.:1IiQoo loo.O ••• t~ 50.00. 1CSa-O. 1O'l'r. 1. r:ps..Q. lC'tC:. 
-1A.2JtC A3ItC 1. 1389'SlE...ot <t.192"'1-04 t 1 :: :: 6 

2. 2aS2044U-o: 1.44454201&..00 ::. 96a21O~-o. 1. S?3867tn-02' S. OOOOOOOOC.o1 
O.OOOOOZ.oc 1.73497£+04 9.O:5~'C--ol e.OOOQOI.go 1.81111%.c3 9.131.71-02 
o. oooooc..oa ::.. oaaooa.oo o. ~e¢O O. C)QOQIQIt+¢O 1. OOCIClQR..oo o. OCIOOOIt+OO 

-!.USC A3*: .2. S2531%-ot ,. 5OoIIOo6Z..os 2' 2' 2' :z , 
6.'''~?34"11:-06 1.2U1X1'7'9B..Ql 4.~5~.sc-01' 7.72'1455511:-03 S.l!" : :'+01 
o . OOOOO1t+OO 1. ~.t'13Z+06 a. O'l333t-ot O. OCX)(IOE+OQ 'J. Hl00U+OC 1. 9466""-01 
Q. ~+OO 1. QCI3IClICIt+OO O. OOOOOC+CO O.OO()(ICE+OO 1. ooc:coc..oo o. QOOOOC+OO 

-lAZ1'C: .\3T'C: 3. N~'3%-o1 '.1lO5D+05 3 3 :: 2 , 
.... ~160~Z~ 1.'~-O2. S."15'~...ct !.o~3OI8ft-O:Z 5.00G:~CClClI+Ot 
o • O(X)()OE..oo ::. 3645&&+<.11 1. 1%'1'1"n-01 O. OOOOOC+CO 1.1.u3n+05 ;:. zn:23lt-ot 
O. OOOOOEto(!() 1. CIQOCICIC+CO o. OClOOCE.oo O. OCIOCIOC.¢O 1. ooooos.oo o. 00CI00I&4'OO 

-l.UU A.lU 1.M6»C-= 1.S146ft-05 " 4 ~ : 6 
4.1U1231OC-¢1 5.491a3:J67E...02 1.2n3oC1'1IZ-ot 4.lOl2108U:-<.l4 5. IClhi C: 0:';.01 
O. OOOOO1t+OO 1. 2.01~.07 a. %4443&-01 O. OOOOCJIIt+OO ,. ~+05 1. ""'11:-01 
O.OOOCIOlIt+OO 1.: aD Q.OOCICCIl+OO O.CIIOOOCIa+OO 1.OODC:IIOt.otl O.OCCIOOC+oo 

,,_ .... ~c .. _..oz 1.51 .. ,.u-oe , 5 % 2 , 
t.I&OIIlIIItoG&·.Qt 2.15:oM1t~-04 5.::l n ••• .os. 

uaSSllMrt O.OICICJOCC~ Ik4l1201l+¢S l.~ 
........ O. ~+Q) ~. ClOOOQII'.oG o. CIOQIDIIX.oo 

1.5147D-05 , 6 2' 1 , 
._t:',c2~l~iO~_-ot %.nU7445a-(M S. 0: ".JIIIIII4.cn 
~ __ HtS. O.CIiCIOOCIII:~ '.~+06 1.1S6~ 
•• aDCIOIJI.¢o 0.0000CII+00 LOOIOt.ICC.oc o . .,ctu.~ 

,. MOSa-ot O. J au.,. 1. OOCXIC.¢O O. C3OClIOOIr.ocl ~. n 190.-11 O. QQCIIIIOIt .. 

'.'3U9'S-ot Q. 1 mmlU aa 1.CICCIOOC-OO O.OOOOOIIt+OO 1.06~1l O.OCIIiICIIGC.ao 
1.~..ao O.Han. 00 ".'M"tOft-cs. O.QOOOCIC.oo t.OO4.,.,..oo O.~~ 
t • OIOII'JIOI3C+OO O. ao::o:III ....... ,.'l,.-os. o. OQOCIC&+OO t. OCIOCOIE.oI) O. " GO 
1. ~oOi) o. : : : l: • GO 4. tMClIft-Q1 O. oc:II:lICOE..ao-1. oo&1'7't.oo o. 0 ca •• OD 
1.0CI00I:IC+QO O.~ ae ' •• 9191:-02. O.OOQQOIt+OO-l.QCCIC'I:)IE+OO o.ar:rII8aIr.oD 
,. 'laaM-0:2. O. U ns.- 1. OCIOOCII:+CO O. ClOOCIGI+OO t. '~1l. 0.: QO 

-S."'lJC»o<:1i O. " ., 1.U.*O'n~ O'.~.¢() 1.01'1 ..... 13 o. .00 
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x...X::::' -A. 

3y ~ea::s of t::'e special req· ..... est word "CAE::=: a:J~S':'!5:'Sl! t a.."'1 ~~':? '..:.ser 
€Si~s acceSs to t~e s~pporti~g routine whic~ bears this s~e ~a=e, as ~er tte 
ex;·la~a:ior: of Sec"t:"c!; :1:-A-9. 2:.e p~i!:cipal fu...~ctio!; of ".:1':i$ code is to 
calc~:ate t~e resista~ce, i~d~cta.~ce, ar~ ca?acit~ce ~trices whicc corresoo4c 
.... 0 ~ ..... a-... ..;+......".~ ,...,...,....-.;-·......:.+..;0,... ,..,of> s.; .... g'e cc"'e (S""~ "',...<:> .... .;a~ "'a.·,..."es • """""'e :. .... ." ~ ... _v-.v .. O" ... ,J ..... '""'~ .... ..,;..5....:. .... ~:"., .... ...... ....,..... ~-~ .... " ... \ ~I -- ...... ~ ...... \".0 \".I.... • :1. ~ .. ~ -...,y~e 

co~fi~~=atio~ (where tte a~or~entioned SC coaxial cables a~e all e~closed ~ a 
,...o-...... c ..... .; ... · ~ .. "'e \ .; S a: so a: -: 0 - :.; ..... e c .... ""'s .. ~""+-Q .- - "',.., -t.;,..., ~ '"' .... "_ ........ v~_.g ~ ........ ::' j ~ _ __ wee.. ..........~ v •• "'""' ........... 0 .... c ....... ve.:: ...... O ... A8. ..... ove ...... e8. .... 
;;!'S.!:sc::'ssior: lir..es ca:: also ':e calc, .... lated l,,-Sir.g flCA3I.E CCNST;L~:'SIt; this 
::alc~latio~ is co=:pletely :i.r:depende!!t of the H:.rXE (x)NST}· . .NTS" rcut:i::e of 
Section xx:. 

" <. 

?ig. 1. ~ross-sectic~ of ~O$t 
general SC coaxial 
cable geometry. 

?ig. 2. Ill~trative cro$s-sectio~ c~ 

overhead pipe-type cable 
syst~ which contai~s t~~ee 
SC coaxial cables. 

History of the ~ "CABLE CONS~.-L'ITStf rOtl.tine t!!ight be oriefly slr"""'a=izec.. 
As described in Section 1-3 (page M??T-35) of the Vol. IV EMTP ~e~or.andum datec 
Y.arch 27, 1976 (see Reference 8), Prof. Aki..~i!'O A:etam. of Doshisha C'ni versi ty 
in Kyoto, Japan was retai.'"'!ed by 3PA to work on the calculation of cable co!"'.stants, 
8.!:long other thir..gs. 'r'nis work, perfc!'!:led in the Spr-'...r.g and S1~""-er of 1976, led 
to wr..at is today the EMTP ItCABLE CONST).NTS" featu.re. ?ipe-type capaoili:y 
was added a year later, also under co~tract. Aki had writte~ and tested a 

.... , .p ... • ..... h - h . / ...., '!'! • • ~. .J> ..... '? A \ .... separa ... e, se_..l.-cor.. ... a~nee. progrs..m, ".R.~l.c.. ·~S":.l-...;.uel. ,.Jr. ~su-nue~ ....:lU 0..:.. l:)_hj .,::en 
integrated into the :!MTP, :r.a..king it =achi.!l.e transla.table (sort of) a..."'1d ctt.el"'-Rise 
co=patible. ?urther details of this ~l~entation work are cove~ed in ~efe~~c~ ~, 

'lol. 7::, J'...41y 14, 1977. 

::!1ere is one i:nportant restriction or li!!litation to the 
routine, as of September, 1977: 

74/ 



::!:e (:oC.€ of ffCA3I.Z X~"S'::J.STSH :-akes heavy ~e of ?CR-:'?..!S 
·XY.PL:;X ·.;a!':.ac .... es.. ?or some cO:::p'..4ters, precision ::':'g..'-:t 
conceivably be a probleo (it is not clear, as of Septe=ber, 
?or exa.::ple, t:nivac t Soneywell, and G .. E. YarX ::: are believed 
to be l~ited to 36 oits of flcatir~-po~t precision; ttere 
is ~o cc=plex double-precisio~ aritr~etic on these syste:s, 
appare!:tly. 

Gene~l StI"'.Jctu.re of Jata Gards. 

~e str.lcture of a.r.. 3?r? data. case which uses HCA3LE a:mSTANTSH will 
~e~end ~pon weich of :he !ollowing three classes it falls into: 

Class A Syste::. of ~ ..... coaxia.l cables witho'tlt any enclosing pipe ~ "" ..... 

·Class :3 Syste= of .... /"'t 
.:)....., coaxial cables witr.in an enclosir.g pipe 

Class r Syste= of cor.:ver..tior...a.l overhead conductors v 

:lass A Data Structure 

Co~~ider the case of a system of SC coaxial cables, ~~t no corAuctL~g pipe 
to enclose it. .;..::: -:::.:E:P data case Which uses ftCABLE CCNSTA...~TSn for this class 
of problem then will r-..ave input data cards orde!"ed as follows: 

;"1. First com.es a ":SECIN' !>t"'"E:H DATA CASEft card. (ac-:u.ally 

;'.2. 

A4. 

A6. 

optior~l, as per Section !I-A ). 

Sext CO:cles a 11 CA.3I.:S XNS TA..'iTS" card, which serves to t~sfe~ 
control to the overlay in question. 

~~ext cor:es a. ::iscellar..ec;;.s data. card. 

Sext comes or.e (or possibly m.ore) card upon which is p~ched 
the nucber of co:nd~ctors which ~e up each SC coaxial cable of 
the system. One card will suffice for a system of up to sixteen 
cables; ~RO cards are required for 17-32 cables, etc. 

Jext come two (or possibly three) cards of geometrical 8..!'ld p~...ysical 
data for each SC coaxial cable in the system. E.g., for 'three SC 
coaxial cables, a maximUm of nine C8-~S would be reqUired. 

Next comes one (or possibly more) ca...-d. wr...ieh gives t...i.e horlzon'ta.l 
and vertical location of the centers of all SC eoaxial ca.bles 
in the system. A sir..gle card will !"~dle up to fou:r SC coaxial 
cables; two ea...-d.s are required for 5-8, etc. 

Next oomes a frequ.eney card, which specifies a new earth resisti vi 't::r 
a.."'ld frequency (or range of !'requencies) for whie.~ ca.ble constants 
~-e to ~e calculated. 

A8. Only if the stratified ea~th modelir..g is bei..~ used for an 
overhead ca.:'le system, two addi tion&l ea:rds L--e requi::-ed, to '" 
give all pa..~eters of this :!lOre complex eart..~ l!.Odel. If t::'e 
earth is in.stea.d. :::odeled as homogeneous, no S"..lch eards exist. 



:: :a.ss 3 

:'a:a as :'.a::,-: 
':'isc:r~~e :~::,e~~e::cies or ::-eq:;.;.er:cj- ra..~es as ::a,:r ":e -::esi:-ec.. 
~ t~e e::d of s~c~ iata :y =e~s 0: a ::ar~ card. 

~ ~:' ?:e;ea t :r~e da, ta 0: ?oi!1:s .A., ~;'9 as often as :=.a:J ~e c.esirec.. 
~ach s~c~ grou?i~€ is a sepa.~te, disti~ct, i~depe~de~t data case 
"N"i t~ir: :::e nC~32 :C::S:p~,::sn rou ~l.::e. S :"gT.Al t~e e:r:d. 0:-' s~..:.c!: 

da~a ::e~s of a ::~-~ card. ~hich serves to tr.L~sfer control 
':-ac~ ~o ~:::e reg..:.lar :::<:? sol:.:.tio::-moc.e, rea.dy to rea.d i:: a. ::ew 

::a::a. case. 

A~~ -:">:- :te :.:.ser · ... -a:;.ts to s:~::.t off "t::e ::::!'::? a.t this :poi:1t (ra::::e::.- -::::8:: 
exec~te a. followi::g ::.::.? da.ta. ca.se;, l:e sr..ou.ld si.!!l'pl:: a.de. a. 
tt3:G::: )2 .. ; ::-":A C;..s::u card. at tt.is ?Oi:~:t. follo",t{ed ":y a ':;la..-_< 
card. 

Cor:si~er -:::'e case 0: a. s:rstem of SC coaxial ca.bles which are all enclosed 
"':::: a co:::d".;.cting :pipe. J:..:n ::.:::: data. case "'hicr.. uses 1tCA]LE CC!5~"'S:S" for 
t~is class of problem ·Hill t~e~ ~ave i~~~t data cards ordered as follows: 

32. 

'First co=es a 
optional, ~s ~er 

Next co::.es a 

t!3EG:~ ~TN DATA CASE u 

Section II-A ) 
ca...~ 

Ire:.. ':0,-;; CONSTA~""::'S!1 card., wr...ich serves to tra.::s:-er 
control to overley in ~uestion (UT?F overlay ~~ber '7). 

33. Next co~es a =iscella~eous data card. 

,.::)"'. ~;ext will co:!!e one (or possi oly :::ore) ca....-d ·,.,!":iC=: speci!;es -:::e 
loca tic!:. of each SC coaxial cable wi thi:: "t.."-le pipe. 2-::.e ca.:rd 
will ~~:ice for ~~ to 4 sa coaxial cables, two will ~e require~ 
:or 5-8 SC coaxial cables, etc. 

36. Next co~es one (or possibly ~ore) card ~pon wr~ch is punc~ecr 
the number of conductors which ~e up each SC coaxial cable of 
the system. One card will suffice for a sy$te~ of up to $ixtee~ 
csbles; ~o cards are re~uired for 17-32 cables, etc. 

37. Next come two (or pO$$ib~ ~b~ee) cs:ds of geometrical ar.d pr;fscia: 
data for each SC coaxial cable in the system. E.g., fer three SC 
coaxial cables, a ~~ of nine cards would be required. 

3~O. 

Xext comes one card '...;::ich e.': ves 
of ~~e center of the pipe. 

t~e r..orizontal ~~d vertical - .. l.oca-;::o:: 

~ext comes a frequency card, wr~oh specifies a new earth resistivi:y 
and frequency (or range of frequencies) for which cable CO~S1;a.~ts 
are to be calculated. 

Only if the stratified earth ~odeling is oe1r~ used ~o= an 
overhead cable system, two additional cards are re~~red~ to 
give all para=eters of this ~ore co~plex earth =odel. =! tce 
ee~th is i~stead =odeled as ho~ogeneous, no ~~ch cards exist. 

---: If 



Page 238-3 

3~~. ~e~eat :::e d.ate. o~ ?cir.t 39 a!:c ?~i::.: 31C· t ~C~ as =a:.:y 
di~~e~ent disc~ete f=eq~e~cies or ~req~e~cy =anges as ~ay te 
desired. Sigr~l the end c! ~JC~ data by ~eans of a blar~ car:. 

3-:2. Repeat t~e data of POints 33 - 311 as after. as -::2.y be cesi:-ed. 
Each such grcupi~.g is a separate, disti~ct, in~eper.dent aata case 
wi thin -:i:e I1CA3LE a:;~S':'A..'tTstr routine. Sigr-.al 'tr:e end of S"..lcr: 
data by =eer~ of a blar~ card, which serves to transfer control 
back to the regu.lar =:,~p solu.tion mode, ready to read a ~ew ~y.:? 
data case. 

!f the u.ser wants to shut off the EMT? at this pOint (rather tea.:: 
solve a fcllow~~g EMTP data case), he should si=ply add a 
!t3EGIN X3W JATA CASEH card at this pOi:lt, followed by a 
blar..k card. 

Class C Da.ta Str..4ct-..l%"e 

Consider the ease of 
u~~ly solved usir~ the 
~ data case 'Which uses 
the..."l :-A ve i...11ptl t d.a t& ca...""ds 

a system of conventional overhead conductors f as is 
u1INE C01"STft,J.'TStt :routine of Section 7 .. 4 • An 
ltCA3LE CON'"S~"'TSn for this clue of problec. will 

ordered as follows: 

First comes a 
optior~l, as per 

card. (actually 

C2. Yext comes a "CABLE OONSTA..."iTSft card, which serres 'to t:-a.::.s'::e= 
control to -:he overlay in question. 

c:;. !iex't comes a ~iscel1aneous data card. 

G4. :;e.xt come ~~e ca:rds for eaeh .cil:C".li t wr..ich belor..gs to ~e 
overhead eon~.lctor system. Parameters specified incl~de t~e 
rr.;.mbe:r of phases, the n:;,moer of es"XO'U.."ld wires" ~'-:e n:u.moer of 
oonfr'Y.ctors in 8. b"..l...11dle, geometrical data, conductor !:'esisti vi t;:,., 
etc. E.g •• considerL~ a system ~i~~ consists of a sin~le
cireui t SQO-kV transmission line and a. double-ei~.:.i t 230-kY 
t:r:a.::.smi8sion line all on the same right of way, :line data ca.:rC.s 
'WOuld be involved. 

C5. Nert comes one (or possibly lllOre) da.ta. card W!ll.cn gives tee :-Aeis:-:t, 
sag, and horizontal location for the eenter of each b".:.ndle of ea.ch 
eireui t of the system.. One card will su.£fice for 1 or 2 !)t:.ndles, 
two ea:rds are :req'.J.ired for 3 or 4 'bundles, ete. 3 • .g.,"t-..lO 
coupled single ei~..rl ts, eac.~ of which is supported by i ts OW"n 

towers and r..a.s a single gt'01.md wl.N, wO''.lJ.d require .four caris 
(oeeause there are eight ~~dle8 total ---- four for each circ~i~). 

C6. Next comes a frequency ca.:rd, which specifies a new earth resist::"· ... : 7.;; 
~~d frequency (or range of frequ~~cie$) for which line cor~tants 
are to be calCt..llated. 

C7. Only if the 3-1ayer Xaka.ga.wa stratified earth. ::,odel is cei::g 
used, two additional cards are required, to complete the 
'CS.ra!!leters of this :l::ore complex model ot the earth. !f the 
~rth should ir.stead be ~odeled as ho=cgene~~s, no such ca~s exis:. 



u:::-c. 

- "",...... " 
~..: "" - ..... 

~isc~e:e ~~eque~c:es ~= :~equeccy ~acges as =ay 
Si~al t~e e~c o~ succ data ~y =e~~s of a b:er~ 

be :i.e s:'rec. 
ca:,c. 

:9. Repeat 'tee :ia'ta of ?oi::.ts8 3 C8 as often as :=.ay oe desired. 
-"\ "I • ~ • 

.:.ac.:. S'~Ch grcup:.::g 1. S a separate, distinct, indepenc.e!'!t data.:ase 
wi .. t!:.in the .tCA3::E ::C~"'STA.."TS 'I r-outine. S ig::sl the end o~ S",,;.c~ 
data by ~eans of a ~:'a.r..k card, whic~ serves to tra:r:sfer ccctrcl. 
oack :0 tce reg~a!" E~!r? so1.:..;.:ion =.ode, reac.y 'to read a ~ew E:,~? 
data case. 

card. 

:Sate Cards 

The preceding section out:'ined. the stru.cture of a 1ICA3:E CCKS:'A....\i':SH 
case in general ter.=s, ~or each of the three different general classes of 
geo=et=y which are ?e~i~ted. :he fcr-~t and =ea~~ng of the 8ssociatedda:a 
cards scall now be descri':)ed in detail. Unsealed :r!I(S ~ts are consistently 
used throughout, it ~ay be noted (e.g., distance in =ete~s, voltage in volts, 

• .po • .... \ capacitance ln .aracs, ewe.;. 

~or~at for n C2" 

T~e c2ta car: of ?o:~ts A2 22. 
according to the following format: 

and C2 is ~o 

::.21 ._ - - ----_____________________ ~ ___________ ---",--... 1 

r 
) 
f 

l 

-0: • - : 

o 
TransmisSion ~l~e (A2 data) 
Excluding ~ipe. the majo~ity cables have 
two or less conductors (32 or C2 data). 
Excluding pipe, the majority cables have 
~ore than 2 cor.ductors (32 or C2 data;. 

data. 

~he ~scellane~~s data. card of POints A3 1 

p~ched according to the follOwing format: 
'33 , and C3 ~s:o ~e 

: - ..... ~;;:::-..r~2!=:!=~,~~ ::==2;;Z=~~~: ~~:I~Z::<.=!~ :;~;!:!~:===:2:;~'::::~ 
U I Ul t-
~ i U'I r >-
t-

·1 
UJ 

~ ...... 

I IS 1·15 

<.J 
Q.. 

I 
1 Z 

·IS; 

ITY?EX:: 
(1-5) 

:I: i r- , j 
~ I 

..c 
UJ ...... 

-15· 

; 
.~ 

t 
~ I : I 

td 1 Q a, :1IIfC 4£ ~ 
I 

, 
l ~' 0: ....:l .~ Q.. 

'~d 
. "- I u.. I .~ 

: "" ,.. a.... ! ;~ x: ;! : ..... ..... ! .% .~ 

~I.S; . IS· . IS· I . lSi ·IS: 

?lag which indicates the class of data case whicc 
is presently beir~ inputted: 

Class A ?.:.n.ch. 8 If 21f whic!: i::::.pl:'e s a 
system. of SC coaxial cables w:. "';!:Otlt 

ar~ surrounding pipe. 



3YSr: 
- .. ""\ 0- ~ v' j 

~?C 

(1~-15) 

3ARl'E 
(16-20 ) 

!C!ODE 
(21-25) 

?ege 23C-2 

. ,.... "" .... ..;.ass ;:; 

:lass C 

r"'~C!l a !T 3!!, wr..icb. i.:::plies a 
syste!!'! of SC coaxial cabl.es wr..ich 
are enclosed witr~n a conducting pipe. 

?t:nC!l a H 1 n, which implies a 
system of conventional overhead 
conductors. 

?cr Class A and Class:) cases, n:SYST H i::<iicates 
whet~er the cable systeo is '~dergro~d or L~ the a ' ...... ....... 

-1 ~ Underground (buried) cable system; 

o cable syste~ is ~ the air, but is touchir.g 
the earth t s S'lJ.rface. See further 
comment elsewhere. 

+i :;> cable system. is in the air, above the 
surfa.ce of the earth. 

.?or Class C cases, 
t:ransposi tion: 

indicates possible 

~ Untransposed overhead line; 

___ ~ Continuously-transposed overhead line. 

Cla.sS A } ...... ...... N'l.lmber of SC Class .00; - up the system 
coaxial cables which =ake 

of interest. 

Class C ~ The number of transmission circ'U..i ts 'Rn::..cr.. 
zake up the overhead system of interest. 
E.g., the ~ost co~on case will have :ust 
N?C = 1 Ci~~it, which will cor~ist of 
three pr~se-conductor bundles (for a 3-phase 
line) a.nd possibly one or :lore g:rcu-l1d-wire 
bundles. 

?lag indicating which :::nodel for the earth is to be 
used: 

o ~ for homogeneous (Carson) earth. 
model; 

99""""""'" for 3-1ayer stratified (Sakagawa) 
earth mod el. '!'his is allowed only 
for overhead systems (m1scellane~~s 
data parameter rtIsys:m equal to 0 or 

Flag used to request the ca.lculation and output of 
vario'.J.s modal quanti ties of interest, as f'~rther 
described ~ Section 

~ No modal calculation or output; 

\ 
; .. 

~ )fodal quantities will be calC"..llat~ a.r:d "",,,..-..; ...... : ~~ :"' __ ..... vA __ 



NGRNU 

"' ............. "'. -
_ ' ....... '., ~ '-.4 

'"' \./ 

2 

~,... :,::,::::,:a:es :~e :"'C,~..a~ ~:~ 2~~:'eS-~-:-:·-:3.::C-? 

~~i~c~a~ce1 or ~eac:a~ce, O~ bo:~~ ~~ :he ;tase 

=P ":>.,...;",,+ _ ... _ ... oJ :-.attices (~1 ~~d (:J 

~ ""' ..... ..;'II"\~ :::.a. tr:'ces r 21 ~.,....,; W l: 1 ~ .. _ .... "J ............ 

::;, ""'~.;~+- both of ... ~o a~ove. ~ _ ...... "" v ...... "'" 

:c.e:'iag·~:,.;2.:" e':'e::::.e~ts are sel:"-i.=peda."lces of the co!:ductors ar..d. tte o~:-

d:"a.g:=;..cal e:e::.e~.ts are th.e :::;;;.t";,lal i::pedances. Fo:r over-!lead li.::es, ":ce G:,c.e= 
of the pri~tout is the s~e as that of the phase conductors ~re in?~tted. 
?cr SC coaxial cab:es, the pr~tout starts from the L~~er-mos~ co~d~ctor 
of eacc. cable in tee order of input, then continues to the ~e~ o~ter layer 
of the co~ductcr of eac~ cable, etc.. For a pipe-type cable syste::., :~e :~s: 

series-:"::peda.~ce in the printout is for the pipe. 

I:?LAG 
(31-35) 

?lag wtic~ ~dicates 
~.~~~.~,~+. (~a~a~~+a-ce ____ '-""_ \v y _ .... ~ ..... , 

in the nhase domain: 
o ~ .?r:.::t 

2 pri!:t 

the ~c~t of sh~t-ad:itta.~ce 
or suscepta~ce, or beth) 

=.atrices and tc 1 

~trices ar..d 

both of :~e above. 

~he order of t~~s printout is same as that for the series-impedar.ce. 

'''''';;'':1 
.'_ 4-

(36-G.O) 
-:lass 
Class 

Slass 

~ \ - Groused 

1 =;> 

o => 

I., .., ) \...l eave Oi.al"ll{ • 

pipe o! !inite thickness 

pipe of i~finite thic~ess. 
Yiscella."leous data pars=eter 
11 :SYSTu :=ust also be zero, :.:: 
this case. 

This para~eter desc~:oes the g~oundir~ conditions of t~e 
cable systen, i.e., for cata in Class A and G:ass 3 

,.., or '! v 

Class A f 2 
None of the conducturs is grcWided. 
All armors, if any, a~e grounded. 

l 
Class B { 
Class ('" 

3 
: ~ 
~ 

o 

2 
3 

4 

All sheathes and a~ors, if any, are grour.ced, 
See the ~aragraph below. 

None of the conductors is grounded. 
Tr:e pipe is grotmced.. 
All armors and pipe are grounded. 
AI: armors and all sheathes, if any, and pipe 
are grol.:lded. 

Y See the pa~ag~aph below. 

~'r;t..:sed (:'eave ola~k) . 
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":'&" +oj.., --' ..... e gr-ot...""1C i!1g cor.di tior.s 
:he sys:em. or not all the cuter 
;;ser sh.:~d pur:.ch a value of ·'.!.I.H 

are d if:e::e~t 
ccr.ductors (If 

for 
the 

d:'ffe::e":t:::ables .: .... 
caOl.es 8r'e ~r\)l..T:deC. 

o~e ext~~ ~ata card 

0 

2 
"< 
-' 

4 -
5 
6 
7 

Pipe t 0 

each 
.;&" 

Non ~ <..\.-:... . e 0... ".;e cor.ductors ·of the caOle is gr-ounded. 
:~o ~~re o~ ~~e ~~ . 
~;.~" .... '" .. ' .... ~~ ca ..... ..:..e lS g:--ounded 
~ ~ , . 
... ne s~.eatn of tte cable is grounded. 
~e -~o~ &".. • •• .... <::::..... 0.;. c!':e caOle :5 grounded. 
The sheath ar.d the ar.nor of the cab 1 e -~e g~~ur.~ed The cor d""· ... .. d. 4 \J .. "'" .. 

e an i.,~e sneath of the cable are grounded. 
The core and tne armor of the cable are g::ounded. 
The core, the sheath, and the arm.,. or o~ ~\.-e ca~ie a .. . - "''''' ...,..... re g""o'''I'"\ded r.o'C grOlZ1ced. .~. . . 
grounded. 

?or cable sys~~s (either 
conductors which ~e ~p eac~ 
the followir~ fo~t is used: 

~ass A or :lass 3), the ~u=ber of 
SC coaxial cable of the system =ust be i~ci:a~ed; 

----:..-----_ ...... 

! £1 ... 
. {J..tU 

{ <-
Q.. f a.. 
Q.. a. i a... : 
c.) .u t u I u ~ 

z z. t z Z. 
j 

I IS 1.5· i lSi IS 

."""" ..... ·N~~_'.,..._, ..... ,...~ """''''' __ 1Mi''IIf --- .------.--~--~----
.". '011)\9..;>0, ' . 

[On& 
.......... 

~ ... 1.t £or" e~~ of NPc,l 
~t " •••• (.Qcn.i. , c~bl e.!t i~ s~s.tl.nt,;J 

E.tC. P'T~ - ~ 
The k-th SC coaxial cable of the systen has this 
~~ cor.ductors in it: 

3 "".."" for the SC coa.:d..&l ca.ble which tas aJ....!. '";~..=ee 

conductors: core, sheath and armor; 

2 ~ for tne SC coaxial cable which has only t-NQ 
conductors: core and sheath; 

1 ~ for the si~~tion ot a core only. 
?cr purposes of this L~put, it :ay be noted that the SC coaxial ca~les 

!'-..8.ve been ~tm:.bered between ft1 ff and t~"'?C". Such numbering is arb:" trar-;, 
except tha.t the string of ~CPP:w:: :!:."l'st be non-increasing (that is, all 
3-conductor SC coaxial cables ~st precede any 2-conductor cables ~~d 
all 2-couductor cables ~st precede ar~ core on~ cables). this 
orderL~, once established, is assured to applY througha~t the rest o~ 
the data case. 
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?oi:;~ t 34 ·:'ia ta :0:::S:"5"';$ 0: a si::.gle :s.re., :.lpo!: which t.he ~ser :'5 to 
'la~io~s para=eters of ~te pipe. ~e fol:owi~g :o~at applies: 

RP.1 

E10.1 

-- - -. _. - -, ---
I 

RP~ 
1 

E10.1 I 
------

....--.............. 

-. ........... _. - -. , .... I'- "'" ~ ___ , _ -. -_ .................... ..". ............ "",""' ... .,.,.'11"\.,.._. ,.. ""'\'~, "" < .w."", "<04"'" 

l 

I RP.a i ~ fir- €..1 E.l t 
I ." 

E10.1 ~ E10.1 I E.10.1 E10.1 
t 

E10.1 
{ I 

:'~~er radius of the pipe, i.~ units .... ,p ::.eters v. . 
Outer !'9.di:~s of tee pipe, .;; .... tu:its of =.eters .....;. .. • 

C't.::ter .:adi'~s of the t"..lb'Volar insulator which st:.rrcu.nd.s 
the pipe, ~ ~~it$ of ~eters. 

------ ?~sistivity of the pipe, ~ units of or..m-met e rs 

------ ~elative per=eability of the pipe. ~~is is a dimensior-less 
~~ber, t~e ~tio of the permeability of the pipe to the 
pe~eabi:ity of free space. 

------ 2e:ative pe~ittivity o~ the i~~ulati~g :ea~um which 
~s ~~s';;Ae ·~e ~~~e (~e~wee~ ·~e ~';;-e o~d ~~e S~ coo~-_:a.i ...... ......A ..:...~ ~ .. '" ~...;.,.~ \ owl fJ ....... ..,..- ':/ ..... !o' ~.. 101.... '" ~_ 

cables wr.ict are contai~ed). ~~is is a dizensionless 
quanti~y~ ~he ratio of t~e pe~ittivity of tte i~~er 
~sulat:"~g ~edi~ to t~e pe~ittivity of free space. 

------ ~elative pe~i~tivity of the ~sulating ~~e which 
surrou:::ds the pipe.:"::is is a di..~e!:sio:::less quar.tity. 

, 
j 

f 
; . 

. "\;: 
~: 

""'" . ..... : 

-;/;(] 
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,,,,,,,,; _<1"'\"";'" """ ...... 
,., _ ... -- --" '-'-

--_ ....... -. -- ...--

NP NG KSP. ~SG 

15: .15 t.IS: IS 

- ..., -.. ... ""!'Otl"lo., ao-:". ~ =:~:.:::::!!; :::'=~2: ::;~~=~!: ;::.e:;,:,:! ~Z: ;:~~:::;:: ~~;t::~:;~:~:; ~~~: ~:.~: ~::::. ~~' ~::; :t.::::_~ 

ROU!p 

Eta~, 

-
~p;, 

.£10~f 

R.I~p 
1 

ROUTt; RING- .SEPp:. .SEP<; 

. E1 0.1 E10.1 _ E10., £10.1 £10A 1 

-'_. __ .- ---- :~ ........... '_~ ...... ,...:_:_ ...... "'" ~~- -.....;""'ii(,.... - ...... : 

}Jp 
: 

96 fGt 

. __ E10. t E10 .. 1 EtO .. 1 

~7 --- '7..'12 number of 'Phase-wire bundles which belcr..g to the 
circuit in question. E.g., for a 3-phase ci:-cui't, 
=s~'"P tf will equal three. 

~G ------ :he ~~ber of ground-wire '~dles wr~ch ~elo~g ~c ~~e 
circuit ~ questior.. 

~~ ------ The ~umber of ~dividual pr~sical conduc~ors which 
compose each prAse-wire bundle of the ci~~it i~ q~est:o~. 
If there is r..o bundling of p:r..a.se wires, 
equal ur..i ty • 

KEG ------ The number of indiVidual pr~sical conductors ~hich 

?:'g. 5. 

c~pose each ground-wire bundle of the Circuit ir. q~esti0~. 
If there is ~o bundl1.."lg of ground wires, ItK30!! will 
equal un1 ty. 

'" "....-.. .., "-
I N? ': ':2 I 

X - \ 

i 
-:4-

\ 
\ Ka? I 

l ~.;,. ) 

Illustrative si~le-c1~~it ;-phase overhead t=er.s=:ss:;~ 
:'ine (as seen i..n cross-section). The three phase-'N::-~ 
bundles are of four conductors each; t~ere a~~ two 
.zro'.l....'"'!c.-wi!"'P rn!""r!'4:il~ !"lOP ... -;.._ ............. --.;) •• - .... -~-



''':''? """-,.. 
'.J 

/ -- '-'s:. '" d \ 

I « \ 

~~ ~(q • I 
\ 

/ 
"'- ,/ ...... -- -

~or each ptas~wire bur.c:e 
of the circ~it i~ ~~estion. 
:"'::i ts are :::e~ers 

:~~er rad~~$ of the ~:~lar 
conduc~ors which are ~$ed 
~or each ;r£se-wire b~dle 
of t~e ci~uit ~ q~estion. 

::.eters 

C-~ter 

co~d~ctors w.hic~ are ~sed 
fer each g=cund-wire bundle 
of the circ~it in question • 
.,. ..... ~::i ts are :::.eters • 

:.r..er radius of the t"..lbula..r 
conductors weich are used 
for each gro~~d-wire ~~dle 
of the circuit in question. 
:::::i ts are :nete.rs 

Separation ~etween centers of two 
adjace~t co~ductors of ar~ o~e of 
)hase-wire bundles. -:-J:lits are :::eters 
TI:e tr:<3P" cor:.ductors of the b~...mdle are asS'~ed to 
~e ~ifo~ly spaced arou.."1d the ci!"C'U:1ferer..ce of a ci:::'C:e. 

Separation between centers of two ad~acent conductors 
of ~~~ or-e of the ground-wire bundles. ~nits are :::e~e~s 
';be lTK3GH conductors of the b~~dle are asSU!tee. to 
be ur.ifo!'!nly spaced around the circumference of a ci:-cle. 

~ 8. Illustration of 7RO di!=e~e!':~ - - ~-g. , ....... bundles; that the :e:-: ~ ..... "' .... "" ..... 
I \ r-..:.as feur conductors, tvh:'le 

I SE.P \ the bundle on the 

• oCt ... or.ly two. Xote 
t I unifor.n spacir:.g., 

" I , 
.... ./ --

Resistivity of t~e ~terial ~sed in each tubular 
condu~tor of each phase-wire bundle of the cir~~it 
~der consideration. Units are 

r:g~~ 

ti:e 

~elative ?e~eabilitl of the =aterial used in each 
~~Su:ar co~ductor of each phase-wire bundle of the 
Circuit ~der co~sideration. ~i$ is a d~e~sio~less 

!'-.as 



, 
\. 

?o~.at ~or 

Page 

-~~~~- ~~s~s~:vi~y 0: ~~e =a~e~ial ~tich :s ~sec :~ eac~ 
~:;.~~lar (:o!:ductcr o~ ea.ch gro"'J1":d .... wi:-e o~dle of ~he 
c~rcuit ~~der cc~sice=atio~. Gr.its a~ o~~-~ete~ 

------ ~elative pe~eability of the ~ter~al ~hich is ~sed 
ir: eact t":;.bular co!'!ctlc'tor of each g!"OU!:d-"Ri!"e cundle 
o~ tte circuit under co~ideratio~. 
di=er.sior.less q~antity. 

data 

::his is a 

Fo~ each SC coaxial cable of the system, a maximum of three data 
cards are 'to be pu.'1ched accordi!'..g to tne following fOr:Ilat. Such cards 
are to oe stacked in the circuit order which was defined for PoL"lt 
HA4!? data. 

~c :.PC ·1-'1'1 ~I1 

f---- E1~.1 .. ~ E10.j~ E10.1 E104t1 

. "S "PS: 
. , 

p~, . ... -. 'e': '"" -
. . .. " . 12 

" E10.1 f10.1 ... E~10.1· _ ~E10A..1~ 

{' fubular core (suoscri?'t ftc t! 

l of the SC coaxial cable. 

{

1st in~Jlation la\er 
(subscript IfI1 n j, which 
lies oetween the core and 
the sheath. 

{
Tubular sheath (subscript 
of ~~e SC coaxial cable. 

which 

\. 

which 

---

..... 
( 
.'.: 
<-~<,~,~,,,, 



r .. 
~ 

~oaxial cable -..:.::de:- co::siders.~i.or:.. 

Cute!' !'S.di~s of t!le tu.bular core (eq~al :0 the i..;..r:er 
:adi~ of the ~irst ~s~lati~g layer), for t~e SC 
coaxial cable ~der cor~ideration. 0nits are ~eters 

:r~er =adi~s of the s~eath (equal to :he outer 
raai',;,s of the first ::..r.sulating layer), for the 
coaxial cable uz:.der co:'.:.Sidere. tion. t:ni ts are 

Outer radi~s of the sheath (equal to the inner 
radius of the seco~d ir.~~lating laye!'), for the 
coax:al cable ~~der cor~ideraticn. C~its are 

:::.eters 

SG 
::ete::-s 

------ Inner radius of the a~or (equal to the outer radiu.s o~ 
the second insulatir~ layer), for the SC coaxial caole 
under cc~sideration. Jr~ts are meters 

------ Outer ~adi~s of the a~or (equal to the inner radius of 
the third insulatir.g layer), for the SC coaxial cable 
under consideration. TIni ts are meters 

Outer radius of the third (outer-most) layer of 
for the SC coaxial cable under consideration. 
are m.eters 

insu.lat:'~r:t 
Units 

------ 2esistivity of the tubular core, for the SC 
coaxial cable under considera:t:!.cn. Uni'ts are 

--- ?elative pe!!::eabili ty o! t::'e tubular core, for t::e 
coaxial cable ~der consideration. ~r~s is a 
di=ensionless quantity. 

------ Relative permeability of the 
is a d~ensionless q~antitj. 

1st 

------ Relative pe~ittivity of the 1st 
This is a d~ensio~ess quantity. 

insula t i...--:g 1:ay e r. 

i.."lS'I.;.la t ing layer. 

:::is 

-- Resistivity of the t'J.ou.lar sheathf for the SO coaxial 
cable under consideration. units are or~~eters 

Relative pe~eability of the ~~bular sheath. 
is a d~ensior~ess quantity. 

Relative pe!!nea.bili ty of the 2nd 
~is is a d~ensionless quantity. 

------ Relative pe~ttivity of the 2nd 
This is a di:ensionless q~tity. 

insulating layer. 

insulat ing layer. 
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2esis~ivity of ~he tubular ar:or, :or the SC coaxial 
cable ~der ~onsideratioc. Gnits are v~~-=eters 

2elative permeability of the tubular armor. 
d~ensionle$s quantity. 

':his is a 

~elative pe~eability of the 3rd L~sulatL~ layer. 
This is a d~er.sionless quantity. 

Relative permittivity of the 3rd ~~~atir~ layer. 
T~~s is a dimensionless quantity. 

~e location of each of tte ll~:CU SC coaxial ca.bles wi ti'..i.n the 
surro'~~ding conduct~g pipe is spec:!ied by one (or possibly ~ore) card of 
the ~ollo·.ii!"..g fornat: 

EtC-t. 
P-(", 01 - A(;~be~S . £c~ I .eac.~ . J' . , 

c.o~'X.t~ 1 t..= b!e. 'M l~(~ iht. Pi p..... . 
-

e'. " 

~ista~ce tetween the ce~ter of the oi~e ~d t~e cente~ 
of the !<-th SC coaxial cable, in '.1ni ts of ::ete:::'s 

~~g~lar position of the k-th 
units o~ degrees. 

Rere the pair (D!S~ t ~~E~& ) 
.:( .t{ 

is simply the conventior.al polar 
coordi~te location of the k-th 
SC coaxial cable. The origill 
is taken to be the center of the 
pipe (see sketch), with the 
positive x-axis directed 
, . ... 1'''''' t +"" . h+ :'0 rl.zon :;a......, 0 .... J. ... e ng... ". 

coaxia.l cable, i:: 



?'O!" each c~ale 
givi~g t~e horizontal 
:he follow~~g ~o~at: 
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of t::e cve±ead c~:-:d.~c~or sys-:em, a tri-ple",: of ::'...:.=be:-s 
and vertical location is to be ~~?plied1 accordi~g to 

........ -- .. ~.~,A,. c". ;-:"~=~:~%::~~':i!;:;:":::; ;::~~~-~,tS:';: :::':"::Z:;.::!:S::":l ;,~:;: ::.::; !·~~t~:;~·::~,~·:,~,~ ~':':;::':).~~~:<~ ~::: ~;:.~.~~::: 
i 1 __ 
t \iT OWE.f\1 YM to 1 HORli 1 ! ••• 

no,.,.,be.t"$ for 
the. s~ ~ ie.rr. 

A 

~~I 
lLI! 
'3: 
01 

~t 
" 

E10.1 Etc.. 
~ i 

::ei.g::t a.oove t::e earth's S'u.rface of t::e ce::ter of 
the k-th bur.dle; this is height i~ =eters t 

the +owe~ r~~e ~~.~-~~ ~e~g~·! 
>J _ \.v ...... ~~~ ........... "'.""'1. 

-------- ::eight above the earthts surface of the center 0: 
the k-th oucdle; this is height in ~eters, at 
~~~ ~~O~ {·~e ~~~;~- ~ei~~~\ 

"-

-"'..". ......... ~ !-'~.. \ 'oJ....... ~ ...................... ~..,... '"""'0'-"" .... I • 

~~e center of the k-th bu.~dle is ~h1s far to the 
right o~ ~ arbitrarily c.~osen ~ference l:i::e. 

~ v 
~ 
4 

X v l~ ~ 
OJ c: 
tr. '-

HCRliK ... 
e~th , ...... " " !\\ " " "- e.~t'-th ~ 

Wi th rezard to the orderi:::.g 
st"~dy (i. e. t ir.dex ''kft) , 

the bundles which belong to :ce syst~ 
two rJles :1'!'...lst be observed: 

?:-..:.le 1 

2'..lle 2 

First co:ne all pr..ase-wire bundles of the system, ir: order of 
the circuit number to which they belo~g (as established ~y 
Point C4 data). J:.e., start with all phase-wire bundles 
of ei~~it rr~ber one; then consider all of the pr.ase-wire 
oundles of circuit rr~ber two, etc. 

7hen come all (if there are ar~) ground-wire ~~dles of ~he sys~e~, 
in order of the c~rcuit nuober to which they belor~ (as esta~liste~ 
by ?oi.nt~ data). I.e., start with all groU!:d-wire o'tXd.les 
of cireuit numoer one, if ar~; then consider all of the g=o~~d
~ire bundles of circuit ~umber two, etc. 

7;: thi:;. ar;.y or;.e circ~i t, orderL1J.g of the phase .... wire our.dles ~d the 
g:"OU1':.d-wire bur..dles is arbitra.:-y.. '2ows of the resu.lti..'1.g line co!:sta::ts 
:::a.t::-:.ces (21, (:. 1 , and ( C 1 will be based on this ol"deri::51 
~cwever, it =ight be noted. 

bu~d te. 

~k.. 

'-
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?o!" eacc of the SC coaxial cao:es of the 
ve:-~: cal /~ccrdi:lates wci c!: lcca~e the cente~ ~~st be 

syste::., !:otizc!:tal 
specifiec, as ~ol:cws: 

- --. - ---- --...,.. _ ..... ,"'" ",' __ ..... _ ..... _, - - __ ""'" ... -'-'0'0'\ _' ........ _ ........... ~ ..... '_ "'" .,..,.,.,,'" ___ .".. ..".. ,,,,,._-..., ..... .,,. ... .,. ,...,.., -, .............. -.._ ......... 

C&ble. 1f1 SC C;bte. #2. -Sc:. - of ~ •••• ( Ooe. ~tr~ :or. e.~c.h 

VER.T~ . HORl-:~ V£RT2 HORli2. Etc • NPC. S'c Go.~{.;l .. .. 
c.~cles-, " th~ Sa1ier11 .. ) E10'.1 E10 •. ' E 10.1 

11'1 
E10.t t -;-"" -

------ Vertical separation between the center of the k-th 
SC coaxial cable and the ~face of the earth, in 
ur.its of meters. This is always a positive 
number, whether the system of SC coaxial cables 
is below the ground or not. 

The center of the k-th SC coaxial cable is this 
far . (in :neters) to the right of an arbitrary reference 
line. • 

Sere the ordering of the 
cables (i.e., ir:dex ltkH 

was established in Point 

sc , 
j 

A4 

coaxial 
is as 
data. 

" , ...... 

'The 1rfrequency eardJT of, all three classes 
o! data cases bas the same fO!'!1'lat: 

-- "'Mo.'~ ... !#Ito,.._ .. ~=:!!::~=!!::= ~~;;~~3:::;e!:;~t:S2 ~:::~:;V"lr ~:::=~~~: ... ~:" ;;' ~::;,:--,::s:::.;:::;:::~~=~. . . 

RH.O. ~ ., .. ~ 

EtS ~: ... . _ .. -

REO 
(1-1;) 

FRE.~ IDEe !PNT OI~T I?UN: 

. _:~ E1S ~ (, IS 'IS . F.8. 3' I 10. . 

Resistivity of the top (i.e., surface) layer of 
the earth, in ~nits of onm-meters • 

If the earth is assumed to be homogeneou.s (pa.ra:'!leter 
\ U! EARTH n equal to zero; see Point A3, 3;, or 03 '-ata)· 

FREQ 
(16-30) 

HRHO" is the resisti vi t;y of the entire uniform earth. 

?req-u.ency in Eertz at which. cable constants (for itA 7!! 
or H391t data) or line constants (for nC6!t data) 
are to be cal~.;.lated, should. or.ly one freq'.4ency be c.esi=ee.. 



!~EC 

(3~-35) 

IPNT 
(;6-40) 

JIST 
(4 ~ -48) 

I:?JN 
(49-58) 

........ ~~ 

~a.ge 
-: ~ ,---'-- .. 

Ol3.:-~< or ze:-o ::'e:'d. .... ""i.:.:. oe d.e~a'".i.:' :ed -:0 -:t.e 
sy::c!":o~o:.;.s pO'we::- systezn :::-eq-:;.er:cy (ger:e::-ally 50::z 
r-."1'" '.r, -..:) as,; .. ..r. "'''''::'0 ~ "'... 1l<::'1'1~ M"I";j:t,;l! .&0 ... _ vv' •• z , .... e ........ ..:.1;;"..... y va.r _a ... .:.e v __ '"\ ___ , 0_ 

installa~io!'l-depende!'lt ::odule ~fSYS:DE:?!! of ::::?? 
overlay :: ...... --:.oer 

If the auto~tic loopir~ over logarit~:ncally-spaced 
frequencies has been :-equested by the user (pa.~eter 
!'IDEC" of col~s 31-35 greater than zero), then 
HFREQ!t is the begir.;.:Ur...g (i.e., the lowest) :'re<;''.J.er.cy 
of ~he scan. 

~eave blar~ for the nc~al single-frequency 
calculation. 3ut if the ~ser wa~ts auto=atic 
:oopir~ over logaritr~cally-spaced frequencies, 
then ~':DECn is the !:lu::ber of decades of :fre~u.e!'lc:: 
space which are to be sper~ed. 

::eave blar..k for the normal single-frequency 
calculation. 3ut if the user wants automatie 
looping over logarithmically-spaced frequencies, 
then "IPNTu is the number of points per decade 
of frequency space at which t R 1, (:. 1, a.nd (c 1 
are to be calc~lated. 

transmission circuit under consideration, 
meters This f1eld can u~~ally be 

Length of the 
in uti ts of 
left blank. 
si tuations: 

It ~eed be punched only for the fo:lowi~~ 

': 1 ":;'lor use Wi. til 
o I - nSFl!LYEN SET'O"P" see 

Section XX::. 

No~lly t~~s field is left blank. 

:" ..... -7
,' 
~' 



" - ~ I ctc< - • i 
~ 

lOce.. ': S 
!?NT : 5 

......................... 
j I 

:0 .. 1 10° 10 1 10' 103 

.. 
I .; J ~ \ IPNT 1 ~ jI::+1 

) 10 \1: = 

. .... " "j -

! .. '" 
104f- f 

.. 
JZ~ 

If the 3-1ayer stratified (.Yakagawa.) ea.rth modelir..g is being used~ 
then the just-descri bed Hfrequency cardH is to i:mediately be followed 'by 
two cards of the followir.g fo~t: 

; ~ ...... ~ ... 'N. ......... -<)..~=:1::; ::J;:!f:::3"'Q:;::;~=:~~~:::;,~t~j~~~~ ::=_~:::~~~ 

OEPia.' :. O~P23: RH0 2 RH0 3 

__ E tO~1.- f.',E.'O.t E.10 •. 1 E10 .• 1 

.-
--.: ---- -- --- '4'y~."", N. _ ........... ,'_ ..... :... """" ..... "" - -.-""" ....... "... ......... ' ....... ..,'~, ....... ..,.., ..... .,.. • .,.. """", __ .;0., ..".. ...... .,.. ... 

.)Jj.. 
! 

}Ja }J:; 
I 

E..1 ta. t E. ! I' t i , .3, 
! t I 

t I 

E10:al I E'O.t £10.1 I E10.1 E10.f I E10.1 

------ Distance below the ~~face of the earth at w~~cn layer 
:lumber 1 ends and layer "'!:lmoer 2 begins. :7:r.i ":$ 
are ~eters • See sketch below. 
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FC!"'mS.t for '139 ft da.ta 

?age 23C-:5 

Jista~ce below the ~~face of the earth at wtic~ 
layer ~ber 2 er.ds and layer ~~ber 3 begi~s. 
~nits are :eters Recall teat :ayer ~~ber 3 
is infi~~tely deep. 

ReSistivities of layers nu=oer 2 and 3 of the 
earth J respectively. Units a.re onm-meters • 
Recall that uREO" of the frequency ca....--d is used 
to speci!y the resistivity of layer nu:ber i • 

Relative permeabilities of layers number ,2 
and 3 of the earth, respectively. These are 
dimensio~~e9s quantities. 

Relative pe~ttivities of layers rr~ber 2 , 
and 3 of the earth, respectively. These 
are dimensio~~ess quantities. 

~ne ~ertical distance between the center o! the pipe (which encloses the 
SC coaxial cables) is to be punched acccrdi!'..g to the following for:at: 

~nis figu... ...... i8 always poSitive, whether the pipe is below the ground or ~ct. 
Ur-..i ts used are meters • 
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-. is the purpose of the present sectio~ to describe how the ~ser of 
!!CA3LE CC5STAN,!Sn can haz:d.le special config'..::.:ra.t1or...s which are less general 
than those described in Section D:I::-C. 

S~ppose ~hat a ;ipe-type (Class 3) 
config'".!ra.tion is involved, O'!.lt Wi thout 
a~;.,.v inS'~lating t'"i..4be arot<nd the outside 
of the conductir~ pipe. Then Point 34 
data is to oe treated as follows: 

Leave 
blank. 

BP_ 
) 

( co:::~s 21-30 ) 

2. Leave the d.ata field. 'for €2 
(col~s 61-70) blank. 

wr~le physically unrealizable, a pipe 
of i~finite thickness is nonetheless useful 
in certain situations as a :nodeling 
approximation. This is a special case 
of the Class 3 si~~ation. 3y definition, 
there is no earth for this case, and all 
zero-sequence current of the enclosed SC 
coaxial cables ~st return tr-rough the 
pipe. Data ~equirements for tr~s special 
case are as ~ollows: 

.. 
, . On the Point 33 ~scellaneous 

data ca.~, two parameters are 
to be punched unusually: 

1t!SYSTtt of coltu:m.s 6-10 
1 s to 'be p'u.nehed zero; 

f'NPP" of columns 36-40 
18 to be punehed zero 
(rather than the usual 
value ot uni ty ) • 

2. On. the Point B4 data. cs.r.i, three 
data fields can 'be left bla.!:k: 

!1?P2n of colu::nns 11-20 

j 

I , 
J 

o 8/~/, 

/ 
I I 

I j /' i 
" ,/ / i I 

! 

1, 
f 

since the outer radii o'! the 

uRP3" of columns 21-30 
pipe and the surroun~ng ir.sulatc~ 
are not even finite. 

"E2ft of columns 61-70 Since the surround1~ inS".llator 
does not even exist (or if it does, 
it is in...-Pini tely far away; ) • 

On the 
:5-30 

tff:-equency carott 
ca~ be left blank 

of Point 39 data, field REO" of col:.:.::r..s 
----- since the earth no longer exists. 

iL/ 



... \ 
.., i Solii co~~ :o~ sc ~caxial cable 

------~~~~~~~ 

?or either Class A or Class E caole 
systems, t~e core of any SC coaxial cable can 
oe :nade sol::":1 :"S.ther t!:!an t"~bular, if so deSired. 
;he fi~st of two Point AS or Point 37 data 
ca.ris has col~s 1-10 ;;.sed for puncr.i.:!g ~b.e 

i:-.ner rad.i:.:.s r, of the t"t""oular core. Si:nply 
set this para~eter to zero, to produce a solid 
core. 

D) Solid. OV'erhead.-line conductors 

?or a conventional overhead transmission 
line of Class C, the conductors of either 
the phase-wire burAles or the ground-wire 
b'-lnd,les can be made solid, rather than 
tub'..llar, if so desired. Recall that the 
second of tr~ee ?oint C4 data cards 
is punched With an ir..ner radi'..ls ?.INp 
for phase-~re conductors, and RlN~ 
for grou.nd-Wire condu.ctors. 

\Z 

~ 
< • Set RIN., of colu.::::ns 11-20 

equa.l to zero, in order to obtain 
solid conductors for the phase 
Wires. 

2. Set 2!NG of 001:";':::::''"1$ 31-40 
eq;;.al to zero, in order to obtain 
selid conduetors for the ground 
wires. 

E) :;0 er..mdling of cond~J.ctors 

Por a conventional overhead transmission line of Class C, it is 
Point C4 data which speeifies whether phase-wire or ground-wire conductors 
are to be bundled.. 

,. It a phase-wire bundle only consists of a sir.gle tubular conductor 
(i.e., it there is no bundling of pr..aae conductors), then t'KBP" 
of colu:m:ns 11-15 of the first Point C4 data card will be pllr!ched 
equal to unity, by definition. field SEq of colu.mns 41-50 
ot the seeond Point C4 da.ta ca..."'"'d can then be left blank --- Since 
intereonductor separa:tion wi thin a phase-wire bundle does not exist. 

2. If a groutld-wire bundle only consists of a Single t-lolbula.r cor-ductor 
(i.e., if there is no bur-dling of ground conductors), then 1'K.'EG 1f 

of columns 16-20 of the first Point 04 data. card. will be punched 
equal to uti ~y, by defir..i non. Field. SEPG of colmrrr:s 5' -60 
of the second POint C4 data es-~ can then be left blank ----- since 
interconductor sep8-~tion w1t~n a grour~-wire ~~dle does not eXist. 
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?c~ a C:ass A or 81ass 3 data 
• ... f ___ • \" ......p 

case, tee c~~er ~or )re; ~aye~ c. 
~~lation o~ any SC coaxial cable can 
be o~ tted. In tr-..is ca.se, the three 
Point A5 O~ ?oint 37 data c~~s are 
handled as follows: 

1. :~ave r7 (co~}~s 61-70) of 
the first C3-~) olar.k. 

2. Leave data fields ..,)'-3 a::.d 
~ (co:'~~s ~1 ~v~~~ +~e 'T*"" \ ..... ~ ... ..,;;0 .... ¥I- .." ....... 

ta!rd ca..-d.) blar...k ---- since 
~~ch pa.~eters do ~ot exist. 

G) SC coaxial cable with no armor ~~d no outer insulator 

?or a Class A or Class 3 data case, both 
the a~or and the outer (or 3rd) layer of 
~~~~lation of any SC coaxial cable C&~ be 
omitted. In this case, the three Point A5 
or Point 37 data cards are ~~d:ed as 
follows: 

1. ::.eave r7 and r6 (colu.mr!s 51-70 
of the 'first card) bl~~.k. 

2. Or.o.i t the 3rd data card because of 
the nonexistence of ~, u, ~~3 

Ja .r a l. 
a.."'ld E :3. / 

:r) SC coaxial cable with no armor and no o"rJ.ter insula.tors 

For a Class A or Class 3 data case, 
the outer (2nd and 3rd.) layers ot i..."lsulation 
and ~""!nor o-r a:zry SC coaxial cable can be 
orni tted. In this case, the three Point A5 
or Point 37 data cards are na"ldled as 
follows: 

i. :eave r 7 , r~ and r~ (columns 
41-70 ot'the~first 6ard) blank. 

2. Leave data fields ,JJ. '2 and 
C... (columns 51-SO-of the 
se~&nd card) bl~~ and omit 
the third card ---since such 
p3-~eters do not exist. 
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r) sc cca~ial cable With ~ot sheath ~~d no o~ter L~sulators 

?or ~ Class A or Class 3 data case, both 
the sheath, a..""'nlor and the o':lter (2nd and 3rd) 
layers of ~sulation of any SC coaxial cable can 
be omitted. !n this case, the t~~ee ?oL~t AS or 
Point 37 data cards are handled as follows: 

2. 

... ~ ("l 
~a.ve r.." r ,.. , r... a.'1a. r 4 ... co ""u.m:o.s 
31-70 of theO~irst card) blank. 

Lea.ve blank all other data fields 
wi"...ich are used for p8..ra.:::1eters of the 
nonexistent sheath and ~~ter 
inS'...llator. In particular, there 
are four: ~ s' }Js' P!2 and 

E I2 ( colu:nns 4 1 -80 of the 2nd card.). 

3. Cmi t the third. card -- since parameters 
for S-~r and its outer in~~lator do not 
e:x:ist. 

?or a Class A or Class 3 data case, the armor, sheath and a1: 
three layers of insula.tion of a:r..y SC coaxial ca.ble can be ami tted, 
leaving just the ~bular conductor core. :n this case, the t~zee 
?oL'lt AS or Point 37 da.ta. cards are 
handled as follows: 

., , . 

2. 

3. 

T·en-e .,.. .,.. .,... .... ~""a." 
--....... "'7' "'6' --, .... 4 c;;w..:. 

r~ (columns 2i-7a of the 
f1rst CS-~) blank. 

Leave blank all other data fields 
which are used for parameters of the 
nonexistent sheath and layers of 
insulation. In -oarti cular , there 
are Six: fJI1' - E.!1 1 }> 9 , 

Ps' PI2 and E. I2 
(colu:m.a 21 -80 of the 2nd card). 

Omi t the third ca....---d ---since the ps-~eters for armor and its 
outer insulator do not exist. 
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XXIII-E:. 

It is i~portant for :ne ~ser to be aware tr~t 
treats bu~dled conducto~s of conventior~l overhead 
:=a~~-ission :i~es quite differently t~~n 
does 1:::~3 CC~S:'A~:;:S" of Section 
XX: :'he reader -:::ay already have 
=ealized t~~s, si~ce the Point C4 data 
is not sufficient to u=iquely specify 
the geometry of a bur..dle. No ar~~lar 
~osition of any one conductor of the 
bundle is specified, it will be ~oted. 

:'he :tUNE CCNSTA!iTS iT cod e of 
Section XXI cal~~lates line constants 
for the system of physical conductors first. 
This is then reduced, as conductors are 
pa...~11eled (the OU-"ldlir-..g operatio!:). On 
the other hand, ItCA BT,":!: CONSTAN~S It does 
the bundlir-.g at data-input 'ti.::::.e. The 
geometric ::nean radius of the b'.lndle is 
i~ediately calculated, and then a single 
~pproxi~tely equivalent conductor is 
used to represent each bundle for t~e 
calculation of line constants. 7here 
never is ar-~ set of line constants ~cr 
the system of physical conductors, then, 
when using r'CA3T,~ CONS~ANTsn • 

Needless to say, this b".lndling of 
cond~ctors at data-input time s~plifies 
the calculation considerably, and speeds 
it '.lp. fut an approxi.mation is i::volved. 
In order to esti~te the error, li~e 

constants have been calculated for the 
2-phase geo~etry shown at the right. 
!he nL:r~"E CO!i'"STANTS ft code wa.s -a • 

·t :.lsed, for two different vslt;.es of the 
~'":gle 0( zero degrees and 90 
degrees. The radius of the bundles 
!t _It, the AVe~e hei£ht lthH

•. the 
sepa..-ation !fD

r:, and the frequency HfH 
1f'ere alse varied. In all cases, a 
conductor dia=eter of 1.093 inches was 
:.lsea, and ground resistivity was fixed at 
50 or~-meters. Results are s~lr.marized 
i~ the follo~~ tabulation: 

I n 

! 
"- "Z 

Sorry! Example never co~pleted; no next page. 
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x..x::: :-F. C:rossoo~ded Cable 

Professor: Aki A"neta'"1i ':mplene~ted a crossboncea cable moce1 :'n the EMTP 
,.:; ...... ; "''''e <;:''''''''''''''e'l''" "'.;: , 98' -'»--el"'} .... e ~"as """deY a ,....on+-raro +- ~.n +-~ SPA """'e ,.4et-~~ ": s ...... \",.4 .... ~ --.... _~~.c.............,......;... ..... w" ...... _. w ............ ... '" \",..... ~ '- .... "" ~ .. .:. • .......... ¥ _ ......... 

of ~~e ~a~~~,atical model can be found in A<i's contract report titled: 
n CrosSOonceG ':able M:>del inc; in .EMTPn, dated O:tooor 12, 1981. ~st 0 f the 
fol:owi~ ~ext is taken from ~ki's report. 

Ai :~trod~ction 

It is a quite ccrrrnan practice to cr"ossbond a three-phase ?V or CV cab1e, 
i.e. single-core coaxiai cable with a p01yethelene or oi1· immersed paper 
insu1aticn, so that a ci~c~lating current within the sheaths is reduced. A 
schematic diagram of a crossbonded cable is given in Fig.l. In genera1, a 
crossbonded cable consists of cascaded major sections of more than ten as 
shown in Fig. i(a). One major section consists of three minor sections as 
ii1ustrated in Fig.l(b). The sheaths are crossbonded at the ends of the first 
and second minor sections. As a common practice, the length of one minor 
section is between 300m to soorn, thus, the length of one w~jor section is 
about 1~~ to 1.5~~. At the junction of each major section, the sheaths of 
the three phases are short circuited and grounded. Because of the existence 
of a resistance at the grounding point due to a poor conductivity of a soil, 

S-END 
a 

R-ENO 

b 

c 

1 st major 

section 
2nd 

-t 
?--+1 

Rs 
j-'" 

--------R~ ~ 

node j 

(a) A crossoonded cable 
2' 2 3' 3 k 

: a t I 

core b' ... 
f I , 

sheath ... -----~ r------~ ('-------0 

...L . 

O b 1\" :\It 
f , ~. • (. , \I'J l ~ I I ,iie; ,.; .--- --- \/i-------~/i--------
(VJ·). c !l : :f. t .. (Vk) 

!I f\ I ,I l4! 00- __ - _ _ ..J 1'- ____ _ ..J s \..... _____ ... 

~ I m1nor! I 

t 14-- secti on z.m--..e i 

l< major section l.M .. 

(0) A major section 

~ig. 1 A schematic diagram of a crossbonded cab1e 
t lecks like the sheaths are grounded through the resistance of KS as shewn 
n Fig.l(a). At the sending and receiving ends of a cable, the resistances 

are lower than those at each major section, because of higher degree of grounci ... ,~·· .. 
ing.(7he details of grounding shoun be found in the standard of electrical 
apparatus or machinery, possibily in the ANSI.) 
Thus~ the resistances at the sending and receiving ends are given by RSI which 
is different from Rs. !n practice, Rs is 1n to some tens ohm, and Rs: O.1n 
to 10n depending upon the way of grounding. 



3) ;.'cce2.::;g of a Crossoonced Cab:e :< 
! 

2 

1 I 

~ 
~ 
i 

core 1 A crossbonded cable ca."'1 be 
~odeled as the uniform distri
buted :::arameter line. M eauiv
~"1 e""'~ ~~ r"""'; +- "0 o""'e !"!"Ia~or se~ c-Ci....... .. .. "- _ .............. __ '- ~ ~ ':'H.) 

tior! of t..~e crossoonded cable 
is shown in Fig. 6. Z" and yrt 
are t~e equivalent series imoed
ar.ce a~d ~~~"'1t admittance 
respectively of one major sec
tion. ~te' that this eq., .. liv
alent circuit is a four-

3 
sheath ~'------~ 

... . .:~ d;s ... .,...;rl!~.;.o~-Fio.6 An equ1vaient ;;n: ,.orm I ~,''"'~'"-~ 
- "I' .. e""!~~G""sec""o~ parameter line ",0 on ::IQ';" .. ;:, 

conductors system but not six-conductors system. This is due to the fact t~at 
the effect of the short-circuit of the three-phase sheath has been taken ~nto 
account in this equivalent circuit, and thus three sheaths are reduced to one 
sheath. The sheath voltage in the equivalent circuit of Fig.5 is the same as 
the voitages of the three sheaths in the original circuit of Fig.l or Fig.5, 
and the sheath current in the eouiva1ent circ~it is the sum of the three-ohase 
Sheath currents in the oricinal circuit. . 

A1so, it should be noted that the grounding conductance G is net taken 
into account in this equivalent circuit. Thus, the conductance G shou1d be 
inc1wded as a boundary condition between two major sections. 

The above equivalent circuit can be adooted to the EMTP, because it is a 
uniform distributed-parameter line. ' 

A PI-circuit equivalent is quite often used to represent a dist~fbuted
parameter 1ine, although it can not take into account the frequency-depe~cer:t 
effect of the distributed-parameter line. 
(1) Accurate mode1ing 

Each minor section is reoresented by a six-phase PI-circuit, ana is co
~nected as shown in Fig.1(O).' Then, each major section is connected as shown 
• ,..~ .. I ). 1 d" '~ ... In r1g. i\a 1nc.u 1ng a grounc:r.g reS1s.ance. 
(2) Uniform 1ine mode1ing 

Each major section is represented by a four*phase P!·circuit of which R, 
Land C are given by ZU and yll of Fi 9. G, i.e. ZII = R -1- jwL alid. 
y" = jwC. Then, each major section is connecte"Q as shown in Fig.1(a) 1nc1ud.
ing a grounding resistance. 

C) Data Format for Using the Crossbonded Cable M:>del 

!he data stru:::ture for using t.."e crossbonded cable mooel is same 
as t..~at for t:."1e usual (not crossbonded) cable (see Sect .. XXIII-B) except 
t,.~e following ttNO addi tional data cards are needed: 

(1) 

(2 ) 

A card wi ~'-1 "PG~h"" inp.1tted in collI!'.ns 1-5 should be p,lt right 
after t..:.'"le "CABLE CCNSTM'TS" card (see "A2rt and "82" of Section x..~I::-3) . 

Then, the following card should be inputted after t..~e 
"miscellaneous data cardtt which ~s described as NA3" ar:.a tlB3" 
data in Section XXIII-C. 
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I I!s j I!) j IS I E /t)e I E 10.1 

Definition of each variabie of the above data card is : 
NPAIS number of ?I-sections a user should define except ::NPAIS = c::. 

The detailed explanation for INPAIS' wi11 be given 1ater. 
SeROS II NeROS :\': on ccrr'esponds a crossbondea cab 1 e. 

::NCRCS = all corresponds a usual (not crossbonded) cable. 
For the overhead 1ine case, 1eave BLANK. 

IRSE? ttIRSE? = Qt~ means that a11 the cable sheaths are short-circuited and 
grounded through resistance IRSG: between each PI-section. 
UIRSE? _ C" means that each sheath is grounded separately from each 
other through r'esistance !RSG 1 between each PI-section. 
If :rRSE?' is left BLANK, !RSE? is taken to be 10'. 
!RSE? dose not app1y for the overhead line case and also for' the cab1e 
case when IfNP.~IS.GT.O/l. Thus~ in such the case, 1eave ILKS::?! to be 
3LANK. 

XMAJOR length of one major section for aNPAIS.LT.Otl in the cabie case. 
1ength of one ?I .. section for ::NPArS.GT.O lt in the cab1e case a~d ~n 
the overhead line case. 
IX~AJORl should equal to the length given by the total ;engc~ of a 
cab1e or 1ine devided by I~PArS! ~ or 

Itotal 1ength l = 'X~AJORI * !NPArS I 

RSG : sheath grounding resistance at the end of a major section for a eabie. 
IRSG 1 dose not apply to the overhead i,ins case, thus 1eave BLANK. 

CN~~E : node name of PI-circuit ~~de1ing a user shcuid define in the case of 
uNPAIS.NE.Q" .. for nNPAIS = Oil, 1eave 3lANK. 

Mere detailed exp1anation for 'NPAIS' and the re1ated variabies is ;~'1en 
hereafter .. 

[Aj NPAIS • a : Data cards of a 1ine or cable by PI-circuit modeling wi11 be 
punched out. 

(A-1) For the cable case (ITYPE * i) 
(1) N?A!S.GT.O : Uniform PI-Circuit Modeling 
(1-1) NCROS % a or BLANK: Usual cab1e (non-crossbondea cab1e) 

(a) A user wi11 get a cascade PI-circuit modeling shown in Fig.7 for a given 

s 2 3 n R 

cores 
2nd P! 

: __ 1 r---l I 

~
I n-thPI r 

i-o-oO--
I 

1st PI 
sheaths 

Fig.7 Uniform PI-circuit modeling for a nor.-crossbcnded cable 
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distributed-parameter 1ine. .~ere is no grounding ~esistance and no c~nr.ect
ion rather than the cascade connection between two ?r-sect~cr:s. T~~s, 'IRSE?' 
and :RSG 1 should be BLANK. 

(0) The number of PI-sections is given by :SPAIS' (n ~ NPAIS in Fig.7). 
NPArS 15 arbitrary and thus? a user should define it. Sut the fo1~owing re1a~ 
t~or, snouid be a1ways satisfied. 

ltotai 1ength of a cabie: = INPAISf * tXMAJCR t 

(c) The user shou1d define the node name of his PI-circuit mode1ing by 
':~AME'. The data for !CNk~EI is one alohabetic 1etter and is read by fo~at 
IIA1". 7hen, a11 the ncde names in this PI-circuit modeling are internallY 
determined in the following form. 
At the Send1!"lC-end : 

co1umn 2 3 4 5 6 
'l~ I !~, I I Ii 

! l'" : i ! 

CNAME1' phasft number 

At an intermediate node : 

co1umn 1 2 3 4 5 6 ! o~ase number :! ! 1 I,d 
t l ' .. ~- .. y .*'" : I 

CNAME t .. -.... (minor sect'! on nu,1!'lber onlY in 
major(or PI) section \ bonded cab1e case, otherwise 

number 

the cross-
t --: = 

• • 

At the receiving-end 
column 1 2 3 4 5 6 

r lo\ulTI [ I 
CSAMEt p~e number 

(1-2) NeROS ~ 0 : Crossbonded cab1e 
(a) A user wi11 get a PI-circuit modeling shown in Fig.8 for a given cross

bonded cab1e. Each PI-section corresponds one major section of the crossbonced 

S 
! 
l 

core D-----f 

1 st PI 

2 

2nd P! 

3 n ... . ~ 
t , 

i 1 
1 , ---J n-th P! rr' , 

ill 
RSG RSG :c~E 

~ ~ ~ . . 
Fig.8 Uniform PI-circuit modeling for a crossbonded cable 

cab1e, and R, Land C are calculated in the ~~thod explained in Sec.3.2. 
There is a grounding resistance lRSG t

, and thus the user should define the 
va1ue of IRSG' in his second Misc. Data Card. But no need to define I:RSE?', 
because there exists on1y one sheath as expiained in Sec.3.2. 

(b) For each PI-section corresponds to one major section, the number of the 
PI-section is not arbitrary, and shOUld be identical to the number of the 
major sections in the given crossbar-ded cab1e~ i.e. 

lNPAIS' = Itotal iength of the cab1e' I :~~JORI 
(c) Sa~e as (c) in the case of (1-1). 



(2) ~?AIS.~T.O : Jiscrete PI-Circuit Mcde1ing 
(2*1) NC~CS = Q or BLANK: Usual cable 

(a) A ~se~ will get a PI-circuit modeling shown in Fig.9(which is the s~~e 
as Fig.8 in fact) for a given cable. Sach PI-section corresponds one major 
sect~on of the cable. There is a grounding resistance IRSG', ana thus, the 
~ser shOUld define the value of cRSG t

• Also, IIRSE?' shOUld be defined, 
although, ~n ~cst practica1 cases, the sheaths are short-circuited and 
grounded, i.e. IIIRSE? = 011. 

(b) to (d) Same as those given in the case of (1-2). 

s 2 
i I 

core Y I :! ! 

She~t~~1 ________ : I.' ______ ~ 
~ t 1 i 

Fig.9 Discrete PI-circuit modeiinq for a usual cab1e 

(2-2) NC~OS ~ 0 : Crossbonded caole 
(a; In this case, a user will get a PI-circuit mode1 ng shown in ~:g. IC. 

One major section consists of three PI-circuits, of wh ch each P!-C1~CU1t 
c~r~esccnds one minor section. Within one major section, cicssbonding of 
three-chase sheaths are carried out. Since there is a grounding resistance, 
~he ~ser shOUld define its va1ue. A1so, !RSE? shou1d be defined. 

S 2 3 n R 
! 1 

ceres 1 st major 2nd rr.aj 0 r n-th major;""-oO 

sheaths section section section ,.. 
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') .... - - - ":-. . 
(a) Overa11 circuit diagram 
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p~~ ~ b: ,.. .... 0-4 
l t t i 

(0) One major section 

Fi g. 1 C Di screte PI-circuit modeling for a crossbonded cab1e 
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(j) 7~e n~mber Of major sec~icns is given by 'NPAIS' a d is no 
The ~ser shcu1d give the actua1 n~~ber of the major S€ct ons of 
bended cable as :NPAIS t in his data card, but the fOllow ng cond 
be kept. 

ltota1 length of the cable' = :NPAIS ' * IX~AJOR: 
(c) and (d) Same as those in the case of (1-2). 

arbitrary. 
is cross-
ticr. shou;c 

(A-2) For the overhead line case (ITY?£C : 1) 
::1 this case, :~APIS' shouic be greater than :0: (,'NPAIS.G7.0."). :r.e 

T:ode1 circuit confiouration and the data input are the same as those expiained 
~ ~~ ~ (:-1\ . ~C~OS = ~ o~ r!_~: for ~~e ~-'o~!e ~ase : n "He case 0, \' J"'" V'~" \ J. ........C1 .... . 
[8J NPAIS = 0 or BLANK : No data card punchout 
(1) NeRDS = 0 or BLANK 

In this case, a user wil1 get exactlY the same version of the CABLE 
CONSTANTS as that in the last year (1980 Version). ihus, leave 3LANK all the 
data in the second Misc. DAiA CARD. 
(2) NeROS ~ 0 : Ctossbonded cab1e 

This is on1y for the cab1e case (ITY?EC ~ 1). In this case, 'XMAJOR' 
ShOUld be defined. A user will get printouts of various cable paraw~ters for 
his crossbonded cable as same as those in the case of !lNCROS = au. 

Summarizing all the above expianation for the 2nd Misc. Data Card, the 
following table is obtained. 

Table 1 Data 
NPA!S < 0 . 

fer 2nd Misc. Data Card 

NPAIS > 0 & NCROS ~ 0 
NPAIS > 0 & NeROS = 0 
NPAIS = 0 & NeROS ~ 0 
NPAIS = 0 & NeROS = 0 

need ali the data 
need ali the data 
need 'X~AJOR' and 'eNAMEl 
need only 'XMAJORI 
no data, just one BLANK card 

ITYPEC = 1 : "NPAIS < 011 can not be used. 

Followin; is an example of PI-circui t modeling of a crossbonded cable wi th 
one ~Qjor section. The cable configuration is illustrated in Fig. 11. A cable 
consists of core, sheath and armor. The armors are solidly grounded and ~~e 
sheaths are crossex,nded. To eliminate t:'1e grounded armors, rNGR.."l) , (No. of 
solidly gro~'!ded cOncloctors) is taken as t 3 r.. Since the cable is crossbonded, 
INCROS! ::: '11 (or not equal to zero). The 
sheaths bei ng short-ci rcu.i ted and grounded 
at the both ends of the ~~jor section, 
lIRSEP' ::: 10' and IRSG' ~ 'O.ll(n). 
In the same manner, one can hand1e a cab1e 
of which the both armors (or pipe) and sheaths 
are grounded~ using the Discrete PI-Circuit 
Mode1ing, i.e. use 'NGRND 1 for grounding the 
armors or pipe and ground the sheaths by 
lRSG! and IIRSEP'. 

Fig.l1 A three-phase 
crossbonded cable 

__ - I 
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The PI-circuit branch cards resulted on the punch file tuN!!7 are: 

$VTNTAGE, 1 
AIN 4 

;;.A:::N lA ~ ~ 1 
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XXIII  Appendix.   CABLE PARAMETERS  Supporting Program 

     Prof. Akihiro Ametani's separate program was added to ATP during the summer of 1994 as
documented in Can/Am newsletters dated July and October, 1994.  Such usage,  illustrated within
standard test cases  DC-27  and  DC-28,  involves a  CABLE PARAMETERS  declaration
immediately following the old  CABLE CONSTANTS  declaration.  The following is an
adaptation of the instructions for Prof. Ametani's self-contained program.  The summary shall
begin with Prof. Ametani's own description (text moved from Section I)  ---  slightly modified to
suit ATP needs.   About limits on number of conductors,  most matrices are seen to be dimensioned
 (12,12),  so the limit is believed to be 12 (temporarily fixed).

WSM + THL,  12 July 1995.

The  ATP  "CABLE CONSTANTS"  routine had originally been developed from 1976 to
1981 by this author, Akihiro AMETANI (Professor at Doshisha University, Kyoto, Japan) under
contract with Bonneville Power Administration, Portland, Oregon, U.S.A.  Since then, a number of
modifications have been carried out by various persons.  Ametani has found it difficult for himself
to trace all the modifications, and some of the calculated results are not correct.  He has kept his
own independent CABLE CONSTANTS which has been modified time by time by himself.  He
has started restructuring of his own CABLE CONSTANTS since October, 1993, and added new
options into the program.  The restructuring has been partially completed, and Ametani has
decided to release the new program named  CABLE PARAMETERS  through the BPA  as an all-
new supporting program of  ATP.

The structure and functions of the CABLE PARAMETERS are the same as those of 
CABLE CONSTANTS  (see ATP Rule Book Chapter XXIII).  The options of a stratified earth,
which was rarely used,  and the crossbonded cable, which was complicated to use, have been
deleted in  CABLE PARAMETERS.  But several new options have been added:

(1)  Arbitrary cross-sectional shape for conductors;
(2)  Distributed shunt admittance model;  
(3)  Transposition/snaking of a cable system.

Furthermore, the option of grounded conductors (parameter "NGRND") has been modified.  The
modified version of "NGRND" is completely different from that of "NGRND" in CABLE
CONSTANTS.

Produced by A. Ametani
Dept. Electrical Engineering
Doshisha University
Tanabe-cho, Tsuzuki-gun
Kyoto-pref. 610-03, Japan
Tel. +81 7746 5 6325 (6211)
Fax  +81 7746 5 6801
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See the initial page,  to which material of this section was moved.

II. General Description of the Program

II-1 Outputs

The "CABLE PARAMETERS" program can be used to calculate the following outputs of

Class A: underground/overhead single-core coaxial cable (SC cable in Fig. 1 (a)), Class B:

underground/overhead pipe-enclosed type cable (PT cable in Fig. 1 (b)) and Class C: overhead

line (OH line in Fig. 1 (c)) as a function of frequency f.

Fig. 1  Various types of cables

(1) series impedance [Z] = [R] + j[X], [X] = ù[L]   [Ù/m]

(2) shunt admittance [Y] = [G] + j[B], [B] = ù[C]   [S/m]

(3) characteristic impedance [Z0] [Ù]
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(4) transformation matrix (eigenvectors) [A] for voltage and [B] for current

(5) modal quantities; attenuation constant á [dB/km], propagation velocity v [m/ìs],

impedance Z [Ù/m], admittance Y [S/m], characteristic impedance Z0 [Ù], characteristic

admittance Y0 [S]

(6) ð (PI) equivalent model of a cable or an OH line per unit length for ATP simulation

(7) Ametani's distributed line model of a cable or an OH line per unit length : multiphase lossy

line model with transformation matrix at a fixed frequency

II-2 Input Data

To calculate the above explained outputs, the following input data are required.

(1) input/output specification; type of cable, i.e. OH line (Class C; ITYPE = 1), SC cable

(Class A; ITYPE = 2) or PT cable (Class B; ITYPE = 3), etc. : corresponds to data card

A3, B3, or C3 in  CABLE CONSTANTS

(2) $PUNCH  is used for punched cards just as with other supporting programs.  See

illustration in  DC-27  and  DC-28. 

(3) number of conductors, geometrical configuration and physical constants : corresponds 

to data cards A4 and A5 for SC cable,  B4 to B7 for PT cable or C4 for OH line in

 CABLE CONSTANTS

(4) shunt conductance and/or capacitance, which may represent boundary conditions of the

conductors, to be defined by a user independently from the shunt admittance [Y] calculated

by the program (term (2) of Sec. II-2) : data card A5+, B7+ or C4+

(5) geometrical configuration of conductors to the earth : corresponds to data card A6, B8 or

C5  in  CABLE CONSTANTS

(6) earth resistivity and frequency at which the outputs are to be calculated : corresponds to
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data card A7, B9 or C6 called "Frequency Card" in  CABLE CONSTANTS

III. CABLE PARAMETERS Data Cards

III-1 General Structures

The structure of a data case of "CABLE PARAMETERS" will depend upon which of the

following three classes it falls into:

Class A : SC cable, system of single-core coaxial cables without enclosure

Class B : PT cable, system of SC cables within an enclosing pipe

Class C : OH line, system of conventional overhead lines

1. Class A Data Structure

A1. First comes a "BEGIN NEW DATA CASE" card (actually optional, as per Section
II-A).

A2. Next comes a  "CABLE CONSTANTS"  card,  followed by a  "CABLE
"PARAMETERS"  card.  These serve to transfer control to the new code.

A3. First comes a miscellaneous data card.

A4. Next comes one (or possibly more) card upon which is keyed the number of
conductors which make up each SC coaxial cable of the system.  One card will
suffice for a system of up to sixteen cables; two cards are required for 17-32
cables, etc.

A5. Next comes two (or possibly three) cards of geometrical and physical data for each
SC coaxial cable in the system.  E.g., for three SC coaxial cables, a maximum of
nine cards would be required.

A6. Next comes one (or possibly more) card which gives the horizontal and vertical
location of the centers of all SC coaxial cables in the system.  A single card will
handle up to four SC coaxial cables; two cards are required for 5-8, etc.

A7. Last comes a frequency card, which specifies a new earth resistivity and frequency
(or range of frequencies) for which cable constants are to be calculated.
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2. Class B Data Structure

B3. First comes a miscellaneous data card.

B4. Next will come one card which gives parameters of the pipe.

B5. Next will come one (or possibly more) card which specifies the location of each
SC coaxial cable within the pipe.  One card will suffice for up to 4 SC coaxial
cables, two will be required for 5-8 SC coaxial cables, etc.

B6. Next comes one (or possibly more) card upon which is keyed the number of
conductors which make up each Sc coaxial cable of the system.  One card will
suffice for a system of up to sixteen cables; two cards are required for 17-32
cables, etc.

B7. Next come two (or possibly three) cards of geometrical and physical data for each
SC coaxial cable in the system.  E.g., for three SC coaxial cables, a maximum of
nine cards would be required.

B8. Next comes one card which gives the horizontal and vertical location of the center
of the pipe.

B9. Last comes a frequency card, which specifies a new earth resistivity and frequency
(or range of frequencies) for which cable constants are to be calculated.

3. Class C Data Structure

C3. First comes a miscellaneous data card.

C4. Next come three cards for each circuit which belongs to the overhead conductor
system.  Parameters specified include the number of phases, the number of ground
wires, the number of conductors in a bundle, geometrical data, conductor
resistivity, etc.  E.g., considering a system which consists of a single-circuit 500 kV
transmission line and a double-circuit 230-kV transmission line all on the same
right of way, nine data cards would be involved.

C5. Next comes one (or possibly more) data card which gives the height, sag, and
horizontal location for the center of each bundle of each circuit of the system.  One
card will suffice for 1 or 2 bundles, two cards are required for 3 or 4 bundles, etc.
 E.g., two coupled single circuits, each of which is supported by its own towers
and has a single ground wire, would require four cards (because there are eight
bundles total -- four for each circuit).

C6. Last comes a frequency card, which specifies a new earth resistivity and frequency
(or range of frequencies) for which line constants are to be calculated.
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III-2 Specific Format for Data Cards

The preceding section outlined the structure of a "CABLE PARAMETERS" data case in

general terms, for each of the three different general classes of geometry which are permitted.  The

format and meaning of the associated data cards shall now be described in detail.  Unscaled MKS

units are consistently used throughout, it may be noted (e.g., distance in meters, voltage in volts,

capacitance in farads, etc.).

1. Format for A3, B3 or C3 data: Miscellaneous Data Card

This card provides miscellaneous data concerning the data class, grounding conditions,

requested output format.  These data are applicable to all Sc coaxial cables specified within this

cable system.

READ (5,900) ITYPE, ISYST, NPC, IEARTH, IZFLAG, IYFLAG, NPP, NGRND, IDATA, IYG

-------------------------------------------------------------------

|          1|          2|          3|          4|          5|     |
|12345|67890|12345|67890|12345|67890|12345|67890|12345|67890|12345|
|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
|ITYPE|ISYST| NPC |IEART|KMODE|IZFLA|IYFLA| NPP |NGRND|IDATA| IYG |
|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| 1.1 | 1.2 | 1.3 | 1.4 | 1.5 | 1.6 | 1.7 | 1.8 | 1.9 | 1.10| 1.11|  <--- Section #
|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|      explaining
| I5  | I5  | I5  | I5  | I5  | I5  | I5  | I5  | I5  | I5  | I5  |   the parameter
-------------------------------------------------------------------

1.1 ITYPE; flag indicating the class of the present data case

ITYPE = 1: Class C, OH line
2: Class A, SC cable
3: Class B, PT cable

1.2 ISYST; flag indicating either overhead or underground for a cable system (Class A and B),
and indicating either transposed or untransposed for an OH line (Class C).

(1) Classes A and B⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅ISYST = 1 : overhead cable
0 : cable on the earth surface
-1 : underground cable

(2) Class C⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅ISYST = 0 : untransposed OH line
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2 : continuously transposed OH line

1.3 NPC

(1) Classes A and B; number of SC cables which make up the system of interest.  Example:
NPC = 3; three-phase SC cable system (the most common case).

(2) Class C; number of transmission circuits which make up the overhead line system of
interest.

The numbers of phase wires and ground wires in a circuit are to be defined in data
card "C4" (NP = number of phase wires, NG = number of ground wires).

1.4 IEARTH; not used, leave blank.

1.5 KMODE; flag used to request the calculation and output of various modal quantities of
interest.

Presently it is fixed to "KMODE=1," and all the modal quantities described in Sec.
II-1 (5) are calculated and printed.

1.6 IZFLAG; flag indicating intermediate printout.

IZFLAG = 0 : no intermediate printout
= 1 : intermediate printout

The format of the impedance and admittance printout is fixed to:[R], ù[L] = [X],
[G] and ù[C] = [B], but not [L] and [C].

1.7 IYFLAG; not used, leave blank.

1.8 NPP

(1) Class A....NPP = -99 : transposition (snaking) of SC cables
≠ -99 : unused

(2) Class B....NPP = 1 : pipe of finite thickness
0 : pipe of infinite thickness (ISYST is automatically set to be zero.)

      -1 : snaking of inner conductors (SC cables) for a finite thickness pipe
(corresponding to NPP = 1)

-99 : snaking of inner conductors for an infinite thickness pipe
(corresponding to NPP = 0)

(3) Class C....unused

1.9 NGRND; This parameter describes the number of grounded conductors in an OH line (Class
C) and a cable system (Classes A and B).  (In  CABLE CONSTANTS,  NGRND
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describes the grounding conditions of the cable system, and the value of NGRND
does not correspond to the number of the grounded conductors.)

Grounding starts from the most outer conductor to the inner conductors for all the classes
(Classes A, B and C) as illustrated in Fig. 2.  At least, one conductor (a core of phase 'a'
SC cable in Classes A and B, phase 'a' conductor in Class C) has to be left (not grounded).

Fig. 2  Example of grounded conductors for parameter "NGRND"

For Class C (OH line), when conductors 4 and 5 in the above figure are defined as a
ground wire (GW; NP = 3, NG = 2 in data card C4-1 in Sec. 3), then the conductors 4 and
5 are automatically grounded and the conductor system is reduced to 3 x 3 from 5 x 5
independently from the parameter NGRND.  In this case, thus, NGRND should be less than
3 (NGRND ≤ 2).  Also, the case with "NP = 3, NG = 2" gives the same result as the case
with "NP = 5, NG = 0, NGRND = 2"; three conductors are left (not grounded).

1.10 IDATA; flag indicating the type of the input data "A5," "B7" and "C4."  This parameter is a
new one;  it does not exist in  CABLE CONSTANTS.

IDATA = 0 : conventional circular (cylindrical) conductor, data input by radius and
resistivity of the conductor

IDATA = 1 : arbitrary cross-section conductor explained in Appendix 2, data input by
cross-section area, outer surface length and dc resistance of the conductor
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1.11 IYG; This is a new option to use a distributed admittance model which takes into account
a number of boundary conditions in a cable or an OH line system.  The theoretical
background is explained in Appendix 3.

IYG = 0 : conventional admittance of a cable or an OH line,  Y = jùC.  This uses
shunt capacitance only (no shunt conductance).

IYG ≠ 0 : distributed admittance model to take into account an extra admittance such
as a cable conductance and boundary conditions, the extra admittance to be
supplied by a user:

IYG =  1 : admittance with extra capacitance C', Y = jù(C + C')
2 : with extra conductance G, Y = G + jùC
3 : with extra conductance and capacitance, Y = G + jù(C + C')

2. Unused  (reserved for future development)

3. Format for A4, B4 to B6 or C4-1

4. Format for A5, B7 or C4-2 for IDATA = 0

The following symbol is used to express Sec. corresponding to Classes A, B and C.

"S" for SC cable ; Class A (ITYPE = 2)

"P" for PT cable ; Class B (ITYPE = 3)

"O" for OH line ; Class C (ITYPE = 1)

P3.1 Format for B4 Data

This data card indicates the radii and physical constants of the pipe illustrated in Fig. 3.

READ (5,901) (RADP(I), I = 1, 3), ROP, USP, ES1, ES2

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

|         1|         2|         3|         4|         5|         6|         7|
|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|    RP1   |    RP2   |    RP3   |    ñp    |    ìp    |   åp1    |   åp2    |
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Parameters:
RP1 : inner radius of the pipe [m]
RP2 : outer radius of the pipe [m]
RP3 : outer radius of the pipe outer insulator [m]
ñp : resistivity of the pipe [Ù-m]
ìp : relative permeability of the pipe
åp1 : relative permittivity of the pipe

 inner insulator
åp2 : relative permittivity of the pipe

 outer insulator

Fig. 3  A PT cable  (figure at right)

Note: Rp1 < Rp2 < Rp3 in theory.  Keep this
condition independently from the
parameter NPP and from a specific
condition of a given PT cable.  For
example, even if a pipe has no outer
insulator, it has a corrosion protective
covering or produces a thin oxide-film,
which is a kind of an insulator, and thus Rp2 < Rp3.  Also even if NPP = 0, give an arbitrary
value for Rp2 and Rp3 keeping the condition Rp1 < Rp2 < Rp3, and an arbitrary (non-zero)
value for åp2.

P3.2 Format for B5 Data
This data card indicates the location of each inner conductor (SC cable) enclosed within a

pipe in polar coordinates, i.e. "dk" and "èk" in Fig. 3.  The reference to the angular position èk

(degrees) can be taken arbitrary, but it might be better to take the horizontal line as the reference
and to measure positive angle as counter-clockwise.

READ (5,901) (DC(I), THC(I), I = 1, NPC)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|         1|         2|         3|         4|         5|         6|         7|         8|
|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|   d1     |    è1    |    d2    |   è2     |   d3     |    è3    |    d4    |   è4     |
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Parameters:
dk : distance from the pipe center to the center of the k-th conductor [m]
èk : angular position of the k-th conductor to a reference line [deg.]

Note: - Since each SC coaxial cable needs one pair (dk, èk), one card can handle up to four 
cables.
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- k varies from 1 up to NPC (see Sec. 1.3).

- Remember to use the same S.C. cable sequence, as the one defined in Sec. P3.3.

S3 = P3.3 Format for A4 or B6 data

For cable systems (either Class A or Class B), the number of conductors which make up

each SC coaxial cable of the system must be indicated; the following format is used:

READ (5,900) (NCPP(I), I = 1, NPC)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

|          1|          2|          3|          4|          5|            7|          8|
|12345|67890|12345|67890|12345|67890|12345|67890|12345|67890|    Etc.    0|12345|67890|
|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|    ....     |-----|-----|
|NCPP1|NCPP2|NCPP3|NCPP4|NCPP5|NCPP6|  .... Etc. (1 entry for each of NPC SC cables)  |
|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|    ....     |-----|-----|
| I5  | I5  | I5  | I5  | I5  | I5  | I5  | I5  | I5  | I5  |    ....     | I5  | I5  |
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Parameters:

NCPPk : indicates the number of physical conductors, making up the k-th single-core 
coaxial cable of the system

= 3 : SC cable has core, sheath and armor

= 2 : SC cable has core and sheath

= 1 : SC cable has a core only.

Note: For purposes of this input, it may be noted that the SC coaxial cables have been numbered

between "1" and "NPC."  Such numbering is arbitrary, except that the string of NCPPk must

be non-increasing (that is, all 3-conductor SC coaxial cables must precede any 2-conductor

cables and all 2-conductor cables must precede any core only cables).  This ordering, once

established, is assured to apply throughout the rest of the data case.

S4 = P4 Format for A5 or B7 data

This data card (maximum three cards in one set) expresses the radii and physical constants

(resistivity, permeability and permittivity) of an SC cable for Classes A (SC cable) and B (PT
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cable).

READ (5,901) (RADI(I,J), J=1, NCPPK)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

|         1|         2|         3|         4|         5|         6|         7|
|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|    R1    |    R2    |    R3    |    R4    |   R5     |    R6    |    R7    |
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

READ (5,901) (ROI(I,J), USR(I,J), USI(I,J), ESI(I,J), J=1, NCPPJ)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|         1|         2|         3|         4|         5|         6|         7|         8|
|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|   ñ

c
     |    ì

c
    |    ì

i1
   |  å

i1
     |   ñ

s
     |    ì

s
    |    ì

i2
   |  å

i2     |
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If the SC cable has armor,  one more set of the data is required:

---------------------------------------------
|         1|         2|         3|         4|
|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|
|----------+----------+----------+----------+
|   ña     |    ìa    |    ìi3   |  åi3     |
|----------+----------+----------+----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
---------------------------------------------

Fig. 4  SC cable cross-section

Parameters:

For a better understanding of all parameters
involved, we refer to Fig. 4.

R1 : inner radius of the tubular core [m]
= 0 for solid core

R2 : outer radius of the tubular core [m]
( = inner radius of the first
insulating layer)

R3 : inner radius of the sheath [m]
( = outer radius of the first insulating layer)

R4 : outer radius of the sheath [m]
( = inner radius of the second insulating layer)
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R5 : inner radius of the armor [m]
( = outer radius of the second insulating layer)

R6 : outer radius of the armor [m]
( = inner radius of the third insulating layer)

R7 : outer radius of the third ( = outer most) insulating layer [m]

ñc : resistivity of the tubular core [Ù-m]

ìc : relative permeability of the tubular core

ìi1 : relative permeability of the first insulating layer (in general, ìi1 = 1)

åi1 : relative permittivity of the first insulating layer

ñs : resistivity of the tubular sheath [Ù-m]

ìs : relative permeability of the tubular sheath

ìi2 : relative permeability of the second insulating layer (in general, ìi2 = 1)

åi2 : relative permittivity of the second insulating layer

ña : resistivity of the tubular armor [Ù-m]

ìa : relative permeability of the tubular armor

ìi3 : relative permeability of the third insulating layer (in general, ìi3 = 1)

åi3 : relative permittivity of the third insulating layer

O3, O4 Format for C4-1 and C4-2 data

It should be noted that an overhead line (OH line; Class C) is a special case of an overhead

SC cable.  Thus, an OH line parameter is calculated as an overhead SC cable parameter in this

program and in  CABLE CONSTANTS  (i.g. ITYPE = 2, ISYST = 1 and NCPPk = 1 for k = 1 to

NPC).  Only bundles for phase and ground wires cause a difficulty to deal with the OH line as an

SC cable.  Because of the above, this program and the CABLE CONSTANTS program have the
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following difference from the  LINE CONSTANTS  program.

1) It is important to note that the CABLE CONSTANTS code uses another technique than the LINE

CONSTANTS code to take bundling into account.  Whereas the LINE CONSTANTS code first

calculates the line parameters for all individual conductors within a given bundle and then reduces

the paralleled conductors to one equivalent phase, the CABLE CONSTANTS code will

immediately handle the bundling (i.e. at input time),  applying the geometric mean radius

approximation for the bundle.

2) Furthermore, CABLE CONSTANTS assumes the following:

 - Within one circuit, all "NP" phase-wire bundles count for the same number ("KNP") 

of individual physical conductors, all having the same geometry and physical data.  All 

physical conductors within a bundle are uniformly spaced around the circumference of 

a circle.

- Within one circuit, all "NG" ground-wire bundles count for the same number ("KBG") of

individual physical conductors, all having the same geometry and physical data.  All

physical conductors within a bundle are uniformly spaced around the circumference of a

circle.

- Data are entered for the individual physical conductor, not for the bundle.

3) Finally, recall the sequence rule for overhead transmission line circuits:

- First take the circuit with the highest number NP (number of phase-wire bundles)

- Stop by taking the circuit with the lowest number NP (number of phase-wire bundles)
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Hence, "NPC" (total number of circuits, see Sec. 1.3) sets of following three card formats need to

specified next:

O.3 Format for C4-1 data

READ (5,901) (NCPP(J), J=I1,I2)

-------------------------

|          1|          2|
|12345|67890|12345|67890|
|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| NP  | NG  | KBP | KBG |
|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| I5  | I5  | I5  | I5  |
-------------------------

O.4 Format for C4-2 data

READ (5,901) (RADI(I,J), J=1, NCPPK)
-------------------------------------------------------------------
|         1|         2|         3|         4|         5|         6|
|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+
|  ROUTp   |   RINp   |  ROUTg   |   RINg   |   SEPp   |   SEPg   |
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
-------------------------------------------------------------------

READ (5,901) (ROI(I,J), USR(I,J), J=1, NCPPL)
---------------------------------------------
|         1|         2|         3|         4|
|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|
|----------+----------+----------+----------+
|   ñp     |    ìp    |   ñg     |    ìg    |
|----------+----------+----------+----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
---------------------------------------------

Fig. 5.  Illustrative single-circuit 3-phase overhead transmission line (as seen in cross-section).  
The three phase-wire bundles are of four conductors each; there are two ground-wire 
bundles, of three conductors each.
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Parameters:

NP: The number of phase-wire bundles which belong to the circuit in question.  E.g., for a 3-
phase circuit, "NP" will equal three.

NG: The number of ground-wire bundles which belong to the circuit in question.

KBP: The number of individual physical conductors which compose each phase-wire bundle of
the circuit in question.  If there is no bundling of phase wires, "KBP" will equal unity, 

and leave SEPp BLANK.

KBG: The number of individual physical conductors which compose each ground-wire bundle 
of the circuit in question.  If there is no bundling of ground wires, "KBG" will equal 
unity, and leave SEPG BLANK.

ROUTp : outer radius of the individual tubular conductors which are used for each phase-wire 
bundle, see Fig. 6(a). [m]

RINp : inner radius of the individual tubular conductors which are used for each phase-wire 
bundle, Fig. 6(a). [m]
= 0 : solid conductor.

ROUTg : outer radius of the individual tubular conductors which are used for each ground- wire
bundle, Fig. 6(b). [m]

RINg : inner radius of the individual tubular conductors which are used for each ground-wire 
bundle, Fig. 6(b). [m]
= 0 : solid conductor

Fig. 6.  Cross-section of a conductor

SEPp : separation between the centers of two adjacent individual conductors within the phase-
wire bundle.  All 'KBP' conductors of the phase-wire bundle are supposed to be 
uniformly spaced around the circumference of a circle, see Fig. 7. [m]
= blank : no bundling (put KBP = 1).

SEPg : separation between the centers of two adjacent individual conductors within the 
ground-wire bundle.  All 'KBG' conductors of the phase-wire bundle are supposed to be
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uniformly spaced around the circumference of a circle, Fig. 7. [m]
= blank : no bundling (put KBG = 1).

ñp : resistivity of the material used in each individual tubular conductor of each phase-wire 
bundle, see Fig. 6(a). [Ù-m]

ìp : relative permeability of the material used in each individual tubular conductor of each 
phase-wire bundle, Fig. 6(a).

ñg : resistivity of the material used in each individual tubular conductor of each ground-wire 
bundle of the circuit, see Fig. 6(b). [Ù-m]

ìg : relative permeability of the material used in each individual tubular conductor of each 
ground-wire bundle of the circuit, Fig. 6(b).

Fig. 7 A bundled conductor (uniform spacing)

4A. Format for A5', B7' or C4-2' for IDATA=1

⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅ New option for arbitrary cross-section conductor

When IDATA = 1, i.e. the case of an arbitrary cross-section conductor, the following input

data instead of the input data S⋅P4 and O4 are required.

S4A=P4A. Format for A5' or B7' data

This data card (maximum 4 cards in one set) expresses the cross-section area, outer-

surface length and dc resistance of a conductor and the thickness of the conductor's outer insulator

rather than the radii of the conductor and the insulator, and the resistivity of the conductor in the

data cards A5 or B7 in Sec. S4=P4.

READ (5,901) (DIJ(I,J), ANG(I,J), DIR(I,J), J=1, NCPPL)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

|         1|         2|         3|         4|         5|         6|         7|         8|
|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
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|   Sc     |    lc    |    Di1   |  Ss      |   ls     |    Di2   |    Sa    |    la    |
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------
|         1|
|1234567890|
|----------|
|   Di3    |
|----------|
|  E10.1   |
------------

READ (5,901) (ZY(I,J), USR(I,J), USI(I,J), ESI(I,J), J=1, NCPPJ)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|         1|         2|         3|         4|         5|         6|         7|         8|
|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|   Rc     |    ìc    |    ìi1   |  åi1     |   Rs     |    ìs    |    ìi2   |  åi2     |
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------
|         1|         2|         3|         4|
|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|
|----------+----------+----------+----------+
|   Ra     |    ìa    |    ìi3   |  åi3     |
|----------+----------+----------+----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
---------------------------------------------

Fig. 8  Cross section and physical constant of an
arbitrary cross-section SC cable (Classes A and B)

Parameters (See Fig. 8.)
S : cross-section area of conductor [m2]
l : outer-surface length of conductor [m]
Di : average thickness of insulator [m]
R : dc resistance of conductor [Ù/m]
ì : relative permeability of conductor
ìi : relative permeability of insulator
åi : relative permittivity of insulator
subscripts : c for core

s  for conducting sheath
a  for armor
i  for insulator
1  for insulator 1 (core to
   sheath)
2  for insulator 2 (sheath to armor)
3  for insulator 3 (armor outer)
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For a cable consisting of a core and a sheath, 6 data expressing conductor cross-section

(Sc, lc, Di1, Ss, ls and Di2) and 8 data expressing physical constants (Rc, ìc, ìi1, åi1, Rs, ìs, ìi2 and

åi2) are required.  Thus 2 data cards rather than 4 data cards indicated above are necessary

enough.  When a cable is composed only of a core, 3 data for cross-section (Sc, lc and Di1) and 4

data for physical constants (Rc, ìc, ìi1 and åi1) are necessary enough.

O4A. Format for C4-2'

Data card C4-2' expresses the cross-section area, outer-surface length dc resistance and

permeability of a conductor, and separation between conductors, while the data related to the

above are expressed as the radii, resistivity and permeability in data card C4-2 as explained in

Sec. O4.

READ (5,901) (DIJ(I,J), ANG(I,J), DIR(I,J), J=1, NCPPL)

-------------------------------------------------------------------

|         1|         2|         3|         4|         5|         6|
|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+
|    Sp    |    lp    |   SEPp   |    Sg    |    lg    |   SEPg   |
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
-------------------------------------------------------------------

READ (5,901) (ZY(I,J), USR(I,J), J=1, NCPPL)
---------------------------------------------
|         1|         2|         3|         4|
|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|
|----------+----------+----------+----------+
|   Rp     |    ìp    |   Rg     |    ìg    |
|----------+----------+----------+----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
---------------------------------------------

Parameters (See Fig. 9.)

S : cross-section area of conductor [m2]
l : outer-surface length of conductor [m]
R : dc resistance of conductor [Ù/m]
ì : relative permeability of conductor
subscript:  p  for phase wire

     g  for ground wire
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 Fig. 9  Cross-section and physical constant of an arbitrary cross-section conductor (Class C)

For an overhead line with no ground wire, leave BLANK for the data Sg, lg, SEPg, Rg and

ìg.

5. Format for A5+, B7+ or C4+ for IYG ≠ 0

⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅ New option for distributed admittance

When IYG ≠ 0, conductances and/or capacitances are to be defined by a user.  The

conductances and/or capacitances are added to the shunt admittances of a given cable or an

overhead line which are evaluated automatically by the CABLE PARAMETERS or the EMTP

CABLE CONSTANTS.

S5 = P5 Format for A5+ or B7+

READ (5,901) (YGI(I,J), J=1, NCPPJ)

-------------------------------------------------------------------

|         1|         2|         3|         4|         5|         6|
|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+
|  G(I,1)  |  C(I,1)  |  G(I,2)  |  C(I,2)  |  G(I,3)  |  C(I,3)  |
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Parameters
G : conductance [S/m]
C : capacitance [F/m]
subscript I for phase 'I' of SC cables for Classes A and B

1 for core to sheath
2 for sheath to armor
3 for armor to earth (Class A) and pipe (Class B)
If an SC cables is consisting of a core and a sheath, the data G(I,3) and C(I,3) are left to be

BLANK.  See Fig. 10.

IYG = 1 : G = 0 (BLANK) and C has to be
                 defined.

2 : C = 0 and G has to be defined.
3 : G and C have to be defined.
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Fig. 10  I-th SC cable consisting of a core and a sheath with a distributed admittance.

For a PT cable (Class B), the following data card is required right after the above data

card for the last phase (i.e., after the last card):

READ (5,901) YG(NC,NC)

-----------------------

|         1|         2|
|1234567890|1234567890|
|----------+----------|
|   Gp     |    Cp    |
|----------+----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
-----------------------

Parameters:
Gp : pipe conductance to be added [S/m]
Cp : pipe capacitance to be added [F/m]

O5 Format for C4+

READ (5,901) (YG(J,J), J=J1,NC), (YGI(I,J), J=1, J2)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|         1|         2|         3|         4|         5|         6|         7|         8|
|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|  G(I,1)  |  C(I,1)  |  G(I,2)  |  C(I,2)  |  G(I,3)  |  C(I,3)  |   ...  Etc.  ...    |
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|         1|         2|         3|         4|         5|         6|         7|         8|
|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|    ...  Etc.  ...   |  G(I,NC) |  C(I,NC) |  Gg(I,1) |  Cg(I,1) |  ...  Etc.  ....    |
|----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------+----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Parameters

G(I,k) : conductance for phase wire 'k' [S/m]
C(I,k) : capacitance for phase wire 'k' [F/m] } k = 1 to NC
NC : total number of phase wires in circuit 'I'
Gg(I,m) conductance for ground wire 'm' [S/m]
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Cg(I,m) capacitance for ground wire 'm' [F/m] } m = 1 to NG
NG : total number of ground wires in circuit 'I'

If the circuit 'I' is consisting of 3 phase wires and 1 ground wire, 3 sets of G(I,k) and C(I,k)
for the phase wires and a set of Gg(I,1) and Cg(I,1) for the ground wire, which make up one data
card, are required.

Remark for Data A5, B7 or C4

The data cards A5 and B7 are per phase, and the data cards C4 are per circuit.  Thus, "n"
sets of the data cards are required in the case of "n" phases for A5 and B7, and in the case of "n"
circuits for C4.  The data input is carried out in the following code.

DO 28 I=1, INPC
data cards C4-1 explained in Sec. O3 only for Class C.
IDATA = 0 : data cards A5, B7 or C4-2 explained in Sec. 4.
IDATA ≠ 0 : data cards A5', B7' or C4-2' explained in Sec. 4A.
IYG ≠ 0 : data cards A5+, B7+ or C4+ explained in Sec.5.

28 CONTINUE

where INPC = the number of phases for A5 or B7 (Classes A and B)
= the number of circuits for C4 (Class C)

6. Format for A6, B8 or C5

S6. Format for A6 data

For each of the "NPC" SC coaxial cables of the system, the horizontal and vertical location of its
center must be specified as illustrated in Fig. 11(a), according to following card format.

READ (5,901) (HI(I), DI(I), I=1, J1) ; J1 = NPC
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
|         1|         2|         3|         4|         5|         6|         7|         8|
|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|
|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
|     SC cable # 1    |     SC cable # 2    |     SC cable # 3    |     SC cable # 4    |
|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
|  VERT1   |  HORIZ1  |  VERT2   |  HORIZ2  |  VERT3   |  HORIZ3  |  VERT4   |  HORIZ4  |
|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Parameters:

VERTk : vertical distance (m) between the center of the k-th single-core coaxial cable and
the earth surface.  Always use POSITIVE values, no matter whether the system of
cables is underground or in the air.  This difference is made by flag ISYST (see
point 1.2 in Sec. 1) on the miscellaneous data card.

HORIZk : horizontal distance (m) between the center of the k-th single-core coaxial cable and
an arbitrary vertical reference line.

SC cable location (b) PT cable location
Fig. 11  Cable location

medium 1 = earth, medium 2 = air for ISYST = 1 and 0

medium 1 = air, medium 2 = earth for ISYST = -1

P6. Format for B8 data

This card gives the vertical location of the center of the pipe (which encloses all single-core
coaxial cables of the system) with respect to the earth surface as illustrated in Fig. 11(b).

READ (5,901) (HI(I), DI(I), I=1, J1) ; J1=1

-----------------------
|         1|         2|
|1234567890|1234567890|
|----------+----------|
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|  CENTER  |  Blank   |
|----------+----------|
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
-----------------------

Parameter:

CENTER : vertical distance (m) between the center of the pipe and the earth surface.  Always
use POSITIVE values, no matter whether the pipe is underground or in the air.  This
difference is made by flag ISYST (see miscellaneous data card).

O6. Format for C5 data

For each of the "NP" + "NG" bundles within each of the 'NCCT' circuits composing the overhead

conductor system, a triplet of numbers giving the horizontal and vertical location (near tower and

at midspan) of the center of the bundle is to be specified (see Fig. 12).  At this stage of the data

input, the variable expressing the number of circuits is 'NCCT' rather than 'NPC' which now

expresses the total number of conductors.  As for the order in which data have to be entered,

following rules must be obeyed:

- First take all phase-wire  bundles belonging to the circuit with the highest number of
phase-wire bundles.

Fig. 12 Overhead line location

- Stop by handling the phase-wire  bundles belonging to the circuit having the lowest number
of phase-wire bundles.

- Next start handling the ground-wire bundles belonging to the circuit with the highest
number of phase-wire bundles.
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- Stop by handling the ground-wire bundles belonging to the circuit with the lowest number
of phase-wire bundles.

This means:

- Keep the sequence of circuits, as specified in Sec. O3 and O4.

- First define the phase-wire  bundle location, obeying the circuit sequence.

- Next define the ground-wire bundle location, obeying the circuit sequence.

READ (5,901) (HIH(I), HIL(I), DI(I), I=1, NPC)
-------------------------------------------------------------------
|         1|         2|         3|         4|         5|         6|
|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|1234567890|
|--------------------------------|--------------------------------|
|   Bundle #1 of this circuit    |   Bundle #2 of this circuit    |  ...  Etc.  (one  
|--------------------------------|--------------------------------|       triplet for
|  VTOWER1 |  VMID1   |  HORIZ1  |  VTOWER2 |  VMID2   |  HORIZ2  |       each bundle
|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|       of circuit
|  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |  E10.1   |
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Parameters:

VTOWERk : vertical distance (m) near the tower, between the center of the k-th bundle and the
earth surface.

VMIDk : vertical distance (m) at midspan, between the center of the k-th bundle and the earth
surface.

HORIZk : horizontal distance (m) between the center of the k-th bundle and an arbitrary
reference line.

NPC = total number of conductors at this stage, NCCT = number of circuits

NOTE: Since each bundle needs one triplet (VTOWERk, VMIDk, HORIZk), one such card can

handle up to two bundles.

7. Format for A7, B9 or C6

The "frequency card" of all three classes of data cases has the same format.

READ (5,905) ROE, FREQ, IDEC, IPNT, DIST



CP-27

-------------------------------------------------------------------

|         1          2         3|          4|          5          6
|123456789012345|678901234567890|12345|67890|12345678|9012345678|90
|---------------|---------------|-----|-----|--------|----------|--
|      ROE      |      FREQ     | IDEC| IPNT|  DIST  |  IPUNCH  |
|---------------|---------------|-----|-----|--------|----------|
|     E15.6     |     E15.6     |  I5 |  I5 |  F8.3  |    I10   |
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Parameters:

ROE : earth resistivity [Ù-m]

FREQ : frequency [Hz] at which cable or line parameters are to be calculated.  FREQ  should be
greater than zero.

If the automatic looping over a frequency range has been requested by the user, then the
data 'IDEC' and 'IPNT' greater than zero have to be input.  Otherwise, i.e. in the case of the
normal single frequency calculation, leave BLANK for 'IDEC' and 'IPNT.'

IDEC : the number of decades of frequency space which are to be spanned.

IPNT : the number of points per decade of frequency space at which the cable or line parameters
are to be calculated.  The automatic looping of frequencies is carried out in the
following manner.  Äf = 10/IPNT except IPNT = 3;  f = Äf x k x 10n-1; k = 1, 2, 3,...,
IPNT ; n = 1, 2,..., IDEC;  fbegin = Äf, fend = 10IDEC

DIST : circuit length in meters.  This is needed for several situations that require line length. 
Included are  NODA SETUP,  JMARTI SETUP,  and the punching of constant-
parameter branch cards using  IPUNCH  below.

IPUNCH : Normally leave blank or zero.   Value one (1)  will result in the creation of ATP
branch cards for a Pi-circuit of length  DIST.   Alternatively,  value two (2) is for
the constant-parameter, distributed modeling.  For either non-zero value,  the use of
 $PUNCH  is required to extract such results from the ATP punch buffer.  For node
names to be included,  use a  BRANCH  request of  CABLE CONSTANTS  before
the  CABLE PARAMETERS  request.  See the  DC-28  illustrations.

Examples

(1) IPNT = 1, IDEC = 4 ; Äf = 10 Hz, fbegin = 10 Hz, fend = 104 Hz,

f = 10, 10 x 10 = 102, 10 x 102 = 103, 10 x 103 = 104

(2) IPNT = 2, IDEC = 3 ; Äf = 5 Hz = fbegin, fend = 103 Hz,

f = 5, 10,  50, 100, 500, 103



CP-28

k = 1, 2 k = 1, 2 k = 1, 2

n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 = IDEC

(3) IPNT = 3, IDEC = 3 ; fbegin = 2 Hz, fend = 103 Hz

f = 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 103

k = 1, 2, 3 k = 1, 2, 3 k = 1, 2, 3

n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 = IDEC

(4) IPNT > 3 ; Äf = 10/IPNT = fbegin

When IDEC x IPNT = 0, the normal single frequency calculation is carried out.
Independently from the above automatic looping, the cable or line parameters are
calculated at the frequency "FREQ" given by the user.
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XXIII. CABLE CONST~~TS 

Sta::-ting f::-o:: physical and geometrical data; the cable consta .... lts routine calculates 
electrical characteristics (e.g. [RJ. [LJ. [C] •••• ) fol':' cables and overhead lines. 
corresponding to one ot t~e following confi~~ration classes: 

I:l:;ss .1: system of single-core (SC) coaxial cables without enclosing conducting 
pipe. Tne cable system might be located underground or in the air. For 
a cross-section of a generalized class-A cable. we refer to Fig. 1. 

3ra :r.sw!c~cr 

Ar~or 

Sheath 

1 st ;:'1SU1ctor 

rtJeu~cf' CQre 
A:c 

F:g, -:: Crcss-sectict: of most genera: SC cooxio! ccble geometr; 

~lass a: syste:::: of single-core {SC} coaxial cables '(see Fig.I). enclosed by a 
conducting pipe. The cable system might be located underg::cund or. in the 
a~r. For a cross-section of a generalized class~B cable. we refer to 
Fig. 2. Even the so-called "sna.:dng" (Le. tra.'1sposition of the sa cables 
within the enclosing pipe) now can be taken into accour:.t (see variable 
NPP. section XXII!-A-2, point 3). 



;:-:g.2: :::ustfct've cross-se,:io~ of over~ecd p'De-type 
cc~:e syste~ wniCh contcir.s three SC cccxic: cc:,:es 

class C: system of conventional overhead·t~~~smission lines. It should be noted 
that these calculations are completely independent of the usual line 
const~~ts calculations (described in section XXI). 

~QTE: - Special. degenerated cable configurations will be treated per class. 
- Fer examples. we refer to section XXIII-C. 

Fo!:' all these classes. the cable const~'1.ts routine ca."1 be used to calculate following 
output: 

- cable ccnsta~ts st~'1.d alone {section XXIII-A}; will result in matrices [RJ. [LJ, 
~C] r""" '"z ~ L ' .... l. v J. l"'~ J • 
Pi-circuit requesc (section XXIII-B): will result in punched card outpu~ (type 
1, 2, 3, ... ), using the high-precision format. Recall that such plli"1ch card 
output can be ~sed ns input for a tr~~sient run, provided that XOPT and COPT in 
the tra...'1.sient r"J.!'1 ar-e set properly (see top of section XXIII-B for details). 
NOTE the existence of a special option for cr-ossbon~'1.g of the cable sheats. 

- Travelling wave model, using frequency dependent cable or line parameters. This 
ca.~ be obtained by imbedding cable consta.""lts in the SEt1LYEN setup (chapter" XXII). 

Ther-~ is one iopert~~t restriction to the implementation of the cable constants 
routine en different computer syste~s: 

The code of cable cons ta."1ts uses double-p:-ecision FORTRA.N COMPLEX variables 
rather e~tensively. For some computers (e.g. Univac. Apollo, Honeywell, 
G.2. Mark III, all believed to be limited to 36 bits of floating-point 
precision) this ~ight cause accuracy problems. since no co~plex 
couble-p~ecisicn arit~~etics exist. 

Fi~ally~ it is ~mpcrt~~t to ~e~ark that 
Cable Const~~ts are i~ ~et=ic units~ 

a 1 : -- input data and most of the outputs in 



XXIII-A. Cable ~Qnstants stand alone 

XXIZZ-A-l. CLass A: SC coaxial cable without enclosing pipe 
(Fig.I) 

A\"l. input data deck for a cable constants sta.",d alone case of' class A is composed 
cut of the followi~g sequence of data cards: 

1. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
2. CrELE CONST"~\7S 
3. MISCELL~~ECUS DATA C;3D 
4. CA..'RJ) INDICATING N13MBER OF CONDUCTORS 
,. GEO~1E'l'RICAL &. PrrlSICAL DATA C;Jms 
6. a. CROSS-SECTION LOCATION CARDS 

b. OPTIONAL Cl' .. :m. DEFINING Q"qCUNDING CO~'UITIONS OF ALL S.C. CABLES 
_ SEP.A.R..;TELY (only if NG?ND = 4 in point 3) 

7. FREQt~'1CY &. EAH7d RESISTIVITY CARD 
one Single ft"'equency 
logaritr~ically-spaced frequency groupi~g 

8. B~~~ C;E.D ending ft"'equency cards 
9. 3L;~~ CARD ending cable constants 

lC. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
11. ELA..~~ CA~D ending all cases 

Following input sequence ~~le is applicable throughout the data case: 
- first all 3-conductor SC coaxial cables 

(= core + sheath + armor) 
- next all 2-conductor SC coaxial cables 

{= core + sheath) 
- finally all l-conductor SC coaxial cables 

(= co:;;e only) 

As for rules and general ca:;;d desc:;;iption, letts discuss ~~e cards one by one 
now: 

, . 
~. BEGIN N~w DATA CASE. 

Special case separation marker. 

2. CABLE CONST;~;S. 

'I'b,is card :is a special" reqt.::est to tra.'1sfer to the "cable constants" supporting 
:"outines {overlay 27). T:"le format is as follows: 

~"1 ~". : 7 ~"': •. :~'~ ... ,:,.~ .... ,. •• , ; •. 

; ; 1 

1~J1561~~Q12J4~~~~9Jl~34 
., .... 

}: ~\:J 12 4 

• ; ; j • ; Pi r \ arr' i 

~~q~2345~1~$a12 ~ 

:8 

7 
i \5 

18ge 



~cr::clly a n..:... y' tt-~e :;eqt,;est ·,,;arc. is ~eeded \i~e. lea'le cclt:..:l.ns :6 cn~ard blarJ.:) .. 
Fo:- a."'1 exa=p:"e of st:c~ usage. ~,;e 'refer to 3ench.=a=ks )C27 or- DC28. T."1e ?ar-ar:.eter 
KT?~S~(3) 0: col~~s 49-56 is optional. It is used to ~cdi~y the n~ber of 
c::,::d:.:.ct.ors, pe:; .. SC coa..:<ial cable ~·i thin the xemc!:y par-t reserved for cable 
CC::S::2-"1ts calc"...::'a~~c!" .. s {as e;<;Llal.ned "near the top of ::ai!1 27)... As a :;uls of 
..... ! ...... ,,-;...., 
\,.-.,\..,\.~V, following eq~atic~ is valid: 

• ;J' .~,..., • 2 ~...".... ~"/3' r:at:.o = :')'conc:..:ctcrs/;)", caO.Le = + n.l.:',L':::>1'f \ J 

Of c:)urse this ::":::,?.l.:.es the necessity to specify KT?~SW(3) ) -2. 

3. Y.:SCELUL~ECUS JATA CP3D. 

This card pro'v-ides miscel:a."1.eous ds,::a concerning the data· class. grounding <'"' 
cendi tions. reques ted outpu t for.:na t. Tnese data are applicable to'" all SC coa:<ial '< 
cables specified within this-cable system. 

:SYS" NPC 
. ~ 

Parameters: 

: : 

-,--- ocr \1CC"';'-~' ''''';'(C; .,..; :"M.!""('l"""i; t:.::t...; ..... ,....~;,.i:...f-'o,V 

:5 

ITYPEC = 2 : class A type flag. 

75 

'C' 

Q a90 .. 4- 5$1 ~ 

ISYST: flag, indicating.whether the cable syste~ is ~~dergro~~d or in 
A:sa see parameter I~nTci of this card. 

~?C 

~ -1 ~~dergro~~d cable 
:::: .; cable system in the air 

of single ccr-c co~-..:inl cables which make up the 
such cable ca.."1. have core, sheath and/or armor. 

s4~ 

the 

:8 

8~O 

",.;
~ ...... 

system of 

I~~TH : earth model flag~ Ttkis para=eter ~ill determine whether card type 7.1 
!"a. ther tha."1 7 .. 2 sho'uld be used t further in this paragraph. 
~ 0 Carson!s ho~ogeneous earth ~adel (ty~e 7.1), 
:::: 99 : Nakagawa' 5 three-layer stratified earth !!!odel (type 7.2). 

(only for overhead systems: i.e. when ISYST = 1). 

K.v;'CDE ; ~cdal outpat flag. 
= 0 no modal calculation. 
= ~ ; modal qu~~tities will be calculated. 

IZFLAG $er~es-izped~,ce output t:"''1 ..... _ 
... ~c::.5· 

0 pr~nt ~at:i'ices [a 
.., 

~":.d [L 
.. 

:: J , 
p~int ::atrices rR. ~ 

and ~. ~ 
:::: w~ ..... 

2 p:"i::t :J.atri·:es "'" ~. ~ a.."1d 
~ , 

:- Ll'\ • L~ c;..;t ;..; , 
M .. 



~OTE! To"e printout starts from. the ir~~er-most concuctor of each cable in the 
order of input. L~e printout continues to the next outer layer of the 
conductor of each cable, etc. 

IYFLAG sh~~t-admitt~~ce output flag 

t,GRND 

= 0 print ::latrix [C ] 
~ . print mat:::"ix 

,..,.. 
} :: ... . <···:t '" 

:: 2 print matrices [C "1 ~'1d u.:{C ] J 

NOTE: The printout starts from the ir ... '1er-mos t conductor of each cable in the 
order of input. The printout continues to the next outer layer of the 
conductor of each cable, etc. 

This para=:eter describes the grotl."1ding condi tions of the en tire cable 
system. 
= 0 none of the conductors is grounded 
= 2 all ar=ors, if ~"1Y. are grounded 
: 3 all sheaths and armors, if ~~Y. are gro~~ded 
= 4 grounding conditions are different for the different S.C. Cables in 

the system.. In this case, the user should add cne ext1"a card (see poL"lt 
6.b.) just before the first frequency specification car~ 

4. C~~DS INDICATING ~u~~q OF CONDUCTORS PER SC CO~~!AL C;~LE. 

;5 i5 ;5 ;5 " ~5 l5 :<: ";5 ,5 ,~ :5 i ;5 ~5 ,'" 15 :~ . ..., 'w ,~ 

Parameters: 

NC??k : indicates the number of' physical conductors, making up the k- th Single-core 
coaxial cable of the system. 
:: 3 SC cable has cc~et sheath ~~d armor 
= 2 SC cable has core ~~d sheath 
= _ . SC cable has a core only. 

NOTE: k ca~ have values 1 up to N?C {see point 3). 
- One card can contain up to sixteen cables maximu~. 

Remember the sequence rule, applicable to the cables, first all 
3-ccneuctor. ~ext all 2-ccncuctor) and finally all l-conouctor SC 
coaxial cables. 



:;. G=:CMJ:::TRICAL .& PHYSICAL DATA CARDS, 

fc:::" each of the "~,PC" SC coa.xial cables of the sys tem under s t1.1dy. a grm.lping 
of ~axi~~ three cards is to be p~iched~ according to the card fo~~at described 
;-;e:,eaftp;:-. Ke::e:::oe.:- to use the sn:r:e SC crtble sequence as the on'? d0fined 1:) 
poin.t; l~ .. 

Para:lleters! 

...; 
-< 

4~4~8 C 

. :j 
456~q: 

,U ... 

'-6"8 ~~ ... ~ , 

C ; -; 

E: 0.1 

4 
: 

-< 

" .iSS "Z3s·d 

i". 
,~ S 

-- <t" r. '! 
:;:':\...".' 

:::! 

456~3 r< ~i~"t~cir1 J "1 '*...;t)~ . ",!'-"': 

j.J, S j1 :2 

€: O. < ~." , ::. i '-.I. 

For a bet~er understanding of all parameters involved. we refer to Fig.3. 

21 

R2 

inner radius (~) of the tubular core (L~side filled with air) 
= 0 for solid core 
outer radius (~) of the tubular core 
(= inner radius of the first insulating layer) 
~"''''''e'''' '"'a"'':''s {-'. of t'-..<=> $'-.e-+-h ...;....:. ....... _ .. ~"""'u »N>J l.4_ ...... .c."",+ .. 

(~ o~te~ radius of t~e first insulating layer) 
R4 outer ~Qdius (m) c: t~e sh0~~h 

(= i~~ne~ ;tndi:.;.s of th~ seco;-:.d insulnting la.j-'"er) 
R5 innec :--::ldit:.s (~) of -:he a:-mor 

(!t ot.lte~ rodius of' the seca!'ld i,n.sulati;'l~ layer) 
R6 outer ~adius (mJ of the er=cr 

(= inner radius 0: the thi~ci insulating laye~) 
R7 outer ~adius {~i of the thi~d (= cuter =ost) insula~i~g laye~ 
p~ ~esistivity (O~-~) of the t~bu:ar core 
~ c rela ti \tB pertleaoil i t,j' 0 f ~he tubular core 

8 
.... v :] 

C :2 

.... f"\ . v. , 



~!! : ,relative per=eability of the first insulating layer 
{in general. iJ. 1:. = 1} 

E II : =elati~/e per-mi ttivity or the fi~st insulating la:.;er 
P. : ~esistivity {Ohm-m) of the tubular sheath 
~. : ~elative permeability of the t~bula~ sheath 
~12 : relative perzeability of the second i~sulating layer 

(in general. lJ.:2 '" 1) 
E 12 : relative permittivity of the second insulating layer 
p~ : resistivity (C~~-m) of the tubular ar~or 
~4 : relative permeability of the tubular arxor 
~!3 : relative per~eability of the third insulating layer 

(in general. lJ.~3 '" l) 
'S I3 : relative permittivity of the third insulating layer 

NOTE: 1) Hew to treat degenerated cases? 

'eO ''''s'''O'C~ ( ·1 ~, 
-;..;.?1. : ....... : .. I \ r ;;' C 1J 

;;..,bu~cr cere (P c~J1. c) 
;r.t~er: R i. ot.: te"r: R2 
Air 

In such case, it is i::wportant to refer t'o the corresponm.ng value NCPP 
(point 4) in order to know which cable data need to be specified; 
NCP? ::: 1 only specify Bi, H2. R3. P<:. I.J..;. 1-':1, EX! 

(2 cards needed) 
NC?? = 2 only specify R1. HZ. R3. R4. R5. p~, iJ.c, ~!::., En, P:;, i-ls. ;.l.r2. E!2 

{2 car-cis needed} 
\C?? = 3 all variables need to be specified 

solid core ; Rl = 0 

2) Fo:- ul1.de::grou,,"1d ca'o'le sysCe:ns, 2:2 1*- R3 orR4 ,. R5. R6 ". R7. because in 
such a case the cable has to be isolated fro~ the earth soil. It ~ay be 
the case that R6 a12cst equals R7 fo:: a 3-conciuctor SC cable, but the 
8:-:l0r actually will have a :,ubbe::- 0:: polyetl'.ylene coating to prevent. 



XX:::. CAZ~~ CO~S4~~~S - e 

cor:r-osior ..... Th~s, please a,,;.; 
~u. the tic~~ess of this coati~g "" .:. , i.e . R7 = 

26 ... .. . 
~n genera:~ ~ ~ O,:=z ..!...::1l • 

3) ~:l ge::e=al, ~i.: = ;.t:2 = ~:3 = 

6. a. CROSS-SECT=C~ LOCATION C,~~D. 

?or each of t::e "~7Ctr SC coaxial cables of the system, the horizontal and 
'vertical Icea tion of its center !:lUS t be specified (rig. 4), according to following 
ca:"'c for::.at; 

: :~;j.~Jrjf;'!·)1.:}::·:H!i.:I·i,;dJ·j'ht.~. . 'H 9J : d J 6 d 8t"'~' 
s<:: Ccb:e '1~ SC Cc:~e .if2 SC (:co:e .#3 S(: Ccoie #4 

',,::R7' . ~C.~'Z 'iE~~2 "'OR,Z 2 ,/:. . ..,,: .3 ~CRfZ3 VER:4 ~CR;Z 4-

-.,... .. 
::. ; \..1. ;: 

- .. "...., .., 
'- ''-0'. 

• C. -; E: O~: £10. : E: O. ~ E; O~; EW.i 

Parameters: 

VSqT.~ ; vertical dist~~ce (=) between the center of the k-th single-core coaxial 
cable ~~d the ea=th surface. Always use POSITIVE values. no matter whether 
the system of cables is ur.dergro~,d or in the air. T.~is difference is made 
by flag ISYST (see point 3 of this pa=agraph) en the miscell~'eous data card. 

SCR:Zk : ho~izontal distance (m) between the center of the k-th single-core coaxial 
cable ~~d an a~bit~a=y ve~tical =efe~ence line. 

':i 
',) 

2 
:; 

::;,:: 
Ecr~!"":s s~rfc: e 

\\\\\::-\\\ A \\\\\\\\\\\\\ 
..0<: 
-: ..... 
':3 :, >: 

T ,--"'----- . ~
-Cl"" ,,, 

~ ~ ...... oo:~ .~J{ 

. \ 

\ : t' 

~/ 
....... ..... 

~CR~L:-< 

,....~ 4: :3r·:;~;"<C-:':. :e~(es.e~.~:::;c~ of ~.~,e c:"'oss-s-e(.::C:"'l 
·c·::: ~~c-r: ..... cr;c~:es. 



~{OT£S: - k varies from :: to ~?C. 
Rer:e~be~ to use the same SC cable sequence as the on,e defined in point 
~. 

Since each cable needs one pair (VRqT~. RORIZk) of data. one card can 
h&~dle u? to four SC coaxial cables. 

6. b. OPTIONAL C}l~D DEFINING GRCL~~ING CO~1)ITIONS OF ALL S.C. C~3LES 
S2?ARr~ELY (only if NG&~D = 4 in paint 3) 

... to >,C""">'Tt'\ h' • t 3 th" . d' . " d' d ." .. . ~;.. .'i'..:n..w = "" l.n pOl.n • • ~8 l.8 an l.n l.catl.on tne tne groun :l.ng con 1. .... l.ons are 
different for the different SC cables in the cable system. In such case. the 
user should add one extra card having following format : 

.. :!'.'; '. 'i ' : .. : : ! j :;i: ! ! l ! j ! • :3' ; r! : t; it4! ! ! ; i \ l i lS f I : ' ! ! ! : 15: t .; i • ! : t7 i : 1 ! I ! i : !~ 
~_iJ~~~jJ~j~2jl~~i~gQi2j4~~j~~Q~ijl~~j~4d1ij~~dj~~d~?j4~dj~~diijJ~it~dQiijd~~j~~o 

ecce Ot~e vc~U.e per SC CC~le 

Each of the cables should get ~~ integer code number. based on the following 
rules: 

Codes: 
.0 
2 
3 
4 

interpretation: 
none of the conductors of the k-th SC cable is grounded 
only the sheath of the k-th SC cable is gro~~ded 
only the armor of ~~e k-th SC cable is grounded 
both, sheath and armor of the k-tn SC cable are grounded 

NOTE: Re~e~ber to use the same SC cable sequence as the one defined L~ 
pOint 4. Rence. a total of NPe codes should be specified~ 

7: FREQt;"E..,{CY &: EA.11TIi RESISTIVITY CARD. 

Depending an whether one w~~ts to calculate cable constants at ene specific 
f:::-equency 0:::- fot:' a logari th~ical1y-spaced grouping of frequencies. a d1f'fe::-ent 
ca:::-d for~at should be used. Depending on the earth model (Carson's homogeneous 
earth ~ociel. or Na~agawals three lays::- stratified earth ~odel) requested by 
flag "IE..A .... 9.TH" en the llfiscella."leou.s data card (see poine 3 of this paragra?h). 
a different card grouping is m~~datory. 



7.1. Carson '·s homogeneous earth model (IEARTH = 0). 

~" ~his cnse, only one c<1t:'d is rleeded. specifyi.ng the 0BC'th :'~sist'i.'/ity nf' 
U~e t1c~c~eneous earth. a:ld the f::,equency (or frequency r~nge) for which C~b.'.0 
r~.'1r:'1~0t0r'g nr"'0 t() be cn1.cuI,'1tcd .. Lett~ C'o~~~i(:~r" th~ t~N'O difff'~t"~nt ;)():.:-~;bt; r ~-.f~"~ 
(G:le discret.e fr·eque:~c.;l Or' a logari tr..1!!ically-spaced grouping: of rr:~:'1:.,!C:!,:Ci8~: j 

sepa::ately. because the card far-mat to be used is q~.li te differ-ent. ~ 

- One discrete !re~~ency : 

Rf-'O 

::: 5.5 ::: 5.6 

, ,$ 
~1$~d 

; : 'q 
19SQ ~ 

I 

Parameters : 

~iO : resistivity (Oho-m) of the homogeneous earth 

FREQ : freq~1p.ncy (Hz) at w~ich the cable parnme ters t:'eques ted on the miscellaneous 
data card (point 3) are to be calculated 

Logarith"icaZly-spaced !re~~ency grouping: 

:.-1. 
.~ 

~jJ~5~759a :3·~SS a30 23 L 5 

::; 5.5 £15.5 

Parail:!eters : 

-
j 
(', 

~ 

:ij~5 -;a98 4 

;cc:c ~PNT 

,5 :~ 
'-' 

~j 
5~d 

RHO : ~esistivity (Oh~-w) of the homogeneous earth 

i Q 
2j45 ~ Q 

; 

is 
\ 

;?'IN 

ro, 
v 

Z:REQ sta!.'ti:;g t ::'cq (Hz) of t:~e logarith::i.cn1.ly spaced grouping of f:-equency 

8 
I'i 
" 

rD~'v number of decades to be spar~ed by the logarithmically spaced gr-ouping of 
ft:'equencies 

':?~T : n:u~be~ of frequency' points per decade 



IP:;r; : flag. request.ing printed cutput of modal quantities fot' the cOt'e, all ovet' 
the specified ft'eq~ency t'~"ge 
= 1 : activates such printing 

7.2.. Nakagawa*s three layer stratified earth model (only valid fo:o cable systems 
in the air - !~~TH • 99. rSYST eli. 

Note that in this case, the earth impedance calculation needs numerical' 
integration of oscillating f<.:ncticns and hence consumes a large CPU time. 

In this case, a sequence of three cards is needed to specify all data involved 
in this :nodel. Tne frequency card has the same format as before (t~o distinct 
cases exist), but. new should be followed by two additional cards. defining 
all parameters of the three-layer earth mcdel. 

The two possible frequency card formats will be discussed f'irst (point 7 .2.a). 
Next, the t~o additional cards will be discussed in detail (see point 7.2.0). 

7.2.a. Frequency cards! 

- One discrete frequency 

E: 5.6 

Pa:oameters 

REO : ~esistivity '{Or~-m) of the surface layer of the earth (see Fig., below). 

FREQ : frequency (Hz) at which cable pat'ameters need to be calculated. 

- Logarith~icatty-spaced frequency grouping 

" , . , , . , 
; ; f ~ , 

.!. n () 3.; 

;,\.1 



Parameters : 

RHO .. r-es::s t.i.",.li t.:... (Ch.::-:1) of ~he surface :'aj-"er- of t:,,:e ear~h (see Fig. 5 below) .. 

IDEe 

s ta!"'ting f:,equer!cJ-~ (Hz) a r the lcgar-i :':~ically-spaced groupir' .. g of f:'eqt:encies 

~~ber of decades to be sp~~ed by the lcgarit~ically spaced frequency 
loopir.g. 

~~be~ of frequency poi~ts pe~ decade 

l?lS~ request pri~ted output of ::00a1 qua..'1tities for the core. allover the 
frequerlcy rn .. l'1ge 

7.2.b. Three-layer earth model description 

Following this normal frequency card. t~o additional cards should follow in 
o:-der to define all parameters of the three-layer earth model which is 
=ep:-esented graphically in Fig.5 below. T.~e card for~at to be used is as 
follo~s: 

D::P~2 :::::;=23 " p ,~ 2. 3 

~ '" ... ..). ~ -.. ~ 1 E:; O. ': ~'" ~ ~ -; .... / . - : """'. ~ 

u , . , 
2 p . :3 f ; E 2 :3 

, 
" + , O. ~ 

-, O. < ",' C. , , '" ~ E C. - v. - :.., , -, , -

Parameters 

DEP12 : dista.'1ce {il!} below the earth surface at which layer number one ends a."ld 
layer n~ber two begins. 

J E? 2 3 dis :'a.'1ce (::;,) bel c:,.; the earth su:-face at '.-:hic::' layer numcer t ..... o ends a."1c. 
layer ~~ber th~ee begins. Note that layer ~"~ber three is infinitely dee? 

~ ~esistivity (Ohm-c) of earth-layer ~~ber two. 

~ ~esistivity (Oh~-~) of earth-:aye~ n~~ber three. 
Recall th~~t p~:;r;~eter: REO of t.~!e fi.::-s t :requer:.cj:" c~rd is l;sed to specify t~'1e 
resistivity of laye~ nu=ber one! 



Pl :"ela ~i ~,.."e permeability of earth layez:- nt!mber ~1. 

~.~ 2 :--elat..:.\ ..... e pe:-::eability of earth laye:- ~"',!-"",r...C""'" ................ __ .... 2. 

P-3 ~elative per:leability of ear"'tr~ layer ~~mber :< 
..) . 

E; relat;:'ve per:1ittivity of earth layer n:umber 

E2 relative per~i t ti"vi ty of earth' layer number 2. 

E3 relative per::.ittivit.y of ea~t.::' layer number 3· 

I ,~I 
,-, , ;; .... 

.. I.,.A. , :cyer 

t: 
.w 2 :cyer , 

(. . 
.J, 

royer 

O. BL~~~ C~qD ending frequency card 

This ca.:-d e~ds the frequency 8:.d earth z:-esistivi ty data cards. 

9~ BLP~~ CARD ending cable const~~ts 

10. BEGI~ ~~W DATA CASE 

• < -- . 

SpeCial case separation marker . 

31a..'1k card as ~e!'::li:lation of the E..\!T? :'U.:."1. 

#2 



XXIII-A-2. Class 3: SC coaxial cables enclosed by a pipe (Fig.2) 

:\.n i~put data deck fo:, a cable constar:.ts sta.~d alene case of class B is 
C: . .lt: of the folJ..O;""ing s~q .... !e!'1ce of (':ata cards! 

2. CABLE CCNS~rl\1'.rrs 

3. :·!:SCELLA.,\EOUS DATA C.:'.3D 
4. ?IPE ?~;\?,-~l(lEr~R CA-qn 
5. CROSS-SECTION LOCATION CARD 
6. CARD INDICATING Nt.J~!BE.q OF CONDUCTORS 
{. GEOMETRICAL & PHYSICAL DATA CA...tm 
8. ~. PIPE LOCATION C~~qD 

b. OPTIONAL CARD, DEFINING GRGrJNDING CONDITIONS OF ALL S.C. CABLES SEPf..F.A'rd-Y 
{only if NQP~D '= 4 in point 3) 

9. FREQU~~CY & E.~~iri RESISTIVITY C~qnS 
one single frequency 
logarit~ically-spaced frequency grouping 

10. B~\~ CARD ending frequency cards 
11 .. BLA..:.'f't< Cr\RD er;,ding cable consta.~ts 
12. 3EGr~ NE~~ DATA CASE 

As for t.be sequence of the Single-cere coaxial cables. following r .... lle is 
app:icable throughout the data case: 
- first all 3-conductor SC co~~ial cables 

{= core + sheath • armor; 
next all 2-conductor SC coaxial cables 
(= core ~ sheath) 

- finally 
{: core 

all l-conductor SC coaxial cables 
c!1ly} 

As for ~~les &~d general card descripticn. let's discuss the cards one by one. 

~~ BEGIN NEW DATA CASE. 

Special case separation ~arker. 

2. CA£LE CONSTA~!S. 

This card is a special request to tr&.,sfer to the "cable const~'1.ts" supporting 
;'o\ltines (c"~"erlay 27)" T:~e for!%1at is as fellows: 

4' 
qQ1J34~~1a~jljJ~s~j~sa1 

: ~ ~. 

3~5~iegOljj45e'~QQ1~J~~~ldgo~~~4~4i8~d 
.• :,':;,'""'.:'; j.; . : . :. ; ." ",:;',;;: 

. : : 

Nor~ally:Jnly the req1"les t word is needed (i. e. leave colurn..'1s 16 onward bla.'1k). 



xx:::~ CAS~Z CC~ST~~S - 15 

For a."1 example of such usage, .... e l."efer to Eench=arks D027 or De28. T:."'le parameter 
KTRLSW(3) of col~,s 49-56 is optional. It is used to =odify the number of 
conductors per SC coaxial cable wi thin the ::e::ory part reserved for cable 
constants calculations {as explained near the top of main 27}. As a rule of 
thu:b~ follOWing equation is valid~ 

ratio = #conductors (excluding pipe)/SC cable = 2 + KTRLS~(3) 

Of course this ~ule implies the necessity to specify KTRLSW(3) > .., 
-'" -. 

This card provides miscella!'1eeus data cO!'1cerning the data class y grot.4"lding 
conditions. requested output fermat. These data are applicable to all SC coaxial 
cables specified within this cable system. 

. .. '. : ~ : ; i:! : ; , : :.... .... :: 1 • l ' 
ilj3~55189ai2jl~5139~li~4S~16~Q123~551~~d~2J~5 

: q -; 

.; 23 45 9 sen i ~., r. , 
-~ 

() .. '" 

;5 :5 15 

Parameters 

!T'tPEC = 3 class B-type flag 

IS'fST : £'lag, indicating whether the ceble system is underground ot" in the air. 
See also parameter I~~qTIi on this card. 
;; -1 underground cable 

Q ; pipe of infinite thickr.ess (put NPP '" 0 ar:d avoid using 
~';GRc'iD ;; 4 further in this card) 
(see the note about degenerated cases ~"der point 4 - pipe 
parameter card) 

= cable system is in the air 

)j7C total nu::.ber of single core coaxial caDJ..es , .. hich ma.l.:e up the system of 
interest. One such cable ca.~ have core, sheath a..d/or armor. 

IEART.~ : earth model flag. This paraoeter will determine whether 
rather tha.~ 9.2 should be used, further in this paragraph. 

card t~""pe 9" 1 

;; 0 Carson's homogeneous earth model {type 9.1}. 
; 99 : Nakagawa's three-layer stratified earth model t:t"Pe 9.2). 

(only for overhead systems: i.e. when IS'fST = \ 
; . 

~cdal output flag. 
no =cdal calculation. 

~ 1 ; ~odal quan~ities W~~~ be calc~lated. 

. 



IZFL;'.,G series-imped~;ce output flag. 
= 0 print ::at-rices ~'::< 1 ar:d :: 

:... .. '" .. LV -
1 "'""'"t"O~ "'" +- ::atr~ces 

~~ ~ 

a:~d 
~. ., 

= ~ w"L . t-''''' ...... ~ ...... - .; -
2 print ::atr:'ces [R ,"", " and ::: . LL j -

sta::-ts f~c!:! the 
order of inpt:t... T;,-;e p~intc-ut 
conductor of each cable+ etc. 

IYFL,,;G S!1u;:lt-admi tta:1ce output fl~g 
~ 0 print mntrix [C ] 
= ~ print matrix ~C ] 
::: 2 print matrices [C J ~~d u{c ] 

~. 

J w_ L 

cc::tinues 
condt.:.ctor of each cable in 
to t~e ~ext outer layer of 

The pipe cpmes last. 

the 
t~e 

~CTE: Tr.e printout starts from the 
crder of input. The printout 
conductor of each cable, etc. 

ir~er-most conductor of each 
continues to the next outer 

The pipe comes last. 

cable in the 
layer of the 

~?P : flag. for special cases. 

:, 0 

. = -~ 

pipe of limited thic~"1ess 
pipe of infinite thickness (put : ISYST = 0. earlier on this 
card and avoid using NGru'l'D :: 4 further on this card}' (see the 
note about degenerated cases ~~der point 4 - pipe parameter card) 
snaking (i.e. tr~"1sposition of S.C. cables within ~~e enclosing 
pipe} has to be ta~en into aCCO~"1t 

~iis parameter describes 
system. 

the gro~~ding conditions of the entire cable 

= 0 none of the conductors is gro~~ded 
:::: 1 ... 
'" 2 

'" :) 
:::: 4 

only the pipe is grounded 
1111 a:::"tnot's. if ar:.y. as well as the pipe are grounded 
all sheat:-;s an.d armors. if a."1y., as well as the pipe a.re grounded 
grow1ding conditions are different for the different S.C. cables 
the system. In this case. the user should add one extra card {see 
pOint 8.b.) just before the first frequency specification card. 
Avoid this value of NG~~D in case of an infinitely thick pipe. 

4~ PIPE ?AP~~~ETE..';{ CARD. 

This card indicates the geometrical a"1d physical data of the pipe (see Fig.6). 

; ; 

: : 
: 4 c:: .:i oj , '-< 

, i 
~ i { ': .. 

45613 
, i 

~ 45 578 '" 45·6 18 d ...\ C 4~578 i" i " '.; 4 '" 
P p. t , , E 2 

: '" ; 0. c. , ... " - ". '- ~ ,-,. 

Para.'1le ters: 



R?2.: oute~ r.adius (m} of the pipe 
R?3 : oute~ radius (r:l) -of the t\l~Hla!:'" insulato:- W:1J.cn s-:'l~:--ounds the pipe 
f.; : ~e~istivit:.y (Ct'tZ-a1) of ti~e pipe 
>~ ~elative per~eability of the pipe 
El relative per::li ctivi ty of the insuI~ating medit:.m which is !};SIDE (::: between t,ne 

pipe an,d ~he single-ccre coaxial cables which are contained) the pipe 
E2 relative per~ittivity of the insulating tube which surroili~ds the pipe. 

NOTE: Degenerated cases 

- Pipe without; encZosing tubutar insulator: 
Leave RP3 and E2 blar.k. since no such parameters exist. 

Ir~initety-thtck pipe: 
Al t~ough. physically unrealizable. this si tuation can be useful as modelling 
approximation. By definition, there is no earth. a11d hence all zero-sequence 
current of the enclosed SC Cable must return through the pipe. Althou~~ 
a.t first g::ance f RP2. RP3 a..'1c. "2 Cfu"'l be left bla.'1k. at least RP2 should 
receive a non-zero value. Furthermore. avoid using NGP~u = 4 and donlt 
forget to punch ISYST = 0 and ~,?p :: 0 on the miscellaneous data card 
(point 3). For an example. see XXrII-C-lb. Further. better take RHO-earth 
:: RHO-pipe en th~ frequency card {point 9}. 

- For ur.derground cabLe systems enclosed by a ptpe, RP2 ~ RP3 if NPP ~ 0 
because in such a case the pipe has to be isolated from the earth soil. 
,It may be the case that R?2 al.most equals RP3. but the pipe, will actually 
have a _!:'ubbez; or palye ~r;e caati~g to pr.~even.t: co~rosio~'l .. T'h.us, please 
add the ~ickness of :~is coating T ; RP3 : R?2 + T whe~e T ~ 0.1 ~m - 1 mm 
typical::!. 



J. CReSS-SECTION LOCATIONS C;3D 

;;-0:::- each of the tt~?C" SC coaxial cables of the system. the location of its 
cente:::- within the enclosing pipe must be specified in polar coordinates (see 
Fig.7), according to following card for::1at. 

O;S7'~ ;;-'£7Ai JiST2 Th€TA2 

::',('\ . ~ ~ r: '! ::: o. ~ ;: 1 c. 1 '- ....... , _, u~ , 

?ara.'!leters : 

'ill! : : " :5 i 
dtd4557S901 

:i5:-3 

-." :::. )\",.:. 

: ; !q 
j456.1q~O 

; : ; , : .. ; 

Tf-'ETA.3 

.-, c:.. O . 1 

i:i ! 
i±lS5iSgdi 

JiST4-

D':'S'r~ : d.istance (!!l) between tb.e center of tile pipe a.'1.d. the center of the k-th 
single-core coaxial cable. 

7rlETA .. ~ : a...~gt11ar position 
horizontal L~ne is 
co~~ter-clockwise. 

(degrees} of the k-th single-core coaxial cable. The 
the reference line. Pesi tive a..~gles are measured 

~\ 
',/ 

center of plpe 

7: C:-oss-section iocctions cerd 

NOTE : ~ Since e?ch SC coaxial cable needs one pair (DISTk. r.iET~_<}. one card ca..~ 
handle'up ~e four cables. 

- k varies from 1 up to ~?C {see point 3}. 
Re!lleJ:lbe~ ::0 use the same s. C. cable sequence. as the one defined in 
point 6. 



6. C.!..HD IXDICATING ~-l.)1>E'SR OF CQ?-;::TJCTORS. 

"~i~ '3l .," ~::i 
5iji~cii2J~551~sd'2iJ~~7ci~alaj4567~ 

~ : . '~' ~ - , , . - . -

-+ ~ : 

" .: J.!~ 73 rI 456 '" 

Parameters: 

NCPPk : indicates the number of physical conductors. making up the k-th single-core 
coaxial cable of the system. 
= 3 SC cable has core, sheath and armor 
= 2 SC cable has core ~~d sheath 
= 1 SC cable has a core only. 

NOTE: One card can contain up to siA~een cables maximum. 
- k can have values 1 up to ~WC (see point 3). 

Remember the sequence ~le. applicable to the cables ; first all 
3-conductor. next all 2-conductor ~~d' fianlly all l-conductor 
S.C. coaxial cables. 

7. GEOM~rRICAL & ?h~SrCAL DATA C~~DS. 

Fot' each of' the "~-PC" SC coaxial cables of the system tl."1der study. a grouping 
of maximum three cards is to be pu..~ched, according to the card format described 
he:::-eafter. Remember to use the sa:re S.C. cable sequence as the one defined in 
poin~ 6. 
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E10.1 ::; c. ; E10.1 EiO.1 E1 O. '; E~O.1 E 1 C.-; 

po 

E10.: E10. : 

Parameters: 

For a better understa!1ding of all parameters involved. we refer to Fig.8. 

R1 i~~er radius (m) of the tubular core (inside filled with air) 
= 0 for solid core 

?2 outer radius {m) of the tubular core 
(= ir~~er radius of the first insulating layer) 

R3 i~~er radius (m) of the sheath 
(= outer radius of the first insulating layer) 

R4 outer radius (m) of the sheath 
(= inner radius of the second insulating layer) 

R5 ir~er radius (m) of the armor 
(= outer radius of the second insulating layer) 

R6 outer radius (m) of the armor 
(= ir~~er radius of the third insulating layer) 

R7 outer radius (m) of the third (= most outer) insulating layer 
Pe ~esistivity (Ohm-m) of the tubular core 
~t (': relati'\'~ pe=-~enbility of t~"le tubtl1ar cor~ 
IL:! : ~01ativ0 permeability of the first insulating layer 

(i.n. gener-ul. ~1 t:. :::: 1) 
~ ,1 : ~elBtive permittivity of the first insulating layer 
Ps : resistivity (Cb~-=) of the tubular sheath 
~, : relative permeability of the tubular sheath 
~:2 : relative permeability of the second ir.sulating layer 

(ir~ ger'.e:'al, :..t:'2 = 1) 
E:2 relative permittivity of the second insulating layer 

C 12 

E10.1 



p ~ : ~esistivity (O~~-m) of che tubular ar~or 
i~~ ! ~elative per~eabi:ity of che tubular armor 
~~:3 : ~elative pe~~eability of the thi~d i~sulating layer 

(in general, ~ 13 • 1) 
c;3 : relative permitcivity of the thir-d inSlllating ,laye:" 

1 S~ !r:sutctcr (}1 : ~~ £ , 
,I ' 

T;~:::;ujcr core (p c..}1. c 
inner: R 1. c:...;ter: .R2 
Air 

F;g.8: Cro-ss-sectlcn of c SC cco:e 

NOTE: 1) Row to treat degenerated cases? 
In such case, it is i~port~~t to refer to the corresponding value NCP? 
(~oint 6) in order to ~~ow which cable data need to be specified : 
NC?? :::: 1 

NCFF :::: 2 

only specify R1 t R2, R3. A:, lJ.<:. lJ..n. Ell 

{2 cards needed) 
only specify Hi, R2) R3. H4, R5. A:. 1-1<:. iJ.r;.. ell. Ps. 11. 
iJ-I2. E!2 

(2 cards needed) 
NeF? = 3 : all variables need to be specified 

(3 cards needed) 
solid core : Rl = 0 

2) Do not confuse the 3rd insulator,or a SC cable with the inside insulat~~g 
~edium of the pipe. 



8. a. PIPE LOCATION C~~D. 

This card gives the vertical location of the center of the pipe (~hich encloses 
all single-core coaxial cables of the system) with respect to the earth su~face 
(see Fi,g.9) .. 

Parameter: 

CS\wrs-q : vertical distance (m) between the center of the pipe a...'1d the earth surface. 
Always use POSITIVE values, no ~atter whether the pipe is undergro~~d or in 
the air. This difference is :nade by flag !SYST (see miscella..'1eous data card). 

s~rT'ace cf earth 

\ \\ \A:\ \ \\\\\ \\\ \\ \ \\\ \\ \ \ \ \ \ \\ \\\ \ \ 

; 

~,p I : ' \ 
! ______ ~I----~'----~\-----
\~ 

, , , 

cc~d 

8. b. OPTIONAL C~~qD DEFINING GROu~DING CONDITIONS OF ALL S.C. CABLES SE?~~TELY 
(only if NG&~D = 4 in point 3). 

If NGR~D = 4 in point 3. this is an indication that the gro~ding conditions 
are different for the different SC cables in the cable system. !n this case, 
the user needs to add an extra card ~~~cifying the groYnding conditions of each 
SC cable separately by entering &~ integer number. according to the following 
cede : 



·Codes: * inte:-pretat.,i·on: 
o rrone of the ccnducto~s of the k-th SC cable is gro~~ded 
2 only the shea~h of the k-th SC cable is grounded 
3 only the ar~Or of the k-th SC cable is grolli~ded 
~ both, shea~h ~~d aroor of the k-th SC cable are grolli~ded 

As for 
o 
1 

the pipe, the fol19wing 
pipe not grounded 
pipe is grounded 

Following card f'or::at should be used 

code is applicable: 

N07E: Re~e~ber to use the same SC cable sequence as the one defL~ed in 
point 6. In addition, the pipe data needs to be the very last ent=y 
on this card. Hence, a total of N~C + 1 codes $hould be specified. 

9. FREQUENCY &. Z.;,.r::TH RESISTIVITY CARD. 

Depending on whether one w~~ts to calculate cable constants at one specific 
frequency or for a logarithmically-spaced grouping of frequencies. a different 
card fcr~it sho~ld be used. Depending on the earth model (Carsonts homogeneous 
earth ~odel. or Nal<agawa' s three layer stratified earth model }reques ted. by 
flag "IV.?..Tii" on the miscellaneous data card (see point 3 of t:'1is paragraph). 
a different card grouping is ~andatory. 

9.1. Carson's homogeneous earth model (!~A~T.i = 0). 

In this case, on1:r one card i!:il needed, specifying the eat"'th <:-esistivity of 
the homogeneous earth. a. ..... d the freqtlency (ot" frequency ra.,ge) for '.yhich cable 
parameters are '::0 be calculated. Let's consider the two different possibilities 
{one discrete frequency or a logarit~~ically-spaced grouping of frequencies} 
separately. because the card fcr~at to be used is quite different; 



- One discTe~e fTe~~ency 

Parameters : 

?20 resistivity (Ohm-m) of the homogeneous earth. 
thick" pipe) , better set RHO earth = ~qO pipe. 

For ISYST = 0 (infinitely 

FREQ : frequency (Hz} at which the cable parameters requested on the miscellaneous 
data card (point 3) are to be calculated 

- Logarith~icaLZy-spaced frequency grouping: 

~,-,--,-,---:-,-,-.,.-,-.,--~-:-~-.,..~-~~.....,....,.....,..-~.,-,-.,...-.,...,.~.,.-,---,..,...-...,..,...,...,.-,--,.-,-.--.-,-,---,--...-~-.. :.~--.---

jj~j~~~j~gJ ~ 5 ij4~. ~1~~4~ j~~~ 1 ~ ~ 2 .. ~4S laS l ~jl~jl~~+$~~ 
, : I I "i ' .. : : : I : , : i 

FREO ~DEC 

Parameters : 

;PNT 

:c: 
'-.I 

220 : resistivity {Ohm-m} of the homogeneous earth 

FREQ starting freq (Hz) of the logarit~~ically spaced grouping of frequency 

IDEe : ~umbe~ of decades to be sp~lned by the logarit~ically spaced grouping of 
frequencies 

l?~X f:c~. ~equesti~g printed output of modal qua~tities for the core. allover 
the ~;ecified f=eque~cy =a~ge 
~ : : ac~ivates such p~i~ting 



9.2. Nakagawa's three layer stratified earth model (only valid for cable systems 
in the air - I~~TH = 99. ISYST = 1). 

!'iote that in this case. the earth i::::<pec.ance ca:lculation needs ·nu::.erical 
i~tegratian of oscillating f~~ctions ~~d hence consumes a large CPU ci~e. 

In this case, a sequence of three cards is needed to specify all dat.a involved 
in this "'odel. T:":.e frequency caed has the Sru:le format as befor-a (two distinct 
cases e;dtit} , but now should bl.::: followed by two additional c!H'(h •• defining 
all ?arameters of the three-layer earth ~odel. 

T!'"e t;.,.."o possible frequency card formats will be discussed fiest (point 9.2.a). 
Next, the two additional cards will be discussed in detail {see point 9.2.b}. 

9.2.a. Frequency cards 

, : , 
::: : ~ 4 

'" i~i 1·5 "" :;1 4 ... so "- u , 
[ 1 

: 12j45.5~a4;~ i 

FREQ 

:: i 5.5 ::; 5.6 

?armneters 

&~C : eesistivity {Cb~-m) of the su=face layer of the earth (see Fig.10 below) •. 

f~e~uency (Hz) at ~hich cable parameters need to be calculated# 

- Logarith~icaZZy-spaced frequency grouping 

, -: ; 
, ~ ~ \ , : ' 

; : ; I 

RHO j ~DEC ! lPNT 

E: 5,5 Ei 5.5 :5 :5 

Pararneters : 

,. ,.., 
, 'v 

::: di 
~Jh~q~ 

?",-qc : resistivity (Ch::::<-!;)} of the SI.!rface laye= of the ear-tn {see Fig.:O below). 

FREQ : starti.:1g frequency (Ez) of the logarithmically-spaced grouping of frequencies 



IDEe number of decades to be sp~~~ed by the logarit~~ically spaced frequency 
looping. 

n~ber cf f~equency pOints per decade 

request.. printed Otltput of !:local qt:a."1ti~ies for the core., all c*v"er the 
freq;;.ency ra.-:ge 

9.2.b. Three-layer ea~th model description 

f<,llcw:il:g t;1 is normal fr-eqt:.cncy card. t .. o addi tional cards should follcw in 
order to define all parameters of the three-layer earth model which is 
represented graphically in Fig.l0 below. The card format to be used is as 
follows: 

E:-: C. : 

!.I. • , : 
I' t ( 2 C .3 I-' . 
;C·. : !:' .'" -. o~ < ::. :0. - ·v. ~ . I 

Parameters : 

DE?12 : dista.-:ce (0) below the earth surface at which layer number one ends and 
layer n~ber two beg~-:s. 

DE?23 : distance (m) below the earth surface at which layer number two ends a.~d 
layer number three begins. Note that layer number three is infinitely deep. 

P2 resistivity (phm-m) of earth-layer number two. 

·s ... · ... .a... t(V ),." .&...');.... ' .... 'h, P 3 resl. ¥l.>t.J2. __ y \. v!1m-Z or ear~.,,-l..ayer numoez: ~~ .. ree .. 

~ ~ 

i~ ::: 

~~ .) 

Rec~~l that parameter RqO of the first frequency card is used to specify the 
~esistivity of layer n~ber one ! 

relative perzeability of earth layer nu;1ber 1. 

::-elative per:;eabili t:,l' of earth layer nt.!!noer 2. 

=-e:' a ti. "\I:e perrzeabilit:y of' earth layer nu=ber 3· 



"- !:'elative per:::itti.vit.y bf earth layer number 1. 

- l'C 1 D ti va pet"~ittivi:y of ea;.~th layez:- n~mbe~ 2. 

E ::-elative per::ittivity of ea::-th layer number 3. 
J 

!J r-- 1 RHO 

-r. i • 1:-

~i 

( 2 J.1 2 
r: ". , t' L. 

I 
$: -;:, ,11 -:z: 

ri .., 
"" '-" ..; . t' ..) la.yer 

This card ends the frequency ~ld earth resistivity data cards. 

11. BL~~~ CARD ending cable const~~ts. 

12. BEGIN ~~~ DATA CASE. 

Special case separation ma::-ker. 

13. 3L,A.r-.'K CARD 

Bla..!1k card as. ter:::::ination of the 2;\ITP r'..m. 

XXIII-J1-3. Class C: System of conventional c',.rerhead lines 

An ir:.put dat.a deck for a cable const:.a.'1ts sta.'1d alene case of class C is composed 
out: of the following sequence of data cards: 

1. BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
2. CABLE CCNST.~\lS 
3 .. ~iISCELL;, ... '-:ECL~S DATA CARD 
4-. G2C~1h:"~'R!CAL &. ?h~SICAL D.~TA CARDS 



5. CROSS-SECTION LOCATION CARD 
6. F'REQUS'-;CY & E.,;,?,TH RESISTIVITY c.;..tm 

one single f~equency 
logarithmically-spaced frequency grouping 

7~ 3LA~~~ CP3D ending frequency cards 
8. B~\K C~qD ending cable constants 
9. BEGIN Ned DATA CASE 

10. BLANK CA.'iD ending all cases . 

As for the sequence of the conventional overhead t~ansmission lines, following 
~ule is applicable throughout the data case: 
- first take the circuit with the highest number of phase-wire b~.dles; 
- step by taking ~~e circuit with the lowest number of phase-wire b~~dles. 

f"''':. 
As for rules a.:..d general card description, let's discuss the cards one by one '",' 

now: 

BEGIN NEW DATA CASE~ 

Special case separation ~arker. 

2. CABLE CCNST~\~S. 

This card 'is a special ~equest to transfer to the "cable constants N supporting 
routine. Note the additional number KTRLSW(3) = -1, needed in col~~ 49-56. 
This in order to opti!:lize the memo!",! occupied by "Cable consta..''lts" for si.Z!lulation 
of conventional overhead lines. 

3. XISCELL~~EOUS DATA C~~D. 

This card pt"ovides :::iscellaneous data concerning the data class, grounding 
conci tions, requested output for-mat.... Th.ese data are applicable to all 
overhead iines specified within this conductor system. 

, 
5 ~ , 

q .34 ,... 1 8 " 8 

5 :5 '5 



Parameters: 

ITY?EC = 1 : flag. indicating a system of conventional overhead conductors. 

!SYST : flag. indicating whether the conven tior:al overhead line is t:-a..'1sposed. or 
not. 
= 0 ~~tra..'1sposed overhead line 
= 2 : continuously-transposed overhead line 

~?C : number of circuits which make up the overhead transmission line system of 
inte:-est. 

r~~~TH ; earth ~odel flag. ~.is parameter will determine whether card type 6.1 
rather than 6.2 should be used, further in this paragraph. 
a 0 Carson's homogeneous earth model (type 6.1). 
~ 99 : Nakagawa 1 s three-layer stratified earth model {type 6.2}. 

K~mDE : modal output flag. 
= 0 no modal calculation. 
= 1 : modal quantities will be calculated. 

!ZF'J..AG series-impeda..,ce output flag. 
0 print matrices [R J and 

,... : 
"" L~ ..i 

= < pr:int :atrices [a "'f and <A{L ] ... 1 
~ 

2 prir;.t matrices [R ., ,.. . ; and u.{L ] = : j .. LLJ J 

NOTE: The order of the printout is the same as the input order of the phase 
conductors. 

IYFLA.G shw'1t-admitt~~ce output flag 
::; 0 print mar.rix [C , 

.; 
::: 1 pri~t :natrix u..{C· ] 
= 2 prin.t matrices rt't 1 ar'" U;[C ) .. I,; ... .~ 

:~C:;E: The order of the printout is the same as t};e input order of the phase 
cono!..lctcrs. 

4. GEC!·H:7l'RICAL & PHYSICAL DATA CA.~DS. 

eor each of the rtNPC" circuits belonging to the overhead tra..'1soission lL~e~ 
three cards are to be added, speci~ying the number of bundles for phase-wires 
a..~d ground-wires. the number of conductors in a bw~dle. geometrical data and 
physical: data. 

NOTE: 1) It is i:nporta.'1t to note that the CABLE CONSTAJ."f!S clJde t;;$es another 
tecp,nique thar. the LINE CONST.:\;'\i'TS cede to take b14'1dling into account. 
vrner'eas the LINE CONS1'A .. \"TS code fi::'st calculates the line parameters 
for all individual conductors within a given ow'1dle and then reduces 
the parallelleci conduct.ors to one equivalent phase. the CABLE CONST,A..'l'TS 
code will i=mediately handle the bundling (i.e. at input time). using 
the geometric oe~~ radius approximation for the bundle. 

2} 2u.rthe::.'::::ore, CAELE:. CC~"ST . .l.~lS assumes the :ellowing: 



3) 

- Wit.hin one circuit. all "~"P" phase-wire bundles count for t.he sa=e 
n~ber (~KB?"} of i~dividual physical conductors. all having the 
sa=e geometry ~~d physical data. All physical conductors withi~ a 
b~~dle are un~for=ly spaced aro~~d the circumference of a circle. 

- Wi thin one circlli t. all "NG"" ground-wire bundles count for the s·ame 
number {"KEG"} of individual physical conductors. all having the 
same geometry and physical data. All physical conductors within a 
b~~dle are lli,iformly spaced around the circumference of a circle. 

- Data are entered for the individual physical conductor. nnt for the 
bu..11dle. 

-" .... "'! rl.na..L~Y. cecall the sequence r"\lle for overhead transmission line 
circuits : 
- First take the circuit with the highest number~"P (number of phase-wire 

bu .... ·1dles) 
- Stop by taking t.he circuit with the lowest nu:loer NP (number 

phase-wire bundles) 

Hence. ""N"PC" {total number of circuit$, see point 3} sets of following three 
card fQr~ats need to specified next : 

• i : ! : 'I l : : ' : i i : ,2 i : 1': ; : :3: 
1~~45~1asq1234~$~89C12~~567ag01 

". J .' .." • 

!":::::> ; 
""""'0'1 ; KeG j 

is :5 

ROUTp RoNp RClJTg 

E1C, ~ ~10.1 £1 o. ~ 

~ 
I
tJ 

,oJ ~ P p,; 

=:"":1"\ _.,...,,;, E: O. ~ 1 c~ ': 

Parameters: 

RiNg $2:.P,:;; SEPg 

E 1 o~ ! E! 0.1 E10.1 

/1 9 

E10, ' 

Fo~ a better ~~derst&,ding of all parameters involved. ~e refer to Fig.l1. 

~7 : the n~~ber of phase-wire b~~dles which belong to the k-th 



NG : the ~~be~ of gro~~d-wire bundles which belo~g to the k-th circuit. 

~3? the ~~ber of i~dividual physical conductors co~posing the phase-wire bundle 
in q",estion. 
= 1 : ~o bur.dling of phase wires (also leave SEPp blank) . 

KBG : the number of individual physical conductors composing the ground-wire bundle 
in question. 
= 1 : no b~~dling of ~o~~d wires (also leave SEPg blar~). 

ROLip : ot;ter radius (~) of the individual tubular conductors which are used for 
each phase-wire b~.dle in question {Fig.ii.a). 

RINp : ir~er radius {c) of the individual tubular conductors which are used for 
each phase-wire bundle in question (Fig.11a). 
- 0 : solid conductor. 

ROLig : outer radius (m) of the individual tubular conductors which are used for 
each ground-wire bundle in question (Fig.lib). 

RINg : inner radius {m} of the individual tubular conductors which are ",sed for 
each gro~.d-wire b~~dle in question (Fig.lib). 
= 0 : solid conductor. 

SEPp separation {m} between the centers of two adjacent individual conductors 
within the phase-wire bundle. All 'KEP' conductors of the phase-wire bundle 
are supposed to be uniformly spaced around the circumference of a circle 
(Fig.l1c). 
= blar~ : r.o bundling {put KBP = 1). 

SEPg separation (~) between the centers of two adjacent individual conductors 
wi thin the ground-wire bUt"1dle. All' KEG! conductors of the ground-wire b~'1dle 
are supposed to be uniformly spaced around the circumference of a circle 
(?ig.llc). 
= 01 a.:'1k : no bu...dli.."1g {put KEG = 1}. 

P? resistivity (Ohm-m) of the material used in each individual tubular conductor 
of each phase-wire bundle under conSideration (Fig.lia). 

~? relative pe~eability of the material used in each individual tubular conductor 
of each phase-wire bundle under consideration (Fig.11e). 

P g resistivity (Oh""'-:::.) of the material used in each individual tubular conductor 
cf each gro~~d-wire bundle of the circuit ur.der conSideration (Fig.llb). 

p ~ ~c].o.t.i.vc pcrmenbility of thn m:lt~!t"'inl lL5C<1 ~·n each ir:dividtInl tubuln:.'" cOndt1ct.oe 
or t.!u.ch. g:"('H~4ai-wl!:u btlnJj.~ of the,.!: ci.!. .. <;t~.i.t unct.!r' conS1dt..!t:'utiun (Flg .. l1b). 



.:g.l 1 C : Cross sed:or. of ;:lMcse wire 

Fie; .. 1 '; b : C:--oss sec t:o~ of gr¢t,.:~d wi;e 

foL.,;:-- cor-.due tC:-S two conc~c tors 

F:g. ~ i c: H~ustrGt;oil of t"NO different 
o:.;::c':es. Note the L;:::Torrn spec ins 

5. CROSS-SECTION LOCATION C~qD. 

For each of the "\;2 11 
... "NG" bu..'1c:iles wi :hin each of th.e "NPC I circuits ccr::.posing 

the overhead conc.uctor syster:::, a triplet of n-:..:::::bers giving the horizontal a.'1d 
vertical :ocation {~ear tower ru~d at r::.iaspan}of the center of the bundle is 
to be specified (see Fig.12). 

As for the order in which data have to be entered, following rules =ust be 
obeyed: 



First take all phase-wire b~~dles belonging to the circuit with t~e highest 
number of phase-wire bundles. 
Stop by handling the phase-wire b~~dles belonging to the circuit having the 

. lowest number of phase-wire bundles. 
- Next start handling the grou.n.d-wire bUl"ldles belonging to the circuit with the 

highest number of phase-wire bundles. 
- Stop by h~~dling the ground-wire b~~dles belonging to the circuit with the 

Lowest number of phase-wi~e b~~dles. 
This wea.11S : 

Keep the sequence of circuits. as specified in point 4. 
- First define the phase-wire bundle location. obeying the circuit sequence. 
- Next define the ground-wi~e b~~dle location. obeying the circuit sequence. 

\,'TOWER VMiD 1 HQR'2 : v:OWER 2 1 vMrD 2 HC,::::IZ 2 

E ~ 0.1 E: 0.1 

Parameters: 

~~CWERk ; vertical distance (m) near the tower, between ~~ center of the k-th 
bundle ~~d the earth surface. 

v~IDk : vertical dista~ce {~} at midspan. between the center_of the k-th bundle 
and the earth surface. 

HORIZk : horizontal dista~ce em} between the center of ~~e k-th b~~dle ~~d an 
arbitrary reference line. 

~CTE: Since each bundle needs one triplet (~10WERk. VMIDk, ECRIZ~) t one such card 
c~~ h&~dle up to two b~~dles. 

'", -" 

Tl' ~i 6' ;"' .:. c; . . ::El >, >i 73\ ,. .. ..Y _ 

.. , 

~ 
bund:e 
~k ! .11' 
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6.' ~ ,:..',EQUE..'l'CY & EAR'I'}f RESISTIVITY CE-.RD. 

Depending on whether one w~~ts to calculate cable consta~ts at one specific 
f~equency or for a logarithmically-spaced grouping of frequencies. a different 
card tormet should be used. Depending on the earth model (Carson~s homogeneous 
earth model, or Na~agawa's three layer stratified earth model} requested by 
flag "IE....\...t"r:·-I't on the wiscella..'1eous dat;;a card (see point 3 of this paragraph). 
a different card grouping is =ancatory. 



6 . 1. Carson's homogeneous earth model (IEARTH = 0) .. 

In this case. only one card is needed, specifying the earth resistivity of 
the homogeneous earth, and the frequency (or freq~ency range) for which cable 
parazeters ilre to be ca.lc~lated. Let' s consider the two diffe::,~nt P0r:sibili ti~~ 
(0nn Liisc~'otc t'n~quency or- a logaritb.::J.ically-spaced grouping of f::equencies) 
separately, because the card format to be used is quite different: 

- One discrete frequency : 

~ A. \ !J I' : i i$ t 
: 

: i 51 8 ... 4: 
i~d~,d ' f4 ! } ; 

7890~. .-i act" 01 189d S $9 
, 

.......... t) ~ ga 4 ... '" S78 Cl : , , ; : , . : : ~ : t : ~ , ; .: ' ! 

FREO 

::~5.5 

Parameters : 

RHO : resistivity (Ohm-a) of the homogeneous ear,th 

?REO : frequency (Hz} at which the cable parameters I:'equested on the miscellaneous 
data card (pOint 3) are to be calculated 

- Lcgarith~icaLly-spaced frequency grouping: 

i: 2: . :] j l! : lj i!!; <:4 
56 e 11j345S1a~a ~34~ i~~c ij1~ 

i I 7, 
, 

q 
is q 8 Q 

) ~~ 
; 1-:; i4'::.F;j~ciri 
~~"; :~"i ~~-: ....... .. ... 

FREO :DEC! i?NT 

E15.5 S:S.6 :<:. . .." " 0 

Parameters : 

RHO : resistivity (Ohm-m) of the homogeneous earth 

starting freq {Hz} of the logarithmically s~aced grouping of frequency 

IDEe number of decades to be sp~~ed by the logarithmically spaced grouping of 
frequencies 

:?~~ : nu~ber of frequency pcin~s per decade 



r?L~ : flag. requesti~g pri~ted output of modal qu&,tities for the core, allover 
the specified :requency r~~ge 
= 1 : activates such printing 

6.2. Nakaga~a's three layer stratified earth model (1~A~Td = 99). 

Note that in this case, the earth i=pedance calculation needs nu=erical 
in ,;~g::,aticn of oscillating f't.:.;:cti:ons and hence consumes a large CPU tizne. 

In this case, a seG,uence of three cards is needed to specify all data involved 
in this model. The frequency card has the same format as before (two distinct 
cases exist), but now should be followed by two additional cards. defining 

parameters of the three-layer earth model. 

The two possible frequency card formats will be discussed first (point 6.2.a). 
Next. the two additional cards will be discussed L~ detail (see point 6.2.b), 

6.2.a. Frequency cards 

- One discrete frequency 

E' 5.5 

i 1 ].j , i~ 1 ~ l ! II : : . ~ 
45$789012~1~q7,89Q 

.. I ". I ' • , ' 

FREC 

: , 
-: I 

4~ 
t ~ 

i ' 
as 

: : I '-, : ,: 1: is 
lH 1890 

e . : 

18 q 

Parameters : 

-{O : :-esistivity (cr-.c:n-:n) of the {:' ~ f t' _ .... 1-. ( ~.: i 3 sur.ace .J.ayer 0 ne ea ... ;,. .. see 1:_g._ 

FREQ frequency (Hz) at which cable parameters need to be calculated. 

Logaritr~icaZZy-spaced frequency grouping 

:3 5489C 

,f"'-..-- ..... 
:~:;: ........ 

:5 

; . id 
5 70S 2~4~ iS9G 2 5 1 

, ~ 1'\ 
·'v 

below) • 



Parameters : 

""HO . .... . ~ IOl...- \ f t' -I:' ~ f t' . ( - . < 3' , ) t< ... 1. : res::.s .... ::.vl:~y \ 1.wiJ;-m) c ne su;:; ..... ace .... ayer c ne eartn see.t" log . .l. oe ... cw. 

FREQ starting frequency (Hz) of the logariti'.mically-spaced grouping of frequencies 

IDEC number of decades to be spar~~ed by the logarit~ically spaced frequency 
looping. 

n~ber of frequency points per decade 

I?tJN request printed output of :nodal quantities for the core. allover the 
frequency range 

6.2.b. Three-la~r earth model description 

Following this normal frequency card, two additional cards should follow in 
order to define all parameters of the three-layer earth model which is 
represented graphically in Fig.13 below. The c~~ format to be used is as 
follows: 

: ! l i; 1 i i : i 1!! iiI i i t 1 i~ j ~ 11 i i j ! ~~ j fill i l ; 14 i f I j ; i! 1 IS:! Ii 1 ! i :cl i 1 ! ill! : hi [ j j! 1 i : ;8 
:t~jf~~19~qi~it~~t~~qlti45$19iq1i4~~~1q~q1~31~~?q~01~ 1~~t~~di~j4d~t~gdi~~{:~t~~d 

t !. " •• I \., J 

DE?~2 DE?23 

E~ 0.: E10.1 S~O.1 E :0.: 

E 1 O. ! E~O.1 Et 0.1 

Parameters : 

DEP12 : dista.'1ce {m} below t..i.e eart."l surface at whic.i. layer number one ends and . 
layer number two begins. 

DEP23 : dist~~ce (~} below the 
laye= n~mber three begins. 

earth sur~ace at which layer number two ends and 
Note that layer rr~ber three is infinitely deep. 

~ resistivity (Oc~-m) of earth-layer n~ber two. 

P3 resistivity (Ohnl-::) of earth-layer nu:::ber three. 
Recall that par~eter P30 of the first frequency card is used to specify the 
resistivity of layer n~ber cne ! 



p.~ relative per-meabili ty of earth layer' :lu.=ber" l. 

~:? r-elative permeability of earth layer r.tl.mner 2. 

, " r"elati\.~e per-:neability of ea::-th layer' nu..mber- 3. ,...~ 

E~ ::-elative per:!ittivity of earth layer number 1. 

E2 :,elative pe!:'r:ittivity of earth layer nu.mbe!:' 2. 

€} relative permittivity of earth layer number 3· 

I ,",,;1 
R:-iC 

.- layer #. ,... 
'-'-
L:....: oJ 

~!. 
Ni 
c.l 

lcyer -U2 rr C I' 
('. -...:: 

2 j-i- 2 j-J' 2 r." : , , ~, 

y 
E /.1 :\ 

"\ -; -.; ,'" v . -.I , '-" 
loyer #3 

ec:t:: :node; 

7. 3Lr~~ CARD ending frequency card 

(3. ~~i.';'S:{ CARD ending cable ccnsta..'1ts 

;1. BEGI:i ~;~W DATA CASE 



XXIII-B. Cable constants ~eques~ing fI-circuit Qut~yt 

i.f one , ... nnts to use this output as the branch cara input for a ::It.:.t.ually-coupled 
.R-L-C br~,ch or a CASCADE-PI eel. take care of the following: 
- out:put is in double-precision format. so switch to SVDiTAGE. 1. 
- R is in O~~. for the specified section length 
- X is i~ Ohm. for the specified section length, so use XOPT = FREQ (FREQ being 

the frequency at which the P~-circ~it data were'calculated) 
- C is in ~icro ~~OlS. for the specified section length. so use COPT = FREQ. 

XXIII-E-l_ Class A: SC coaxial cable without enclosing pipe 

A da.ta deck fer a cable constants case of class A. requesting PI-circuit output. 
is composed out of the following sequence of data cards: 

A 
*3 

A 
*3 
*A 
*'C) ..., 

, 
t\ 

A 
A 
A 

A 
*8 . 

1". 

l~ 
.... 
2. 
2. ., 
). 

3. 
/. 
"t .. 

S. 
6. 
I • 

8. 
4. 
0 -" . 

:aEGL"; NE& DATA CASE 
SE.'qASE 
C.l.BLE CO:\STA.NTS 
?tiNCH 
MISCELL/\..NEOUS DATA C:\RD 
PI-CIRCUIT SPECIFICATION CARD 
CARD INDICATING ~1.J!4BE...q OF CONDeCTORS 
GEOMe1HICAL & Ph~SICAL DATA C~qnS 
CROSS-SECTION LOCATION CAP~S 
FP~QU~~CY & E&q~i RESISTIVITY CARD 

one single frequency 
logarithmically-spaced frequency grouping 

BLa\~~ CARD ending frequency c~~ 
SPUNCH 

AlO. 
BWl\~'CARD ending cao~e consta~ts 
BEGIN N2~ DATA C}3E 

•• < 
h.J..l,. BWl~~ CARD ending all cases 

Following input sequence rule is applicable throughout the data case: 
• first ell 3-conductor SO coaxial cables 

(~ core + sheath + a-rmor) 
- next all 2-conductor SO coaxial cables 

(: core + sheath) 
-'finally all l-conductor SC coaxial cables 

(::: core only) 

As for rules ~,d general card description. let's discuss the ca~ds m~rked by 
a ,*, one by one now. For the other cards. we :::,sfer to the class ,\ s tar:.d alor:.e 
case (section ~X!II-A-l). 

81. SERASE. 
T:,is special request word is needed to clear the punch buffer. See section 
:-D-17. 



32. ?t'1{CH. 

This card requests for p~~ched PI-circuit output, ~~d should not be confused 
with the $?l~CH card. 

ld, MISCELL.t! .. "'iEO[JS DATA CARD. 

This card provides miscellaneous data concerning the data class. gro~~c~ng 

conditions, requested output format.- These data are applicable to all SC coaxial 
cables specified within this cable system. The card format is the same as the 
one described in section XXIII-A-1.. point 3. Be careful for the parameter NGR"m. 
however. Only values O. 2 and 3 are allo~ed. 1 and 4 are NOT allowed. 

NGP~~D : This parameter describes the grounding conditions of the cable system. 
Depending on the type of PI-circuit modelling, some values of Naa~ will be 
impossible to use (see Rules of thumb). 
= 0 none of the conductors is grounded. 
::: 2 all ar!!lcrs. i!" CL."lY t are grcU-.t'lded. 
= 3 all sheaths and a.-r:10rs, . if a.l1Y. are grounded. 

83. PI-CIRCUIT SPECIFICAT!ON CP_BD. 

This card specifies the number of PI-sections, indicates whether the cable is 
crossbonded or not and specifies the sheath grou!1ding r-esistance. We will first 
give a brief description of all paraoeters involved, but the user is referred 
to the "R'Jles of toU;»!:)" following this overview for practical hi,nts . 

: : : : :~; ~ 
d34567$gd i3345 

. : ! ' • : :, '., 

:5 :5 

Parameters 

: :2: • ! 
890123 5 

!;) 
9012 

RSG 

4, 
~~j~ 61 

N?AIS : numbe~ of PI-sections, p~eceded by a t+, O~ t 

. : 
: 5 i if ~ H .i 
sq q 1 d 

sign. Tne ~eaning of this 



NCR OS flag, indicating whether the cable sheaths are crossoonded or not. 

flag. specifying the i~terccr~~ectio~ inbetween the cable sheaths, 

length (~) of a ~ajo~ cable section, T.lis veri able always should be 
specified. 
Following ~elation should always be satisfied: 
total cable length : aos{N?AIS) • ~v~JOR 
Remark that t:"e total cable length is not to be entered separately. e'v·en not: 
on the f~equency cards. 

RSG : sheath gro~~ding resista~ce (Ohm) at the intercor~ection of two major cable 
sections. A t~?ical value would be 1 - 10 D. 

CN;~~E : ~~e user should specify only one letter to distin~~isA cable sections. 
The output algorith:n will the.'1 automatically allocate node names to t...~e 
terminal ends of all sections. Following; rule will be used: 

~ 12j458 
, .. l;" 

l' ~ H~i ; 1 \ 
J I' 
:" • r 
T "I" 

pncse number' 

:....... CNAME 

~.~...i 
y'y',A,; 
: ! : ;jhc~e numbi!r 
~ ~ ] i 1" I' • ....h ' . ~ : , ~c, no,mo, c~-"e . 
~, cor cross oonceO ecole: r:"I.;fior se-: t~O:"'l, r1um:e 

~ ~cjor' sect;o!i r:: .. H··~:;,er 

~ CNAME 

't :Y 
pl~cse (!umoe!" 

'---i> CNAM:: 

Rules of ~~umb for the class A-cable PI-circuit output request 

- The user should. always specify X14AJOR a:."ld CNMiE. 
- :n addi tien. the user has to decide on the PI -circui t medel he wa.~ ts to use. 

Further distinctio!'l is to be r::ade with respect to the need fer crossbonding. 
~lis is described hereafter: H~~ogeneous or discrete PI-circuit modelling. 



1. Homogeneous PI-circuit modelling (~rArS ) O. IRSEP ~ blank} 

~,is term is ~sed to i~dicate ~hat the sheats and a~roors of the cifferent SC 
cables of one section are shortcircuited with corresponding sheaths ~~d a~ors 
of the correspondi~g SC cables of the next section. Hence there is no need to 
specify IRSEP. 

Fur~,ert two different cases C~l be considered: the normal case (normal bonded 
") d ., ",,' "'..... . d d caO.l.e an an :l.ml.ta,,:::..on. or ..... e crcssoon ,e case. 

l.a. Normal, case (NeROS '" O. RSG "'" bLank) (Fig.14) 

T.~is is the normal PI-circuit output. for which no sheath grounding resistance 
is needed. Hence value FSG mustntt be specified. Further. w~e user is free 
to specify whether sheaths (armors) are grounded or not (variable ~~\u on the 
miscellaneous data card. see section XXIII-A-l. card 3). It is recommended 
always to use NGP~~D ~ 0. if ~~ArS $3 because of the theoretical limits implied 
to the conductor reduction formula. Each core a.~d each sheath (as far as 
ungrounded) and a~or {as far as ungraur.aed; ccntr±b~tes one conductor in the 
PI-equivalent. 
TIlis output !:'equest:. , .. iE then :,(~suLt in !!~'PAIS" cascaded ?I-d.rcuits: 
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1. b. Imita"tion. 0/ crossbonded case (NCROS ,.. b7..ank, RSG " bLank) (F.tg.15) 

In this case. in addition to the normal case, all sheaths ~~d armors of the 
different SC cables are shortcircuited amongst themselves and hence reduced to 
one equivalent conductor. Because this assumption does not agree with actual _ 
transient behaviour. this model is not valid for transient calculations. Because 
of the theoretical li'lr.its i;::plied to the conductor r-eduction formula, take !'.'?AIS 
» 3. Further the earth potential a'1d this homogeneous sheath potential are 
s~parated by a grour.ding resistance, represented by value RSG. A typical value 
would be 1 to 10 D. 
3s S!1re to specify NG?~P ;; 0 on the miscellaneous data card {see section 
~XIII-A-l. card 3). Othe~~ise. the progr~ will prompt the final number- of 
c~nductcrs after el~minaticn of grounded conductors being insuffiCient. Tne 
nu~ber of conductors equals the nuzber of cores plus one (i.e. short-circuited 
sheaths. arcors). 

This output request t..:ill then result in ttNPAIS" cascaded PI-circuits as follows: 
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Fig~ -; 5: Crossbcr:ded homoger.eows P~-c:rcuit 

At the sending ~~d receiving end of a cable. the resistances are lower than 
these at each maj or section. because of the higher degree of grotl.'1ding. Details 
of grounding should be fOtl.'1d 4"l the stan,dard of electrical apparatus or machinery. 
possibly in the ANSI. Typical values for RSG would be 1 ••. 100, whereas at 
the terminal ends. the value would be 0.1 to 10 n. The user hence should 
ma'1ually add parallel resistances RS and RR to RSO at both termi..'1al ends in 
order to modify this RSO value to ~~e correct value (0.1 .•. lOO}. 

2. Discrete PI-circuit modelling (~'PAIS < O. !RSEP '" bla.1k. BSG ".to blar.k) 

TP~s term is used to indicate that the potentials of sheaths and armors of the 
different SC cables and of the different sections remain separated one from ~ry.e 
other. Hence ea~ry. core and each sheath (B-~or) contributes for one conductor 
per PI-section. Value IRSEP is used to indicate how sheaths and armors of 
different cascaded sections are intercorM~ected. 

IRSEP :: 0 

IRS£? ,.. a 

sheaths a~d armors 9f the different SC cables are snortcircuited 
amongst themselves at the' terminal ends of each major section and 
then in group grour~ded over the sheath gro~~ding resistance RSG 
(Fig.16.a. Fig~18.a). 
sheaths ~~d armors of a particular SC cable of one section are 

shortcircuited ~ith corresponding sheaths and armors of the 
corresponding SC cable of the next section. Each such connection 
point then is gro~'lded over a sheath grounding resistance RSG 
(Fig.16.b. Fig.18.b). 

In addition. RSG always should have a value allocated. Furthermore. NGR."'lD ::: a 
is needed on the miscella~eous data card (section XXIII-A-l. card 3). 

Two dif.ferent cases can be considered: the normal case and the crossbonded case. 

2.a. NormaZ case (NCROS # 0) (Fig.1S) 

In effect. the result of this output request is quite similar to the result one 
would obtain using the homogeneous PI-circuit model for crossbonded cables. 
However, a difference exists in the number of concuctors to be considered: each 
core as well as each sheath (ar~cr) contributes for or.e conductor at the inSide 
of one PI-circuit section {always put NG&~D = 0). This ~odel is also valid 
d~~ing tr~~sient calculations. 

Depending O~ t~e value of IRSEP, following two cases C~~ occur for a cable with 



3 cores. 3 sheaths ~~d ~o armor: 
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C~ossbonded case (NCROS + 0) (F!g.18) 
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In effect, the result of this output request 1~ quite similar to the result of 
,the normal case of discrete PI-circuit ~odelling. The difference lies in the 
following: each PI-circuit of the normal case now is called a major section. 
Each such major section is subdivided in three ?Iwsections with actual 
tr~~sposition of the sheaths {= crossbonding}. Thus a major section looks as 
foUo· ..... s (each core an.d each sheath (armod contributes for one conductor): 
because NGfu'l'D ::: 0: ., 
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T:"'l8 out;llJ.t request will resul: in "!'i?AIStT cascaded majo::' sectio~s. uepending 
on the value of IRSE? following two cases can occur for a cable with 3 cores. 
3 shea~hs ~~d no a~or: 
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This special request ~ord is needed to p~,ch the contents of the p~,ch buffer. 
See section 1-D-16 for further details. 

XXIII-B-2. Class B: SC coaxial cables, enclosed by a pipe 

A data deck for a cable consta.'1ts case of class B. requesting PI-circuit output. 
is composed cut of the following sequence of data cards: 

A . 1... 
-. '1 -0 ~ . 
, 2. t". 

-8 2. 
*, 3. n 

*3 3. 
A 4~ 
A ,. 
A 6. 
A ! • 
A 8. 
A 9· 

Al0. 
-8 4. 
All. 
A12. 
A13· 

EEGIN N~& DATA C~SE 
SEFt .. A..5E 
C;..BLE CONS1A'tI'S 
PL~CR 
~1rSCELL;'.;.'{EOt;S DATA CAHD 
PI-CIRCUIT SPECIFICATION C&~) 
PI?E ?AP~~~~rER C;'~D 
CROSS-SECTION LOCATION C~~S 
CA~D INDICATING ~~~ffiER OF CONDUCTO?S 
GECM£lRICAL & PHYSICAL DATA CARDS 
PIPE LOCATION CARD 
FREQU.s..."fCY 8. El\ItTI{ RESISTIVITY Ct1.l1D 
one single f~equency 
logarit~ically-spaced frequency grouping 
SL~~K CkQn ending frequency cards 
S?t;'NCH 
BLANK C.<\RD ending cable constants 
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 
BLr~~ CP~D ending all cases 



;-{ 

As for the sequence of the single-core coaxial cables. following rule 
applicable throughcut the data case: 
- first all 3-conductor SC coaxial cables 

(= core. sheath + armor) 
- ~ext all 2-conductor SC coaxial cables 

(: core + sheath) 
- fi~ally all l-conductor SC coaxial cables 

(= core only) 

As for rules and general card description, letts discuss the cards marked b 
a I.' one by one now. For the other cards, we refer to the class B stand alcn 
case (see section XXIII-A-2). For H_~ markings, see section XXIII-3-1. 

A3. MISCELlJl\~OUS DATA C~qD* 

This card provides miscella."1eous data concerni."'lg the data class. groundina 
conditions. requested output format. These data are applicable to all SC coaxia: 
cables specified within this cable system. The card for:at is the same as thE 
one described in section XXIII-A-2. point 3. 3e ca:::-eful for the parameter NGR.'-il). 
however. Only values O. 1, 2 and 3 are allowed. 4 is NOT allowed. 

NG&~D : This parameter describes the grounding condit~ons or the cable system. 
Depending on the type of PI-circuit modelling, some values of NC?~D will be 
impossible to use {see Rules of thumb}. 
~ 0 : none of the condUctors is gro~~ded. 
* 1 : only the pipe is grounded 
: 2 all armors. if any, as well as the pipe are grounded 
= 3 : all sheaths and armors. if ~~Y. as well as the pipe are gro~~ded 

33. PI-CIRCUIT SPEC!F!CATION C?MqD. 

This card specifies the n~ber of PI-sections. indicates whether the cable is 
crossbonded or not and specifies t:.'-le sheath grou."lding resist8..<'1ce. We will first 
give a brief description of all parameters involved. but the user is referred 
to the "Rules of thu:nb" following this overview for practical hints. 
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Parameters : 

~PAIS : number of PI -sections, p:::'ececied by a· ... ' or '-' sig::1. The mee..'1.ing of this 
sign will beco::te clear in the "Rules of Thumb" later in this paragraph. 

>iCROS flag. indicat.ing whether the cable sheaths are crossbonded or not. 

IRSEP flag, specifying the intercor~'1.ection inbetween the cable sheaths. 

X~I.A.JOR length (;:::,) of e. major cable section. This veriable always should be 
specified. 
Following relation should always be satisfied: 
total cable length = abs(~~A!S} * &~JOR 
Remark that the total cable leng~~ is not toce specified separately, even 
not on the frequency cards. 

RSG : sheath gro~~ciing resistance (Ohm) at the intercor~ection of t~o major cable 
sections. A typical value would be 1 - 10n. 

CNk~E : the user should specify only one letter to distinguish cable sections. 
The output algorithm will then autoillatically allocate node names to the 
terminal ends of all sections. Following rule will be used: 

receiv~ng end: 
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Rules of ~~umb for ~~e class B-cable PI-ci~~it output request 

~ The use:- should. ah'ays specify X~·!AJOR a."l.d CNAME. 
- In addition. the user has to decide on ~he PI-circuit model he W~'1.ts to use. 

Further distinction is to be ~ade with respect to the need for crossbonding. 
~,is is descr'ib~~d hereafter: l1olllcgeneC1.!s or discrete PI-circuit modelling. 



1. Homogeneous PI-circuit lllOdelling (~"PAIS > 0, IRSEP = blank) 

This te~m is ~sed te indicate that the sheats. armers a~d pipe 'Of the different 
SC cables 'Of 'One section are short circuited with c'Orresponding sheaths. 8-~ors 
a~d pipe of the corresponding SC cables of the next section. Hence there is 
no need to specify IRSEP. 

further. two different cases can be c'Onsidered: the normal case {normal bonded 
cable) and a~ imitation of the crossbopded case. 

l.a. NormaL case (NCROS : 0, RSG • btank) (Fig.19) 

This is the nor:nal PI-circuit output, for which no sheath grounding resistance 
is needed. Hence value RSG mustn't be specified. Further, the user is free 
to specify whether sheaths, armors 'Or pipe are grounded 'Or not {variable NG&~ 
on the miscellaneous data card. see section XXIII-A-2. card. 3}. It is recommended 
always to use NGRND • 0 if NPA!S S 3. because of the theoretical limits implied 
to the conductor reduction for;nula. Each core. each sheath {as far as u..~grou.."'lded}. 
each ~cr (as -far as t4"'lgrounded) as \oIell as the pipe (if ungrol..L."'lded) contribute 
one conductor in the PI-eauivalent. 

• 4 

~~is output request will then result in "NPA!S" cascaded PI-circuits! 
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F:g.19: Norma! homogeneous PI-circuit 

l.b. Imt~ation of the e~ossbonded case (NCROS ~ blank. RSG ~ btank) (Fig.20) 

In this case. in addition' to the normal case. all sheaths and armors of t.."1e 
different SC cables are shortcircuited amongst themselves and hence ~uced to 
one equivalent conductor. Because this assumption does not agree with actual 
tra'1sient behaviour. this ",ocel is not valid fer transient calculations. Because 
of the theoretical limits implied to the conductor reduction f'Ormula. take }!"PAIS 
» 3. Further. the earth potential and t..~is homogeneous sheath potential are 
separated by a grounding resist~~ce. represented by value RSG. A typical value 
would be 1 to 10 D. 
l:'1e pipe should be continuously grou..'"1.ded; specify NGRND = 1 on the miscellaneous 
data card (see section XXIII-A-2, card 3). The n~ber of conductors equals the 
n~ber of cores plus one (i.e. short-circuited sheaths + armors). t~e pipe 
doesn't contribute. Since it is assumed to be grou..,ded continuously. 

This output ::-e~uest will then result in "~'PAIS" cascaded PI-circuits as follows: 
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;::-'g.20: Crossbo:;ded homcger:ect,.;s ?]-c:rc:.;it 

At the sending ~~d receiving end of a cable. the resista~ces are lower than 
these at each major section. because of the higher degree or grounding. Details 
of grounding should be found in the standard of' electrical apparatus or machinery. 
possibly in the ~~SI. Typical values for &SG would be 1 ••• 10n. whereas at 
the terminal encs, the value would be 0.1 to 10 O. The user hence should 
ma~ual1y add parallel resista~ces RS a~d R~ to RSG at both terminal ends in 
order to nodify thiS RSG value to the correct value (0.1 ..• lOO}. 

2. Discrete PI-circuit modelling (~-PAIS < O. IRSEI? .". blank. RSG ,. blank) 

T..'1is term is used to indicate that the potentieJ.s of' sheaths. a..~ors and pipe 
of the different SC cables and of the different sections remain separated one 
f~o~ the other. Hence ea~~ core. each sheath. armor and pipe contributes for 
one conductor per PI-sections. Value lRSEP is 'Used to indicate how shea~'"ls and 
a--mors of diffe~ent cascaded sections are LLterconnected. 

IPSE? ::: 0 

IRSEP l" 0 

sheath.s and armors of the different SC cables are shortcircuited 
aoongst themselves at the terminal ends of each major section and 
then in group grounded over the sheath grounding resistance RSG 
I .... • 21 d ...... 23 ' \l:'l.g. _.8. an l:"l.g. .a/' 
shea ths 8..'1.d armers of a particular SC ca.ble of one section are 

sho=tcircuited with corresponding sheaths and a.rmors of the 
corresponding SC cable of the next section. Each such connection 
point then is grounded over a. sheath grounding resist.ance RSG 
{Fig.21.b and Fig.23.b}. 

In addition. RSG always should have a value allocated. Further:nore. NGRND ". 0 
or 1 is needed on the miscell&,eous data card (section XXIII-A-2. ca.-d 3}. 

1"'«0 different cases can be considered: t.'le normal case a.fld the crossbonded case. 

2.a. No~aL case {NCEOS ~ u} (Pig.21) 

In effect. t:he result of this output request is quite similar to the result one 
would obtain using the homogeneous PI-cirCUit model for crossbonded cables. 
However, a difference exisrs in the number of conductors ,to be considered: each 



core as well as each sheath {armor) contributes for one conductor at the ~~side 
of one PI-circuit section (always put NGP~D = 0). This ~odel is also valid 
during t~ansient calculations. 

Depending on the value of IRSEP, following two cases C~~ occur for a cable with 
3 ceres, 3 sheaths, no a~or ~~d one enclosing pipe: 
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Crossbonded case (NeROS ~ 0) (Fig.23) 

In effect. the result of this output request is quite similar to the result of 
the normal case of discrete PI-circuit ~odeiling. The difference lies in ~~e 
following: each PI-circuit of the normal case now is called a major section. 
Each such major section is subdivided in three PI-sections '",ith actual 
transposition of the sheaths (= crossbo~ding). Thus a major section looks as 
follows (each core and each sheath (armor} contributes for one conductor. because 
NGPSD "" 0): 
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Frg.22: CrOSSDot1:dir:g inside cr:e mojor section 

The output; request will r-esult in It}i?AIS tt cascaded major sections. Depending 
on the value of IRS.3? following two cases ca..'1 occur for a cable with 3 cores. 
3 sheaths, no armor a..'1d one enclosing pipe: 
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XXIII-3-3. Class c: System of ·conventional overhead lines 

t\ aut;). deck fol:' n cable constnnts cnse of clns::s C, r~questing PI-circuit output. 
is composed out of the following sequence of data cards: 

A 1. BEGIN N'Eti DATP, CASE 
-8 1. SE.q,ASE 

A 2. CAELE CG~ST~STS 
-3 2" ?U~CE 

A 3. ~nSCELLA..'I1E:OGS DATA CA.-ttl) 
41'S 3. PI-CIRCUIT S?EC:?ICATION CfI .... "i!) 

A 4 ~ GEC~~~':'4;.li:C':\L & Ph~SICAL Di\ TA CAF4DS 
A 5" CROSS-SECTION LeCATI.ON C~-\RDS 
A, 6. FRE~l:2;CY &. E.t ... .2T:~ RESIS-TIVITi Cf..RD 



. , 
."\ 

-B 
.. 
A. 

7 . 
" .., . 
8. 
9. 

logarithzically-spaced frequency grouping 
ELA~~ C~~D enclng freque~cy cards 
S?l:XCH 
BLA~~ CP~D ending cable consta~ts 
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE 

A1O. au ... 'i"rI: C;',RD ending all cases 

As for the sequence of the conventional overhead transmission lines. rollowing 
~ule is applicable throughout the data case: 
- first ta<e the circuit with the highest number of phase-wire bundles; 
- stop by taking the circuit wi~~ the lowEst number of phase-wire bundles. 

As for ~J1es and general ca.~ description, letts discuss the cards marked by 
a ,*, one by one now. For the other cards, we refer to the class C st~~d alone 
case (section XXIII-A-3). For "_rt markings. see section XXIII-3-10 

23. ?I-CIRCUIT SPECIFICATION Cfu~D. 

T1':i.£ card. specifies the nu.:::ber of ordinary PI-sections. used to t'epresent a 
conventional overhead line. 

: ; ; ; , ~ ! 
; 

: 12349 ;,q q 
: : ! 

456 

XMA.JOR 

: . 

:5 

Parameters : 

N7AIS : number of PI-sections to be cascaded. For the conventional overhead line 
case. this should always be a positive number! 

X:"1'A.rOR : length of a PI-section. Following re1.at:ior:. should always be satisfied: 
'total line length' = ~NPAIS' * 'X~AJOR' 

Re~ark that the total line length is not to be entered separately. even not 
on .the frequency cards. 

C:>-'~v.P. "'"''''''se'''s''''ou1dspe''''~+'yo'"''yc'''e 'et .. ", ...... ,,: '; ...... .;;., 1~", t, 'r'l-.e ;.'< ............ ~ • ..:.. ... ,._ t...+. _ ..... _ _.4..1,. ..... -... ....... _ 1."..............0 Q ...... S ..... _ng' .. .t ..... s...... ..... ........ e sec _ons. 4,;. ... 

output algorith= will then auto~atically allocate node names to the terminal 
ends of all sections, acco:-ding to the following rule: 
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XXIII-C. ExamgleS 

XXIII-C-l. Cab~e Constants Stand Alone 
Following are examples. giving a detailed description of the usage of CABLS 

CONSTA.\lS. The first exaz.ples deal wi th CABLE CONSTA:.\"TS ST.~'fD ALCN"E cases for all 
three classes. r.~e last two examples deal with PI-circuit output requests for 
homogeneous cross-bonding and discrete crcssbonding. 

XXIII-C-la. Cable Constants Stand Alone, Class A 

I~'PL~ FI LE: 

a~C!K N~. ~A~A CAS% 
CULl!: COHS':"A.'f'::'S 
C 
C 3.??~S u~PERGRO~~ CABLE wit~out ar:ors ~~d without encloai~s pi?e 
c 
c ,.. 
~ 

~p • 2: C~& •• A eXA:ple 
SYS= .-~: ~.~erg~Q~.d ~~bl¢ slate: 

c 
c 
c 
c 

YGRN~M ~; ~.e di::eren~ sro~~ding concitloP: tor ~~. dif!erent sc co~i&l 
cabl~s 1~ ~e syste=. aecAll :~ usc one EX:?~ card ?~e:e~din9 th~ 
t re q-.;er.(:! ca rd 

~~. 0; request tor car~on'& ho~ogeneou. earth =ocel 
MOD~ • C~ rc~~ •• t !C~ =ocAl out?U~ 

c 
C =i&cell&neQ~. d.t£ c~~d 
e :Y? SYS! ~?C ~~ MOPS t y 

:I: -.. :! at\) 0 " {*pecial <:£rd wi:l! b. nc.a"! 
~ ~~b.r Q~ conductQra per SC coaxial c401. ~Or.6 n~b.~ !or e4ch SC co~. cable) 
C ---.+.+.~.---... +.-----~+~.+-----

2 :I: 2 { •• ch SC cabl. ~.. 1 cor. • 1 .hc.~~. no ar=cr 
C g.c=.~rical·~ phya!c41 ~aC. (l grcup1ng ot :I: carda !Qr .ach SC 00&%1.1 cable) 

:; --.~O c--···:-rJ c .. • ... --M't;' ::!.~--... .::p~ I:'.+---RO S---·.+M"'J" S+++--/ro :2--...... !:ps 
2.8~e-8 ~. ~. 2.3 21. '40l!:-S l. 

e 
".16·U:-3 9.CCr:-3 20. 85&: ... !- l~"lO~ .... :! Z,!>.3CE-~ 

Z.oH:-J3 4. 
, 2.3 :U .. ",Or:-8 . 
~. ... 

C 
4. :$"':-3 9.CO~-3 20"SS!-3 2S*2.C!-3 25.30=:·3 

2.34<:-<3 L 1. 2.3 21~40~-8 :'. 
C erQs.-.~ct!~n lQcctiQ~ ~.rd 
C -VtR~.l-·.~Oaz~.!T--VZR~.2--.+HOaIZ.2+--VZ~~.3--•• r.CRIZ.3+ 

1~S8.e-3 Sl.t-3 1300.Z-3 0.0 1300.£-l l02.Z-S 
C !ol~ovi~g card is ~e¢ced bec4ua. HG~,~ - , on ~~4 ~~ol. constant. 
C =iaeel~~~ae~a ~&~4 ;&~d 

ceo {~on~ of e~. ccnd~ctQr. !* 9~eun~~d 

4.. 

, 
... . 

1. 

.::,2+. 
S.O 

8.0 

6.0 

C ~re~~ency and G4~th resistivi~y e4rd. using Car.en'. hc=c~¢neQ~. earth model 
~ ~hO------~---•• ?REQ ••••••• +. 

leo. SQ. 
e~~x ~~, ~~~lNC r~~c~~cy CARPS 
3~~~X CA~O ~N~:NO CAEt~ CQNS~A.~S 
SteIN ~Z"".; :;1\.":'1 CAS:; 
B~~~ C~R~ ~tRM:~A~1~C ,~~ C?~E2 

is ~~ extract of the output file: 



~~~l. Of ~~e~~q~Qund c~~1. p~~~{.r~ follow •.... 
P'ha,. n.v.rab.!' ,;>ou..."l.~.,r-y r"d:ii ~rI; ~:"Ioet'o:"1 ro~lQW .. t.r~ t~\. center .:tI,ztW4IC'rj .,., 

2.3!OCOe-02 5- 1.SZ00c~"O:Z ~.!6.00Z-0) 2 ~.cccoe~~o, J 2.C65CO~-02 Z.5~OOOt-¢Z 7 2.5~OC¢t-02 

2.:40000I!:-C7 2. S(()o()()t-Ofl ;:, ~40000E-()? 
~.~~t~v. ?e~o~!~~!~, of ~hs ,aae t~~ •• ce~ponont. 1.00000cg~OO ~.COOOOOE.OO t.OOOOOOt+CO 
:n.ul~tot 1. Re14t!v. ~e~ittivity ~~~bqi~~rr. real). ~~ v.loc!ty !n ra/ •• c;: t.~t·OC 2.~OOOOC~.OO 1,91S17ZZ.0e 
tn.~lbt~r 2.. ~.~ativ. ~r.ittivity ti~~i~Ary. ~.~;~. and v.loc!ty in {_/secJ ~ ~.OOOOOO~.OO ~~OOOOOCt.OO 1.059~2'~+Oa 

r.-.AS. rt\UII04:c" "OoOund:4::'Y :-4.d!~:(n ~l:Mt.I:i"1 ::'0'110...... tree t:--.. c:enter outW4::4 ..... 
C,!6400~-O' Z 9.00000Z-03 J Z.065COZ-02 • 2,3~OOCE-02 5 2.~~OOCZ-C2 S 2.5300ct-OZ 7 :.~~t-02 

R •• 1.t1v1ti •• i~ ro~-.l of core. '~.8t~. ~~d .r.o~' 2.!4()o()()t-Cfl :.!40000t-07 %,140000t-07 
~.l.tlv. ~~abllttl •• ot the .... t~r •• eo.~~~t. ~.CCOQOOt.OO t.OOOOCOt.OQ t.OOOOOCt.OO 
:nllul&tot" 1. .R.!at1 ..... ~r.!tt!..,lty r1a.tLgin4ry. t' •• 1~. &..~d vcloe1ty in t.l,o~1: t.O<)OOOO~ .. OO :Z.300000t .. OO !.11&713t-C¢ 
l~aurato~ 2. Relative ~rs!tt'vlty [i~9in.ry. re.ll_ L~ v.Lq~~ty itt t./ •• ~:: ~,COOOOOt.OO S,OOOOOOt.OO 1.059921t.Oa 

~al. :":.o.:JIbe,:- 3 ~u.."c!"::-Y ::-.3cH1 in !_ter-aJ fOllow.. troe ttl_ center outVJlrt1 ..•. 
4,!6400t·032 9.COOCOt·OJ J 2.C~~COt-02 4 2.11ooot-O: ~ 2. 530<:lC!:-02 S 2.5Jooot-OZ 1 2. 5 JOOCr;·02 

Resistivit! •• in (oha-_J of core. sh.eth~ ~~4 ~r.o~: 2. 840000!-oS 2~!4000cS-C7 2~~4000cZ-07 

R.r.es.~~v. ,..t"M«~!.11 :-ie. o! t:!'-.e S3JIC 'thz,"" ~.n.cn.t.. ! .'OOOCOOZ·OO ! ~ -:>OOOOO~.OO L OOO()()O!+OO 
rn.u!4::Q~::' .. Rel4tiv"l .,..:rwitt1vity U .... ~il"...4:-y • .:-•• !~ • .dJ'\d velocity in rs; •• -c; -:. !..OOOOOOe: .. OO 2.300000!!+OO 1.97"'3.~+C8 

!n,u!ato~:. ~.la~ivo pe~~ttiv1~y ~~A4~ind~. ~}; L~ .elocity in LS/ •• -C): 1.OOOOOO!.OO 3.000000!+OO 1.059921e.C8 
:D1st.a..""lc:e ~n. r-1 of ctdc.,.'"1. s.c Cab!e {ro. e4t"t;"~. ~ur1.ace: :' .. 19'80 LZOOO l~JOOO 

ZI!st:t...,ce in ~.J ~"t~ })MlUtO .. roC' c:onG.u.e-to't''S: 0 .. 0'5-:'00 OaOOOOO 0 .. :'02"00-
~!"¥.,!,,q r~,""C1' in ,3=1 " 5.00000000t·Ol ~ .. of <1"<:4<1.. a:· O. !'I:>aber ot ~r"ta/<l:.cad. - 1. 
l~ito~ (non-.tr.tiff~l .«~~h aa4.l ~s·~si.t~v1ty in ron.~.~ ·1.0000000cZ.02 

2't ... ~.( .... 1'It:. ~ ~ t 4nrl ~r'!Idu-ct-l'Ln.c. 

~.1t~'7~0~-C. t,11C'7~n~~0' 

"'.?~0-17"O!:-O'!. 
1. S-C2lZ11Z ... C6 

•. ~ ;O~ nOl:-C~ 
'L ~C2:':~lt-o-& 

-4.nl3~91!:-o!l 

2.13C4;:10:r:-06 

•. nC-47~CZ~05 
1.IS-Ol!.l91!:-o'& 

-4. ~ZC4nOt-05 
L 802l2nt-¢6 

Con~u~~~~c. ~ ~ ] 
O.oooOOOOt·OO 
1. S230360Z-HI 

O.~~OOO'E!.Oo 
O.OOOOOOQE-OO 

a.OCc¢cooP; .. OO 
-1 ~ 52~03t.OE ... t'O 

0:. C<)OoC.o¢¢ 11: ·00 
O.ooo.'lOOChoo 

:'.?~421S46! .. C-4 
~~3",..c!~"iq.t ... OfS 

".41.~906~l:""05 

to ~244S26r:-O& 

-4.920-471!01!:-O!l 
to 802: 2 9 a-o.r. 

-4. no::: 571:-05 
:.!.3O.tS.~5C!:"'06 

(.n~~OS5Z-()5 

t.824-4626£-o6 

.... .,~ c:~p"c1 t~.,c. 

C • C<XXlOCO t·oo 
C. OC'OOO'OOE.OO 

().~~.oo 

1. 5nCZ~0C:-10 

" . ooooooo~-oo 
O. oc<x>ooo,,-oo 

O.~y.·oo 

"1. ,.2 1C.1t.jOV. ... 1C 

c.~r.·Qa 

o. OOOOt)O()z.oo 

t.. 1 ~ot 10'l00a. 
.c .12047I1!n".~c~ 
~,&o:::.~-:~ ... o~ 

4.1!9CJ0f5'!:"O~ 

l.e24-46Z6Z:-0~ 

:. n4:6~H.-O. 
:.344le<J9t-06 

-t. n0-47eO!-05 
1. S02l29l!-o6 

-4. n,906!l!:-05 
t~&2446:6t-06 

". nCZl5n:-os 
2. l3C4650t--06 

! c ~ tol.lo-,..''' 
O. OOOOOOC!-OO 
C ~ OOO()JOQ!:.OO 

o.ooooooo~.oo 

1.$1303602:-10 

o. coocooor;.oo 
C . 0000000%.00 

o . OOOOOOC2-00 
o . 0<):)C)()00:r:::. 00 

O. cooooocr.. 00 
·1..~:3016Cr.-lO 

'.":l:'~~'?1:t! ... O~ 
Z. U042701:-06 

4 ~ 1ZC.cI'!Q,t ... O'S 
1. a02l29lE·06 

..n041eoz:-c~ 

!. !02129U-06 

6.7~96041lt~ 

;(.1:61:991:-06 

4.9%o.c7S0!~¢5 

1.e0212~tt-¢6 

4.n0'l7l)C%-~ 

1.1!02129U~6 

O.OOOOOOOt.oo 
-1. 52303&Ct-l0 

O.OOOOOOCt-OO 
O. OOOOOQOt.oo 

O. COC¢OOO:/:-oo 
C.OOOOOOOI-oo 

O.OOOOOOOZ:·OO 
~. ~56127lJHI9 

o. ooooooo~.oo 
o . 00<l0000 1.00 

c, ooooooct. 0<) 

O.ClOOIJOOO~'OO 

~"f'tz. - ....... -------... ----...... - ..... 

(.~:o.c.?"01!-.c~ 

to ~Ol1'l"!l"'O'~ 

(.12e2~'5-'i~:'O~ 
2. DO.~SC%-06 

J..?!9qO'~~"QA5 

t. eH"626t-~ 

.(,~Z047~O!:¥05 

1. e<:n291X·06 

6. nH900!,:~O'( 
~.12r.1~'n:-o& 

•• 9tS~06!lZ-C5 
1. S2H625Z-¢6 

O. COOOOOOl!:-OC 
O. COOOOOOE.OQ 

O. ooooooc ~.oo 
- ~ . 52,J.O~6C 2:-10 

C. OOOOOOC!.oo 
O.oooooooz:.OO 

o . 00<XXl00~ • 00 
~. ~~,-r21a-09 

o. oooooocr.·CO 
O. OOOOOOCt. 00 

4.?;-':!1II:7{tO-e-O'S 
t.~O-:l="l.t-O,s 

•. n'l')oS51:-05 
1. • .!2446262-C6 

<.nO~lS1Z-0' 

2. ~3C46!'Ct·O' 

4. 'l20473¢l!:-o'!i 
:'~50::1:'t%-o6 

•• n9~CS5t-'" 
l. S;:HS2SZ-C6 

6.7~S<C900l!:~0-4 

2.1261679t--c6 

O.OOOOOOOt·oo 
O. OOO<XXX>l!:'OO 

O. OOOCOOOl.CO 
-1.5230~60t-l0 

O. OO<iOOOOl. 00 
O. COOOOOCt. 00 

() . ()O()(){XX)~.oo 
C . OOO¢OOOI-oo 

oO. OOOOOOO~.OO 
'.$S4'Ua-0~ 

\.:'e~t~~. ~~'\t\'tfot"'&ft.r ton "lIIQtric ... !'erllou. '::"h .... tillf'". eo.-pl..x.. • ..,Lth th_ "'qn..tt':l<!. ar.p!4yed .et.t:>o..,.. 1:::-" • .s.."li:ile in d"lD9r .... 
":'r.a..rt.~oc-..at!on tAri. !'1:"i(Mt pn ...... to.acxl4! v".E't"'~~ •• : 

c,O¢~o~~c O.C0304~. 0.0030464 

('..C.~!:2<t~3 

111. MHO!>') 

O.OCOOOOO 
... ~. :Sl634Z 

O.!J~74$~ 

-0. ~65777¢ 

<I. H9l'Se<l 
O.~!,"'C01S 

C,OOOOOl2 

~4l. C~ 7~G~O 

O.cosce75 
.. e.51~S!:25 

O.O~3~7J5 

P~. !O~2JO' 

.,. J)~ ~1~1 

-C.3U?H!> 

c. !~!l~~O 
"':'i9.767''!:O.o: 

c. ~C<l4555 
O. :t2~C77~ 

o.00~ce75 

-6. ~7~aa&J 

O.C~3Pl5 

-7.SnnUl 

O.3Jfi:"Z22 
-0.34477(7 

a.J:'J;~:~~~ 

.. ~79.76Sa~'!.S 

C. ~0046~5 
-~7". 77~8!>44 

~.J,)41.c~$ 

-¢.36517Z~ 

O.6692H~ 

C. ::Sl~~S2 

O.~C94¢9'1 

.. t6L ~,p2"l'" 

O.lC6~eH 

-96.329~US 

{). C()o()()31 
45.'>058833 

C.333l590 
-tH.76699SJ 

0.5004550 
O~::tC681 

O.0530~n 

Sl. ~~a1n4 

O.C1Z67~l 

-95. 35!6lee 

O.JJHnl 
-O.lU7170 

O.l3J25~O 

-179. 766~9n 

O.500~S60 

"1.7,. "'7~'9~7 

0.,),101222 
-un. '611218 

O.05~oe93 

a3.o3a~~30 

O.C?~51~O 

~4.6456&0-4 

' ..... 



.' 
,.' 

':'ra,.-:.,tc::1I..It:'on ('-.1. ~::QC a.o-.:, ..... t<> .. t'.,e. •• v.r.$.03':)1 ... ~ 
O.7:;:O&~t~ O.!.!i?27-l:! ';).o<)cc.?OO 0.~~5~050 :.CCOOOOO o. 000<:l0: , 

:.e-.i~te~,,:z ~~ .• l~6fntr 2t;.S7?:Z:';.7~ .. 0 . .0::001,7 O. OCOGOOO "'6.D06~~~l 

0.9-2<'(4:oC2: O.C7<;:s.-s.lt O.:t.c.~::1"3 O. ~~9q~q9 O. H"51$ •. 0000000 
uS:. 7!321!1~Ol •• ,. ~C~'C6q ~"."26.2!1.o)~ 0.0000000 ~1'9.<;.'1(n;:-t..O 0,0<)00000 

O. "lHH-t O.07'"1!'t.tt. 0, :~~~H~ 1,0000000 O. oiJ'>7' ?!o 4 1 !. OCOOCO<t 

: " ,aa~O] ... ~6.06v.elolOGI) "".J'5.').7}1'~~; 0, 00<X><l"~ ~.,.~. • ... 'fH'II:II:.. t 1'). ?~.)'1. j'f 

\) . ~J ~)~-g.O!ll- ~ • Q O<:<iOOO 0- . .:.vc-oooo C.0<)<102~'} o.onu.~~ o . 0<Xl«l00 
.. C.O~O"'9~t O. =OCOOOO 41.,e;,.;,e:.:. .. a -~6, H3~25~ -e,~opoa :'0.16:ZS:Z00 

!.CCOOOOO C.417'l5n C. H99999 O. OO~C6l5 O.ClJ51~1 0.0273217 
0.0000006 ~ 7'L 'l7'lC: ~l O.C{)(.OOOOO .. -6'.17:C~til !11.C7Z0e2~ -e.'13330e 

l.oe<>oooc O.<9?~~Z1 !.ooooooo O,OO906H 0,Otl5'Ce. O.02?'J2l1 
O.oaooooo ~ 7'1. 97~OO39 -leO.OOOOOCO -60\. 77:0'/ol1 l1LOnSS&l :n.aebe5S1 

C'\4.t'6c'te"!.5t!c l~eo &4tr~~ (2:"1 !.n. 'PhJu.. v:a:!ul •• : 
e~. 3OCe:l:e 20.&92CZ.ei2 20.6'119721 .2.870(,311 9. 022~925 9.~2:t5'Jf>'" 

-!7.C9l.Z:'O -l1~'1!'~:629 "'11.1:'':'':'540 ~,Sa165~Q 0.~691407 O.5691!~4 

ZO .. 69l0:ZC2 ~'.7~S?25a :1 • .(1t39'2 'J.O~2S<>(i 12. S24331S'J 9. ~7'J427: 
-'!':" 7lt3S,2'9 ·31 . :t.~';070 -n .S616S12 ~.569nH ~.nH4lt 0.5<1168934 

20.~~Un7 2 •. ('t~'3'3l e:!.7eSala4 9.0216Q~1 9.179"329 12.t!Z.(~.tlS 

"':'':' .. '11:'5'-0 -~~.S6tS5n -37. 2624.S<: 0.56<)73.79 \I.6USSS!' L&"2US9 

!1.~10S!t:l 9.0226~0 9.0226030 lC.Z766e&1 ~.n~9<tn 6.Z139"~? 
!' . .63Zt.5'9-S o. 55~n~6 O.5691~7~ -iC.5U1(97 :.. e!12262 :"'&:1:':261 

9.C22592S lZ~324J~!O 'I, .794329 5.21~9492 lC.!I&'l'107~ 6.29!12S9S 
C.5597401 ~. 6lZ.('(.!1 O.5~6SSH !Le.:!:'2~6Z -~O. ~53Hl6 !. ~a77115 

1. O;::~'CJGo. .,.,:,,1)-4211- t2. ~24!.q~ 6.:1"9437 e..;~~2~1~ ZC.:t6~10"l3 
o,~,,<)n&6 O.645~9J<II L6~:<.(,)O 1. S3lZ25~ 1. ~e"175 -lO.55lH55 

~.Q,!. P"r"'OP«9 .. t:101l ~"1~C. -"1 
.u.C'eopt&l"'..c::. 

~r.ct.r1 •• tc I~ 
.. tt~n:G.C~on v.oloc.!t',t 

~ .:H:;./:i<. l ~ ./ •• c 1 
~<Ql1:~~~G~ ~.~~9~G~.04 

!.ee~~~r~Ct l.2!1~~~·O' 

1.$$62~t-01 1.24~~~r.o7 

~.9~~8~Z~Ol , .• ~a21E.07 
~.O~2l(t-G2 l.02~6~t·G$ 

1.0~~7:~·O~ 1.C4609~~Oa 

" .. 1. !. .... ~1nat'Y 
( ohaa I _ •• r I 

:~~~'A~~·04 '.O'4l7~C~ 
•. 2C8£2~~-04 6.~7't~3t-O~ 
J.l(501,t·04 (.1 •• '9~~-~ 
:,J~:Oa8£·C' $.'!~05~E-O~ 
'.O~t~04E·04 l.'47G4.t-~ 

7.'!%OCl~·O~ !.lJ~6t<£-C~ 

r"""'/-~·"l 
'.CUH7E-04 
2. 60701ll--o& 
l. <86115£-0. 
L4a~n'C-GT 

6,'511~lQ£'{)$ 

'}. ~2Cl!&Z-ca 

1" .. 1 :. ... ~in.e.rY 
$QIlT { A I '1:' [n (oIvIl 
4."~'C:r.o. ·~.2~.2(lE.OO 
'.79't:1~.OO -~.::~'OOE.OO 
1.2$£819E.OO -4.2O-t-t~11'OO 
1.)~~Gl51'Ql ·2.(~Q.;1l.04 

'.~1~t$~8.Ol -1.7.4t42Z.01 
l.2te~5CZ·04 -l.2~$~28~.Ol 

XXII!-C-lb. Cable Constants Stand Alone, Class E 

INPUT 

SECI~ /'!~.; :;l"rA a..s~ 
CASt.z: CCNS-:AI,rs 
c 
C 6.6 'IN CAll"S, 3X!50 M!i2 A!.tiM!."!'Z':.'M <:ORE. PVC :3-: Isoutlolf 
c ..... A!.:,;'!'!:!i'':'~'M SP'.u~. PVC 2xtl :SCU-Z-:OX. NO A..'l.MCR ••••• 
C ••••••••••••• ~. ZNC~SE~ !N A LEAD P!Pt. • •••••••••••••• 
c················ ( cl~. a «xa=pla) •••••••••••••••••••• 
c SYS~. a 4nd XPF • O. pi~. wi~h tini~a th~c~.e.* 

C NORND- 0; non4 at ~~. condue~or. ic grounded. AO ro.~:t will b. 7~ph&a. 
C 
C =iBcell~~eou. cata catd 
c ~? SYS-:- X?C !J\.R7:'i ~:}z Z y 

.OJ:iO 
.C32C 

~~jc:' ~l.il::-~ 

:21. U::-8 
~.O 

i.o, 
S.O 

C cro.~-.cc't:.on. :'oC'4";icn ca.!"c (or.. 9 .. i~ !O"" 'OQ.ch SC co~x!..;:.l r=c:r:.G.l.J.ctcr~ 
C ~!S:1~.~XZ~A~ •• ++~lS~:~ •••• :X!~A~.+ •• Q:S73~~~.~~~!E7AJ •••• ~ 

2 2 2 [ ~eeh $C ca~10 has ~ core • t 3he4th. ~o ~~or 
C geo=etr~c~l and P~Y$1C4! d£~4 ,c~e ~~cu?~ns !cr edch SC cQAXial ~~ble) 
C ---~l---.~~+R~.+.+----RJ-~~~ •• +.R~ •••• ----gS~---

3.18£-3 S.lOS-3 !Ca60£~3 l:.6Ce~3 !~.6ce-3 

ChoA",ac:toc1.t1c .aaut:ta.n...ee 
.... 1 ~"'"Iltl\Cry 

s.qlI."l' , Y I & 

J . • ()~643"-()1 
~.~fl"&61:-o'l 
1.'1~<j090a:·03 

1.73~"4~Jt-02 

f tn ("""'1 
t.74Z410:r;-CZ 
5.o::'J~-ta:-G4 

6. H5U1C-¢l 
t.l~~~lQlt-02 

l.~t'l~!X-O: '.&$~~'3~·Ol 
2.£t71~'Z·C2 1.010801~·Ot 



C --RO C--···KU C ••• --?"!"J .::.--- ..... e?9 ::' .. +---RO S---· ... ·.H't: s ... ++--~.; :2---.... :::=-$ ::2"· 
2.aU~8 .... . ~.O 2.B'!-8 . S.C .. ~ . 

c 
3.:3;::~3 S. 1::£:-3 :'C~6C£-3 ::".6::::-3 :4. 60<:-3 
2.8",$-8 : . ... :4.0 2.8':::-8 -' . 3.0 

C 
~.:S!-:1 5.:0E-3 :0.501'>3 !:'.~CZ ... 3 .4.50Z-3 :. q.~ ... q. 1. o. 4.0 2. a·u:-.~ ~ . 1. .~. C 

C ~ipe !.oe.:l.ti.<.'I=1, card 
C CZ:N'!l.!\"· 

C.:J3$O 
C ~~~~~eneT ~~a .4~~h ~~di&~1~it7 ee:d. ~si~g CAraon'. hQ~ogeneou. o.rth =Qdel. 
C ~HO----------·+FREO+++~++~++ 

:CO. :00000. 
3:""':"':O( C ..... !I::'I tS::!SC r~tCta:SC"f C~~:g 
S"-",-'OC C.'.}!:) £.'l'HNC CAa:'.!C COSS':'1w'l':'S 
B~~:S S~~ DA':'A CASZ 
E~'!K CARD ,e~~:NAT:NG ~~ CASES 

Cl.;"TPUT 

Following is a-" extract the output file: 

~4~1. o! C4b~. ~r~t.r. tor C3~~ •• OM ~~ • • ~rt~c. Q~ \ho .&rt~ .... 
t~.r ~d DUt.~ pi~ ~3d1i in !-l - l.:OOO~-O: 3.4~OCE-02 OUt.~ ~4d!u. of p1~ !~eul6tQr - ).4~OOOOOCE-02 

Pi~ ~.i~~iYi!y ~n ,ohA-.; - :.!4000000~~' ~.14~1vo ,.raea~tllty o~ ~1¥e ~ 1~OOOOOOOO~+OO 

lta14'tiv« p.r:ai'tt:!vit! •• .or !t'U"Lot:" .and O1Jte:r: inau.lato::* - 4.00C¢t:·OO 1.-oo<:>OC .. OC 
P!?4' n\.Ultbet" '!.. :::.H.sta."'1c. tt'1:'M t!'l.. earth's SU:-!4C:.. a..,-C: trcw .,i;>e ::'tu.b4:: 1.. Ln '-1 l.aoooz:....o::z: O~OOOOZ:..c)'J 

~~.tanc. Qf each $C e~~l. fro- th4 ~~n~.r of tho ,fpe. i~ r-J: Q.016?oO 0.016900 0.016'00 
~ql. or .~~ sc ~~bl. w!thln th. ~~~.. !n unit. o( ~~r ... : 0.000 120.000 2.0.000 
P~~ •• n~r 1 ~~44~ radii in ( .. ~.~.~ toLlQV. (r~ !~. c_nter outw.~d .. a. 

1 3.l&OOOt-Ol ~ ~.1QOOOz:-oJ l 1.060001-0: 'l.HOOCE-Ot I. (I;OOOt-02 & 1. "OOClt-O: 1 t.4'-OOC£-OZ 
~ •• t.t!.'t! •• in :ona-.J ot cor.~ .h •• th. 4nd .~r: 2.~40000~-Q' :.a(OOOO~~e$ :~$.OOOCt-¢. 

~.l .. t;'y. ~c--.. .. b!U.tS .... at U, ...... th.r .. ~~. :'.OOOOOOa:-OO 1.000000E.OO 1.000QIC)0R'.OO 
In.u14tor 1. ~.!4t!V. ~~ltt1vlty ft"9inary. ~e4l}~ an~ v.loeity in t-I •• c}: 1.000000Z.00. ~~oooooor.oc 1.49&9&:1_03 
tnsu14tor 2. R.l~t1v. ~~itt1v1ty (i .. ~!nary. ~411. and v.loettT In ~.I •• el: l.OOOOOO~.OO 8.000000t.00 1.~'917t.03 

P~.~. ~~~~ 2 boun4.~ ~.dii!~ L"~.~-l follOW. t:o- {h. c.n!.~ o~tw.td .... 
3. ~'OOO~~03 5.10000!:-03 3 L O6OQCe-02 '" 1. !SOOCE-02 5 L 46000£-02 & ~. 45000E-Ol 1 !. 46000£-0% 

R~.i.t!v!t1a.!n {o~-.~ or eo~ .• heo~h. and A~r: 2.S40000~-Ce 2. 540000e-08 Z.~40000~-Oe 

Rel4t!v. ~~~~ilit1 •• of th. S~ th~o. ~~~t. l.OOOOOOZ+OO t.OOOOOCZ.OO 1.00000cZ.OO 
=~~ulato~~. R_lative pc~it~ivity ~!~ginAry. rc~ll. ~a y.locity in r»/$ecl: 1.OOOOOC~.OO ,.oooooo~.oo ! .• 9~62!.C~ 
:~.u~ato~ 2~ ~.14t!v. pa~it~!v!ty \!~~ina~~ ~ •• l'. and v_loeity 1n r_/t.cl: !.OOOOOO~~ $.OOOOOOZ.OO 1~059927X.o8 

?~s. nuabd~ 3 ~o~~ radl1!~ !zet.r~J fol!QW~ !~ t~e eent.~ oQtwerd .... 
J • l$000 l!:-<:3 : 5.10000t-Cl l t. O~OOQP;-O: '" 1.1&COOt-Ol ~ 1. 46000!:-ol 6 1. 450002-02 7 L 46QOC)Z-oZ 

Reoi.t!vitiea in (ohs-_l of cor ••• h .. ,h. and a~r ~ 2.S40000~-oe 2.8~OOOO!:-oe 2.e40000r.-Oe 
R"l4t!ve pe ..... "'UiU ... of tM ._ (h ...... ~_U 1.OOOOOO!!+OO !.OOOOOOE-OO 1.00000c£+oo 
I~.~letor 1. Rcl&t1v. ~~itt!Ylty ~i~~!n.ry. r •• l). ar~ velocity in !a/seel: 1.000000£.00 '.OOOOOOt.OO 1.4'S'62~.~B 
t~.~.st~~ 2. ~.tativ. ~~1tti~itl (1-.g1nary. ~ •• ll. and v"loc1ty 1~ ,a/ •• cl' '.00000Q£'00 5.000000t.00 1.0$9927£-08 

~"91,,-.,i"9 t::.quency in :1'1:01 ~ 1.OOOOOOOOI!·OS ~r of dec,,'::aa !X - O. ~" of ~l.nt.la.~ • l. 
\,":'>lfo .... (non~ •• r .. U!1JOdI ~tlt 1OO<I.Dl 1Ia& ..... 1st1vi.y l.n {oNI"': • 1.00000000l!!.C% 

:. 1 toU.,... 

[C {oUe-

;;Olt~C;. t:~"'I..tO:hll.S't!on l14 ... r~C:.1 follow. '!":'H'.I.'" .I:I:r. (;:o.-p.l.e=c .. v1:... ...... 'the :II.a~1tt:d:e d.!.:i~;'-1.yed: 4bovq, :t-... .anqle: in ~.IIII'9r .... 
~r~~sfo~tion r~[~~ !~oe P~ •• Co ~~l v~rieb~e.: 

t.t.')od.,t 
4-tte~.t,::.xts.Q(\ 

~ .j~/~ :; 

~.;OO4Ct·OO 

1..O"'!-O~·I)O 
~.097~O~·OQ 

7 • 5S6~9E-Ol 

~ro., ~.:;a t i on. 
..... :..o.e~t'Y 
~ _/t.e ~ 

;'.C4~11t1o¢e 

!.:~,.,,,'t:.O" 

1. Z~7 ~9s.·Ce 
:.. J~'5 ~::'E .. C8 

~.:t:.t 1411p.d~e. 

~.~t ~~~~n.~ 
i Q:-o.ftI~ i 

9.9~5~JH-O: 

t. H256n·Q! 
~,414~(&l!:-O~ 

!..72g2]~~-O) 

"",.t::ar- ~ 

S.O~U2n:·Ol 
3.9Jn!1E-()2 
!.1~455't-C< 

$. CS:ZS:lC!-02 

~oa«l 

,\l,,-cJtpto!'L'"'Ic;e 

!"..ho/ ... t.t- ~ 

4.~:~9~n-05 
~. Z34~4~!-Q4 

e. ,,~59tn:-C4 
3. ;8~915E-O" 

C:"l,n;t"IJ.(!'t'6t:'"t .. t1c 
1'.,.1 

5Q~': C : I 'f 
•• ~H3'3~·OZ 
1. ~88'8at.OO 
~.%H3U·OO 

;. . 12SS5U;·O;' 

In roh-} 
.,. !24S27!.OO 
-!.'~HJU-ol 

-~.4~4962e-O. 

- •• 547427£-01 

~ •• l 
S<;R1" I y I Z 
1. ~66l~7!:'03 
1.266CS"t"'C1 
i...~4912g~-Ol 

,. '566~~t-()Z 

, .!..,." ~":lQ 1 
~. ~l44Hr.-"4 
~. :Ol.~~t-<;3 

4. ~~eO!!n:-Ol 
to Zn5~31:-0) 

"" 
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7 

q, ~76~le·Cl 
'1,~"5.q;lS-C~ 

q .~16o\"~-Ol 

l. ~601~~·08 
: .~60Ue-08 
:. ~60':,.:;.!: .. ce 

J.~S2~14t-O'! 

J.~6222'9t .. aJ 
:l. ~6::!.,?t. .. 03 

q.~? ZME-Ol 
9. i7 440P; ... O:: 
Q,6i 644:t ... OZ. 

L 'l~42Sl'!-0-4 
~.,t~:':8l:"O'" 

!.o;!.~2':)et. .. C" 

~.~~8~~OZ·Ol -l.~l5~~7t-¢1 

2.~~S~:£Z~Ol -3_2~~,q$t-¢1 

2.24~Z83t.O~ -!.2~44e6~-Ct 

XXIII-C-lc. Cable Constants Stand Alone; Class C 

INPUT 

aECIN N~~ OA~A CAS~ 
::M:":: CONS'!;>_"-:'S 
c 
c F~=st SUOCAa«: '00 ~ l~ne. unt=~~.poaea 
c··········· (c!a •• C eXACple) ••••••••••• 
C 
C ~~.c.l1&r..ou. data card 
c ,Y~ SYS, ~?C ~.~ ~~~ : y 
c ~--.+ •• +-----.. + •• --~--.+ ••• -----

-.. 

. 
4 o . 

4 o . .. o (ZSYS~ -0; untranapo •• d llne 
C geo=eerical and physic.l dAta 
e N? NO ~3P r.ao 

l 2 2 1 { ~ ph4 •• ·wir~ b~~Gl~. cQ~c~!nin~ 2 ph&~e conduc~ors 
C ( 2 sraur~d·wi:c bur.dlea cQ~~4iniug 1 concucto~ e~ch 
C ROU~~ ••• R:Np.+.+ •• RC~7g+.·+·RrN; •••• +.S~?p.++ •• +S!Pg+ • •• +. 

0.0159 O.008554~ 0.0073 0.4 
C RHCp~.+.~~?+++.·++anOS •• ~++.MUg.+.+++. 
2.9.~S67-8 1. 6.02696-8 ~. 
C c.o.a-.ec~ion loca~icn card C ona t.iplet o! n~bers tor each bundle 
e F1~.t co=_ J ph ••• -wirQ h~dle. and nex~ 2 grc~~d-wir. bur.dleaa 
C ~OW'Rl.VM!~1~ •• +.KORZZ1 •••• ~~~i++.·VM:~i.++ •• r~R:Zi++ 

21.63 9.63 -12. 2l.63 9,83 0.0 
21.63 9.83 12. 30.S 23.2 -7.85 
30.5 23.2 7.OS 

C !~e~.ncr ~,c 4ar~h ~e.i&eivit? carc~ ~aing CAr.on·. ho~genoo~ • • arth =odel 
C RHO----------++?REC.++·++.++ 

250. 50.0 
a~~ card eneins !=e~~er.C? C4:dS ct !i=zt succ~~e 
C ••••••••••• _ •• a •••••••••••••••••••••• ¥ •••• ~ ••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••• 

C 
C Second aubcase: 400 ~; line. tr~~.poa~d 
C ~.* •••• * •• {cla •• C exa=ple} •••••••••• 

c 
c Qi4c~ll~~eQus da~a card 
= :Y? SYS~ S?C ~~,H MC~~ : y 
c ~--.+ •• +.----•• ~ ••• ----.+ ••• -----

: 2 0 1. 1 0 {:SYS-r. 2; trar:.poaed lin .. 
e ~.c=.er!cal ar.d ~hy.ic4~ data 
e X~ so K8? K~O 

c 
! { 3 ph~ •• -vir. b~~d! •• co~t.inin~ 2 rna •• conductor. 

{ Z groun~-wire cur.dl«s cQn~&ining 1 conc~c~or e.c~ 
C RC~~~ ••• ~1~?.+.+·~OO~~ •••• ~X!Ng.++·.+3!Py+ •••• +3~?~.+ • ••• 

c.enS? 0.OC8~S42 c.con 0.' 
c ay.Op.+··~p+.+.·+·RHO~ •• •• •• MUg~.+ •••• 
Z.?4SS67-a +. 6.0269~H3 1_ 
C c~c •• -~ec~ion lcc~t!on e~r~ ton_ trip:o: c! r.ucb.r. !cr e4cn bundle 
:: fC.A~ cc~c 3 ph •• e-wire oundl ... L~d ~~xt 2 sr~~d-wir~ ~u:.dlc~_ 
C ~ .. -:,:::--.n:,:r~ "\'~!:::l.+ ... ~ .... HCR:Z'!. ....... ·\r"":'O".:·Elt1 ...... \~I:l1+ .......... HORIZi+ ... 

2:,63 9.S3 -12. 21.63 9.83 0.0 
2:.53 9.B3 11. 30.S 23.2 ·7.85 

30.S 23.2 7.85 
c ~re~~enc7 ~d e4rth ~~sfsti~i:y c~~ci~ u~i~~ Carson". ho~osenecu3 ea~th ~Qdel 
C ?~C----- .... ----·+:'!t2Q ... ++ .... .,.+ 

250~ 50.0 
3~~K c~r~ ~r.d!~g !re~er.c1 c~rd. Q! secc~d 5ubc4se 
z~~x c~=d e~di~9 C~ble C~n.~an:* 
2~C:~ ~~~ :~:A C~Z 

a~~K c4td ~~~i~4~~n; 41l :asc# •••••••• 

~. 4oI6S5S~-CZ 

4. 446S2St-02 
~.H6732!;-v2 

6.l!S9192E-~ 

5.2'5$:$201:-0. 
6, ;5H4C~-0. 
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OL7?UT FILE 

Following is ~~ extract of the output file: 

t~bl. of unt~4n.?O.ed~ ovo~h.4d t~ans.!.o!on line p4r ... t.r.~ 
~uab4r or ph~ •• wir •• - 3~ ~ua~r ot 9ro~~¢ wir •• - 2. 
Circuit nu-b4r 1. ~adi1 01 eond~cto~. Ana bun4! •• tollow. !n units of ~~t.r$l. 

Ph4 •• w1~.': Suaber of con4~ctor'/~dl. - 2. Z~ivalent ~ .. 7.91496081t-02 
OUter an~ !nner ~a~i! ot ~~y Qn. co~uctor • 1.59000000t-02 S.5~.20000[·OJ 

cround wit._ : ~u.~r of cond~etorl/bundl •• 1. ~~!yel.nt ~ in raJ· 7.30000000t-03 
OUter 4.nd !tU\4lt" radii tn ~.l ot anyone co.M.duetor .. 1.~OOOOOOOt'-O.l O.OOOOOOOCt.OO 

R •• i.tiv(tl •• In toru.-.]. P~o •• wire· 2.145!6700l-0$ Croun4 w(re • 6.026?6000r-Oa 
~.1.t4v. ~t ... ht11t1 •• : 1.00000000R'OO 1.COOOOOOOt.OO 
Oc r •• t.tanc •• 1n ro~/.l '.22000240E-O' 3.600001?9~-04 

tt!.ctl •• 4v.r~qe helqht In ,-1 ot conC~ctar. : 13.7£333 13.76333 13.76333 ~~.63l11 ~5.~J))1 

otatxnc:e 1n ~.1 ~tW4Nn ph ••••• tot' C'onducto~.: "1~.0000Q O.OQOOO 1.:_00000 -1.a~OOO 1.1$"00<) 
a01!n.n!n¢ !r.~ft(lCY in {N..zj • 5.0000<XX'>CZ'*ot ,"twtt>e~ ot deCAd.. !X" O. !i'~b4r ot p.o1nta/dac&<!fI • 1. 
¥n1tora tnon-.t<4t1ri~) e.rth -ode. ho. r •• i.tivi~ in (oha-el • ~.~OOOOOOOE.02 

!~?edanc~ a4t~ix 

3. 437Z623Z-05 
4. 321S3SSE-04 

5.S636506t-0'5 
l.5eO~984lt-004 

5~6636'Zl!''''C:5. 

1.2087397!-04 

Z! (ollow.: 
5.S63650SZ-C5 
1. 5802ge4£-04 

a.6329~19!:-05 

". n096Hlt-004 

5.e6:l6~061!:-05 

l.5l!02984lt-004 

'S. 56~67~t!:-05 
L 2061391£-04 

5.863550n:-05 
1. SS029e4Z-004 

!l.4J1262J!:-05. 
4.8213388Z-04 

[ C I tallow. 

He<tz. --------------------

• ... Olt~q. t:':s.n.tot"a4tion ... ~r!c •• t'oll~. 'n'I; ••• er. cotrp!Olt .. wit1'\. the aoqn1tu~. d.i.playec:l aboVe the a,ngle 1n d:ec;%"e'IIIs. 
'tt'a."':sto:::-..:stion [AI1. !ro. ,has. to 80<141 va~i4bl •• : 

~"1 Prop~q4,:!on ~d41 !aP'4t<141'\C'o !'Io<: .. l ~.:r~cter~ .. t1C' i~ce Ch4raeteris:!c 4daittanc. 
l'I<X:. 4ttenu.at!.on v.loc!. ty re.al 1"'<;I1"ary -a:u.c:.?t~~c. r*al !aat;in.ary <"0 .. 1 1_in«:cy 

r db(lQo , r »/!lftC 1 ~ o~. / .. t.r ; (aI\o/_te< J SQ!!":: ! : I y l !n (01"'1 ~Q3t't I Y I : I in (..no 1 , 
1 l. 'S71'~~I!--O! Z.Z:675r..oe 6.6253?e!:-0~ 2. 5&:t.6~l:-04 1.712703l!:-0'l t.337?71';·02 oZ. 3151~a'¢1 5. )!I~72.e·O:S 11. 743~00r:-'H 

2 J.GO~"8~ .. 04 :.9006JS~+O" !.J56794!:-0~ t.SOt>550Z-04 6.4e~61 .. t-01 :.6704~e2:·02 -6.40~l551:'OO 5. '71&39t·03 :.2909$'12:-04 
3 3.')70682:-0. 2.?~~ISt.01S 1. 785131E-05 2.150046£-04 5. H2&?41(-O? 2.0neOOZ·02 -'.077'50Z.OO 4. U15"E-OJ 1.'517~l-04 

., 
a~~~ c~rct t.r.ln.ti~q tr~qu~~cy ea~._ ;n~ CG~d ondinq !~~~oncy car~. ot first I~bc ••• 
CC ........ «f\t; <::.'\1:'<1. N""v~OCO'" )1. :c ------.---------------•• --.------••• --.---~--••••••• -••••• ---••••••• -....... --
CO~"c c~rd. ~v~OCO - 32. 

Co ... nt c.~4. ~~OC~ - ll. 
:c 
~c S4tcon.d. Gubc. •• : .cOO K:V l.1:1e .. tre.nsposed: 

~~b4. of ~~cnspotod. ov.~h.~d trans.it.ion l!no p4ra.eter •• 
NU.be~ or ?has. ~!re. - J. XUMber of ;round wire •• 2. 
Circuit n~~r t. ~nd1i ot eon~ctorl and b~~~l •• follow. in ~~~ts ot ~~t.rsl. 

P~4 •• wir&.: Su.~r ot co~ductor./~41 •• 2. e~~iV4l.nt ~ - 1.974960~l~-02 

~~to< 'and :~~er rod!! af ~~r C~e c~~UCtO~ - l.590000001!:-02 ~.SS42oooot-Ol 
Cround wire. : ~usber ot conduetors/b~~dl •• 1. t~iY41&n: ~ ~n tal • 1.~Z-03 

~~ter ~~d !~~er radii in raJ ot ~~y one e~~~ctQ~ • 1.30000000~-03 O~OOOOOOOOZ.oo 

Re.1~tiv~ti~3 i~ (c~~-.J. ?ha •• wi:. • 2.9<SSS700e-08 Cro~d wire· 6.0259S000Z-0e 
~elbtiv. p~~~8bilrti~s : !.OOOOOOOO!+CO 1.OOOOOOOOt.OO 
~<: r •• htM"". in (c~"I.l ~LnOOOHO!:-O~ 3. 50000 17n:-04 

£!fective 3Y~r~~~ hr.i~ht !~ :sj of ccr.ducto~, : 13.76333 13.76333 ~J.75333 2~.53333 25_63333 
O!$~~~c. i~ r~; br.twe~n ~h~ses. tor ccndycto~s: -12.00000 0.00000 l~.OOOOO -7.!'SOOO 1.S5OOO 
s~~~nnin~ f~«quoncy ~n CM%j - 5.00000000E+Ol ~u»ber ot ~eCb~.. :X· c. ~~~ of P01nt.la.~.d •• ~. 
Uni!o~ (non-stracit!.d} e4rt~ ~dol ~4. resistiv1ty in ro~~-.; • 2.50000000E.02 

Kortz. ----------.---------

:lIlpoed,.an.co .~tr1x Z fOllows : 
e. 50Z4eO~l:-O~ '5-.itj6Cj9;'~~ .. C'5 5. ~96?n5E-O~ 
4.7S!1~12el!:-04 ~.4564455!:-O.( l.455«5Se-04 

S.?9699.~e-oS e. 5024S0~:O:-05 5.7%??:SE-05 
1.45644~5E ... 04 4.,.ea:!:S~"04 ~ .• 56<4S5~-O. 

'L 71r)Q~t'5-~>05 ':l. '7.,(,'??~5~ ... Q~ !'t. ~.O~-1'lO~T."',?'5 

~.~564455~-0'( :'.~~(.~455t-O-4 4.7e82!.~~t: .. C.( 



,~.t 

JStt"n1J.llt~o:t 

[ G.tJ/ica 1 
:. 5~C~:~-CJ 
3.70l::'!~"'04 

::'.7~J~)t:: .. o", 

P-CO'94.q.d't ion 
","olocity 
~ a/s._c J 

l ... ::.s~c;~ .. oa 
2~ '9:2!,.~e·Ce: 

;:. 9:J7!i.!·O~ 

~0<S"1 .t:S-ptldJ'J.."'\C. 

:-«.:s.':" '::s..'l<;,:LnQ.t"Y 
t Qn.. I .. tor ~ 

&.69a~2~~-O~ 2.5&70~~!-C4 

t.e03~~&t~O~ :.~Z!!j~~-C4 

~.~~213~!wC5 t.$6SSS~t-O. 

~at 

-aU&Ct:I,?'t4S'lc. 

~oJ\O/ .. t.C" ~ 

7. 'CC5:;~'-<)9 
,. :~94H~·09 

6.'i1.9Z7C~"C9 

~C"4~tAr~~ttc rx~anc. 

coal. !.S4.;it\4r"y 

1.a~t03~t.~2 wl.l62~,e~·Ot 

Z.C'016C&·CZ ·e.~~2~2~~·OO 
!.~~~?:l~~OZ -~,:9~6l:E~CO 

C~4r~ctertst1c ~!tt4n~. 

rC:Q.4 !-.o<]J.:1.acy 
SQX~ , Y I: ~n {~~l 

~.J.J7!~!·03 6.S57566t·04 
4.t~~6~~r.OJ t.9'~.4~~.O~ 

6."."4£-OJ 2.40~'O!'·C. 

XXIII-C-2. Cable constants requesting PI-circuit output 

XXIII-C-2a. Homogeneous & cross-bonded, class B 

IN?(;""r 

S!::G!lf NE:. OATA CAS!: 
o.a!.1!: CO!-lS'!,,"'i':S 
SEJUSE 
?t.~~ t ~14g r~~e.ting ?I-ci~it output 
C 
C Only hQ~oqenc¢~s. crcssbonc&d ~:·ci~euit reque.es ~ill b. dQ~~tnted. 
= For cabl« d&~4. s •• prcvic~. CLASS B ex~pla 
C 
C ~i.ccll~~ccu& aata c~~d 
c Tf? s~s~ liFe !!:ARn! !"!OD& Z 

3 o " Q o 
C hO=Qger.eo~. P:~G1~euit~ ~=i:at!Qr. of crc.abQnd!~g 
C AISr.c:o.4RS&?----~4jor······~SC4 

,,:. 25. . 1 A crClubonding .nags 
C r~ca~~! 1r.cl1rect l~~g~ spec!!ic4:io~ vi. ~:-c~=cuit .peciiiC4:ion cArd. 
C ~O extra len9~h .~ccit!cat1cn ~i!! b. ~~CQA:4~ en the !~cqu~ncy cArd. 
C 

~!p. para.:oe-:ar card 
,0120 ,03': .0365 n.u-e .. 

c cro ... -a.cz:ct!on l.ccar:.!.on cara 
.:n69 30. .O~159 l~O. .0169 

C numb.r 0' cond~~tor. per $C cabl. 
2 2 2 

C g.o=e~.ic~l 4nd phT.~c41 d~ta per SC cable 
3.1S~-3 S.!OE-3 lO.5CE-3 ~~.SCE-3 ~'.60Z-3 
2.8"::-8 L ~.O 2.8·U:-8 

c 
:I. H;~-3 
2.S4Z-S 

J .. :.St .... 3 
2.SU:-8 

5.l0Z-:3 
L 

, .... 
C pipe locA~!on CArd 

0.0380 

:"O.6CZ-l . ... 
lO.60!:-3 

1. 

::. ... 60~-3 
t.SH:-a 

;1.60£-3 li.6Ct-3 
"'.0 2.e4Z:-B 

C :r.~~c~~ ~~d 4.~~h r.si.~ivi~r eard 
:00. ::'OCOOO. 

·LO 

4170. 

1. 

. .. 

a.o 

1 .. 

1. 

1. 

8.0 

S.o 

8.0 

a~~~ card en~i~g t:equ~~cy cards 
SPt.~Cl{ {acti?&te card ?unening 
3~YK c.~ ~~d!n9 cable ccnst~ts 
!E~IN S~ ~A:A CAS!: 
S~~~ ca:d ~e~in~ti~g all e.ses 

at?T?!.rr FILE: 

Following is an ext:-act. of the Ot: tput. 

7~b!. o( urt4.t~~Q~d ~a~t. ?4r ... t.~. ro~low •.•.. 
::'\.n-.f" <lJ':G OLHI!J:t" .,.t..,.e r'..:).Gi~ ~n ~r:l1'" l.2QOC~-O;!: :!.";:SClce ... o2. 

f'!-.?« !,"~$t".t;' .... ity ~~ to:"'...»: ... ,.! ... 2.!'::;O:::OCCCl-01 Ro.!4t~ve ~e.!"lI:Q.Q.O!'!':'~y o'! ~!.~ ..... ::.ooooc.oCOt .. oc 
~G~ot!VO p~~~,~~~~:~~~ Q! i~~e~ ~~~ c~tt~ ~~~v14tQr. - 4~CCOO~.OO a.~t.co 



?~~ nua~~ 1~ Z~.t&~c. t~ ~~o .~rt~·~ ~ur!~c.~ ~~~ tto. ~1~ ~~ber l~ in !s~ - ~.eOOCt-02 C.OOOOE+OO 
~~jt~c. of C4cn SC C~O!. t~o- t~e ~ent.r ot t~. plpe~ i~ t-; O.Cl6900 0.016900 O.a16900 
~~~~. o! .~cn SC cab~o wit~~~ the pi~~ i~ ~i~5 of ~*9~ec. 0.000 !:O.OOO 140.000 
?"';..t •• nVAl~t" ~o-c..;.nGar:y C"..,d~~!tt ~tM(.C". t !ol!O"W~ !r~ ~:"\. ContCir 01J,!!WJtcG •••. 

l.l~OOO~-C~ 2 ~.lCCCCE~03 ~ 1.C5000t~02 4 1.lSOOCt~02 1. 46000£-C2 6 t.46COC£-02 1 1.<6000Z-0~ 

?'es1stivi:i •• ~~ :~~-.! ot eore. shc~t~. ~~~ s~~: 2.340000e-O& 2.840000!-08 2.~4~~-06 

~~!dt~ve PO~4~11!tia& o! ~he 'Aae t~~e« coa~~t~ ~.OOOOOO~.OO 1.OOOOOC[.OO 1.00000ce·OO 
:nJIJ.!..4t.ot'- ~ ?,tJlati .... e i'"e-n:t:'t':!.v~ty t!:t.:t.q!n4ry .. ~e41~ • .a.nd vII"loe!ty !n r-/secJ ~ l.OOOOOC::.OO 4.000000!:·OO L49a96:'~+08 

:~~~:~tor 2. p.el~t~v~ ?e~!tt!Yity ri~~q~n4ry .. r~4lJ .. dnd v.loeity tn :a/$~~; ~ l.OOOOOC£+OO s.oooooor+oo t.O~99Z7~&OS 

?~~ •• n~r 2 bc~~dry r~~ii In :~t.r$3 tollov~ !~ th. c_"t.r oU~W4rd .... 
3. ~~OOOl':-Ol 5. ~QOOO~-Ol l ~. C~OOOt-·n .. L 1&=-0::: ~ l. ~6000P:-02 6 t. <SOOO~-O: 7 1. 460001:-02 

~.~ls~!vlti~. i~ tO~-.l of cc~~. th04th. ~\n4 4~~: 2.840000~~C~ 1.~~OOOC!~C! t.84000cE-C~ 

~"~4::.iv4 -,-t"M'zs:)i"d. ttes. 'Of t'hlJl ,.a.o.e t-i'H-"". eOatpono,nto '! .000000t .. 00 L-OOOOOOt.,.OO l.00000ct.OO 
:n.ula.tot" 1.. ::C.llJt!ve p.r-.1 tt!.v! ".:y ~ !za.o:.q i:n..try. re .. l} ~ 4J'td -YotQci. ty tn. t-/,ee ~: 1. o-CIOOOOCt-OC 4. OOOOQC!.OO L '9~96~!.03 
;n.u!..."tot'.2. ::telbt1v'O p4't"'mit"Civitl' ~.!.2II4q!n4ry. r04:lJ • .5:td velocity in r-/:fee1: 1 ... 00000ct.00 !.¢OOOt.X)!.OO 1.05C;i2:1!=.CS 

P~~ •• ~u.~r ~o~~~~ry r~~ii ~~ : .. t.~$j !ollow. tr~ ~h. c.~t.r eutW4~d .". 
J.leoooe-C3 2 5.lXOCE-C3 3 :'06ooot-C2 4 ~.16000~-02 5 L~6OCCt-C2 5 I.. 460c0E-Cl 7 ~.4&OOOt.-02 

Ra~;~tiv1tie.!~ :Ch2-_) of eo<e .• ~e~t~. 4n~ a~r: 2.$4000c&-Ce 2.S400cct-O! 2.S4000c!-CS 
a.14t.!.v • .,.:t"W4~b!':'!tifl" 01 t~ ... .a.e t."::~" eo.~tl. :'.OOOOOCt .. OO :'.0000001:.00 1.000000~.OO 

!n.~l~tor t~ R.lative ?a~it~ivity ~i~~i~ry~ r .. l'~ L~ v •• oei~ in [./~.cj: !.OOOOOC~+CO ~.OOOOOOt.OO 1.'~8'&2%.Ce 
!~.~lAtQe 2, '-~l&tivc ~~ittlvity ~i~q1~ry~ re3l~. ~~ v.loei~ in [./~ecl: 1.~t.OO a.OOOOOO!.oo 1.059921£.Oe 

~i~~1n~ t~equcncy !n [M%: • 1.000000002.05 ~~r ot ~.C4~.a !X· 0 4 xuao.r of point.f~.caGe - 1. 
~n~fora (non-.t~a:!!!od~· 44~th .odol ~~. ~d.1~:~vi~y in CohD-w} • !.OOOOOOOO~.OZ 

P'U1'I:c:."t.,ftod. u"i'liZr1 ca~ .. to.: ?!-c.trcu!.'":: ~.l!nq. M ...... the !oll()'Wi.:n9 "1>C'C111c2Iotion.. ~~. ~ - "~.. ..-:-.-.... 
!"Qta1 .i.a-noQ"rh. of c,.!,::Il ........ ..,.d l"''''I-.,t."'lI of •• ch "'~Of' •• -etion.. ~n ~.j: :00.000 ~,.OOO 

~b4r or .. jo~ •• ctto~. G~ ~&bl •• 4. Sh .. th ~rQun41n~ r •• 1ot4nC. 1n ~O~1 At .. )o~ •• ctLon& • 1.00000000t-Ol 
~h. c.~l. t. er~.4~~n~~. 
K~.~.eu. 9i-~tr~it ~.l1nq t. U$e4 to~ t~. c*bl.~ 

1\ •• !. t:a.nc. ~:;.,:! N'ld. i::-'c:;uct:4Tl.C. 
9.14Jq47~~-03 ~.~~1037q~-04 

9. e6701 ~H;-04 
•• 9&9'S~71-0S 

9. S670l9~:e:~C4 
•• 9~95551!:-C3 

2.016930a!..¢3 
~~ 125l'l7!-9'S 

co..~oC~V\.~ ~ c 1 
O.OOOOOOOt.-OO 
l.0416J:!E-lC 

O. OOOOOOOl!:'OO 
-8.Cl~OU2%-11S 

O. ooooooo:e:. 00 
5. US4774Z-18 

9.l4.~94(,7f!-03 

2.~e1~985l':-07 

9. eS7C%21"1:-0-4 
4.9&95553:£-0$ 

2.01sn:5:t-Ol 
3,125172U-01! 

an11 c-O;yac-i taneo -
0.00000001:.00 
-!.01~H2%-la 

o.OOOOOOOt-OO 
3. D415319t-IC 

o. ooooooo:e:- 00 
~.C491S1&t-ts 

t.: t'ollo-...
~. 86703!,~Z:-04 

4. ge"5574~-08 

~.$~?0151Z-04 

4,9!1?55471!:-OIl 

9 .lC314 SSt-Cl 
2.95 .. 0'182%-<;1 

2.0:S9313:&·03 
!.12!.37"1.'E-OII 

t e; !ollQIW. 
O.OOOOOOOt-OO 
5. U5"7?4Jt-1lI 

O. OOOOOOOt-OO 
1.D4~7$Ht-lS 

O. OOOOCOO"l:'OO 
1.04163~5t-10 

2.0169322:e:-C3 
11.1..5:1781%-0& 

2.015O;~11~-03 

a.!'::Z5~15:z: ... 03 

%.OH93151:-0J 
S • 12531591:-Ca 

1.91!31151!:-Ol 
,$. 12~29!iU-o$ 

O.OOOOOOOt·oo 
-3.0'U63.nt-l0 

o . OOOOOOOt·oo 
-3.0-C163a:e:-10 

O.OOOOOOC~·OO 

-3.0416319%-10 

O. O<lCOOOCI!:.OO C. 00000oo t.oo O. occooooe·oo o. OOOOQOC"/:.oo 
-3.041S3!:~-:O -l.041~~:91:-10 -].04:63192-.0 t.~~(666~~-C1 

n«r-t 2. .. ...... - ............... __ ................... '"' 

2- ... a.,,\)( C4t'.d (ct:-w.!n.Qtin~ fr-eq'UcU'\ey C4~-d... i 'Ul..U CD..r1j end1::.q tf"tKt..::c.ney c:.t"f!. 
"Rtl'l;UlI:'St: ~or rl':.O.!'li:':l"9 'Of ;'J-u,.-,.cn ;:'ut!ot"~ is~":'[C3. 

5Vl:ct.'CI:. 
'::01 4 

~'" 1:'( ~A"'" 

A ~.. ')':!N" .(j 

~A H :.~ 1! ~At" 1" 1! 1 
:ZA 1: :A Zl 2 
3"- It ~ 2:. .1 

4A it 4A 21 '" ,. :~ .( ~~~ 

!~ ~~ :~ 1t ~A%~ 

::~ :!l :A J1. 2' 
~A 2~ 3)\ )~ ) 
4.1: 2~ ~.I\ 3:' ..: 

.it. 3~ ~ "'!X 
~ .... ,.... :.~o: ... '"':' !,\!X 

I.>. •• 

l.OOCOOOO~-ot 

:,te~~~6?Z""Ot 

1.'('67~l .. r;-02 
:.Z""9e-:s;t-o~ 
2. <S6i!..c~!: ... OZ 
t. 4651~~,e-oz 
2. 2~5~e64t-C1 
5. 04232j~!-C;: 
5.042~Z~8.z:-C' 

~.G42~2e~!:-c:z 

<1.9579452:£-02 

7 •• ~21¢6lZ"-03 
t. Hnel!Sr-03 
7.~!I:7.s6:'!-OJ 

1.:~ne!S~-03 

1.241~e~.,.e-o! 

7.~~t14~51!:-03 

Z.Ol!14Z9!:-o3 
Z.O::1!4~¢.f"-o~ 

2.0::!.~429l""O! 

2.0J.0740t-OJ 

1.604C~l3!-C3 

-2.00J7527P:-!O 
7. S04019$~-C3 
1 . .,~3~694l-!O 
2.62Ho:sn:-u 
7.&0408~Jl:-OJ 

-1. &C4Cn~Z-C3 
-?6040196l!:-03 
"7.604079&1!:-03 
3.851666ll:-02 



.:.\ }'!. "AUv"'Z 

~ ... .!1 J. ... "t.,".: 
4, ... )l 4ACl,,""!' " 

AO[","'"1' .c Ai:f 

$ .. t:<"r~:t. <l 
•••• - •••• ( ~~d ¢t ~~~l!7 ~~~~ed ~~~d. 4S :l~s~ed by S~~CN ~~ •• t )--••• --

XXII!-C-2b. Discrete & cross-bonded, class B 

INPUT FILE 

3tO!N N~_ OA:A CASE 
CULZ CONS~A.'r.S 
SZlUS! 
?1.00seR 
C 
c only diaer.~e P:-ci~~~t cross-bonding r.~4st. will be docu=anted. 
C For c3b~a data. see prev1o~s C~S B exa=p~6 
c 
c ~isc.llanecu. d&~a c&r~ 
C 7YP SYS~ SPC ~~7~ ~o~ : y 

.3 -! .3 0 ceo :.. 
c ~:SC~E7~ PI-c1r~it. no~-cro •• bonda~ 
C A:Sncrc.IRS!P----~ajcr·**····~SG. 

o {no qroundinq o! PIP! 

-3 0 2~. .1 A cro •• bondinq tlaq. 
c ~ip. paramatar oa.4 

. 0320 . O:H~ 
C cro •• -eection lCC4tion 

. 0169 30. 

.036!S 
card 
.0169 

C nU:bcr ot conductor. per SC o&ole 
2 2 :2 

150. .0169 

c ~.e~.~~iel& ~d ?hy.ical ~&t& per SC cAcl. 
3.18£-3 S.:O!-3 10.60!-3 1 •. 60£-3 ~(.60E-3 
2.S(E-8 •. L (.0 2.S-I.Z-8 

c 

c 

3.18z-3 
2.a4::-8 

2.s~z-e 

. . . 
S.~CE-3 

c p~p~ loc4tic~ card 
c .. Q3.Sa 

~O.50£-3 ll.5CE~3 

:... 4.0 

lC.6C'E:-3 ... 1:'~6C:&-3 
,,"0 

c !~e~ency 4nC e3rth :esi#~iv1ty c~rd 
100. !CCOCO. 

H.6C!-l 
2.S·U:-S 

:;'4.60<:-3 
2.3U:-8 

.~C 

270 • 

... 

, .... 

8.0 

. .... 

.. . 
, .. 

S.C 

8.0 

S.C 

aUk~K ~4rd end:~~ treque~cy c4~d$ 

SPt-tiCli (4c~ivA~e card punching 
3:..A..'iK card enc.ing c=.::'le C'or.a'tzsnta 
aEC!N N~ :A=~ CASE 
a~~x cDr~ ~.r=i~&~ing .11 ca4~. 

o L7? UT 

Following is an extract of the output file 

~t~~. ot und.r~ro~d c~b!. ~~~~t.r~ !Ol!O~D .... 
:~~~r ~ Quta~ ~!rO ~a4!! !n ~'1- 3.20CQ~~C2 !.~~OC~·Ol O~t.~ r«di~. o{ ~!po in,ul4tQ~ - :.65000000~-02 

?~?O rc.1sti~r,y l~ (oha-_I ¥ 2.~~OCOCOC!-C' RO~4tlv4 90~~~e1lity of ~i~. - •. OC~~-oo 
Ro.~t1vc ~c~i~t~vi~~Q. c{ ~~~Q: ~~~ cutoc ;nsul~tc~, ~ ~.CCCCZ.OO e.~coos.OC 

?~t>. ~~O<Jt''='. :).t~~e...",;.::. ~:"o. 'tho G':d:"":;"J.. .... ;l.ur'!·J.'::::o~ d.-:.d. :-:::QM ;:.i.,.. n'lab<Jr l. in. ~.~.. J.eOCCE"'OZ O.OVOCt.OO 
Z!.:I~.1"':C. c: ~.;:c~ s.::: ~~~.:... ~:-o .. ~C\. c.cn.~.r Q( ":.!",o -pi;,-.... l;,. t-) ~ O.O!&qCO C.Cl6'100 0.0.:..6'1bQ 
~~~lc c: Q4C~ S~ c4h~. w1~~1n ~h. p~~.. In ~~!t. or c.~rc~. ; C.OCO 120,~ ~4Q.OOO 

P!)&I. n~o.r ::'Q~"!')" ~~d! i!.n. t1:tOte:"$ ~ eol101ol.. t ;:'"0::1 t~. c:.n.ter ot:tWJi~d. ..... 

~.~!OOOE~C~ ~.:CCOCZ-Cl j 1.OSCCCE-02 4 t.~50002·C2 ~ t.46000t-02 6 1. (6OCCZ-02 l.~~&-02 
R.I!srivit!4$ ~~ {o~-.1 ot core. Ih~t~. ~~Q a~~: 2,S(OOOOt-o~ 2.~4COOOE-¢S 2.e~OOOOt-0e 

R¢l4c~ve ~e~~~~l!ti~s Of t~e :I~ t~:eQ cQa.~on~nt' !.COCOOO~.OO :.OOOOOOZ·O¢ ~.COOOOOETOO 

~~~~~~tQ~~. ~~i~~iv~ ~zs~~~~v~ty !!~d1~n~~y. r~~l; ... 4n~ ve~oelty ~~ ~~/.ec;; !.O~OOOO~.OO ~.OOOOOO~.OO t.41~~6Z2.0¢ 



!::su1,etot" 2.. 'Relative pe%"':ll t't!\t! ~y ! la4J'1it\4t"Y ,: r.al} .. &.-~ ve:loc! 'r.:y in t./~.e~: 1 ~OOOO¢Ct.OO- >.-:!>OOOOOt.00 t .CS~921t:.C! 
.P':":..:s'. n.·...:.:a~r 2- !><::W\d:.ary r,,:::i1 irt ~ .. t.rsl !ollo-... ~r-'Oe t:-~e- C~t.r out..,ar'd: .... ...':': ~(' .. ':0-." :- .... "'; 

!.:eOCC~-C3 ~.l=t-03 3 1.·~6COOZ:-OZ , 1.:SOC¢t-C2 5 1. 4600ct-C2 6' •. 4l>~~·)' 1. 46000t-C2 
RO' .. ~t-::::,v~':.ios ~n. :¢!'-.. -el ot '=0: •••. ":.«4t:"\. a.. .... d .a:r;"WO(': 2 • .$.40C00"!' .. CS 'Z.!.OOOCl"£ ... ce 2.S:.400<:l0r-.....o:r.:.._. 
~el4ti~. ~.~.~i!!t!.o of tn •• ~ th~ .. co~~.nt. ~,OOOOOO!.oo 1,OOOOOO~·OO t.OOOOOO~· 

~:'";:I-t.:l:&tor 1. :Ft .... eti .... ~~~tt!v1ty (! ... qtn.s.r-y. t ..... l). .a.nd v.loc!.ty ln r»I ... c:j LOOOOCJOti.c.')(>t:lt:'OOOOOCt.OO 1. <tge962z*oe 
~~'u14to~ 1. ~.l.ttv. p.~itr1vity (i .. ~1n.rr. : •• 1). ~d v.:o~ity tn r_/t«ej: !.~O(h;~:OOOQOOC'OO ~.c~~~:,~~o~ 

~~Il". "''UJl-b.r :'QW'\d.~y C'"a4i~ ~I'\. t .. t.t'"'l rollOOW'. frO' .. ~l"I. c.nt_r Q1J-t"" .. td .... JI','" , ..... 
j.~!1IY'\OI: .. {'ll t 'S.!'COOO"~C.1 1 'I.,C,"OCCIt'''02 " 1.llh")OO:r"Ot ., ;I.,(4O('Nj-t ... O: ~:.ft'~tn,. .. ~o:s.·" 1.4t.{)I)f)~-n: 

tt..&~¥-t;.!. ... 1tt •• t.I-':it t'~~-.I o~ COt"_ • ... l". •• (h .. .ctn.d oC'1ltf)-I" ~ ::r • .e.cOOOO!:"O$ 2.:e.coo<>ct' ... O! Z.$'40000Z>--C*'y: 
~.':' .. U.v .. :P ... =----.b~..:.1tiel: 'Of t"!"l. .... .eae 't~~ •• ('o.~.nt. 1~ocoooc.~ .. OO 1.-:>OOOOO't. .. 00 LCDOOt'lO~:rlI'."· 

:r.1IU~4CO!'"!. t{O!6t.!.'V. 9.rZlitti'Vi::y t~II4-q!r...ry .. :-«-u .. 4r.d .... !o-:-.U:y in ~./t4C): ::.~oo.!"'-:'OOOOOCt ... oo !.",):~"15-.;:t.4:)~ 

t~.tJl.t'or 2. ~ • .t6t1"". r-e""tttiv!'.:y t!a.aq1l'lAry~ t'.al~ .. 6TI-d v.loc!r.y 1.:'1 ~.I •• c~;'" 1.COO<.:(X)1tJ.Oc>:.1J-.OOO<>¢Cl:"OO t.O~~12"7l!.O~ 

1!t'-;~l"".nin9 ~C'".~C'y i~ (N::t; .. 1. .OOOOOOOC£"05 ~"WIber ct d.ea.d4. fit. O. !'f~t' ar p<itn..t:T1-.::.cado • L 
~~!(O~ (~CM-.~r4t!(ted~ .$rt~ ~.~ hA. ~ •• t.ttv1ty!n ron.·.~ • 1,OOOOOOOO~.O% ~C~~~ 

:>u.nc...><ted t..t.";"f:~7 <:.:s:-d;_ tQ~ :P':'''c.!:rcolt -.od.11:-:ot; !'\,D'V. t:"l. tol1owlM-Q' .p"'c.tl1catlon •• ~od. n ..... "".d-.fv.--=~" 

":'.?t41 l.t'\~t~ or C'llbt •• ".J'lIi l.nq:t"h .of each -*;0:" •• <:"::!an.. in. ~.:.: ,.~.ooo 2~.!')OO 

~'.:.s~.r ot ..:a.jot' sect:tc:a: of c.Cltble .... ,!;~ $:"1_a.th ~t""OlJJ'}d.!::.-tA NI.Lsta..."'1.cw; in ro~l at .-jot'" l.ctlcr..1 .. 1.0000000ct-Cl 
~h. e4~!. r, c~o.lbon~ed~ 
Z!~cr.t. ?i-eir~~i: ~.l1nq is U$ed fe~ t~ esole_ 

c C 

~~~"'IX C03~ 't1C1'!:,.ln4.tinq !':"Q~"""''C'Y C3r-¢a. 

R~~ •• t tc~ !!~shinq ot punch ~utf.r~ 

SV!!f:'AC!. 

..\r'" '" 
tAt" !.A. 1.t l 
1.,.::tIf 2A ..... 

~A ~~ lA ~2 !AZ~ lA II 
Z" .. ~A !Z Z 
:lA • _ ::.0. 12 3 

""" ...... !:.A :'2 ..; 
S"' •• ~" .- ':. 
~II •• s" t: 6 
'" U. , .... :2 ., 
!,A. .... lA t l- !A~ ~ tA 11 
~A12~.t\~3~ 
~" t ... ~;I\ ~ 'S l 
IiCA It 6" l~ -t 
~" ~~ 4" :~ ~ 
~" ..... ~11. '!.:3. 4; 

.,. ..... ., iAo :.~ ... 

..1\ !.3 " A!:'{ 
~A 13 ~"" ~::. ~" ... :<" t ....... 
'2~ :.:l 1.,1\ 2:' 
1~ :'J ;,.. ;:1 

'" II 4.>. ~l ~ 
~I\ :'J .(.\ Z: ~ 

&~ l.Z .cA. Zl 

l • OOOOOOOJ:-C 1 
1.Ce~!>~1I2l!-Ol 

~. M)~H18~-Ol 

1.0U~ISlr.·'H 

~. "O&"4:-e~ ... o~ 
3.4C67PI}2(-O! 
'1.C«~le2lt-Ol 

e. 66"30~CI';-Ot 
e. <061~n~-Cl 
!.40p"nt-cl 
~. 65~~566t-C1 

:!. 40~7"'7&!!-Ot 
S. 66430~02(-Ot 
e. 40674'~t-O. 
,. <06747n:-Ol 
e. &5~e666~-{n. 
e.~C67c7et-Ol 

e. 4057C7~!:·Cl 
e.5M305C~-Ol 

!.406'478!-Ol 
!L 4:067"";'S!-Ol 
8.6~5e&66!:-O!' 

8.315n~6t"()1 

!.315¢2'Sl!-O! 
~.3:'~02~5t-Ol 

!. s:.502eSt-Ct 
~.l1502l!1S1t-ct 

~.Jl!i02'6!:-Ot 

8.JO'5J7lt ..... O: 

~ SLA.'<X ".:-¢ .. "Id'n9" t~lt<;\:.,.cy ""~~. 
1 SJ>1,"N0l 

I . 31~1~U!:-Ol 
\,1 HJo"'~r-02 
L ~Janlor·Ql 
1.ltt~CHr:-Ol 

1.111!06U-C% 
t. !a~~:.n-02 
t.:.e:'9-:0:0~....oZ 
l. U.1306'&k-¢:: 
1. H! 3C(,6Z-0% 
:. ~a'J6'~llt-02 
!_:'!.1~06Gt-O: 

l.le'10ZC~-OZ 
1.1=';'~66%-02 

L !llJ066!:-O~ 
!. ~S~61~1!:"()Z 
1. 1 HlC66t-Ol 
:.. :113CG5t-C2 
~. tS9, 020t-02 
~.I:DO~5l!·C< 

:...!~1:301S62"'.Q~ 

~ .. le9675!t-O:' 
1.06~S381r:-02 
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XXIV .. 

SUPf:Or:'i~g program trNETEQJ" will calculate and ;:u."'lch constant-p3razneter 
ge~erator equivaler.ts in the fo~ of Type-51,52,53 ~~TP branch cards based on 
i~put data t~at consists of ~nown short-circuit c~rrents a~d excluded ~:ne 
reactances. M:cess is via the spec ial-request w:Jt"c "NE'IW'CRK ECU!VAL:.~T". 

XX:V-A. :ormats for :np..!t .Data of "NETEQ/" 

Once control is inside ItNETEQI", a miscellaneous data card is read first. 
Then come line cards {until a bla~k terminator card), to define these 
impedances that are NOT to be included in the t"esultant eq~ivalent. In order 
~~at the resultant equivalent be valid for EMTP simulation l such lines must 
correspond to transmission circuits that will be explicitely represented in the 
EMTP data. NeiL~er missing lines, nor overlapping lines are acceptable, of 
course. Following t..."1e 1 ine cards are bus cards, one for each terminal node. 
'Then a blar.k card is needed as a re'i...lest to exit mooule "NETEQi", unless t\¥O 
or ~ere such subcases are to be stacked under a single special-request word. 
The assoc iated data formats, and detailed definitions fot' the various 
para~eters, follow. 

xx.:V-A-l. Miscellaneous Data card: 

C 2 3 4 
c 345678 190123456178901234156789012134567890112345678 ! 
c ------i--------l--------1--------!--------I--------f 

:8 :8! £8.0 ! £8.0 :8 AS i 
C ------ --------i-------- --------[--------1--------
C NI~ N13 PERC EN 

NI~ of col~~s 1-8 is 
allowed for the iterative solution. 

tb.e max:L.1H..m nunber of Newton iterations to be 
A typical value is ten. 

N13 of columns 9-16 provides diagnostic printout control. This data field 
is used for IFRSUP if and only if a ~sitive value has not previously been 
defined via a "D~GNOSTIC" card of Section II-A. 

EPSIL..'l of colllnI"'.s 17-24 is a convergence tolerance for the iteration. All 
variable corrections must be less than EPSI~~ for ~~e iterative solution to 
tenni~ate. 

PERCEN of colunns 25-32 is the fractional addition of line impeda'"lce at 
each step of staged loading. If no intermediate solutions are needed, key the 
value un.ity. But to add the line loading in N.l-1 equal steps, use PERCENT = 
l / NUM. 

IPNCCM of columns 33-40 controls. the posslDle addition of a blank comr..ent 
card separating the Fhase cards on the punched OlItput. '!his is a cosnet:c 
detail ~nly. unity adds the extra blank cares, while bla~k or zero omits it. 
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~~ ~f co umns ~:-48 actual:y consists of four se;arate c~aracters that 
are ?...l!':.c::ed Li co ;I:ns 45, 46, 47, ane 48.. The first of ::.::ese is Ci-'~. of 
col:..rnn 45, wr:ich is the al phanuner ic s:yrntol used to inc ieate tr:e fi rst phase 
(as replacement for CFJ._RQ in node r:.a.:-nes TEXT.a, and/or TEX':"S) of the 3-Fhase 
branches to be ?Unci;ee. A blank will leave the defaul t symool II An in olace. 
'rhe second is CFA.qs of column 46 like C~, only for t..~e sec'Ond 
phase. "Po. blank wil: leave the default symtcl s'an in place. 'The third is C~..RC 
of column 47 like C~RA, only for 3rd phase. A blank will leave ~he 
default sjrnbcl nelS in place. Finally, the fourt.~ is CHf\RQ of colur:n 48, the 
alphanumeric symbol ~~at is used in 6-character bus na.:~es to mark the location 
that will indicate phase number (to be replaced by C~, C~, ~r C~~RC). 
A blank will leave the default sumbol ~?n in place. 

XXIV-A-2. Line cards fer Circuits to be Omitted from Equivalent 

C 1 2 
c 345678190123456i789012341 
c ------1--------1--------1 

::s 1 I8 E8.0 
c ------1--------

!GtE of col :..rr:ns 1-8 is t."1e node Dtl'nOer of one end of a t!"a~sr: iss i0~ 
circuit i~ w~e positive-sequence eqJivalent network. Since this c:r~~it is to 
be represented explicitely in the transient study, it is to be 0mitted :rem ~~e 
equivalent. 

MBUS of coltJnns 9-16 is the ~ooe nunber 'Of the ot.:'1er e;-,c 0f t~is 
transmission ci~cuit that is te be omitted from the equivalent. 

REACT of columns 17-24 is t.~e positive-sequence reactance ~f t~e 
transmission circuit in question. 

Such line cards are to be terrni~~ted by a blank card. parallel lines a:e 
not allo~ (t..~e user must parallel tr.'ern himself) • N:::rle n!.1TIOers :m . .05t. be 
positive integers, with no ftholes· (i.e., every positive integer less than t~e 
largest must be used) • 

YXIV-A-3. Bus card Giving &~ort Circuit CUrrent 

C 1 234 
C 134567819012341567890123415678901234156789C 
Cl !-
1:21 A6 A6 E10.0 E10.0 rfi 
C 

f _______ ! ____ ! 
..... ! 

i 

I"" TEXTA TEXTS RI'P..E\f XTF.EV "" NEGATE 

~DE of coltIn.'I"Is 1-2 (shown poorly en diagrarn) is the node nl..I'nber 'Jf ':te 
short cireui t data keyed on t.~is card. AlthoU;h no "holes" in node nunber :'::.g 
are allewed, input order is in fact arbitrary. 
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TEXTA of columns 3-8 is tte 6-character ~ame of the equivalent generater 
bus.. Use the special symool C'dA..qQ ("?It) to mark the ?,sition tl'1at is to be used 
to i!'1c icate phase m .. rnber. 

TE:x:TS of col t.rnns 9-14 is 1 ike 
equivalent branch that will connect the 

TEXTA, only for t.~e netW':Jrk side of 
t'WlO 3-phase busses .. 

this 
into 

RTHEV of co:umns 15-24 is the X/R ratio desired in 
.~.·ode. Oc.s';s'-'aMce ;g~"'0...4 c'u"';""'g +-1...e so' "+-':0"" .--= .... '- .• ,. ~ ~A.IIo.,""", .. ............. .... ........ ..;. ... , 

the resul t USl.!1g t.>;'lS flXed prop::;rtlon at the end. 

the fi~al equivalent at 
and is only added back 

X7HEV of colunns 25-34 is t.~e equivalent reactance at the node. ::;. per 
ur.it, this the reciprocal of the short circuit current at rated voltage. 

NEGA.TE of col unns 35-40 alloW'S the user to d iscor:.nect the generate r of the 
node. '!his "negates" the normal inclusion (blal"i.K or zero will inclu::e t.he 
generator, whereas unity will negate it). 

.xxrV-B. Interpretations of Ir:.PJt Data cards of "NETEQI" 

The first input card is t..~e miscellaneous data card, W'hich bears x 
pararr~eters. The associated interpretation in col~~s 1 through 51 {t~ ~~e :ef~ 
of the card image) a~ars as follovvs: 

12345 
123456178901123456!789012345678!901234567890112341516789101 
---1---!--- f---'----1------- i-- [- ;--
Mise .. ! I8 :8 [ E12.3 212.3 1 :8 !Xl A4 1 
------l-----!-----i ----l-------1--1-!-..... l 

NI~..AX N13 PERCEN 

Next corne line cards for those circuits that are to be omitted from the 
ecuivalent because ~~at will be represented explicitely. '.!'!1e 51-colLIn!;. data 
card interpetation follows: 

1 2 345 
123456789~12345678901234!5678!90121345678ge123456!7891~1 

-----------------------------I----I---------,-----t 
Branch card. K, M, X = 1 :4 ! I4 ! E14.4 

------1----1---------- -I 
KBtE ~LS RE'..A.CT 

Fi!"'.ally, there are the bus cards givir:..g node nunber, node r:.ames and s.":ort. 
circuit currents. The names are not reflected in ~~e data card interpretation, 
wnich follows: 

~ 234 5 
1234567890 123456i789012345678910123456789~12 3456781901 
----- ----:-----1- I 
Thevenin. :6! E13.4 ! E13.4 16 
--- - .............. ~~- I - ............ ~ -~-----f 

~ODE RTHEV NEGATE 
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xx:v-c:. ::x F 1. ana t ion 0 f Othe r 0.;. t put 0 f !J ~'E':'E QI" 

Si~ce ~he second subcase of BENC~~Fl~ DC-14 provides several 
:'llustrat.ic~s of ;;sage, ~o complete output will be presented, ~or will :!loch 
space be devoted here. Yet there are SO:.11e important observations. 

':he ::lost imp-Jrtant output for t:..~e serious user will be punched cares 
(coupled R-L ~ranches of Type 51, 52, ••• ). Such card L~ages are always written 
to t:.e 'f)U:"'1ch buffer. But as explained in Section I-D (see "SPUNChttt ) I the :.lSer 
~,ay well requi re a SPUNCH cornr.:and to save these card L"nages for futu.re ~e. 
:his Nill depend on the progr~~ version being used. 

Printed 
performed • 
this printed 

output begins with one ~lne for each Newton iteration as it is 
The followi~ is an example (c.'-1e 1 ine has been cut in tw-o to :i t 

page) : 
Done with Newton iteration nr...rnber NITER = 1. :.argest 

correction D4 = 2.22487143E-01 
Alt.:'10LX;h one iteration only reqLl.ires negligible time for snaIl problens, !1ot so 
for larger problems such as the 8-node subcase of 8ENC~K OC-14. For t.~ose 
'Watching ar:.a w:a i ting for t.~e ou.tput, the just-described 1 ine can provide an 
imp::>rtsnt indication t..~at the comp..rter is still alive and working on the user's 
probleml 

If PERCEN < 1.0 is used to prov:.ce staged loading, the user will ~e 
informed of each ctange of loading by means of a message such as t~e followi~g 
(agai~ solit in two) : 

Increase admittance by ?ERCEN to value ~.LE: 
2.00000000E-02. Next, solve ••• 

:or those i~terested in sparse matrix solutions to linear algebraic 
equations, the sparsity plot may have interest. Recall that this will be 
produced only if a tOsi tive 1 imit ICFBND is keyed for t..~e the nLrnOer of 
generators (see the" tfNE'IWCRK Ecurl!A~t request card of Section ::-A-13). 
Well, if this is the case, at the end of the comp;tation, there wi 11 be some 
explanatory heading that explains the meanirlg of plot sJrnl:ols: "'X" for 
orig inally nonzero terms, and If F" for terms ~~at have been "filled in" (:::aCe 
nonzero) during t~e ordered el Ll1ination. ':he following is an illustration from. 
BENCtfIIARK OC-14 the fi rst 11 of 64 rows total. '!here were 8 generators, so 
64 rows and columns: 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

123456i8ge123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234 
)OOQCOO(X 

XXXXXXX X 
XXXXXXX 
XXXXXXX 
XXXXXXX 
XXXXXXX 
XXXXXXX 
XXXXXXX 

x 

XFFFFFFFXFXXXXXX F 
XXXXXXXX F 
XFXXXXXX X 

X 
x 

F 
F F 
F 

x 

F 
F 
F 

X 

F 
p' 
F 

x 
F 
F 
F 
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xxv EMTP BENCHMARK CATALOGUE 

Following is a classification of all bencr..marks, according to topics discussed in 
the Rule Book. A first division dis tincts between benchmarks illustrating supporting 
routines and benchmarks documenti.:."lg simulation r-..ms. Any remark that could 
contribute to the updat:L"lg or i:liprovement of tL~is list greatly will be a.cknowledged. 

Furt..~er sub<iivisior..s are based on special request words as found in the Rule 
Book. 

JMART! setup: 
DCN3.DCN5,DCN6.DCP20 

LI:NE CONSTANTS: 
DC29,DC59,DC60,DCN3t~?DCN6tDCP20 

CABLE CONSTANTS: 
DC27,DC28 

SEMLY'EN setup: 
DC29,oc60 

XFOR.14ER: 
ne15 

BCTRA.N: 
DeN8 

DATA BASE MODli'"LE: 
DC36 

SATI;1\ATION {CON'VERT}: 
DC13 

HYSTERESIS : 
DC13 

NETWORK EQUIVALENT: 
De14 

OLD to new ZnO: 
DC13 

CHANGE SWITCH: 
DC14 

Z-""lO FITTER: 
DC38,DC39 



KILL CODES: 
DC13 

XXV-B Simulation part 

Further subdivisions S-~ based on the models used in ~~e network simulation. 
In most cases. these models are referred to. USing special request words (as used 
in t.i.e Rule Book). 

XXV-B-l TACS 

TACS h""YBRID: 
DCl,DC2,DC8,DC19,DC20.DC22.DC30.DC33.DC37,DC38,DC43.DC4,.DC47.DC57, 
Dc63,DCN2,DCN10.DCP17 

TACS ST~\~ ALONE: 
DC18,DC19.DC20,DC21,DC23,DC46,DCP24 

XXV-a-2 USAGE OF LINE MODELS 

CONST .. A.NT P AF.A..\4ETER MODEL ( 0, 1.2) : 
DC1.DC2,DC3,DC4,DC5,DC6,DC7,DC9,DC10,DC12.DC16,DC19,DC20,DC22.DC24.DC25 
DC26,DC30,DC31,DC32,DC34.DC35,DC38,DC41,DC42,DC43,DC44,DC45.DC47.Dc48 
DC50,DC;l,DC52.DC53 ,DC55 ,DCS6,DC57 ,DCS8,DC61.DC62.DC63,DCNl ,DCN2,DC ~4 
DCN7,DCN9,DCN10,DCNll,DCN12,DCP1,DCP10,DCPll,DCP13.DCP14,DCP15,DCP16 
DCP17,DCP18.DCP19.DCP2.DCP21,DCP22,DCP26,DCP3,DCP4,DCP5,DCP6,DCP7,DC?8 
DCP9 

K~T~ UO~E1. {_1 -2 -3'· .. v,w......... :n. .., ... • , J • 

DCl.DC2~DC7.DC12,DC16,DC24.DC31+DC32.DC37,DC38,DC41.DC47.DC50,DC52.DC61 
DC62,DC63,DCN4.DCN7.DCP1,DCP10,DCP13,DCP18,DCP19.DCP6,DCP8 

JMART! MODEL: 
DCN4,DCN7 

SEML YEN MODEL: 
DC31,DC61 

CASCADE PI: 
DC9 • DelO t DCP25 

XXV-S-3 USAGB OP X~VSFORMER MODELS 

SA TTJRABLE '!'RA:."iSFORKER: 
DC5,DC25,DC32.DC47.DC;l,DC53,DCP11.DCP15,DCP21 

PI-CIRCUIT: 
DCl,DC2,DCll,DC25,DC26.DC53,DC63,DCN9,DCN10,DCNll.DCP21,DCP26 



xr~-B-4 USAGE OF NON-LINEAR ELEMENTS 

TYPE 91 
DC22,DC38.DC42,DC43 

TYPE 92 
DC37.DC38 

TYPE 93 
nc4,DC7.DC45,DC56,DC58,DCP15.DCP22 

TYPE 96 
oc45 

TYPE 97 
oc42,DCP5 

TYPE 98 
DCN7 ,DCP15 

TYPE 99 
Dotr ,DCP6 

ZL~C OXIDE 
DC37 

XXV-S-5 USAGE OF SWIrCHES 

TIME. VOLTAGE OR CURRENT-CONTROLLED SWITCHES: 
DCl, DC2 ,DC3 t DC'! ,DC12 ,DC16 ,DC19, DC20, DC24 ,DC25. DC26, DC30, DC31, DC32 ,DC41, 
DC43.DC47.DC48.DCSO t DCS2,DC53.DC55 t DC57.DC61,DC62.DC63.DCN2.DCN4,DCN7, 
DCN9,DCN10.DCN11,DCP1,DCP10,DCP12,DCP13,DCP17,DCP18,DCP19.DCP2,DC?21, 
DCP26 t DCP6, DCP7 • DCP8, DCP9 

DrODES OR THYRISTORS (TYPE 11): 
DCl,DC2,DC30.DC32,DCS1,DC63 

SP .. \RK GAP OR TRIAC ('ME 12): 
no illustration round 

TACS CO~swncHES (TYPE 13): 
no illus~ tCNnd 

~-
.o4Ih::. 

STATISTIC SlaM- (TYPB 76): 
DC16,DC24,DC5Q,DCP13 

DC33 

XXV-B-6 USAGE OJ! SOURCES 

STATIC ELECTRIC NETWORK SOURCE FUNCTIONS: 
DCl,DC2.DC3,oc4,DC;,DC6,DC7,DC9,DC10,DC11,DC12,DC16,DC17.DC19,DC22,DC24. 
DC25,DC26.DC30,DC31,DC32.DC34,DC35,DC3i,DC38,DC41.DC42,DC43,DC44,DC45, 
DC47.DC48,DC51,DCS2.DC53,DC55,DC56 t DC57.DC58.DC61.DC62.DC63.DCN1.DCN2. 



DCN4.DC~7.DCN9.DCN10tDCN11.DCN12.DCP1.DCP10.DCP11,DCP12.DCPl3.CCP14, 
DCP1;tDCP16,DCP17 t DCP18,DCP19,DCP2.DCP21.DCP22.DCP25.DC?26.DCP3~DCP4, 
DCP5tDCP6,DCP7,DCP8~DCP9 

TYPE 16: 
DC44 

IDE..o\L TRA.,.~SFOR.~ (TYPE 18): 
DC25~DC55 

TYPE 60: 
DC 22 

SM (TYPE 59): 
DC25~DC26,DC47.DCS3tDCN9.DCN10,DCN11tDCP21.DCP26 

UM (TYPE 19): 
DC34.DC35,DCN1,DCN2.DCN9,DCN10,DCN12,DCP16,DCP17.DC?21 

FIX SOT.JRCE {LOAD FLOW}: 
DC2S t DC26 , OCP26 

A.:,"::':ALYTIC SOD"'RCE (TYPE 1-10): 
DC6,DC42 

XXV-3-7 STATISTICAL TABULATION 

STATISTICAL SWITCH (TYPE 76): 
DC16tDC24,DC50~DCP13 

STATISTICS DATA: 
DC24 t DC40 ,nc48 

OMIT BASE CASE: 
OCP13 

XXV-B-8 SPECIAL FEATURES 

START AGAIN: 
OC40.DC49 

DISK PLOT DATA: 
DC3 t oc45 , DCS4 

Spy USAGE: 
DC57 t DCP22 

PEAK VOLTAGE MONITOR: 
OC61,DC62 

SINCL'f."'-DE: 
DC8 , DC17 ,OCP23 



/ -CA.~ USAGE: 
DC33 

FOURIER ANALYSIS: 
oc42 

POSTPROCESS PLOT FILE: 
oc46 

REPLOT: 
DC54 

BATCH MODE PLOTTL~G: 
DC42.DC46 

Last edited 27/09/88 
M.. Ulens 
G. Empereur 
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t.:":e EMTP is scattered throu;h var ious tecb.nical pa~rs 
foll?wing may be four.~ usef~l for reference purposes: 

H. w. :ommel, "Digital computer solution of electromagnetic transients i:'l 
s:~le anc multiphase networks," !2EE Trans., vol. ?~B-88, pp. 382-399, 
April 1969. 

2. H. W. Dommel, ff~nlinear and time-varyin~ elements in digital 
simulation of electromagnetic transients,n IEEE Trans., vol. ?~S-90, 
pp. 2561-2567 1 ~v/Dec 1971. 

j. W. S. Meyer, H. w. ::orrrnel, "Nuner ical model 1 ing of frequency-dependar;t 
transmission line parameters in an electromagnetic transients progra~,n 
IEEE Trans., vol. R~-93T ?p. 1401-1409, Sep/Oct 1974. 

4. W. F. Ti~~ey, J. W. Walker, nDirect solutions of sparse network 
equations by optimally ordered triangular factorization," ?roc. IEEE, 
vol. ~~, pp. 1801-1809, November 1967. Also available in the 1967 
IEEE PES PICA Conference Record. 

7. H. w. ::orrrnel r W. S. Meyer, 
transients," Proc. IEEE, 

"Comp..ltation of electromagnetic 
vol. 62, pp. 983-993, July 1974. 

8. w. S. Meyer, "Transients Program ~ora!"!da.n Approximately 150 
pages per volLme, this concerns the ~TP ce"Velopnent memoranda 
which are regular issued as progress is made. IndividtGl menos 
are bound when ~~ere has been sufficient accumulation to for.m a 
volLIne. As of February, ':984, there were 14 volLlnes. cr:ly the 
~ost recent volume is generally available, however, so do not wTite 
requesting a complete set. Older volunes are out of print. i.1hen a 
new volLlne is released, a fixed nunber of copies are printed; and 
when t.:.~ese are exr-.:austed, the volune becomes :.,lI"l.available throtx;h 
regular chal"'..!1els (a Freedan of Information request Wl:)uld always be 
honored, of course, bf..;t a copying fee 'WOuld be charged). As of 
~.prilr 1984, EMTP Memoranda -writing has been S'4.1spended indefinitely, 
with the 74-page contribution dated 19 January 1984 (finished on 
25 March 1984) being t:.;'e final one tl.111ess mar.aganent encourages 
a resunption. A request for guidance in setting such pr iorities 
·ftiaS made of higher managanent on March 26t.~, 1984. 

9. D. R. Carrell, w. s. ~€yer, "Digital a~d hybrid computation of 
electromagnetic transients in power net"'ftOrks, ft Sixt.~ Ar.nual 
Pittsburg Conference on Modeling a~ Simulation, Pittsburg, 
:?e!"l.nsylvania, April 1975. 

2.0. A. Semlyen, A. cabuleanu, ft Fast and accurate switching transient 
calculations on transmission llnes with ground return usi~q recursive 
convolutions," IEEE Trans., vol. PAS-94, pp. 561-571, 1975. 

~..:... A. Ametani, "A highly efficient method for calculating transmission :ine 
transients," IEEE ':'rans., vol. PAS-95 r pp. 1545-1551, Sept/Oct 1976. 

r . 
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13. w. s. ~eyer, "~acti~e translation of an electro.~agnetic transients 
progra-n (E."1TP) anong different digital computer systems," IEEE PES 
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8, Vel. VI, 5 Ja~uary 1977, pagination PICA. 

:4. V. 3rancwaj n, H. W. l):>.~el, n Syncnror:.ous ~achine ~ra11eters l~ 
a~alysis of electromagnetic transients," canadian Communications 
and Power Conference, Montreal (P.Q., Ca~ada), OCtober 20-22, 1976. 

15. V. 3rancwajn, "Synchronous Generator Models for ~~e Simulation of 
Electromagnetic Transier:ts. 1f Ph.D. thesis w-ritten at the U1iversity 
of 8ritish Columbia (Vancouver, 8.C., canada), April 1977, 117 pages 
plus preface. 
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simulation in ~~e computation of electromag~etic transients," IEEE 
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i~itialization for urbalanced network conditions within an electro
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42. F. L. Alvarado, R. H. Lasseter, H. ~n, s. K. Mong, MA 
mcx:hll.e-oriented EMTP interface," pa;;er presented at the 
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XX"I. Th'DEX OF EMTP :::u.rL...E BOOK 

Just a few special rules govern the index that follo~. First, '..me:1 
special request WlOrds are involved, these are capi tal ized ar.-d placed wi thin 
quotation r.:arks. The presence or absence of quotation marks does not al ter the 
orderi-ng of er:.tries. The same goes for dollar signs ("S") that precede various 
such request 'words, or slashes ("/"). Page references are not given because the 
section nllnOer· will generally p:>int the user close enol...gh. To translate page 
nunbers into section nLlnbers, see the explanation at the beginning of the Table 
of Contents (Section 0) • 

Topic or Detail of EMTP Interest, in alphabetical order 

"USE AB", nBC~"". [AJ,[S] matrix option. See 
"ABSOLL-r'E TACS DIM.EN5 IONS" 
""BOOLt.;'TE U .M. DIMEN3 ICN3" 

to size ~CS tables within 
to size U.M. tables within 

List 19 
List 25 

(Section II-A) 
(Section I:-~.) 

Accunulator ar.d counter, Type-65 TACS device (Section rII-E-4) 
Active gap of surge arrester. Model as ~CS-COntrolled R(t), arc (Section V-I) 
"Am" su.bccmnand. for SPY' "APPEND" ccirmnand (Section XVr-C-9) 
Address lirnitations of cornp,lters, lmfX)rtance of. See Section I-F 
Aegis operating system of Apollo. See It Apollo versionl't 
Aki, Prof. J..rnetani of r::os.~isha lhiversi ty.. See "Japanese ...... " 
11 ALL" corrrnand for all rows of any SPY table (Section XV!-<:-3) 
!fALL TIME" of i;'lteractive plotting.. See: 

Corrrnand of t..~e separate: plot program "TPPLOT" (Section I-L-l; 
Carrnar..c of the separate plot; program "WINrXl4PLT" (Section :-:'-2) 
Subcanrnar"1d 'Jf the SF.{ "PLC'r" corrrnand (Section XVr-C-4) 

Allen, Mr .. J. Allerl Lima of EDP in Lisbon, Portll3al. see tttJr-i vac version 
" .a.LTF.:RNA..TE DIACNCSTIC PRINmur- request (Section II-A} 
A~ahl EMTP version. See NIBM versions ••• ~ 
R'nerican EMTP Users Group. See "canadian/R'nericanN 

Rnetani 1 Prof. Akihi ro /lmetani of D::>shisha Lhiversi ty. See "Japanese 
Analog canp.1ter sL.'nulation using ~.CS (Section III) 
"A..'lALYT" subroutine for user-supplied FCRTRA:.'J (Section I-£-l) 
"A..~LYT!C SOLRCES LEAGE- signals use of rs ~r..YT" (Section II-A) 
&'iOde of valve/diode switch component (Section VI-B) 
Apollo version of ~TP (Section !-F-l) 
"~.PPEND" carmand of SF.{ for SF.{ aritixnetic {Section XVI-<:-9} 
Apple Macintosh version of EMTP (Section r-F-12) 
Armor of WCABLE CCNSTANI'S- (Section XXIII) 
"~~ supporting program for ~~o exponential fitting (Section XIX-I) 
Arrester model ing. See" SUrge arrester model ing" 
!-SEA Research & Innovation. See "Hewlett-?ackard ....... tt 

II 

At ccmna..'1d (executed using SP't "@W carmand) of interactivi ty (Section XVT-C-5) 
AT&T. See nt.;'NIX pC EMTP version" 
P-.ustral ian .Elw1TP User Group (Section I-A) 
uALrrC ~E" to toggle autc.matic naming (Section rI-A-41) 
Availability of program (Section I-A.-I) 
"AiJ"ERAGE OtJr?tJT1f to remove EMTP noise (Section II-Po.) 
"Xv~RAGE" of interactive plotting. See: 

Cocrrnaoo of the se;arate plot prc.;,gram "TPPLCT" (Section I-L-l) 
Subcccrrna---:d of t.:.~e SP'f "PLOT" cccrrnand (Section XVI-C-4) 
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Sase val~e 0 statistical tabulation (Secti0~ ~i, variable ~E2). 
Basin 2lectr c Power Cooperative. See npR':'~E £'v[TP version" 
tlS).::CHu c?f.'T.'.a~c of the separate pr~ra-n "TPPLC':'ct (Section :-L-:) 
IISCTPJ...;.\;Jj s~P90rting program for 3-ptase tra.::sforrr:ers (Sectio!! X:X-C) 
"SSGIN ~EIi 2J...r;:A CPoSE" for data case separati':m (Section ::-A) 
1!3ECIN ?::.A.K \l.~.:":';E S~_qCh"'f for extre"!la mor;:'tor::Jg :1Ot over all t (Sectior: ::-,~ 
3eg i~:;i;;g of ?rvg ra,n execut ion: user responses t.o o!=€r;ing ~ror.,pt (Sect:')!;:-C 
3elg i'..In. See :1 European EMTP User Group" 
3ENCH'lAZ-< x-xx a.::c X:'-'EW-XX test cases 
sessel f~,mctions of 1 i!:e constar;ts. See If Sk::1 effect" 
Blank care (data case) t.o te~i~ate EMTP execution (Sectior. I:-A-8) 
nBLA.;.\;~Z< n cares as separators i:1 a data case (Section :-:-1) 
3LOCKD51.3:N cisk file of ?rogra~ text (Section I-E-2, Card 17) 
I?SCLD" corrrnand of i!iteractive plotting. See: 

Corrrnand of ser.a·rate plot prograrn "TPPLOT" (Section !-L-l) 
Corrrnand of separate plot prograll1 uWTh1X:WPLTIt (Section I-L-2) 

3or~evi:le Power .~~i~istration (Section I-A) 
flBC!'" comnand for last row of any SPY table (Section XVr-C-3) 
SPA. see "Bonneville ?J~r ~inistration" 
3ra.::c~ cards as EM?? data classification (Section I-I-l) 
ttBRA..~H't corrrnand of SPY' to display List-2 table (Section XV:-C-3) 
3ranch flows of ?hasor steady-state. See Section I:-8, variable KSsour 
3ranch ~ami~ {6-cnaracter name for some or all) : 

var fable ~.AtJro of SI'J._q'I'l;'P (Section I-E-2, card 8) 
Use BtE3 field (eols. 15-20) wi th BRA.."CH of sr~.RTt;'P 

3ranch ou.tput var iables. Refer to component of interest, or Sectio!! ~l 
/3RA.:.\cH declaration preced ing branch cards when sorted (Section!-J) 
Brazil. See tt Lati:1 American ••• tt 
"8REAK" corrrr:and of SPY (Section XVI-C-2) 
Bridge circuit ~f ac/dc converter. See example of Section I-K 
Su!"';dl ing of condxtors in ff LINE CCNST~.NTSH (Section XXI) 
uSCSu c~-nand of SPY to display List-l table (Section XVI-C-3) 

UO.BLE CCl:STA1,t!SU request for transfer to such code (Section !!-A) 
l'c:;..BLE Ca-sTA..~n s'...lpporting progra.'n itself (Section XXIII) 
CalComp. See l'?lotting of EMTP resul ts lt

, "proprietary software" 
canadian/A'TIerican ~TP User Group (Section I-.~-2) 
Ca ~c i tance model ing in the E11TP. See: 

Linear, single-phase representation {Section IV-A} 
:inear, multi-phase [C] of pi-circuits (Section IV-8) 
For del ta-co!"'.nected transformer (Section IV-E) 
n LINE CCNSTANTS" formulas (Section XXI) 

nCJ.:?.D" subcarma.'1d of t.~e SPY ")!'.PPENDtt corrrnand (Section xvr-C-9) 
Carson f s formula for "LINE CCN3T~lII-rs" (Section XXI, Appendix) 
Ca rtel • See XGjEffiI Menorandt.In of t)1.derstand ing , Section I-A-l 
"CASo.J:€D PI" feature, for phaser steady-state solutions only (Section IV-F) 
:'05£" corrrnand of SP'! to toggle case-sensitivity switch (Section X'lr-C) 
Case title text of batch-mode plotting (Section XIV) 
Cathode of valve/diode switch component (Section VI-B) 
C:C version of ~TP, for !!ew machines having v~ rtual manory (Section :-F-8) 
ctar.~e existing S.M. data so as to be solvable using the U.M. (Section IX) 
ClC~.N:;E ffi:N'IOUT 4f?REQJEN:Y" of the time-step loop (Section II-A) 
ItCMN:;E 5~rITCH" to convert swi tched-R, t to Tfpe-98 and 99 (Section :I-P<.) 
Ctcr:es River Data systems version of the EMTP (Section :-F-ll) 
C~eck:fX>int for ~TP executio!"l: see "srART A.~INIr, "MEMSAV" 
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UCHCICEn ')f interactive plot~ir:.g. See: 
Comrr.and -,f :he separate plotting program "TPPLOT" (Section :-L-1) 
Ccrn:r:anc of the separate plotti!1g pr~ra."n uWTh'IXWPLTR (Section :-L-2) 
S~~orr:rnar;d of SPY RPLCT" ccmnand {Section XV':-C-4) 

,... ~ ,....-,!.:... ~re- ke'" ...... cx:1 0 ' ~ r":(l See Sec"'ion V'" or "s.;.: ... ,.... .... es oro -i 1"'IarV' \.,..tt ...... '-\owIl ..... ~..., .. Q< : ":'l,.,. -J....:.. •• ..,. .,,..,,,,, ... ~., .. -.:.:-....., ... ;.. i .......... 
It CrAMP" s::.gr-..a..;...,r ':!1-.CS-Controll€O S"~ ten (Sectlon V"I-C) 
ItC:CSEDIf request of valve/diode card (Section VI-S, Ru.le 5) 
SCLOSE file discor~ection req~est for "C~~" (Section I-D) 
Coaxial cable parameters. see n~3LE CONSTA.'~" 
If CCLCRSf corrma:.""!c of i!'1teractive plotting.. See: 

Cor.rnand of the separate plotting program RTPPLa!'" (Section :-L-1) 
Cor.mand ")f the sepa.rate plotting program "WTh1:XJ,tlPLT" (Section I-L-2) 

Colors of CRT plotting.. See KPEN of the ST~RrtJp file. 
nCCLu"MN" canmand of separate plot program "TPPLar- (Section I-L-l) 
Ccrrrna (" ,") of free-format data inp.lt (Section I-H) 
Ccrn:na.'1C file (executed using SPY "@" ccmnand) of interactivity (Section XVr-C-S) 
Comment card, used in data case (Section I-I-l) 
nC~ ... ~ENT" comnand of SPY for ccmnent cards (Section XVr-C-5) 
SC~~~ENT req~est for nC~~" to destroy comment cards (Section I-D) 
Corrcnercial ization of EMTP. See "cartel ft 
"eCMpH su.bcontnand of t...~e SPY "APPEND" cormtar..c (Section xvr-C-9) 
Compensation, nunber of phases (Section I-G-l, List-24 variable ~(1r!P) 
com~nsation procedure for handling electric net~rk nonlinearit.ies (Section V) 
Co.'7lpensation use or non-use wi t...~ the U.M.. (Section IX, variable ICCMP) 
CCMPLEX (FCRTRA:.\I) precision (Section !-E-2, ST~..RTtJP variable ZNV'REF} 
COs~PJters. See It Installation dependent information" 
Concurrent Sequent.ial processing, abbreviated "CSP" (Section xvr-C-12} 
Conductor card of "LINE C(l.5TAlo.'TS" (Section XXI) 
Cor~'1ecti vi ty pr intout (Section ::-8, miscellaneous data pararneter TIXJt..:BL) 
Control system model ing. See "'IACS" 
Controlled :ntegrator, ':ype-58 TACS device (Section III-E-4) 
Converter model, HVOC, ':ype-16 source (Section VII-B) 
Coprocessor (nuneric). See '" IBM FC XT .... rs version. 
If COPT" units for capacitance. See stMiscellaneous data cards" 
SSeeN" request of reference branch {Section I-E-2, SI'JI...RTUP variable COPY) 
"COPY' subcor::rna .... ~ of the SP'i "APPEND" COOTnanC (Section xvr-C-9) 
Copyright of t.~is t;x)ok and associated EMTP Inaterials by tEe. See Section ! 
Core coooLCtor of "CABLE CCN5TAN'!Stt (Section XXIII) 
Core-type transformers. See "3:'mA.\f' (Section XIX-C) 
Corona modeling of an overhead transnission 1 ine (Section V-K) 
Correia de Barros. See 'llCorona model ing ..... " 
Co rval 1 is t oregon.. See "Universal Machine", "Lat...'W"', "L'N!X?<:" t ftcr::c n 

Cross-oonded cable model ing (Section XXIII) 
Current. o!...'tJ?Uts. .Refer to conrponent of interest, or section ~ 
C ... n:ent source model ing.. See 1'1 Source cards" 
"CURSCR" of interactive plotting. See: 

Corrmand of t.~e separate plotting progra.'n "'!'PPLOT" (Section I-L-l) 
Subccmmand of t..~e SPY uPLor" carrna"'ld (Section xvr-C-4) 

IfC..ETI:l'1 PLOT FILE" to a1 ter plot file precision (Section II-A) 

. f ". h" ~~ Jarnplrlg 0 mass. see Fbtatlng mac .lner 1" 

Da."nping of transients. See: 
Ifhasr~" for di:scussion of spurious switch-related noise 
See Ref.. 17 for explanation of danping resistors 

Daniel, Prof. !:aniel Van D::x'rIr.elen of LEe. See" Ellropean ••• 1'1 
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:'JfI.T.A" co.~az;d of SPY to lace card cache wi t!;, EMTP cata (Sect:0f"l XV:-C-l) 
Data base. See IfSorti~gn or ItSIXWDEu or "DA~ 8..A.SE MODULE" 
"DAT;", 2I-.5E ~CSULEn st;p~rti::g prograzr. f0r S:~CWD£ arg-.r:ents (Section ::-.a.) 
:ata C~nera: version of program (Section :-F-12) 
:x:: co!"';verter.. See ttConverter", nvalvett

, a:-;c "'If!..CS tt 

X r::otor/ger:erat?r :;:od.eli!'1g .. See IIUniversal :-r:ac::i!'1e (U.~.)U 
XG. see It EMT? :-eveloFInent Coordi!"~ati0n Grou.,-;:>sr 
tfDEBLG Ir req'-.lest of i~teractive usage. See: 

Corrrna!1d of the s€p3rate plotting program ffTPPLC?" (Section :-L-l) 
O)t1'.r.,ane of the separate plotting program t~WIN~PLTtt (Section :-:"-2) 
Usage within SPY. See: 

SPY comma~d to cha~e diagnostic printout (Section XVI-C) 
Subcomnand of the "PLaI"c corrrna!1d of SPY (Section XVI-C-4) 

SDESCG request of "CLvJ\GE u to cr.ange :PRSUP (Section I--;)) 
Debu:;g ing of proble:n sol utions. See "DI}..Q.lOSTIC", uDEBU::;" 
DEC. See nvp...x version .... " 
Jecl.."t'!al point ending a file ~ame (defi~ed by SI'A.:cuP, card 18, FILTY'P): 

"file !"laIr.eU option. to ceo i~ EMTP execution (Section :-C) 
I'DA'!A.n cocrnand of SPY (Section X'\tI-C-l) 

Default List Sizes of progra~ variable dL~ensioning (Section I-G) 
"DEFAULTn request of "JMA_RT! SETtJP" (Section XVII) 
Jeionization time of a valve (Section \''1-8, Rule 4b) 
"DELTA C~~CTIONn of the S.M. armature windings (Section V1II, Class 2) 
"DELTAT" time-step size definition. See "Miscellaneous data" 
ttDEroSITrt cornna?1d of SPY to change var iables (section XVr-C-6) 
Derivative, computation using a Type-59 7ACS device (Section ::I-£-4) 
Devices of ~CS control system modeling (Section :::-£-4) 
"DIAQJOSTICn printout for debu;ging (Section ::-A-12) 
"SDEBu:;n for in-overlay diagnostic control (Section I-D) 
Dice. See rtRandcrn nLl!1!:Jer •••• If, uSI'AT:STICSn , "~nte carlo" 
uDICEu corrrnand of SPY. for statistical tabulations (Section XV:-C-8) 
Digital computers. See "L~stallation dependent, information" 
Digitizer, a Type-55 TACS device (Section III-E-4) 
Dimensions of EMTP tables. See '~ariable d L11ension ing " 
Diode swi tch component (Section VI-B) 
Di rectories of data. See ft~ularization ..... IC 

"SDISABLE" for LT:plicit commenting (Section I-D) 
Disclaimer of any responsibility for misuse (Section I-A) 
Discontinuity (poSSible) at tL~e zero from reactors (Section V) 
"DISK" option as EMTP execution beg ins (Section I-C) 
ttDISK PLOT CA'IA- to toggle U;'NIT4 (Section II-A) 
Distortionless transmission line modeling (Section rv-D-l) 
Distributed transmission line modeling. See "Transmission line" 
Distribution of random nunbers. See tt srATISTICS" 
/CDrV" su.bcc:mrr.a.nd of the SPY n.~PENDIS comnand (Section XV'I-C-9) 
Division sign ("/") used as a special symbol.. See "Slash" 
C<:lllar-cards (S-cards) of "Cn--X;Ect (Section I-D) 
Dollar-cards (S-cards) executed via S~ (Section XVI-C-ll) 
Doshisha Universi ty. See n Ja~nese ••• 1'1, n CABLE Cc:N5TA.NrSn 

"DCT" canmand of interactive plotting. See: 
Command of t.~e sepa.rate plotti!1g program "TPPLOT" (Section I-L .. l) 
Command of the separate plotting program "WThTXl'iPLT" (Section :-L-2) 

Double-circuit transmission line representation. See: 
Transposed model wi t.~ zero sequence coupl ing (Section IV-D-2) 
Recursive convolution r.;-.ooel ing (Section IV-D-3, 4) 
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"DRAW" su.bcorrrnand of t..>-:e SPY npLCT" c~a:;d (Section XV::-C-4; 
Dube, Mr. Laure~t, author Qf ~.CS (Section :II) 
SD~~Y of S:~LLTIE to define internal nodes (Section I-K) 
:ynarni~ lL~i~er of :ACS co~trol system modeling (Section r::-E-l a~c 2) 
:Jyr.arn ic synchronous sachi~e. See n Sy"!;.chronous znach ine" or If S. M. tt 

Earth wires of transmission li~es. See "Ground wires" 
n a:ncn corrrnar:<i of SPY to accLInLilate corrrnands (Section XVI-C-l:) 
::CN3"w, Electricity CCft'lnission of New South ~~les. See ftJ-'ustralian EMTP 
2r:P, Electr ic idade de ?)rtugal 0 f Lisbon, Portegal. See "U~i vac version 
Education of program users. See Section I-A 
Electric Po~r Research I~sti tute I or EFRI.. See Section I-A-l 
Slliott, Dr. Brian J. Elliott of EC$'I-l. See "l-.ustralian EJV!TP It 

Ebr.:ereur, Ir. Guido Eb~reur of LEe, Le~ven, Belgi~. See rfE)J.roFean 
Empirical specification of EMTP sources as Type-l source (Section XI:I) 
~~TP Development Coordination Group, or DeG (Section I-A-l) 
uSEN.A.BLE" to cancel "SDISJ..BLE" (Section I-D) 
"EDF" for software end-of-file wi thin a data file. See: 

Command file of SPY; "@" for execution (Section XVI-C-5) 
~cr.mal EMTP data file (Section I-I-l) 

EFRI. See" Electr ic FQwer Research Inst i tute" 
It EPS ILN" singularity tolerance. see II Miscellaneous data cardsR 

" 

• EC. relational operator of SP"t r, ~.PPEND/!F" (Section XVI-C-9) 
Equlvalent-Pi of It LINE COOT.a.l\"I'Stt by doOO1 in<; lengt.~ (Section XX:, ~ppend ix 6) 
"E:RPSE" comnar'1d of plot program "WThTX:WPLT" (Section !-L-2) 
$ ERASE request to initialize the LUNIT7 p~ich buffer {Section I-D) 
Srror messages of program; fatal ones (Section I-C) 
European EMTP User Gro~'P (Section I-A) 
"EXAi.'1!NE" comr.artd of SPY to observe variables (Section XVr-C-6) 
Exciter modeling for generators (Section VIII, Class 6, Rule 1) 
Exponential used in Z"10 surge arrester eql.!ations (Section V-E) 
Expo~entials of recursive convolution line modeling (Section rv-D-3, 4) 
Extensions to miscellaneous data cards (Section !!-C) 
"2XT~.1f corttnand for next subtable of more canplex SP'f tables (section XVr-C-3) 
Extrema of solution variables. See: 

Request ~~.xou:r of miscellaneous data (Section ::I-B) 
ttBEGIN ?£t..K VALUE SEARCH'" for delay (Section II-A) 

"PEAK VOLTAGE MCNITOR" for one single peak node vol tage (Section II-A) 
"STATISTICS· for use in Monte carlo studies 

"EXT~- request of interactive usage. See: 
Cam1a.rd of the separate plotting program "TPPL~ (Section I-L-l) 
Subcarman:i of t.~e SPY "PLCT" COO1'l".and (Section XVI-C-4) 

"[F]R comrna~ of S~ to display the factors of [YJ (Section XVI-C-3) 
nF.~C'!ORft carmand of SP'{ to triangularize admittance LYJ (Section XVI-C-13) 
n FACTOR" subcorrrnand of SPY "PLar" coomand scales variables {Section XV!-C-4} 
Fatal error messages. See "Error messages" 
Fella (as in "You lose, fella· faT-e), or guy. See "Index" 
II FILE" req..lest of interactive use. See: 

Comnand of the separate plotting program "TPPLO!'" (Section r-L-l) 
Carmand of t..~e separate plotting program "WTh'lX'WPLT- (Section !-L-2) 
Ccmnand of s?yyto show special, reserved "@" files (Section XV!-C-S) 

If FILE REQ.1EST" to call tt MIooVl lt module (Section I!-A) 
"file r~e" option as EMTP execution begins {Section r-C). 
If FILE=" qual ifier of the SOPEN coornar.-d of "CI.M.AGE" (Sectic~ I-D) 

" .... -""-
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11 F:Nr)1t carrnar;d of SPY' to locate program variables (Section X\I:-C-6) 
"FINISH" card termifl..ates S.M.-TACS connections (Section '"VIrI, Class 6) 
If FIX SOt.;'RCE" request for EMTP load flow (Section:: -A) 
nF~.GER" -=0 detect keyboard interrupts during SPY use (Section I-E-l) 
Flashover (or spark) gap_ See: 

Flashover switch (Section VI-A, Class 2) 
'rype-99 pse\..rlo-ncnl i~ear resistance {Section V-A) 
Z~C arresters with gap (Section V-E) 

Flanish, the dialect of :utch spoken in Let..ven, 8elgiun (Section I-a) 
Floating del ta problen of transformers {Section rv-E, near the end) 
FOL~ of U. S. law.. See 11 Freedom of Information Act" 
~1 FCNTf! COfT.1anC of SPY. It ex ists, al t..~ugh it is not yet in proot.'Ction \.J.Se 
Font, character. See" Ap:>llo version of EMTP" 
Fanta ine, 1he, hoo:e of WsY!. See tI canad ian/ A1lerican EMTP User GroupH 
Format specifications for data; general (Section I-H} 
"FCRM=R qual i fier 0 f SOP'-::N corrmand of It CLM.1(;E" (Section I-D) 
Fourier a.r.alysis of EMTP output variables. See the next 3 entr ies: 
ff FOG'R IER 00" and 
"FOtRIER CEF" (Section XIV, ~le 6,. Point 16) 
"FOURIER" subcorrrnar'G of the S?Y "PLetr" corrrna'id (Section xvr-C-4} 
Freedom of Information k:t, abbreviated FOIA, of U.S. law (Section !-A-l) 
Free-for.mat for ~CS supplemental variables (Section !I!-E-4) 
Free-format usage, general. See "For.nat specifications" 
"FREFLD" :nodule of free-field data in;:ut (Section I-H) 
Freq..lency card of nLn .. ~ CCNSTk.\'T3" (Section XX!, ?oint 4) 
Frequency-de;:encent sources (List 27, r.srZ27) 
Frequency-dep:ncent transmission 1 ine model ing. See: 

Recursive convolution, "SEMLYEN S~~~", "JMART! SETt~n 
Frequency meter I a Ty"pe-50 TACS device (Section III-E-4) 
Frequency of output controlled by variables IOUl' and IPLar of Section ;. ... -0 

n FREQ~}ENCY SCMftf to loop over :;tlasor solutions (Section II-A-16) 
1'mCN'!'" subcorrrnand of ~~e SF.{ "PLCT" com.na'1d (section xvr-<:-4) 
FUnction block of ~CS (Section III-E-l) 
P..mctions of the SPY "APPEND" COtananc use " FtN=" tag (Section XV! -:-9) 
" FwN=ft tag of subcootnand of SP":{ "APPEND corrmand (Section XVI-<':-9) 
FUR:.~ of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. See "Latin hnerican EMTP User Group" 
:: lIt Fc:RTRAN compiler of Lahey Catrp.lt.er. see n!EM Fe" 

Gain of a ~s transfer function of control system modeling (Section :::-e-l) 
Gap: see also "Flashover (or spark) gap" 
Gap, as a ~CS-COntrol1ed EMTP switch type (Section VI-<:) 
Gap, in ZnO surge arrester model (Section V-E) 
.GE. relatior..al o};:erator of the SFf "APPEND/IF" comnand (Section xvr.-<':-9 
.Gr. relatior.al operator of the SF:{ "APPEND/IF" COOInanC (Section xrr. -<':-9 
Generalized machine. See nUniversal Machine (U.M.)" 
!fGO" request of interactive (SFx') usage. see: ' 

C<XrInand of the separate plotting program !'ITPPLar" (Section I-L-l) 
C~.a.nd of th.e separate plotting program "WTh1:X:WPLT" (Section I-L-2) 
Ccmnar.td of SFt (Section X\TI-C-2) 
Option as EMTP execution begins (Section r-C) 

"GOTO" subcomna"ld fo r t..~e SFt " APPEND*' corrmand (Sec tion XV! -<.:-9) 
Governor model ing of a generator. See "Fotating machinery" 
GraFi"lical output. See "Plotting of EMTP results" 
"GRID" firing signal of valve or thyrister (Section VI-B) 
Grou..'1d (local) of electric net¥.Ork: blank name used for it (Section 1-I-2) 



Grot...lr.c '..vi res.:; f !f LINE Ca£Tp...l.''TS'' (Section XXI, concoctor card, : PF.AS E) 
Ground :-:-:x.el~::g for 1 ine constants. See tt ca rscn", " NakagatNa lf 

GroL.::i.di~ of concL'Ctors of the cable (Section XX:I:, variable ~ND; 
Guido, :r. Guido Bnpereur -:If LEe. See !1 Emp:reur" 

Hancstake ~f FfOllo-t~Apollo telephone connection {Section :-F-l-i} 
Har:monic content of sigr'.als. See :fFourier ar-.alysis" 
fcsh in EMTP solutions, due to switch opening (Section VI) 
nf-':EAD1f to refres.~ heaci~.g of any SPY table (Section XVI-C-3) 
I' HEIGHT's aej ust.;-nent for batch-moe€ plot (Section XIV) 
1t:-:ELPu reql.lest of interactive use. See: 

Corrrnand of the separate plotting program "TPPLOT" (Section !-L-l) 
Cxrmanc of the separate plotting program "WTh'IX:WF't.T" (Section I-L-2) 
Cot'nn'!?OO of SPY (Section XVI-C) 
Option as EMTP execution begins (Section I-C) 

Heverlee I Belgil.ln. see" Leuven" or "European EMTP " 
Hewlett-packard version of EMTP (Section :-F-7) 
High precision option for data formats.. See "$VINTAGE" of "C~· 
Holding current of a valve/diode (Section VI-A, B; variable IHOLD) 
ttHON'"~" connand of SFi to ring t11e monitor bell (Section .i{vI-C--ll) 
H'V!X:. See 11 Converter lt 

t "val ve lS 
I "TI\CS" 

uh"YSTERESIS" request to generate 3-H cards (Section !:-A-45) 
Hysteresis model ing I magnetic. See: 

Branch cards for Type-96 reactor (Section V-D) 

I3M versions of ~~e proqram. See: 
IBM mainframe (actually, A~dahl) as used at K.U. Leuven (Section I-F-S} 
ISM PC XT or Fe AT desktop personal corrtp.,lters (Section :-F-2) 

Ideal transformer as network canp:ment (Section VII-A, Type-l8 source) 
nIpM sllbccmnana of t..~e SF.{ rlAPPEND" corrrnand (Section X'I!-C-9) 
IF-cOr.lp:Jnent, Type-60 TACS device (Section :::-£-4} 
Ignition voltage of an hvdc valve or thyrister (Section VI-S, Rule 4a) 
IIT, Instituto de rnvestigacion Tecnologica, Madrid. See "Data C~neral 
1t n.."C=" tag for subcorrmands of SP'f "~pPENDn cottrnand (Section xvr-C-9) 
I~Cr.sPl? L:l\T disk files for reserved "@Sf usage. See: 

Interactive usage, wit..'r).in SF.{ (Section XV:-C-5) 
File ~a~e definition wit..~in STARTL~ file (Section 1-E-2, card 17) 

Index. You're reading it, hunal1 (a non-sexist "fella- or "guy") (Section XXVI) 
Indian EMTP User Group (Section I-A) 
Inductance (indu::tor) model ing • See "Reactance •••• " 
Induction machine mooel ing using t..i.e t}niversal f'acnine (Sect.ion IX) 
Infini te {almost} ntmbers. I::efined in STARTUP I variables FLT~"F I INTINF 
<t :NI~ subcatmand of the SPY ")!t..PPE2·n)'* camnand (Section XVI-C-9) 
Initial condition specification for EMTP variables. See: 

cards to over-ride electric network initial conditions (Section XI) 
Cards to specify (not over-ride) TACS initial cor~itions (Section II!-E-6) 

/INITIAL declaration preceding initial condition cards of sorting (Section I-J) 
Initialization of program variables by user. See "START~~· 
Injection printOut of known-vol tage ;Clasor sources. See mise. dat.a KSscur 
In-line cOt1lnents, placed to t..'1e right of ttf" syrnools. See: 

Usage with EMTP data cards (Section !-!-1) 
:.;sage with SPY carrnand files (Section XVr-C-5) 

:~PUt supplemental variables (Type-99) of ~CS {Section !!I-E-4} 
Inside supplemental variables (Type-88) of TI\CS (Section !!!-E-4) 
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::1put/output U:""1i t nunbers of ~TP. srp..RTt,;p var iables U.JNI7? (Section !-E-2) 
:~stallati'On-depend~~t information: 

C~neral, for all computer systems of interest (I-E) 
specific com?U~er syst~s, with 'One subse:ti?n for each (Section I-F) 

Instantaneous rrtl!"l.lfnun/rr:axL"nI.ln, Type-63 TACS cevlce (Section rII-E-4) 
:nsulator layers of ItCABLE CCN3TA.\'1!'S" (Section XXIII) 
Interactive CRT plotting 'Of transients: 

I.:-:. real time, see the SPY co.m.and "PLOT" (Section XVI-C-4) 
Fer plotting at any later tL~e, see: 

a) t..~e seFarate plot programs nTPP!..OT" & "W!N!X:WPt..T" (Section XV:-<:-4) 
bj Flexible v.crkstations ca"1 use "REPLar-- (see Section II-A) with 

the "KEY" request (Section :-C) 
Interactive ~TP execution, observation, control (Section XVI, SPY) 
Interpretati'On of input data cards is explained along with data input rules 
Introductory informati'On about the EMTP (Section r) 
I/O channels "WN!T?" are defined by the srARTUP file (Section I-E-2) 
IST {Instituto Superior Tecnico of Lisbon). See nCOrona modeling" 
!terati ions. See" tcad FloW' 

Japanese EMTP COrrtnittee (Section I-A) 
"JMA.RTI SETUP~ to punch frequency-dependent branch cards (Section XVII) 
"J~~.RTI SET'.'}P" requ.est for transfer to the fitter (Section !!-A-17) 
JIJNK root name of SF! wi!1co'WS 2 and 3. See srA.'qTtJP, card 17 

"KA.TAr.G" module to dunp EMTP tables (Section I-E-l) 
Karrenbauer transformation for transposition (Section rv-D-l) 
"KEY" option as EMTP execution beg ins (Section I-C) 
SJKEytt subcarma"1C of the SPY' "APPEND" comnar..a {Section xvr-C-9) 
Keyboard interrupt. See SUBROLTINE F!.AGER (Section I-E-l) 
KILL code ntrnOer of error stops. See "Error messages" 
"KILL COreS" request to display any EMTP error messages (Section :r-A-1S) 
"K!LL" subcOfm'land of t.~e SPY' "APPEND" ccrrrnar-.d (Section XV'"I-C-9) 
Konkel f Herbert E. See "IBM PC XT ••• " 
KSSOur variable to control 'fi"lasor solution printot..'t (Section ::-8) 
K. U. Leuve..l1.. See" Europear} EMTP User Group" 
Kyoto (Japan), the home of Doshisha university. See I'IJapanese ~TP 

"!.ABELn request of interactive use.. See: 
COl'!'l'nand of the separate pl'Ot pr<XJram "TPPtar-' (Section I-L-l) 
Cartnand of t.'l1.e separate plot program ttW~PLT" (Section !-!..-2) 
Subcarrnand of t.~e SP'l NPLOT" ccmnand {Section XV!-C-4) 

" 

"t.AB=" tag for subcctrrnands 'Of the SFi "APPEND" ccm:nar:d (Section XVI-C-9) 
Lahey Com~ter mr.. FCRI"RA.~ compiler. See·!EM PC ..... " 
Language of program.. See SLCCRDS1.BIN, also the SF.{ "FQ.4'T" carmand 
1'1 LAS'r« to end t..'1e specification of SPY "PLar- variables (section xvr-C-4) 
Latin ~erican EMTP User Gr'Oup (Section I-A) 
:aurent. See "Dube", "7.'!A.CS" I 1'1 Control systan M::x:lel inglC 
.LE. relational operator of SFi NAPPEND/Ip1t (Section xvr-C-9) 
Leakage indoctance from self and mutual, for U.M. (Section IX) 
LEe (acronjro for !.euven EMTP Center). see I'IElJropean EMTP .... ft 

"LEN:" tag for subcomnar:.as 'Of the S?i "APPEND" corrcnar.<i (Section XVI-C-9) 
LeL:.ven (Belg ii.ln) • See n European EM'!'? 1'1 

it L:::.""'VEL" request of interactive use. See: 
Cocmtaoo of the seF8rate plot program "TPPt.OT" (Section !-t-l) 
Subccmnarrl of t.~e SF":{ "PLOT" corrrnand (Section xvr-C-4) 
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SLEVEL ::cr SINCWDE data ::1odularizati-::;r1 (Section I-K) 
Level-triggered ~~itch, Ty~51 TACS device (Section r:!-E-4) 
Li J in-gui 'J f '::PSR! (Peking). Cor-tact v ia If Tsu.-hi.1e i Li u" or fI''';. Scott Meye ria 
It LI3" s~omr:~anC of -=he SPl ftA.P?END" col't"l':'lanc (Section XV1-<:-9) 
Library f:..lnctions such as the FCRrRl-.N functions SIN, CCS, EXP, S(RI', etc.: 

Available via :ACS {Section :::-£-4) 
Ger;.eral ~T? usage in ir.stallation-cep:ncent "RFtNLl" (Section :-E-:) 
SPY access via the "LIB" sUCccrrrnane of SPY ";'.PFE:ND" (Section XV:-C-9) 

Licensed use of t)rog rarn, only by LEe. See Section I-A-l 
Ligh~~ing arrester modeling. See "SUrge arrester" 
Li:na, J. Allen, 0 f EDP in Listx:m, ~rtu:;al. See "Univac version " 
Sf LIMIT" corrrnand of SPY' to show d l;.'T.ensionee List Si zes (Section XV:-C-1I) 
Limiters for control variables of ~CS (Section :::-E-2) 
"LIMITS" corrrnand of the separate plot program "TPPLOT" (Section I-L-1) 
reLINE" corrrnand of t..~e seFdrate plot i?rogra.'n "TPPLar-' (Section I-L-l) 
"LINE CCN3T&~" request for transfer to ~~e calculation (Section !!-A-19) 
"LINE CONSTA.~" supporting routine, the calculation itself {Section XXI) 
reL:NE&~ 3~S USAGE" for ~Nitch bias (Section :I-A-20) 
"tlST" command of SPY to display variables (Section XVr-C-6) 
1'$LISTOFF/CNn to control data card 1 isti:1g (Section I-D) 
List sizes of t.1;.e ~TP. See "Variable cimensioning" of the program 
Literature. See "Reference material" 
Liu, Dr. Tsu-huei, of SPA. See "Program Yaintenance" at SPA 
Load flow. See: 

:f FIX SOURCE" declaration at the start of execution (Section ::-A) 
Power constraint data cards (section X) 
Special requirements for use wi~~ the U.M. {Section IX) 

/LCAD FT..Dti declaration precedi.ng load flow cards 'When sorted (Sectior; 
"LQ\D" subcornrna'1d of the SPY "t\PP~l)" corrmand (Section X\'I-C-9) 
"LCCINT" ::1E!ncry location fU:.'"1ction (Section :-E-l) 
"LeeK" corrrear.d of SFi (Section XV:-C-2) 
Logical (Boolean) operators of ~CS (Section III-E-4) 
Log ical uni ts of FCRTRAN EMTP. see tt Inp;t/Output Lrr"li ts n 

It ~ER" coomand of separate plot program "TPPLOT" (Section I-L-l) 
IfLCCK" subcotttnanci. of the S?f "APPEND" corrrnar.d (Section XV1-<:-9) 
• LT. relational operator of SPY' "!-PPEND/!F" (Section xvr-C-9) 
L;,..tr:p;d-reslstance mooel ing for transmission 1 ine (Section IV-'::>-l) 
LUNI! assigrments for I/O uni ts. See" STARTUP file ze definitions 

Ma, Ren-mirq I of ~an, C1ina (sections :-C, III) 
~achinery modeling. See "R:::>tating machinery 
Magneti zing current or irnpeda11ce of a transformer. See : 

Saturable "TRA..l..SFffiMER- comp:>nent {Section rv-E, Rule 2) 
Linear "XFORMER" data specification (Section XIX-A) 

~aintenance of program (section I-B) 
"!t<~.P" subcomnand of t.~e Sp'{ "APPE1 .. ID ff coornand (Section XVI-C-9) 
M3ss Qf rotor. See "Rotating machinery" 
lV'atrix inversion/redoction formulas. See "Shipley" 
Mechanical netWt::)rk. See "Rotating machinery" 
Manorar:.ca, EMTP. See Reference 8 of Section 'XYN ("References") 
Memory req..,lirements of EMTP execution. See "Variable dirnensioning" 

- "':"\ 
--... J 

MEMSAV = 1 request for table saving at end of simulation.. See "STA..Z' AGA:N" 

:t 
"",~ ... 
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If :v';£}.. .. v" ::-equest of i:1teracti ve l.1Sage to show ot.::'er available cCfX'lands. See: 
COt~and of t.~e separate plotting program nTPPL~ (Section :-:'-1) 
Command of the separate plotting program " WTh1X:WPLT " {Section !-L-2) 
Cor..rr:ar:.c Qf SPY (Section XV!-<:) 
Si..lJ....,~omma:."1d of t..;.~e SPY "PLaI'" corrrna'1d (Section XV·:-':-4) 
Su.bcor:tna!1c of t::e SPY nAPp~1yr corrtnar.c (Section XiI-C-9) 

:';Y;£SSAGE" cor.-rnanc of the separate plottirlg program t'lTPPLOT' {Section :-L-l) 
"~.ES~" tag for subco{'i':rnancs of the SP't "~'pp8-t'Dn corrrnand (Section XV!-C-9) 
~tric calCornp plotting usir..g a t19:AL2" declaration (Section XlV, ?Ji!1t :'4) 
"~!.ETRICJt option of "LINE CCNSTA~wrs·t {Section XXI) 
Yetric vs. English scaling of plots affects entries in STARTUP (Section :-2-2) 
~yer, Dr. W. Scott; See "canadian/American EMTP User Growplt 
Microcomputers. See rt Ape 110 version ••• " or n IBM Fe xr ... " or n Slh"1 
Minicomputers. See nvAX", "PRIME", "Data General", etc. 
Min/max tracking, Type-64 TACS device (Section !!!-E-4) 
~in:i.esota Po~r & Light. See "PRIME EMTP version" 
ISMISCEU.ANEOLE D\~ CARLS" by special request (Section Ir-:a.-21) 
Miscellaneous data cards for regular sL~ulation cases (Section :I-8) 
~.F of Type-59 S.M. (Section V!!!, Class 5, variable MFCRCE or JSAT) 
~al analysis ~~eory of n LINE CCNST.a.~'TSn (Section XXI) 
rtMCDE" request of interactive usage. See: 

Corrrnand of tJ1e seFdrate plotting program "TPPLOT" (Section I-L-l) 
Ccttrnand of the separate plotting program "WINrx:vJft.T" {Section :-L-2 i 
·Su.bcomnand of ~~e SPY "PLOT''' cctrrn~~d (Section xvr-<:-4) 

"~CDE VOLTAGE OUT?JT" (Section II-A-22) 
~~ for an Apollo telepCo~e connection (Section :-F-I-i) 
~u.lation of electric source by TACS. See the Type-17 source {Section v::-;.. 
M:dulari zation of EMTP data. See "DA.'TI\ BASE MODt;1,.E" 
!'tbment of inertia. See "Fotating :;;achinery" 
SMCNITCR request of "C~J\(;Err to watch input data (Section I-D) 
Monte carlo stLriies. see "srATISTICS" 

... - 1': Se""!:':!..o.. +- +-' J...': {.,It ~,-or rnooe_~ng. e ~t.a,-lng mac .... ner,l 
tw':.S-OOS version of program. See "IBM PC ••• " 
Multi-~~chine U.M. system ~~aring a common mechanical network (Section IX) 
M.ll ti-machine system simulation wi ~~ the universal !"achine (Section IX) 
t1.1.1tiplicities of List Sizes for variable dL"nensioning "V~rmIM." (Section :-G) 
" Mt.JLT!PLY " ccmnaT1d of ~~e se~rate plot program "TPPr..~ (Section I-L-l) 
t'1.1tually-coupled R-L elene.'1ts (Section IV-C) 

Nagaoka I Naoto, of r:::oshisha lhiversi ty. See "Japanese " 
Nak.agawa. See -Stratified eart...~ model 11 of "CASLE Cc.R)TA..."-.!'TS" use 
Name of a branch or a swi tch (Section 1-I-4) 
et~~\1E" request used on a branch card. See "Name of branch •••• " 
"~~E" request of interactive use. See: 

Corrmard of t..i1e separate plotting program "TPPLOT" (Section I-L-l) 
Command of t..~e separate plotting program "WINrX:WFt.T" (Section !-L-2) 
Subcorrmarla of the SP'i "PLO'r" carrnand (Section XVI-C-4) 

ft~.MES" ccmnand of SPY to show the ft EXAMINE" heading (Section XVI-C-6) 
Narrow EMTP output. See "SWIDTH" t or variable KOL132 of ~~e srARTUP file 
.~'E. relational o~rator of SPY "APPEND/IF" (Section XVI-C-9) 
Net~rk connectivity. See "Connectivity ... " 
"NETWCRK EQJIVA.LENT" to access supporting program NETEW (Section II-A.-13) 
$N~ EF5IL.~ request for "C~.JGErr to change EPSIr...~ (Section :-0) 
~e'Well, Mr. Robert. J. t of Basin Electr ic. See "PR.IME version" 
Newsletter about program. see EMTP ~ewsletter at end of Section I-~.-2 



~tNEXT" c<X'!l'nar:c for: next row of any SPY table (Section XV!-C-3) 
Node ~ames of electric network (Section I-I-2) 
~ode voltage output specification (Section XI:) 
n!-CFu cor.lnanC of SPY to cancel !1F1o.CTQR" {Section XVI-C-13} 
Non-fatal informative messages. Info~ation about these is scattered 
~n-grou.'1ded EMTP sources. See T'ype-18 source (Section VIr-A) 
u~NLI~·rf command of SPY. to display the List-9 E..~TP vectors (Section XvI-C-3) 
~onl inear elements.. see "Resistance ff 

t It Beactance" 
"~ROLL '" corrrna.'1d of SF.( to cal1cel roll irtg plots and ~\HNE (Section XVI-C-6) 
~ort...~ r::akota State Universi ty. See "PRIM.E version ..... If 
"N:)SORT" request is possible on "BEGIN NE'r'I !}\'!!A. CASE" card (Section :-]) 
ft~yn cor.:tnand of S?f to cancel a preceding ftYFCR~" comnat1C (Section XVI-C-13) 
NT?: of New Celhi. See ":na ia EMTP User Group" 

"OLD TO N"E:~ ZNJ" to convert old arrester data to new formats (Section II-A-23) 
r'OFFSET" request of interactive use. See: 

Corrrna:-.d of t.~e separate plotting program IIITPPLO'!'" (Section I-L-l) 
Carmand of t.~e separate plotting program "W!NI:Xl'iPLT" (Section I-L-2) 
Su.OCOI:'!l'nand of the SF! "PLaI''' carma'1d (Section xvr-C-4) 

Offsets of ~IAH.DL'!· input data (card 4) • See ttvariable dimensioning ••• H 

"a-1!T B.A.SE CASE" of "STATISTICS" or 1S':::'S~TrC" use (Section !I-A-24) 
OPEN/CLOSE statement of F1:RrRA...~, the L:n:s:ortance of (Section I-I<) 
"OPEN/CLOSE" signal of valve or t..~yrister (Section V!-B, ?l.lle 4c) 
SOPEN file sconnection requ.est. for "C~.AGE" (Section I--:J) 
Order of EMTP input data cards. See "Structure of ••• " 
Oregon State university. See "Universal Machine" I "cr:c version" I 1t::NrX PC" 
Oriental language versions of EMTP. If locky, see c~f::o.ter of interest 
/ourPtJr card preced ing output requests ~en sorted by class (Section I-J) 
Output. scalir.~ specification for statistical tabulation (Section XV) 
Output specification for electric network variables. See: 

a) Section XII for detached specification, independent of branch cards 
bj Section IV-A for use of colurnn-80 punch to request such outputs 

OUtput supplemental variables (Type 98} of ~CS (Section III-E-4) 

"PAGE" req'..lest to begin the next "PRINTER PLOT" on a new page (Section XIV) 
paging of t:.~e caIlp..lter operating system. See ""virtual manory managanentN 

"PARAMETER FITrn.e:c" declaration of 'IYPe-59 S.M. data (Section VIII, Class 2) 
Parenthesis usage with '!l\CS supplenental vat" iables (Section III-E-4 I Rule 4) 
park's equations for 'IYPe-59 synchronous machine (Section VIII,. begir ... r'ling) 
PC version of progranl. See" IBM PC .... ft I "UNIX PC ••• lIS 

"PEAK" subcaIlnand of the SF,{ "PLeJrf' coomand (Section XVI-C-4) 
Peak values of solution variables. See "EXtrema" 
"PEAK \/otTAGE M~.rTOR· for t..~e peak of all' network voltaaes (Section r:::-A-25) 
"PEN C3JIC~ al"ld pen and grid choice of calQ:xnp plot (Section XIV, Point 11) 
Percent {ft%lIII) strings t.,h.at indicate SPY argttnent usage. See 

ftDA~ aa.sE MOCULE" for ~TP data (Section XIX-F) 
Argunents of SPY "@" files (Section X\I!-C-5) 

Pereira, Mr. Marco Polo. See "Latin American •••• " 
period. See "Decimal p'int" 
personal Ccrnp..1ters. See rc A;:ollo," tf IBM Fe, rr It AT&T ~IX pc," etc. 
Phasor solution for initial conditions. See: 

Electric network printout (Section I!-B, variable RSSOUT=l, 2, 3) 
Control system TACS usage (Section III-:>, Point 6) 

Phoenix Comp..lter PLINK85-Plus linkage-editor. :see "IBM PC .... It 
pi-cireui t branch com:s:onent (Section I'V-B) 
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? -cireui t ?U!1ching (L:';NIT7) (Section X:X:-7. 4, I?UN of freque!icy (:arc) 
? pe-t:zrp€ cables. See ItCA.3LE CCN5TANTS CI 

? xels ~f CRT plotting. See sr~_RT~P variables ~AX, ~~~, etc. 
?L:~K86-?l~ 1 inkage-editor of Phoenix Computer. See" IBM Fe ••• " 
"PLOT" (:'Y.T."~a11d of SPY (Section XVI-<:-4) 
/PLCT declaration preceding plot cards 'When sorted by class (Section :-J) 
Pl.ots of "sr~.TIST:CSIt switch closing ti.:nes (Section YN) 
"PU":.:.?ER PAPER P£:GHT" of batch-rnoee vector (calCornp) plotting (Section XIV) 
?lottir:g of EMTP results. See: 

Batch-mode plot card data requirements (Section XIV) 
Interactive CRT plotting programs "TPPL~ and " W!NrX:WF!.T " (Section !-L) 
"PLOTCt command of SPY (Section XVI-C-4) 

?LCT10 grapics of Tektronix. See "Proprietary software" 
point-by-point nonlinearity, Type-S6 TACS device (Section III-E-4) 
portla1'1d, Oregon. See "Progra'n ~.ai!'ltenance" or " BPA" 
portugal. See "Corona modeling" or "Correia de Barros" or "Univac 
If POSTPROCESS PLOT FlLEIt usi!1g TACS (Section II-A-26) 

It 

Potential coefficient matrix [P1 of line constants (Section XXI, Appendix I-b) 
Pounds sign (" ") to represent blanks in argLrnents of "@" (Section xvr-C-5) 
po~r Constraints. See" Load floW-
Po~r frequency declaration {Section I-E-2, SI'ARTt'P, variable STA'IFR) 
"?eWER FRECUEN:Y" special request (Section I!-A-27) 
Power output of a branch or a swi tch. See colunn-80 punch of component 
$?REFIX to:TIro ify file names of SINCUJDE data modularization (Section I-K) 
prime .::nover of generator. See "Rotating machinerY.' 
PRIME ccmputer version of the prQg'rarn (Section I-F-6) 
"PRINTED ~,lt~~:BER ·tVIDrH" for si zing ti:ne-step loop colunns (Section r:-A-28) 
"PRINTER" ccrrma.:"1d of t.~e 5eFdrate plotting program ItTPPLCT" (Section :-L-l) 
printout of t...~e tizne-step loop. See: 

variable IOUT of miscellaneous data (Section II-B) 
Mo-A.~ PRINTOUT FREQJEOCY" request (Section !!-A-10) 
Output variable specifications (Section XII) 

"PRI=" tag for: subcomnands of the SPY "APPEND" corrrna"1d (Section xv.:-C-9) 
?rograrn ~.aintenance {Section I-3) 
proprietary aspects of EMTP. See section I-~.-l. 
?seLrlo-nonl inear eleme..'1t model ing of the EMTP. See: 

Tfpe-96 hysteretic indu::tor L( i) (Section V-D) 
Type-98 saturable reactor L( i) (Section V-8) 
Type-99 nonlinear resistor R(i) (Section V-A) 

publ ie-domain status of SPia. work, due to FOIA (Section r-l~-l) 
pulse delay, 'I'{pe-54 TACS device (Section r:r-E-4) 
NpuN:tr' cartna'1d of t.:.~e separate plotting program "TPPLOT" {Section I-L-l} 
$PU~H to flush t..~ p.!tlch buffer of LUNIT7 (Section :-D-16) 
?\,l!;.ched card output of F}1TP. See "$Pt.tK::r' 
"PtJRGE ft request of interactive use. See: 

Corrrnaoo of the separate plotting program It TPPLC'r" (Section I-L-l} 
Ccrnrnar.d of the separate plotting program "WINIX'WPLTtt (Section !-t-2) 

If AA~pn cor.tnar-.d of SF:! for 1 inear variation of a va: iable (Section:NI -C-10) 
Random nunber generator testing (Section :1-<-3) 
Rae, Prof. K. sankara, of North Dakota State thi versi ty. See "?RD1E ••• It 
Reactor model ing. See: 

for 1 inear case, use series R-L-C branch (Section Dl-A) 
for mul ti-Fbase, linear ttJ, use [RJ, [L] (Section rv-C) 
:;::seooo-noni inear branch card, Type-98 (Section V-8) 
tr~ nonlinear saturable inductor L(i) , Type-93 (Section V-H) 

r 
,/ ~ 
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Recursive ~~r.volution for: freq'..ler:cy-ceF€ndent 1 i::es (Section :'1-;)-4) 
"RECL=1t ~:.lal i:ier of $CPEN comnand honored by ff CL~.AGEn (Section 
ReCi~eDsi~~ing of simulation tables. See ~yariable dimensio~i~" 
Reference oranch ~age to copy previous branches. See: ~ 

2) any branch for explarl.ation $ing terminal node names 
b} Sectio~ I-I-4 for explanation using branch ~ames 

Reference :::aterial (supporting literaturei Section XXV) 
Reference voltage Z~VREF of ZnO surge arresters (Section V-E) 
References of llL:~'"E CCNSTA~-rs" (Section XX!, end) 
II REF rLE" request 0 f interactive use. See: 

... ~, 
4-:"-i 

Corrrr.anc of t..r:.e separate plotti!1g program "TPPLOT" (Section !-L-l) 
COIT'iI!'lanc of the sep::rate plotting pr~ram "WThl1XWptT" (Section !-L-2) 

Relational op:rators (e.g., II EQ") of TACS (Section III-E-4) 
"RELATIVE TACS DIM ENS IOr-.s t

• to size ThCS tables (Section II-A-29) 
Relay-cp;rated swi tch, Type-51 TP-.CS device (Section III-E-4) 
ClREPLCT" request for batch-mode plotting only (Section II-A-3~' 
/RECUEST declaration preced ing branch cards when sorted (Section!-.J) 
'tRESCALEtl request of interactive use. See: 

Cornma.?1d of the separate plotting program HTPPLar" (Section !-L-l) 
Subcomna.r'ld of t....J-:e SPY ItPLCTtI corrrna'1d (Section xvr-C-4) 

Reserved 6-character names to be avoided by the user (Section :-:-2) 
Residual flux of reactor. See "hysteresis· 
Resistance {resistor) n:ooel ing of the program. See: 

U1cow.-pled, 1 inear R-t..-C branch (Section DI-~.) 
.~lti-phase, linear [R] (Section rJ-C) 
Zinc-oxide surge arrester (Section V-E) 
Type-99 pset.do-nonl inear resistor (Section V-A) 
Type-92 uncoupled, true ~onlinear R(i) (Section V-G) 
Type-9l tirr:e-defencent R{t) (Section V-F) 
Type-91 TACS-controlled resistor (Section V-I) 

"RESTORE" co.~a'1d of SP"f to load tables {Section IN!-C-7) 
.... t' , cd l' .;:. .. t.rho ~CS' +-h d . , ... ) rtes rlKe m e lng o~ oreaKers. Mal~ use ~ Wl~ a ynarnlc arc \V-~ 

Revision date of ~~is Rule Sock. see the front cover 
"RFtNLl n module for all REAL 1 ibrary functions of one argunent (Section I-E) 
Right-adj ustment of E-field nunbers (Section I-H) 
uRLCu corrrna'1C of SPY to display List-3 vectors (Section XVI-C-3) 
R~S sensor, Type-66 TACS device (Section III-E-4) 
"ROLL It carrna"1d of SPY' for continoollS IT EXAMINE" usage (Section xvr-C-6) 
"ROLLC" su.bcattnand of the SPY "PLar" ccmnand (Section XVI-C-4) 
" ROLLV" su.bccmnaTJd of the SFt llpr..ar" cor.tnar.a (Section xvr-C-4) 
Rotating machinery model ing. See: 

Type-59, 3-!:tlase, dynamic Synchronous Machine (Section VIII) 
Type-19, thiversal Machine model (Section IX) 

Royalty-free but not public-domai~ status of LEe materials (Section I-A-I) 

nSA~E" request of valve/diode model (Section VI-B, ~le 6) 
San1ple ar:.c track, Type-62 TACS device (Section III-E-4) 
"SArru:<A" routine to convert V-I to PSI-i (Section XIX-G) 
" SATl.F.ATI ON" request for conversion of V-I to PSI-i (Section II-.~.-31) 
Saturation effects, data, ar~/or mcdel in;. See: 

~Reactorslt for the modeling of saturable reactors 
to BATURA" for conversion of V-I curve to PSI-i curve 
·wit.hin S .. M. modeling (Section VI!!, Class 3, AGtINE, SI, S2) 
-Hi t.."lin U.M. model ing (Section IX, Class 2, JSATD, L~SD) 

ttSAVE n corrrnal'1c of SPY to dunp tables (Section }&!-<:'-7) 

., ...... 
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S-bl-:;ck.. See rt P\.Jnction bl()ck ()f ~_csn 
ScCJtt: Dr. 'N. Scott Meyer of LEe. See uCanadian/Jirnerican 
Screenir:.g ::;atrix of "LINE CCN3TANTS" (Section XXI-7.4, II-8) 
"SEC=" tag of subcomrna'1cs of SPY u~.PP~"Du cOtm:anci (Section XVI-C-9) 
Segr:-:ented gr'::t.1'1c ~...rires in NLINE CCN5TA~:orsH (Section XXI-7.4, ::-8.) 
Sequence values (20, 21) for 3-phase, co~?led CR}-[Ll input (Section rv-C) 
nSEMLYEN SE':'UP" request f-:;r transfer to 2nd-oreer fi tter (Section ::-A-32) 
uSEMLYEN SETt,1?" suppcrtir;g routi~e does 2nc-order fi tting (Section XXII) 
ItSERIES n c~anc of SF{ t.o char:-ge R-r..-C (Section XVI-C-10) 
Series R-L-C branch card (Section rv-A) 
"SE"!'" subcorrmarri of tJ."1e SPY' 11 APPEND" comrna~d (Section Xvr-C-9) 
'tSET COLU!'f:.Nft req:J.est of interactive use. See: 

Corrrnand of the separate plot program "TPPL~ (Section :-L-l) 
Subcorrrnand of t..~e SPY' :tPLCT" cor::rnand (Section XV! -C-4) 

nSET J:A'IJ1." request of interactive use. See: 
Corrrna'1d of the separate plot progra'n ff'I'PPLOT" (Section :-t.-l) 
Comnand of tJ.'-1e sep3rate plot program "WTh-:CCWPLT" (Section I-L-2) 

$STA.~UP to reread ~~e STA-RT~P file (Section !-E-2) 
fSSF .. AFT" subcommand of t...~e SPY' ItpLartt ccrrrnand (Section XII-C-4) 
SB.A.FT. rAT disk file describing a rotating machine shaft {Section XVI-C-4) 
Sheat.1J. of "CABLE Cc:tSTA..\'TStt SC coaxial cable (Section XXIII) 
Shell-type, 3-phase transformer (Section rv-£) 
Shipley matrix reCLCtion/inversion formula (Section XXI, Appendix 4) 
Short Courses aJ:out the EMTP. See It Education •••• " 
"SHCW" within fttABEL'" subcorrrnand of S?i "PtCTtt corrrnand (Section xvr-<::-4-) 
"SHQai" corrrnand of the separate plotting program "TPPLOT" (Section :-L-l) 
ftSHOi CJRVES ft corrrnar".ld of plottir:g program "WTh1XWPLTft (Section !-t.-2} 
!t~CW Wrs:r::x::wS" corrrnand of plottir-.g program "W~FLTft (Section :-:-2) 
Sigr-.al selector, a Type-61 TACS device (Section ::::-£-4) 
Signal sources of 'mes; TACS sources {Section I!I-E-4) 
Single core coaxial cable. See "CABLE CCNST.:a...."lI'S" 
rts~·r'1" .... F!'''~'Un pt' I:: '!\~"9 .. .. • . J,. ,,"",..- ~f" \ ;.;."",.1...01:. ~r.. 0 lon .:..or ;.Z:::"""'-~ pseu:::o-~¢n.l. ::.near reS1S:...ance \~eC(".lon v-f'.; 

Si!igulari ty tolerances. see: 
For electric netw::>rk, see miscellaneous cata (Section rI-B, EPSIL.'1, TCL.:~~::n 
For compensation-based nonl inear element soL.lti'On (Section V-F., e~d) 

Sinusoidal steady state. See "Phasor solutionft 

$SIORF/TF of a telephone cor~ection betfNeen two A;ollos (Section :-F-l-ij 
"SIZE" recuest 'Of interactive use. See: 

Corrmand ·of the separate pl'Otting program "TPPLOT" (Section :-L-l) 
Command of SPY to show ·present figure" tist Size usage {Section XVI-C-::J 

Size 'Of EMTP tables. See ~ariable dimensioning" 
Skin effect formulas of "LINE CCt-STA:.~-:rs" (Section XX!, Appendix 2) 
slash (tII/") SjJmbol usage for EMTP data sorting by class (Section I-0; 
slash (n/.) for "@K" comma~ file exec~tion from card cache (Section XV:-C-5) 
"SLEEP" ccmnand of SF:{ to dunp tables (Secti'On '/YI-c.-i) 
~SMn commar.o 'Of SPY to display Type-59 variables and data (Section XVT-C-3) 
S. M. See n synchronous rnachineft 
HSMOOTHn request of batch-mode plotting discards points (Section XIV, Rule 8) 
IrEMcx::trH" request of interactive use. See: 

Corrrnancl of t.~e separate plotting program ttTPPLC'I"" (Section !-L-l) 
Su.bcccrrnane of SPY "PLaI''' corrrnand (Section XVI-C-4) 

Sorting of input data cards by class (Section I-J) 
Source cards of the electric ~etwork (Section VII) 
"S:;URC£1' corrrnand 'Of SF:{ to display List-4 table variables (Section X"..rr-C-3) 
/SJtJRCE declaration preced Lng source cards \.¥hen sorted (Section I-J) 
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Sc~rce equivalents. See: 
"NE"ZWCRK ECU!VALE~~" for constant-para.-neter eql.1ivale!:.t (Section ::-.~.-13) 
~ist 27 (LSIZ27) for freq~ency-depender.t equivalent (Section :-G) 

Sour~e cards 0: ~.CS (Section :::-£-3) 
Spc~k gap. see ,t Flashover gap" 
US?A..qK" sig!".21 of :J..CS-controlled s'jO/itch (Section 'V:-C; 
Special request cards at begi!"p.ing of data case (Section :I-A) 
Soectral al1alysis. See "Fourier analysis~ 
"~:::;lV2t op .... ·,...,l"'I as ;v.':'P exec" .. ·"',.... '00.-';""5 'c,er .... 'on .... -C' -....""'" "-.~,,;.. u.",.:.~ '- o;,.,..~~....., ..... ~ ...... , \..., -'-.:.. .... ..l.. j 

irS?!" response to any SPY ?rompt {Section XVI-C; 
S5FY to ~ark begi!"ning of in-line, batch-mode SPY data (Section XVI-D) 
SS?YEND to termi~~te such in-line, batch-mode SPY data (Section XVI-D) 
SFYF:LE? • rAT disk fi les of SSFt usage (Section XVI-D) 
SSR. See rt Subsyr~chronous reso~ance" 
Staircase time-varying resistance (Type-97 R(t) element of Section V-C) 
"S':'ART AGAINu to restart a halted, ?receeing simulation (Section II-A-33) 
STARTSFY file for any special initialization 0f SPY paraT.eters (Section :-2-3) 
S~~-~UP file to initialize many parameters (Section I-E-2) 
Statistical overvoltage studies. See: 

uSTATISTICS" miscellaneous cata card (Section 11-C-1) 
Req~ests for statistical tabulation of STATrSTICS/SYST~~~:C (Section ~J) 
"srATISTICS" swi ten (Section VI-A, Class 30.) 

/SI'ATISTICS preced in<; srATIST:CS/SYST~.A.T!C output requests (Section. :-J) 
IS~.':'PLCI'" separate prograrn for vector statistics plotting (Section XVI-C-8) 
uSTATt.S=1t q'..lal ifier of SOPEN corttnand of ItC~.AGE1t (Section ::-'0) 
Steady-state phasor solution pri~tout. See " KSSOUT" variable contrcl:i~g i: 
It STEP" comnand of SF.{ to oreal< at every opportuni ty (Section X\lI-<:-2) 
"STEP ZERO COUPLE" for compensatiQ:;' subnetw::>rl< identi fieation (Section ::-A-34) 
rfSIN=" tag fer subcorrrnands ':)f the SPY' nAPPEND" corrroat1d (Section XVI-C-9) 
"Si.UP" request of interactive usage. See: 

Cption as EMTP executiQn beg ins t t':) hal t program execut ion (Section :-C) 
Corrrnand of t..l;,e separate plotting program "TPPLCT" (Section I-L-l) 
C~and of t..~e sepa rate plotting prograrr~ ItY,-/INz:::a..iPLT" (Section I-L-2) 
CX'mand of SPY I to hal t EMTP execution (Section xvr-C-2) 

"SSTOP" to halt execution as batct-mode data request of "CLMAGE" {Section :-J) 
Stratified earth model, Nak.aga~ formulas of "CASLE CCN5TANrSct (Section XX:::) 
Strocture of an EM'!'? data case for simulation {Sect.ion I-I) 
"st£" subcomnand. of the SPY' uAPPEND't corrti1anC. (Section XVr-C-9) 
Subsynchronous resonance {SSR) studies. See "tbtating machinerY' 
SSUFF'IX to modify file names of SINCLUDE data rnodularization (Section I-K) 
St.Jnmer, a zero-t..~ order function block of 'mCS (Section III-E-l) 
Sun Microsystems version of EMTP (Section I-F-9) 
"Sv'PERIMroS~ for superim~sed batch-mode (C'alCornp) vector plots (Section XIV) 
s;..;pplane.'1tal variables of 'mCS (Section :II-E-4) 
Supporting routines. See Table of Contents 1 Sections XVII t..~rou;h XXIV 
Surge arrester modeli~g. See: 

EXp:Jnential 2.."\0 model (Section V-E} 
Pseooo-nonl inear 1'jpe-99 resistance {Section V-A) 
True non-linear resistance wi~~ flashover (Section V-G) 
7ACS-Controlled, time-varying resistance (Section V-I) 

Surce function, 'l'r""'r-e-IS electric net~rk source canronent (Section VII-A) 
surge irnpeda~ce 2S used as transmission line data input (Section rv-D-l) 
It &J IT(: H" corrrnand of SFt to display List-6 table (Section xvr-C-2) 
/~:'l'CH declaration preced ing switch cards when sorted (Section I-J) 
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Switches, incltrling thyristers and diodes. See: 
Introdoction and overview (Sect on V!.) 
Ordinary switches (tLue-control ed, flashover, 

If STATISTICS" I tt SYSTD1ATIC"; Section 'V: -A) 
Diode and t:..1,yrister (valve) mcdel ing I :ype 11 swi. tch (Section \T!-8) 
Spark gap and TRIAC model ing, Type 12 swi teh (Section -o:...rr-<::) 

Symbol ic .cebt..gger. See tt Apollo ...... n 

Symmetrical component quantities. See: 
reLINE CCNSTM?S" t..~eory (Section XXI-7.4, SUbsection 5.) 
Format for 3-~ase, [R], [L] branch data ini=Ut using t.~ese (Section rv-C) 

Synchronous machine (S.M.) modeling: 
'I}lpe-59 model ing for bala1"'lceC I 3-r;nase usage (Section V!II) 
Al ternative model ing via the universal Machine (Section IX) 

ltSYS~TIC" switches. See "srAT!STICS" 

Table of Contents (Section 0 at the front of the book) 
"'D\CSn corrrnar..a of SPf for concurrent sequential processing (Section xvr-<::-12) 
/"..CS declaration preceding rmcs cards ~en sorted by class (Section I-J) 
TACS (&'1TP control system modeling capability). See: 

Rules for data assembly and oFeration (Section III) 
Card to introdLCe 'IACS data (Section III) 
"ABSOLUTE ~CS DIMERSI0N5" request card (Section II-A-l) 

TACS-controlled switch. See "Valve-, "Gap.e 
':A.CS-controlled voltage or current of electric network (Section 'VII-A, Type 60 
TACS-:"!'lOCulated voltaqe or current of electric net·...ori< {Section VII-A, 'I}tpe 2.7 
uTACS HYBRID" request. precedes ~CS data if also electric net~rk (Secti~n ::: 
ft~CS STAND ALONE" request preced inc; 'mCS data if no electric net (Section I:: 
f'I~CS WAR.~ LIMIT- to redefine limit on ~cs warning messages (Section II-A-35 
Tags for subcomnands of the SFi "APPEND" cccmtand (Section xvr-C-9) 
"!EK" cOfllnand of SPY to cha'1ge paralleters of a ROLLing plot (Secti-::>:;. XVI-C-4) 
Tektronix. See "Plotting of EMTP resul ts", "proprietary software" I PLOT2.0 
Telefi'lone connection of two Apollo c~puters (Section :-F-l-i) 
Terminal condition punching a'1d t.~e end of a sL-nulation (rp',,;N of section ::-3) 
Thyrister model i09._ See "V'alvew 

"TIME" carmand of SPl to show sL'nulation time (Section xvr-C-ll) 
Ti.rne usage to identify plot files. See ttREPLar« 
TLrne-sequenced switch, Type-57 TACS device (Section III-E-4) 
"TIM.E STEP LOOp· request begins "S!'ART AG\!N rt sL-nulation (Section Ir-A-36) 
"TIM.e.« reqtaSt. of interactive use. See: 

Comnand of:; tbe separate plotting program "TPPLOT" (Section I-L-l) 
Ccmnand o(the seplrate plotting program "WINJX:WFLTtC (Section I-L-2) 
Subcor= d···of the SPl "PLOT' carrnand (Section xvr-C-4) 

Time-step st_ (integer miscellaneous data" variable reLTAT, Section II-8) 
"TIME UNITS- request of interactive use. See: 

Coomand of the separate plotting program "TPPLOT" (Section :-L-1) 
Coornand of the separate plottin; program "WI:NI:Xl\lPLT" (Section 1-L-2) 
Subcannand of t.'1e SPi IIPLQ'r'l corrmand (Section XVI-C-4) 

"TL~ES~1 request of interactive use. See: 
Corrmand of t.be separate plotting program "TPPLar- (Section !-L-l) 
Camtand of t.~ separate plottin; program "WINIXWPLT- (Section I-L-2) 

Time-varying resistance elenents. See: 
Type-97 staircase resistance (Section V-C) 
Type-91 continoous resistance (Section V-F) 
Type-91 TACS-controlled resistance (section V-I) 

'I'M1V( termination ti:ne of study. (floating miscellaneous data, Sectio~ ::-3} 
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':'ole!"ances, :-:ear-,Z I defined by S'I'A..t<:T:..;'P file variables EPSZ;.c, E~iAR.~, etc. 
":CpS! c~a~d t~ display the first r~w' ':)f any SPY table (Secti0r: XV:-C-3) 
"TPPLCT" ?r'?gram f':lr se;arate i.nteractive EMT? plotting (Section I-L-l) 
T?:'ABLES.3J:); disk fiLe 'Jf a hiber~atir:.g solution (Section WI-C-7) 
Trar.sfer f:..:.;.cti~!1 of a c~:'~tro: syst.em. See tt Functior'. block ff 

Transformation matrices of transmission li~es (Section r/-D) 
7rar-~sf0r:ner mooel i~. Se€: 

Saturable "'IRA.."EFCRMER" comp::>nent (Section IV-E) 
rtECT?,.ll.1-.;"" supporti!':; pr~rar., f~)"r rr;ultiphase 1 inear model (Section XIX-Cj 
Linear coupled [R]-[L] brar:ch cards to represent (Section rv-C) 
~'""ea~ "Ya-s&:""""""er rc.ec"';on VI"':" '" '1'\T'rV!::J..-~ 8 so"ree' ..;...'-" ~~ ... ~~ ,;...~"'-~,,~ \'"- \-_ .. .... ~~., J.z~--..!. ~ i 

"XFCR'1ER." supporting pr~ram for 3 phases or fewer (Section XIX-A) 
Refer also to ~cnlinear reactor modeling for saturation of transf~rmers 

Transmission circuit modeling. See: 
Pi-circuit modelling, used mainly for cables (Section !V-B) 
Constar:t-pararneter, distributed-parameter line model (Section IV-D-l) 
Frequency-de;:endent model ing of overhead 1 i!1es (Section I\!-D-3, 4)) 
Sup~rting programs produce data: Section ~II [Marti}, or XXII [SernlyenJ 

rransport delay, Type-53 ~ACS device {Section :II-E-4) 
Transposition of lines, the mathematics of it (Section XXI, ~pper.cix 5) 
Trapped charge of a line (Section Y:I-A, source Type 14, '~S~ART = 5432) 
uTP.ASH" 1'1Ode of Type-16 source (Section 'VII-S, Pule 7) (STA..RTUP card 18) 
Triac. See "SWitches" 
'ISu-huei I Dr. '!'3u-huei Li u. See" Li un 
IITYP-16" node of Type-16 source (Section VII-S, Fule 7) 
Tyag i , Mr. S. D. of NTFC, New .:elhi, I!!d ia. See 11 Ir:<i ia EM,;? User Grou-p" 
It7YPSIC c~and of SPY to display a disk file (Section XVr-:-5) 

":JM TO TACSu to pass lhiversal fY'achine (U .M.) var iables to ~.CS (Section :I-A) 
U.M. See "U!1iversal Machine" 
U .M. has a special interface wi th the EMTP load flow (Section IX) 
\Jngr:ll,l.~.ced SOl;rces (particularly for vol tag e) : Type-18 source (Section VII-A) 
$l;"N:TS card to cl"'.anges miscellaneous data parameters XOFT, COPr (Sectio~ I-I)) 
"tJ"NIT=n qual ifier of the $OPEN cctm1anc of "CLM.M2" (Secti~n I-D) 
Uni vac version of the progra.?!1, used by EDP of Lisbon, Portcgal (Section !-F-13i 
Universal machine (U.M.) modeling f~r general rotating machinery (Section IX) 
:.Jnix o~rating system. USed by (see) SU.l1, H-P, AT&T, ~.pple Macintosh 
uNIX Fe 73~0 EMTP version for this AT&T desktop computer (Section I-F-3) 
universal randan nunbers. See St,BROL,TINE RFt.NLl (Section 1-2-1) 
:Jntransposed transmission 1 i!"les. See "Transmission line model ing" 
ttUSE AB" option f":)r Pi-circuits to allow inverse of [Ll (section :V-8, Rule 8) 
u:JSE RL" option for Pi-circuits to return to [R], [L] (Sect.ion DI-B, Rule :'0) 
~ser Gro~?S for ~~e noncommercial dissemination EMTP information (Section I-A) 
User instruction. See "Education" 
~sert s ~anual: former name for this ~rk (noW' the EMTP Rule Book) 
"USER SuPPLIED SWITCH TIMES" for user's t-bnte Carlo T-switch (Section ::-A-37) 
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Valve (thyrister) swi tch comp:;nent usee 1:1 hvdc and SVC moeels (Section -VI-B) 
'VArr" tag f-:;r subccm:nands of the SPY "J..PPEND" c~and (Section ~l!-C-9) 
Van :Orrlnel en, Prof. D3niel Van r:::orrtnelen of K. U. Let..ven. See It &lroFean ••• fI 
I1VARDIM" prQg ram to change dimensions of the EMTP (Section I-G) 
Variable dL"nensio!':ing of E1'1TP tables by use of ~A..~IMn program (Section I-G) 
variables of program tables. See SPY It LIST", "FIND" t If EXAMINE" (Section XV!-C) 
VAX!/MS DEC {Digital Bq~ipment) computer version of program (Section :-:-4) 
~ERIFyff corrrnand monitors "@" execution of corrrnand files (section X'II-C-5) 
f~I_In comnand of SPY to display List-9 vectors (Section XV!-<:-3) 
rfSVINTAGE" card to select input data field widt.h (Section I-D) 
Virtual memory for plot data points. See LU~IT4, STARTUP definition, card 15 
Virtual rnanory mar.agenent, importance for EMTP cctnp.lters (Section I-F) 
Vol tage regulator (of synChronous machine) rr.ooel ing. See "EXc iter model ing~ 
Vol tage source model ing • See "Source cards", "Rotating machinery-

!tWA!'!'- ~and of SP'f will stall for a fixed time interval (Section XVI-C-ll} 
"WAKE" corrrnand of SP.{ will re-load tables to end hibernation {Section )(JI!-<:'-7) 
~v'iA'!CH request for screen monitoring of in;ut by "C~" (Section I-D) 
ffW"~tt ccmnand of SFt for delayed table dunping/restoration (Section ;yr-C-7) 
Width of llJN!T6 output is controlled by STARTUP (card 8 I vat Lable KOL132j 
SWIIiTH changes Be vs 132 col~ UJNIT6 output fNidt..~ in "C!M.AGE" (Section !-D) 
"WINDGr' routine to mal'1age 3-wiooow interactive (SPY) display (Section I-E-l) 
Windo"HS. See "Apollo ••• n or "StL.'1 ff or "Apple Macintosh" 
rNori<.stations. See ft Apollo .... " or n SUn ••• " or "~le Mac intosh" 

~X-y PL~ request of interactive use. see: 
Corrrnal1d of t..~e separate plotting program "TPPLOT" (Section !-L-l) 
Subcorrrnand of the SPY' "PLOT" cattna'1d (Section XVI-C-4) 

"X-Y PLorr- request of batch-mode plotting (Section XlV, Point 15) 
"XFffiMER" request for transfer to supporting rOutine (Section II-A-38) 
"XFffiMm" routi~-for calculation of transformer [RJ I [Ll (Section XIX-A) 
"XOFT" units for indu:tance (mE vs. oms). See "Miscellaneous data cares" 

"[Yj" carmarxl of SFX' to display matr ix [YJ of time-step loop (section XVI-C-3) 
"YFCFM- c ld of' SF.{ to form matrix [Y} {Section XVI-C-13} 

Z-block of 'ItCs .. originally a special zeroth-order function. See "Smner2t 
"ZINC OXIDE- request to modify Zno Newton iteration controls (Section II-A-39) 
Zinc-oxide surge arrester mcdel ing : 

Branch card data input (section V-E) 
Su~rting routine "ARRO\T' to ff t exponentials (Section XIX-I) 

"ZNJ FI'.i.'l'ER· to transfer to 1t ARRD\~ supporting program (Section !r-A-4~) 
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